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Abstract

A kinematically undetermined cable suspension manipulator is an underactuated mechanical system with more degrees
of freedom than control inputs, which combines the capabilities of a crane and a robot to transport the payload from
an initial position to an end positoin in the workspace precisely. The inverse dynamics simulation can be achieved
by using servo constraints, in which the desired outputs (specified in time) are described in terms of state variables.
The servo constraint problem [1] of this system is governed by a set of differential-algebraic equations (DAEs) with
index five, which contains servo constraints in the form of algebraic equations. The numerical solution to the DAEs
with high index is very challenging and the flatness-based analytical solution is often not feasible for complicated
underactuated multibody systems. A new index reduction approach [2, 3] called index reduction by minimal extension
is developed and applied to reduce the high index from five to three and sometimes even to one and then makes possible
the stable numerical integration of the resulting DAEs. A three-cable suspension manipulator CABLEV [5] is used to
demonstrate the index reduction procedure for the trajectory tracking control problem. The model of cable suspension
manipulator can be classified as a differentially flat system [4], which has the property that all the state variables and
control inputs can be algebraically expressed in terms of flat outputs and their time derivaties up to the fourth order.
The solution of the trajectory tracking control problem of the model leads to a feedforward control strategy.

Keywords: cable suspension manipulator, differential-algebraic equations, crane control, servo constraints, index re-
duction by minimal extension, differentially flat systems, trajectory tracking, feedforward control

1. Introduction

A cable suspension manipulator (for example, as depicted in Fig.1) support a payload platform in space by three
spatially arranged cables with computer-controlled winches. The three winches are mounted on three movable trolleys
respectively and are responsible for regulating the lengths of the hoisting cables. Compared to the crane models treated
in [2, 3], it is now possible to control not only the translational motion but also the orientation of the payload in its
workspace in order to perform the assignments such as assembly tasks. Then cable suspension manipulators possess not
only the capability of cranes to support heavy payloads in a large workspace but also the dexterity of robot manipulators.

Cable suspension manipulators can be classified as kinematically/statically determined or kinematically/statically un-
determined. We consider a prototype of a three-cable suspension manipulator CABLEV as shown in Fig.1, which has
been developed at the University of Rostock and treated in nonlinear trajectory tracking control problems (see [5, 6, 7]).
The CABLEV manipulator under consideration is kinematically undetermined because the platform is (finitely or in-
finitesimally) movable while the cable lengths are kept constant. It implies that the payload platform may perform sway
motions with three degrees of freedom. The payload platform is suspended by three cables with three winches mounted
on trolleys that move themselves on a gantry. It is also possible for the gantry to move on the rails. Applications for
such systems are, for example, precise handling and assembling large and heavy components on construction sites or
on shipyards. Since the kinematically undetermined cable suspension manipulator can be classified as an underactuated
mechanical system, the platform can not be controlled like the end-effector of a conventional robot by inverse dynamics
control. The position of the platform is not uniquely determined by the robot (crane) coordinates of the trolleys and
winches. In contrast to the flatness-based feedforward and nonlinear feedback control applied in [5], the new approach,
index reduction by minimal extension, is applied to the dynamic model of the cable suspension manipulator to obtain
the feedforward control law in the case of vanishing disturbances. In addition, a closed-loop control strategy with
feedback of actual errors in the load position and orientation provides stable tracking of the required reference load
trajectory in presence of pertubations.
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2. Redundant Coordinates

The dynamic model of CABLEV can be formulated in terms of n = 13 redundant coordinates subjected to m = 3
holonomic constraints. The set of redundant crane coordinates ppp ∈ R

7 (see Fig.1) is given by

ppp =

[
pppg
pppc

]
(1)

with
pppg =

[
pg0 pg1 pg2 pg3

]T
(2)

and
pppc =

[
pc1 pc2 pc3

]T
(3)

Here, pg0 denotes the position of the gantry on the rails. The displacements of three trolleys on the movable gantry are
described by pgi (i = 1,2,3). Moreover, pci (i = 1,2,3), are the lengths of three cables connecting the platform with the
winches.

The platform coordinates xxx ∈ R
6 are expressed by

xxx =

[
rrr
ϕϕϕ

]
(4)

with
rrr =

[
rx ry rz

]T
(5)

and
ϕϕϕ =

[
ϕ1 ϕ2 ϕ3

]T
(6)

Here, the spatial position and orientation of the platform-fixed frame Kp relative to the inertial fram K0 are described
by three Cartesian coordinates rx, ry, rz of the origin of Kp and three Bryant angles ϕ1, ϕ2, ϕ3. Note that the origin of
the body-fixed frame Kp coincides with the center of mass of the payload platform.

g

l1

l2

l2

P

b

XY

Z

Z

K0

Kp

pg0

pg1

pg2

pg3

pc1pc2
pc3

Figure 1: The three-cable suspension manipulator model (CABLEV)
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The spatial velocity of the platform relative to K0 is given by the twist

ttt =

[
vvv
ωωω

]
(7)

with
vvv =

[
ṙx ṙy ṙz

]T
(8)

and
ωωω =

[
ωx ωy ωz

]T
(9)

Here, ṙx, ṙy, ṙz are the translational velocity coordinates of the origin of Kp, and ωx, ωy, ωz are the coordinates of the
angular velocity ωωω in K0. The relation between the derivative ẋxx and the twist ttt is then given by

ẋxx = HHH(xxx)ttt (10a)[
ṙrr
ϕ̇ϕϕ

]
=

[
III3 000
000 HHHωωω (ϕϕϕ)

][
vvv
ωωω

]
(10b)

with

HHH(xxx) =

[
III3 000
000 HHHωωω(ϕϕϕ)

]
(11)

The kinematic differential equation related to the Bryant angles can be found from the second matrix equation in (10b).
It is

ϕ̇ϕϕ = HHHωωω(ϕϕϕ)ωωω (12a)⎡⎣ϕ̇1

ϕ̇2

ϕ̇3

⎤⎦=
1

cosϕ2

⎡⎣cosϕ2 sinϕ1 sinϕ2 −cosϕ1 sin ϕ2

0 cosϕ1 cosϕ2 sinϕ1 cosϕ2

0 −sinϕ1 cosϕ1

⎤⎦⎡⎣ωx

ωy

ωz

⎤⎦ (12b)

with

HHHωωω(ϕϕϕ) =
1

cosϕ2

⎡⎣cosϕ2 sinϕ1 sinϕ2 −cosϕ1 sinϕ2

0 cosϕ1 cosϕ2 sinϕ1 cosϕ2

0 −sinϕ1 cosϕ1

⎤⎦ (13)

Furthermore, the inverse kinematic differential equation is

ttt = HHH−1(xxx) ẋxx (14)

For the convenience of expressing the constraint Jacobian matrix, the quasi-coordinates sss, that exist only as differentials,
can be defined. That implies

ṡss = ttt =

[
vvv
ωωω

]
(15)

3. Constraints

The relations between the robot coordinates ppp and the platform coordinates xxx in Fig.2 can be described by the holonomic
constraints ΦΦΦ(ppp,xxx) = 000, which can be written as

Φi(ppp,xxx) =
1
2

(
cccT

i (ppp,xxx)ccci(ppp,xxx)− p2
ci

)
, i = 1,2,3 (16)

The cable vectors ccci are expressed in K0 by

ccc1 = rrr+ ddd1 − pg0 eeey − pg1 eeex (17a)

ccc2 = rrr+ ddd2 − (pg0 + l2)eeey − pg2 eeex (17b)

ccc3 = rrr+ ddd3 − (pg0 − l2)eeey − pg3 eeex (17c)

Here, l2 denotes the distance between the rails (see Fig.1), and the unit vectors eeex and eeey of K0 are expressed by

eeex =
[
1 0 0

]T
and eeey =

[
0 1 0

]T
. It is assumed that the platform is an equilateral triangle with the side length
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Figure 2: Schematic of one holonomic constraint

l1. The body-fixed vectors dddi point from the origin of Kp to each corner point of the equilateral triangle. The constant
coordinates of the body-fixed vectors dddi can be expressed in Kp by

XXX1 =
[

1
3

√
3l1 0 0

]T
(18a)

XXX2 =
[− 1

6

√
3l1 1

2 l1 0
]T

(18b)

XXX3 =
[− 1

6

√
3l1 − 1

2 l1 0
]T

(18c)

The body-fixed vectors dddi expressed in K0 can be given by

dddi = RRR(ϕϕϕ)XXXi, i = 1,2,3 (19)

with the transformation (rotation) matrix RRR(ϕϕϕ) from the body-fixed frame Kp to the inertial frame K0. For example,
as depicted in Fig.3, the rotation matrix RRR(ϕϕϕ) from the inertial frame K0 to the current orientation Kc at time t reads

RRR0c(sr) = RRR0a(ϕϕϕa)RRRac(eeer,sr) (20)

The rotation matrix RRR0a is described by application of three Bryant angles ϕϕϕa, and the rotation matrix RRRac is described
by application of Rodrigues formula. In this connection, eeer is the unit vector of the rotation axis between the initial
orientation Ka and the final orientation Ke and sr is the rotation angle of the frame Kc at time t about the rotation axis
eeer. Similarly, the rotation matrix RRR0e can be described by application of three Bryant angles ϕϕϕe.

In order to calculate the constraint Jacobian matrices associated to the holonomic constraints (16), differentiating the
cable vectors (17) with respect to time yields

ċcci = ṙrr+ ḋddi − ṗg0 eeey − ṗgi eeex i = 1,2,3 (21)

The first time derivative of the body-fixed vectors dddi can be calculated through the angular velocity of the platform ωωω .
Thus

ḋddi = ωωω × dddi =−dddi ×ωωω =−d̂ddiωωω (22)

with the skew-symmetric matrix

d̂ddi =

⎡⎣ 0 −d3i d2i

d3i 0 −d1i

−d2i d1i 0

⎤⎦ (23)
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ϕϕϕa

RRR0a

RRRac(sr)

RRRae(sre)

Initial orientation A Final orientation E
Orientation C at time t

K0

Ke

Ka

Kc

ϕϕϕe
RRR0e

ϕϕϕ(sr)

RRR0c(sr)
eeer sr

Figure 3: Rotational motion of the payload platform about the axis of rotation eeer with the rotation angle sre between
the initial and final orientation [6]

Then differentiating the constraint equations (16) with respect to time leads to

Φ̇i = cccT
i ċcci − pci ṗci = 0 i = 1,2,3 (24)

By inserting Equation (21) with (22) into (24), the constraint equation at the velocity level can be written as

Φ̇ΦΦ = GGGsss(ppp,xxx)

[
vvv
ωωω

]
+GGGppp(ppp,xxx)

[
ṗppg
ṗppc

]
= 000 (25)

with the constraint Jacobian matrix

GGGsss =

⎡⎢⎣cccT
1 −cccT

1 d̂dd1

cccT
2 −cccT

2 d̂dd2

cccT
3 −cccT

3 d̂dd3

⎤⎥⎦ (26)

and

GGGppp =−
⎡⎣cccT

1 eeey cccT
1 eeex 0 0 pc1 0 0

cccT
2 eeey 0 cccT

2 eeex 0 0 pc2 0
cccT

3 eeey 0 0 cccT
3 eeex 0 0 pc3

⎤⎦ (27)

The above Equation (25) can be rewritten in xxx, ẋxx, ppp and ṗpp by inserting the inverse kinematic Equation (14). That is

Φ̇ΦΦ = GGGsss(ppp,xxx)HHH−1
[

vvv
ϕ̇ϕϕ

]
+GGGppp(ppp,xxx)

[
ṗppg
ṗppc

]
= 000 (28)

3.1. Kinematic Redundancy and Flat Outputs

The system of CABLEV is kinematically redundant, since it has seven control inputs corresponding to the robot coor-
dinates ppp and six load coordinates of the platform xxx. Accordingly, a seventh flat output x0 can be defined as the residual
of the implicit control constraint [5]

x0 = Φ0(ppp) = pg1 − 1
2
(pg2 + pg3)− b = 0 (29)

It implies that the distance b between the inner trolley and the intersection point P (between the line through the outer
trolleys and the intermediate rail) is constant, for example, b =

√
3l2 (see Fig.1). This constraint makes sure that the

shape of the triangle, whose vertices are the three trolleys, is constrained. To summarize, the flat outputs are composed
of the load coordinates xxx and the additional output variable x0,

xxx f =

[
xxx
x0

]
(30)
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The flat outputs at the velocity level are expressed by the time derivative of quasi-coordinates ṡss and ẏ0,

ṡss f =

[
ṡss
ẋ0

]
(31)

Correspondingly, the flat outputs at the acceleration level are defined as

s̈ss f =

[
s̈ss
ẍ0

]
(32)

These constraint conditions will be used in the index reduction by minimal extension method in the sequel.

4. Dynamic Equations

The dynamic equations of CABLEV consist of the equations of the drive system including the gantry, trolleys and
winches, the equations of the payload platform, and the holonomic and servo constraint equations. The governing
equations assume the form of differential-algebraic equations with high index, as CABLEV is an underactuated me-
chanical system with f = 10 degrees of freedom and a = 7 control inputs.

4.1. Dynamics of the Drive System

The equations of motion of the drive system are formulated in terms of the robot coordinates ppp,

MMM1 p̈pp = fff 1(ppp, ṗpp)+BBBT
1 uuu+GGGT

ppp(ppp,xxx)λλλ (33)

with the mass matrix MMM1 ∈ R
7,7, the force vector fff 1 ∈ R

7 and the input transformation vector BBB1 ∈ R
7,7,

MMM1 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

m0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 m1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 m2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 m3 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 J1

r2
1

0 0

0 0 0 0 0 J2
r2
2

0

0 0 0 0 0 0 J3
r2
3

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, fff 1 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, BBB1 =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1

r1
0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1
r2

0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1

r3

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(34)

The gantry and trolley mass are denoted by m0 and mi, and the radius and moment of inertia of the winch are given by
ri and Ji (i = 1,2,3). The control forces are described by

uuu =

[
uuug

uuuc

]
, uuug =

[
ug0 ug1 ug2 ug3

]T
, uuuc =

[
uc1 uc2 uc3

]T
(35)

with the gantry force ug0, the trolley forces ugi and the winch torques uci (i = 1,2,3). The Lagrange multipliers are

given by λλλ =
[
λ1 λ2 λ3

]T
.

4.2. Dynamics of the Payload Platform

The classical Newton-Euler equations for rigid bodies can be applied to derive the governing equations of the payload
platform. Thus they are expressed by

MMM2 s̈ss = fff 2 +GGGT
sss (ppp,xxx)λλλ (36)

with the mass matrix MMM2 ∈ R
6,6 and the generalized applied and gyroscopic forces fff 2,

MMM2 =

[
mIII3 000

000 JJJ

]
, fff 2 =

[
mggg

−ω̂ωωJJJωωω

]
(37)

and

JJJ =

⎡⎣Jx 0 0
0 Jy 0
0 0 Jz

⎤⎦ , ω̂ωωJJJωωω =

⎡⎣(Jz − Jy)ωy ωz

(Jx − Jz)ωz ωx

(Jy − Jx)ωx ωy

⎤⎦ , ggg =

⎡⎣0
0
g

⎤⎦ (38)

Here, m denotes the mass of the platform, and Jx,Jy,Jz are the principal mass moments of inertia with respect to the
center of mass of the equilateral triangle platform represented in coordinates of K0, i.e. JJJ = RRRJJJ p RRRT . The inertia tensor
with respect to the center of the platform is represented in the body-fixed principal axes system by

JJJ p =

⎡⎣Jx 0 0
0 Jy 0
0 0 Jz

⎤⎦ (39)
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5. Motion Planning

During the operation of CABLEV, the payload platform is required to move from an initial position and/or orientation
to a desired final destination and/or orientation in its working space along a trajectory. This procedure needs motion
planning for the position of the center of mass of the platform and/or for the spatial orientation of the rigid platform.

For the translational motion of the payload platform, the trajectory of the center of mass can be prescribed by using a
reference function c(t), see [2, 3]. This provides a rest-to-rest maneuver, which can be divided into three phases: the
acceleration, steady velocity and deceleration phase.

In Fig.3, for the rotational motion of the payload platform, the Bryant angles ϕϕϕ can be employed to describe the motion
of rotations between the initial orientation ϕϕϕa and the final orientation ϕϕϕe. In addition, the rotational motion of the
payload platform between the initial and final orientation can be represented by the rotation motion around a space-
fixed vector eeer, which comes from the origin of the body-fixed frame Kp, with the angle of rotation sre. Thus, the
rotation matrix can be calculated by the given axis of rotation eeer with angle of rotation sre via the Rodrigues formula.
The conversion between the two formalisms of rotation is necessary for motion planning of rotation in the following
numerical example.

Given ϕϕϕa and ϕϕϕe, the rotation matrix between the initial and final orientation is calculated relative to K0 by

RRRae(ϕϕϕa,ϕϕϕe) = RRRT
0a(ϕϕϕa)RRR0e(ϕϕϕe) (40)

By application of Rodrigues formula [6, 7], the rotation matrix RRRac(eeer,sre) is given by

RRRae(eeer,sre) = cos(sre)III3 + sin(sre)êeer +(1− cos(sre))eeereee
T
r (41)

The rotation matrix in Equation (40) and (41) are both equal to each other and the equality leads to the computation [8]
of the angle of rotation sre

1

sre = arccos

(
1
2
(RRRae(1,1)+RRRae(2,2)+RRRae(3,3)− 1)

)
(42)

and the vector of the rotation axis eeer

eeer =
1

sinsre

⎡⎣RRRae(3,2)−RRRae(2,3)
RRRae(1,3)−RRRae(3,1)
RRRae(2,1)−RRRae(1,2)

⎤⎦ (43)

where RRRae(i, j) denotes the element at the i-th row and j-th column of the rotation matrix RRRae(ϕϕϕa,ϕϕϕe). The rotation
matrix RRR0c from K0 to the current orientation C can now be calculated through Equation (20). Then the Bryant angles
corresponding to the current orientation C are given by

ϕϕϕ(sr) =

⎡⎣ϕ1(sr)
ϕ2(sr)
ϕ3(sr)

⎤⎦ (44)

with

ϕ1(sr) = arccos

(
RRR0c(3,3)

cosϕ2

)
(45a)

ϕ2(sr) = arccos

(√
1−RRR2

0c(1,3)

)
(45b)

ϕ3(sr) = arccos

(
RRR0c(1,1)

cosϕ2

)
(45c)

Similar to the prescribed translational motion, the desired trajectory of rotational motion of the platform is specified by

γs(t) = γs0 +(γs f − γs0)c(t) (46)

with γs0 = 0 at t0 and γs f = sre at t f . The reference function c(t) is composed of three phases,

c(t) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
cI(t) for 0 � t < 5

cII(t) for 5 � t < 15

cIII(t) for 15 � t � 20

1Note that the angle of rotation sre belongs to the interval 0 < sre < 180◦ .
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with

cI(t) =
1

τ − τ0

(
− 5t8

2τ0
7 +

10t7

τ0
6 − 14t6

2τ0
5 +

7t5

2τ0
4

)
cII(t) =

1
τ − τ0

(
t − τ0

2

)
cIII(t) = 1+

1
τ − τ0

(
−5(τ − t)8

2τ0
7 +

10(τ − t)7

τ0
6 − 14(τ − t)6

2τ0
5 +

7(τ − t)5

2τ0
4

)
where τ = t f −t0, and τ0 is the acceleration/deceleration time. The Bryant angles corresponding to sr(t)= γs(t) can then
be computed through Equation (20) and (45a)−(45c), which provides the prescribed Bryant angles γγγϕϕϕ (t) in Equation
(49h). Accordingly, the angular velocity about the space-fixed axis of rotation eeer and its derivatives are given by

ωωω(t) = ṡr(t)eeer (47a)

ω̇ωω(t) = s̈r(t)eeer (47b)

ω̈ωω(t) = s(3)r (t)eeer (47c)

ωωω(3)(t) = s(4)r (t)eeer (47d)

In summary, the prescribed trajectory, that CABLEV has to follow, is specified by

xxx =

[
rrr(t)
ϕϕϕ(t)

]
(48)

Then the servo constraints are used to prescribe the desired movement of the payload platform.

6. Index Reduction by Minimal Extension

The equations of motion of CABLEV are composed of the kinematic differential Equation (10), the dynamic equations
of the drive system (33), the dynamic equations of the platform (36), the holonomic constraints (16), the control
constraint (29), and the control constraints in terms of the load coordinates of the platform (48). The resulting index-5
DAEs assume the form

ṙrr = vvv (49a)

ϕ̇ϕϕ = HHHωωω (ϕϕϕ)ωωω (49b)

MMM1 p̈pp = fff 1(ppp, ṗpp)+BBBT
1 uuu+GGGT

ppp(ppp,xxx)λλλ (49c)

MMM2 ṫtt = fff 2 +GGGT
sss (ppp,xxx)λλλ (49d)

ΦΦΦ(ppp,xxx) = 000 (49e)

Φ0(ppp) = 0 (49f)

rrr = γγγrrr(t) (49g)

ϕϕϕ = γγγϕϕϕ(t) (49h)

As described in [2, 3], index reduction by minimal extension can now be applied to the DAEs (49a)−(49h).

The holonomic constraints (49e) are enforced by the Lagrange multipliers in Equation (49c), and thus are not responsi-
ble for the index 5 structure of the DAEs. Accordingly, the control constraints (49f) and (49g) need to be differentiated
twice with respect to time. Then the constraint conditions at the acceleration level are appended to the original DAEs
(49a)−(49h). The control constraint (49h) can generally also be differentiated twice with respect to time. However, in-
stead of Bryant angles ϕϕϕ , the angular velocity ωωω ∈R

3 of the rigid platform represented in K0 has been used to describe
the rotational motion of the platform in Equation (49d). Therefore, we use directly the prescribed angular velocity
and angular acceleration as function of time, which have been generated in the motion planning section. Then dummy
derivatives need to be introduced to replace the corresponding derivatives of the coordinates. The index-reduced DAEs

14



are written in the form

MMM1 p̃pp = fff 1(ppp, ṗpp)+BBBT
1 uuu+GGGT

ppp(ppp,xxx)λλλ (50a)

MMM2 t̃tt = fff 2 +GGGT
sss (ppp,xxx)λλλ (50b)

ΦΦΦ(ppp,xxx) = 000 (50c)

Φ0(ppp) = 0 (50d)

Φ̈0(p̃pp) = 0 (50e)

rrr = γγγrrr(t) (50f)

ϕϕϕ = γγγϕϕϕ(t) (50g)

r̃rr = γ̈γγrrr(t) (50h)

ωωω = γγγωωω(t) (50i)

ω̃ωω = γ̇γγωωω(t) (50j)

Here, the vector p̃pp denotes the second derivative of the robot coordinates ppp,

p̃pp =
[
p̈g0 p̃g1 p̈g2 p̈g3 p̈c1 p̈c2 p̈c3

]T
(51)

where p̈g1 is replaced by the dummy variable p̃g1. The remaining dummy variables are then defined by

r̃rr = r̈rr, ω̃ωω = ω̇ωω, t̃tt =

[
r̃rr
ω̃ωω

]
(52)

The constraint condition (50e) is represented by

p̃g1 − 1
2
(p̈g2 + g̈g3) = 0 (53)

Note that the acceleration p̈g2 or p̈g3 can also be selected as an alternative derivative which would be replaced by the
corresponding dummy variable, for example, p̃g2 or p̃g3. The resulting DAEs (50a)−(50j) have the index of 3 after
the application of index reduction by minimal extension procedure. We can then apply backward Euler method for the
numerical discretization to solve the resulting system.

7. Numerical Example

The numerical simulation makes use of the following parameters: m0 = 380kg, m1 = m2 = m3 = 35kg, m = 12.5kg,
J1 = J2 = 0.75kg ·m2, J3 = 1.5kg ·m2, r1 = r2 = r3 = 0.1m, and l2 = 0.6m. A combination of translational and
rotational motion of the payload platform is investigated in the following study. The initial position and orientation of
the payload platform are given by

γγγrrr0 =

⎡⎣1+
√

3
5

1.2
3

⎤⎦ ϕϕϕa =

⎡⎣0
0
0

⎤⎦ at t = 0 (54)

and the final position and orientation are given by

γγγrrr f =

⎡⎣3+
√

3
5

5
1

⎤⎦ ϕϕϕe =

⎡⎣π/6
π/4
π/3

⎤⎦ at t = 20 (55)

The initial configuration of the robot system is specified by

ppp =
[
1.2 (1+ 3

5

√
3) 1 1 3 3 3

]T
(56)

at t0 = 0, and the initial load coordinates are given by

xxx =
[
rrr ϕϕϕ

]T
=
[
(1+

√
3

5 ) 1.2 3 0 0 0
]T

(57)

The numerical results for the time step size Δt = 0.01 are shown in Fig.4, in which robot coordinates, control inputs
and Lagrange multipliers are presented. The simulated motion of CABLEV is presented in Fig.5 with some snapshots
at consecutive points in time.
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Figure 4: Numerical results obtained with Δt = 0.01
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Figure 5: Snapshots at specific points in time

8. Conclusion

We have simulated the inverse dynamics of a three-cable suspension manipulator as underactuated mechanical systems
subjected to both holonomic and servo constraints. Distinct from the payload as a mass point in our previous works

16



[2, 3], the payload platform is here dealt with as a rigid body. During the simulation not only the translational motion
of center of mass but also the rotational motion of the rigid body are considered. It has been shown that index reduction
by minimal extension can be applied successfully to the index-5 DAEs governing the servo-constraint problem of cable
suspension manipulators and makes possible the numerically stable inverse dynamics simulation of such complicated
systems. The functional efficiency of the proposed method has been demonstrated in the numerical example.
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Abstract
In numerical formulations of three-dimensional beams the choice of primary interpolated variables is highly important

for the efficiency and accuracy of the method. Many numerical problems reported in literature are directly related to

the properties of configuration space of the beam which incorporates three-dimensional rotations. The kinetic energy,

however, is not directly expressed with configuration variables, but with their time derivativatives - velocities and

angular velocities. Despite the multiplicative nature of rotations the measures for their rate of change – the angular

velicities are additive when expressed with respect to the moving bases, which is an important computational advantage.

Therefore, the crucial idea exploited in our approaches is to employ velocities in fixed frame description and angular

velocities in moving frame description as the primary unknowns. For such models standard additive interpolation is

fully consistent with the configuration space. Additionally, we employ the algebra of quaternions to express rotations

in the governing equations. Besides that, quaternions are very suitable for efficient numerical implementations. The

initial investigations were performed without any additional measures taken to stabilize the calculations. Here, we take

a step further and investigate the velocity-based beam elements in the framework of energy conserving algorithms.

Keywords: velocity-based beam, quaternions, energy conservation

1. Introduction
Many numerical problems in dynamic modelling of frame-like structures are directly related to the properties of config-

uration space of a beam element which incorporates three-dimensional rotations. Unfortunately, a proper adaptation of

time integration method to configuration space with three-dimensional rotations might still result in a loss of numerical

stability even for conservative problems [1]. As the answer to this phenomenon several energy preserving and energy

decaying algorithms were proposed, e.g., [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]. The increased stability of long-term calculations

using such methods was confirmed many times.

Another important property of continuous system, but surprisingly rarely considered in beam formulations is that the

strains and the velocities can be directly related without any configuration variables being present in these relations,

called the compatibility equations [8] or, altenatively, the intrinsic kinematic equations [9]. Since the relation between

angular velocities and rotational strains is expressed without rotations, a complexity of the problem can be reduced

by choosing more suitable primary unknowns of the problem. One of such approaches is the velocity-based beam

formulation [10], which was found to be quite simple, numerically efficient and accurate. Unfortunately, the kinematic

consistency preservation does not automatically assure the energy preservation. Therefore, the method presented in [10]

experiences problems with long-term stability when a large time step is chosen. In this work, we extend the approach

in [10] and propose a novel energy conserving method while preserving the advantages of velocity-based approach.

2. Cosserat Rod Model
Cosserat rod is at an arbitrary time t ≥ 0 determined by the line of centroids and the family of rigid cross-sections. We

take x ∈ [0,L] to be the arc-length parameter of the initial line of centroids. For convenience two coordinate systems are

introduced. A fixed one, defined by the basis
{
⇀
g 1,

⇀
g 2,

⇀
g 3

}
, that stays fixed in time and space and local one, spanned

by
{⇀

G1,
⇀
G2,

⇀
G3

}
and is rigidly attached to the centroid of a cross-section. Relation between both bases is described by

rotation, which will be here represented by rotational quaternions.

We will start directly from equations of dynamic equilibrium of a three-dimensional Cosserat rod in quaternion notation.
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Figure 1: A three-dimensional beam.

They read

n′+ ñ− d
dt

(ρAv) = 0 (1)

m′+ r′ ×n+ m̃− d
dt

(
q̂◦ (Jρ ΩΩΩ

)◦ q̂∗)= 0̂, (2)

and the boundary conditions are:

n0 + f0 = 0 (3)

m0 +h0 = 0 (4)

nL − fL = 0 (5)

mL −hL = 0, (6)

where v is linear velocity and ΩΩΩ angular velocity, r is the position vector of the centroidal axis and q is rotational

quaternion. n and m represent stress-resultant force and moment vectors of the cross-section with respect to the fixed

basis; ñ and m̃ are vectors of applied distributed force and moment; f0, h0, fL and hL are the external point forces and

moments at the two boundaries, x = 0 and x = L. All these quantities except ΩΩΩ are expressed in fixed basis. ρ is

mass per unit of the initial volume; A is the area of the cross-section; Jρ is the centroidal mass-inertia matrix of the

cross-section.

In Cosserat rod theory the resultant strain measures at the centroid of each cross-section are directly introduced and

expressed with kinematic variables by first order differential equations

ΓΓΓ = q̂∗ ◦ r′ ◦ q̂+ΓΓΓ0, K = 2q̂∗ ◦ q̂′, (7)

where ΓΓΓ and K denote the translational and rotational strain, respectively, both expressed with respect to the local basis.

It is important to observe that strains, velocities, and angular velocities are mutually dependent. Their direct relation is

obtained by comparing mixed partial derivatives. After a straightforward derivation, we have

···
ΓΓΓ = q̂∗ ◦v′ ◦ q̂+ q̂∗ ◦ r′ ◦ q̂×ΩΩΩ,

···
K = ΩΩΩ′+K×ΩΩΩ. (8)

Equations (8) describe the kinematic compatibility of continuous system.

The stress-resultants depend on strain vectors ΓΓΓ and K. The relations are assumed to be given formally by the consti-
tutive equations

N = CN (ΓΓΓ,K) (9)

M = CM (ΓΓΓ,K) , (10)

where N and M represent stress-resultant force and moment vectors of the cross-section in local basis

n = q̂◦N◦ q̂∗, m = q̂◦M◦ q̂∗ (11)

and the operators CN and CM are at least once differentiable with respect to ΓΓΓ and K.
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3. Time Discretization
The crucial idea exploited here is to employ velocities in fixed basis and angular velocities in local basis as the primary

quantities of the approximative approach. Starting from continuos balance equations and employing the mean value

theorem, we have

ρAv[n+1]−ρAv[n] = h
(

n̄′+ ñ[n+1/2]
)

(12)

Jρ

(
ΩΩΩ[n+1]−ΩΩΩ[n]

)
= h
[

q̂∗[n+1/2] ◦
(

m̄′+ r′[n+1/2]× n̄+ m̃[n+1/2]
)
◦ q̂[n+1/2]−ΩΩΩ[n+1/2]×Jρ ΩΩΩ[n+1/2]

]
. (13)

The superscript denotes the time at which a particular value is evaluated, while h = tn+1 − tn is the time step. Time

tn+1/2 = tn+h/2 denotes the intermediate time between tn and tn+1. The newly introduced quantities n̄ and m̄ represent

suitable approximations of stress resultants at the intermediate time and will be determined later.

Equations (12)–(13) are, in accord with the method of weighted residuals, multiplied by test functions Ip(x), p =
1, . . . ,N and integrated along the length of the beam. After some terms are integrated by parts and the boundary

conditions are considered, we have:

L∫
0

[
ρAv[n+1]Ip −ρAv[n]Ip +hn̄I′p −hñ[n+1/2]Ip

]
dx−δp fff = 0 (14)

L∫
0

[
Jρ ΩΩΩ[n+1]Ip −Jρ ΩΩΩ[n]Ip +hM̄I′p −hK[n+1/2]×M̄Ip

−hq̂∗[n+1/2] ◦
(

r′[n+1/2]× n̄+ m̃[n+1/2]
)
◦ q̂ [n+1/2]Ip +hΩΩΩ[n+1/2]×Jρ ΩΩΩ[n+1/2]Ip

]
dx−δpHHH = 0, (15)

where M̄ = q̂∗[n+1/2] ◦ m̄◦ q̂[n+1/2] was introduced to describe the internal moment in local basis and

δpf ===

⎧⎨⎩ f0, p = 0

fL, p = N +1

0, otherwise

, δpH ===

⎧⎨⎩ q̂∗[n+1/2] ◦h0 ◦ q̂[n+1/2], p = 0

q̂∗[n+1/2] ◦hL ◦ q̂[n+1/2], p = N +1

0, otherwise

.

The kinematic compatibility equations (8) are discretized in a similar manner to obtain

ΓΓΓ[n+1]−ΓΓΓ[n] = h
[

q̂∗[n+1/2] ◦v′[n+1/2] ◦ q̂[n+1/2] +
(

q̂∗[n+1/2] ◦ r′[n+1/2] ◦ q̂[n+1/2]
)
×ΩΩΩ[n+1/2]

]
(16)

K[n+1]−K[n] === h
[

ΩΩΩ′[n+1/2]−ΩΩΩ[n+1/2]×K[n+1/2]

]
. (17)

4. Energy Conservation
The kinetic and strain energy of the system are given by

WK =
1

2

L∫
0

[
v ·ρAv+ΩΩΩ ·Jρ ΩΩΩ

]
dx, WD =

1

2

L∫
0

[
ΓΓΓ ·CNΓΓΓ+K ·CMK

]
dx

with CN and CM being the constitutive tangent matrices of the cross-section. The change of kinetic energy between the

two successive time steps is

ΔWK =
1

2

L∫
0

[
v[n+1] ·ρAv[n+1] +ΩΩΩ[n+1] ·Jρ ΩΩΩ[n+1]−v[n] ·ρAv[n] +ΩΩΩ[n] ·Jρ ΩΩΩ[n]

]
dx

=

L∫
0

[
1

2

(
v[n] +v[n+1]

)
·ρA

(
v[n+1]−v[n]

)
+

1

2

(
ΩΩΩ[n] +ΩΩΩ[n+1]

)
·Jρ

(
ΩΩΩ[n+1]−ΩΩΩ[n]

)]
dx

=

L∫
0

[
v[n+1/2] ·ρA

(
v[n+1]−v[n]

)
+ΩΩΩ[n+1/2] ·Jρ

(
ΩΩΩ[n+1]−ΩΩΩ[n]

)]
dx.
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We have introduced v[n+1/2] and ΩΩΩ[n+1/2] to be the average linear and angular velocity of the time step. They will be

taken as the primary unknowns of the time step and approximated by the same weight functions Ip(x):

v[n+1/2] (x) =
N

∑
p=1

Ip (x)vp (18)

ΩΩΩ[n+1/2] (x) =
N

∑
p=1

Ip (x)ΩΩΩp
. (19)

This leads to

ΔWK =
N

∑
p=1

L∫
0

[
vpIp ·ρA

(
v[n+1]−v[n]

)
+ΩΩΩp

Ip ·Jρ

(
ΩΩΩ[n+1]−ΩΩΩ[n]

)]
dx.

Considering (14) and (15) for the special case when there are no external forces acting on a beam, we obtain

ΔWK =−
N

∑
p=1

h
L∫

0

[
vp · n̄I′p +ΩΩΩp ·

(
M̄I′p −K[n+1/2]×M̄Ip

)
+ΩΩΩp · q̂∗[n+1/2] ◦

(
r′[n+1/2]× n̄

)
◦ q̂[n+1/2]Ip −ΩΩΩp ·ΩΩΩ[n+1/2]×Jρ ΩΩΩ[n+1/2]Ip

]
dx

=−h
L∫

0

[
v′[n+1/2] · n̄+ΩΩΩ′[n+1/2] ·M̄−ΩΩΩ[n+1/2] ·K[n+1/2]×M̄

+ΩΩΩ[n+1/2] · q̂∗[n+1/2] ◦
(

r′[n+1/2]× n̄
)
◦ q̂[n+1/2]

]
dx.

An rearrangement of terms leads to

ΔWK =−h
L∫

0

[(
q̂∗[n+1/2] ◦v′[n+1/2] ◦ q̂[n+1/2] + q̂∗[n+1/2] ◦ r′[n+1/2] ◦ q̂[n+1/2]×ΩΩΩ[n+1/2]

)
· q̂∗[n+1/2] ◦ n̄◦ q̂[n+1/2]

+
(

ΩΩΩ′[n+1/2]−ΩΩΩ[n+1/2]×K[n+1/2]
)
·M̄
]

dx

and after considering the discrete kinematic compatibility equations (16)-(17), it gives

ΔWK =−
L∫

0

[(
ΓΓΓ[n+1]−ΓΓΓ[n]

)
· q̂∗[n+1/2] ◦ n̄◦ q̂[n+1/2] +

(
K[n+1]−K[n]

)
·M̄
]

dx. (20)

To preserve the energy within the time step, we should have ΔWK =−ΔWD, where

ΔWD =
1

2

L∫
0

[(
ΓΓΓ[n+1]−ΓΓΓ[n]

)
·CN

(
ΓΓΓ[n] +ΓΓΓ[n+1]

)
+
(

K[n+1]−K[n]
)
·CM

(
K[n] +K[n+1]

)]
dx. (21)

Comparison of (20) and (21) leads to the admissible stress resultants. To preserve the total mechanical energy in

conservative problems, the approximative stress-resultant vectors need to be evaluated by the following formulae:

n̄=q̂[n+1/2] ◦CN

(
ΓΓΓ[n] +ΓΓΓ[n+1]

2

)
◦ q̂∗[n+1/2] (22)

M̄= CM

(
K[n] +K[n+1]

2

)
. (23)

5. Numerical Examples
The proposed approach will be demonstrated by two classical test studies. Both problems employ linear elastic material

with

N =

⎡⎣ EA 0 0

0 GA2 0

0 0 GA3

⎤⎦ΓΓΓ, M =

⎡⎣ GI1 0 0

0 EI2 0

0 0 EI3

⎤⎦K. (24)
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Standard Lagrangian polynomials are taken for weight functions. Integrals are evaluated numerically using the Gaus-

sian quadrature rule.

5.1. Right-Angle Cantilever
In this classical example, see Simo and Vu-Quoc [11], a right-angle cantilever beam is subjected to triangular pulse out-

of-plane load at the elbow as shown in Figure 2. After 2 seconds the beam undergoes free vibrations. The remaining

data read:

EA = GA2 = GA3 = 106,

GI1 = EI2 = EI3 = 103,

ρA = 1, Jρ = diag
[

20 10 10
]
.
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Figure 3: Right-angle cantilever: out-of-plane displacements of elbow and free-end.

It has been reported, see e.g. [12], that for this problem numerical issues can appear at around t = 50. In our simulation

we therefore use longer time interval [0,100] and relatively large time step h = 0.2. For comparison reasons we also
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present the results for a small time step h = 0.02. In our case finite element mesh consisted of four elements of third

order. We can observe from fig. 3 that the results for longer time step agree very well with the ones obtained by small

time increments. Moreover, the calculations remain stable during the whole time interval.

As expected, the total mechanical energy remains constant after the load is removed from the system and is therefore

not presented here.

5.2. Circular Beam
Another problem that reveals the energy growth when using classical trapezoidal or midpoint rule is a closed circular

beam by Simo et al. [1]. A ring with diameter 10 is free in space and subjected to two forces of equal magnitude in

opposite directions at points A and B as depicted in fig. 4. Other data are

EA = GA2 = GA3 = 106,

GI1 = EI2 = EI3 = 103,

JJJρ = diag [10,10,10] ,

ρA = 1.
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Figure 4: The geometry and loading of the circular beam.

In our study the finite-element mesh consisted of sixteen straight elements of third order. With time step h = 0.1 the

numerical solution on time interval [0,500] has been evaluated. Time history of total mechanical energy displayed in

fig. 5 demonstrates its conservation after the load is removed.
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Figure 5: Total mechanical energy of the circular beam.

The long-term stability of the proposed integrator is also evident from time histories of displacements at point A (fig.

6). Fig. 6 reveals the large magnitudes of displacements for this problem and quite complicated response without any

evident pattern of movement. As such it is a challenge for a solver.
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Figure 6: The components of displacement and rotation vector at the node initially on the top of the circular beam.

6. Conclusions
We have presented a novel energy preserving scheme based on velocities and angular velocities. Additionally, we

preserve the kinematic compatibility equations. Interpolation of velocities in fixed basis and angular velocities in

local basis allows us to use additive type of interpolation without any additional errors due to the non-linearity of

configuration space and leads to relatively simple and robust solution method. Numerical examples demonstrate the

accuracy, efficiency and long-term stability of the present approach.
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Abstract
A Jacobian-based nullspace method can be employed to analyze the uniqueness of reactions and driving forces in mod-

els of rigid multibody systems (MBS). In the present paper this method is extended. So far, it allowed us to examine the

uniqueness of a single reaction components only, which was not enough in many cases. The novel method, detailed in

the paper, allows us to consider more general cases, e.g. total joint reaction (which may have non-unique components).

Using this method the uniqueness of driving forces may be also examined which is especially important for overactu-

ated MBS. This is because overactuation may change the uniqueness of reactions (from unique to non-unique). The

method is applicable for both planar and spatial MBS, described by means of absolute or natural coordinates. In order to

illustrate the approach, a planar multibody system with three actuation cases (non-actuated, actuated and overactuated

system) is considered.

Keywords: uniqueness analysis, nullspace method, reactions, driving forces

1. Introduction
Redundant rigid multibody systems (MBS) are cumbersome in modeling due to problems resulting from numerical

difficulties or reactions non-uniqueness. The first issue may be alleviated by using algorithms which allow analyses of

such systems [1–4]. The second type of problems results form the geometry of overconstrained MBS [5–8]. Methods

for solution of the second problem are still under examination and development. Similar problems are also present in

overactuated systems (which are seldom investigated), because overactuation may be treated as special case of redun-

dancy. Note that driving force non-uniqueness may be introduced, e.g. to improve the performance of the considered

system [9], to reduce torques in joints [10] or to eliminate gear backlash and clearances [11].

Overconstrained rigid multibody systems have non-unique reactions in general (see, e.g. [6,12–15]). However, some of

them may be uniquely determined [5–8,12,16]. This is very important to be aware of this phenomenon, because it may

cause arbitrary results, e.g. from friction analysis which encompass joints with non-unique reactions (see, e.g. [5]).

Therefore, the uniqueness of reactions should be known in advance for such analyses. For complex MBS, it may be

difficult to predict which reactions are unique. Hence, it seems necessary to have general numerical methods for the

uniqueness test which may be used in simulation packages for rigid MBS.

Uniqueness of joint reactions is studied using two approaches: based on Jacobian matrix of constraints (see, e.g. [5, 6,

12,13]) and kinetostatics-based (see, e.g. [17]). The first, Jacobian-based method is developed in this paper. It is useful

to add that, for this method, considered MBS must be described in absolute or natural coordinates, i.e. coordinates

for which Jacobian matrix of constraints describes all joints simultaneously. So far, three numerical methods based on

direct sum were used in order to perform the reaction uniqueness analysis, i.e. rank comparison method, QR-based

method and SVD-based method [5, 12]. These methods were also utilized to study MBS with flexibility [6]. However,

there exist an alternative method to direct sum-based methods. It is a nullspace method. It was previously used in [13]

(where also weighted minimum norm solution of non-unique reactions was formulated). Until now, the nullspace

method allowed us to check the uniqueness of single reactions components [13, 18].

In this article the nullspace method is extended to more general cases, e.g. to perform the uniqueness analysis of the

whole joint reaction. The nullspace method is also tailored to the uniqueness analysis of driving forces. Moreover, to

illustrate the novel approach, a planar mechanism with three actuation cases is considered: non-actuated, fully actuated

and overactuated. Although the exemplary mechanism is planar, the method is also valid for spatial systems.

2. Governing Equations in Absolute Coordinates
In an absolute coordinates formulation each body i is described by a set of parameters qi which fully determine its

location and orientation in space (in a planar case, rigid body is described by 3 coordinates, and in a spatial case it
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is described in general by 6 or 7 coordinates). The vector of absolute coordinates that describes a considered rigid

multibody system has the following form [19]

qn×1 =
[
qT

1 qT
2 . . . qT

N
]T

= [q1 q2 . . . qn]
T , (1)

where n is a total number of absolute coordinates, and N is a number of all bodies in the considered MBS.

The restrictions imposed on motion of the MBS are represented in terms of constraints which may be written as [19,20]

(only holonomic constraints are discussed)

ΦΦΦm×1 = ΦΦΦ(q, t) = 0, (2)

where t is time and m is a total number of constraints. We are assuming that constraints are consistent, i.e. no

contradictory conditions are imposed.

Differentiation of Eq. (2) with respect to time yields a vector of velocity constraints

Φ̇ΦΦ = ΦΦΦqq̇+ΦΦΦt = 0, (3)

where ΦΦΦq is a Jacobian matrix of constraints. This matrix has the following structure [20]

ΦΦΦqm×n =
∂ΦΦΦ
∂q

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
∂Φ1
∂q1

∂Φ1
∂q2

· · · ∂Φ1
∂qn

∂Φ2
∂q1

∂Φ2
∂q2

· · · ∂Φ2
∂qn

...
...

...
∂Φm
∂q1

∂Φm
∂q2

· · · ∂Φm
∂qn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
m×n

. (4)

For overconstrained systems, Jacobian matrix is rank deficient (see, e.g. [3, 4]).

Restrictions imposed on MBS due to existence of kinematic pairs (joints) are often called kinematic constraints. As-

sume that a total number of kinematic constraints is mK and denote a vector of kinematic constraints by ΦΦΦK
mK×1. Note

that, apart from kinematic constraints, a considered multibody system may be subjected to driving constraints that

represent actuators (drives). Assume that a number of driving constraints is mD and that vector of constraints ΦΦΦ (see

Eq. (2)) is constructed in such a way that kinematic constraints are written first and then driving constraints ΦΦΦD
mD×1 are

placed. Hence, Eq. (2) has the following form [19]

ΦΦΦm×1 =

[
ΦΦΦK

mK×1

ΦΦΦD
mD×1

]
= 0. (5)

Analogously, Jacobian matrix of constraints can be divided into two submatrices, corresponding to kinematic and

driving constraints, respectively

ΦΦΦqm×n =

[
ΦΦΦq

K
mK×n

ΦΦΦq
D
mD×n

]
, (6)

To simplify notation, transposed constraint Jacobian will be hereafter denoted as J

Jn×m =
(
ΦΦΦqm×n

)T
=
[
(ΦΦΦq

K
mK×n)

T (ΦΦΦq
D
mD×n)

T
]
=
[
JK

n×mK JD
n×mD

]
. (7)

When using absolute coordinates, MBS equations of motion have a form of Lagrange equations of the first kind [19,20]

which may be written as

Mn×nq̈n×1 +Jn×mλλλ m×1 = Qn×1. (8)

where M is a matrix of inertia components, i.e. a matrix containing masses and moments of inertia, q̈ is a vector of

generalized accelerations, λλλ is a vector of Lagrange multipliers and Q is a vector of remaining generalized forces and

velocity dependent inertial terms that act on the considered system.

Generalized constraint reactions (which correspond to kinematic and driving constraints in general) for the whole

multibody system can be calculated as

W = Mq̈−Q = Jλλλ (9)

In previous publications devoted to the uniqueness analysis based on constraint Jacobian matrix, e.g. [7, 12, 13, 16],

the considered systems were non-actuated (for a system without actuation, vector ΦΦΦ contains only kinematic con-

straints ΦΦΦK). Constraint Jacobian matrix was calculated, then its transposition JK was used to check which reactions
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of the system are unique, and which are not. It was possible, because when absolute coordinates are used, Jacobian

matrix directly corresponds to reactions in all joints. An analogous procedure is applicable for natural coordinates, but

not for relative joint coordinates (for joint coordinates, Jacobian matrix may describe only some joints).

Since, in accordance with Eq. (5), drives of the considered multibody system are represented in the form of driving

constraints, the reaction uniqueness analysis methods based on constraint Jacobian matrix can be extended to allow

analysis of uniqueness of driving forces. It is necessary to point out that in [12] this issue was signalized, however, it

has not been thoroughly examined.

The Jacobian-based uniqueness analysis methods for both driving and reaction forces are analogous to the methods of

joint reactions analysis only (described in previous publications). Subsequent steps of the procedure are the following:

constraint Jacobian matrix is calculated and one of two approaches is adopted (both result from linear algebra) – a

direct sum approach [5–7, 12] (and one of its three numerical tools – rank comparison method, QR-based method or

SVD-based method) or a nullspace approach [13, 18]. The latter approach is extended in this paper.

3. Nullspace Method
In this section the extension of the nullspace approach is made in two aspects. Firstly, the uniqueness study of driving

forces is enabled. Secondly, a possibility to test sets of components (e.g. total joint reaction) is offered in contrast to

testing only a single component corresponding to a specific Lagrange multiplier, offered so far.

The first generalization is especially important when a considered system is overactuated. This is because overactuation

may change the uniqueness of reactions, i.e. uniquely determined reactions may become non-unique.

The second extension is important because information regarding the uniqueness of a single reaction component is

insufficient in many cases, e.g. a unique joint reaction may have non-unique components (to illustrate this, let’s consider

a simple example of multi-hinged door, in which a total reaction between door and its frame may be obtained, but

reactions in particular hinges cannot be determined uniquely using a rigid body model).

We start with acknowledging that, since constraints are assumed to be consistent, generalized reactions W belong to a

column space R(J) of transposed constraint Jacobian J. Thus, Eq. (9) (when solved for the Lagrange multipliers λλλ )

has an exact solution. However, if matrix J is rank deficient (which is the case for overconstrained or overactuated

systems), Eq. (9) has infinitely many exact solutions.

A nullspace matrix Nm×(m−r) of transposed Jacobian matrix J (where r = rank(J)) may be computed. This matrix

contains independent vectors which span a nullspace N (J) [21, 22]. It is useful to add that this matrix may be ob-

tained using one of several procedures, e.g. Gauss-Jordan elimination or SVD [22]. The second algorithm is used by

MATLAB R© (function null) [23]. Nullspace matrix satisfies the following condition [21, 22]

JN = 0. (10)

When J is rank deficient, nullspace N (J) is not empty, and generalized reactions W may be expressed as [21, 22]

W = Jλλλ = J(λλλ p +λλλ n) = Jλλλ p︸︷︷︸
W

+ Jλλλ n︸︷︷︸
0

, (11)

where λλλ p is any particular solution and λλλ n is a nullspace solution of Eq. (9).

Using Eq. (10), λλλ n may be written as a linear combination [21, 22]

λλλ n = Nc, (12)

where c(m−r)×1 is an arbitrary vector of coefficients of linear combination.

From Eqs. (11) and (12), it is easy to see that individual Lagrange multipliers which correspond to zero rows of

nullspace matrix N are uniquely determined, because the arbitrary coefficients c do not affect them (this fact, for

Jacobian matrix of kinematic constraints (J= JK), was previously discussed, e.g. in [13,18]). Thus, the nullspace-based

criterion for uniqueness of an individual Lagrange multiplier may be formulated as follows: if the row of nullspace

matrix that corresponds to the investigated Lagrange multiplier equals zero, then this multiplier is unique. This criterion,

for Lagrange multipliers corresponding to matrix J = JK , will hereafter be referred to as the previous nullspace method.

Note that Eq. (11) does not restrict Jacobian matrix to the case of J = JK . Hence, the previous nullspace method

may be extended at once to the driving forces uniqueness analysis, when the Jacobian matrix contains also derivatives
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of driving constraints, as in Eq. (7). The critrtion for uniqueness of an individual Lagrange multiplier representing

reactions or driving forces will hereafter be referred to as the extended previous nullspace method.

To sum up, both previous nullspace methods allow us to determine the uniqueness of individual Lagrange multipliers.

However, in many cases, it is useful to study the resultant reaction that corresponds to a set of individual constraints (and

Lagrange multipliers associated with them). The studied element may be a single reaction or driving force component,

or a set of components (depending on what is interesting for research). Obviously, the set of components may be

physically meaningful and describe, e.g. joint reaction, set of joint reactions, set of driving forces, etc. Let the studied

element be hereafter denoted as U . In the most general case, Jacobian matrix includes derivatives of both kinematic

and driving constraints, as shown in Eq. (6). A novel nullspace method, proposed here, encompasses all the cases of

choice of the studied element U and will be derived now.

Generalized reaction (corresponding to kinematic or driving constraints) may be decomposed into a sum of two com-

ponents (see, e.g. [7, 12])

W = WU +WV , (13)

where WU is a resultant generalized reaction corresponding to the studied element U and WV is a resultant vector

of remaining generalized reactions. The decomposition (13) may be unique or non-unique. If it is unique, then both

reactions WU (which is studied) and WV are uniquely determined.

Let us check when WU is unique. Assume that the studied element U is described by w ≤ m columns of transposed

constraint Jacobian J with indices u = {u1, . . . ,uw}. In accordance with Eq. (11), generalized reaction corresponding

to U may be expressed in the following form

WU = Ju1
λu1

+Ju2
λu2

+ · · ·+Juwλuw = Ju1
(λpu1

+λnu1
)+Ju2

(λpu2
+λnu2

)+ · · ·+Juw(λpuw +λnuw ) =

= (Ju1
λpu1

+Ju2
λpu2

+ · · ·+Juw λpuw )+(Ju1
λnu1

+Ju2
λnu2

+ · · ·+Juwλnuw ),
(14)

where Ju is the u-th column of transposed Jacobian matrix J.

Making use of Eq. (12), we obtain

WU = Ju1
λpu1

+Ju2
λpu2

+ · · ·+Juwλpuw +Ju1
(c1nu11 + c2nu12 + · · ·+ c(m−r)nu1(m−r))+

+Ju2
(c1nu21 + c2nu22 + · · ·+ c(m−r)nu2(m−r))+ · · ·+Juw(c1nuw1 + c2nuw2 + · · ·+ c(m−r)nuw(m−r)) =

= Ju1
λpu1

+Ju2
λpu2

+ · · ·+Juwλpuw + c1 (Ju1
nu11 +Ju2

nu21 + · · ·+Juw nuw1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
a1

+

+c2 (Ju1
nu12 +Ju2

nu22 + · · ·+Juwnuw2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
a2

+ · · ·+ c(m−r) (Ju1
nu1(m−r) +Ju2

nu2(m−r) + · · ·+Juwnuw(m−r))︸ ︷︷ ︸
a(m−r)

,

(15)

where ci and ni j are elements of coefficient vector c and nullspace matrix N, respectively.

It may be seen that all terms ciai (where i∈ {1, . . . ,(m−r)}) are responsible for ambiguity of WU components, because

coefficients ci are arbitrary. Therefore, the generalized reaction corresponding to the studied element is unique if and

only if all elements ai are equal to zero.

The condition for ai = 0 is the following

ai = Ju1
nu1i +Ju2

nu2i + · · ·+Juwnuwi = [Ju1
Ju2

. . . Juw ]

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
nu1i
nu2i

...

nuwi

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦= 0, (16)

which may be written (for all ai) as

[Ju1
Ju2

. . . Juw ]

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
nu11 nu12 . . . nu1(m−r)
nu21 nu22 . . . nu2(m−r)

...

nuw1 nuw2 . . . nuw(m−r)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦= [Ju1
Ju2

. . . Juw ]

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
nu1

nu2

...

nuw

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦= 0, (17)

where ni is the i-th row of nullspace matrix N.
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Then, Eq. (17) may be written in the following brief form

JU NU = 0. (18)

This is the condition for uniqueness of the resultant generalized reaction associated with studied element U . In other

words, the resultant reaction is unique if and only if rows of JU and columns of NU are mutually orthogonal. This

criterion will hereafter be referred to as the novel nullspace method.

4. Novel Nullspace Method – Algorithm
To perform the uniqueness analysis according to the novel nullspace method, the following algorithm may be used.

1. Calculate Jacobian matrix of constraints ΦΦΦq describing the considered rigid multibody system.

2. Compute nullspace matrix N of transposed Jacobian matrix of constraints J = ΦΦΦT
q .

3. Select studied element U , i.e. element which reaction uniqueness is considered, and create submatrices: JU
(from columns of matrix J corresponding to the studied element U) and NU (analogously to submatrix JU , but

from rows of nullspace matrix N).

4. Verify the uniqueness by checking the orthogonality condition given by Eq. (18).

5. Example
In order to present the issues discussed in this paper, a planar mechanism is considered. The exemplary system is

presented in Fig. 1. It consists of 4 rigid bodies. The bodies are connected by 7 joints of which 2 are revolute joints

and 5 are translational joints. Any joint is denoted by its location point and joint type. The joint type is specified by

one of two abbreviations: r for revolute joint and t for translational joint. Moreover, left-hand side translational joint

At is doubled, i.e. it is assembled of two translational joints A1t and A2t. The considered system has only 1 degree of

freedom (DOF). In Fig. 1, three key dimensions are shown. They have the following values: h = 5 cm, d = 10 cm and

l2 = 30 cm. The uniqueness analysis is performed when ϕ2 = π
6 rad. Vector of absolute coordinates of body i (see

Eq. (1)) has the form qi = [xi yi ϕi]
T .

The nullspace method based on Jacobian matrix of constraints is used in order to perform the uniqueness analysis

of reactions and driving forces. Moreover, three variants of actuation are considered, i.e. non-actuated system, fully

actuated mechanism and overactuated system.

Figure 1: Planar mechanism

For all three cases, Jacobian matrix of constraints ΦΦΦq contains the same kinematic part ΦΦΦK
q which describes a structure

of the considered planar mechanism. This kinematic component is shown below. Additionally, Jacobian matrix may or

may not have driving part ΦΦΦD
q , depending on the actuation case.
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The Jacobian matrix of kinematic constraints is the same in all discussed cases and has the following form

ΦΦΦK
q ≈

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 25.981 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 25.981 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 −15 −1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 25.981 0 −1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 20 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 −1

0 0 0 0 0 0 −1 −1 0 1 1 −40

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 −20

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

. (19)

Note that in Eq. (19) only numerical values are presented. To write down constraint equations and calculate the Jacobian

matrix entries, formulas presented in [12,16] were utilized. Details of calculation, being less relevant, are omitted here.

For matrix ΦΦΦK
q , mK = 14 and n = 12. Moreover, rank of this matrix equals r = 11. Hence, the number of redundant

kinematic constraints is equal to 3. It means that the considered planar mechanism has at least 3 redundant constraints.

The number of redundant constraints may be greater than 3, since driving constraints—not included at this stage—may

introduce additional redundancy (in the overactuated case).

The actuation cases are considered in subsequent sections.

5.1. Non-actuated Planar Mechanism
Since in the first considered case, the mechanism is not actuated, the Jacobian matrix has only the part corresponding

to kinematic constraints: ΦΦΦq = ΦΦΦK
q . For transposed Jacobian matrix J = ΦΦΦq, the following nullspace matrix N is

calculated

N14×3 =
[
N1(3×4) 03×4 N2(3×1) 03×1 N3(3×1) 03×1 N4(3×1) 03×1

]T
, (20)

where submatrices: N1, N2, N3, N4 contain nonzero elements. It must be explained that the exact values of these

elements are not shown because, as mentioned earlier, they depend on the algorithm used for calculation of nullspace

matrix N.

It is easy to see (form Eq. (20)) that reaction components of numbers: 1-4, 9, 11 and 13 are non-unique. Note that

it is the only conclusion which may be drawn from the previous nullspace method. Utilization of the novel nullspace

method for single reaction components yields the same results. However, the novel method allows us to consider also

more general cases. Assume that we are interested in the uniqueness of total joint reactions (e.g. for further friction

analysis or for bearings selection). Hence, it is useful to use the algorithm presented in Sec. 4. Necessary information

and results of the procedure are shown in Tab. 1. There are four columns in this table. The first column (Studied
element U) contains elements selected for the uniqueness test. Column Constraint index/indices includes row location

of constraints in vector ΦΦΦ (see Eq. (2)) and Jacobian matrix of constraints ΦΦΦq (or column location in matrix J). These

indices are used to create submatrices JU and NU . As mentioned before, submatrix JU is created form columns of

matrix J specified by the indices, and submatrix NU is built of rows of nullspace matrix N identified by these indices.

The third column (Criterion (18) value) shows the results for the uniqueness criterion, and the last column Result
presents final results of the uniqueness test. Two abbreviations are used there: ’U’, which informs that studied element

is unique, and ’N’ indicating that the element U is non-unique.

The results of analysis, performed using the novel nullspace method, reveal that joint reactions in revolute joints are

unique, whereas reactions in translational joints are non-unique.

As mentioned before, the left-hand side translational joint is doubled (and it is denoted At). Let us check if the total

reaction between the base and body 1 is unique. The data for the uniqueness analysis of doubled translational joint

(analogous to information contained in Tab. 1) are shown in Tab. 2.

The obtained result is worth being discussed. Reaction in doubled translational joint is unique, although it is composed

of non-unique reactions acting in joints A1t and A2t (see Tab. 1) or, from a different point of view, composed of only

non-unique reactions components (see Eq. (20)). Note that this conclusion could not be reached using the previous

forms of nullspace method. This observation indicates undisputed advantage of the novel nullspace method.
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Table 1: Joint reaction uniqueness analysis of non-actuated planar mechanism

Studied element U Constraint index/indices Criterion (18) value Result
Reaction in A1t 1-2 �= 0 N

Reaction in A2t 3-4 �= 0 N

Reaction in Br 5-6 = 0 U

Reaction in Cr 7-8 = 0 U

Reaction in Ct 9-10 �= 0 N

Reaction in Dt 11-12 �= 0 N

Reaction in Et 13-14 �= 0 N

Table 2: Doubled translational joint reaction uniqueness analysis of non-actuated planar mechanism

Studied element U Constraint index/indices Criterion (18) value Result
Reaction in At 1-4 = 0 U

5.2. Fully Actuated Planar Mechanism
In this case, actuation is introduced in revolute joint Br. In order to perform the driving force uniqueness analysis,

vector of driving constraints is introduced as

ΦΦΦD = ϕ1 −ϕ2 −θ21(t), (21)

where θ21(t) is a scalar function describing orientation of body 2 with respect to body 1 in time. Note that this function

does not depend on vector q, and therefore, it is not used in the uniqueness analysis (when Jacobian matrix of constraints

is determined). Hence, it is not specified.

In that case, Jacobian matrix of constraints is composed form two parts – kinematic (ΦΦΦK
q ) and driving (ΦΦΦD

q ), according

to Eq. (6). As mentioned earlier, kinematic part is the same in all actuation cases (see Eq. (19)). While ΦΦΦD
q (after

differentiation of Eq. (21) with respect to coordinates) has the following form

ΦΦΦD
q = [0 0 1 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0] . (22)

For this matrix, mD = 1 and n = 12. Hence, Jacobian matrix of constraints ΦΦΦq has dimensions 15×12. The rank of ΦΦΦq
is r = 12. Therefore, the system still has 3 redundant constraints.

Nullspace matrix of transposed Jacobian matrix of constraints J (containing kinematic and driving parts) has the fol-

lowing form

N15×3 =
[
N1(3×4) 03×4 N2(3×1) 03×1 N3(3×1) 03×1 N4(3×1) 03×2

]T
, (23)

where submatrices Ni, i ∈ {1,2,3,4}, analogously to the previous case, contain nonzero elements.

Hence, according to, e.g the extended previous nullspace method, reaction components with indices: 1-4, 9, 11 and 13

are non-unique (as in the previous case), whereas remaining components, including the driving force (the generalized

reaction component with index 15), are unique.

In this case, the uniqueness test of joint reactions (according to the novel nullspace method) shows the same results as

in the previous case. This is because the kinematic structure of the mechanism is the same and the mechanism is fully

actuated (not overactuated). Hence, data for the uniqueness test shown in Tabs. 1 and 2 are still valid (but for the new

Jacobian matrix). Analogous information for the driving force uniqueness test are presented in Tab. 3.

Table 3: Driving force uniqueness analysis of fully actuated planar mechanism

Studied element U Constraint index/indices Criterion (18) value Result
Driving torque in Br 15 = 0 U

As could be expected (because the system is fully actuated), results of the reaction uniqueness analysis are the same as

in the previous case, and driving torque is unique.
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5.3. Overactuated Planar Mechanism
Let us introduce actuation in revolute joints Br and Cr. The considered system is overactuated now, because it has

1 DOF and 2 actuators. Vector of driving constraints has the following form

ΦΦΦD =

[
ϕ1 −ϕ2 −θ21(t)
ϕ2 −ϕ3 −θ32(t)

]
, (24)

where exact values of θ21(t) and θ32(t) are not needed for the uniqueness analysis (as in the previous case). However,

it is assumed that these constraints are consistent (are not contradictory).

Taking partial derivatives of Eq. (24) with respect to coordinates yields

ΦΦΦD
q =

[
0 0 1 0 0 −1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 −1 0 0 0

]
. (25)

Note that the first rows of Eqs. (24) and (25) are the same as in the previous case (see Eqs. (21) and (22) respectively).

Submatrix ΦΦΦD
q (see Eq. (25)) has dimensions mD = 2 and n= 12, and total Jacobian matrix of constraints ΦΦΦq has m= 16

rows and rank r = 12. Hence, it can be deduced that overactuation increases the number of redundant constraints to 4.

Nullspace matrix N of transposed Jacobian matrix J has the following form

N16×4 =
[
N1(4×4) 04×4 N2(4×1) 03×1 N3(4×1) 03×1 N4(4×1) 03×1 N5(4×2)

]T
, (26)

From the structure of nullspace matrix, it is easy to see (using, e.g. the extended previous nullspace method) that

reaction components of indices: 1-4, 9, 11 and 13 are non-unique and driving components (in this example – driving

torques): 15 and 16 are non-unique.

In this case, employing the novel nullspace method yields the following results. It turns out that only reactions in

revolute joints are unique. Hence, data from Tab. 1 are still valid (but for new Jacobian matrix of constraints). Data for

the uniqueness test of driving forces are shown in Tab. 4. The analysis give results consistent with intuition, i.e driving

torques are non-unique.

Table 4: Driving force uniqueness analysis of overactuated planar mechanism

Studied element U Constraint index/indices Criterion (18) value Result
Driving torque in Br 15 �= 0 N

Driving torque in Cr 16 �= 0 N

It is interesting to perform also the reaction uniqueness analysis for doubled joint At. Necessary input data and results

of this test are shown in Tab. 5. It turns out that total reaction between the base and body 1 is now non-unique. This

example corroborates the statement that overactuation may cause non-uniqueness of reactions, which are unique for

non-actuated or fully actuated systems.

Table 5: Doubled translational joint reaction uniqueness analysis of overactuated planar mechanism

Studied element U Constraint index/indices Criterion (18) value Result
Reaction in At 1-4 �= 0 N

6. Conclusions
The paper presents a novel approach to reactions and driving forces uniqueness analysis. It is based on an extended

nullspace method and uses Jacobian matrix of constraints for the uniqueness test. The extension of the approach

consists of two elements. Firstly, using this method one may analyze not only the uniqueness of individual Lagrange

multipliers (single reaction components), but also the uniqueness of resultant generalized reaction of a set of constraints,

e.g. total joint reactions. It is important, because a unique joint reaction may have non-unique reaction components.

Secondly, the extended method is equipped with possibility of the driving forces uniqueness analysis. This is especially

important in the case of overactuated MBS, because overactuation may change the reaction uniqueness of the system

(unique reaction may become non-unique). Finally, it should be added that the novel method is valid for planar and

spatial systems described in absolute or natural coordinates.
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Abstract
This work focuses on the modeling of constitutive bending behavior of cables. Inelastic effects are investigated in

bending experiments using the well-known three point bending setup and a new pure bending device. The results will

show that an elastoplastic constitutive model is not sufficient to model the bending behavior of cables undergoing large

deformations, because damage effects are observed as well. These effects are modeled using a finite beam element,

which uses incremental displacements and rotations as primary variables. It is based on the Cosserat rod theory where

the constitutive law is formulated in the sectional quantities of the beam’s cross section. The constitutive model includes

linear elastic behavior for small deformations, plasticity with isotropic hardening and a damage formulation, which

account for the effects observed at large deformations. Computational experiments are executed and model parameters

are identified with optimization routines in comparison to experimental results.

Keywords: Cosserat rods, bending plasticity, experiments, finite element modeling, cables

1. Introduction
Flexible, slender structures like cables can be described by the Cosserat rod theory [1]. It yields models with geo-

metrically exact kinematics, balance equations that govern the equilibrium of the sectional forces and moments and

constitutive equations, which describe the relations between objective deformation measures and the sectional quanti-

ties. This contribution focuses on the constitutive modeling for cables displaying plastic deformation effects in bending

from two different points of view: experiments and finite element modeling.

Cables typically consist of at least two layers and different kinds of materials, depending on the application. This

complex multi-component structure causes inelastic behavior, when the cable is under load. Friction, damage or de-

lamination between the layers can occur. Furthermore, different material behavior has to be expected, because the

constituents consist of a variety of materials, e.g. plastic metallic wires, hyperelastic rubber jackets or viscoplastic

insulators. The different structural and material effects can hardly be separated in experiments. Consequently, an ap-

proach in the framework of continuum mechanics is used in this work, where the inelastic effects are investigated on

the macroscopic scale and modeled phenomenologically with suitable constitutive models formulated in the sectional

quantities.

Three deformation modes and their combinations are relevant for flexible beam-like structures such as cables: tension,

torsion and bending. It is state of the art to derive the corresponding elastic stiffnesses in uniaxial tensile tests, torsion

tests and three point bending.

In [2, 3] it was already shown that plastic behavior can be observed, if these classic experiments are executed cyclically.

Our first approach to model inelastic behavior for cables based on sectional quantities concerns bending, because this

deformation case is the most relevant for applications of cables. Hence, this contribution covers a detailed experimental

investigation of the bending behavior of cables, particularly with regard to constitutive modeling. In the simplest case

of linear elasticity, the constitutive law for bending under the assumption of circular cross sections is given by

MB = (EI)B KB, (1)

where MB is the bending moment, KB the bending curvature and (EI)B the linear elastic bending stiffness. It is worth

to mention that the model parameter (EI)B is a parameter combining material and geometrical information, which is
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sensible because the cables’ material and geometrical properties are strongly coupled. Section 2 deals with bending

experiments on cables that go beyond the elastic region and show inelastic phenomena. In section 3, computational

experiments with focus on constitutive modeling of the bending behavior based on these phenomena are executed.

A two node geometrically exact beam element, which employs incremental displacements and rotations as primary

variables, is derived for that purpose. A suitable constitutive model for bending of cables including plasticity with

linear hardening and a damage formulation is used. In section 4, the model parameters for the constitutive law are

determined via inverse methods and experimental and simulation results are compared.

2. Experimental Part
This section deals with the experimental characterization of the bending behavior of cables. It is state of the art

to investigate the elastic behavior of cables by means of the classical three point bending experiment for beam-like

specimens [4]. The experimental setup is shown schematically in figure 1, left. A specimen is supported symmetrically

on both ends with an initial free length of l0 and bending is realized by applying a force FB with a punch in the middle

of the specimen. These boundary conditions result in a deformation state, where the bending moment and curvature

increase linearly from the supports to the middle of the specimen, see figure 2, left. Consequently, the derivative of the

bending moment, i.e. the shear force Q, is piecewise constant along the beam axis and has a singularity at x = l0/2.

It is therefore not possible to measure the bending moment and bending curvature directly in this experiment. The

resulting centerline curve, however, is the graph of the transverse displacement w(x) of the specimen, which is given in

the interval [0, l0/2] by

w(x) =
FBl3

0

48(EI)B

[
3

x
l0

− 4
x3

l3
0

]
, (2)

where (EI)B is the bending stiffness. This is valid for long, slender specimens under the assumption of small defor-

mations and of cross sections that remain plane and normal to the centerline. If (2) is evaluated in the middle of the

specimen at x = l0/2

w
(

l0
2

)
=

FBl3
0

48(EI)B
, (3)

the bending stiffness (EI)B can be evaluated from a plot of the force FB over the deflection in the middle of the specimen

w(l0/2), see figure 3, left. Since the bending stiffness is a parameter describing the (linear) elastic behavior of the cable,

it is necessary to use a linear fit in the range of small deformations for that. The bending stiffness can then be calculated

using the slope m of the fit according to

(EI)B =
ml3

0

48
. (4)

It was already shown in [2, 3] that this experiment reveals inelastic effects in the bending behavior if it is performed

in consecutive cycles. Figure 4, left, gives an exemplary result for a simple cable. It is obvious, that the first cycle

differs from the following cycles and that there is a bend in the first loading path, which can be interpreted as a yield

point, i.e. the beginning of plastic yield. This figure also shows the result of a cyclic experiment with a maximum

deflection below the yield point in comparison. The difference is evident: While the loading and unloading paths of the

cycles with lower maximum deflection coincide (except for some viscous effects), the result from cycles with maximum

deflection above the yield point shows pronounced hysteresis loops. These are characteristic for plastic behavior with

approximately linear hardening in the yield region, as shown schematically in figure 3, left.

The experimental setup of the three point bending experiment is easily implemented and therefore commonly used,

but it has some disadvantages. The real bearing situation differs from the theoretical boundary conditions for finite

deformations. The sliding contacts between the supports and the specimen are in reality not friction-free and therefore

induce normal and shear forces in the specimen which distort the results. Furthermore, three point bending is suitable

to determine the linear elastic bending stiffness at small curvatures, but is at the same time restricted to this range. For

larger displacements, i.e. curvatures, it is possible to observe plastic effects. It is however impossible to access the

quantities of the constitutive law for bending directly, since it is formulated in the bending moment MB and the bending

curvature KB, see (1). Moreover it is very hard to extract the model parameters entering inelastic constitutive equations

for bending, because the deformation along the beam centerline is not constant. Therefore, inelastic effects will occur

earlier in areas of higher curvature in the middle of the specimen, than at the ends of the specimen. To overcome these

restrictions, a new experimental device was designed which enables pure bending of cables, i.e. a constant curvature

and bending moment along the specimen. It provides the possibility to directly measure the bending moment as a

function of bending curvature at large curvatures.

In order to realize pure bending of a specimen [5, 6], it is essential to ensure that no normal or shear forces act on

the specimen and only a bending moment is applied. The details of the experimental setup exceed the scope of this
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contribution, but the schematic boundary conditions are shown in figure 1, right. They yield a deformation state where

the centerline of the cable is a circular arc, i.e. has a constant curvature. Consequently, the shear force Q is equal to zero

along the specimen, see figure 2, right. This setup therefore enables the direct measurement of the bending moment

and the corresponding bending curvature of the specimen, which are the quantities relevant for the constitutive law for

bending of Cosserat rods given in (1). The bending stiffness is then equal to the slope of a linear fit to the elastic part

of a plot of the bending moment over the bending curvature as shown in figure 3, right.

The pure bending device is especially useful to investigate the constitutive bending behavior of flexible beam-like

specimens because it allows the implementation of large curvatures. The results of a cyclic pure bending test are shown

in figure 4, right. The first loading path shows the characteristic elasto-plastic behavior analogous to the three point

bending results on the left hand side, i.e. a yield point for the bending moment MB,y and afterwards plastic yield with

linear hardening. The unloading path, however, differs from the typical plastic behavior shown schematically in figure

3, right. It is not parallel to the linear elastic loading path, but has a smaller slope. The load paths of the following

cycles are less stiff than the first loading, as well. Furthermore, the following cycles coincide and seem to have reached

a stable behavior. These phenomena imply that some kind of damage occurs in the initial load cycle in addition to the

plastic behavior.

On the structural level, this can be explained by a detachment of the inner metallic wires from the polymer jacket during

first loading and hence a reduction of the elastic bending stiffness visible in the following cycles.

F

l l

Ml

Mr

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of boundary conditions in three point bending (left) and pure bending tests (right).

xO

l02

M

xO

M

Figure 2: Theoretical bending moment and shear force along the specimen axis in three point bending (left) and pure

bending (right).
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Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the results from cyclic three point bending experiments (left) and cyclic pure bending

experiments (right). The evaluation of the elastic bending stiffness from both experiments and the characteristics of

elasto-plastic behavior with linear hardening are shown.
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Figure 4: Experimental results of a three point bending test with comparison between elastic and elasto-plastic behavior

(left) and experimental results of a pure bending test (right) on a simple cable.

3. Modeling
This part focuses on the constitutive modeling of inelastic effects in the context of Cosserat rods [7, 9]. The constitutive

equations are formulated in terms of the sectional quantities of the beam, namely the sectional forces NNN and MMM. These

vectors’ components are the shear forces N1 and N2, the axial force N3, the bending moments M1 and M2 and the tor-

sional moment M3. The constitutive laws relate the sectional forces to the objective translational deformation measures

ΓΓΓ and the sectional moments to the objective rotational deformation measures KKK. Based on the presented experimental

observations, a constitutive model for bending of cables including rate independent plasticity with isotropic hardening

and a damage formulation is derived in the following.

A two node geometrically exact beam element, which employs incremental displacements and rotations as primary

variables, is derived for computational experiments. Following the concept presented in [10], the governing equations of

the beam are developed from the generalized virtual work principle taking strains as independent variables. This leads

to a mixed formulation with strain measures and internal forces as primary variables. Instead of placing assumptions
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on strains, we assume linear interpolations of incremental displacements uuu and rotations ϑϑϑ between time tn and tn+1:

rrrn+1 (x) = rrrn (x)+uuu(x) ,

ΛΛΛn+1 (x) = ΛΛΛ(ϑϑϑ (x))ΛΛΛn (x) ,

uuu(x) =
(

1− x
L

)
uuu0 +

x
L

uuuL,

ϑϑϑ (x) =
(

1− x
L

)
ϑϑϑ 0 +

x
L

ϑϑϑ L. (5)

Beam strain measures follow from the kinematic equations

ΓΓΓ n+1 = {0,0,−1}T +ΛΛΛn+1rrr′n+1,

KKKn+1 = KKKn +ΛΛΛT
n+1T(ϑϑϑ)ϑϑϑ ′, (6)

and are subsequently expressed with incremental displacements and rotations and eliminated from the governing set

of equations, which leads us to a simple configuration-based formulation, similar to the formulation with reduced

integration presented in [11],

hhh1 = ΛΛΛL/2NNNL/2 +
L
2

f̄ff ext
+ fff ext

0 = 000,

hhh2 = ΛΛΛL/2MMML/2 +
L
2

rrr′L/2 ×
(

ΛΛΛL/2NNNL/2 +
L
4

f̄ff ext
)
+mmmext

0 = 000,

hhh3 =−ΛΛΛL/2NNNL/2 +
L
2

f̄ff ext
+ fff ext

L = 000,

hhh4 =−ΛΛΛL/2MMML/2 +
L
2

rrr′L/2 ×
(

ΛΛΛL/2NNNL/2 −
L
4

f̄ff ext
)
+mmmext

L = 000. (7)

Here, L denotes the length of the beam element, f̄ff ext
is the uniformly distributed load of the element, fff ext

0 , fff ext
L , mmmext

0

and mmmext
L are discrete loads applied at the boundaries of the beam. NNNL/2 and MMML/2 are constitutive sectional force and

moment vectors evaluated at the midpoint of the beam. The main focus of our work is devoted to inelastic constitutive

modeling of the cross section of the beam, from where the constitutive force and moment vectors are obtained.

There are two conceptually distinct approaches for modeling the inelastic response of the beam cross section [8]. In

the fiber approach, stress-strain relations are employed in discrete points of the cross section and integrated over the

cross section to obtain the stress resultants and the tangent constitutive matrix of the cross section. This approach

usually employs the plane section hypothesis and stress-strain relations found in uniaxial experiments. Thus, it is

independent from geometric properties of the cross section and appealing for numerical implementation. In the second

approach [9], inelastic effects of the beam’s cross section are formulated using a stress resultant model which relates

stress resultants and generalized cross sectional deformation measures. Stress resultant models can be adaptations of

classical stress-space models, however they have a drawback that plastic flow potentials are, in general, difficult to

obtain.

We have previously discussed the complex nature of the cables’ cross sections and local effects which are difficult if

not impossible to include in the fiber approach, therefore the stress resultant formulation of inelastic effects for cables

seems reasonable. The parameters entering the stress resultant model can also be directly compared to experimental

observations presented in the previous section.

We selected a rate independent plasticity model with (isotropic) hardening [12] in order to model the behavior observed

in the three point bending experiments. The main ingredients of the model are: (i) the additive decomposition of the

total strain measures into an elastic and a plastic part, (ii) a set of equations describing elastic (reversible) behavior, (iii)

a yield curve in the bending moment plane and (iv) an associated flow rule and hardening law. For the associated flow

rule, the direction of the plastic strain measures is assumed to be normal to the yield curve and its magnitude is given

by the plastic multiplier, which is determined from the consistency condition that plastic flow remains on the yield

surface. Loading and unloading are characterized by the Kuhn–Tucker complementarity conditions. The formulas for

rate independent plasticity and algorithm for numerical implementation are summed up in Table 1.

As already mentioned in the introduction, a variety of physical effects on the mesoscopic level of the cable constituents

causes the complex inelastic constitutive behavior observed on the macroscopic level of a composite cable. In partic-

ular, our experimental results obtained in pure bending indicate that the elastic stiffness observed during unloading is

different from the one observed during the loading phase. The plasticity model presented above does not account for

these kind of effects and is therefore not sufficient to model the behavior observed in pure bending experiments. Such
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Table 1: Plasticity model based on sectional quantities

Rate independent plasticity with (isotropic) hardening:

• additive split: EEE = EEEe +EEE p,

(EEE is vector of generalized cross sectional strains)

• elastic constitutive law: ΣΣΣ = Ce (EEE −EEE p),
(ΣΣΣ is vector of cross sectional forces and moments,

Ce is elastic constitutive matrix),

• yield condition: fp (ΣΣΣ ,αp) = 0,

(αp is plastic hardening variable),

• associative flow rule and hardening law:

Ėp = γp
∂ fp
∂ΣΣΣ , α̇p = γp

∂ fp
∂αp

, (γp is plastic multiplier)

• Kuhn–Tucker complementarity and consistency con-

ditions: fp ≤ 0, γp ≥ 0, γp fp = 0 and γp ḟp = 0.

Algorithm (continuum equations are discretized by apply-

ing implicit Euler scheme) at tn+1:

• Data from previous step: EEE p,n, γn, αn,

updated strains EEE,

• Trial elastic step: ΣΣΣ trial = Ce (EEE −EEE p,n),

• If f
(

ΣΣΣ trial ,αp,n

)
≤ 0: elastic step

ΣΣΣ n+1 = ΣΣΣ trial , Δγp = 0,

• else plastic step, solve

hhh1 = EEE −EEE p,n −C−1
e ΣΣΣ n+1 −Δγp

∂ fp(ΣΣΣn+1,αp,n+1)
∂ΣΣΣn+1

= 000

h2 = f (ΣΣΣ n+1,αp,n+1) = 0

to determine ΣΣΣ n+1 and Δγp. EEE p,n+1 and αn+1 are de-

termined from the flow rule and hardening law.

effects can, however, be included into the constitutive model by means of a damage ansatz. We selected the damage

model presented in [13] which can be formulated in the same framework as the used plasticity model. In addition to

the damage hardening variable, such a model also employs the elasticity matrix (or compliance) of a damaged state as

an internal damage variable. The main ingredients of the model are (i) the additive decomposition of the total strain

into an elastic and a reversible damage part, (ii) a set of equations describing elastic behavior, (iii) a damage criterion

which prescribes admissible values of stress and (iv) evolution (hardening) laws for the internal hardening variables.

Loading and unloading are again characterized by the Kuhn–Tucker complementarity conditions. The formulas for the

damage model and algorithm for numerical implementation are summed up in Table 2.

Table 2: Damage model based on sectional quantities

Rate independent damage model:

• additive split: EEE = EEEe +EEEd ,

(EEE is vector of generalized cross sectional strains)

• elastic constitutive law: ΣΣΣ = CeEEE,

(ΣΣΣ is vector of cross sectional forces and moments,

Ce is elastic constitutive matrix)

• damage criterion: fd (ΣΣΣ ,αd) = 0,

(αd is damage hardening variable),

• evolution law for the internal hardening variables:

Ċ−1
e = γd

1
‖ΣΣΣ‖

∂ fd
∂ΣΣΣ ⊗ ∂ fd

∂ΣΣΣ , α̇d = γd
∂ fd
∂αd

,

(γd is damage multiplier)

• Kuhn–Tucker complementarity and consistency con-

ditions: fd ≤ 0, γd ≥ 0, γd fd = 0 and γd ḟd = 0.

Algorithm (continuum equations are discretized by apply-

ing implicit Euler scheme) at tn+1:

• Data from previous step: Ce,n, αd,n,

updated strains EEE,

• Trial elastic step: ΣΣΣ trial = Ce,nEEE,

• If fd

(
ΣΣΣ trial ,αd,n

)
≤ 0: elastic step

ΣΣΣ n+1 = ΣΣΣ trial , Δγd = 0,

• else plastic step, solve

hhh1 = EEE −C−1
e,n+1ΣΣΣ n+1 −Δγd

∂ fd(ΣΣΣn+1,αd,n+1)
∂ΣΣΣn+1

= 000

h2 = fd
(
ΣΣΣ n+1,αd,n+1

)
= 0

to determine ΣΣΣ n+1 and Δγd . Ce,n+1 and αd,n+1 are

determined from the evolution laws.

The damage model presented in Table 2 is written under the assumption that plasticity is inactive. For the case where

both plasticity and damage are active, a coupled damage-plasticity model [13] was implemented, where each of the

components of the coupled model are computed in parallel and resultant stress is obtained by enforcing the same value

of stress in each component: ΣΣΣ p,n+1 −ΣΣΣ d,n+1 = 000.

Determination of the evolution laws for plasticity and damage models including all generalized stress resultant compo-

nents is a challenging if not impossible task. Therefore, we focus on bending of cables and assume that axial, shear and

torsional deformation modes remain in the elastic domain and elastic constitutive relations are valid for any value of

the axial, shear and torsional strains: N1 = (GA1)Γ1, N2 = (GA2)Γ2, N3 = (EA) (Γ3 − 1) and M3 = (GJ)K3. Inelastic

effects are therefore possible for bending strain components (curvatures) EEE = {K1,K2}T and corresponding sectional
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bending moments ΣΣΣ = {M1,M2}T .

Based on experimental results, we propose linear yield and damage criteria in the bending moment plane:

fp (M1,M2,αp) =
(
M2

1 +M2
2

) 1
2 − (Mp +αp(HI)) (8)

fd (M1,M2,αd) =
(
M2

1 +M2
2

) 1
2 − (Md +αd(HI)) (9)

where Mp is the plastic yield moment and Md is the elasticity limit that indicates the onset of damage. The value of the

bending moment measured in a planar experimental setup from an arbitrary three-dimensional deformation is given as

the length of the bending moment vector,

MB =
(
M2

1 +M2
2

) 1
2 . (10)

We assume the same (constant) hardening modulus (HI) for both inelastic components. The internal plastic hardening

variable, i.e. accumulated plastic strain, is denoted by αp and the damage hardening variable is denoted by αd . The

moment-curvature diagram of the model is presented in Figure 5.

Md

k

M

ke

Mp

Eie

kp kd

Eid

Figure 5: Moment-curvature diagram for the damage-plasticity model in loading and unloading. It is assumed that we

first reach the damage threshold surface and then the plastic yield surface. Inelastic strains can also appear vice versa

or simultaneously. During unloading, a decrease in the elastic stiffness and the appearance of both plastic and damage

strains can be observed.

For the proposed constitutive model, it is necessary to determine the elastic parameters – the axial stiffness (EA),
torsional stiffness (GJ) and bending stiffness (EI)B – and the inelastic parameters – the plastic yield moment Mp, the

threshold moment for damage Md and the hardening modulus (HI) – of the cable.

4. Parameter Identification
In a first approach, we study a simple cable consisting of a core of metallic wires and a rubber jacket, for which ex-

perimental results from three point bending and pure bending are presented in Figure 4. Our goal is to determine the

elastic and inelastic parameters of the presented stress resultant model based on one cycle of loading and subsequent

unloading of the cable. While the elastic parameters can be estimated from the corresponding experiments, it is not pos-

sible to determine the inelastic properties directly from three point bending and pure bending experiments. Therefore,

the inelastic bending parameters are obtained from an optimization problem wherein the results of the beam model of

the three point bending test and pure bending test are fitted to the experimental data via the least squares optimization

problem, which was solved with algorithms for constrained optimization provided in Matlab.

As previously noted, the three point bending test of the specimen displays elastoplastic behavior. Therefore, we only

fitted the experimental data to the elastoplastic constitutive model presented in table 1 using the yield condition (8).

The result is shown in figure 6, left. In order to simulate the pure bending experiment, we first fitted the experimental

data for initial loading to the plasticity model. Furthermore, we fitted the experimental data of the whole first cycle

to the damage plasticity model presented in tables 1 and 2 with assumed yield and damage criteria (8) and (9). The

resulting diagrams comparing experimental and simulation results are shown in figure 7. For further comparison, the

pure bending experiment was also simulated using the elastoplastic parameters identified from the three point bending
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experiment and is shown in figure 6, right. Parameters identified with the solution of the three optimization problems

are presented in table 3.

Table 3: Parameters identified for the elasto-plastic constitutive model with isotropic hardening and damage.

simulated test three-point bending pure bending

constitutive model elasto-plastic elasto-plastic elasto-plastic,

damage

elastic bending stiffness (EI)B 2.37 Nmm2 8.69 Nmm2 8.69 Nmm2

hardening modulus (HI) 0.672 Nmm2 0.496 Nmm2 0.471 Nmm2

yield moment Mp 22.5 Nmm 44.6 Nmm 52.8 Nmm

damage moment Md – – 45.0 Nmm

The differences between the parameters identified in the two bending experiments are evident in figure 6. The parame-

ters identified in three point bending using the elastoplastic constitutive model fit the experimental results of the three

point bending test very well. These parameters are, however, not suitable to model the behavior of the cable undergoing

pure bending.

The advantage of an elastoplastic constitutive law including the damage formulation given in table 2 for pure bending

is shown in figure 7. While the elastoplastic model only enables the fit of the loading behavior to the experimental

results, the elastoplastic model including damage allows for a fit to the whole first cycle including unloading.
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Figure 6: Comparison of experimental and simulated results of three point bending (left) and pure bending (right)

on a simple cable. The simulations in both diagrams have been executed with an elastoplastic constitutive law using

parameters identified from three point bending.
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Figure 7: Comparison of experimental and simulated results of pure bending on a simple cable specimen. The diagram

on the left hand side shows results from a simulation based on elastoplastic constitutive behavior. The right hand side

shows the results from a simulation based on an elastoplastic model with a damage formulation. The used parameters

were identified in the pure bending experiment.

5. Conclusions
This contribution gives a detailed experimental investigation of the inelastic bending behavior of a simple cable. Two

kinds of bending experiments are shown and compared. While the classical three point bending experiment is still

state of the art because it is easily implemented, it has several disadvantages. The most important one concerning

the investigation of inelastic behavior is the validity of the experiment only for small deflections. Furthermore, the

real bearing situation allows for disturbing shear and normal forces, which distort the experimental results. Therefore,

pure bending experiments, which enable the direct investigation of the constitutive bending behavior of beam-like

specimens, are executed. The results of the cyclic three point bending experiment show elastoplastic characteristics.

The cyclic pure bending experiment, however, reveals damage effects during unloading in addition to the elastoplastic

behavior.

A constitutive model for inelastic bending behavior formulated in the sectional quantities of the Cosserat beam is

presented in this work. As it was shown in the comparison of the two bending experiments, pure elastoplasticity is not

sufficient to model the behavior of a cable undergoing large deformations in the pure bending experiment. Therefore,

the constitutive model includes elastoplasticity and a damage formulation based on sectional quantities. The numerical

experiments show that it is not sufficient to identify the model parameters from the three point bending experiment, if

the pure bending experiment is supposed to be modeled, because damage effects are not visible in three point bending.

This work uniquely combines experimental work and finite element simulations to investigate the inelastic bending

behavior of cables. It already covers the loading and unloading for experiments in the range of small as well as finite

deformations. On the experimental side, the next steps include a more detailed investigation concerning the inelastic

effects, e.g. with loading in the opposite direction in order to characterize the hardening better. The simulation results

shown in this work only cover the first load cycle. Future work will therefore include the modeling of following load

cycles.
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Abstract

The problem of model reduction is necessary for a more concise dynamic description of complex mechanical systems.
In dynamics of structures the dynamic behaviour is expressed considering both the static modes at the boundaries of
a domain and the clamped modes of the internal when the boundary nodes are fixed. This method is used to obtain a
reduced impedance matrix from a larger mechanical impedance matrix and to create a superelement, that is a subsystem
able to interconnect to other superelements at the boundary nodes which takes into account its inner dynamics through
a number of normal modes. In this paper, a novel Component Mode Synthesis method, called Augmented Component
Mode Synthesis method is proposed. Despite the common procedure to create superelements to be combined by means
of joints; here, the joints are included in the reduction procedure. This novelty allows to obtain larger superelements
that might be subparts of a mechanism or even the whole mechanism. Following a method similar to the well-known
Craig-Bampton method, the fixed-interface normal modes and interface constraint modes are defined including the
joints contribute. Then, the transformation matrix necessary to obtain the reduced stiffness and inertia matrices is
presented. Finally, the case study of a two-beam frame is presented to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
method and its validity.

Keywords: flexible mechanical systems, component mode synthesis, dynamic substructuring

1. Introduction

Dynamic substructuring is an essential tool to convert large models into superelements coupled through connections,
[1]. One of the well-established reduction method is based on the Component Mode Synthesis (CMS), [2, 3]. There
are two classes of CMS methods distinguished for the way to handle interface compatibility: methods with fixed
and methods with free interface modes. Fixed interface modes methods use displacement conditions to assemble
substructures in what is called primal assembly: the Craig-Bampton [4], MacNeal’s [5] and Rubin’s [6] methods belong
to this class and are the most used CMS methods in engineering. Free interface modes methods employ interface forces
conditions to assemble substructures either in primal assembly [7] or dual assembly [8]. Here, we do not dwell on
dual assembly methods focusing only on the first class of methods. Readers interested in dual assembly methods are
referred to [9]. Most of the CMS methods are based on the Ritz basis assumption to express structure displacements
as a combination of mode sets. When this basis is complete the associated method is said exact as it reproduces the
displacement field for any frequency using a complete normal mode set [10, 11, 12, 13].

Approximated methods employ incomplete normal mode set to describe displacements and are reliable in representing
the dynamics of a system up to a frequency or within a range of frequencies [14]. The well-known Craig-Bampton
method is an impedance matrix reduction method of this type in which the dynamics of the inner nodes is described
by modal parameters, or intensities, of the internal modes. The inner modes are then truncated introducing the said
approximation to face with problems restricted to low-frequency ranges. Approximated methods are widely used in
dynamic substructuring [15] as these are easier to apply than the exact methods, usually based on difficult nonlinear
equations.

Quasi-static methods, as that described in [17], only include bounded frequency ranges and allow to tune a frequency
range of interest reducing the complexity of exact methods. Finally, some reduction techniques do not consider the
contribute of internal modes and are indicated as static reduction methods. The Guyan-Irons condensation method [18]
employs statically reduced stiffness matrices to reduce the stiffness of a mechanical system to its boundary nodes. Static
reduction is a simplified formulation used to overcome the computational complexity introduced by other dynamic
reduction methods.

All domain decomposition methods aim to create substructures, also termed superelements in FE theory. In the physical
domain a substructure is a structural element composed of interface nodes, that is nodes that are used for the connections
to other substructures, and internal nodes, used to describe the dynamic behaviour of the element. The general coupling
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of substructures is expressed through three equations including forces and displacements as unknowns: the equation of
motions, the compatibility equations and the equilibrium conditions of connecting forces at the interfaces. Then, the
general assembly can be simplified following two approaches: the primal or the dual approach, as explained in detail in
[19]. In the primal assembly interface forces are deleted by means of the interface equilibrium and the displacements
remain the only unknowns for the problem. In the dual assembly formulation the interface equilibrium is usually
entrusted to Lagrange multipliers containing the interface forces enforcing constraints in terms of displacements. In
this case the set of unknowns is increased to include displacements and Lagrange multipliers. To face with this issue
some works proposed CMS methods based on the localized Lagrange multiplier in which the total virtual work of
completely free substructures is augmented with the partition interface conditions, [20, 21].

Here, a novel CMS approach, called Augmented Component Mode Synthesis (ACMS), is presented to obtain superele-
ment including joints. The ACMS takes advantage of primal assembly formulation to assemble multibody systems.
The compatibility equations are expressed in weak form and do not include Boolean matrices but terms taking into
account for joints and rigid-body displacements. The advantage of the proposed formulation is the ease of application
and the reduced number of dofs avoiding the use of the Lagrange multipliers. Furthermore, this novel approach allows
to create big substructures including both structural elements and joints. As described in Fig. 1, it is possible to create
larger superelements that could be extended to whole mechanisms. Finally, the case of a two-beam frame composed of
two cantilevered beams joined by a joint is studied to demonstrate the validity of the proposed method.

S1

S2
S3

Figure 1: Two superelements S1 and S2 with embedded joints are directly united at their common interface node to
create a larger superelement S3.

2. Primal Assembly of Multibody Systems in Physical Domain

In this section, the equations necessary to obtain the primal assembly of a multibody system are recalled. In the physical
domain a linear mechanical system is characterized by its mass M, damping C and stiffness K matrices. Coupling
different substructures requires the use of compatibility equations that express how the displacements of boundary
nodes of neighboring subsystems are connected; and equilibrium conditions for the interface forces of neighboring
elements. Then, the compatibility and equilibrium equations are combined with the equation of motions to yield the
general framework described by a system of three equations:⎧⎨⎩ Mü+Cu̇+Ku = fe + r

Bu = 0
LT r = 0

(1)

in which u is the array of generalized displacements, fe is the array of external forces and torques, B expresses the
compatibility conditions operating on the boundary nodes of two adjacent substructures and L expresses the equilibrium
conditions between the constraint forces r at the boundaries. In flexible multibody systems B is usually a non-Boolean
matrix that describes how the displacements of nodes belonging to neighbouring substructures are coupled by joints.
In primal assembly we seek to delete r from system (1) by introducing a set of independent nodes with displacements
q such that

u = Lq (2)

Matrix L belongs to the null-space of B and allows to write the system of equations (1) in the following form:

Mrq̈+Crq̇+Krq = fer (3)
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in which Mr = LT ML, Cr = LT CL, Kr = LT KL and fer = Lfe are the reduced matrices and array of generalized
forces. In FE analysis B expresses the Multi Point Conditions (MPCs), that is mathematical expressions between
displacements of adjacent nodes. Instead of finding L the dual assembly is usually preferred to enforce kinematic
constraints using Lagrange multipliers in the definition of constraint forces r = −BT λ . As already pointed out, the
dual assembly imposes to solve for λ other than u.

In the following, we use the primal approach to find L, in weak form, without calculating the null-space of B. In
presence of joints and mechanical connections the compatibility conditions must express the Multi Point Conditions
(MPCs) linking the degrees of freedom of the adjacent nodes composing the joint. In the proposed approach the
compatibility conditions becomes:

u = Bq+Hθ (4)

in which H is a matrix, or an array, that includes the geometric features of the joint and θ is the array of joint displace-
ments. It is noteworthy that eq.(4) expresses MPCs in which the joint contribute is not included inside B but is explicit.
This approach is useful to insert joint stiffness, joint preload forces/torques or to easily recover joint wrenches during
the analysis. Then, the total strain energy minimization technique is used along with the compatibility conditions of
eq.(4), as described in [23], to obtain:

HT Kuuu+HT Kuqq+Kθ θ +p = 0 (5)

where Kuu and Kuq are stiffness block-matrices, Kθ is the joint stiffness matrix and p the array of joint preload. By
introducing eq(4) into (5) θ can be obtained by the following equation:

θ =−(Kθ +HT KuuH)−1[HT (KuuB+Kuq)q−p] (6)

By substituting the expression of θ into eq.(4) and then into eq.(5), an expression similar to eq.(2) can be derived:

u = Lq+ l (7)

where l depends only on the preload p. It is noteworthy to stress that L has been derived in weak form because it
is consequence of the strain energy minimization. This strategy followed to derive θ can be seen differently as a
consequence of the Guyan-Irons condensation method augmented with MPCs [18]. In this case, the static condensation
matrix Ξ becomes:

Ξ =

[
1

B+HL

]
(8)

and can be used to obtain the statically reduced stiffness matrix Kr = ΞT KΞ and the statically reduced and consistent
mass matrix Mr = ΞT MΞ analogous to that reported in [22]:

Mr = MOO −MOIKII
−1KIO −KOIKII

−1MIO +KOIKII
−1MIIKII

−1KIO (9)

in which O refers to the outer nodes, i.e. the boundary nodes, and I refers to the inner nodes. Following a similar
approach, the method can be extended to impedance matrices, as demonstrated in [23]; besides it can be demonstrated
that the reduction performed with impedance matrices is exact.

3. Craig-Bampton Method

Before introducing the method proposed in this paper, it is appropriate to recall some concepts of the well-known Craig-
Bampton method. Readers interested in going deeper in the CMS are referred to [26]. Let us consider the partitioned
system: [

Mii Mib

Mbi Mbb

][
üi

üb

]
+

[
Kii Kib

Kbi Kbb

][
ui

ub

]
=

[
0i

fb + rb

]
(10)

in which the indices i and b refer to internal and boundary nodes, respectively. The force vectors fb and rb, respectively,
refer to the external and constraint forces applied upon the boundary nodes. The Craig-Bampton method builds a
Ritz vector of displacements combining fixed-interface normal modes and interface constraint modes, as schematically
drawn in Fig. 2. This combination of modes is computationally costly as it leads to dense and non-diagonal reduced
mass and stiffness matrices, as outlined in [27].

The fixed-interface normal modes are obtained restraining the interfaces, that is by imposing ub = 0b in the previous
system. The first equation reduces to the following eigenproblem:

Miiüi +Kiiui = 0 (11)
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Ψib = K−1
ii Kib

Φii

Figure 2: General layout; fixed-interface normal modes; interface constraint modes. Boundary nodes are represented
via black-filled circles, internal nodes are represented via blank circles.

that can be solved to obtain Ni-fixed-interface normal modes ui = Φii. The interface constraint modes are static modes
in which unit displacements are imposed to the boundary nodes: ub = 1bb. As a consequence, the internal nodes are
subjected to imposed displacements that can be obtained from the first equation of system (10):

ui = Ψib =−K−1
ii Kib (12)

Modes Φii and Ψib are used to define the mode matrices Φi and Ψc, i.e.

Φi =

[
Φii

Obi

]
, Ψc =

[
Ψib

1bb

]
(13)

The modes comply with three important properties:

Mass matrix orthogonalization
ΦT

ii MiiΦii = 1ii (14a)

Stiffness matrix diagonalization
ΦT

ii KiiΦii = Λii = diag(ω2
i ) (14b)

Stiffness orthogonality
ΦT

i KΨc = 0 (14c)

where ωi are the eigenfrequencies of the eigenproblem. Finally, the fixed-interface normal modes and interface con-
straint modes are combined to create a Ritz vector of displacements. Usually, the reduction consists in selecting a
number k of normal modes with k < i. These modes are then assembled to form the basis of the Ritz vector u:

u = Φipk +Ψcpb (15)

in which pk and pb are generalized displacements. For the Craig-Bampton method pk is an array of modal intensities
while pb = ub is an array of boundary node displacements. In matrix form, eq.(15) is rewritten as[

ui

ub

]
=

[
Φii Ψib

Obi 1bb

][
pk

ub

]
(16)

in which the transformation matrix ΨCB is defined as

ΨCB =

[
Φii Ψib

Obi 1bb

]
(17)

Finally, the reduced stiffness and inertia matrices Kr and Mr and the reduced force vector fr can be obtained by means
of ΨCB, i.e.

Kr = ΨT
CBKΨCB =

[
Λkk Okb

Obk K̄bb

]
, Mr = ΨT

CBMΨCB =

[
1kk M̄kb

M̄bk M̄bb

]
, fr = ΨT

CBfb (18)
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After the reduction process, the final system is written only in terms of boundary node displacements and their time
derivatives:

Mrüb +Krub = fr (19)

4. Augmented Component Mode Synthesis

In this section, we introduce the novel ACMS method. The standard procedure in CMS consists of reducing a complex
mechanical system composed of several elements, to few superelements coupled by means of joints. Now, what would
happen if joints were included inside superelements? This choice would allow to create bigger superelements, even
including whole mechanisms. Various questions must be answered to face with this solution, amongst these: how can
joints be included inside superelements? How is the dynamics influenced by this choice? How rigid modes can be
taken into account? Here, we answer only to some of these questions, leaving the open issue for future research. Some
restrictions are further considered in the present formulation:

1. the method can be applied only to beam-like structures and mechanisms, that is with two-node structural ele-
ments;

2. joints/forces can be attached/applied only on the extremity nodes of a two-node structural element.

Let us consider the diagram of Fig. 3. The system comprises one boundary node, labeled with b1, internal nodes i and a
joint node labeled with J. A further boundary node b2 is connected to the joint node and will be used for the reduction
process. As for the classic Craig-Bampton method, the superelement will be reduced to its boundary nodes, but in this
case, with the joint embedded in its reduced matrices. The method starts from the compatibility condition between the
displacements of nodes J and b2 that can be written recalling eq.(4):

uJ = ub2 +Hθ (20)

Here, the rigid-displacement matrix B has been imposed equal to the identity matrix for simplicity, that is the two nodes
share the same location. Then, the equations of motions can be partitioned in:⎡⎣ Mii Mib1 MiJ

Mb1i Mb1b1 Mb1J

MJi MJb1 MJJ

⎤⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

M

⎡⎣ üi

üb1
üJ

⎤⎦+
⎡⎣ Kii Kib1 KiJ

Kb1i Kb1b1 Kb1J

KJi KJb1 KJJ

⎤⎦
︸ ︷︷ ︸

K

⎡⎣ ui

ub1
uJ

⎤⎦=

⎡⎣ 0i

fb1
rJ

⎤⎦ (21)

Now, we consider the fixed-interface normal modes by imposing ubi = 0, i = 1,2. The third equation of system (21),
through the substitution of eq.(20), becomes

MJiüi +MJJHθ̈ +KJiui +KJJHθ = rJ (22)

Then, considering that the joint wrench rJ spans the null-space of H, the following expression stands: HT rJ = 0. By
left-multiplying eq.(22) by HT and combining the resulting equation with the first equation of (21), we finally obtain[

Mii MiJH
HT MJi HT MJJH

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

MH

[
üi

θ̈

]
+

[
Kii KiJ

HT KJi HT KJJH

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

KH

[
ui

θ

]
=

[
0i

0J

]
(23)

The previous eq.(23) leads to the eigenproblem:(
KH −ω2MH

)
Φ̄H = 0iJ, ,Φ̄H =

[
ΦH

φH

]
(24)

from which, considering k retained normal modes, the kth-fixed-interface normal mode Φnk can be defined

Φnk =

⎡⎣ ΦHk

HφHk

0b1

⎤⎦ (25)

Then, by imposing unit displacements to the boundary nodes: ubi the static interface constraint modes can be obtained
from system (21), opportunely written in the form[

Kii KibJ

KbJi KbJbJ

][
ui

ubJ

]
=

[
0i

rbJ

]
(26)
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in which the second and third equations have been gathered and ubJ = [uT
b1,u

T
J ]

T . The interface constraint modes are
derived considering the Guyan-reduction obtained from the first equation of (26):

ui =−K−1
ii KibJubJ =−K−1

ii KibJLub (27)

where ub = [uT
b1,u

T
b2]

T contains only the boundary node displacements and, in this case, ubJ = Lub. Here, the role of
L is that to include the joint contribute inside the static reduction. By means of eq.(27) the interface constraint mode
Ψc becomes

Ψc =

[ −K−1
ii KibJL

L

]
(28)

As for the classic Craig-Bampton method, Φnk and Ψc are assembled into a single transformation matrix ΨACMS used
to obtain the reduced matrices Kr, Mr and force array fr as in eq.(18).

b1

b1

b1

i

i

i

J

J

J

b2

b2

b2

θ

Ψib = K−1
ii KibJL

ΦH φH

Figure 3: General layout; fixed-interface normal modes; interface constraint modes. Boundary nodes are represented
via black-filled circles, internal nodes are represented via blank circles, joint nodes are represented via square symbol.

In this case, the modes maintains only some properties of the Craig-Bampton method because of the influence of the
joint: Mass matrix orthogonalization

ΦT
HMiiΦH = 1ii, Φ̄T

H MHΦ̄H �= 1 (29a)

Stiffness matrix diagonalization
ΦT

HKHΦH = Λii (29b)

Stiffness orthogonality
ΦT

i KΨc = 0 (29c)

In the following, the transformation matrix is used to obtain the reduced matrices of a two-beam frame.

5. Example: Two-Beam Frame

In this section the case of two cantilevered beams connected by a joint, aligned along the z-axis, is presented. Two
superelements, each including the common joint, are first created; then, the two superelements are assembled in gen-
eralized coordinates to create the global superelement of the system, as explained in Fig. 4. The boundary conditions,
i.e. the clamped nodes b1, are applied, before the final assembly, to both superelements. In a similar way, we could
have considered to apply the boundary conditions to the global superelement. The final superelement includes only
the modal intensities deriving from the retained internal modes of each superelement and the nodal displacements of
the common interface node b2. The geometrical, inertial and structural parameters used in this example are reported in
Tab. 1.

In this case, the reduced matrices Kr and Mr of the two superelements, after the application of the boundary conditions,
have dimensions 10×10. The global matrices KTot , MTot of the final superelement, obtained imposing that nodes b2

be unique, have dimensions 14× 14, that is 4 retained normal modes for the internal nodes of each superelement and
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y

Figure 4: Two cantilevered beams connected by a revolute joint.

Table 1: Geometric and structural parameters of the two-beam frame
Notation Description Value Unit

n number of nodes for each link 16 [-]
nm retained normal modes for each link 4 [-]
L links’ length 1 [m]
b base of the cross section 0.025 [m]
h height of the cross section 0.025 [m]
E Young’s modulus 200 [GPa]
ν Poisson’s ratio 0.33 [-]
ρ material density 7860 [kg/m3]
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Figure 5: ACMS model: the first six mode-shapes
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Figure 6: Ansys model: the first six mode-shapes

Table 2: Comparison between ACMS and Ansys results
n. ACMS [Hz] Ansys [Hz] err [%]
1 20.37 20.36 0.04
2 32.40 32.37 0.10
3 89.30 89.11 0.22
4 89.30 89.11 0.22
5 127.56 127.23 0.26
6 175.05 174.37 0.39
7 289.18 287.56 0.56
8 289.21 287.56 0.57
9 356.94 354.62 0.65

10 432.39 428.38 0.93
11 602.62 596.41 1.04
12 603.16 596.41 1.13
13 680.88 690.51 1.39
14 699.42 723.49 3.33
15 806.62 791.23 1.94

6 displacements for the common node at the joint location. The first six modes of the two-beam frame, obtained from
the reduction process, are displayed in Fig. 5 along with the corresponding values of frequency expressed in Hertz. As
it can be observed, the first modal shape belongs to the xy-plane and includes the bending of the two beams with the
corresponding rotation about the joint with revolute axis parallel to the z-axis. Besides, odd numbered modes pertain to
the xy-plane and include joint rotation, while even modes belong to the zx-plane and do not include joint rotation. These
results have been compared to an equivalent Ansys model, meshed with the same number of elements, as reported in
Fig. 6. Mode shapes comparison and the relative error of Tab. 2 confirm the validity of the proposed approach. As it can
be observed the relative error is small for the low-range of frequency and it maintains below 4% for higher frequencies.

This simple example shows how the proposed method potentially has the capacity to be extended to large mechanisms
and deployable structures or mechanisms in which a unit cell is repeated in space.

6. Conclusions

A novel Component Mode Synthesis method, called ACMS, has been proposed to build superelements including joints.
Starting from the classic Craig-Bampton method, the joints contribute has been considered in the reduction process to
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create the the fixed-interface normal modes and interface constraint modes. The formulation has been limited to
beams, or two-node elements, and it will be ready to be extended to general structural elements in future works.
The simple model of a two-beam frame has been studied to compare the ACMS to Ansys results. The ACMS has
proven to be highly effective and its relative error maintains low even for high frequencies. In future works the ACMS
might be extended to general structural elements, e.g. shells, multi-node elements, to create superelements of complex
mechanisms.
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Abstract 
In this work two different recursive solution procedures for flexible multibody systems are considered: the 
condensation method and the transfer matrix method. A comparison between these methods is made based on the 
equation of motion of an arbitrary 3D linear elastic body, in which the absolute interface coordinates are used as 
generalized coordinates. To this end, the equation of motion in a floating frame of reference formulation is 
rewritten in terms absolute interface coordinates for a body that has two interface points. In terms of these absolute 
coordinates, the condensation method can be given a clear physical interpretation related to added effective mass. 
This method is compared with a recursive solution procedure based on transfer matrices. This transfer matrix 
method may have advantages in the case of closed-loop systems and systems that consist of a chain of identical 
bodies. 

Keywords: flexible multibody dynamics, recursive formulations, floating frame of reference, transfer matrix 
method 

1.  Introduction 
The dynamic behavior of flexible multibody systems that consist of a chain of bodies can be studied efficiently by 
recursive solution procedures. In these, it is common to express the kinematics using the relative coordinates 
formulation and the dynamics using the floating frame of reference formulation. A tabulated overview of the 
developments in this field for open-loop and closed-loop rigid and flexible multibody systems is given in [1].  

Key concept in most recursive solution procedures is to recursively eliminate a body from the chain, upon which 
the mass matrix and interface forces of the remaining adjacent body are updated appropriately. To explain the 
procedure, consider the last two bodies,  and , of an open-loop system as highlighted in Figure 1 and the 
equation of motion of a single flexible body using the floating frame of reference formulation: 

  (1) 

The rigid body coordinates  describe the configuration of a floating frame with respect to an inertial frame. The 
elastic coordinates  describe a linear elastic displacement field with respect to the floating frame, using a linear 
combination of deformation modes. The mass matrix consists of the rigid body mass matrix , the generalized 
mass matrix due to elastic modes  and the modal participation factors  that couple rigid and elastic motions. 

 is the generalized stiffness matrix due to elastic modes.  is the resultant generalized force acting on the body 
and  is the generalized modal force. In (1) interface forces, quadratic velocity forces and externally applied 
forces are all contained in the right hand side generalized force.   

In [2], it is explained how the equation of motion (1) can be used in a recursive order- -method that is applied for 
the simulation of flexible space structures. From the equation of motion of the last body , the second line is 
solved for  and substituted in the first line. By doing so, it is possible to express the interface force between the 
two bodies in terms of the acceleration of the interface point and the generalized forces of body . Next, this is 
substituted in the right hand side of the equation of motion of second to last body . The term containing the 
acceleration of the interface point can be combined with the other inertia forces and forms the mass matrix update 
of this body. All other terms remain on the right hand side and form the update of the interface forces. The 
procedure is repeated recursively, eliminating one body at a time, until one body remains. This equation of motion 
is solved and the result is back substituted in the equations of motion of the eliminated bodies subsequently. In 
case of a closed-loop system, a loop closure constraint is enforced using Lagrange multipliers.  
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Figure 1: The last two bodies,  and  of an open-loop flexible multibody system. 

In this work, it is shown that by expressing the motion with respect to an inertial frame, the mass matrix update 
can be related to the added effective mass of the eliminated body directly, giving it a clear physical interpretation. 
To this end, a coordinate transformation is used that transforms the floating frame of reference equation of motion 
to an equation of motion in terms of the absolute coordinates of the interface points. For this procedure, it will be 
shown convenient to relate the floating frame of reference mass matrix, as it appears in (1), to the local finite 
element mass matrix of an elastic body. The resulting equation of motion is of a form that is encountered in many 
corotational formulations. This similarity will be addressed.  

The recursive solution procedure as described above is based on condensation. This method is compared with a 
recursive solution procedure based on transfer matrices. This transfer matrix method may have advantages in the 
case of closed-loop systems and systems that consist of a chain of identical bodies, which is often the case for solar 
panel arrays, robotic manipulators, offshore equipment, et cetera. 

2.  Relation between Floating Frame of Reference and Finite Element Mass 
Matrices 

Reconsider the floating frame of reference equation of motion (1) in compact form:  

  (2) 

In this notation, the generalized force  now also includes the internal elastic forces. The mass matrix  is not 
constant, as it depends on both the orientation of the floating frame and on the elastic deformation of the body. It 
can be shown that the dependence of the mass matrix on the orientation of the floating frame can be expressed 
using a rotation matrix as follows: 

  (3) 

where  only contains the rotation matrix that relates the orientation of the floating frame to the inertial reference 
frame. The local mass matrix  only depends on the elastic deformation. In the floating frame of reference 
formulation, the local mass matrix can be determined from a linear finite element model. Let  denote the 
body’s constant mass matrix, which is based on the undeformed geometry, as obtained from the finite element 
model. A direct relation between  and  is possible in the following way: 

  (4) 

where  contains the appropriate rigid body modes and flexible modes: 

 . (5) 

In general, the full finite element mass matrix can be used in (4). However, for studying the dynamic behavior of 
a flexible multibody system, this yields an unnecessarily large system matrix in most cases. To prevent this, many 
well-established model order reduction methods can be applied on the finite element model. For the present 
purposes, it is assumed that the body’s behavior can be described sufficiently well by the static modes obtained 
from a Craig-Bampton model order reduction [3]. To this end, the body’s interface points are identified and the 
finite element model is statically condensed to these interface points. 

As an example, and without loss of generality, consider the arbitrarily shaped 3D body  from Figure 1, that has 
two interface points:  and . Let the body’s floating frame be rigidly attached to the material point in . For this 
case, the rigid body modes  are the displacements of the interface points due to a unit translation or rotation of 
the floating frame, while the body remains rigid. The elastic modes  are the displacements of the interface points 
due to unit translation or rotation of interface point , while the floating frame in  is kept fixed. In this case, these 
are just the Craig-Bampton modes of .  

For this example, the 12 12 mode matrix  can be expressed as follows: 

  (6) 
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In this,  is vector that denotes the position of interface point  relative to the floating frame in  on the deformed 
body. The tilde operator is introduced such that when applied on a (3 1) vector , it yields a skew symmetric 
(3 3) matrix : 

 
 (7) 

In the above procedure, note that  is constant, as it is based on the underformed geometry. However, since 
 depends on , which depends on the displacement field, the local mass matrix  contains quadratic terms in the 

displacement field. As it is common to assume small elastic displacements in the local frame,  is often 
approximated by a constant matrix, which is obtained when approximating  by the position vector of  relative to 
 on the undeformed body.  

3.  Coordinate Transformation to Absolute Interface Coordinates 
In order to express the equation of motion (2) in terms of the absolute interface coordinates, kinematic relations 
are required that express the local elastic coordinates  in terms of the absolute interface coordinates  and . 
It is shown in [2] that this relation can be obtained on the velocity level in the following form: 

  (8) 

With (8), a coordinate transformation from the generalized velocities  of the floating frame of reference 
formulation to the absolute interface velocities  is possible: 

  (9) 

Differentiating (9) with respect to time, yields the coordinate transformation on acceleration level: 

  (10) 

The coordinate transformation (10) is applied on the equation of motion (2). The result can be rewritten to the 
following form: 

  (11) 

in which  is introduced such that the quadratic velocity term  that originates from the coordinate 
transformation is conveniently combined with the quadratic velocity terms already contained in . Using (3) and 
(4), the floating frame of reference mass matrix can be expressed in terms of the finite element mass matrix. The 
resulting equation of motion in terms of the interface coordinates becomes: 

 . (12) 

In the case the mode shapes  are determined based on the deformed configuration, it can be shown by direct 
computation of the matrix products that (12) simplifies to: 

 . (13) 

The resulting mass matrix equals the local finite element mass matrix, condensed to the interface points, rotated 
to the global frame using the rotation matrix that is based on the orientation of the floating frame. This way of 
computing the mass matrix is similar to the procedure used in well-known corotational frame based finite element 
methods [4]. Note that in corotational frame formulations, the quadratic velocity terms are commonly not 
considered. From the derivation presented above, it is clear how the quadratic velocity terms in the original floating 
frame of reference formulation, as well as the additional terms due to the coordinate transformation, can both be 
taken into account. 

4.  Condensation Method 
Consider equation of motion (13) in the following partitioned form for body  in Figure 1: 

 . (14) 

From the second line in (14),  is solved: 

 . (15) 
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From the first line in (14),  is solved: 

  (16) 

Substitution of (15) in (16) yields: 

  (17) 

The term between brackets can be recognized as the mass matrix condensed on interface point , which consists 
of its relevant partition  and the added effective mass of the body , similar to linear vibration 
problems [5]. As an example, and without loss of generality, it is considered that the bodies are connected rigidly, 
such that the kinematic and dynamic coupling conditions are  and . With this, the equation of 
motion of body  can be expressed as: 

 

. 
(18) 

In this form, it is clear that the elimination of body  results in a mass matrix update of body , but only in the 
partition directly related to interface point . This can be physically interpreted as follows: In order to have 
equivalent motion of the system from which body  is eliminated, the appropriate condensed mass is added to 
interface point . Simultaneously its interface force is updated to take into account the interface force  and elastic 
and quadratic velocity forces of body . By applying a coordinate transformation back to rigid and elastic 
coordinates on equation (18), the same result is obtained as in [2]. With this, it can be understood that in this 
recursive solution procedure the mass matrix update can be related to a specific condensed mass matrix and a 
coordinate transformation.   

5.  Transfer Matrix Method 
The equation of motion (14) of body  is reconsidered. The equation can be rewritten such that the acceleration 
and interface force of interface point  are expressed in terms of the acceleration and interface force of interface 
point : 

 . (19) 

This is of the form: 

  (20) 

where  and  are the so-called state vectors of interface points  and  respectively,  is the transfer matrix of 
 with respect to  and  is an internal state vector due to elastic and squared velocity terms. If again two rigidly 

coupled bodies  and  are considered, the kinematic and dynamic coupling conditions  and  
can be accounted for using a permutation matrix : 

  (21) 

When the transfer relation (20) is constructed for body  as well, it is possible to obtain a direct relation between 
the end states  and : 

  (22) 

With this, it is possible to eliminate all intermediate bodies from a multibody chain by successive multiplications 
of transfer matrices and relate the first state  to the final state . This relation can be rewritten to the form of a 
reduced equation of motion: 

  (23) 

where the reduced mass matrix , the matrix  and the reduced generalized force  depend on the transfer 
matrices of all intermediate states. 
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6.  Conclusion 
An advantage of this transfer matrix method is that the transfer matrices can be determined without any a priori 
knowledge of the boundary conditions of the entire structure, i.e. changing the boundary conditions on the first 
and last interface points does not influence the transfer matrices. As a consequence, no loop-closure constraints 
are required for closed-loop systems. Using the transfer matrix method becomes increasingly beneficial for 
systems that consists of a chain of identical bodies. In this case, the reduction of the full size equation of motion 
consists of multiplications of transfer matrices that are all the same, whereas when using techniques based on 
condensation and elimination of bodies, the mass matrix update still needs to be executed one body at a time. 
However, since this mass matrix update can be given the clear physical interpretation presented in this work, it is 
still an attractive alternative to the more mathematical transfer matrix method.  
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Abstract

This presentation describes some modifications in the calculation of static solutions in the program SPACAR and the
implementation of an arc continuation method to calculate a branch of static solutions for varying parameters. The
equations to be solved are stated in a descriptor form, which can be viewed as the equations of motion written as
differential-algebraic equations with the time-dependent terms removed. The arc continuation method is of the familiar
predictor–corrector type. The equations of motion are linearized around found equilibria and reduced to a state-space
description in the degrees of freedom and their rates.

The methods are applied to several examples: planar and spatial large deflection problems for beams, the buckling of
a parallel leaf-spring guidance by misalignments and the large deflections and stability of a fluid-conveying tube. It is
shown that the proposed methods can lead to higher robustness and efficiency.

Keywords: static solutions, differential-algebraic equations, linearized state-space equations, arc continuation.

1. Introduction

In the analysis of multibody dynamic problems, it is often useful to know the equilibrium configurations and the
way in which these configurations change if a loading parameter changes. These solutions can often be considered
initial quasistatic approximations of the true motion of a system if the loads change relatively slowly with respect to
the eigenfrequencies of the system. Corrections can then be made with the aid of linearized dynamic equations. So
here, a method for finding and continuing static equilibrium solutions of a flexible multibody system and obtaining the
linearized equations in these equilibria is presented.

For the modelling of the multibody systems, use is made of a formalism based on finite element techniques that has
been developed over several years [1, 2, 3]. This formalism introduces, besides nodal coordinates, so-called generalized
strains for each element and their energetically dual quantities, generalized stresses.

Static solutions can be found by putting all velocities and accelerations in the equations of motion equal to zero and
solving the resulting set of ordinary, generally non-linear, equations. In order to find nearby static solutions after
some initial solution has been found and a system parameter is changed, so a branch of static solutions can be traced,
continuation methods have been developed. These methods consist of an explicit predictor, which estimates a new
solution some distance away from a current solution, and an iterative corrector, which determines a more accurate
solution on the branch of equilibria. One of the first to apply these methods was Haselgrove [4]. Many fundamental
ideas for continuation are contained in this article. An early application to structural mechanics was made by Riks
[5, 6] and Wempner [7], where an auxiliary equation that describes a hyperplane perpendicular to the tangent vector of
a known solution was used to define a step size. Another auxiliary condition was used by Crisfield [8], whereas Fried
[9] proposed a search direction orthogonal to the present level curve.

An application of continuation methods to the problem of finding equilibrium solutions for flexible multibody systems
was reported by Cardona and Huespe [10]. Their method resembles somewhat the proposed model here, in that La-
grangian multipliers, analogous to the generalized stresses used here, are included in the set of equations that has to be
solved, but their formulation does not include generalized strains. Although the system of equations to be solved in the
present method is larger, the system matrix remains sparse and the method has generally better convergence properties.
Here, in addition to finding the equilibrium solutions, the linearized equations of motion in equilibria are formulated in
a set of minimal coordinates, that is, the degrees of freedom.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes a way to obtain stationary solutions for a multibody system
including constraints. Section 3 describes a procedure to obtain the linearized equations of motion in an equilibrium
configuration of the constrained system, expressed in independent coordinates. Section 4 describes a continuation
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method for calculating points along an arc of solutions if some combination of parameters is varied. In Section 5,
applications to large-deflection problems of a planar and a curved spatial beam, the bucking of a parallel leaf-spring
mechanism due to a misalignment and the deflection of a fluid-conveying tube due to the fluid flow are discussed. The
paper ends with some conclusions.

2. Finding Static Solutions

As already said, the flexible multibody systems are modelled by finite elements, which have a number of nodes with
nodal coordinates by which it can interact with the environment and be connected to other elements. For each element
e with nodal coordinates xxxe, a number of generalized strains εεεe are defined,

εεεe =DDD
e(xxxe), (1)

where DDDe is called the deformation function of the element. These generalized strains are invariant under rigid-body
displacements of the element and describe the state of deformation of the element, so constraining them to be zero,
or at least constant, enforces rigidity on the element. Generalized stresses σσσ e are defined as energetically dual to the
generalized strains, so the inner product of them with a virtual variation of the generalized strains represents the negative
virtual work of the internal forces in the element, δW e

i =−σσσ eT
δεεεe =−σσσeTDDDe

,xδxxxe, where a subscript comma followed
by a variable denotes a partial derivative with respect to that variable and a prefixed δ denotes a virtual variation. If
these strains are not prescribed, either as constant values or as prescribed functions of time, the associated generalized
stresses are given by constitutive relations, which are assumed to be linear, so they can be specified by a stiffness matrix
SSSe, a damping matrix SSSe

d and an initial stress (pre-stress) σσσ e
0 as

σσσ e = SSSeεεεe + SSSe
dε̇εεe +σσσ e

0. (2)

A dot over a variable denotes a derivative with respect to time. The dynamic properties are described by a mass matrix
and velocity-dependent convective terms, so the inertia force of the element is given by

−MMMeẍxxe − hhhe(ẋxxe,xxxe). (3)

A system can be modelled by a number of elements of several kinds, which are linked by sharing nodal coordinates.
Some coordinates and generalized strains can have prescribed values and applied forces can act on the system. The
equations for the complete system can be obtained by the familiar finite-element assembly process. For static solutions,
the inertia forces and also the viscous damping forces are absent.

The nodal coordinates can be divided into prescribed coordinates, which can either have a constant value or be pre-
scribed functions of time and are denoted by xxxp, and free coordinates, denoted by xxxf. The dual forces are the reaction
forces fff p and the applied forces fff f. In the same manner, the generalized strains can be divided into prescribed strains
εεεp, which can again have fixed values (mostly zero) or be prescribed functions of time, and free strains, εεε f. The dual
generalized stresses are the reaction stresses σσσp, also called Lagrangian multipliers for the imposed constraints, and the
generalized stresses that follow from the constitutive equations, σσσ f.

The equations that have to be satisfied are the equilibrium equations (equations of motion for dynamic problems), the
constitutive relations for the generalized stresses dual to the free generalized strains and the compatibility relations. In
a partitioned form, these can be written as (

DDD
pp
,xxx
)Tσσσp +

(
DDD

fp
,xxx
)Tσσσ f − fff p = 000, (4)(

DDD
pf
,xxx
)Tσσσp +

(
DDD

ff
,xxx

)Tσσσ f − fff f = 000, (5)

SSSfpεεεp + SSSffεεε f +σσσ f
0 −σσσ f = 000, (6)

DDD
p(xxxf,xxxp)− εεεp = 000. (7)

DDD
f(xxxf,xxxp)− εεε f = 000. (8)

The compatibility conditions define the system generalized strains εεε as functions of the system nodal coordinates xxx,
where the system deformation function DDD is obtained as a direct sum of the element deformation functions. In the same
way, the system constitutive relations are obtained from those of the elements in the form of a system stiffness matrix
SSS. More complicated constitutive relations could be introduced if needed. Of course, the stresses dual to fixed and
prescribed strains, σσσp, are not determined by constitutive relations, but follow from the equilibrium equations. If there
are dependent constraints, the overdeterminacy has to be resolved first by declaring some prescribed generalized strains
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as dependent and putting the dual generalized stress equal to zero. The statically overdetermined force distribution can
then be determined at a later stage. The equilibrium equations are obtained from the principle of virtual work.

The equation for the reaction forces fff p (4) is explicit, so if all other variables are known, the reaction forces can directly
be obtained from this equation. It should be noted that this is the total force, so if also an applied force is present, the
true reaction force is obtained by subtracting this applied force. The other four sets of equations provide the set of
non-linear equations for the numerical solution scheme, which has exactly the same number of equations as there are
unknowns, which are xxxf, εεε f, σσσp and σσσ f. These are solved by a Newton–Raphson iteration. The iteration matrix AAA is
found by taking partial derivatives of the residuals with respect to the unknowns. This yields the set of equations

AAA
(

ppp(k+1)− ppp(k)
)
=−rrr, (9)

where

AAA =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
KKKG OOO

(
DDD

pf
,xxx
)T (

DDD ff
,xxx

)T
OOO SSSff OOO −III

DDD
pf
,xxx OOO OOO OOO

DDD ff
,xxx −III OOO OOO

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , ppp =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
xxxf

εεε f

σσσp

σσσ f

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ (10)

and the residuals are

rrr =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
(
DDD

pf
,xxx
)Tσσσp +

(
DDD ff

,xxx

)Tσσσ f − fff f

SSSfpεεεp + SSSffεεε f +σσσ f
0 −σσσ f

DDD
p(xxxf,xxxp)− εεεp

DDD f(xxxf,xxxp)− εεε f

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (11)

Here, the geometric stiffness matrix KKKG appears. Formally, it is determined as

KKKG =
∂

∂xxxf

[(
DDD

pf
,xxx
)Tσσσp +

(
DDD

ff
,xxx

)Tσσσ f − fff f
]
, (12)

where the stresses are independent variables and the derivatives of the applied forces yield some terms different from
zero because of gravity forces, which may depend on the orientation of elements, applied moments and contributions
from the fluid flow of tube elements, see [11]. The equations are solved by a direct solver using Gaussian elimination
with partial pivoting for general matrices, which makes a limited use of the sparsity of the iteration matrix. The
unknowns in the next iteration numbered k+1 are obtained from the ones of the previous iteration numbered k as

ppp(k+1) = ppp(k)−AAA−1rrr. (13)

The iteration is stopped if the corrections are sufficiently small.

3. Equations of Motion Linearized About a Static Configuration

The linearized equations for the equilibrium positions can be derived more easily than for the general case. As a first
step, the first-order transfer functions have to be determined. The transfer functions give the nodal coordinates and
the generalized strains depending on the degrees of freedom. The degrees of freedom are partitioned into prescribed
degrees of freedom, qqqm, which are explicit functions of time, and dynamic degrees of freedom, qqqd. For static solutions,
the prescribed degrees of freedom have constant values, but can themselves be parameters that vary during a continu-
ation, as described in the next section. The transfer functions, also called zero-order transfer functions, for the nodal
coordinates and the generalized strains are respectively

xxxf =FFF (qqqm,qqqd), εεε f = EEE (qqqm,qqqd). (14)

The transfer functions for the prescribed coordinates and generalized strains are trivial and are not included here. The
dependent variables are obtained as a result of the iterative process to determine the equilibrium solution. Virtual
variations of the nodal coordinates and the generalized strains are then given by

δxxxf =FFF ,qqqdδqqqd, δεεε f = EEE ,qqqdδqqqd (15)

and actual variations by
Δxxxf =FFF ,qqqd Δqqqd, Δεεε f = EEE ,qqqdΔqqqd. (16)
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Their time derivatives at static solutions are given by

Δẋxxf =FFF ,qqqdΔq̇qqd, Δε̇εε f = EEE ,qqqdΔq̇qqd, Δẍxxf =FFF ,qqqdΔq̈qqd, Δε̈εεf = EEE ,qqqdΔq̈qqd. (17)

The mass matrix is never difficult to calculate and is already used for the direct dynamic simulation. After a system
mass matrix MMMff has been determined from the contributions of the elements and the nodes, the reduced mass matrix
for the degrees of freedom is obtained as

MMMdd =FFF
T
,qqqdMMMff

FFF ,qqqd . (18)

The material damping terms are collected in system matrix DDDff for the strains and the damping terms from the tube
elements acting on the nodal coordinates are collected in another damping matrix CCCff. The material damping matrix in
the dynamic degrees of freedom is obtained as

DDDdd = EEE
T
,qqqd DDDff

EEE ,qqqd (19)

and the part resulting from the nodal coordinates is

CCCdd =FFF
T
,qqqdCCC

ff
FFF ,qqqd . (20)

The stiffness matrix can be obtained from the system geometric stiffness matrix KKKG and the system stiffness matrix
resulting from the constitutive relations SSS. These result in a reduced material stiffness matrix

KKKdd = EEE
T
,qqqdSSSEEE ,qqqd (21)

and a reduced geometric stiffness matrix
GGGdd =FFF

T
,qqqdKKKG

FFF ,qqqd . (22)

This geometric stiffness matrix differs from the geometric stiffness matrix as customary defined, because the matrix KKKG

contains also terms from the derivatives of the forces, as seen in Eq. (12), which are normally included in the stiffness
matrix resulting from general non-linear terms, NNNdd, which is not present in the current formulation. As these terms
stem from the derivatives of forces with respect to coordinates and not from physical non-linearities, it is natural to
include them in the geometric stiffness matrix.

With the reduced matrices, the linearized equations in the dynamic degrees of freedom become

MMMddΔq̈qqd +(CCCdd +DDDdd)Δq̇qqd +(KKKdd +GGGdd)Δqqqd = 000. (23)

These linearized equations can be used to calculate the eigenfrequencies and damping ratios with the corresponding
modes, which determine the linear stability properties.

In a method in which the equilibrium equations are formulated in the degrees of freedom, these equations are given by

EEE
T
,qqqdσσσ f −FFF

T
,qqqd fff f = 000, (24)

where σσσ f is given by Eq. (6). The iteration equations in the Newton–Raphson scheme are now given by(
KKKdd +GGGdd)(qqqd(k+1)− qqqd(k))=−EEE

T
,qqqdσσσ f +FFF

T
,qqqd fff f, (25)

from which the new approximation qqqd(k+1) can be obtained. Note that the dependent variables have to be determined
in an iterative way for this method, so in every iteration step for the calculation of the equilibrium solution, an internal
iteration has to be performed for the dependent variables.

4. Continuation of Static Solutions

It is often desired to know how a static solution changes if a parameter of the system is changed. This can be the case
for showing a branch of solutions for a varying design parameter, but here, mainly loading parameters are considered.
The solution with the linearized equations can then be represented as a curve depending on the parameter, but often,
the solution for the final value of the loading cannot be determined directly in one step because of strong non-linearities
in the system response and a step-by-step application of the loading is the way to proceed. Another difficulty is the
occurrence of limit points, or turning points, where the loading reaches a maximum and then decreases further on along
the solution curve.

Here, six kinds of loading parameters are considered: applied forces or moments, gravity, fluid flow in tube elements,
initial stresses, input motion for nodal coordinates and input motion for generalized strains. An initial loading is
assumed and then an additional loading can be applied. The parameter, denoted by μ , runs from zero for the initial
loading to one for the final, desired loading with the full additional loading.
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4.1. Description of the Arc Continuation Method

In an arc continuation method, it is assumed that for a given set of parameter values, a solution has been found in some
way. Some previously obtained solutions for different parameter values may or may not be available. A new solution
some distance away from the current solution in the space formed by the Cartesian product of the one-dimensional
parameter space and the solution space is sought. A metric in this Cartesian product space is defined and a step size
Δs which approximately measures the distance between the present solution and the new solution is selected. Here, a
weighted Cartesian distance is used as a metric, that is,

(Δs)2 = (Δμ)2 +W 2
x

[
‖Δxxxf‖2 + ‖Δεεεf‖2

]
+W 2

σ

[
‖Δσσσ f‖2 + ‖Δσσσp‖2

]
, (26)

where Wx and Wσ are positive weight factors. The typical scales of the displacements, strains and stresses with respect
to the scale of the parameter are then the reciprocals of the weight factors. Of course, more involved metrics in which
each variable has its own weight could be used.

A step in an arc continuation method consists of two parts: the first is a predictor that is used as an initial approximation
of the next solution and the second is the corrector part in which a solution is iteratively determined. For this corrector
part, a version proposed by Crisfield [8] is chosen, which imposes a constraint on the actual step size. The equations
are written for the case in which all weight factors are equal to one; the equations for the case of weight factors not
equal to one then easily follow by multiplying and dividing rows and columns of matrices by these factors. Besides the
equations (5), (6), (7) and (8), also the equation

(Δμ)2 + ‖Δppp‖2 − (Δs)2 = 0 (27)

has to be satisfied, where it must be understood that the equations may depend on the parameter μ . Instead of Eq. (9),
the set of equations that has to be used in the iteration becomes[

AAA ∂ rrr/∂ μ
2ΔpppT 2μ

][
ppp(k+1)− ppp(k)

μ (k+1)− μ (k)

]
=−
[

rrr
(Δμ)2 + ‖Δppp‖2 − (Δs)2

]
. (28)

If the iteration fails to converge, the chosen step size Δs is apparently too large and the step is retried with a halved step
size. If the step size is already at its minimum allowed value, the arc continuation has failed at this step and is stopped.
If the iteration has converged, a tangent vector to the arc can be determined by finding a solution for the tangent vector
[tttT

p, tμ ]
T to the equations

AAAttt p +(∂ rrr/∂ μ)tμ = 000. (29)

For instance, if AAA is not singular,
tμ = 1, ttt p =−AAA−1(∂ rrr/∂ μ). (30)

Then the tangent vector is normalized to yield a unit length and the sign is possibly adjusted if the tangent vector
does not point in a positive direction along the arc of solutions. This means that for the initial point, tμ > 0 and for
subsequent points, the scalar product of the tangent vector and the tangent vector of the previous step has to be positive.
More generally, a condition is imposed on the cosine, that is, the scalar product, of two consecutive tangent vectors, to
be greater than some positive minimum value. If this condition is violated, the step is rejected and a smaller step size
is chosen.

Now we can describe the predictor step. For the first step, a linear extrapolation from the initial point is chosen,

ppp(0)1 = ppp0 +
(
ttt p
)

0(Δs)1, μ (0)
1 = μ0 +

(
tμ
)

0(Δs)1, (31)

where the subscripts 0 and 1 denote variables at the initial point and the first point, respectively. For subsequent points,
a cubic extrapolation is used, which makes use of the two previously obtained solutions and the tangent vectors at these
points. This is to say,

ppp(0)n = pppn−2(3ξ 2 +2ξ 3)+
(
ttt p
)

n−2(ξ
2 + ξ 3)(Δs)n−1

+ pppn−1(1−3ξ 2− 2ξ 3)+
(
ttt p
)

n−1(ξ + 2ξ 2+ ξ 3)(Δs)n−1,

μ (0)
n = μn−2(3ξ 2 +2ξ 3)+

(
tμ
)

n−2(ξ
2 + ξ 3)(Δs)n−1

+ μn−1(1−3ξ 2− 2ξ 3)+
(
tμ
)

n−1(ξ + 2ξ 2 + ξ 3)(Δs)n−1,

(32)

where the subscripts n, n− 1 and n− 2 denote variables at the predictor point, the current point and the previous
point, respectively, and ξ = (Δs)n/(Δs)n−1 is the ratio of the current step size and the previous step size. This cubic
extrapolation can already be found in [4], where it is attributed to Shearing.
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After a successful step, a new step size for the next step has to be chosen. It is chosen as

(Δs)n+1 = (Δs)n min

(
1
2

√
1− cosβmax

1− cosβn
,

n2
it,opt

n2
it,n

)
. (33)

Here, βmax is the maximum allowed angle between two consecutive tangent vectors, βn is the actual angle between the
tangent vectors at steps n−1 and n, nit,opt is the assumed optimal number of iterations in the corrector step and nit,n is
the actual number of iterations in step n. A further restriction is that the step size must be between the minimum and
the maximum allowed value, which is enforced if the step size as determined above happens to be outside this interval,
by pushing it back to the nearest allowed value.

4.2. Calculation of Derivatives with Respect to the Parameter

In the above equations, it was not specified how the derivatives ∂ rrr/∂ μ can be calculated for the different kinds of
loadings. Here, we limit ourselves for the time being to the six kinds of loadings mentioned earlier.

For the case that the loading is the magnitude of an applied force or an applied moment in the planar case, the derivatives
are

∂ rrr
∂ μ

=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
−( fff f

end − fff f
begin)

000
000
000

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (34)

and for the case that the loading is the magnitude of an applied moment with a fixed direction in space for the spatial
case, we have for the derivative of the force vector restricted to the node on which the moment TTT is applied

−∂ fff (λ )

∂ μ
=−2ΛΛΛT(TTT end −TTT begin), (35)

where fff (λ ) are the force component dual to the Euler parameters λλλ = [λ0,λ1,λ2,λ3]
T and the matrix ΛΛΛ is defined as

ΛΛΛ =

⎡⎣ −λ1 λ0 −λ3 λ2

−λ2 λ3 λ0 −λ1

−λ3 −λ2 λ1 λ0

⎤⎦ . (36)

For the case that the loading is the acceleration of gravity, we first consider the way in which the gravity forces are
included in the direct analysis. An acceleration of gravity ggg can be seen as an acceleration of the reference frame
with the same magnitude, but in the opposite direction. This means that all coordinates representing positions can be
thought to have an acceleration corresponding to this opposite direction, and all coordinates representing rotations are
unaffected. If we collect all the accelerations of gravity in a vector denoted by aaag, the forces of gravity are given by

MMMaaag. (37)

The corresponding derivative is given by

∂ rrr
∂ μ

=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
−MMMfp(aaap

g,end − aaap
g,begin)−MMMff(aaaf

g,end − aaaf
g,begin)

000
000
000

⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (38)

Note that also the accelerations at points that are fixed or have prescribed displacements have to be taken into account.

We next consider the case that the loading is a pre-stress, that is, a prescribed stress associated with a free deformation,
in the same way as a force on a nodal point can be prescribed. Note that additional stresses due to stiffness can be
present, which are added to the prescribed stresses. If we denote the prescribed stresses by σσσ0, the derivatives are

∂ rrr
∂ μ

=

⎡⎢⎢⎣
000

(σσσ f
0,end −σσσ f

0,begin)

000
000

⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (39)
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The flows of the tube elements give a contribution to the force, which is, in the static case, proportional to the square
of the mass flow. If we denote this force of an element by fff e

flow and the mass flow of an element by ṁe, the derivative
of this force with respect to the parameter is given by

∂ fff e
flow

∂ μ
= 2

fff e
flow

ṁe (ṁe
end − ṁe

begin). (40)

The derivatives of the individual tube elements associated with free coordinates can be assembled in the first subvector
of the derivative of the residual vector with respect to the parameter μ .

Finally, the derivatives due to variations in the input motion need to be determined. We can define a geometric stiffness
matrix KKKG.p associated with the prescribed coordinates in the same way as the geometric stiffness matrix KKKG associated
with the free coordinates, as defined in Eq. (12), as

KKKG,p =
∂

∂xxxp

[(
DDD

pf
,xxx
)Tσσσp +

(
DDD

ff
,xxx

)Tσσσ f − fff f
]
. (41)

Now the derivative of the residual vector with respect to the parameter is

∂ rrr
∂ μ

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
KKKG,p(xxxp

end − xxxp
begin)

SSSfp(εεεp
end − εεεp

begin)

DDD
pp
,xxx (xxx

p
end − xxxp

begin)− (εεεp
end − εεεp

begin)

DDD
fp
,xxx(xxx

p
end − xxxp

begin)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (42)

If there are several loadings of different kinds that need to be varied, the contributions of the individual loadings can be
added.

5. Applications and Comparisons

5.1. Large Deflections of Beams

y

x
L = 1

F

u

v

ϕ

Figure 1: Planar cantilever beam subjected to a transverse tip force. Shown is the deflection for a scaled force F = 3.

As a first example, the large deflection of a planar cantilever beam loaded by a transverse tip force is studied, see
Figure 1. The length of the beam is scaled to unity, as is its flexural rigidity and its mass. As the cross-section is square
with a height-to-length ratio of 0.05, the scaled normal stiffness is 4800. The beam is modelled with eight equal planar
beam elements with a length of 0.125. The degrees of freedom can be chosen as the generalized strains of the beams,
three for each one, or as the nodal coordinates of the free nodes, also three for each node. This gives 24 degrees of
freedom of the complete system in both cases. First, the maximum loading that can be applied in a single step still
giving a converged solution is determined. The results are given in Table 1. It is seen that the choice of the degrees of
freedom has no influence on the convergence, as could be expected, because the same system of equations has to be
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Choice of the degrees of freedom Method Maximum loading step
Generalized strains Minimal set of equations 3.24
Generalized strains Extended set of equations 4.49
Nodal coordinates Minimal set of equations 3.76
Nodal coordinates Extended set of equations 4.49

Table 1: Maximum loading steps for different choices of degrees of freedom and solution methods.

solved in this method. Furthermore, a larger step could be taken than in the cases in which a minimal set of equations
is used. The difference in computation time for this small problem is insignificant.

Also for a large tip force of 100, the deflection is calculated, making use of the arc continuation method. With an initial
step size of 4, optimal number of iterations of 4, cosβmax = 0.9, and a weight factor of 0.1 for the generalized forces
and stresses, 13 steps were needed to traverse the path. The deflections and rotations at the tip for the final loading are
u = 0.8833, v = 0.9754 and ϕ = 1.5707. It should be noted that for eight elements and this large tip force, the final
results are not accurate, but this example shows the possibilities of the arc continuation method.

x

z

y

F
R = 100 m

Figure 2: Curved spatial cantilever beam subjected to a tip force perpendicular to plane of the curve.

A second example concerns a spatial cantilever beam bent over 45 degrees and loaded by a force at its tip in a direction
perpendicular to the plane of the bend, see Figure 2. The radius of the curve is 100 m, so the total length of the beam
is 25π m. The cross-section has dimensions of 1 m by 1 m, the normal rigidity is 1× 107 N and the flexural rigidity
in both directions, as well as a torsional stiffness, is 1× 107/12 Nm2. Effects of shear deformation and the warping
of cross-sections are left out of consideration. The force of 600 N is applied in four steps of 150 N each. The bend is
approached by a number of straight beam elements which are connected at an angle in such a way that the nodal points
are on the centre line of the curved beam. The generalized strains of the elements are chosen as the degrees of freedom,
six for each element. The positions of the tip for the largest force for models with different numbers of elements are
shown in Table 2. The results for eight elements agree with those given in [12]. For both solution methods, about the
same number of iterations are needed, but the proposed method with an extended system of equations performs better,
and more so if the number of elements is increased. For the case of 16 elements, the proposed method is about four
times as fast.

Number of elements xtip in m ytip in m ztip in m
2 43.130 56.547 14.694
4 46.286 54.166 15.487
8 46.944 53.639 15.639

16 47.086 53.497 15.757

Table 2: Tip position (xtip,ytip,ztip) for a tip force F = 600 N and models with different numbers of elements.
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5.2. Buckling of a Parallel Leaf-Spring Guidance Due to Misalignment

bl

L

φ0T0

Figure 3: Parallel leaf-spring guidance with an adjustable misalignment.

A parallel leaf-spring guidance as shown in Figure 3 consists of a fixed base, a shuttle and two leaf-springs which
connect the shuttle to the base. The shuttle has a low stiffness in one direction, a translation perpendicular to the
planes of the leaf-springs, and a high stiffness in all complementary directions. By a hinge for which the rotation or
the applied moment can be prescribed, small misalignments in the stiff direction or a pre-stress can be introduced in
the mechanism. If the misalignment or the pre-stress is high enough, the leaf-springs may buckle. The length l, the
width b, the thickness t, Young’s modulus E , Poisson’s ratio ν and the mass density ρ of the leaf-springs as well as
the distance L, the acceleration of gravity g and the mass of the shuttle ms are shown in Table 3. This model is a
simplified version of the model presented earlier [13]. Each leaf-spring is modelled by ten equal beam elements, where
the torsional rigidities of the beam elements near the clampings are increased to include the effect of the constrained
warping: the effective length is reduced by b

√
(1+ν)/24. No shear in the leaf-springs is taken into account.

Symbol Description Value Dimension
l Length of the leaf-springs 100 mm
b Width of the leaf-springs 30 mm
t Thickness of the leaf-springs 0.2 mm
E Young’s modulus 195 GPa
ν Poison’s ratio 0.29 –
ρ Mass density 8000 kg/m3

L Length of the shuttle 120 mm
g Acceleration of gravity 9.81 m/s2

ms Mass of the shuttle 0.1512 kg

Table 3: Data for the parallel leaf-spring guidance.

In order to introduce an imperfection, so the solution does not follow the fundamental solution if it becomes unstable,
but follows the buckled state of the mechanism, a lateral component of the force of gravity in the direction of the low
stiffness of the shuttle is introduced; its magnitude is g/10000. The chosen degrees of freedom are the generalized
strains of the beam elements, whereas six of them are dependent, so the system has 6× 20− 6 = 114 degrees of
freedom. The hinge is given a prescribed rotation of 2 mrad, which is applied in steps. At an angle of about 0.70 mrad,
the fundamental solution becomes unstable, and a path of stable buckled states is followed. If the increments in the
applied rotation are taken too large, another branch of buckled solutions is found, which are, however, unstable. For
the original model, where the equations are expressed in the degrees of freedom, about 3600 equal increments are
needed. For the extended system, one could obtain the solution with 800 equal increments, resulting in a reduction of
the computational time by about a factor of 30. With the arc continuation method, the correct branch of solutions could
be obtained with 235 steps, where the maximum step size had to be chosen sufficiently small to guarantee that the
right branch was chosen. With a larger step size, another solution branch with unstable solutions is found. The applied
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moments for both branches are shown in Figure 4. The gain in efficiency with respect to the original formulation is
about a factor of 70.

Prescribed angle [mrad]  
0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

 Moment [Nm]

 

0.0
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0.10

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

0.35

Figure 4: Applied moment T0 as a function of the absolute value of the prescribed rotation angle φ0 of the hinge. The
fully drawn line represents a stable branch, whereas the dashed line represents an unstable branch of solutions.

5.3. Large Deflections of a Fluid-Conveying Tube

Q
Q

1   m

Figure 5: Semicircular tube conveying a fluid.

The last example concerns the static configuration of a flexible fluid-conveying semicircular tube, where the equilibrium
position is studied for varying mass flow rates. The system as shown in Figure 5 consists of a tube bent into a half-circle
with a radius of 1 m. One end of the tube, where the fluid enters, is held fixed, whereas at the other free end the fluid
exits the tube. The mass flow rate is kept constant, but its value can vary. The tube has a mass per unit of length of
0.75 kg/m and the fluid has a mass per unit of length of the tube of 0.25 kg/m, so their combined mass per unit of
length is 1 kg/m. The mass moment of inertia per unit of length of the cross-section about a central transverse axis is
5×10−5 kgm. The stiffness properties of the tube are a normal stiffness of 1× 105 N, a torsional stiffness of 0.8 Nm2

and a flexural rigidity of 1 Nm2. The mass flow rate varies from 0 to 0.6 kg/s.

The tube is modelled by twelve equal tube elements. This type of element has been described in [11]. Essentially,
the element is a curved beam with a fluid flowing through it. The four bending deformations and the torsional strain
are taken as degrees of freedom, whereas the elongation of the beam axis is suppressed; this results in a model with
60 degrees of freedom. The mass flow rate is chosen as the variable parameter.

It appears that for this example, the method which uses a formulation in the degrees of freedom actually performs
better in that a larger step size still gives convergence. In fact, an initial increment of 0.825 kg/s still results in a
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Figure 6: Configirations of the centreline of the tube for flow rates of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.426, 0.5 and 0.6 kg/s.

converged solution, whereas for the enlarged system proposed here, no convergence was found for initial steps larger
than 0.22 kg/s. On the other hand, the proposed method requires less computational time per converged step. In fact,
quite large deflections of the tube occur: for several mass flow rates, the shape of the centreline of the tube is shown in
Figure 6. For a mass flow rate of about 0.426 kg/s, the stationary solution of the tube becomes unstable. The instability
occurs at a Hopf bifurcation for an out-of-plane mode with a circular frequency of 1.056 rad/s with a complex mode
shape, which is shown in Figure 7. As the mode shape is a complex quantity, the displacements are shown as complex
numbers. It can be seen that the tip displacement lags in phase with respect to the displacement close to the inlet. This
phase difference causes the input of energy into the motion of the tube if the mass flow rate is further increased.

Figure 7: Eigenmode at the critical mass flow of 0.426 kg/s. The z-displacements at the nodes is shown as a complex
quantity represented by an arrow in a circle. The deflected shape is shown in a skew-parallel projection.

6. Conclusions

The presented method for calculating static solutions for multibody dynamic systems works well for most systems
and has an efficiency advantage with respect to a method using a system of equations formulated in a minimal set
of coordinates. The method avoids large forces and generalized stresses at initial stages in the iteration process, and
therefore the non-linearities to be dealt with are smaller, which explains the increased robustness.

The arc continuation method allows a calculation of a branch of solutions. Especially for branches that pass close by
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bifurcations, the continuation method has its merits. The adaptive step size control and the reduction of the step size if
the iteration does not converge to a solution makes the procedure robust, so less user interaction is needed. This makes
the procedure especially useful for optimization in which a large number of calculations with different parameter values
are needed. It should be remarked that the proposed arc continuation method is rather general and can be applied to
other formulations for the equilibrium equations or to reduced-order models.
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Abstract
A well-known second order Newmark integrator is the generalized-α method according to Chung and Hulbert. The

method is examined for constraint systems on matrix Lie groups G, since large rotations can be described without sin-

gularities in this framework. The differential-algebraic equations of motion are either solved in the index-3 formulation

or in the stabilized index-2 formulation. The generalized-α method with constant step sizes is examined in detail in

the applications. In general, it is more efficient controlling the step size to improve the result accuracy and to keep

the cost low at the same time. In a variable step size implementation, step size h has to be replaced by hn := tn+1 − tn
and the method has to be modified to guarantee an estimate for the local truncation errors that is necessary for second

order convergence. For variable time step sizes, the order conditions may be satisfied by modifying the velocity and

acceleration variables to avoid order reduction in the Lagrange multipliers. For a moderate number of random step size

changes second order convergence may be observed numerically. The situation changes drastically if the step size is

changed frequently. Rapidly growing numerical solutions and numerical instability are observed systematically. These

stability problems are studied analytically and we construct lower and upper bounds for the step size ratio such that a

contractivity condition is satisfied also for variable step size implementations.

Keywords: generalized-α method, variable step size, stability, Lie groups, differential-algebraic equations

1. Introduction
In structural dynamics, Newmark integrators are developed as methods with high-frequency dissipation and small low-

frequency damping. The generalized-α method according to Chung and Hulbert [6] is such an integrator with second

order accuracy. The algorithmic parameters are defined in terms of the desired amount of high-frequency dissipation.

Brüls and Cardona [4] extended the method to constrained systems on matrix Lie groups G, that allow to describe

large rotations without singularities. Géradin and Cardona [7] detected the risk of an order reduction in the Lagrange

multipliers. The behaviour strongly depends on the chosen Lie group formulation [5]. Based on this observation,

Arnold, Brüls and Cardona developed a strategy to avoid this order reduction for constant step sizes by modifying

the starting values [2]. In the present paper, these results are used and applied for the variable step size formulation.

Furthermore the stability of this variable step size method is examined, so that lower and upper bounds for the step size

ratios can be calculated.

1.1. Lie Group Formulations
A k-dimensional Lie group G is a differentiable manifold, with a group operation ◦ : G×G �→ G and an inverse map

that are differentiable, see [8, Chapter IV.6]. The neutral element is called e ∈ G. In this paper, matrix Lie groups are

examined, which are subgroups of the general linear space GL(n). In particular the Lie group formulations R3×SO(3)
and the special Euclidean group SE(3) are applied. An element q of these two matrix Lie groups is given by a pair

q = (x,R) with the translation vector x ∈ R
3 and the rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3). The main difference is the group

operation, which is given by equation (1a) in R
3 ×SO(3) and by (1b) in SE(3)

(x1,R1)◦ (x2,R2) = (x1 +x2,R1R2), with x1,x2 ∈ R
3, R1,R2 ∈ SO(3), (1a)

(x1,R1)◦ (x2,R2) = (x1 +R1x2,R1R2), with x1,x2 ∈ R
3, R1,R2 ∈ SO(3). (1b)

The configuration of a rigid body at time t is described by a function q(t) : [t0, te] �→ G. For a differential equation on a

Lie group G the equivalence

q(t) ∈ G ⇔ q̇(t) ∈ Tq(t)G, (t ∈ [t0, te]) with q(t0) ∈ G (2)
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is valid, where Tq(t)G is the tangent space of G in q(t). This is why the tangent space matters. The Lie algebra g := TeG

is isomorphic to R
k by a map (̃•) : R

k → g. An element ṽ ∈ g can be separated in two variables. For G = R
3 ×SO(3)

this separation is given by v = (uT ,ΩΩΩT )T and for G = SE(3) by v = (UT ,ΩΩΩT )T with the translation velocity u in the

inertial frame and the translation velocity U and the angular velocity ΩΩΩ in the body-attached frame. By means of the

exponential map exp : g→ G with

exp(ṽ) =
∞

∑
i=0

1

i!
ṽi (3)

an element of the Lie algebra is mapped to the Lie group.

1.2. Equations of Motion
In this section the equations of motion are introduced, whose special structure represents differential-algebraic equa-

tions. In this paper, the differential-algebraic equations in the index-3 formulation (4), see [4], and in the stabilized

index-2 formulation (5), see [1], are examined

q̇ = DLq(e) · ṽ, (4a)

M(q)v̈ = −g(q,v, t)−BT (q)λλλ , (4b)

0 = ΦΦΦ(q), (4c)

q̇ = DLq(e) · Δ̃ΔΔq, (5a)

ΔΔΔq = v−BT (q)ηηη , (5b)

M(q)v̈ = −g(q,v, t)−BT (q)λλλ , (5c)

0 = ΦΦΦ(q), (5d)

0 = B(q)v. (5e)

Here, we have position coordinates q ∈ G, velocity coordinates v ∈ R
k, m ≤ k linearly independent holonomic con-

straints (4c) and (5d), constraint gradients B(q) with

DΦΦΦ(q) · (DLq(e) · w̃) = B(q)w, (w ∈ R
k), (6)

the mass matrix M(q), force vector g(q,v, t), Lagrange multipliers λλλ ∈ R
m and an auxiliary vector ηηη ∈ R

m, see [1, 4].

The directional derivative DLq(e) : g→ TqG, ṽ �→ DLq(e) · ṽ of the left translation Lq(y) in y = e along ṽ is used to

summarize the kinematic relations in their compact form (4a) and (5a), respectively. The hidden constraints at velocity

level (5e) can be obtained by differentiating equation (5d) with respect to t

0 =
d

dt
ΦΦΦ(q(t)) = DΦΦΦ(q(t)) · q̇(t) = DΦΦΦ(q(t)) · (DLq(e) · ṽ) = B(q)v. (7)

Furthermore ΘΘΘ(q,w) := B(q)w is defined for the second time derivative

DqΘΘΘ(q,w) · (DLq(e) · z̃) = Z(q)(w,z) for z ∈ R
k (8)

with a bilinear form Z(q) : Rk ×R
k → R

m.

The index-3 formulation (4) results straightforwardly from the physical modelling [4]. On the other hand it turned out

that the stabilized index-2 formulation (5) is more robust from the numerical viewpoint and helps to avoid, e.g., order

reduction, see Section 2. Analytically, both formulations are equivalent [1].

2. Generalized-α Method

2.1. Generalized-α Method for Constant Step Sizes
For the time integration of the equations of motion (4) and (5), respectively, the generalized-α method uses a truncated

Taylor series and is a special Newmark integrator.

For fixed time step sizes h, the generalized-α method for index-3 Lie group DAE updates the numerical solution

(qn,vn,an,λλλ n) in time step tn → tn+1 = tn +h according to [4]

qn+1 = qn ◦ exp(hΔ̃ΔΔqn), (9a)

ΔΔΔqn = vn +(0.5−β )han +βhan+1, (9b)

vn+1 = vn +(1− γ)han + γhan+1, (9c)

(1−αm)an+1 +αman = (1−α f )v̇n+1 +α f v̇n (9d)
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with acceleration like vectors an ≈ v̇(tn +Δα h). Furthermore the vectors v̇n+1 and λλλ n+1 have to fulfil the equilibrium

conditions

M(qn+1)v̇n+1 = −g(qn+1,vn+1, tn+1)−BT (qn+1)λλλ n+1, (10a)

ΦΦΦ(qn+1) = 0. (10b)

According to Chung and Hulbert [6] the optimal algorithmic parameters for second order convergence and stability

depend on the spectral radius at infinity ρ∞ ∈ (0,1) with

α f =
ρ∞

ρ∞ +1
, αm =

2ρ∞ −1

ρ∞ +1
, β =

1

4
(γ +

1

2
)2, γ =

1

2
+α f −αm and Δα = αm −α f . (11)

By means of the generalized-α method the variables qn+1 ≈ q(tn+1), vn+1 ≈ v(tn+1), v̇n+1 ≈ v̇(tn+1), λλλ n+1 ≈ λλλ (tn+1)
and an+1 ≈ v̇(tn+1 +Δα h) are approximated in each time step.

The consistent initial values q(t0), v(t0) and v̇(t0) from (4) are used as starting values for q0 ∈ G and v̇0 ∈R
k. To avoid

an order reduction and spurious oscillation of the Lagrange multipliers λλλ in the transient phase, Arnold, Brüls and

Cardona [2] proposed starting values

v0 = v(t0)+M−1
0 BT

0 (B0M−1
0 BT

0 )
−1B0lq0/h, (12a)

a0 = v̇(t0)+Δα hȧ0 (12b)

with M0 := M(q0), B0 := B(q0), lq0 = h3

6

(
(1−6β −3Δα) ȧ0 +

1
2 R0

)
, where R̃0 = [ṽ(t0), ˜̇v(t0)] with the matrix com-

mutator [A,B] = AB−BA and an approximation ȧ0 of v̈(t0).
For the stabilized index-2 formulation (5), the vector vn in (9b) must be replaced by vn −BT (qn)ηηηn and the hidden

constraint

B(qn+1)vn+1 = 0 (13)

must be added, see [2]. Furthermore the auxiliary variable ηηηn ≈ ηηη(tn) = 0 is computed in the time step tn → tn+1.

It is sufficient to use the starting value v0 ≈ v(t0) for the velocity coordinates in the stabilized index-2 formulation,

because the order reduction strongly depends on the preservation of the hidden constraint (5e), see [2]. Nevertheless

the modification (12b) is also needed in the stabilized index-2 formulation, see [10].

2.2. Generalized-α Method for Variable Step Sizes
In general, it is more efficient controlling the step size to improve the result accuracy and to keep the cost low at the

same time. In a variable step size implementation of (9), step size h has to be replaced by hn := tn+1 − tn and the time

shift of approximation an ≈ v̇(tn +Δα hn−1) depends now on the variable time step size hn−1 = hn/σn with the step size

ratio σn := hn/hn−1. Therefore, the update formulae (9) have to be modified to guarantee (as before) local truncation

errors of size O(h3
n) for second order convergence.

For variable time step sizes, the order conditions may be satisfied by variable algorithmic parameters β = β (σn), γ =
γ(σn), see [3]. In the present paper we follow an approach by Jay and Negrut [10] and substitute an ≈ v̇(tn +Δα hn−1)
in (9) by an := v̇n +Δα hnȧn ≈ v̇(tn +Δα hn) with an approximation ȧn of v̈(tn), which can be obtained in different ways

by finite differences. We consider

Approach 1: ȧn =
an − v̇n

Δα hn−1
Approach 2: ȧn =

an+1 −an

(σn +(σn −1)Δα)hn−1
.

To avoid order reduction in the Lagrange multipliers λλλ another substitution is required. This problem is illustrated by

using the scalar test equation q̈ =−λ with q(t) = t3

6 . In this case the generalized-α method in the index-3 formulation

is given by

v̇n+1 = −λn+1, (14a)

0 = qn+1 −
t3
n+1

6
, (14b)

qn+1 = qn +hnvn +(0.5−β )h2
nan +βh2

nan+1, (14c)

vn+1 = vn +(1− γ)hnan + γhnan+1, (14d)

(1−αm)an+1 +αman = (1−α f )v̇n+1 +α f v̇n (14e)
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with the analytical solutions v(t) = t2

2 , v̇(t) = t, v̈(t) = 1 and higher order derivatives v(k)(t) = 0 for k ≥ 3.

The local truncation errors are defined by inserting the analytical solution into the update formulae (14c)-(14e) in the

following way

q(tn+1) = q(tn)+hnv(tn)+(0.5−β )h2
na(tn)+βh2

nv̇(tn+1 +Δα hn)+ lq
n , (15a)

v(tn+1) = v(tn)+(1− γ)hna(tn)+ γhnv̇(tn+1 +Δα hn)+ lv
n, (15b)

(1−αm)v̇(tn+1 +Δα hn) = −αma(tn)+(1−α f )v̇(tn+1)+α f v̇(tn)+ la
n , (15c)

where a(t) := v̇(tn +Δα hn). With Taylor expansion the local truncation errors are obtained as

lq
n =

(
1

6
−β − Δα

2

)
h3

n, (16a)

lv
n ≡ 0, (16b)

la
n ≡ 0. (16c)

In ODE time integration, local truncation errors of size O(h3
n) are sufficient to get second order convergence. The

advantage of an additional modification of (9)/(10) is seen, if the global errors are examined. The global errors are

defined by

(•)(tn) = (•)n + e(•)n , (17)

where (•) needs to be substituted by q, v, v̇ or λ . The global error of the acceleration a is defined by v̇(tn +Δα hn−1) =
an + ea

n. By subtracting the update formulae (14c)-(14e) from (15a), the system of linear equations⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 −β

0 σn+1 −γ

(1−α f ) 0 (1−αm)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

eλ
n+1

1
hn+1

ev
n+1

ea
n+1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
(0.5−β )(σn −1) 1 (0.5−β )σn

(1− γ)(σn −1) 1 (1− γ)σn

−α f −αm(σn −1) 0 −αmσn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

eλ
n

1
hn

ev
n

ea
n

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦+
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

lq
n

h2
n

lv
n

hn

la
n

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (18)

is obtained. This can be rewritten as⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 −β

0 σn+1 −γ

(1−α f ) 0 (1−αm)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

eλ
n+1

rn+1

ea
n+1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
(0.5−β )(σn −1) 1 (0.5−β )σn

(1− γ)(σn −1) 1 (1− γ)σn

−α f −αm(σn −1) 0 −αmσn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

eλ
n

rn

ea
n

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦+
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

lv
n

hn
+ 1

hn

(
lq
n+1

hn+1
− lq

n
hn

)
la
n

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(19)

by introducing rn =
1
hn

ev
n +

lq
n

h2
n
. For constant step sizes the term

lv
n

hn
+ 1

hn

(
lq
n+1

hn+1
− lq

n
hn

)
is of size O(h2), see [1]. In our

case this term is also of size O(h2
n), if a modification of the variables vn is introduced.

This phenomenon would also appear if the generalized-α method in Lie group and index-3 formulation (4) is consid-

ered. A modification of the velocity coordinates vn ≈ v(tn) by

vn := vn +M−1
n Bn(BnM−1

n BT
n )

−1Bn(1−1/σ2
n )((1/6−β −Δα/2)h2

nȧn +1/12 ·h2
nRn) (20)

is necessary to prevent this order reduction. In (20) the notations Mn := M(qn), Bn := B(qn) and R̃n = [ṽn,˜̇vn] are used.

In the stabilized index-2 formulation the constraint

vn+1 =
tn+1

2
(21)

and the auxiliary variable ηn with η(tn) = 0 is added in (14). The local truncation errors are given by (16) again, but

now the global error ev
n = 0 for all n ∈ N, since the hidden constraint (21) is always fulfilled. Because of that there is

no need to consider the variable rn, and the global error recursion is given by[
0 −γ

(1−α f ) (1−αm)

][
eλ

n+1

ea
n+1

]
=

[
(1− γ)(σn −1) (1− γ)σn

−α f −αm(σn −1) −αmσn

][
eλ

n
ea

n

]
. (22)

Therefore the velocity coordinates do not need to be modified for the stabilized index-2 formulation.

For the starting values from Section 2.1 the global errors in the equation systems (19) and (22) fulfil e(•)0 = 0 and r0 = 0,

which is why e(•)n = 0 for all n ≥ 0.
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3. Zero Stability of the Generalized-α Method for Variable Step Sizes
For ordinary differential equations, the zero stability of the generalized-α method with constant step sizes (9) is guar-

anteed according to Chung and Hulbert [6]. Numerical tests show that the situation changes drastically, if variable step

sizes are used, see Section 4. To study these stability problems analytically an error recursion like (19) is needed in the

DAE case, see (9) and (10). The calculation is much more difficult than for the scalar linear test problem in (14). For

constant step sizes the proof is given in [1]. For variable step sizes a similar coupled error recursion

‖Ey
n+1 −Ty,nEy

n‖ ≤ O(hn)(εn + εn+1 +‖Ez
n‖+‖Ez

n+1‖)+O(h3
n), (23a)

‖Ez
n+1 −Tz,nEz

n‖ ≤ O(1)(εn + εn+1)+O(h2
n) (23b)

is obtained with εn := ‖eq
n‖+‖ev

n‖+hn‖ea
n‖+hn‖eλλλ

n ‖, matrices

Ty,n := I2k, Tz,n := blockdiag

(
− αmσn

1−αm
Ik,(T−1

+,nT−,n ⊗ Im)

)
, (24a)

T+,n =

⎡⎣ 0 0 −β
0 σn+1 −γ

1−α f 0 1−αm

⎤⎦ , (24b)

T−,n =

⎡⎣−( 1
2 −β

)
(1−σn)+ cn 1

(
1
2 −β

)
σn + cn

−(1− γ)(1−σn)+ cn 1 (1− γ)σn + cn
−α f +αm(1−σn) 0 −αmσn

⎤⎦ , (24c)

cn =

(
σn − 1

σn

)(
1

6Δα
− β

Δα
− 1

2

)
(24d)

and the global error vectors

Ey
n :=

[
eq

n
ePv

n

]
, Ez

n :=

[
ePa

n
Er

n

]
, Er

n :=

⎡⎣eBM−1BT λλλ
n

rB
n

eBa
n

⎤⎦ , (25)

where P := I−M−1BT (BM−1BT )−1B and

rB
n := B(q(tn))

eq
n+1 − eq

n

h2
n

+
1

hn
Z(q(tn))(eq

n,v(tn))−
((

1

2
−β
)

σn − cn

)
eBa

n −βeBa
n+1

+

((
1

2
−β
)
(1−σn)+ cn

)
eBM−1BT λλλ

n (26)

with the bilinear form Z(q) from (8) in the index-3 formulation.

In the stabilized index-2 formulation Er
n is defined, similar to the linear case from Section 2.2, without the term rB

n and

according to this the matrices have a lower dimension and are given by

T+,n =

[
0 γ

1−α f 1−αm

]
, T−,n =

[
(1− γ)(1−σn) −(1− γ)σn

−α f +αm(1−σn) −αmσn

]
. (27)

To guarantee the zero stability of the generalized-α method for variable step sizes the matrix Tz,n is examined.

The generalized-α method is unstable unless the product of the matrices Tz,n is bounded. Because of that a norm ‖.‖∗
must be found, so that

‖Tz,n+l · ... ·Tz,n+1Tz,n‖∗ < M

for all n, l ∈ N with t0 +nh ≤ te, t0 + lh ≤ te and a constant M > 0, see e.g. [9]. This condition is always satisfied, if

‖Tz,i‖∗ < 1 (28)

for all i ∈ N.

With the help of the fixed step size case, a norm ‖.‖∗ is created and lower and upper bounds σ = σ(ρ∞) are constructed

for the step size ratios σ ≤ σn ≤ σ for all n ≥ 0.

If σn = 1 for all n > 0, the matrix Tz := Tz,n is constant and it is possible to establish the Jordan canonical form of Tz
by

D = V−1TzV (29)
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with a non-singular matrix V and a block diagonal matrix D, which is given in the index-3 formulation by

D =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Jρ∞ 0 0 0

0
. . . 0 0

0 0 Jρ∞ 0
0 0 0

(
2ρ∞−1
ρ∞−2

)
⊗ Ik

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ∈ R
(3m+k)×(3m+k) with Jρ∞ =

⎡⎣−ρ∞ 1 0

0 −ρ∞ 1

0 0 −ρ∞

⎤⎦ (30)

and in the stabilized index-2 formulation by

D =

⎡⎢⎣−ρ∞ ⊗ Im 0 0
0 2ρ∞−1

ρ∞−2 ⊗ Ik 0
0 0 3ρ∞−1

ρ∞−3 ⊗ Im

⎤⎥⎦ ∈ R
(2m+k)×(2m+k). (31)

To eliminate the off-diagonal entries of size O(1), a matrix E = diag(1,ε,ε2, ..) with 0 < ε := 1−ρ∞
2 < 1 can be used.

All in all a norm

‖Tz,n‖∗,3 = ‖E−1V−1Tz,nVE‖∞ (32)

is defined. For constant step sizes the value of this norm is given by ‖Tz‖∗,3 = max
{ |2ρ∞−1|

|ρ∞−2| ,
ρ∞+1

2

}
in the index-3

formulation, which is smaller than 1 for all ρ∞ ∈ (0,1).
In the stabilized index-2 formulation there are no off-diagonal elements of size O(1) for constant step sizes. Because

of that the matrix E is not needed and the norm is defined by

‖Tz,n‖∗,2 = ‖V−1Tz,nV‖∞ (33)

and ‖Tz‖∗,2 = max
{ |2ρ∞−1|

|ρ∞−2| ,
|3ρ∞−1|
|ρ∞−3| , |ρ∞|

}
< 1.

If these norms (32) and (33) are evaluated for the matrices Tz,n for variable step sizes, it is possible to find such lower

and upper bounds σ ≤ σn ≤ σ , where for all n ≥ 0 the sufficient stability condition (28) is satisfied. Figures 1(a) and

1(b) show these bounds of σn for which the stability can always be guaranteed.

The bounds of the step size ratios for guaranteed stability become in general smaller with a larger spectral radius ρ∞.

This shows that an increase in the numerical damping implies an improved flexibility in the adaptation of the time steps.

In general the bounds are close to σn = 1 in the index-3 formulation. The stabilized index-2 formulation is much more

robust.

(a) Index-3 formulation (b) Stabilized index-2 formulation

Figure 1: Lower and upper stability bounds of the step size ratios for variable step size changes

4. Numerical Tests

4.1. Benchmark: Heavy Top
The benchmark problem Heavy top, see [5], is used to verify the theoretical results. The Heavy top is a rotating spin-

ning top with its tip being fixed at the origin. The equations of motion in the index-3 formulation for the Lie group

formulation R
3 ×SO(3) are given through formulas (34) and for SE(3) in (35), see [5]
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ẋ = u, (34a)

Ṙ = RΩ̃ΩΩ, (34b)

03×1 = mu̇−mγγγ −Rλλλ , (34c)

03×1 = JΩ̇ΩΩ+ Ω̃ΩΩJΩΩΩ+ X̃λλλ , (34d)

03×1 = −RT x+X, (34e)

ẋ = RU, (35a)

Ṙ = RΩ̃ΩΩ, (35b)

03×1 = mU̇+mΩ̃ΩΩU−mRT γγγ −λλλ , (35c)

03×1 = JΩ̇ΩΩ+ Ω̃ΩΩJΩΩΩ+ X̃λλλ , (35d)

03×1 = −RT x+X. (35e)

In the stabilized index-2 formulation the auxiliary variable ηηη and the hidden constraint have to be added. The equations

of motion in R
3 ×SO(3) are given in equations (36) and in the Lie group formulation SE(3) in (37)

ẋ = u+Rηηη , (36a)

Ṙ = RΩ̃ΩΩ−R˜̃Xηηη , (36b)

03×1 = mu̇−mγγγ −Rλλλ , (36c)

03×1 = JΩ̇ΩΩ+ Ω̃ΩΩJΩΩΩ+ X̃λλλ , (36d)

03×1 = −RT x+X, (36e)

03×1 = −RT u− X̃ΩΩΩ, (36f)

ẋ = RU+Rηηη , (37a)

Ṙ = RΩ̃ΩΩ−R˜̃Xηηη , (37b)

03×1 = mU̇+mΩ̃ΩΩU−mRT γγγ −λλλ , (37c)

03×1 = JΩ̇ΩΩ+ Ω̃ΩΩJΩΩΩ+ X̃λλλ , (37d)

03×1 = −RT x+X, (37e)

03×1 = −U− X̃ΩΩΩ. (37f)

In our numerical tests we will use the mass of the body m = 15 kg, the tensor of inertia with respect to the centre

of mass in the body-attached frame J = diag(0.234375,0.46875,0.234375) kg·m2, the position of the centre of mass

X = [0 1 0]T and the acceleration of gravity γγγ = [0 0 −9.81]T m/s2.

4.2. Results
Mostly a spectral radius at infinity ρ∞ = 0.8 and ȧn from Approach 1 are used in the tests. Furthermore the results are

given in the index-3 formulation and in the stabilized index-2 formulation for the Lie group formulations R3 ×SO(3)
and SE(3) for the Heavy top benchmark.

In all tests step size series with random step size sequences were used. To create such a sequence, random numbers

σn ∈ (σmin,σmax) were calculated for the next step size hn+1 = σnhn. It is possible, that this new step size is outside of

a given interval (hmin,hmax). In this case 1/σn is used if 1/σn ∈ (σmin,σmax). Otherwise the next step size will be hmin

or hmax, respectively. In some numerical tests a moderate number of step size changes is applied. This means, that the

step size will be constant for a fixed number of time steps Nconst.

At first the advantage of the modification of the generalized-α method for variable step sizes with the change of

the variables v̇ and a is illustrated. In Figures 2 and 3 the Lagrange multiplier λ1 is plotted over time with and

without the modification of the variables an and vn for a moderate number of step size changes with σn ∈ (0.5,2),
hn ∈ (5 ·10−4,5 ·10−3) and Nconst = 50. In the index-3 formulation and the Lie group formulation R

3×SO(3) there are

Figure 2: Time history of λ1 with moderate number

of step size changes in the index-3 formulation and

the Lie group formulation R
3 ×SO(3)

Figure 3: Time history of λ1 with moderate number of

step size changes in the stabilized index-2 formulation

and the Lie group formulation SE(3)
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spurious oscillations, if the modifications of Section 2.2. are not used (Figure 2). In all other cases smooth functions

are observed (Figures 2 and 3).

This result can be confirmed by considering the maximal global error of the Lagrange multipliers. Figures 4 and 5

show the maximal absolute error of the Lagrange multipliers in double logarithmic scale for a moderate number of

step size changes again. For all step size sequences, the step sizes are changed at one and the same time instants. It

follows, that for smaller means of the step size series Nconst becomes larger. There is only a first order accuracy when

using the index-3 formulation in the Lie group formulation R
3 ×SO(3) without the described modification (Figure 4).

Otherwise, second order accuracy is observed (Figures 4 and 5).

Figure 4: Maximal absolute error of λλλ with moderate

number of step size changes in the index-3 formula-

tion and the Lie group formulation R
3 ×SO(3)

Figure 5: Maximal absolute error of λλλ with moderate

number of step size changes in the stabilized index-2

formulation and the Lie group formulation SE(3)

As expected the situation changes drastically if the step size is changed frequently with σn ∈ (0.5,2). The step size

ratios are beyond the calculated stability bounds from Section 3. Rapidly growing numerical solutions and numerical

instability are observed systematically, see Figure 6. If the step size ratios remain inside the given bounds σ ≤ σn ≤ σ ,

then Figure 7 shows no oscillations any more and there is the second order convergence again.

Figure 6: Time history of velocity coordinates for fre-

quent step size changes with σn /∈ (σ ,σ) in index-3

formulation

Figure 7: Time history of velocity coordinates for fre-

quent step size changes with σn ∈ (σ ,σ) in index-3

formulation

Additional tests show, that the sufficient stability bounds from Figure 1 are qualitatively correct, but may slightly be

quantitatively relaxed. In a certain neighbourhood of the calculated bounds it is possible to get a stable numerical

solution. Different step size series with step size ratios σn inside a given interval were used to illustrate this. The results

DAE index ρ∞ σ σ numerically stable unstable

3 0.5 0.945 1.08 0.917/1.108 0.916/1.109

3 0.8 0.998 1.002 0.996/1.004 0.995/1.005

2 0.5 0.407 1.843 0.01/5 -

2 0.8 0.81 1.226 0.01/2.1 0.01/2.2

Table 1: Theoretical and practical stability bounds for the Lie group formulation R
3 ×SO(3)
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are given in Table 1 for the Lie group formulation R
3×SO(3). In the test the interval of the σn is extended gradually to

see at which bound the calculation is not exact enough. "Unstable" means in this case, that there are visible oscillations

in the solution components. In the index-3 formulation this numerically observed step size region is not large, which

shows that the described norm reflects the situation very good.

In the stabilized index-2 formulation the tests show, that it is possible to use larger step size ratios than the calculated

ones without loosing zero stability. In Figure 8 a step size series with σn ∈ (0.01,2.1) and ρ∞ = 0.8 is used in the

stabilized the index-2 formulation. Some of the step size ratios σn are outside of the calculated interval, but there are

no oscillations visible in Figure 8.

This test illustrates that in the stabilized index-2 formulation the used norm (33) is not optimal to analyse the stability.

The design of a more appropriate norm will be a topic of future research.

But all in all we have found an interval of step size changes in which we can be sure, that the numerical solution is zero

stable. The next step will be to give the full convergence proof for the generalized-α method with variable step sizes.

Figure 8: Time history of Lagrange multiplier λ3 for frequent step size changes with σn ∈ (0.01,2.1) in index-2

formulation

5. Conclusion
In this paper the generalized-α method was extended to variable step sizes in the index-3 formulation and the sta-

bilized index-2 formulation of constrained systems on a Lie group G. The acceleration and the velocity coordinates

were changed to get local truncation errors for second order convergence. Stability problems appear in this modified

generalized-α method. A norm was introduced with which lower and upper stability bounds for the step size ratios σn
were constructed. Inside this interval the stability can be guaranteed also for variable step sizes. The theoretical results

were verified by numerical tests for the Heavy top benchmark.
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Abstract
There has been a growing attention to efficient simulations of multibody systems. This trend is apparently seen in many

areas of computer aided engineering and design both in academia as well as in industry (e.g. in industrial or space

robotics, in automotive industry or in a variety of simulators for mining, construction or crane operations including

cables and ropes simulations). The need for efficient or real-time simulations require better and faster formulations.

Parallel computing is one of the approaches to achieve this objective. This paper presents a novel divide and conquer

algorithm for efficient multibody dynamics simulations. A redundant set of absolute coordinates is used for the system

state description. The trapezoidal rule is exploited as a numerical integrator. Sample multibody system test cases are

reported in the paper to indicate overall characteristics of the formulation measured in terms of constraint violation

errors and total energy conservation. The gathered data indicate good performance indices of the formulation with the

prospect for efficient or real-time simulations of complex multibody systems in parallel computing environments.

Keywords: divide and conquer algorithm, multibody dynamics, real-time simulations, mass-orthogonal projections

1. Introduction
Computational efficiency has traditionally been a major concern of researchers developing algorithms for multibody

dynamics simulations. Considerable improvements in computer architectures have taken place during the last years,

enabling the efficient simulation of larger and more complex mechanical systems. Also the expectations about the

performance that a multibody software tool can deliver have grown at the same pace.

The availability of distributed computing environments and parallel architectures, equipped with inexpensive multi-

core processors and graphical processor units, has encouraged researchers to develop parallel multibody dynamics

algorithms [1]. Featherstone’s Divide and Conquer Algorithm (DCA) [2] is among the most popular ones. Its binary-

tree structure allows distributing the computations among several processing cores in a scalable and relatively simple

way. In open chains with n bodies it can achieve O(log(n)) performance if enough processors are available [3]. The

DCA constitutes the building block of dozens of methods and parallel codes for multibody dynamics [4]. Some of

these introduced changes in the way originally proposed to deal with closed kinematic loops [5] and other constraints

[6]. Others extended the algorithm to enable the consideration of flexible bodies [3], [7], discontinuities in system

definition [8], and contacts [9]. Computational improvements to the initial algorithm have been published as well, such

as techniques to keep constraint drift under control [10, 11] and optimized variants for computer architectures with

reduced computational power [12]. The practical applications of the DCA are multiple and range from the simulation

of simple linkages and multibody chains to molecular dynamics [13, 14].

The DCA scheme does not specify the way in which the system equations of motion must be formulated and sev-

eral approaches can be followed to do this. A spatial formulation of the Newton-Euler equations was used in the

initial definition of the algorithm and subsequently adopted by many of the formalisms that were derived from it,

e.g., [5], [12]. However, other expressions of the dynamics equations can be used as well. The Articulated Body

Algorithm (ABA) [15] was combined with the DCA in [16] to deliver significant speedups in computation times.

Hamilton’s canonical equations were used in [17, 18] and showed good properties regarding the satisfaction of kine-

matic constraints. Augmented Lagrangian methods with configuration- and velocity-level mass-orthogonal projections

have also been employed [19]; the resulting algorithm has been proven to behave robustly during the simulation of

mechanical systems with redundant constraints and singular configurations.

Augmented Lagrangian methods are common in multibody literature. Many of them were derived from the penalty

formulation in [20], in which the constraint reactions were made proportional to the violation of kinematic constraints

at the configuration, velocity, and acceleration levels. An augmented Lagrangian algorithm was also proposed in [20]
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that complemented the penalty formulation with a set of modified Lagrange multipliers, evaluated iteratively, to satisfy

more accurately the kinematic constraints and obtain stable and precise simulations for wider ranges of penalty factors.

Mass-orthogonal projections were introduced in [21] to ensure the satisfaction of the constraints down to machine-

precision levels. An index-3 algorithm, in which the dynamics equations were combined with the Newmark integration

formulas to produce an iterative method in Newton-Raphson form was described in [21] as well. Such method was

later improved to deliver real-time performance in [22] and [23], and to handle nonholonomic constraints in [24]. This

index-3 augmented Lagrangian algorithm with projections of velocities and accelerations (ALi3p) has shown very good

efficiency and robustness in the simulation of multibody systems in real-time industrial applications, e.g. [25].

The ALi3p and the DCA were first combined for the simulation of open-loop chains in [26]. In this work we continue

this avenue and propose a novel and generalized index-3 divide and conquer formulation for multi-rigid body dynamics

that elegantly handles potential numerical difficulties found in such simulations.

2. Equations of Motion for Constrained Spatial Systems
Before embarking on the divide and conquer formulation, the general form of the equations of motion for constrained

spatial multibody system (MBS) is recalled. The system dynamics is formulated in terms of a set of absolute coordinates

involving Euler parameters. Consider n bodies that form a multibody system (MBS). The composite set of general-

ized coordinates for the system is q =
[
qT

1 qT
2 · · · qT

n
]T

, where q contains the absolute coordinates of all of the

bodies in the system. For a particular body i the absolute coordinates can be written as qi =
[
rT

i ,pT
i
]T

, i = 1, · · · ,n,

where ri = [xi yi zi]
T refers to the global Cartesian coordinates (i.e. expressed with respect to the global coordinate

frame (x0y0z0)) of the body-fixed centroidal coordinate frame (xiyizi) and pi = [e0i e1i e2i e3i]
T =
[
e0i eT

i
]T

cor-

responds to the set of four Euler parameters that describe the orientation of body i with respect to the global reference

frame (x0y0z0). Rigid bodies in MBS are interconnected by l joints. It is assumed that there are m holonomic constraint

equations that relate the absolute coordinates as follows

ΦΦΦ(q) =
[
ΦΦΦT

1 ,ΦΦΦ
T
2 , · · · ,ΦΦΦT

l
]T

= 0m×1. (1)

In the following derivations, there is a necessity to evaluate first and second time derivatives of constraint conditions

shown in Eqn. (1). The velocity and acceleration constraint equations can be expressed as

Φ̇ΦΦ ≡ ΦΦΦqq̇ = 0m×1, (2)

Φ̈ΦΦ ≡ ΦΦΦqq̈+ Φ̇ΦΦqq̇ = ΦΦΦqq̈− γγγ = 0m×1, (3)

where ΦΦΦq is the constraint Jacobian matrix. In addition, the Euler parameter normalization constraints must hold.

There are n such conditions in the form

Ψi(qi) = pT
i pi −1 = 0. (4)

Similarly to Eqn. (2) and Eqn. (3), one can define the velocity constraints Ψ̇i = 0 and acceleration level conditions

Ψ̈i = 0. Let us define the following matrix for body i

Mi =

[
miI3×3 0

0 4GT
i J′iGi

]
, i = 1, · · · ,n, (5)

where mi is the mass of body i, J′i is the inertia matrix expressed with respect to centroidal coordinate frame (xiyizi),

and Gi = [−ei,−ẽi + e0iI3×3] is a useful 3×4 matrix that involves Euler parameters that fulfills the relation ωωω ′
i = 2Giṗi

(ωωω ′
i – angular velocity of body i expressed in the local coordinate frame). The vector of generalized forces acting on

body i is

Qi =

[
fi

2GT
i n′

i −8ĠT
i J′iGi

]
, i = 1, · · · ,n. (6)

The active forces fi acting on body i are expressed in the global reference frame (x0y0z0), whereas active torques n′
i are

expressed in the body-fixed centroidal coordinate frame. Finally, the Euler parameter form of constrained equations of

motion for spatial multibody system can be expressed as⎡⎢⎣M ΦΦΦT
q ΨΨΨT

q

ΦΦΦq 0
ΨΨΨq

⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣ q̈

λλλ
μμμ

⎤⎥⎦=

⎡⎢⎣Q
γγγ
ηηη

⎤⎥⎦ (7)
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(a) Two articulated bodies (b) Compound bodies

Figure 1: Two articulated bodies and generalization in the form of compound bodies

with the addition of the following definitions

M = diag(M1, · · · ,Mn), Q =
[
QT

1 , · · · ,QT
n
]T

. (8)

Moreover, the vector of Lagrange multipliers λλλ that corresponds to constraint reactions at joints and the vector of

Lagrange multipliers μμμ associated with Euler normalization constraints are given as

λλλ =
[
λλλ T

1 ,λλλ
T
2 , · · · ,λλλ T

l

]T
m×1

, μμμ =
[
μ1,μ2, · · · ,μn

]T
n×1

. (9)

In the following sections the form of constrained equations of motion presented in Eqn. (7) will be heavily exploited to

explain the details of the divide and conquer based formulation.

3. Algorithm Formulation

3.1. Two Articulated Rigid Bodies
This subsection will serve as an introduction to the derivation of the divide and conquer based formulation proposed in

this paper. Specifically, consider two representative bodies A and B demonstrated in Fig. 1a. The bodies are connected

to each other by joint 2 and form only a part of the whole multibody system. Body A and body B are also connected to

the rest of multibody system by joint 1 and joint 3, respectively.

Equations of motion for constrained bodies A and B can be written similarly as in Eqn. (7). For convienience, we define

two functions gA and gB, to get

gA ≡ MAq̈A +F1
A +F2

A +ΨT
AqA

μA −QA = 0, (10)

gB ≡ MBq̈B +F2
B +F3

B +ΨT
BqB

μB −QB = 0, (11)

where F1
A, F2

A are constraint reactions at joints 1 and 2, which are acting on body A, whereas the vectors F2
B, F3

B
correspond to constraint forces at joint 2 and 3 that are acting on body B. Moreover, the following conditions are held

F1
A = ΦΦΦ1T

qA
λλλ 1, F2

A = ΦΦΦ2T
qA

λλλ 2, F2
B = ΦΦΦ2T

qB
λλλ 2, F3

B = ΦΦΦ3T
qB

λλλ 3. (12)

Let us also note that the equivalent mass matrices MA, MB of size 7×7 in Eqn. (10) and Eqn. (11) are singular. This

issue is particularly inconvenient when one would like to apply the divide and conquer method. Later in this section

this problem will be alleviated by proper use of the penalty method.

In this work the equations of motion for constrained multibody system will be integrated by single-step trapezoidal

rule. This integration scheme has been adopted for the simulation due to its good numerical properties. The difference

equations in velocities and accelerations can be written as

q̇ =
2

Δt
q+ ˆ̇q, where ˆ̇q =−

( 2

Δt
q+ q̇

)
, and q̈ =

4

Δt2
q+ ˆ̈q, where ˆ̈q =−

( 4

Δt2
q+

4

Δt
q̇+ q̈

)
(13)

Please note that subscripts indicating the time instant have been omitted. It is assumed that qk+1 ≡ q (next time-instant)

and qk ≡ q (current time-instant), where k is the index associated with arbitrary kth time-instant. Now, let us introduce
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Eqn. (13) into Eqn. (10) and Eqn. (11) at the next time step. After scaling the resulting equations by Δt2

4 , we get

MAqA +
Δt2

4

(
F1

A +F2
A +ΨT

AqA
μA −QA +MA ˆ̈qA

)
=0, (14)

MBqB +
Δt2

4

(
F2

B +F3
B +ΨT

BqB
μB −QB +MB ˆ̈qB

)
=0. (15)

Algebraic relations (14) and (15) constitute a discretized form of equations of motion (10) and (11) expressed at the

next time-instant. They also form a system of nonlinear equations in positions qA, qB and Lagrange multipliers. These

equations may be solved by using the Newton-Raphson procedure. The position vector q and Lagrange multipliers

λλλ , μμμ at the current time instant are taken as initial guesses. Following this idea one can obtain the system of linear

equations in the form:

M̌AΔqA +
Δt2

4

(
ΔF1

A +ΔF2
A +ΨT

AqA
ΔμA
)
=−Δt2

4
gA, (16)

M̌BΔqB +
Δt2

4

(
ΔF2

B +ΔF3
B +ΨT

AqB
ΔμB
)
=−Δt2

4
gB, (17)

where M̌A =MA− Δt
2

∂QA
∂qA

− Δt2

4
∂QA
∂ q̇A

, M̌B =MB− Δt
2

∂QB
∂qB

− Δt2

4
∂QB
∂ q̇B

are equivalent mass matrices, vectors ΔqA = qA−qA,

ΔqB = qB −qB denote the increments in positions. In turn, vectors Δλλλ 1 = λλλ 1 −λλλ 1, Δλλλ 2 = λλλ 2 −λλλ 2, Δλλλ 3 = λλλ 3 −λλλ 3

are used to define the increments in constraint forces ΔF1
A = ΦΦΦ1T

qA
Δλλλ 1, ΔF2

A = ΦΦΦ2T
qA

Δλλλ 2, and ΔF2
B = ΦΦΦ2T

qB
Δλλλ 2, ΔF3

B =

ΦΦΦ3T
qB

Δλλλ 3, and ΔμA = μA − μA, ΔμB = μB − μB represent the increments in Lagrange multipliers associated with the

normalization constraints.

Now, let us turn our attention to the Lagrange multipliers μA and μB. The penalty method allows one to formulate the

following relations

hA(qA,μA)≡ ΔμA −αΨA(qA) = 0, hB(qB,μB)≡ ΔμB −αΨB(qB) = 0, (18)

where α is a penalty factor. Equations (18) may be treated as a set of nonlinear algebraic equations in qA, μA and qB, μB
as unknowns. Let us expand the relations into a Taylor series by taking the values (qA,μA) and (qB,μB) as operating

point, to obtain

ΔμA = αΨAqA(qA)ΔqA −hA(qA,μA), ΔμB = αΨBqB(qB)ΔqB −hB(qB,μB). (19)

Now, if we introduce equations (19) into Eqn. (16) and Eqn. (17), respectively, we obtain almost the final algebraic

form useful for further applications.

ˇ̌MAΔqA +
Δt2

4

(
ΔF1

A +ΔF2
A
)
=−Δt2

4
(gA −ΨT

AqA
hA), (20)

ˇ̌MBΔqB +
Δt2

4

(
ΔF2

B +ΔF3
B
)
=−Δt2

4
(gB −ΨT

BqB
hB), (21)

where ˇ̌MA = M̌A +
Δt2

4 ΨT
AqA

αΨAqA and ˇ̌MB = M̌B +
Δt2

4 ΨT
BqB

αΨBqB . Please note that this time the matrices ˇ̌MA, ˇ̌MB
are symmetric and positive definite. Therefore, one can write the following form of discretized equations of motion for

body A and B, which is useful in the development of the divide and conquer algorithm:

ΔqA = δδδ A
i1ΔF1

A +δδδ A
i2ΔF2

A +δδδ A
i3, i = 1,2, (22)

ΔqB = δδδ B
i1ΔF2

B +δδδ B
i2ΔF3

B +δδδ B
i3, i = 1,2, (23)

where again, for i = 1,2, we get

δδδ A
i1 = δδδ A

i2 =−Δt2

4
ˇ̌M−1

A , δδδ A
i3 =−Δt2

4
ˇ̌M−1

A (gA −ΨT
AqA

hA), (24)

δδδ B
i1 = δδδ B

i2 =−Δt2

4
ˇ̌M−1

B , δδδ B
i3 =−Δt2

4
ˇ̌M−1

B (gB −ΨT
BqB

hB). (25)

Please note, that in general δδδ A
i1 �= δδδ A

i2 and δδδ B
i1 �= δδδ B

i2 for compound bodies considered later in this work. The equality

relations are true only for the physical bodies when the assembly process is about to start.
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3.2. Generalized Formulation
Now, let us generalize the notions made in the previous section for the system of articulated bodies A and B that may

be composed of compound bodies as depicted in Fig. 1b. Note that there are three Lagrange multipliers indicated in

Fig. 1b. The vectors λλλ 1 and λλλ 2 correspond to the forces of interaction between the compound body C and the rest of

multibody system, whereas constraint loads λλλ represent the forces of interaction between body A and B. Moreover,

within each compound body, there are physical bodies marked by numbers 1 and 2.

The discretized form of equations of motion for the representative bodies A and B can be written in the form:

Δq1
A = δδδ A

11ΔF1
A +δδδ A

12ΔF2
A +δδδ A

13, (26)

Δq2
A = δδδ A

21ΔF1
A +δδδ A

22ΔF2
A +δδδ A

23, (27)

Δq1
B = δδδ B

11ΔF1
B +δδδ B

12ΔF2
B +δδδ B

13, (28)

Δq2
B = δδδ B

21ΔF1
B +δδδ B

22ΔF2
B +δδδ B

23. (29)

The objective of the first phase of the divide and conquer algorithm, called assembly phase, is to obtain the discretized

equations of motion for the compound body C in the form:

Δq1
C = δδδC

11ΔF1
C +δδδC

12ΔF2
C +δδδC

13, Δq2
C = δδδC

21ΔF1
C +δδδC

22ΔF2
C +δδδC

23. (30)

The Lagrange multipliers λλλ associated with the constraint forces between body A and B can be found by using the

penalty method:

hAB(q2
A,q

1
B,λλλ ) = Δλλλ −αΦΦΦ(q2

A,q
1
B) = 0. (31)

One can treat Eq. (31) as a set of nonlinear equations in terms of q2
A, q1

B, λλλ . By expanding Eq. (31) into a Taylor series

and neglecting higher order terms, we get

1

α
Δλλλ = ΦΦΦq2

A
Δq2

A +ΦΦΦq1
B
Δq1

B −
1

α
hAB, (32)

where hAB = h(q2
A,q

1
B,λλλ ). Then, substituting Eqn. (27) and Eqn. (28) into Eqn. (32) with the addition of Eqn. (12) the

following relation that corresponds to the increment of the Lagrange multipliers at considered joint is obtained

Δλλλ = CΦΦΦq2
A
δδδ A

21ΔF1
A +CΦΦΦqB

1
δδδ B

12ΔF2
B +Cβββ , (33)

where C =
(

1
α I−ΦΦΦq2

A
δδδ A

22ΦΦΦT
q2

A
−ΦΦΦq1

B
δδδ B

11ΦΦΦT
q1

B

)−1
and βββ = ΦΦΦq2

A
δδδ A

23 +ΦΦΦq1
B
δδδ B

13 − 1
α hAB. Please note that the inversion of

matrix C exists, even in the case when constraint Jacobian matrices become rank deficient. Equation (33) is substituted

back to Eqns. (26) and (29) to obtain the forms (30). The unknown matrix coefficients are obtained as

δδδC
11 = δδδ A

11 +δδδ A
12ΦΦΦT

q2
A
CΦΦΦq2

A
δδδ A

21, (34)

δδδC
12 = (δδδC

21)
T = δδδ A

12ΦΦΦq2
A
CΦΦΦq1

B
δδδ B

12, (35)

δδδC
22 = δδδ B

22 +δδδ B
21ΦΦΦT

q1
B
CΦΦΦq1

B
δδδ B

12, (36)

δδδC
13 = δδδ A

13 +δδδ A
12ΦΦΦT

q2
A
Cβββ , δδδC

23 = δδδ B
23 +δδδ B

21ΦΦΦT
q1

B
Cβββ . (37)

The divide and conquer algorithm developed here is composed of two computational stages: assembly and disassembly

phase. Each phase is associated with the binary tree, which represents the topology of the mechanism (see [2, 8, 16]).

The first phase starts with the evaluation of matrix coefficients for individual bodies as in Eqn. (24) and Eqn. (25).

Then, the multibody system is assembled. The coefficients in Eqns. (34)–(37) form recursive formulae for coupling

two compound bodies A and B into one subassembly C by eliminating the constraint force between them. The process

may be repeated and applied for all bodies that are included in the specified subset of bodies up to the moment when

the whole MBS is constructed. Finally, a single assembly is obtained. This entity constitutes a representation of the

entire multibody system modeled as a single assembly. The first phase finishes at this stage. Taking into account the

boundary conditions, e.g., a connection of a chain to a fixed base body and a free floating terminal body, the second

phase is started. At this stage all constraint forces increments Δλλλ and bodies’ positions Δq are calculated according to

the binary tree.
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Figure 2: Flowchart of the algorithm. The orange boxes indicate the possiblity to parallelize the computations according

to the binary tree associated with topology of a multibody system

3.3. Mass-Orthogonal Projections
In the previous section we imposed the constraint equations only at the position level. Therefore, it is expected that the

first and second derivatives of constraint equations as in Eqn. (2) and Eqn. (3) will not be satisfied during the simulation.

To circumvent this effect, mass-orthogonal projections at the velocity and acceleration level are employed [21, 22].

Usually this procedure is numerically expensive due to the iterative scheme involved in the calculations. For real-

time applications, one needs a deterministic response. The mass-orthogonal projections are performed only once per

integration step, just after the Newton-Raphson procedure converges to the solution.

Fortunately, the calculations associated with projections can be organized in the same divide and conquer manner that

is presented in the previous subsection. Moreover, there is a place for many computational savings. In the current

stage there is no need to calculate again the matrices δδδ 11, δδδ 12, δδδ 21, and δδδ 22 as defined in Eqns. (34)–(36). The

qualitative and quantitative difference between mass-orthogonal projections scheme and the divide and conquer based

Newton-Raphson procedure lies in the definitions of δδδ 13, and δδδ 23 coefficients and the involved Lagrange multipliers.

Let us assume that the values q̇∗ and q̈∗ represent the perturbed vectors for which the constraint equations Φ̇ΦΦ, Φ̈ΦΦ are

not completely satisfied after the convergence of the Newton-Raphson scheme. The following equations respresent

one-shot mass-orthogonal projections, in which the constraints Φ̇ΦΦ, Φ̈ΦΦ are enforced by the penalty method:

ǧV EL ≡ M̌q̇+
Δt2

4

(
ΦΦΦT

q σσσ +ΨΨΨT
q σσσN
)−M̌q̇∗ = 0, (38)

hN
V EL ≡ σσσN −αΨΨΨqq̇ = 0, hV EL ≡ σσσ −αΦ̇ΦΦ = σσσ −αΦΦΦqq̇ = 0, (39)

ǧACC ≡ M̌q̈+
Δt2

4

(
ΦΦΦT

q κκκ +ΨΨΨT
q κκκN
)−M̌q̈∗ = 0, (40)

hN
ACC ≡ κκκN −α(ΨΨΨqq̈−ηηη) = 0, hACC ≡ κκκ −αΦ̈ΦΦ = κκκ −α(ΦΦΦqq̈− γγγ) = 0, (41)

where M̌ = M− Δt
2

∂Q
∂q − Δt2

4
∂Q
∂ q̇ and the Lagrange multipliers σσσ , σσσ N and κκκ , κκκN are associated with joint and normal-

ization constraints at the velocity and acceleration level, respectively. There are two important things to notice about

Eqns. (38)–(41). Firstly, these equations represent a global form of the mass-orthogonal projections that could be ex-

panded to the relations for individual or compound bodies. Secondly, there is a structural similarity between these

equations and the discretized equations of motion developed in the previous section (see e.g. Eqn. (16), (18), and (31)

for direct comparisons). The correspondence manifests itself in the same mass matrices M̌ and Jacobian matrices ΦΦΦq,

ΨΨΨq but different Lagrange multipliers and forcing terms. Figure 2 presents the flowchart of the algorithm. The most

computationaly intensive parts the formulation are marked in orange boxes. These procedures may be parallelized by

using the approach prosposed in the paper according to the binary tree associated with topology.

4. Numerical Test Cases
This section presents the results of the numerical simulations of two test cases. The sample mechanisms are chosen

intentionally to demonstrate the performance of the formulation in case of modeling of multibody systems possessing
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(a) Spatial double pendulum; joints 1 and 2 are spherical (b) Planar four-bar mechanism; joints 1 – 4 are revolute

Figure 3: Sample test cases

various topologies. The first test case, depicted in Fig. 3a , is a spatial multi-rigid body pendulum. It consists of two

bodies interconnected by spherical joint. Moreover, body A is also connected to the base body 0 by spherical joint. This

system is an example of open-loop topology. The second test case, presented in Fig. 3b, is a planar four-bar mechanism

but modeled as a spatial one. The system exemplifies a closed-loop topology. Particular concerns for simulations of

such systems are associated with constraint violation errors as well as modeling issues (redundant constraints or singular

configurations). All bodies are modeled as rigid moving either in three dimensions as in case of double pendulum or in

the plane as in case of the four-bar mechanism. The length of each body in the systems is 1 meter, mass 1kg and inertia

matrix equals to J′ = diag(1.0)kgm2 with respect to the axes of appropriate centroidal coordinate frames. Long-time

simulations are carried out, with the mechanisms released from the initial state shown in the figures under the gravity

forces. The outcome is verified and compared against the numerical values obtained by using commercial multibody

solver.

4.1. Spatial Double Pendulum
Let us consider an open-loop multibody system shown in Fig. 3a. The system is composed of two bodies A and

B. The bodies are interconnected by spherical joints 1 and 2. The gravity force acts in the negative direction of y0

axis. Initially, body A is located along x0 axis, whereas body B is situated in the x0z0 plane and it is pointing at

the z0 direction. Moreover the axes of centroidal coordinate frames (xAyAzA) and (xByBzB) are coincident with the

global reference frame axes (x0y0z0). As mentioned before the state of the system is described by the set of absolute

coordinates. At the initial time instant the Cartesian position of body A and B in the global reference frame (x0y0z0) are

given as rA = [0.5 0.0 0.0]T , rB = [1.0 0.0 0.5]T , respectively. The linear and angular velocities of the bodies

are set to zero. The penalty coefficient for the proposed approach is chosen as α = 106. The maximum number of

iterations in the Newton-Raphson procedure is limited to three, whereas the stop criterion for the procedure is selected

to be ||Δq||< ε = 10−9. The time step for the trapezoidal integration rule is constant and equals to Δt = 0.005sec while

the simulation time is set to be 10sec.

Figure 4a presents positions of body A and the components of the constraint force at joint 1. The continuous lines

in the plots indicate the outcome obtained by the proposed method. Circle marks represent the results produced by

commercial multibody software MSC.ADAMS. Dynamic motion of the mechanism is well reproduced by the proposed

method and matches the results obtained in ADAMS. On the other hand Fig. 4b demonstrates the constraint violation

errors and the total energy of the system. These time plots can be regarded as a kind of performance measures for the

proposed approach. At each time instant the constraint violation error shows the norm of joint constraint equations as

well as mathematical constraint equations. The total mechanical energy is a sum of kinetic energy and potential energy

of the system. The results are bounded. The constraint violations are kept under control with reasonable accuracy

compared to the characteristic length of each body (L = 1m). The position constraint violation errors are fulfilled with

the highest accuracy compared to the errors committed at the velocity or at the acceleration level. This is an expected

outcome since the absolute positions are primary variables in the formulation. The total energy of the system is well

conserved within the range of the simulation time. It is kept constant and it is approximately equal to zero due to the

assumed initial conditions. The behavior of the curve for longer simulation scenarios has a tendency to reduce the total

energy of the system.
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(a) Configuration of body A, and constraint forces at joint 1
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(b) Constraint violation errors and total energy

Figure 4: Numerical results for the spatial double pendulum

4.2. Four-Bar Mechanism
This test case is more complex than the first example. The four-bar mechanism is one of the simplest representatives

of closed-loop systems. The initial system configuration and topology are presented in Fig. 3b . The mechanism

consists of three bodies A, B, and C. The bodies are interconnected to each other and the base body 0 by revolute

joints 1–4. Each of these joints has five constraint equations, giving 20 constraint equations. In addition, three Euler

parameter normalization constraints yield a total of 23 constraint equations. If absolute coordinates are used, there are

21 generalized coordinates for the three bodies. Since the mechanism possesses one degree of freedom, there must

be three redundant constraints. Such over-constrained systems represent a challenge for numerical algorithms. In this

situation one has to permanently deal with rank-deficient constraint Jacobian matrices. The existence of redundant

constraints might have consequences in non-uniqueness of constraint reactions [27]. The other issue corresponds to

a singular configuration. It is encountered when a multibody system reaches a position, in which there is a sudden

change in the number of degrees of freedom. For instance, a four-bar mechanism shown in Fig. 3b reaches a singular

configuration when the characteristic angle is ϕ = 90◦ and the links B and C are overlapped. At this particular state,

the constraint equations become dependent and the constraint Jacobian matrix temporarily loses its rank. At this point,

the mechanism can theoretically take two different paths (bifurcation point). When the mechanism passes through the

neighborhood of the singular configuration, large errors may be introduced into the solution or the simulation may

completely fail. The exemplary four-bar mechanism may lose the Jacobian matrix row rank both ways.

Let us assume that initially, the characteristic angle for the four-bar mechanism is ϕ = 45◦. This angle corresponds to

the Cartesian position of the system as depicted in Fig. 3a. It is assumed that initial linear and angular velocities are

set to zero. The gravity force is taken as acting in the negative y0 direction. The simulation time is 10 seconds with

the integrator time-step Δt = 0.005sec. The time-step is larger than that assumed in the previous example due to the

convergence problems. The simulaton parameters are chosen to be α = 106, ||Δq|| < ε = 10−9, and the number of

iterations in the Newton-Raphson procedure equals three. Plots of positions, velocities, accelerations and constraint

loads at joint 1 are shown in Fig. 5a. Since the system is conservative, the presented time histories are periodic with

a dose of symmetry in the results. No sudden changes in constraint force components occur. The proposed approach

delivers the numerical results which match to the outcome achieved by commercial multibody software and indicated by

marks in the figures. Figure 5b presents the performance of the algorithm for the simulation that lasts 300 seconds. As

in open-loop system case, the method gives bounded response in terms of constraint violation errors as well as in terms

of the total energy conservation. The constraint errors are kept under control. The total energy of the system indicates a

small oscillatory behavior with the tendency to marginal energy dissipation. The energy dissipation is observed partly

due to the mass-orthogonal projections involved in the solution process. It can be noticed that the proposed formulation

handles well the system with redundant constraints, which may repeatedly pass through the neighborhood of singular

configuration.

5. Summary and Conclusions
The equations of motion are formulated in terms of absolute coordinates. A unified form of the algorithm is presented

at the position, velocity and acceleration level. The unification manifests itself in the computational savings, because

the leading matrices at the mentioned levels are evaluated only once per integration step. Also, the employed Euler

parameter form of the equations of motion is particularly useful in deriving the divide and conquer algorithm presented

in this paper. The associated mass matrix is invertible and the derived divide and conquer formulae are simpler. The

equations of motion for the spatial multi-rigid body system dynamics are discretized by using a single-step trapezoidal

rule as an integration scheme. The employed framework leads to the set of nonlinear algebraic equations for the bod-
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(a) Configuration of body A, and constraint forces at joint 1
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(b) Constraint violation errors and total energy

Figure 5: Numerical results for the fourbar mechanism

ies’ positions and for the Lagrange multipliers associated with constraint equations. These equations are solved by

the Newton-Raphson procedure with the add of the second order predictor. It is assumed that the constraint equations

for multibody systems are imposed at the position level. In consequence, one may expect the accumulation of con-

straint errors for velocities and accelerations. To correct the constraint violation errors, the resulting classical index-3

formulation is supplemented by the two mass-orthogonal projections.

The robustness of the formulation manifests itself in the ability of the algorithm to analyze multibody systems with re-

dundant constraints, and the systems that may occasionally enter into singular configurations. The problems associated

with such systems are reflected in numerical difficulties, and in some situations, inability of the algorithm to continue

the simulation as reported. The proposed algorithm circumvents the problems by introducing the approximations of

Lagrange multipliers. The key matrices in the formulation remain nonsingular, and simultaneously, the constraint equa-

tions are fulfilled within the reasonable accuracy dependent on the tolerance imposed in the calculations. Due to the

necessity of the solution of nonlinear equations of motion, the proposed formulation is inherently iterative. The largest

computational load is associated with iterations performed by the Newton-Raphson algorithm, where the increments

in positions and Lagrange multipliers are evaluated to predict the state of the system in the next time-instant. The

computational burden can be reduced each next iteration by assuming that the tangent matrix in the Newton-Raphson

procedure is constant. On the other hand, the error corrections at the velocity and acceleration level are performed only

once per integration step. The mass-orthogonal projections based procedures make use of the tangent matrix evaluated

in the Newton-Raphson procedure. In fact, the numerical cost associated with the projections is only a part of the

burden required in the first iteration of the Newton-Raphson scheme.

Finally, the divide and conquer scheme is employed on top of the index-3 formulation with mass-orthogonal projections.

The trapezoidal rule is embedded into the solution process without the deterioration of the binary-tree structure of the

algorithm. This notion can be extended for incorporation of various structural integrators available in the literature.

The proposed approach enables one to parallelize the involved computations at the position, velocity and acceleration

levels. The efficiency gains can be obtained for the simulation of large multibody systems. The overall wall-clock time

associated with the simulations can be further diminished by careful implementations on various embedded platforms

as well as parallel computers involving multicore processor units or/and graphical processor units.
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Abstract
Cable structures are common for many industrial and automotive applications, like cranes and elevators. Due to their

unique properties, i.e. large length and axial force, interaction with pulleys, an efficient modeling of cable flexible

bodies is still a challenge. In the paper, computationally efficient, absolute nodal coordinate cable element is proposed.

To this end, constraint equations are imposed to a cable element with twelve nodal coordinates. The purpose of

constraint is to eliminate axial deformations. As the model neglects high frequencies associated with axial vibrations,

numerical solver for differential equations can use larger time steps, and total simulation time is reduced significantly.

Simulation results show good agreement for tests with and without axial constraints. Performed Matlab simulation

allow to run a numerical example faster than real-time. However, to model complex cable systems, a cable-pulley

interaction has to be introduced.

Keywords: cable element, real-time, absolute nodal coordinate formulation, axial forces

1. Introduction
Efficient dynamical analysis of the cable elements is of high demand in many practical applications. Cranes, elevators,

reeving systems and offshore constructions are examples. Additionally, a desire on human-in-the-loop software requires

that cable models must be computationally efficient. Therefore, it is beneficial to have a cable element formulation that

captures the most important dynamical phenomena while offering real-time simulation capability.

The common approach in cable modeling is an approximation based on rigid bodies or physical particles interconnected

with string-damper elements. This method has many advantages such as simplicity and reasonable efficiency. However,

modern crane and reeving systems may consists of hundreds of meters of cables that require thousands of rigid bodies to

obtain a reasonable cable response [1]. Therefore, other techniques are often used, including employment of cable finite

elements or semi-analytical approach [2]. One possible solution is the use of absolute nodal coordinate formulation

(ANCF). As pointed out in literature, however, ANCF is computationally expensive making it difficult to be used in

cable applications. The main objective of this work is to present computational considerations which aims to make

ANCF cable elements suitable for real-time.

2. Element Formulation
The ANCF cable element used in this work is originally introduced in [3]. The cable element under investigation is a

simple two-node element with twelve degrees of freedom. Each node i has six coordinates eeeT
i =
[

rrrT
i rrrT

i,x
]

where rrri
is a position vector of node i, while rrri,x = ∂ rrri/∂x and x is spatial coordinate of the local element coordinate system. In

undeformed configuration x points along beam center-line. Position vector of an arbitrary point on the element can be

written as rrr = SSS (x)eee(t) where SSS (x) is element shape function, based on the third-order polynomial interpolation, and

eeeT =
[

eeeT
I eeeT

II
]

is coordinate vector of element with nodes I and II on its ends. As usually for ANCF elements, the

mass matrix is constant. More details about the element can be found in [3].

The virtual work of the elastic forces can be written as

δW = δW a +δW b =
∫ l

0
EAεxδεxdx+

∫ l

0
EIκδκdx (1)

where δW a and δW b are components of the virtual work of internal forces produced, respectively, due to axial de-

formations and bending, E is Young modulus, A and I are cross section area and second moment of cable area, while

εx = 0.5
(
rrrT
,xrrr,x −1

)
is axial strain, κ = |rrr,x × rrr,xx|/ |rrr,x|3 is element center-line curvature and rrr,xx = ∂ 2rrr/∂x2. Using

Eq. (1), and knowing δW = QQQT
e δeee, the expression for the vector of elastic forces QQQe can be easily established.
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3. Axial Constraints and Equations of Motion
To make cable element suitable for real-time simulation, it can be assumed in-extensible. This assumption will remove

high frequencies associated with axial deformation modes. To model in-extensible cable a nonlinear constraint equa-

tions are proposed to restrict axial strain to remain zero at element center-line. Thus, one can write the axial strain

constraint as

Cε = rrrT
,xrrr,x −1 (2)

If properly applied, this axial constraint equation will ensure that axial strain εx is equal zero in each cable element.

Constraint Eq. (2) should be applied at some points along the element center-line to ensure in-extensibility of the

element. Position vector rrr is interpolated using third-order polynomial of spatial coordinate x, thus rrr,x is interpolated

with second-order polynomial and Cε is a fourth-order polynomial of x. Therefore, five different points along single

cable element should be constrained. However, as all slope vectors in straight and undeformed configuration lies on the

common line, more than three constraint equations for single element produces a singular constraint Jacobian matrix.

Therefore, Eq. (2) is applied at three points along the element, which is sufficient especially when small deformations

are assumed. For each body element, the axial constraints are applied at nodal points and at the point in the middle of

the element. As usually at nodal points all nodal coordinates are shared between elements, the total number of axial

constraints for single body is equal to 2n+1 and n denote the number of body elements.

Constraint equations can be imposed with Lagrange multiplier technique. Alternatively, constraints could be accounted

using penalty method. In this case, the penalty term may take a form similar to the axial strain energy, thus introducing

very large frequencies that should be avoided. When axial constraint is applied the axial strain is zero and, consequently,

axial component of the virtual work of the internal forces δW a is always equal to zero and does not have to be computed.

Having the body constant mass matrix MMM, vector of constraint equations CCC, vectors of elastic QQQe and external QQQg forces,

the differential-algebraic equations of motion of constrained multibody system can be written as{
MMMëee+CCCT

,eeeλλλ = QQQe +QQQg
CCC = 000

(3)

where CCC,eee = ∂CCC/∂eee is Jacobian matrix of the constraints and λλλ is vector of Lagrange multipliers. Above equations will

be solved using Matlab build-in differential equations solver suite, which requires proper transformation of Eq. (3).

In the current paper, two stabilization techniques and two solvers are employed: stabilized index 1 (SI1) formulation

[4] solved with implicit, stiff, variable-order, variable-step, numerical differentiation formulas procedure ������, and

Baumgarte formulation [5], solved with non-stiff, explicit Runge-Kutta (4,5) formula procedure �����.

4. Numerical Example
The cable element implementation is verified with basic static and dynamic examples of clamped beam and hanging

rope under gravity forces. Next, the simulation for simplified crane is performed. Considered model is shown in

Figure 1a. Long, slender structure is connected at point A to moving base and the mass is attached to point B, placed

at the free end. The cable have circular cross-section with 5 mm in radius and the span length is lAB = 40 m. The

material properties of steel are assumed, i.e. Young modulus of 200 GPa and density equal to 7810 kg/m3. Cable span

is modeled with four ANCF cable elements and the end mass is considered by introduction of proper entries in body

mass matrix (for details consult [6]). The end mass is a steel cube of weight m = 100 kg. The gravity is acting in

positive X direction. The displacement of the base along global X axis uA
X and velocity along Y axis vA

Y is defined with

a function plotted in Figure 1b with maximum value of, respectively, 0.1 m and 0.1 m/s for time t ∈ [2,3] s. Transients

from 0 to maximum, and from maximum to 0 are defined smoothly with quarter cycle sine waves. Base movement in

z direction is also constrained. All tests starts at static equilibrium position.

The simulation is carried out for 10 s motion using Matlab R2017a computational package with default solver error

tolerances, i.e. absolute and relative tolerances are set to, respectively, 10−6 and 10−3. Four different test variants are

considered, all described in Table 1. Simulation times are measured on standard PC working under 64-bit Windows 10,

equipped with Intel Core i7-6700 processor and 64 GB of RAM. Two constraint stabilization techniques are considered:

SI1, and Baumgarte stabilization with parameters α = β = 20. As it can be noticed, the simulation speedup for tests

with axial constraint included is from over 7, in case of SI1 formulation, to almost 104, when Baumgarte stabilization

is employed. It also means that the Matlab simulation of simple crane model (test IV) can be run in real time, despite

the large overhead introduced by Matlab package.

Such a significant speedup is most likely attributed to neglectedness of the high frequencies associated with axial

vibrations. Tests for in-extensible cable structure have nine extra constraint equations and simpler formulation for the

elastic force vector in comparison to tests without axial constrains, however, those differences alone cannot explain
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(a) Simplified crane model. Span AB is modeled us-

ing four ANCF cable elements. Displacements of

the base, at point A, are fully constrained. There-

fore, the influence of the dynamics of the remaining

part of the crane is neglected.
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(b) Base motion function. Transients between constant values are modeled

smoothly with quarter cycle sine waves (i.e. between 0 at 0 s and 0.1 at 2 s

and between 0.1 at 3 s and 0 at 5 s). The value from 5 to 10 s is zero.

Figure 1: Simplified crane model and base motion function

Table 1: Test settings, simulation times and numerical solver statistics. Time is taken as an average from seven con-

secutive simulations. Number of steps includes successful and rejected steps, fun. eval. is the number of function

evaluations.

Name Matlab Solver Formulation Axial Constraints Time [s] Steps Fun. Eval.

Test I ������ SI1 no 127.6 95 439 117 807

Test II ������ SI1 yes 17.15 2 064 19 651

Test III ����� Baumgarte no 192.6 37 879 227 275

Test IV ����� Baumgarte yes 1.85 309 1 855

such a large differences in simulation times. The results of the modal analysis, can help with understanding the reasons

behind noticed speedup. The maximum modal frequency of the cable system with axial elastic forces included is equal

to 769,1 Hz, while the maximum frequency for the in-extensible cable is 1,21 Hz. Such large difference in system

natural frequencies should affect a differential equations solvers, which can use much larger time steps if they do not

have to track high frequencies. Two last columns of Table 1 show the number of steps and function evaluations requires

by numerical procedure in order to successfully solve equations of motion. The number of function evaluations for

test II is 6 times smaller than for test I. For Baumgarte stabilization, this difference is even larger as test III requires

123 times more function evaluations than test IV. It can be noticed that the simulations speedups agrees well with the

reduction in required function evaluations for considered tests.

The displacements of the base point A and cable free end with attached mass at point B are shown in, respectively, Figure

2 and 3. Displacements at point A show clearly the constraints violation when Baumgarte stabilization is employed

(tests III and IV). Figure 2b indicate that tests III and IV have some delay during transient in comparison with SI1, but

finally a correct value is reached. For displacement in X , shown in Figure 2a, not only a delay is visible, but also some

small oscillation around constant values. These effects are a characteristic of the Baumgarte stabilization and they are

expected.

Displacements of the mass attached at point B, shown in Figure 3, are similar for all tests, especially in the Y axis

direction. In Figure 3a one can notice that the results for extensible models are shifted in X axis direction by about

3 mm due to cable extension. Baumgarte solution shows a similar shift of the displacement in time with respect to SI1

solution, as well as oscillations about constant values for uX , that are seen at the base point A.

Finally, Figure 4 present a reaction forces at the base in X direction. For all tests, the values of the force follow well

the input kinematic constraint. In case of tests II and IV, where axial constraint is active, there are no oscillations and

the reaction force result only from the inertia and gravitational forces. The plot is not smooth, but this is a consequence
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Figure 2: Results for four crane tests. Displacements of point A.
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Figure 3: Results for four crane tests. Displacements of point B.
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Figure 4: Reaction forces at point A in X axis direction.
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of base motion description by function shown in Figure 1b that after double differentiation, up to acceleration level,

is also non-smooth. In case of tests I and III oscillations are clearly visible and they result from the influence of axial

forces. As expected, reaction force oscillate around the value shown for tests with axial constraints.

5. Conclusions
Computationally efficient ANCF based cable element is introduced in this paper. Presented element employs con-

straints that eliminate axial deformations of the element.

Results presented in this paper indicate that the cable model with constrained axial mode can provide a reasonable

solution when small deformations are considered. In addition, the computational speedup due to axial mode suppression

suggest that the ANCF cable element can be employed in real-time analysis of the crane model, especially when

Baumgarte stabilization is employed. However, for modeling a complex cable systems a cable-pulley interaction has

to be introduced.
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Abstract 
The absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) is used to model flexible multibody systems with 
geometrical nonlinearities of both overall motions and large deformations. However, significant computational 
cost is required when handling the systems with a great number of degrees of freedom. In order to improve 
efficiency, the Reduced-Order Models (ROMs) are constructed based on the proper orthogonal decomposition 
and Galerkin projection methods for multiple simulations of multibody systems. A simple approach for the 
selection of reduced constraint equations is proposed to deal with the singularity of the coefficient matrices of 
ROMs. After that, the fast-to-slow ROM method is proposed to make the ROM be adaptive to the change of 
system parameters. The reduced-order basis vectors extracted from the fast dynamic responses are used to 
simulate slow dynamic responses. Finally, numerical examples are given to validate the effectiveness and 
efficiency of the proposed model order reduction scheme for flexible multibody systems. 

Keywords: flexible multibody dynamics, ANCF, reduced-order model, proper orthogonal decomposition, fast-
to-slow ROM 

1. Introduction 
The ANCF initially proposed by Shabana [1] is an accurate and non-incremental finite element method to model 
the Flexible Multi-Body Systems (FMBS) subject to both overall motions and large deformations. In ANCF, the 
gradients of the global positions, instead of infinitesimal or finite rotations in classical finite element analysis, 
serve as the nodal coordinates to define the configuration of a finite element. The position vector of a material 
point in the finite element of ANCF is defined in the global frame of coordinates such that the derived system 
dynamics equations of motion have a constant mass matrix and do not exhibit any centrifugal and Coriolis forces 
explicitly. The ANCF has been recognized as a benchmark in the development of the dynamics of flexible 
multibody systems as mentioned in [2] or [3].  

To improve the computational efficiency, the Model Order Reduction (MOR) techniques have been extensively 
studied in various fields. The basic idea of MOR is to replace the Full-Order Model (FOM) of an original system 
with a Reduced Order Model (ROM) in the computation process. The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) 
has been extensively studied to reduce the model order in the fields of computational fluid dynamics, structural 
dynamics, aeroelastic problems, elasto-plastic problems, and multibody system dynamics as well. Kerschen et al. 
[4] made a comprehensive review on this method. The main advantage of the POD is that it can minimize the 
average squared distances between the original data and their reduced representation such that the optimal 
approximation of a linear sub-manifold in the configuration space of the original system can be obtained [4]. 
According to the POD, the construction of the ROBs can be achieved by the SVD of the snapshot matrix, which 
is extracted from a complete set of numerical data computed by using the high-fidelity FOM. Thus, the POD can 
be considered as a kind of statistical method. Furthermore, the ROM based on POD can only be obtained after 
the FOM has been completely simulated. Thus, the obtained ROM is only useful when numerical simulations 
need to be repetitively made, especially for the dynamic simulations of a system with variation of parameters. In 
this case, it is beneficial to establish a parametric ROM, such as the ROM via the manifold interpolation [5] or 
[6]. In addition, the approaches based on hyper reduction [7] and [8] can be used to reduce the mesh for 
projection in order to improve the computational efficiency of the ROM. Fischer et al. [9] and Baumann et al. 
[10] applied the parametric MOR to some specific problems in FMBS, such as moving loads and material 
removal. Kim et al. [11] presented an approach of stiffness evaluation in the ANCF based on the POD. In 
addition, Stadlmayr et al. [12] studied the reduction of both physical and constraint coordinates. 

However, many issues remain unclear for the POD-based MOR via the ANCF for the flexible multibody systems 
subject to both overall motions and large deformations. At first, different from the Floating Frame of Reference 
(FFR) formulation, the ANCF does not split the rigid-body motion and the elastic deformation of a flexible body. 
Instead, the rigid-body motion and the deformation are coupled and described in a unified global frame of 
coordinates in the ANCF. Thus, the POD reduction for the finite elements of ANCF needs to be validated. 
Second, the nonlinearity of the constraint equations should be considered in the ROM, and the relationship 
between the reduced coordinates and the constraint equations needs to be studied so as to preserve the 
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Lagrangian structure of the original system. Third, the method for adapting the ROBs to the change of system 
parameters needs to be further developed and studied. Finally, the computation complexity of the ROM needs to 
be analyzed and assessed. Therefore, it is quite necessary to start a systematic and thorough study on the POD-
based reduction for FMBS described by the ANCF. 

2. Model Order Reduction Based on POD 
The dynamic equations of the flexible multibody system can be expressed in a compact form as a set of 
differential algebraic equations (DAEs) 

 
T int ext( ) ( , ) ,

( , ) ,t
qMa Φ λ F q F q v 0

Φ q 0
 (1) 

where Nq , Nv  and Na  are respectively the vectors of generalized coordinates, velocities and 
accelerations, N NM  is the constant mass matrix of the system, and N  is the number of the generalized 
coordinates. / C N

qΦ Φ q  is the Jacobian matrix of the constraint vector CΦ  with respect to q , 
Cλ  is the vector of Lagrange multipliers, and C  is the number of the constraint equations. int NF  is the 

vector of generalized internal forces, and ext NF  represents the vector of generalized external forces. By 
using the generalized-α algorithm, the following set of linear algebraic equations is derived, which can be solved 
via the Newton-Raphson iteration, as 

 
t T

q

q

K Φ q R
Φ 0 λ Φ

, (2) 

where t T int ext ext( ) ( ) ( , ) ( , )q q vK M Φ λ K q K q v F q v  is the tangential stiffness matrix and 
T int ext( ) ( , )qR Ma Φ λ F q F q v  is the vector of generalized residual forces. 

To reduce the dimension of the dynamic equations, the POD method is used to achieve the Reduced-Order Basis 
(ROB) matrix. A snapshot matrix, collected from the generalized coordinates of the Full-Order Model (FOM) 
previously computed, can be obtained as 
 1 2s ntt t N n…X q q q q q q , (3) 

where 1 2,  ,  , ntt tq q q  are the vectors of generalized coordinates of the FOM at n  moments, and q  is the vector 
of the above generalized coordinates averaged. Then, via the thin Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of the 
snapshot matrix, the following equation can be derived as 

 , (4) 

where  and n nV  are the unit orthogonal matrices, of which the column vectors are respectively 
the left singular vectors N

iφ  and the right ones n
iv  ( 1,  2,  , )i n , and n nS  is a diagonal and 

semi-positive definite matrix containing the singular values 1 2 ( 1,  2,  , ;  > )i nσ i n σ σ σ . Finally, 

the desired ROB matrix N mU  includes the first  ( )m m n  truncated basis vectors corresponding to the m  
largest singular values, which can be expressed as 
 1 2 … mU φ φ φ . (5) 

The incremental vector of the generalized coordinates q  in Eq. (2) can be replaced by the linear combination 
of the ROB vectors as 
 T

1 2 1 1 2 2 …m m mq Uξ U φ φ φ  (6) 

where T
1 2  ( )m

m m Nξ  is the vector of the reduced generalized coordinates of the ROM. 
Subsequently, by using the Galerkin projection, Eq. (2) is transformed to the following equations with reduced 
order as 

 
T t T T T

q

q

U K U U Φ ξ U R
Φ U 0 λ Φ

 (7) 

where T t m mU K U , C m
qΦ U , and T mU R . 
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The linear algebraic equations in Eq. (7) with reduced physical coordinates cannot be successfully solved 
because of the singularity of coefficient matrices qΦ U  or T T

qU Φ . This singularity is caused by the redundant 
constraint equations which need to be removed. The main reasons for the occurrence of redundant constraint 
conditions in the ROM are as follows. On one hand, the snapshot matrix is extracted from the computed data of 
FOM, and the constraint equations are always satisfied in the simulation of FOM. Therefore, the ROB vectors 
obtained from the snapshot matrix contain the constraint information so that some constraint conditions for Eq. 
(7) are automatically satisfied. On the other hand, the ROB vectors are truncated from the subspace of the 
configuration space of the system. As a result, the constraint equations corresponding to the excluded physical 
coordinates need to be reduced. For example, if the truncated ROB vectors only involve pure in-plane motions, 
the out-of-plane constraints in the original FOM become unnecessary. Therefore, to eliminate the singularity of 

qΦ U  (or T T
qU Φ ), a simple approach is used in this study. The entries in each row (or column) of qΦ U  (or 

T T
qU Φ ) is checked in the beginning of the computation. If an all-zero row (or column) in the above matrix is 

detected, then the corresponding constraint equation and the Lagrange multiplier are removed. Consequently, the 
problem of singularity is solved. However, after the constraint equations and constraint coordinates are reduced, 
the removed constraint forces will no longer be computed in the ROM. Thus, if the constraint forces are 
concerned in the problem to be solved, the simulation by the ROM will be inappropriate for this case. 

3. A Parametric ROM Based on Fast-to-Slow Dynamics 
As the ROM via the POD method comes from the dynamic simulations based on an FOM with high accuracy, 
such an ROM is only useful in the case of multiple simulations, especially for the repeated dynamic simulations 
of a system with parameters to be designed. The above-mentioned ROB matrix U , however, lacks of robustness 
when any system parameter changes. Therefore, it is necessary to implement the Parametric Model Order 
Reduction (PMOR) to adapt the ROBs to new sets of parameters. 

The approach of interpolation on the Grassmann manifold as presented in [5] and [6] requires the computation of 
the FOM of several sampling points. In this study, a fast-to-slow ROM method is proposed based on the dynamic 
characteristics of the FMBS in order to simplify the sampling process. In the proposed method, only one set of 
computational results of the FOM, namely, one sampling point, is necessary to establish the parametric ROM. 

As presented in Figure 1, the basic idea of a fast-to-slow ROM is quite simple. It uses the ROM resulting from 
the FOM with fast dynamic responses to simulate the models with slow dynamic responses. The more dynamic 
configurations or modes the ROBs of POD contain, the closer the simulation results of the FOM and ROM will 
be. It depends on the dynamic configurations excited by the FOM during the simulation for a certain period of 
time, because the ROBs are computed via the snapshot matrix of the FOM according to Eq. (3). In general, the 
model with faster dynamic response stimulates more dynamic configurations within the same period of time than 
that with slower dynamic response. And the changing rate of the dynamic response depends on many system 
parameters, such as Young’s moduli and densities of materials, stiffness coefficients of elastic mountings and 
frequencies of external excitations. For example, if the Young’s modulus of a flexible component becomes 
larger, the natural vibration frequencies (or the elastic wave velocities) of the flexible component increase. Then, 
the vibration period gets shorter, and the dynamic response becomes faster. Thus, in a certain period of time, 
more dynamic configurations are excited such that the subspace of the ROBs, which is computed based on the 
dynamic configurations, are enriched. This way, the ROM will get closer to the FOM and can be used to 
simulate the component with smaller Young’s modulus. 

Therefore, a fast-to-slow ROM obtained from the FOM with the largest or smallest parameter in an appropriate 
interval can be applied to simulate models with other parameters. 

ROM

FOM wi t h f ast  dynami c 
response

Lar ge Young’ s modul us,
smal l  densi t y,

l ar ge ext er nal  f or ces,
l ar ge spr i ng st i f f ness,

smal l  dampi ng et c.

MOR by 
POD Si mul at e

Computational procedure of a fast-to-slow ROM
Model s wi t h sl ow 
dynami c responses

Smal l  Young’ s modul us,
l ar ge densi t y,

smal l  ext er nal  f or ces,
smal l  spr i ng st i f f ness,

l ar ge dampi ng et c.
 

Figure 1: A fast-to-slow ROM for parametric study 
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4. Numerical Examples 

4.1. A Planar System with Two Rotating Rigid Bars 
The objective of this example is to validate the MOR method for the dynamic simulation of a rigid multibody 
system, especially for large rotations of rigid bodies. As shown in Figure 2 (a), the planer multibody system of 
concern is composed of two rigid bars connected with a cylindrical joint at two endpoints. The rigid bars are 
modeled via the ANCF reference node [13]. The length L , the side length a  of the square cross-section and the 
material density  of both bars are set to be 5 m, 0.02 m and 2700 kg/m3, respectively. The initial velocities 
along X- and Y-axis of the mass center A of Bar 1 are 0 3 m / sxV  and 0 40 m / syV , respectively, while Bar 2 
is initially at rest. The gravitational acceleration along the negative direction of Y-axis is set as 9.81 m/s2. The 
total simulation time is 5 s, and the time step t  is set as 1×10-4 s. Figure 2 (b) presents the dynamic 
configurations of the rotating-bar system at 11 moments. 
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(a)                                                       (b) 

Figure 2: The initial configuration (a) and the dynamic configurations (b) of a rotating-bar system 

The dynamic simulations are carried out via the FOM with 24 physical coordinates and 17 constraint 
coordinates, and via the ROM with 18 reduced physical coordinates and 14 reduced constraint coordinates. 
Figure 3 (a) shows the comparison of the time histories of X- and Y-displacements at mass center A of Bar 1 
computed by the FOM and the ROM, and similarly Figure 3 (b) displays those at mass center B of Bar 2. Then, 
Figures 4 (a) and (b) present the time histories of rotation angles θ1 and θ2 of Bar 1 and Bar 2 with respect to X-
axis, respectively. Both Figures 3 and 4 indicate that the simulation results obtained from the FOM and the ROM 
are quite close to each other. 

       
(a) Mass center A of Bar 1                                         (b) Mass center B of Bar 2 

Figure 3: The comparison of displacements of a rotating-bar system predicted by FOM and ROM 
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(a) Bar 1                                                                     (b) Bar 2 

Figure 4: The rotation angles of a rotating bar-system predicted by FOM and ROM 

To assess the displacement error of the ROM compared with the FOM, the root- mean-square error rms  and the 
relative error rel  of the displacements of all the nodes are respectively defined as following 

 
2ROM FOM

rms
1

1 n

i i
in

r r  (8) 
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2FOM FOM
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1

1

100
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i i
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i i
i

n
%

n

r r

r r

 (9) 

where n  is the number of the nodes in the system, ROM
ir  and FOM

ir  are the global position vectors of the ith node 
respectively computed by the ROM and the FOM, and FOM ROM

0 0(= )i ir r  is the initial global position vector of the ith 
node. Then, Figures 5 (a) and (b) give the error evolutions of rms  and rel  of the rotating-bar system, 
respectively. Finally, the maximal values of rms  and rel  for all moments are quite small, i.e., 1.0223×10-10 m 
and 6.0201×10-10 %, respectively. That is, the proposed ROM can effectively predict the large rotation of this 
planar rigid multibody system. 

       
(a) The root-mean-square error                              (b) The relative error 

Figure 5: The computational errors of a rotating-bar system predicted by ROM 

4.2. A Flexible Double-Pendulum System 
In this example, the efficacy of the MOR is validated for the FMBS undergoing both overall motion and large 
deformation. As shown in Figure 6, the flexible double-pendulum system includes Beam 1 hinged to the ground 
with a spherical joint at the origin O in the global frame of coordinates, and Beam 2 connected with Beam 1 at 
point A with a cylindrical joint, of which the direction of rotation is along X-axis. Beam 1 and Beam 2 are 
initially located along X- and Z-axis, respectively. Each beam here is meshed by 20 fully parameterized beam 
elements of ANCF [14]. The system starts to fall from the static state under the gravity along the negative 
direction of Y-axis. The length L , the diameter D  of the circular cross-section and the material density  of 
both bars are 1 m, 0.02 m and 1600 kg/m3, respectively. The Poisson’s ratio ν  of the material is set to be 0.3. 
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There are two variable system parameters, i.e., the Young’s modulus [0.1,10] GPaE  and the gravitational 
acceleration 2[1.962,9.81] m/sg . The total simulation time is 5 s, and the fixed time step t  is 1×10-4 s. 
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AO

 
Figure 6: The initial configuration of a spatial flexible double-pendulum system 

Given a combination of two parameters 0.55 GPaE  and 29.81 m/sg , the dynamic simulations based on 
both FOM and the ROM are made to testify the MOR method. Now, the FOM has 504 nodal coordinates and 9 
constraint coordinates, while the ROM has 75 reduced coordinates of the ROBs and none of reduced constraint 
coordinates. Figure 7 shows the time histories of the tip displacement in directions of X-, Y- and Z-axis computed 
by the FOM and the ROM. Then the errors of rms  and rel  are checked in Figures 8 (a) and (b), and the maximal 
values of them are 8.54×10-3 m and 3.33 %, respectively. The above figures indicate that the computational 
results obtained by the ROM are in good agreement with that by the FOM. 

 
Figure 7: The tip displacements of a flexible double-pendulum system 

computed by FOM and ROM 

 

       
(a) The root-mean-square error                                     (b) The relative error 

Figure 8: The computational errors of a flexible double-pendulum system computed by ROM 

At last, two fast-to-slow ROMs, i.e., ROM-E1e10 and ROM-g9.81, are respectively tested for the system 
reduction for different system parameters [0.1,10] GPaE  and 2[1.962,9.81] m/sg . ROM-E1e10 and ROM-
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g9.81 which respectively represent the ROMs resulting from the FOM with 10 GPaE  and 29.81 m/sg  
correspond to the ROBs derived from the fastest dynamic responses. Table 1 and Table 2 give the maximal rms  
of the two fast-to-slow ROMs with change of the number of ROBs when simulating models with different E  
and g , respectively. The tables show that the errors of the two ROMs for different parameters converge to very 
small ranges of values. Therefore, the proposed fast-to-slow ROM is available for the dynamic simulations of 
parametric MOR within the permissible error tolerance. 

Table 1: The maximal values of εrms of ROM_E1e10 for different Young’s moduli in [0.1,10] GPaE  

E (GPa) Max εrms of 
50 ROBs (m) 

Max εrms of 
55 ROBs (m) 

Max εrms of 
60 ROBs (m) 

Max εrms of 
65 ROBs (m) 

Max εrms of 
70 ROBs (m) 

Max εrms of 
75 ROBs (m) 

10 1.85e-3 8.19e-4 4.07e-4 4.02e-4 1.75e-4 1.11e-4 

7 8.59e-3 4.46e-3 2.70e-3 2.96e-3 1.27e-3 1.07e-3 

4 0.0191 5.82e-3 6.35e-3 7.00e-3 6.09e-3 6.13e-3 

1 0.2058 0.1305 0.1107 0.0171 0.0160 0.0154 

0.7 0.4914 0.1658 0.0892 0.0691 0.0605 0.0417 

0.5 0.6121 0.3498 0.2680 0.1180 0.0766 0.0313 

0.3 0.2733 0.2218 0.0937 0.0441 0.0339 0.0179 

0.1 0.5840 0.6306 0.4594 0.4111 0.3487 0.3940 

 

Table 2: The maximal values of εrms of ROM-g9.81 for different gravitational accelerations in 
2[1.962,9.81] m/sg  

g (m/s2) Max εrms of 
50 ROBs (m) 

Max εrms of 
55 ROBs (m) 

Max εrms of 
60 ROBs (m) 

Max εrms of 
65 ROBs (m) 

Max εrms of 
70 ROBs (m) 

Max εrms of 
75 ROBs (m) 

9.81 0.0597 0.0537 0.0157 6.08e-3 0.0164 5.68e-3 

7.848 0.0485 0.0143 0.0196 0.0242 0.0172 8.78e-3 

5.886 0.0375 0.0253 0.0163 6.65e-3 6.44e-3 4.61e-3 

3.924 0.0687 0.0220 7.13e-3 5.03e-3 4.51e-3 2.18e-3 

1.962 0.0966 0.0260 9.62e-3 3.88e-3 3.89e-3 2.54e-3 

5. Conclusion 
A systematic computational method of parametric model order reduction is presented for the dynamic 
simulations of a flexible multibody system. The absolute nodal coordinate formulation is used to describe the 
coupling dynamics of both overall motion and large deformation of the system. The Reduced Order Model 
(ROM) is established via the proper orthogonal decomposition and Galerkin projection. It has been validated that 
the unified reduction for both the rigid-body motion and the large deformation is effective. The redundant 
constraint equations resulting from the model order reduction can be detected and eliminated to avoid the 
singularity problem of the reduced stiffness matrix. Afterwards, a fast-to-slow ROM is presented to adapt the 
ROB vectors to various parameters. Finally, the reduction for both rigid-body motion and large deformation of 
multibody systems is tested via two examples. The numerical simulations indicate that the results computed by 
the ROM are in good agreement with the original system. And the fast-to-slow parametric ROM shows good 
convergence properties and is effective for the systems with variable parameters. 
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Abstract
Virtual prototyping in modern vehicle development relies mainly on detailed and versatile vehicle models, which are

usually built up as rigid body models. These models are used in many fields within vehicle development, for example

for driver-in-the-loop simulations or in test benches for electronic control units. With increasing use of lightweight

structures and higher demand on structural stiffness, structural flexibilities may no longer be negligible. Hence real-

time capable vehicle models including structural flexibilities are becoming increasingly important. Time integration

of flexible multibody systems require a large-scale system of differential-algebraic equations to be solved. This is

performed with a partitioned linear-implicit Euler solver, using an index-2 formulation with constraint stabilization and

the floating frame of reference approach. Various options to improve time integration performance are reviewed in this

work. In addition the reduction process of flexible bodies, which is based on a constraint mode analysis, is evaluated

to remove unnecessary modes and reduce model size.

Keywords: multibody dynamics, vehicle dynamics, real-time simulation, simulink, DAE

1. Introduction
Real-time capable simulation models are becoming increasingly more important in development of lightweight struc-

tures and machines, e.g. for modern road vehicle development. The scope of application includes driver-in-the-loop

simulation environments, test benches for electronic control units and control algorithms. However, current real-time

capable simulation technologies usually neglect flexible deformations occurring in lightweight components. A vehicle

model consisting of a flexible car body and an independent detailed suspension setup attached to the car body is used to

investigate performance-critical aspects of real-time capable flexible multibody simulations. The equations of motion

are generated using redundant cartesian coordinates and the floating frame of reference approach. Additional algebraic

equations include the constraints of the suspension in the equations of motion, resulting in a system of differential-

algebraic equations (DAE). To gain a real-time capable simulation, model order reduction is used to create a flexible

body with a low number of flexible coordinates from a high-detail finite element model derived from a crash test anal-

ysis model. The equations of motion are converted into an index-2 DAE and solved using fixed-step linear-implicit

solvers with additional position correction, which have been proven to be suitable for real-time capable flexible multi-

body simulations [9]. More efficient simulation methods result in a larger number of flexible coordinates usable in

real-time simulations and hence may yield to more detailed simulation results. Performance aspects investigated in

this work include efficient kinematics and Jacobian calculation, performance increase of the linear-implicit solvers and

efficient position correction, focusing on flexible multibody systems. The real-time capable vehicle simulation envi-

ronment is set up in MATLAB/Simulink, using its real-time code generation features. Furthermore the vehicle model

is equipped with the efficient magic-formula tire model [8] and the C-API version of the OpenCRG road model [12],

resulting in a versatile real-time capable two-track vehicle model with flexible car body deformations.

2. Modeling of a Real-Time Capable Vehicle Model with Body Flexibility
This work focuses on a vehicle model containing a McPherson suspension setup attached to a flexible car body, yield-

ing to kinematic loops within the flexible multibody simulation. Hence the model is defined by a set of redundant

coordinates zI and zII representing the position and velocity states of each body [10]. Furthermore, for flexible bodies i
the coordinates zi

I not only contain the translational and rotational rigid body motion ri and βββ i
, but also the coordinates

of the flexible deformation of the body qi, resulting in zi
I = [ri,βββ i,qi]T . The translational and rotational velocities

vi and ωωω i are extended with the elastic velocities q̇i to zi
II = [vi,ωωω i, q̇i]T respectively.

The bodies are connected by a set of idealized kinematic links, yielding to additional algebraic equations. These equa-

tions are included in the equations of motion with the Lagrange multipliers λλλ and yield to a set of Differential-Algebraic

Equations (DAE),
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żI = K(zI) zII (1)

M(zI) żII = fa(zI,zII)−G(zI)
Tλλλ (2)

g(zI) = 0 (3)

In case of flexible bodies there is a state-dependent mass matrix M(zI). Further K(zI) represents the kinematic rela-

tionship between żI and zII and G(zI) is the Jacobian matrix of the constraints g(zI).
For each body i of the multibody system the applied forces

fa(zI,zII)
i = f i

MF + f i
Susp + f i

ω + f i
g + f i

e (4)

contain the suspension forces f i
Susp and tire forces f i

MF as well as the generalized centrifugal and coriolis forces f i
ω ,

generalized inertial forces f i
g and additionally for flexible bodies the generalized inner forces f i

e .

According to [10] the inner forces of flexible bodies f i
e without pretensioning and geometrical stiffnesses are calculated

as

f i
e =
[
0, 0, −Ki

e qi −Di
e qi]T

with Ki
e and Di

e representing the structural stiffness and damping matrices.

2.1. Vehicle Body Setup
The vehicle body used for the flexible multibody simulation is derived from a finite element (FE) model used for crash

test analysis [7]. Though the FE model is rather small and was optimized by removing all parts not necessary for

structural stiffness, it consists of 17271 elements and 93078 nodal degrees of freedom (DOF). Such a large number of

DOF is unsuitable for real-time simulation and has to be reduced for performance reasons. Similar problems may occur

for FE models many applications. The FE-system is given by the mass, damping and stiffness matrices MFE, DFE and

KFE as

MFE ü+DFE u̇+KFE u = FFE (5)

to describe its flexible motion. A reasonable model reduction method is the modal reduction as shown in [6], which in

general uses a selection of the eigenvectors of the linear FE equation of the flexible body. However, the deformation

behavior of the interface nodes do not necessarily relate to the deformation described by the eigenmodes.

Constraint Mode Analysis
To gain a better description of the interface movement, a constraint mode analysis [4] is performed with the FE model.

Therefore the nodal displacement vector u of the FE model described by equation (5) is partitioned into a set of

boundary displacements ub and inner displacements ui, resulting in partitioned stiffness and mass matrices

KFE =

[
Kbb Kbi

Kib Kii

]
and MFE =

[
Mbb 0

0 Mii

]
(6)

The interface or boundary DOF ub are then excited with a unit displacement, resulting in a set of modes that are

calculated by

Vb =−K−1
ii Kib , (7)

also called boundary modes. Afterwards, a modal analysis is performed with the bounded FE model, using the inner

matrices Kii and Mii from equation (6). From this a selection of eigenmodes Vi, also called inner modes, are added to

the boundary modes. The modes are orthogonalized and normalized to gain a orthonormal basis for the projection.

Kinematics Setup
The vehicle considered in this simulation setup uses a McPherson-type suspension setup at the front and rear axle. As

shown in figure 1, the wheel carrier is connected to the vehicle body with three connection rods, removing each one

DOF of the wheel carrier. Additionally, a suspension strut allows its axis to move along a point of the vehicle body –

the suspension dome – and thereby removing two additional DOF from the system. In most cases, the suspension strut

is combined with a spring/damper combination. Including the joint representing the wheel rotation axis, ten DOF are

removed at each suspension, adding a total of 40 algebraic equations in equation (3).
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Figure 1: McPherson suspension setup

2.2. Numerical Solution
The differential-algebraic system of equation (1-3) is of index 3, which is difficult to be solved directly in real-time.

The algebraic equations g(zI) = 0 can be considered on velocity level with G(zI)zII = 0, resulting in an index-2 system

of DAE. In [9] it was shown that a partitioned linear-implicit Euler method is suitable for the integration of a multibody

system containing structural flexibilities. One integration step [zI,t zII,t ]
T → [zI,t+1 zII,t+1]

T with step size h is hereby

defined by

zI,t+1 = zI,t +hKzII,t (8)[
M−h ∂ fa

∂zII
−h2 ∂ fa

∂zI
K GT (zI,t)

G(zI,t+1) 0

][
zII,t+1 − zII,t

hλλλ t

]
=

[
hfa(zI,t ,zII,t)+h2 ∂ fa

∂zI
KzII,t

−G(zI,t+1)zII,t

]
(9)

which is succeeded by stabilization of the algebraic position constraints. Baumgarte stabilization and stabilization by

projection are popular methods to stabilize the constraints on position level.

Baumgarte Stabilization
Instead of using the constraint equations of equation (3) only on velocity level, Baumgarte stabilization [2] uses instead

a linear combination of the constraint equations on position and velocity level, yielding to

G(zI)zII +α g(zI) = 0 (10)

and replacing equation (3) in the system of DAE. One implicit integration step of equation (9) is extended to[
M−h ∂ fa

∂zII
−h2 ∂ fa

∂zI
K GT (zI,t)

G(zI,t+1) 0

][
zII,t+1 − zII,t

hλλλ t

]
=

[
hfa(zI,t ,zII,t)+h2 ∂ fa

∂zI
KzII,t

−G(zI,t+1)zII,t −α g(zI,t)

]
. (11)

The parameter α has to be chosen as 0 < α < 1
h and is in most cases chosen empirically. However, a value close to 1

h
leads to numerical issues [3]. A value of α = 0.1 is used for the stabilization of the real-time capable vehicle model

since it shows a good trade-off between numerical issues and sufficient stabilization.

Stabilization by Projection
Index-reduced DAE can be stabilized by performing an iterative projection method [5]. In [3] it was shown that this

method can be reduced to a non-iterative projection method with the correction matrix

Pt = M−1GT (GMGT )−1 . (12)

Therefore, after each time integration step the position constraints are corrected by expanding the explicit position

integration step in equation (8) with the intermediate position variables zI,t+1 to

zI,t+1 = zI,t +hKzII,t

zI,t+1 = zI,t+1 +Pt g(zI,t+1) . (13)
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3. Performance Optimization Options
The complete vehicle model with the flexible body described above consists of 132 DOF, which contain 54 DOF for the

rigid body motion of 9 bodies and 78 flexible DOF for the flexible car body. These DOF are dependent on each other,

described by an additional 40 constraints. Altogether, among other time-consuming operations like the calculation of

the Jacobians of applied forces a system of 172 linear equations has to be solved in every implicit integration step in

equation (9).

In the following sections several options to reduce the simulation are discussed. These contain options to simplify the

calculation steps as well as options to reduce the system size without reducing its accuracy.

3.1. Jacobian Calculation
Linear-implicit time integration methods require the calculation of the Jacobian matrix for the applied forces. To apply

the partitioned linear-implicit Euler-method described in equation (9), the derivative of all applied forces with respect

to zI and zII is necessary.

The Jacobian matrix calculation can be simplified by neclecting the derivatives of applied force elements that change

slowly compared to stiff force elements of the system [1]. For vehicle dynamics simulations negligible parts are the

generalized inertial forces f i
g and coriolis and centrifugal forces f i

ω . Thus, according to equation (4) the Jacobian

matrices for rigid bodies can be calculated as

∂ f i
a

∂zI
=

∂ f i
MF

∂zI
+

∂ f i
Susp

∂zI
(14)

∂ f i
a

∂zII
=

∂ f i
MF

∂zII
+

∂ f i
Susp

∂zII
. (15)

The applied forces can be calculated numerically with the finite difference method or analytically. To calculate the

Jacobian matrices analytically, local position and velocity variables z l
I and z l

II for each force element l are introduced,

and the Jacobian matrices are calculated by

∂ f i
a

∂zI
= ∑

l

∂ f l
a

∂z l
I

∂z l
I

∂zi
I

(16)

∂ f i
a

∂zII
= ∑

l

∂ f l
a

∂z l
II

∂z l
II

∂zi
II

. (17)

However, flexible bodies contain additional terms describing the inner forces, which may change significantly faster

than the generalized centrifugal and coriolis forces. For flexible bodies the approximate Jacobian matrices result in

∂ f i
a

∂zI
=

(
∑

l

∂ f l
a

∂z l
I

∂z l
I

∂zi
I

)
−
[

0
Ki

e

]
and (18)

∂ f i
a

∂zII
=

(
∑

l

∂ f l
a

∂z l
II

∂z l
II

∂zi
II

)
−
[

0
Di

e

]
. (19)

The additional effort for flexible bodies is kept small since the Jacobian matrices are only extended with the constant

matrices Ki
e and Di

e.

3.2. Modeling Aspects
The flexible body of the vehicle model is described using a floating frame of reference approach [10], describing the

flexible deformation of the vehicle body relative to a moving coordinate system describing the rigid body motion. The

mass matrix M i
e for a flexible body i is in general defined as

M i
e =

⎡⎣miE mic̃ iT C iT
t

mic̃ i I i C iT
r

C i
t C i

r M i
ee

⎤⎦ (20)

with c i representing the center of gravity and c̃ i its skew-symmetric counterpart, C i
t and C i

r are coupling terms between

the rigid body motion and flexible deformation and M i
ee is the mass matrix of the flexible components. These terms
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are dependent on the flexible coordinates qi. The generalized coriolis and centrifugal force vector for flexible bodies is

defined as

f i
ω =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
−miω̃ωω iv i −2ω̃ωω iC iT

t q i −miω̃ωω iω̃ωω ic i

−mic̃ iω̃ωω iv i −∑
nq
l=1 G i

rl q̇
i
l ωωω

i − ω̃ωω iI iωωω i

−C i
t ω̃ωω

iv i −∑
nq
l=1 G i

el q̇
i
l ωωω

i −O i
eωωω i

q

⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (21)

hereby G i
rl and G i

el are matrices describing the coriolis forces of the flexible body and O i
e is a matrix describing the

generalized centrifugal forces of the flexible body. ωωω i
q is a vector defined as

ωωω i
q =
[
ω i2

1 ω i2
2 ω i2

3 ω i
1ω i

2 ω i
2ω i

3 ω i
1ω i

3

]
. (22)

Several options to define the reference frame are possible. For example the reference frame may be chosen to coincide

with one of the interface nodes or the center of gravity of the vehicle body.

In this work a Buckens frame [10] is defined as a reference frame that lies in the center of gravity of the flexible body

in reference configuration and is aligned with its mean axis frame. Furthermore, all rigid body motions are removed.

This choice results in a simplified mass matrix and in simplified generalized coriolis and centrifugal forces.

Since the reference frame is positioned in the center of gravity, the term mc̃ i vanishes. Also the definition of the Buckens

frame sets the coupling term C i
t to zero, the term C i

r is simplified to C i
r1qi. By performing an orthogonalization and

normalitation of the flexible coordinates, the elastic mass matrix M i
ee becomes a unit matrix. The mass matrix and the

vector of coriolis and centrifugal forces are then simplified to

M i
e =

⎡⎣miE 0 0
0 I i qiTC iT

r1

0 C i
r1qi E

⎤⎦ and f i
ω =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
−miω̃ωω iv i

−∑
nq
l=1 G i

rl q̇
i
l ωωω

i − ω̃ωω iI iωωω i

−∑
nq
l=1 G i

el q̇
i
l ωωω

i −O i
eωωω i

q

⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (23)

In a further step the coupling between the flexible deformation and rotational inertia C i
r1qi may also be neglected,

resulting in a mass matrix that has diagonal structure. This is especially useful for calculating the inverse mass matrix

e.g. for stabilizing the constraint equations.

In order to reduce the set of flexible coordinates which are necessary for the dynamic simulation, the interface between

the flexible body and the suspensions has to be reviewed. In section 2.1 the McPherson suspension setup with the

linkage to the vehicle body is shown. One attribute of this suspension type is that all linkages apply only translational

forces on the vehicle body, torques cannot be applied with the connection rods or the suspension strut. According to

this suspension setup no rotational interface DOF are loaded with constraint forces and these DOF may be excluded

from the constraint mode set in the model reduction without having an influence on the result.

3.3. Stabilization
The choice of stabilization method for real-time capable simulation environments relies mainly on their robustness and

implementation effort. However, numerical efficiency is a criterion that may as well influence the choice of stabilization

method.

Baumgarte stabilization lacks the ability of automated implementation since the baumgarte parameters have to be

chosen manually [1]. However, the numerical effort is manageable, only one vector-scalar multiplication has to be

performed and the result has to be subtracted from the right-hand side of the integration step.

On the contrary, stabilization by projection is easily implementable, since all necessary values and matrices are already

present in the simulation. However, the numerical effort is significantly higher compared to the baumgarte stabilization:

Four matrix multiplications, one matrix-vector multiplication, two matrix inversions, and one subtraction have to be

performed. This may be acceptable for small mechanical systems, applied to a rather large system like an flexible

multibody system the method yields to a significantly higher computation time.

4. Results
In order to verify the statements above and to evaluate the effectiveness of performance optimization options, a sim-

ulation environment setup in MATLAB/Simulink is used, see figure 2. This allows the implementation of the flexible

body description, suspension kinematics and incorporation with the tire and road model. Visualization of the simulation

results is realized in the Simulink 3D animation toolbox [11], though calculation time of the graphics is not included in

the performance evaluation to ensure consistent results.

In order to get a basis of comparison, in a first step the vehicle model is build up without any performance optimiza-

tions, called baseline simulation in the following. The model is performing a rather simple step excitation test, the front
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Figure 2: Setup of the vehicle model in MATLAB/Simulink

left wheel is lifted by 50 mm at t =1 s while in standstill. The whole simulation time is set to 3 s and the integration step

size is set to 16 ms, which has been proven to be real-time capable in [9]. The baseline simulation requires an average

of 1.04 s for the simulation on an up-to-date PC system.

An example of the time response of the first three flexible coordinates is shown in figure 3. Compared to the rigid

body motion the flexible coordinates tend to be rather small, reaching a peak value of 0.03 at the beginning of the step

excitation.
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Figure 3: First three flexible coordinates of baseline simulation

4.1. Analysis of Performance Optimization Measures
First, the simplification option for Jacobian calculation and flexible components have been evaluated. The behavior

of the flexible coordinates is a good indicator whether two simulations coincide. Figure 4 shows the deviation of

the flexible coordinates on various simplification levels. When neglecting the inertial components in the Jacobian

calculation, flexible coordinates tend to drift with an absolute value of 10−4 at the beginning of the step excitation,

remaining at a level below 10−5 while the suspension is not in motion. The maximum error relative to the maximal

amplitude for the first five flexible coordinates is shown in figure 5, showing that the relative error is kept below 2 %.

Higher modes are not included for the relative error, since they are barely excited during the simulation and hence are

close to zero.

Next the modeling is reviewed. Hereby it is noted that in the baseline simulation also a Buckens frame is used. However,

due to numerical errors in the pre-calculation of the flexible body data from a large FE-model the entries in mic̃ i and

C i
t are not exactly zero. In the performance optimization these are set to zero, indicated in figure 4 and 5 as “Flex.

Matrices”.

Adding the simplifications of flexible matrices to the multibody system described in section 3.2 rises the error by around

10−5, though the influence seems to be independent of the vehicle excitation. Further, setting C i
t = 0 allows calculating

the inverse of the mass matrix as a diagonal matrix causes almost no additional error compared to the simulation with

simplified flexible matrices.

In [9] constraint stabilization by projection has been proven to efficiently reduce drift error of the index 2-system. As

shown in figure 6, Baumgarte stabilization yields to similar maximum constraint violations at the beginning of the
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step excitation, however, the projection method reduces the error significantly faster than the Baumgarte stabilization,

reducing the constraint violation below 10−5 in less than 10 time integration steps. Baumgarte stabilization requires

more than twice the number of integration steps to reduce the error to the reference value.
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Figure 4: Absolute deviation of flexible coordinates from baseline simulation
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Figure 5: Relative deviation of the five lowest flexible coordinates from baseline simulation
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Figure 6: Maximum violation of the constraint equations
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Finally, in order to show the influence of using a reduced number of flexible coordinates, a reduced flexible body with

42 flexible coordinates is created with no rotational DOF included as boundary modes in the constraint mode analysis.

The flexible coordinates itself cannot be compared since the orthonormalization process may lead to a different basis

used for the model reduction. Instead, the constraint forces at the McPherson strut are compared, which are a good

indicator for the forces acting between the flexible vehicle body and rigid suspension. Forces in x- and y-direction

are compared in figure 7, showing an almost complete coincidence between the baseline simulation and the simulation

with a reduced number of DOF.
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Figure 7: Local forces in x- and y-direction at the left front spring dome
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Figure 8: Detailed view

4.2. Performance comparison
The main goal of this work to get more efficient real-time capable vehicle simulation models. As mentioned above, the

baseline simulation requires 1.04 s for 3 s simulation time. Since the simulations are executed on a common desktop

computer without a real-time capable operating system, simulation times vary slightly on each run. To compensate this

drawback, each performance result is averaged on 25 simulation runs. The time results of all performance enhance-

ments are compared to the baseline simulation in figure 9.
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Figure 9: Performance comparison of accelerated simulations

It is shown that the stabilization technology has no significant influence on the computation performance. Thus in all

other simulations the projection method is used. Compared to the baseline simulation, the combination of Jacobian

calculation with simplified flexible body calculations resulted in a reduction of the simulation time by 35 %. Reducing

the number of DOF shows clearly the highest potential for increasing the simulation performance, showing a 40.4 %

performance increase. Combining all relevant performance optimizations, a reduction of the simulation time by 57.5 %

is achieved.
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5. Conclusion
Calculation and time integration of the equations of motion of a vehicle simulation with structural flexibilities, com-

plex suspension setup and kinematic loops is very time-consuming. The time integration process of a real-time capable

flexible multibody simulation was analyzed and several performance enhancement options were implemented. Simpli-

fication of the Jacobian matrix calculations and utilizing simplification options for the choice of reference frame result

in a moderate performance increase while showing negligible deviation from the reference simulation. Stabilization by

projection and Baumgarte stabilization show minimal differences in their performance, however, projection stabilizes

the constraints more quickly than Baumgarte stabilization. Reducing the number of boundary DOF shows the highest

potential in reducing the simulation time. When removing unnecessary boundary modes, they may be replaced by more

valuable inner modes or a smaller system size may be used to accelerate the simulation.
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Abstract 
The paper describes a procedure for solving flexible multibody system on multiple parallel processors with 
special attention to the computational efficiency. The procedure combines the usage of efficient algorithms on 
single processor with massive parallelization with the goal to achieve improvement by parallelization even for 
small systems. The paper describes the extension of the elimination procedure towards the parallelized dynamic 
solution of flexible multibody system. The method is based on the modified state space and the efficient set of 
natural coordinates and modal coordinates for the description of the deformation in the system. The elimination 
process is solved by the efficient combination of elimination process and Cholmod procedure. The resulting 
computational complexity is very promising. The elimination procedure is applied only to the computation of 
reaction forces and the local equations of motion are solved completely independently on parallel processors 
without any constraints between the processors. 

Keywords: flexible multibody system, natural coordinates, modified state space, parallel processors 

1. Introduction 
The solution of the flexible multibody system dynamics can be done using several procedures. They can differ in 
the type of coordinates being used or in the ability for parallel implementation. The focus of this paper is the 
description of the method for the motion simulation, which enables parallel implementation.  

There are many effective formalisms for which the parallelization is, however, not possible. Usually they are 
based on the relative coordinates and the recursive computation [7]. A method widely used for the parallel 
solution of multibody dynamics is the Divide and Conquer (DAC) method [1-3] based on the tree division of the 
system with systematic reduction of the system size. Similar procedure can be observed in the elimination 
method presented in this paper, which differs from the DAC by the coordinates being used or by the ability of 
effective combination with Cholesky decomposition.  

This method uses the natural coordinates for the description of the system position and modal coordinates for the 
description of the deformation in the system and modified state space approach [4] with Schur complement 
procedure [5]. The presented procedure is the extension of previous results [6]. 

2. Single Flexible Body in the Space 
The body in the space (Fig. 1) can be described by a set of natural coordinates expressing its position and its 
orientation. These coordinates are (e.g. [8]): 

   - The position of the local coordinate system origin, firmly connected to the 
body i. 

  - A unit vector expressing the orientation of the local axis  firmly connected 
to the body i. 

  - A unit vector expressing the orientation of the local axis  firmly connected 
to the body i. 

  - A unit vector expressing the orientation of the local axis  firmly connected 
to the body i. 

The flexibility of the body can be described by modal coordinates . Using them the deformation of the body in 
a point P is described as a linear combination of the modal shapes , with the  representing the coefficients 
of this combination: 

 (1) 
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The final vector of coordinates describing the body position is: 

 

The position of a common point of the body i can be thus described as: 

 (2) 

Where  is the matrix of direction cosines and can be assembled using the unit vectors mentioned above: 

 (3) 

The vector  is the vector representing the undeformed position of the point P within the 
body i, in the local coordinate system i, firmly connected to the body. 

For further deriving of the equations of motion (EOM), the first time-derivation of (2) is appropriate: 

 (4) 

The abovementioned time derivation  can be obtained as a product of a matrix and the vector of the time-
derivative : 

 (5) 

For the derivation of the operator , the investigation of the particular expressions in (4) is necessary. 

The first term can be described in following way: 

 (6) 

The structure of the sub-matrices is easy to derive,  is the identity matrix with order 3, The matrices 
, ,  are all zero square matrices with order 3 and  is a zero matrix with order 3 x , 

where  is the number of the modes used for the deformation description of body i. That means, it 
corresponds to the length of . 

The product  can be written down as follows: 

 (7) 

For the derivation of the blocks, the evaluation of the product is helpful: 

 (8) 

Alternatively the product can be described: 

 (9) 

The structure of the blocks is thus obvious.  

,      

The rest of the blocks has following structure:  is a square zero matrix of order 3 and  is a zero matrix 
with order 3 x . The operator can be thus described as . 

Figure 1: Single flexible body in the space.  
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Further expression in (4) can be derived analogously to the previous one: The product  can be obtained 
as: 

 (10) 

Where . 

The last term in (4), , can be described: 

 (11) 

In this relation =  

And the remaining matrices , , ,  are all zero square matrices with order 3. 

It is obvious, that the eq. (4) can be written as follows: 

 (12) 

This equation is equivalent to the eq. (5). 

3. Equation of Motion for Single Body 
The equation of motion can be obtained based on the principle of virtual work (PVW) (e.g. [8]). Further time 
derivatives of (5) gives: 

 (13) 

The elements of  are easy to derive: 

   (14) 

The matrices  are all zero-matrices with corresponding dimensions. Matrix  has the form: 

 (15) 

Matrix  has the form corresponding to (11): 

 (16) 

where all the matrices , , ,  are zero matrices with corresponding size and matrix  has 
the form: 

 (17) 

The virtual displacement of the general point P on body i can be obtained as: 

 (18) 

The equality of the virtual deformational energy with the virtual work of the external forces acting on the body is 
the base of the PVW: 

 

      

(19) 

Here the symbols have following meaning: 

 – Density of body i 

 – Vector of volumetric force acting on point P of body i, expressed in global inertial frame 1 

 – Vector of surface - force acting on point P of body i, expressed in global inertial frame 1 

 – Cauchy strain tensor of body i.  

 - Cauchy stress tensor of body i. 

There is a relation between the deformation of body  and the Cauchy strain tensor : 

 (20) 

Where B is a matrix operator: 
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The terms in (19) can be substituted using (13) and (18): 

  
(x20) 

 

 

 

(21) 

It has been considered the validity of the Hooke’s Law. The constitutive relation is: 

 (22) 

Where  is the matrix of the elastic modulus, for the isotropic homogenous material has following structure: 

 

(23) 

 

Constant E is the Young elastic modulus and  is the Poisson constant for the material of body i. 

After abovementioned substitution, the eq. (19) is modified: 

 

(24) 

The last term in (24) can be further substituted: 

 (25) 

Further formal substitution can be done: 

 (26) 

Where: 

 
(27) 

Substituting (27) into (24) following expression is obtained: 

 

(28) 
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Because the virtual difference  can be chosen arbitrarily, the expression in brackets must equal to zero and 
thus the equation of motion is derived for single body i: 

 (29) 

Where the mass matrix has the structure: 

 (30) 

The stiffness matrix has the form (27) and the vector of generalized forces is: 

 (31) 

Usually, the systems being modeled are discretized by the mass-points and thus the integral in the matrices have 
the form of sums: 

 
(32) 

 
(33) 

Following relation can be derived for the stiffness matrix, see e.g. [8]: 

 (34) 

In the eq. (32) to (34) the meaning of the symbols is: 

 -  Mass of the point k discretizing body i. 

  - Vector of volumetric force acting in point k on body i. 

 -   Vector of surface - force acting in point k on body i. 

 -  Number of pints which discretize the body i. 

 -  Number of pints in which the surface – force is acting on the body i. 

 -  The whole time invariant matrix of eigenvectors obtained from FEM analysis of body i. 

  -  The stiffness matrix of body i obtained from FEM analysis. 

4. Body Constraints 
By defining the set of coordinates  for a single body, the constraints must be introduced, since the coordinates 
are not independent. The rigid body in the space has 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) and describing the position by 
the vectors , , , and , 12 “rigid” DOFs are introduced, by  another  “flexible” DOFs are 
introduced. For these 12 “rigid” coordinates 6 constraints must be defined. These constraints are obvious. The 
first set express the magnitude of the unit vectors: 

 

 

 

(35) 

The second set express the orthogonality of the unit vectors: 

 

 

 

(36) 
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5. Kinematical Chains 
If the bodies are connected in the chains, other constraints must be introduced. The simple kinematic chain of 
bodies connected by spherical joints only is being analyzed in this paper for the sake of simplicity, however, the 
method can be used for more complicated systems. For two bodies i and j=i+1 connected by spherical joints (see 
Figure 2) the condition of the shared position of points  and   being placed at those bodies: 

 (37) 

The position of these points can be described by eq. (2). The constraint equation on the velocity level is obtained 
by time derivative of (37): 

 (38) 

Considering eq. (5), following is obtained: 

 (39) 

Defining the whole Jacobian matrix for the kinematical chain, it is necessary to derive the analogy for the unit 
vectors constraints on the velocity level based on the time derivative of (35) and (36). 

 

 

 

(40) 

 

 

 

(41) 

These equations can be expressed as the matrix-vector product: 

 

The structure of matrix  is thus obvious: 

 

(42) 

 

Figure 2: Kinematical chain 
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As mentioned above, the system with the spherical joints is being examined. It means, that for each new body in 
the system the unit vectors constraints must be implemented and so have the kinematical constraints expressing 
the connection to the previous body in the chain (an exception is the first body of the chain connected to the base 
frame). By this assumption the structure of the whole Jacobian matrix can be derived, which represents the 
constraints of the kinematical system. 

The kinematical system is described by the whole coordinate vector of the form: 

 

The velocity constraints can be written down as: 

 (43) 

The structure of the Jacobian matrix is thus: 

     

     

     

      

     

     

     

The empty boxes are zero matrices. Defining the basic local block as: 

 

The abovementioned structure can be simplified into the following structure: 

     

    

    

     

    

6. Entire System Equations of Motion 
The whole kinematical chain can be described by equations of motion based on (29): 

 (44) 

Where the matrices are: 

 

 

 

The stiffness term in (44) can be put to the right-hand side of the equation: 

 (45) 

Where  

 

Using the extension by the constraints, resulting EOM in classical form is obtained: 

 
(46) 

where  represents the vector of Lagrange multipliers. 
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7. Modified State Space 
The modified state space (MSS) method [4] has been used for the numerical simulation, because the problem 
with constraint violation can be minimized using this procedure. The process of EOM assembly is following. 

The modified momentum is introduced: 

 (47) 

The symbol p denotes the classical momentum: 

 (48) 

 

and μ is the vector of the new Lagrange multipliers. These new multipliers are related to the traditional ones as: 

 (49) 

After substituting (48) into (47) it holds: 

 (50) 

If the natural coordinates are used for the position description of the system, following equation for the time 
derivatives of the modified momenta is obtained from the Lagrange equations of mixed type: 

 (51) 

The constraint equations are stabilized using the Baumgarte stabilization and they are solved together with the 
equation (50): 

 (52) 

where  is a positive parameter of stabilization and  is the vector of constraints formed by the eq. (35), (36) and 
(37). 

From equation (52) the vector of velocities  and the vector of the new Lagrange multipliers are obtained and 
consequently the equation (51) is solved and thus the time derivative of the modified momenta  is obtained. 
The time derivatives ,  are then integrated to compute following state of the system and the procedure is 
repeated. 

8. Schur Complement Method 
In order to exploit the structure of the Jacobian matrix and the structure of the mass matrix of the multibody 
system described by an appropriate set of natural coordinates, the Schur complement method [5] has been 
adopted. The modified state space method is used for the solution of the dynamics of the system and the key 
equation which has to be solved is (52). Instead of direct inversion of the system matrix the involved equations 
are written down: 

 (53) 

 (54) 

From (53) the velocities  can be expressed: 

 (55) 

 

and substituting (55) into (54) following expression is obtained: 

 (56) 

 

After formal modification, the final equation for unknown  arises: 

 (57) 

The expressions are denoted: 

      

the equation (57) can be rewritten in the simplified form: 

 (58) 
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This system of linear algebraic equations has symmetric positive definite system matrix  with band structure 
(Figure 3).  

After (58) is solved, the vector of new Lagrange multipliers  is obtained and the vector of velocities  is 
computed based on (55). Afterwards, the time derivative of the modified momenta  is computed (51) and the 
state derivatives  and  are numerically integrated in time, in order to get the new state of the system. 
Therefore, the solution of (58) is the crucial one. In order to carry out it in parallel, the approach of systematic 
elimination has been designed, which is described in the following section. 

9. The Elimination Procedure 
The system (58) is the key one for the dynamics solution, since it is the linear system of interconnected 
equations. Following equations (55) for the velocity computation and (51) for the modified momentum 
derivatives are then easily parallel evaluated. Therefore, the attention is given to the system (58) in this section. 
As stated before, the system has a sparse, band structure and there can be defined small blocks (Figure 4), which 
represent the bodies in the kinematic chain. 

 
Figure 4: The blocks in the equations system 

Obviously, the system (58) can be naturally disassembled into the subsystems: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(59) 

 

Figure 3: The structure of the matrix  
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The particular unknown vectors  can be expressed from the even subsystems: 

 

 
 

(60) 

These expressions can be further substituted into the odd equations (59) and thus the modified system is 
obtained: 

 

 

 

(61) 

The compact form of the system (61) is: 

 

 

 

 

(62) 

After formal substitution, the system can be written: 

 

 

 

(63) 

The mentioned substitutions are: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(64) 

It is clearly seen, that the system (63) is formally the same as (59). It has, however, a half number of items, since 
there are not present the even vectors , , … anymore. The whole procedure can be repeated. 

Generally this elimination procedure can be written as follows: The particular subsystems are: 

 (65) 

The particular vectors  expressed from (65) are: 

 (66) 

Evaluating this expressions for i=j-1 and i=j+1 and substituting into i=j yields: 

 (67) 

The matrices have following form: 

 

 

 

 

(68) 

The left-standing superscript denotes the level of the elimination. The reduction of the size can be repeated 
leading to the systematic downsizing of the system by factor 2. In the situation j=1 (the first subsystem), the 
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expression  vanishes from (67) and similar for j=n (the last subsystem) the expression  
vanishes. In the end, the root system is obtained with one element only, which is solved. The whole procedure of 
the variables elimination is depicted in Figure 5 for the example of system with 16 sub-blocks, where the grey 
colour represents the variables being eliminated on the individual elimination level. 

 
Figure 5: The elimination procedure 

After that process, the procedure of back-substitution must be carried out in order to evaluate the expressions 
(66) and thus to solve the whole system. It is important, that the substitution phase and the back-substitution can 
be carried out in parallel, evaluating the substitutions in the same time. 

10. Numerical Testing 
The numerical tests have been carried out, in order to approve the functionality of the elimination process and to 
show its complexity. The EOMs (52) were assembled and so was the key system (58). All the computations have 
been done in the Matlab environment as a emulation of the parallel computing on two-cored machine with the 
processor base frequency 2.3GHz. The aim of this paper is not the parallel programming, but the developing of a 
formalism suitable for that.  

The multibody system for which the EOMs have been assembled is the simple kinematical chain with variable 
number of elements in it (Figure 2). The kinematical chain has been loaded only by the gravity forces. 

It has been assumed, that during the elimination process the matrix operations (68) can be evaluated in parallel 
on separated computing cores in a constant time. Thus, the complexity curve has been obtained for the 
elimination process which was compared with the complexity of Cholesky decomposition – Cholmod 
implemented in the Matlab software as in [6]. The comparison is depicted in Figure 6.  

Figure 6: Complexity comparison of the Cholmod and the 
elimination procedure 
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It is clearly seen from the results, that there is a limit for the number of elements (approximately 350 bodies) in 
the system for which the Cholesky decomposition is the more effective solution then the elimination. However, 
the elimination beats the Cholesky when the number of elements increase over this limit. Therefore, there is a 
possibility to combine these two methods. If the system involves more elements then the limit, the solution can 
be carried out by the elimination and when the number of elements in remaining system is below the limit, the 
rest of solution can be done by Cholmod. The illustration of such a combination is depicted in Figure 7. 

The abovementioned comparison has been emulated for the case of the natural block decomposition 
corresponding to the structure of the system. Thus, the small blocks (9x9) are considered. Moreover, the 
assumption has been considered, that the number of computing processors is the same as the number of the 
bodies in the system. This is, however, an ideal case. The number of bodies being modelled is usually greater 
than the number of processors being at disposal.  

Therefore, this situation has been investigated. In the case, that the 9x9 division is used and there are not enough 
processors for the matrix transformations, the process is following. The number of subsystems ns for elimination 
is the same as the number of bodies n. The number of processors np is smaller than n. Therefore, it is possible to 
evaluate only np elimination in parallel on one elimination level and the rest has to be carried out after that.  

It is obvious, that the system of equations (58) can be split into the sub-blocks which number corresponds to the 
number of processors (ns= np). The results have shoved, however, that it is always better from the complexity 
point of view to split the system in that way, that the number of sub-blocks corresponds to the number of bodies 
in the kinematical system (ns= n). 

Thus the optimal elimination process is obtained, see Figure 8. The complexity of the solution is depicted for 
both the cases with several factors  representing the relation between number of bodies in the multibody 

system and the number of processors.  

Figure 7: Combination of the elimination with the Cholesky 
decomposition 

Figure 8: Comparison of the optimal and non-optimal system division 
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11. Conclusion  
A novel approach is presented in the paper, which solves the dynamics of flexible multibody systems. This 
approach is uses the natural coordinates for the description of the system configuration and the modal 
coordinates for the description of the elements deformation.  

The set of the natural coordinates describing the position and the orientation of a body in the system is 
redundant. Therefore, the constraints are defined expressing the relation between the coordinates. On the 
contrary, the modal coordinates create an independent set and their number is unlimited. This number 
corresponds to the number of modes being used for the deformation description, which in the end effect dictate 
the precision of the deformation evaluation. 

The kinematics and dynamics of a single flexible body is derived using based on the two sets of coordinates. The 
connection of bodies is described further in the paper leading to the assembly of the Jacobian matrix of the 
system. The Jacobian matrix is based on the both type of constraints: On the constraints arose from the 
coordinates’ redundancy and from the kinematic joints. The equations of motion are derived for the whole 
kinematic chain based on the modified state space method. The final system of the linear equations is obtained 
using the Schur Complement technique leading to the positive definite system with band structure. 

The solution of such a type of system is effectively done by the Cholesky decomposition as shown in the paper. 
The possibility of parallelization is, however, limited. Therefore, the new solution procedure has been developed, 
which enables the parallelization with logarithmic complexity. From the complexity perspective and also from 
the perspective of the computation structure this method is similar to the traditional Divide and Conquer 
procedure. However, it can be with advantages used in combination with effective Cholesky decomposition. 

The method of elimination is based on the division of the whole equations system into the subsystems. Using the 
matrix transformations, the number of the existing subsystems is reduced to a half in each step of the elimination 
process until the root subsystem is obtained. The particular transformation is evaluated in parallel in a constant 
time on each elimination level.  

The numerical results show that the optimal division of the system always corresponds to number of elements in 
the system, i.e. the number of subsystems is equal to the number of bodies in the kinematical chin. This holds 
independently on the number of computing cores being at disposal.  

It is worth to stress out, that the size of the system of linear equations being solved does not grow with the 
increasing number of modal coordinates being used for flexibility description. That means, the system size is the 
same even for the system of rigid bodies.  

The presented method is thus an effective alternative for the solution of flexible multibody system dynamics 
suitable for the parallel implementation. 
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Abstract
This paper presents a geometrically nonlinear beam finite element that captures non-uniform torsion and flexural-
torsional coupling of shear deformable thin-walled beams with an open unsymmetrical cross-section. The beam model
is based on the generalized strain beam formulation. In this formulation, a set of independent deformation modes is
defined as generalized strains in a co-rotational frame which are related to dual stress resultants using Timoshenko-
Reissner’s beam formulation. Cross-sectional warping is accounted for by a single warping function. Geometric
nonlinearities are accounted for by additional second order terms in the expressions for the deformation modes. Some
benchmark examples illustrate the accuracy of the new beam element.

Keywords: beam element, deformation modes, shear deformable, thin-walled beam, warping, geometrically nonlinear.

1. Introduction
Thin-walled members found in multibody systems are often modelled as thin-walled beams. Beam models are com-
putationally efficient and convenient for parametric analysis and shape optimization of complex multibody geometries
such as large stroke flexure hinges and compliant mechanisms [31]. Due to their geometric characteristics thin-walled
beams with open cross-sections exhibit complex structural behaviour including cross-sectional warping and lateral-
torsional buckling. An analysis of these phenomena must include, at least the warping of the beam cross-section and a
second order approximation of the beam strain-displacement expressions for determining the buckling loads. Further-
more, the effect of shear deformation can gain importance in the buckling behaviour of thin-walled beams, especially
when materials with relatively low shear modulus are used.
The majority of beam models used in flexible multibody analysis are based on geometrically exact theories such as
those proposed by Reissner [34] and used as a basis for a computational approach by Simo and Vu-Quoc [35, 36].
These models are frame independent and capable of accounting for finite rotations and for arbitrarily large deforma-
tions including transverse shear and torsion warping of the cross-section; however the applied constitutive laws are
only valid for small strains. Several authors developed nonlinear geometrically exact beam finite elements incorporat-
ing torsion warping effects [37, 11, 9] and constitutive equations for composite material [13, 39] to mention just a few.
Since the dominant nonlinearity of flexible multibody systems is due to large rigid-body motions, the co-rotational
formulation where the rigid-body motions are separated from deformations (e.g. see references ( [3], [6], [1]) could
be attractive for modelling of flexible multibody systems. However, when modelling flexible multibody systems with
elastic and rigid bodies, conventional co-rotational formulations treat rigid bodies in the same way as elastic bodies
with large stiffness. Thus they are not able of to model rigid-body dynamics exactly, yielding a less efficient formula-
tion in terms of computational time and eliminating high frequency modes of deformation. For this reason conventional
co-rotational formulations are still rarely used in flexible multibody dynamic analyses.
Co-rotational beam formulations bear much resemblance to the generalized strain formulation proposed by Bessel-
ing [4]. This formulation refers to the use of deformation modes, which define elastic deformations as well as implic-
itly rigid-body motion of the element and serves as the basis for the development of a finite element based formulation
for rigid–flexible multibody system analysis [16, 18]. For each element, a fixed number of independent deformation
modes is defined which are invariant under arbitrary rigid-body motions of the element. The deformation modes are
characterized by generalized strains, which are expressed as analytical functions of the nodal coordinates referred to the
global coordinate system. The deformation modes include the specification of rigid-body motions as displacements and
rotations for which the deformations are zero, van der Werff [44]. Flexible elements are modelled by allowing non-zero
deformations. If the deformations remain sufficiently small, they can be described in a single co-rotational frame and
related to the dual stress-resultants using existing linear beam models at different levels of sophistication ranging from
elementary beam theory to relatively advanced formulations for shear deformable and composite thin-walled beams
with an open unsymmetrical cross-section [20, 38, 29, 30]. Discrete interpolation of finite rotations is avoided, leading
to an intrinsic objective description. Furthermore the nonlinear strain-displacement relationships can be approximated
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through its Taylor series expansion without noticeable inaccuracy. This formulation combines the advantages of the
co-rotational formulation with the consistency of the inertial frame approach, viz derivation of the inertia forces in
terms of absolute nodal velocities and accelerations. Recently some papers [32, 24] have been published which are
based on a similar formulation.
In this paper, the generalized strain beam formulation, presented in [18] is extended to thin-walled beams with an
open unsymmetrical cross-section. A first- and second order stiffness formulation is derived. The first order stiffness
formulation includes the derivation of the element stiffness matrix for a thin-walled beam element with distinct shear
centre and centroid. The kinematics of the cross-sectional deformations is based on Timoshenko’s bending theory and
Reissner’s torsion theory [33]. The stiffness matrix is derived by interpolating both flexure displacements and twisting
rotations by means of modified Hermitian polynomials [29], using parameters accounting for the influence of shear
deformations. Coupling effects between shear deformations due to the shear forces and the non-uniform torsion in two
orthogonal principal planes are included using a procedure outlined in Kollar and Springer [21, 22] and Kim at al. [20].
The second order stiffness formulation deals with the modelling of geometric nonlinearities arising from change in
configuration involving finite deflections and pre and post-buckling. These geometric nonlinearities are accounted for
by additional second order terms in the expressions for the deformation modes. For two-dimensional beams, Jen-
nings [14] and Visser and Besseling [41] derived a second order approximation for the axial shortening due to bending.
Meijaard [27] used a third order Taylor expansion of the strain energy to derive a set of modified deformation modes
which include additional quadratic terms that account for the geometrically nonlinear couplings among bending and
torsion of three dimensional beams. However the derivation of these second order terms is not easy for beams with
unsymmetrical cross-section since the elastic rotations are defined about different points [19]. Bending rotations are
defined about the (principal) axes through the centroid while twisting rotations are defined about the shear centre axis.
In order to circumvent these difficulties a new approach is proposed in this work which consists of two steps:

1. The coupling among bending and torsion due to a non-coinciding centroid and shear centre is incorporated at
the level of the first order stiffness formulation using a transformation matrix which accounts for the eccentric
location of the shear centre axis with respect to the line of centroids.

2. On the basis of the elastic line (line of centroids) a nonlinear displacement field is defined, in which each mate-
rial point is associated with a cross-section, whose orientation is specified by an attendant elastic rotation matrix
resulting from a 3-2-1 rotation sequence for three modified Euler angles. A Taylor series expansion is used to
expand the nonlinear curvature and strain-displacement equations into a polynomial form of second order. The
second order displacement and rotation fields are interpolated in the same way as in the linear case by means
of modified Hermitian polynomials. Integrating the interpolated second order curvature and strain-displacement
equations over the length of the beam using the second moment-area theorem [10], yields a set of modified defor-
mation modes which includes additional quadratic terms that account for the geometrically nonlinear couplings
such as extension-torsion, bending-torsion and bending-extension.

The outline of the paper is as follows: The basic assumptions and the deformation modes for the thin-walled beam
element with the dual stress resultants and the equilibrium equations are presented in Section 2. First and second
order stiffness formulations are presented in Section 3. The (linearized) equations of motion for the second order beam
element are derived in Section 4. Finally numerical examples illustrating the performance of the present beam element
are presented in Section 5.

2. Generalized Strain Beam Formulation
We consider a spatial beam element based on the generalized strain beam formulation. In the original description
developed for stability and post-buckling analysis of structures [4], Euler angles were used to parameterize global nodal
rotations. Van der Werff and Jonker [45] introduced a description including Euler parameters which is more appropriate
for computations in multibody system codes and made possible an implementation in the program SPACAR [15].

2.1. Description of Thin-Walled Beam Model
The kinematic model is based on the following assumptions:

1. The beam is prismatic and slender, i.e. the dimensions of the cross-sections are small with respect to the beam
length.

2. The cross-section remains plane and keeps its shape, but is subjected to an additional warping displacement
perpendicular to the displaced plane.

Figure 1 shows a thin-walled beam element which is represented by an elastic line which coincides with the centroid
of the cross-sections of the beam. The configuration of the element is described by the position vectors rrrp and rrrq of
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Figure 1: spatial beam element, reference and deformed state.

the centroid at the end (section) nodes p and q respectively, in the global inertial coordinate system (OXYZ). The
orientations are described by orthogonal triads of unit vectors (nnnp

X ,nnn
p
Y ,nnn

p
Z) and (nnnq

X ,nnn
q
Y ,nnn

q
Z) which are rigidly attached

to the nodes. In the undeflected reference configuration the triads coincide and are given by (nnnX ,nnnY ,nnnZ); the vector nnnX
points in the direction of the axis pq and nnnY and nnnZ are in the directions of the principal axes of the cross-section. The
rotations of the triads are described by rotation matrices RRRp and RRRq, so

nnn p
X = RRRpnnnX ,

nnn p
Y = RRRpnnnY ,

nnn p
Z = RRRpnnnZ,

nnnq
X = RRR qnnnX ,

nnnq
Y = RRR

q
nnnY ,

nnnq
Z = RRR

q
nnnZ .

(1)

If the beam is rigid then the rotation matrices RRRp and RRRq are identical and in the initial undeformed state they are equal
to the identity matrix. In the present description Euler parameters are used to parametrize the rotation matrices, but the
formulation can easily be transformed if a different choice is made. If the Euler parameters are denoted by (λ0,λλλ) with
the scalar part λ0 and the vector part λλλ = (λ1,λ2,λ3)

T, a rotation matrix can be expressed as [23]

RRR(λ0,λλλ ) = (λ 2
0 −λλλ Tλλλ )I+2λ0λ̃λλ +2λλλλλλ T, (2)

where I is a 3× 3 unitary matrix. Furthermore use has been made of the tilde notation to denote the skew symmetric
matrix associated with a vector,

λ̃λλ =

⎡⎣ 0 −λ3 λ2
λ3 0 −λ1

−λ2 λ1 0

⎤⎦ . (3)

By definition, the Euler parameters must satisfy the constraint equation

λ 2
0 +λλλ Tλλλ = 1. (4)

2.2. Deformation Modes
The nodal coordinates of the spatial beam element are the six Cartesian coordinates representing the position vectors
rrrp and rrrq, two sets of four Euler parameters (λ p

0 ,λλλ
p) and (λ q

0 ,λλλ
q) and two warping coordinates α p and αq, describing

the change of twist at the nodes p and q. If a redundant parametrization for the rotations is used, only three of them are
independent. Therefore, as the beam has six degrees of freedom as a rigid-body, eight independent deformation modes,
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specified by a set of generalized strains εi, can be expressed as analytical functions of the nodal coordinates Xk, referred
to the fixed global coordinate system

εi = Di(Xk); i = 1, . . . ,8; k = 1, . . . ,16 .

or

εεε = DDD(XXX),

(5)

where
XXX =
[
rrrpT,(λ0,λλλ pT), α p,rrrqT,(λ0,λλλ qT), αq]T . (6)

A suitable choice for the deformation functions is [18]

ε1 = l − l0 , (axial− elongation) (7a)

ε2 = l0
(
nnn pT

Z nnnq
Y −nnn pT

Y nnnq
Z
)
/2 , (torsion) (7b)

ε3 =−l0 nnnT
l nnn p

Z ,

ε5 = l0 nnnT
l nnn p

Y ,

ε4 = l0 nnnT
l nnnq

Z,

ε6 =−l0 nnnT
l nnnq

Y ,

}
(bending) (7c)

ε7 = l2
0 α p, ε8 = l2

0 αq , (warping) (7d)

where l0 is the reference length of the element, lll = rrrq − rrr p is the vector from node p to node q, l = ‖lll‖ is the
distance between the nodes and nnnl = (rrrq − rrr p)/l is the unit vector directed from node p to node q. The deformation
modes are frame-invariant, which means that they do not change if the element undergoes an arbitrary Euclidean
displacement. The first deformation mode ε1 describes the axial elongation, the second mode ε2 describes the torsional
deformation, ε3 − ε6 represent bending modes in the xz and xy-planes respectively and ε7,ε8 represent the warping
modes. The bending modes are defined in terms of inner products of unit vector nnnl and the global unit vectors nnnY ,
nnnZ attached at the element nodes. Note that ε3 − ε6 do not change if the beam undergoes an axial elongation with
fixed orientations of the nodes and fixed direction nnnl . The physical dimension of all generalized strains is length. The
generalized strains can be constrained by imposing conditions on εi; in particular, the element can be made rigid by
imposing eight conditions εi = 0 (i = 1, ...,8). The bending modes are visualized in Figure 2.

(a)
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Figure 2: Visualization of bending modes: ε3,ε4 and ε5,ε6.

2.3. Generalized Stress Resultants and Equilibrium Equations
Let us consider an equilibrium force system defined by the forces FFF p, FFFq, the moments TTT p, TTT q and the bi-moments Bp,
Bq applied at the nodal points p and q of the free beam element, which are placed in a vector of element nodal forces

FFF =
[
FFF pT,TTT pT,B p,FFFqT,TTT qT,Bq]T . (8)

The bi-moments have the physical dimension of moment multiplied by length [42]. Furthermore, we consider virtual
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variations of the nodal positions δ rrrp , δ rrrq, rotations δϕϕϕ p, δϕϕϕq and warping coordinates δα p, δαq which are collected
in a vector of virtual nodal displacements

δuuu =

[
δuuu p

δuuuq

]
=
[
δ rrr pT,δϕϕϕ pT,δα p,δ rrrqT,δϕϕϕ qT,δαq]T . (9)

The variations δϕϕϕ p and δϕϕϕq define infinitesimally small rotations from a general configuration with components along
the axes of the inertial coordinate system. These are related to the variations of the Euler parameters by a 3× 4
transformation matrix ΛΛΛ(λ0,λλλ ), as

δϕϕϕ = 2ΛΛΛ
[

δλ0
δλλλ

]
= 2[−λλλ , λ0III + λ̃λλ ]

[
δλ0
δλλλ

]
. (10)

Because δRRRp = δ ϕ̃ϕϕ pRRRp and δRRRq = δ ϕ̃ϕϕqRRRq, the variations of the unit vectors in Eq.(1) can be expressed as

δnnnp
X = δϕϕϕ p ×nnnp

X ,

δnnnp
Y = δϕϕϕ p ×nnnp

Y ,

δnnnp
Z = δϕϕϕ p ×nnnp

Z ,

δnnnq
X = δϕϕϕq ×nnnq

X ,

δnnnq
Y = δϕϕϕq ×nnnq

Y ,

δnnnq
Z = δϕϕϕq ×nnnq

Z .

(11)

The virtual variations of the generalized strains δεεε are related to the virtual displacements δuuu by the relationship

δεεε = DDD,,,uuu δuuu, (12)

where the components of matrix DDD,,,uuu are derived using relations (11). For the generalized strains defined in
Eq.(7) we obtain

(δ rrr pT) (δϕϕϕ pT) (δα p) (δ rrrqT) (δϕϕϕ qT) (δαq)

DDD,,,uuu =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−nnnT
l 000T 0 nnnT

l 000T 0

000T l0
2
[
nnnp

Z ×nnnq
Y −nnnp

Y ×nnnq
Z
]T 0 000T l0

2
[
nnnq

Y ×nnnp
Z −nnnq

Z ×nnnp
Y
]T 0

l0
l
[
nnnp

Z − (nnnT
l nnnp

Z)nnnl
]T −l0(nnn

p
Z ×nnnl)

T 0 − l0
l
[
nnnp

Z − (nnnT
l nnnp

Z)nnnl
]T 000T 0

− l0
l
[
nnnq

Z − (nnnT
l nnnq

Z)nnnl
]T 000T 0

l0
l
[
nnnq

Z − (nnnT
l nnnq

Z)nnnl
]T l0(nnnq

Z ×nnnl)
T 0

− l0
l
[
nnnp

Y − (nnnT
l nnnp

Y )nnnl
]T l0(nnnp

Y ×nnnl)
T 0

l0
l
[
nnnp

Y − (nnnT
l nnnp

Y )nnnl
]T 000T 0

l0
l
[
nnnq

Y − (nnnT
l nnnq

Y )nnnl
]T 000T 0 − l0

l
[
nnnq

Y − (nnnT
l nnnq

Y )nnnl
]T −l0(nnn

q
Y ×nnnl)

T 0

0 0 l2
0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 l2
0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(13)

Generalized stress resultants σi are defined to be energetically dual to the generalized strains εi, that is, the virtual work
supplied by the generalized stress resultants is −σσσTδεεε . According to the principle of virtual work, the element will be
in a state of equilibrium if

FFFTδuuu − σσσTδεεε = 0 , (14)
holds for all δuuu and δεεε depending on δuuu by the relationship (12). Substitution Eq.(12) in Eq.(14) yields with the
transpose matrix DDDT

,,,uuu
DDDT

,,,uuu σσσ = FFF . (15)
These are the equilibrium equations formulated in the deformed configuration of the beam element. From these equa-
tions the equilibrium nodal force systems, expressed in terms of the generalized stress-resultant components σi, are
calculated and visualized in Fig.3(b)-(g). In all cases, perfect equilibrium is obtained for arbitrary large rigid-body
displacements of the element. This is a direct consequence of the invariance of the generalized strains under rigid-body
displacements, as the generalized stress resultants have no contribution to the virtual work in Eq.(14) for virtual rigid-
body displacements, so rigid-body displacements leaving the deformations unchanged can be described.
In order to identify the generalized stress resultant components of a beam element we consider the undeformed config-
uration of the beam element, in which the unit vectors (nnnp

X ,nnn
p
Y ,nnn

p
Z) and (nnnq

X ,nnn
q
Y ,nnn

q
Z) coincide with the global coordinate

axes X ,Y,Z as shown in Fig.3(a). Subsequently, the beam is loaded by an equilibrium force system FFF defined in Eq.(8).
The generalized stress resultants σi corresponding to the nodal point forces and moments can then be recognized as
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Figure 3: (a) Equilibrium nodal force system FFF of nodal forces, moments and bi-moments defined by Eq.(8) and (b)-(g)
generalized generalized stress resultants σ1 −σ8 corresponding to Eq.(15), where cosθi = arcsin(εi/l).

σ1 =−F p
x = Fq

x , (normal force)
l0σ2 =−T p

x = T q
x , (twisting moment)

l0 σ3 =−T p
y ,

l0 σ5 =−T p
z ,

l0 σ4 = T q
y ,

l0 σ6 = T q
z ,

}
(bending moments)

l2
0 σ7 = Bp, l2

0 σ8 = Bq. (bi−moments)

(16)

3. Stiffness Properties
Flexible elements are modelled by allowing non-zero deformations and specifying constitutive equations relating gener-
alized strains and dual stress-resultants. In the present finite-element formulation, the generalized strains are described
in local frames which move with the element as it is translated and rotated. If the deformations remain sufficiently
small, they can be described in a single co-rotational frame and related to the dual stress-resultants using a linear thin-
walled beam model. In this section a first and second order stiffness formulation is derived. The first order stiffness
formulation includes the derivation of the stiffness matrix based on Timoshenko-Reissner’s thin-walled beam model
with distinct shear centre and centroid. The second order stiffness formulation deals with the derivation of modi-
fied definitions for the deformation modes in which geometric nonlinearities arising from change in configuration are
accounted for by additional quadratic terms.
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Figure 4: Local coordinate system and displacements.

3.1. First Order Analytical Formulation
We consider a typical cross-section of a thin-walled beam in a Cartesian co-rotational frame (x,y,z) with base vectors,
eeex, eeey, and eeez pointing along the respective positive directions of the coordinate axes as shown in Fig. 4. A plane
normal to the x-axis, cuts the middle surface in a line called contour of the cross-section. The origin coincides with
centroid c and the x-axis coincides with the centroid of the cross-sections. The y-axis and z-axis are the principal
axes; ys and zs are the coordinates of the shear centre s; uc, vs and ws are rigid-body translations of the cross-section in
the x-direction at the centroid c and the y and z-directions at the shear centre s respectively; ϕx is a rigid-body rotation
about the shear centre axis and ϕy, ϕz are rigid-body rotations about the principal axes y and z, respectively. According
to the second assumption of in-plane rigid cross-sections, see Section 2.1, the beam is deformed in a way such that the
shape of the cross-section remains plane and keeps its shape. Under this assumption the cross-section translates and
rotates as a rigid-body, i.e. three translations, two bending rotations and a twisting rotation are required to describe the
movement of the cross-section. An additional assumption is made that the deformations remain sufficiently small, so
that Timoshenko-Reissner beam kinematics is applicable. Let rrrP

0 (x,y,z) denote the position vector of an arbitrary point
P on the cross-section, in the initial undeformed configuration, i.e.

rrrP
0 = xeeex + yeeey + zeeez. (17)

Reissner’s beam theory considers the warping displacements due to torsion and Timoshenko’s beam theory includes
flexural shear deformation. Hence, the position of point P in the deformed configuration becomes

rrrP = (x+uc)eeex + vseeey +wseeez +(yR− ysA)eeey +(zR− zsA)eeez +ω α eeex , (18)

where R(x) and A(x) are small rotation matrices which are defined by [40]

R =

⎡⎣ 1 −ϕz ϕy
ϕz 1 −ϕx

−ϕy ϕx 1

⎤⎦ , A =

⎡⎣ 0 0 0
0 0 −ϕx
0 ϕx 0

⎤⎦ , (19)

ω(y,z) is a normalized warping function with respect to the shear centre and α(x) is the change of twist per unit of
length taken as an additional degree of freedom [12]. Note that α(x) is not equal to the derivative ϕx,x owing to the
inclusion of shear deformation in warping. Since the y and z-axes are principal axes of inertia of the cross-section, we
have ∫

A

ω dA =
∫
A

ω ydA =
∫
A

ω zdA = 0 . (20)

Substitution of the rotation matrices R and A into Eq.(18), the local displacement vector uuu = (u,v,w)T = rrrP− rrrP
0 can

be written as [7]
u = uc − yϕz+ zϕy +ω α,

v = vs − (z− zs)ϕx,

w = ws +(y− ys)ϕx .

(21)

From Eq.(21) it can be observed that the axial displacement u is expressed as the sum of the axial displacement of the
centroid, the cross-section displacement due to Timoshenko’s beam theory and by the axial warping due to Reissner’s
thin-walled beam theory. The transverse displacements v,w are given by the transverse displacements of the shear centre
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Figure 5: Stress-resultants.

and by the angle of twist ϕx of the whole cross-section about the shear centre. The non-vanishing strain components
are

εxx = u,x = uc,x − yϕz,x + zϕy,x +ω α,x ,

γxy = v,x +u,y = vs,x −ϕz − (z− zs)ϕx,x +ω,y α ,

γxz = w,x +u,z = ws,x +ϕy +(y− ys)ϕx,x +ω,z α .

(22)

In these relations, a comma followed by an index denotes differentiation with respect to the corresponding variable.
Based on equilibrium considerations the stress resultants on a cross-section are, see Fig. 5

N =

∫
A

σx dA, My =

∫
A

σxzdA, Mz =−
∫
A

σx ydA, B =

∫
A

σxω dA, (23a)

Qy =

∫
A

τyx dA, Qz =

∫
A

τzx dA, M ω
x =

∫
A

(τzx
∂ω
∂ z

+ τyx
∂ω
∂y

)dA, (23b)

Mx =

∫
A

[
τzx(y− ys)− τyx(z− zs)

]
dA, Tx = Mx +M ω

x , (23c)

where A represents the cross-sectional area, N, My, Mz and B are the axial force, bending moments about the y-axis
and z-axis and the bi-moment; Qy, Qz and M ω

x are the shear force components acting along the principal axes at the
shear centre and the twisting moment due to non-uniform torsion (warping torque) and finally Mx, Tx are De Saint
Venant twisting moment and the total twisting moment acting on the cross-section, respectively. For a linear elastic
and isotropic material with elastic modulus E and and shear modulus G, the components of the stresses σx, τxy and τxz
can be expressed as follows

σx = Eεxx, τxy = Gγxy, τxz = Gγxz. (24)

Substituting Eqs.(22) and(24) into expressions (23a) and making use of Eq.(20) we obtain⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
N
My

Mz

B

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦= E

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A

Iy

Iz

Iω

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣

uc,x

ϕy,x

ϕz,x

α,x

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (25a)

and
Mx = GIt ϕx,x (25b)

where
Iy =

∫
A

z2dA, Iz =
∫
A

y2dA, Iω =
∫
A

ω2dA, (26a)

are the second area and sectorial moments respectively. The torsional constant It is defined as [25]

It =
∫
A

[
(z− zs +

∂ω
∂y

)2 +(y− ys− ∂ω
∂ z

)2]dA . (26b)
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Substituting Eqs.(22) and (24) into the expressions (23b), the following equations relating shear forces Qy ,Qz and
twisting moment M ω

x with the shear deformations are obtained [21, 20]⎡⎢⎣ Qy

Qz

M ω
x

⎤⎥⎦= G

⎡⎢⎣ Dy Dyz Dyω

Dz Dzω

sym Dω

⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣ vs,x −ϕz

ws,x +ϕy

ϕx,x +α

⎤⎥⎦ . (27)

The off-diagonal shear rigidities represent the coupling effects between shear resultants into the principal planes (Dyz)
and between shear and non-uniform torsion (Dyω ,Dzω). Thus in a shear-deformable beam with unsymmetrical cross-
section, a shear force acting along the principal axis passing through the shear centre generates an orthogonal shear
centre displacement component and a twisting rotation. Alternatively, a twisting moment will produce shear centre
displacements into the principal planes. The off-diagonal terms vanish for double-symmetric cross-sections. A pre-
processing procedure [22, 20] is applied to evaluate the shear rigidities in Eq.(27) for simple cross-sectional shapes.
Finally, the linear elastic strain energy for a beam of length l can be written in the form

W e =
1
2

l∫
0

[
Nuc,x +Mxϕx,x +Myϕy,x +Mzϕz,x +Bα,x +Qy(vs,x −ϕz)+Qz(ws,x +ϕy)+M ω

x (ϕx,x +α)
]
dx. (28)

Substituting Eqs.(25) and (27) gives

W e =
1
2

l∫
0

E
[
Au2

c,x + Iyϕ2
y,x + Izϕ2

z,x + Iωα2
,x
]
dx

+
1
2

l∫
0

G
[
Itϕ2

x,x +Dy(vs,x −ϕz)
2 +Dz(ws,x +ϕy)

2 +Dω(ϕx,x +α)2

+2Dyz(vs,x −ϕz)(ws,x +ϕy)+2Dyω(vs,x −ϕz)(ϕx,x +α)+2Dzω(ws,x +ϕy)(ϕx,x +α)
]
dx.

(29)

The last three terms refer to coupling between the two shear resultants and between each shear resultant and the non-
uniform torsion component.

3.2. First Order Discrete Formulation
If the deformations remain sufficiently small the generalized strains (ε2, ...,ε6) specified in Eqs.(7) can be described in a
single co-rotational frame (x,y,z) with the origin at node p and base vectors eeex, eeey, and eeez pointing along the respective
positive directions of the coordinate axes as shown in Fig. 6. The centroidal axis of the beam is taken as the x-axis
which coincides with the line connecting the nodal points p and q and the y-axis and z-axis are principal axes of the
cross-section. By replacing the global unit vectors nnnp

Y , nnnp
Z and nnnq

Y , nnnq
Z in Eqs.(7) by the respective local unit vectors eeep

y ,
eeep

z and eeeq
y , eeeq

z we obtain
ε2 = l0

(
eeepT

z eeeq
y − eeepT

y eeeq
z
)
/2 , (torsion)

ε3 =−l0 eeeT
x eeep

z ,

ε5 = l0 eeeT
x eeep

y ,

ε4 = l0 eeeT
x eeeq

z ,

ε6 =−l0 eeeT
x eeeq

y ,

}
(bending)

(30)

Figure 6: Co-rotational frame (x,y,z).

�

Figure 7: Bending deformations εs
3/l0 and εs

4/l0.
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where
eeep

y = Rpeeey ,
eeep

z = Rpeeez ,
eeeq

y = Rqeeey ,
eeeq

z = Rqeeez .
(31)

The rotation matrices Rp and Rq are obtained by evaluating the small rotation matrix R from Eq.(19) at the nodes p
and q. In accordance with the definition of the co-rotational frame, the boundary conditions are

uc(0) = 0 ,
vc(0) = 0 ,
wc(0) = 0 ,
α(0) = α p,

uc(l0) = uq
c ,

vc(l0) = 0 ,
wc(l0) = 0 ,
α(l0) = αq,

ϕx(0) = ϕ p
x = 0 ,

ϕy(0) = ϕ p
y ,

ϕz(0) = ϕ p
z ,

ϕx(l0) = ϕq
x ,

ϕy(l0) = ϕq
y ,

ϕz(l0) = ϕq
z ,

(32)

where α p and αq are the nodal warping coordinates in Eq.(6). Substitution of Eq.(31) into Eq.(30), using boundary
conditions (32) and disregarding second and higher order terms yields the following first order approximations for the
generalized strains.

ε1 = uq
c , (axial elongation) (33a)

ε2 = l0ϕq
x , (torsion) (33b)

ε3 =−l0ϕ p
y ,

ε5 =−l0ϕ p
z ,

ε4 = l0ϕq
y ,

ε6 = l0ϕq
z ,

}
(bending) (33c)

ε7 = l2
0 α p, ε8 = l2

0 αq. (warping) (33d)

As seen in Eqs.(21), the transverse displacements are referred to the shear centre s, while the axial displacement is
referred to the centroid of the cross-section. In order to derive a stiffness matrix for a beam element with an unsym-
metrical cross-section, it is necessary that the bending deformations are defined with respect to the shear axis as is
illustrated for εs

3/l0 and εs
4/l0 in x-z plane, see Fig. 7. Let vq

s and wq
s be the transverse displacements of the cross-

section in the y and z-directions at the shear centre of the end-section q, respectively. Since ϕ p
x = 0 and vp

s = wp
s = 0,

we obtain
εs

3 =−wq
s − l0ϕ p

y , εs
4 = wq

s + l0ϕq
y ,

εs
5 = vq

s − l0ϕ p
z , εs

6 =−vq
s + l0ϕq

z ,
(34)

where wq
s = ysϕq

x , vq
s =−zsϕq

x . (35)

Substituting Eqs.(35) into (34) yields with Eq.(33b)

εs
3 = ε3 − ys ε2/l0 , εs

4 = ε4 + ys ε2/l0 ,

εs
5 = ε5 − zs ε2/l0 , εs

6 = ε6 + zs ε2/l0 .
(36)

From Eqs.(36) it can be observed that the transformation of bending deformations from the centroid coordinate system
to the system of parallel axes passing through the shear centre depends on the twist rotation angle ϕq

x = ε2/l0. The
remaining deformations will not change by this transformation. Consequently, the transformation for the generalized
strains can be expressed in the following matrix form⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ε1

ε2

ε s
3

ε s
4

ε s
5

ε s
6

ε7

ε8

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
1

−ys/l0 1
ys/l0 1

−zs/l0 1
zs/l0 1

1
1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ε1

ε2

ε3

ε4

ε5

ε6

ε7

ε8

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

(37a)

or εεεs = Eεεε , (37b)

where E is a transformation matrix which accounts for the eccentricity of the shear centre. The derivation of the stiffness
matrix is based on assumed displacement fields. We employ a linear displacement field for the axial displacement and
so-called modified Hermitian shape functions [29] for the twisting angle and bending displacements which allow to
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take the influence of shear deformations into account. The displacement and rotation fields can be approximated by the
following matrix form⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

uc(ξ )
l0ϕx(ξ )

ws(ξ )
l0ϕy(ξ )

vs(ξ )
l0ϕz(ξ )
l0α(ξ )

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

N1

N ω
13 l0N ω

12 −l0N ω
14

N z
12 N z

14
N z

22 N z
24

N y
12 N y

14
N y

22 N y
24

N ω
23 −l0N ω

22 l0N ω
24

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ε1
ε2

ε s
3

ε s
4

ε s
5

ε s
6

ε7
ε8

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (38a)

The expressions for the interpolation functions are given by

N1 = ξ

N i
13 = ξ 2(3−2ξ )+Φi , N i

23 = 6ξ (1− ξ ) ,

N i
12 =

1
1+Φi

ξ
[
(1− ξ )2+

Φi

2
(1− ξ )

]
, Ni

14 =
1

1+Φi
ξ
[− ξ 2 + ξ +

Φi

2
(1− ξ )

]
,

N i
22 =

1
1+Φi

[−3ξ 2+4ξ −1+Φi(ξ −1)
]
, Ni

24 =
1

1+Φi
ξ
[
3ξ −2+Φi

]
.

(38b)

In these expressions ξ = x/l0 and coefficients Φi(i = y,z,ω) take the expressions

Φy =
12EIz
GDy l2 (bending in x-y plane) ,

Φz =
12EIy

GDz l2 (bending in x-z plane) , (38c)

Φω =
12EIω
GDω l2 (torsion/warping).

Note that the interpolation functions N ω
14 and N ω

22 for torsion/warping in Eq.(38a) take minus signs. By substituting
Eq.(38a) into expression (29) of the elastic strain energy and applying the principle of minimum potential energy, a set
of stiffness equations is obtained, which are expressed with respect to the coordinate axes parallel to the principal axes
trough the shear centre

σσσ s = SSS s εεε s. (39)

The components of matrix SSS s can be found in Appendix A. When shear deformations tend to vanish, i.e. Φi = 0
(i = y,z,ω) and consequently polynomials N i

1 j and N i
2 j(i = 2, ..,4) reduce to the classical Hermitian polynomials.

Correspondingly, equations (39) reduce to the stiffness equations of the Euler-Bernoulli-Vlasov beam model [2]. The
torsional stress resultant σ2 and the warping stress resultants σ7,σ8 are then calculated by the equations⎡⎢⎣ σ2

σ7

σ8

⎤⎥⎦=
GIt

30l3
0

⎡⎢⎣ 36 −3 −3
−3 4 −1
−3 −1 4

⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣ ε2

ε7

ε8

⎤⎥⎦+ EIω

l5
0

⎡⎢⎣ 12 −6 −6
−6 4 2
−6 2 4

⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣ ε2

ε7

ε8

⎤⎥⎦ . (40a)

Note that if Iω = 0, we obtain ε7 = ε8 = ε2, yielding σ2 = GIt/30l3
0 and σ7 = σ8 = 0.

For bending along the local shear principal ys and zs-axes, the generalized stress resultants are calculated by[
σ s

3
σ s

4

]
=

EIy

l3
0

[
4 −2

−2 4

][
ε s

3
ε s

4

]
,

[
σ s

5
σ s

6

]
=

EIz

l3
0

[
4 −2

−2 4

][
ε s

5
ε s

6

]
. (40b)

The vectors σσσ and σσσ s are related by
σσσ = ETσσσ s. (41)

By substituting Eqs.(39) with (37b) into Eq.(41) the element stiffness equations can be expressed in terms of centroidal
coordinates as

σσσ = SSSεεε , (42a)
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where
SSS = ETSSS s E, (42b)

in which E is the transformation matrix defined in Eq.(37a). With the stiffness matrix SSS the configuration of the elastic
line of a beam with unsymmetrical cross-section can be determined in the centroidal coordinate system.

3.3. Second Order Analytical Formulation
Once the configuration of the elastic line has been determined in the centroidal coordinate system it is straightforward
to derive a second order stiffness formulation. We again consider the two-node beam element in the local co-rotational
frame (x,y,z) with origin at node p and base vectors eeex, eeey, and eeez pointing along the respective positive directions
of the coordinate axes as shown in Fig. 8. The x-axis coincides with the line connecting the nodal points p and q in
the current configuration. The y-axis and z-axis coincide with the principal axes of the cross-section. An orientation
is attached to it, describing the rotation of the cross-section independent of the tangent to the elastic line. The total
displacement of the cross-section can be considered as the result of two successive motions: first, a rigid displacement
and rotation of each cross-section due to bending and warping free torsion; next, a warping displacement perpendicular
to the displaced cross-section. Let rrrP

0 (x,y,z) denote the position vector of an arbitrary point P on the cross-section in
the initial undeformed configuration and let rrrP(x,y,z) denote the position vector of point P in the current configuration.
These two vectors are given by

rrrP
0 = xeeex + yeeey + zeeez , (43a)

rrrP = (x+uc)eeex + vceeey +wceeez + yReeey + zReeez +ω(y,z)α Reeex , (43b)

where uc, vc and wc are the components of the displacement vector uuuc, ω(y,z) is a normalized warping function and
α(x) is the change of twist per unit of length taken as an additional degree of freedom. The elastic rotation matrix
R describes the rotation of a cross-section relative to the local frame due to flexural and torsional deformations of the
beam. Following Besseling [4], the matrix R(x) is defined as the product of three successive rotations about the rotated
coordinate axes parametrized by modified Euler angles (ϕx,ϕy,ϕz) as

R = R(ϕz)R(ϕy)R(ϕx) , (44)

where

R(ϕx) =

⎡⎣ 1 0 0
0 cosϕx −sinϕx
0 sinϕx cosϕx

⎤⎦ , R(ϕy) =

⎡⎣ cosϕy 0 sin ϕy
0 1 0

−sinϕy 0 cosϕy

⎤⎦ , R(ϕz) =

⎡⎣ cosϕz −sinϕz 0
sinϕz cosϕz 0

0 0 1

⎤⎦ .
In contrast with Euler angles, modified Euler angles avoid singularity problems for small rotations. Another reason
for taking modified Euler angles is that for small rotations they may be uniquely defined as components of a rotation
pseudovector. Expanding matrix R around the identity matrix up to second order terms yields

R =

⎡⎣ 1− 1
2 ϕ2

y − 1
2 ϕ2

z −ϕz +ϕxϕy ϕy +ϕxϕz
ϕz 1− 1

2 ϕ2
x − 1

2 ϕ2
z −ϕx +ϕyϕz

−ϕy ϕx 1− 1
2 ϕ2

x − 1
2 ϕ2

y

⎤⎦ . (45)

Figure 8: Configuration of the elastic line in a local, co-rotational frame (x,y,z).
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With the above kinematic description, six independent strains can be defined for each cross-section, one for the axial
elongation and warping deformation, two for the transverse shear deformations, one torsion and two bending curvatures.
A second order approximation of the torsion and bending curvatures of the elastic line is defined by three independent
components of the derivative of matrix R with respect to x [34]

κ̃κκ(x) = RTR,x (46a)

where

κ̃κκ =

⎡⎣ 0 −κz κy
κz 0 −κx

−κy κx 0

⎤⎦ . (46b)

Written out, the components of κ̃ are

κx = ϕx,x −ϕy ϕz,x (47a)

κy = ϕy,x +ϕx ϕz,x

κz = ϕz,x −ϕx ϕy,x
(47b)

where κx is the torsional curvature and κy,κz are the bending curvatures about the y-axis and z-axis respectively. The
Green-Lagrange strain formulation is adopted to obtain a second order approximation for the axial and transverse shear
strains including warping. Substituting the second order rotation matrix of Eq.(45) into Eq.(43b), the local displacement
vector uuu = (u,v,w)T = rrrP − rrrP

0 of point P, can be evaluated as

u = uc + y(−ϕz +ϕxϕy)+ z(ϕy +ϕxϕz)+ω α
(
1− 1

2 ϕ2
y − 1

2 ϕ2
z
)
,

v = vc − y( 1
2 ϕ2

x +
1
2 ϕ2

z )+ z(−ϕx +ϕyϕz)+ω α yϕz ,

w = wc + yϕx − z
(1

2 ϕ2
x +

1
2 ϕ2

y
)−ω α zϕy .

(48)

Assuming that the axial strain εxx and the shear strains γxy ,γxz are small, we can neglect the second order terms involving
(u,x) ,(v,xv,y) , (w,xw,y) and (w,xw,z), (v,xv,z) yielding the following expressions for the nonlinear Green-Lagrange
tensor

εxx = u,x + 1
2
(
v2
,x +w2

,x
)
,

γxy = u,y + v,x(1+ v,y)+w,xw,y = u,y + v,x ,

γxz = u,z +w,x(1+w,z)+ v,xv,z = u,z +w,x .

(49)

After substituting Eq.(48) into (49), a second order approximation of the Green-Lagrange strains is obtained

εxx = uc,x +
1
2 (v

2
c,x +w2

c,x)− yκz+ zκy +
1
2
(
y2 + z2)ϕ2

x,x +ω α,x , (50a)

γxy = vc,x −ϕz − zϕx,x +ω,y α ,

γxz = wc,x +ϕy + yϕx,x +ω,z α .
(50b)

Since the x and y-axes are principal axes of inertia, we have [11]∫
A

ω,y dA =
∫
A

ω,z dA = 0 . (51)

By integrating Eq.(50a) over the cross-section area and applying Eq.(20) it follows that

εx =
1
A

∫
A

εxx dA = uc,x +
1
2
(
v2

c,x +w2
c,x
)
+ 1

2
Ip

A
ϕ2

x,x , (52)

where εx is the axial stretch and Ip is the polar moment of area about the centoid of the cross-section. The second and
third part on the right-hand side of Eq.(52), refers to the additional axial stretch due to bending and torsion respectively.
The latter is denoted as Wagner effect [43]. Integration of Eqs.(50b) over the cross-section area yields with (51)

γy =
1
A

∫
A

γxy dA = vc,x −ϕz , γz =
1
A

∫
A

γxz dA = wc,x +ϕy . (53)

In the above equations, γy and γz represent the average transverse shear strains due to flexure.
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3.4. Second Order Discrete Formulation
Substitution of Eqs.(31) with the second order rotation matrix of Eq.(45) into Eqs.(30), using boundary conditions (32)
and disregarding third and higher order terms we obtain the second order approximations for the generalized strains

ε2 = l0ϕq
x +

1
2l0

(ε3 − ε4)(ε5 + ε6) (torsion) (54a)

ε3 =−l0ϕ p
y

ε4 = l0ϕq
y +

1
l0

ε2 ε6

ε5 =−l0ϕ p
z

ε6 = l0ϕq
z − 1

l0
ε2 ε4

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭ (bending) (54b)

The quadratic terms in the above equations originate from the additional nonlinearity due to the relative rotations of the
unit vectors eeep

y ,eeep
z and eeeq

y ,eeeq
z at the nodal points p and q as shown in Fig. 8. The elastic displacement vector uuuc(ξ ) and

rotation vector l0ϕϕϕ(ξ ) of an arbitrary point on the elastic line with coordinate x = ξ l0 can be expressed as a vectorial
sum of the axial and lateral displacements, i.e. in the form

uuuccc(ξ ) = uc(ξ )eeex + vc(ξ )eeey +wc(ξ )eeez ,

l0ϕϕϕ(ξ ) = l0
[
ϕx(ξ )eeex +ϕy(ξ )eeey +ϕz(ξ )eeez

]
.

The displacements and rotations are interpolated in the same way as in the linear case, i.e. by the modified Hermitian
shape functions of Eqs.(38) for the case zero eccentricity (ys = zs = 0) resulting in

uuuccc(ξ ) = uq
cN1(ξ )eeex + l0

[−ϕ p
z N y

12(ξ )+ϕq
z N y

14(ξ )
]

eeey + l0
[−ϕ p

y N z
12(ξ )+ϕq

y N z
14(ξ )

]
eeez , (56a)

l0ϕϕϕ(ξ ) = l0
[
ϕq

x N ω
13(ξ )+ l0ε7 N ω

12(ξ )− l0ε8 N ω
14(ξ )

]
eeex

+ l0
[−ϕ p

y N z
22(ξ )+ϕq

y N z
24(ξ )

]
eeey + l0

[−ϕ p
z N y

22(ξ )+ϕq
z N y

24(ξ )
]

eeez . (56b)

Substituting for l0ϕq
x , l0ϕ p

y , l0ϕq
y and l0ϕ p

z ,ϕq
z from Eqs.(54) into Eqs.(56) yields the following second order approxi-

mation of the displacement and rotation fields

uuuccc(ξ ) = uq
cN1(ξ )eeex +

[
ε5N y

12(ξ )+ (ε6 +
1
l0

ε2 ε4)N y
14(ξ )

]
eeey +
[
ε3N z

12(ξ )+ (ε4 − 1
l0

ε2 ε6)N z
14(ξ )

]
eeez , (57a)

l0ϕϕϕ(ξ ) =
[
(ε2 − 1

2l0 (ε3 − ε4)(ε5 + ε6)
)

N ω
13(ξ )+ l0ε7 N ω

12(ξ )− l0ε8 N ω
14(ξ )

]
eeex

+
[
ε3 N z

22(ξ )+ (ε4 − 1
l0

ε2 ε6)N z
24(ξ )

]
eeey +
[
ε5 N y

22(ξ )+ (ε6 +
1
l0

ε2 ε4)N y
24(ξ )

]
eeez . (57b)

Integrating the second part of Eq.(52) over the length of the beam using the derivatives of the polynomial components
of Eq.(57a) yields

1
2

l0∫
0

(
v2

c,x +w2
c,x
)
dx =

1
2l0

1∫
0

(
v2

c,ξ +w2
c,ξ
)
dξ =

1
30l0

(
2ε2

3 + ε3ε4 +2ε2
4 +2ε2

5 + ε5ε6 +2ε2
6
)
. (58)

The quadratic terms in the above equation account for the additional axial shortening of the beam centroid axis due to
bending. The second order shortening due to a twisting rotation ϕq

x of node q is calculated through integration of the
third term (Wagner term) of Eq.(52) over the length of the beam

1
2

Ip

A

l0∫
0

ϕ2
x,x dx =

1
2l0

Ip

A

1∫
0

ϕ2
x,ξ dξ . (59)

However, since the shear centre is the pole of the twisting rotation, there will also be a second order elongation of the
beam axis associated with the twisting rotation, if the shear centre does not coincide with the centroid of the cross-
section. This will be explained on the basis of figure 9. The figure shows the elastic line of the beam element in the
corotational frame (x,y,z) with the origin at node cp. The x-axis coincides with the centroid of the cross-sections and
the y-axis and z-axis are principal axes; ys and zs are the coordinates of the shear centre with respect to the centroid. We
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Figure 9: Axial elongation due to rotation about shear axis.

consider the end-sections at the nodes cp and cq normal to the shear centre axis. The cross-section at node cq rotates
through an angle ϕq

x = ε2/l0 about the shear axis. As a result of this rotation, the elastic line becomes helical after
rotation as shown in figure 9 . The associated generalized strains are

−ε3 = ys
ε2
l0
, ε4 = ys

ε2
l0
, −ε5 = zs

ε2
l0
, ε6 = zs

ε2
l0

. (60)

Substitution of Eqs.(60) into Eq.(58) yields an expression which describes the second order elongation of the elastic
line due to the twisting rotation ε2/l0, about the shear centre axis

1
30l0

(
2ε2

3 + ε3ε4 +2ε2
4 +2ε2

5 + ε5ε6 +2ε2
6
)
=

(
y2

s + z2
s
)

10l0
ε2

2
l2
0
. (61)

3.5. Modified Deformation Modes
As a final step we derive a set of modified generalized strains ε i through integration of the second order analytical
expressions for the axial stretch and the torsion and bending curvatures, over the length of the beam, using the second
order displacement and rotation fields of Eqs.(57). Integrating Eq.(52) over the length of the beam and including the
second order elongation term of Eq.(61) we obtain

ε1 =

l0∫
0

εxdx =
1∫

0

uc,ξ dξ +
1

2l0

1∫
0

(
v2

c,ξ +w2
c,ξ +

Ip

A
ϕ2

x,ξ
)
dξ −

(
y2

s + z2
s
)

10l0
ε2

2
l2
0
. (62)

In a similar way, integration of the torsion curvature of Eq.(47a) over the length of the beam yields

ε2 = l0

l0∫
0

κx dx = l0
1∫

0

(ϕx,ξ −ϕy ϕz,ξ )dξ . (63)

Expressions for (ε3, ...,ε6) are obtained using the moment-area theorem [10] including the effects of transverse shear
deformation. Using the nonlinear bending curvature and average transverse shear strain relations of Eqs.(47b) and (53)
respectively, we obtain

ε3 =

l0∫
0

[
κy(l0 − x)− γz

]
dx = l0

1∫
0

[
(ϕy,ξ +ϕx ϕz,ξ )(1− ξ )− (

1
l0

wc,ξ +ϕy)
]
dξ ,

ε4 =

l0∫
0

[
κy x+ γz

]
dx = l0

1∫
0

[
(ϕy,ξ +ϕx ϕz,ξ )ξ +

1
l0

wc,ξ +ϕy
]
dξ ,

ε5 =

l0∫
0

[
κz(l0 − x)+ γy

]
dx = l0

1∫
0

[
(ϕz,ξ −ϕx ϕy,ξ )(1− ξ )+

1
l0

vc,ξ −ϕz
]
dξ , (64)

ε6 =

l0∫
0

[
κz x− γy

]
dx = l0

1∫
0

[
(ϕz,ξ −ϕx ϕy,ξ )ξ − (

1
l0

vc,ξ −ϕz)
]
dξ .
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Substituting the components of ϕϕϕ(ξ ) and the derivatives of the components uuuc(ξ ) and ϕϕϕ(ξ ) of Eqs.(57)into Eqs.(62)-
(64) and neglecting third and higher order terms, we obtain a set of modified generalized strains including second order
coupling terms

εεε = EEE(εεε), (65)

where
ε1 = ε1 +

1
30l0

[
2ε2

3 + ε3 ε4 +2ε2
4 +2ε2

5 + ε5 ε6 +2ε2
6
]

+
1

30l3
0

Ip

A
[
3ε2
(
6ε2 − ε7 − ε8

)
+2ε2

7 − ε7 ε8 +2ε2
8
]− 1

10l3
0
(y2

s + z2
s )ε2

2

}
(elongation)

ε2 = ε2 +
1
l0
(−ε3 ε6 + ε4 ε5) ,

}
(torsion)

ε3 = ε3 +
1

10l0
ε2(ε5 +2ε6)+

1
30l0

[
3ε5 ε7 − ε8(ε5 + ε6)

]
,

ε4 = ε4 − 1
10l0

ε2(2ε5 + ε6)+
1

30l0

[−3ε6 ε8 + ε7(ε5 + ε6)
]
,

ε5 = ε5 − 1
10l0

ε2(ε3 +2ε4)+
1

30l0

[−3ε3 ε7 + ε8(ε3 + ε4)
]
,

ε6 = ε6 +
1

10l0
ε2(2ε3 + ε4)+

1
30l0

[
3ε4 ε8 − ε7(ε3 + ε4)

]
,

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(bending)

ε7 = ε7 ,

ε8 = ε8.

}
(warping)

(66)

The linear terms εi represent the first order approximations of the generalized strains as they are defined in Eqs.(33).
The quadratic terms in the equation for ε1 take into account the additional shortening of the beam axis caused by its
bending, torsion and warping. The latter two terms represent the so-called "Wagner-effect" which strongly influence the
beam response in cases of flexural/torsional buckling of open thin-walled beams. The quadratic terms in the expression
for ε2 account for the extra torsion of the beam caused by its bending. The quadratic terms in the expressions for ε3
to ε6 take into account the effect of unsymmetrical bending caused by torsion and warping deformations of the beam.
Because the rigidity against axial elongation is much larger than the flexural and torsional rigidity, the modification of
ε1 is the most relevant one and the other modifications are only relevant to more special cases, for instance when large
differences in flexural rigidities occur.
Substitution of Eq.(5) in Eq.(65) yields a new set of modified deformation modes, specified by a set of modified
generalized strains εi expressed as functions of the global nodal coordinates Xi

εεε = EEE(DDD(XXX)) = DDD(XXX) . (67)

These deformation modes form the basis of a second order beam finite element that captures non-uniform torsion and
flexural-torsional coupling of thin-walled beams with unsymmetrical cross-section. In the next section the equations of
motion are derived for this second order beam model.

4. Equations of Motion
The equations of motion are derived using d’Alembert’s principle, which states that the balance of virtual work

σσσTδεεε = FFFTδuuu− δXXXT[MMM ẌXX +hhh], (68)

holds for all δε and δuuu depending on the variations of the nodal coordinates δXXX , by the relations

δεεε = DDD,,,XXX δXXX , δδδ uuu = AAAδδδXXX , (69)

where
DDD,,,XXX = EEE ,,,DDD DDD,,,XXX , AAA = diag(I, 2ΛΛΛp, 1, I, 2ΛΛΛq, 1). (70)

in which I is a 3× 3 unitary matrix and ΛΛΛ is defined in Eq.(10). The last term in Eq.(68) represents the virtual work
due to the inertia forces, where MMM(XXX) is a position dependent mass matrix and hhh(XXX , ẊXX) a convective inertia term being
a quadratic function of nodal velocities. Both quantities are obtained by adding the consistent and lumped inertia parts,
i.e. MMM = MMMc +MMM� and hhh = hhhc +hhh� . Substitution of the compatibility relations (69) in Eq.(68) yields with the transpose
matrices DDDT

,XXX and AAAT

DDDT
,XXX σσσ = AAATFFF − (MMM ẌXX +hhh) . (71)
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These are the equations of motion for the free second order beam element. With the inclusion of the second order terms
in the definitions of the modified generalized strains ε i, relationship(42a) between generalized strains and dual stress
resultants remains valid, i.e.

σσσ = SSSεεε , (72)
where SSS is defined by Eq.(42b). The dual stress-resultants σ i have now a slightly modified meaning in case of finite
deformations. A consistent mass formulation is derived by Jonker [16] and Meijaard [26]. A lumped mass matrix MMM�

and corresponding convective term hhh� is obtained by applying one-half of the total twist, rotary and warping inertia’s
to both end points of the beam [16]

MMM� =
1
2 ρ l0 diag

[
AIII , 4ΛΛΛpTJJJ ΛΛΛp

, Iω , AIII , 4ΛΛΛqTJJJ ΛΛΛq
, Iω

]
, (73)

hhh� = 1
2 ρ l0
[
000 , 8ΛΛΛpTTT JJJ ΛΛΛp

[
λ̇ p

0

λ̇λλ
p

]
, 0 , 000 , 8ΛΛΛqTJJJ ΛΛΛq

[
λ̇ q

0

λ̇λλ
q

]
, 0
]T

,

in which III and 000 are a 3× 3 unitary and zero matrix respectively, Iω is the sectorial moment defined in Eq.(23a) and
matrices ΛΛΛ(i)

, (i = p, q) and JJJ are defined by

ΛΛΛ(i)
= (−λλλ (i),λ (i)

0 I− λ̃λλ
(i)
) , JJJ = diag

(
Ip, Ix, Iy

)
. (74)

In order to study the vibration properties and the elastic stability we consider small disturbances from an equilibrium
configuration σ0

i D0
i,k = A0

lkF0
l . Substitution of (72) into (71) and expanding the equations in terms of disturbances Δxxx,

Δẍxx and disregarding second and higher order terms, yields the linearized equations of motion [17, 26][
D0

i,kSi jD
0
j,l +σ0

i D0
i,kl − (AmkFm)

0
,l
]
Δxl +M0

kl Δẍl = 0, (75)

or in matrix form
(KKK0 +GGG0 +NNN0)Δxxx+MMM0Δẍxx = 000 , (76)

where (KKK0 +GGG0 +NNN0) is the tangent stiffness matrix, with KKK0 the constitutive stiffness matrix and GGG0 the geometric
stiffness matrix due to the reference load FFF0 giving rise to reference stress resultants σσσ0. The matrix NNN0 is the dynamic
stiffness matrix containing the terms (AmkFm)

0
,l which need not be symmetric. For static problems the tangent stiffness

matrix (KKK0 +GGG0) is always symmetric.

5. Numerical Simulations
The presented second order beam-warping element has been implemented in the computer programme SPACAR [15]
under the name BEAMW-element. This programme can make computations for mechanical systems with intercon-
nected rigid and flexible elements. Specifically, the motion can be simulated for given initial conditions, the equations
can be linearized about an arbitrary state of motion, stationary solutions can be determined and with the linearized
equations, eigen frequencies and corresponding frequency modes as well as the elastic stability can be determined. An
incremental-iterative method based on the Newton-Raphson method combined with constant arc length of the incre-
mental displacement vector is employed for the solution of the quasi-static equilibrium equations [28].

5.1. Flexural-Torsional Buckling of a Simply-Supported C-shaped Beam

Figure 10: Simply supported C-shaped beam with geometrical properties.

In this example we determine the global buckling load of a simply supported C-shaped beam subjected to a centroidal
axial force F . See Fig. 10. The cross-sectional properties of the beam are presented in table 1. In this example the high
ratio E/G between elastic and the transverse shear elastic moduli requires a beam model (e.g.Timoshenko-Reissner)
that accounts for the shear strain effects on both non-uniform torsion and bending. Because of symmetry only one half
of the beam need to be modelled. The half-beam is divided into 2 equal beam warping elements.
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Table 1: Cross-sectional properties simply supported c-shaped beam

Elastic modulus E = 1.44×102 kN/mm2

Shear modulus G = 4.14 kN/mm2

cross-sectional area A = 5.4×104 mm2

Position of shear centre ys = 457.1 mm
Moment of inertia Iy = 3.78×109 mm4

Moment of inertia Iz = 2.16×109 mm4

Torsion constant It = 1.62×107 mm4

Warping constant Iω = 1.3886×1014 mm6

Wagner term Ip/A = 1.1×105 mm2

Shear stiffness Dy = 2.79×104 mm2

Shear stiffness Dz = 1.58×104 mm2

Warping shear stiffness Dω = 3.65×106 mm4

Warping shear stiffness Dzω =−3.7×106 mm3

In Table 2, the buckling loads are presented for a simply supported beam with l/h = 10, including shear deformation
or not. When two finite elements are adopted, the error with respect to the analytic solution of Cortinez and Pivian [8]
is negligible for the Timoshenko-Reissner beam model and less than 4% for the Bernoulli-Vlasov beam model. It is
quite evident that ignoring shear deformations implies a strong overestimate of the buckling load (35% for l/h = 10).
Furthermore the eigen frequencies of modes 1-6 and of mode 12 and 13 of the simply-supported beam have been
computed and compared with the analytical solutions values of Cortinez and Piovan [8].The beam is divided into
30 BEAMW elements. The results are shown in Table 3. Eigenfrequencies are evaluated including effects of shear
flexibility or not. There is a good agreement with the analytic results. It can be observed that neglecting shear strain
effects leads to significant overestimation of natural frequencies.

Table 2: Buckling loads of simply supported C-shaped beam with l/h = 10. Comparison between present analysis
using SPACAR and the analytical solution proposed by Cortinez and Piovan [8]

Beam model Cortinez and Piovan [8] SPACAR SPACAR
(analytic solution) (2 EL) (4 EL)

Timoshenko-Reissner 11.94 .103 kN 12.86 .103 kN 11.90 .103 kN
Bernoulli-Euler-Vlasov 16.12 .103 kN 18.34 .103 kN 16.67 .103 kN

Table 3: Flexural-torsional frequencies fn (Hz) of simply supported beam with C-shaped cross-section.

Mode nr. Cortinez and Piovan SPACAR Cortinez and Piovan SPACAR

(a) Including shear flexibility (b) Excluding shear flexibility
1 33.23 33.18 38.63 38.61
2 67.17 67.30 88.85 88.85
3 99.03 98.65 153.86 153.86
4 102.79 103.01 207.98 207.38
5 169.05 168.65 345.90 344.37
6 178.01 178.41 355.42 355.43
12 1421.67 1421.8
13 395.60 397.28
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5.2. Rotating C-Shaped Cantilever Beam Subjected to Eccentric Tip Force
A uniform C-shaped beam of length L is attached to a rigid hub of radius R = 0, rotating at constant angular speed
Ω. The geometry of the beam and its cross-section are shown in Fig. 11. With these data the cross-sectional input has
been calculated and presented in table 4. The beam is subjected to a vertical tip force F at the free end applied at the
points D or E of the cross-section respectively. Its lateral-torsional post-buckling behaviour is investigated for different
rotation speeds. The beam is divided into 10 equal BEAMW elements. In Fig. 12 the load-deflection curves (−w,F) of
point D are depicted for the case where Ω = 0 (static case) and load F is applied at point D or E, respectively. This case
was recently analysed by Bourihane et al [5], using ABAQUS. The comparison of these curves with those computed
using 120 shell elements of type S8R in ABAQUS shows a good agreement. It appeared that the Vlasov beam model
provides satisfactory results for this nonlinear beam problem. In addition the effect of the second order terms that
account for geometric non-linearities appears to be negligibly small for this problem. Fig. 13 shows the load-deflection
curves (−w,F) of point D for four different angular velocities, where load F is applied at point D.

Figure 11: Rotating C-shaped cantilever beam with geometrical properties.

Table 4: Cross-sectional properties rotating C-shaped beam

Elastic modulus E = 21000 kN/cm2

Shear modulus G = 8077 kN/cm2

cross-sectional area A = 58.8 cm2

Position yo =−2.456 cm
Position of shear centre ys =−6.0779 cm
Moment of inertia Iy = 8038.7 cm4

Moment of inertia Iz = 559.92 cm4

Torsion constant It = 35.408 cm4

Warping constant Iω = 78943.0 cm6

Mass density ρ = 7.8×10−3 kg/cm3
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Figure 12: Load-deflection curves of C-shaped cantilever
beam, static case (Ω=0).
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Figure 13: Load-deflection curves of C-shaped can-
tilever beam rotating at different speeds Ω.
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6. Conclusions
The generalized strain beam formulation is used to derive a co-rotational beam element for buckling and post-buckling
analysis of thin-walled beams. A first- and second order stiffness formulation is derived. The first order stiffness
formulation includes the derivation of the stiffness matrix based on Timoshenko-Reissner’s thin-walled beam model.
Cross-sectional warping is accounted for by a single warping function. Coupling among bending and torsion due to non-
coinciding centroid and shear centre is incorporated using a transformation matrix which accounts for the eccentricity of
the shear centre. The second order stiffness formulation deals with the derivation of modified deformation modes which
includes quadratic terms that account for geometric nonlinearities, intended to analyse buckling and post-buckling
behaviour of thin-walled beams. With the inclusion of additional second order terms, a clear separation of stiffness due
to elongation, torsion, warping and bending in two directions is retained, so deformation modes with a large stiffness
can be eliminated by constraining them to be zero. Some numerical examples including large torsion and deflections,
and pre- and post buckling are presented in order to illustrate the performance of the present beam element and to
investigate the influence of second order terms on the accuracy and the rate of convergence. The following conclusions
can be drawn:

1. In flexural-torsional buckling and vibration analysis of beams with unsymmetric channel cross-section under
axial forces, the present solutions show excellent agreement with the analytical solutions from literature.

2. In the post buckling analysis of thin-walled open beams under eccentric bending loads the use of second order
terms does not lead to a reduction in the number of elements needed to perform the analysis with the same
accuracy. This is probably due to the use of torsional deformation mode (7b) which is limited to small bending
and torsion deformations.

3. The shear strain effects become significant for beams made of materials characterized by large E/G-ratios.
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Appendix A–Stiffness Matrix of Beam Element
The 8×8 stiffness matrix of the BEAMW element based on the modified Hermitian interpolation, is written in block
matrix form as [29, 30]

(ε1) (ε2) (ε s
3 ) (ε s

4 ) (ε s
5 ) (ε s

6 ) (ε7) (ε8)

Ss =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

[
S11
]

0 0 0 0 0 0 0[
S22
] [

S23 S24
] [

S25 S26
] [

S27 S28
]

[
S33 S34

S43 S44

][
S35 S36

S45 S46

][
S37 S38

S47 S48

]

Symm

[
S55 S56

S65 S66

][
S57 S58

S67 S68

]
[

S77 S78

S87 S88

]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

[S11] =
EA
l0

,
[
S23 S24

]
=

2GDωz Φω Φz
l0(1+Φω)(1+Φz)

[−1 1] ,
[
S25 S26

]
=

2GDωy Φω Φy

l0(1+Φω)(1+Φy)
[1 −1] ,

⎡⎢⎣S22 S27 S28

S77 S78

S88

⎤⎥⎦=
GIt

30l3
0(1+Φω)2

⎡⎢⎣36+P1 −3 −3

4+P2 −(1+P2)

4+P2

⎤⎥⎦+ EIω

l5
0(1+Φω)

⎡⎢⎣12 −6 −6

4+Φω 2−Φω

4+Φω

⎤⎥⎦ ,
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[
S33 S34

S43 S44

]
=

EIy

l3
0(1+Φz)

[
4+Φz −2+Φz

−2+Φz 4+Φz

]
,

[
S35 S36

S45 S46

]
=

GDyz Φy Φz

4l0(1+Φy)(1+Φz)

[
−1 1

1 −1

]
,

[
S37 S38

S47 S48

]
=

GDωz Φω Φz

4l2
0(1+Φω)(1+Φz)

[
1 1

−1 −1

]
,

[
S55 S56

S65 S66

]
=

EIz

l3
0(1+Φy)

[
4+Φy −2+Φy

−2+Φy 4+Φy

]
,

[
S57 S58

S67 S68

]
=

GDωy Φω Φy

4l2
0(1+Φω)(1+Φy)

[
−1 −1

1 1

]
.

In the above equations, P1 = 30Φω (2+Φω ) and P2 = 5Φω (1+Φω/2). The shear coefficients Dω , Dωy, Dωz and Dyz
for simple cross-sections can be calculated using a pre-processing procedure [21, 22].
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Abstract
The theory of Cosserat rods provides a self consistent framework for modeling large spatial deformations of slender

flexible structures at small local strains. Discrete Cosserat rod models [1, 2] based on geometric finite differences

preserve essential properties of the continuum theory. The present work investigates kinetic aspects of discrete quater-

nionic Cosserat rods defined on a staggered grid within the framework of Lagrangian mechanics. Assuming hyperelas-

tic constitutive behaviour, the Euler–Lagrange equations of the model are shown to be equivalent to the (semi)discrete

balance equations of forces, moments and inertial terms obtained from a direct discretization of the continuous balance

equations via spatial finite differences along the centerline curve. Therefore, equilibrium configurations obtained by

energy minimization correspond to solutions of the quasi-static balance equations. We illustrate this approach by two

academic examples (Euler’s Elastica and Kirchhoff’s helix) and highlight its utility for practical applications with a use

case from automotive industry (analysis of the layout of cooling hoses in the engine compartment of a passenger car).

Keywords: Cosserat rods, discrete balance equations, geometric finite differences, Lagrangian mechanics

1. Introduction
The theory of Cosserat rods [3, 4, 5] provides a self consistent framework for modeling large spatial deformations

of slender flexible structures at small local strains. The main deformation modes of a Cosserat rod are bending and

twisting, accompanied by very small, but in general non-zero amounts of longitudinal stretching (or compression),

and transverse shearing, related to tiny out-of-plane cross section deformations. Discrete Cosserat rod models may

be derived in terms of a finite difference approximation that preserves essential geometric properties of the continuum

theory [6, 1, 2]. In a recent contribution [7], we discussed the discrete kinematics of Cosserat rods, based on the

difference geometry of framed space curves defined on a staggered grid (see Fig. 1). The present work complements

these considerations, with a focus on kinetic aspects.

Figure 1: Left: Centerline curve r(s) and attached moving frame R(s) = a(k)(s)⊗ek of a Cosserat curve, describing the

geometry of the configurations of a prismatic rod in Euclidian space. The volumetric geometry is generated by sliding

the cross section spanned by the frame directors {a(1),a(2)} along the centerline. The position vectors of the material

points in the rod volume are parametrized by: x = r(s)+ ξα a(α)(s). Right: Polygonal arc approximating a smooth

regular geometric curve C : The vertices p j ∈ C located at positions r j ∈ E
3 define edges [p j−1, p j] of length � j−1/2,

with edge centered unit length tangent vectors t j−1/2. A discrete Cosserat curve [7] consists of a polygonal arc with

edge centered quaternions q̂ j−1/2 ∈ S3, representing frames R j−1/2 = E(q̂ j−1/2) via the Euler map E : S3 → SO(3).
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As sketched on the left of Fig. 1, the kinematic skeleton of a Cosserat rod configuration corresponds to a framed curve
(or Cosserat curve), parametrized by the arc length s of its centerline r(s), augmented by a moving quaternion frame

field q̂(s) ∈ S3. The material curvature and tangent vector fields K = 2q̂∗ ◦∂sq̂ and ΓΓΓ = q̂∗ ◦∂sr◦ q̂ are the differential
invariants that determine the geometry of a Cosserat curve uniquely, up to a global rigid body motion. In the case of

dynamic motions, the velocity v = ∂tr of points on the centerline and the angular velocity ωωω = 2∂t q̂ ◦ q̂∗ of the local

cross section rotations w.r.t. the global inertial frame, or equivalently its material counterpart given by ΩΩΩ = q̂∗ ◦ωωω ◦ q̂=
2q̂∗ ◦ ∂t q̂ and subject to the compatibility condition ∂sΩΩΩ − ∂tK ≡ K ×ΩΩΩ, are additional kinematical variables that

characterize the space–time configuration of a Cosserat rod. Local strains occurring in Cosserat rod configurations,

deformed w.r.t. a given reference state, are described in terms of the difference functions ΔK(s, t)≡ K(s, t)−K0(s) and

ΔΓΓΓ(s, t)≡ΓΓΓ(s, t)−ΓΓΓ0 measuring the deviations of the invariants from their reference values K0(s) and ΓΓΓ0 = e3.

The basic kinetic quantities of a Cosserat rod are the sectional force f(s, t), also denoted as stress resultant, and the

sectional moment m(s, t), also denoted as stress couple. Both vector fields are spatial quantities obtained by the

integration of traction forces over the local cross section area, and respectively the integrated couples resulting from

these traction forces w.r.t. the cross section center. The kinetic sectional quantitites are both functions of the curve

parameter s, usually chosen as the arc length of the centerline in its reference configuration, and the time t. Their

dynamic equilibrium is governed by the balance equations for linear and angular momentum

∂sf + βββ = ρL ∂tv , ∂sm + ∂sr× f + μμμ = ∂t ([ρLJ] ·ωωω) . (1)

The inertial terms on the r.h.s. are the time derivatives of the translational momentum density ρLv of infinitesimal mass

segments with density ρL on the centerline of the rod, and the angular momentum density [ρLJ] ·ωωω of the corresponding

cross sections, proportional to their rotational inertia tensor [ρLJ] w.r.t. the global inertial frame.

Consistent with the staggered discretization approach for Cosserat rods [2], semi-discrete balance equations may be

formally derived from the continuous ones by integrating the equations (1) over parameter intervals between adjacent

edge centers s j±1/2 around a vertex r j = r(s j), and over intervals between adjacent vertices. With an approximation of

integral terms by midpoint quadrature one obtains the semi-discrete system of equations

f j+1/2 − f j−1/2 + h̄ j βββ j = h̄ j ρL ∂tv j , (2)

m j+1 −m j + (r j+1 − r j)× f j+1/2 + h j+1/2 μμμ j+1/2 = h j+1/2 ∂t
(
[ρLJ] j+1/2 ·ωωω j+1/2

)
, (3)

where βββ j and μμμ j+1/2 denote the integral averages of the external force and moment vector fields βββ and μμμ over the

respective intervals of lengths h̄ j := 1
2 (h j−1/2 +h j−1/2) =

1
2 (s j+1/2 − s j−1/2) and h j+1/2 := s j+1 − s j.

While this semi-discrete system provides a consistent finite difference discretization of the continuous balance equa-

tions (1) displaying obvious formal similarities, it is less obvious that a semi-discrete system of this form results as an

equivalent of the Euler–Lagrange equations of our discrete quaternionic Cosserat rod model, if a hyperelastic consti-

tutive behaviour of the rod material is assumed. In this case the semi-discrete force and moment vectors f j+1/2(t) and

m j(t) defined at the edge centers and the vertices of the staggered grid are given as gradients of a stored energy poten-

tial function W (el)({ΓΓΓ j−1/2} j=1,...,N ,{K j} j=0,...,N) w.r.t. the discrete material shear–extensional strain vectors given by

ΓΓΓ j+1/2 := q̂∗j+1/2 ◦(r j+1−r j)/h j+1/2 ◦ q̂ j+1/2, and material curvature vectors K j := 2 log(q̂∗j−1/2 ◦ q̂ j+1/2)/h̄ j extracted

from the difference rotations connecting adjacent frames q̂ j±1/2, both rotated to the global inertial frame according to:

f j+1/2 = q̂ j+1/2 ◦
∂W (el)

∂ΓΓΓ j+1/2

◦ q̂∗j+1/2 = R j+1/2 ·F j+1/2 , m j = q̂ j+1/2 ◦
∂W (el)

∂K j
◦ q̂∗j+1/2 = R j+1/2 ·M j . (4)

While a derivation of the semi-discrete balance equations (2) of the sectional forces is straightforward, it is less obvious

that the semi-discrete balance equations of the sectional momenta as given in [2] in quaternionic form are equivalent to

equations of the form (3).

In our contribution, we investigate these issues and thereby elucidate the kinetic aspects of our discrete Cosserat rod

model. We also present applications of our Lagrangian approach to discrete Cosserat rod models in computing equi-

librium configurations of elastic cables by minimizing their potential energy w.r.t. given boundary conditions. We

investigate some properties of this approach by a discussion of two well known, analytically solvable test examples:

The bending of an Elastica in the plane, and the bending and twisting of a straight rod to a helix in space. Moreover,

we point out applications in automotive industry, illustrated by a typical use case: The analysis of the layout of cooler

hoses in the engine compartment of a passenger car.
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2. Langrangian Mechanics of Cosserat Rods
Assuming a hyperelastic constitutive behaviour, the dynamic balance equations of a Cosserat rod can be derived ac-

cording to Hamilton’s principle1 of stationary action, which states that the variational derivative of the Lagrangian
density L = T −V of the rod, vanishes identically for configurations in mechanical equilibrium, such that the Euler–
Lagrange equations ∂t

(
∇∂tχχχL

)
= ∇χχχL −∂s

(
∇∂sχχχL

)
are satisfied. The Lagrangian density L depends on the field

of configuration variables χχχ(s, t) := (r(s, t), q̂(s, t)) ∈ E
3 ×S3 of the rod, and on their partial space and time derivatives

∂sχχχ = (∂sr,∂sq̂) and ∂tχχχ = (∂tr,∂t q̂), respectively.

2.1. Kinetic and Stored Energy Densities of Cosserat Rods
The kinetic energy of a Cosserat rod is given by the integral W (kin) =

∫ L
0 dsT of the corresponding kinetic energy

density T = 1
2 ρLv2 + 1

2 〈ΩΩΩT , [ρI0] ·ΩΩΩ〉. The inertial properties of the rod are described by the mass per length ρL(s)
and the cross sectional inertia tensor [ρI0](s) w.r.t. the material frame. In the case of a prismatic rod with constant

cross section area A, constant area moments I1,2 and J and a homogeneous volumetric mass density ρ0, the inertial

parameters are simply given by ρL = ρ0A and [ρI0] = ρ0 diag(I1, I2,J).

In the absence of external forces and moments acting on the rod, the potential energy of the rod is given by its stored
energy functional W (el) =

∫ L
0 dsV (el)(ΓΓΓ,K). Frame invariance implies that its density function V (el) may depend on

the configuration variables (r, q̂) and their spatial derivatives (∂sr,∂sq̂) only via the invariants ΓΓΓ and K. Hyperelastic

constitutive equations for a Cosserat rod are then given by the relations F = ∂V (el)/∂ΓΓΓ and M = ∂V (el)/∂K providing

the material kinetic quantities F and M in terms of derivatives of the stored energy density w.r.t. the invariants, with

corresponding spatial force and moment vectors resulting from a push forward rotation of the global basis to the local

frame of the deformed configuration according to f = q̂◦F◦ q̂∗ and m = q̂◦M◦ q̂∗.

In the simplest and most frequently considered case, the elastic energy density is given by a diagonal quadratic form

V (el)(ΓΓΓ,K) = 1
2 〈ΔΓΓΓ,CΓ ·ΔΓΓΓ〉+ 1

2 〈ΔK,CK ·ΔK〉, characterized by the effective stiffness parameters of the local cross

section assembled in the diagonal matrices CΓ = diag([GA1], [GA2], [EA]) and CK = diag([EI1], [EI2], [GJ]), which may

be variable along the rod, but often are assumed to be constant. More general, the local effective stiffness properties may

be modeled by symmetric matrices CΓ and CK , containing off-diagonal coupling terms. In all cases, the constitutive

equations are given by the linear relations F = CΓ ·ΔΓΓΓ, M = CK ·ΔK.

In some more advanced applications of Cosserat rod models, cross-coupling of forces and moments appear, e.g. in

the case of ropes, where longitudinal tension may induce a torsional torque, or in the case of rotor blades where the

shear and geometrical centers of the cross section do in general not coincide, such that the transverse shear force and

torsional moment become coupled [8]. To simplify the development of our discrete Cosserat model variant we do not

consider such cross-coupling terms by assuming that second order mixed partial derivatives of the stored energy density

w.r.t. the invariants vanish, such that ∂F/∂K = 0 = ∂M/∂ΓΓΓ holds. This motivates an additive decomposition ansatz

for the stored energy density according to V (el)(ΓΓΓ,K) = V
(el)

F (ΓΓΓ)+V
(el)

M (K).

2.2. Potential Density Functions for External Forces and Moments
External forces βββ and moments μμμ may be incorporated into the Lagrangian formalism by assuming that both vector

quantities can likewise be derived from potential energy density terms as gradients w.r.t. the configuration variables.

A simple example is a dead load given by the potential density function V
(ext)

βββ = −〈r,βββ 〉, which yields the external

force βββ =−∂V
(ext)

βββ /∂r. The latter relation holds likewise for more complicated potential functions. The gravitational

force per unit length acting on a rod is βββ =−ρLg0e3, proportional to the mass per length ρL and g0 = 9.81m/s2.

The treatment of external moments derived from a potential is technically more involved, due to gradient terms

w.r.t. moving frames, which are variables on a manifold. Following Antman’s considerations, the rotational gradi-
ent may be formulated in terms of the frame directors as μμμ = −a(k) × ∂V

(ext)
μμμ /∂a(k) ≡ −∇RV

(ext)
μμμ , where the lat-

ter expressions symbolizes the gradient operation w.r.t. SO(3) frames. As a concrete example, we consider a dead

load given by a body force field b(x) acting at the positions x = r(s)+ ξα a(α)(s) of the material points of an arbi-

trary deformed configuration of a Cosserat rod body (see Fig. 1). In the three-dimensional theory, the corresponding

potential energy is given by the integral −∫ L
0 ds

∫
A dA〈x,b〉 = ∫ L

0 ds
[
V

(ext)
βββ +V

(ext)
μμμ

]
, with V

(ext)
βββ = −〈r,βββ 〉, where

βββ =
∫

A dAb equals the net force acting on the centerline points r(s). The potential for the external moments is given

by V
(ext)

μμμ = −∫A dA〈ξξξ ,b〉, with ξξξ = ξα a(α) pointing to the positions of points in the cross section w.r.t. its center.

1For a detailed exposition of the mathematical problem we refer to section 16. in Ch. 8 of Antman’s book [3].
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This yields μμμ = −∇RV
(ext)

μμμ =
∫

A dAξξξ ×b, which corresponds to the integrated torques generated by the body force

field w.r.t. the centerline position. In the case of gravity, the body force is given by b(x) = −ρ(x)g0e3, which yields

βββ (s) =−ρL(s)g0e3 with ρL(s) =
∫

A dAρ(x). If the mass density is constant, the geometrical center of the cross section

coincides with its center of gravity, such that the corresponding moment μμμ vanishes. This also holds in the case of

symmetric cross section shapes and a likewise symmetric mass distribution within the cross section.

The Euler map S3 
 q̂ �→E(q̂) =R∈ SO(3) is implicitly defined by its action on vectors u ∈E
3 as: E(q̂) ·u = q̂◦u◦ q̂∗.

A quaternionic formulation of V
(ext)

μμμ can be derived from the parametrization of SO(3) frames by rotational quaternions

via the Euler map R= E(q̂) and the implied representation a(k) = E(q̂) · ek of the frame directors. For the quaternionic

potential defined as V̂
(ext)

μμμ (q̂) := V
(ext)

μμμ (E(q̂)), the quaternionic equivalent ∇q̂ of ∇R can be defined in terms of the

partial derivatives ∂/∂a(k) ≡ [dE(q̂) · ek]
−T ·∂/∂ q̂ using the inverse transpose of the derivative dE : T S3 → T SO(3) of

the Euler map, resulting in: ∇RV
(ext)

μμμ (R)≡ ∇q̂V̂
(ext)

μμμ (q̂) := (E(q̂) · ek)× [dE(q̂) · ek]
−T ·∂ V̂

(ext)
μμμ (q̂)/∂ q̂.

2.3. The Lagrangian of a Discrete Cosserat Rod
The Lagrangian function of a discrete Cosserat rod may be obtained by a discretization of the integral

∫ L
0 dsL , as dis-

cussed in detail in [2]. Here we present a version of the semi-discrete model that is more general w.r.t. the assumptions

of the stored energy, but we omit viscous damping effects [9].

The total potential energy W (pot) =W (el)+W (ext) consists of the sum of the stored energy functional W (el) =
∫ L

0 dsV (el)

with the stored energy density V (el)(ΓΓΓ,K) = V
(el)

F (ΓΓΓ) +V
(el)

M (K) and the potential W (ext) =
∫ L

0 ds
[
V

(ext)
βββ + V̂

(ext)
μμμ

]
from which the external forces and moments are obtained as gradients of the densities V

(ext)
βββ (r) and V̂

(ext)
μμμ (q̂).

The discretization scheme of the Lagrangian
∫ L

0 dsL is induced by the discrete kinematics [7, 10] of a Cosserat rod.

In the discrete model sketched in Fig. 1 on the right, discrete material curvatures K j := 2 log(q̂∗j−1/2 ◦ q̂ j+1/2)/h̄ j are

vertex based quantities extracted from the difference rotations connecting adjacent quaternion frames q̂ j±1/2, while

the discrete material shear–extensional strain vectors ΓΓΓ j+1/2 := q̂∗j+1/2 ◦ (r j+1 −r j)/h j+1/2 ◦ q̂ j+1/2 are egde-centered

quantities. The latter fact motivates an approximation
∫ s j

s j−1
dsV

(el)
F (ΓΓΓ) ≈ h j−1/2 V

(el)
F (ΓΓΓ j−1/2) on the subintervals

[s j−1,s j] by the midpoint rule, which results in the discrete approximation

W (el)
F :=

∫ L

0
dsV

(el)
F (ΓΓΓ) ≈

N

∑
j=1

h j−1/2 V
(el)

F (ΓΓΓ j−1/2) =: W
(el)

F (5)

of the total stored energy part related to extensional and transverse shear deformations of the rod. The other part related

to bending and torsion deformations is discretized by trapezoidal quadrature as

W (el)
M :=

∫ L

0
dsV

(el)
M (K) ≈

N

∑
j=0

h̄ j V
(el)

M (K j) =: W
(el)

M , (6)

using the approximation
∫ s j+1/2

s j−1/2
dsV

(el)
M (K)≈ h̄ j V

(el)
M (K j) of the partial integrals over subintervals between the inter-

val midpoints s j±1/2 =
1
2 (s j + s j±1) around the inner vertices j = 1, . . . ,N −1, and analogously defined one sided ap-

proximations
∫ s1/2

0 dsV
(el)

M (K)≈ h̄0 V
(el)

M (K0) and
∫ sN

sN−1/2
dsV

(el)
M (K)≈ h̄N V

(el)
M (KN) at the intervals of halved lengths

h̄0 =
1
2 h1/2 and h̄N = 1

2 hN−1/2 near the boundary vertices. Different from the curvatures K j located at the inner vertices,

the modified definitions K0 := 2 log(q̂∗0 ◦ q̂1/2)/h̄0 and KN := 2 log(q̂∗N−1/2 ◦ q̂N)/h̄N for the discrete boundary curva-

tures involve vertex based boundary frames q̂0 and q̂N that appear in the discrete model due to boundary conditions,

either explicitly, or by interpolation according to the "shadow quaternion" approach suggested in [2]. In summary, the

sums given in (5) and (6) provide the desired discrete approximation W (el) := W
(el)

F +W
(el)

M ≈W (el) =
∫ L

0 dsV (el) of

the stored energy functional of a Cosserat rod.

The discrete approximation W (ext) ≈ W (ext) := W
(ext)

βββ + Ŵ
(ext)

μμμ of the external potential according to

W
(ext)

βββ :=
N

∑
j=0

h̄ j V
(ext)

βββ (r j) ≈
∫ L

0
dsV

(ext)
βββ (r) , Ŵ

(ext)
μμμ :=

N

∑
j=1

h j−1/2 V̂
(ext)

μμμ (q̂ j−1/2) ≈
∫ L

0
ds V̂

(ext)
μμμ (q̂) . (7)

results analogously by approximating the respective partial integrals using trapezoidal and midpoint quadrature. This

completes the definition of the discrete potential energy function W (pot) := W (el) + Ŵ (ext).
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The discrete approximation of the kinetic energy W (kin) := W (tr) +W (rot) ≈ W (kin) is obtained via the same scheme,

with the discrete approximations

W (tr) :=
1

2

N

∑
j=0

h̄ jρ j v2
j ≈ 1

2

∫ L

0
dsρLv2 , (8)

W (rot) :=
1

2

N

∑
j=1

h j−1/2 〈ΩΩΩT
j−1/2, [ρI] j−1/2 ·ΩΩΩ j−1/2〉 ≈ 1

2

∫ L

0
ds〈ΩΩΩT , [ρI0] ·ΩΩΩ〉 (9)

of the translational and rotational parts. According to (8), the vertices are equipped with lumped masses given by

h̄ jρ j :=
∫ s j+1/2

s j−1/2
dsρl(s) and move with the velocity v j(t) = ∂tr(s j, t), and h j−1/2 [ρI0] j−1/2 :=

∫ s j
s j−1

ds [ρI0](s) is the

constant inertia tensor of the segment [p j−1, p j] w.r.t. the axes of the local frame q̂ j−1/2(t), rotating with the material
angular velocity ΩΩΩ j−1/2(t) := ΩΩΩ(s j−1/2, t) = 2q̂∗j−1/2(t) ◦ ∂t q̂ j−1/2(t). While the boundary vertices r0 and rN have

masses h̄0ρ0 and h̄NρN , the boundary frames q̂0 and q̂N , which are utilized mainly for a proper formulation of boundary

conditions, are not coupled to rotational inertia.

2.4. Semi-Discrete Balance Equations
Having defined the Lagrangian function L̄ = W (kin)−W (pot) of our semi-discrete Cosserat model, we may proceed

to derive the semi-discrete balance equations for linear and angular momentum from Hamilton’s principle of least (or

stationary) action according to the formalism of Lagrangian mechanics.

The semi-discrete potential energy function W (pot) = W (el) +W (ext) is a function of the vertices {r j} j=0,...,N and the

quaternion frames {q̂ j−1/2} j=1,...,N defining the configuration of a discrete Cosserat rod. In accordance with frame

invariance, the stored energy part W (el) = W
(el)

F +W
(el)

M depends on the discrete configuration variables only via the

discrete invariants {K j} j=0,...,N and {ΓΓΓ j−1/2} j=1,...,N . The discrete external potentials W
(ext)

βββ and Ŵ
(ext)

μμμ are assumed

to have explicit dependence on the configuration variables. The semi-discrete kinetic energy W (kin) is an invariant

quadratic form of the vertex velocities {v j} j=0,...,N and the angular velocities {ΩΩΩ j−1/2} j=1,...,N of the edges.

The semi-discrete Euler–Lagrange equations2 of our discrete Cosserat rod model are then formally given as follows:

∂L̄

∂r j
= ∂t

(
∂L̄

∂v j

)
,

∂L̄

∂ q̂ j−1/2

= ∂t

(
∂L̄

∂ (∂t q̂ j−1/2)

)
(10)

The first part related to the centerline positions and velocities r j and v j corresponds to the semi-discrete balance

of momentum equations. Making use of (8), its r.h.s. directly yields h̄ jρ j ∂tv j = ∂t(∂W (tr)/∂v j) = ∂t(∂L̄ /∂v j)
and therefore results in the inertial terms on the r.h.s. of (2) for constant ρL. On the l.h.s. we need to evaluate

∂L̄ /∂r j = −∂W (pot)/∂r j = −∂W (el)/∂r j − ∂W (ext)/∂r j. The latter term results in −∂W (ext)/∂r j = h̄ j βββ j, with

the discrete external forces acting at the vertices given by βββ j = −∂V
(ext)

βββ /∂r j according to (7). The stored energy

function depends on the vertex positions r j solely via the strains ΓΓΓ j±1/2, such that ∂W (el)/∂r j = ∂W
(el)

F /∂r j =

h j−1/2 ∂V
(el)

F (ΓΓΓ j−1/2)/∂r j + h j+1/2 ∂V
(el)

F (ΓΓΓ j+1/2)/∂r j holds according to (5). The material sectional force vectors

are given by F j±1/2 = ∂V
(el)

F /∂ΓΓΓ j±1/2 = ∂W (el)/∂ΓΓΓ j±1/2. Their spatial counterparts are obtained by a forward rota-

tion of the material forces to the local frames, according to: f j±1/2 = R j±1/2 ·F j±1/2 ≡ q̂ j±1/2 ◦F j±1/2 ◦ q̂∗j±1/2, with

R j±1/2 = E(q̂ j±1/2), as stated in (4). Making use of the identities h j±1/2 ∂ΓΓΓ j±1/2/∂r j = ∓R j±1/2, one finally obtains

the difference term f j+1/2 − f j−1/2 =−∂W (el)/∂r j according to the chain rule and the expressions discussed above.

Altogether, we arrive at the semi-discrete linear momentum balance equation in the desired form

f j+1/2 − f j−1/2 + h̄ j βββ j =
∂L̄

∂r j
= ∂t

(
∂L̄

∂v j

)
= h̄ jρ j ∂tv j , (11)

as formulated in (2) according to a finite volume type approach, but here derived by Lagrangian mechanics. We wish

to remark that the equation itself is identical to the one given in [2], and also its derivation more or less mimics the

derivation given in that work for the special case of linear constitutive relations.

2In this work we are primarily interested to point out the relation of Lagrangian Cosserat rod mechanics to a discretization approach directly

applied to the balance equations of the continuum model. Therefore, we omit the discussion of details related to the special form of the discrete

equations near the boundaries. Also, our treatment of the quaternionic d.o.f. is kept at a formal level. For technical details related to the enforcement

of unit norm constraints via Lagrangian multipliers and similar issues we refer to [2].
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The derivation of the second system (3) of balance equations by the Lagrangian formalism is a more complicated task

due to derivative operations w.r.t. rotational variables. The semi-discrete eqns. (3) do not result directly from Euler–

Lagrange equations formulated in terms of the quaternion frames {q̂ j−1/2} j=1,...,N , but are obtained by taking rotational

gradients [1] w.r.t. the directors a(k)j−1/2
= R j−1/2 · ek of the corresponding SO(3) frames R j−1/2 = E(q̂ j−1/2).

In the continuous theory, the external moment μμμ was assumed to be derivable from a potential function V
(ext)

μμμ (R)

depending on R = a(k)⊗ ek according to μμμ = −∇RV
(ext)

μμμ ≡ −a(k)× ∂V
(ext)

μμμ /∂a(k). By analogous algebraic calcula-

tions one finds that −∇RV
(el)

F (ΓΓΓ) = ∂sr× f holds for the potential function V
(el)

F of ΓΓΓ = RT · ∂sr = 〈a(k),∂sr〉ek from

which the spatial force vector f = R · ∂V
(el)

F /∂ΓΓΓ is obtained. Using the definitions (5) and (7) of the semi-discrete

model, both expressions can be directly transferred to obtain their discrete counterparts as gradients of the respective

potentials w.r.t. the frames R j+1/2, according to: −∇R j+1/2
W

(ext)
μμμ = −h j+1/2 ∇R j+1/2

V
(ext)

μμμ (R j+1/2) = h j+1/2 μμμ j+1/2

and −∇R j+1/2
W

(el)
F = −h j+1/2 ∇R j+1/2

V
(el)

F (ΓΓΓ j+1/2) = (r j+1 − r j)× f j+1/2, where f j+1/2 = R j+1/2 ·∂V
(el)

F /∂ΓΓΓ j+1/2.

Next, we consider the terms resulting from gradients of the discrete potential function W
(el)

M defined in (6) w.r.t. the

frame variables: As in terms of SO(3) frames the discrete curvatures are given by K j � K̃ j = log(RT
j−1/2 ·R j+1/2)/h̄ j

with the usual identification of so(3) mappings and vectors in E
3, the frame R j+1/2 appears only in the two terms of

the sum (6) that depend on K j and K j+1, such that ∇R j+1/2
W

(el)
M = h̄ j ∇R j+1/2

V
(el)

M (K j) + h̄ j+1 ∇R j+1/2
V

(el)
M (K j+1).

As stated in [7] for the quaternionic formulation, the material difference rotation W j := RT
j−1/2 ·R j+1/2 from which the

discrete material curvatures K j � K̃ j = log(W j)/h̄ j are extracted may be rotated forward by either of the two adjacent

frames R j±1/2 with the identical result w j :=R j±1/2 ·W j ·RT
j±1/2 ≡R j+1/2 ·RT

j−1/2. Therefore, the discrete vertex based
spatial curvatures log(w j)/h̄ j �κκκ j =R j±1/2 ·K j are well defined quantities. Using our definition of discrete curvatures

K j, material moment vectors given by M j = ∂V
(el)

M /∂K j and spatial moment vectors defined as m j :=R j+1/2 ·M j, one

may derive the identities h̄ j∇R j+1/2
V

(el)
M (K j) = h̄ j∇R j+1/2

〈K j,M j〉= R j+1/2 ·M j = m j and h̄ j+1∇R j+1/2
V

(el)
M (K j+1) =

h̄ j+1∇R j+1/2
〈K j+1,M j+1〉 = −R j+3/2 ·M j+1 = −m j+1, adding up to −∇R j+1/2

W
(el)

M = m j+1 −m j as desired. This

outlines the derivation of the l.h.s. of the balance equation (3) in terms of gradients w.r.t. the SO(3) frames as:

−∇R j+1/2
W (pot) = −∇R j+1/2

[
W (el) + Ŵ (ext)

]
= m j+1 − m j + (r j+1 − r j)× f j+1/2 + h j+1/2 μμμ j+1/2 . (12)

The inertial terms on the r.h.s. of (3) are obtained analogous to the derivation in the continuous theory in terms of the

gradient operator ∇∂tRT := a(k)×∂T /∂ (∂ta(k)) w.r.t. the time derivative ∂tR= ∂ta(k)⊗ek of SO(3) frames. Applied

to T = 1
2 ρLv2 + 1

2 〈ΩΩΩT , [ρI0] ·ΩΩΩ〉 this results in ∇∂tRT = ∇∂tR
1
2 〈ΩΩΩT , [ρI0] ·ΩΩΩ〉 = [ρLJ] ·ωωω , with the spatial inertia

tensor [ρLJ] = R · [ρI0] ·RT and the spatial angular velocity ωωω = 1
2 a(k) × ∂ta(k) = R ·ΩΩΩ of the moving frame, where

ΩΩΩ � Ω̃ = RT · ∂tR. For the discrete model, all algebraic computations can be applied to the rotational part (9) of the

discrete kinetic energy function without modification, with the result

∇∂tR j+1/2
W (kin) = ∇∂tR j+1/2

W (rot) = h j+1/2 [ρLJ] j+1/2 ·ωωω j+1/2 , (13)

where the spatial inertia tensor [ρLJ] j+1/2 = R j+1/2 · [ρI0] j+1/2 ·RT
j+1/2 and angular velocity ωωω j+1/2 = R j+1/2 ·ΩΩΩ j+1/2

of each edge segment of the discrete Cosserat rod are defined in complete analogy to the continuous theory. Note that

due to ∂t([ρLJ] ·ωωω) = [ρLJ] ·∂tωωω +ωωω × [ρLJ] ·ωωω the time derivative of r.h.s. of (13) already contains a part equal to the

contribution of the term −∇R j+1/2
W (rot) = h j+1/2ωωω j+1/2 × [ρLJ] j+1/2 ·ωωω j+1/2.

In summary, these considerations indicate how the semi-discrete angular momentum balance equation

m j+1 − m j + (r j+1 − r j)× f j+1/2 + h j+1/2 μμμ j+1/2 = h j+1/2 ∂t
(
[ρLJ] j+1/2 ·ωωω j+1/2

)
(14)

results by computing both sides of the equivalent equation −∇R j+1/2
W (pot) = ∂t(∇∂tR j+1/2

W (kin)) formulated in terms

of variational derivatives w.r.t. the edge based SO(3) frames according to the Lagrangian formalism.

A quaternionic formulation of the rotational gradient operators ∇R and ∇∂tR provides the connection to the Euler–

Lagrange equations of the quaternionic formulation: The parametrization R = E(q̂) of SO(3) frames by rotational

quaternions via the Euler map and the representation a(k) = E(q̂) · ek of frame directors imply the transformation rule

∂/∂a(k) = [dE(q̂) ·ek]
−T ·∂/∂ q̂ of the gradients w.r.t. the frame directors and the quaternion gradient3 operator ∂/∂ q̂.

3Note that for a scalar function V (q̂) of q̂ ∈ S3 the vector ∂V /∂ q̂ is orthogonal to q̂, i.e.: 〈q̂,∂V /∂ q̂〉 ≡ 0.
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Utilizing the dot truncation rule [11] one finds that likewise ∂/∂ (∂ta(k)) = [dE(q̂) · ek]
−T · ∂/∂ (∂t q̂) holds for the

transformation of the gradients w.r.t. the frame director velocities. Therefore, the quaternionic rotational gradient

operators are given by ∇R ≡ ∇q̂ := (E(q̂) ·ek)× [dE(q̂) ·ek]
−T ·∂/∂ q̂ and ∇∂tR ≡ ∇∂t q̂ := (E(q̂) ·ek)× [dE(q̂) ·ek]

−T ·
∂/∂ (∂t q̂), where p×q = 1

2 (p ◦q−q ◦p) abbreviates the quaternionic formulation of the cross product of vectors in

E
3, and the semi-discrete balance equations (14) may likewise be obtained from −∇q̂ j+1/2

W (pot) = ∂t(∇∂t q̂ j+1/2
W (kin)),

using the discrete energy terms W (pot) and W (kin) expressed in quaternion variables.

It remains to show that the equations −∇q̂W
(pot) = ∂t(∇∂t q̂W

(kin)) may be rewritten as (E(q̂) · ek)× [dE(q̂) · ek]
−T ·[

∂L̄ /∂ (q̂)−∂t(∂L̄ /∂ (∂t q̂))
]
= 0, which in turn implies that, due to the regularity of the transformation operator

(E(q̂) · ek)× [dE(q̂) · ek]
−T , the rotational part of the Euler–Lagrange equations (10) and the balance equations (14)

are indeed equivalent. However, a presentation of the technically involved derivation of this statement is beyond the

scope of (or rather: available space for) this conference paper. The derivation presented in [2] aims at (and results in)

a quaternionic version of angular momentum balance that is primarily useful for numerical computations. Different

from that, the derivation presented in this section aims at pointing out the formal similarity of the semi-discrete and

continuous balance equations, in accordance with the Lagrangian formalism.

3. Static Equilibria Obtained by Energy Minimization
Hamilton’s principle characterizes static equilibrium configurations as stationary points of the potential energy, and

stable ones as minima of the latter. Therefore the static balance equations

f j+1/2 − f j−1/2 + h̄ j βββ j = 0 ⇔ ∂W (pot)/∂r j = 0 (15)

m j+1 −m j + (r j+1 − r j)× f j+1/2 + h j+1/2 μμμ j+1/2 = 0 ⇔ ∂W (pot)/∂ q̂ j+1/2 = 0 (16)

hold for stable equilibrium configurations corresponding to minima of the potential energy W (pot). To illustrate the

properties of our discrete rod model, we briefly discuss two well-known academic examples4:

(a) Plane deformations of an elastic band (e.g. a leaf spring), clamped on one end and loaded by a force on the other

one, can be modeled analytically using Euler’s Elastica theory [13, 14].

(b) Helical deformations of a flexible rod (e.g. a steel string or a glass fiber) in space are an elementary application

of the rod theory of Kirchhoff and Clebsch [15, 16].

For both examples, we assume that there are no external forces or moments acting on the rod (i.e. βββ = 0 = μμμ), such

that the sectional force f is constant, and it remains to solve ∂sm+ ∂sr× f = 0 for given boundary conditions. Note

that in equilibrium the spatial moment quantity MMM := m(s)+r(s)× f is necessarily constant along the rod for constant

f, independent of its constitutive properties. For the discrete rod model, minimization of its energy implies constant

f j−1/2 ≡ f on all edges, and the discrete balance equations m j −m j−1 = f× (r j − r j−1) satisfied by minimal energy

configurations, such that MMM j = m j + r j × f is constant on all vertices.

Both examples can be treated analytically using an inextensible Kirchhoff rod model, for which any length changes

of the centerline as well as transverse shearing of the frames are kinematically inhibited. Differently, our discrete

Cosserat model allows for tangential extension or compression of the discrete centerline as well as transverse shearing

of the frames w.r.t. the edge tangents. However, for load cases primarily characterized by bending and twisting, these

deformations are negligibly small. Nevertheless, they are present and provide the discrete strains used to evaluate the

discrete sectional forces f j−1/2 = q̂ j−1/2 ◦F j−1/2 ◦ q̂∗j−1/2 from the constitutive equations F j−1/2 = CΓ · (ΓΓΓ j−1/2 − e3)

on all edges. Discrete material moments are computed on vertices as M j = CK · (K j −K0 j), where K0 j ≡ 0 for both

examples. Spatial moments m j = q̂ j±1/2 ◦M j ◦ q̂∗j±1/2 are obtained by rotation of the material ones, using either of the

adjacent frames involved in the computation of the discrete material curvature K j.

Example (a) Euler’s Elastica: The deformed rod configurations shown in Figs. 2 and 3 result from two very different

solution approaches: Modeling the rod as a plane, inextensible elastic curve with a centerline r(s) =
∫ s

0 dζ t(ζ ) obtained

by integration of its unit tangent vector t(s) = cos(θ(s))e1 + sin(θ(s))e2 reduces the static equilibrium equations to

a nonlinear boundary value problem (BVP) for the tangent angle θ(s) as a function of the arc length, which can be

solved analytically in closed form. The other equilibrium configurations shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are obtained via energy

minimization of a discrete Cosserat rod in space.

4We refer to Ch. XIX, Art. 260-263 and 270 Love’s treatise [12] for a concise discussion of an analytical treatment of both examples.
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Figure 2: Visual and quantitative comparison of the discrete Cosserat rod model (20 vertices) in static equilibrium and

the analytical solution of an Elastica of reference length L = 1000 mm and bending stiffness [EI] = 1.0 Nm2, evaluated

in Matlab for the load force fL =−2e1 −1e2 N (add. Cosserat rod parameters: [GA] = 10.0 kN = [EA]/3).
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Figure 3: Visual and quantitative comparison of the discrete Cosserat rod model (20 vertices) in static equilibrium and

the analytical solution of an Elastica of reference length L = 1000 mm and bending stiffness [EI] = 1.0 Nm2, evaluated

in Matlab for the load forces fL =−17.8e1 +12.8e2 N (add. Cosserat rod parameters: [GA] = 10.0 kN = [EA]/3).

The boundary condition at the clamped end is θ(0)= 0, at the other end the rod is loaded by a force −fL = f1 e1+ f2 e2 =
f(L). As f(s) ≡ −fL remains constant along the rod, the balance equation for mb = [EI] t× ∂st = EIθ ′(s)e3 reduces

to the differential equation [EI]θ ′′(s) = f1 sin(θ(s))− f2 cos(θ(s)) for the tangent angle. The bending moment mb
and likewise the (signed) the curvature κ(s) = θ ′(s) vanish at the loaded end, which provides the additional boundary

condition θ ′(L) = 0. For given length L and bending stiffness [EI] of the Elastica and given end force fL, the two–point

BVP for θ(s) can be solved analytically in closed form in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions.

The constancy of the function H = 1
2 m2

b/[EI] + 〈f, t〉 = 1
2 [EI]θ ′(s)2 + f1 cos(θ(s))+ f2 sin(θ(s)) along the Elastica

solution can be utilized to integrate the DE for θ(s) by a separation of variables. For an Elastica confined to the

plane spanned by {e1,e2} only the third component M3 = [EI]κ(s)+ f2 x(s)− f1 y(s) of the first integral MMM may take

a nonzero constant value along the the centerline curve r(s) = x(s)e1 + y(s)e2 in equilibrium. Due to the boundary

conditions r(0) = 0, mb(L) = 0 and f(L) =−fL the relation [EI]κ(0) = f1 yL − f2 xL holds for the bending moment at

the clamped end and the sectional force at the end position r(L) = xL e1 + yL e2 of the Elastica.
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Equilibrium solutions of the discrete Cosserat rod are computed by minimizing its elastic energy for given boundary

conditions by an interior point method, using the software package �����. To compute solutions for the plane Elastica
problem, the discrete model is not a priori confined to plane. Nevertheless, discrete centerline curves with all vertices

{r j} j=0,...,N located in the plane of the problem result from the numerical solution. Although closed form analytical

solutions of the equivalent two–point BVP for the tangent angle θ(s) of the Elastica in principle could be obtained in

terms of special functions, we computed numerical solutions of the BVP for θ(s) with the Matlab routine ����	, using

a very fine discretization to approximate the analytical Elastica solution with high precision, to circumvent technical

problems encountered in the vicinity of inflection points. Typical application cases treated in IPS imply the specification

of kinematical boundary conditions (i.e. the prescription of centerline positions, frames, or both) at the ends of a cable,

rather than the prescription of loads. Correspondingly, in the shown example we clamped the position and frame of the

rod at the left end, and prescribed the position of its other end. The sectional force fL was then extracted from the IPS
solution in post processing and used as an input for the integration of the Elastica BVP in Matlab.

The screenshots displayed in Figs. 2 and 3 show the numerical solutions obtained for our discrete Cosserat rod model,

visualized in the GUI of the IPS5 software, with the vertices indicated by red dots, and an overlay of the Elastica
curve obtained from Matlab for the two cases. For the Elastica solution, the plotted quantities display the values

of the tangential force component ft(s) = 〈f, t(s)〉, the norm fs(s) = ‖f− 〈f, t(s)〉t(s)‖ of the shear force, the norm

mb = [EI]
√

κ2(s) of the bending moment as well as the values of the first integrals f, MMM and H along the centerline.

For completeness, also the torsional moment mt is displayed, which for the plane Elastica problem vanishes identically,

by definition for the analytical solution, and for the discrete rod as a result of the numerical computations.

For the equilibrium solution of the discrete Cosserat rod model obtained by energy minimization, the values of discrete

curvature κ j and therefore also those of the bending moment mb j = [EI]
√

κ2
j are defined at the vertex positions r j of

the discrete centerline, while the sectional forces f j−1/2 are obtained from the discrete shear strains ΓΓΓ j−1/2 on edges and

need to be interpolated as weighted averages f̄ j := (h j−1/2f j−1/2 +h j+1/2f j+1/2)/(2h̄ j) to obtain vertex based sectional

forces, which in turn may be used to define a discrete vertex based approximation M̄MM j = m j + r j × f̄ j of the conserved

total moment MMM. A discrete approximation H̄ j ≈ H(s j) of the first integral H needs to be constructed in a similar

manner, taking into account that for the Cosserat rod model the extensional force components F(3)
j−1/2

= 〈F j−1/2,e3〉=
〈f j−1/2,a

(3)
j−1/2

〉 replace the tangential force values 〈f j−1/2, t j−1/2〉 generally used in the definition of H for inextensible

Kirchhoff rods. Likewise, the elastic energy term of the inextensible Elastica needs to be replaced by the more general

stored energy density of a Cosserat rod (see [20] for details). While the term V
(el)

M (K j) is by definition evaluated at

vertices, the terms V
(el)

F (ΓΓΓ j±1/2) as well as 〈F j±1/2,e3〉 are edge based and require an interpolation to compute an

approximation of their vertex based values. This is done by the same weighted averaging scheme as used to obtain f̄ j.

For the moderate, cantilever-type deformations shown in Fig. 2 the numerical solution obtained for the discrete Cosserat

rod by energy minimization agrees almost perfectly with the analytical Elastica solution in all aspects.

For the more demanding test case shown in Fig. 3 one still obtains good, but not as perfect agreement, as there are

small, but clearly visible differences between the centerlines of the discrete model and the Elastica. On the one hand,

the discrete force vectors f̄ j are accurately conserved, and also the tangential and shear force components and the

bending moment closely follow the analytical curves6. However, the small deviations of the non-zero component M
(3)
j

from a constant value (which must not necessarily equal the one of the continuous model) indicates that the discrete

configuration is not in perfect equilibrium. This is presumably caused by the choice of algorithmic parameters of the

numerical solution procedure, which seems to terminate too early in the case of more demanding deformation cases

where the equilibrium is harder to find. As the function H is only constant in exact equilibrium, it is therefore not

surprising that for H̄ j one recognizes corresponding small deviations from a constant value, and also slight deviations

from the constant analytic value of H for the Elastica in equilibrium.

Nevertheless, the discussion of the results for the two examples shown in Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrates that the discrete

Cosserat rod model combined with the approach to compute equilibrium solutions by energy minimization yields good

results for the configuration variables as well as for the sectional kinetic quantities.

5The geometrically exact rod model currently used in the commercial version of IPS Cable Simulation is actually of extensible Kirchhoff type

[17]. Corresponding benchmark tests like the ones displayed in the extended abstract submitted for this contribution had been performed in early

development phases of the IPS software more than a decade ago. The main purpose of our present work is a thorough exploration of the quasi-static
properties of the discrete Cosserat rod model [2] that was primarily developed for fully dynamic simulations.

6Note that for both the shear force and the bending moment their (non-negative) absolute values are plotted, which explains the sharp kinks in the

respective curves at points where the signed quantities have roots with a change of sign. In the case of the shear force this happens when the force

and tangent vectors are parallel, for the bending moment at points of inflection, where the tangent direction changes from a left to a right turn and

the curvature becomes zero.
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Figure 4: Visual and quantitative comparison of the discrete Cosserat rod model (20 vertices) in static equilibrium and

Kirchhoff’s analytical solution for a helix with bending / torsional stiffness [EI] = 1.0 Nm2 = [GJ], pitch angle α0 =
π/8, radius ρ0 = 200 mm and reference length L = 2πρ0/cos(α0)≈ 1360 mm for one helical revolution (add. Cosserat

rod parameters: [GA] = 10.0 kN = [EA]/3).

Example (b) Kirchhoff’s helix: Helical deformations of a straight elastic rod in space can be treated analytically in

closed form if modeled as an inextensible Kirchhoff rod (see [15] and [12] Art. 270).

The constitutive equation for the moment of the rod are given in spatial form as m = [EI] t× ∂st + [GJ]κ(3) t, where

t×∂st = κb is the curvature binormal of the centerline with Frenet curvature κ =
√

κ(1) +κ(2), and κ(3) is the twist

of the moving frame, such that mb = [EI]κ is the absolute value of the bending moment around the binormal axis b,

and the value of the torsional moment directed (anti)parallel to t is the signed quantity mt = [GJ]κ(3). Both mt and

the function H = 1
2 [EI]κ2 + 1

2 [GJ] (κ(3))2 + 〈f, t〉 are conserved along the centerline of an inextensible Kirchhoff rod

deformed in space.

Helical configurations7 are characterized by constant material curvature K = κ(k) ek and may be held in equilibrium

for specific combinations of the force and moment vectors, with mb = [EI] cos2(α0)/ρ0 and a resultant force value

F = [GJ]κ(3) cos(α0)/ρ0 − [EI] sin(α0)cos2(α0)/ρ2
0 , where the axis of the helix is (anti)parallel to the force direction.

In the example shown in Fig. 4 the helical axis is parallel to e3. The constant force f = Fe3 can be decomposed into its

tangential and shear parts as f = F [sin(α0) t + cos(α0)b] = ft t + fs b.

The screenshots displayed in in Fig. 4 show the side and top view of the discrete solution (vertices again indicated with

red dots), with an overlay of the analytical helical centerline curve. As in the Elastica example, the forces, moments

and first integrals show good agreement with their constant counterparts for the analytical solution.

7Helical equilibrium configurations exist also for uniform Cosserat rods [18, 19, 20] and are characterized by constant values of K and ΓΓΓ.
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4. IPS Cable Simulation: Application Examples from Automotive Industry
In automotive industry today, simulation tools are used in the realization of a new product. As changes in the design and

planning concepts are extremely costly in later verification and production phases of the development process, much

can be gained if a product design can be optimized and verified with respect to the assembly process with simulation

tools as early as possible. Specifically, this holds true for the virtual preparation of slender flexible structures such as as

electrical cables and wiring harnesses, hoses, pipes and tubes. In a complex product, these types of structures appear

in a variety of applications, e.g. wired data communication, energy transfer (electrical power supply and hydraulics),

heating and cooling systems, et cetera. They are usually located where there is restricted design space and are therefore

often associated with quality problems and late on-line adjustments due to geometrical interference. Hence, there is a

strong motivation to use a discrete simulation model to accurately predict deformations and stress in slender flexible

structures already in the design phase ([21]).

Cosserat rods are particularly well suited for modeling of slender flexible structures encountered in industrial scenarios.

The rod model accounts for large deformations and captures the interaction between the different deformation modes.

At the same time, it is very efficient to evaluate, which is important when conducting iterative design studies, motion

analysis and real-time manipulation. However, for industrial applications the rod model needs to be extended with

additional functionality in order to be practical.

• Pre-deformation: This is a common property in e.g. plastic pipes and rubber hoses in order to keep the compo-

nent in a chosen configuration implied by its geometrical design. A Cosserat rod model provides direct support

to account for pre-deformation in terms of reference strains given by values of the invariants that are either

prescribed or extracted from a desired nominal shape.

• Systems of rod models: A variety of different boundary conditions needs to be supported in order to model rods

that are kinematically connected to each other and/or to other parts. Systems of cables and hoses typically involve

(free-hanging) branching or break-out points. These boundary conditions can be included as constraints to the

energy minimization problem when solving for static equilibrium, or they can enter as constraints (together with

corresponding Lagrange multipliers) to the system of Euler–Lagrange equations when performing a dynamic

simulation.

• Mechanical clips: Cables and hoses are oftentimes connected to each other or to rigid parts via mechanical

clips with various allowed kinematic degrees of freedom. A typical clip can be modeled as a kinematic chain

mechanism and is then added to the set of boundary conditions when connected to a rod model. The kinematic

degrees of freedom are added as generalized variables in the system.

• Contact handling: Frictionless contact interaction between rods and between rods and triangulated surroundings

needs to be treated as well. A huge computational bottleneck are the calculations of distance and collision with

respect to the surrounding geometry that can potentially consist of millions of triangles.

Functionality as sketched in the list above, as well as a variety of additional productivity features, is implemented and

supported in the simulation software IPS Cable Simulation. With the functionality in place, different case studies can

be performed.

We illustrate this by a case study from the automotive industry depicted in Fig. 6. As the industry is focusing on

electrified and hybrid solutions, both conventional combustion engines and battery supplied electrical engines need to

fit in an already densely packed engine compartment. The lack of available design space makes it difficult to make

qualified geometrical design decisions. The shown example is a static design study of three cooler hoses joined in

a T-section connecting the radiator with the oil cooler and the engine cooling system. All three hoses are of rubber

Figure 5: Examples of mechanical clips, an interconnected system of rods and contact handling between two rod

models captured in the simulation software IPS Cable Simulation.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: The industrial scenario. (a): The engine compartment of a car with the highlighted cooler hoses. (b) and (c):

Side and top view of the static cooler hose case. Hose 1 is color-coded with internal force magnitude.
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Figure 7: Distribution of internal force and moment in the three cooler hoses before (solid lines) and after (dashed

lines) increasing the reference length of hose 2. The arc length parameter is measured from the junction.

material (Young’s modulus E = 5 MPa, poisson ratio ν = 1/2 and volume density ρ = 1100 kg/m3). The inner / outer

radius is 14.4 mm / 18.4 mm for hose 1 and 3 and 9.4 mm / 12.9 mm for hose 2. The reference arc lengths are 400 mm,

190 mm and 350 mm for hose 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The hoses are connected via a free-hanging rigid T-junction of

mass 1 kg.

The distribution of internal forces and moments in the three hoses in static equilibrium is plotted in Fig. 7. It can be

noted that the internal force in the smaller hose 2 is comparably high. By adding an extra design length of 50 mm

to hose 2, the internal forces in all hoses have decreased significantly after the design change, whereas the internal

moment remains roughly unaffected. In this way, design engineers can iteratively evaluate and modify the design of

the product.

5. Conclusions
The present work investigates kinetic aspects of discrete quaternionic Cosserat rods defined on a staggered grid within

the framework of Lagrangian mechanics. Theoretical considerations outline the main parts of a derivation of the semi-

discrete spatial balance equations for linear and angular momentum via variational derivatives of the energy terms of the

Lagrangian function of the rod model. Computing consecutive numerical solutions of the discrete quasi-static balance

equations by sequential energy minimization provides a procedure that displays many favourable properties w.r.t. sta-

bility, robustness and computational performance. Besides its usefulness in automotive applications like interactive

cable assembly simulations or the layout of cooler hoses in engine compartments, the discrete rod model combined

with the energy minimization approach yields reliable results for the sectional forces and moments. Integrated into a

software package like IPS Cable Simulation, this may be utilized by engineers to optimize their system layouts.
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Abstract 
Nowadays, a lot of use is made of large stroke flexure hinges in precision engineering. However, these large stroke 
flexure hinges typically lose stiffness in supporting direction during deflection. The lowest natural frequency is a 
commonly used measure for this property. Therefore, in shape and topology optimization, the decrease of this first 
parasitic frequency is often minimized. These optimizations are typically very time consuming, due to the large 
number of design evaluations. In this paper, a method is presented for determining stroke-dependent frequencies 
of large stroke flexure hinges. This method makes use of derivatives of mode shapes with respect to modal 
coordinates. Therefore, geometrical nonlinearities can be taken into account. Using these modal derivatives, 
frequency derivatives can be determined, making it possible to determine natural frequencies for any given 
deflection without having to linearize for every load step. For demonstration, the method is used to determine the 
first parasitic frequency of a single leaf spring as a function of the deflection. The results show that the decrease 
of this parasitic frequency has the shape of a bell-shaped curve, as commonly described in literature and found in 
experiments. 

Keywords: modal derivatives, frequency derivatives, floating frame of reference, large stroke flexure hinges 

1. Introduction 
Flexure hinges are frequently used in precision engineering for their deterministic behavior, due to the absence of 
friction, hysteresis and backlash [1]. For their common applications, flexure hinges are compliant in driving 
directions, while constraining motion in other directions. Figure 1 illustrates this concept for a single leaf spring. 
This property requires a high support stiffness throughout the entire range of motion. A commonly used measure 
for the support stiffness of a flexure hinge, and therefore the performance, is its first parasitic frequency, i.e. the 
lowest natural frequency in the support direction. Because the support stiffness typically decreases rapidly with 
deflection, flexure hinges tend to have a reduced performance in their deflected state [1]. 

  
 

Figure 1: Single leaf spring flexure. 

From literature [1,2], we know that the decrease of the first parasitic frequency, and therefore the stiffness in 
support direction, is typically described by a bell-shaped curve as shown in Figure 2. This figure shows a 
comparison between results from software package SPACAR and results from FEM for a flexure hinge. This 
means that already for small deflections, the stiffness decreases significantly. Recent development is aimed at the 
design of large stroke mechanisms for which this performance reduction is minimized. This would result in the 
bell-shaped curve to become flatter. Figure 3 shows the result of such an optimized large stroke flexure hinge, for 
which the performance is improved. For deflections of , the first parasitic frequency only drops 
approximately . 

support direction (stiff) 

driving direction (compliant) 
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Figure 2: Natural frequency of a flexure hinge as a function of the angle of deflection, determined by SPACAR 

and finite element method (FEM) [2]. 

 
Figure 3: Large stroke flexure hinge for which performance reduction is minimized [3]. 

Shape and topology optimization are used to design these sophisticated mechanisms, for which large stroke flexure 
hinges are included in geometrically nonlinear multibody analyses. As these forms of optimization require many 
design evaluations, model order reduction (MOR) is used to reduce computational costs. In [4], Wu and Tiso 
present a MOR technique suitable for multibody systems in the floating frame of reference (FFR) formulation 
using modal derivatives (MDs). The MDs are presented as the derivatives of the mode shapes  with respect to 
the modal coordinates . 

In the FFR formulation, the configuration of a flexible body is written as a combination of its global rigid body 
motion and a local elastic displacement field. When applying MOR, this local displacement field  is expressed 
as a linear combination of a small number of mode shapes, e.g. Craig-Bampton modes: . The modal 
coordinates  describe how the mode shapes behave in time. Geometric nonlinear effects in the displacement field 
are taken into account by the MDs, which are static corrections on the mode shapes. 

In this work, this MD-based technique is extended to determine stroke-dependent natural frequencies. To this end, 
the frequency derivatives (FDs) are introduced as the derivatives of the natural frequencies squared  with respect 
to the modal coordinates . The derivations of both MDs and FDs are presented in chapter 2. Using the FDs, the 
natural frequencies for any given configuration can be determined. For demonstration purposes, this method is 
used to determine the parasitic frequency as a function of the deflection in driving direction for the single leaf 
spring shown in Figure 1, using 3D beam elements. Chapter 3 shows this example. Finally, the conclusions are 
presented in chapter 4. 

2. Method 
In order to derive MDs, the full nonlinear Green-Lagrange strain expression [5] is taken into account: 

 (1) 

Using this expression, the configuration dependent stiffness matrix can be determined by differentiating the strain 
energy twice with respect to the generalized coordinates: 

 (2) 

To this end, the strain energy [5] is expressed as: 

 (3) 
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in which  and  are the stress and strain vector, respectively, including all terms of the stress and strain matrix. 
The eigenvalue problem for free vibrations around the undeformed equilibrium configuration is then given as: 

 (4) 
where  and  are the stiffness and mass matrix, respectively, and  is the natural mode shape corresponding to 
natural frequency .  

Differentiation of the eigenvalue problem with respect to the modal coordinates  yields: 

 (5) 

where  are the MDs, defined as the derivate of  with respect to , and  are the FDs, defined as the 
derivatives of  with respect to .  

The inertia terms in (5) can be neglected [6], therefore the expression for the modal derivatives yields: 

 (6) 

Since the MDs are now known, it is possible to determine the system’s mode shapes in its deflected state. The 
local elastic displacement field is now written as a combination of mode shapes and modal derivatives [7]: 

 (7) 

From (5), the FDs can be derived. In order to obtain a scalar equation, (5) is pre-multiplied with : 

 (8) 

The FDs can then be solved as: 

 (9) 

The natural frequencies can now be written as a combination of the natural frequencies in undeformed equilibrium 
configuration and frequency derivatives: 

 (10) 

3. Results 
To demonstrate the method presented in chapter 2, the 3D example of the single leaf spring in Figure 1 is analyzed 
using ten 3D beam elements. For numerical computations, the leaf spring is given length  m, height  m 
and thickness  m. The material is given the following properties: Young’s modulus  GPa, shear  
modulus  GPa and density  kg/m3. The first natural frequency of the system corresponds to a bending mode 
shape in the driving direction. When the system is deflected in this first mode, the natural frequency in the support 
direction is determined using the method as explained in chapter 2. The system is deflected until the angle of the 
end node reaches .  

Figure 4 shows the decrease of this parasitic frequency. It can be seen that already for relatively small deflections, 
the reduction in performance is indeed significant: for a deflection of , the decrease is already near . The 
results match the typical bell-shaped curve as shown in Figure 2 and presented in literature [1,2]. This means that 
the behavior of the natural frequencies can indeed be predicted in a reliable way using FDs. 

In current optimization processes, software packages such as SPACAR are used. SPACAR uses a flexible 
multibody approach with nonlinear beam elements, which can also include large deformations. A detailed 
description of the formulation is found in [8]. To produce similar results, SPACAR needs to solve a linearized 
eigenvalue problem for each incremental step in the deflection. The method presented here does not require this, 
which makes it attractive to apply on computationally expensive processes such as shape and topology 
optimizations. 
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Figure 4: Decrease of parasitic frequency of a single leaf spring for increasing deflection in the first mode shape. 

4. Conclusions 
This paper presents a new method to determine stroke-dependent natural frequencies during large deflections, 
based on a model order reduction technique using modal derivatives as earlier presented by Wu and Tiso in [4]. 
Both the modal derivatives and frequency derivatives are determined by differentiating the eigenvalue problem 
for free vibrations with respect to the modal coordinates. 

The frequency derivatives are used to describe the stroke-dependent natural frequencies as a combination of natural 
frequencies in undeformed equilibrium configuration and frequency derivatives. This method is applied on a 3D 
example of a single leaf spring and has proven to give realistic results, as the behavior of the first parasitic 
frequency was found to be similar to the typical bell-shaped decrease of the first parasitic frequency as presented 
in literature before. 
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Abstract
Nowadays the robotic challenges are various and many of these are oriented towards bioinspired, safe and energy

efficient solutions. The analysis of these systems traditionally is performed by considering rigid bodies and ideal

connections thanks to the easier approach in studying their motion and performances. However, in all the cases when

the structural deformations determine the magnitude of the external forces acting on the mechanism, the structural

flexibility cannot be neglected. Considering these needs, the authors propose the development of a flexible robotic leg

as a first step in the design of a jumping humanoid robot. It is called FLEGX (FLEXible Leg) and it has a double layer

control system: low and high level respectively. The first one aims at obtaining an order reduction model, while the

latter tends to produce a stable orbit in the state space variable to perform a controlled sequence of jumps. FLEGX

design validation was performed using the software MSC.Nastran R© and MSC.Adams R©-Matlab/Simulink R© integrated

environment. Future works concern an extended campaign of experimental tests on the physical to collect data useful

for validate the numerical models.

Keywords: multibody dynamics, flexible structure, jumping humanoid leg, virtual prototyping techniques

1. Introduction
Traditionally the Robotic Multibody Systems (RMBS) were considered composed by rigid bodies interconnected by

rigid joints, thanks to the less difficult approach in studying their motion and performances. The limits of this method

were faced with the increase of the robotic structures design complexity and with the growing demand of having safer

and more efficient robots. In all the cases when the structural deformations determine the external forces acting on the

system, the structural flexibility cannot be neglected. At the same time the design of a robot eligible for the Human

Robotic Interaction requires a non-stiff and non-bulky robotic structure.

The computational effort for analysing a RMBS with flexible components is much heavier than the ones required for

its rigid counterpart. This aspect caused a sharp slowdown of their research area development because the computers

performances were not able to challenge with such effort. As shown from the state of the art, from the seventies to

the early twenty-first century, the robotic research was more focused on design and control of rigid robots with some

exception represented by the robots having flexible connections.

Later on, thanks to the advent of high-performance computers, the development of flexible robotic structures arose. In

2007 an artificial musculoskeletal system consisting of six pneumatic muscle actuators including bi-articular muscle

and two legs with hip, knee and ankle joints was developed. It is called Mowgli (Fig. 1.a) [1], it can jump as high as 0.5

m, more than 50% of its body height and can land softly. In 2012 StarlETH (Fig. 1.b) [2] was born, it is fully actuated

with high compliant series elastic actuation, making the system torque controllable and at the same time well suited for

highly dynamic manoeuvres. The robot is able to jump up to 0.76 m, which corresponds to 150% of the leg length. In

2014 the German-based engineering company Festo [3] developed a bionic kangaroo (Fig. 1.c) which, like its natural

model, can recover the energy of a jumping phase, store it and efficiently use it for the next jump. In 2016 the Gearless

Omni-directional Acceleration vectoring Topology (Fig. 1.d) [4] was conceived, it is an electromechanically actuated

robot with legs capable of dexterous walking, running, explosive omni-directional jumping and actively compliant

landing. The robot can deliver 20 J in jumping experiments, achieving a height of 82 cm. In the same year of the
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Figure 1: Flexible Jumping Robots: a) Mowgli; b) StralETH; c) Kangaroo; d) GOAT; e) SALTO; f) FLEGX

previous, a one-legged hopper with the highest robotic vertical jumping agility ever recorded was designed. Its name

is SALTO (Fig. 1.e) that stands for "SAltatorial Locomotion on Terrain Obstacles" and the motion of the mechanical

jumping leg was modeled after galagos, a small jumping primates native to Africa. SALTO is 26 cm tall when fully

extended and it can jump 400% of it tallness during its first leap and reach 500% with second one [5].

Parallely, in 2010, the Athlete robot was born [6]. It has a pneumatic actuation system to mimic the leg muscles and

its feet are designed as flexible. It was conceived for studying the musculoskeletal motor control of legged locomotion

using muscle activity and kinetic data from the human movements. To the best of our knowledge it is the first attempt

in conceiving the robot structure as flexible. Following a similar strategy, the author of this paper propose a design of

a 3 DoF underactuated mechanism with one flexible components. It is called FLEGX (FLEXible LEG) and it would

be the first step in the design of a jumping humanoid robot with flexible limbs (Fig. 2.a). The virtual prototyping

techniques played a key role in the identification of the optimal geometric and dynamic features of the leg, such as

the length and thickness of the flexible link or the inertial properties of the whole system, and in the choice of the

most suitable mechanical and electromechanical components. Several simulations were performed using the software

MSC.Nastran R© and MSC.Adams R©-Matlab/Simulink R© integrated environment and their results will be presented.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the mechanism, Section III details the kinematics,

Section IV addresses the control system performances, Section V analyses the simulations and their results while in

Section VI conclusions and future works will be illustrated.

2. Mechanism Description
FLEGX is a novel robotic limb whose main characteristic is to have one limb flexible (Fig. 2.a). It has 3DoF in the

sagittal plane: 2 of them are actuated, namely the hip (θ1, Fig. 2.b) and the knee (θ2, Fig. 2.b) joints; while the third

one, the translational joint (y direction in Fig. 2.b) , is not. The final configuration of the presented mechanism derives

from an extended optimization campaign focused on two objectives: lowering both masses and inertias and, at the same

time, increasing the dynamic capabilities of the system, i.e. the jumping height.

The first goal was achieved by conceiving the rigid segment (upperleg in Fig. 2.a) as lighter as possible. It consists of

a commercial round thin-wall aluminium tube having an outer diameter of 75 mm, inner diameter equal to 71 mm and

a length of 180 mm. The round tube features several holes with the purpose of lightening the structure: the resulting

mass of the tube is approximately equal to 165 g. The inertia reduction, instead, was satisfied by locating the actuation

system, composed by two brushless DC motors with two gearheads, on the linear guide supporting plate (Fig. 2.a). In

order to transmit the motion at the knee joint, then, a floating worm wheel and a tendon-like structure (Fig. 2.a) are

employed. The hole of the wheel is drilled out allowing a deep groove double row ball bearing to be coupled with it; in

turn, the inner ring of the ball bearing is constrained to the hip joint shaft, resulting in decoupling the motion of the hip

and knee worm wheels.

The second goal was reached by designing the lower leg as a flexible component((Fig. 2.a): it is a flexible spring

steel (AISI 304 - EN 1.4301) link having constant rectangular cross-section. Several details of this component will be

exhaustively illustrated in the rest of the paper.

3. Kinematics
The kinematics of a jump consists in two different phases: the flying and the stance one. FLEGX flying phase is similar

to the projectile motion, since the actuators are heavier than the rest of the leg. For these reasons, the kinematics is

written assuming the vertical displacement (y) as independent variable. The kinematic of the stance phase, instead,

strictly depends on the joint space and on the link deflection.

Assuming q1 as the hip angle and q2 as the knee one (Fig. 2.b), and rewriting sin(q1) = s1, cos(q1) = c1, sin(q2) = s2,
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Figure 2: a) FLEGX mechanical design and components description; b) Kinematic schema flying phase; c) Kinematic

schema stance phase.

cos(q2) = c2 the two kinematics are here illustrated.

In the flying phase (Fig. 2.b) the leg is restrained along the vertical direction without having contact with the ground,

so that the upperleg center of the mass position Pcm can be estimated by

Pcm =
[ a

2s1
;y0 − a

2c1

]
(1)

where a is the upperleg length and y0 the reached height.

For what concerns the flexible link position (lowerleg) Plink(ξ ), we have

Plink(ξ ) =
[

as1 +ξ s2 −w(ξ )c2

y0 − a
2 c1 −ξ c2 −w(ξ )s2

]
(2)

where b is the length of the flexible link and w(ξ ) is the deflection of the point at arc length ξ of the flexible link.

Writing the beam deflection as a truncated modal series, given by a spatial mode eigen function φi(ξ ) and a time

dependent mode amplitude δi of mode eigen function, is it possible to rewrite the Eq. (2) as

Plink(ξ ) =
[

as1 +ξ s2 −∑i[φi(ξ )δi]c2

y0 − a
2 c1 −ξ c2 −∑i[φi(ξ )δi]s2

]
(3)

In the stance phase (Fig. 2.c) the flexible component is in contact with the ground and acts as a shock absorber. The

position of the actuation system, rigid component (upperleg) and flexible component (lowerleg) are here illustrated.

Pload =
[
0;ac1 +bc2 +w(b)s2

]
(4)

Pcm =
[ a

2 s1; a
2 c1 +bc2 +w(b)s2

]
(5)

Plink(ξ ) =
[

as1 +ξ s2 −w(ξ )c2

(b−ξ )c2 +[w(b)−w(ξ )]s2

]
(6)
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Figure 3: Low level control scheme

where b is the length of the flexible link, while the other parameters are the same as before. Then using the modal

analysis it is possible to rewrite these equations as:

Pload =
[
0;ac1 +bc2 +∑i[φi(b)δi]s2

]
(7)

Pcm =
[ a

2 s1; a
2 c1 +bc2 +∑i[φi(b)δi]s2

]
(8)

Plink(ξ ) =
[

as1 +ξ s2 −∑i[φi(ξ )δi]c2

(b−ξ )c2 +∑i[(φi(b)−φi(ξ ))δi]c2

]
(9)

4. Control System
The control architecture of the robotic structure here presented is based on a low level joint position control (Fig. 3) and

an high level hybrid control. The low level control is based on the singular perturbation theory [7] applied to a hybrid

system in order to obtain an order reduction model. Considering the Lagrangian-assumed modes dynamic model of the

system:

[
mrr mr f
m f r m f f

][
q̈
δ̈

]
+

[
0 0

0 D f f

][
q̇
δ̇

]
+

[
0 0

0 Kf f

][
q
δ

]
+

⎡⎣hr

(
q, q̇,δ , δ̇

)
h f

(
q, q̇,δ , δ̇

)⎤⎦+[Gr (q,δ )
G f (q,δ )

]
=

[
τ
0

]
(10)

where m is the inertia matrix, h represents the Coriolis vector, q is the rigid DoF, δ is the flexible DoF while G is the

vector containing the torque due to gravity. The subscript r is referred to joint variables while the subscript f is referred

to deflection variables. Assuming that it is possible to chose as perturbation parameter ε2 = k−1
m which is the smallest

value of the stiffness matrix (Kf f ). Thanks to a change of coordinates φ = δ
ε2 it is possible to decompose FLEGX

dynamics into a slow and a fast subsystem, independent each other. The slow subsystem is obtained if ε tends to 0;

while the fast subsystem can be estimated by applying a time scale T = t/ε . This decomposition allows to implement

two independent control laws, one for the slow subsystem which allows to follow the joint trajectory using a simple PD

controller as the robot was rigid, the other for the fast subsystem which allows to damp the oscillations of the flexible

link.

The high level control is based on the theory of hybrid system [8]. The aim of this controller is to produce a stable orbit

in the state space variable in order to obtain a controlled sequence of jumps.

5. Simulation
The performance of the device were studied in the MSC.Adams R©-Matlab/Simulink R© integrated environment: the

first software solves the system dynamics dealing with FLEGX multi-body model; while the second one controls it

according to the schema described in the previous paragraph and shown in Fig. 3.
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Table 1: Initial Numerical Simulations Parameters

Simulation N◦ Sim 1 Sim 2 Sim 3 Rigid Sim 4

hip position [deg] 60 45 30 60 52.5
knee position [deg] −60 −45 −30 −60 −52.5
hip Torque [Nm]e 60.6 41.8 41.8 42.1 50.7
knee Torque [Nm] 56.6 35.8 31.9 44.2 45,1
height [mm] 95.7 21.4 0.0 7.5 49.5
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Figure 4: Simulation 1 and Simulation 2 results

The jumping movement investigated was obtained by rotating the hip and knee joints, of the aforementioned model,

with a sinusoidal acceleration profile in order to reduce the vibration induced by the actuators. Three different config-

urations were investigated in order to verify which is the best trade-off between the applied torques and the maximum

reachable jumping height. In all the simulation the robotic leg starts in the standing position and then squats down in

0.8s to reach the different configuration analysed. Then the hip was rotated of −30deg and the knee of 30deg in 0.32s
allowing the leg to jump vertically. Table (1) contains a synthesis of the simulations input data.

6. Results and Future Works
In this paper a novel mechanism design for jumping robotic is presented. Its concept tends to be an answer to the

bioinspired robotic challenges open questions. The mechanical design together with kinematics, dynamics and control

has been detailed. An extended campaign of simulations shows which are the design performances. More in detail, in

the Sol.1 (Tab. 1) the reachable jump height is greater than in the other two configurations (Fig. 4-a, Fig. 4-a, Fig. 5-a),

but to track this joint trajectory it is necessary to apply high torques (Fig. 4-a).

In the Sol.2 (Tab. 1) , instead, the robotic leg jumped 21.4mm over the ground and the torques are lower than before

(Fig. 4-b). In the last configuration (Sol.3 - Tab. 1) the device is not able to jump and the torques are near to the value

of the second configuration (Fig. 5-a).

These results show that in the range og angles between the first and second configuration it is possible to obtain a

sufficient jump height. To verify that a fourth simulation was performed (Tab. 1).

The results of this last simulation (Fig. 5-b) confirmed that moving the hip and knee angle in the range 60deg < θ1 ≤
45deg - −60deg < θ2 ≤ −45deg respectively, allows to reach the higher jumping heights. Finally the results of these

simulations were compared with the dynamic performance of the same robotic system where the flexible limb was

replaced by a rigid link (Fig.6) in order to verify if the flexible structure allows to improve the dynamic performance
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Figure 5: Simulation 3 and Simulation 4 results
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Figure 6: Simulation with rigid bodies results
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of the system. The rigid structure requires less torque then the flexible one, but it is able to jump just 7.5mm while

the FlegX device reaches 95.7mm (Tab. 1) applying the same reference input to the joints. Future works concern the

development of a physical prototype and the accomplishment of an extended campaign of experimental test to collect

data useful for the numerical model validation.
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Abstract
The Elastic Multi-Body Simulation (EMBS) progressively constitutes the established method when dealing with elastic

deformations of components in complex mechanical systems. The Floating-Frame-of-Reference-Formulation (FFRF)

is the state-of-the-art method describing small elastic deformations in this context. The elastic body model is usually

generated by the Finite-Element-Method (FEM). However, this FE-model may contain several uncertainties concern-

ing geometry, mass distribution, local and directional stiffness as well as damping phenomena. The next mandatory

step is a Model Order Reduction (MOR) condensing the elastic Degrees of Freedom (DoF) of the FE-model, which

embodies further approximation errors. Due to the complex and error-prone conventional procedure, a novel approach

is suggested, where the data of the elastic body model is directly gained from the results of an Experimental Modal

Analysis (EMA) without using any FE-model or MOR. Therefore, the necessary parameters derived from the mea-

sured data are properly prepared and transferred to the Standard Input Data (SID) format by means of the software

MORPACK (Model Order Reduction PACKage). The novel approach yields several challenges for which adequate

solutions are presented. The feasibility is demonstrated at an U-section as an early validation example. As a result, the

accuracy of the frequency response in the higher frequency range can be considerably increased, which is especially

important for vibro-acoustic simulations.

Keywords: elastic multi-body simulation, floating-frame-of-reference-formulation, standard input data, experimental

modal analysis, multi-point connection, MORPACK

1. Introduction
The Elastic Multi-Body Simulation (EMBS) is gaining importance in many sectors of industry when it comes to the

dynamic simulation of mechanical systems. This is motivated by the increasing complexity of technical assemblies

and by the prevailing principles of lightweight design. The Floating-Frame-of-Reference-Formulation (FFRF) is state-

of-the-art, whereas the model of the elastic body is usually generated by the Finite-Element-Method (FEM) [1]. The

validity of the FE-model is crucial for the simulation success and famously constitutes the largest source of error. Sev-

eral uncertainties arise from the FE-model due to inaccurate geometry, slightly inhomogeneous mass distribution, local

and directional stiffness as well as damping phenomena. Possible causes originate from manufacturing processes and

production tolerances or simply from the consideration of complex assemblies containing mounting parts like cables

or hoses [2]. For representing realistic components, the problem is partly encountered by a model-updating procedure.

The predefined FE-model is tuned using experimental data based on measured frequency response functions. The

model-updating is highly expensive since a vast number of optimization parameters must be defined and evaluated [3].

Because the updating process is based on a mathematical optimization with modal criteria acting as objective function,

the updating process may result in non-physical material parameters. This is most likely the case, if the underlying

FE-model presumes the wrong material model or a faulty geometric shape. A Model Order Reduction (MOR) is the

next step in the conventional process, condensing the elastic Degrees of Freedom (DoF), which embodies further ap-

proximation errors [4], for example due to modal truncation. Finally, the information of the elastic body model is

passed to the EMBS using the Standard Input Data (SID) file format [5].

Due to the complex and error-prone conventional procedure, a novel approach is suggested, where the data of the

elastic body model is directly gained from the results of an Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA). The main advantage

is to achieve a realistic model behavior, even for very complex structures including mounting parts. Moreover, any

uncertainties as well as damping phenomena are considered by default. Finally, the trimmed approach comes up

without using any FE-model or MOR. A computationally expensive model-updating and eigenanalysis can be avoided.

The idea of using measured data to represent the global ansatz functions of the elastic body is not completely new and

also noted by other authors [1]. The concept can basically be considered as a component mode synthesis approach

regarding the methods of experimental dynamic substructuring when the behavior of the subcomponent is defined by
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experimentally identified mode shapes [6]. In the context of EMBS, commonly the measured normal modes are used

in the global Ritz-approach of free floating bodies. Mass, center of gravity and inertia tensor have to be defined in

addition. This procedure is made available e.g. by the EMBS-software SIMPACK since version 9.10 [7]. In contrast to

that, the presented novel approach provides the workflow for the entire creation process of the elastic body without the

utilization of an FE-model. This includes the consideration of mass properties of the elastic body and the generation

of additional nodes on the basis of the data gained by an EMA. For practical usage of the presented approach several

aspects must be considered. Therefore the paper is structured as following: In Section 2 the conventional and the novel

workflow are compared and the generation process of the required data is explained in detail. Four main challenges of

the novel approach are identified and treated in Section 3. Section 4 deals with the feasibility of the novel approach at

the example of an U-section.

2. Workflow and Required Data
The workflow of the conventional approach is presented in Figure 1 (top). Starting with a CAD-model, the FE-model

of the free floating body is derived. For the mentioned improvement of the FE-model, an updating procedure using

experimental data of an EMA is advisable, especially when addressing the higher frequency range. The reduced FE-

model is gained by means of a MOR and provides the necessary SID-terms, which represent the elastic body model

within the EMBS-model.

In contrast, the novel approach directly utilizes the measured data of an EMA, see Figure 1 (bottom). The essen-

tial modal subspace information is extracted from the system of measured transfer functions by a suitable estimation

method. Afterwards, the measured subspace has to be extrapolated by additional DoF and additional connection points

with rotational DoF to be compatible with the requirements of the final EMBS-model. Finally, the derived data of the

elastic body model is stored in the SID-format. The presented novel process is completely implemented in MATLAB

using the MORPACK-toolbox (Model Order Reduction PACKage) [4], which is developed at the Chair of Dynamics

and Mechanism Design for several years. Since the FE-model becomes superfluous, a costly MOR is unnecessary

and a computationally expensive numerical eigenanalysis of the FE-model also vanishes. During the suggested novel

process several challenges arise, which are discussed in Section 3.

Figure 1: Generation of elastic body data by conventional approach (top) and novel approach (bottom)

The EMBS-formulation is based on the FFRF, whereas the overall motion of a body point P is separated into a large

non-linear deflection of the reference frame and a small local linear-elastic deformation Kuk [5]. The corresponding

position vector Irk in the inertial frame I for body k reads:

Irk(Krk
KP, t) = Irk

IK + AIK · Krk
KP + AIK · Kuk(Krk

KP, t) . (1)

The vector Krk
KP describes the movement of the considered body point P with regard to the reference frame K of the un-

deformed body. The position vector Irk
IK and the rotation matrix AIK form the large non-linear body motion. The local

deformation field Kuk(Krk
KP, t) is approximated by a Ritz-approach using spatial global shape functions ΦΦΦk(Krk

KP) and

time-dependent elastic coordinates qk
e(t), which are defined by the underlying modal subspace-model, either derived

from the FE-model or from the EMA:

Kuk(Krk
KP, t) ≈ ΦΦΦk(Krk

KP) ·qk
e(t) . (2)
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The required elastic body data is therefore obvious from the equation of motion (3) for a single body k. This second

order formulation consists of the mass matrix Mk, generalized coordinates qk, Coriolis and centrifugal forces hk
ω , inner

elastic forces hk
e, vector of body forces hk

b and vector of external loads f k:

Mkq̈k + hk
ω + hk

e = hk
b + f k . (3)

Separating the generalized coordinates into translational (t), rotational (r) and elastic (e) components, the terms of the

required data are exposed, which are classified via the SID-definition [5]:⎡⎣mE mc̃T CT
t

mc̃ J CT
r

Ct Cr Me

⎤⎦k

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Mk

⎡⎣ q̈t

q̈r

q̈e

⎤⎦k

︸ ︷︷ ︸
q̈k

+
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+
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0
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hk

e

=

⎡⎣mgE
mgc̃
gCt

⎤⎦k
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hk

b

+

⎡⎣ft

fr

fe

⎤⎦k

︸ ︷︷ ︸
fk

. (4)

The SID-terms in equation (4) can directly be extracted from an EMA, which is explained by Table 1. The required

data from the modal subspace consists of eigenvalues λλλ , normal modes ΦΦΦ, modal mass m̃ and modal damping d̃. These

parameters can be gained from the measured data, which is indicated by index (. . .)EMA. The reconstruction of rigid

body parameters requires the distinct existence of rigid body modes. Since these are not measurable, artificial rigid

body modes ΦΦΦRB must be generated from nodal model data. The rigid and elastic body parameters of the SID-format

require the detailed mass distribution, which can originate either from the FE-model or the EMA directly. This is one

of the central issues discussed in the next section.

Table 1: Required data (SID) for the representation of the elastic body

Required data for elastic body (SID) Required data by measurement (EMA)

Me modal mass matrix ← m̃EMA measured modal masses

Ce modal stiffness matrix ← λλλ EMA measured eigenvalues

De modal damping matrix ← d̃EMA measured modal damping

m, c, J
Ct, Cr, Gr, Ge, Oe

rigid body parameters

elastic body parameters
←
{ ΦΦΦRB artificial rigid body modes

ΦΦΦEMA measured elastic normal modes

MFE / m̃EMA mass matrix of FE-model or by EMA

3. Challenges
The processing of the experimental data and generation of the required SID-terms are realized according to [5] and by

means of the software MORPACK. As mentioned previously, the novel approach yields four challenges arising from

the formulation in Table 1 that need to be dealt with. These are related in particular to the boundary conditions, the

dimension of nodal data and the validity in the frequency range of the experimentally identified modal substructure.

3.1. Measurement Setup
Due to the purpose of an EMA, a proper measurement setup has to be established leading to two main aspects. Firstly,

a free-free support of the test specimen must be realized, which is usually done by a very flexible support generating

quasi-rigid body modes far below the first elastic eigenfrequency of the specimen, see Section 4 (Figure 3). Secondly,

a set of representative measurement points must be determined concerning number and distribution of points, see

Section 4 (Figure 2). Both aspects are realized by means of modal test planning [8]. Effective algorithms for the

automatic selection of measurement points are for example provided by the software FEMtools1 and MORPACK.

3.2. Parameter Identification
The correct parameter identification for the extraction of the modal information (λλλ EMA, ΦΦΦEMA, m̃EMA, d̃EMA) from

measured frequency responses is an essential issue. Usually, the extraction is realized by single-DoF (SDOF) or

multi-DoF (MDOF) estimation procedures depending on the existence of coupled eigenmodes [8]. Adequate algo-

rithms are part of the software FEMtools, ME’scope2 or MATLAB, respectively. Assuming that all measured mode

shapes are subcritically damped and derived from a pure and passive mechanical system, the eigenvalues will appear in

1www.femtools.com
2www.vibetech.com/mescope
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complex conjugate pairs. In most cases, the real acting damping mechanism of the structure does not suit the Rayleigh-

approach and the mode shapes cannot be scaled in a way that their components are purely real-valued. As shown in

the previous , real-valued normal modes are required to construct the elastic body parameters. Therefore, a complex-

to-real conversion is employed. Since realistic damping characteristics are usually not covered by analytical models

this is a common problem when comparing EMA results with FE-models. For the complex-to-real conversion of the

complex-valued eigenvectors approved methods exist [9], which are implemented in FEMtools and MORPACK.

3.3. Mass Distribution
The representation of the mass distribution is the central issue, since the mass information MFE is required for the

SID-terms, but usually not directly available from an EMA, see Table 1. Presuming that a predefined FE-model of the

structure exists, this can be overcome by a GUYAN-reduction with projection matrix VG reducing the mass matrix to

the required dimension of the measured system. Additionally, a direct matrix-updating (5) can be employed, if mass-

normalized eigenvectors are available. The global updating using ΔM
(
ΦΦΦEMA

umm

)
makes sure that the derived reduced

mass matrix MFE,red can be diagonalized to unit mass while being transformed to the modal subspace [8]:

MFE,red = VT
GMFEVG +ΔM

(
ΦΦΦEMA

umm

)
. (5)

Since the aim of the novel approach is to avoid the utilization of an FE-model, a SEREP-approach (6) is recommended,

using properly measured mass-normalized eigenvectors with a consistent complex-to-real conversion [8]:

MEMA =
[(

ΦΦΦEMA
umm

)+]T (ΦΦΦEMA
umm

)+
. (6)

The scaling of the measured eigenmodes to unit modal mass (UMM) is ensured by a driving point measurement [10],

which requires an additional measurement step during the EMA. Both procedures are implemented in MORPACK for

comparison and evaluated in Section 4.

3.4. Rotational Coordinates and Interface Nodes
Interface nodes are required for the EMBS-couplings, e.g. for bearings. If not being part of the subset of originally

measured DoFs, these nodes must be created artificially. Moreover, the coupling of the elastic body within the EMBS

commonly requires rotational coordinates. Due to the fact that usually only translational coordinates are detected using

triaxial acceleration sensors, rotational coordinates must be considered separately. Both problems are solved using an

extrapolation procedure of coordinates by an equivalent Multi-Point Connection (MPC) [11], see Section 4 (Figure 7).

The six DoF of the independent interface node qi are reconstructed by using the coordinates of up to n dependent

coupling nodes qd:

qi =
(
Gdi

R

)+ ·qd =
[(

Gdi
R

)T (Gdi
R

)]−1 (
Gdi

R

)T ·qd . (7)
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. (8)

The entries Δrdi in (8) specify the relative distances in direction x,y,z of the rigid configuration between the independent

interface node i represented by qi and the n selected dependent coupling nodes represented by qd. The solution of the

linear system of equations (7) requires the inversion of the coupling matrix Gdi
R . Problem (8) is usually over-determined

and requires the pseudo-inverse (. . .)+. The solvability mainly depends on the adequate selection of representative

nodal DoF in qd for the extrapolation to be successful. The extrapolated DoF in qi are directly inserted into the

respective eigenvector. As a result, equation (8) must be evaluated for each measured eigenvector separately.
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With regard to the novel approach, a look at the proper selection of measurement points from the measurement point of

view is important. For the MPC-modeling, the assumption is made that the underlying n dependent nodes act in a rigid

manner to each other. This condition must also hold for all measured and considered eigenmodes of the real structure.

Depending on the artificial interface node and the individual mode shapes, the measured coupling nodes should be

limited to a small area on the specimen and should be located as close as possible to the interface node.

4. Numerical Results
The novel approach is validated using an U-section with standardized cross section, which underwent an EMA. For

validation purposes and the proof of feasibility an FE-model of the U-section is also generated.

4.1. FE-Model and Measurement
The FE-model of the U-section consists of 27688 nodes and hexahedron elements generated by the software ANSYS,

Figure 2. Two master nodes with rigid connections are considered for the coupling within the EMBS. For the EMA

a flexible support is realized, see Figure 3. The measurement is carried out with a moving triaxial acceleration sensor

and a position-fixed modal hammer excitation. A total of 84 measurement nodes are considered and the data logging

is done using a 4-channel measurement device with software RT Pro, see Table 2. The modal parameters are identified

by the MDOF-method Global Poly in ME’scope, which is based on a least-squares formulation. For comparison, the

excitation is additionally realized using a shaker leading to identical EMA results.

Table 2: Overview of measuring instruments

Instrument Manufacturer Type
triaxial acceleration sensor Brüel & Kjær 4520

modal hammer Endevco 2302

measurement data acquisition Nicolet Technologies Phazer with RT Pro

modal system identification software Vibrant Technologies ME’scope 6

Figure 2: FE-model of U-section in ANSYS Figure 3: Measurement setup and grid

The comparison of eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes between FE-model and measurement is done by the Normalized

Relative Frequency Difference (NRFD) and the SEREP-Cross-Orthogonality (SCO) criterion after a mode pairing [12].

The first comparison of the FE-model and the EMA shows a poor correlation in terms of the eigenfrequencies. It could

be investigated that the exact modeling of the geometry of the flange roots of the U-section is very important and

majorly influences the simulation results. For that reason, the geometry of the FE-model is refined. Still, the relative

error in frequency is unexpectedly high with values up to 20 %, see Figure 4. At least the mode shapes fit the numerical

results very well. As noted above, large errors in FE-models can arise due to incorrect model assumptions, e.g. with

regard to the material behavior. In the case of the U-section due to the manufacturing process by extrusion and rolling,

the material stiffness along the longitudinal axis is larger compared to the lateral and normal direction. For that reason, a
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model-updating using FEMtools is realized, whereby the material parameters are updated using an anisotropic material

model. Using this measure, the eigenfrequency error is reduced to an acceptable amount and the mode shapes improve

slightly, see Figure 5. Another outcome from the comparison is the lack of mode 14 which is not represented by the

EMA. In the FE-model three modes exist close around 1600 Hz, but only two modes are identified by ME’scope. This

aspect is discussed later. By the revealed errors regarding the FE-model, the direct utilization of measurement data is

highly motivated in order to generate an elastic body.

Figure 4: FE-model (#1) vs. EMA (#2) after geometrical refinement. Comparison by NRFD (left), SCO (right).

Figure 5: FE-model (#1) vs. EMA (#2) after geometrical/material updating. Comparison by NRFD (left), SCO (right).

4.2. Data Conversion
The EMA is followed by a data conversion and import of modal information, both realized by means of MORPACK.

The imported measurement mesh consisting of quads and triangles is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Import of measurement grid consisting of quads and triangles.
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The modal data is expanded by rotational coordinates using an automatic extrapolation procedure, see Figure 7. For

the two interface nodes adequate coupling nodes are selected from the measurement nodes via an automated algorithm

ensuring an optimal numerical condition of the coupling matrix Gdi
R in equation (7), see Figure 7 (right).

Figure 7: Extrapolation procedure for expansion of interface nodes and rotational coordinates, functional principle of

automatic selection algorithm (right).

4.3. Import to EMBS-Program
Finally, the required data is converted into the SID-format. The SID-file is generated by MORPACK and imported

into SIMPACK version 9.10. The NRFD-error is less 10−3 and the SCO-criterion comparing the elastic body and the

measured mode shapes indicates about 100 %. Thus no information is lost during the transfer of measured data into

SIMPACK and the import is done correctly. The proper expansion of interface nodes and rotational coordinates is stated

by Figure 8. Damping is considered by a modal damping approach, whereby the damping coefficients are derived from

the modal system identification based on the EMA results.

Figure 8: Torsional mode at 220 Hz. FE-model (blue) vs. EMA results (red) after geometrical and material updating in

FEMtools (left). EMBS-model with interface nodes (red) in SIMPACK (right).

The comparison between a mode shape of the FE-model in ANSYS and the measured mode shape at the example of

a wing mode is displayed in Figure 9, from which the uniqueness of the EMA results can be seen. The conventional

approach (left) shows perfectly straight and symmetric deflections of the flanges, since based on the idealized FE-

model. The novel approach (right) includes all individual effects of the real specimen revealed by the measurement.

This information is directly passed into SIMPACK, which is indicated by the EMBS-mode shapes (bottom). That

underlines the fact, that all existing measurement information including errors are transferred into the EMBS-model.
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Figure 9: Wing mode shape of U-section at 607 Hz. FE-model (top left) and EMA-model (top right). Elastic body

model generated by FE-model (bottom left) and by EMA (bottom right).

4.4. Linear Analysis
To get a better understanding of the different approaches, a linear analysis in the frequency domain is carried out

using the derived elastic bodies. The following plots show the transfer path between measurement point 1 and 35 in

z-direction according to Figure 3. Considering the conventional approach, large deviations in the illustrated frequency

response function are noticeable compared to the measured data. The measured transfer function (black) and the up-

dated FE-model (red) are shown in Figure 10. It can be stated, that the model-updating improves the results reasonably

and is mandatory in this case. But still the amplitude and phase are not presented correctly and show major lacks

indicating further uncovered errors regarding the FE-model. The missing mode in the EMA results at about 1600 Hz

plays only a minor part in this investigation and does not affect the overall differences.

Figure 10: Transfer function between coordinates 1Z and 35Z of EMA measurement (black) and EMBS-model using

conventional approach (red) with updated FE-model.

In comparison, the novel approach using the EMA results leads to a better transfer behavior, see Figure 11. As discussed

in the previous sections, the mass distribution in the physical domain is considered in two different ways: Either by

using the mass matrix MFE of the FE-model by a GUYAN-reduction improved by a direct matrix updating or by
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using a SEREP-approach without any utilization of the FE-model. It can be seen, that both methods deliver equal

results (blue). The amplitude fits the measurement (black) much better compared to the updated FE-model (red). The

existing differences between the measured transfer function and the EMA model refer to the system identification

process. The novel approach leads to promising results even in the higher frequency range above 1500 Hz, which is

especially important for vibro-acoustic simulations.

Figure 11: Transfer function between coordinates 1Z and 35Z of EMA measurement (black) and EMBS-model using

novel approach (blue) with SEREP- and GUYAN-approach.

4.5. Evaluation of Feasibility
From the results, it is clear to see that the novel approach exhibits major advantages over the conventional procedure,

if the mentioned challenges are considered and adequate measures are followed. Due to the fairly small dimension of

the EMA-model, which is defined by the measured coordinates and extrapolated coordinates only (84 ·3+6 ·2 = 264),

the overall numerical calculation effort of the novel approach is neglectable. Nevertheless, the novel approach exposes

some practical disadvantages, which are discussed in the following:

• For a good employment of the SEREP-approach, it is necessary to have roughly the same number of measured

modes as measured DoF.

• The selection of measurement points is crucial on the one hand with regard to the subsequent attachment of

additional connecting points and, on the other hand, for a sufficiently identified modal submodel.

• For the purpose of test planning, an FE-model would be helpful. But the experienced measurement engineer will

be able to identify any modes that are of special interest for the predefined in- and outputs of the EMBS-model.

• All errors made in the measurement setup are directly transferred into the elastic body model.

• The realistic damping behavior is partly lost due to the complex-to-real-conversion of eigenvector information.

• Structures exist for which an EMA is difficult to carry out. Possible reasons are a difficult accessibility, poor

suspension conditions, overcritically damped modes, or even non-linearity of the structure. But the latter reason

also prevents a reasonable FE-modeling.

Obviously, the novel approach can only be used if a physical prototype is available. Therefore, the approach may be

applied in the late development process, e.g. within the scope of a trouble shooting in the final design stage. At this

point the proposed method can be beneficially used avoiding the complex conventional process based on an FE-model.

The novel approach can be particularly attractive for smaller projects, which do not include comprehensive modeling.
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5. Conclusion
The generation of an elastic body model is mainly based on a modal subspace model of the mechanical system of

interest. The conventional approach requires a numerical FE-model, which delivers all required information. For

applications in the higher frequency range an experimental validation measurement is mostly mandatory, whereas an

EMA is the standard method for a dynamic characterization. Typically, the EMA results are only used for validation and

updating of the FE-model. However, a valid employed EMA delivers all required information for the modal subspace

model. The reason for using the FE-model instead is on the one hand the definition of connecting points with rotational

DoF within the EMBS and on the other hand the necessary information regarding mass distribution. Both needs are not

directly fulfilled by a classical EMA since only triaxial accelerations are measured and especially connection points,

e.g. at bearings, are not directly measurable. The presented work demonstrates how both aspects are covered and shows

which challenges arise when processing an elastic body model directly from measured data. Using the example of a

simple U-section, the generation process is performed on the basis of the well-known SID-formulation. The missing

mass distribution in the physical domain is overcome by using a SEREP-approach in combination of mass-normalized

measured eigenvectors. Connections and rotational DoF are generated by a MPC-approach. The presented example

reveals the difficulties that can arise in FE-modeling and underlines the effective utilization of the proposed approach,

especially in the higher frequency range. Finally, realistic damping behavior is only available from an EMA, since the

damping assumptions of the FE-model without experimental validation are usually inaccurate.

The future interest is the application to realistic components, like the investigation of supported structures, e.g. with

bearings, or other complex assemblies since these are typically error-prone in numerical modeling. Further research is

done on the direct extraction of system matrices from measurement data in the physical domain. That way, the interface

nodes of the couplings can be modeled within the system matrices and the extrapolation becomes unnecessary. In this

article, the problem of damping formulation is roughly discussed and should also be the subject of future research.
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Abstract
The absence of friction, hysteresis and backlash makes flexure-based mechanisms well-suited for high precision ma-

nipulators. However, the (inverse) kinematic relation between actuators and end-effector is far from trivial due to the

non-linear behaviour of the deforming compliant joints. In this paper we consider the kinematic modelling and calibra-

tion of a flexure-based parallel manipulator for a six degrees of freedom (DOF) mirror mount. The mount is positioned

by six arms, each of which has five joints and is driven by a linear actuator.

Three kinematic models are compared. A simple and computationally fast model that ignores pivot shift is too inaccu-

rate. A flexible multibody model can account for the non-linear deformations of the joints, but is too computationally

expensive for real-time applications. Finally, a kinematic model is derived using the Denavit–Hartenberg notation

where the pivot shift is described with a polynomial approximation. This model offers nm accuracy with a small

number of terms from a Taylor series and can be evaluated sufficiently fast.

In this way a nominal kinematic model can be derived using the (kinematic) parameters from CAD data. However, the

achievable accuracy in an experimental set-up remains inadequate. Hence a geometric calibration procedure has been

developed for the four most critical translations and rotations of the end-effector. The measurement set-up contains

two position-sensing detectors to measure these motions. The model is linearized for small errors in the parameters to

enable the use of linear regression techniques. With a least squares estimate the errors in the parameters are estimated.

The quality of the estimation is checked by combining the singular value decomposition of the (linearised) regression

matrix with cross-validation. It was found that the kinematic calibration clearly improves the accuracy of the (inverse)

kinematic model.

Keywords: kinematic model, geometric calibration, flexure-based parallel mechanisms, flexible multibody analysis,

iterative linear parameters estimation

1. Introduction
A fast six degrees of freedom (DOF) manipulator has been built to manipulate optics in in-line topography measure-

ments [1, 2]. The manipulator is a flexure-based parallel mechanism. Figure 1 shows the designed mechanism, with

and without the frame on which the actuators (numbered from 1 to 6) are mounted.

In order to successfully apply the mechanism in the optical system the movement of the actually attained pose has

to be as close as possible to the command pose. The mean differences between both poses when approaching the

command pose from the same direction is defined as the pose accuracy [3]. Differences in the attained poses for

multiple movements are described by the pose repeatability. For most manipulators the repeatability is significantly

better than the accuracy [4].

To achieve a pose in the task space the controller has to convert the desired pose to a position of the actuators. This

conversion involves all joints and makes use of an analytical or numerical (nominal) inverse kinematic model. Dif-

ferences between the nominal model and the actual realisation of the manipulator result in a decrease in accuracy. To

minimize these differences the manufacturing tolerances must be very tight or the nominal model has to be adjusted

to fit the actual model. Since the former leads to expensive manufacturing techniques or materials, the latter is mostly

used. The adjustment of the model is also known as manipulator calibration.

In most relevant literature three different types of calibration are mentioned: joint, kinematic and dynamic calibration.

The individual joint positions are measured directly with the encoders in the linear direct drive motors. Joint calibration

is therefore not necessary. The dynamic properties of the manipulator will be investigated once its kinematic relations

are clear. The focus of this paper is on the kinematic calibration, which is based on four steps [4, 5, 6, 7]:

1. Nominal kinematic model

2. Measurements
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Figure 1: Six DOF flexure-based parallel mechanism: (a) Schematic overview with the mirror mount in the origin of

the coordinate system. The six linear motors are labelled 1–6. (b) Physical implementation with housing.

3. Parameter estimation

4. Implementation

These steps are taken for the kinematic calibration for the six DOF flexure-based parallel manipulator with the objective

to reach an accuracy of 50 μm in x and y directions and 1 mrad in the rotations about the x and y axes, denoted a and b
respectively.

Kinematic modelling and calibration of six DOF parallel manipulators with rigid links and joints, like e.g. Stewart

platforms, is described in literature [6, 7, 8, 9]. The kinematic parameter estimation approach uses an identification

Jacobian. The coefficients in this Jacobian are the rates of change in the end-effector pose as functions of changes in the

error parameters. The estimation process thus uses a linearised error model of the mechanism. For this error model the

inverse kinematics of the kinematic model are used. The inverse kinematics of rigid parallel manipulators are expressed

by relatively short analytical expressions. In fact these expressions are only based on coordinate transformations.

In compliant manipulators flexure-based joints are used for increased accuracy as conventional joints suffer from back-

lash and dry friction which causes errors that are hard to predict [10]. This paper considers the numerical methods

needed to calibrate such a flexure-based manipulator. Systems that contain flexible joints cannot be described with the

methods proposed for rigid systems as the behaviour of such a joint differs significantly from the simple rotation about

a well-defined pivot. The deformation of a single leaf flexure clamped at both ends has been computed from solutions

of the elliptic integral that is obtained when describing the deformation of a thin beam [11, 12]. Also the deformation

of joints with multiple combined leaf flexures has been studied for e.g. a cross hinge, also known as cross-spring pivot

or cross-axis flexural pivot [13, 14, 15, 16]. Usually, the pivot shift of the hinge is evaluated and some papers also

address the dependency of the deformation on loads in multiple directions.

In this paper an analysis is developed in which the movement of flexible elements is described by deformation functions.

Since the flexible manipulator contains 78 flexible elements, numerical methods are unavoidable. The structure of the

remainder of this paper is based on the four steps of the kinematic calibration. In the first section after this introduction

a fast and accurate nominal kinematic model is proposed. The following section explains the measurement set-up,

sensors and corresponding resolutions. Subsequently the method for estimating unknown parameters in the nominal

model is presented. Finally the experimental results are shown followed by the discussion and conclusion.

2. Kinematic Modelling
The kinematic model describes the relation between the actuator positions and the end-effector. It is mostly used for

inverse kinematic calculations, i.e. to calculate the actuator positions for a desired pose of the end-effector. In the next

subsection the design of the manipulator is described and in the subsequent subsections multiple kinematic models are

proposed.
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2.1. Manipulator Design
Six degrees of freedom are transferred to the end-effector by flexible arms which are actuated by linear direct drive

motors with built-in encoders. The configuration of a flexure arm is shown in Figure 2. It also shows the DOF of every

joint in the arm. There are four Three Flexure Cross Hinges (TFCH) that release a rotation about an axis perpendicular

to the arm. A torsional compliant link releases a fifth DOF which is a rotation aligned with the arm. Hence, one DOF,

the longitudinal motion, is transmitted.

Figure 2: Single flexure arm in which the five arrows indicate the compliant motion of each joint: Black arrows for

four Three Flexure Cross Hinges and a white arrow for a torsional compliant link.

The kinematics of the considered system are complex, since it has many passive elastic joints. The kinematic model

should be sufficiently accurate and it also needs to be fast for the purpose of on-line path planning. In the remainder

of this section four kinematic models are proposed that will be compared in terms of accuracy and computational

speed. The first model is built with the non-linear finite element program for flexible multibody systems SPACAR [17].

The model accounts for the joint elasticity and describes the deformation shapes of all leaf flexures and the torsional

compliant part. To improve calculation time three simplified purely kinematic models are built. Their accuracy is

evaluated from a comparison with the first model that is most complete and hence provides the reference for the other

models.

2.2. Flexure-Based SPACAR Model
The idea of the flexure-based SPACAR model is to build every compliant part with flexible elements. Figure 3 shows

the configuration of one arm. The actuator, the leaf flexures in the four TFCH and the torsional compliant part are each

modelled with one flexible beam element. For this flexible beam element six deformations modes are defined that can

describe axial elongation (1 mode), torsion (1 mode) and bending (4 modes) in both directions perpendicular to the

direction of the elongation [17]. The actuator is modelled by releasing the axial elongation of the beam, while other

deformations are zero. The torsion and all bending modes are released in the two leaf flexures at the outside of every

TFCH. In the centre leaf flexure the torsion and only the out of plane bending deformations are released. Obviously,

only torsion is released in the torsional compliant part. Rigid beams are used to connect the flexible elements. The

degrees of freedom per element are chosen such that the total model is exactly constraint.

x

y

z

TFCH

Actuator

Torsional compliant part

Figure 3: SPACAR model of the manipulator arm and actuator in its local coordinate system. Flexible beam elements

model the compliant parts and are interconnected with rigid beams.

For simplicity every arm is built as a sub-model in its own coordinate system. To model the total manipulator with

six arms every arm is transformed to the global coordinate system. A rigid beam is used to connect the end of each
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arm to the centre of the mirror, which is in the neutral pose at the origin of the global coordinate system. Inertia and

stiffness properties are added to the elements. Note that the inertia properties are not needed to evaluate the stationary

deformations that describe the kinematic model.

For the inverse kinematics a trajectory is generated for the node attached to the end-effector which is initially in the

origin of the global coordinate system. At every time-step the nodal displacements and generalized deformations of

the elements are calculated. The axial elongations of the actuator beam elements represent the required actuator dis-

placement to achieve the commanded motion. The time to evaluate one end-effector pose is approximately 55 seconds.

Since the application demands on-line path planning with a response time in the order of milliseconds, this model

is not suited for that purpose. Therefore three computationally less expensive models are proposed in the following

subsections.

2.3. First Order Geometric Model
The calculation of the elastic deformations makes the SPACAR model computationally expensive. To make it less

expensive a first order geometric model is built. In this model the flexure arms are approximated as rigid links with

spherical joints at both ends and a prismatic joint in the middle. The coordinates of both end points of each link are

defined in the global coordinate system. The coordinates where the actuators are attached to the frame and where the

flexure arms are attached to the end-effector are stored in matrices BBB and PPP, respectively. The rows represent the x, y
and z coordinates and each column represents an arm. The length of arm i is calculated as

Li =
√

(p1i −b1i)2 +(p2i −b2i)2 +(p3i −b3i)2. (1)

To describe a different pose of the end-effector the coordinates in matrix PPP are changed. The components of the new

matrix PPP, denoted as ppp′i of PPP′, are constructed for arm i as

ppp′i = ttt +RRR · pppi, (2)

where ttt is the translation vector and RRR is the rotation matrix that describe the differences in the pose of the end-effector.

Substituting the coordinates of the new matrix PPP′ instead of the previous values from matrix PPP in equation (1) results

in new lengths L′
i of the links. Subtracting the initial lengths from the new lengths gives an approximation for the

elongation of each link and hence for the actuator required displacement. This formulation of the inverse kinematics is

based on the kinematics of the Stewart Platform [18, 19]. This model assumes that the rotations of the cross hinges and

the torsional compliant part are at one point and that the actuation is in the arm, which is a rather crude approximation

of the complex motion of the compliant manipulator.

This first order geometric model calculates the set-points for the actuators about 100,000 times faster than the flexure-

based model. However, the maximum difference for pure translation of the end-effector appears to be 20% in the

actuator set-points. If rotations are included the differences increase even further and it depends on the pose of the

end-effector which arm shows the largest difference. The largest difference is a result from the largest deflection in a

TFCH. The first order model cannot account for this. Therefore the difference is relatively large if a rotation of the

end-effector is performed about a rotation axis which is (nearly) parallel to rotation axis of a TFCH.

2.4. Hinges-Based SPACAR Model
The first order geometric model is relatively fast, but it is inaccurate. Therefore another, purely kinematic, SPACAR

model is built in which the TFCH are replaced by ideal hinges, see Figure 4. In this model five hinges are used to model

the rotation of the four TFCHs and the torsional compliant part in each link.

The calculation time is improved by a factor 70 compared to the flexure-based model for an inverse trajectory. This

comes from the fact that model contains no components that can deform elastically. The major difference with the

x

y

z

Figure 4: Manipulator arm model based on hinges.
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elastic model is that the pivot shift of every TFCH is not taken into account. The rotation axis of a TFCH is not fixed

as it depends on the deflection [15, 16]. This means that in this model without pivot shift the largest errors will arise

when the leaf flexures have relatively large deflections. For pure translations the maximum error in the found actuator

positions is 2.6% and including rotations this can increase to a maximum error of 7%.

2.5. Denavit–Hartenberg Models
Apart from the limited accuracy, the hinged-based SPACAR model still takes about 0.8 seconds to calculate actuator

set-points for one end-effector pose. This is too long for real-time calculations. The hinged-based model can also be

formulated using a basic Denavit–Hartenberg (D–H) model. First the basic D–H model is explained and secondly a

so-called “improved D–H” model is outlined in which the pivot shift is taken into account.

2.6. Basic D–H Model
In the D–H method coordinate frames are allocated to each link in the kinematic chain [4]. The pose of each successive

link is defined by the homogeneous transformation matrix which transforms the frame attached to link i−1 into the

frame fixed to link i. The general form of the homogeneous transformation matrix A is

AAA =

[
RRR ppp
000 1

]
, (3)

with a rotation matrix RRR and a translation vector ppp [4, 20]. This method is well-suited to model serial manipulators in

which the kinematic chain can be described by revolute and prismatic joints. For a revolute joint matrix RRR depends on

the joint rotation and for a prismatic joint vector ppp accounts for the elongation. The total transformation matrix of a

serial kinematic chain is obtained by multiplying all individual matrices. The homogeneous transformation matrix AAA
from base 0 to end-effector Eis then written as

AAAE
0 = AAA1

0AAA1AAA2
1AAA2 . . .AAAnAAAE

n , (4)

where each of the matrices AAAi
i−1 describes a joint and the matrices AAAi represent the (rigid) links in between. By using

separate matrices for links and joints, a clear description of every part in the kinematic chain is obtained.

The compliant manipulator considered in this paper is obviously a parallel mechanism, but for the inverse kinematics

each arm can be seen as an individual open serial chain for which equation (4) can be solved for a prescribed pose

of the end-effector. The parameters in each arm are one elongation of a prismatic joint r acting as actuator and five

rotations of revolute joints θ1−5 acting as four TFCH and one torsional compliant part. The parametrized arm is shown

in Figure 5.

r

l1

y0

x0

z0

θ2

θ1

l2 l3 l4 l5 l6

yE

xE

zE
θ3

θ5

θ4

Figure 5: Parameterized arm.

From AAAE
0 a set of equations is retrieved in which the parameters are a function of the end-effector pose per arm. The

translational part pppE
0 should equal the prescribed position of the end-effector of the arm, i.e.⎧⎨⎩ x

y
z

⎫⎬⎭= pppE
0 . (5)

The rotations are extracted from the rotation matrix RRRE
0 . This can be done by using Euler’s rotation theorem. First the
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Euler parameters are written as

λ0 =
1

2

√
1+ r11 + r22 + r33,

λ1 =
r32 − r23

4λ0
,

λ2 =
r13 − r31

4λ0
,

λ3 =
r21 − r12

4λ0
,

(6)

where ri j are the components of matrix RRRE
0 . Now the rotation angles a, b and c can be written as⎧⎨⎩ a

b
c

⎫⎬⎭= 2sin−1

⎧⎨⎩ λ1

λ2

λ3

⎫⎬⎭ . (7)

The result of these operations is a set of six non-linear equations (5) and (7) where each equation applies to a

translation or rotation of the end-effector. This set of equations can be written as ddd(θθθ) = 0 with parameter vector

θθθ = {r,θ1, . . . ,θ5}T . For a known pose of the end-effector of an arm the solution of these equations are the six joint

parameters r and θ1−5 of that arm. The equations are solved numerically using a Newton–Raphson scheme. The

algorithm is stated as:

θθθ j+1 = θθθ j − JJJ−1(θθθ j)ddd(θθθ j), (8)

where JJJ(θθθ) is the Jacobian matrix. Equation (8) is iterated until the error in ddd is within the tolerance. The Jacobian

matrix is calculated by taking the derivative of ddd with respect to each parameter. For getting near the correct solution

it is important that the Jacobian is not (near) singular. This can easily be checked from the absolute determinant. This

absolute determinant should be larger than some tolerance which is set to 10−16. For pure translation of the end-effector

two iterations per arm appear to be sufficient and three iterations suffice when rotations are also considered.

The calculation time is decreased by a factor 8 compared to the hinges-based SPACAR model, but the accuracy is still

the same. It is less computational expensive, because SPACAR uses a more generic approach for the position analysis.

In the D–H model the equations are set up specifically for the considered manipulator arms.

2.7. Improved D–H Model
To improve the accuracy the displacement of the pivot point of each TFCH has to be taken into account. This is

achieved by fitting the difference between an ideal hinge and a TFCH. The difference is defined for the position of a

node on the rotating link as a function of the rotation. The procedure is described for the y and z coordinates of the first

TFCH that depend on the joint rotation θ1, see Figure 6. For the other joints the same procedure is used, except that

the coordinate system is translated and rotated.

θ1

zh

yh

l θ1

zc

yc

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Deflected ideal hinge (a) and (b) Three Flexure Cross Hinge.

For an ideal hinge the coordinates yh and zh can be written as functions of rotation θ1 using trigonometric relations, i.e.

yh =
l
2

sinθ1,

zh =− l
2
(1− cosθ1),

(9)
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where the base and point (yh,zh) are both connected to the (fixed) pivot with rigid links of length l/2 as illustrated in

Figure 6(a). According to these expressions the point (yh,zh) is in the origin for θ1 = 0.

For a description of the motion of a single cross hinge the functions for the coordinates yc and zc as shown in Figure 6(b)

are fitted with a second order Taylor series expansion on the simulation data from SPACAR. The functions are valid

for angles up to 20◦, which is larger than the maximum angle of about 11◦ that is needed to reach an extreme pose

within the considered end-effector’s workspace. The coefficients of the Taylor expansion can be found by using linear

regression, giving
yc =−2.028 ·10−4 ·θ 2

1 +7.005 ·10−3 ·θ1,

zc =−1.925 ·10−3 ·θ 2
1 −3.25 ·10−6 ·θ1.

(10)

Especially for the function in z-direction the fit should be a second order function to get an accurate approximation of

the cosine. Compared to an ideal joint the errors that need to be compensated are εy(θ1) = yh − yc and εz(θ1) = zh − zc
for respectively the y and z direction. The homogeneous transformation matrix of this joint can therefore be written as

AAA1
0 =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0 0

0 cosθ1 −sinθ1 εy(θ1)
0 sinθ1 cosθ1 εz(θ1)
0 0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (11)

Note that the top left 3×3 matrix in AAA1
0 is the rotation matrix for a rotation about the x-axis by an angle θ1. Also note

that the same transformation matrix can be used for the joint with parameter θ4, see Figure 5. Following the same

procedure leads to improved transformation matrices for the joints with parameters θ2 and θ5 as well and therefore to

a total improved transformation matrix AAAE
0 .

Compared to the flexure-based model the computational time is improved by a factor of about 400. The maximum

difference between the calculated set points for the actuators is 3 μm. This difference comes from the fact that the

fit functions are approximations of the bending curve of the leaf flexures compared to the fully non-linear geometric

transfer functions in SPACAR.

The first order geometric model and the improved D–H model are suitable for on-the-fly calculation of actuator set-

points with a sample frequency of respectively 1.7 kHz and 7 Hz. Note that the calculation method for the D–H model

can be optimized to improve the calculation time. Both models are independent of a finite element program. The only

time consuming aspect in the D–H model is the inversion of the 6×6 Jacobian matrix.

3. Measurement Method
The second step in the kinematic calibration procedure is to measure the output of the actual system. Measuring all

the translational and rotational DOF with sub-μm and sub-μrad resolution would be ideal, but these measurements are

hard to perform. An acceptable accuracy is obtained with a 2D lateral effect Position-Sensing Detector (PSD) which

can measure 2D translations with a best resolution of 0.75 μm depending on the signal to noise ratio [21]. A laser beam

is pointed at the sensor area which contains resistive elements that distribute the photocurrent proportionally. From this

distribution the position of the laser spot on the sensor area can be determined independently of the beam intensity or

spot shape and size. Positional errors will arise if the laser spot is on the edge of the sensor area or if there is too much

ambient light.

The measurement set-up is shown in Figure 7. The black block on the left represents the laser source which is placed

on the end-effector. Using one PSD only two translational DOF can be measured, but if a second PSD is placed at a

different distance from the end-effector also two angles can be determined. To overcome the problem that two PSDs

cannot be placed in the same light path, a beam splitter is used that reflects and transmits 50% of the laser beam. In the

figure the grey blocks, numbered 1 and 2, are respectively PSD 1 and 2 with their local coordinate system. The length

of the path from the laser source to PSD 1 is l1 = l1a + l1b and l2 is the length to PSD 2. The angles about the global x
and y axes can be calculated as

a = tan−1

(
y1 − y2

l2 − l1

)
,

b = tan−1

(
x2 + x1

l2 − l1

)
.

(12)

From these equations it becomes clear that the angular resolution depends on the difference l2 − l1. For the best reso-

lution this difference should be as large as possible, but the limitation is the maximum angle that should be measured.

For the parameter estimation it is desired to have sufficiently large excitations and a high resolution is necessary for
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Figure 7: Measurement set-up with a beam splitter and two 2D lateral effect Position-Sensing Detectors (PSD) that

jointly measure two positions (x,y) and two rotations of the laser beam originating from the left.

a reliable measurement. The beam splitter and PSD 1 are placed as close as physically possible to the end-effector to

minimize length l1. Between the beam splitter and the laser source a neutral density (ND) filter is placed to optimise

the signal to noise ratio of the PSDs. This follows from the so-called “SUM output” signal which should not exceed

the maximum value of 4 V. The SUM output values are 3.6 V and 2.7 V which result in a resolution of 0.83 μm and

1.11 μm for PSD 1 and 2 respectively. The angular resolution is chosen to be at least 35 μrad which determines the

minimum needed length l2 and maximum angular reach.

As the kinematic calibration relates actuator and end-effector motion, the actuators’ translations must also be known.

Encoders of the linear direct drive motors measure these translations with a resolution of 1.25 μm.

Furthermore, alignment and scaling errors appear in the experimental kinematic relations. From experiments with a

one DOF stage and an external micrometer it turned out that the scaling of the PSD position measurements does not

agree with the specifications. Therefore scale factors of both PSDs are determined from this separate experiment.

Errors in the relative position of the manipulator and the measurement set-up introduce six additional unknown degrees

of freedom. The manipulator, beam splitter and the two PSDs are manually aligned such that they are parallel to

the optical table on which they are mounted. This alignment concerns rotations about the x and y axes in the global

coordinate system. The same procedure is done for the manipulator and hence the relative rotations about the two axes

are close to zero. The x and y position offsets of the set-up relative to the manipulator are manually estimated and are

accounted for in the measurements afterwards.

Both lengths in the set-up are measured with a calliper and the rotation about the z-axis of each PSD is fixed by the

set-up components. This gives four inaccurately determined parameters in the set-up, which should be included in the

calibration method: Errors in the lengths Δl1, Δl2 and errors in the angles Δφz1, Δφz2 of PSD 1 and 2 respectively.

4. Parameter Estimation
The actual system contains different types of errors with respect to the nominal design. In most literature they are di-

vided in geometrical and non-geometrical errors [5, 22, 23]. Geometrical errors are inaccuracies due to manufacturing

and assembly and non-geometrical errors are caused by approximations in the nominal model. These approximations

are in the compliances, friction, temperature, gravity, etc. It is manipulator dependent which type of errors domi-

nate. Only geometrical errors are considered in this research, since it is expected that the non-geometrical errors are

significantly smaller.

4.1. Parameter Selection
The first step is to find out which parameters in the nominal kinematic model are most likely to contain errors. Secondly

the sensitivity of those errors to the end-effector pose are identified to determine which parameters need to be estimated.

The system is most sensitive to parameters that have a direct effect on the end-effector pose. Regarding the assembly

process it is most likely that the largest errors are in the pose of the actuators with respect to the frame. A sensitivity

analysis has been performed in SPACAR to find out which components of the pose have the largest influence. It was

found that the position of the frame in the local z-direction of the flexure arms, i.e. the actuation direction, has the

largest sensitivity compared to other translational and all rotational offsets.
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Hence it was attempted to eliminate the first order errors by estimating ten parameters, i.e. six Δz parameters and the

errors Δl1, Δl2, Δφz1, Δφz2 in the measurement set-up. The identifiability of these parameters will be discussed next.

4.2. Linear Regression and Least Squares Estimate
The selected parameters are stored in the vector θθθ . Since the model is non-linear, the model is linearised for small

errors in the parameters. The linearisation for systems that are described by analytical expressions contains the first

partial derivatives from the end-effector pose to the kinematic parameter. The derivatives are stored in a regression

matrix ΦΦΦ, also known as the identification Jacobian [4, 5, 6, 7, 24].

The flexible manipulator cannot be described by analytical expressions. This means that the components of ΦΦΦ cannot

be found by straightforward differentiation. Therefore numerical differentiation is used by applying small changes

in each kinematic parameter in the model. The small difference is typically in the order of the expected error. Sub-

sequently the forward kinematics is simulated to find the difference in the end-effector pose. The finite difference

components can also be seen as the sensitivity of the end-effector pose to the kinematic parameters. For d parameters

and N measurements the regression matrix is

ΦΦΦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
Δxxx(1)

Δθ1(1)
· · · Δxxx(1)

Δθ1(1)
...

. . .
...

Δxxx(N)
Δθ1(N) · · · Δxxx(N)

Δθ1(N)

⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (13)

Vector xxx stores the translational and rotational coordinates x, y, a and b of the end-effector pose. Because the unit of

the translation [m] differs from that of the rotations [rad], weight factors are applied to the rows of ΦΦΦ. The purpose of

the weight factors becomes clear in the next section about the estimation quality.

Since N ≥ d, the system is overdetermined. Solving the system in a least squares sense gives an unique solution for

linear regression. The general equation for linear regression, following from local linearisation, is εεε = ΦΦΦθθθ + vvv. In this

equation is vvv the noise vector and εεε contains the errors in the end-effector pose. The least squares problem minimizes

the norm of ΦΦΦθθθ − εεε . Since the noise vector is treated as unknown, the best fit of the set of parameters can be found

with θ̂θθ = ΦΦΦ†εεε in which θ̂θθ is an approximation of θθθ and ΦΦΦ† is the (Moore-Penrose) pseudo-inverse of ΦΦΦ. Since the

actual model is non-linear the linearised problem is iterated to obtain the solution of the non-linear fit.

4.3. Estimation Quality
The pseudo-inverse of ΦΦΦ can be written as ΦΦΦ† = [ΦΦΦT ΦΦΦ]−1ΦΦΦT . This means that if ΦΦΦT ΦΦΦ is near-singular the pseudo-

inverse cannot be determined accurately. Singular value decomposition (SVD) is well-suited to analyse the singular-

ity [4, 25]. The SVD decomposes the regression matrix as:

ΦΦΦ =UUUSSSVVV T , (14)

with UUU and VVV unitary matrices and SSS a diagonal matrix with the singular values of ΦΦΦ. The number of non-zero

singular values equals the rank of the matrix. In this case the rank equals the number of parameters that can be

estimated independently. The condition number is defined as the ratio between the largest and smallest singular value

and indicates the accuracy of the estimation using the regression matrix. The lower the condition number the more

accurate the parameters are estimated. However, zero (or near zero) singular values can be found which result in an

infinite (or large) condition number. It indicates rank deficiency of matrix ΦΦΦ and consequently not all parameters

can be estimated (accurately). The number of non-zero singular values specifies the number of parameters, or linear

combinations of parameters, that can be estimated. A truncated matrix SSS′ is composed from the columns and rows of SSS
with the non-zero singular values. Similarly matrices UUU ′ and VVV ′ only include these selected columns from the original

UUU and VVV . Then an updated parameter vector θ̂θθ
′

is found from these truncated matrices as

θ̂θθ
′
=VVV ′SSS′−1UUU ′T εεε. (15)

By evaluating the singular values it was found that the ten parameters defined at the end of section 4.1 could not all be

identified independently. To reduced the number of unknown parameters it was chosen to estimate only the six offsets

in the actuator positions Δz, length error Δl1 from the measurement set-up and angle Δφz2 of PSD 2. Parameter Δl2 is

eliminated as length l2 can be measured more accurately. Angle offset Δφz1 of PSD 1 is also not estimated to improve

the condition of the problem.

The inverse of a matrix becomes (near) singular if the difference in magnitudes of the components is relatively large.

Therefore weight factors are applied in the regression matrix. Besides the weight factors in the rows also weight factors
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in the seventh and eighth column, corresponding to parameter Δl1 and Δφz2, are implemented. The weight factors are

chosen such that the minimum condition number is obtained. Note that in the end the corresponding seventh and eighth

parameter must be divided by the weight factors.

Another way to check the estimation quality is performing a cross-validation. Adding more parameters always decrease

the estimation errors, because these additional parameters improve the fit for the specific noise realisation. This is also

known as over-fit and with cross-validation this effect can be detected. In the cross-validation the estimated parameters

from one set of measurement points are used in a forward analysis with a second set of measurement points. The

output contains updated nominal values which are put into the error vector of the end-effector pose. If the norm of the

error vector decreases, the estimation can be considered as useful. If the norm increases, some of the fitted parameters

(probably) describe the measurement noise and not physically meaningful.

4.4. Simulated Data
Finding deliberately applied errors in the nominal model is a validation of the proposed calibration method. Besides

the validation, poses are simulated to be sure the laser point remains on the sensor area.

The kinematic calibration is performed with set-points in the xy plane, since the translation in and rotation about the z-

axis cannot be measured. As mentioned in section 3 about the measurement set-up, the stroke of the angles is restricted

by the desired angular resolution. The range is maximised by translating to the corners of the task space and additionally

performing maximal rotations. The task space is 5× 5 mm and from simulations it turns out that the largest possible

rotation is ±45 mrad to remain on the sensor area. The total trajectory consists of the translation to four corner points

plus a rotation about the x and y axes at those points. The errors in the parameters that need to be estimated, used for

computing the regression matrix, are chosen as Δz = 100μm, Δl1 = 1 mm and Δφz2 = 8.5 mrad.

The weight factor for the translational components is 18, determined by the ratio of the set-point rotation [rad] and

translation [m]. The optimal weight factors for the components of Δl1 and Δφz2 are respectively 4 and 7. This results in

a full rank regression matrix with condition number 74. In order to find the correct parameters the least squares method

must be iterated two or three times with an updated regression matrix. The parameters are correct if the found errors in

the last iteration are within tolerance. The updated regression matrix is built using an updated kinematic model, which

is the nominal model including the estimated parameter offsets.

5. Experimental Results
In the experiments it is obvious that the errors are unknown beforehand. A way to check if the calibration converges

is to calculate the norm of the error vector. It converges if the norm approaches zero. After every iteration the norm

should become smaller.

Before extracting the estimated parameters a cross-validation is performed to check whether every singular value im-

proves the fit. The influence of taking into account different number of singular values on the norm of the error vector

is shown Figure 8. From this figure it becomes clear that the first five singular values have the largest influence on

the norm of the error. Furthermore it can be seen that the norm of the error does not decrease after adding the eighth

singular value. This singular value represents a combination of parameters Δz2, Δz4 and Δz6. The reason for the small

singular value becomes clear if the components of the eighth column of matrix VVV are used in the parameter vector in a

forward simulation. The largest value in the column is set to a rather large offset of 1000 μm and the other components
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Figure 8: The influence of the number of singular values on the norm of the error vector.
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Table 1: Errors in the translations x, y and rotations

a, b after parameter update iterations 1, 2 and 3.

It. DOF Mean [%] Highest [%]

1 x 7.7 18.8
y 8.1 20.0
a 3.4 4.1
b 8.9 10.7

2 x 1.3 2.9
y 1.6 5.3
a 3.2 6.4
b 0.9 1.1

3 x 1.3 2.9
y 1.7 3.8
a 3.0 5.0
b 0.8 1.1

Table 2: Parameter updates in iterations 1, 2 and 3.

It. Par. Value(s)

1 Δz [−247,−126,538,−113,−119,31] μm

Δl1 −4104 μm

Δφz −10.42 mrad

2 Δz [0,−7,22,24,−1,25] μm

Δl1 63 μm

Δφz −0.93 mrad

3 Δz [−1,4,−8,3,4,−2] μm

Δl1 7 μm

Δφz −0.42 mrad

are scaled in the same ratio. This gives two output vectors for the end-effector’s translation and rotation equal to⎧⎨⎩ x
y
z

⎫⎬⎭=

⎧⎨⎩ −0.007

0.003

−1.021

⎫⎬⎭ [mm] and

⎧⎨⎩ a
b
c

⎫⎬⎭=

⎧⎨⎩ 0.099

−0.018

2.582

⎫⎬⎭ [mrad]. (16)

This result shows that this singular value represents an almost pure translation in z direction combined with a relatively

small rotation about the z axis. The translation in z is not measured and therefore this parameter combination cannot

be estimated from the measurements which causes the low singular value. The result from this analysis is that for a

meaningful estimation of the parameters the eighth singular value should be omitted and the remaining parameters are

found with equation (15).

In Table 1 the errors are shown for three iterations of the parameter updates using experimental data. The third column

shows the mean error and the last column the highest error. The estimated parameter updates for these three iterations

are given in Table 2. Implementing these parameter updates in the model results in an updated kinematic model. After

every iteration the magnitudes of the estimated parameter updates are clearly lower than in the previous one. Besides,

the norm of the error decreases after every iteration. A fourth iteration does not result in further improvements. This

indicates that the fit has converged to a solution.

The least squares estimate has most effect on the relatively large errors, because the errors are squared. Hence the

translations and rotations with the highest error in the first iteration show a relatively large improvement the second

iteration. Conversely the lowest errors are not improving or become even larger. This effect can clearly be seen in

Table 1 where the mean and the highest errors in rotation a show the lowest values in the first iteration and are the

highest errors in the second iteration.

For x and y the desired accuracy is 50 μm (2%) and for a and b it is 1 mrad (2.2%). From the results in Table 1 it is

clear that this specification is not met as a larger residual error remains after the third parameter update.

6. Discussion
The experimental results show a decrease in the errors of the set-points, but the error does not converge to zero.

Additional reproducibility tests showed errors in the range of the residual error of the calibration. More specifically, in

these tests the end-effector was commanded to return to its reference pose in the origin after each move to one of the

corners of the considered working range. It was found that even though the encoders of the actuators confirm the return

to the reference pose, the outputs of the PSDs show maximum differences of approximately 20 μm, which significantly

limit the achievable accuracy of the calibration. The most likely cause for this hysteresis is backlash in the lateral

direction of the slider bearings. Besides, it appeared that the errors in y-direction are larger than in x-direction. This

explains why the errors found in y and a are relatively higher.

Furthermore, the slider bearings in the actuators restrict the dynamic performance, because of the friction in axial

direction. Currently it takes approximately ten seconds to reach the set-point, because the controller has to cope with

the stick-slip phenomenon.
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PSDs and actuator encoders with relatively higher resolutions will result in more accurate measurements. The resolu-

tion restricts the accuracy, so a higher resolution is desired.

The manipulator is not fully calibrated for all DOF, but only for the four DOF that are measured. The results show

that this leads to the inability to estimate one of the parameter combinations (8th singular value). As a result, multiple

solutions are possible in the z-direction. For an overall calibration a six DOF measurement should be performed.

Note that in this paper the emphasis has been on the measured four DOF that are of most interest for the considered

application.

Parameters that have a second order effect could be added in the least squares estimation to improve the fit. Suitable

parameters are the rotations about the local x and y axes of the mounting position of the actuators on the frame. Note

that it is possible that errors in other parameters are minimized by correcting the model with the chosen parameters.

This work presented in this paper is specifically applied for beam steering in the ADALAM project. Nevertheless,

the procedure can be applied for the kinematic calibration of other n-DOF flexure mechanisms. The fit functions that

account for the pivot shift can be applied on other types of flexure mechanism. A finite element program or similar tool

to simulate the kinematic behaviour of the compliant joints is needed to generate the data for the fit. The calibration

method makes use of standard techniques, except for the components of the regression matrix that are found by this

forward kinematic analysis of the compliant joints.

7. Conclusion
This paper considers the kinematic modelling and calibration of a flexure-based parallel mechanism. A fast and accurate

nominal model is proposed that describes the six DOF flexure-based parallel manipulator. The model is based on the

Denavit–Hartenberg method and it includes additional fit functions that describe the pivot shift of the cross flexures.

The parameters that have a first order effect on the errors in the nominal model are calibrated. Measurements show sig-

nificant improvements in the accuracy of the model. The remaining accuracy is still larger than the specified accuracy.

Further improvements could be realised by increasing the sensor resolution, removing actuator friction and estimating

more parameters.
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Abstract
In order to ensure a numerically efficient simulation of elastic multibody systems, model order reduction has to be

employed for reducing the complexity of the underlying Finite-Element-Models. Elastic multibody systems with mov-

ing loads can be modeled as parameter dependent systems for which methods from parametric model order reduction

have to be applied. In this contribution, two local and a global approach from parametric model order reduction are

investigated. A comparison is made with respect to their approximation quality in frequency domain and time domain

and their numerical cost in transient simulations. As a numerical example, a linear drive with a distributed moving load

is considered.

Keywords: parametric model order reduction, moving load, elastic multibody system, multiple inputs and outputs

1. Introduction
The increasing demand for highly dynamic but nevertheless energy-efficient machines leads to the development of more

and more lightweight machines. However, the reduction of the moved masses leads to a reduced stiffness of the struc-

tures inducing additional vibrations. In order to rate the vibration behavior already during the product development,

these machines can be modeled as elastic multibody systems where flexible bodies are incorporated in the equation of

motion of rigid multibody systems. Very often, the flexible bodies are discretized using the Finite-Element-Method.

Due to fine spatial discretization even models of simple components can exceed hundreds of thousands degrees of free-

dom. Therefore, an essential step for a numerically efficient simulation of elastic multibody systems is the reduction of

the elastic degrees of freedom by modern model order reduction (MOR). In the past years, modern input-output-based

MOR-methods have been successfully applied in the context of elastic multibody systems for elastic bodies with con-

stant system matrices, see [1]. However, in many engineering applications the system matrices are not constant due to

sliding components or material removal. One approach is to treat the system matrices as time dependent and to apply

reduction methods for linear time-variant systems as in [2]. Another approach is to treat the system matrices as pa-

rameter dependent and to apply reduction methods for parametric systems. An overview about methods for parametric

model order reduction (PMOR) can be found in [3]. In this contribution PMOR methods for systems with spatially

distributed moving loads are investigated. Two so-called local approaches from [4] and [5] and a global approach from

[6] are investigated and compared. In local approaches different individually reduced models are interpolated which re-

sults in small reduced order parametric models. In contrast, global approaches try to find one representative projection

matrix capturing all the parameter dependent dynamics tending to deliver rather large reduced order models.

The novel contribution of this paper is a comparison of quite different global and local approaches for parametric

model order reduction for systems with distributed moving loads with many inputs and outputs. The paper is structured

as follows. First, the theoretical background for elastic multibody systems and linear MOR is presented in Sec. 2.

An emphasis lies on the reduction of systems with many inputs and outputs. In Sec. 3, the two local and the global

approaches for PMOR are depicted. As a numerical example a linear drive is investigated which is presented in Sec. 4.

Then, the three approaches are compared with regard to their approximation quality in frequency domain, in time

domain, and their numerical efficiency. The comparison is followed by the conclusion.

2. Background

2.1. Elastic Multibody Systems
In a first step, the elastic continuum describing the elastic body is spatially discretized with the Finite-Element-Method

resulting in a system of ordinary differential equations

M · q̈(t)+D · q̇(t)+K ·q(t) = F(t). (1)
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Here, q(t) ∈R
N describes the nodal displacements, F(t) the acting forces on the elastic structure and M, D, K ∈R

N×N

are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively. Using the Floating Frame of Reference formulation [7] the

small linear elastic deformations of the elastic bodies can be incorporated in the equation of motion of a multibody

system. The nonlinear equation of motion then reads⎡⎣ mE mc̃T(q) CT
t

mc̃(q) J(q) CT
r (q)

Ct Cr(q) M

⎤⎦ ·
⎡⎣a(t)

ααα(t)
q̈(t)

⎤⎦=

⎡⎣ht(t)
hr(t)
he(t)

⎤⎦+
⎡⎣ 0

0
−K ·q(t)−D · q̇(t)

⎤⎦ (2)

for a single elastic body. The translational and rotational rigid body accelerations are described by a(t) and ααα(t). The

global mass matrix contains the mass of the elastic body m, its inertia J(q), and its center of mass c̃(q). The terms

Ct and Cr(q) describe the coupling between the rigid body movement and the elastic deformations. The forces and

moments acting on the body are described by ht(t), hr(t) and he(t). A detailed description of the Floating Frame of

Reference formulation can be found in [7].

2.2. Model Order Reduction in EMBS for Systems with many Inputs and Outputs
Due to a fine spatial discretization the number of elastic degrees of freedom N in Eq. (1) can easily exceed hundreds

of thousands. Therefore, evaluations of Eq. (2) in transient simulations become numerically expensive. Model Order

Reduction seeks to replace a high dimensional full order model as in Eq. (1) by a reduced order model preserving

the input-output behavior as good as possible. For that, the linear-elastic parts of Eq. (2) are regarded as a linear

time-invariant second order system with

M · q̈(t)+D · q̇(t)+K ·q(t) = B ·u(t)
y(t) = C ·q(t). (3)

Here, B ∈ R
N×l and C ∈ R

m×N are the input and output matrices, and u(t) ∈ R
l and y(t) ∈ R

m the system input and

system output. The solution of the full order model is then approximated with q ≈ V · q̄ in a low dimensional subspace

V of order n spanned by the columns of the projection matrix V ∈R
N×n. Plugging this approximation into Eq. (3) and

left multiplying with WT yields the reduced order model

M̄ · ¨̄q(t)+ D̄ · ˙̄q(t)+ K̄ · q̄(t) = B̄ ·u(t)
ȳ(t) = C̄ · q̄(t) (4)

with the reduced system matrices

M̄ = WT ·M ·V, D̄ = WT ·D ·V, K̄ = WT ·K ·V,

B̄ = WT ·B, C̄ = C ·V.
(5)

The projection matrices W and V should be chosen such that the error in time domain ‖y(t)− ȳ(t)‖ or in frequency

domain ‖H(s)− H̄(s)‖ become small, where

H(s) = C · (s2M+ sD+K
)−1 ·B, H ∈ C

m×l (6)

is the Laplace transform of Eq. (3). The projection matrices W and V can be obtained by different reduction methods,

as modal truncation, Krylov subspace methods, or reduction with Gramian matrices. A detailed description of different

model order reduction methods in elastic multibody systems can be found in [1]. Here, only the Component Mode

Synthesis and Tangential Interpolation are presented since they will be used later.

2.3. Component Mode Synthesis
The basic idea of the Component Mode Synthesis (CMS) is, to combine different types of ansatz functions in the

projection matrices to preserve certain properties of the full order model in the reduced order model. Very often,

eigenmodes calculated by the conservative eigenvalue problem(−ω2
r,iM+K

) ·ΦΦΦr,i = 0, i = 1, . . . ,N (7)

are combined with correction modes. These additional correction modes can ensure for example an exact static solution,

or an exact frequency response at certain frequencies. An overview about different types of correction modes can be
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found in [8]. In this work, eigenmodes are combined with correction modes obtained by the static response due to unit

forces

Vcorr = K−1 ·B. (8)

This ensures an exact static solution of the reduced model, thus H(0) = H̄(0). The correction modes are then combined

with neig eigenmodes to the projection matrix

V = [ΦΦΦr,i Vcorr] ∈ N ×n, i = 1, . . . ,neig, n = neig + l. (9)

The number of correction modes is fixed to the number of columns in B which is equal to the number of system inputs.

The number of kept eigenmodes j can be used to control the approximation quality. In comparison to pure modal

truncation this CMS approach yields better results in the lower frequency range which is normally of special interest in

the context of EMBS. A major drawback of this approach is, that for systems with many inputs the order of the reduced

model may become large since one correction mode has to be considered for every column in B.

2.4. Tangential Interpolation
The transfer function of Eq. (6) of the full order model can be written as a power series

H(s) =
∞

∑
j=0

−Tσk
j s =

∞

∑
j=0

− 1

j!
∂ jH(s)

∂ s j s j, (10)

where Tσk
j are called the moments of j-th order around σk, [1]. The basic idea of interpolation-based or moment-

matching approaches is to match moments of the reduced order model with moments of the full order model up to a

chosen order. This ensures that the values and the derivatives of the transfer function of the reduced order model is in

agreement with the transfer function of the full order model up to a desired order, thus

∂ jH(σk)

∂ s j =
∂ jH̄(σk)

∂ s j . (11)

The moments Tσk
j are not calculated explicitly, but with a numerically stable Arnoldi algorithm, see [9]. Choosing the

projection matrices as

span(V) = span
[(

σ2
1 M+σ1D+K

)−1 ·B, . . . ,(σ2
v M+σvD+K

)−1 ·B
]

(12)

span(W) = span

[(
C · (μ2

1 M+μ1D+K
)−1
)T

, . . . ,
(

C · (μ2
v M+μvD+K

)−1
)T
]

(13)

with σk = μk for k = 1, . . . ,v ensures

H(σk) = H̄(σk) and
∂H(σk)

∂ s
=

∂ H̄(σk)

∂ s
for k = 1, . . . ,v. (14)

In this basic form the order of the reduced model can only be a multiple of the number l of columns in B or the number

m of columns in C. For systems with many inputs and outputs this results in a rather large order of the reduced model.

In [10] an extension called tangential interpolation is suggested in which additional tangential direction bk ∈ C
m and

ck ∈ C
l are introduced. The projection matrices then become

span(V) = span
[(

σ2
1 M+σ1D+K

)−1 ·B ·b1, . . . ,
(
σ2

v M+σvD+K
)−1 ·B ·bv

]
(15)

span(W) = span

[(
cT

1 ·C · (μ2
1 M+μ1D+K

)−1
)T

, . . . ,
(

cT
v ·C · (μ2

v M+μvD+K
)−1
)T
]

(16)

where the order of the reduced model n is independent of the number of system inputs and outputs. However, the

transfer function of the full order model is then only interpolated along the tangential directions bi and ci with

H(σk) ·bk = H̄(σk) ·bk and cT
k ·H(μk) = cT

k · H̄(μk). (17)

Choosing additionally σk = μk for k = 1, . . . ,v ensures

cT
k · ∂H(σk)

∂ s
·bk = cT

k · ∂ H̄(σk)

∂ s
·bk for k = 1, . . . ,v. (18)
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3. Parametric Model Order Reduction for Moving Loads

3.1. General
In many engineering applications load positions are not constant, but parameter dependent. Such kinds of systems arise

for example in the simulation of gear trains, cranes, or sliding components. The equation of motion for such systems

then becomes
M · q̈(t)+D · q̇(t)+K ·q(t) = B(p) ·u(t)

y(t) = C(p) ·q(t), (19)

where in this contribution only the special case with C(p) = BT (p) is investigated. Since the input and output matrices

of such systems are not constant anymore, applying standard input-output-based MOR techniques yields only very poor

results. In the past years advances have been made in parameter preserving reduction of parameter dependent systems.

A summary of methods suitable for parametric model order reduction in elastic multibody systems can be found in [11].

In [3] a distinction between local and global approaches is suggested. In local approaches the parameter dependent

system is reduced for different parameter values individually, then the reduced system matrices are interpolated for

arbitrary parameter values. In contrast, global approaches try to find one representative subspace capturing the entire

parameter dependent dynamics of the parameter dependent system. In this contribution only orthogonal projection with

W = V is investigated.

3.2. Local Parametric Model Order Reduction
In local parametric model order reduction d parameter sample points pi, i = 1, . . . ,d, pi ∈ P are defined. Then, the

parametric system from Eq. (19) is evaluated for all parameter samples pi and reduced to an individual subsystem. The

reduction method can be chosen arbitrarily, but the reduced order n has to be equal for all reduced subsystems. This

delivers a set of projection matrices Vi(pi) and a set of corresponding reduced system matrices

M̄(pi) = VT
i (pi) ·M ·Vi(pi), D̄(pi) = VT

i (pi) ·D ·Vi(pi), K̄(pi) = VT
i (pi) ·K ·Vi(pi),

B̄(pi) = VT
i (pi) ·B(pi), C̄(pi) = C(pi) ·Vi(pi).

(20)

Since the resulting set of reduced state vectors q̄i lies in different subspaces Vi a direct interpolation between the

reduced system matrices from Eq. (20) is not meaningful.

In [4] an additional coordinate transformation q̄i = Ti · q̃ is suggested to describe all subsystems within the same

reduced coordinates q̃. For that, all individual projection matrices are concatenated into one projection matrix Vall =
[V1, . . . ,Vd ]. A reference projection matrix can be obtained with

U ·Σ ·NT = Vall (21)

Vref = U(:,1 : n) (22)

from the first n left singular vectors of Vall. The additional transformation matrices Ti are then

Ti =
(
VT

ref ·Vi
)−1

(23)

and the adjusted projection matrices become

Ṽi = Vi ·Ti. (24)

Finally, the reduced system matrices described in the same set of coordinates are

M̃i = ṼT
i ·M · Ṽi, D̃i = ṼT

i ·D ˜·Vi, K̃i = ṼT
i ·K ˜·Vi,

B̃i = ṼT
i ·B, C̃i = C · Ṽi

(25)

and can be interpolated with the weight functions wi(p) for arbitrary parameters as

M̃(p) =
d

∑
i=1

wi(p)M̃i, D̃(p) =
d

∑
i=1

wi(p)D̃i, K̃(p) =
d

∑
i=1

wi(p)K̃i, (26)

B̃(p) =
d

∑
i=1

wi(p)B̃i, C̃(p) =
d

∑
i=1

wi(p)C̃i.

However, even though all system matrices are described within the same set of coordinates, it is not guaranteed that the

system matrices have full rank after the interpolation.
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In [5] a different transformation is suggested to overcome this problem. Here, one of the individual projection matrices

Vi is selected as reference projection matrix Vref. The transformation matrices are the solution of the minimization

problem

find Ti such that ‖Vi ·Ti −Vref‖2
F

!
= min. (27)

An analytical solution for this minimization problem is given by Ti = Ui ·NT
i , where Ui and Vi arise from the singular

value decomposition of U ·Σ ·NT = VT
i ·Vref. As in [4] the reduced system matrices are obtained with Eqs. (24) and

(25). In contrast, in [5] the system matrices are not interpolated directly but on a matrix manifold. First, the matrices

Yi are mapped with a logarithmic mapping ΓΓΓ = LogXref
(Yi) onto a tangent space TrefM . Here, Xref describes the

system matrices of the reference configuration from the reduction with Vref. The interpolation of all system matrices

takes place on their corresponding tangent spaces and are then mapped back onto their original manifold with the

exponential mapping Y = ExpXref
(ΓΓΓ). The logarithmic mapping can be done already during the reduction process, but

the exponential mapping has to be executed in every time step for all system matrices. The advantage of the method

proposed in [5] is, that the positive definiteness of the interpolated system matrices can be guaranteed for arbitrary

parameters and interpolation methods. A drawback is the numerical cost for the exponential mapping during transient

simulations.

Note that in the equation of motion (19) of the parametric full order model only the input and output matrix are

parameter dependent. Both approaches from [4] and [5] result in reduced parametric systems of order n where all

system matrices are parameter dependent since they are derived from different parameter dependent projection matrices

Vi(pi).

3.3. Global Parametric Model Order Reduction
Global Parametric Model Order Reduction aims to find one representative projection matrix Vgl for all the parameter

dependent system dynamics. This global projection matrix is constructed as

Vgl = [V1, . . . ,Vi, . . . ,Vd ]. (28)

Here, Vi are local projection matrices obtained by reducing the full order model at the parameter samples pi with

arbitrary reduction methods to the reduced order ni. With Vgl the globally reduced order model becomes

M̄gl · ¨̄qgl(t)+ D̄gl · ˙̄qgl(t)+ K̄gl · q̄gl(t) = B̄gl(p) ·u(t)
ȳgl(t) = C̄T

gl(p) · q̄gl(t)
(29)

with the reduced system matrices

M̄gl = VT
gl ·M ·Vgl, D̄gl = VT

gl ·D ·Vgl, K̄gl = VT
gl ·K ·Vgl,

B̄gl(p) = VT
gl ·B(p), C̄gl(p) = C(p) ·Vgl

(30)

of order ngl = ∑d
1 ni.

As stated before, arbitrary reduction methods can be used to construct the global projection matrix Vgl. However,

according to [6] using tangential interpolation for constructing the local projection matrices yields some advantages

which will be presented. The following is shown in [6] for first order systems, but it holds true for second order systems

as well. Here, only the special case for

C(p) = BT (p), M = const., D = const., K = const., Wi = Vi (31)

is presented. If a local projection matrix is chosen as

span(Vi) = span
((

σ2
i M+σiD+K

)−1 ·B(pi) ·bi

)
, (32)

then

H(σi, pi) ·bi = H̄(σi, pi) ·bi = H̄gl(σi, pi) ·bi. (33)

This means tangentially interpolating the transfer function in a local subsystem at σi and pi ensures that the transfer

function at σi and pi will be tangentially interpolated in the globally reduced system, too. Next, if B(p) is continuously

differentiable in a neighborhood of pi and Eqs. (31) and (32) hold true, then

∇pbT
i ·H(σi, pi) ·bi = ∇pbT

i · H̄gl(σi, pi) ·bi (34)
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meaning the gradient with respect to the parameter value p will be matched in the globally reduced system as well.

In contrast to local approaches, the order of globally reduced models ngl is not independent of the number of local

subsystems. Therefore, global approaches tend to deliver larger reduced models. However, when applying global

approaches for moving load problems only the input and output matrices are parameter dependent while the mass,

damping, and stiffness matrices stay constant. This means that there is no need to interpolate M̄gl, D̄gl, and K̄gl during

transient simulations. It is also possible to apply an additional state transformation after the reduction process in order

to diagonalize M̄gl, D̄gl, and K̄gl which reduces the computational effort during time integration significantly.

4. Results

4.1. Investigated Model
As a numerical example a rotating linear drive as shown in Fig. 1 is investigated. The linear drive consists of a carrier

made of aluminum in which a steel rack is mounted. A slide driven by a toothed belt can be moved along the rack.

Linear drives are typically used in automation industry for pick and place tasks or simple assembling tasks. Since

short cycle times are desired during fabrication there is an increasing demand for highly dynamic moving linear drives.

In order to rate the vibration behavior already during the product development, a simulation model considering the

linear drive as an elastic body is necessary. The geometry of the carrier is discretized using ANSYS17 resulting in a

Finite-Element model with N = 37359 degrees of freedom. The pressure forces on the carrier caused by static and

dynamic loads are modeled by 20 spatially distributed single forces. The applied forces are rewritten as a product

of the parameter dependent input matrix B(p(t)) and the input vector u(t). The parameter p(t) ∈ [0,1] describes the

position, and therefore, the trajectory of the slide, where for p = 0 the slide is at the left and for p = 1 at the right end

of the carrier, respectively. In the following, the local and global parametric model order reduction approaches from

Sec. 3.2 and Sec. 3.3 are applied and compared with respect to their approximation quality in frequency domain and

time domain and their numerical efficiency.

4.2. Error Measures
Four error measures are introduced to rate the approximation quality of the reduced order models. The relative approx-

imation error in frequency domain is measured with

ε(p) =

√∫ ωmax−ωmax
‖H(iω, p)− H̄(iω, p)‖2

F dω∫ ωmax−ωmax
‖H(iω, p)‖2

F dω
(35)

over the parameter space. Error measure Eq. (35) is motivated from the H2 system norm, but is only calculated up to

a finite frequency ωmax = 2π1000 rad/s. The mean of Eq. (35) is given as

εM =
1

pmax − pmin

∫ pmax

pmin

ε(p)dp. (36)

The relative output error in time domain is measured with

‖y− ȳ‖2 =

√
|y1(t)− ȳ1(t)|2 + . . .+ |ym(t)− ȳm(t)|2

|y1(t)|2 + . . .+ |ym(t)|2 . (37)

The scalar measure for the error in time domain is

‖y− ȳ‖L2[0,T ] =

√∫ T

0
‖y(t)− ȳ(t)‖2

2 dt. (38)

4.3. Individual Model Order Reduction
In [12] and [13] it was shown that CMS-based reduction methods are suitable for the individual reduction in local

parametric model order reduction. Therefore, the CMS-approach from Sec. 2.3 is used here for the local approaches

from [4] and [5] as well. The parameter samples for the subsystems are selected as pi ∈ {0.0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0},

where all local subsystems are reduced to n = 16. The local subsystem at p = 0.5 is used as reference system for the

approach from [5]. Both local approaches from [4] and [5] use cubic spline interpolation to interpolate the reduced

system matrices. Different reduction methods have been tested for the individual reduction for the global approach.

Tangential interpolation as presented in Sec. 2.4 turned out to yield the most promising results and will therefore be

used in the following. The subsystems are reduced to n = 16 as well. After concatenating the individual projection

matrices and removing the rank deficient columns, the order of the globally reduced model is ngl = 77.
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p(t)

BBB(p) ·uuu(t)
φ

Figure 1: Parameter dependent load position of carrier and cross section of carrier under load, the slide is not shown.

4.4. Approximation Quality in Frequency Domain
The approximation error in frequency domain is shown in Fig. 2 for all approaches. The location of the subsystems

is marked by dashed lines. The approach from [4] using direct interpolation shows the smallest error around the sub-

systems. This makes sense since at these parameter sample points no system matrices have to be interpolated but the

reduced system matrices are simply the reduced system matrices from the individual reduction. Between the subsys-

tems the error is increasing significantly. The mean error is εM = 8.88·10−2. At p = 0.52 the error shows a distinct

peak. As mentioned in Sec. 3.2 the approach from [4] does not guarantee that the interpolated, reduced system matrices

have full rank. In this example, the elastic mass matrix M̃(p) of the reduced body becomes singular around p = 0.52

causing the error peak. The condition number of the elastic mass matrix is shown in Fig. 4. This rank deficiency has

no physical meaning but is only a result of the interpolation. This is clearly a disadvantage of the approach from [4]

since the ordinary differential equation from Eq. (2) requires an elastic mass matrix with full rank for time integration.

To the authors’ knowledge there is no method to predict singular system matrices except for the special case of linear

interpolation, where full rank system matrices are guaranteed. However, the approximation quality becomes bad when

using linear interpolation which will be shown later. The local approach from [5] using interpolation on matrix man-

ifolds shows a similar error pattern. However, the error is with εM = 1.19·10−1 slightly larger compared to the error

using direct interpolation. An advantage is that there are no error peaks since the interpolation on matrix manifolds

guarantees interpolated system matrices with full rank. The global approach shows the smallest approximation errors

around the subsystems as well. The error is increasing between the subsystems, but the growth of the error is smaller

compared to the local approaches. There are no error peaks and the mean error is with εM = 9.72·10−4 about hundred

times smaller compared to the local approaches.

A convergence study for an increasing number of subsystems is shown in Fig. 3. The left diagram shows the relative

mean error εM for an increasing number of subsystems. The global approach shows a logarithmic decrease of the mean

error. Both local approaches show an decreasing error as well, but the decrease is less distinct. The right diagram

of Fig. 3 shows the mean error for an increasing order of the reduced subsystems. The global approach shows a
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Figure 2: Relative error εp in frequency domain for the local approaches from [4] with direct interpolation, from [5]

with interpolation on matrix manifolds, and for the global approach.
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Figure 3: Relative mean error εM in frequency domain for increasing number of subsystems and increasing reduced

order n.

logarithmic decrease as well, but it is less distinct compared to increasing the number of subsystems. The mean error

for the local approach from [4] using direct interpolation does not decrease. The mean error for the approach from

[5] using interpolation on matrix manifolds decreases first, but is increasing for a reduced order of n = 32. Increasing

the order of the reduced models improves the approximation quality at the subsystems. However, the main error of

the local approaches is caused by the interpolation which is not positively influenced by a smaller individual reduction

error. In the case of the approach from [5] a higher order of the reduced subsystems even delivers reduced system

matrices which are less appropriate to interpolate. Summarized, the approximation quality can be improved more

efficiently by increasing the number of subsystems rather than increasing the order of the local subsystems both for the

local approaches and the global approach. In this example, the global approach shows a better convergence behavior,

as well.

4.5. Approximation Quality in Time Domain
To rate the approximation quality in time domain a typical load case is simulated. The trajectory p(t) describes a step-

by-step movement of the slide position from the left end to the right end and is shown in Fig. 4. The approximation

errors in time domain are shown in Fig. 5 up to t = 0.8s.

As mentioned before, cubic spline interpolation cannot be used for the local approach from [4] due to the singular

elastic mass matrix. Therefore, linear interpolation has to be used in this transient error analysis. The relative error

is around ‖y− ȳ‖2 ≈ 1.1·10−1. Only as p(t) is close to the location of a subsystem the error decreases significantly

to about ‖y− ȳ‖2 ≈ 6.1·10−3. The mean error is ‖y− ȳ‖L2[0,T ] = 1.4·10−1, which is not satisfactory. The error

from the approach from [5] with the interpolation on matrix manifolds is about three times smaller, since here cubic

spline interpolation can be applied. The smallest errors occur around the subsystems as well and the mean error is
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Figure 4: Condition number of elastic mass matrix M̃(p) for direct cubic spline interpolation and parameter trajectory

p(t).
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Figure 5: Relative error ‖y− ȳ‖2 in time domain for the local approaches from [4] with direct linear interpolation and

[5] with cubic spline interpolation on matrix manifolds and for the global approach.

‖y− ȳ‖L2[0,T ] = 3.5·10−2, which is still a rather large approximation error. Only the global approach shows satisfying

results. It shows the smallest relative errors with ‖y− ȳ‖L2[0,T ] = 4.9·10−3. An interesting fact is, that the error is not

decreasing at the subsystem but is rather equally distributed over the simulation time.

In order to make a fair comparison between the different approaches it is also necessary to consider the calculating

times. The calculating times are shown in Fig. 6 for all three approaches. They are subdivided in several parts. The

’assembling’ part considers the calculating time for assembling the global mass matrix and the right-hand side of the

equation of motion. The ’inverse of mass matrix’ part considers the time for solving Eq. (2) for the accelerations.

The local approaches have an additional part considering the time to interpolate the reduced system matrices and the

approach from [5] considers also the time for the exponential matrix mapping. The left diagram shows the calculating

time for one evaluation of the equation of motion. The ’assembling’ part and the ’inverse of mass matrix’ part are

the fastest for the local approaches. This makes sense since the order of the reduced models is n = 16 for the local

approaches while it is ngl = 77 for the global approach. However, the local approaches also have to interpolate the

reduced system matrices in every time step. Considering this additional shows that the local approaches need more

time for one evaluation of the equation of motion although the reduced order is smaller. The additional cost for the

exponential matrix mapping makes an evaluation of the model from the approach from [5] almost twice as expensive

as the model from the global approach.

The total calculating time is depicted in the right diagram of Fig. 6. It is influenced both by the cost and the number of

evaluations of the equation of motion. The model using direct interpolation needed 3.40·104 function calls, the approach

using interpolation on matrix manifolds needed 2.46·104 function calls and the model from the global approach 1.72·
104 function calls. This makes the shortest calculating time for the global approach with 24s. The local approach from

[4] is two times slower and the approach from [5] is almost four times slower. Summarized, the model derived from

the global approach is the most efficient model for transient simulations although its reduced dimension is the largest.
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Figure 6: Calculating time for one evaluation of the equation of motion and total calculating time for transient simula-

tion.
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5. Conclusion
In this contribution, two local approaches and a global approach from parametric model order reduction for EMBS

with moving loads are compared, where a linear drive with a spatially distributed load is investigated as a numerical

example. In frequency domain the local approaches show rather large approximation errors, where the approximation

quality of the global approach is satisfying. The global approach shows the most promising results in time domain

as well. The local approaches only show satisfying results for parameter values close to a subsystem. Additionally,

it turned out that the local approach with direct interpolation tends to deliver singular system matrices if higher order

interpolation methods are used. This makes this approach rather inappropriate for transient simulations. The numerical

cost for the local approaches is higher, since an additional interpolation and matrix mapping has to be performed in

every time step. Therefore, the global approach was also the most efficient approach in a numerical sense although its

reduced order is larger compared to the reduced models from the local approaches.
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Abstract  
The paper deals with the calibration of example of multibody system with mechatronic flexible joint. Flexible 
joints are used in compliant mechanisms. If they are actuated they are called mechatronic flexible joint. Precisely 
the flexible joint is a compliant body fulfilling the function of movable connection of other bodies. The 
mechatronic flexible joint is a flexible joint that is actuated and measured. If it is fullfiled the Saint-Venant 
principle then the mechatronic flexible joint can be described by finite number of parameters. Therefore the 
existence of rigid flanges on both ends of flexible body that creates the flexible joint is important. The 
description naturally maps the applied forces (loading and actuating) into the mechatronic flexible joint 
positions. The calibration experiment is based on applying loading and actuating forces and the measurement of 
the mechatronic flexible joint position is carried out either by Laser tracker or by string distance measurements. 
The application of Laser tracker gives the mapping from forces to positions of the mechatronic flexible joint and 
the application of string distance measurements gives the possibility of self-calibration of the joint. 

Keywords: mechatronic flexible joint, calibration, Saint-Venant principle, finite number of parameters 

1. Introduction 
The paper deals with the calibration of an example of multibody system with mechatronic flexible joint. Flexible 
joints are used in compliant mechanisms (e.g. robotic arm in Figure 1). If they are actuated they are called 
mechatronic flexible joint. Precisely the flexible joint is a compliant body 1 fulfilling the function of movable 
connection of other bodies (e.g.Figure 2). The mechatronic flexible joint is a flexible joint that is actuated and 
measured. If it is fullfiled the Saint-Venant principle then the mechatronic flexible joint can be described by 
finite number of parameters [1]. Therefore the existence of rigid flanges 10, 11 on both ends of flexible body 1 
that creates the flexible joint is important (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 1: Robotic arm with mechatronic flexible joints 

 
Figure 2: Mechatronic flexible joint 

A real example of mechatronic flexible body from the Figure 1 is in Figure 3. It consists of inflated body with 
constant air pressure in a body between two metalic flanges that are supposed to be rigid. The mechatronic 
flexible joint is fixed by one rigid flange to the frame and it is loaded by cables attached to the other rigid flange. 
Therefore the Saint-Venant principle is fulfilled and the mechatronic flexible joint can be described by finite 
number of parameters [1]. The position of this joint is measured by the distance sensors to fixed points at the 
frame (12 string distance sensors) and by the additional laser tracker for the reference. 
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Figure 3: Experiment with calibration of mechatronic flexible joint based on inflated body 

But there are many other examples of flexible mechatronic joint. This can be the traditional robotic arm that is 
however flexible [3] or it can be the compliant mechanisms. 

2. Description of Flexible Mechatronic Joint 
The problem is how to describe the movable connection by concise description similarly as transformation 
matrix in kinematics of rigid bodies. In order to achieve the description of flexible joint by finite number of 
parameters it is necessary to fulfill the Saint-Venant principle. Therefore the existence of rigid flanges on both 
ends of flexible body that creates the flexible joint is important (Figure 2, Figure 3). There are loading the forces 
Fx, Fy, Fz (and moments M) and the actuator forces Fa1, Fa2 and Fa3 is within the applicability of Saint-Venant 
principle. This is also supported by the approving the patent [4] with many variants of mechatronic flexible joint.  

The description naturally maps the applied forces (loading and actuating) FL and uF into the mechatronic flexible 
joint positions s  

                                                                                  (1) 

It is described by LOLIMOT approach, that is an adaptive nonlinear description of input-output relation MFJ of 
a nonlinear system [2]. It is an adaptive nonlinear description of input-output relation of a nonlinear system [2]. 
The output y is described as a function of input u by summation of linear models with coefficients w and 
weighting Gaussian functions   
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The overall nonlinear function is replaced by local linear functions that are smoothened by Gaussian functions  
in weighted sum.  

The difficulty of this description is that the influence of loading forces and geometrical displacement cannot be 
separated as in the case of traditional (rigid) mechanisms. The problem of achieving this description is 
enormous. The relationship between forces and displacements must be measured by force sensors and sensors of 
position in space (Figure 3). The problem occurs especially with the change of this description during the time as 
the flexible properties are degraded. This problem acne be alleviated by the separated kinematic calibration and 
self-calibration described further. 

3. Calibration of Planar Mechatronic Flexible Joint 
The example of planar mechatronic flexible joint prepared for the separated kinematic calibration and self-
calibration is in Figure 4. A body that is the mechatronic flexible joint between two rigid flanges is equipped 
with the length sensors in a structure of interconnected points 1-8, the points 1-2-3 and 6-7-8 are on rigid flanges 
without displacements. The length sensors may be for example strain gauges. They measure the displacement of 
two points sij without the offset Δij. The distance δij of points i, j is 

δij = sij + Δij                                                                                    (3) 
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Figure 4: Experiment with calibration of planar mechatronic flexible joint 

The measured displacements are  

 δ14 , δ24 , δ34 , 

 δ15 , δ25 , δ35 , δ45 ,  (4) 

 δ16 , δ26 , δ36 , δ46 , δ56 , 

 δ17 , δ27 , δ37 , δ47 , δ57 , δ67 , 

 δ18 , δ28 , δ38 , δ48 , δ58 , δ68 , δ78 

There is 25 distances measured within simulations in 121 positions. The measurement is overdetermined. From 
the measured displacements and from them derived distances the following vector constraint equations can be 
assembled 

         r14 = r12 + r24 

        r14 = r13 + r34 

 r12 + r24 = r13 + r34 

          r15 = r12 + r25 

 r12 + r25 = r13 + r35 

  r13 + r35 = r14 + r45  (5) 

          r15 = r14 + r45 

          r16 = r12 + r26 

  r12 + r26 = r13 + r36 

  r13 + r36 = r14 + r46 

  r14 + r46 = r15 + r56 

          r16 = r15 + r56 

          r17 = r12 + r27 

  r12 + r27 = r13 + r37 

  r13 + r37 = r14 + r47 

  r14 + r47 = r15 + r57 
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 r15 + r57 = r16 + r67 

          r17 = r16 + r67 

          r18 = r12 + r28 

 r12 + r28 = r13 + r38 

 r13 + r38 = r14 + r48 

 r14 + r48 = r15 + r58 

 r15 + r58 = r16 + r68 

 r16 + r68 = r17 + r78 

          r18 = r17 + r78 

The resulting constraint equations are 

r12 = [ x2 ; 0 ]T  , r13 = [ x3 ; y3 ]T        (6) 

and for example r14 = [ δ14 cos φ14 ; δ14 sin φ14 ]T  = [ (l14 + Δ14) cos φ14 ; (l14 + Δ14) sin φ14 ]T   

Each vector equation represents two scalar ones. In one position it gives 50 equations. For 121 positions it is 
obtained 50·121 = 6050 equations. In each position “ i ” the unknowns are the angles  φ14i , φ24i , φ34i , φ15i , φ25i , 
φ35i , φ45i , φ16i , φ26i , φ36i , φ46i , φ56i , φ17i , φ27i , φ37i , φ47i , φ57i , φ67i , φ18i , φ28i , φ38i , φ48i , φ58i , φ68i a φ78i  and 
the coordinates of points 2 and 3 x2, x3 and y3 and the point distances in undeformed joint position l14 , l24 , l34 , 
l15 , l25 , l35 , l45 , l16 , l26 , l36 , l46 , l56 , l17 , l27 , l37 , l47 , l57 , l67 , l18 , l28 , l38 , l48 , l58 , l68 and l78 . The number of 
unknows is 25·121 + 3 + 25 = 3053. 

Nevertheless, the calibration and self-calibration under these wide conditions is possible. The calibration index iC 
must be redefined 

PARSC iii                                                                   (7) 

where iPAR is the number of parameters that fully characterizes the mechatronic flexible joint. It is the 
generalization of degrees of freedom for multibody systems but taking into account the number of inputs as 
discussed in the solution of first project objective in the previous year. The calibration ratio rC must be also 
redefined 

SL

C
C i

i
r                                                                   (8) 

where iSL is the number of sensor loops the mechatronic flexible joint, i.e. the number of measurement sets skj 
minus 1. The number of sensors is in the case of mechatronic flexible joint in principle not limited. Therefore the 
calibration ratio can be larger than in the case of rigid multibody systems. However, the conclusions from the 
thesis [5] about the influence of multiple redundancy and the experience of necessary values of rC for good and 
accurate results must be investigated and confirmed. The good results of self-calibration have been achieved for 
rC = 1,5. 

In this case the ratio of number of unknowns and the number of equations is 3053/6050 = 0,5046 and the 
calibration ratio is (25 – 3)/(25-7)=1,2. The achieved accuracy of determination of unknowns is 10,59%, the 
accuracy of resulting motion about 2-5%. The example of calibrated motion description is in Figure 5. It seems 
that the problem is the lack of angle measurements. 
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Figure 5: Calibrated motion description 

4. Calibration of Spatial Mechatronic Flexible Joint 
The example of spatial mechatronic flexible joint prepared for the separated kinematic calibration and self-
calibration is in Figure 3. There are two approaches. The first one is the direct correlation between positions s of 
the flange 2 with respect to flange 1 and the flexible joint deformations associated with the loading forces  
from (1). The other approach is the self-calibration from geometric measurement.  

4.1. Direct Correlation between Position and Flexible Joint Deformation 
The first approach insists in simultaneous measurement of flange 2 position and the flexible joint deformations 
associated with the loading forces in order to reconstruct the equation (1). The scheme of mechatronic flexible 
joint is in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: Scheme of mechatronic flexible joint 

The flange position is measured by the Laser tracker. The deformation of the flexible joint is measured by the 
strain gauges. The applied scheme of measurement is in Figure 7. The measurement was carried out in 126 
positions. 
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Figure 7: Scheme of direct correlation between position and loading forces 

The obtained data were used for correlation computation between signals from strain gauges (correspond to 
flexible joint deformation) and the position [x,y,z] of the flange from the Laser tracker. The resulting correlations 
are in Figure 8 for x direction with influence on tensiometer 2 and 3 only, in Figure 9 for y direction with 
influence on tensiometer 1 and 3 only and in Figure 10 for z direction with influence on tensiometer 1 only.  

 
Figure 8: Correlation between flange position x and tensiometers 2 and 3 

 
Figure 9: Correlation between flange position y and tensiometers 1 and 3 

 
Figure 10: Correlation between flange position z and tensiometer 1 
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4.2. Self-Calibration from Geometric Measurement 
The principle of geometric measurements is in Figure 11. The calibration experiment is based on applying 
loading and actuating forces and the measurement of the mechatronic flexible joint position is carried out either 
by Laser tracker or by string distance measurements. The application of Laser tracker gives the mapping (1) 
from forces FL  and uF to positions s of the mechatronic flexible joint and the application of string distance 
measurements dk gives the possibility of self-calibration of the joint [1]. The self-calibration means that the 
redundant measurements of k string distance sensors enable to determine the positions of fixed points of the 
sensors at the frame, the offsets of distance sensors and finally the positions of the moving rigid flange of the 
mechatronic flexible joint. All these constant parameters are denoted as . The function of distance sensors k can 
be generally described as 

                                                                                  (9)  

The drives D1 and D2 move the platform ABS suspended on spherical joint S by cables across pulleys P1 and 
P2. The forces acting in the drives are measured and from them also the loading forces on the platform if they 
exist. Additionally, the distance between the point Cli and point Mk on the frame can be measured by string 
distance sensor or laser tracker. Such measurements can be k=1,…,p. Then the calibration and self-calibration 
scheme is similar to the planar case.  

If the number of sensors k and the number of measurements is large enough and the structural properties of the 
sensor scheme are suitable [1] then the self-calibration is possible and provides the results with reasonable 
accuracy. The paper desribes the results of such experiment both computational and real experimental.  

 
Figure 11: Principle of experiment with calibration of spatial mechatronic flexible joint 

In the particular experiment (Figure 12) it was chosen three points Ck1, Ck2, Ck3 on the flange and twelve 
points Mk (k=1, ..., 12). The measurement i of distances dkli betwen points Ckl and Mk are equal to the string 
distance measurements lki and the unknown sensor offset Δk according to the equation (3). The constraints 
resulting from i-th measurement are 

         (10) 

The points Ck1, Ck2, Ck3 have mutual constant distances a12, a23, a13, for example  

                     (11) 

There are unknowns xCli, yCli, zCli, xMk, yMk, zMk, Δk, a12, a23, a13, i.e. 3x3xp+3x12+12+3-6, and 12p equations 
(10) and 3p equations (11) for i=1,...,p measurements. In our case p=126, the redundancy for determination of 
unknowns from (10)-(11) is sufficient as 1890 equations for 1179 unknowns. But the calibration ratio rC is low 
as rC = 9/11 = 0,82. 
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Figure 12: Principle of experiment with calibration of spatial mechatronic flexible joint 

The calibration can be improved by usage of Laser tracker. The position of the flange is measured by the 
reflector attached to it. This means that the known position xRi, yRi, zRi of the center is distanced from the points 
Cli by the constants rl, l=1,2,3. This gives three more unknowns r1, r2, r3 and for each measurement three 
additional constraints such as for example for r1 

                                     (12) 

In this case the number of unknowns is 3x3xp+3x12+12+3-6+3, and 12p equations (10), 3p equations (11) and 
3p equations (12). Then the redundancy for determination of unknowns from (10)-(12) is sufficient as 2268 
equations for 1182 unknowns. But the calibration ratio rC is still low as rC = 12/13 = 0,92. Again the angular 
measurements are missing.  

5. Conclusion 
The paper describes the calibration and self-calibration approaches for the description of mechatronic flexible 
joint. This approach enables to describe the motion of mechatronic flexible joint with limited measurements and 
even in case of changing properties of the joint. 

The practical importance of this self-calibration procedure for mechatronic flexible joint is the capability of on-
line formulation of description (1) that cannot be derived just by geometric considerations. Despite of that a 
similar kinematic description of mechatronic flexible joint to the description of traditional kinematic joints is 
possible. 
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Abstract

The aim of this contribution is to present the identification of the modal parameters of an industrial wind turbine and
to compare them with the parameters used for the design of the wind turbine. The detailed identification of the modal
parameters of wind turbines is currently not state-of-the-art in the industry. Within this research work two measurement
campaigns were carried out. A first measurement campaign was done on a rotor blade while the entire rotor is lying
on ground. Here, classical (CMA) and operational modal analysis (OMA) techniques were applied. While during
CMA the structure was excited by an artificial impulse, during OMA the ambient excitation due to the environmental
conditions was used only. Caused by the size of the structure, the measurement results are always influenced by the
environmental conditions. An undisturbed CMA measurement is not possible for wind turbines. So for the second
measurement campaign on the entire wind turbine OMA techniques were applied only. For the evaluation of the CMA
measurement single-degree-of-freedom (SDoF) methods are applied for modal identification. Different frequency and
time domain techniques are used to process the OMA measurement data. Finally the results of the measurement are
compared to those obtained from a detailed multibody model. A good correlation between measurement and simulation
has been reached. Note, that this correlation can be reached only if the detail depth of the multibody model is much
higher than required from common wind turbine design rules.

Keywords: wind turbine, experimental modal analysis, operational modal analysis, flexible multibody model, modal
parameters

1. Introduction

The life cycle of a wind turbine is mainly influenced by its dynamics. In order to avoid resonances in the variable
speed range of a wind turbine, resonant frequencies of the entire turbine including substructure resonant frequencies
as well as harmonic excitations must be known accurately. Whereas the harmonic excitation frequencies are multiples
of the rotational speed and well known, resonant frequencies have to be calculated using a proper model or identified
experimentally. A verification of calculated results by a measurement is the preferable approach. So the extensive
knowledge and the deep understanding of the dynamics of a wind turbine allows the precise prediction of its behaviour.
For the identification of the modal parameters the classical (CMA) and operational modal analysis (OMA) were chosen.

This contribution describes the identification of the modal parameters of the prototype W2E-93/2.0 wind turbine
(Fig. 1), designed and manufactured by W2E Wind to Energy. The wind turbine prototype has been erected in
Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Germany (Fig. 1a). It has a hub height of 100 m, a rotor diameter of 93 m and
a nominal rated power of 2.05 MW. A CAD sketch of the wind turbine labelling its main components is shown in
Fig. 1b.

The CMA is well known and state-of-the-art in most engineering studies. A lot of textbooks on that topic exist. While
the theoretical background can be found e.g. in [1], the experimental CMA is well explained in [2]. In contrast
the OMA is well established in structural dynamics of large structures, but is not state-of-the-art in higher education.
Nevertheless, the recently published textbook [3] provides an extensive introduction to that topic. While the application
of OMA techniques has been well researched e.g. for vessel structures [4], one of the first applications of common
OMA techniques to an industrial wind turbines is described in [5]. A further application of OMA techniques to wind
turbines was carried out by [6]. In contrast to the current contribution where acceleration sensors are used, optical
measurement procedures and strain gauges are there applied. An introduction of OMA techniques to wind turbines and
important hints on applicability limits is given in [7].
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Figure 1: W2E-93/2.0 wind turbine a Wind turbine prototype, erected in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Germany
b CAD sketch of the nacelle of the 2.05 MW wind turbine

2. Measurements

Two measurement campaigns were carried out, one on a rotor blade, while the rotor is lying on ground, and another one
on the entire wind turbine with the rotor locked in Y-position. While classical (CMA) and operational modal analysis
(OMA) techniques were used for the measurements on the rotor, OMA techniques were applied to the entire wind
turbine only.

To achieve both, low ambient vibration levels with sufficient resolution and high harmonic vibration levels without
overloads, attention has to be paid choosing an appropriate measurement system. After careful consideration and
preliminary tests the data acquisition system Dyn-X from BRUEL & KJÆR with 2× 24-bit AD-converter (dynamic
range 160 dB) in combination with seismic accelerometers (piezoelectric, sensitivity: 10 V/g) from PCB was applied.

2.1. Measurements on the Rotor

To measure the modal properties of the blade, a configuration where the rotor is lying on ground was chosen, see
Fig. 2a. This configuration of the rotor comprises two blades in feathered position (90◦) while the third blade is pitched
to opposite feathered position (270◦). The blade taken into account for measurement was the blade in opposite feathered
position which can be almost completely seen in the lower right part of Fig. 2a.

The main advantage of the blade measurement on ground is accessibility of the measurement positions. As can be
seen in Fig. 2b the whole depth of the blade can be used for measurements. The excitation of the blade was done by
preloading with a defined weight that is cut off as can be seen in Figs. 2c and d, respectively. A piezoelectric force
sensor in the load path of the preload weight recorded the excitation force for CMA, see Fig. 2d.

The overall measurement scheme for CMA is presented in Fig. 3. Three piezoelectric accelerometers (sensors 1-3)
were positioned on the small side of the blade to measure vibrations in edgewise direction. Another three piezoelectric
accelerometers (sensors 4-6) were positioned on the flat side of the blade near the neutral line to measure vibrations in
flapwise direction. Sensors 7 and 8 were positioned next to the trailing edge of the blade to capture the torsion of the
blade. Sensor 9 is the force sensor to measure the excitation of the structure. For CMA the measurement procedure
was repeated ten times with different preload weights.

Due to the curved blade surface, a placement of sensors 4-8 in pure flapwise direction proved to be almost impossible.
As a result all measured modes contain mixed directions. This has to be taken into account for the evaluation of the
measurement series and eigenmodes. The rotor blade has a continuously curved surface especially at its leading edge,
so a positioning with respect to the structural planes from the CAD drawings is not very exact.

Subsequent to the classical modal analysis the operational modal analysis for the rotor lying on ground was carried
out. The corresponding measurement setup is similar to that of the classical modal analysis from Fig. 3 omitting the
excitation sensor 9. The measurement series had a duration of one hour exploiting the ambient wind conditions on
ground only.
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a b

c d

Figure 2: Measurement campaign on the rotor blade a Rotor lying on ground b Application of acceleration sensors on
the blade c Cutting off preload weight for classical modal analysis (overview) d Cutting off preload weight with force
sensor for classical modal analysis (closer look)
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Figure 3: Measurement setup for classical modal analysis on the rotor blade - Sensors 1-8: piezoelectric acceleration
sensors, Sensor 9: piezoelectric force sensor

2.2. Measurements on the Entire Wind Turbine

Within a second measurement campaign the entire wind turbine was investigated using operational modal analysis.
The measurement series was carried out over a period of five days while the rotor was locked in Y-position, see
Fig. 4a. Some pictures from the measurement campaign are shown in Fig. 4. This configuration was also chosen
to set a reference for future measurements during operation of the wind turbine that are currently under preparation.
To circumvent perturbation of the measurements due to harmonic excitations, all oil pumps had been shut down.
Additionally to avoid transformation errors during measurement evaluation, the wind turbine was yawed so that the
rotor axis and the door at tower bottom were in rectangular position to each other. In addition the predefined yaw angle
helps to avoid application errors of the sensors in the wind turbine as it proved to be difficult to maintain an overview
about the spatial directions while working within the wind turbine. The measurement system was positioned within the
nacelle as shown in Fig. 4b. Some of the applied measurement sensors on generator and at tower flange are shown in
Figs. 4c and d, respectively.

During the wind turbine measurement campaign seven measurement series with a duration of 1.5 hours each were
carried out. The corresponding sensor configurations are shown in Fig. 5. The green and blue arrows represent the
sensor positions and directions. While the blue arrows represent the four reference sensors that were maintained
over all measurement series, the green arrows represent the variable sensor positions. Altogether 61 different sensor
positions were evaluated during the measurement campaign.

The reference sensors are needed due to the unknown, generally differing levels of wind excitation over the measure-
ment series that is a disadvantage of operational modal analysis. The complex spectres of the reference sensors were
used to scale the different time series recorded during the measurement series. Figure 5a shows the sensor distribution
of the first measurement series comprising the four reference sensors and eight tower sensors. As seen in more detail
in Fig. 5b, the four reference sensors were placed at the tower top and at the back of the nacelle. From multibody
simulations these positions were found to be most appropriate for the scaling of the time series of the measurement
campaign. Figures 5c-h show the sensor configurations of the six further measurement series done on the main frame,
the generator, the gear box, the low voltage unit and the tower bottom.

Different aspects for accessibility and orientation of the measurement positions of the wind turbine had to be taken
into account. For example the orientation within the tower is very difficult, because inside the tower the position of the
nacelle can not be estimated. So a predefined yaw angle helps to place the sensors in fore-aft and side-side direction.
The position of the elevator within the tower are used for the orientation within the tower. Furthermore the bolts in the
tower flanges can be used for the placement of the tower sensors in two independent directions. Another aspect is the
placement of the sensors within the nacelle. For a clear identification of the eigenmodes, plane surfaces with respect
to a virtual global coordinate frame are needed which are not always available, e.g. on the casted main frame of the
nacelle.
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Figure 4: Measurement campaign on the wind turbine a Measurement configuration of the wind turbine with rotor
locked in Y-position and fixed azimuth angle b Measurement system in the nacelle c Application of acceleration sensors
on the generator d Application of acceleration sensors at the tower flange
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Figure 5: Measurement model of the entire W2E-93/2.0 wind turbine a Measurement series I - reference (blue) and
tower sensors (green) b Reference sensors (blue) at the nacelle c Measurement series II - reference (blue) and generator
sensors (green) d Measurement series III - reference (blue), generator, low voltage unit and main frame sensors (green)
e Measurement series IV - reference (blue) and main frame sensors (green) f Measurement series V - reference (blue),
gearbox, and main frame sensors (green) g Measurement series VI - reference (blue), gearbox, and tower sensors
(green) h Measurement series VII - reference (blue), gearbox, and tower sensors (green)
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3. Multibody Models

The multibody modelling of the wind turbine mainly follows the principles of the MSC.Adams model build-up de-
scribed in [8], [9], [10] and [11]. The only difference to the entire wind turbine model described there is the 100 m
tubular tower substructure instead of the 85 m tower model.

3.1. Multibody Model of the Entire Wind Turbine

The multibody model in MSC.Adams is parametrically built up. That means, instead of defining the model within the
Adams/View preprocessing environment, the model is created within the MATLAB environment. The Matlab code
generates an Adams command file in the ASCII format, which can be imported by Adams/View. The same principles
were also applied for model generation of the high-lift mechanisms of a modern transport aircraft, see [12].

Figure 6: MBS model for the entire wind turbine

The Adams model comprises a flexible tower model based on a finite element model, blades built up of discrete beams
and a detailed drive train model, see [13]. The discrete beams consist of 29 lumped mass elements and 29 EULER-
BERNOULLI beams. Compared to a blade model consisting of flexible bodies, a higher numerical stability of discrete
beams in MSC.Adams during start-up of the wind turbine could be achieved. Furthermore, effects like centrifugal
stiffness are taken into account, and the interface loads along the blade can be obtained easily. Furthermore this type of
modelling is not restricted to the modal basis which is used for flexible bodies, but is able to reproduce higher modes
as well. As a result, a multibody model with 640 degrees of freedom is obtained, see Fig. 6.

3.2. Multibody Model of the Rotor

A separate MBS model for the rotor lying on ground was extracted from the entire wind turbine model described above.
The hub is modelled as a rigid body while the blades are modelled by discrete beam elements, see Fig. 7. The entire
model has 537 degrees of freedom. To model the elastic support of the rotor structure which was lying on wooden
beams in reality, the hub was connected to the ground by a spherical joint. Furthermore rotational spring elements are
used to represent the stiffness of the support. The blades are pitched to the same position described in Fig. 2a. The
blade, at which the measurements were carried out, has been pitched to opposite feathered position (270◦).
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blade used for
measurements

Figure 7: MBS model for the rotor lying on ground

4. Results

The results of the measurement campaigns are subdivided according to the description of the measurement campaigns
in the previous sections. First CMA and OMA were conducted based on the measurement campaigns of the rotor lying
on ground are evaluated, followed by the OMA based on the measurements of the entire wind turbine. While MATLAB
was used for processing of the CMA results, the ARTeMIS Modal Pro 5.1 software package was applied for OMA.

4.1. Modal Analysis on the Rotor

Within a first evaluation of the measurement results the data of the CMA are processed. Following the well-known
modal analysis techniques, mentioned in e.g. [2], exemplary the median frequency response functions FRF (amplitude
and phase) for the sensors 1 and 2 are shown in Fig. 8. The FRF from the measurements (blue) are complemented by
the fitted SDoF FRF in the neighborhood of the 1st and 2nd edgewise modes.
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Figure 8: Frequency Response Functions (FRF) a Amplitude and phase of the FRF between Sensor 1 and Sensor 9 b
Amplitude and phase of the FRF between Sensor 2 and Sensor 9
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As the measured FRF in flapwise direction showed less isolated resonance peaks than the measurements in edgewise
direction indicating higher aerodynamic damping, the modal parameter identification was carried out for the sensors
in edgewise direction (1-3) only. The identification has been done using a single degree of freedom (SDoF) method
according to [14]. SDoF FRF were fitted into the neasured FRFs. The corresponding bell functions for first and second
eigenmode in edgewise direction are plotted in Figs. 8 by the red and yellow curve, respectively. All bell functions of
the estimated single degree of freedom system fit very well with the measured FRFs.

In a second step the operational modal analysis extraction methods were applied to the long-term time series of the
blade measurements with the rotor lying on the ground. Two extraction methods in the frequency domain, the En-
hanced Frequency Domain Decomposition (EFDD) and the Curve-fit Frequency Domain Decompostion (CFDD), and
one time domain analysis technique, the Stochastic Subspace Identification (SSI) with the Unweighted Principal Com-
ponent (SSI-UPC) method, were used. The estimated eigenfrequencies using classical and operational modal analysis
techniques for four modes are listed in Tab. 1.

Table 1: Eigenfrequencies of the blade - classical and operational modal analysis techniques vs. MBS simulation
Mode Description CMA OMA OMA OMA Simulation

No. EFDD CFDD SSI-UPC MBS

1 1st Flap Mode - 0.690 Hz 0.690 Hz 0.695 Hz 0.689 Hz

2 1st Edge Mode 1.392 Hz 1.390 Hz 1.389 Hz 1.385 Hz 1.404 Hz

3 2nd Flap Mode - 2.018 Hz 2.019 Hz 2.020 Hz 1.975 Hz

4 2nd Edge Mode 4.324 Hz 4.313 Hz 4.314 Hz 4.315 Hz 4.236 Hz

As can be seen from Tab. 1, simulated and measured eigenfrequencies agree very well. The corresponding measured
(left) and simulated (right) mode shapes are shown in Fig. 9. Beside the eigenfrequencies also the measured and
simulated mode shapes agree very well.

4.2. Modal Analysis on the Entire Wind Turbine

The same operational modal analysis techniques as described in subsection 4.1 for the identification of the modal
parameters of the rotor blade were also applied to the measurement campaigns on the entire wind turbine. Additionally
to the operational modal analysis techniques for the identification of the blade structure, the time domain procedure
Extended Unweighted Principal Component (SSI-UPCX) method was applied to the wind turbine measurements. Some
of the identified modes are listed in Tab. 2.

Table 2: Eigenfrequencies of the wind turbine - operational modal analysis techniques vs. MBS simulation
Mode Description OMA OMA OMA OMA Simulation
No. EFDD CFDD SSI-UPC SSI-UPCX MBS

1 1st Tower Mode side-side 0.283 Hz - 0.283 Hz 0.284 Hz 0.300 Hz

2 1st Tower Mode fore-aft 0.285 Hz - 0.285 Hz 0.285 Hz 0.299 Hz

3 1st Tower Torsion Mode 1.102 Hz 1.102 Hz 1.089 Hz 1.099 Hz 1.173 Hz

4 1st Edge Mode Blade 1.456 Hz 1.454 Hz 1.455 Hz 1.449 Hz 1.442 Hz

5 2nd Tower Mode side-side & Torsion 3.408 Hz 3.408 Hz 3.409 Hz 3.388 Hz 3.434 Hz

6 2nd Tower Mode fore-aft & Torsion 4.424 Hz 4.423 Hz 4.414 Hz 4.407 Hz 4.517 Hz

7 3rd Tower Mode side-side 6.120 Hz 6.113 Hz 6.161 Hz 6.097 Hz 5.977 Hz

8 4th Tower Mode side-side 11.602 Hz 11.590 Hz 11.610 Hz 11.591 Hz 13.086 Hz

As can be seen from Tab. 2, the eigenfrequencies of measurements and simulation differ only by 0.1 Hz for the first
seven modes, representing a really good agreement. The difference of about 1.5 Hz between the eigenfrequencies of
mode eight is mainly caused by the larger influence of the modelling of the mass moment of inertia of the nacelle-rotor
assembly undergoing significantly larger rotations than in the third tower mode side-side.

The corresponding mode shapes 1 & 2 and 7 & 8 of the entire wind turbine are shown in the Figs. 10 and 11, respec-
tively. Also the mode shapes of the entire wind turbine mainly seen by the tower motion agree very well. Due to the
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Figure 9: Mode shapes of the rotor blade - OMA (left) and multibody simulation (right) - undeformed reference
configuration (green) a First mode in flapwise direction b First mode in edgewise direction c Second mode in flapwise
direction d Second mode in edgewise direction
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fact that the blades are not measured, the corresponding blade modes are visualised by the multibody simulation.

a

b

Figure 10: Mode shapes of the entire wind turbine - OMA (left) and multibody simulation (right) - undeformed refer-
ence configuration (green) a First tower bending mode side-side b First tower bending mode fore-aft

5. Conclusion

The current contribution presents a detailed experimental and numerical multibody modal analysis of an industrial wind
turbine of the multi-MW class. A good agreement was achieved between simulation and measurement. Differences
occur due to the neglect of damping and rigid mounting at tower bottom within the multibody simulation. Up to 6 Hz
the eigensolution of simulation and measurement is almost identical. For higher modes differences occur due to the
increasing influence of an accurate modelling of the mass moment of inertia of the nacelle-rotor assembly. It has to be
noted that the wind turbine mode seven from Tab. 2 and Fig. 11a can be reproduced only if the blade model is able to
represented the fourth blade bending mode in flapwise direction accurately. It is worth to mention that modelling the
blades by two bending modes in each direction only according to the GL guideline [15] does not enable to simulate
such wind turbine modes.

A lesson learned from this research work is where to place the reference sensors for experimental modal analysis on
wind turbines. Further it is possible to identify blade modes by measurements on the nacelle only when the measure-
ments are complemented with simulation results from a detailed multibody model. This is very attractive for example
for condition monitoring systems (CMS) identifying structural dynamics of rotor blades without using blade sensors.
An item not mentioned within this contribution is the fact that also detailed data on damping are obtained by these mea-
surement campaigns. These data can be used for a more realistic modelling of wind turbines increasing the confidence
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Figure 11: Mode shapes of the entire wind turbine - OMA (left) and multibody simulation (right) - undeformed refer-
ence configuration (green) a Third tower bending mode side-side b Fourth tower bending mode side-side
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on the simulation results. Additionally the measured eigensolutions can be used for sub-structuring of the flexible tower
for example, promising a more accurate structural dynamic simulation.

Currently a third measurement campaign on the same wind turbine during different operation states is prepared. The
results of the wind turbine in operation will be compared to those described in this contribution.
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Abstract
Fourier’s method for analysing vibrations in elastic Hookean beam structures is generalised for viscoelastic beam struc-

tures with Kelvin-Voigt material. The corresponding generalised Euler-Fourier equations are derived in an analytical

manner, where the special case of Hookean elasticity is included. Numerical results and comparison to finite element

computations are presented.

Keywords: linear axial beams, Kelvin-Voigt viscoelasticity, initial boundary value problem, damped oscillations,

viscous wave equation, Fourier’s method, Fourier-Euler equations

1. Introduction
Fourier’s method is an extremely powerful and well-established tool for analysing oscillations of undamped linear

mechanical structures, especially of beam structures. It is standard in most mechanical or mathematical textbooks, as

e.g. [3, 5, 6, 8, 9, 15]. Similarly to modal analysis [11] and frequency response analysis [12], we extend Fourier’s

method to linear beam structures with viscoelastic damping mechanisms of Kelvin-Voigt type, where the elastic stress

contribution is proportional to the strain and the viscous stress contribution is proportional to the strain rate. Here,

we concentrate on linear axial beams. Typically, in standard textbooks on structural mechanics, viscoelastic materials

are never encountered. Similarly to modal or frequency response analysis, the generalised Fourier technique can be

adopted easily to other linear beam structures (such as torsional or Euler-Bernoulli bending beams), linear string or

even to linear membrane structures.

We expose the governing equation of motion for axial Kelvin-Voigt beams in section 2. The resulting partial differential

equation for axial beams with Kelvin-Voigt viscoelasticity can as well be interpreted as a viscous form of the wave

equation. The governing initial value boundary problem (IVBP) is specified in section 3. Here, we do not expose the

method in full generality, but we concentrate on boundary conditions for an axial cantilever, which is clamped at the

left end and force free at the right end.

The proposed generalised Fourier method is based on a series expansion involving the eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes

of the beam structure. To that end, in section 4, we recall results from complex modal analysis for axial beams with

Kelvin-Voigt material, as displayed in [11, 12]. Algebraic expressions for the amplitude factors in terms of the initial

positions and initial velocities are derived in section 5. We call these the ‘generalised Euler-Fourier equations’. With

these, the quantitative contribution of each eigensolution to the total solution can be specified quantitatively.

Convergence in L2, which is convergence in the sense of the root of the mean square, is observed in numerical exper-

iments. One example is given in section 7. (At the same time, in section 6, we prove by an elementary argument that

pointwise or even uniform convergence can not be achieved in general.) The results, which we expose in section 7,

are of numerical experimental kind. Together with the convergence issues in section 6, they might serve as a basis or

inspiration for rigorous mathematical analysis.

Another important application is to have highly accurate benchmark solutions for finite element simulations, since no

time integration scheme is necessary, similarly to undamped structures [3, 5, 6, 10, 15]. The computational costs are

much cheaper, because the generalised Fourier coefficients can be computed algebraically exact in a cheap manner in

many practical applications, where the initial data have a simple form.

2. Axial Beams with Kelvin-Voigt Material
The dynamic motion of a uniform and homogeneous axial beam with Kelvin-Voigt material is described by the axial

(i. e. longitudinal or normal) displacement function u(x, t) ∈ R satisfying the partial differential equation

ρA
∂ 2u
∂ t2

= EA
∂ 2u
∂x2

+ηA
∂ 3u

∂ t∂x2
, where 0 ≤ x ≤ L, t ∈ R. (1)
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The beam is aligned along the x-direction of the global coordinate system, and u is the displacement in precisely this

direction. Further, L > 0 is the total length of the beam, A > 0 denotes its cross section area, ρ > 0 is the mass volume

density, E > 0 is the extensional (i. e. Young’s) modulus and η ≥ 0 the extensional viscosity of the material.

In (1), it is assumed, that no exterior axial force line density is prescribed, which might be acting along the rod. The

internal axial force f (x, t) is given by

f = EA
∂u
∂x

+ηA
∂ 2u
∂ t∂x

. (2)

For a derivation of equations (1) and (2), the relations ρA∂ 2u/∂ t2 = ∂ f/∂x (linear axial momentum balance), σ = f/A
(axial stress), ε = ∂u/∂x (axial strain) and σ = Eε +ηε̇ (Kelvin-Voigt constitutive law) are used in a straightforward

manner [11, 12].

3. The Initial Boundary Value Problem
In order to reduce the large amount of physical parameters, we follow the approach in [12, 13] and rescale the involved

magnitudes in (1) according to U(ξ ,τ)= u(x, t)/L, ξ = x/L, τ = t
√

E/(ρL2) and ζ =η/(2L
√

ρE). Then, (1) becomes

Ü = U ′′+2ζU̇ ′′, where 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 and τ ∈ R. (3)

U(ξ ,τ) is the dimensionless axial displacement of the beam, which is scaled to length one and ζ ≥ 0 is the dimen-
sionless viscosity. Here and throughout this paper, we use the abbreviations ′ = ∂/∂ξ resp. ˙= ∂/∂τ for the spatial

resp. time derivative of any function under consideration. The internal dimensionless axial force corresponding to (2)

(which is equal to the axial stress in the dimensionless setting) is given by

F = U ′+2ζU̇ ′, (4)

where U ′(ξ ,τ) is the dimensionless axial strain and U̇ ′(ξ ,τ) is the dimensionless axial strain rate w. r. t. the

dimensionless time τ . Equation (3) is a viscous version of the famous and highly important wave equation Ü = U ′′.
Exemplarily, we impose the initial and boundary conditions as follows.

• Initial conditions

U(ξ ,0) = U0(ξ ), U̇(ξ ,0) = V0(ξ ), where 0 < ξ < 1. (5)

• Boundary conditions

U(0,τ) ≡ 0, U ′(1,τ) ≡ 0, where τ ∈ R. (6)

In (5), the initial positions U0 =U0(ξ ) and initial velocities V0 =V0(ξ ) are prescribed functions of ξ , which we assume

to be square integrable. The boundary conditions in (6) belong to those of an axial cantilever. This means that the

left boundary is fully clamped and the right boundary is force free. (Other boundary conditions can be handled in a

precisely analogous way.)

4. Modal Analysis, Eigensolutions
In the purely elastic regime, Fourier’s method is based on modal analysis by the use of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues
of the beam under consideration. The same holds for our generalisation presented in the following. As demonstrated

in [11], it is straightforward to see that eigensolutions Un(ξ ,τ) ∼ exp(Λnτ)Un(ξ ) of (3), subjected to the boundary

conditions (6), take the form

Un(ξ ,τ) = ϕn(τ)Un(ξ ), where Un(ξ ) =
√

2 sin(Ωnξ ), Ωn =
(

n+
1

2

)
π and 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, τ ∈ R. (7)

Hereby, each time dependent function ϕn(τ) in (7) is given by the following explicit algebraic expressions, where we

distinguish four cases.

(a) No viscosity. If ζ = 0,

ϕn(τ) = an cos(Ωn τ)+bn sin(Ωn τ). (8)

(b) Small viscosity. If 0 < ζ < 1/Ωn,

ϕn(τ) = exp
(−Ω2

nζ τ
){

an cos
(

Ωn

√
1−Ω2

nζ 2 τ
)
+bn sin

(
Ωn

√
1−Ω2

nζ 2 τ
)}

. (9)
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Figure 1: Locus of the eigenvalues Λn,± of (12) in the complex plane for ζ = 0 (green) and ζ > 0 (orange). Here, especially

ζ = 1/Ωn, where n = 10. All eigenvalues satisfying ζ ≤ 1/Ωn lie on a circle with radius 1/(2ζ ) and midpoint −1/(2ζ ). The

eigenvalues Λn,+ accumulate towards the point −1/(2ζ ), whereas Λn,− diverge towards −∞ for n → ∞.

(c) Critical viscosity. If ζ = 1/Ωn,

ϕn(τ) = exp(−Ωnτ)
{

an +bnτ
}
. (10)

(d) Large viscosity. If ζ > 1/Ωn,

ϕn(τ) = exp
(−Ω2

nζ τ
){

an exp
(

Ωn

√
Ω2

nζ 2 −1τ
)
+bn exp

(
−Ωn

√
Ω2

nζ 2 −1τ
)}

. (11)

Thereby, n = 0,1,2, . . .. In (7), the number Ωn denotes the n-th undamped axial eigenfrequency. Its corresponding

mode shape function is Un(ξ ), which are identical to those for purely elastic (i. e. Hookean) axial beams, see [3, 6].

The reciprocal 1/Ωn is the critical viscosity of the n-th eigenmode of the beam. The total critical viscosity ζ � is

defined as the critical viscosity for the zeroth eigenmode, i. e. ζ � = 1/Ω0 = 2/π , see [11, 12]. It is advantageous and

reasonable to measure the viscosity ζ in terms of ζ �.

Equation (8) describes a harmonic oscillation with the natural undamped eigenfrequency Ωn. Equation (9) describes an

exponentially damped oscillation with the (smaller) frequency Ωn
√

1−Ω2
nζ 2 and the relaxation time 1/Ω2

nζ . Equation

(10) and (11) describe purely viscous creep with exponential decay. One might say that each ‘mode behaves like

a viscously damped harmonic oscillator’. Apparently, (8) can be embedded as a special case of (9). Note, that the

eigenvalues of (3) occur in pairs and are given by

Λn,± = Ωn
(−Ωnζ ±

√
Ω2

nζ 2 −1
)
= Ωn

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
±i if ζ = 0

−Ωnζ ± i
√

1−Ω2
nζ 2 if ζ < 1/Ωn

−1 if ζ = 1/Ωn

−Ωnζ ±
√

Ω2
nζ 2 −1 if ζ > 1/Ωn

, (12)

where ‘i’ denotes the imaginary unit. Always in this article,
√

x = i
√−x for x < 0. Note that by rescaling, none of each

appearing magnitude carries a physical dimension. Further, note that in the non-dimensional setting – incidentally –

the undamped eigenfrequency Ωn coincides with the n-th wave number of the beam [3, 6, 12].
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Remark For floating point implementation, it is strongly recommended to use the functional equation of the expo-

nential function in (11), yielding the equivalent expression

ϕn(τ) = an exp
(

Ωn

[
−Ωnζ +

√
Ω2

nζ 2 −1
]

τ
)
+bn exp

(
Ωn

[
−Ωnζ −

√
Ω2

nζ 2 −1
]

τ
)
.

This numerically much more robust expression minimises the disastrous effects of digit cancellation. To see that, note

that the term −Ωnζ +
√

Ω2
nζ 2 −1 asymptotically approaches zero for large values of Ωnζ . Subtraction of almost equal

numbers must be carried out at the beginning of each algorithm [4].

5. Generalised Fourier’s Method
Let U(ξ , t) denote the analytical solution of the partial differential equation (3) with initial values (5) and boundary

values (6). We assume that it exists in a unique fashion and that it is smooth enough for our purposes. We assume

further, that it can be expanded into a generalised Fourier series of the form

U(ξ ,τ) =
∞

∑
n=0

ϕn(τ)Un(ξ ), 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, τ ∈ R (13)

with the generalised Fourier coefficients an and bn, yet to be determined in the following. To that end, at first, we as-

sume that equality in (13) holds pointwise and uniformly, i. e. for (ξ ,τ)∈ [0,1]×R. Then, providing sufficient smooth-

ness, from (13), we find that U̇(ξ ,τ) = ∑∞
n=0 ϕ̇n(τ)Un(ξ ), U ′(ξ ,τ) = ∑∞

n=0 ϕn(τ)U ′
n (ξ ), U̇ ′(ξ ,τ) = ∑∞

n=0 ϕ̇n(τ)U ′
n (ξ ),

and so on by virtue of the theorems of Schwarz and Weierstraß [7, 8, 9], sufficient regularity provided. We let

〈 f ,g〉 =
∫ 1

0
f (ξ )g(ξ )dξ resp. ‖ f‖ =

√
〈 f , f 〉 =

(∫ 1

0
f 2(ξ )dξ

)1/2
(14)

denote the L2 scalar product resp. L2 norm for square integrable functions f = f (ξ ) and g = g(ξ ), which are defined

on the compact unit interval [0,1]. For non-smooth functions, the integral on [0,1] must be understood in the sense of

Lebesgue [8, 9], which generalises Riemann’s integral. In the sequel, we use the terminology ‘rms norm’ (‘rms’ = ‘root

of the mean square’) for ‖ · ‖, which is more suggestive and might be more familiar to the reader.

Now, if (13) holds, we show that the generalised Fourier coefficients (or ‘amplitude factors’) an and bn in (8), (9), (10)

and (11) must take the following closed-form expressions.

(a) No viscosity. If ζ = 0,

an = 〈Un,U0〉, bn =
1

Ωn
〈Un,V0〉. (15)

(b) Small viscosity. If 0 < ζ < 1/Ωn,

an = 〈Un,U0〉, bn =
1

Ωn

(
〈Un,V0〉+anΩ2

nζ
)√

1−Ω2
nζ 2. (16)

(c) Critical viscosity. If ζ = 1/Ωn,

an = 〈Un,U0〉, bn = 〈Un,V0〉+anΩ2
nζ . (17)

(d) Large viscosity. If ζ > 1/Ωn,

an =
1

2Ωn
√

Ω2
nζ 2 −1

[
Ωn

(√
Ω2

nζ 2 −1+Ωnζ
)
〈Un,U0〉+ 〈Un,V0〉

]
bn =

1

2Ωn
√

Ω2
nζ 2 −1

[
Ωn

(√
Ω2

nζ 2 −1−Ωnζ
)
〈Un,U0〉−〈Un,V0〉

] . (18)

Here n = 0,1,2, . . .. Following the terminology in [8, 9], we call these identities the generalised Fourier-Euler equa-
tions corresponding to U(ξ ,τ) with expansion (13) initial values (5) and boundary values (6).

In practice, the Fourier-Euler equations (15), (16), (17) and (18) allow the consecutive computation of Fourier coeffi-

cients in an effective fashion, provided that the integrals 〈Un,U0〉 and 〈Un,V0〉 can be evaluated easily and accurately

by closed-form algebraic expressions. Here, e.g. [1, 2, 8] or computer algebra might be helpful. The integrals 〈Un,U0〉
resp. 〈Un,V0〉 exist, as we assume that U0 resp. V0 are square integrable. (The mode shapes Un clearly are.) Obviously,

the purely elastic case (15) can be embedded as a special case of (16).
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Derivation In the sequel, we derive the Euler-Fourier equations (15), (16), (17) and (18) for the amplitude factors an
and bn. First of all, we note the orthonormality relationship [1, 9] of the eigenshapes Un(ξ ) in (7), which states that

〈Un,Um〉= δnm =

{
1 if n = m
0 if n = m for n,m = 0,1,2, . . . . (19)

Here δnm denotes Kronecker’s delta. (The inclusion of the factor
√

2 is necessary in order to enforce normality in the

case of n = m.) The time derivatives of the functions ϕn(τ) in (8), (9), (10) and (11) are given as follows.

(a) No viscosity. If ζ = 0,

ϕ̇n(τ) = Ωn
{

bn cos(Ωnτ)−an sin(Ωnτ)
}
. (20)

(b) Small viscosity. If 0 < ζ < 1/Ωn,

ϕ̇n(τ) = Ωn exp(−Ω2
nζ τ)
{
(bnw−anΩnζ )cos(Ωnwτ)− (anw+bnΩnζ )sin(Ωnwτ)

}
w=

√
1−Ω2

nζ 2 . (21)

(c) Critical viscosity. If ζ = 1/Ωn,

ϕ̇n(τ) = exp(−Ωnτ)
{

bn −Ωn(an +bnτ)
}
. (22)

(d) Large viscosity. If ζ > 1/Ωn,

ϕ̇n(τ) = Ωn exp(−Ω2
nζ τ)
{

an(w−Ωnζ )exp(+Ωnwτ)−bn(w+Ωnζ )exp(−Ωnwτ)
}

w=
√

Ω2
nζ 2−1

. (23)

In the sequel, the basic technique of Fourier’s analytic idea is deployed and adapted to viscosity. For each fixed τ ∈ R,

we have for the positions

〈U(·,τ),Un〉 =
∫ 1

0
U(ξ ,τ)Un(ξ )dξ =

∫ 1

0

∞

∑
ν=0

ϕν(τ)Uν(ξ )Un(ξ )dξ =
∞

∑
ν=0

ϕν(τ)
∫ 1

0
Uν(ξ )Un(ξ )dξ

=
∞

∑
ν=0

ϕν(τ)〈Uν ,Un〉 =
∞

∑
ν=0

δνnϕν(τ) = ϕn(τ)
(24)

by virtue of the expansion (13) and the orthonormality relation (19). For the velocities, in precisely the same formal

way, using the time derivative of (13), i. e. U̇(ξ ,τ) = ∑∞
n=0 ϕ̇n(τ)Un(ξ ), we find that

〈U̇(·,τ),Un〉 = ϕ̇n(τ) (25)

for each τ ∈ R. Now, the relations (24) and (25) hold especially for the initial positions and velocities, i. e. for τ = 0.

Entering with the initial values U0 = U(·,0) and V0 = U̇0(·,0) from (5) on the left-hand sides in (24) and (25), we

receive

〈U0,Un〉 = ϕn(0), 〈V0,Un〉 = ϕ̇n(0). (26)

We use

ϕn(0) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
an if ζ = 0

an if ζ < 1/Ωn
an if ζ = 1/Ωn

an +bn if ζ > 1/Ωn

(27)

from (8), (9), (10) and (11), and

ϕ̇n(0) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
Ωnbn if ζ = 0

Ωn
[
bn
√

1−Ω2
nζ 2 −anΩnζ

]
if ζ < 1/Ωn

bn −anΩn if ζ = 1/Ωn

Ωn
[
an
(√

Ω2
nζ 2 −1−Ωnζ

)−bn
(√

Ω2
nζ 2 −1+Ωnζ

)]
if ζ > 1/Ωn

(28)

from (20), (21), (22) and (23) on the right hand sides in (26). Then, the expressions (15), (16) and (17) for the amplitude

factors an and bn are obtained without further ado. For strong viscosity, the 2×2 linear system[
1 1

Ωm(
√

Ω2
nζ 2 −1−Ωmζ ) −Ωm(

√
Ω2

nζ 2 −1+Ωmζ )

][
am
bm

]
=

[ 〈U0,Um〉
〈V0,Um〉

]
has to be solved for an and bn, e.g. by Cramer’s rule. This finally yields (18).
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Remark The technique presented in the preceding derivation is a straightforward generalisation of the technique, by

which the well-known spatial (or static) Fourier expansions

U0(ξ ) =
∞

∑
n=0

〈Un,U0〉Un(ξ ), V0(ξ ) =
∞

∑
n=0

〈Un,V0〉Un(ξ ), 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 (29)

are derived [6, 9, 10].

6. Convergence Issues, Some Analytical Aspects
From the analytic viewpoint, the equality signs in (13) and in the expressions for the derivatives might be highly mis-

leading. As in statics or undamped dynamics, we derived the generalised Fourier-Euler equations under the condition,

that equality holds in (13) pointwise, i. e. for each 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1 and τ ∈ R. In general, there is no uniform convergence,

not even a pointwise convergence of the right-hand side series to the analytic solutions on the left-hand side. This

is already known for undamped, i. e. elastic structures in dynamics or even in statics for τ = 0. (See for example

[8, 9, 10, 15], which are describing Gibbs phenomenon.) Therefore, since viscoelasticity generalises elasticity, for

viscoelastic structures, neither pointwise nor uniform convergence can be expected as well. Let us write

UN(ξ ,τ) =
N

∑
n=0

ϕn(τ)Un(ξ ), U(ξ ,τ) = lim
n→∞

UN(ξ ,τ) =
∞

∑
n=0

ϕn(τ)Un(ξ ), 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, τ ∈ R. (30)

for the partial sums of the series expansions (13) and its partial derivatives U̇N(ξ ,τ) = ∑N
n=0 ϕ̇n(τ)Un(ξ ), U′

N(ξ ,τ) =
∑N

n=0 ϕn(τ)U ′
n (ξ ), U̇′

N(ξ ,τ) = ∑N
n=0 ϕ̇n(τ)U ′

n (ξ ) and so on. The limit in (30) is to be taken with respect to the rms-

norm ‖ · ‖. From the mathematical analytic viewpoint, the identity (13), together with those of its partial derivatives

must be written more precisely as∥∥U(·,τ)−U(·,τ)∥∥= 0 i. e.
∥∥U(·,τ)−UN(·,τ)

∥∥ N→∞−→ 0, τ ∈ R, (31)

where ‖ · ‖ is the rms-norm, defined in (14) and the limit ‘N → ∞’ is to be taken within the non-negative real numbers.

This is convergence in the root of the mean square. Further, on the level of temporal and spatial derivatives,
∥∥U̇(·,τ)−

U̇N(·,τ)
∥∥ N→∞−→ 0,

∥∥U ′(·,τ)−U′
N(·,τ)

∥∥ N→∞−→ 0,
∥∥U̇ ′(·,τ)− U̇′

N(·,τ)
∥∥ N→∞−→ 0, and so on. Therefore, the pointwise limit

U(·,τ) of the Fourier partial sums might differ from the analytic solution U(·,τ) on a ‘zero set’, i. e. on a subset of

[0,1] of Lebesgue measure zero. (See as well the remark on ‘force free’ boundary conditions below.) In the numeric

experiments of section 7, this is in fact the case.

Note that in general, mathematical convergence issues and theorems are extremely tricky and subtle, even in the static

case, i. e. convergence for the Fourier expansion of the initial data in (29), see [8, 9]. A deep understanding needs the

use of Lebesgue’s integral theory.

Boundary conditions of type ‘force free’. The boundary condition U ′(1,τ) ≡ 0, which we impose in (6), implies

U̇ ′(1,τ)≡ 0. Therefore, the normal force at the right free end F(1,τ) =U ′(1,τ)+2ζU̇ ′(1,τ) according to (4) vanishes

identically, i. e. F(1,τ) ≡ 0, irrespectively of ζ . Therefore, the initial strain U ′ and the initial boundary force F drop

to zero with superluminal velocity (especially infinitely much more than infinite velocity). (However, note that this is

already the case, if undamped, i. e. Hookean elastic, beam structures are considered [5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 15].)

Conversely, if the weaker (but physically more proper) ‘force free’ condition F(1,τ)≡ 0 on the right side of the beam

is imposed (instead of the much stronger condition U ′(1,τ)≡ 0), then we have the differential equation

0 = F(1,τ) = U ′(1,τ)+2ζU̇ ′(1,τ), τ ∈ R, (32)

for the strain U ′(1,τ) at the right beam end. Its analytic solution is known to be

U ′(1,τ) = U ′(1,0)exp(−τ/2ζ ), τ ∈ R. (33)

This means, irregardless of dynamics (in presence of inertia forces), that the strain at the right free beam end displays

completely viscous creep with a relaxation time equal to 2ζ .

None of the eigenshapes Un(ξ ) in (7) can capture strain relaxation as in (33), because U ′
n (1) = 0 for each n= 0,1,2, . . ..

(As a consequence, U ′(1,τ) ≡ 0 according to infinite linear superposition in (13).) Therefore, the following question

naturally arises: Is there an eigensolution of (3) of the form

U(ξ ,τ) = U (ξ )exp(Λτ), 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, τ ∈ R, (34)
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with a complex eigenvalue Λ and a non-vanishing shape function U (ξ ) satisfying (32) at the right force-free end and

U(0,τ)≡ 0 at the left clamped end? We show, that such an eigensolution U(ξ ,τ) can not exist. We give the argument

indirectly, assuming that there is such an eigensolution. Entering (32), we receive 0 = (1+2ζ Λ)U ′(1)exp(Λτ). Since

the exponential function is free of zeros on the whole complex plane, we must have Λ =−1/2ζ or U ′(1) = 0.

• In the first case, i. e. if Λ = −1/2ζ , entering (3), we obtain Λ2U (ξ ) = (1+ 2ζ Λ)U ′′(ξ ) ≡ 0, which implies

U (ξ )≡ 0. This is the trivial solution, which is not allowed as an eigenshape.

• In the second case, i. e. if U ′(1) = 0, it is seen — together with U (0) = 0 similarly as in [11] — that U (ξ )
must be of the form (7), which violates (33).

This argument also shows that there is no chance of pointwise — or even uniform — convergence of the generalised

Fourier solution on the level of strains U ′ or even strain rates U̇ ′. Even the wish to achieve more regularity in the

convergence by the presence of damping effects is destroyed. Interestingly, we have −1/(2ζ ) = limn→∞ Λn,+, where

the Λn,± in (12) comprise the (pairwise) complex eigenvalues of (3). Therefore, −1/(2ζ ) is an accumulation point of

the sequence (Λn,+)n=0,1,2,..., which is real and negative for large n.

In contrast to our proposed Fourier’s method, where the strong boundary condition U ′(1,τ) = 0 is imposed, the finite

element method is capable to represent boundary conditions of type ‘force free’, i. e. F(1,τ) = 0 without much further

ado — provided that the number of elements is large enough.

Figure 2: Fourier’s solution UN(ξ ,τ), U′
N(ξ ,τ), U̇N(ξ ,τ) and U̇′

N(ξ ,τ) for the IVBP (3), (5), (6) with initial data (35). as a surface

plot for 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, 0 ≤ τ ≤ 12, N = 8 and ζ = 0.1ζ �.

7. Example
In a benchmark test, we consider the initial data

U0(ξ ) = ξ and V0(ξ ) = 0, where 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1. (35)

These belong to the static equilibrium solution, that is obtained by a unit force at the right free end. The initial internal

axial force is F(ξ ,0)≡ 1. From (35), we have

〈Un,U0〉= 4
√

2(−1)n

π2(2n+1)2
and 〈Un,V0〉= 0 for n = 0,1,2, . . . . (36)
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Figure 3: Left: displacement U(1,τ) at the right free end. Right: force F(0,τ) at the left clamped end. Colored: Fourier solution

according to (13) together with (16), (17) and (18). Black: finite element solution according to [12, 14]. For ζ = 0 (not depicted),

the shape of U(1,τ) is perfectly triangular, the shape of F(0,τ) is perfectly rectangular, both being perfectly periodic with period 4.

These relations can be derived by induction over n, similarly as it is done in [9]. The results (36) have as well be

confirmed by the computer algebra package MAPLE.

The solution of the IVBP in the absence of viscosity (in the weak or distributional sense) is a shock wave, traveling

with unity speed between the boundaries forth and back. The solution is perfectly periodic with period 4 in τ-time. In

the presence of viscosity, that ‘shock’, involving a step discontinuity on the level of strains, is regularised. See as well

Figure 3.

The four plots in Figure 2 display the Fourier partial sum UN(ξ ,τ), together with its derivatives U̇N(ξ ,τ) U′
N(ξ ,τ) and

U̇′
N(ξ ,τ), according to (30), as a surface over the (ξ ,τ)-plane, where 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, 0 ≤ τ ≤ 12, N = 8 and 10% of total

critical damping, i. e. for ζ = 0.1ζ �.

The two plots in Figure 3 display the Fourier resp. the finite element solution for the displacement U(1,τ) and the

internal force F(0,τ) for 32 Fourier summands resp. 128 finite elements. On regular points ξ ∈ [0,1], see [8, 9], where

the Fourier solution converges, both solutions agree in the asymptotic limit, which indicates the validity of the proposed

method. Fourier’s solution is highly accurate in practice, even if a small number of summands is chosen.

The four plots in Figure 4 display rms-convergence of Fourier’s solution UN together with its derivatives U̇N , U′
N and

U̇′
N as a function of N with respect to a highly accurate finite element solution with 212 = 4096 elements. Even uniform

convergence is observed on the level of displacements at the nodes of the finite element grid, which is not depicted.

Uniform convergence on the level of strains is not achieved. (It cannot be achieved, which is proven in section 6.)

Moreover, Gibbs phenomenon is observed on the level of the spatial derivatives U′
N and U̇′

N . However, on the Gauß

points (i. e. the element midpoints) the situation for the strains is much better: The convergence appears to be uniform

in the discrete setting.

The two plots in Figure 5 display the rms-errors ‖(Un −UN)(·,τ)‖ and ‖(U̇n − U̇N)(·,τ)‖ for fixed τ = 12 with respect

to a highly accurate Fourier reference solution with N = 212 as a function of n. Clearly, convergence of the partial sum-

mands w.r.t. the rms-norm is achieved. Even uniform convergence is observed. The maximum errors are not depicted

in the plots, but they show a similar characteristic, being slightly larger than the rms-error. (This is in accordance to

established results in [6, 8, 9] for ζ = 0.) The convergence characteristics for the strain U′
N and the strain rate U̇′

N look

similar.

For details on the finite element discretisation with piecewise linear ansatz functions in combination with Kelvin-Voigt

viscoelasticity, we refer to [12, 14]. For uniform beams (as we consider here in the article) on the discrete finite

element level, Kelvin-Voigt viscosity corresponds to structural damping [3], where the viscous damping matrix is 2ζ
times the stiffness matrix [12]. Time integration after spatial finite element discretisation is performed in MATLAB with

ODE15S, a well-established variable order backward multistep method (for stiff differential equations). The absolute

error tolerance ATOL resp. relative error tolerance RTOL are chosen as stringent as possible, this is ATOL = RTOL =
10−12. In order to approximate the rms-norm in the discrete setting in Figures 5 and 4 the trapezoidal rule (on the level

of displacements) resp. the rectangular rule (on the level of strains) is used.
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Figure 4: rms-error of the Fourier partial sums UN(·,τ), U̇N(·,τ), U′
N(·,τ) and U̇′

N(·,τ) w. r. t. a highly exact finite element solution

as a function of N. Here τ = 12.

8. Conclusions
We presented a generalised Fourier method in order to solve the initial boundary value problem for viscoelastic axial

beams of Kelvin-Voigt type. The method works fine for practical applications. The extension of the proposed gen-

eralised Fourier method to viscoelastic torsional and Euler-Bernoulli bending beams of Kelvin-Voigt type is straight

forward. The same numerical and analytical effects were observed as they emerge for purely elastic beams. Experimen-

tal numerical observations yield convergence to the respective finite element solution w.r.t. the rms-norm. Convergence

w.r.t. finite element solutions on the nodes and Gauß points is observed to be much better, i.e. in a uniform manner.

Rigorous mathematical analysis – as part of functional analysis – is still an open topic to by examined. Especially,

convergence in rms-norm for fixed τ ∈ R has to be proven. Further, error estimates need to be derived analytically.
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Abstract 
This paper reports about a comparison of different techniques for the dynamic simulation of spur gears. The 
comparison regards three different models based on discrete flexible multibody methodologies. The first model 
is a simple representation of the two gears considered as rigid bodies. The other models have independent teeth 
elastically attached to the main body with revolute or prismatic joints. The modeling strategies of each model are 
described in detail and the procedures for the definition of the elastic parameters are included. In the second part, 
a numerical validation is discussed by comparing the transmission error of the three models evaluated under 
quasi-static condition, with that computed using a finite element model. In the last part, a comparison among the 
models under dynamic conditions is shown.   

Keywords: flexible, gears, transmission error, noise, vibration 

1. Introduction 
Dynamic analysis represents an important theoretical tool for the optimal design of gear transmissions. The 
dynamic effects have a relevant influence on the behaviour of the gear system. In the ideal case, gears are 
considered rigid with teeth meshing along the involute profiles. However, for the purpose of studying actual 
meshing and vibration phenomena, the gear flexibility, as well as localized contact effects and speeds need to be 
considered under dynamic conditions. For example, the dynamic load can be larger than the ideal quasi-static 
condition. This reduces the durability of the gear pair. Furthermore, the study of the dynamic condition allows to 
identify and then solve problems such as noise and motion irregularities generated by vibrations.  

Scientific literature reports many investigations on these phenomena. Even though the experimental approach is 
often adopted to focus on the causes of noise, one could resort also to reliable analytical and numerical methods, 
with different complexity. Ozguven and Houser [1] and Wang et al. [2] reviewed different methodologies to 
predict the noise produced.  

A parameter influencing the noise is the transmission error. According to Harris [3], this is defined as the 
deviation in position of the driven gear and the position it would occupy if the gear drive were perfectly 
conjugate. Using the subscript 1 and the subscript 2 to identify, respectively, the driving and the driven gear, the 
transmission error (TE) in an ordinary gear train can be expressed as 

  

where θi and zi represent the angular positions and the teeth number of i-th gear, respectively. 

Multiplying the angle of rotation by the base radii, the TE formulation can be transformed from the angular 
rotation to translational displacement [4, 5]. Using this formulation, the transmission error represents the 
displacement along the line of action of a gear pair. 

The transmission error can be measured statically or dynamically. Static Transmission Error (STE) is evaluated 
when the loads are applied at very low speed (quasi-static conditions). The aim is to give an evaluation of the 
effects due to the system stiffness and the profiles error due to the manufacturing process. For this reason, many 
analyses to define the STE based on finite elements method are available in current literature. 

Due to its dependence on operating conditions, the Dynamic Transmission Error (DTE) is more complex to 
define. Some investigations are based on Single Degree Of Freedom (SDOF) models.  The DTE is calculated 
along the engagement line, using the mesh stiffness as well as the STE as sources of excitation. 

The main purpose of this paper is on the evaluation of the TE under static and dynamic conditions by means of 
different multibody models. These models have the advantage to be simple and fast to create after a preliminary 
study about the system stiffness. Before a description of the models developed, the lumped stiffness herein 
introduced is first introduced. 
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2. Models Overview 
The scheme of the models adopted in this comparison is reported in Figure 1. The simplest model to simulate an 
approximate behaviour of gears is the Rigid Multibody Gears (RMG). The model neglects components 
flexibility, one of the most important factor to evaluate noise or irregularities. Furthermore, due to the 
displacement of gears, the RMG model does not replicate the effects connected to variation of the contact load 
direction during the engagement. 

The Pseudo-Rigid Multibody Gear model (PMG), based on the concept of movable tooth, is a class of models 
that takes into account such effects. In these models, the tooth is considered as a rigid body connected to the 
main rigid body through a specific joint.  

In the rotational tooth model (PMGR), the joint used, is a cylindrical or spherical joint [13] located on the 
midpoint of the segment that connects the extreme tooth arc points. 

The last model is the Pseudo-rigid Multibody Gear with Translational teeth (PMGT), in which the joints used to 
connect the rigid teeth on the rigid main body, are translational joints [16] located at the dedendum circle. 
Similarly to the case of the PMGR, to generate a reaction load at the joint, a spring at the joint is introduced. In 
this case, a linear spring is chosen to exhort a force along the same direction of the degree of freedom left by the 
constraint used. The PMG permits to lump the flexibility of the tooth and that of the gear body into a single 
stiffness. About the variation of the load direction due to the flexibility, only for the PMGR this can be evaluated. 
Therefore, a more accurate solution to simulate the load on the bearings could be deduced. 

  
Figure 1: On left top: Rigid Model; on left Middle: PMGR; on left Bottom: PMGT. On right: gear stiffness’s 

schematization 

3. Evaluation of Stiffness Parameters 
The first step to setup a model with a reliable behaviour is to identify the causes of gear deformation [6]. If we 
neglect shaft elasticity, the gear deformation can be associated mainly with three different causes (Figure 1) [7, 
8]. The first one is the inflection of tooth due to bending and shear effects; the second one is the motion of the 
elastic foundation due to the thickness of the rim; the last one is the Hertzian type compression of the contact 
region [9]. 

3.1. Displacement Due to Tooth Inflection 
The displacement of the tooth can be evaluated considering it as a variable section beam. For an involute profile, 
the thickness of the tooth versus the centre distance radius r is defined as follows:  

  

where  represents the base radius, the thickness computed at the pitch radius,  the pitch radius and  the 
pressure angle. 
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The thickness at the base of the tooth has been calculated assuming the fillet radius 

  

where b denotes the dedendum and a the addendum. 

Therefore, the thickness h becomes 

  

  

where  is the thickness of the tooth calculated at the base radius,  the projection of the  on the direction 
of the tooth axis is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Representation of geometrical parameters used. 

After the definition of the equivalent beam, the deflection is estimated using the energy formulation [11]: 

 
 

 

where  is the bending moment,  the shear,  the shear factor,  the normal stress,  the Young modulus,  
the shear modulus, and  are respectively the inertia and the area section of the beam. 

The displacement along the transverse direction (the direction normal to the tooth axis) is calculated from the 
total energy by means of the equation 

 
 

 

where  denotes the load component along the transverse direction. 

3.2. Displacement Due to the Gear Body Foundation  
For computing the contribution to displacement due to the foundation elasticity of the gear body, a modified 
version of Weber formulation, proposed by Sainsot and Velex [11], has been herein adopted. In this formulation, 
the gear tooth is assumed rigid and the wheel body modelled as an elastic plane. Some geometry parameters are 
shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3: Representation of tooth model used by Sainsot and Velex to identify the displacement along the load 

A semi-analytical formula, to estimate the displacement in the direction of the load is: 

 
 

 

where  is the angle between the load direction and the normal direction to the tooth axis,  is the arch on the 
dedendum radius,  the distance between the intersections dedendum radius-tooth axis and load direction-tooth 
axis,  is the tooth width, while  are functions calculated from the following polynomial: 

 
 

in which are coefficients summarized in Table 1; 

  

  

  

 
 

where  is the generic thickness of the tooth,  is the internal radius of the gear body,   is the angle between 
the tooth axis and the segment whose extremities are the tooth midpoint and the point located on the beginning 
of the involute profile (on the base circle); is the distance between the T point (point where the engagement 
line is tangent to the base circle) and the contact point. 

Table 1: Coefficients of Sainsot and Velex formulation. 

Ai Bi Ci Di Ei Fi 

L*(h,u) -5.57E-05 -2.00E-03 -2.30E-04 4.77E-03 0.0271 6.8045 

M*(h,u) 6.01E-04 2.81E-02 -8.34E-03 -9.93E-03 0.1624 0.9086 

P*(h,u) -5.10E-04 1.86E-01 5.38E-06 5.33E-02 0.2895 0.9236 

Q*(h,u) -6.20E-05 9.09E-03 -4.10E-04 7.83E-03 -0.1472 0.6904 

Finally, the vertical displacement, can be calculated as: 
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3.3. FEM Validation of the Deflection and Elastic Foundation Model 
The previous analytical model to estimate tooth inflection and the displacement due to the gear body elasticity, 
has been validated using a finite element model (FEM). This is composed of 3D elements with different 
dimensions as shown in Figure 4. The number of elements is 103200 and average size varies from 1 mm in the 
coarse zones to 0.1 mm in the fine zones.  The geometrical parameters used for this study are reported in the 
Table 2. 

Table 2: Characteristics of the gears used for the simulations. 

  Pinion (1) Gear (2) Nomenclature UoM 

m 2 2 Module mm 

Z 24 24 Number of Teeth   

dp 48 48 Pitch Circle Diameter mm 

phi 20 20 Pressure angle  deg 

a 2 2 Addendum mm 

b 2.5 2.5 Dedendum mm 

c 0.5 0.5 Clearance mm 

db 45.1 45.1 Base Circle Diameter mm 

Rfill 0.25 0.25 fillet radius mm 

p              6.3 Circumferential Pitch mm 

dad 52 52 Addendum Circle mm 

dded 43 43 Dedendum Circle mm 

s 10 10 Tooth Width  mm 

The material is considered steel with a liner elastic and isotropic behaviour (E = 210000  and Poisson ratio 
 = 0.3). A portion of three teeth is used to avoid effects due to the localized boundary constraints. Therefore, a 

fixed condition has been applied on the inner cylindrical surface. On the lateral cut surfaces, a circular symmetry 
condition is imposed (no displacement along the normal to the surface). Finally, the load has been applied, along 
the entire tooth width, at four different radii corresponding to: the point where the contact begins; the pitch point; 
the middle point between the primitive radius and the addendum radius; the point at the addendum radius. The 
system is depicted in Figure 4. 

 
Figure 4: On left, a 3D mesh is shown. On right, are visible the results in terms of displacement, obtained with 

analytical model (line blue) and the FEM model (in red crosses) 
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The global displacement for the analytical model is evaluated adding the contributions from equations (7) and 
(14): 

  

The comparison between FEM results and analytical model are shown in Figure 4, where the total displacement 
is plotted versus the applied load center distance radius . When the load is applied at the pitch circle, the 
results obtained with the analytical model confirm the agreement with the FEM model. In fact, at radii 24 mm, 
25 mm and 26 mm the differences are bounded below 3-4 %. When the load is applied where the contact begins 
(22.75 mm), although the relative error is 13%, the absolute error is comparable with the other load positions. 
The analytical model will be embodied in the gear models. 

3.4. Rotational Stiffness for PMGR 
Once the displacement is computed and after the analytical model validation, the stiffness parameter for PMG 
models is calculated. 

To generate the reaction moment at the connection point, a rotational spring with stiffness  

  

is inserted, where  represents the distance between the joint position and the point at the intersection of the 
vertical load direction with the tooth axis. Using the relation above, the value of the stiffness versus the position 
of the contact point can be deduced. In fact, the terms  change during the mating. The results obtained 
on the basis of the analytical model described in the previous section are reported in Figure 5 to show the 
stiffness variation. An appropriate approximation is to use a constant stiffness value the one calculated at the 
point of contact located on the pitch circle. Particular attention has to be paid in the evaluation of the vertical 
load. This is calculated dividing the components of the contact load considering the tooth in the original 
configuration and not in the inflexed configuration. In this way, the variation of the direction of the application 
of load, is neglected for the stiffness calculation (nonlinear geometrical affects are neglected). 

 
Figure 5: On the left a scheme of the PMRG is shown; on the right the stiffness obtained using the model, in 

function of the application point of the load. Also in this case, the parameters of the gear are described in Table 2 

3.5. Translational Stiffness for PMGT 
For the calculation of the linear spring stiffness, the following relationship is used: 

  

Also in this model, the arguments about the variation of the stiffness remain valid and the results reported in 
Figure 6 are consistent with physical intuition. An interesting consideration can be made comparing the variation 
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of the stiffness along the application load distance radius. From Figure 5 and Figure 6 one can observe that the 
percentage variation of the translational stiffness is higher than the variation of the rotational stiffness along the 
contact profile. 

 
Figure 6: On the left a scheme of the PMRT is shown; on the right the stiffness obtained using the model, in 

function of the application point of the load. Also in this case, the parameters of the gear are described in Table 2. 

3.6. Displacement and Relative Stiffness Due to the Contact Effect 
During the mating, the tooth load depends on the number of meshing teeth. With the purpose of simplifying the 
problem of elastic displacement computation, the contact force is considered constant and equal to: 

  

where T is the resistant torque applied to the gear, and  is the base radius of the driven gear. The local profiles 
deformation can be ascribed to an Hertzian type of contact between two cylinders. For this purpose, the involute 
profile could be approximated with a continuous curve composed of arcs with different radii.  During the mating, 
the radii of the cylinders continually change according to the definition of the involute tooth profile. 

 
Figure 7: Scheme of the parameters used into the relations 
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 With reference to Figure 7, the radii can be calculated with the following relations: 

  

  

where  

 

 

 

  

Using this notation,  the pressure angle and  the angle  in which  is the generic contact point. 
Thus, the variation of the cylinders radii can be evaluated. 

According to [10], the centres distance of two cylinders in contact having parallel axes, can be obtained using the 
following relation: 

 
 

where  represents the length of the cylinders and: 

 
 

 

with 

  

 

In this case, the value of the stiffness can be evaluated using the following equation: 

  

4. Multibody Models 
For every model analysed, the gears are connected to the frame with revolute joints located at the gears centres. 
A motion is prescribed to the pinion while a resistant torque is applied to the gear. The contact is considered 
between the involute curves (2D contact). The friction is neglected. 

The contact formulation is based on a penalty contact force. This type of contact is described by Flores in [13]. 
According to the revisited formulation made by J.Choi, S.Rhim and J.H. Choi [14], the contact force can be 
calculated using the following relation: 

 
 

where  is the penetration,  is the speed penetration,  and  respectively the stiffness and the damping 
coefficients, , and  are respectiveli the stiffness, the damping and the indentation exponents.  

5. FE Reference Model  
The first step to evaluate the relevance of the models considered is to validate them in the quasi-static conditions. 
Also in this case, the parameters of the gear are shown in Table 2. The reference model used, is based on finite 
element modeling techniques. Due to the full contact analysis involved in this case, the model is more complex 
than the one previously used for the validation of the tooth displacement analysis.  
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Figure 8: On the left, the 2D mesh of the FE model with loads and constraints are shown. On the right some 

stress contours in case of one or two contact points are reported 

As is shown in Figure 8, the FE model is composed of 2D elements with a width of 10 mm, under the 
assumption of planar strain. The elements are 36379 for each gear but they are characterized by different 
dimensions. In particular, the contact area contains small elements with 0.05 mm average dimension to catch the 
contact effects, whereas the remaining regions of the model are characterized by elements with 0.5 mm average 
dimension. The contact model used is a 2D contact between the two profiles, and a formulation of hard contact 
without penetration is adopted. A ramp motion is prescribed to the pinion, starting from 0 rad/s at the time 0 s, 
ending to 1.05 rad/s at time 0.01 s. The same ramp is used for the resistant torque application at the driven gear: 
0 Nm at the time 0 s, end final load at time 0.01 s. The simulation end time is set on 0.8 s. 

6. STE Results 
The first results are about the Static Transmission Error obtained using quasi-static simulations. The results of 
the models have been compared with a FEM reference model. The simulations have been executed using two 
different load conditions (T=20 Nm, T=40 Nm), to evaluate the influence of the varying load on the solution. 
With reference to Figure 9, two kind of comparisons about the TE can be performed. The first one concerns with 
the average value, the second with the amplitude. The RMG has very different behaviour in the comparisons.  
According to the considerations made above, the TE can change only with the contact stiffness. The PMGT 
shows an overestimation of the amplitude. This could depend on the variation of translational stiffness with 
respect to the position of the load.  Finally, the PMGR shows a good agreement with the reference FEM both in 
the average value comparison and in the amplitude. 
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Figure 9: Different results in terms of STE (top graphs) and STE Amplitude (bottom graphs), obtained by 

different resistant torques applied: first column a resistant torque of 20 Nm, second column a resistant torque of 
40 Nm 

The Figure 10 shows how the contact force increases when only a couple of teeth are in contact and its reduction 
(about a half), when two couples of teeth are in contact. The plot shows also how RMG and PMGT models have 
an inaccurate simulation of contact force when two pairs of teeth are in contact.  The PMGR seems to be very 
similar to the FEM solution. In fact, during the engagement, the PMGR replicates the variation of the direction 
of the load due to the inflection.  

 
Figure 10: Contact force comparison 
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7. Results of the Dynamic Analysis 
In this section the effects of the dynamic condition are evaluated in each multibody model developed. Even if the 
dynamic analysis should be performed using all components of the gearbox, some interesting phenomena can be 
evaluated without them. In the first analysis, the local behaviour of the TE at different conditions of rotational 
speed is evaluated. The second comparison shows the dynamic effects during the simulation.  

7.1. Effect of Speed Increase 
For these results, an angular velocity ramp is used and the TE at different mesh frequencies is shown. Every plot 
in Figure 11 represents a transition period where one and two couple of teeth are in contact. The effect of the 
speed creates not only an oscillation of the TE, but also a stiffening effect. In fact, the average values of PMG 
seem to decrease with the increasing of gear meshing frequency. Although in the PMG models this effect could 
be observed, the RM is not influenced.  

 
Figure 11: Comparison of the models at different Mesh Frequency 
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7.2. Dynamic Transmission Error 
A simulation has been executed imposing an angular velocity ramp based on a constant angular acceleration. The 
results, shown in Figure 12, represent the DTE function versus the mesh frequency that increases with the 
angular velocity, under two different loads. There are some amplifications in the envelopes of the DTE curves. 
These correspond to the gear pair resonance. We can observe two different phenomena. The first one is the 
stiffening effect due to the speed increase described above. In fact, at a low mesh frequency, it can be seen how 
the average value of the TE is similar to the STE. Increasing the mesh frequency, this value seems to decrease 
and to became similar to the RM. The second one is due to an over amplification of the TE done by RM, in 
correspondence of the local amplifications. 

 

 

 
Figure 12: DTE comparison under different loads. First: T=20 Nm; second: T=40 Nm. Effect of initial stiffening 

and amplification in correspondence of resonance peaks. 
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8. Conclusions 
In this paper three models, for static and dynamic simulation of spur gears have been presented and compared. 
Different methodologies to identify the equivalent stiffness values of the models with movable teeth have been 
explored. The numerical results demonstrate that the PMGR is the model with a good agreement with the FEM 
solution in terms of STE. Furthermore, this model replicates better than the others, the contact load during gear 
profile mating. Finally, a dynamic simulation evidenced the stiffening effect due to the increasing of the mesh 
frequency. In this simulation, it is shown how the RM cannot catch this effect and generates an over 
amplification of the TE in correspondence of the resonance peaks. On the basis of to the results obtained, one can 
simulate more complex systems, such as planetary systems or gear transmission systems, where the effects of the 
bearing, the shafts and the gear box cannot be neglected. 
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Abstract
In this paper we present a comparison of different model order reduction techniques for flexible multibody dynamics.

In particular, we adopt a formulation based on a Equivalent Rigid-Link System (ERLS). This approach is suitable in

the case of large displacements and small elastic deformations and it allows the kinematic equations of motion to be

decoupled from the compatibility equations of the displacements at the joints. The ERLS approach, recently extended

through a modal formulation, is here implemented in combination with different reduction techniques, i.e. Craig-

Bampton, Interior Mode Ranking (IMR), Guyan, Least Square Model Reduction (LSMR) and Mode Displacement

Method (MDM). In order to assess the advantages and disadvantages of the different methodologies, these techniques

are applied to a benchmark mechanism under different input conditions, i.e. gravitational force and step torque input.

The accuracy of each reduced model is numerically evaluated through the comparison of computational time, the

behaviour in frequency domain and by means of vector correlation methods, i.e. Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC),

Cross-Orthogonality (CO) and Normalized Cross-Orthogonality (NCO).

Keywords: equivalent rigid-link system, flexible multibody dynamics, model order reduction, flexible-link mechanism

1. Introduction
Nowadays, industrial mechanisms and robots are demanded to be lightweight, easily manoeuvrable and less energy-

intensive. These features result in the design of manipulators in which structural flexibility has to be taken into account

and, therefore, simulation and control become more difficult and challenging. For these reasons, not only the kinemat-

ics [1], but also the dynamic modelling of flexible multibody systems [2] has become, in the last decades, a crucial

research topic in both industry and academia and it is still an open field of investigation.

In multibody dynamics, the classical approach to take into account the flexibility of elastic mechanisms is based on the

rigid-body dynamical model of the system and then the elastic deformations are introduced. The elastic deformations

of the bodies are influenced by the rigid motion and vice versa. It results in a highly non-linear dynamic formulation

described by a coupled set of partial differential equations. Two main methodologies can be found in literature for

obtaining a set of ordinary differential equations: the nodal approach (i.e. the Finite Element Method, FEM) and the

modal one [3]. However, since a high number of Degrees of Freedom (DoFs) is introduced by the discretization of the

flexible bodies, proper reduction methods should be applied in order to allow an efficient simulation of the multibody

system while keeping an accurate description of the predominant dynamic behaviour.

Model reduction methods can be classified in physical coordinates techniques, generalized coordinates (i.e. modal

coordinates) and hybrid methods, such as the Component Mode Synthesis (CMS). A review of model reduction tech-

niques for structural dynamics, numerical mathematics and system and control is proposed in [4], whereas in [5], [6]

and [7] reduced order modelling strategies are applied in dynamics sub-structuring. An example of model reduction

can be found in [8], in which a study on an elastic rod is proposed. Furthermore, in the field of multibody systems,

an overview of the basic approaches to model elastic multibody systems with the help of Floating Frame of Reference

formulation in given by [9]. A new ranking method (Interior Mode Ranking, IMR) for the selection of interior normal

modes in the Craig-Bampton technique [10] has been proposed in [11].

In this work, an Equivalent Rigid-Link System (ERLS) formulation for modelling the dynamics of flexible multibody

systems is considered in its recent developments. This approach, suitable in case of large displacements and small

elastic deformations, differently from other formulations, e.g. the Floating Frame of Reference (FFR) [3], enables the

kinematic equations of the ERLS to be decoupled from the compatibility equations of the displacement at the joints.

In previous works, the ERLS approach has been firstly applied to model planar flexible-link mechanisms and then 3D
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flexible systems [12] [13]. The ERLS formulation has been also exploited for simulation and control purposes [14]

[15]. The evolution of the ERLS-based dynamic model for flexible mechanisms and its applications over the years have

been presented in [16]. It has to be noticed that, if a computational time adequate for real-time simulation or control

purposes is needed, the number of DoFs in the ERLS-FEM model (i.e. the number of nodes) should be kept low. For

this reason, the ERLS formulation has been recently extended through a modal approach so as to obtain a more flexible

solution based on a reduced-order system of equations and, in particular, a classical Craig-Bampton approach has been

adopted [2]. However, this reduction is not the only technique capable of reducing the number of DoFs.

For this reason, in this paper different model order reduction techniques are implemented using the ERLS approach and

the results compared. In particular, we evaluate advantages and disadvantages of the different techniques on a L-shaped

benchmark mechanism under different input conditions. FEM models of the benchmark mechanism are developed in

Ansys R© environment with different discretizations, whereas dynamics and post-processing are evaluated by means of

MatlabTM software. The reduced model accuracy is evaluated through the comparison of the computational time, the

accuracy in frequency domain and by means of vector correlation methods such as Modal Assurance Criterion [17]

[18] [7], Cross-Orthogonality [17] and Normalized Cross-Orthogonality [19] [11] [20].

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the Equivalent Rigid-Link System kinematics and dynamics formu-

lation is presented; in Section 3 the model order reduction techniques, that have been implemented and tested on the

ERLS dynamic model, are briefly recalled; Section 4 shows the numerical implementation of the model on a bench-

mark mechanism, whereas in Section 5 the results of the simulations are presented and discussed. Finally, Section 6

gives the conclusions of this work.

2. Equivalent Rigid-Link System Modal Formulation

2.1. ERLS Kinematics
In this section, the Equivalent Rigid-Link System modal formulation, presented and evaluated in [2], is briefly recalled

and summarized. With reference to Fig.1, the kinematic definitions of the Equivalent Rigid-Link System can be intro-

duced: uuui,k represents the k-th nodal displacement vector of the i-th link, eeei,k the k-th nodal position vector for the i-th
link of the ERLS, whereas pppi,k the absolute nodal position vector, that can be computed as:

pppi,k = eeei,k +uuui,k (1)

The index i spans from 1 to N, i.e. the number of links of the mechanism, whereas k spans from 1 to h, i.e. the number

of nodes of the i-th link. In Fig.1, x, y, z is a fixed global reference frame, whereas xi, yi, zi is a local reference frame,

fixed to the ERLS.

x

y

z

zi
xi

yi

pi,k
ui,k

ei,k

ERLS

JOINT

k

Figure 1: Kinematic definitions of the Equivalent Rigid-Link System.

The ERLS modal formulation can be developed starting from the expression of the nodal displacements uuui of the i-th
link as functions of a given number of eigenvectors UUUi and modal coordinates qqqi, as follows:

uuui =UUUi qqqi (2)

The eigenvectors and eigenvalues can be obtained accordingly to the chosen modal reduction technique, e.g. in our

case Craig-Bampton, Interior Mode Ranking, Guyan, Least Square Model Reduction and Mode Displacement Method.
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Let us consider two consequent links i and i+1. The joint displacements belonging to each link are given by ûuui = SSSiUUUiqqqi
and ûuui+1 = SSSi+1UUUi+1qqqi+1 respectively, where SSSi and SSSi+1 are selection matrices introduced to extract the proper joint

displacements from all the nodal displacements uuui. The compatibility condition at the i-th joint of the mechanism is

given by:

ûuui+1 = TTT i+1ûuui (3)

where TTT i+1(θθθ) is a local-to-local transformation matrix between the two consecutive local reference frames associated

to links i and i+1. Note that Eq.(3) is linear with respect to modal coordinates. By writing the compatibility equations

for all the links and assembling them in matrix format, the comprehensive compatibility equation can be obtained:

CCC(θθθ)qqq = 0 (4)

The coefficient matrix CCC depends only on the joint parameters and the vector qqq contains both the rigid and elastic modal

coordinates. The rigid-body modal coordinates and elastic ones can be gathered into two separated vectors qqqr and qqqd ,

respectively. In this manner, the compatibility equation can be rewritten in the following form:

CCCrqqqr +CCCdqqqd = 0 (5)

The previous system can be solved with respect to qqqr, by using the right pseudo-inverse matrix CCC+
r , namely:

qqqr = DDD(θθθ)qqqd (6)

where matrix DDD is defined as:

DDD =−CCC+
r (θθθ)CCCd(θθθ) (7)

CCC+
r and CCCd contain the coefficients of the rigid and vibrational modal coordinates respectively and only depend on the

joint parameters vector θθθ . Starting from Eq.(6), the relationships between the velocities/virtual displacements and the

accelerations of the independent variables can be derived. In particular, the following equations are obtained:

q̇qqr = DDD(θθθ)q̇qqd +GGG(θθθ ,qqq)θ̇θθ (8)

q̈qqr = GGG(θθθ ,qqq)θ̈θθ +DDD(θθθ)q̈qqd +nnn(θθθ , θ̇θθ ,qqq, q̇qq) (9)

where the matrices GGG and nnn take into account the different contributions and dependencies.

2.2. ERLS Dynamics
The dynamic equations are obtained by applying the principle of virtual work and computing the inertial, elastic, gravity

and external generalized forces terms as follows:

δWWW inertia +δWWW elastic +δWWW gravity +δWWW ext. f orces = 000 (10)

Starting from Eq.(8), the virtual term of the generic i-th link, composed by the linear δPPP0i, angular δφφφ i and modal δqqq
contributes, can be obtained as follows (see [2] for further details):⎡⎣δPPP0i

δφφφ i
δqqq

⎤⎦=

⎡⎣VVV θ i 000 000

000 VVV qri 000

000 000 VVV qdi

⎤⎦⎡⎣ JJJ(θθθ) 000

GGG(θθθ ,qqq) DDD(θθθ)
000 III

⎤⎦[ δθθθ
δqqqd

]
=VVV o

i NNN
[

δθθθ
δqqqd

]
(11)

where VVV o
i is a selection matrix for the proper elements of the i-th link (VVV θ i is the selection block-matrix for the rigid

DoF, VVV qri for the rigid modal coordinates and VVV qdi for the elastic modal ones) and JJJ(θθθ) the Jacobian matrix of the

Equivalent Rigid-Link System. The VVV o
i matrix is block diagonal and allows to select the correct terms related to both

the rigid DoFs and the independent vibration modal coordinates.

The acceleration terms, i.e. linear aaa0i, angular ααα i and modal q̈qq, can be rewritten, starting from Eq.(9), as function of

the independent variables: ⎡⎣aaa0i
ααα i
q̈qq

⎤⎦=VVV o
i NNN
[

θ̈θθ
q̈qqddd

]
+VVV o

i

⎡⎣ J̇JJ(θθθ , θ̇θθ)θ̇θθ
nnn(θθθ , θ̇θθ ,qqq, q̇qq)

000

⎤⎦ (12)

where J̇JJ(θθθ , θ̇θθ) represents the first time derivative of the Jacobian matrix of the ERLS. The second term of the equation

depends only on the position and velocity of the independent variables and thus it is known.
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The virtual work done by the inertial forces can be split into two contributes:

δWWW inertia = δWWW I
inertia +δWWW II

inertia (13)

where the former contains all the terms related to the second derivative of the variables, the latter contains all the

remaining terms. The virtual work done by the inertial forces δWWW I
inertia,i and δWWW II

inertia,i of each i-th link, and the virtual

works done by the gravitational δWWW g and generalized forces δWWW ext. f orces, can be written as:

−δWWW I
inertia,i =

[
δPPPT

0i δφφφ T
i δqqqT

]
Li

⎡⎣aaa0i
ααα i
q̈qq

⎤⎦ (14)

where the LLLi matrix contains all the terms not depending on virtual displacements and accelerations.

By substituting Eq.(11) and (12) into Eq.(14), we can obtain:

−δWWW I
inertia,i =

[
δθθθ T δqqqT

d

]
NNNTVVV oT

i LLLi

⎛⎝VVV o
i NNN
[

θ̈θθ
q̈qqddd

]
+VVV o

i

⎡⎣ J̇JJ(θθθ , θ̇θθ)θ̇θθ
nnn(θθθ , θ̇θθ ,qqq, q̇qq)

000

⎤⎦⎞⎠ (15)

The δWWW II
inertia,i term can be expressed by gathering in the matrix llli all the terms not depending on virtual displacements:

δWWW II
inertia,i =

[
δPPPT

0i δφφφ T
i δqqqT

]
llli =
[
δθθθ T δqqqT

d

]
NNNTVVV oT

i llli (16)

All the other terms such as the variation of the elastic energy δHHH, the gravitational forces δWWW g and the resultant

generalized forces δWWW ext. f orces do not depend on accelerations. Then, they can be gathered into a unique term l̃lliii. By

naming δWWW i the term with all the contributions not depending on accelerations, it holds:

δWWW i =
[
δPPPT

0i δφφφ T
i δqqqT

]
l̃lliii =
[
δθθθ T δqqqT

d

]
NNNTVVV oT

i l̃lliii (17)

By adding up the contributions of all the N links, the following formulation is obtained:

−δWWW I
inertia =

N

∑
i=1

[
δθθθ T δqqqT

d

]
NNNTVVV oT

i LLLi

⎛⎝VVV o
i NNN
[

θ̈θθ
q̈qqddd

]
+VVV o

i

⎡⎣ J̇JJ(θθθ , θ̇θθ)θ̇θθ
nnn(θθθ , θ̇θθ ,qqq, q̇qq)

000

⎤⎦⎞⎠== δWWW =
N

∑
i=1

[
δθθθ T δqqqT

d

]
NNNTVVV oT

i l̃lliii

(18)

Finally, by naming LLL def
= ∑N

i=1 VVV oT
i LLLiVVV o

i and l̃ll def
= ∑N

i=1 VVV oT
i l̃lliii, and discarding the virtual displacements, the final dynamic

model results:

NNNT LLLNNN
[

θ̈θθ
q̈qqddd

]
= NNNT

⎛⎝LLL

⎛⎝−
⎡⎣ J̇JJ(θθθ , θ̇θθ)θθθ

nnn(θθθ , θ̇θθ ,qqq, q̇qq)
000

⎤⎦⎞⎠+ l̃ll

⎞⎠ (19)

3. Model Order Reduction Techniques
In this section, the techniques that have been implemented for the Model Order Reduction (MOR) of the ERLS-based

dynamic model are briefly recalled. Starting from a generic dynamic equilibrium equation:

MMMẌXX(t)+CCCẊXX(t)+KKKXXX(t) = FFF(t) (20)

where MMM, CCC, KKK are the mass, dumping and stiffness matrices, XXX is the independent coordinates vector and FFF is the

force vector acting on the system, several MOR techniques assume the form of a coordinate transformation such as:

XXX(t) = TTT ZZZ(t) (21)

where TTT is the transformation matrix that converts the reduced model coordinates ZZZ in the complete model ones XXX .

3.1. Craig-Bampton
Craig-Bampton is the classical modal reduction technique in multibody dynamics [10] [7]. It is a hybrid method that

belongs to the Component Mode Synthesis techniques. By considering the partition of the degrees of freedom in two
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sets: the boundary B DoFs, where the reduced link will be interfaced with other components of the structure, and the

interior I DoFs, the link dynamic equation, without considering the damping, becomes:[
MMMBB MMMBI
MMMIB MMMII

]{
ẌXXB
ẌXXI

}
+

[
KKKBB KKKBI
KKKIB KKKII

]{
XXXB
XXXI

}
=

{
FFFB
FFFI

}
(22)

The transformation matrix TTTCB, between physical and Craig-Bampton coordinates, can be obtained as follows:

XXX =

{
XXXB
XXXI

}
=

[
III 000

ϕϕϕC ϕϕϕN

]{
qqqC
qqqN

}
= TTTCB

{
qqqC
qqqN

}
(23)

In the transformation matrix the first column partition is related to the constraint modes. These describe the motion of

the system when each boundary degree of freedom undergoes a unit displacement, while holding the other boundary

DoFs fixed. The second column partition is related to the fixed-boundary modes, that can be described as the interior

DoF motion when the interface is fixed. The number of fixed-interface modes can be reduced in order to decrease the

total number of DoFs. Finally, qqqC and qqqN are the reduced model coordinates corresponding to the constraint and to the

fixed-boundary normal modes respectively.

3.2. Interior Mode Ranking
The Interior Mode Ranking (IMR) [11] is a technique developed for the selection of the interior normal modes in the

Craig-Bampton reduction technique. The IMR method allows ranking the interior modes analytically by comparing

their single contributions to the dynamics of interest of the complete system, given the actual boundary conditions.

In the IMR approach (see [11] for the full development) a weighted participation coefficient γ is defined for each

considered interior mode ζ :

γΛ,ζ = ∑
i∈Λ

|γi,ζ |
||γγγ i||

αi ζ = 1, ...,s ∑
i∈Λ

αi = 1 (24)

where Λ is the set of the full system vibrational modes to be represented and γγγ i is the vector whose entries are the

coefficients γi,ζ . Furthermore, αi is a normalized weighting coefficient referring to the i-th mode, employed to define

the level of importance of each mode with respect to the reduced model. The larger the value of the coefficients γΛ,ζ ,

the more the dynamics of the ζ -th interior mode affects the full system. The modes retained are those with the largest

values of the weighted participation coefficients. In the IMR reduction here adopted, we define the number of interior

modes to be retained and we assign an equal weighting coefficient to all of them.

3.3. Guyan’s reduction
Guyan is a physical-type reduction technique and it is based on the assumption that the effect of inertial forces on the

eliminated physical coordinates is negligible [21] [22]. After grouping the DOFs corresponding to master (denoted by

subscript m) and slave (subscript s), the equation of motion can be expressed as follows:[
MMMmm MMMms
MMMsm MMMss

]{
ẌXXm
ẌXXs

}
+

[
KKKmm KKKms
KKKsm KKKss

]{
XXXm
XXXs

}
=

{
FFFm
000

}
(25)

Neglecting the inertia associated with the slave DoFs, it holds:

XXXs =−KKK−1
ss KKKsmXXXm (26)

Finally, eliminating XXXs from Eq.(25), the transformation matrix can be obtained as:

TTT G =

[
III

−KKK−1
ss KKKsm

]
(27)

3.4. Least Square Model Reduction
The Least Square Model Reduction (LSMR) [23] is a physical coordinates reduction technique, mode type. It is based

on the subdivision of the eigenvectors into master m and slave s components, depending on their reference to master or

slave DoFs. Starting from Eq.(20), the displacement vector XXX may be expressed as:

XXX(t) = ΦΦΦqqq(t) (28)
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where ΦΦΦ is the complete eigenvector matrix of the full model and qqq is the modal coordinates vector. If a modal

truncation is applied in order to reduce the computation of the complete eigenvector matrix and only p eigenvectors of

the full model are retained, Eq.(28) is rewritten as:

XXX(t) = ΦΦΦpqqqp(t) (29)

and it can be partitioned as:

XXX(t) =
{

XXXm(t)
XXXs(t)

}
=

{
ΦΦΦmp
ΦΦΦsp

}
qqqp(t) (30)

The transformation matrix for the LSMR technique is finally given by:

TTT LSMR =

[
III

ΦΦΦspΦΦΦ+
mp

]
(31)

3.5. Mode Displacement Method
The Mode Displacement Method (MDM) [4] is a modal coordinates reduction technique, that consists in a truncation

of high frequency modes. In the case of maintaining m modes among the n of the full model, it holds:

XXX =
m

∑
j=1

ΦΦΦ jqqq j +
n

∑
jr=m+1

ΦΦΦ jr qqq jr (32)

where the second contribution of the right side of the equation corresponds to the deleted vibration modes.

4. Numerical Simulations on a Benchmark Mechanism
The Equivalent Rigid-Link System formulation, in combination with the MOR techniques presented in Sect. 3, have

been implemented in MatlabTM environment on a L-shaped benchmark mechanism [24] [2], shown in Fig. 2. The

two rods that compose the L-mechanism are made of aluminium (density ρ = 2700 Kg/m3, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.33,

Young’s module E = 7e1010 N/m2), they are 500 mm long, 8 mm wide and 8 mm deep.

Y

X

Z

g

Figure 2: L-shaped benchmark mechanism.
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Figure 3: Input step torque signal.

The system has one rigid rotational degree of freedom and it has been modelled in Ansys R© with 4, 8 and 16 beam188
finite elements, i.e. 2, 4 and 8 elements for each of the two flexible rods that compose the L-system. It results a

number of degrees of freedom for each subdivision equal to 30, 54 and 102 respectively. The mass M and stiffness K
matrices of the complete model have been exported from Ansys R© for each subdivision in beam elements and imported

in MatlabTM, where the reduction techniques have been applied. Then, the dynamic behaviour of the system has been

numerically evaluated under two different input conditions: gravity and a torque signal, reported in Fig. 3.

For each subdivision of the mechanism in beam elements and for each modal reduction strategy, different simulations

have been run, by varying the number of considered modes. In this way, not only the influence of elements number and

of the reduction methodology but also the modal variables number can be evaluated.

The numerical simulations provided the dynamics of the system for a time of 2 seconds. An ode45 variable-step solver,

based on a Runge-Kutta integration scheme, has been adopted. Each simulation has been run three times in order to

obtain an average value of computational time. For the simulations, a laptop running Windows 10 64 bit with an Intel R©

CoreTM i7-4710HQ CPU @2.50 GHz and a 8 GB DDR3 installed RAM has been exploited.
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5. Results and Discussion
In this section, the results of the numerical simulations on the mechanism presented in Sect.4 are reported and discussed.

Firstly, the different reduction techniques have been compared through the modal vector correlation parameters, then

the dynamic behaviour is evaluated under both gravitational force and a step torque input.

5.1. Modal Vector Correlation Parameters
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the reduced model in matching the mode frequencies and shapes of the full order

model, three parameters have been here adopted: Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) [17] [18] [7], Normal Cross-

Orthogonality (NCO) [19] [11] [20] and Cross-Orthogonality (CO) [17]. The three parameters are defined as follows:

MMMAAACCCi, j =
(φ T

i φr, j)
2

(φ T
i φi)(φ T

r, jφr, j)
NNNCCCOOOi, j =

(φ T
i MMMφr, j)

2

(φ T
i MMMφi)(φ T

r, jMMMφr, j)
CCCOOOi, j = φ T

i MMMφr, j (33)

where φi is the i-th eigenvector of the complete model, φr, j is the j-th eigenvector of the reduced model and MMM is the

mass matrix of the reduced model. By varying the indices i and j, these parameters constitute a matrix, that will have

values close to a identity matrix if the reduction is well-designed. In Fig.4 a graphical representation of the resultant

matrices for the three parameters and the different reduction methods, in the case with 16 elements and 18 retained

modes, is reported. In particular, in the techniques here implemented, the internal modes that have been chosen are

those neither corresponding to the constrained end nor to the tip of the mechanism. It has to be noticed that in the Craig-

Bampton, IMR and Guyan the choice of internal and secondary modes is fundamental for a good reduction, whereas

the LSMR and MDM methods show a higher correspondence since they are based on a modal truncation approach.
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Figure 4: MAC, NCO and CO for the different methods, case with 16 elements and 18 considered modes.

5.2. Gravitational Force Input
In Fig.5 the tip Z-coordinate acceleration of the L-shaped mechanism under gravity in the frequency domain is reported.

In particular, the case with 16 elements and 18 considered modes is shown. A good agreement between the different

reduction techniques and the complete model in the first resonance peaks can be found, whereas, by considering the

peak at almost 160 Hz, Craig-Bampton is the only method that accurately reproduces the dynamics of the full model.

In Tables 1 and 2 the average computational times for the mechanism under gravity force are reported.
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Figure 5: Comparison of the tip Z-coord. acceleration under gravity, case with 16 el. and 18 considered modes.

Table 1: Average computational time [s], mechanism under gravity, complete models.

4 el. (30 m.) 8 el. (54 m.) 16 el. (102 m.)

1602,14 4046,99 16102,97

Table 2: Average computational time [s], mechanism under gravity.

Method Elements Modes

8 10 12 14 16 18

4 2,58 5,96 9,02 169,23 571,00 902,21

Craig-Bampton 8 3,12 5,13 13,49 32,38 51,20 89,75

16 3,20 4,70 11,55 26,71 46,74 79,76

4 2,58 6,10 9,05 453,90 469,97 1079,11

IMR 8 3,15 5,30 21,44 63,87 76,50 189,87

16 1,85 5,82 13,60 176,38 322,75 502,47

4 3,64 6,34 9,63 173,44 417,39 459,74

Guyan 8 2,55 5,74 18,87 28,04 94,64 297,22

16 3,40 5,42 18,48 23,31 100,36 305,73

4 2,59 6,04 9,18 181,77 255,96 421,53

LSMR 8 3,17 5,14 16,28 23,16 474,67 517,33

16 3,22 4,80 15,02 19,77 629,20 1158,22

4 2,60 5,84 9,60 178,36 251,26 515,40

MDM 8 3,08 5,02 16,26 23,50 28,45 74,06

16 3,20 4,78 14,18 18,33 37,01 48,60

5.3. Step Torque Input
Fig.6 reports the Fast Fourier Transform of the tip Z-coordinate of the L-shaped system for the different reduction

techniques in the case of step torque input. A good agreement between the complete model signal and the reduced ones

can be appreciated in the first two resonance peaks, whereas Craig-Bampton seems to be the method that best matches

the full model behaviour. Computational times are reported in Tables 3 and 4 for the complete and the reduced models

respectively. As expected, a time reduction can be noticed by increasing the model elements at constant number of

retained modes, since lower frequencies are, in general, taken into account. Furthermore, Craig-Bampton and MDM

appear to be the methods that reduce at best the computational time.

Table 3: Average computational time [s], mechanism under torque input, complete models.

4 el. (30 m.) 8 el. (54 m.) 16 el. (102 m.)

1703,26 4110,21 17754,19
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Figure 6: Comparison of the tip Z-coord. acceleration with torque input, case with 16 el. and 18 considered modes.

Table 4: Average computational time [s], mechanism under torque input.

Method Elements Modes

8 10 12 14 16 18

4 3,40 6,10 11,34 167,59 574,99 919,16

Craig-Bampton 8 3,30 4,39 13,00 33,73 50,71 89,66

16 3,34 4,49 11,66 28,89 47,63 80,72

4 3,41 6,08 10,97 459,32 482,43 1092,52

IMR 8 3,30 4,87 24,74 66,13 107,50 184,80

16 2,69 5,83 15,14 171,01 316,48 510,80

4 3,64 6,11 11,23 172,24 436,26 465,36

Guyan 8 3,41 5,16 20,70 30,67 98,44 292,73

16 3,40 5,40 21,42 29,57 110,34 301,42

4 3,33 6,10 11,33 184,68 229,75 408,88

LSMR 8 3,45 4,57 18,61 22,43 498,42 555,91

16 3,44 4,43 16,56 20,03 637,77 1176,80

4 3,33 6,02 11,31 180,71 230,76 554,30

MDM 8 3,39 4,60 18,89 24,11 31,09 80,87

16 3,45 4,24 16,43 19,59 39,99 47,31

6. Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, a first comparison of different model order reduction techniques using an ERLS formulation has been

presented. In order to evaluate the accuracy of MOR methodologies, they have been applied on a L-shaped mechanism

excited under gravity and by means of a torque input. The results have been compared in terms of vector correlation

methods, dynamics behaviour in frequency domain and computational time showing advantages and disadvantages of

the different considered MOR techniques. In further developments of this work, model order reduction techniques will

be applied to a two (or more) DoFs multibody system with different subdivision in finite element domains. Furthermore,

more techniques will be considered and a deeper analysis of the choice of internal modes will be performed.
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Abstract  
The paper deals with the modeling and simulation of multibody systems where some of the joints are 
mechatronic flexible joints. Flexible joints are used in compliant mechanisms. If they are actuated they are called 
mechatronic flexible joint. Precisely the flexible joint is a compliant body fulfilling the function of movable 
connection of other bodies. The mechatronic flexible joint is a flexible joint that is actuated and measured. If it is 
fulfilled the Saint-Venant principle then the mechatronic flexible joint can be described by finite number of 
parameters. Therefore the existence of rigid flanges on both ends of flexible body that creates the flexible joint is 
important. The description naturally maps the applied forces (loading and actuating) into the mechatronic 
flexible joint positions. This is however a difficulty for multibody modelling and simulation. The model is 
developed by the inverse of this mapping immediately or after the substitution of accelerations from the Newton 
law. Then the multibody simulation can be completed. 

Keywords: mechatronic flexible joint, multibody simulation, Saint-Venant principle, finite number 

1. Introduction 
The paper deals with the modeling and simulation of multibody systems where some of the joints are 
mechatronic flexible joints. Flexible joints are used in compliant mechanisms (e.g. robotic arm in Figure 1). If 
they are actuated they are called mechatronic flexible joint. Precisely the flexible joint is a compliant body 
fulfilling the function of movable connection of other bodies (e.g. Figure 2). The mechatronic flexible joint is a 
flexible joint that is actuated and measured. If it is fullfiled the Saint-Venant principle then the mechatronic 
flexible joint can be described by finite number of parameters [1]. Therefore the existence of rigid flanges 10, 11 
on both ends of flexible body 1 that creates the flexible joint is important (Figure 2).  

 
Figure 1: Robotic arm with mechatronic flexible joints 

 
Figure 2: Mechatronic flexible joint 

A real example of mechatronic flexible body from the Figure 1 is in Figure 3. It consists of inflated body with 
constant air pressure in a body between two metalic flanges that are supposed to be rigid. The mechatronic 
flexible joint is fixed by one rigid flange to the frame and it is loaded by cables attached to the other rigid flange. 
Therefore the Saint-Venant principle is fulfilled and the mechatronic flexible joint can be described by finite 
number of parameters [1]. The position of this joint is measured by the distance sensors to fixed points at the 
frame. These measurements are either just the cable lengths of the three actuators or additional string distance 
sensors as in the calibration experiment [5].  
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Figure 3: Real example of mechatronic flexible joint based on inflated body 

2. Description of Flexible Mechatronic Joint 
The problem is how to describe the movable connection by concise description similarly as transformation 
matrix in kinematics of rigid bodies. In order to achieve the description of flexible joint by finite number of 
parameters it is necessary to fulfill the Saint-Venant principle. Therefore the existence of rigid flanges on both 
ends of flexible body that creates the flexible joint is important (Figure 2, Figure 3). There are loading the forces 
Fx, Fy, Fz (and moments M) and the actuator forces Fa1, Fa2 and Fa3 is within the applicability of Saint-Venant 
principle. This is also supported by the approving the patent [4] with many variants of mechatronic flexible joint.  

The description naturally maps the applied forces (loading and actuating) FL and uF into the mechatronic flexible 
joint positions s  

                                                                                  (1) 

The mechatronic flexible joint positions s is described by the physical coordinates of the upper flange 10 with 
respect to the cartesian coordinates of the lower flange 11 (Figure 2). In this particular case it is just [x, y] 
coordinates of the center of the upper flange 10 and its rotation (angle) φ with respect to the lower flange 11 as 
the frame. In general case these are the relative physical coordinates between the subsequent flanges. 

It is described by LOLIMOT approach, that is an adaptive nonlinear description of input-output relation MFJ of 
a nonlinear system [2]. It is an adaptive nonlinear description of input-output relation of a nonlinear system [2]. 
The output y is described as a function of input u by summation of linear models with coefficients w and 
weighting Gaussian functions   
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    (2) 

The overall nonlinear function is replaced by local linear functions that are smoothened by Gaussian functions  
in weighted sum.  

Certainly it must be taken into account that this description of mechatronic flexible joint is quasi-static as the 
identification experiments are carried out quasi-statically. Similar problem but with dynamic identification 
experiments are at damper description [3]. 

The difficulty of this description is similar to dampers [3]. The description naturally maps the applied forces 
(loading and actuating) into the mechatronic flexible joint positions. This is however a difficulty for multibody 
modelling and simulation. The equations of motion are mapping the forces into the body accelerations, i.e. the 
opposite direction.  

3. Dynamic Model of Mechatronic Flexible Joint 
The simulation model is developed by the inverse of this mapping immediately or after the substitution of 
acceletations from the Newton-Euler law described in composite form [4].  

                                                                                  (3) 
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where IP is composite inertia matrix, aP composite acceleration, βP composite dynamic forces and FP external 
composite loading forces. The detailed formulas [4] are 

      (4) 

 

 

 

 
where aP is the acceleration of the point P, α is the angular acceleration, F and MP are the resulting force and 
moment at the point P, m is the body mass, d is the vector from the point P into the center of mass S, IS is the 
inertia matrix in the center of mass, ω is the angular velocity. 

Then the multibody simulation can be completed. The forces acting on the upper flange at point P (Figure 4) 
include the inertia forces in composite formulation 

                                                                     (5) 

Substituting the equation of motion (5) into the equation (1) for flexible joint description it is obtained 

                                                                  (6) 

This equation is then inverted or solved for the composite acceleration that is then integrated. However, in order 
to do it it is necessary to express the composite accelerations by the time derivatives of the relative physical 
coordinates of mutual positions of the subsequent flanges in the chain of flanges. 

 
Figure 4: The composite equations of motion assembled at flange point P 

The other approach is based on the direct inversion of the dependence (1) or the equation (6) 

                                                                 (7) 

This equation is simply resolved for the composite acceleration that is then integrated.  

                                                     (8) 

The composite accelerations must be expressed by the relative physical coordinates of mutual positions of the 
subsequent flanges in the chain. 

Both approaches lead to the description of composite acceleration of a body that is unified with the rigid flange 
of the mechatronic flexible joint. This enables to carry out the dynamic simulation of motion of mechatronic 
flexible joint similarly as the description of automotive dampers. 
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3.1. Planar Multibody System with Mechatronic Flexible Joints 
The simple planar example is in Figure 5. The used coordinates are  

                                                                                                    (9) 

 
Figure 5: Simple planar mechatronic flexible joint 

Then the expressions from (4) are 

      ω                                          (10) 

The result of integration of motion (8) of a simple example with cubic dependence in (1) and constant loading 
force is in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: Motion of simple planar mechatronic flexible joint 

The chain of planar bodies interconnected by mechatronic flexible joints (Figure 7) requires introducing the 
relative physical coordinates. These are the physical coordinates between two subsequent flanges (Figure 7) 

                                                                              (11) 

where the angle ϕi-1 is the angle between the subsequent coordinate systems 

                                                                     (12) 
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Figure 7: Simple planar mechatronic flexible joint 

The relative physical coordinates enable to describe the positions of all bodies in the kinematic chain by their 
transformation matrices 

                                                            (13) 

3.2. Spatial Multibody System with Mechatronic Flexible Joints 
The approach from plane can be extended into the space. The same way of kinematic description (used 
coordinates) is applicable to spatial cases. The used coordinates in the spatial cases are the mutual physical 
coordinates between the subsequent flanges in the chain, i.e. the [x, y, z] coordinates of the center of the flange 
and its rotation (cardan, Euler angles or quaternions) with respect to the previous flange as the frame. 

                                                                                          (14) 

                                                        (15) 

The formulation of equations of motion in (8) is the same. The relative physical coordinates enable to describe 
the positions of all bodies in the kinematic chain by their transformation matrices 

             (16) 

An interesting question is the computational efficiency of this formulation of equations of motion as the 
formultion of equations of motion by the composite description is the basis of recusive methods. However, they 
require some usage of relative coordinates that are not posiible to be used within the mixed force-geometric 
description (1) of the kinematics of mechatronic flexible joints. 

4. Conclusion 
The paper described the way of kinematical description of chain of bodies (rigid flanges) interconnected by the 
mechatronic flexible joints and the way of assembly and solution of corresponding equations of motion.  
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Abstract 
The general mathematical model of spatial linkages with one-degree-of-freedom is presented in the paper. These 
linkages are composed of two open-loop kinematic chains connected by means of spherical joint. The cut-joint 
technique is used to divide these linkages. The Rigid Finite Element Method (RFEM) in two approaches (classical 
and modified formulation) is used in order to include the flexibility of links. Joint coordinates and homogeneous 
transformation matrices are used to describe the structure of linkages. Equations of motion are derived by means 
of the Lagrange equations of the second kind. Additionally the recursive Newton-Euler algorithm is used to 
determine the joint forces and torques which are necessary to calculate friction forces (in prismatic joints) and 
torques (in revolute joints). Friction coefficients are determined using the LuGre friction model. As a special case 
of the general model, the RUSP linkage is presented in the paper. The linkage contains one flexible link (coupler). 
The friction is considered only in prismatic joint. Equations of motion are integrated using the Runge-Kutta method 
with fixed-step size. The Braun-Goldfalb method is used to stabilize the constraint equations. The results of 
numerical calculations show the influence of two approaches of the RFEM and friction on motion of the linkage 
and a calculation time. 

Keywords: dynamics analysis, spatial linkage, rigid finite element method, friction  

1. Introduction 
Linkages are example of a multibody systems with closed-loop kinematic chains and they can be analyzed using 
methods applied to modelling flexible multibody systems dynamics. It exists many different approaches for 
generating dynamics equations of motion of these systems and their solution. There are three main approaches 
taken from rigid-body multibody dynamics which can be applied to formulate dynamics equations of motion of 
the multibody systems with flexible links [1]: direct, recursive and composite [2-4]. Vampola and Valasek [4] show 
that composite approach is more efficient for systems with small number of bodies (about 50) in the chains and 
small number of the deformation modes than the recursive method.  

In the literature the approaches applied to modelling dynamics of the flexible links of the multibody systems can 
be divided into two main groups Floating Frame of Reference Formulations (FFRF) and inertial frame or global 
formulations [5]. The FFRF methods, due to their high computational efficiency, are widely used in flexible 
multibody dynamics. In these methods, the motion of a flexible body is considered as the superposition of small 
elastic deformations and a large amplitude rigid-body motion. Frequently the FFRF method is used together with 
component mode synthesis method in order to approximate the elastic deformations of the flexible link in the local 
frame [6]. Such approach allows us to reduce the size of the problem and eliminate higher frequency mode shapes 
from the model. The main disadvantage of such approach is linearization of a field of deformations and it can be 
applied only when small deformations occur. These limitations can be overcome by using substructuring strategy 
proposed by Wu and Haug [7]. The inertial frame formulations are derived from finite element method and they 
use the global inertial frame in order to describe positions and orientations of all the finite element nodes. There is 
no separation between the large rigid-body motion and local elastic displacements. The best known method from 
this group is the Absolute Nodal Coordinates Formulation (ANCF). In this formulation generalized coordinates 
vector contains global positions of nodes and global slopes as rotational parameters [8-11]. The ANCF method is 
suitable for modelling large deformation of flexible links. The main advantage of this formulation is the constant 
mass matrix. Comparison of the FFRF and ANCF methods for statics and dynamics problems is discussed in [12]. 
Application of the ANCF for beam elements with nonlinear material characteristics is presented in [13]. 

The rigid finite element method [14, 15] is applied to model flexibility of the links in this paper. In this method, 
flexible link is replaced by set of the rigid finite elements connected by massless spring-damping elements. The 
main advantage of this approach is the ability of application of the rigid-body formalism to model dynamics of the 
multibody systems with flexible links. This method has been successfully used to investigate dynamics of spatial 
linkages, manipulators, cranes, satellites [14-18]. It exists two approaches (classical and modified) of the RFEM 
which will be in details explained in further part of the paper. The RFEM allows us to model large deformations 
of the flexible links for materials with linear and nonlinear characteristics [18]. Very similar to RFEM is the finite 
segment method developed by Huston [19, 20] and Zahariev [21].  
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The main objective of the paper is to formulate general dynamics model of the spatial linkages with flexible links
and a friction in the joints as well as examine the use of the classical and modified approaches of the RFEM method 
to modelling flexibility of links. These approaches differ in the number of degrees-of-freedom of the finite 
elements, and thus the type of deformations which are taken into account during simulations. The influence of 
these factors and friction on the movement of the linkage and calculations time is analyzed in the paper. 

2. General Model of Spatial Linkage 
The general mathematical model of a spatial linkage with one-degree-of-freedom is presented in Fig. 1. This 
linkage contains neither redundant degrees-of-freedom (dof) nor passive constraints. The cut-joint technique is 
used in order to open closed kinematic chain. It is assumed that the linkage is divided in spherical joint. As a result 
two open-loop kinematic chains containing ( )

1,2

c
l c

n  links are obtained. It is assumed that links in the considered 

linkage can be flexible. The friction is taken into account in all joints of the linkage, except for spherical joint. 

 
 

Figure 1: General model of spatial linkage 

The Denavit-Hartenberg notation is used in order to describe the geometry of particular links in linkage [22]. 

The motion of chain c  is defined by means of the joint coordinates which are components of the following vector 

( )

( )

( , )( ) ( ) ( ,1) ( , )

1,2 1,...,

c TT T
l

c
dof

T
c nc c c c l

ic i n
qq q q q( )( ) TT T( )( ,1) (( , )( ,1) ( , )( )) TT) l,,( ,,(( , )( ,, , (1) 

where ( )c
dofn  is number of degree-of-freedom of chain c . 

The motion of link ( , )c l  in this chain is defined by vector 

( , )
( )

( , ) ( , ) ( , 1) ( , )
1,2

1,...,1, ,

T T

c l
c dof

l

T
c l c l c l c l

c i i nl n
qq q q

( ), ln,

( , )T( )( ,,(( , ) , (2) 

where ( ,0)cq . 
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The homogeneous transformation matrix from local coordinate system ( , )c l  to reference system ( ,0)c  is 
determined according to the following formula 

( )

( , ) ( , 1) ( , )
1,2
1, , c

l

c l c l c l
c
l n

T T T
( ), ln, ,

( , )( ,T , (3) 

where ( ,0)cT I . 

The chains’ equations of motion are derived using the Lagrange equations and the algorithms presented in [15, 23] 
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Such approach requires determination of the kinetic energy, potential energy (gravity forces, spring deformation 
of links), the Rayleigh dissipation function of the system, and non-potential generalized forces. 

The kinetic energy and potential energy of gravity forces of rigid link ( , )c l  are determined according to the 
following formulas 

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )1
tr

2
Tc l c l c l c l

kE T H T( , ) ( , ) ( , )T( , ) ( , ) ( ,, ) ( , ) ( ,T H T( , ) ( , )( , ) ( ,( , ) ( , ), ) ( ,( , ) ( , , (5) 

( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
, 2
c l c l c l c l

p g CE m gj T r , (6) 

where: ( , )c lH  is pseudo-inertia matrix, ( , )c lm  is link mass, g  is acceleration of gravity, 2 0 1 0 0j , ( , )c l
Cr  is 

vector of position of the mass centre. 

The rigid finite element method in the classical ( RFEMc ) [14, 15] and modified ( RFEMm ) [15] formulations are 
used to discretise the flexible links. In this method, flexible link ( , )c l  is replaced by the system of rigid finite 
elements (rfe) interconnected by means of spring-damping elements (sde). The procedure of the discretisation is 
done in two stages. The first stage, called the primary division (Fig. 2a), rely on dividing the beam of length ( , )c ll  
into ( , )c l

divn  sections of equal length ( , )c ld . In the second stage, called the secondary division (Fig. 2b), it is obtained 
a system of ( , )c l

rfen  rigid finite elements ( ( , ) ( , ) 1c l c l
rfe divn n ) of length 
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d
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 (7) 

which are interconnected by means of ( , ) ( , ) 1c l c l
sde rfen n  spring-damping elements. 
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Figure 2: Discretization of flexible link a) primary division, b) secondary division 

In classical formulation, the motion of ( , )1,...,
rfe ( , , ) c l

rfer n
c l r  is described in relation to its position in undeformed state 

(Fig. 3a), whilst in modified formulation with respect to rfe ( , , 1)c l r  (Fig. 3b). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Generalized coordinates describing of rfe( , , )c l r : a) RFEMc , b) RFEMm  

The generalized coordinates vector of ( , )1,...,
rfe ( , , ) c l

rfer n
c l r  has the form 
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The position and orientation of rfe ( , , )c l r  in system rfe ( , ,0)c l  are defined by the homogeneous transformation 
matrices 

( , )
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 (9) 

where: ( , , )c l r
u T  is constant matrix which describes position and orientation of rfe ( , , )c l r  in system rfe ( , ,0)c l when 

the link ( , )c l  is undeformed, 0 ( , , 1)c l rT  is matrix obtained by multiplication transformation matrices from ( , ,1)c lT( , ,1),,T  

to ( , , 1)c l rT( , , 1), ,, ,T . 

The potential energy of spring deformations and the Rayleigh dissipation function of link ( , )c l  are determined 
according to the following formulas 
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(11) 

where ( , , )c l sd  is deformations’ vector of sde( , , )c l s , ( , , )c l sS  and ( , , )c l sD  are stiffness and damping matrices of 
sde( , , )c l s , respectively. 

In order to determine joint forces and torques and further friction forces (in prismatic joints) and torques (in 
revolute joints), in each integration step of dynamics equations, the recursive Newton-Euler algorithm [22] is used. 
The friction coefficients are defined according to the LuGre friction model [24] and can be calculated as 
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where ( , )c jz  is deflection of the bristle in joint j , 
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c j  are stiffness, damping and viscous damping coefficients which describe the contact of the 
bristle, respectively, 

( , )c j
s , ( , )c j

k  are static and kinetic friction coefficients, respectively. 

When considering the system of ( )c
ln  links in chain c  the equations of motion can be written as follows 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )c c c c c c c
l fM q Q h g f s( ) (( ) (q Q( ) (( )( ) (( ) ( , (13) 

where: ( )cM  is mass matrix, ( )ch  is vector of centrifugal and Coriolis forces, ( )cg  is vector of gravity forces, ( )c
fs  

is vector of generalized forces containing friction forces and torques in joints, ( )c
lf  is vector of generalized forces 

resulting from deformations of the flexible links, ( )cQ  is vector of non-potential generalized forces. 

The constraint equations are formulated in order to determine the reaction forces in spherical joint 
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where 
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J . 
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After differentiating (14) twice with respect to time the constraint equations can be written in acceleration-level
form 
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The equations of motion of linkage can be written in the following form 
T

l fq

q

M Φ q Q h g f s
Φ 0 λ Γ

, (16) 
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(1) res
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0
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3. Numerical Simulations 
The methods described in the paper are applied to analyze dynamics of a spatial one-dof RSUP linkage (Fig. 4) 
[25]. It is assumed that link (2,3) (coupler) is flexible and other links are rigid. As mentioned in previous chapters 
for discretization of the flexible link the RFEM is applied. It is also assumed that friction phenomenon exists only 
in the slider and other joints are ideal.  

 
Figure 4: Analyzed RSUP linkage 

The crank is loaded by driving torque (1,1)
drt  and resistance torque (1,1)

rest  which courses are presented in Fig. 5. 

 
Figure 5: Assumed courses of driving and resistance torques 
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Closed-loop kinematic chain is eliminated by using the cut-joint technique in the place of the spherical joint S . 
For this joint additional constraint equations are formulated and appropriate reaction forces are introduced into 
dynamics equations of motion.  

The vector of generalized coordinates of the linkage with flexible coupler can be written in the following form 

(1) (2)T T T
q q q , (17) 

where: 

(1)q  is vector of generalized coordinates of chain 1, 

( 2,3)(2,3, )(2) (2,1) 3,0 (2,3,1) (2,3, )
TT T

rfenizq q q q(2 3 )( 2,3)
(2,3,1)

TT T(2 3 )(2,3,1)( , , ) (2,3, )( , )
)T) rfe(2,3,(2 3 f(2,3, )( , , )  is vector of generalized 

 coordinates of chain 2, which components are defined in formulae (8). 

Dynamics equations of motion of the linkage are derived according to the procedure described in the paper and 
finally can be presented in the following form 

(1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1) (1)

(2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)

(1) (2)

.
T T

f

l f

M 0 B q Q h g s
0 M B q h g f s

λ ΓB B 0

(1)(1)

(2)(2)(2)(2)  (18) 

Parameters of the analyzed RSUP linkage and its initial configuration are summarized in the Tab. 2.  

Table 2: Parameters and initial configuration of the RSUP linkage 

Link Length Cross section Initial configuration 

(1,1)  (1,1) 0.2 ml  CS28  (1,1) 90  

(2,1)  (2,1) 0.1ml  RS20 50  (2,1) 0.25mz  

(2,2)  (2,2) 0.1ml  CHS20 2.5  (2,2) 0  

(2,3)  (2,3) 0.5ml  CS28  (2,3) 30  

 

Parameters considered for the LuGre friction model are following: 

 static coefficient of friction (2,1) 0.2s , 

 kinetic coefficient of friction (2,1) 0.1k  

 Stribeck velocity (2,1) 10.1 m ssd (2,1) 0 1d , 

 stiffness coefficient (2,1) 3 -1
0 10 m , 

 damping coefficient (2,1) -1
1 5s m , 

 coefficient of viscosity (2,1) -1
2 0s m . 

In simulations it is assumed that stable value of the driving torque is (1,1)
,0 10 Nmdrt  and this value is reached in 

time 2sst . The angular velocity of the crank corresponding to the resistance torque (1,1) (1,1)
,0 ,0res drt t  is 

-1
0 9 rad s0 9 ra . Two cases are contrasted in this example; for case 1, friction in slider is neglected, whereas in 

case 2, friction phenomenon is taken into account. For all considered cases, the dynamics equations of motion are 
integrated using the Runge-Kutta of 4th order with the constant time step -510 sh . The Braun-Goldfarb method 
[26] is applied in order to eliminate constraint violations at the displacement and velocity level. Fig. 6 presents 
time courses of joint coordinates obtained for all links of the linkage.  
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Figure 6: Courses of values of displacements of joint coordinates 

It can be observed a significant influence of the friction phenomenon and the flexibility of the coupler on the 
motion of the linkage. When friction in slider is considered time courses of joint coordinates obtained from
RFEMm  are closer to those obtained from model with rigid links.  The difference between the courses obtained 
for both formulations of RFEM  shows that normal deformation of the link can’t be neglected when friction in the 
slider is considered. When the RFEMc  formulation of the the coupler is considered the stick phases are longer and 
the motion of the linkage is smoother. The CPU time of calculations obtained from rigid body model and both 
approaches of RFEM is presented in Fig. 7. All calculations were performed on Intel Core 2.5GHz i5-2450M 
processor.  
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Figure 7: Comparison of the CPU time of calculations 

In the case of RFEMc , the calculation time is considerably shorter than the RFEMm .  It results from the number 
of operations used when the transformation matrices of rfe ( , , )c l r  into the inertial system are generated. In the
RFEMc , the position of rfe ( , , )c l r  is directly defined with respect to rfe ( , ,0)c l , whereas in the RFEMm  the 
position of rfe ( , , )c l r  with respect to rfe ( , ,0)c l  is determined by multiplication of all transformation matrices 
from rfe ( , ,1)c l to rfe ( , , 1)c l r . 

4. Conclusions 
The general mathematical model for dynamics analysis of spatial linkages was presented in the paper. The rigid 
finite element method in classical RFEMc  and modified RFEMm  formulations were applied to model the 
flexibility of links. Friction phenomenon in joints was also taken into account. As a special case of the general 
model, the RSUP spatial linkage with flexible link (coupler) was considered. The friction was considered only in 
prismatic joint (slider). Results obtained from both formulations of the RFEM were discussed and compared. The 
carried out analysis shows significant influence of the flexibility of the coupler and friction in the slider on motion 
of the linkage. It can be seen that when friction in slider is neglected flexibility have no influence on motion of the 
linkage. In the case when friction is taken into account the flexibility accelerates the coupler motion.  Results show 
also that normal deformations of the flexible link can’t be neglected when friction in the slider is considered. It 
was shown that the calculations with using RFEMc  are faster than when the RFEMm is used. This is due to the 
number of operations performed during the transformation matrices determination. 
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Abstract 
Hyperelastic materials are widely used in soft robotics for their potential advantages of flexibility and efficiency 
in the complex work space. The large deformation during the motion will cause the variation of the stiffness 
matrix and lead to a change of kinematic behavior and accuracy of soft structures. In this context, the dynamic 
models for two hyperelastic constitutive models are established based on the absolute nodal coordinate 
formulation. The stiffness matrix of elastic material is also derived based on the generalized Hooke’s law as a 
comparative item. The kinematic and dynamic performances under external force are investigated for thin plates 
with various geometrical parameters and mechanical behaviors of materials. The results may provide the 
guidance for the mechanical design of soft machines. 

Keywords: ANCF, hyperelastic materials, kinematic and dynamic behaviors, external force  

1. Introduction 
The plate structures are widely used in the industrial soft robotics for their advantages of flexibility and light 
weight, soft robotics such as the caterpillar-inspired peristaltic robot [1] and the fish-shaped swimming machine 
[2] can work in some complex work space and tough working environment. The large deformation of the soft 
structures will cause the inaccuracy of the motion and the trajectory of the robotics when they are subjected to 
the external force. The kinematic and dynamic behaviors of structures subjected to external force are also of 
great significance for the performance of the soft machines 

In this study, the plate element is developed based on the absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF). The 
ANCF method is a nonincremental finite method proposed by Shabana [3] for the large rotation and deformation 
analysis of flexible bodies. Before ANCF, the main methods to study the kinematic motion and dynamic 
behaviors of soft structures in the case of deformations or rotations are the kineto-elasto dynamic analysis 
method (KED) and the floating frame of reference approach. The KED method uses a simple summation of the 
rigid-body motion and the elastic deformation of the structure, and neglect the coupling of these two motions, it 
is therefore not suitable for the case of large deformation. The floating frame of reference approach defines the 
position vector by a combination of the motion of the reference and the motion of the body with respect to the 
reference [4]; while it does not lead to a separation between the rigid-body motion and the elastic deformation. 
Comparing to these two traditional methods, the ANCF provides a solution with higher precision and better 
convergence [5]. For the method ANCF, all coordinates are defined in the global coordinate system, the nodal 
coordinate consists of the position coordinate and the slope coordinate, which describes the direction of the 
nodes in the deformations. The stiffness matrix is a function of the nodal coordinates, and it can be calculated 
accurately in every step of deformation of the structure. In 2001, Berzeni et al. [6] compared the method of 
ANCF and the floating frame of reference approach by applying these two methods in the analysis of the 
dynamic behaviors of a one-dimensional beam element, the result shows that ANCF method leads to a more 
accurate solution in the case of large deformation and rotation. In 1997, Shabana et al. [7] firstly proposed a 
three-dimensional plate element which contains 4 nodes, and proved that the ANCF method may lead to an 
accurate description of the plate element in the rigid body motion. In 2003, Mikkola and Shanaba [8] applied a 
non-incremental solution procedure for the large deformation analysis of three-dimensional plate and shell 
structures, considering the bending and shear deformations of plates, and imposing the continuity conditions on 
all the displacement gradients.  

Materials such as silicone rubber and polymer materials are widely used in soft robotics, which present features 
of large deformation and infinite degree of freedom. For these materials, the strain-stress relation is no longer 
linear, instead of their constitutive models are described based on the strain energy function. Materials with these 
characters are called hyperelastic materials. In 1946, Treloar [9] proposed a novel material model based on the 
traditional Hookean linear model, called Neo-Hookean model. This model is widely applied to describe the 
compressible and incompressible rubber materials. In 1948, Rivlin [10] proposed a Mooney-Rivlin formulation 
of the energy density function, based on the assumption of the homogeneity and isotropy of the rubber materials. 
In 1993, Yeoh [11] proposed a Yeoh strain energy function, described by the invariant of displacement tensor. In 
this model, the shear modulus is no longer a constant, and its value changes with respect to the deformation. In 
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2007, Maqueda and Shabana [12] investigated the dynamic behaviors of a flexible beam element with large 
deformation by applying the materials’ non-linearity. The matrix of the elastic forces is calculated in terms of the 
Neo-Hookean compressible model, Neo-Hookean incompressible model and the Mooney-Rivlin incompressible 
model, A penalty term for the energy density function is introduced to impose the incompressibility in the 
simulation of the incompressible material models.  

In this paper, the dynamic model of a flexible plate structure is firstly establishes based on the ANCF method, in 
which the sinusoidal external force is considered. The matrix of the elastic forces is calculated by using different 
constitutive models. In the simulations for this plate structure, the kinematic and dynamic behaviors of different 
material models are compared under the external force. The element size and the modulus of elasticity of the 
plate are changed in the simulations to study the influence of the geometrical and material parameters to the 
performance of the plate structure.  

2. Dynamic Modeling of the Plate Structure 

2.1. Kinematic Description Based on ANCF 
In this study, a three-dimensional plate element is employed, and is shown in Fig. 1. The length, width and the 
thickness of the plate are noted as a, b and t. All coordinates are defined in the global coordinate system O-XYZ 
according to the ANCF. Whereas O-xyz is the local coordinate system attached in the plate, which is used to 
describe the relative position of an arbitrary point. The plate element contains four nodes noted as A, B, C and D. 
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Figure 1: ANCF plate element 

Every node in this element contains 3 position coordinates and 9 slope coordinates. For the node i, the coordinate 
is defined as 

TT T T
T i i i

i i x y z
r r r

e r                                                           (1) 

where ir indicates the position coordinate of the nodes, / ( , , )i k k x y zr  indicates the slope coordinate. 
Therefore, the absolute nodal coordinate of plate element is described as 

TT T T T
A B C De e e e e .                                                               (2) 

The coordinate of the nodes in the plate element may be described by using interpolation polynomials with high-
order shape function and is shown as 

2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

0 1 2 3 4 5

a a x a y a z a xz a yz a xy a x a y a x a y a x y a y x a xyz a x y a xy
b b x b y b z b xz b yz b xy b x b y b x b y b x y b y x b xyz b x y b xy
c c x c y c z c xz c yz

r Se
2 2 3 3 2 2 3 3

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15c xy c x c y c x c y c x y c y x c xyz c x y c xy

 

(3) 

where S  is the shape function matrix, which can be written as 

1 2 3 4 14 15 16[ ]S S S S S S SS I I I I I I I1414                                         (4) 

here, I  is the 3×3 identity matrix, and i ( 1, 2,...,16)S i  is denoted as 
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               (5) 

where / , / , / .x a y b z t  

2.2. Mass Matrix of the Plate Element 
The mass matrix of the plate element can be calculated according to the formulation of kinetic energy. The 
global velocity of an arbitrary point is presented by differentiating the equation (3) with respect to time as 

r Ser Se                                                                                  (6) 

Therefore, the kinetic energy of the plate element can be calculated as 

1 1 1
2 2 2V V

dV dVTT TT r r Se Se e Me11 T111 Se e MedVdVdVdVdVdV T1dVdV 1
                                   (7) 

where  is the material density of the, V  is the element volume, and M  is the constant mass matrix derived 
as 

V
dVTM S S                                                              (8) 

2.3. Stiffness Matrix of the Plate Element 
According to the continuum mechanics, the basic strain variables are defined, by the change of the length of the 
line elements. A differential line element dr in the current configuration is written as 

d d drr x J x
x

,                                                                   (9) 

where J  is the matrix of position vector gradients, also called Jacobian matrix, r  is the position vector of an 
arbitrary point in the current configuration, and x  is the position vector of an arbitrary point in the reference 
configuration. By using the equation (3), the Jacobian matrix can be described as 

1 1 1

2 2 2

3 3 3

x y z

x y z

x y z

S e S e S e
rJ S e S e S e
x

S e S e S e
,                                                     (10) 

where ix i xS S , iy i yS S , iz i zS S , and iS  is the thi  row of the shape function matrix. The 
Green-Lagrange strain tensor ε  can be written as 

T T T

T T T T

T T T

1
1 1 1
2 2

1

a d e

d b f

e f c

e S e e S e e S e
ε J J I e S e e S e e S e

e S e e S e e S e
,                               (11) 

 

where 
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                                   (12) 

Since the strain tensor is a symmetric matrix, it can be written as 
T

1 2 3 4 5 62 2 2aε ,                                           (13) 

where  

T T T
1 2 3

T T T
4 5 6

1 2 , 1 2 , 1 2 ,

2 , 2 , 2.

a b c

d e f

e S e e S e e S e

e S e e S e e S e
                      (14) 

For elastic materials, according to the generalized Hooke’s law, the stress component at any point in the element 
are linear function of the strain component. Therefore, the stress tensor can be described by the Green-Lagrange 
strain tensor and an elastic coefficient as  

:σ E ε .                                                                      (15) 

In this equation, σ  and ε  are, respectively, the second order stress and strain tensors, and E  is the fourth-order 
tensor of the matrix of the elastic coefficients, which can be written in the case of an homogeneous isotropic 
material by using the Lame’s constants as 

2
2

2
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

symmetric

E ,                           (16) 

where 
1 1 2

E
, 

2 1

E
, E is the modulus of elasticity and  is the Poisson ratio.  

The virtual work caused by elastic forces of element is expressed as 

0 0

T
0 0

1 1: d d
2 2V V

U V Vσ ε ε Eε ,                                          (17) 

here, 0V  is the volume of the element in the reference configuration. The generalized elastic force is calculated: 

0

T

0d
T

V

U VεQ Eε K e
e e

,                                       (18) 

where K  is the stiffness matrix of the element and expressed as 

1 2 32 4K K K K ,                                             (19) 

where 
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1 1 1 1
4

T T T
a a b b c cV

dVK e S e S e S e S e S e S  

2 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1
4

T T T
a b c b a c c a bV

dVK e S e S S e S e S S e S e S S    (20) 

3 1 1 1
1
4

T T T
d d e e f fV

dVK e S e S e S e S e S e S  

and  
T T T

1 1 1

T T T

1 1 1

, , ,

, , .

a a a b b b c c c

d d d e e e f f f

S S S S S S S S S

S S S S S S S S S
                       (21) 

2.4. Elastic Forces Based on the Hyperelastic Materials 
According to the continuum mechanics, the material is termed hyperelastic if the stresses can be derived from a 
stored energy function; The linear stress-strain relation can no longer be used for these materials, especially in 
the case of large deformations. In this study, the Neo-Hookean material and the Mooney-Rivlin materials are 
applied to investigate the dynamic behaviors of a hyperelastic plate.  

The Neo-Hookean material model is developed for the large deformation analysis, its constitutive equations are 
obtained based on the energy density function as 

2
1 3 ln ln

2 2NHCW I J J .                                          (22) 

In this equation,  and  are Lame’s constants, 1I  can be defined as the trace of the right Cauchy-Green 

deformation tensor C : 

T
1 ( )I tr trC J J ,                                                         (23) 

whereas J  is the determinant of the Jacobian matrix: 

detJ J J .                                                              (24) 

Therefore, the generalized elastic forces matrix based on the Neo-Hookean materials can be calculated by 
differentiating the energy density function with respect to the nodal coordinates e  as 

( ( )) ln
2

NHC
NHC

W tr J J
J

CQ
e e e

.                                 (25) 

For incompressible materials, the determinant of the Jacobian matrix 1J J . Therefore, the energy density 
function for incompressible materials can be given as 

1 3
2NHIW I .                                                              (26) 

In order to impose the incompressibility condition of the material models, the technique of Lagrange multipliers 
or the penalty method can be applied. In this study, the penalty method is chosen for the efficiency of the 
calculation. If the penalty method is used, the preceding energy density function may be modified by including 
the penalty energy function PU  as 

1 3
2NHI PW I U .                                                         (27) 

In this case, the penalty function in this equation is given by 

21 1
2PU k J ,                                                              (28) 
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k  is the stiffness coefficient and defined as 1 GPak . Therefore, for the Neo-Hookean incompressible 
materials, the generalized elastic force can be expressed as 

( ( )) ( 1)
2

NHI
NHI

W tr Jk JCQ
e e e

.                                      (29) 

The Mooney-Rivlin material model are widely applied in a general form of the strain energy function for 
incompressible rubber materials. The strain energy function is given by 

22
1 2 3

0 0 1

13 3 1
N N N ki j

MRC ij
i j k k

W C I I I
d

, 00 0C .                           (30) 

For incompressible materials, the third invariant 2
3 det( ) 1I JC . So the preceding equation can be 

simplified as 

1 1 2 23 3MRIW C I C I ,                                                       (31) 

where 1, , ,ij kC d N C  and 2C  are constants, 1I  and 2I  can be expressed as 

2 2
1 2 1

1( ),   ( )
2

I tr I I trC C .                                                     (32) 

The same penalty energy function PU  is introduced in the energy density function of the incompressible 
materials 

1 1 2 23 3MRI PW C I C I U ,                                                 (33) 

and the elastic force can be computed as 
2

2
1 2

( ( )) ( ( ))( ( )) ( 1)
2

MRI
MRI

W Ctr tr JC C tr k JC CQ C
e e e e

.              (34) 

2.5. Dynamic Formulations of the Plate Element 
The dynamic model of the system can be expressed based on the Newton-Euler equation as 

T ,

, ,
a

t
eMe Ke Q ψ λ 0

ψ e 0

e Ke
                                                             (35) 

where M  is the mass matrix of the element, Q  is the elastic forces, K  is the stiffness matrix, and aQ  is the 
generalized external forces, which can be formulated by using the shape function matrix and the vector of the 
external forces as a

T TQ F S .  is the Lagrange multiplier, eψ  is the Jacobian matrix of the constraints. 
Equation (35) can be solved by using the numerical computational methods, the displacement, velocity and the 
acceleration of an arbitrary point can be calculated. 

3. Analysis of the Dynamic Behaviors with External Forces 

3.1. Comparison of the Deformation of the Plate under Different Material Models 
A flexible pendulum plane is employed to study the kinematic and dynamic behavior of plate structures; Side 
AD is fixed with a revolute joint, while side BC is subjected to a sinusoidal force of 10 sin(8 )F t and 
shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Flexible pendulum plane with the force sinusoidal 

The plane is initially horizontal with zero velocity. The length, width and thickness of the plane is, 0.6m, 0.3m 
and 0.01m, respectively. The material is homogeneous and isotropic, and the density is 1300kg/m3. In the 
simulation, for the generalized Hookean material model, the modulus of elasticity 1 MPaE , the Poisson ratio 

0.3 ; for the Neo-Hookean material model, the Lame’s constant 0.2 MPa , the stiffness coefficient 
1 GPak ; for the Mooney-Rivlin material model, the constants 1 0.4825 MPaC , 2 0.1206 MPaC , and 
1 GPak . 

The total period of the simulation is 0.5s, Figure 3 presents the deformations of plates based on different material 
models at various time, here the time increment is 0.05s. The deformations of these 3 plate elements show some 
similarities. At the first 0.05s, the displacement of the side BC of plate using Hookean model is greater than that 
with hyper-elastic materials. It shows that the response driven by the external force of Hookean material is more 
sensitive than the hyper-elastic materials. 

 

   
 (a) Hookean material model             (b) Neo-Hookean material model          (c) Mooney-Rivlin material model 

Figure 3: Deformed shape of the plate at different time steps 

3.2. Kinematic and Dynamic Behavior of the Plates with Different Geometrical 
Parameters 

The dynamic behaviors of the plate structure with different material models subjected to an external periodic 
force is investigated in the preceding simulation. In this section, the influence of the geometrical parameters on 
the kinematic and dynamic behaviors of the plate under external force is studied by changing the sizes of the 
plate structures. Based on the original plate structure model 0.6 0.3 0.01m m m , the thickness and the length-
width ratio maintain the same, whereas the length and width are 5 times as 3 1.5 0.01m m m . All the other 
parameters such as materials’ constants, the force sinusoidal and the period of simulation are the same as those in 
the preceding simulations. The deformations of plate at various time are shown in Figure 4. The results show that 
the deformations of plates turn slighter with the increase of the size.  

 
(a) Hookean material model                 (b) Neo-Hookean material model           (c) Mooney-Rivlin material model 

Figure 4: Deformed shape of the plate of 3 1.5 0.01m m m  at different time step 

The displacement of node B along the Z axis is shown in the Figure 5. The displacement of the free edge of the 
plate decreased greatly with the increase of the geometrical parameters. Meanwhile, the displacement of node B 
presents a periodic fluctuation at a certain level instead of continuing to increase with respect to time.  
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 (a) Hookean material model              (b) Neo-Hookean material model           (c) Mooney-Rivlin material model 

Figure 5: Displacement of node B with respect to time 

3.3. Kinematic and Dynamic Behavior of the Plates with Different Material 
Parameters 

In this section, the influence of the material parameters on the kinematic and dynamic behaviors of plate with 
external force is investigated by changing the material constants of the plates. The size of the plate, the 
magnitude of the external force and the period of simulation are the same as those in the preceding case. For the 
plate by using generalized Hookean material model, the modulus of elasticity changes from 1 MPaE  to 

0.1 MPaE , the Poisson ratio is 0.3 . For the plate of Neo-Hookean material model, the Lame’s constant 
changes from 0.2 MPa  to 0.02 MPa , the stiffness coefficient maintains 1 GPak . For the plate of 
Mooney-Rivlin material model, the material constants change from 

1 0.48 MPaC , 2 0.12 MPaC  to 

1 0.048 MPaC , 2 0.012 MPaC , and the stiffness coefficient maintains 1 GPak . The deformations of 
the plates at various time are shown in Figure 6. The results show that the deformations of the plates turn less 
stable with the decrease of the Young modulus of materials. 

 
 (a) Hookean material model                (b) Neo-Hookean material model           (c) Mooney-Rivlin material model 

               (E=0.1 MPa)                                             (μ=0.02 MPa)                                          (C1=0.048 MPa) 

Figure 6: Deformed shape of the plate at different time steps 

The Figure 7 presents the displacements of node B with respect to time. The displacements of the free side of 
these three different material model plates maintain the increasing trend under the external force, whereas the 
fluctuations of the displacements turn more unstable with the decrease of the elastic modulus. The change of the 
material parameter has a less effect on the incompressible Mooney-Rivlin material model.  
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(a) Hookean material model                 (b) Neo-Hookean material model           (c) Mooney-Rivlin material model 

Figure 7: Displacement of node B with respect to time 
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4. Conclusion 
In this study, the dynamic model of a plate structure is developed based on the absolute nodal coordinate 
formulation. Elastic material model and two hyperelastic material models are applied to the plate structure, and 
the matrices of the elastic forces are derived based on their constitutive equations. A flexible pendulum plane is 
used in the simulations executed by Matlab. The kinematic and dynamic behaviors of a plate structure with 
external force are investigated under different geometrical and material parameters. Some conclusions can be 
drawn as follows. 

1. The kinematic and dynamic performance of plate structures with three different constitutive models are 
affected by the geometrical parameters when it is subjected to external force. The increase of the size of 
the plate leads to a reduction of the deformations during the elastic motions, and the displacement of the 
free side presents a periodic fluctuation at a certain level instead of increasing with respect to time; 

2. The material parameters also affect the performance of the plate structure under the external force. The 
deformations of three material model plates change little with the decrease of the material’s modulus of 
elasticity, whereas the fluctuations of the free side’s displacements turn more unstable. The change of 
the material parameter has a lesser impact on the incompressible Mooney-Rivlin material model.   

3. The kinematic and dynamic behaviors of the elastic material plate and the hyperelastic material plate 
show some similarities. Nevertheless, the response driven by external force of the hyperelastic material 
plate is less sensitive than that of the elastic material plate. 
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Abstract 
Reliable numerical simulations of a multitude of multibody systems require proper modeling of contacts between 
elements of the considered system. Generic multibody dynamics simulation codes should be able to account for 
the transition from the short time duration impacts toward a prolonged contact between bodies possibly 
occurring afterwards. In the literature, methods based on Hunt and Crossley approach [5, 6] have been 
considered. However, it appears that those approaches are not suitable for generic multibody dynamics code 
implementation due to their dependence on the pre-impact velocity appearing in the denominator. The need to 
monitor and store pre-impact velocities may lead to cumbersome manipulations. Moreover, in multibody 
systems bodies are often in contact before separation and subsequent impact, after which they again may stay 
stationary. A contact force model published recently by Xiong et al. [7] doesn’t explicitly refer to the impact 
velocity, it doesn’t produce ‘sticky’ contact forces, and it allows for non-zero indentation at the separation of the 
impacting bodies. The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the applicability of the new contact force 
model for selected materials and body shapes, and to establish a strategy to identify the parameters appearing in 
the contact force expression. The model has been implemented in the multibody dynamics simulation code MSC 
ADAMS, and two types of tests have been carried out. Together with the typical ball drop experiments, an 
alternative method has also been used, based on the modified Kolsky bar apparatus. The results of experimental 
validation of the new contact force model are presented in the paper, followed by the discussion on its 
application range. 

Keywords: contact-impact events, viscoelastic force models, impact testing, multibody dynamics simulation 

1. Introduction 
Conducting reliable numerical simulations of the numerous multibody systems require proper modeling of 
contacts between elements of the considered system. In a general sense, modeling contacts between bodies 
involve both a continuous process occurring over a finite time and a short time events taking place when the 
bodies collide, i.e. during impacts. The reason for that is that generic multibody dynamics simulation codes 
should be able to account for the transition from the short time duration impacts toward a prolonged contact 
between bodies possibly occurring afterwards.  

In the literature, there is a considerable amount of information on modeling contact phenomena, with only 
selected items cited here, such as, for example, published books [1, 2] and review papers [3, 4]. In the next 
section of this paper, a brief review of the existing approaches for contact force modeling [1-6] will focus on 
issues related to their implementation for multibody dynamics simulations. After that, a new approach recently 
published by Xiong et al. [7] will be presented that avoids most of the aforementioned difficulties. The main 
purpose of this paper is to investigate the applicability of the new contact force model as compared to previous 
approaches, and to establish a strategy to experimentally identify the parameters appearing in the contact force 
expression.  

Typical experiments used to validate the contact force models involve a ball falling onto a solid surface, with 
contact force measurements carried out directly through a piezoelectric element installed on top of the surface 
[8] or indirectly with an accelerometer mounted to the ball [9]. The former approach, with direct contact force 
measurement, has been used in the experimental study reported in this paper. In the research related to the topic 
of this paper, together with the ball drop experiments, also and alternative method is being used, based on a 
modified Kolsky bar apparatus [10] available at York University. Those experiments are still ongoing and the 
results will be discussed in future communications.  

The comparison of the Xiong model [7] with the existing Hunt and Crossley model [5] correlation to test results 
will be presented. The discussion at the end of the paper will summarize the results of the experimental 
validation of the Xiong contact force model, followed by the comments on its application range.  
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2. Commonly Used Contact Force Models 
The most notable approach for contact modeling is based on Hertz theory [1, 2]. The pure elastic contact force 
model defines the force through a nonlinear power function , with K denoting the contact stiffness 
parameter and n the power exponent of the indentation δ between contacting bodies. Both K and n depend on the 
material and geometric properties of the contacting bodies. The early Hertz model didn’t account for energy 
dissipation during impact, and that is why subsequent approaches aimed at adding damping effects to the contact 
force definition. The simplest Kelvin and Voigt approach combines a linear spring (n=1) and a linear damper 
with damping coefficient D to define the contact force as . As pointed out in the literature [3], 
although the Kelvin Voigt model can be used for some low speed impacts, it does not represent the nonlinear 
nature of the impact and also produces a discontinuous force at the onset of the impact when parts collide with a 
non-zero velocity. It also produces a ’sticky’ contact force: non-zero attraction during part separation. A more 
elaborate approach, proposed by Hunt and Crossley [5], avoids the aforementioned inconsistencies. It uses Hertz 
theory in the elastic portion of the contact force expression, and a nonlinear damping term related to the 
coefficient of restitution cr and the impact velocity : 

                  (1) 

A modification of the Hunt and Crossley model proposed by Lankarani and Nikravesh [6] introduces a hysteresis 
damping factor obtained by relating the kinetic energy loss by the impacting bodies to the energy dissipated in 
the system due to internal damping. Their contact force model takes the form: 

. A number of similar approaches can be find in the literature, with varying definitions of the damping term 
in function of cr and , each bringing certain improvements for particular impact conditions [3, 4]. It is known 
that they provide good predictions if coefficients of restitution are sufficiently high. All those approaches, 
however, are not suitable for generic multibody dynamics code implementation due to their dependence on the 
pre-impact velocity  appearing in the denominator. Numerical problems may arise for small impact 
velocities, and the need to monitor and store pre-impact velocities may lead to cumbersome manipulations. 
Moreover, in multibody systems bodies are often in contact before separation and subsequent impact, after which 
they again may stay stationary. Not sure what values of  should be used in the contact force equation in such 
cases. 

3. New Contact Force Model 
A recently published by Xiong et al. [7] contact force model avoids some of the above mentioned limitations. It 
doesn’t explicitly refer to the impact velocity, it doesn’t produce ‘sticky’ contact forces, and it allows for non-
zero indentation at the separation of the impacting bodies. The new model is defined by the following 
equations [7]: 

max             (2a) 

      max        (2b) 

Apart of stiffness K there are four constants used in the model:  determines the nonlinearity of the force-
indentation relationship (similar to parameter n in Eq. (1)),  and  are damping parameters, and 

 is a tuning parameter. The variable a(t) is an internal state. The effects of model parameter changes have been 
investigated [7]; it appears that  determines the residual indentation and the slope of the force profile in 
function of time at the beginning of impact, influences the roundedness of the contact force – indentation 
curve, and  influences the overall shape of that curve.  

The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the applicability of the new contact force model (2) for selected 
materials and body shapes, and to establish a strategy to identify the parameters appearing in the contact force 
expression. The model described in Eq. (2) has been implemented in the multibody dynamics simulation code 
MSC ADAMS. The contact element computes the contact force through a user written subroutine, getting the 
local deformation between interacting bodies from ADAMS Solver. The implementation of the model (2) in the 
commercially available code is relatively easy because, as opposed to the Hunt-Crossley model (1), the impact 
velocity  does not appear in Eq. (2). 

4. Experimental Identification of Contact Model Parameters 
Typical experiments used to validate contact force models involve a ball falling onto a solid surface, with contact 
force measurements carried out directly through a piezoelectric element installed on top of the surface [8] or 
indirectly with an accelerometer mounted to the ball [9]. The ball drop experiments with the direct contact force 
measurement have been used in the study reported in this paper. The test apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. Apart of 
the high sampling rate contact force measurements, an optional high speed camera can be used to record the 
rebound height. The vacuum valve is used to release the ball without any initial perturbations. The indentation of 
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the ball during the impact is evaluated from the Newton’s second law by double integration of the deceleration: 
a(t) = -F(t)/m+g, with F(t) denoting the measured contact force profile and m – the mass of the ball. The balls 
used for experiments were made from various materials, and all of them had diameter of 19.05 mm. The drop 
height varied from 133.14 mm to 207.72 mm, resulting in impact velocities ranging from 1.62 m/s to 2.02 m/s.  

 

 
Figure 1: Ball drop experiment setup 

For the research described in this paper, together with the ball drop experiments, and alternative method is also 
used, based on a modified Kolsky bar apparatus [10] available at York University. The Kolsky bar test fixture, 
also called the split Hopkinson pressure bar, is composed of a striker bar, an incident bar and a transmission bar 
(Fig. 2). The specimen is sandwiched between the incident bar and the transmission bar. The impact of the striker 
on the end of the incident bar generates a longitudinal compressive wave in the incident bar propagating through 
the specimen to the transmission bar. The strain gages mounted on the incident and the transmission bars monitor 
the wave propagation, allowing to compute the strain rate, strain and stress histories in the specimen, together 
with relative displacements and forces on both ends of the specimen. In order to increase the precision of 
measurements and to allow for dynamic characterization of softer materials, modifications to the original Kolsky 
bar were introduced [10], involving a pair of quartz crystal force transducers at the specimen ends of the incident 
and transmission bars (Fig. 2). A pulse shaping technique was also implemented, aimed at modifying the incident 
loading pulse in order to control the deformation strain rate and the inertia effects in the specimen.  
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Figure 2: Schematic view of a modified Kolsky bar setup 

The results of experimental validation of the contact force models (1) and (2) parameters using the ball drop tests 
are presented below. The experiments involving the Kolsky bar are still ongoing and will be the subject of 
forthcoming publications.  

4.1. Ball Drop Experiments 
A Matlab routine was developed to fit the analytical force models to test results. Function lsqcurvefit was used, 
based on the nonlinear curve fitting in the least-squares sense. Analytical force vs time curve was fit to measured 
contact force profile, with bounds imposed on parameter values. Exemplary plots for the polypropylene ball drop 
test are shown in Fig. 3. Together with the Xiong model parameters, also the parameters of the Hunt and 
Crossley model were identified. The results are summarized below. 

• Case H1: Drop height = 205.55 mm, impact velocity = 2.008 m/s 

• Xiong model parameters [K, γ, λ, β1, β2] – units [N/mmλ, 1/s, no unit, s, s/mmλ]  

• [2228.93905655277   62305.04640047275   1.03535450204   0.00000317341  0.00093120519] 

• Hunt and Crossley model parameters [K, n, cr] – units [N/mmn, no unit, no unit]     

• [34954.82872179526   1.94130631719   0.37231119198] 

   
Figure 3: Plots for the polypropylene ball drop tests and model parameter fitting 

As seen in the plots in Fig. 3, it is possible to achieve a perfect fit for the Xiong contact force model. The 
residual penetration at contact end is also present. However, the Hunt and Crossley model cannot match the force 
versus time nor the force versus penetration curves, which is especially visible for the given soft material 
producing a low coefficient of restitution. There is no residual penetration for that model, which is an obvious 
feature that can be seen after looking at the term associated with the penetration δ in equation (1).  

Next results are for the harder ball – made from nylon. Curve fitting results are presented below, and the 
associated plots are in Fig. 4.  

• Case H2: Drop height = 133.14 mm, impact velocity = 1.616 m/s 

• Xiong model parameters [K, γ, λ, β1, β2] – units [N/mmλ, 1/s, no unit, s, s/mmλ]  

• [17736.1137895540   711048.2316629134   1.5408901535   0.0000016310  0.0000608915] 

• Hunt and Crossley model parameters [K, n, cr] – units [N/mmn, no unit, no unit]     

• [16223.65833253576   1.50453367604   0.92347891246] 
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Figure 4: Plots for the nylon ball drop tests and model parameter fitting 

Again, for the harder nylon ball, it is possible to achieve a perfect fit for the Xiong contact force model. With the 
higher coefficient of restitution, the Hunt and Crossley model also matches much better the force versus time and 
the force versus penetration curves, with the exception of not showing the small residual penetration at the ball 
rebound.  

For the steel ball, both the Xiong and Hunt and Crossley models perform well, due to the coefficient of 
restitution reaching 1.0, as shown below and in Fig. 5. In that case, with both β1 and β2 damping parameters in 
Eq. (2) equal 0, both models are represented by the same relationships.  

• Case H1: Drop height = 207.72 mm, impact velocity = 2.018 m/s 

• Xiong model parameters [K, γ, λ, β1, β2] – units [N/mmλ, 1/s, no unit, s, s/mmλ]  

• [24113.3392327060   391766.3209538169   1.4365688565   0.0  0.0] 

• Hunt and Crossley model parameters [K, n, cr] – units [N/mmn, no unit, no unit]     

• [24113.40956910084   1.43657122355   1.0] 

   
Figure 5: Plots for the steel ball drop tests and model parameter fitting 

4.2. Impact Velocity Effects 
From the practical application perspective, question can be raised about the range of application of the identified 
model parameters, For example, can the model parameters associated with a particular impact velocity be used 
for another impact velocity. The results shown below for the polypropylene ball show potential problems for 
both analytical models considered here.  

• Xiong model parameters [K, γ, λ, β1, β2] – units [N/mmλ, 1/s, no unit, s, s/mmλ]  

• Case H3: Drop height = 180.15 mm, impact velocity = 1.880 m/s 

• [3315.60853165771   69718.78285382978   1.10590477948   0.00000303741  0.00076462076] 

• Compared to model with H1 parameters: Drop height = 205.55 mm, impact velocity = 2.008 m/s 

• [2228.93905655277   62305.04640047275   1.03535450204   0.00000317341  0.00093120519] 

   
Figure 6: Plots for the polypropylene ball drop tests with case H3 impact velocity 
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In Fig.6, for Case H3 impact velocity, two sets of model parameters were used: one identified for the same 
impact velocity, and another from Case H1 carried out with higher impact velocity. As seen above, the 
parameters in the contact force model differ between those two cases, and the resulting curves have noticeably 
different shapes. This issue will have to be further investigated, with potential consequences regarding model 
applicability for generic multibody dynamics simulations.  

Similar differences do occur for the Hunt and Crossley contact force model. It’s not only the coefficient of 
restitution cr, but also the contact stiffness K and the penetration exponent n do vary with the impact velocity – 
as shown below: 

• Hunt and Crossley model parameters [K, n, cr] – units [N/mmn, no unit, no unit]     

• H1: Drop height = 205.55 mm, impact velocity = 2.008 m/s 

• [34954.82872179526   1.94130631719   0.37231119198] 

• H3: Drop height = 180.15 mm, impact velocity = 1.880 m/s 

• [29497.03593724362   1.80358934363   0.52227197440] 

5. Conclusions 
The new contact force model [7] has notable advantages over typical Hunt and Crossley type models for 
multibody dynamics simulations. It doesn’t explicitly refer to the impact velocity, it doesn’t produce ‘sticky’ 
contact forces, and it allows for non-zero indentation at the separation of the impacting bodies. In the paper, a 
strategy to identify the parameters [K, γ, λ, β1, β2] of this model has been successfully implemented. It has been 
shown that the model performs well also for softer materials – while Hunt and Crossley type models cannot 
match the measured force – indentation curves for those materials. As demonstrated, for hard plastics and steel 
both models converge to produce similar force characteristics. Multibody implementation issues still remain in 
place for Hunt and Crossley type models; notably, because they explicitly include the impact velocity in the 
denominator. Experimental investigations are still ongoing, and they include a novel way of impact testing 
selected materials and body shapes using the Kolsky (also called the split Hopkinson) bar apparatus. A pulse 
shaping technique used with the Kolsky bar allows to produce the impact force profiles of different shapes as 
compared to the ball drop test setups used so far.  

Initial observations of the results presented in the paper indicate that model parameters identified for a particular 
impact velocity do not provide good fit for other impact velocities. It was noticed for both Xiong [7] and Hunt 
and Crossley [5, 6] type models when applied to softer materials. If confirmed, this may call for a significant 
reevaluation of the contact force models developed for such materials.  
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Abstract
Contact simulations with reduced flexible multibody systems can be used for an efficient analysis of the system be-

havior before and after impact. Due to the reduced elastic description of the bodies the numerical efficiency can be

enhanced but the accuracy could decrease. For investigating the dynamical behavior before and after impact, an exact

reproduction of the global motion as well as the local deformation in the contact area is required. Therefore, using

static shape functions in the contact area is important for capturing the local deformation. However, due to the high

eigenfrequencies introduced by these static shape functions, the numerical stiffness increases and thus the numerical

efficiency decreases. Hence, the focus of this work is on the efficient contact simulation in reduced flexible multibody

simulations using static shape functions. At first, the influence of damping the high frequency parts of the equations of

motion on the numerical efficiency is investigated. Therefore, the determination of the required damping parameters is

discussed through numerical experiments. Secondly, an approach using a quasi-static contact submodel is presented in

this work. Results show that both approaches can be used for an efficient and accurate impact simulation.

Keywords: flexible multibody systems, impacts, damping, quasi-static, submodel, normal contact, penalty method

1. Introduction
In the development process of mechanical systems, computer aided simulations are frequently used to investigate the

global dynamic behavior of the system. Thus, the number of costly experiments and prototypes can be reduced. Since

lightweight structures and growing working speeds become increasingly important, elastic deformations or vibrations

may occur. For the efficient dynamical analysis of the global motion of such mechanical systems, flexible multibody

systems (FMBS) are frequently used. If the system’s structural deformations remain small compared to the rigid body

motion, the floating frame of reference (FFoR) formulation, see [1, 2], is a common choice for the description of

flexible bodies. Using the FFoR formulation, the motion of a single body is separated in a large nonlinear displacement

and rotation of the reference frame and small linear elastic deformations with respect to this reference frame.

As a result of impacts, the rigid body motion changes and structural vibrations as well as high frequency vibration phe-

nomena may occur in the colliding bodies. Usually, the finite element (FE) method is used for an accurate modeling of

these phenomena. However, in order to capture all local and global deformation effects, a very fine discretized mesh

is necessary which results in high computation times. Therefore, the investigation of the global non-linear motion is

usually not practical using FE models. In order to increase the computational efficiency, the FMBS approach using

reduced models can be combined with a contact model. Different approaches for impact modeling in multibody simu-

lations are available today. In [3] a nonlinear force law including an energy loss factor is used. However, an accurate

approximation of the local behavior is not possible using such an approach. Hence, for an efficient investigation of the

system behavior, in this work a combination of reduced FMBS and nodal contact calculation [4, 5] is used.

For the investigation of the dynamical behavior after impact, the contact force, stresses and wave propagation are

important. Therefore, the local deformation of the contact area as well as the global elastic deformation in terms of wave

propagation have to be modeled exactly. Describing the reduced elastic body using the modal truncation approach with

a moderate number of eigenmodes, a good approximation of the wave propagation is possible, see [5, 6]. Capturing

all deformation effects including the local deformation in the contact area, a very large number of high frequency

eigenmodes is necessary. Moreover, due to the missing local deformation using a moderate number of eigenmodes,

there is no convergence behavior of the penalty factor observable like in the FE simulations, see [5, 7]. Based on this

observations, the use of static shape functions in the contact area seems obvious. However, the static shape functions

introduce high eigenfrequencies. These fast components of the system yield increasing numerical stiffness, see [8].
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Since the contact force excites the low frequency parts as well as the high frequency parts, small time steps during

numerical integration are required, resulting in high computation times.

For an efficient time simulation numerical damping can be used, see e.g. [5]. However, using numerical damping may

affect the simulation of the low frequency wave propagation. In order to capture both, the global motion as well as the

local deformation efficiently and accurately, two alternative approaches are presented in this work. In both approaches

the flexible parts of the equations of motion are divided in low and high frequency parts according to [9]. The low

frequency parts represent the global motion in terms of wave propagation. Consequently, the high frequency parts are

only necessary for the approximation of the local deformation in the contact area. They do not affect the global motion.

Based on this considerations, a contact submodel using modal damping is introduced, which reduces the influence of

the high frequency parts on the numerical simulation. In addition, an approach using a quasi-static contact submodel,

firstly presented in [7], is discussed in detail. This approach neglects the dynamics of the high frequency parts in the

dynamic simulation.

This work is structured in the following way. In Section 2, some basics of contact modeling in FMBS are summarized.

This includes the dynamic simulation, model order reduction techniques and damping modeling. Furthermore, the

contact algorithm, the damped contact submodel and the quasi-static contact submodel are briefly explained. The

results of the contact simulations are presented and discussed in Section 3. These results show the efficient evaluation

of the local and global contact behavior including static shape functions using the modal damping and the quasi-static

contact submodel. Finally, Section 4 concludes the presented results.

2. Flexible Multibody Systems
In the following section the basic ideas behind the contact simulation using FMBS are presented. First of all the

FFoR formulation is described. Then the model order reduction techniques and the damping modeling used in this work

are outlined. Afterwards the implemented contact algorithm and the used contact submodels are briefly explained.

2.1. Floating Frame of Reference Formulation
The efficient investigation of the global nonlinear dynamic behavior of mechanical systems is often possible using the

approach of multibody systems. Classical multibody systems are build up using rigid bodies connected with idealized

coupling elements. If body flexibility should be considered, the classic approach of multibody systems can be extended

by elastically deformable bodies. This leads to the method of FMBS. One formulation to capture the highly nonlinear

motion and the linear deformation of elastic bodies is the FFoR approach, see [1, 2]. The basic idea is to separate

the motion of an elastic body into a large non-linear rigid body motion of the reference frame and small deformations

expressed with respect to the moving reference frame. If structural deformations remain small and linear, the elastic

bodies can be efficiently described using FMBS. The movement of an arbitrary point P on the flexible body can be

described by the rigid body motion rIR of the reference frame, the position vector cRP of point P with respect to the

reference frame and the small linear deformation uP as

rIP = rIR + cRP +uP . (1)

The elastic deformation uP is approximated using a global Ritz approach

uP(cRP, t) = ΦΦΦ(cRP)qe(t) , (2)

with the matrix of shape functions ΦΦΦ and the elastic coordinates qe. In equation (2) the elastic coordinates qe ∈ R
fe are

the generalized coordinates describing the elastic deformations. With the rigid coordinates qr ∈ R
fr associated with

the degrees of freedom (dofs) of the rigid body motion the generalized coordinates can be written as

q =
[
qT

r , qT
e

]T ∈ R
f . (3)

Thus, the equations of motion of FMBS in generalized coordinates are given as[
Mrr Mre

Mer Mee

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

M

[
q̈r

q̈e

]
+

[
0

Keeqe +Deeq̇e

]
=

[
fc,r

fc,e

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

fc

+

[
hr

he

]
︸︷︷︸

h

, (4)

see e.g. [1, 2, 10] for details. Here, M ∈ R
f× f is the generalized mass matrix, Kee ∈ R

fe× fe and Dee ∈ R
fe× fe are the

stiffness and damping matrices of the generalized elastic coordinates and fc ∈ R
f is the vector of generalized applied

forces, which also later includes the contact forces. In the vector h ∈ R
f the generalized Coriolis, gyroscopic and

centrifugal forces are summarized. The index r corresponds to the rigid body motion and e to the elastic deformation.

In the following, the contact of two elastic bodies as an example of a simple FMBS contact simulation is considered.

Thus, for each body the equations of motion are stated similar to equation (4).
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2.2. Model Order Reduction and Damping Modeling
In order to approximate the deformation of the elastic body, global shape functions ΦΦΦ are used in equation (2). They

are commonly determined using the full FE model. The linearized equations of motion of the FE model is described by

Meü+Deu̇+Keu = fe , (5)

with the mass matrix Me, damping matrix De, stiffness matrix Ke and the applied force vector fe of the FE model.

In this case, u ∈ R
fFE are the nodal displacements. Due to the large number of dofs, the computation times are very

high. Hence, model order reduction methods are used to reduce the number of dofs to increase the efficiency of the

time simulation. Using the FFoR formulation with linear description of the elastic deformation, linear model order

reduction can be used, see [11].

In this work the modal truncation approach and an approach based on Component Mode Synthesis are used for model

order reduction. Using modal reduction, the global shape functions ΦΦΦ are given as linear combination of the first n
dominant eigenmodes, see [12]. The elastic coordinate qe,i is then associated to the global shape function φi and

the i-th eigenmode, respectively. A special case of the Component Mode Synthesis is the Craig-Bampton (CB) method,

see [12, 13]. In this model reduction technique the shape functions consist of selected eigenmodes and several constraint

modes. The constrained modes are the static solutions when a unit displacement is applied on the so-called interface

nodes. In this work all the potential contact nodes are defined as interface nodes. Reducing the FE system matrices

using the global shape functions yields the reduced mass matrix as Mee = ΦΦΦTMeΦΦΦ, damping matrix Dee and stiffness

matrix Kee accordingly.

For the realistic description of engineering structures, material damping cannot be neglected. Damping is required to

capture e.g. the decay of free vibrations and reduces the influence of unphysical high frequency phenomena during time

integration. Usually viscous damping is used to capture those dissipative effects. In this work proportional damping, a

special type of viscous damping, is used. An advantage of this damping model is that the eigenmodes of the undamped

and proportional damped system agree, see [11, 14, 15]. Therefore, the system matrices of the elastic part can be

transformed in diagonal form using mass-orthonormal eigenvectors as

φ T
i Meeφ j = δi j , φ T

i Deeφ j = 2ωiξiδi j and φ T
i Keeφ j = ω2

i δi j , with i, j = 1 ... fe . (6)

Here, φi is the i-th eigenmode, ωi is the eigenfrequency of the undamped system and ξi is the modal damping parameter

of the reduced system, respectively. The Kronecker symbol δi j is equal to one for i = j and equal to zero for every i = j.
This damping model using a diagonal damping matrix is called modal damping, see [16]. Usually, the damping matrix

is identified by using experimental modal analysis, see e.g. [14].

2.3. Contact Algorithm
The contact model used in this work focuses on the frictionless normal contact between elastic bodies combined with

the penalty formulation. For a precise description of the contact area, a three dimensional contact formulation is

necessary. Hence, the surface elements from the FE model are used as contact elements. Thus, the implemented

contact model uses a nodal, FE like, contact force calculation, see [4, 5] for further details. The mentioned contact

algorithm uses node-to-surface elements as well as the contact situations node-to-edge and node-to-node, see [17, 18].

For contact detection and nodal contact force calculation the current nodal positions of the contact surface are required.

Thus, during time integration a transformation from generalized elastic coordinates qe to nodal coordinates u = ΦΦΦqe is

necessary in every time step. The efficiency of this transformation and the contact search is highly dependent on the

size of the contact area and the number of the shape functions ΦΦΦ. Using the current nodal positions, the nodal contact

forces are calculated as f = cP gn n, with the penalty factor cP and the vector n normal to the contact surface. Here, gn is

the penetration of the contact node into the contact surface. Once all nodal contact forces are evaluated for the current

time step, they are summarized in the generalized discrete forces, see [2], and affect the body dynamic through the

applied forces fc in equation (4).

2.4. Damped Contact Submodel
In order to increase the efficiency of the reduced FMBS simulation, in the first approach a damped contact submodel

with modal damping, see Section 2.2, is used to damp the high frequencies introduced by the static shape functions.

After decoupling the elastic parts of the system, see [11], by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem and building

mass-orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to equation (6), the elastic coordinates in equation (3) can be divided

according to [9] in f lf
e low frequency elastic coordinates qlf

e and in f hf
e high frequency elastic coordinates qhf

e . This
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yields the partitioned equations of motion of a deformable body as⎡⎣Mrr sym.

Mlf
er Mlf

ee

Mhf
er 0 Mhf

ee

⎤⎦⎡⎣ q̈r

q̈lf
e

q̈hf
e

⎤⎦+
⎡⎣0 sym.

0 Dlf
ee

0 0 Dhf
ee

⎤⎦⎡⎣ q̇r

q̇lf
e

q̇hf
e

⎤⎦+
⎡⎣0 sym.

0 Klf
ee

0 0 Khf
ee

⎤⎦⎡⎣ qr

qlf
e

qhf
e

⎤⎦=

⎡⎣fc,r

flf
c,e

fhf
c,e

⎤⎦+
⎡⎣ hr

hlf
e

hhf
e

⎤⎦ . (7)

The high frequency parts are generated by the static shape functions and are only necessary for capturing the local

deformation in the contact area. They have no effects on the low frequency wave propagation dominated by the global

vibration modes. As discussed below, this characteristic is used in the presented submodel. In [9] an algorithm is

presented, to set the separation frequency between low and high frequency terms. But in this work with the later

presented models, this procedure can be simplified. Considering the eigenfrequencies of the decoupled elastic parts of

the system yields the separation frequency between low and high frequency terms. The eigenfrequency of the highest

selected eigenmode is the last one of the low frequency part. Thus, all frequencies introduced by static shape functions

are part of the high frequency terms. However, this choice can only be made, if a sufficient number of eigenmodes is

selected to capture all global vibration effects. Furthermore, the frequencies of the static shape functions may not be in

range of the low frequency parts.

For capturing the low frequency phenomena in terms of wave propagation, the low frequency parts should remain

undamped. The static shape functions are only necessary for capturing the local deformation in the contact area.

Therefore, using damping only on the high frequency parts, there is no negative influence on the low frequency wave

propagation. In [14] an identification procedure is described, to identify the unknown modal damping factors ξi in equa-

tion (6) from vibration testing. Since no experimental data is available in this work, the damping factors are determined

by hand. Hence, in order to capture the low frequency vibration phenomena, damping is only identified for the high

frequency parts of equation (7). The objective is to find adequate modal damping parameters ξ hf
i for i = f lf

e +1 ... f hf
e ,

such that the high frequency vibrations are damped and the numerical efficiency is increased. Furthermore, the wave

propagation should not be affected by the choice of ξ hf
i . The modal damping parameters depend on the investigated

models in the FMBS simulation and have to be determined using numerical experiments. The frequency response

shown in Figure 4 is used to validate the choice of the damping parameters. If the low frequency parts are influenced

by the damping, the values of ξ hf
i are too high and have to be reduced.

2.5. Quasi-Static Contact Submodel
For an efficient contact force calculation with reduced FMBS an approach using a quasi-static contact submodel is

presented. As mentioned in Section 2.4, the damped equations of motion shown in equation (7) are divided in low and

high frequency parts. Hence, the low frequency modes represent the global deformation and the high frequency parts

represent the local deformation. Those high frequency parts can be excited by the generalized external forces fhf
c,e as

well as the inertia coupling through Mhf
er . According to [9], the influence of the inertia coupling term Mhf

er is negligible

in the mass-orthonormalized equation (7). This can be explained by the fact that the high frequency parts only represent

the local deformation. Furthermore, the influence of the excitation by external loads is significantly higher than the in-

fluence by inertia coupling. Hence, the influence of the inertia coupling effects is negligible and Mhf
er = 0. With Dhf

ee = 0
the last line of equation (7) can be written as

Mhf
eeq̈hf

e +Khf
eeqhf

e = fhf
c,e . (8)

By a suitable choice of the separation frequency, equation (8) consists only of eigenfrequencies greater than the fre-

quency range of interest. Considering the low frequency range of interest, the high frequency parts will not be excited,

they respond quasi-statically. Therefore, according to [9], the inertia effects Mhf
ee can be neglected and only the quasi-

static influence of the local displacement field

qhf
e = Khf,−1

ee fhf
c,e , (9)

is left. For accurate results, the local displacement field in equation (9) is important in contact force calculation, see [9].

The contact forces

fc

(
qr ,q

lf
e ,q

hf
e

)
= cPgn

(
qr ,q

lf
e ,q

hf
e

)
n
(
qr ,q

lf
e ,q

hf
e

)
, (10)

calculated with the penalty method shown in Section 2.3, are highly depending on the local and global deformations.

While the low frequency parts qr and qlf
e are available from the time integration, qhf

e follows from the static equation (9)

and represents the unknown displacement field of the local deformation. Thus, plugging equation (10) in equation (9)

leads to the following system of nonlinear equations

Khf,−1
ee fhf

c,e

(
qr ,q

lf
e ,q

hf
e

)−qhf
e = 0 , (11)
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Figure 1: Schematic steps of contact force evaluation during time integration using the quasi-static contact submodel.

which has to be solved iteratively for qhf
e . Figure 1 shows the schematic structure of the contact force evaluation

during numerical integration using the quasi-static contact submodel. The contact forces, calculated using the current

elastic coordinates qr, qlf
e and qhf

e , couple the low and high frequency parts of the equations of motion. Using this

quasi-static contact submodel, the high frequency modes do not affect the low frequency dynamics anymore. Thus,

the numerical stiffness decreases and an effective time integration is possible. For an efficient dynamic simulation, the

separation frequency, see Section 2.4, between vibration modes and local modes should be equal to the highest external

excitation frequency. In this work, the eigenfrequencies of the decoupled elastic parts of the system are used to define

the separation frequency. All high frequencies introduced by the static shape functions are higher than the frequency

range of interest. Hence, all local modes are used in the quasi-static contact submodel while the global modes are used

in the dynamic simulation.

3. Numerical Results of Contact Simulation
In the following, contact simulations using FMBS are performed. The focus is on the exact and efficient capturing

of the wave propagation and the recovery of local deformations in the contact area using reduced flexible bodies. For

validation, dynamic simulations using nonlinear FE models are carried out. Both, the FMBS and FE simulations are

performed using the same computer, namely an Intel Xeon E3-1271v3 4x3.6 GHz, with 32 GB RAM.

3.1. Model Description
The systems used in the numerical simulations are composed of an aluminum block and a steel punch, see e.g. Figure 2.

Thereby a short and a long steel punch are used. The aluminum block is fixed on the ground and in both cases the impact

velocity of the punch is 0.2 m/s. Table 1 summarizes the geometric data of the different models. To validate the contact

simulations using reduced FMBS, full dynamic FE simulations are performed with the solver Abaqus/Explicit. All

v

v

Figure 2: Model description - block and short punch.
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Table 1: Description of different models.

models elements nodes dofs dofs dofs Craig-
modal model Bampton model

block (40x40x40 mm) 43440 47195 138120 50 50 + 417

short punch (l = 40 mm, r = 4 mm) 24896 27759 83277 50 50 + 594

long punch (l = 400 mm, r = 4 mm) 56016 63485 190455 50 50 + 822

bodies are meshed using linear brick elements with full integration. For an accurate modeling of the dynamical behavior

including all local deformation effects and low frequency wave propagation, a fine mesh is necessary. Especially in

the contact area a very fine discretization is needed to capture the local contact behavior precisely. Due to this fine

discretization, there are many dofs, see Table 1. This large number of dofs results in very high computation times for

the FE simulations, e.g. about 41 min for the system block-short punch and about 7 h for the system block-long punch.

For an efficient investigation of the overall motion of the system, reduced elastic bodies are used in the FMBS combined

with a nodal contact model, see Section 2.3. There is a significant dependency of the system’s frequency content on

the efficiency of the numerical integration. A system is characterized as stiff, if the solution consists of slow and fast

components, see [8, 19], and then the eigenvalues are widely spread. In FMBS with impact, the contact force excites

all vibration modes, namely the slow and fast, which increases the numerical stiffness. To capture the fast components

of the system’s response with small numerical errors, a relatively small step size is necessary, see [8]. Due to this small

step size during time integration the computation time increases and may not be practical any more. Such stiff systems

can be solved relatively efficiently using the MATLAB solver ode15s for stiff differential equations, see [20]. The

ode15s code uses the backward differentiation formulas (BDFs), see [21], or the numerical differentiation formulas

(NDFs), see [20]. These algorithms allow relatively large step sizes in combination with high numerical stability. For

this purpose, the contact simulations using reduced FMBS are carried out in MATLAB using the solver ode15s.

3.2. Results of Damped Contact Submodel - Short Punch
First, the results of the contact simulation using modally reduced models are presented. In order to determine an ap-

propriate number of eigenmodes to capture effects like the wave propagation accurately, previous investigations are

necessary, see [22]. For the simulations shown here, 50 eigenmodes per body are sufficient. Hence, the reduced models

have eigenfrequencies up to 100 kHz (block) and up to 320 kHz (short punch). As shown in Figure 3a indicated as

Modal, a reasonable approximation of the FE contact force and as a result of that the global behavior is possible with

this model. Due to the reduced degrees of freedom the computation time is very low, namely about 20 s. However, the

local deformation of the contact area cannot be captured precisely with this small number of eigenmodes, see Figure 3b.

Even using a large number of eigenmodes, the local behavior cannot be reproduced. Due to the missing local defor-

mation, the contact stiffness is very high and therefore the penalty factor can be relatively small. Hence, increasing

the penalty factor yields higher contact forces and no convergence of the penalty factor is observed. Consequently, the

shown results are highly sensitive to the penalty factor and the quality of the results is depending on the appropriate

choice of the penalty factor.

For better approximation of the deformation in the contact area, additional static shape functions are used. For all

potential contact nodes static shape functions are calculated using the Craig-Bampton (CB) method. Thus, the elastic

dofs increase to 467 (block) and 644 (punch), see Table 1. Due to the static shape functions in the contact area the

approximation of the deformation field can be significantly improved, as shown in Figure 3b indicated as CB (1). But

while the modal system consists of relatively slow components, the static shape functions introduce high frequencies,

see Figure 4b. During impact the contact forces excite all vibration modes in the body. In real systems, the excited

high frequency vibrations decay very fast due to material damping after the contact force vanishes. However, in the

undamped FMBS simulation they exist over the whole time simulation after the contact force vanishes. Consequently,

small step sizes are necessary to capture all high frequency effects introduced by the higher eigenfrequencies of the

system. Hence, the numerical stiffness of the system increases significantly and therefore very small step sizes are

additionally necessary to keep the numerical error within the limits. For this reason, the computation time increase up

to 12 h. But the high computation time is not only attributable to the step size. The ode15s uses a simplified Newton

method to solve the implicit equation for the solution of the next time step. A new approximation to the Jacobian is

only formed if the convergence of the simplified Newton iteration is too slow, see [20]. In moderately stiff systems like

the modally reduced system shown before, the Jacobian is constant during the numerical integration. However, in stiff

systems like the undamped CB model, the convergence of the simplified Newton method is often too slow and a new
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Figure 3: Contact force a) and deformation of the contact area b) (short punch).
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Figure 4: Frequency response of the short punch, low frequency parts a) and high frequency parts b).

Jacobian has to be formed. That is also the reason for the high computation time. Due to the small step size, strong

numerical oscillations of the contact forces occur, see Figure 3a indicated as CB (1). Due to this behavior and the

resulting high computation times, the identification of a suitable penalty factor for the undamped CB model is skipped.

In order to increase the efficiency of the contact simulation, at first all high frequency modes are damped, see Sec-

tion 2.4, using the small modal damping parameter ξ hf
i = 0.05 for each high frequency elastic coordinate, see Figure 5a.

The effect of ξ hf
i on the low and high frequency modes is shown in Figure 4 indicated as CB (2). All low frequency

parts remain undamped whereas the high frequency parts are slightly damped. The results of the FMBS simulation us-

ing the damped contact submodel with ξ hf
i = 0.05 are in good agreement with the FE results, see Figure 3 indicated as

CB (2). Due to the larger step size and better convergence of the simplified Newton method in ode15s compared to the

undamped FMBS simulation, the simulation time can be reduced to about 67 min. Furthermore, using modal damping

a convergence of the penalty factor is observable. Including static shape functions allows the precise modeling of the

local flexibility. Hence, the contact stiffness is reduced which allows higher penalty factors compared to the modal

model. This leads to a better enforcement of the contact constraints, see [17, 18], and as a result of that, the quality of

the approximation of the displacement field is higher. With a sufficiently high penalty factor, the solution using static

shape functions is less sensitive to the change of the penalty factor. This leads to the converging behavior. Increasing

the penalty factor has only a small effect on the contact force, however it also might result in numerical issues.

Using only small constant damping parameters like ξ hf
i = 0.05, the high eigenfrequencies are only slightly damped.

Because the high frequency static shape functions are only necessary for capturing the local deformation in the contact

area, they have no effects on the low frequency wave propagation, see Section 2.4. Hence, to increase numerical

efficiency, higher damping on those high frequency modes can be used. In this work the damping factors ξ hf
i of the

high frequency modes are adjusted such that the damped periods T hf
d,i = 2π/ωhf

d,i, with the damped eigenfrequency ωhf
d,i,

of the high frequency modes are the same. The efficiency of the reduced FMBS simulation depends highly on the

choice of ξ hf
i , respectively T hf

d,i . For the identification of ξ hf
i firstly, the damped period T hf

d,i is defined. The values of T hf
d,i
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Figure 5: Modal damping factors over eigenfrequencies (short punch) a) and contact force b) (long punch) using the

damped contact submodel.

are depending on the frequency content of the models and should be the same for all bodies in the FMBS simulation.

For an efficient time integration, the period T hf
d,i should be large enough for relatively large step sizes, but small enough

that there is no influence on the low frequency modes, see Figure 4a indicated as CB (3). Moreover, the transition

area between the low frequency parts and the first high frequency eigenmode with the damped period T hf
d,i , has a great

influence on the numerical efficiency. Small damping factors or no damping in the transition area result in small step

sizes because the first high frequency eigenmodes remain undamped. High damping factors in the transition area affect

the low frequency modes and therefore the wave propagation, too.

For the investigated system after several numerical experiments it turns out, that a good choice for the damped period

is T hf
d,i = 5e−7 s. As mentioned before, the efficiency of the numerical simulation depends highly on the choice of the

damping in the transition area, see Figure 5a. Different approaches to calculate the damping factors between the last

undamped mode and the first mode with T hf
d,i have been tested. The best choice in terms of efficiency and accuracy

is a constant damping factor in the transition area. Factors like ξ hf
i = 0.005 and ξ hf

i = 0.01 are too small for an

efficient simulation and factors greater than ξ hf
i = 0.08 have a negative effect on the low frequency modes. Several

numerical studies have shown that ξ hf
i = 0.05 in the transition area and a damped period of T hf

d,i = 5e−7 s for the high

frequency modes are a good choice in terms of efficiency and accuracy. Figure 5a shows the damping factors over the

eigenfrequencies as described in the previous section used for the FMBS simulation of the model block-short punch.

As shown in Figure 3 indicated as CB (3), the results are almost identical to the results using constant modal damping,

indicated as CB (2). Moreover, again a convergence of the penalty factor is observable. Very high penalty factors lead

to high computation times while the contact force increases only slightly. Adjusting the period of the high frequency

modes using an appropriate ξ hf
i and T hf

d,i , a significant reduction of the computation times is possible. In this special

case, the computation time can be reduced to about 30 min.

3.3. Results of Damped Contact Submodel - Long Punch
The results of the damped models shown in Section 3.2 are in good agreement with the FE results. The next investi-

gation focuses on the wave propagation in the punch. In the short punch there are no significant vibrations observable.

This is due to the compact dimensions of the body. During impact, the waves are reflected multiple times because

the impact duration is a multiple of the lowest eigenfrequency. The body behaves quasi-statically, there is no signif-

icant wave propagation observable, see [22]. In order to avoid the quasi-static behavior for investigation of the wave

propagation, the length of the punch is increased to l = 400 mm, see Table 1.

As shown in Figure 5b and 6a indicated as Modal, with the modal model the FE contact force and the wave propagation

can be reasonably approximated if an appropriate penalty factor is chosen. Studies have shown, that 50 eigenmodes up

to 35 kHz are necessary to capture the wave propagation in the long punch precisely. Using up to 500 eigenmodes, the

results cannot be improved. However, due to the missing local deformation, see Figure 6b, there is no convergence of

the penalty factor observable as mentioned in Section 3.2.

Using static shape functions in the contact area, the elastic dofs of the punch increase up to 872, see Table 1. Due to the

high computation times no contact simulations are performed using the undamped CB models. The results using the

damped contact submodel with the constant damping parameter ξ hf
i = 0.05, as also used in Section 3.2, are shown in

Figure 5b and 6 indicated as CB (4). Those results of the damped FMBS simulations are in good agreement with the FE
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Figure 6: Velocity of the punch end a) and deformation of the contact area b) (long punch) using the damped submodel.

results. Especially the low frequency wave propagation can be approximated quite well using 50 fixed interface normal

modes. Using a constant damping factor on the high eigenfrequencies makes the FMBS simulation possible at all. But

the computation time with about 135 min is still relatively high, however significantly lower than the FE simulation,

which takes about 7 h. Again the convergence tendency of the penalty factor, described in Section 3.2, is observable.

In order to increase the numerical efficiency the high frequency modes are damped using a constant damped period T hf
d,i

as explained in Section 3.2. Numerical studies with various T hf
d,i have shown that T hf

d,i = 5e−7 s like in the previous

model is a suitable value for the investigated system. Additional studies have shown, that ξ hf
i = 0.05 in the transition

area here again is the best choice in terms of efficiency and accuracy. The results of this damped FMBS simulation are

shown in Figure 5b and 6 indicated as CB (5). Compared to the CB (4) simulation using a constant damping factor, the

computation time can be reduced to 78 min at the same accuracy of all results. In addition, the described convergence

behavior of the penalty factor is also observed here.

As pointed out in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, the numerical efficiency using models with high frequency parts can be in-

creased with the damped contact submodel. Using constant damping factors only on the high frequency modes is a

suitable approach for first results. But computation times are still relatively high, because the damping effects on high

frequencies are low. Hence, small integrator step sizes are necessary which results in high computation times. Adjust-

ing the damping factors of the high frequency modes, so that the damped periods are the same allows higher step sizes

during time integration. However, in this approach, the determination of the damping factor in the transition area and

the damped period is necessary. Once those factors are identified, an efficient FMBS simulation is possible.

3.4. Results of Quasi-Static Contact Submodel
To avoid the determination of ξ hf

i and T hf
d,i the quasi-static contact submodel presented in Section 2.5 is also used in this

work. The results of the quasi-static contact submodel using the short punch are not discussed here in detail. But the

FE results, including the contact force and deformation field can be reproduced very well using the quasi-static contact

submodel. Compared to the FE results and the damped CB (3) model, the computation times can be significantly

reduced to about 12 min with nearly the same accuracy.

The results of the long punch in combination with the quasi-static contact submodel are shown in Figure 7 indicated

as QS. Using the quasi-static contact submodel, the results are in good agreement with the FE results and the damped

CB (5) results, especially the wave propagation in the punch. Compared to the damped CB (5) model there is only a

slight reduction of computation time to about 76 min. This can be explained by using the quasi-Newton method for

approximation of the Jacobian J(qhf
e ) while solving equation (11). For an efficient root search the Jacobian J(qhf

e ), see

Figure 1, is kept constant over several time steps until the condition |qhf
e (tn)−qhf

e (tn+1)|> δ is satisfied. The choice

of δ is depending on the model and the penalty factor and has a great influence on the accuracy of the results. In

the simulation using the long punch, δ has to be relatively small and therefore the Jacobian has to be approximated

more often than using the short stamp. However, higher values for δ yield wrong contact forces. That might be due

to the higher contact force and larger deformation in the contact area as well as to the wave propagation in the long

punch. In the simulation using the short stamp, greater values for δ are possible and that is why the computation time

is significantly smaller than in the CB (2) and CB (3) model.

Using this quasi-static contact submodel, the determination of suitable damping factors is not necessary any more.
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Figure 7: Contact force a) and velocity of the punch end b) (long punch) using the quasi-static contact submodel.

Therefore computation times can be saved, because numerical studies to find appropriate values for ξ hf
i and T hf

d,i are

not longer required. An additional advantage of the quasi-static contact submodel might be the numerical efficiency

if the Jacobian J(qhf
e ) can be kept constant during several time steps. Moreover, because the high frequency terms in

the equations of motion can be removed from the time integration, larger step sizes are possible. Further, due to the

modeling of the local deformation a convergence of the penalty factor is observable as in the damped CB simulations.

However, significantly high penalty factors lead to numerical issues during the approximation of the Jacobian J(qhf
e ).

4. Conclusion
Detailed analysis of impacts using reduced FMBS including wave propagation phenomena and local deformation ef-

fects are possible using global vibration modes and static shape functions. Depending on the used models, numerical

difficulties may occur as a result of the high eigenfrequencies introduced by the static shape functions. For an efficient

time simulation in the present work different approaches have been presented. The first approach uses modal damping

on the high frequency modes to increase the efficiency of the time simulation. The results of the global and local be-

havior are in good agreement with the FE reference simulations and the computation times are greatly reduced. Using

damping in the reduced FMBS simulation, in addition to the specification of the separating frequency between low and

high frequency terms, the damping factors have to be identified. The determination of the damping parameters can be

avoided by using the quasi-static contact submodel presented in this work. By removing the high frequency parts from

the equations of motion and treating them quasi-static, an efficient time simulation is possible. The presented numerical

results show a good agreement with the FE reference simulations. Especially the local behavior, which is important

for stress analysis, can be efficiently approximated using the presented approaches. The saving of computation times

using the FMBS contact simulation with the presented approaches compared to the nonlinear FE simulation may be

even larger, if greater non-linear motions are investigated.
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Abstract
In multibody systems of shells, the contact usually happen in any region of system’s bodies. Numerical difficulty

appears on the geometric nonlinearity of the large deformation and boundary nonlinearity of the contact. In addition,

the large-scale multibody system employs the huge amount of degrees of freedom, which makes the computation more

difficult. In this study, a contact discretization with edge-to-edge contact is proposed to overcome the large penetration

in the shell contact instead of using only the node-to-surface contact, and the unified contact force and tangential

stiffness of penalty form is derived. The shell model is introduced using a rotation-free formulation with corotational

frame. The global computational scheme is given to complete the overall simulation for practical applications. An

application of solar cells is presented to prove the formulation to be an efficient and stable approach for multibody with

shells.

Keywords: multibody dynamics, rotation-free shell, shell contact, numerical simulation

1. Introduction
Multibody systems of shells are utilized in many practical engineerings, for example, the solar cells or solar sail in

spacecrafts. The thin shells in systems experience large deformation, which is large rotation and small strain. When the

system deploys, the system’s bodies would intersect with each other and the contact come up. This collision between

the shells coupling with the large deformation makes the numerical simulation difficult.

The aim of this study is to introduce a rotation-free triangle shell formulation for the shell contact analysis. The shell

deformation is described by using the corotational frame to isolate the pure deformation from the overall motion, which

greatly simplify the nonlinear deformation when the large rotation but small strain assumption is considered[1]. The

corotational formulation is introduced in the form of element independent, which is first proposed by Rankin[2]. The

formulation of element independent separates the corotational transformation operation from the modeling of nonlin-

ear finite element. It is very convenient to introduce the different types of classic finite element techniques. Therefore,

the rotation-free formulation we presented is easily introduced to our shell formulation. There are many rotation-free

formulation for shell analysis. Phaal and Calladine[3] found a complete quadratic polynomial in two dimensions to

interpolate the lateral displacement and derived a constant curvature field. Onate and Cervera[4] employed integra-

tions by parts of curvatures to obtain the plate bending element, which is also the constant curvature. Sabourin and

Brunet[5] proposed an rotation-free element by the average curvature on the three side of master element, where the

relation between the curvature on the three side and the displacements of the element patch was adopted by geometric

calculation. The rotation-free shell element that degenerated from solid elements was also used in the nonlinear shell

analysis. Other rotation-free formulations are developed in recent years. Cirak[6] presented a subdivision surfaces

with large deflection extension. The absolute nodal coordinate formulation[7] was developed by Shabana, and it was

used in many practical applications. Nowadays the NURBS interpolation in computer graphics was introduced[8] in

the nonlinear finite element to fill the gap between CAD and FEM. However, multibody systems with large amount of

degrees of freedom is suffered from the intensive computation, whereby an efficient nonlinear thin shell formulations

is essential for practical purpose.

The shells in the multibody system usually contact, which is unavoidable in engineerings. Therefore, the robust contact

treatment is also important in simulations. The contact formulation for large deformation was introduced by many

researchers[9, 10, 11, 12]. In the classic finite element, there are node-to-surface contact discretization considered in

many researches and in majority of commercial software, such as ABAQUS, ANSYS and LS-DYNA. But this types of

discretization would suffer the large penetration depth because of the non-smooth surface at edges. On that edge, the

node-to-surface pairs cannot be captured by contact detector and no interaction is applied on the surface. The missing

of the detection leads to the large penetration and it would be inaccurate in the contact computation.
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As the above description, in this paper we introduce a simple rotation-free shell formulation using corotational frame

and a unified contact discretization for shell contact of large-scale systems. In addition, the time step cannot be set too

large for the contact computation, and the additional contact detection including global searching and local searching

is involved to capture the potential contact region. Several numerical examples show the effectivity and the reliability

of the shell formulation and the contact treatment.

2. The Shell Formulation for Multibody Systems
The rotation-free shell in corotational formulation is depicted as shown in Fig.1. There are several notations shown in

the figure as follows. ri and rc are the position of ith node and the origin of corotational frame of this triangle element
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Figure 1: The corotational formulation for the trian-
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Figure 2: The rotation-free shell formulation in the

local frame

in the global coordinate system RO, respectively. r0
ci and rci are the ith node position at undeformed configuration

and deformed configuration, respectively, relative to the corotational frame, denoted by RC, measured in the global

frame. The difference of rci and r0
ci is ūi, which denotes the displacement of pure deformation of the element. Rc is

the orientation of the corotational frame relative to the global frame. From the figure, the vector relation can be found,

ri = rc + Rc(r′0ci + ū′i), and the differentiation leads to the projector matrix,

δū′i =
⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝Ǔi j + r̃′ci

∂ψ′c
∂u′j

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ δu′j = Pi jδu′j, (1)

where ψ′c is the infinitesimal rotation vector for the corotational frame. The equation shows the relation between the

global displacement and the pure deformation displacement. Using the virtual work principle, the internal force can be

obtained,

f = Rĉ PT f̄ ′, (2)

where f and f̄ ′ are the internal force and the local internal force associated with pure deformation, respectively, and

Rĉ = diag(Rc, Rc, · · · , Rc). The differentiation of f can be derived by the consistent linearization theory of element

independent corotational formulation by Rankin[13].

As for the local internal force f̄ ′, it depends on the specific core element formulation in the local frame. Here we use a

rotation-free formulation with nonlinear enhancement. Sabourin[14] developed a simple rotation-free formulation used

in metal forming.

We improve the local large curvature feature to integrate the formulation into our corotational formulation. The side

rotation is improved by the accurate relation with Taylor, the side rotation is given,

ai = arcsin
wi

hi
=

wi

hi
+

1

6

w3
i

h3
i

, i = 4, 5, 6 (3)

where ai is the rotation of the edge k − l opposite to node i. Using the relation of side rotation and the curvature in the

literature[14], the curvature vector can be obtained and the final result is given,

f int
NL = ABT

L DbκNL + ABT
NL DbκL, (4)

Kint
NL = ABT

L DbBNL + AB′TNL DbκL, (5)
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where item AB′TNL DbκL is the differentiation of the BNL matrix. The membrane deformation can be expressed by simple

CST element in the local frame.

3. The Contact Treatment
We introduce the node-to-surface contact and the edge-to-edge contact types for the contact discretization to apply the

interaction to contacted bodies. The virtual work done by the contact force can be written as,

δWc =

∫
Ω

εNgNδgN dΩ ≈
nc∑
i

δuT
c f N , (6)

where εN is the penalty factor, gN is the penetration depth and Ω is the contact area. For the triangle element, uc(12×1) is

the nodal displacement for a contact pair, and f N(12×1) is the associated nodal force. nc is the number of contact pairs.

The discrete contact force can be written as

f N = εNgN Xn, (7)

where X =
(
N1I N2I · · · Nn−1I NnI

)T
is the interpolation function that depends on the contact discretization. If

the node-to-surface is detected, the X =
(
−I ξ1I ξ2I ξ3I

)T
and X =

(
−(1 − ξ1)I −ξ1I (1 − ξ2)I ξ2I

)T
for the

edge-to-edge contact. n is the contact normal vector, n that is parallel to the master surface is for the node-to-surface

contact and the n = t̃1 t2 is for the edge-to-edge contact, where the ti is the vector parallel to the contacted edges. The

tangential stiffness for the contact is obtained by differentiation of Eqn.(7),

δ f N = εNgN Xδn+ εN XnδgN + εNgN n̂δx
= KNδrc.

(8)

where the KN is written as,

KN = εNgN XHn + εN XnHg + εNgN n̂Hx

= εNgN X
1

‖rsm‖
(
I − nnT

)
Hsm − εN XnnTHsm + εNgN n̂Hx

= −εN XHsm + εNgN n̂Hx

= −εN XXT + εN (−Xr̂c + gN n̂) Hx.

(9)

The tangential stiffness matrix is symmetry in this formulation. The contact force and the tangential stiffness are in the

penalty form. To eliminate the over penetration, the augmented Lagrangian formulation are applied. If the penetration

is beyond the limitation, the augmented Lagrangian iteration is enabled until the penetration depth is controlled within

the threshold.

When the solver deals with the integration pre-process data module, constant matrices related to corotational linear

tangential stiffness matrices can be calculated, and the sparse matrix for tangential stiffness can be partially defined.

The AABB searching tree can be constructed in this process for later use. We put the contact detection out of the

Newton’s iteration, so that the contact pairs can be detected once for iterations, which improves the efficiency. Once

the contacts defined, the sparse pattern for tangential stiffness can be complete determined and put the analyzing the

sparse pattern out of the Newton’s iteration to avoid the duplicate calculation. It is worth noting that when the residual

norm is less than the iteration tolerance, the step control procedure calculates the estimation error and judge if the step

is rejected. If the step is rejected, the hp would be changed. If the step is accepted, the new hp would be calculated, and

the calculation return to pre-process data module.

4. Applications on the Large-Scale Multibody System

4.1. Constrained Cloth Contact with a Sphere
A curtain is constrained by two corners on the ground, release it from the horizontal position. The curtain would hit the

sphere just below the curtain. Due to the small thickness and the material, the curtain experiences large deformation and

small strain. Moreover, the contact area between curtain and sphere varying during the contact. Here is the parameters

of the geometry and the material. The width and length of the curtain W = L = 1m, the thickness h = 5mm. The sphere

radius R = 0.25m. Mass density ρ = 2314.8kg/m3, Young’s modulus E = 0.5GPa, Poisson ν = 0.3.

The snapshot of contact period are shown below.
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(a) 0.6s (b) 0.7s

(c) 0.8s (d) 0.9s

Figure 3: The snapshot of the curtain-ball contact
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4.2. The Deployment of Solar Cells
An application is presented here to prove the shell formulation for contact to be an reliable approach for multibody

systems. The deployment of solar array is simulated by this approach. Where the guide rope is treated as rigid beam

which is used to limit the positions of base plate and the focus is on the large deformation and the contact of the base

plates. The detail model is shown in Fig.4. The length of a base plate is 2.4m, width is 0.45m, the depth of the shell is

0.8mm. Base plates are connected by flexible joints, represented in this model are the fixed constraints, the connected

width on the plate is 2cm. The array unit consists of 20 plates, the parameters of which are as follows, mass density

ρ = 2314.8kg/m3, Young’s modulus E = 8GPa, Poisson ν = 0.3, thickness h = 0.8mm. Two identical velocity drive

are applied on the point A and B in Fig.4. The magnitude of velocity drive is depicted in Fig.5.

0.8mm

z

A
B

Figure 4: The sketch of the solar cell
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Figure 5: The velocity drive on the Point A and

B

According to our investigation, The edge-to-edge contact is essential to the contact between the base plate, or the large

penetration would happen and the large contact force is applied on the contact region, which leads to the instability

of the simulation. The deformation and motion of plates and the contact between system’s bodies are two different

scale problems in the simulation of multibody system. The deformation and the motion of the plates are the long

term period in computation and the contact is the short term period process. The step control module and the contact

detection module is carefully schemed to speed up the global simulation for the problem of large amount of contact.

The snapshots of deployment are shown in Fig.6. We can observe that the base plate is not distributed evenly. At first

the base plates is folded and contact with each other under the drive on the top of base plate. Then the base plates

are deployed with frequent contact which leads to the vibration and velocity jump. which can be shown in Fig.7. The

contact at the initial period is shown in the velocity response and the peaks of the velocities of plates come up in order

of plate number, which conforms with the Fig.6.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 6: The deployment processes (a) 0.2s (b) 6.0s (c) 12.0s
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Figure 7: The velocity of base plates

5. Conclusion
The multibody system consists of the thin shell structures with frequent contact is simulated in this study. First, A

rotation-free shell formulation is introduced to model deformation and motion of the thin shell. The corotational

formulation simplifies the description of geometric nonlinear deformation and makes it conform with arbitrary finite

element formulation. Second, the contact discretization of edge-to-edge contact is involved in the contact detection as

the supplement for the note-to-surface contact. It plays an important role in the contact computation for the reduction

of the penetration depth. At last we simulate a practical application of solar cells, which is large-scale and coupling

large deformation with frequent contact. The simulation result show the stability and effectivity of this computational

strategy.
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Abstract 
Two variants of the LuGre model of friction are compared. In the classical variant normal force affects calculated 
friction indirectly – via an auxiliary state variable. In the modified variant friction is directly proportional to the 
normal force. Possible analogies to micro-scale physical phenomena are discussed and conditions for 
equivalence of the two models are formulated. Dissimilarities between models, observed in calculations with 
diverse levels of constant normal force, are discussed. It is shown that the most important differences manifest 
themselves when the normal force is not constant. In some circumstances the classical version of the model may 
be unable to cope with varying normal force – the ratio of friction to normal force may rise unbounded. 
Moreover, numerical problems appear when the normal force tends to zero. Problems of this kind are not 
encountered with the modified model. However, when the modified model is utilized to simulate the stiction 
regime, repetitive changes of the normal load may lead to drift of the mechanism, even if the tangential load is 
constant and significantly less than the maximum stiction force. It is concluded that the modified version of the 
LuGre model, while not being flawless, is more suitable for simulation of frictional systems with varying normal 
forces. 

Keywords: LuGre, friction, stiction, normal load 

1. Introduction 
Friction has been an object of scientific interests for centuries. The origins of contemporary tribology – the first 
attempts to mathematically describe the phenomenon of friction – date back to works of da Vinci, Amontons and 
Coulomb [1], [2].  

Being a vastly complicated phenomenon that depends on many factors, friction is cumbersome in modeling. 
Mathematical models proposed to describe friction are usually highly nonlinear, especially in the neighborhood 
of zero relative velocity. The model of friction is always a compromise between various objectives which takes 
into account the range of captured frictional effects, the expected fidelity, the possibilities for identification of 
parameters, the mathematical complexity, the effectiveness of numerical calculations and perhaps other factors.  

In the classical model, attributed to Amontons and Coulomb, two distinct regimes of friction, the kinetic and the 
static one, are recognized. In the kinetic mode friction is proportional to the normal load. Quite differently, in the 
static mode friction equilibrates the external tangential load, whereas the normal load influences the break-away 
force level [3]. These concepts are present in the majority of contemporary models of friction. The more 
advanced models are able to predict more accurately friction related phenomena, usually at a price of increasing 
complexity and of identifying additional parameters.  

It is quite often that relatively simple, lumped models of frictional contact are used in multibody calculations, 
especially when they are intended for control purposes. In this approach the micro-scale contact phenomena are 
not directly represented in their full complexity. As a result, these models are computationally effective and a 
reasonably small number of parameters needs to be identified [2], [4]. An exhaustive overview of models of 
friction used in multibody simulations can be found in two recent papers [5], [6]. In this contribution the LuGre 
model is scrutinized.  

The LuGre model is an effect of cooperation between Lund and Grenoble Universities [7]. This is a dynamic 
model, sometimes presented as an extension to the Dahl model [8], [9]. There are many other dynamic models 
(e.g., Bilman-Sorine [10], Dankowicz [11], Leuven [12], [13]), however, the LuGre model is one of the most 
frequently used. The important feature of dynamic models is that the same equations are used to describe both 
kinetic and static friction, and there is no need to switch between equation sets when the frictional pair transits 
from one mode to another.  

The LuGre model reproduces a range of friction-related phenomena: the Stribeck effect, presliding displacement, 
frictional lag, varying break-away force [7], [14]. The model is widely used in practice and has been thoroughly 
studied from the theoretical point of view see, e.g., [14]–[24]. To use the model, six parameters must be matched 
to experimental data. The LuGre model of friction is a reasonable compromise between the range of captured 
tribological effects, easiness of identification of parameters, mathematical complexity, and computational 
efficiency. These features decide that the LuGre model is so often utilized, particularly for control purposes. 
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There are two variants of LuGre model. Differences between these variants manifest themselves mainly when 
the normal load is varying. In the classical formulation [7], the normal force affects calculated friction indirectly 
(the normal force is used to calculate an auxiliary state variable, which is then utilized to determine friction). In 
the modified formulation [15], [16], originally proposed to analyze tire-road contacts, the normal force directly 
affects friction (the auxiliary variable is used to calculate an instantaneous coefficient of friction).  

In research papers studying friction in multibody systems, it is very often assumed that the normal force is 
constant. In reality, however, varying normal load is very common. Papers, like [25]–[27], which directly 
address the outcomes of normal load variability, are relatively rare. Not all friction models are equally well 
suited to deal with varying normal load. This general observation refers in particular to the two variants of the 
LuGre model studied in this paper.  

Rather than proposing a new model of the relationship between normal force, slip velocity, and friction force, the 
purpose of this paper is to examine and compare two versions of the LuGre model. Some important differences 
between these versions are pointed out and their consequences are investigated. The applicability of the models 
to the systems working under conditions of variable normal load is discussed. This paper refers to well 
established and documented models, however, it includes some new interpretations and findings. To the best 
knowledge of the author, the following issues have never been discussed. Firstly, for the modified model a bristle 
analogy combined with Amonton’s paradox is proposed and justified (it is also shown that the bristle 
interpretation fails in the case of classical model and varying normal force). Secondly, it is shown that, in the 
case of the modified model, varying normal force may induce a drift, even when the tangential force is well 
below the break-away level and remaining in stiction regime should be expected.  

In contributions focused on friction models for multibody simulation applications, it is quite common that the 
analyzed mechanical system is extremely simple: it may consist of a block sliding along a horizontal or an 
inclined plane (see, e.g., the frequently exploited Rabinowicz spring-mass system [28]). In examples included in 
this paper a very simple mechanical system is deliberately chosen – it is intuitive and easy to follow, which puts 
the discussed issues of friction modeling in spotlight.  

It is worth noting that problems with normal force solvability, immediately followed by problems with 
calculation of friction forces, may be encountered in multibody models. These difficulties may be caused by the 
existence of redundant constraints [29]–[33] or by friction level high enough to observe Painlevé-like 
paradoxical situations [34], [35]. In this contribution it is assumed that normal forces are known (are solvable). 

2. LuGre Model  

2.1. Classical Version of the Model  
In its classical form, the LuGre model was proposed in [7]. To describe friction between two bodies, an 
additional state variable z, associated with micro-displacements, is introduced. The time evolution of this state 
variable is governed by the following equation: 

vG
v

zvz 0 , (1) 

where v is the relative velocity of the two surfaces in contact and 0 is a constant coefficient. The velocity-
dependent function G is defined as: 

2v
CSC eFFFvG , (2) 

where FC is the Coulomb friction force, FS corresponds to the maximum of the stiction force, and parameter  
(sometimes called the Stribeck velocity [4], [17]) determines how quickly G tends to FC.  

The friction force is calculated as:  

vzzF 210 , (3) 

where constant 1 represents micro-damping, whereas constant 2 corresponds to macro-damping, namely 
viscous friction (note that more elaborated force-velocity relationship may be substituted for the 2 v term).  

For steady state motion, when v = const and z = const (i.e., 0z ), the following relations hold: 

vvGzss sgn1

0

, (4) 

vvvGFss 2sgn . (5) 
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Form Eq. (5) it is clear why function G is selected so that Eq. (2) corresponds to the Stribeck curve, i.e., the 
curve which shows friction as a function of the relative velocity.  

In some papers (e.g., [4] and [14]) function G, defined in Eq. (2), is presented in a more general form: 
v

CSC eFFFvG , (6) 

The assumed values of parameter  range from 0.5 to 2 [14]. This parameter determines the shape of the 
Stribeck curve approximation. In this article  = 2, as proposed in [7], is used. 

In the classical formulation of the LuGre model, the parameters FC and FS, representing the levels of kinetic and 
static friction, respectively, are considered as constant quantities. In practical applications, they are quite often 
identified alongside with the other parameters of the model – see, e.g., [18], [19].  

Some researchers, e.g., the authors of [20] or [21], allow for the normal load variability and thus for variability 
of FC and FS. The coefficients of kinetic and static friction, K and S, respectively, are utilized to calculate 
friction levels:  

NKCF ,     NSSF , (7) 

where N is the vector of normal force in the frictional pair (to stay with scalar quantities, symbol NN  will be 
used hereinafter). 

Note that when Eqns. (7) are utilized, function G becomes a function of both relative velocity v and normal force 
magnitude N: NvGG , . Accordingly, the auxiliary state variable z, described by Eq. (1), as well as its steady 
state value zss, defined in Eq. (4), depend on N. 

2.2. Modified Version of the Model 
An alternative version of the LuGre model was proposed to model friction in tire-road contact [15], [16] and 
later on was used to study a range of different mechanisms subjected to varying normal loads in frictional 
contacts between bodies (see, e.g., [22], [23]).  

In the modified version of the LuGre model the time derivative of the auxiliary state variable z is defined as: 

vG
v

zvz M

M
0 , (8) 

where 0
M is a constant coefficient.  

The most important difference between the classic and the modified models consists in the definition of function 
GM. This time coefficients of friction (in [16] referred to as normalized friction forces) rather than friction forces 
themselves are utilized: 

v
KSK

M evG . (9) 

In their calculations, the authors of [15] and [16] set  = ½, however, in order to enable comparison with the 
classical version of the model, in this study  = 2 is used. Consequently, the argument of the exponential 
function in Eq. (9) equals –(v/ )2, i.e., is the same as in Eq. (2). 

In the modified LuGre model friction is directly proportional to the magnitude of the normal force, N:  

NNvzzF MMM
210

, (10) 

where 1
M and 2

M are constants which play roles analogous to constants 1 and 2 in the classical model. The 
friction to normal force ratio, , may be understood as an instantaneous coefficient of friction.  

Equations describing the steady state motion are the following: 

vvGz M
Mss sgn1

0

, (11) 

NvvvGF M
ss 2sgn . (12) 

Note that, as opposed to the classical model, both z (Eq. (8) ) and zss (Eq. (11) ) do not depend on N.  

In this study it is assumed – for both variants of the LuGre model – that contacting surfaces never lose contact. 
Consequently, all quantities used during simulations (v, G, GM, z, etc.) are always well defined.  
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3. Comparison of the Models 

3.1. Analogies to Physical Phenomena 
Physical interpretation, or rather analogy to physical phenomena, has been proposed by the authors of the LuGre 
model [7]. The analogy is based on the following observations. At the microscopic level, contacting surfaces are 
irregular and make contact at a number of asperities. These asperities may be visualized as bristles that deflect 
like springs, when tangential force is applied; this gives rise to the friction force. If the deflection is sufficiently 
large, some of the bristles will slip. This process is random, but its results can be treated in an aggregate manner. 
In the classical version of the LuGre model of friction the state variable z may be interpreted as the average 
deflection of bristles at contacting surfaces. Consequently, parameter 0 may be interpreted as the average 
stiffness of the bristles.  

Note that the idea of deflecting bristles is mainly intended to visualize the idea behind equations – the LuGre 
model is not focused on phenomena that occur at microscopic scale. The model parameters are usually identified 
via macro- rather than micro-scale experiments (e.g., [36]). The calculated values of z do not necessarily agree 
with magnitudes of deflections of asperities. 

Let’s discuss a possible physical analogy for the modified LuGre model. Two observations shall be made. Firstly, 
parameter 0

M is no longer the average stiffness of the bristles; it can be interpreted as the aggregate stiffness per 
unit of normal force (note that the physical unit of 0

M is m–1). Secondly, the state variable z can be interpreted as 
the average deflection of the bristles (exactly as it was proposed in the case of the classical model).  

From Eqns. (12) and (11) it follows that, for a given velocity v, in steady state conditions, doubling of normal 
load N doubles the friction force Fss, whereas does not change the value of zss. This brings up the question how to 
physically interpret the fact that it is the stiffness of bristles ( 0

MN), rather than the deflection, that is proportional 
to the magnitude of normal force.  

To propose a physically acceptable interpretation, let us consider the Amonton’s paradox – the observation that 
friction force is proportional to normal load but is independent of the area of the apparent contact surface. This 
paradox has been resolved by showing that the friction force is proportional to the true contact area [37]. Thus, at 
the microscopic level, the number of contacting asperities raises when the normal force grows. Consequently, the 
aggregate stiffness (the tangential force-to-deflection ratio) depends on the normal force. As a result, when 
normal load increases, larger friction force is observed for a given deflection. This explains why parameter 0

M 
can be interpreted as the aggregate stiffness per unit of normal force and justifies the physical analogy proposed 
for the modified version of the LuGre model.  

It is worth noting that, in the case of the classical LuGre model, from Eqns. (7), (6) and (4) it follows that larger 
normal force is accompanied by larger deflection of bristles. This observation makes the physical analogy 
difficult to defend – the deflection at which the contacting bristles will slip may become arbitrarily large.  

3.2. Various Levels of Constant Normal Force 
Let’s consider the case of constant normal force. Assume that the normal force for both variants of the LuGre 
model is the same and equals NE. The classical and the modified models are equivalent if and only if the 
following equalities are fulfilled: 

.,, 2
2

1
1

0
0

E

M

E

M

E

M

NNN
 (13) 

Assume now that the conditions of Eq. (13) are held but the normal force (in both cases) has a constant value of 
N ≠ NE. The equivalence of models is lost. Firstly, it should be noted that in the case of the classical model, the 
change in the normal force (from NE to N) does not affect the viscous damping ( 2 v), quite contrary to the case 
of the modified model (N 2

Mv). Secondly, even if the viscous damping is negligible (e.g., when 2 = 0), the 
models would behave differently. In the modified model the change in normal load directly affects the calculated 
friction force – Eq. (10) is multiplied by a constant factor N/NE. In the classical model the change of normal load 
propagates through forces FC and FS (Eqns. (7) ), function G (Eq. (2) ) and state variable z (Eq. (1) ). Note that, 
due to the change of the normal force, the second term in Eq. (1) is multiplied by NE/N, whereas the first term 
remains unchanged. As a consequence, the resultant change of friction force does not consist in the 
multiplication of friction by a constant factor.  

Example 1 

To illustrate the discussed issues, let us consider a system presented in Fig. 1. It consists of a block of mass m 
placed on a horizontal plane and subjected to pulling force P, normal force N and friction force F. Parameters of 
the classical LuGre model, presented in Tab. 1, match those used in [7].  
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The parameters of the modified model were calculated using Eq. (13), with NE = 10 (N). The externally applied 
pulling force P grows linearly to reach its maximum Pmax after 1 second, and remains constant afterwards:  

1,min tPP max , (14) 

where t stands for the time. 

 
Figure 1: Forces acting on a mass 

Table 1: Parameters used in all examples 
Parameter m 0 1 2  K S 

Unit kg N/m Ns/m Ns/m m/s – – 
Value  1 105 ;105  0.4 10–3 0.1 0.15 

 

For the only moving body, the equation of motion is: 

FPvm , (15) 

with friction force F calculated using either the classical or the modified LuGre model (which adds another 
differential equation to the system). In every simulation the initial conditions were set to 0

0t
v  and 0

0t
z .  

Three pairs of simulations were performed to compare the two variants of the LuGre model. The simulations 
lasted 1 second, MATLABTM was used to perform calculations (ode15s procedure with the relative and absolute 
errors set to 10–5 and 10–8, respectively; these settings were used across all examples).  

Values of normal and pulling forces used during each pair of simulations are presented in Tab. 2. Note that for 
the first pair of simulations (A), the magnitude of normal force N equals the assumed value of NE. 

Table 2: Normal and maximum pulling forces used in Example 1 
Pair of simulations A B C 
Normal force N (N) 10 5 20 
Pulling force Pmax (N) 2 1 4 

 

 
Figure 2: Friction to normal force ratios obtained in Example 1  
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Selected results are presented in Fig. 2. To enable direct comparison of all simulations, the ratios of friction to 
normal forces are shown. In the case of simulation A, the results obtained using both variants of the LuGre 
model were the same, since the models were equivalent. In all other cases, the results were different. The 
changes of normal force levels resulted in changes of normalized break-away forces (i.e., in the friction to 
normal force ratio at which transition from stiction to sliding occurs). The classical model was found to be more 
sensitive to the changes of the level of the normal load than the modified model. Moreover, as it was expected, in 
the kinetic friction regime, the force-velocity relation remained unchanged in the case of the classical model, 
whereas this relation was different in every simulation using the modified model.  

3.3. Varying Normal Force 
Let’s consider the case of time-varying normal force. There are at least two problems with the classical version 
of the LuGre model.  

The first problem may occur when the system under constant tangential load remains in the static mode, so that 
v = 0, and the friction force balances the external load. The change in normal load affects friction levels FC and 
FS (Eqns. (7) ) and then function G (Eq. (2) ), however, as long as v = 0, it does not influence the state variable z 
(see Eq. (1) ), and consequently it does not affect the friction force. As a result friction remains constant even if 
the normal load significantly decreases. Obviously, if the balance of tangential forces is violated, some micro-
velocity v ≠ 0 will occur, and the model will gain a chance to react to changes of the normal force.  

The second problem is more important, as it can be easily encountered in practice. When the normal force N 
tends to zero, friction levels FC and FS (Eqns. (7) ) also tend to zero, which results in function G (Eq. (2) ) tending 
to zero as well. Since in Eq. (1) function G appears in the denominator, problems with calculating z  are 
unavoidable and undesirably large magnitudes of z  may be expected. 

Note that this kind of problems will not be encountered when using the modified model.  

Example 2 

Let us consider again the system presented in Example 1. The simulation time is set to 2.99 seconds. The pulling 
force is described by Eq. (14) with Pmax = 0.75 (N), whereas the normal force is constant for the first two seconds 
and then decreases linearly:  

2,0max1 tNN max , (16) 

where Nmax = NE = 10 (N).  

Note that between t = 1 and t = 2 (s) both normal and pulling forces are constant; the block remains in rest for 
time sufficiently long to obtain 0v , and consequently 0z .  

 

 
Figure 3: Friction to normal force ratios (top)  

and friction forces (bottom) obtained in Example 2 
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Selected results are presented in Fig. 3. The classical model provided an unacceptable outcome. The friction 
force was constant when the normal load was vanishing. The block remained at rest while the friction to normal 
ratio was growing towards infinity (the simulation was stopped when the normal load decreased to N = 0.1 (N) ).  

The results obtained using the modified model are reasonable. The friction force remained constant up to the 
level of maximum stiction force (the friction to normal ratio grew to the level of 0.1385 which is close to S). At 
that moment, the gross motion of the block started and the friction force dropped down to the level of kinetic 
friction. Then, the friction force was decreasing, since the normal force was decreasing as well.  

Example 3 

In Example 2, the time history of forces was specially selected to present the discussed effect of “overlooking” 
the change of normal load. In practical applications, such artificial conditions are unlikely to be observed. 
Therefore, small fluctuations are added to the pulling force in order to prevent the derivatives in the equations of 
motion from vanishing, so that:  

ttPP max 210sin001.011,min .  (17) 

 
Figure 4: Friction to normal force ratios (top)  

and friction forces (bottom) obtained in Example 3 

Figure 4 presents the results of simulations. The modified model behaved exactly as in Example 2 – the observed 
differences are negligible. For the classical model, the course of simulation was different than the one from 
previous example. The model switched from static to kinetic friction regime a bit later than the modified model 
(the friction to normal ratio reached 0.1592). Then, for about 0.5 second, the friction force was decreasing 
smoothly. After that, when the normal force was small enough, the model lost stability.  

Similar simulations were repeated for different frequencies of perturbations added to pulling force P. In each 
case, the classical model behaved quite randomly at times close to the end of simulation, whereas the modified 
model provided practically the same results in each case. 

3.4. Drift Induced by a Varying Normal Force 
As it was shown in the previous section, in the static friction regime, the classical model may not react to 
changes of the normal force, whereas the modified model always reacts to these changes. Obviously, this 
property points out the modified model as better suited to simulate systems with varying normal forces. There 
are, however, some unwelcome side effects which may be observed when the modified model is used.  

According to Eq. (10), a change of the normal force is followed by a change of the friction force. This affects the 
balance of tangential forces. As a result, a micro-acceleration 0v  occurs. Obviously, the resulting change of 
micro-velocity causes changes of function G and state variable z. Hence, when the normal load changes, the 
model predicts micro-motion, even when the external tangential load is constant and friction is well below the 
break-away force.  
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The micro-displacements may result in a drift. Note that, when tangential load is constant, the only reason for 
drift is the variability of normal force. 

Example 4 

Let’s consider again the same system and assume that the pulling force is the same as in Example 2, i.e., 
Pmax = 0.75 (N). The simulation time is set to 10 seconds. The normal force is constant for the first two seconds, 
and then a sinusoidal component is added to it: 

222sin1.0
2

ttNN
tN

N
maxmax

max ,  (18) 

where Nmax = NE = 10 (N). 

It should be emphasized that the pulling force is much less than the break-away force, thus the model is expected 
to remain in the static friction mode.  

 
Figure 5: Friction to normal force ratios (top),  

friction forces (middle), and micro-displacement (bottom)  
obtained in Example 4 

The results of simulations are presented in Fig. 5. The differences in calculated friction are almost invisible. 
Starting from time t = 2 (s) friction force predicted by the classical model is constant, whereas friction calculated 
by the modified model slightly fluctuates (order of magnitude of these fluctuations is 0.0001 (N) ). On the other 
hand, the final outcome of differences in friction force, in terms of micro-displacements, is apparent. 

As it was expected, the variability of normal force was the reason for some micro-displacements which 
eventually resulted in a drift of the mass block.  

4. Conclusions 
In this study two versions of the LuGre model of friction were compared. It was found that when the model, and 
especially its classical version, is tuned to match some constant normal force NE (or, equivalently, to match 
kinetic and static friction levels, FC and FS, respectively), its applicability for normal forces N fairly different 
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from NE may be questionable. An experimental process intended to identify the parameters of the LuGre model 
should be organized in such a way as to take into account the variability of normal loads throughout the expected 
range. 

The results of comparison show that the modified version of the LuGre model, while not being flawless, is much 
more suitable for simulation of frictional systems with varying normal forces. The usage of the classical version 
of the LuGre model should be avoided for systems with varying normal force, especially when the relative 
variations are large and the normal force can drop down to small, close to zero magnitudes. It was found that, in 
some situations involving varying normal force, the ratio of friction to normal force, predicted by the classical 
version of the model, may rise unbounded. Moreover, numerical problems appear when the normal force tends to 
zero. None of these problems are encountered when the modified model is used. On the other hand, when the 
modified model is used to simulate the stiction mode, cyclical changes of the normal load may lead to drift of the 
mechanical system, even if the tangential load is constant and much less than the maximum stiction force. This 
property shall be recognized as a minor disadvantage of the modified model.  

In the scientific literature, the classical version of the LuGre model has been studied thoroughly from both 
theoretical and experimental perspectives. Number of papers dealing with the modified model is much less. As it 
was demonstrated, properties of these two models are at some points very different. It should be concluded that 
the modified LuGre model deserves more attention.  
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Abstract
This work presents a modeling and simulation technique for predicting the outcome of rigid body impacts, particularly

the transition from an impact to a contact problem. Impacts between rigid bodies are characterized by abrupt changes

in the system velocities due to infinitesimally large contact forces. In the proposed framework multi-point impacts are

analyzed in the impulse-domain. During impact, the contact point velocities are constrained based on the rigid-body

assumption. The energy dissipation of the system is characterized based on Stronge’s hypothesis, which guarantees

energy consistency. This work presents a method for transition to contact by enforcing 1) non-penetrability conditions

and 2) Coulomb friction based complementarity conditions.

Keywords: multi-point, contact, impact, Coulomb friction, rigid body constraints, Stronge’s hypothesis

1. Introduction
The motivation for this work is to develop a chatter-free hybrid dynamic simulation framework for rigid body impact

and contact problems. Impacts between rigid bodies typically yield an abrupt change in the system’s velocities, because

of large forces that occur over a small time-period (duration of impact). This makes it inconvenient to model impacts in

the time-domain, and therefore impacts are often modeled in the impulse-domain consistent with the Darboux-Keller

model of impact [1, 2]. In addition, the case of multi-point impacts can lead to indeterminacy requiring the solution

of a higher number of impulse parameters than the degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the system. Such problems of

indeterminacy can be addressed by introducing additional constraints stemming from the rigid-body assumption [3–6].

In this work, the use of rigid-body constraints in conjunction with Coulomb friction constraints during impact yields

a relationship that describes the system velocities in terms of one independent impulse parameter. The advantage

of being able to describe the system velocities in terms of one independent impulse parameter is that a system-level

energetic criteria can be used to determine the post-impact states of the system. The energetic criteria used here is

based on Stronge’s hypothesis as established in [7,8]. However, this work extends the scope of the energetic coefficient

of restitution such that it captures a system-level energy dissipation property, as shown in [3, 4], and therefore this

parameter would be referred to as a global coefficient of restitution.

The impulse-domain analysis takes place after the time-domain integration of the equations of motion is stopped upon

impact detection. This method of simulation is known as event-based or hybrid dynamic simulation, where standard

numerical integration techniques are used to simulate the time-dependent equations of motions between various impact

events. Impulse-domain analysis with event-based simulation is appropriate for rigid body impacts which occur over

infinitesimally small time-periods. One of the difficulties encountered with the event-based simulation approach is

the accumulation of events because of the high frequency chattering behavior for low-speed contacts. In the hybrid

dynamic simulation of rigid bodies, chattering takes place when a rigid body impacts a contact surface with a small

amount of rebound. These small rebounds lead to a succession of impact events that, in effect, stop the time based sim-

ulation. Chattering is common in a variety of hybrid dynamic simulation problems, and has been studied extensively

from a numerical integration point of view in the literature [9–12]. The goal here is not to use an advanced numeri-

cal integration scheme to eliminate the chattering behavior, but rather it is to develop a smooth time-domain contact

dynamics model that uses online constraint embedding to remove DOFs in order to eliminate the chattering behavior.

Constraint enforcement in multibody dynamics can be performed by redundant coordinate techniques or coordinate
reduction/constraint-embedding techniques [13]. Techniques based on redundant coordinate sets solve the equations

of motion and the algebraic constraints simultaneously, in a differential-algebraic equation (DAE) framework. DAE

solvers typically satisfy algebraic constraints and reduce “drift-off effects” by employing error-minimization techniques

based on Baumgarte’s stabilization method [13–17] or Lagrange multiplier based penalty methods [14, 18, 19]. In

contrast, coordinate reduction methods reformulate the equations of motion based on a minimal set of independent

generalized coordinates. Constraint embedding techniques are based on coordinate-partitioning techniques originally
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proposed in [20], that make use of the constraint equations to resolve dependent coordinates in terms of independent

generalized coordinates based on SVD [14, 21, 22], LU [22] or QR [23–26] decomposition methods. This work uses a

QR based constraint embedding technique to enforce non-penetrability and frictional constraints during the no-rebound

contact phase. The main contribution of this paper is presented in Sec. 3, which details the constraint enforcement

method and also defines the switching criteria for the contact-impact transition.
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Figure 1: Rocking Block Schematic

2. Impact Modeling
This section uses the rocking block example shown in Fig.(1), a benchmark problem in contact-impact modeling

community [3, 27–32], to illustrate the proposed approach without a loss of generality. The planar block has three

DOFs. The general form of its equations of motion is given by,

Aq̈ + b(q̇,q) + g(q) = ΓΓΓ(q) = JT F = JT [ ft1 fn1
ft2 fn2

]T (1)

where A is the mass matrix, while b and g are vectors of Coriolis terms and gravity. The impact/contact forces in F are

related to the generalized active forces in ΓΓΓ(q) through a Jacobian matrix, J.

Impact events take place over an infinitesimally small time period, which can be modeled as a discontinuous change in

the system velocities. Consequently, it is inconvenient to model impacts in time-domain. Integrating the equations of

motion in (1) over a small time period, ε , facilitates an impulse-domain analysis:

A(q̇(t + ε)− q̇(t)) =
∫ t+ε

t
(A(q)q̈ + b(q̇,q)+g(q))dt =

∫ t+ε

t
JT (q)F dt = JT p = JT [pt1 pn1

pt2 pn2
]T (2)

where p is vector containing the impulses at different contact points, such that pti and pni are the tangential and normal

impulse parameters for the contact point i. Note that the Coriolis and gravity terms b and g respectively vanish upon

integration over the small time period ε . Equation (2) essentially describes the change in the generalized speeds in

terms of the impulses at all the contact points. Thus (2) may be rewritten in terms of the velocities of the impact/contact

points as,

ϑϑϑ = [vt1 vn1
vt2 vn2

]T = ϑϑϑ(0) + JA−1JT p (3)

where ϑϑϑ(0) and ϑϑϑ are the pre- and post-impact velocities, and vti and vni are the tangential and normal velocities

respectively. This is an impulse domain model for rigid body impact, as shown in [2].

The impulses in equation (3) may be resolved in terms of one independent normal impulse parameter, which is selected

arbitrarily

ϑϑϑ = ϑϑϑ(0) + JA−1JT Cpn2
p = Cpn2

where pn2
≥ 0 (4)

The tangential and normal impulse parameters of the different contact points are related to the independent normal

impulse parameter pn2
through the coefficient vector C. The term C is derived using frictional constraints based on

the Coulomb friction law pti = μi pni , where μi is the coefficient of friction of point i, and rigid-body constraints;

see [3]. Equation (4) shows that the contact point velocities ϑϑϑ , evolve linearly with respect to the independent impulse

parameter pn2 for a given value of C. However the value of C changes based on slip-state of the contact points, and

therefore needs to be updated at every stick-slip transition (when vti = 0). Fig. 2 (a) shows a typical example of how

velocity evolves during an impact event, and also demonstrates how the slope of velocity w.r.t. independent normal

impulse parameter can change at a stick-slip transition. Refer to [3] for detailed discussion of the stick-slip transition.
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Figure 2: Example plots of (a) Velocity (b) Normal Work evolution w.r.t. independent impulse parameter during an

impact event.

One of the main objectives in resolving the contact point velocities in terms of one independent impulse parameter, pn2

in (4) is to enable the application of the work-energy theorem to govern the evolution of the velocities in an energetically

consistent manner. The energy dissipated during an impact is primarily captured by the normal work (work done by

the normal components of the contact forces) of the system. Fig. 2 (b) shows a plot of Wn(pn2
), which always has a

parabolic from w.r.t. pn2
. Note that the parabolic trajectory in Fig. 2 can shift every time vti = 0. This reflects the

change in C, which can occur at each stick-slip transition.

According to Stronge’s Hypothesis, the net energy dissipation in the system due to impact is given by,

Wn f = (1− e2
∗)Wnc (5)

where Wnc and Wn f are the normal work values at the end of restitution phase and end of compression phase, as shown

in Fig. 2(b). The energetic coefficient of restitution e∗ ∈ [−1,1] used in this work is the global energetic coefficient
of restitution (GECOR), which accounts for the amount of energy dissipated during an impact event. This approach

ensures that there is no energy gained from an impact event. Refer to [3] for a more detailed discussion of the GECOR.

3. Transition to Contact
Sec. 2 described the impulse domain analysis necessary for determining the post-impact velocities. This section dis-

cusses the transition from impact to contact, which eliminates the chattering problem discussed earlier in Sec. 1. This

work uses simple criteria to distinguish between contacts, impacts and separation. These criteria are checked contin-

uously during the time integration of the model, but especially at the termination of an impact event for points with a

small rebound velocity:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
if |vni| ≤ εv and v̇ni < 0 Contact (Constraint Embedding)

if vni < −εv and v̇ni < 0 Impact (Impulse-Domain Analysis)

if vni > εv or v̇ni > 0 Separation (Floating-Base EOM)

(6)

where εv is a small threshold value selected to determine if the contact points have near-zero normal velocity. During

contact, the non-penetrability constraint always needs to be satisfied. Similar to the impulse domain analysis, it is

necessary to identify whether a contact point sticks or slips during contact. The proposed approach identifies sticking

and slipping contact points by first calculating reaction forces, while assuming that all the contact points are sticking.

Let, ϑϑϑ c =
[

vti vni

]T
and ϑ̇ϑϑ c =

[
v̇ti v̇ni

]T
be vectors containing the velocities and accelerations of the contact

points that satisfy the contact constraint in (6). Then the contact constraints may be enforced as,

0 = ϑϑϑ c = Jc q̇ and 0 = ϑ̇ϑϑ c = Jc q̈ + J̇c q̇ (7)

where Jc is the Jacobian matrix corresponding to ϑϑϑ . Using (1) and (7),the equations of motion in operational space

may be written as,

0 = ϑ̇ϑϑ c = Jc A−1Jc
T F − JcA−1 (b(q, q̇) + g(q)) + J̇c q̇ (8)
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Similar to the impulse domain analysis, the contact forces are going to be constrained by the rigid body constraints and

frictional constraints. Therefore, substituting F = C̄Fr in (8) yields

c̄ Fr = Jc A−1Jc
T C Fr = JcA−1 (b(q, q̇) + g(q)) − J̇c q̇ (9)

where Fr is an independent force parameter and C̄, similar to (4), is the solution of rigid-body and sticking friction

constraints in terms of a single independent force parameter Fr. However C̄ is derived at assuming all the points are

sticking, and is different from C in (4). The independent force parameter Fr can be solved from (9), and used to find all

of the forces acting at the contact points,

F = C̄ Fr = C̄
c̄T

c̄T c̄
(
JcA−1 (b(q, q̇) + g(q)) − J̇c q̇

)
(10)

The reaction forces in F give the magnitudes of force components for the all the contact points if a sticking state is

imposed. The force of friction, according to Coulomb’s law is upper bounded as,

||fti || ≤ μs fni (11)

where fti and fni are the tangential and normal forces, and μs is the coefficient of static (limiting) friction. Therefore

the inequality condition in (11) is checked for the forces calculated for each point. If this condition is satisfied, then the

contact point in question is identified as sticking, otherwise the point is slipping.

After all the contact points are identified as either sticking or slipping, the appropriate frictional constraints need to

be applied for each point. Combining both the sticking and slipping constraints, the contact constraints forces may be

expressed as,

F =

[
Fslip
Fstick

]
= Sc

[
Fslipn

Fstick

]
where Sc =

⎡⎣ −xiμi
1

0

0 I

⎤⎦ (12)

where Fslip and Fstick are the forces at the contact points that are slipping and sticking, respectively. The term Fslipn

contains the normal forces at the points i that are slipping. The matrix Sc relates the normal forces of the slipping points

to the tangential forces using the equality relation of Coulomb friction law, where xi = vti/||vti || gives the direction of

movement of the contact point, and μi = μd is the dynamic coefficient of friction at point i. In (12) the matrix Sc is

shown for a two-point contact case such that one of them is slipping while the other sticks. The term Sc needs to be

modified depending on the specific stick-slip conditions of all contact points.

Therefore the generalized active forces ΓΓΓ in (1), may be rewritten as,

ΓΓΓ = JT F = JT Sc

[
Fslipn

Fstick

]
(13)

Based on the dual property of the Jacobian matrix, as shown in [3, 4], the force constraint in (13) may be projected as

constraints in velocity space,

0 =

[
ϑϑϑ slipn

ϑϑϑ stick

]
= ST

c Jc q̇ = JI q̇I + JD q̇D (14)

where ϑϑϑ stick refers to both the normal and tangential velocity components of the points that are sticking, and ϑϑϑ slipn

refers to only the normal velocity components of the points that are slipping. The terms q̇D and q̇I are the dependent

and independent generalized speeds. Now q̇ and q̈ can be expressed as

q̇ =

[
q̇D

q̇I

]
=

[ −J−1
D JI

I

]
q̇I = G q̇I (15)

and

q̈ = G q̈I + Ġ q̇I where Ġ q̇I =

[ −J−1
D

(
ṠT

c Jc +ST
c J̇c
)

q̇
0

]
(16)

Substituting (14) and (16) into (1) and pre-multiplying with GT yields,

GT A G q̈I + GT (A Ġ q̇I + b + g
)
= GT JT

c Sc

[
Fslipn

Fstick

]
= 0 (17)

From (14) and (15), it can be easily shown that GT JT
c Sc = 0. Therefore the right-hand side of (17) becomes zero,

eliminating all of the contact forces from the equation. Thus, during contact (15) and (17) are used to integrate the

states of dynamic system. However, if a subsequent impact event occurs, then a new impact analysis, as was discussed

in Sec. 2, is applied to all points in impact or contact using the original unconstrained model in (1).
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4. Results
This section presents a simulation result using the aforementioned technique for a planar rocking block problem. Pena

et. al conducted experiments on different specimens of concrete blocks and reported the angular response for free-

rocking case and rocking with base excitation in [29, 33]. Zhang et.al showed that these experimental results can be

predicted using the LZB model [27], which was proposed in [34–39]. The LZB model uses local energetic coefficient

of restitution, for each contact point and relates the local energy losses by a distributing law, based on parameters

defined as contact stiffness ratio and elasticity coefficient. This is different from the proposed approach, where the

stiffness and elasticity between different contact points is lumped into the GECOR.
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Figure 3: (a) Angular Response (b) Energy plots of the specimen during rocking. The angular response data for Pena and

LZB, were obtained from plots shown in Fig.5 of [27].

The specimen under consideration here is referred to as “Specimen 1" in [27,33], which has a width of 0.25 m, a height

of 1 m and a mass of 503 kg. However, as was discussed in [27,28] the angular response of the block is highly sensitive

to any variations in the width and therefore needs to be calibrated in simulation. Here the effective width used for the

simulation is the same as the one used in [27, 28], which is 0.23 m.

Fig. 3 (a) compares the simulated and experimental angular response of the specimen. Here, Pena refers to the measured

angular response from the experiments done by Pena et.al [33], LZB refers to the simulated response using the LZB

model [27], and CRB is the simulated angular response based on the proposed approach. The static and dynamic

coefficient of friction used for the simulation are μs = 0.577 and μd = 0.3 respectively, identical to [27]. The response

for Specimen 1, shown as CRB in Fig. 3(a) was obtained using e∗ = −0.73 for all two-point impacts and e∗ = 0.8
for all single point impacts. Also shown in Fig. 3(a), is the angular response of the same specimen using the LZB

model where an energetic coefficient of restitution (ECOR) value, en = 0.97, is used until 2.83 seconds, after which

it is updated with en = 0.88 [27]. Note, that en used in [27] are local ECORs at each point, as opposed to the global,

GECOR e∗, used in this work.

Fig. 3 shows that the proposed model and the LZB model closely fit the experimental data. The energy dissipation

throughout the response is depicted in in Fig. 3 (b), where each step on the total energy plot represents the net energy

loss during impacts. The method outlined in this work treats energy losses during impacts as system-level losses,

therefore energy dissipation is guaranteed throughout the response.

5. Conclusion
This paper describes a framework for simulating rigid body contact and impact problems using a hybrid dynamic sim-

ulation method where the impacts are modeled in the impulse-domain while contacts are modeled in the time domain.

Therefore, simulation of such a system requires numerical integration with event-location capability to facilitate im-

pact analysis along with online constraint embedding. It has been shown in this work that experimental results can be

matched using the proposed method with a suitable choice of GECOR. Also, more importantly, it has been shown that

energy consistency of the simulation is maintained when using the proposed method. The transition from impact to

contact is made based on a small threshold velocity value which has to be chosen appropriately.
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Abstract
The paper concerns with the modelling of vibration of nuclear fuel assembly components – fuel rods and the guide

thimbles. Mechanical model includes all the relevant nonlinearities to describe the single component motion – contact

forces between fuel pellets stack and the cladding or contact between the component and spacer grid cells. The multi-

scale model is used to estimate the excitation of the single component. Global model of reactor (highest scale model)

excited by the pressure pulsations of coolant is used to determine the mounting plates motion. Linearized model of the

fuel assembly (middle scale model) is used to determine the motion of surrounding spacer grid cells. Motions of these

bodies are used as an input for the numerical simulation of single component motion (lowest scale model). In subse-

quent analyses, the fretting wear of fuel rod cladding is analysed and dynamical components of lateral deformations of

the guide thimbles are estimated.

Keywords: nuclear fuel assembly, vibro-impact system, fuel rods, guide thimbles, contact forces, grid-to-rod fretting

wear

1. Introduction
Nuclear fuel assemblies (FAs) consist of a large number of the beam-type components. The assembly includes mainly

fuel rods (FRs) which are its key part as that is where the nuclear fission occurs. Each FR, see Fig. 1a, consists of the

fuel rod cladding (Zr thin-walled tube) filled with the uranium fuel pellets stack with the clearance between pellets and

the cladding. Other important components of the FA are guide thimbles (GTs), see Fig. 1b, placed between the fuel

rods and securing control rods (CRs) drop which slows down the nuclear reaction if necessary. All these components

are linked together by several spacer grids (SGs) which fix them in the appropriate cross section shape (square or

hexagonal, depending on the FA type). In case of TVSA-T fuel assemblies applied in VVER-1000 type reactors, the

cross-section of the assembly is hexagonal and it includes 312 FRs, 18 GTs, one central tube (CT), vertices of cross-

section hexagon are stiffened by six angle-pieces and there are 8 spacer grids placed regularly over the FA length. FRs

and CT are fixed into spacer grids with radial prestress. Between GTs and SG cells, there is a radial clearance. At the

level of the highest SG, there is an added sleeve.

For many reasons, it is important to estimate the motion of the FA components. The deformation of the GT is key

factor for the smooth control rod drop that is critical during the operation of the reactor. Basically, there are two main

causes of the GT deformation – static and dynamical. Static deformation, often called FA bow, is given by the axial

loading on the GTs and irradiation and it is not taken into account in this paper. The dynamical deformation is given

by the pressure pulsations of the coolant and fluid-flow forces. Due to clearances between the GTs and SG cells or

sleeve, impact forces are possibly generated during the GT vibration [3]. The control rod drop can be modelled using

multibody approaches [1, 4, 5, 8] and it helps to estimate the time of the CR fall.

In case of FRs, it is important as well to know its vibration because the grid-to-rod fretting wear [2, 7] occurs in the

contact points between FR cladding and SG cells. This phenomenon makes the cladding thinner in the contact point

and the loss of the mass occurs during the reactor operation-cycle. In critical case, the thickness of the FR cladding

can reach the limit value that can cause undesirable leak of fission products into the coolant. For the estimation of the

fretting wear, it is necessary to know the FR vibration [11].

2. Multiscale Modelling of the Single FA Components Motion
Considering all the local nonlinearities and complex phenomena such as contacts between components, it is impossible

to create a detailed and accurate model of the whole assembly or even the whole reactor. However, there is a possibility

to create a model of a single chosen component (FR, GT or CT) and include approximately the influence of the whole

FA using the data obtained from higher-scale models such as model of the reactor or simplified linearised model of
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Figure 1: A fuel rod model (a) as a system consisting of two flexible 1D subsystems and spacer-grids, and guide thimble

(b) as a system consisting of 1D flexible body, spacer grids and sleeve

the FA. The particular multiscale model used for the simulation of the motion of FA components is created using

models at three levels of abstraction:

The highest-scale model is the model of the reactor [9] that consists of a large number of rigid bodies (pressure vessel,

core barrel, reactor core, etc.) and flexible bodies (e.g. each FA is idealized as a 1D lumped-mass continuum)

coupled by linearised couplings as illustrated in the Fig. 2a. Considering pressure pulsations of coolant caused

by the main circulation pumps under the required operational conditions, it is possible to investigate the spatial

motion of supporting plates that are FAs fixed in.

Middle-scale model is the model of the chosen FA which consists of large number of linearized 1D continua (FRs,

GTs, central tube, angle pieces, etc.) and coupled by linear couplings [10], see Fig. 2b. The motion of the

supporting plates from highest-scale model is used as kinematical excitation. Using this model, a motion of SG

cells is investigated which is used as a kinematical excitation in the detailed model of single component.

Lowest-scale model is nonlinear model of the single component (FR, GT or CT) including all the mechanical nonlin-

earities such as impact forces, prestress effect with possible loose of contact or friction forces in contact points.

The single component motion is modelled using FEM for flexible 1D continua. In case of FR, there are two

main subsystems (FR cladding and fuel pellets stack) that can possibly impact interact. At the level of all the

eight spacer grids, there are three SG cells that are radially prestressed and the possible loose of contact of the

FR cladding with any cell at the end of the reactor operational-cycle is respected. The kinematical excitation is

present in the lower node as well where the FR is fixed into the lower piece of the FA. Contact forces include

both normal and friction components. In case of the GT, the model consists of one flexible body (a tube), SG

cells and the sleeve which are kinematically excited together with the lower and upper pieces of the FA. In the

model of GT discussed in the presented paper, the CR drop is not considered although there is a methodology

for considering it with rigid GT and flexible CT [1, 4] and it could be possibly extended in this way.

3. Mathematical Modelling of FA Components
The model of single FR and GT is formulated using the finite element method for 1D Euler-Bernoulli continua. The

spatial motion is respected and the kinematical excitation obtained from higher-scales models is applied to the mounting

plates and spacer grid cells. All these motions are described independently using complex amplitudes that are based on

polyharmonic excitation by main circulation pumps respecting three harmonic components. From multibody point of

view, the motion of surrounding components (mounting plates, SG cells) in the lowest scale model are prescribed and

highly influence the motion of the single component. All the contact forces are defined using Kelving-Voigt impact
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Figure 2: Global model of the reactor (a) and the linearized model of the fuel assembly (b)

model (normal component) and friction forces use smooth approximation of the friction coefficient in dependence on

sliding velocity in the contact points.

The model of FR consists of two flexible subsystems – fuel rod cladding (C) and fuel pellets stack (P). In addition of

these two bodies, spatial motion of mounting plates is respected (two bodies) and spacer grid cells motion (24 bodies –

three cells at eight levels) that respect plane motion only. The vectors of generalized coordinates qqq(C)
F ∈R

nC of the free

(kinematically not excited) nodes of the subsystem C and qqq(P)F ∈ R
nP of the fuel pellets stack (P) can be defined in the

form

qqq(X)
F =

(
[u1,v1,w1,ϕ1,ϑ1,ψ1, . . . ,ui,vi,wi,ϕi,ϑi,ψi, . . . ]

(X)
)T ∈ R

nX , X =C,P (1)

where u(X)
i ,v(X)

i ,w(X)
i are axial and mutually perpendicular lateral displacements, respectively, and ϕ(X)

i ,ϑ (X)
i ,ψ(X)

i are

torsional and bending angles around the deflections defined previously. The number of degrees of freedom of subsystem

X is denoted as nX . The mathematical model of the FR can than be written in the form[
MMM(C)

F 000

000 MMM(P)
F

][
q̈qq(C)

F

q̈qq(P)F

]
+

[
BBB(C)

F 000

000 BBB(P)
F

][
q̇qq(C)

F

q̇qq(P)F

]
+

([
KKK(C)

F 000

000 KKK(P)
F

]
+KKKF

)[
qqq(C)

F

qqq(P)F

]
=

=

[
fff (C)

L (t)
fff (P)L (t)

]
+

[
fff SG,C

(
qqq(C)

F , q̇qq(C)
F , t
)

000

]
+

⎡⎣ fff P,C

(
qqq(C)

F ,qqq(P)F , q̇qq(C)
F , q̇qq(P)F

)
fff C,P

(
qqq(C)

F ,qqq(P)F , q̇qq(C)
F , q̇qq(P)F

) ⎤⎦ . (2)

where YYY (X)
F ∈ R

nX ,nX , X = C,P, YYY = MMM,BBB,KKK are mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively, and KKKF is cou-

pling matrix of lateral stiffness of the fixation spring. The damping is assumed to be proportional and is estimated

using two lowest mode shapes. At the right-hand side, vectors fff (X)
L (t),X = C,P, of kinematical excitation by lower
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nodes are defined, vector fff SG,C

(
qqq(C)

F , q̇qq(C)
F , t
)

represents the excitation of FR cladding by the motion of SG cells

where the prestress effect, possible loose of contact and both normal and frictional forces are respected. Vectors

fff P,C

(
qqq(C)

F ,qqq(P)F , q̇qq(C)
F , q̇qq(P)F

)
, fff C,P

(
qqq(C)

F ,qqq(P)F , q̇qq(C)
F , q̇qq(P)F

)
represent contact forces between both FR subsystems where

again both normal and tangential components of the contact forces are respected. In both cases of vectors of contact

forces, friction force is dependent on relative velocity in contact points using smooth approximation of the friction

curve. E.g. in the contact point between the fuel rod cladding and the cell l = 1,2,3 at the of spacer grid level

g = 1, . . .8, the friction curve is modelled in the form

f (cl,g) =
2

π
arctan

(
εcl,g
)[

fd +( f0 − fd)e−dcl,g
]
, (3)

where ε, f0, fd ,d are shaping parameters of the characteristics (3).

Similarly, a mathematical model of the single guide thimble can be formulated. In the case of GT without CR inserted,

the GT is single 1D continuum fixed at both ends into the mounting plates that are subjected to the spatial motion.

Further, the GT goes through the spacer grids with the radial clearance. The exception is the eighth spacer grid,

where the GT goes through the sleeve which is fixed into the surrounding cells. Between GT and SL, there is a radial

clearance as well. All of the spacer grid cells are differently kinematically excited using middle-scale model. The GT

mathematical model can be formulated in the form[
MMM(GT )

F 000

000 MMM(SL)

][
q̈qq(GT )

F
q̈qq(SL)

]
+

[
BBB(GT )

F 000

000 BBB(SL)

][
q̇qq(GT )

F
q̇qq(SL)

]
+

[
KKK(GT )

F 000

000 KKK(SL)

][
qqq(GT )

F
qqq(SL)

]
=

[
fff L(t)+ fff U (t)
TTT SG,SLqqqSG(t)

]
+

⎡⎣ fff SG,GT

(
qqq(GT )

F ,qqq(SL), q̇qq(GT )
F , q̇qq(SL)

)
fff GT,SL

(
qqq(GT )

F ,qqq(SL), q̇qq(GT )
F , q̇qq(SL)

) ⎤⎦ . (4)

where the notation of the subsystems is analogical as in the case of the model (2). Vector qqq(GT )
F ∈ R

nGT is a vec-

tor of generalized coordinates of the free (kinematically not excited) nodes of the GT (defined similarly to (4)) and

qqq(SL) is vector of generalized cooridnates of the sleeve in the form qqq(SL) = [x,y,ϕ]T as the sleeve is supposed to be

rigid and its motion defined by the lateral displacements x,y and torsional rotation ϕ . At the right-hand side, vec-

tors fff L(t), fff U (t) of kinematical excitation in the lower (L) and upper (U) nodes and the vector of contact forces

fff SG,GT

(
qqq(GT )

F ,qqq(SL), q̇qq(GT )
F , q̇qq(SL)

)
are acting to the GT subsystem. Vector TTT SG,SLqqqSG(t) represents forces acting to the

sleeve given by the motion of the SG surrounding spacer grid cells and fff GT,SL

(
qqq(GT )

F ,qqq(SL), q̇qq(GT )
F , q̇qq(SL)

)
is vector of

contact forces between SL and GT.

Both above mentioned models (2) or (4) can be solved using ordinary tools for ODE solution. The mathematical model

of single component can be formally rewritten in the form

MMM(c)q̈qq(c) +BBB(c)q̇qq(c) +KKK(c)qqq(c) = fff (c)
(

qqq(c), q̇qq(c), t
)
, c = FR,GT, (5)

where qqq(c) ∈ R
nc is global vector of generalized coordinates of the particular component, MMM(c),BBB(c),KKK(c) ∈ R

nc,nc are

global mass, damping and stiffness matrices, respectively, and fff (c)
(

qqq(c), q̇qq(c), t
)
∈ R

nc is vector of all the excitation

and nonlinear forces acting to the component c = FR,GT . The model (5) can be rewritten in the form of set of first

order equations

u̇uu(c) = AAA(c)uuu(c) +FFF(c)(uuu(c),,, ttt), (6)

where

uuu(c) =
[

qqq(c)

q̇qq(c)

]
, AAA(c) =−

[
000 −EEE(

MMM(c)
)−1

KKK(c)
(

MMM(c)
)−1

BBB(c)

]
, FFF(c)(uuu(c), t) =

[
000(

MMM(c)
)−1

fff (c)(uuu(c), t)

]
. (7)

Numerical simulations of the single component motion can be directly performed using (6) and based on the obtained

solution, wide class of analyses can be performed. The behaviour of the component in different operational conditions

can be analysed using changed conditions of main circulation pumps in the highest-scale model. The change of single

component behaviour during the operational cycle of reactor can be investigated assuming changes of the relevant

parameters. As an example of the numerical results of the FR motion, orbits of both the continua in the chosen nodes

are depicted in the Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: An example of the evolution of the FR orbits at the chosen levels for different states during the operational

cycle of the reactor – the beginning (I), middle (II) and the end (III) of the operational cycle

In case of FR vibration, an evolution of the fretting wear of FR cladding can be studied considering three parameters

that influence the wear the most – a static preloading of the SG cells, clearance between the cladding and the fuel pellets

stack and the axial prestress of both subsystems given by the fixation spring. For the hourly fretting wear caused by the

pressure pulsations of coolant, the original formula is used that is based on the experimentally obtained parameter and

the work of friction forces in contact point calculated from numerical results

Δml,g = μWl,g
3600

t2 − t1
, l = 1,2,3, g = 1,2, . . . ,8, (8)

where μ is fretting wear parameter in [g/J]. The work of friction forces is based on the knowledge of normal forces

Nl,g, friction curve f (cl,g) and sliding velocity cl,g in the particular contact point in the form

Wl,g =
∫ t2

t1
f (cl,g)|Nl,g(d j,g,r)cl,g|dt, l = 1,2,3, g = 1,2, . . . ,8. (9)

The integration is performed over time interval t ∈ 〈t1; t2〉 that is characteristic by the steady state vibration.

4. Conclusion
The developed three-scale method enables to create a mathematical model of the local behaviour of the main FA com-

ponents and to simulate its vibration caused by pressure pulsation of coolant under the chosen operational conditions.

Model of the single component includes all the relevant mechanical nonlinearities such as impact and friction forces in

the contact points and prestress effects with possible loose of contact. There is a wide class of problems to be solved
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using this simulations including fretting wear analysis of the FR cladding in the contact points with the spacer grids

and estimation of maximal lateral deformations of the GT which is important for the CR drop. These models show

one of the possible ways how to simulate such a complex systems using a multiscale modelling. However, there is

a disadvantage of not included backward influence of the models of higher scale by the results from the lower scale.
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Abstract 
The impact problem of flexible multibody system is a non-smooth, high-transient and strong-nonlinear dynamic 
process with variable boundary. In order to keep the high frequencies character in the main body and high stress 
distribution in the local contact zone, thousands and even millions elements are usually adopted to describe the 
deformations of flexible bodies with contact/impact precisely, which leads to a large number of elastic 
coordinates and huge computational burden. To bridge the gap between accuracy and efficiency in the dynamic 
simulation of flexible multibody system with contacts/impacts, sub-region method is presented based on the 
partition consideration that the contact body is divided into two parts called impact region and non-impact 
region. The finite element method is employed for modelling the high stress distribution in the impact region, 
while the non-impact region is modeled using the modal reduction approach to raise the global efficiency. To 
validate the presented simulation method, a three-dimensional rod-plate impact is performed. Strain gauges and 
LDVs are employed to measure the high-frequency impact responses. The simulation results using presented 
method are in good agreement with the experimental results. It shows that sub-region method is an effective 
formulation considering both accuracy and efficiency. 

Keywords: sub-region method, impact dynamics, experimental validation, efficiency and accuracy 

1. Introduction 
The accurate and efficient modeling of contact/impact is one of the main di culties in many engineering 
applications. The numerical approaches which are used widely in contact/impact analysis can be divided into 
two categories: computational contact mechanics based on finite element methods (FEM), see e.g. [1-2] and 
approaches based on multibody system dynamics (MSD), see e.g. [3-4]. 

FEM is well suited for particularly high accuracy requirements, yet causes very high computational e ort; while 
approaches based on MSD acquire considerably less computational e ort yet cannot provide accurate local 
deformation information. Therefore, it bears much significance to establish a method that can handle the 
contact/impact problem both accurately and efficiently. A lot of work has been performed in this field. Benson 
and Hallquist [5] implemented a simple rigid body algorithm into DYNA3D. The mesh outside the impact region 
is replaced with a rigid body model to reduce the cost of the analysis with only a small loss in accuracy. 
Ambrosio et al. [6] also derived the equations of motion of the partially rigid-flexible body model and proposed 
the methodology for co-simulation of multibody and finite element codes. In Kim’s work [7] on contact 
problems of two flexible multibody systems, the components undergoing direct contact are modelled using the 
finite element method that incorporates large rigid body displacement, while the rest of the system is handled 
through the usual flexible multibody formulation. The simulation strategy presented by Seifried et al. [8] pursues 
a di erent approach. Di erent models of the flexible bodies are implemented in flight and impact phase. The 
float frame of reference formulation is used in the flight phase and FEM is used in the impact phase. 

In this paper, sub-region method (SRM) for the description of multibody system with impact is proposed, in 
which the contact body is divided into two parts called non-impact region and impact region. The non-impact 
region is modelled using the modal reduction approach to raise the solving e ciency. The impact region is 
modelled using FEM for high accuracy requirement. With this method, the solving e ciency of the whole 
system and the computation accuracy in the local impact region are both raised. To validate the simulation results 
using sub-region method, a three-dimensional impact experiment of a hemispherical-tip rod on a square plate is 
performed. Both FEM and SRM are used to simulate the experimental case. The results show that SRM is an 
effective formulation considering both accuracy and efficiency. 

2. Sub-region Method 
In multibody dynamics with contact/impact, the rigid motion of flexible body is described by floating reference 
frame, and the deformation is modeled by relative deformation coordinates. This section provides the derivation 
of sub-region method for contact/impact problem in multibody system, including the kinematic description and 
equations of motion.  
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Figure 1: Kinematics of a flexible body using SRM 

As shown in Figure 1, a deformable body is discretized by lumped mass FEM, therefore, the mass of body is 
distributed to each finite element node. The inertial reference frame is represented by re , and the floating 
reference frame attaching to the body is denoted by be . The position vector of be  with respect to re is denoted 
as r . For an arbitrary node P, Pr  is the position in the inertia frame, P

0ρ  is initial position in the floating frame 
and Pu is the displacement in the floating frame. 

The generalized velocity vector can be written as: 

 uωrv  (1) 

where ω  is the angular velocity of the floating frame, u  is displacement vector of all nodes expressed in the 
floating frame. 

Applying the principle of virtual power for the whole body, the equations of motion can be written as: 

 0
f

ffwvmv  (2) 

where m is the mass matrix, w  is the force vector arising from Coriolis and centrifugal effects, f and f  
are external force vector and internal force vector respectively. 

In the dynamic simulation of impact problems, to keep the high frequencies character in the contact body and 
high stress distribution in the local contact zone, thousands and even millions elements are usually adopted to 
describe the deformations of flexible bodies, which leads to a large number of elastic coordinates and huge 
computational burden. Sub-region method is presented trying to get a balance between accuracy and efficiency. 
In this method, the contact body is divided into two parts called contact region and non-contact region, as shown 
in Figure 1. Then the generalized velocity vector can be written as: 

 IIIr uuvv  (3) 

where ωrvr  describes the rigid body motion. 

In order to reduce the system degrees of freedom (DOFs), the nodal coordinates in non-impact region I are 
reduced by a small number of main modes: 

 aΦu II  (4) 

where is the modal vector matrix and a is the modal coordinate which has much less degrees than that of nodal 
coordinate u. 
Substituting Equation (4) into (3), the generalized velocity becomes: 

 ˆ IIr uavv  (5) 

The relationship between v̂  and v can be written as: 
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where T is the transformation matrix. 

And the mass matrix and force vector can be written as: 

 mTTm̂ fTf̂  (7) 

The equation of motion of single body using SRM can be obtained: 

 0fvmv ˆˆˆˆ  (8) 

For the multibody systems with contacts/impacts, the equation of motion can be obtained using the Lagrange 
multiplier technique: 
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00G
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 (9) 

where M /V / F  is mass/velocity/force matrix of the whole system, JG and Jγ are matrix related with joint 

constraint, CG and Cγ  are matrix related with contact constraint, Jλ  and Cλ are Lagrange multipliers related 
with joint constraint and contact constraint respectively. 

3. Simulation and Experimental Results 

3.1. Experimental Setup 

 
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the rod-plate impact experiment 

A schematic diagram of the normal impact experiment is shown in Figure 2. A cylindrical steel rod with 
hemispherical tip is used to strike an aluminum plate. The two colliding bodies are suspended by thin lines and 
are positioned horizontally by means of a spirit level. The plate keeps still until collision occurs. For the 
measurement of velocities, two Laser-Doppler vibrometers of type PSV-300F, made by Polytec GmbH are used. 
The back point of the rod and the center point of the plate are measured in the normal impact experiment. The 
material and geometrical parameters of the two colliding bodies are tabulated in Table 1. 

Table 1: Geometrical and material parameters 

 
Radius 

(mm) 

Length 

(mm) 

Width 

(mm) 

Thickness 

(mm) 

Modulus 

(Gpa) 
Poisson ratio 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

Rod 10 800 — — 205.8 0.28 7727 

Plate — 250 250 5 59.1 0.32 2627 

Strain gauges 

LDV 

Rod 

Plate 

LDV 

v=0.596 m/s 
point P2 point P1 
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3.2. Comparison Between Simulation and Experiment 
For numerical simulation using FEM, the spatial discretization is an essential factor. In the rod-plate impact case, 
the mesh size is gradually reduced until the simulation reaches convergence.The element length of main part is 
about 5mm and that of the local region is less than 0.2 mm, and the total node amount is 95218. Comparison 
between experiment and simulation using FEM is shown in Figure 3. 

     























   

 
 

 
Figure 3: Comparison between FEM simulation and experiment 

The numerical result agrees well with the measurement, but the FEM leads to an inefficient numerical 
implementation due to the large number of DOFs. To reduce the flexible body’s DOFs and improve the 
efficiency of numerical simulation, the SRM is used to simulate the impact case. The contact bodies are divided 
into two regions, the impact region is described by nodal coordinates and the non-impact region is defined using 
modal coordinates. 

To determine the amount of nodes in the impact region, the size of the impact region should be estimated 
beforehand. Here we use the Hertz contact law to simulate the impact case firstly. It predicts a rough maximum 
force of 800N. And from this the contact radius of about 0.5 mm is calculated. The estimated contact zone 
consists of 250 nodes in total. For the reduction of the non-impact region, it is not sufficient to retain only the 
lower order modes since impacts are high-frequency phenomena. The modal truncation frequency should be 
determined by the measurement. Here we perform a fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the velocity response of the 
impact point P1 and the highest frequency of velocity response is up to 20 KHz. Then the mode orders of the rod 
and plate is 94 and 276 respectively. The result of the SRM has nearly the same accuracy with that of the FEM, 
as shown in Figure 4. 

     

















 












   

 
Figure 4: Comparison between FEM and SRM simulations 

The comparison of efficiency between FEM and SRM is listed in Table 2. In this impact case, SRM uses 250 
nodes and 276+94=370 modes instead of 95218 nodes in FEM, the number of system DOFs is highly reduced 
and the computational scale is corresponding reduced. When using the same numerical integration algorithm, the 
CPU time of FEM is about 20 hours while SRM needs only 0.973 hours. This shows that the SRM greatly 
improves the simulation efficiency. 
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Table 2: Comparison of efficiency between FEM and SRM 

 Nodes Modes DOFs CPU time 

FEM 95218 — 285654 20h 

SRM 250 94+276 1120 0.973h 

 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper, sub-region method for the description of multibody system with impacts is presented. With this 
method, the contact bodies are divided into two regions called impact region and non-impact region. The finite 
element method is employed for modelling the nonlinear deformation and high stress in the local impact region. 
The non-impact region is modelled using the modal reduction approach to raise the solving e ciency. For 
validation of the presented method, a three-dimensional rod-plate impact experiment is performed with LDVs 
and strain gauges. Firstly, the FEM simulation result is compared with the experimental result, and they are in 
good agreement. Then, the partition principle for SRM is presented and the result of SRM is compared with the 
result of FEM. The comparisons show that the SRM can effectively reduce the computational scale and improve 
the computational efficiency. 
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Abstract
Contact models of conforming surfaces are difficult to model accurately and efficiently. In multibody dynamics simula-

tions, contact models increase system equation complexity (often dramatically so) and can also introduce nonlinearities

and discontinuities into the system equations, decreasing the computational efficiency. This is particularly problem-

atic in predictive simulations, which may determine optimal performance by running a simulation thousands of times.

Contact modelling is even more complicated for large conforming surfaces, where the contact cannot be simplified to

a single point. An ideal contact model must find a balance between accuracy and computational efficiency. Volumet-

ric contact modelling is explored as a computationally efficient model conforming contacts. Volumetric contact has

been used previously in robotics and biomechanics contacts, but analytical contact equations have only been derived

for sphere-plane contact and 2D shapes. The model presented here improves on current work by deriving analytical

volumetric contact equations for ellipsoid-plane contact which can better represent the shape of some contact surfaces.

Equations for the volumetric geometrical values, normal force and damping, rolling resistance, tangential friction, and

spinning friction were derived. Friction is approximated using a continuous velocity-based model of friction, and the

possible limitations of this are described. This model may be useful for future use in modelling conforming contacts

that can be approximated as an ellipsoid contacting a plane.

Keywords: contact dynamics, volumetric contact, ellipsoid

1. Introduction
Forward dynamics simulation, or predictive simulation, is a useful tool for the predicting the performance of a multi-

body system. A forward dynamics model can be used in an optimisation routine with a cost function that rewards

system performance in order to optimise the design of a system. Optimisation may require many simulations to con-

verge to a solution (often thousands), so a computationally efficient multibody model is needed, as well as an accurate

one.

One important aspect of some multibody models is contact modelling. Contact is difficult to model since contact forces

are often nonlinear, discontinuous, and result in stiff system equations. The motivation for this research was to develop

an efficient foot-ground contact model for gait simulation. The foot plantar surface is relatively large and compliant,

which requires a more complex model than a surface with a small contact area.

Detailed and accurate contact models that can account for complex and conforming contacts tend to be computationally

expensive (such as finite element models), making them poorly suited for optimisations [1, 2]. Simpler contact models

are often based on point-contact models [3, 4, 5] which are computationally efficient, but are only accurate for small

contact patches (not conforming surfaces). This issue can be partially alleviated by using a large number of point

contacts over the contact surface [6, 7, 8, 9]. Alternatively, point contact models can be modified by using contact

geometry to determine the central or most important point of contact and apply the reaction forces at that point [10, 8].

A balance is needed between a simplified model that will be computationally efficient, and an accurate model. Volu-

metric contact shows potential as an efficient continuous contact model for large contact surfaces.

2. Volumetric Contact
Volumetric contact was first proposed by Gonthier et al. for contact in robotic manipulators [11, 12]. Volumetric contact

is based on the elastic foundation model, which models the surface as a continuous collection of springs, as shown in

Figure 1.

Since volumetric contact considers the pressure developed across the whole contact surface, it is more accurate than

point contact models for complex and conforming geometries [13]. This also means that the pressure across the

contact surface can be calculated naturally with volumetric contact, unlike point contact models. The contact forces
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V

Figure 1: Volumetric contact surface interaction

can be found as an integral of the stresses developed across the contact area. If the contact geometry is represented as

simplified shapes—which is generally done for volumetric contact—the distributed forces over the contact surface can

be integrated to obtain analytical equations for the equivalent forces and torques at a resultant point. This results in a

set of equations much more efficient than discrete elastic foundation models, and not significantly more complex than

point contact models.

For volumetric contact, if the surface stiffness is linear, integration across the contact surface reveals that the normal

force is directly proportional to the volume of penetration of the two surfaces. Similarly, the centre of pressure (COP) is

at the centroid of this volume of penetration, and all other contact forces (rolling resistance and friction) can be related

to the volume of penetration and its properties [14, 13]. This allows for a simplified set of contact equations if the

contact volume and other geometric properties have analytical solutions.

To expand on previous work, analytical equations for ellipsoid-plane volumetric contact are derived in this paper.

Ellipsoids can match complex geometry more closely than spheres can, allowing for various geometries to be modelled

more accurately. Previously derived equations for sphere-plane contact [15, 13, 16, 17] will be used as a basis for

ellipsoid-plane contact, with reference to Gonthier’s detailed equations of volumetric contact [14].

3. Volumetric Contact Geometrical Values

3.1. Properties of Sphere-Plane Contact
Contact equations for a generic sphere-plane contact were used as a basis for the ellipsoid-plane equations. Let a

unit sphere intersect a plane, where frame S is located at the centre of the sphere, �cS is the centroid of the volume

of penetration, �pS is a point on the plane, n̂S is the normal of the plane (for ground contact, this vector would point

upwards), and d is the depth of penetration (see Figure 2).

S

�cS

�pS

n̂S

1

d

u

x̂S

ŷS

Figure 2: Sphere plane diagram

For volumetric contact, some of the properties are based on the location of an imaginary contact plane (the normal force

is assumed to be perpendicular to this plane). For sphere-plane contact, the plane was treated as this contact plane, and

the same will be done for ellipsoid-plane contact.

It is useful to define several properties based on the depth of penetration d:

d = 1+�pS · n̂S (1)

For penetration distance d, the penetration volume can be defined as an integral of a revolution about the plane normal

axis. Let a temporary u-axis point along −n̂S from the centre of the sphere, such that r2 = 1− u2. The volume of
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penetration is:

VS =

1∫
1−d

πr2du

=−1

3
πd2(d −3) (2)

Due to symmetry, the centroid must be along the u-axis.

�cS =−cSn̂S (3)

where

cS =
1

VS

1∫
1−d

πr2udu

=−3(d −2)2

4d −12
(4)

Another property of interest for volumetric contact is the weighted second moment of area (weighted by the depth of

penetration). This can also be thought of as the second moment of volume of the volume of penetration, with all the

volume compressed into a single plane parallel with the contact surface. The perpendicular axis theorem [18, p. 241]

applies this property: the second moment of volume about the plane normal axis must be equal to the sum of the second

moment of volume for two perpendicular axes lying in the plane. Due to symmetry of the sphere-plane penetration

volume, the second moment of volume for any axis lying in the plane must be equal and the second moment of volume

about the plane normal is twice that of an axis tangential to the plane.

The weighted second moment of area about the plane normal can be defined as:

Jn =

1∫
1−d

1

2
πr4du

=
1

30
d3π(3d2 −15d +20) (5)

As mentioned before, the weighted second moment of area about an axis tangential to the plane would be half this

amount:

Jt =
1

60
d3π(3d2 −15d +20) (6)

3.2. Sphere-Ellipsoid Conversion
To find the geometrical properties for an ellipsoid, assume that the sphere is stretched along all three axes to form an

ellipsoid: by a factor of a along the x-axis, b along the y-axis, and c along the z-axis (Figure 3).

To convert the geometrical values of a sphere-plane penetration volume to that of an ellipsoid-plane penetration volume,

let there be an equivalent, scaled frame E at the centre of the ellipsoid where

xE = axS (7)

yE = byS (8)

zE = czS (9)

Note that in Figure 3 n̂E is not the scaled version of n̂S, but the normal of the scaled plane.

Then the point on the plane in frame E can be related to the same point in frame S as:

�pE = S�pS (10)

where S defines a “stretch matrix” for the frame transformation:

S =

⎡⎣a 0 0

0 b 0

0 0 c

⎤⎦ (11)
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Figure 3: Sphere scaled to ellipsoid

Since the plane has been stretched, the direction of the plane normal vector would be changed by the inverse of the

stretch matrix:

n̂E =
S−1n̂S

|S−1n̂S| (12)

Similarly,

n̂S =
Sn̂E

|Sn̂E | (13)

3.3. Penetration Volume and Centroid
The penetration volume for the sphere has already been defined in Equation (4). The volume may also be defined as a

triple integral:

VS =
∫∫∫

V

dxSdySdzS (14)

where V represents the volume of penetration. For the ellipsoid:

VE =
∫∫∫

V

dxEdyEdzE
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Substitute Equations (7)–(9) to relate the volume of penetration of an ellipsoid to that of a unit sphere (Equation (14)):

VE =
∫∫∫

V

adxSbdyScdzS

= abc
∫∫∫

V

dxSdySdzS

VE = abcVS (15)

Thus, the volume of penetration of an ellipsoid is the scaled volume of penetration of a sphere.

Similarly, the centroid of penetration can be related using the basic definition of the centroid of volume:

�cS =
1

VS

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
∫
V

xSdVS∫
V

ySdVS∫
V

zSdVS

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (16)

In frame E:

�cE =
1

VE

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
∫
V

xEdVE∫
V

yEdVE∫
V

zEdVE

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

=
1

abcVS

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
∫
V

axSabcdVS∫
V

bySabcdVS∫
V

czSabcdVS

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦

=
1

VS

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
a
∫
V

xSdVS

b
∫
V

ySdVS

c
∫
V

zSdVS

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
�cE = S�cS (17)

3.4. Second Moment of Contact Area
To determine the equivalent weighted second moment of area for an ellipse, first consider an arbitrary second moment

of volume matrix:

J =

⎡⎣Jxx Jxy Jxz
Jxy Jyy Jyz
Jxz Jyz Jzz

⎤⎦ (18)

where:

Jxx =
∫∫∫

(y2 + z2)dV (19)

Jyy =
∫∫∫

(x2 + z2)dV (20)

Jzz =
∫∫∫

(x2 + y2)dV (21)

Jxy =−
∫∫∫

xydV (22)

Jxz =−
∫∫∫

xzdV (23)

Jyz =−
∫∫∫

yzdV (24)
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A property that may be noted from Equations (19)–(21) is that:∫∫∫
x2dV =

1

2
(Jyy + Jzz − Jxx) (25)∫∫∫

y2dV =
1

2
(Jxx + Jzz − Jyy) (26)∫∫∫

z2dV =
1

2
(Jxx + Jyy − Jzz) (27)

If an object with second moment of volume J were to be stretched, by a factor of a along the x-axis, b along the y-axis,

and c along the z-axis then the new value for Jxx is:

J′xx =
∫∫∫

((by)2 +(cz)2)d(abcV )

= (abc)
(

b2
∫∫∫

y2dV + c2
∫∫∫

z2dV
)

using Equations (26) and (27) to relate back to the elements of J:

J′xx =
abc
2

(
b2(Jxx + Jzz − Jyy)+ c2(Jxx + Jyy − Jzz)

)
(28)

Similarly

J′yy =
abc
2

(
a2(Jyy + Jzz − Jxx)+ c2(Jxx + Jyy − Jzz)

)
(29)

J′zz =
abc
2

(
a2(Jyy + Jzz − Jxx)+b2(Jxx + Jzz − Jyy)

)
(30)

For the off-diagonal elements of J:

J′xy = a2b2cJxy (31)

J′xz = a2bc2Jxz (32)

J′yz = ab2c2Jyz (33)

Equations (28)–(33) can be used to define the transformation to the second moment of volume matrix when any volume

is scaled along all the x, y, and z-axes by factors of a, b, and c, respectively. Let this transformation be defined by the

function “scale” where

J′ = scale(J,a,b,c) (34)

In order to transform the weighted second moment of area of the sphere to that of the ellipsoid, two more coordinate

frames will be defined at the penetration volume centroid. Assume that there is a known coordinate frame for the plane

in contact with the ellipsoid in frame E (frame PE), where the z-axis is perpendicular to the plane (parallel with n̂E )

(see Figure 4).

Additionally, let there be a frame at the centroid of the sphere-plane volume, PS, with the z-axis parallel with n̂S and

the x-axis along the transformed�xPE axis:

x̂PS =
S−1x̂PE

|S−1x̂PE | (35)

The y-axis is defined by the cross-product of the z- and x-axis.

With the coordinate frames fully defined, also let RPE be the rotation matrix from frame PE to E, and RPS from PS to

S.

The weighted second moment of area for a sphere-plane contact has been defined for the normal and tangential axes

(Equations (5) and (6)). This lines up with frame PS, and can be represented in a matrix:

JPS =

⎡⎣Jt 0 0

0 Jt 0

0 0 Jn

⎤⎦ (36)

In order to transform this from frame PS to PE, the equivalent will be found in frame S (by finding the rotation), then

scaled to frame E, and then rotated to frame PE:

JPE = RT
PE scale

(
RPS JPS RT

PS,a,b,c
)

RPE (37)
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Figure 4: Sphere and ellipsoid contact with vectors for frame at centroid

3.5. Relative Velocity
The relative velocity of the two bodies at the penetration volume centroid is also of interest for volumetric contact. See

Figure 5 for frame and velocity definitions.

E
�cE

�vE

�ωE

�cP

P

�vP

�ωP

n̂E

Figure 5: Sphere and ellipsoid contact relative velocity

The relative velocity of the two bodies at the centroid is:

�vc =�vE +�ωE ×�cE − (�vP +�ωP ×�cP) (38)

which can be divided into normal and tangential components based on the plane normal n̂E :

�vcn = (�vc · n̂E)n̂E (39)

�vct =�vc −�vcn (40)

The relative rotational velocity between the two bodies is:

�ωc = �ωE −�ωP (41)

with components:

�ωcn = (�ωc · n̂E)n̂E (42)

�ωct = �ωc −�ωcn (43)

3.6. Equation Manipulation
The equations for the geometrical values of volumetric contact were expanded and simplified by using symbolic com-

puting software Maple (2016. Maplesoft, Waterloo, ON, Canada). Due to the length and complexity of the equations,

they will not be given here.
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It was noted that the equations for the ellipsoid-plane model were significantly more complex than the sphere-plane

contact model on which it was based. In the authors’ opinion, it is likely that the equations for more complex shapes,

especially those with less symmetry, will be even more complex or infeasible to determine analytically.

4. Contact Forces and Moments

4.1. Normal force
From Gonthier’s derivations [14], the normal force for volumetric contact is:

�Fn = kVV (1+aV |�vcn|) n̂E (44)

where kV is the volumetric stiffness and aV is the damping coefficient. The other values (volume of penetration V and

relative normal velocity�vcn) were defined or derived in Section 3.

4.2. Rolling Resistance Moment
Rolling resistance for volumetric contact is given as [14]:

�τr = kV aV J�ωct (45)

where J is the weighted second moment of area (JPE in Section 3) and �ωct is the relative tangential angular velocity.

4.3. Tangential Friction Force
Gonthier approximated tangential friction as follows [14]:

�Ft = Fnμ�vct (46)

where μ is a coefficient of friction, Fn the magnitude of the normal force, and�vct the tangential relative velocity at the

centroid.

To obtain a friction model that more closely matched dry friction, a continuous velocity-based model was used [19].

Incorporating that friction equation into Equation (46) resulted in the following model:

�Ft = Fn μ(|�vct |) �vct

|�vct | (47)

where

μ(v) = μd tanh

(
4

v
vt

)
+(μs −μd)

v
vt(

1
4

(
v
vt

)2
+ 3

4

)2
(48)

where μd is the dynamic coefficient of friction, μs the static coefficient of friction, and vt the transition velocity.

4.4. Spinning Friction Moment
Gonthier’s approximation for spinning friction is:

�τs = μ
Fn

V
J�ωcn (49)

Similar to tangential friction, this was adapted using the same friction model:

�τs =
Fn

V
μ(|�ωcn|)J

�ωcn

|�ωcn| (50)

where

μ(ω) = μd tanh

(
4

ω
ωt

)
+(μs −μd)

ω
ωt(

1
4

(
ω
ωt

)2
+ 3

4

)2
(51)

where ωt is the transition angular velocity.
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4.5. Accuracy of Friction Equations
Note that these friction equations are an adaptation of an averaged integral. Due to simplifications, this friction model

may not be accurate in all cases, such as when contact has a mixture of sticking and slipping or when a large amount

of spinning is present. Also, the model does not have exact stiction (since it uses a velocity-based friction model) and

does not capture the Contensou effect (since the tangential friction and spinning friction equations are decoupled).

The model should be a good approximation for foot-ground contact (the motivation behind this study) since it has a

relatively short contact time, low surface velocities, and little spinning. These simplifications may be a concern in other

applications where more spinning and slipping is present, especially if the value of friction is of interest.

5. Conclusion
Analytical equations for volumetric contact between an ellipsoid and a plane were derived and presented, based on the

equations for sphere-plane contact.

The friction model was adjusted from Gonthier’s proposed equations to match more closely with Coulomb friction. In

order to keep the equations analytical, the friction model was an approximation that cannot capture all effects, such as

perfect sticking or the Contensou effect.

These equations may be useful for modelling conforming contacts, especially contacts with geometry similar to an

ellipsoid.
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Abstract 
Gearboxes are widely used in the engineering applications and mechanical engineers need to know their 
properties. Specific parameters are needed to be used for multibody modeling of gearboxes. Properties of shafts 
and wheels could be obtained from the analytical formulas or from finite element models. There is presented 
analytical approach and Finite Element Method approach. There is proposed method, how to measure gear 
contact area excluding gear wheel and shafts flexibility. 

Keywords: gear mesh model, gear contact, analytical model, FEM reduction, measurement 

1. Introduction 
The topic covering gear mesh process is widely utilized in many different works with different attitude, therefore 
the state of the art part is reflecting recent development and investigations.  

Interpolation functions for gear mesh stiffness are pre-calculated using finite element method in the paper [1] for 
3D model and in [2] for 2D modeling with analytical resolution of contact zones. The analytical solution in paper 
[3] uses pre-calculated stiffness distribution along the tooth from the computational contact algorithm and 
compares the analytical method with finite element model. Known contact stiffness is used in the simple spring 
element modelling gear meshing in [4]. Work comparing the model with measurement (teeth contact is 
represented by spring with pre-calculated stiffness) is presented in [5], the gearbox health is estimated. 

The pre-calculated gear meshing behavior analytically described as transmission error function is used in [6]. 
The gear mesh model can be simplified as a transmission error scalar equation and for quasi-static evaluation is 
presented in [7]. 

Fully finite element model simulation is presented in [8] modeling spur and bevel gears. Design of tooth shape 
by finishing process tool based on finite element model is shown in [9]. The finite element model method is 
reduced and transferred into the frequency domain in [10] with contact treated semi-analytically. Tooth crack is 
analyzed using finite element model in [11]. Power loss including friction is evaluated in [12] using finite 
element model of gears. 

Analysis of different tooth flank crowning is carried in [13]. The simulation is performed for static load in 
KISSsoft software (it calculates the root stresses and loading parameters according to different standards). 

There are some model variants, but in general the gear mesh models can be sorted into three groups. First one 
substitutes teeth contact with spring, second one uses for modelling finite element method and third one uses 
some analytical solution (could be presented as transmission error function or tooth geometry based functions). 

Gear mesh model covering all aspects of gear teeth shape imperfections, gear wheel deformations and shaft 
misalignments is necessary when estimating vibrations especially at higher frequencies. It is also useful for the 
prediction of the transmission error of a gearbox which corresponds with power loss and implies gearbox cooling 
and lubrication. 

This paper shows the model verification by comparison with measurement. The measurement of tooth contact 
stiffness and its variation during meshing process is proposed and performed. Model is compared with obtained 
experimental data. 

2. Analytical Approach: Gear Penetration 
At first, the tooth pairs in contact are revealed and theoretical teeth penetration is evaluated. Tooth 
parameterization is used for describing theoretical involute gear flank shape. The parameterization is shown in 
the Figure 1 with two parameters: the first is axial (t1) and the second is radial (t2). Theoretical line contact of 
two teeth is situated solely on the plane of action, that’s why it is not necessary to search for the intersection line 
between two involute surfaces, but only to search for the intersection between mating surfaces and plane of 
action, see Figure 2. Final contact line (terminal points) is obtained when comparing the both mating flanks 
intersections with plane of action, for common parameterization it is matter of minimal parameter interval. 
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Figure 1: Gear flank parameterization 

 

Penetration is obtained according to Figure 3 for every face cut as a distance between intersection points of 
flanks with plane of action. Following the equation (1) the penetration pi at one face cut is equal to sum of the 
flank distances from the base cylinders in the plane of action p and w for pinion and wheel gear respectively 
without distance between plane of action connection to the base cylinders dist. Distance dist is calculated in the 
equation (2), where d is gear center distance and rbp, rbw are base circle/cylinder radii of pinion and wheel gear 
respectively. Sum of penetrations along the axial variable gives the penetration area between two mating teeth. 
Overall two gears penetration is equal to sum of all mating teeth penetration areas. The more details could be 
found in [14].  

 
Figure 2: Intersection between the tooth flank and the plane of action 

 (1) 

 (2) 

 

 
Figure 3: Penetration calculation - 3D gear mesh model face cut 

3. Analytical Approach: Contact Forces 
Based on the theoretical teeth contact penetration the contact force Fc is evaluated. That force is displayed in 
Figure 4. Contact penetration is calculated, but in fact teeth start to deform their flanks and material does not 
penetrate.  
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Figure 4: Contact force evaluation. 

Theoretical penetration can be derived from equation (3), where b is gear axial width,  is poisson's ratio, tp and 
tw are distance between contact point and tooth center line (in the line of action) and E is young’s modulus. 

 

 (3) 

 (4) 

Radial contact width bc is evaluated using Hertz theory in equation (4). The system of those equations (3) and (4) 
is nonlinear with respect to contact force Fc, that’s why there must be used some numerical method to obtain the 
contact force. 

This approach comes out from [15], where the calculation of teeth contact stiffness (based on Hertz theory) is 
combined with tooth flexibility evaluation (derived in [16]) and gear wheel deformations in the tooth root (see 
[17]). Combining the stiffness calculation of all teeth in the contact and used in dynamic simulation the gear 
mesh behavior is predicted, see [18]. Stiffness evaluation is decomposed into tooth flexibility (bending), gear 
wheel deformations (tilting) and teeth deformation due to the contact itself. The decomposition is shown in the 
Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Teeth contact calculation using analytical model. 

4. Measurement 
The methodology of teeth contact force measurement was proposed and experimentally tested. Measurement 
setup is in Figure 6. Positioning of rotational sensors is in Figure 7, there are decoupled compliancy of shafts and 
gear bodies from the meshing area stiffness. The teeth contact area deformation is measured by rotational sensor 
mounted to the gearbox housing and connected to the gear wheel nearby teeth in mesh area, see Figure 8. 

 

Figure 6: Measurement setup 

 

Figure 7: Rotational sensors positions 

 

Figure 8: Contact area measurement 

 

tilting bending 

pinion 

bending tilting 

gear 

contact 
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Measurement is performed on the test bed (Figure 9) suited for gearbox and clutches properties measurement. It 
consists of base frame (former grinding machine) with two engines (with maximal torque 100Nm) placed on the 
platform with horizontal positioning. The tested gearbox is connected to those engines. One engine is driven in 
position mode, the second in torque mode, the torque in the system is measured. 

 
Figure 9: Test bed for gear mesh forces and deformations calculation. 

There are used rotational sensors Heidenhain ERN 180. Input and output shafts angular displacements are 
measured. Gear mesh area is sensed by another two rotational sensors mounted nearby the teeth roots of the gear 
body of both mating gears (Figure 10).  

 
Figure 10: Detail of rotational sensor mounting on the gear wheel. 

The measurement works correctly only for small angular displacement. The system is loaded and wheels are 
rotating with periodical behavior and small amplitude. 

5. Comparison 
The measurement is performed for gearbox with two same gears (56 teeth), with module 2mm, pressure angle 
20° and gear width 20 mm. The loading moment is 80 Nm, maximal angular displacement is 0.35 rad. 
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Figure 11: Simulation and measurement comparison, positive load. 

Figure 11 shows the measurement with positive loading moment. There are two different y-axes scales, left (blue 
one) reflects measurement, right one corresponds with simulation. Simulation data are approximately 10 times 
stiffer, there are corresponding stiffness change when changing number of teeth in contact. Measurement data 
embodies hysteresis, dark blue line shows stiffness in one way, light blue line shows another way of gear wheel 
movement. The negative loading moment results in similar behavior, see Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12: Simulation and measurement comparison, negative load. 
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6. Conclusions 
Measurement and simulation of gearbox is presented, the methodology how to measure local tooth mesh 
stiffness is proposed. Analytical gear mesh model is presented. The comparison between simulation and 
measurement is shown. 

The presented way of measurement local gear meshing contact stiffness decouples stiffness of other gearbox 
parts and there are obtained experimental data related directly to the teeth to teeth contact in meshing area. 
Disadvantage of this method is, that it is limited to few teeth involved in the contact process limited by the 
mounting of measurement plate, which connects sensors and gear meshing area.  

Gear mesh model results in ten times higher behavior than measurement. The reason for this difference is 
because the gears were not running-in. In measurement is also visible smooth transition from the two teeth pairs 
in contact to one pair in contact. The reason why model does not have this behavior can be explained by out of 
plain of action contacts, which appears, but simulation does not reflect them. 

Measurement is basis for future gear mesh model improvement and tuning, the proposed methodology does not 
allow high frequency rotational excitations of gear, but for static and low frequency range it works. 

Gearbox model is needed in many parts of mechanical engineering industry and effectivity together with quality 
demand leads to development of computationally efficient approach covering all gear meshing aspects. The 
experimental verification must be appropriately proposed and performed. 
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Abstract
Turbine blades are subjected to nozzle excitation frequencies that can correspond to eigen frequencies during accelera-

tion and deceleration phases so that it is necessary to introduce some form of damping to avoid fatigue and mechanical

damage of the blade material. Friction based solutions are nonlinear and offer the interesting property to operate only

when the level of vibrations reaches some threshold. But they can be difficult to tune and the availability of a model

proves helpful for the designer. The system analysed in this paper is an experimental device consisting of 2 blades,

which interact with each other through a so-called friction element (FE), in contact with the shrouds placed at the tip of

the blades. The system is expected to reproduce the vibration response of the blades subjected to axial forces. During

past experimental campaigns, one of the blades was excited out-of-plane (axially with respect to the turbine) by an

electromagnet and the displacements of the blade tips and friction element had been measured. Different models of

the device have already been developed: comprehensive finite element model and in house models developed under

������. The latter possibly use different friction models, different kinematics of the friction element and can be based

on time domain simulation or harmonic balance method.

In this paper, we present a multibody model developed within the framework EasyDyn. Due to the nonlinear effects of

friction, the equations of motion are solved in the time domain. The contact is introduced by defining, for each surface,

4 points of the friction element interacting with a plane attached to the shroud. The purpose is to analyse the influence

of some modelling options: rotation of the friction element, friction model, and normal force model and to draw rules

concerning the possible simplifications. It turns out that the rotation of the friction element cannot be neglected if the

normal contact stiffness is large. In this case, the deflection of the blades and the subsequent rotation of the blade

shrouds make that the contact planes are no longer parallel, and that the bodies do not interact over the full expected

contact surface. The contact stiffness will then have to be properly identified for reliable simulations.

Keywords: turbine blades, contact, friction, vibration

1. Introduction
Turbine blades are subjected to severe vibration environments. Especially, nozzle excitation frequencies can correspond

to eigen frequencies during acceleration and deceleration phases so that it is necessary to introduce some form of

damping. Friction based solutions are nonlinear and offer the interesting property to operate only when the level of

blade vibrations reaches some threshold. But they can be difficult to tune and the availability of a model proves helpful

for the designer.

Friction in mechanical systems is an often investigated phenomenon [1], which can be found in many applications.

Claeys et al. [2] introduced a complex bolted joint assembly intended to the investigation of friction effects on structural

vibrations. They proved positive influence of friction and described some relations of excitation and energy dissipation.

Blades and bladed disks are suitable systems where friction based solution can be employed [3]. Muszynska and Jones

[4] modelled bladed disk as a simple lumped mass system and reported the effect of friction on the mistuning of the

whole bladed disk.

Wu et al. [5] proposed an experimental device for the measurement of dry friction parameters for a chosen turbine blade

material and utilized macroslip and microslip hysteresis models. Finite element modelling of blades and the harmonic

balance method are used [6] in order to study the performance of tip pin dampers of different contact surfaces with

respect to frequency response function. Friction bolt elements placed between blades are introduced and investigated in

[7]. Real interaction of industrially used blades is treated numerically in [8], where the system is studied in frequency

domain using rotational periodicity and the harmonic balance method.
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The system which is analysed in this paper is the experimental prototype studied in [9], illustrated in Figure 1. It

consists of 2 blades, which interact with each other through a so-called friction element (FE), in contact with the

shrouds placed at the tip of the blades. During past experimental campaigns, one of the blades was excited out-of-

plane by an electromagnet and the displacements of the blade tips and friction element had been measured. This

type of arrangement was firstly the subject of a detailed finite element modelling in [10] including a comparison

with experiments in terms of eigen frequencies and modal dampings, evaluated from responses computed in the time

domain, the system being nonlinear. Two types of friction models were compared: Coulomb’s and a modified friction

model where the friction coefficient decreases exponentially with the sliding velocity. A in-house model of the device

has been specifically developed under ������ in [11, 9]. The blades are modelled as flexible bodies comprising 5

Euler-Bernoulli beam elements while the shrouds and the friction element are modelled as rigid bodies. All motions

are defined with respect to a rotating basis so that the centrifugal and Coriolis effects are possibly taken into account

in the equations of motion. The normal component of the contact force between the surfaces is introduced through

translational and rotational stiffnesses and dampings between the surfaces. The harmonic balance method was used in

[11], Coulomb’s friction being replaced by viscous damping so as to dissipate the same amount of energy. The poles

of the system are analysed for different values of friction. In [9], the response of the system to a harmonic excitation

is simulated in the time domain and compared to its experimental counterpart for different excitation levels. The

modified friction model presented in [10] is retained. An interesting contribution is the development of a simplified

model making the simulation much faster although less accurate. Two simplifications are proposed: on one hand,

neglecting the rotation of the friction element and, on the other hand, assuming that the normal force is constant.

In this paper, we present a multibody model directly inspired from the one presented in [9, 11], developed within the

framework EasyDyn [12]. Due to the nonlinear effects of friction, the equations of motion are solved in the time

domain, as in [9]. The contact is introduced by defining, for each surface, 4 points of the friction element interacting

with a plane attached to the shroud. The distance between the points is chosen so as to reproduce the torsional stiffness

given in [9, 11]. The purpose is to analyse the influence of some modelling options: rotation of the friction element,

friction model, and normal force model.

2. Description of the System and Corresponding Model

Figure 1: Experimental setup

The system under investigation (Figure 1) is composed of 2 blades clamped on a support replacing the turbine rotor.

A friction element is placed between the blade ends. The blades are made of steel (Young modulus=2.1E11 N/m2,

Poisson coefficient 0.3, density 7800 kg/m3) and have a rectangular cross section with a circumferential width of 20

mm and a transversal width of 10 mm. A Rayleigh damping is defined so as to get a damping ratio of 0.2 % for the first

2 flexural modes (α= 2.5133, β=1.41E-06). The blade ends and the friction element have a mass of 76 and 8.4 grammes

respectively. Their inertia properties are computed assuming a parallelepipedic volume (Table 1). The geometry of the

system is given in Figure 3.
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Table 1: Inertia characteristics of the rigid bodies

Body Mass (kg) Ixx (radial, kg m2) Iyy (circumferential, kg m2) Izz (axial, kg m2)
Blade end 0.0760 1.3991e-05 4.5917e-06 1.0666e-05

Friction element 0.0084 3.3695e-07 3.0520e-07 8.2152e-08

Each blade is modelled by 4 beam elements, each of them involving 24 degrees of freedom. The motion of the friction

element brings 6 more configuration parameters, leading to a total number of 54 degrees of freedom.

support

Blade (beam)

Excitation
force

Shroud

Centrifugal force

Friction element

Figure 2: Global view of the model

0r  =265.5 mm

6 deg
2.5 deg

20.5 deg

2.5 deg

height=25 mm

height=20 mm
thickness=6 mm

10 mm

Contact face B

0.5 deg
face A

Contact

l=210 mm

Figure 3: Geometry of the setup

In order to prevent the friction element to get away from the contact area, it is maintained by a rope aligned with the

direction of excitation. The latter is modelled by a spring whose stiffness k f is equal to 10 N/m.

The most important point of the model is the contact modelling. The planar contact between the friction and each blade

end is modelled through 4 contact points placed at the vertices of a rectangle. The normal contact force Fn is calculated

from the penetration δ of the contact point in the plane according to the well-known Hunt and Crossley law

Fn = Kδ pK +Cδ pD δ̇ if δ > 0 and Fn = 0 otherwise. (1)

The parameters have been adapted to align with the model presented in [11]: the pK exponent is equal to 2 and the

stiffness Kn of each contact point is equal to the fourth of the total stiffness Ktot , calculated in [11] from the material
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parameter σ and the contact area A as

Ktot =
A

σ pK

Moreover, the radial and axial (Z) distances between the contact points have been chosen so as to get the same relation-

ship between the normal Ktot and the rotational Kθ stiffnesses. In [11], this relationship reads

Kθ = Ktot
b2

12
(2)

where b is the contact area dimension perpendicularly to the axis corresponding to the rotational stiffness. In our model,

the same rotational stiffness is obtained by defining a distance h between contact points, in the same direction as b

Kθ =
Ktotb2

12
= 2

(
Kn

h2

2

)
=

Ktot

2

h2

2
→ h =

b√
3

(3)

Concerning the damping contribution, the exponent pD is chosen as (pK −1)/2 and the damping coefficient C is chosen

so as to get a coefficient of damping of 20 % to stabilize the numerical integration. The corresponding data are detailed

in Table 2.

Table 2: Parameters related to the normal contact force

Parameter Value
Normal force exponent pk 2

Height of contact faces 20 mm

Width of contact face A (B) 6 (6.39) mm

Stiffness coefficient on face A (face B) K 3.3333e12 (3.5473e12) N/m2

Damping penetration exponent pD 0.5

Damping coefficient on face A (face B) 4.73e4 (4.88e4) Ns/m3/2

Table 3: Parameters related to friction

Parameter Value
Static friction coefficient (GKF) μs 0.6

Dynamic friction coefficient (GKF or Coulomb) μd 0.3

Velocity threshold v∗ 1e-3 m/s

Stribeck velocity Vstr 0.5 m/s

Exponent γ 1

Contact tangential damping fd 0

The tangential contact force depends on the normal force and on the sliding velocity. In the present model, the tangential

contact force�Ft can be computed according to

• either a regularized Coulomb friction model

�Ft =−μdFn
�vs

v∗
(4)

• or a regularized GKF (General Kinetic Friction) model

�Ft = −(μd +(μs −μd)exp(−(‖�vs‖/Vstr)
γ))Fn

�vs

v∗
− fd�vs (5)

with�vs the sliding velocity vector, μs and μd the static and dynamic friction coefficients respectively, Vstr the Stribeck

velocity, γ an exponent to adjust, fd the damping coefficient and v∗=max(‖�vs‖ ,Vlim), Vlim being a threshold velocity to

avoid numerical pitfalls for small sliding velocities. More physically, it is the velocity under which the sliding velocity

is small enough to consider that the bodies stick to each other.

The friction parameters retained for this paper are listed in Table 3.
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3. Reference Simulation
The system is simulated during 10 s. To initiate the contact, the friction element is subjected to a radial force which

increases linearly from 0 to 1 N during the first second. The corresponding total static normal force on faces A and B

are 2.75 N and 2.92 N respectively. The tangential force necessary to initiate slip of the friction element is then equal

approximately to 1.7 N or 3.4 N for friction coefficients equal to 0.3 and 0.6 respectively.

From 2 to 8 seconds, one of the blades is subjected to a harmonic force perpendicular to the plane of the blades, i.e in

the axial direction if referred to the turbine (Figure 2). The magnitude of this force is equal to 1 N, i.e. lower than the

static force necessary to initiate the slip. In order to circumvent the difficulty to excite the system at the exact eigen

frequency as in [9], the force is an exponential swept sine ranging from 125 to 145 Hz, so as to cross the first flexural

eigen frequency of about 135 Hz. The Coulomb friction model is retained.
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Figure 4: Reference simulation: displacement of blade ends

Figure 4 represents the displacement of the blade ends in the direction of excitation. As expected the amplitude of

vibration increases up to the frequency of resonance and decreases afterwards. The displacements of the excited and

follower beams (and consequently the friction element) are comparable, indicating that only microslips occur in the

contacts.
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Figure 5: Reference simulation: relative velocity of friction element w.r.t. excited beam

This is confirmed by Figures 5 and 6 displaying the time histories of the relative velocities of the center of mass of the

friction element with respect to the centers of the blade ends, projected along the direction of excitation. Indeed, the

relative velocities remain most of the time under the chosen velocity threshold (0.001 m/s) so that it can be considered
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Figure 6: Reference simulation: relative velocity of friction element w.r.t. follower beam

as stick. As we will see, this is not in agreement with the model presented in [9] where macroslips occur during

resonance.
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Figure 7: Reference simulation: normal contact forces at contact with excited beam

This can be explained by the evolution of the normal contact forces on both interfaces which is presented in Figures 7

and 8. At the beginning of the simulation, the normal force increases due to the progressive application of the radial

force on the friction element. Firstly, it appears that 2 points of face A are no longer in contact (Figure 8, points 3

and 4). This is explained by the bending of the blades which induce rotation of the blade shrouds, somehow "opening"

the contact at the outer side. Secondly, the normal contact forces vary from the beginning of the application of the

harmonic force and increase considerably during resonance. It is likely that the tangential forces applied on the friction

element produce a radial moment which has to be balanced by normal forces. The phenomenon is similar to jamming:

the tangential and normal components of the contact force increase together so that the friction limit is never reached.

Finally, the power developed by the friction forces is plotted in Figure 9. It is of course negative and is larger about

resonance. The integral of this power was integrated accurately during simulation and leads to a total loss of energy

equal to 0.009 J which is, as we will see, rather low. The latter is particularly relevant in the context of the application

and will be retained as a main indicator for comparing models.

4. Model Simplification
Pesek et al proposed in [9] a simplified model neglecting on one hand the variation of the normal forces and on the

other hand the rotation of the friction element. The effect of these hypotheses will be studied in this section.
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Figure 8: Reference simulation: normal contact forces at contact with follower beam
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Figure 9: Reference simulation: power developed by friction forces

The system was first simulated by locking the rotation of the friction element. This model will be referred to by model

B. In that case, only one contact point is necessary with stiffness and damping parameters multiplied by 4.

Figures 11 and 10 show the time histories of the relative velocities of the friction element with respect to the blades. It

turns out that significant macroslips occur. Moreover, the observation of the normal contact forces (Figure 12) indicates

that they now remain quasi constant.

Taking into account this last observation, one further simplification is made, consisting in keeping constant the normal

force used for calulating the friction contribution, without degradation of the results (referred to by model A). The

results in terms of dissipated energy are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4: Dissipated power for different models

Full Model Model B Model A
Dissipated energy (J) 0.009 0.148 0.149

Models A and B actually compare positively with the simple ������ model presented in [9]. As an example, the

relative velocity of the friction element with respect to the excited beam, obtained with this model and model B, are

compared in Figure 13. Although the rotation of the friction element is considered in the initial model, there is no

update of the normal contact force due to moments along the radial axis, explaining the discrepancy with respect to
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Figure 10: Model B: relative velocity of friction element w.r.t. excited beam
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Figure 11: Model B: relative velocity of friction element w.r.t. follower beam
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Figure 12: Model B: normal contact forces at contact with excited beam
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Figure 13: Comparison of relative velocity of friction element w.r.t. follower beam (left: initial, right: B)

model C.
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Figure 14: GKF friction model: displacement of blade ends

5. Simulation with GKF Model
Another option consists in using the GKF friction model in place of the Coulomb model. The results are illustrated in

Figures 14 to ??.

As expected, the results do not depart from the ones obtained with the Coulomb’s friction model. Indeed, the friction

coefficient, evolving between 0.3 and 0.6, is always greater and also assures stick between the friction element and the

blade shrouds. Practically the friction coefficient remains even close to 0.6 due to the low sliding velocities encountered

in the contacts (Figures 15 and 16). The normal forces are comparable although a bit lower than with the Coulomb’s

friction model (Figures 18 and 17).

The time history of the power dissipated by friction is given in Figure 19. The total amount of dissipated energy is

equal to 0.014 J and remains low.

6. GKF and Simplified Models
The simplifications presented previously (models A and B) have been tested with the friction GKF model. The same

observations are made: the normal forces remain nearly constant (Figure 20) and significant macroslips occur around

resonance (Figure 21). The dissipated energy is given in Table 5.
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Figure 15: GKF friction model: relative velocity of friction element w.r.t. excited beam
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Figure 16: GKF friction model: relative velocity of friction element w.r.t. follower beam
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Figure 17: GKF friction model: normal contact forces at contact with excited beam
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Figure 18: GKF friction model: normal contact forces at contact with follower beam
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Figure 19: GKF friction model: power developed by friction forces
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Figure 20: GKF friction model: normal contact force at contact with follower beam
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Figure 21: Relative velocity of friction element w.r.t. follower beam
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Figure 22: Comparison of relative velocity of friction element w.r.t. follower beam (left: initial, right: B)

7. Simulations with Different Parameters
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Figure 23: Soft contact and Coulomb: normal contact force at contact with follower beam

In order to understand the discrepancy between on one hand model C and, on the other hand, models A and B, some

options have been changed: the stiffness k f of the rope maintaining the friction element has been dropped, the contact

damping was decreased to 5 % and the contact stiffness was considerably reduced (σ = 3e−7 in place of σ = 3e−9).

Although the modifications of k f and contact damping had no influence, the contact stiffness proved to be a key

parameter whatever the friction model: with the more compliant contact stiffness, the normal contact forces become
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Figure 24: Soft contact and GKF: normal contact force at contact with follower beam

more stable (Figures 23 and 24) and models A, B, and C become consistent, as illustrated in Table 5 giving the total

amount of dissipated energy for several models.

The simplified models A and B again show a good agreement with the model developed in [9], as illustrated in Figure

22.

Table 5: Dissipated power for various models

Coulomb Full Model with low contact stiffness Model B Model A
Dissipated energy (J) 0.143 0.148 0.149

GKF Full Model with low contact stiffness Model B Model A
Dissipated energy (J) 0.102 0.099 0.099

The impact of the decrease of the contact stiffness clearly appears in the evolution of the contact forces: the contact is

now maintained at all points assuring a better balancing of moments. The question remains about the model which is

the most representative of reality. It is of interest to remind that during the experimental measurements reported in [9],

only microslips appeared in some cases although macroslips were showed by the model. The full model developed in

ths paper is able to reproduce this phenomenon but several investigations still have to be performed to fully understand

the physics of the phenomenon.

8. Conclusion
This paper was concerned with the simulation of the vibration response of two turbine blades interacting through a

friction element by contact along a planar surface. The model is constructed according to the multibody approach, the

blades correspond to flexible beams while the blade ends and the friction element are considered as rigid bodies. The

contact is modelled as a force element. For each of the 4 contact points used to represent the surface contact, the normal

force is calculated from the penetration and the penetration rate while the tangential force is calculated from the normal

force and the sliding velocity according to the Coulomb’s or GKF models endowed with regularization. The response

of the system has been studied when subjected to out of plane force modulated by a logarithmic swept sine crossing

the first bending resonance frequency. Different model options adopted in previous works have been analysed.

It turns out that it is possible to reproduce the results of the model developed in [9] after some simplifications, i.e.

locking the rotation of the friction element (so that only one contact point can be used for each surface) and possibly

keeping the same value of the normal force throughout simulation. However, the obtained results are not in agreement

with the full model which demonstrates a large increase of the normal contact forces which lead somehow to the

jamming of the contact. The analysis of the results shows that the stiffness of the contact, combined with the bending

of the blades and consequently the rotation of the blade shrouds prevents the contact along the full surface. This partial

loss of contact could be the explanation of the behaviour exhibited by the system. Using a reduced contact stiffness
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allowed to maintain a full contact and to get consistent results between full and simplified models. The practical

conclusion is that the contact stiffness will have to be properly identified for reliable simulations.
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Abstract 
The objective of this paper is to analyze the multibody dynamic model of biped flexible robots with wheeled feet. 
The following two points underline the novelty of this paper: 1) a novel physical and analytical model of a biped 
wheeled robot with flexible legs; 2) a biped locomotion composed by a combination of flexible links and wheeled 
feet. The validation of the model with the real robot gives to the scientific community a key reference to design 
future biped wheeled and flexible robots 

Keywords: flexible legs, wheeled feet, multibody analysis, biped robots, humanoid robots 

1. Introduction 
Humanoid robots are complex multibody machines. Many dynamic balance systems of biped robots are proposed 
and tested in literature, but the problem of falling down during walking is unsolved. This problem is caused by the 
complexity of the control of a legged machine. Some major difficulties for the control system are the following 
[1]: 1) the robot kinematics and dynamics are non-linear and difficult to accurately model. Robot parameters such 
as center of mass, moment of inertia, etc. are not known exactly; 2) the dynamics of the robot depend on which 
legs make contact with the ground. In other word, the dynamics change whenever the robot makes a transition 
between a single support phase and a double support phase or a flight phase, and vice-versa. Moreover, exchange 
of leg support is accompanied by an impact disturbing the robot’s motion; 3) a legged robot is submitted to 
intermittent holonomic and nonholonomic constraints; 4) the environment is unknown and dynamic. The surface 
might be elastic, sticky, soft or stiff; 5) vertical contact forces on the surface are unilateral, meaning that they can 
not pull the robot against the surface; 6) the goal of keeping dynamic balance is difficult to decompose into actuator 
commands; 7) many degree of freedom have to be controlled real-time. To summarize one can conclude that 
controlling a bipedal walking robot that is able to negotiate different terrains and walk/run at high speeds is still 
an unsolved problem. In order to simplify the control of biped locomotion, the most important research institutes 
and companies with background in legged robots proposed alternative solutions such as the use of wheels on behalf 
of the legs or used in combination with these. In 2007, the Jet propulsion Laboratory (JPL-NASA) developed the 
All-Terrain Hex-Limbed Extra-Terrestrial Explorer (ATHLETE) vehicle used for space applications [2]. Its 
concept is based on 6 DoF (Degrees-of-Freedom) limbs, each with a 1 DoF wheel attached. ATHLETE uses its 
wheels for efficient driving over stable, gently rolling terrain, but each limb can also be used as a general-purpose 
leg. In 2010, EMIEW 2, a biped service robot with wheels, has been developed by Hitachi [3]. Boston Dynamics, 
is known for its advanced robots including the world’s fastest robot, Cheetah [4] (with 29 mph), Big Dog [5], (the 
all-rough and tough robot that walks, runs, climbs and carries heavy loads), and the latest Atlas, (a biped humanoid 
capable of walking in outdoor rough terrain with the upper limbs capable of performing other tasks while walking). 
Several versions of Atlas, [6], [7], have been prepared for the DARPA Robotics Challenge program. In 2015, a 
Korean biped robot with wheels won the last edition of the DARPA Robotics Challenge, thanks to the mounted 
wheels on the robot [8]. Recently, in 2017, the Boston Dynamics published the novel robot with biped wheels [9]. 
The biped locomotion capabilities shown with this robot confirmed how wheels could solve many of the big 
problems in biped locomotion in order to have a more robust biped dynamic walking, running, and jumping. In 
the meanwhile, a simple and completely innovative low cost biped robot, called ROLLO, has been presented to 
the research community [10-12]. It is constituted of wheeled feet including the novelty of flexible legs. 

Robots are typically actuated with stiff servomotors which are energy inefficient [13], cannot exploit the natural 
dynamics of the system as found in passive walkers [14], have difficulties with explosive motions like throwing 
[15], jumping [16], or kicking a ball [17] since the max speed is limited and the high reflected inertia of the high-
geared motor makes them unsafe in case of impacts and clamping [18-20] and as such they cannot absorb impacts 
occurring typically during jumping and running [21]. One of the main differences between classical robots and 
humans or animals is the presence of adaptive compliance in the actuated joints. This is largely due to the dynamic 
mechanical properties of the biological actuators: the muscle-tendon-units. For example, the work of Alexander 
[22] explains the important role of biological springs in animals and humans during locomotion. The introduction 
of compliant elements in the robotic hardware started long ago with the use of pneumatic actuators and became 
well known with Raibert’s work using air springs for hopping robots [23], and later Pratt introduced the Series 
Elastic Actuators (SEA) [24]. For all the novel requirements of safety and energy-efficiency and applications the 
term “soft robotics” has been introduced [25]. An important step was to make the stiffness of the compliant element 
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adjustable. Variable impedance actuation (VIA) permits the embodiment of natural characteristics, found in 
biological systems into a new generation of mechatronic systems. An overview with classification of these 
actuators is given in the overview papers [26]. However the recent advantages, also state-of-the-art VIAs do not 
yet reach the capabilities of a human or animal muscular system. There can be pinpointed a number of challenges 
that need to be solved. 

In all of these presented solutions, the impedance has the same direction of the actuation. In some cases the 
actuation is a torque and a compliant system is conceived connecting a linear spring at a lever in order to create a 
moment [27, 28], or using torsional springs [29] or other designs [30]; in other cases, the actuation is a force and 
the compliance works on its same direction, or the composition of many force components give a resultant force 
in the same direction of the actuation. 

This paper shows a biped robot with wheeled feet and flexible legs. The compliance of each leg permits to perform 
unconventional movements not available with conventional robots. As revealed by previous studies [31-33], the 
torque-angle relation of joints in human walking resembles that of a torsional spring. For these reasons, joints in 
this study are modeled as passive joints constrained by composition of torsional and linear springs. The spring 
reaches the equilibrium position when the foot is orthogonal to the leg. The objective of this paper is to show the 
multibody dynamic model of a biped flexible robot with wheeled feet and a comparison of this model with the 
ROLLO robot proposed in [11]. The validation of the model with the real robot allows to give to the scientific 
community a key reference to design future biped wheeled and flexible robots. ROLLO solves the points from 2 
to 7 presented above and it cannot falls because its center of mass is approximately in contact with the ground. It 
can be moved in a plane with the two motors on the feet and a human-like motion [34, 35] can be reproduced 
moving the two feet in opposite and alternate way.  

The paper is structured as follows: section II shows the proposed physical and analytical modeling of the biped 
wheeled and flexible robot; section III presents the simulation of the model; section IV shows results and 
discussions including a comparison between simulations and real tests. The paper end with conclusion and future 
works. 

2. Theoretical Modelling of the Biped Wheeled and Flexible Robot 

2.1. Theoretical Model 
Figure 1 shows the sketch of the model used for simulation and the behavior of the helical springs used in an 
unconventional way. A typical helical spring, as shown in Fig. 1, is a spiral wire or rod with mean diameter of coil 
D=2R, wire diameter d, number of active coils i, helical degree α, uniform pitch of the helix p= π*D*tan α, free 
length H=i*p, length of the wire or rod L= π*D*i. If an axial force is applied on the spring, a combination of 
torsional and flexural strains are generated on the wire of the spring. In order to simplify the discussion and to 
obtain a preliminary estimation of the stiffness of the flexible legs, we show in following some conventional 
assumptions used to define the stiffness of the spring (K) (valid also if the spring is used in a not-conventional 
way). 

In particular, we used a cy1indrical helical spring excited with a load perpendicular to the axial direction. The first 
conventional assumption is that if a helical degree α is small (< 8°) trigonometric functions can be simplified (cos 
α=1, sin α=0) with a 1% error. The second conventional assumption used in many experimental applications is to 
assume the flexural and torsional behavior of the cy1indrical helical spring like the behavior of a torsional spring. 

A simple method to calculate the behavior of the cy1indrical helical spring is to consider only the torsional load 
Mt on the spring. The maximum strain on the wire is τmax where Jp is the inertial moment. 

 

In order to calculate the stiffness of the spring, the work generated by the force is compared to the elastic work 
accumulated on the wire. F is the torsional force which produces a f displacement; ϕ is the rotation induced by Mt; 
G is the tangential module. 

 

 

 

With the same assumptions, and referring to the Fig. 1 where a flexural moment Mf is imposed on the spring, the 
flexural degree φ of the spring can be calculated, including Young module E and inertial moment J: 
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If J=Jp the parameters to find the springs for the legs are shown in following and are function of i, D and d. 

 

3. Virtual Models and Simulations 

In this section, the simulations of a wheeled robot with two springs and one spring in each leg will be respectively 
shown. The sketch shown in Figure 1a is designed in a multibody environment using MSC Adams Software. The 
flexible components are substituted with the stiffness matrix shown in (8). Figure 2 shows the virtual model with 
two springs in each leg. The X and Z components of acceleration of the blocks A, B, and of the right foot are 
compared in Figure 3. It can be noted as the block B has a higher pick on the X component and the right foot on 
the Z component. Figure 4 shows the Z component of the position of each wheel and X and Z components of the 
velocity of the right foot. The behaviour of the inner and outer wheel can be noted by the graphs. It is important to 
note by Figure 5 that if the block B is removed, the acceleration of the block A is higher in Z direction. 
 

 

Figure 1. Sketch of flexible and wheeled robot (a) and torsion, compression/extension and unconventional use of 
a cylindrical helical spring (b). 
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Figure 2. Virtual model with 2 springs for each leg. 

 
Figure 3. X and Z components of the acceleration of the center of mass of the block A, B, and right foot. 
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Figure 4. Z component of the position of each wheel and X and Z components of the velocity of the right foot. 

 

 
Figure 5. Z components of the center of mass of the block A and of the right foot for the model with one spring 

in each leg. 

4.  Real Tests 

4.1. ROLLO Platform 
In this section, the simulation’ results are compared to the experimental tests performed using a real robot presented 
in [11] and shown in Figure 6.  

The ROLLO robot (height around 1000 mm, weight around 10 kg) can move using only two gear motors. Figure 
6 shows the ROLLO robot used as a biped robot controlled by external devices (e.g. joystick, Brain Computer 
Interface (BCI) system, iphone, etc.). The two legs of the robot are identical and each one is constituted by two or 
more flexible modules (see Fig. 7), one gear motor, one battery, two side wheels (external and internal) colligated 
to the shaft of the gear motor and two free wheels (frontal and rear) used to avoid falls. Springs or rigid components 
modules can be added to each leg in order to have different combination of motion. A human-like motion of the 
robot can be achieved using one spring in proximity of each human-like joint (ankle, knee, and hip) and rigid 
elements in proximity of each human-like link (thigh and shin). ROLLO can be moved in a rectilinear or curvilinear 
way. The rotation can be obtained either fixing the external wheel to the shaft and using a bearing between the 
central hole of the internal wheel and the shaft of the gear motor or fixing each wheel (external and internal) to the 
shaft of the gear motor and having two driving wheels in each leg; in this case, the bipedal rectilinear motion and 
the rotation are both possible only thanks to the flexible structure of the robot. In each leg other two free wheels 
are present respectively in the frontal and rear part of the leg (see free wheel in Fig.7); they are not fixed and can 
be moved around the axis perpendicular to the surface where the robot is moving, and they are used only to avoid 
falls. A battery is used in each leg as power supply allowing the motion of the robot for two hours at the maximum 
speed. In each leg a driver, with a switch, controls the connection between power supply, motors, and the 
electronics positioned behind the tablet. The webcam of the tablet is the camera used for the transmission of the 
images between the robot and the human. The tablet, the electronic hardware, the arms, and the hands of the robot 
are fixed to the structure attached to the springs. The robot can rotate moving the wheels of each foot in the opposite 
direction. The altitude of the robot can be also modified varying the number of the elastic modules in each leg. 
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Figure 6: ROLLO biped robot with wheeled feet and flexible modules in each leg (courtesy of Humanot 

company) [11]. 

 
Figure 7: Sketch of the ROLLO biped robot with wheeled feet and two flexible modules in each leg (courtesy of 

Humanot company) [11]. 

5. Conclusion 
This paper shows a biped robot with wheeled feet and flexible legs. The compliance of each leg permits to perform 
unconventional movements not available with conventional robots. As revealed by previous studies, the torque-
angle relation of joints in human walking resembles that of a torsional spring. For these reasons, joints in this study 
are modeled as passive joints constrained by composition of torsional and linear springs. The validation of the 
model with the real robot allows to give to the scientific community a key reference to design future biped wheeled 
and flexible robots.  
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Figure 8. Three springs in each leg: a) Output signals (only z axis) of the accelerometers on the right leg of the 
ROLLO robot during a motion with an intermediate velocity value (0.2 m/s); b) Pitch and roll angles for the 

ankle and hip passive joints (red = hip, black = ankle) during a rotation of 360 degrees clockwise [11]. 
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Abstract 
In this work, we are describing the coupling of an already existing tire model with a quasi-1D flow model to 
describe the inflation gas cavity fluctuations in a simple physical way. Since the gas cavity fluctuations are due 
to excitations - produced by transient tire deformations based on the interaction with the road surface - the gas 
model must be built to fully account for the tire shape variation. Thus, we derive the 1D Euler equations in a 
torus having a time and spatial dependent cross section area. The equations are discretized with a finite 
difference spatial discretization and integrated by an extended Lax-Wendroff scheme, which can handle source 
terms. 

The coupling between the mechanical response and the inflation gas model is done in the following way: The 
transient shape of the tire appears as a source term in the Euler equations. The local gas cavity fluctuations on the 
other act on the tire structure and on the rim, both of which produce entries into the resulting spindle forces. 

We are showing results for the overall non-linear model for transient simulations (cleat runs) and are comparing 
the results with and without dynamic gas cavity model and with measurements.   

Finally, we are showing how the overall model can be linearized around a steady state. With the resulting linear 
model, a modal analysis can be performed and we identify the so called ‘cavity mode’ and its dependence on 
rotational velocity. 

Keywords: multibody dynamics, tire model, cavity model, linearization, NVH 

1. Introduction 
In the virtual development process, assessment and optimization of vehicle suspension and chassis performance 
are based on the forces that are transferred by the tire from road into the suspension. In this load transfer, the tire 
is one of the most critical components because the tire has a strong nonlinear behavior and is very difficult to 
model. 

ITWM’s tire model CDTire supports engineers in almost all analysis scenarios used in modern vehicle 
development processes from within modern multi body simulation (MBS) tools [1,2,5]. Special focus on tire belt 
dynamics and interaction with 3D road surfaces accurately captures the vibrations in both amplitude and 
frequency behavior. 

The CDTire/3D is structural 3D shell based bead-to-bead model with sidewalls and belt that separately models 
all functional layers of a modern tire [5]. In this model, the inflation pressure is modeled as a uniform stress 
acting normal to the shell’s faces. The pressure can vary depending on the application: prescribed by the MBS-
tool to align to a constant pressure specified for a vehicle or scenario, but it can also be modified dynamically to 
simulate e.g. a sudden pressure loss in a tire.  The authors have also show in previous publications that the 
pressure dependency is modeled physical correct. 

For many applications, this description of the inflation pressure as a time dependent quantity is sufficient. 
However, there are tire applications where it is needed to describe the inflation gas using a dynamic gas equation 
(Euler or Navier-Stokes). One such example is when the tire model is used in NVH (Noise-Vibration-Harshness) 
applications where the frequency range extends the 250 Hz range.  For passenger car tires, a first mode of the 
inflation gas is at around 200 Hz to 240 Hz, depending on tire size. This mode couples with the tire structure and 
rim and yields significant peaks in the spindle force spectrum, which have to be considered in the NVH 
assessment of a car. 

In this paper, we are modeling the inflation gas of a tire by an isentropic compressible Euler equation and couple 
it to the tire dynamics in the nonlinear transient application range. After validation of the overall model by 
comparison with respective measurements, the authors are also describing how one can derive a linear model 
from the overall transient tire model, which can be used in linear FEM based NVH-tools. 

It should be pointed out that the tire rotation will yield a split in the aforementioned cavity mode (which 
increases with rotational velocity) which is shown at the end of this paper. 
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2. Tire Model 
In this chapter, we sketch the modelling concepts of CDTire/3D, which has been used to include the gas cavity 
model as a compressible Euler cavity model. 

The basic concept of this modeling approach is that the local deformation behavior of a real tire should be 
identically observed in the MBD tire model. This leads to the requirement that the model must have a detailed 
materialized shell representation of sidewall and belt to feature the deformation behavior of the load bearing 
structure. With this requirement, one can correctly feature both in-plane and out-of-plane (transversal or lateral) 
deformation behavior. The density properties of the shell are represented by node masses with 3 degrees of 
freedom, spanning the load bearing surface. Figure 1 shows a typical discretization: 

 
Figure 1: Node distribution of tire and cross section 

The elastic properties of the shell are realized by an anisotropic elastic membrane part and adaptation of the 
Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis for bending. The bending is implemented around all circumferential and lateral 
edges, and around two diagonals of each cell. To constitute the bending laws, the 4-point cells will be divided 
into their elementary triangles. Bending of adjacent cells relative to the edge is split into bending of two pairs of 
triangles. The same is done for bending around diagonals of a cell. Figure 2 shows this principle and the finite 
difference properties of this approach: 

 
Figure 2: Triangle pairs used for cell edge bending and around diagonals of a cell (left two), finite difference 

stencil of isotropic bending and non-linear reaction forces of center belt node radial unit displacement   

The anisotropy of the tire is a direct consequence of the tire structure. The physical tire is built from different 
component layers like inner liner, carcass, steel belt layers, cap plies, tread etc., with most of these being 
reinforced by synthetic cords or steel wires. Each reinforcement layer introduces a materially preferred direction. 
All the characteristic component layers described above have a separate representation in the model. The main 
advantage of this description is that the model is completely configurable. One can, for example model an 
arbitrary number of steel belt layers. Every steel belt layer can have a specific belt angle and specific local 
stiffness properties. This is important for the modeling of truck tires, which can have a varying number of steel 
belt layers and varying angles compared to passenger car tires. In a final pre-processing step, these layers are 
condensed into one shell representation. Figure 3 shows this layering approach: 

 
Figure 3: Functional component layers of the tire 

For more details on this modeling approach, we refer to [5]. 
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3. Cavity Model 
From the different sources of interior and external vehicle noise, the cavity mode is probably the less understood. 
This is partially due to the existence of complex interactions phenomena between the road and the tire.  The 
development of numerical models which allows predicting this effect is very important for the product design 
development but a non-trivial task.  

In the literature, several one dimensional models have been proposed to predict the cavity resonance frequency 
based on some assumptions about the deflected geometry of the tire. Thompson [7] were able to identify the 
fundamental acoustic resonance peak by expressing the 1D wave equation into a torus. Further works focused 
Finite Elements models to numerically investigate the road-tire interactions. However, detailed Finite Elements 
Methods lead to a long computational time and the coupling of gas flow model with less time consuming tire 
models based on some ring models has been less investigated. 

In this work, we first generalize the approach initially proposed by Thompson to describe the 1D gas flow in a 
torus in order to fully account for the influence of cross-sectional variation, based on rolling a deflected tire, on 
the gas flow properties and describing equations. To achieve that, we derive the Euler equations on a spatial and 
time dependent torus. No additional hypothesis about the variation of the shape will be postulated.  

Mainly by studying the work of Bourdarias &Gerbi [3] we derived the following equation for the deformable tire 
torus cavity: 

 (1) 

In (1),  is the local density of the inflation gas,  is the local flow velocity,  is 
the local cross section area of the tire tube and  is the local pressure as a function of the local density. 

 
Figure 4: Volume element in torus coordinate system 

If the cross section area of the tire tube would be constant in spatial coordinate  and in time , the source term 
on the right side of the equation (1) would be zero and we would have the standard homogenous Euler equation 
on a torus. 

If we introduce the abbreviations  and  and prescribe a functional dependence of the pressure 
on the density  and re-write this as , equation (1) can be re-written as equation (2) in 
conservation form: 

 (2) 

A second advantage of this transformation is that now the dependency of A is formally only in the source term on 
the right hand side of the second equation and there is no time derivative in the source term. 

We are solving equation (2) by using an extended Lax-Wendroff scheme in which for the homogeneous part the 
discrete Lax-Wendroff scheme will be used and for the source term a second order approximation in time. 

4. Coupling of Structural Tire Model and Cavity Model  
For the coupling of the structural tire model with the cavity model, there is the problem that the underlying 
physical regimes have different time scales for the dynamic response. From a numerical point of view, the two 
regimes would be time-integrated by different time step sizes. If we consider a typical passenger car tire, the step 
size to integrate the Euler equation of the gas cavity - taking into account the Courant-Friedichs-Lewy condition 
(CFL) - is expected to be smaller than the step size typically used to integrate the structural tire model. 
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Considering this, we set up the overall integration scheme by an embedded co-simulation, in which the structural 
tire model is the master. To integrate the structural tire model with an explicit Newmark method, a dedicated 
variable step-size control is used.  This scheme is sketched in Figure 5: 

 
Figure 5: Co-simulation time integration scheme 

Finally, the overall tire model including gas cavity model is embedded in the integration scheme of the MBS tool 
where the vehicle model is integrated. Because the typical step size of the vehicle simulation is usually bigger 
than the step size of the tire model, a similar co-simulation scheme is used between MBS master and structural 
tire model. The non-linear, transient results shown in Chapter 6 have a dedicated stand-alone driver software 
acting as MBS master. 

 

5. Linearization Around Steady State Rolling 
Applying finite difference discretization on all spatial derivatives, the non-linear (discretized) tire and 
(discretized) cavity model can be abbreviated by (3), where the first equation is the combined kinematical and 
dynamical equation of the rim plus tire, with  as positional and velocity state and  containing the mass matrix 
of rim and (discretized) tire states. Also,  denotes both the forces acting on rim and tire as well as the first order 
kinematical equations. Furthermore, z is the (discretized) first order state of the cavity model (both mass and 
momentum) and g denotes the right hand side of the spatially discretized rhs of the compressible Euler equation. 

 (3) 

For the linearization, a method similar to the so called ALE (Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian) method has been 
used (see also [4,6] for a discussion on such methods). In this method, the stationary rolling tire is described in a 
special spatial description instead of a material description. An important result in this method is the rise of 
gyroscopic forces acting on the tire explicitly in the equation of motion (3). This is needed to introduce the 
correct velocity dependent modal behavior into the linear system. The same mechanism is performed on the 
compressible Euler equation. Formally, this introduces an additional parameter , the angular velocity of the rim 
around the rotating axis of the rim. It has to be pointed out that the linearization is performed around a ‘steady 
state’, with all degrees of freedom (dof) of the rim kinematically constraint, except for the rim rotation (see [5] 
for more detail). The new functions  contain the gyroscopic forces due to , and  contains additionally the 
inverted matrix . 

 (4) 

Linearization yields 

 (5) 

with  containing the respective jacobians of  and  containing  Solving the eigenvalue problem (EVP) 
that arises from (5), eigenvalues (mode frequencies and damping) and eigenvectors (mode shapes) can be 
analyzed. In the following we show numerical examples of a typical 225/45 R 17 tire with an inflation pressure 
of 2.5 bar. Figure 6 shows typical ‘radial’ modes of the non-deflected, non-rotating tire, where the deformation is 
mainly in radial direction. 
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Figure 6: Radial tire modes R1 (76 Hz), R2 (97 Hz), R3 (120 Hz), R4 (146 Hz) 

Figure 7 shows typical ‘lateral’ modes of the non-deflected, non-rotating tire, but they contain also significant 
amounts of radial and torsional deformations.  

 
Figure 7: Lateral tire modes L1 (59 Hz), L2 (101 Hz), L3 (145 Hz), L4 (174 Hz) 

It must be pointed out that including the rotational effects adds significant asymmetry to the matrices. As such, 
the resulting EVP is a complex EVP with complex modes and frequencies. Visualization of the modes was 
performed by extracting the positional part of , for some  with  as the imaginary part of the 
respective eigenvalue. Also, the inclusion of the compressible Euler cavity model introduces zero modes, as the 
inflation gas is rotationally unconstraint (periodic boundary conditions). 

6. Results 
In the following we show results of a 225/45 R 17 tire with an inflation pressure of 2.5 bar in various scenarios. 
If not stated specifically different, it is always the same tire at the same inflation pressure (initially). 

Figure 8 compares the simulation results of the constant (prescribed) pressure cavity model against the ideal gas 
cavity model, the compressible Euler cavity model and the measurement. In this test, the tire is deflected (very 
slowly with 5..10 mm/s deflection velocity) against a rigid, flat surface and the corresponding vertical force is 
measured. While the tire is first deflected and then slowly unloaded - yielding a significant hysteresis - the 
simulations are performed only with progressive deflection, as the progressive deflection part is invariant (at 
these very slow deflection velocities) against range and velocity changes. The unloading part featuring the 
hysteresis does depend on range and velocity and is ignored here. The sudden non-linearity at around 17000 N 
preload is the start of the ‘tire ground out’, when the tire is deflected so much that the tire bead region starts to 
have internal contact with the tire innerliner at the shoulder. 

 
Figure 8: Vertical load/deflection measurement against 3 cavity models 

While below 10000 N preload, all cavity models yield the same result, starting from 10000 N preload and 
significantly starting from 15000 N preload, the constant pressure cavity model underestimates the vertical 
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stiffness, while both ideal gas and compressible Euler cavity model correctly capture the increase in inflation 
pressure due to the changing (decreasing) inflation gas volume. The results for the ideal gas and compressible 
Euler cavity model correctly yield virtually identical results, as the quasi-static character of this experiment does 
not introduce significant dynamics. As a first result, this shows that the inclusion of a cavity model can improve 
the accuracy of the overall model’s predictive capabilities – even for quasi-static scenarios. 

As a further step, we analyze a transient scenario: the cleat run experiment. In such an experiment, the tire is 
deflected to a prescribed preload (typically onto a rotating drum) and the vertical displacement capability of the 
test rig is then mechanically fixed to prevent any dynamics other than rim rotation and tire dynamics. The 
velocity of the surface (typically a drum rotation) is then increased to a prescribed value. The surface is smooth 
except for mounted obstacle, typically a chamfered rectangular cleat (with at least the width of the tire) in either 
90° or 45 ° orientation relative to the forward direction. While the tire repeatedly hits the obstacle, the resulting 
spindle forces are measured. This effectively tests the transfer behavior of the tire from road excitation to spindle 
forces. Figure 9 shows the schematic setup of a cleat run experiment: 

 
Figure 9: Schematic setup of a cleat run experiment 

As the tire needs an inflation gas for sensible operation, the only way to prove the influence of the inflation gas 
on the measurement is to change the properties of the inflation gas while the tire and the operating conditions 
remain identical, including the inflation gas pressure. Figure 10 compares the 90° cleat run measurements 
(rectangular shape, 10 mm height, 20 mm width) of a tire mounted on a 19’’ rim filled with air as well as helium, 
both at 2.5 bar for 3 preloads (3000 N, 5000 N, 7000 N) and 3 velocities (20 km/h, 60 km/h, 90 km/h) on drum:  

 
Figure 10: Longitudinal (left) and vertical (right) spindle force of air and helium filled tire on 19’’ rim 

The above pictures are only meant to demonstrate the transient character of the experiment. However, analyzing 
these measurements in frequency domain yields some interesting insights. Figure 11 shows the same 
measurements as FFT signals in frequency domain: 

 
Figure 11: Longitudinal (left) and vertical (right) spindle force FFT of air and helium filled tire on 19’’ rim 

The most striking difference between air and helium filled tire response is at around 200 Hz. The air filled tire 
displays peak(s) that the helium filled tire does not.  These frequencies can be explained by a resonant vibration 
of the inflation gas within the tire cavity, hence the name ‘cavity mode’. A rough estimate of this frequency can 
be obtained by the formula   , where c is the speed of sound and R is radius of the gas column. For a tire 
mounted on a 19’’ rim, a good estimate of the tire cavity radius is 0.28 m. With the speed of sound of 343 m/s of 
air at 20° Celcius, the cavity frequency is 195 Hz. With the speed of sound of 981 m/s of helium at 20° Celcius, 
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the cavity frequency is 558 Hz, which is well outside the resolution of the test rig equipment. Of course, some of 
the measurements feature 2 distinct peaks, which are due to the splitting of the cavity mode as a result of rotation 
and this will be explained later. 

A secondary difference at closer inspection is a slight shift of the main frequencies (30 Hz longitudinal and 75 
Hz vertical force response) with a clear tendency to increasing the frequency for the helium filled tire. This can 
be explained by interpreting the sound velocity as a measure of a ‘stiffness’ in series between tire and rim. An 
increase in sound velocity increases this ‘stiffness’ and as a result the frequency. In fact, the ideal gas cavity 
model may be interpreted as a gas with infinite ‘stiffness’. 

We now continue our comparison of the 3 cavity models of the 225/45 R 17 tire. A good estimate of the radius of 
the air column is 0.24 m, which yields an estimated cavity frequency of 227 Hz. Figure 12 compares the 3 cavity 
models against a 90° cleat run measurement (rectangular shape, 20 mm height, 20 mm width) at 2400 N preload, 
2.5 bar and for 30, 60, 90 km/h in frequency domain (PSD) on a drum surface: 

 
Figure 12: 90° cleat run vertical force PSD’s at 30 (left), 60 (middle) and 90 (right) km/h against 3 cavity models 

The measurements again show the cavity mode behavior at around 225 Hz. While it is (almost) a singular peak 
for 30 km/h, this peak splits into 2 peaks at 60 km/h and 90 km/h with the split at 90 km/h being significantly 
larger. This indicates that the split is a direct function of the velocity. An explanation for this behavior will be 
discussed later. The only cavity model that can capture this behavior is the compressed Euler cavity model. Both 
constant pressure cavity model and ideal gas cavity model fail to feature the force response amplitude at the 
cavity frequency range. This means that in order to extend the frequency behavior prediction capability beyond 
200 Hz, the compressible Euler cavity model is needed. As a secondary remark, both constant pressure cavity 
model and ideal gas cavity model show an increase in the main frequency at ~80 Hz, which is due to the infinite 
‘stiffness’ of these cavity models. 

Interestingly, a split in cavity mode frequency due to the tire’s deformation is not featured in the vertical force 
response. Figure 13 compares the 3 cavity models against a 90° cleat run measurement (rectangular shape, 20 
mm height, 20 mm width) at 30 km/h velocity, 2.5 bar and for 2400, 4800, 7200 N preload in frequency domain 
(PSD) on a drum surface: 

 
Figure 13: 90° cleat run vertical force PSD’s at 2400 (left), 4800 and 7200 (right) N against 3 cavity models 

For a better understanding, we move to the results of the linearization. Figure 14 shows the mode frequency over 
the mode number of the structural modes of the tire with constant pressure cavity model and with compressible 
Euler cavity model. It must be pointed out that the compressible Euler cavity model yields additional modes that 
the constant pressure cavity model does not: zero modes of the circumferentially unbounded (periodic boundary 
conditions) cavity states and the cavity modes itself. For the non-deflected, non-rotating and rim fixed wheel, the 
cavity mode frequency here is 226 Hz. For the sake of comparison, these additional modes were eliminated from 
the following mode numbering, so that the rest can be easily compared. The cavity modes can be easily 
identified by a very small real part of the eigenvalue (small damping). The eigenvalues with negative imaginary 
part (negative frequency) are shown as positive frequencies (conjugate complex eigenvalue) and the real part 
(damping) is not shown here. However, the sorting is done by ‘smallest magnitude’, so the damping does have 
an impact on the numbering. 
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Figure 14: Modal frequencies of non-deflected, non-rotating, rim-fixed wheel (without cavity modes) 

The conjugate complex modes for this scenario have identical absolute frequency and damping values, resulting 
in double entries for each mode number. As they have identical absolute frequency, this is not visible. Many 
modes show up as 2 mode number pairs; these are the modes that have a second linear independent mode shape 
(same shape but with a different beginning angle around the rotational axis), but this does not hold for all modes. 
E.g., mode 1 (L0, constant lateral deformation) or mode 4 (C0, constant circumferential deformation) are unique 
modes (apart from conjugate complex) as any rotation of the shape around the rotational axis yields the same 
shape. Interestingly, these 2 modes feature almost no difference between the cavity models as the volume change 
for these modes is zero (or very small). Otherwise, the compressible Euler cavity model reduces the frequency of 
the corresponding mode of the constant pressure cavity model. This also explains nicely the effect main 
frequency reduction of the main frequency for the non-linear, transient model in Figure 12: the associated mode 
has a lower modal frequency due to the coupling with the compressible Euler cavity model. 

Figure 15 compares the modal frequencies obtained with the compressible Euler cavity model for the non-
deflected, rim-fixed wheel at rotational velocities corresponding to 0, 10, 20, 30 m/s. As explained in [1,2,4,6], 
the gyroscopic effects yield a split in frequency (kind of Doppler’s effect) with increasing velocity. However, 
that means that in Figure 15, the ordering of mode numbers (‘smallest magnitude’) yields a possible switch of 
shapes, meaning the mode shapes at a certain mode number may not be the same (and generally aren’t). 

  
Figure 15: Modal frequencies of non-deflected, rim-fixed wheel (without cavity modes) at 0, 10, 20, 30 m/s 

The frequency split due to gyroscopic effects eliminates the ‘pair wise’ ordering of certain modes. An in-depth 
analysis of the split per mode shape is worth investigating, but not performed here. But this depiction makes one 
important fact clear: there is no monotone dependence of frequency content on velocity. At certain modes (or 
frequency ranges) the higher velocity may have larger content, at others smaller or vice-versa. 

Lastly, Figure 16 looks at the split due to rotation for the cavity modes (ignoring the zero modes): 
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Figure 16: Modal cavity frequencies of non-deflected, rim-fixed wheel at 0, 10, 20, 30 m/s 

This is a clear message: the split due to rotation of the cavity modes of the non-deflected tire is a linear function 
of the rotational velocity. It also fits nicely with the split in vertical force frequency of the non-linear, transient 
tire and cavity model during cleat runs. 

7. Conclusion 
The authors have shown how to extend an existing structural tire model with a dynamic gas cavity model. The 
gas cavity model has been modeled by a 1D non-linear Euler equation with a source term representing the effect 
that the cross section of the gas cavity can vary in space and time. Projected to the tire the cross section variation 
is representing the tire deformation due to rolling and dynamical loading running for example over an uneven 
road.  

Additionally, the coupling of both physical systems, the structural tire model and the inflation gas cavity model 
has been discussed. 

From the overall non-linear model, the authors have sketched a method to derive a linear model of the tire 
around a steady state.  

Results and respective correlation to measurements have been shown for the transient model and for the derived 
linear model.  

For the transient model we simulated a cleat run experiment on a drum test rig and compared this to related 
measurement. It could be successfully shown that the tire model with dynamic gas cavity covers all qualitative 
effects of the so-called cavity mode and fits to the measurements also quantitatively in an impressive way. It 
could also be shown that the inclusion of the dynamic gas cavity model improves the overall accuracy of the tire 
model for example in the vertical stiffness behavior for very high preloads, but also in the frequency responses 
for typical tire modes far under the cavity frequency. 

Using the derived linear model a modal analysis have been performed and the results have been discussed with a 
focus on rotational velocity.  

As a perspective, the authors are currently working on an equivalent second order formulation of the gas cavity 
model which allows to export the overall linear model as a second order MCK system, which can be imported in 
FEM based NVH tools like Nastran. 
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Abstract
Particle simulation with the Discrete Element Method (DEM) is well-established and widely used in soil dynamics

related applications. The wide range of applications can be envisaged, for instance, in automotive engineering, material

handling and manufacturing. In recent years, the Fraunhofer ITWM has developed and implemented its own DEM code

entitled »GRAnular Physics Engine (GRAPE)« which is currently specialized for granular materials. In this paper, we

present the technical realization of GRAPE’s communication interface in the construction equipment development

context that has been evolved during a project collaboration between the Fraunhofer ITWM and Volvo CE. Moreover,

we address numerical studies with a focus on GRAPE internal parameters and co-simulation settings by applying the

interface to couple a multibody wheel loader model and a multibody hauler model, respectively.

Keywords: co-simulation, discrete element method, multibody dynamics, soil dynamics

1. Introduction
Particle simulation with the Discrete Element Method (DEM) is well-established and widely used in soil dynamics

related applications. The wide range of applications can be envisaged, for instance, in automotive engineering (e.g. soil

interaction with wheels or tracks, earth moving equipment, . . . ), material handling (e.g. conveyer belt load extraction,

material spread in hopper, . . . ), manufacturing and processing (e.g. granulation or agglomeration of powders, crushing,

grinding, . . . ). In this context, the Fraunhofer ITWM has developed and implemented its own DEM code entitled

»GRAnular Physics Engine (GRAPE)« for modeling and simulating soft soil. In particular, we focus on the prediction

of correct reaction forces – which implies the necessity of an appropriate model parameterization – and the capability

in closed-loop scenarios, i.e. the particle interaction with external tools in a general sense.

Numerical system simulation plays an essential role in the modern product development process, since studying and

evaluating product stages virtually and model-based can accelerate development cycles significantly. Given a tremen-

dous usage variability in the area of construction machines, it is an important strategy to simulate different usage

scenarios with appropriate numerical system models. To obtain reliable results in these simulations on, for instance,

durability and performance properties of the respective machine, it is inevitable to model both, the machine itself and

the interaction with the exterior environment, in a sufficient model quality. Thus, when considering construction equip-

ment like excavators and wheel loaders, soil and the interaction with the machine during the digging process has to be

modeled and simulated properly.

We exemplify the technical realization of GRAPE’s application in the construction equipment development context that

has been evolved during a bilateral project collaboration between the Fraunhofer ITWM and Volvo CE. In particular,

we implement a co-simulation scenario that couples Volvo CE’s multibody wheel loader model with GRAPE for soil

simulation, in order to realize a framework in which different loading maneuvers can be simulated and analyzed. We

conceptually establish a force-displacement coupling for the co-simulation setup, as illustrated in Figure 1, that is in

principle not confined to the wheel loader model but can be straightforwardly transferred to a hauler or an excavator

model, respectively.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce some main facts and implementation details about

GRAPE. Those are essential for the technical realization of the addressed coupling setup that is described in detail in

Section 3. Moreover, we address applications and numerical studies of the developed coupling framework in Section

4. In particular, we present numerical studies with a focus on GRAPE internal parameters and co-simulation settings

in case of the wheel loader coupling environment in Subsection 4.1, and illustrate the transferability of the setup by
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Figure 1: Principle concept for coupling GRAPE to multibody construction equipment

analyzing the tire forces of a hauler when discharging granular material in Subsection 4.2. Finally, we summarize the

results and provide an outlook on further activities in Section 5.

2. Particle Simulation
Particles within GRAPE are represented by 3-dimensional spheres with 3 translational degrees of freedom interacting

with each other and external tools via contact forces. An external tool geometry is imported as a triangular mesh and

internally treated as a rigid body. A major and time-consuming task consists in the collision detection between particles

and particles with mesh triangles. Due to the complexity, the problem of collision detection is split into two phases of

different timesteps – a broad phase and a narrow phase collision detection.

The broad phase collision detection only operates in every nth timestep, for some natural number n∈N. More precisely,

the broad phase collision detection stepsize Δtbp is an integer multiple of GRAPE’s integration stepsize ΔtGRAPE,

i.e. Δtbp = n · ΔtGRAPE. The broad phase performs a complete collision detection yielding a relatively small list of

potential contacts for each particle. In particular, for a given particle the algorithm looks for neighbouring particles and

external tools in a range defined by a fractional multiple τ of the maximal particle radius rmax, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Broad phase collision detection Figure 3: Schematic particle interaction

The narrow phase collision detection operates in every timestep, so that the narrow phase detection stepsize Δtnp is

equal to GRAPE’s integration stepsize ΔtGRAPE, i.e. Δtnp = ΔtGRAPE. The narrow phase collision detection checks the

previously determined potential contact list for actual contacts by calculating the actual distance, and these respective

contacts are considered for force interaction.
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The implementation is strictly parallelized so that realtime factors well below 100 can be achieved for approximately

150000 particles and approximately 40000 triangles in the mesh. Moreover, GRAPE is operable in two basic modes

– standalone and interactive for closed-loop scenarios. In the first case, GRAPE processes the instructions given by

an input file and provides the requested results in a file-based system. In the second case, GRAPE operates in a server

mode waiting for external requests. These requests are generally produced by an external application (e.g. an MBS

program) through a GRAPE client which communicates with the GRAPE server.

More detailed information about GRAPE regarding the physical model and the model implementation are elaborated

in [1, 2, 3, 4]. In a nutshell, the particles are geometrically represented by rigid spheres with disabled rotational degrees

of freedom and the particle interaction force is in principle determined by five parameters – the normal stiffness kN and

damping ηN , the tangential stiffness kT and damping ηT , and a friction coefficient μ – as qualitatively illustrated in

Figure 3.

3. Coupling Interface
In order to realize particle interaction with external tools in a general sense, we implement a generic interface to any

multibody simulation tool that is aligned with the FMI 1.0 interface standard [5]. In this context, we interpret an external

tool as a rigid body with its geometry represented and imported into GRAPE by a triangular mesh.

Within the project collaboration between the Fraunhofer ITWM and Volvo CE we explicitly develop a coupling fra-

mework between Volvo’s multibody wheel loader model – modeled in MSC.Adams – and GRAPE for soil simulation,

as already depicted in Figure 1. Consequently, we establish a force-displacement coupling for the co-simulation setup

where the wheel loader bucket is modeled and simulated within GRAPE, the bucket section forces FGRAPE (more preci-

sely: forces FGRAPE and torques MGRAPE) are transmitted to the wheel loader model which, in turn, provides the bucket

kinematic states qCE (more precisely: displacements qCE and Euler angles αCE) for GRAPE. To sum up, we obtain the

following situation:

ẋCE = fCE (xCE, uCE = FGRAPE) (1)

qCE = gCE (xCE) (2)

ẋGRAPE = fGRAPE (xGRAPE, uGRAPE = qCE) (3)

FGRAPE = gGRAPE (xGRAPE) (4)

with states xCE, inputs uCE for the construction equipment model and states xGRAPE, inputs uGRAPE for GRAPE. The

exchange of the coupling quantities uCE = FGRAPE and uGRAPE = qCE is organized in a parallel scheme for efficient

co-simulation, as illustrated in Figure 4. Subsystem 1 (the multibody construction equipment model) provides kine-

matic states qi = qCE as input for Subsystem 2 (GRAPE) which, vice versa, provides section forces Fi = FGRAPE as

input for Subsystem 1. The data exchange takes place at each macro time point ti together with data-based prediction

qpred = πq(qi,qi−1, . . .) for the kinematic states and F pred = πF(Fi,Fi−1, . . .) for the section forces, respectively. In the

subsequent macro time step ti → ti+1 both subsystems operate with the predicted coupling quantities uCE(t) = F pred(t)
and uGRAPE(t) = qpred(t).

Figure 4: Parallel co-simulation scheme for coupling GRAPE to multibody construction equipment

The realization of the prescribed coupling concept requires specific co-simulation interfaces for the multibody con-

struction equipment model and the GRAPE particles, as well as a co-simulation master algorithm organizing the data
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exchange and the prediction strategies. In this connection, MATLAB/Simulink is chosen as the platform for setting

up the co-simulation scenario. One the one hand, we utilize the plant export to MATLAB provided by MSC.Adams

(Adams Plant) and, on the other hand, GRAPE is integrated as an S-Function into the scheme (DEM S-Function). Ad-

ditionally, the co-simulation master is implemented in a MATLAB/Simulink subsystem (Co-Simulation Master). The

communication, i.e. the exchange of the coupling quantities, with the GRAPE server is realized via a TCP/IP network

protocol so that it is possible to run GRAPE and MATLAB/Simulink together with MSC.Adams on different host PC’s,

as depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Realization of co-simulation scenario for coupling GRAPE to multibody construction equipment

The presented coupling interface is not confined to the multibody wheel loader model as investigated in the mentioned

bilateral project, but can easily be adapted to further multibody construction equipment models, see Section 4.

4. Applications and Numerical Studies
In this section, the prescribed co-simulation environment is adjusted, on the one hand, to couple GRAPE with Volvo’s

multibody wheel loader model for predicting bucket section forces during loading maneuvers in Subsection 4.1 and, on

the other hand, to couple GRAPE with Volvo’s hauler model for predicting wheel forces during discharge maneuvers

in Subsection 4.2.

4.1. Wheel Loader Coupling
A validation of the wheel loader coupling environment by comparing simulation results with existing real measurements

is properly presented in [6]. In this subsection, we moreover address the sensitivity of the setup by means of numerical

studies with a focus on GRAPE internal parameters and co-simulation settings. We particularly vary the macro stepsize

Δtmacro, as well as the particle normal stiffness kN by independent studies. In this connection, we examine the section

forces in the A- and J-bearing, respectively, where the bucket is connected to the lifting framework, as depicted in

Figure 6. The section forces are represented in the bucket coordinate system.

Figure 6: Bearing notations in the wheel loader lifting framework

The corresponding simulations are particularly prescribing the bucket filling phase, i.e. the first 15 seconds, of a certain

loading maneuver. The data-based prediction strategy is always chosen linear regarding the kinematic states qpred and
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constant regarding the section forces F pred :

qpred(t) = πq(qi,qi−1, t) = qi−1 +
qi −qi−1

Δtmacro
· (t − ti−1), for t ∈ [ti, ti+1] (5)

F pred(t) = πF(Fi, t) = Fi, for t ∈ [ti, ti+1] (6)

The following two paragraphs describe both respective parameter studies in more detail.

4.1.1. Macro Stepsize

Within this parameter study, we vary the communication or macro stepsize according to

Δtmacro ∈ {2 ·10−3s, 1 ·10−3s, 5 ·10−4s} (7)

where, at the same time, we keep the following parameters constant: GRAPE’s integration stepsize ΔtGRAPE = 10−4s,

the broad phase detection stepsize Δtbp = 5 ·ΔtGRAPE = 5 ·10−4s and the particle normal stiffness kN = 4 ·107 Pa. The

corresponding simulation results are depicted in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Longitudinal and vertical section forces in the A-bearing (left) and J-bearing (right) represented in the bucket

frame obtained from parameter study by varying the macro stepsize Δtmacro ∈ {2 · 10−3s (blue), 1 · 10−3s (black), 5 ·
10−4s (red)}

At first sight, the communication stepsize does not significantly effect the considered section forces in this parameter

range. This suggests that the prediction strategy is sufficiently accurate and robust, at least for relatively smooth loading

maneuvers. This observation has to be investigated in more detail by considering loading trajectories of higher dynamics

in combination with higher order extrapolation.

4.1.2. Particle Normal Stiffness

Within this parameter study, we vary the particle normal stiffness according to

kN ∈ {4 ·107 Pa, 4 ·108 Pa, 4 ·105 Pa} (8)

where, at the same time, we keep the following parameters constant: GRAPE’s integration stepsize ΔtGRAPE = 10−4s,

the broad phase detection stepsize Δtbp = 2 ·ΔtGRAPE = 2 ·10−4s and the communication or macro stepsize Δtmacro =
4 ·10−4s. The corresponding simulation results are depicted in Figure 8.

Given the large parameter variations over three orders of magnitude the force variations are comparatively moderate.

We notice small deviations between kN = 4 · 108 Pa and kN = 4 · 107 Pa, but appreciable deviations between kN =
4 · 107 Pa and kN = 4 · 105 Pa. This observation may again be caused by the special cutting type of maneuver where
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Figure 8: Longitudinal and vertical section forces in the A-bearing (left) and J-bearing (right) represented in the

bucket frame obtained from parameter study by varying the particle normal stiffness kN ∈ {4 · 107 Pa (blue), 4 ·
108 Pa (black), 4 ·105 Pa (red)}

no boundary constraints effect the particle movement in normal direction. Different experiments, particularly GRAPE

parameterization experiments (triaxial tests), reveal a stronger influence of the particle normal stiffness kN on the section

forces. Since kN usually represents the spring of highest stiffness, i.e. kN > kT , that dominates GRAPE’s maximal

integration stepsize via ΔtGRAPE ∼ k−1/2
N , the prescribed parameter study can serve to optimize the overall simulation

time. To sum up, the normal stiffness parameter influences the numerical stability where stiff material can lead to a

smaller integration stepsize. In further investigations, we will also study the tangential parameters kT and μ as these

might have a stronger sensitivity.

4.2. Hauler Coupling
The coupling interface which is introduced in Section 3 is originally applied in a wheel loader environment. Anyway,

due to its generality, it can be transferred to further multibody construction equipment. In this Subsection we exempla-

rily describe the adaption to a multibody hauler model in order to predict the occuring tire forces when discharging soil

from the hauler’s body, as illustrated in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Screenshot of discharging the hauler

The hauler model has one front axle and two rear axles. We focus on the longitudinal and vertical tire forces at each

axle. The simulation results, in particular the longitudinal and vertical tire forces obtained at the front axle during

discharging are shown in Figure 10. The respective longitudinal and vertical tire forces obtained at both rear axles are

shown in Figure 11. All tire forces are given in the TYDEX (TYre Data EXchange) C-axis system (center axis system),

cf. [7].

We observe non-zero longitudinal forces at all axles (t ∈ [8s,12s]) because of the material flow. All axes are equipped

with hydraulic suspension elements. During the unloading phase, the accumulators fill the suspension elements due
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Figure 10: Longitudinal (left) and vertical (right) tire forces at the hauler’s front axle represented in the TYDEX C-

coordinate system during discharging the hauler’s body
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Figure 11: Longitudinal (left) and vertical (right) tire forces at the hauler’s rear axles represented in the TYDEX C-

coordinate system during discharging the hauler’s body

to the decreased vertical forces. This means that the hauler will also rise in the rear during unloading after first being

compressed due to the changed weight distribution. After discharging, the suspension elements have reached their

maximum length – resulting in an uneven vertical force distribution between the 2nd and 3rd axle – before the control

system starts to drain the cylinders with the aim to reach the target ride-height again. During the timespan when the

cylinders retain their maximum length (t ∈ [14s,19s]), the hydraulic bogie does not work as an actual hydraulic bogie

that distributes the forces equally. Thereafter, the hauler will reach its target ride-height again, but the simulation is

interrupted before this happens. Considering the front axle forces, sticky material or material with high internal friction

may even cause the front axle to almost lose its contact to the ground while discharging if the machine layout is not set

up properly.

5. Conclusion
In this article, we present a coupling framework of the »GRAnular Physics Engine (GRAPE)« to multibody construc-

tion equipment models. In particular, we address the schematic as well as the technical realization and illustrate its

functionality by realizing a co-simulation setup to both a multibody wheel loader and a multibody hauler model. The

numerical parameter studies reveal that the setup is robust and sufficiently accurate as to variations of the communica-

tion stepsize and the particle normal stiffness, at least for the considered loading maneuver. The picture may change for
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different loading maneuvers of higher dynamics and significant modifications of the soil material parameters. Therefo-

re, we especially have to investigate in studying the variation of the particle tangential stiffness and friction coefficient.

Anyway, the simulation results are of good quality and can particularly be aligned with real experiments.
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Abstract
There has been considerable interest in developing structural control methods to reduce building responses. Conven-

tional mass dampers primarily utilise lateral motion, but as structures become taller and more vulnerable to large excita-

tions, motion in the lateral direction becomes inadequate for effective damping. This study investigates the approach to

reduce the response of tall structures’ low frequency oscillations using mass motion in the longitudinal direction which

induces Coriolis effect. Additionally, this is enhanced by moving the mass along an oscillating rod. Numerical analysis

was done using the March 11, 2011 Japan earthquake as an example. The primary structure is simplified as a single

degree-of-freedom structure with motion in the horizontal direction and is coupled with the proposed damping system.

The results of the analysis are compared to those for an optimally tuned conventional tuned mass damper (TMD). The

results showed both damping systems to provide a substantial reduction in response of the primary structure. However,

to achieve this required large relative displacements of the mass damper. This can be accommodated in the vertical di-

rection however the horizontal direction is limited by the dimension of the primary structure. As such the conventional

TMD will not have adequate space for effective damping. Results also showed that for the proposed damping system

to have continuous effective damping it should be regularly synchronised with the primary structure. Indications are

that future works should be done in order to derive optimal parameters and appropriate control law.

Keywords: Coriolis effect, mass damper, nonlinear, tall building, low-frequency vibration, vibration control

1. Introduction
Tall structures are susceptible to vibrations when subjected to excitations. These vibrations are hazardous to the struc-

tures, unpleasant for occupants and may even pose serious serviceability issues [1]. Finding effective measures to

reduce these vibrations has been the challenge for the past decades.

The direction of evolution of tall structures is towards lightness [2] and are more so featured with increased flexibility

and a lack of sufficient inherent damping making them more vulnerable to large excitation [1]. This trend is most likely

to continue for future developments. Additionally, urbanisation and population increase create the need to maximise

space, simultaneously creating the need to continue building upwards. Several auxiliary damping measures exist to

reduce these vibrations, most commonly implemented are mass dampers. The use of mass dampers to reduce response

of structures has been investigated by many researchers in the past years. In earlier studies, Den Hartog [3] investigated

a tuned mass damper (TMD) system showing that linear mass dampers can be quite effective for reducing the vibra-

tion amplitude of a periodically forced structure. Since then, over the years many mass-damping system have been

developed for the purpose of reducing the response of building structures. Up until 1999, it was reported that over 97

auxiliary damping systems were installed in buildings in Japan alone [1].

However, conventional systems require space in the horizontal direction and as structures become taller and thinner,

conventional systems will not have adequate space for effective motion to reduce large excitations.

An alternative approach could be to use the longitudinal space which is significantly greater. When tall flexible struc-

tures vibrate they undergo a certain amount of rotational motion. As such, any motion in the longitudinal direction will

induce Coriolis effect which can be used to attenuate these structures. This phenomenon was investigated in [4] and

[5] for pendulum systems. They investigated a system where a mass moves in the radius direction and induces Coriolis

force in the circumference direction to prevent the swing of gondola. This concept is similar to a child’s up-down

motion to pump a swing [6] and [7]. In this case the child alternates the up-down motion to amplify the swing and

maximisation of this depends on the timing of the motion [8]. This concept was also studied for controlling sway of a

crane [9].

The aim of this work is to investigate the concept of using the longitudinal space for motion to reduce response of

tall (long) structures. The induced Coriolis effect, added with the mass inertia can be manipulated to reduce response.
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However, Coriolis effect is greatly influenced by the angle of rotation and while the longitudinal motion will provide

damping effect, for effective damping a significant angle of rotation is required. This was seen in [4] and [5]where it

was found that damping was only effective when the swing of the gondola was large and ineffective for small angles.

This paper investigates a two degree-of-freedom (DOF) damping system. The structural system is simplified as a single

DOF system which is coupled with the 2 DOF damping system. The primary system has motion in horizontal direction

while the proposed damping system consists of a moving mass along a massless rod which is allowed angular motion.

The equations of motion of the entire system are derived and the response of the system is numerically analysed and are

compared to a conventional TMD. The results showed the concept to be relatively effective for low-frequency vibration

of structures and quite effective in reducing large responses of structures. The problem presented should be considered

as a first investigation into developing an active control strategy for structural vibrations with the primary aim of

reducing large responses. Indications are that future works should be done on the concept in order to derive optimal

parameters and appropriate feedback control law to improve effectiveness. Additionally, investigations into how this

concept would perform if higher modes of vibration are to be reduced would be interesting. This concept provides new

possibilities for vibration control of tall flexible structures dominated by low mode frequency. This concept is quite

attractive in particular for structural systems where the longitudinal dimension is significantly greater than the lateral

dimension and inherent damping is extremely low.

2. Problem Formulation

2.1. Description of The System
The building model is simplified as shown in figure 1. The system consists of a SDOF primary structure with motion in

the horizontal direction (x-direction) coupled with a 2 DOF damping system. The damping system is allowed angular

motion (θ -direction) and translational motion about a massless rod (s-direction).

Figure 1: Simplified model of the building structure coupled with the proposed 2 DOF damping system

The primary structure has mass M, which is the equivalent mass of the first mode of the building, and has displacement

x(t). The primary structure has stiffness and damping k and c respectively. The primary structure is given an excitation

force Fx(t). The 2 DOF damping system consists of a massless rod with height H which has angular displacement θ(t).
A moving mass m is attached to the rod and is allowed translational motion s(t). The massless rod is driven by actuator

force Fθ (t) and the moving mass is driven by actuator force Fs(t).

2.2. Equations of Motion
The equations of motion of the entire system are derived using Lagrangian Mechanics. The parameters of the system are

x(t) the horizontal displacement of the primary structure, θ(t) the rotation of the massless rod and s(t) the translation

of the moving mass along the rod.
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The position of moving mass (xm, ym)

xm = x(t)+ s(t)sinθ(t)
ym = s(t)cosθ(t)

(1)

The energy in the system is due to the kinetic energy of the primary structure (translational motion in x-direction),

kinetic energy of the damping system (rotation of massless rod and translation of mass in s-direction), the potential

energy of the primary structure and the potential energy of the moving mass.

Kinetic energy of the system (T )

T =
1

2
Mẋ2 +

1

2
m(ẋ2

m + ẏ2
m) (2)

Substituting equation (1) into equation (2) we get

T =
1

2
(M+m)ẋ2 +

1

2
m(2ẋṡsinθ +2ẋsθ̇ cosθ + ṡ2 + s2θ̇ 2) (3)

Potential energy of the system (V )

V =
1

2
kx2 +mgscosθ (4)

For completeness we include the energy of dissipation function D given the primary structure has some damping c.

D =
1

2
cẋ2 (5)

The Lagrangian of the system (L)

L = T −V =
1

2
(M+m)ẋ2 +

1

2
m(2ẋṡsinθ +2ẋsθ̇ cosθ + ṡ2 + s2θ̇ 2)− 1

2
kx2 +mgscosθ (6)

The Lagrangian is expressed in terms of the 3 coordinates (x, s, θ )

x-coordinate:
d
dt

(
∂L
∂ ẋ

)
− ∂L

∂x
+

∂D
∂ ẋ

= Fx(t) (7)

Therefore

(M+m)ẍ+m(s̈sinθ +2ṡθ̇ cosθ + sθ̈ cosθ − sθ̇ 2 sinθ)+ kx+ cẋ = Fx(t) (8)

θ -coordinate:
d
dt

(
∂L
∂ θ̇

)
− ∂L

∂θ
+

∂D
∂ θ̇

= Fθ (t) (9)

we get

m(ẍscosθ +2sṡθ̇ + s2θ̈ −gssinθ) = Fθ (t) (10)

s-coordinate:
d
dt

(
∂L
∂ ṡ

)
− ∂L

∂ s
+

∂D
∂ ṡ

= Fs(t) (11)

from this we get

m(ẍsinθ + s̈− sθ̇ 2 +gcosθ) = Fs(t) (12)

2.3. Motion of 2 DOF Damper
Examination of the equations of motion yields the following control rule:

The angular motion of the moving mass will generate damping effect on the primary structure if the motion is counter-

active and having a frequency at about the natural frequency of the primary structure.

Furthermore, the translational motion of the moving mass will generate damping effect if it moves up (i.e. away from

the pivot) when the velocity of the primary structure is close to maximum and down (towards the pivot) when the
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velocity is close to zero. Since the primary structure experiences zero and maximum velocities twice in one cycle then

the moving mass should translate at about twice the frequency of the primary structure.

As such the motion prescribed for this study:

θ(t) =−θ0 sin(ωt −φ) (13)

s(t) = s0 −Δssin(2ωt −φ) (14)

This is for the case where the primary structure is initially at rest and is about to experience a positive force Fx. θ0 is

the maximum angular displacement, ω is the natural frequency of the primary structure, and s0 is the initial position of

the moving mass along the massless rod.

Δs =
1

2
(smax − smin) (15)

where smax and smin are the maximum and minimum amplitude respectively of the moving mass.

3. Results and Discussion
The proposed damping system is designed primarily for the case of large vibration. As such the study will focus on

large seismic vibration. Seismic ground motions are usually complicated, however complicated motions like these can

be described as a summation of simple harmonic motions [1].

3.1. Numerical Example: Japan March 11, 2011 Earthquake
On March 11, 2011 Japan experienced what is now popularly called the Great East Japan Earthquake. It was reported

that buildings in Tokyo were oscillating even thirty minutes in the aftermath. One such building is the Shinjuku Mitsui

Building which was reported to have had a deflection at the top of almost two meters. While the magnitude of the

earthquake was strong, it was the duration of the earthquake in particular that created many complications for building

structures all over Japan. According to one recording station (K-NET CHB008 located in the Tokyo Bay Area) an

acceleration of over 50 cm/s2 continued for about 50 seconds.

The analysis in this study uses parameters similar to that presented in the case above. The technical data of the Shinjuku

Mitsui Building is presented in Table 1 and will be used as the primary SDOF system. The SDOF system will have a

period of 6 s and analysed under harmonic (at resonance conditions) simply modelled to those found during the 2011

earthquake (See equation (16)) . For ease of comparison the primary structure will be given no inherent damping.

Fx(t) = Mag sin(ωt) (16)

where ag is the peak ground acceleration (ag = 150cm/s2).

Table 1: Technical Data of Shinjuku Mitsui Building

Parameter Dimension

Height (tip) 225.00 m

Height (architectural) 225.00 m

Height (roof) 212.00 m

Length 55.46 m

Width 72.05 m

Mass 60,000 ton

The study will be conducted for a range of mass ratios, range of moving mass amplitude and angular motion for the

Coriolis damper. These cases are presented in Table 2. As a constraint, the dimension of the building is used to limit the

degree to which the massless rod is allowed to rotate. Due to the nonlinear nature of the problem, numerical evaluation

technique is employed. For this study the dynamic response is evaluated using Newmark Method. The results are

compared with a conventional optimally tuned [3] TMD of similar parameters.
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Table 2: Parameters of μ , θ0 and Δs used in the numerical analysis

mass ratio Δs = 25m, θ0 =
π
6 Δs = 37.5m , θ0 =

π
8 Δs = 50m , θ0 =

π
12

μ = 0.01 Case 1a Case 1b Case 1c

μ = 0.03 Case 2a Case 2b Case 2c

μ = 0.05 Case 3a Case 3b Case 3c

(a) Response of primary structure (b) Response of damping systems

Figure 2: Response of structural system under harmonic excitation for Case 1a

3.2. Simulation Results
The results for the above analysis are shown in figure 2 to 10. The plots show the response of the system without any

damper, with optimally tuned TMD and with the proposed damping system. Plots showing the relative displacement

of the TMD and the proposed damper are also presented. The results show a substantial reduction in the response

of the primary structure under harmonic excitation for both dampers. However, as shown in the plots of the relative

displacement of the dampers, the performances require a significant amount of displacement in particular for the case

of the smaller mass ratios. While there is more than enough space in the vertical direction to accommodate this for the

proposed damper, this space is not afforded to the TMD in the horizontal direction. As such the TMD will not have

sufficient space for adequate motion.

3.3. Phase Shift and Beating Phenomenon
As mentioned, based on examination of the equations of motion, the proposed motion for the enhanced Coriolis damper

is counteractive pendulum swing with a frequency close to the frequency of the primary structure and translation motion

of the mass at about twice the frequency of the primary structure governed by equation (14). Also presented in the

results above, we see that the response of the primary structure with the proposed damper experiences a slight increase

in period of oscillation per cycle. Therefore after one cycle there is a phase shift between oscillatory motion of the

primary structure and the translation motion of the moving mass.

This is not significant over a short period of time, however this accumulates over extended period and eventually the

phase shift will increase to such a point that should the damping system continue with the same motion will start to

cause amplification effect on the structure. This point is at φ = π/2. After which the effect will be one of amplification

until the phase shift increases to φ = π then it experiences attenuation again and this alternating amplification and

attenuation will continue as long as the motion of the damping system continues. This is clearly shown in figure

11 using parameters from Case 3c as an example. To clearly show this effect, this time the primary structure is

harmonically excited for 10 seconds without the damper turned on, after which the damper is turned on and the system

is analysed for 300 s. This effect is called Beating Phenomenon. This phenomenon shows the importance of practical

feedback system to optimally synchronise the motion of the damper with the motion of the primary structure.
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(a) Response of primary structure (b) Response of damping systems

Figure 3: Response of structural system under harmonic excitation for Case 1b

(a) Response of primary structure (b) Response of damping systems

Figure 4: Response of structural system under harmonic excitation for Case 1c

(a) Response of primary structure (b) Response of damping systems

Figure 5: Response of structural system under harmonic excitation for Case 2a
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(a) Response of primary structure (b) Response of damping systems

Figure 6: Response of structural system under harmonic excitation for Case 2b

(a) Response of primary structure (b) Response of damping systems

Figure 7: Response of structural system under harmonic excitation for Case 2c

(a) Response of primary structure (b) Response of damping systems

Figure 8: Response of structural system under harmonic excitation for Case 3a
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(a) Response of primary structure (b) Response of damping systems

Figure 9: Response of structural system under harmonic excitation for Case 3b

(a) Response of primary structure (b) Response of damping systems

Figure 10: Response of structural system under harmonic excitation for Case 3c
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Figure 11: Alternating attenuation and amplification of primary structure for Case 3c (The beating phenomenon)

4. Conclusion
This study investigates the damping effect of 2 DOF enhanced Coriolis damper on a SDOF structure subjected to

harmonic seismic ground motion, and compares it with the conventional optimally tuned TMD. The results showed the

concept to be relatively effective for reducing the dynamic response of low-frequency vibration of the primary structure.

In the case of both the proposed damping system and the TMD, for effective damping they require a significant degree

of motion of the moving mass. This can be easily accommodated in the vertical direction, however motion in the

horizontal direction is restricted by the dimensions of the primary structure, and as such if the structure is excited to a

large displacement, conventional TMDs will not have adequate space for motion to effectively reduce the response of

the structure.

Furthermore, from the study indications are that future works should be done on the proposed concept in order to derive

optimal parameters and appropriate feedback control law to improve effectiveness. The motion of the damper will need

to be regularly adjusted in order to facilitate continuous attenuation of the primary structure.

Investigations into how this concept would perform if higher modes of vibration are to be reduced would be interesting.

This concept performs well for large vibrations and provides new possibilities for vibration control of tall flexible

structures dominated by low mode frequency. This concept may be quite attractive in particular to structural systems

where longitudinal dimension is significantly greater than lateral dimension and inherent damping is extremely low.
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Abstract
In order to couple different dynamic models, the corresponding simulation programs can be joined by means of a

co-simulation approach. The model inputs and outputs are then connected and have to be updated during the time

integration process. Since the programs can only communicate at discrete time points, so-called macro points, the

inputs are mainly approximated during the time integration. In the most coupling codes, the approximation is based

on classical polynomial interpolation and extrapolation techniques. As a drawback of classical extrapolation methods,

discontinuities can occur at the macro points. This can slow down the program solvers and reduces the efficiency of

the co-simulation.

In the current paper, two continuous approximation techniques are considered which are able to overcome these issues.

The approaches are methodically analyzed regarding numerical stability and the local error. The results are compared

to a classical Lagrange-polynomial approach. A performance test is done with the methods to show the benefits of a

continuous co-simulation. The approaches can easily be implemented in state-of-the-art simulation programs which

contain an external function interface.

Keywords: coupled problems, co-simulation, continuous approximation, numerical stability, local error, global error,

performance

1. General Aspects of Co-Simulation
In the field of dynamic simulation, co-simulation methods are often used in order to simulate multidisciplinary systems

or to improve the calculation efficiency, e.g., by applying a multirate or a parallelization technique. To accomplish the

co-simulation, the overall system is decomposed into subsystems by defining appropriate input and output variables.

In Fig.1, a common force/displacement coupling is shown for a simple example model – a 2-DOF oscillator – where

subsystem 1 obtains the coupling force as an input and subsystem 2 obtains the motion of the first body.

Figure 1: Modular modeling of 2-DOF oscillator with common force/displacement coupling.

During the time integration of the subsystems, the input vectors u1, u2 have to be updated, see Fig.2. For this purpose,

the time is discretized into macro points TN where the subsystems exchange their coupling data u1 = y2, u2 = y1.

Between the macro points, i.e., in the macro step TN → TN+1 with step size H, the unknown inputs are approximated by

means of extrapolation (blue curve) or interpolation polynomials (green curve) which are calculated from the discrete

output vectors y1, y2.

2. Continuous Co-Simulation Methods
As a drawback of classical co-simulation approaches, the extrapolation polynomials are discontinuous at the end of

each macro step, see the blue curve in Fig.2. Consequently, the subsystem solvers may strongly reduce their integration

step size which raises the number of right-hand side calls and makes the co-simulation inefficient. To overcome

the discontinuity issue, a so-called extrapolated interpolation (EXTRIPOL) approach was introduced by Dr. J. Rauh

(Daimler AG) in Ref.[3]. In each macro step, a classical polynomial extrapolation is carried out to obtain coupling
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Figure 2: Sequential Gauss-Seidel scheme using a macro step TN → TN+1 with constant macro step size H and a

Lagrange-polynomial extrapolation (blue curve) or a C0-continuous EXTRIPOL method (red curve) for generating

inputs for subsystem 1.

data at TN (blue circles). These extrapolated data are smoothed with a linear interpolation polynomial ũ1(h) (red curve)

which is C0-continuous over the macro steps.

In Ref.[2], the approach is enhanced to a C1-continuous method, i.e., the coupling values are approximated by a

function which is continuous and even differentiable, see Fig.3. In each macro time window, the method forms a cubic

interpolation polynomial by taking into account the extrapolated data as well as the derivatives of the extrapolation

polynomials (blue arrows).

Figure 3: Sequential Gauss-Seidel scheme using a macro step TN → TN+1 with constant macro step size H and a

C1-continuous EXTRIPOL method (red curve) for generating inputs for subsystem 1.

3. Numerical Stability and Local Error
In Ref.[2], the C0 and C1-continuous EXTRIPOL approach are analyzed regarding numerical stability and local error.

The methods are applied to the example model from Fig.1. In order to investigate the mathematical properties only of

the coupling and not of the numerical solvers in the subsystems, the time integration is carried out analytically which

is possible for the linear 2-DOF model. The results of the EXTRIPOL methods are compared to the corresponding

results of the classical Lagrange-polynomial approach. For the stability analysis of the latter, see Ref.[1].

In Fig.4, the instability region of the C0-continuous EXTRIPOL method (a), the classic Lagrange-polynomial approach

(b) and the C1-continuous EXTRIPOL method (c) are plotted for varying macro step size H, varying coupling stiffness

ck and varying coupling damping coefficients dk of the example model. A cubic degree is used for the Lagrange-
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4: Instability regions for a force/displacement coupling approach in combination with the sequential Gauss-

Seidel scheme. Plot (a) shows the C0-continuous EXTRIPOL method, plot (b) the classical cubic Lagrange-polynomial

approach and plot (c) the C1-continuous EXTRIPOL method. Both EXTRIPOL approaches use a cubic polynomial

for the underlying extrapolation.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5: Local error over the macro-step size for increasing polynomial degrees (k = 0,1,2,3) of the C0-continuous

EXTRIPOL method (a), the classic Lagrange-polynomial approach (b) and the C1-continuous EXTRIPOL method (c).

polynomial approach and for the underlying extrapolation polynomial in the EXTRIPOL methods. As can be seen in

the plot, all co-simulation approaches are zero-stable since the unstable points vanish for decreasing macro step size

H. Increasing dk, the instability of the system increases so that smaller macro step sizes have to be used to accomplish

a stable co-simulation. Comparing the size of the instability regions in plots (a), (b) and (c), the EXTRIPOL methods

are slightly more stable than the Lagrange-polynomial approach but basically the stability behavior is similar.

Analyzing the local error of the three methods, see Fig.5, the error improves for decreasing macro step size H. In-

creasing the polynomial degree, the error decreases faster. However, the local error of the C0-continuous EXTRIPOL

approach, see plot (a), decreases with lower order than the error of the other two methods, see plot (b) for the Lagrange-

polynomial approach and plot (c) for the C1-continuous EXTRIPOL approach. The order drop, observable in plot (a), is

related with the fact that the C0-continuous EXTRIPOL method uses a linear interpolation polynomial for the smooth-

ing technique which limits the error order of the underlying extrapolation polynomial.

Thus, from a theoretical point of view the C1-continuous EXTRIPOL method is the better approach since it preserves

the error order of the underlying extrapolation polynomial1, it is similar stable as the classical Lagrange-polynomial

approach and it is even more smooth which can be advantageous for the solvers of the coupled subsystems.

4. Global Error and Performance Test
For generating the results in Figs.4 and 5, an analytic time integration is carried out. To investigate if the improved

continuity of the EXTRIPOL methods yields a real benefit for the system solvers, the time integration is now carried

out numerically. A BDF method with variable step size and variable order is used in the subsystems. For the analysis

1At least for extrapolation polynomials up to cubic degree since the interpolation polynomial is a cubic one. Polynomials of a degree higher than

three are however not often used for a co-simulation due to the worse stability behavior.
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Figure 6: Global error at the end of the simulation shown over the macro step size H for increasing polynomial degrees

(k = 0,1,2,3,4): for the C0-continuous EXTRIPOL method (a), the Lagrange-polynomial approach (b) and the C1-

continuous EXTRIPOL method (c).

the example model from Fig.1 is simulated 0.1s. The maximum step size of the solvers is limited by the macro step

size according to hmax = H/2 so that the solvers have to make several steps within the macro windows and especially

at the macro time points. The solver tolerance is chosen TOL = 1e− 10. The co-simulation is accomplished with a

master/slave approach where the solver of the first subsystem (the master) integrates up to the next macro time point

and then calls the solver of the second subsystem (the slave) as a subroutine. The master waits for the slave until it is

integrated up to the next macro time point. After the slave communicates the coupling data to the master, the master

steps into a new macro step. With this implementation the co-simulation can advantageously be carried out on a single

process instance2.

In Fig.6, the global error of the three approaches – i.e., the error at the end of the simulation – is shown over the

macro step size H for increasing polynomial degree k = 0,1,2,3,4. It can be observed that all methods converge for

decreasing H which results from the fact that the methods are stable and consistent, i.e. the local error decreases with

H, see Sect.3. As can be seen in plot(a), also the global error of the C0-continuous EXTRIPOL method lacks of an

order drop, related with the linear interpolation. The classic Lagrange-polynomial approach, see plot (b), and the C1-

continuous EXTRIPOL method, see plot (c), do not show this order drop. This confirms the analytical investigation

from Sect.3.

In Tab.1, the calculation results of different configurations of the co-simulation are shown. The solver tolerances are

chosen as Tol = 1e− 6 here. Comparing the three coupling approaches, the amount of right-hand side calls of the

solver in the slave subsystem (#RHS Sys2) is similar. This is plausible since the slave subsystem always obtains

interpolated coupling data, independent on the approximation approach, see the green curve in Figs.2 and 3. Also

the number of macro steps, i.e., the number of communications between the subsystems (#COM), is similar for the

different coupling approaches since the macro step size is chosen constant. However, the number of right-hand side

calls of the solver in the master subsystem (#RHS Sys1) significantly differs for the three approaches. To emphasize

this, the performance of the co-simulation is calculated as the #RHS-Sys1 values related to the corresponding results of

the Lagrange-polynomial approach. As can be seen by the large amount of negative values, the continuous EXTRIPOL

methods show an improved performance for a wide range of configurations which is a benefit of the smoothness of the

approximation polynomials. Further, the C1-continuous method performs often better than the C0-continuous method.

It should however be noted that there are also configurations where the continuous methods perform worse than the

Lagrange-polynomial approach. For the C0-continuous method this can be explained by the limited error order. But

also the C1-continuous method seems to fail for some configurations, especially if the polynomial degree is high and

the macro step size is very small, see the entry in the last row of the table. Small macro step sizes increase the number

of communications and hence the number of potential discontinuities in the Lagrange-polynomial approach, but also

the size of the discontinuous gaps is getting smaller for decreasing H. Thus, the performance benefit of the continuous

methods might be limited for very small H as long as the solver tolerance is not decreased also.

Considering the errors in the master subsystem (ME Sys1), i.e. the maximum of the errors at the macro time points,

the performance benefit of the continuous methods is relativised a bit. The error of the continuous methods is often

larger as with the Lagrange-polynomial approach, but it can be seen that all methods converge with the corresponding

order for a decreasing H. Between the error of the C1-continuous and the Lagrange method there is only a constant

2For a classical co-simulation, where both subsystems are solved on different process instances, the coupling has to be accomplished with

inter-process communication which is more difficult to implement. The approximation methods can however be applied in the same way.
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Table 1: Simulation results of the co-simulation: The number of right-hand side calls of the subsystem solvers (#RHS),

the maximum of the subsystem errors at the macro time points (ME), the number of macro steps (#COM) and the

performance with respect to the Lagrange-polynomial approach (negative values mean "more efficient", positive values

mean "less efficient" than the Lagrange-polynomial approach). The results are shown for varying macro step size (H)

and varying polynomial degree (k). A BDF solver with tolerance Tol = 1e−6 is used for the numerical time integration.

H k Method #RHS Sys1 #RHS Sys2 #COM ME Sys1 ME Sys2 Perf. [%]

1,0E-03 0 Lagrange 7062 1748 93 1,62E-01 5,53E-01 0

1,0E-03 0 C1-EXTRIPOL 5051 1785 95 1,39E+00 1,40E+00 -28,4763523

1,0E-03 0 C0-EXTRIPOL 5681 1771 93 1,43E+00 1,47E+00 -19,5553668

1,0E-03 1 Lagrange 6854 1752 93 1,30E-01 1,81E-01 0

1,0E-03 1 C1-EXTRIPOL 4907 1761 94 5,36E-01 7,96E-01 -28,4067698

1,0E-03 1 C0-EXTRIPOL 5482 1740 93 5,01E-01 7,51E-01 -20,017508

1,0E-03 2 Lagrange 5721 1741 93 6,59E-02 7,28E-02 0

1,0E-03 2 C1-EXTRIPOL 4130 1742 93 2,14E-01 2,46E-01 -27,8098235

1,0E-03 2 C0-EXTRIPOL 4629 1750 93 1,88E-01 2,10E-01 -19,0875721

1,0E-03 3 Lagrange 5234 1757 93 3,27E-02 2,94E-02 0

1,0E-03 3 C1-EXTRIPOL 3882 1748 93 1,12E-01 1,03E-01 -25,8311043

1,0E-03 3 C0-EXTRIPOL 4997 1747 93 1,34E-01 1,37E-01 -4,52808559

1,0E-03 4 Lagrange 4802 1745 93 1,58E-02 1,47E-02 0

1,0E-03 4 C1-EXTRIPOL 3337 1741 93 6,01E-02 5,83E-02 -30,5081216

1,0E-03 4 C0-EXTRIPOL 4430 1747 93 9,58E-02 1,16E-01 -7,74677218

5,0E-04 0 Lagrange 11518 3089 173 4,69E-02 3,22E-01 0

5,0E-04 0 C1-EXTRIPOL 8044 3282 185 5,13E-01 6,26E-01 -30,1614864

5,0E-04 0 C0-EXTRIPOL 8155 3174 178 5,61E-01 6,88E-01 -29,1977774

5,0E-04 1 Lagrange 9628 3171 177 2,54E-02 3,83E-02 0

5,0E-04 1 C1-EXTRIPOL 6544 3251 183 1,26E-01 1,97E-01 -32,0315746

5,0E-04 1 C0-EXTRIPOL 7166 3193 179 1,27E-01 1,96E-01 -25,5712505

5,0E-04 2 Lagrange 7804 3196 179 7,13E-03 8,32E-03 0

5,0E-04 2 C1-EXTRIPOL 4499 3241 182 3,11E-02 3,42E-02 -42,3500769

5,0E-04 2 C0-EXTRIPOL 6605 3214 180 3,11E-02 3,41E-02 -15,3639159

5,0E-04 3 Lagrange 5741 3199 179 1,88E-03 2,13E-03 0

5,0E-04 3 C1-EXTRIPOL 3075 3209 180 8,35E-03 9,04E-03 -46,4379028

5,0E-04 3 C0-EXTRIPOL 6477 3238 182 1,77E-02 2,44E-02 12,8200662

5,0E-04 4 Lagrange 3273 3197 179 6,06E-04 6,54E-04 0

5,0E-04 4 C1-EXTRIPOL 1477 3168 177 2,78E-03 2,52E-03 -54,873205

5,0E-04 4 C0-EXTRIPOL 6486 3192 179 1,09E-02 1,65E-02 98,1668194

1,0E-04 0 Lagrange 30860 13174 844 9,87E-03 7,04E-02 0

1,0E-04 0 C1-EXTRIPOL 16353 13996 903 7,89E-02 1,08E-01 -47,0090732

1,0E-04 0 C0-EXTRIPOL 14498 13039 834 9,10E-02 1,28E-01 -53,0200907

1,0E-04 1 Lagrange 12641 13233 847 9,83E-04 1,31E-03 0

1,0E-04 1 C1-EXTRIPOL 4932 13637 875 5,56E-03 8,53E-03 -60,9840994

1,0E-04 1 C0-EXTRIPOL 5591 13366 856 5,70E-03 8,78E-03 -55,7709042

1,0E-04 2 Lagrange 5908 13437 861 6,99E-05 9,85E-05 0

1,0E-04 2 C1-EXTRIPOL 2148 13447 861 3,63E-04 3,90E-04 -63,6425186

1,0E-04 2 C0-EXTRIPOL 5134 13363 856 5,49E-04 7,79E-04 -13,1008802

1,0E-04 3 Lagrange 5796 13388 858 6,56E-06 6,88E-06 0

1,0E-04 3 C1-EXTRIPOL 2059 13391 858 2,58E-05 2,76E-05 -64,4755003

1,0E-04 3 C0-EXTRIPOL 4928 13360 856 4,67E-04 7,40E-04 -14,9758454

1,0E-04 4 Lagrange 2143 13392 858 1,48E-06 1,57E-06 0

1,0E-04 4 C1-EXTRIPOL 4021 13392 858 1,48E-06 1,39E-06 87,6341577

1,0E-04 4 C0-EXTRIPOL 5074 13368 857 4,54E-04 7,24E-04 136,770882

5,0E-05 0 Lagrange 45404 24566 1680 1,04E-02 4,00E-02 0

5,0E-05 0 C1-EXTRIPOL 16022 26529 1828 3,85E-02 5,52E-02 -64,7123601

5,0E-05 0 C0-EXTRIPOL 14628 25449 1750 4,39E-02 6,37E-02 -67,7825742

5,0E-05 1 Lagrange 17727 25731 1770 2,60E-04 3,80E-04 0

5,0E-05 1 C1-EXTRIPOL 8001 25836 1780 1,51E-03 2,34E-03 -54,8654595

5,0E-05 1 C0-EXTRIPOL 8194 25736 1773 1,43E-03 2,22E-03 -53,7767248

5,0E-05 2 Lagrange 9160 25773 1775 1,33E-05 1,11E-05 0

5,0E-05 2 C1-EXTRIPOL 4832 25773 1775 4,73E-05 5,22E-05 -47,2489083

5,0E-05 2 C0-EXTRIPOL 8077 25762 1774 1,19E-04 1,79E-04 -11,8231441

5,0E-05 3 Lagrange 6394 25773 1775 6,67E-07 8,35E-07 0

5,0E-05 3 C1-EXTRIPOL 6678 25773 1775 1,57E-06 1,69E-06 4,44166406

5,0E-05 3 C0-EXTRIPOL 7074 25715 1771 1,14E-04 1,78E-04 10,6349703

5,0E-05 4 Lagrange 4094 25761 1774 1,48E-06 1,87E-06 0

5,0E-05 4 C1-EXTRIPOL 6902 25761 1774 1,48E-06 1,85E-06 68,5881778

5,0E-05 4 C0-EXTRIPOL 7683 25754 1773 1,12E-04 1,76E-04 87,6648754
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Table 2: Same configurations as in Tab.1, but a Runge-Kutta method of order 4 with variable step size has been used

for the time integration in the subsystems.

H k Method #RHS Sys1 #RHS Sys2 #COM ME Sys1 ME Sys2 Perf. [%]

1,0E-03 0 Lagrange 5725 1745 93 1,27E-01 6,31E-01 0

1,0E-03 0 C1-EXTRIPOL 3889 1755 93 1,24E+00 1,31E+00 -32,069869

1,0E-03 0 C0-EXTRIPOL 3685 1759 93 1,46E+00 1,47E+00 -35,6331878

1,0E-03 1 Lagrange 4309 1751 93 7,08E-02 1,00E-01 0

1,0E-03 1 C1-EXTRIPOL 3799 1747 93 5,13E-01 7,65E-01 -11,8356927

1,0E-03 1 C0-EXTRIPOL 3619 1726 92 5,04E-01 7,33E-01 -16,0129961

1,0E-03 2 Lagrange 3685 1767 94 2,76E-02 3,71E-02 0

1,0E-03 2 C1-EXTRIPOL 3277 1749 93 1,91E-01 2,11E-01 -11,0719132

1,0E-03 2 C0-EXTRIPOL 3619 1749 93 2,01E-01 2,20E-01 -1,79104478

1,0E-03 3 Lagrange 2947 1757 93 1,70E-02 1,37E-02 0

1,0E-03 3 C1-EXTRIPOL 2473 1755 93 9,69E-02 9,01E-02 -16,0841534

1,0E-03 3 C0-EXTRIPOL 3403 1735 92 1,23E-01 1,15E-01 15,4733627

1,0E-03 4 Lagrange 2485 1743 93 1,14E-02 1,13E-02 0

1,0E-03 4 C1-EXTRIPOL 2371 1753 93 6,07E-02 5,28E-02 -4,58752515

1,0E-03 4 C0-EXTRIPOL 3469 1733 92 8,40E-02 9,61E-02 39,5975855

5,0E-04 0 Lagrange 8425 3279 184 6,96E-02 3,54E-01 0

5,0E-04 0 C1-EXTRIPOL 6097 3317 187 4,73E-01 6,16E-01 -27,6320475

5,0E-04 0 C0-EXTRIPOL 3985 3345 189 5,09E-01 6,33E-01 -52,7002967

5,0E-04 1 Lagrange 5437 3303 186 2,13E-02 2,95E-02 0

5,0E-04 1 C1-EXTRIPOL 2623 3500 198 1,10E-01 1,73E-01 -51,7564834

5,0E-04 1 C0-EXTRIPOL 3907 3323 187 1,24E-01 1,87E-01 -28,1405187

5,0E-04 2 Lagrange 4213 3343 188 4,37E-03 5,31E-03 0

5,0E-04 2 C1-EXTRIPOL 2461 3527 199 2,43E-02 2,61E-02 -41,5855685

5,0E-04 2 C0-EXTRIPOL 2461 3527 199 2,26E-02 2,41E-02 -41,5855685

5,0E-04 3 Lagrange 3559 3308 186 1,06E-03 1,39E-03 0

5,0E-04 3 C1-EXTRIPOL 2443 3523 199 6,01E-03 6,61E-03 -31,3571228

5,0E-04 3 C0-EXTRIPOL 3607 3369 190 1,26E-02 1,82E-02 1,34869345

5,0E-04 4 Lagrange 2449 3502 198 6,43E-04 7,61E-04 0

5,0E-04 4 C1-EXTRIPOL 2431 3520 199 2,28E-03 1,90E-03 -0,73499388

5,0E-04 4 C0-EXTRIPOL 2443 3526 199 1,06E-02 1,60E-02 -0,24499796

1,0E-04 0 Lagrange 21565 14424 932 1,02E-02 6,71E-02 0

1,0E-04 0 C1-EXTRIPOL 13267 14776 957 7,80E-02 1,10E-01 -38,4790169

1,0E-04 0 C0-EXTRIPOL 13267 14791 958 7,87E-02 1,11E-01 -38,4790169

1,0E-04 1 Lagrange 13135 14707 951 1,61E-03 2,40E-03 0

1,0E-04 1 C1-EXTRIPOL 12085 14834 961 4,67E-03 7,20E-03 -7,9939094

1,0E-04 1 C0-EXTRIPOL 12079 14836 961 4,26E-03 6,54E-03 -8,03958888

1,0E-04 2 Lagrange 12025 14831 961 8,44E-05 1,06E-04 0

1,0E-04 2 C1-EXTRIPOL 12025 14841 961 2,23E-04 2,47E-04 0

1,0E-04 2 C0-EXTRIPOL 12049 14817 960 4,39E-04 6,41E-04 0,1995842

1,0E-04 3 Lagrange 12025 14828 961 1,35E-05 1,20E-05 0

1,0E-04 3 C1-EXTRIPOL 12025 14829 961 9,69E-06 9,52E-06 0

1,0E-04 3 C0-EXTRIPOL 12055 14832 961 3,93E-04 6,10E-04 0,24948025

1,0E-04 4 Lagrange 12025 14829 961 1,21E-05 7,09E-06 0

1,0E-04 4 C1-EXTRIPOL 12025 14841 961 1,24E-05 8,50E-06 0

1,0E-04 4 C0-EXTRIPOL 12055 14832 961 3,95E-04 6,14E-04 0,24948025

5,0E-05 0 Lagrange 36007 27323 1884 6,72E-03 3,21E-02 0

5,0E-05 0 C1-EXTRIPOL 24529 27957 1935 3,88E-02 5,49E-02 -31,877135

5,0E-05 0 C0-EXTRIPOL 24739 27977 1936 3,87E-02 5,48E-02 -31,2939151

5,0E-05 1 Lagrange 24217 27969 1936 5,01E-04 7,56E-04 0

5,0E-05 1 C1-EXTRIPOL 24043 27997 1938 1,17E-03 1,81E-03 -0,71850353

5,0E-05 1 C0-EXTRIPOL 24031 28005 1938 1,06E-03 1,64E-03 -0,7680555

5,0E-05 2 Lagrange 24019 27994 1938 1,17E-05 1,32E-05 0

5,0E-05 2 C1-EXTRIPOL 24019 27994 1938 2,85E-05 3,10E-05 0

5,0E-05 2 C0-EXTRIPOL 24019 28006 1938 9,96E-05 1,53E-04 0

5,0E-05 3 Lagrange 24019 27993 1938 2,19E-06 9,38E-07 0

5,0E-05 3 C1-EXTRIPOL 24019 27993 1938 2,19E-06 1,24E-06 0

5,0E-05 3 C0-EXTRIPOL 24031 27992 1938 9,49E-05 1,48E-04 0,04996045

5,0E-05 4 Lagrange 24019 27994 1938 3,00E-06 3,67E-06 0

5,0E-05 4 C1-EXTRIPOL 24019 27994 1938 2,84E-06 3,66E-06 0

5,0E-05 4 C0-EXTRIPOL 24019 27995 1938 9,63E-05 1,50E-04 0

offset, but the error of the C0-continuous method is much higher due to the described order drop. Hence, a significant

reduction of the macro step size is necessary to achieve a similar error as the other two methods.
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Replacing the BDF solver by an explicit Runge-Kutta method of 4th order with variable step size, the benefit of the

continuous methods is smaller, see Tab.2. This is plausible since explicit time integration methods do not require a

computation of the Jacobian matrix in the solver steps and may be less sensitive to discontinuities in the right-hand side

as implicit solvers. Note again, that the performance benefit of the continuous methods decays with decreasing macro

step size H as long as the solver tolerance is kept fixed.

5. Conclusion
Applying a continuous approximation method can improve the performance of the co-simulation as the subsystem

solvers do not have to reduce their step size and their order after each macro step. The benefit of the continuous method

especially arises in combination with implicit subsystem solvers (in the current test: approx. 30%−60% improvement

with respect to the classical discontinuous approach). In combination with explicit solvers, a benefit is still observable

but it is smaller (approx. 10%−40%). In isolated cases the continuous methods may perform worse than the classical

method, especially if the polynomial degree is high (cubic or quartic) and the macro step size is very small.

The continuous EXTRIPOL methods, considered in the current paper, have a similar numerical stability as the classical

discontinuous approach. Regarding the local and the global error of the co-simulation, the C0-continuous EXTRIPOL

method shows a limitation of the error order. Hence, much smaller macro step sizes are needed to achieve the same error

as a classical co-simulation method. The disadvantage can be circumvented by using the C1-continuous EXTRIPOL

method instead, which maintains the error order and is even of improved smoothness.
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Abstract
This work presents the computational modeling and dynamic analysis of a three dimensional printer based on a delta

mechanism using the multidisciplinary open source software MBDyn.

Three dimensional printers can make complex parts with a minimum waste of material. These printers are usually

slower than conventional methods of fabrication like milling. To overcome this problem, different types of mechanism

such as Delta and SCARA have been tested in open source 3D printers. They are faster and have less components than

cartesian mechanisms, but they demand a inverse kinematic analysis to translate G-code to printer motion.

The printing process requires several steps from the computer modeling of the part to the 3d printing. A set of Python

scripts and MBDyn analyses were used to mimic this process and to provide the dynamic behavior of the complete

model of the printer. To understand the impact of the flexibility of the parallel arms in the printing process, three

materials were tested: ABS plastic, aluminum and steel. Besides the arm’s material, another element that influences

the printer performance is the stepper motor, thus different microstepping strategies were simulated.

The dynamic analysis showed that the flexibility of the parallel arms plays an important role in the positioning error

of the deposition head. Plastic arms are cheap and easy to build, however, their deformation is excessive in high speed

displacements. The microstepping analysis revealed that the ratio between carriage displacement and motor step is

more important than the microstepping strategy.

Keywords: 3d printer, delta mechanism, flexible components, stepper motor

1. Introduction
This work presents the computational modeling and dynamic analysis of a three dimensional printer based on a delta

mechanism using a multidisciplinary open source software. The flexible components of the printer (parallel arms) were

modeled using the finite volume beam developed by Ghiringhelli et al. [1].

Three dimensional printers are revolutionizing the manufacturing and development of new products. These machines

can make complex parts in few hours with a minimum waste of material. One of the most common techniques of 3d

printing is the fused deposition method (FDM), which consists in building a part through the movement of a deposition

head that adds melted plastic direct to the part.

The majority of the FDM printers uses a gantry (cartesian) mechanism to move the deposition head. However, another

types of mechanism such as Delta and SCARA have been adopted in open source 3D printers because they are faster

and simpler than cartesian mechanisms. One the most popular projects of delta printer is the Rostock printer [2], which

was used as reference for the computer model presented in this work.

The origin of delta robots is controversial [3]. The conceptual design was presented by Pollard in a patent of 1942

[4], and presented again by Clavel in the 1980s [5]. The delta mechanism is based on a set of parallel arms (usually

three or four) that are connected to a platform. In 3d printers the deposition head is attached to this platform and the

delta mechanism can move it at a high speed (>3000mm/min), which translates into a faster printing. However, the

trajectory calculation of the head requires an inverse kinematic (or dynamic) analysis, due to the fact that this motion

is a nonlinear function of the displacement of the actuators.

Anzalone et al. [6] proposed a metal 3d printer based on the delta mechanism. This mechanism was used to support

and move the printer bed instead of the deposition head (a MIG welding torch). The printer was actuated by stepper

motors controlled by an Arduino-based micro-controller. The prototype proved that the concept works with a good

performance. Giberti et al. [7] developed a system of fused deposition modeling that could be applied to build metal
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and ceramic parts. The proposed deposition head used pellets instead of filament or wire, which made the system more

versatile. Due to the heavy weight of the deposition head, the delta mechanism moves the bed, like the printer proposed

by Anzalone et al. [6].

Yoon et al. [8] developed a method to estimate the static elastic deformation of a delta mechanism to optimize its

design. The method is based on the tip (end) compliance of the links. The stiffness analysis concluded that an angle

between the platform and arms from 40◦ to 70◦ yields a good balanced stiffness in the axial direction. Staicu and

Carp-Ciocardia [9] developed a method using the virtual work principle to perform the inverse dynamic analysis of a

delta mechanism. The proposed analysis is simpler than solving the Newton-Euler or Lagrange equations, and it can

be used to obtain information in real time that can be directly applied to control the Delta robot.

The next section presents the methodology adopted to develop the computational model of the 3d printer with delta

geometry and the workflow to simulate the printing process.

2. Methodology
The first step to simulate the printing process is to model the part that is going to be built. The computer model of the

part, which is usually a STL file (stereolitography), is translated to G-code by a slicing software, such as Slic3r [10].

The G-code tells the printer what is the sequence of movements to build each layer of the part.

The third to the fifth step of the workflow of Fig. 1 are usually executed by the printer microcontroller. The firmware

of the printer interprets the G-code, performs the inverse kinematic calculation and sends the sequence of steps to the

motor drivers. To mimic this process, a combination of Python scripts and MBDyn analyses was employed.

head 
trajectory

inverse
kinematics

motion
discretization

dynamic
simulation

part
modeling

part
slicing

stl le g-code position, velocities
& forces

motor steps
& direction

prescribed
motion motor rotation

Figure 1: Flowchart of the dynamic analysis of the printer.

The head trajectory is calculated by a Python script that interprets the G-code. This prescribed trajectory is the input of

the inverse kinematic/dynamic analysis of the MBDyn. The inverse kinematic model is geometrically identical to the

model used in the dynamic (direct) simulation, but it does not have elements like flexible beams and stepper motors.

The inverse kinematic analysis yields a file with the displacement of each carriage, which is translated to the stepper

motor rotation. This continuous motion is discretized in steps according to the microstepping strategy adopted. This

sequence of steps and directions is the input of the element “stepper driver” in the dynamic simulation. The next

subsections will provide further details about the main parts of the process simulation.

2.1. Inverse Kinematics/Dynamics
In the delta mechanism modeled in this paper, the number of actuators (3 stepper motors) is equal to the number

of degrees of freedom of the deposition head. Considering that the kinematic constraints and the displacements are

provided to the model, we have two sets of equations [11]:

φφφ (q, t) = 0
ψψψ (q) = ααα (t)

(1)

where φφφ is the system of constraint equations, q is the vector of system coordinates, t is the time, ψψψ are the control

relations, that define the motion to be executed by the mechanism, and ααα are the prescribed motions, for instance, the

desired trajectory of the deposition head.

The first step to solve the inverse dynamics problem is to determine the position to a given instant, i.e. solving the

system of constraint and control equations (Eq. 1). The method of Newton-Raphson can be used:

[ ∂φφφ
∂q
∂ψψψ
∂q

]
�q =

{ −φφφ (q)
ααα (t)−ψψψ

}
(2)

where �q is the difference of position between iterations: qn+1 −qn.
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After the calculation of the position, the velocity is determined solving the system yielded by the time derivative of Eq.

1:

[ ∂φφφ
∂q
∂ψψψ
∂q

]
q̇ =

{
0

α̇αα (t)

}
(3)

where ˙(♣) represents the time derivative of (♣).

The time derivative of the Eq. 3 can be used to determine the acceleration:

[ ∂φφφ
∂q
∂ψψψ
∂q

]
q̈ =

⎧⎨⎩ − ∂
∂q

(
∂φφφ
∂q q̇
)

α̈αα (t)− ∂
∂q

(
∂ψψψ
∂q q̇
) ⎫⎬⎭ (4)

The last step of the inverse dynamic analysis is to determine the forces in the mechanism, through the resolution of the

system of equations of motion that include the control equations:

Mq̈+

(
∂φφφ
∂q

)T

λλλ φφφ +

(
∂ψψψ
∂q

)T

c = f (5)

Rewriting the system:

[ ∂φφφ
∂q
∂ψψψ
∂q

]T {
λλλ φφφ
c

}
= f−Mq̈ (6)

where λλλ φφφ is the vector of Lagrange multipliers of the constraint equations, c is the vector of Lagrange multipliers of

the control equations, M is the inertia matrix and f is the vector of external forces and moments. The internal forces

due to kinematic constraint and control equations can be calculated using the Lagrange multipliers.

The calculated forces of the inverse dynamic analysis are compared to the maximum torque of the stepper motors, if

they exceed it, there are some options to solve this problem: increase the stepper driver tension (e.g from 5V to 12V)

or decrease the printing speed.

2.2. Dynamic Model
The 3d printer based on the delta mechanism can be formulated as a system of Differential-Algebraic Equations (DAE)

[12]:

Mq̇−βββ = 0

β̇ββ +

(
∂φφφ
∂q

)T

λλλ φφφ = ∑ f(q, q̇, t) (7)

φφφ (q, t) = 0

where M is the inertia matrix, q is the position vector, βββ is the momentum vector, φφφ is the system of holonomic

constraint equations, λλλ φφφ is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the holonomic constraints, f is the vector of external

loads.

The differential-algebraic solution method implemented in MBDyn requires a Jacobian matrix associated with veloc-

ities and Lagrange multipliers. This matrix is used during the implicit integration step to refine predicted values, if

needed: ⎡⎢⎢⎣
M −hb0I 0

−
(

hb0
∂ f
∂q +

∂ f
∂ q̇

)
I

(
∂φφφ
∂q

)T

∂φφφ
∂q 0 0

⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎨⎩

Δq̇
Δβ̇ββ

Δλλλ φφφ

⎫⎬⎭= {RHS} (8)

where parameter h is the time step and b0 is a coefficient related to the integration method [12]. The residue vector

{RHS} is calculated from Eq. (7).
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Figure 2: Parallel arms set model.

The base elements of MBDyn are the nodes, which provide the degrees of freedom of the system. Nodes can associate

different physical domains, such as mechanical and electrical. Constraints and forces have to be applied on nodes, thus

they become part of the modeled system. This is performed by adding two sets of equations to variables associated to

each node. The first set is used in the assembly of the Eq. (7), and the Jacobian matrix is added to the matrix of the

complete system of Eq. (8).

Figure 2 shows the system of one parallel arms set, where the discretized motion is the input of the stepper driver. This

driver translates the input signal into tension on the electric (phases) nodes of the stepper motor. The formulation of the

stepper driver [13] can be adjusted to generate different waveforms and, therefore, different strategies of microstepping.

It is one of the most common solutions to increase the resolution of 3d printers, because microstepping can effectively

reduce the step size and make printer motions smoother and more precise.

The electric nodes of the stepper motor are connected to the driver, and its structural nodes are connected to the

mechanical components of the printer. The stator node is fixed to the support structure and the rotor node is connected

to the carriage through a “motion transmission” joint, whose formulation will be detailed further.

The mathematical model of the stepper motor [14] was implemented in MBDyn and it establishes the relation between

electric and structural nodes. It is a reciprocal relation as previously reported in [15], which means that the electrical

system can be influenced by mechanical loads and vice-versa.

The carriage is connected to the support structure that is considered rigid. Spherical joints link the carriage to the

flexible parallel arms that are modeled as FVM beams [1]. Each arm is composed by five three-nodes beams. This

discretization (five elements) is adequated to model the delta flexible mechanism, and it was also used in the modeling

of a cartesian 3d printer [16].

The parallel arms are attached to the platform by Cardan/universal joints and the combination of all three sets of parallel

arms determines the position of the deposition head, which is rigidly attached to the center of the platform.

2.3. Motion Transmission Joint
The motion transmission joint can mimic the behavior of a mechanical transmission that translates rotation into rotation

(geared pair), rotation into linear displacement (rack and pinion), or linear into linear displacement (set of wedges).

The constraint equation ε of this joint is:

ε = r1 f1 + r2 f2 = 0 (9)

where ri is a transmission constant related to the ith node, and fi is a rotation or a linear displacement on a particular

axis of the ith node in relation to its reference node.

If fi represents a rotation:

fi =ei ·θθθ i (10)

θθθ i =ax
(
exp−1

(
RT

irRre f Ric
))

Rir =RiR̃ir

Ric =R(0)T
re f R(0)

ir

where ei is a unitary vector that defines the rotation axis, θθθ i is the Euler parameters vector of the relative rotation of

the ith node, operator ax(♣) extracts the axial of matrix (♣) (i.e. the vector that expresses the skew-symmetric part),
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Figure 3: Computational model of the 3d printer rendered on Blender (left) and the main components of one of the

parallel arms set (right).

exp(♣) is the exponential map operator of matrix (♣), Ri and Rre f are respectively the rotation matrices of the ith node

and of the reference node, R̃ir is a reference frame rigidly attached to the ith node, Ric is a constant matrix used to

compensate the initial relative rotations between nodes, thus avoiding the initial assembly phase regarding this joint.

The superscript (0) indicates that the value of the matrix is calculated using the initial rotation of the nodes.

The function fi can also represent a linear displacement, and its equation is:

fi =ei · zi − zic (11)

zi =RT
i bi −xiO

bi =xi −xre f +Rre f xrO

where ei is a unitary vector that defines the displacement axis, zi is the relative displacement of the ith node, zic is a

constant used to compensate the initial relative displacement, xi is the absolute displacement of the ith node, xiO is the

offset distance between the ith node and the joint location, xre f is the displacement of the reference node, and xrO is the

offset distance between the reference node and the joint location.

To model the pulley-belt transmission that connects stepper motor to carriage, f1 in Eq. 9 was considered the rotation

of the stepper motor and f2 the carriage displacement. Then r1 was set as 6.366 mm/rad (= 40mm/2π rad) and r2 equals to

one.

3. Results
The simulated model was based on the Rostock project [2]. This is one of the most popular open source 3d printers,

and it is the main reference to other printer designs such as Kossel and Rostock MAX.

The first step to model this printer (Fig. 3) was to identify all the components and determine how they could be modeled

individually. Fig. 3 (right) shows the elements that were assigned to each one of components of the printer.

The next step was to determine the value of the parameters of each element. In this phase, the operation range of the

elements was determined, which helped to define the parameters of the numerical solution like, for instance, the type of

integrator, the step size and the nonlinear solver. Tab. 1 presents the value of the parameters of the main components.

After this phase, a simple model of the printer was assembled with rigid arms and without motors. That model was

used to verify the geometry of the printer and it was also employed in the inverse dynamic analysis.

Lastly, the complete model was assembled in the MBDyn and results were obtained following the steps of the flowchart

on Fig. 1.

One of the main properties of delta mechanisms is the material of the parallel arms. These arms (orange color in Fig.

3) are the link between deposition head platform and carriages, which are connected to the support structure. Thus

to evaluate the dynamic effect of the arm’s flexibility it is necessary to determine which material was chosen for their

composition.
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Table 1: Parameters of the delta printer model.
Component Parameter Value

stepper motor

step 1.8◦
number of phases 2

motor constant KM 0.04

winding resistance 1.7Ω
winding inductance 4.5mH
rotor moment of inertia IXX 5.4×10−6kg ·m2

viscous damping 0.4 Nms/rad

motor mass 0.28kg
stator moment of inertia IXX 5.7×10−5kg ·m2

stator moment of inertia IYY and IZZ 5.3×10−5kg ·m2

timing pulley/belt (GT2)
step 2.0mm
number of teeth of pulley 20

support structure

number of towers 3

angle between towers 120◦
number of columns per tower 2

distance between columns 60.0mm
column diameter 8.0mm
length 700.0mm

parallel arms

arm length 297mm
projected horizontal distance of pivoting 119mm
arm diameter 6.0mm

platform/extruder mass 0.15kg

To analyze the performance of the different configurations, the simulated motion of the extruding head has to be

compared to the planned trajectory using an error function. This function can be calculated using an approach similar

to the one adopted in [15], where the positioning error εpos is the distance between the planned and the actual position

of the extruding head:

εpos =

√(
xactual − xplanned

)2
+
(
yactual − yplanned

)2
+
(
zactual − zplanned

)2
(12)

Different from the SCARA and Cartesian printers, the z-axis motion in the Delta printer is coupled with the motion of

other axes, therefore, the positioning error εpos must consider the vertical displacement (z-axis).

3.1. Parallel Arms Material
The dynamic behavior of the delta printer was tested using the printing process of a simple part, which is a small

cylinder with diameter of 30 mm and height of 8 mm. It has been chosen because it can be printed fast (275 seconds),

and has a combination of motions executed during the printing of most parts (perimeter and infill).

A stepper voltage of 5V and a microstepping of 1/16th step were adopted in all simulations presented in this section.

This is the one of most common microstepping configurations in 3d printers because the stepper drivers with this

capacity are relatively cheap and easy to find.
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Figure 5: Trajectory [μm] of the deposition head supported by aluminum arms (left), and histogram of the head

deviation (right).
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Figure 6: Trajectory [m] and deviation [μm] of the deposition head supported by ABS (left) and steel (right) arms.
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Figure 4: Deviation [μm] of the printing head supported by ABS plastic arms (left), and histogram of the head deviation

(right).

A top view of the trajectory described by the head can be seen on Fig. 4 (left). When the head has to be positioned in

a new printing area, the printer moves it in high speed. These displacements are evident as they cross the part and they

are also associated to the biggest deviations.

Fig. 4 (right) shows a histogram of the head deviation, where the error average is 296.45 μm and the associated standard

deviation is 55.6 μm. Usually the error of this kind of 3d printer is lower than 0.1 mm, however, in this case, only the

flexibility of the ABS plastic arms generates an error of nearly 0.3 mm.

Other material that was simulated was aluminum, which is stiffer and denser than ABS plastic. Aluminum is regularly

used in small size CNC machines, because it is easy to machine and it is relatively light. It has a good dimensional

stability, if compared to ABS, which contributes to the precision of the machine.

Fig. 5 (left) shows the top view of the trajectory, and less oscillation is noticed if compared to the trajectory shown on

Fig. 4. In the histogram (Fig. 5 - right) it can be noticed that the positioning error is concentrated around the average

(10.56 μm), which is characterized by a standard deviation of 3.513 μm. In this case, the error average is around 30

times lower than the ABS plastic, and the standard deviation is about 15 times lower.
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Figure 7: Trajectory [μm] of the deposition head supported by steel arms (left), and histogram of the head deviation

(right).
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Figure 8: Head deviation of the printer using 1/16 microstepping (left) and histogram of the deviation of both strategies

(right).

Finally a printer with steel arms were simulated, and it is noticeable on Fig. 6 that the deviation is lower than the

one presented by the ABS arms. The maximum deviation is approximately 350 μm, and like the previous cases it is

associated to the high speed displacements of the deposition head as observed on Fig. 7.

Usually at the end of the high speed displacements there is a strong deceleration associated to a direction change,

which contributes to the maximum deviation observed on Fig. 7 (left). The error is considerably lower than the one

with aluminum with an average of 4.0 μm and a standard deviation of 1.954μm.

3.2. Microstepping
The microstepping can be used to increase the resolution without mechanically modifying the printer. In a former work

[13] different microstepping strategies were evaluated revealing that the 1/32 microstep provided a lower deviation

without increasing the power consumption of the printer.

In this work, two different strategies have been tested (1/16 and 1/32 microstep) to verify the effect of microstepping and,

to give a fair comparison between both strategies, the transmission ratio of the model with 1/16 microstep was reduced

by half, thus both strategies will produce the same displacement of the carriages (Fig. 3) for one microstep (0.0625

mm/step).

To highlight the differences between strategies, the printing process of another part was simulated, which can be seen

in Fig. 9. It is a small hollow box with dimensions of 10 × 10 × 5 mm and single filament walls. That design forces the

delta mechanism and the stepper motors to sudden changes of direction in the corners, which increases the possibility

of losing steps and more vibration during the printing process. This process lasts 101.8 s, and the simulation takes

approximately 49 minutes to run in a Core i7 2670 based computer.

Figure 8 shows the head deviation of the printer using 1/16 microstepping strategy, which is quite similar to the deviation

of the 1/32 microstepping. The comparison of the histograms (Fig. 8 - left) shows that both strategies have a close

behavior. The two distinct peaks of deviation (~15 and 25 μm) are probably related to the fact that the stepper motor is
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Table 2: Head deviation and power consumption of the stepper motors using different microstepping strategies.

Microstepping Transmission Head Deviation [μm] Power consumption [W]

Strategy Ratio [mm/rad] Average Std. Deviation Average Std. Deviation

1/16 3.183 26.38 19.17 260.9 9.80
1/32 6.366 25.20 16.85 256.0 3.88

losing steps during the printing, which was previously reported in [16] in the simulation of cartesian printer.
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Figure 9: Power consumption [W] of stepper using 1/16 microstepping strategy.

The power consumption of the stepper motors were also similar and, therefore, only the consumption of the 1/16

microstepping strategy is shown in Fig. 9. Although the power consumption variation is not high, it can be noticed that

the consumption is higher during the vertical displacements, that happens during the descent movement of the extruder

head represented by the vertical line in the center of the part and the movement to the next layer which is the red line

in the corner of the part. The consumption is lower in the perimeter (wall building) because the printing strategy in the

slicing software defines a lower speed to increase the precision.

Table 2 shows the head deviation and the power consumption of the stepper motors. Both parameters are slightly better

using a strategy of 1/32 microstep, however, stepper drivers that have this strategy are more expensive.

4. Conclusions
The simulation of the 3d printer based on the delta mechanism showed that it is important to consider the flexibility of

the parallel arms, because they are the link between the platform that supports the extruder and carriages connected to

the actuators.

Although metal arms are much heavier than the plastic ones, their stiffness is high enough to overcome the problems

caused by a higher inertia. Therefore, evaluating the dynamic effect of the flexibility of these components is essential

to determine which material is going to be used in their construction.

The simulation of the printer with different microstepping strategies revealed that the power consumption increases

during vertical motions, which is related to the fact that the three stepper motors work together at the same pace, while

the majority of the motions is performed using different (slower) paces.

The error analysis showed that the improvement brought by a smaller microstep can be mimicked using a lower trans-

mission rate without affecting the performance of the printer.

Further developments should include a better modeling of the friction in the joints, because it helps the printer to

stabilize its position and it also affects the electric power necessary to move the printer. The flexible support structure

should also be included in the model to better represent the displacement of the carriages due to the deformation of the

support rods.
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Abstract 
The Twin-Control European project [1] aims to develop a simulation system that integrates the different aspects 
that affect machine tool and machining performance, including lifecycle concepts, providing better estimation of 
machining performance than single featured simulation packages. This holistic simulation model will be linked to 
the real machines in order to update itself according to their real condition and to perform control actions that will 
lead to performance improvements. The focus of this paper is on the dynamic modeling of the machine tool 
including its Computer Numeric Control (CNC), and its interaction with the machining process. To properly 
simulate modern high-speed machine tools, which show close interaction between the dynamic behavior of the 
mechanical structure, drives, and the CNC, it is crucial to build models that represent the flexibility of all 
components and their interactions [2][3]. To answer such requirements, we use 3D MBS and FEA methods for 
mechanical aspects, and 1D modeling for the CNC. Even if the concurrent use of these technologies is already 
used in some industrial sectors, it is quite new in the machine tool industry. This multi-model approach is usually 
inefficient because of limited integration between the different tools. This paper introduces an integrated 
methodology that combines MBS capabilities in a nonlinear FEA solver called SAMCEF Mecano [4][5]. It enables 
accurate modeling of the machine by considering FEA models of the components connected together by a set of 
flexible kinematical joints. Particular models are implemented to deal with drive-trains and motors dynamics. To 
fully capture the dynamic behavior of the machine tool, force interactions between the cutting tool and the work 
piece are also considered in this model.   

Keywords: flexible multibody dynamics, machine tools, control, machining process, coupled problems 

1. Introduction 
A strong coupling between the mechatronic model of the machine tool and the machining simulation tool is 
implemented. Practically, a specialized cutting force element has been developed. It considers the dynamics of the 
tool tip combined with the tool work-piece engagement determined from Module Works CAD/CAM for toolpath 
generation and simulation. The resulting relative dynamics of the tool with respect to the work piece is used as 
input to generate cutting forces. Those are applied on the machine model at the spindle tip level, and generate some 
excitation of the model. To fulfill equilibrium at each step of the time integration process a Newton-Raphson 
iterative scheme is used, where cutting forces are updated and the associated iteration matrix is generated at each 
iteration. 

 
Figure 1: Coupling scheme 
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To illustrate this technology, a high-speed box-in-box 4 axes Urane25V3 machine from Comau is considered. A 
SIEMENS 840D CNC controls the motors of the different axis in order to follow the desired trajectories with 
minimum errors. In the built model, all frames are fully flexible, as the rails and skates that connect them. Those, 
as the linear motors, are represented by sets of flexible slider elements based on beam formulation. The control 
loops are modelled in MATLAB/Simulink, translated into a dynamic library (DLL) that is associated to a specific 
control element used to manage the coupling between 1D models and the full flexible 3D model. The presented 
machine tool model is validated considering simple machining sequences. 

2. The Virtual Machine Tool (VMT) 
A high-speed box-in-box 4 axes Urane 25V3 machine from COMAU is used as an example in this paper. This 
machine reaches velocities of 100 m·min-1 and accelerations of 10 m·s-² along all 3 translational axes. To model 
properly this box-in box machine tool when operating, the following objectives were followed: 

 Account properly for the flexibility of all structural components, connections and feed drive to obtain a 
model that is able to represent vibrations inside the machine 

 Limit the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) as small as possible to use the model in time domain 
(small time step imposed mainly by the machining simulation module and the controller model) 

The machine is made of 6 main structural frames, which are modelled using the super-element technique. The 
modal contains of those super-elements is such that vibrations up to at least 500Hz could be represented. Non-
structural masses (mainly linear motors) are added to the moving frames to properly account for all moving masses. 

The guiding system for translational motion between 2 frames is based on sliders. Modelling such devices requires 
using a flexible slider element, which constrains a node to move along a deformable trajectory represented by a 
beam element. As the track is part of the structural frame model, we use fictive beams to connect the slider nodes 
to the retained node of the super-element, considering its stiffness inside the slider element. The skates are idealized 
by the sliding node and an associated bushing that characterises its stiffness and damping. 

This machine is driven by sets of linear motors, which are modelled by pairs of flexible sliders defined from the 
frame super-elements retained nodes. As the role of those sliders is to transfer axial forces, and not to contribute 
to the guiding function, the bushing associated to the sliding node has only axial stiffness. For those sliders we 
associate the sliding DOF to some additional nodes that can be force-driven by the controller model. For each axis, 
there is one or two rules that measure the relative motion of two successive frames in order using it as input for 
the controller and to compare it to the prescribe one. Those are represented in the model by some sensor elements 
that associate measures in the model to some nodal DOF that can be connected to the controller model. The 
complete model of the COMAU machine is shown in Figure 3.  

A model of the Siemens 840D CNC is connected to the machine model by the means of a specialized element that 
compute the motor forces from controller inputs, calling a dynamic library embedding the Matlab Simulink model 
of this controller.  

 
Figure 2: CNC model (1 axis) coupled to the machine model 

The VMT model is integrated in time domain using implicit generalized-α integrator with automatic time-stepping 
bounded by the sample time of the controller model (0.125 ms). Before a dynamic analysis, the model can be 
quickly driven to any starting configuration switching of all dynamics effects. More details on this model and 
validation results are available in [6]. 
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Figure 3: Multibody model of the test machine tool 

3. The Machining Model 
The presented cutting simulation approach is compatible with the virtual machining paradigm. Derivation of the 
forces acting on the cutting edges of the milling tool is a two-step procedure. First, the geometric and volumetric 
properties of the removed material are computed. Second, process dependent heuristic is applied on the tool move 
spatial data to compute cutting force components. 

3.1. Determination of Tool-Workpiece Engagement 
Cutting forces depend on the tool and workpiece material, cutting tool geometry and cutting conditions. Simulated 
cutting forces can be derived throughout so-called Tool-Workpiece Engagement (TWE). TWE is defined as the 
instantaneous contact area between a moving cutting tool and the stock material (workpiece). Figure 4 shows an 
example of a relatively simple TWE for 3-axis milling with an end-mill cutter. 

 
Figure 4: An example of TWE for 3-axis milling 

However, in most of sophisticated machining operations (such as machining of free-form surfaces and/or multi-
axis milling) cutting conditions can vary considerably in process, and the varying cutting conditions can result in 
complex TWE. Some researcher attempted to derive analytical engagement models (Ozturk and Budak [7] [8]), 
but the analytical approach gives accurate results only for smooth machining operations, failing to generate 
accurate results when the uncut surface is non-trivial, as depicted on Figure 5 
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Figure 5: Example of non-trivial TWE 

There exist several techniques have been developed to model the complex tool/workpiece engagements. These 
models operate by creating a virtual workpiece, and removing any material that interferes with the geometry of a 
tool moved along a path (solid modelling [9,10], Z-map [11], and Dexel approach [12]). In this paper, a discrete 
modelling method based on tri-Dexel volume representation [13] is used, which is an improved version of the 
Dexel model. The tri-Dexel model represents a volume as a manifold of evenly distributed linear segments, or 
dexels, in 3 orthogonal directions, as depicted on Figure 6. In the current paper, geometric software which applies 
the tri-Dexel model is used because tri-Dexel model has proved to be an efficient data structure with reliable 
performance and precision, which is very important for a computation routine running in an iterative loop. 

 
Figure 6: Tri-Dexel model of a prismatic block (red, green, and blue segments are the dexels in X, Y, and Z 

directions) 

The material removal has been simulated using ModuleWorks engine that calculates discrete intervals intersect 
with the swept volume of a moving tool. The start and end points of all subtracted intervals indicate the boundary 
of the removed volume and can be mapped onto the tool surface to compute TWE. 

3.2. Cutting Force Module 
The cutting force module provides cutting force data to be applied to the tool element in the Samcef simulation.  
The cutting force model uses a discretized tool geometry as shown in Figure 7, where each cutting element 
contributes a cutting force if it is engaged in the workpiece.  The force contribution of each cutting element is 
calculated in equation (1) using the constant edge effect vector, , the cutting force matrix, , and the 
feed per tooth vector,  [14].    vector represents the edge forces in X, Y and Z directions,   sets 
the relation between the feed per tooth vector and cutting forces due to shearing.  

 
Figure 7: Discretized tool geometry used for cutting force calculation. 
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(1) 

The total cutting force acting on the tool is determined by combining the forces of all engaged cutting elements 
for a given move.  The engaged elements are identified for each move based on tool/workpiece engagement (TWE) 
data provided by ModuleWorks using the process illustrated in Figure 8.  At defined intervals during the Samcef 
simulation, the ModuleWorks module is called to update the workpiece geometry and the TWE (see Figure 8 A 
and B).  The TWE data is then passed to the cutting force module to determine which cutting elements are engaged 
during the current move (see Figure 8 C and D).  The cutting force module then calculates the angle dependent 
cutting forces (varying forces due to tool rotation) and the average cutting forces for the current move. 

 
Figure 8: Process for obtaining TWE data for force calculation. 

The cutting force module, originally developed in Matlab, is converted to a single DLL to be called in the Samcef 
Simulation.  An overview of the cutting force module structure is shown in Figure 9.   

The cutting force module is composed of three primary sections (labelled A-C in Figure 9) which execute the key 
functions of the cutting force model.  These sections are combined into a single module, and the different sections 
are only called as necessary using the RunFlag input.   

The first section of the cutting force module, Figure 9A, generates the discretized tool mesh based on the tool 
dimensions and mesh resolution data.  The constant edge effect vectors, , the cutting force matrices, 

, are also generated in this first section.  The first section is only called once at the beginning of the 
simulation (RunFlag(1)=1).  The second section, Figure 9B, updates the TWE tool mesh, and determines average 
cutting forces based on the nominal feed direction and feed per tooth.  The second section of the module is called 
each time a new TWE is obtained from the ModuleWorks module (RunFlag(2)=1).  The third section, Figure 9C, 
determines the instantaneous, angle dependent cutting force based on the tool rotational speed and the current 
simulation time.  Section three is called during each Samcef time step if instantaneous forces are desired 
(RunFlag(3)=1). 
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Figure 9: Cutting Force Module general setup. 

4. Coupling Strategy 
In the present work, the mechanical model of the machine tool is coupled with 3 additional simulation tools. For 
the CNC modeling, we use a Matlab Simulink model that is converted to C-code and included in a dynamic library 
thanks to Matlab Coder capabilities. As the cutting force module is also based on Matlab programming, the same 
approach of creating a dynamic library from C-code generated by Matlab Coder was selected. The simulation C++ 
program for TWE computation has also be converted to a dynamic library that can be called from C-code functions.  

In SAMCEF Mecano, two specific elements have been developed to manage those dynamics library.  The first one 
called DIGI element allow coupling Mecano to any Simulink model, and in particular control systems. The 
implemented staggered method is a fixed time step sampling, where both codes will exchange data (positions, 
forces …). Both codes manage their own time step, and can compute several instant between two sampling times 
without updating exchanged data. This weak coupling is usually stable thanks to the small sampling times imposed 
by the control loops, which imposes passing times to the Mecano solver. 

To manage the computation of the cutting forces, a specific element named TOOL was created. It manage both 
TWE computation and cutting force evaluation. As explained in section 3, the computation of cutting forces is 
done in a single module that can be called in 3 different ways. Before starting the time integration, the module is 
initialized. Once the process starts, the TWE is computed for each current individual cut, and the machining 
module is updated. Finally normal call to the module is done every time that force evaluation is required. Cut 
definition is obtained from the tool prescribed trajectory, which is provided to both the CNC model (Figure 1) and 
the TOOL element, as a set of time functions (X(t),Y(t),Z(t)) defining the tool tip position in the workpiece 
reference frame. According to a user defined cut length, this trajectory is divided in even length moves. 
Corresponding moves transition times are computed and stored as a list of Tc times (see Figure 10) that defines 
update times of the TWE. For accurate TWE computation, the cut length should be chosen significantly bigger 
than the spatial discretization used in Module Works software. As TWE computation changes the work-piece 
geometry when a cut is performed, the corresponding DLL can only be called once during the considered cut. We 
then implemented the following flow chart to combine this constraint with the need of having a strong coupling 
between the machine model and the cutting forces.  
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Figure 10: computational flowchart 

5. Application to a High Speed Box-in-Box 4 Axes Machine 
To illustrate the possibility simulate machining processes considering a virtual machine tool in its real 
environment, we consider the described model of the Urane 25V3 machine from COMAU with all interactions 
between mechanical, control and machining models. Thanks to the dedicated TOOL element, the interaction of the 
tool and the work-piece (rigidly attached to the machine plate – see Figure 11) is defined. The simulated machining 
process is the following: 

 Move z-axis forward to have a cutting depth of 4 mm 

 Move y-axis up to simulate one cutting pass (milling with an end-milling cutter) as shown on the zoom 
of Figure 11. The nominal tool y-velocity is 1.9 m/min 

 Tool spinning velocity is 12250 rpm 

 Technological parameters corresponds to a 2 cutters end-milling tool that machines an aluminum holed 
work-piece.  
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Figure 11: Work-piece & toolpath definition 

Some simulation results are shown below. On Figure 12 we can see forces generated by the linear motors to realize 
the manufacturing process. One can notice that those forces are mainly reacting to both machining and inertia 
forces. Figure 13 exhibit the position of the tool tip along the 3 axis of the machine with 3 different scales 
corresponding to the min-max range of each measure, the magnitude of X-axis vibration is no more than few 
microns, while Y-axis magnitude is 110 mm. 

 
Figure 12: Force in linear motors (X-axis, Y-axis & Z-axis) 

 
Figure 13: Tool positions (X-axis, Y-axis & Z-axis) 

To highlight the influence of the cutting force on the machine dynamics, we plotted on Figure 14 the positioning 
error along the moving axis that we can observe when those are considered (red curve) or not (blue curve) in the 
model. Figure 15 shows the same kind of comparison for the tool velocity along Y-axis, vibrations induced by the 
machining forces are observed. 
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Figure 14: influence of cutting forces on positioning error 

 
Figure 15: influence of cutting forces on tool velocity 

Finally, some sensitivity analyses highlighted the influence on the manufacturing conditions on the cutting forces. 
Figure 16 compares the cutting force along the move direction in 3 different cases: nominal (red), faster move 
(v=3.8m/min – blue), deeper cut (7mm – green).Shown results are average force computed as post-processing 
results from the TOOL element.  

 
Figure 16: influence of machining conditions on cutting forces 

6. Conclusion 
In the present work, a methodology for virtual prototyping of machine tool is presented. The proposed technology 
is applied to build a mechatronic flexible multibody model of a box-in-box fast machine of COMAU. This virtual 
machine tool is fully coupled to a cutting force module. This approach allow providing comprehensive simulations 
capabilities for virtual machine tool prototyping in working conditions. The resulting Twin-control simulation 
package is dedicated to both machine tool builders for design activities and to machine tool users to improve their 
processes. In both case this virtual model will avoid performing many costly physical tests. 
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Abstract
This paper deals with the computational modelling of a parallel cable-driven mechanism with an added active structure

in order to obtain suitable simulation model for future control design and evaluation of dynamic behaviour of the

whole system. The common approaches suitable for the cable modelling are summarized. The tilting parallel cable

mechanism is composed of mutually coupled rigid bodies controlled by four cables. The active structure created using

several piezo-elements is placed between a tilting joint and an end-effector of the mechanism. Such configuration

should be suitable for the testing of hierarchical control. Numerical results are compared with experimental data.
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1. Introduction
Robots and manipulators can be roughly divided into two large groups based on the type of kinematics used in their de-

sign. Except typical serial robots, parallel kinematic mechanisms [1] play very important role in various industrial and

other applications nowadays. Special class of parallel kinematic mechanisms is formed by cable-driven mechanisms.

The importance and determination of force distribution in cables for redundant parallel mechanisms is described in [2].

On the other hand the control of under-constrained parallel cable manipulators is solved by authors of [3].

It was documented in [4] that problematic dynamic properties of parallel cable mechanisms are related to vibrational

motion. The question is: How can the parallel robots be further modified in order to improve mechanical properties and

ability to be controlled and to perform required accurate motion or manipulation? One possibility is to extend a parallel

kinematic mechanism by certain added active structure which could be used for the sake of controlling the motion with

higher frequencies.

This paper addresses the computational modelling of the redundant parallel kinematic mechanism driven by cables that

is extended by a special designed active structure composed of controllable piezo-elements. At first the approaches

to the modelling of cables are briefly summarized. Then design of the chosen active structure is introduced and the

multibody modelling approach is utilized for the creation of its computational model in the MSC.Adams software.

The simulation results are compared with the experimental data for the sake of the model verification. Further the

QuadroSphere cable-driven parallel mechanism combined with the active structure is numerically and experimentally

investigated.

2. Generally About Modelling of Cables
There are several techniques which are commonly used for the modelling of cables. They differ mainly in their com-

plexity and in the precision of the cable description. The basic and one of the most effective techniques of representing

the cables in the multibody system equations is their force representation. This approach uses a nonlinear force to

describe the axial flexibility of the cable. A simple mechanical system of mass M attached to the base frame by a cable,

see Figure 1 (a), was used to describe this basic approach. The equation of motion of point-mass M is written as

mr̈ = Fe +bḋ+ kd, (1)

where m is the point-mass weight, r is the position vector of the point mass, b and k describe the damping and stiffness

properties of the cable, the vector of external forces is denoted as Fe, vector d is the vector of deformation of the cable

and ḋ is its time derivative. The cables are active only in tension so terms bḋ and kd are equal to zero, if the cable is

not in tension. This behaviour can be described by nonlinear expression of the cable deformation

d =

{ (|r f |− l0
) r f
|r f | for |r f | ≥ l0,

0 for |r f |< l0,
(2)
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where r f = r− r0, r0 is the cable attachment position vector and l0 is the cable free length. This basic approach does

not describe the bending and inertia properties of the cable, but it is still suitable for thin and light cables. In addition,

this approach is easy to implement and it leads to very fast numerical simulations, which is useful in control problems.

The second well known technique is the point-mass representation of the cable. The same mechanical system was

used to describe the basics of this approach, see Figure 1 (b). The cable is divided into point-masses interconnected by

nonlinear springs. The equation of motion of cable point-mass i can be formulated as

mir̈i = Fe,i +biḋi +bi+1ḋi+1 + kidi + ki+1di+1, (3)

where mi is the weight of the cable point-mass i. The index i in cable properties b and k says, that these properties are

related to the cable part between point-masses i− 1 and i. Vector di represents the deformation of the cable between

nodes i−1 and i and di+1 is related to the cable deformation between nodes i and i+1. These vectors are of the form

di =

{
(|ri,i−1|− l0,i)

ri,i−1

|ri,i−1| for |ri,i−1| ≥ l0,i,
0 for |ri,i−1|< l0,i,

di+1 =

{
(|ri,i+1|− l0,i+1)

ri,i+1

|ri,i+1| for |ri,i+1| ≥ l0,i+1,

0 for |ri,i+1|< l0,i+1.

(4)

The point-mass representation of cable is capable to take into account the inertia properties of the cable. The bending

stiffnesses of the cable segments can be added to this technique in order to approximately take into account the bending

behaviour of the cable.

Figure 1: Force representation of cable (a) and point-mass model of the cable (b)

A cable can be considered a thin beam for which the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory holds. In engineering practice, the

finite element method is commonly used for the formulation of equations of motion of such bodies. It must be noted that

the classical finite elements for beams are not suitable for the modelling of cables in multibody problems [11] because

the cables can undergo large translations and rotations. For such problems, the absolute nodal coordinate formulation

(ANCF) of finite elements was developed [10]. In ANCF, absolute positions of nodes and slopes in nodes are used

as the nodal coordinates instead of deformations and infinitesimal rotations in nodes, as it is in classical beam finite

elements [12]. This approach leads to the formulation of a linear mass matrix of the element and a strongly nonlinear

stiffness matrix of the element which is the main disadvantage of this approach that may lead to a very time-consuming

calculation. The efficiency of the various strategies of elastic forces evaluation in ANCF is discussed for example in

[5]. The main advantage of this complex approach is in a detailed description of the cables, which considers inertia

effects, axial and bending stiffness. This formulation can be used in a detailed analysis of interaction between a cable

and a pulley [6].

3. Active Structure
The purpose of the active structure added to the parallel cable mechanism is to enhance dynamical properties of the

mechanism and also to broaden the band of frequencies used in the control of mechanism motion, which leads to a

more precise positioning of an end-effector.

The chosen active structure consists of two circular platforms interconnected by six piezo-actuators, see Figure 2.

Piezomechanik PSt150 linear actuators were used. In order to avoid the bending loads of actuators, which may damage
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Figure 2: Active structure and the flexible tip

the actuators, flexible tips were used, see Figure 2. Each flexible tip is placed in each end of the actuator, so twelve tips

were used in total.

3.1. Multibody Model of the Active Structure
The multibody model of the active structure was created in the MSC.Adams software and consists of several rigid bodies

which are interconnected by various joints and spring-dampers. The kinematic scheme of a single piezo-actuator with

two flexible tips is shown in Figure 3. Each flexible tip consists of two rigid bodies (U1, U2 for upper tip, B1, B2 for

bottom tip), which are coupled by a spherical joint denoted as S. In the spherical joint, three rotational spring-dampers

are applied in order to reflect bending and torsional stiffness of the flexible tip. These bending and torsional stiffnesses

were obtained from the finite element analysis of the flexible tip performed in the ANSYS software, see Figure 4. Part

1 of each flexible tip is connected to the corresponding platform with the translational joint and in order to represent the

axial flexibility of the tip the longitudinal spring-damper was inserted between part 1 of the tip and the corresponding

platform. The piezo-actuator is composed of two rigid bodies P1 and P2. Each of these bodies is connected to part 2

of the corresponding flexible tip by the translational joint with the inserted spring-damper. These two spring-dampers

reflect the axial stiffness of the piezo-actuator itself. Part P1 is connected to part P2 with another translational joint.

In this joint motion can be defined based on the actuation of the actuator. The whole multibody model of the active

structure, which contains six piezo-actuators, is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 3: The kinematic scheme of a single piezo-actuator with two flexible tips
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Figure 4: Bending and torsional deformation of the flexible tip

Figure 5: Visualisation of the multibody model of the active structure in MSC.Adams

3.2. Comparison with the Experimental Results
In work [9] the natural frequencies of the proposed active structure were experimentally investigated using the Polytec

Scanning Vibrometer. At first, the modal analysis was performed with both platforms unattached (free active structure),

then the bottom platform was rigidly fixed to the ground. Natural frequencies of the multibody model of the active

structure were computationally obtained using the MSC.Adams software and are compared with the experimental

results in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1: Free active structure — comparison of natural frequencies

Mode Experimental analysis Computational analysis

1 380 Hz 374 Hz

2 380 Hz 376 Hz

3 460 Hz 451 Hz

4 460 Hz 454 Hz

Table 2: Fixed platform of active structure — comparison of natural frequencies

Mode Experimental analysis Computational analysis

1 152 Hz 167 Hz

2 152 Hz 168 Hz

3 230 Hz 240 Hz

The experimental results were rounded, because the active structure should be symmetric and there should be symmet-

rical natural shapes. Both experimental and computational results of modal analysis are in good compliance, thus the

computational model can be considered experimentally verified.
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Figure 6: The QuadroSphere mechanism without the active structure and detail of the central spherical joint

4. QuadroSphere Mechanism
As a reference parallel mechanical system, the cable manipulator called QuadroSphere was chosen, see e.g. [7]. The

QuadroSphere is a mechanism consisting of a platform connected with a spherical joint, whose three rotation cardan

angles are accurately measured. The actual position of the platform is determined by four fibers. Each fiber leads

from each corner of the platform through a guiding pulley to the vertically placed linear drive. The QuadroSphere

mechanism without the active structure is shown in Figure 6 and the QuadroSphere equipped with the active structure

is shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: The active structure installed between the spherical joint and the platform of the QuadroSphere mechanism

4.1. QuadroSphere Model in MSC.Adams
The kinematic scheme of the QuadroSphere mechanism with the active structure and the visualisation in MSC.Adams

are shown in Figure 8. It consists of 16 bodies (without the active structure) that are connected by various constraints.

The bodies are represented by rectangles and the connections are represented by circles. Letter R means rotational

constraint and T means translational constraint. The dot-dash line represents the fibers, which go from the drives

through the pulleys to the platform corners. The spherical joint is composed of upper fork, which can rotate along

vertical axis x, the cardan cross and the bottom fork that holds the platform. Each pulley is installed in a pulley holder

which can rotate along vertical direction. Four drives are represented by rigid bodies, which can translate only in a

vertical direction.

A carbon fiber with a very low density ρ f = 242 kg·m−3 was used. Based on work [8], in which the fiber stiffness was

optimized, the Young modulus was set to 1.16 ·1010 Pa. Each fiber total reference length is 1200 mm. The MSC.Adams

Machinery plugin was used for the modelling of the fibre.

4.2. QuadroSphere Model without Active Structure
At first, the QuadroSphere without the active structure was investigated in order to choose the proper modelling tech-

nique in MSC.Adams. The model contains four fiber systems. Each fiber system was created using the MSC.Adams

Machinery Cable module. This module offers two methods for the modelling of cables – the simplified one and the dis-

cretized one. The simplified method is the force based method as it was briefly described in Section 2. The discretized
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Figure 8: Kinematic scheme of the QuadroSphere mechanism and the visualisation in MSC.Adams

method is based on the point-mass model and is intended for the cables with not negligible mass. Three equivalent

computational models were created. Model 1 has the fibers modelled using the simplified method. Model 2 and model

3 use the discretized method for the fibers with different size of the fiber elements. The fiber element of model 2 is

16 mm long, whereas model 3 uses fiber elements of the size of 40 mm. Note that the discretized method for fiber

modelling is more computationally demanding and does not bring any advantage while modelling lightweight fibers.

Figure 9: Computational model of the QuadroSphere without the active structure with its dimensions in [mm]

The computational models of the QuadroSphere without the active structure, see Figure 9, were verified according to

experimental modal analysis. Natural frequencies obtained from the experiment and by means of numerical analysis

using the MSC.Adams Vibration plugin are summarized in Table 3. During the modal analysis, the movement of drives

was locked and the fibers were pretensioned by 50 N. Since the platform has three degrees of freedom ϕx, ϕy, ϕz, only

natural frequencies of dominant mode shapes that correspond to the excitation of each degree of freedom are compared.

The results show that the modal characteristics of model 1 and model 2 are in a good compliance with the experimental

results. Model 3 differs significantly in the third natrual frequency. This may be caused by poor fiber discretization.

Table 3: Results of modal analysis

Modal shape Experiment Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Platform rotation ϕy 36.1 Hz 40.0 Hz 40.5 Hz 38.7 Hz

Platform rotation ϕz 42.2 Hz 42.8 Hz 43.2 Hz 43.0 Hz

Platform rotation ϕx 48.1 Hz 46.2 Hz 48.2 Hz 57.5 Hz

In further numerical simulations only model 1 was used because the discretized method for fibers modelling was unable

to converge to reasonable results. This may be caused by bad conditioning of the mass matrix due to a very low fiber

mass.
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4.3. QuadroSphere Equipped with the Active Structure
Now, the dynamic properties of the QuadroSphere equipped with the active structure, see Figure 8, are numerically

and experimentally investigated. In the experiment, additional weight of 4 kg was attached to the lower platform. Each

of the fiber was pretensioned by 100 N. Every piezo-actuator was excited by white noise for 4 seconds with a lower

boundary of 40 V and an upper boundary 110 V. This voltage range refers to the actuators ejection between 16 μm and

44 μm. The measured output was in the form of time history of the platform angles of rotation ϕx, ϕy and ϕz. Then,

the single-sided amplitude spectrum for each angle was computed using Fast Fourier Transform.

The computational simulation has the same parameters, but in order to obtain smoother results, the white noise signal

was replaced by a chirp signal for the excitation of selected actuators. In Figures 10, 11 and 12, the single-sided

amplitude spectrum of each platform angle of rotation is shown. The left one refers to the measured angle from the

experiment, the right one is obtained from the computational model. It must be noted that the same first dominant

natural frequency can be found in both the experimental and the computational model.

The computational model can be still improved, because in higher frequencies it does not correspond with the exper-

imental results very well. This can be done by better identification of the active structure parameters. Some weight

parameters can also be optimized in the multibody model to achieve better compliance between the reality and the

model.
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Figure 10: Single-sided amplitude spectrum of ϕx evaluated from the experimental results and from the multibody

model
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Figure 11: Single-sided amplitude spectrum of ϕy evaluated from the experimental results and from the multibody

model

5. Conclusion
Computational modelling of the parallel cable-driven mechanism with the added active structure was addressed in this

paper. The motivation was to create and verify a suitable simulation model for future ontrol design and evaluation of

dynamical behaviour of the whole system. The parallel cable mechanism was composed of mutually coupled rigid

bodies controlled by four cables. The active structure created using several piezo-elements is placed between the tilting

joint and the end-effector of the mechanism. Such configuration should be suitable for the testing of the hierarchical

control. The multibody approaches implemented in the MSC.Adams software are used for the model creation. The

numerical results are sucessfully supported by the experimental data.
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Figure 12: Single-sided amplitude spectrum of ϕz evaluated from the experimental results and from the multibody

model
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Abstract
Systems with dynamics on different time scales have contradicting requirements on the integrator. These can be re-

solved with a multirate integration approach, where the system is split in parts which are integrated with different

methods and time steps. This leads to computing time savings compared to a highly accurate simulation of the com-

plete system. In this work, we benefit from these savings for optimal control problem simulations. Based on DMOC,

which is a structure preserving simulation method for optimal control problems in mechanics, we develop an optimal

control simulation method with a variational multirate integration scheme. Via an example system, we show conver-

gence and the computing time behaviour of the multirate optimal control simulation method.

Keywords: optimal control, multirate systems, variational integrator, multirate integration schemes

1. Introduction
Let us consider mechanical systems containing dynamics on different time scales, for example the movements in

molecules or a chain driven combustion engine. Such systems have contradicting requirements on the integrator. For a

stable integration of fast dynamics, tiny time step sizes are needed. However, for integrating the slow dynamics, a larger

time step is accurate enough. Integrating the complete system with the tiny time step takes much more computational

effort than necessary. Multirate methods aim to reduce this computational effort and save computing time. For this, in

the multirate framework, the mechanical system is split into subsystems. These subsystems are then integrated using

different methods and different time step sizes. Stern and Grinspun in [10] use variational integration with one time

step size but different quadrature rules for the slow and the fast subsystem. In the framework of co-simulation, the

system is split into subsystems and a coupling between the subsystems is defined. The different subsystems may be

integrated with different time steps [1]. Multirate linear multistep methods are introduced in [5], where the problem is

split into different parts. The variables and the parts are considered on different time scales and solved using different

time steps.

In variational multirate integration introduced in [6], a mechanical system containing slow and fast dynamics is split

into two subsystems. Each subsystem is simulated on its own time grid with its own time step. With the same accuracy

in the fast dynamics as in the single rate case, this method yields computing time savings, because fewer macro steps

are needed, see [4], yielding a smaller number of unknowns for the simulation.

In an optimal control problem, a mechanical system is steered from an initial to a final state while minimising an objec-

tive functional. Methods, to solve optimal control problem, are categorised as direct and indirect methods. The method

discrete mechanics and optimal control (DMOC), developed in [9], is a direct transcription method (first discretise then

optimise). In this work, we combine variational multirate integration for forced systems and DMOC, to form a multi-

rate optimal control simulation method. For this new multirate optimal control simulation method, we first numerically

investigate its convergence. Then, we investigate how much computing time can be saved with this method.

In Section 2, the method to numerically solve the multirate optimal control problem is introduced. In order to derive

the method, first we introduce variational multirate integration for forced systems. After presenting an optimal control

problem with variational multirate dynamics, the new multirate optimal control simulation method is derived. In the

next Section 3, we investigate the convergence and the computing time behaviour via an example system, while in

Section 4 we conclude our findings and give an outlook.

2. Variational Multirate Integration in Discrete Mechanics and Optimal Control
Here, we present a numerical multirate optimal control simulation method. To develop the method, we first develop a

variational multirate integration scheme for forced systems. We then use this scheme, to derive the multirate optimal

control simulation method.
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2.1. Variational Multirate Integration for Forced Systems
In this section, we derive a variational multirate integration scheme for forced systems. First, we derive forced multirate

dynamics in Lagrange mechanics by the Lagrange-d’Alembert principle and based on this, we derive the variational

multirate integration scheme for forced systems.

Forced multirate Euler-Lagrange equations Let a mechanical system containing slow and fast dynamics be de-

scribed by a Lagrangian L(q, q̇) with configuration q(t) ∈ R
kq and velocity q̇(t) ∈ R

kq , where q̇(t) = dq(t)
dt . From here

on, we omit time dependency in q and q̇ for notational simplicity. In this paper, we look at q being a minimal set of

coordinates, meaning kq = do f where do f is the number of degrees of freedom of the system. Furthermore, we assume

that the Lagrangian is of the form L(q, q̇) = T (q, q̇)−U(q), with kinetic energy T (q, q̇) and potential energy U(q).
The kinetic energy for minimal coordinates is of the form T (q, q̇) = 1

2 q̇T M(q)q̇ with a configuration dependent mass

matrix M(q) ∈ R
kq×kq .

To model the slow and fast dynamics in the system, we assume that it is possible to split the configuration and the

potential energy into a slow and a fast part. The configuration q is split into slow variables qs ∈ R
ks

q and fast variables

q f ∈R
k f

q with q =

[
qs

q f

]
and ks

q+k f
q = kq. The potential energy is split into a slow potential energy V(qs,q f ) and a fast

potential energy W(q f ), with U(q)=V(qs,q f )+W(q f ). Then, the Lagrangian of the multirate system reads L(q, q̇)=
L(qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f ) = T(qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f )−V(qs,q f )−W(q f ). The action is the integral over time of the Lagrangian with

the split potential in the closed time interval [t0, t1].

S[qs,q f ] =
∫ t1

t0

{
T(qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f )−V(qs,q f )−W(q f )

}
dt

Following Marsden [7, Section 3.1] and Ober-Blöbaum [9], to add external forces resulting from non-conservative

influences like dissipation and friction, control forces from actuators, and external loading on the mechanical system,

the Lagrange-d’Alembert principle is used, where the virtual work of the external forces is added to the first variation

of the action. We use the external forces to steer a mechanical system in an optimal control problem. Therefore, the

external forces need to be controllable. For this, we introduce a control path u(t) ∈R
ku . The external forces depending

on the control path f(q, q̇,u) ∈ R
ku with ku ≤ kq, are called control forces and u serves as an input to the mechanical

system.

Let the external forces in the multirate setting act on the slow and the fast part of the mechanical system sepa-

rately. Therefore, as for the configuration, we assume that it is possible to split the forces f and the control path

u into a slow part and a fast part. The slow control path is us ∈ R
ks

u and the fast control path u f ∈ R
k f

u where

u =

[
us

u f

]
and ks

u + k f
u = ku. With this, we can write the slow forces as fs(qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f ,us,u f ) ∈ R

ks
u and the fast

forces as f f (qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f ,us,u f ) ∈ R
k f

u . Although the slow and fast forces act on the slow and fast system separately,

both may depend on the slow as well as on the fast controls. Then, the multirate Lagrange-d’Alembert principle in the

closed time interval [t0, t1] with the slow and fast forces reads as follows.

δ
∫ t1

t0
L(qs, q̇s,q f , q̇ f )dt +

∫ t1

t0

{
fs(qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f ,us,u f )δqs + f f (qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f ,us,u f )δq f} dt = 0 (1)

for variations vanishing at the start- and endpoints δqs(t0) = δqs(t1) = 0 and δq f (t0) = δq f (t1) = 0. The multirate

Lagrange-d’Alembert principle seeks curves qs and q f that fulfil the following multirate forced Euler-Lagrange equa-

tions.

D1L(qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f )− d

dt

(
D3L(qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f )

)
+ fs = 0 (2a)

D2L(qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f )− d

dt

(
D4L(qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f )

)
+ f f = 0 (2b)

with Di the derivative operator with respect to the i-th argument.

Legendre transform The Legendre transform is used in mechanics to transform the Lagrangian to the Hamiltonian.

In this transformation, the variables are transformed from state space variables (q, q̇) to phase space variables (q,p),
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where p is the conjugate momentum. In the multirate setting, with the split q, it transforms from (qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f ) to

(qs,q f ,ps,p f ) where ps is the slow conjugate momentum and p f is the fast conjugate momentum defined by

ps = D3L(qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f ) (3)

p f = D4L(qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f ) (4)

Underactuted systems A system (2) is called underactuated, if the number of inputs is less than the dimension of

the configuration space [3, Section 5], i.e. ku < kq see also [2, Section 4.6]. In the multirate case, an underactuated

system can be defined as in the single rate case by ku < kq, where there is either the slow system underactuated ks
u < ks

q,

or the fast system k f
u < k f

q , or both. If a system is underactuated, it does not necessarily mean that this system is not

controllable. Controllability is defined by Bloch in [2, Definition 4.2.1] as follows. A system is said to be controllable

if for any two points qt0 and qt1 in Q, a smooth manifold in R
kq , there exists an admissible control u defined on some

time interval [t0, t1] such that the system with initial condition qt0 reaches the point qt1 in time t1 − t0. In sense of this

definition, we assume in this work that the underactuated example system, presented in Section 3.1, is controllable.

Discrete forced multirate Euler-Lagrange equations In the discrete setting, we derive the discrete forced multirate

Euler-Lagrange equations via a discrete form of the multirate Lagrange-d’Alembert principle. First, we define two time

grids, the macro time grid and the micro time grid, see Figure 1. For the macro time grid, we define a sequence of

N +1 time nodes {tn}N
n=0 with tn = t0 +nΔT where ΔT = const is the macro time step and t0 +NΔT = t1. The micro

time grid subdivides each macro time interval into p equally spaced time intervals. Between two nodes on the macro

time grid, we now have p−1 micro time nodes, resulting in {tm
n }p

m=0 with tm
n = t0+nΔT +mΔt where n = 0, . . . ,N−1,

m = 0, . . . , p and Δt = const is the micro time step with ΔT = pΔt. Figure 1 shows the macro and the micro time grid.

In the figure it is shown that on every macro time node, two micro time nodes coincide, except for the first and the last

macro time node. We denote the case where the two time grids coincide for p = 1 the single rate case. On the two

time grids, we can define discrete paths approximating qs, q f , us, and u f . The macro time grid provides the domain

for the discrete slow variables qs
d and the discrete slow controls us

d , while the micro time grid provides the domain for

the discrete fast variables q f
d and the discrete fast controls u f

d . We approximate the trajectory of qs and q f by piecewise

polynomials of degree one, i.e by piecewise linear functions interpolating the configuration in qs
d and q f

d . The control

paths us and u f are approximated by piecewise polynomials of degree zero, meaning by piecewise constant values in

us
d and in u f

d . Then, we can introduce the following discrete trajectories.

qs
d = {qs

n}N
n=0 with qs

n ≈ qs(tn) (5)

q f
d =

N−1⋃
n=0

{q f ,m
n }p

m=0 with q f ,m
n ≈ q f (tm

n ) and q f
n = {q f ,m

n }p
m=0 (6)

us
d = {us

n}N−1
n=0 with us

n ≈ us(tn+1/2) (7)

u f
d =

N−1⋃
n=0

{u f ,m
n }p−1

m=0 with u f ,m
n ≈ u f (tm+1/2

n ) and u f
n = {u f ,m

n }p−1
m=0 (8)

where qs and q f are approximated at the time nodes and us and u f at the midpoints of the corresponding time grid

intervals.

For the discrete multirate Lagrange-d’Alembert principle, we need an approximation of the action integral and of the

virtual work of the external forces in (1). To approximate the integrals, we use numerical quadrature. We define the

Figure 1: Macro and micro time grids
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discrete Lagrangian as an approximation of the action integral for one macro time step.

Ln = Ld(qs
n,q

s
n+1,q

f
n)≈

tn+1∫
tn

{
T(qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f )−V(qs,q f )−W(q f )

}
dt (9)

The discrete action sum, approximating the action integral, is the sum over all macro time steps of Ld .

Sd [qs
d ,q

f
d ] =

N−1

∑
n=0

Ld(qs
n,q

s
n+1,q

f
n) (10)

Next, we approximate the virtual work of the external forces. Here, we follow [7, 9] and approximate the slow

and the fast control forces by discrete left and right forces f+d and f−d . For the slow forces, we define the dis-

crete left and right slow forces fs±d (qs
n,qs

n+1,q
f
n ,us

n,u
f
n) and for the fast forces, the discrete left and right fast forces

f f ,m±
d (qs

n,qs
n+1,q

f ,m
n ,q f ,m+1

n ,us
n,u

f ,m
n ). The discrete virtual work of the discrete forces approximates the virtual work

of the external forces in one macro time step.

fsd
−(qs

n,q
s
n+1,q

f
n ,u

s
n,u

f
n)δqs

n + fsd
+(qs

n,q
s
n+1,q

f
n ,u

s
n,u

f
n)δqs

n+1+

p−1

∑
m=0

{
f f ,m
d

−
(qs

n,q
s
n+1,q

f ,m
n ,q f ,m+1

n ,us
n,u

f ,m
n )δq f ,m

n + f f ,m
d

+
(qs

n,q
s
n+1,q

f ,m
n ,q f ,m+1

n ,us
n,u

f ,m
n )δq f ,m+1

n

}
≈
∫ tn+1

tn

{
fs(qs, q̇s,q f , q̇ f ,us,u f )δqs + f f (qs, q̇s,q f , q̇ f ,us,u f )δq f} dt (11)

The discrete multirate Lagrange-d’Alembert principle requires the first variation of the action sum and the sum over

all macro time steps of the discrete virtual work to vanish for all variations δqs
0 = δqs

N = 0 and δq f ,0
0 = δq f ,p

N−1 = 0
vanishing at the start- and endpoints.

δ
N−1

∑
n=0

{Ln}+
N−1

∑
n=0

{
fsn

−δqs
n + fsn

+δqs
n+1 +

p−1

∑
m=0

{
f f ,m
n

−δq f ,m
n + f f ,m

n
+δq f ,m+1

n

}}
= 0 (12)

where fsn
± = fsd

±(qs
n,qs

n+1,q
f
n ,us

n,u
f
n) and f f ,m

n
±
= f f

d
±
(qs

n,qs
n+1,q

f ,m
n ,q f ,m+1

n ,us
n,u

f ,m
n ). This principle seeks curves

(qs
d ,q

f
d ) that fulfil the following discrete forced multirate Euler-Lagrange equations.

Dqs
n (Ln +Ln−1) + fsn

− + fs,+n−1 = 0 (13a)

Dq f ,0
n

(Ln +Ln−1) + f f ,0
n

−
+ f f ,p−1

n−1

+
= 0 (13b)

Dq f ,m
n

(Ln) + f f ,m
n

−
+ f f ,m−1

n
+
= 0 (13c)

with D[·] is the derivative operator with respect to the argument [·]. We now choose the midpoint rule on the fine time

grid (using linear interpolation for qs) for approximating the integrals of T, V, and W in (9). The virtual work is

approximated using the midpoint rule for f in (11). With the control parameters at the midpoints of the time grids as in

(7) and (8), this gives a second order method, see [7, 9] and Section 3.2.

Discrete Legendre transform The discrete Legendre transform is used to transform the discrete Lagrangian to the

discrete Hamiltonian. There, two transformations can be defined, from the discrete state space variables (qn,qn+1) to

the discrete phase space variables (qn,pn) or (qn+1,pn+1). In the multirate setting, the discrete slow and fast conjugate

momentum is defined in the following way.

ps−
n =−Dqs

nLd(qs
n,q

s
n+1,q

f
n)− fs−n n = 0, . . . ,N −1 (14)

p f ,m−
n =−Dq f ,m

n
Ld(qs

n,q
s
n+1,q

f
n)− f f ,m−

n n = 0, . . . ,N −1, m = 0, . . . , p−1 (15)

ps+
n = Dqs

nLd(qs
n−1,q

s
n,q

f
n−1)+ fs+n−1 n = 1, . . . ,N (16)

p f ,m+
n = Dq f ,m

n
Ld(qs

n,q
s
n+1,q

f
n)+ f f ,m−1+

n n = 0, . . . ,N −1, m = 1, . . . , p (17)
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2.2. Optimal Control of Multirate Systems
Here, we state an optimal control problem for mechanical systems with dynamics on different time scales. For this, the

multirate mechanical system is described by the multirate Euler-Lagrange equations for forced systems in Equation (2).

Because the configuration and the controls are split, all boundary conditions, e.g. start and end conditions, and the cost

function and objective functional have to be considered depending on the slow and fast quantities. With this we assume

that it is possible to split the cost function into a slow cost function Cs depending only on slow quantities and a fast

cost function C f depending only on fast quantities, resulting in a objective functional reading J(qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f ,us,u f ) =∫ t1

t0

{
Cs(qs, q̇s,us)+C f (q f , q̇ f ,u f )

}
dt. As boundary conditions at the start- and endpoints, we prescribe slow and fast

positions qst0 , q f t0 , qst1 , q f t1 and velocities q̇st0 , q̇ f t0 , q̇st1 , q̇ f t1 . We bundle the boundary conditions on the start point

in a and on the end point in r. Additional path constraints are described via the inequality constraints b. The continuous

multirate optimal control problem is stated in the following.

min
qs,q f ,q̇s,q̇ f ,us,u f

J
(
qs,q f q̇s, q̇ f ,us,u f ) (18a)

subject to

multirate Euler-Largange equations for forced systems in (2) (18b)

0 = a
(
qs(t0),q f (t0), q̇s(t0), q̇ f (t0),qst0 ,q f t0 , q̇st0 , q̇ f t0

)
(18c)

0 ≤ b
(
qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f ,us,u f ) (18d)

0 = r
(
qs(t1),q f (t1), q̇s(t1), q̇ f (t1),qst1 ,q f t1 , q̇st1 , q̇ f t1

)
(18e)

A feasible curve is a curve (qs,q f ,us,u f ) that fulfils the constraints (18b) – (18e). A locally optimal solution is a

feasible curve (qs∗,q f ∗,us∗,u f ∗) with J(qs∗,q f ∗,us∗,u f ∗)≤ J(qs,q f ,us,u f ) for all feasible curves (qs,q f ,us,u f ) in

a neighbourhood. Necessary conditions for qs∗,q f ∗,us∗,u f ∗ to be an optimal solution are derived by the Pontryagin

maximum principle, see [9].

2.3. Discrete Mechanics and Optimal Control of Multirate Systems
In this section, we develop a multirate optimal control simulation method, by extending DMOC with the variational

multirate integrator for forced systems. For this, we replace the objective functional, the equations of motion, the

boundary conditions, and the inequality constraints in (18) with their corresponding discrete versions. The discrete

cost function Cd approximates the objective functional in one macro time step, here using the midpoint rule and finite

differences.

Cd(qs
n,q

s
n+1,q

f
n ,u

s
n,u

f
n) = ΔTCs

(
qs

n+1 +qs
n

2
,

qs
n+1 −qs

n

ΔT
,us

n

)
+

Δt
p−1

∑
m=0

C f

(
q f ,m+1

n +q f ,m
n

2
,

q f ,m+1
n −q f ,m

n

Δt
,u f ,m

n

)
(19)

The discrete objective function Jd(qs
d ,q

f
d ,u

s
d ,u

f
d) is the sum over all macro time steps, n= 0, . . . ,N−1 of Cd . Boundary

conditions at the start and end state need to be transformed from state space variables to phase space variables, because

the velocities approximated with finite differences lie in a time interval [tn, tn+1], the conditions however correspond to a

time node, see [9, Section 2.2]. The conditions on the start point in ad consist of conditions on the configuration and the

conditions on the velocity transformed with (3) and (4) from state space variables (q̇st0 q̇ f t0 ) to phase space variables

(pst0 p f t0 ). Using (14) and (15) the initial conditions qs
0 = qst0 , q f ,0

0 = q f t0 , ps,−
0 = pst0 , p f ,0−

0 = p f t0 are collected in

ad . Similarly rd collects the final conditions qs
N = qst1 , q f ,p

N−1 = q f t1 , ps,+
N = pst1 , p f ,p+

N−1 = p f t1 using (16) and (17).

The discrete inequality constraints bd(qs
n,qs

n+1,q
f
n ,us

n,u
f
n) with n = 0, . . . ,N − 1 approximate b on every macro time

interval [tn, tn+1], rather than on one time node, meaning that the formulation on the velocity level can be maintained.

Our discrete multirate optimal control problem can now be written in the following way.

min
qs

d ,q
f
d ,u

s
d ,u

f
d

Jd

(
qs

d ,q
f
d ,u

s
d ,u

f
d

)
=

N−1

∑
n=0

Cd
(
qs

n,q
s
n+1,q

f
n ,u

s
n,u

f
n
)

(20a)
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subject to

variational multirate integration equations (13) (20b)

0 = ad

(
qs

0,q
s
1,q

f
0 ,u

s
0,u

f
0 ,q

st0 ,q f t0 , q̇st0 , q̇ f t0
)

(20c)

0 ≤ bd
(
qs

n,q
s
n+1,q

f
n ,u

s
n,u

f
n
)
, n = 0, . . . ,N −1 (20d)

0 = rd

(
qs

N−1,q
s
N ,q

f
N−1,u

s
N−1,u

f
N−1,q

st1 ,q f t1 , q̇st1 , q̇ f t1
)

(20e)

A curve (qs
d ,q

f
d ,u

s
d ,u

f
d ) is a feasible curve, if it fulfils the constraints (20b) – (20e). A local minimum is a feasible curve

(q̂s
d , q̂

f
d , û

s
d , û

f
d ) with Jd

(
q̂s

d , q̂
f
d , û

s
d , û

f
)
≤ Jd

(
qs

d ,q
f
d ,u

s
d ,u

f
d

)
for all feasible curves (qs

d ,q
f
d ,u

s
d ,u

f
d ) in a neighbourhood.

The problem in (20) results in a constrained nonlinear optimisation problem, also called nonlinear programming prob-

lem (NLP) that is an objective function has to be minimised subject to algebraic equality and inequality constraints [9].

Then, an optimal solution has to fulfil the Karush Kuhn-Tucker conditions. Note that for p = 1 the multirate method is

equivalent to DMOC.

2.4. Implementation
The discrete forced multirate Euler-Lagrange equations are derived from a discrete Lagrangian using symbolic differen-

tiation with the Matlabs Symbolic Math Toolbox. In forward dynamic simulation, we solve the nonlinear equations in

(13) using a Newton-Raphson iteration method. The needed gradient of the system (13) is also derived symbolically in

Matlab. Since, the multirate optimal control simulation method results in a NLP, we use sequential quadratic program-

ming (SQP) [8], an efficient solver for NLP problems, in the implementation of the Matlab function fmincon. For the

SQP algorithm in fmincon, it is possible to provide user defined gradients of Jd and the constraints (20b) – (20e). The

gradients of the constraints we provide in fmincon, are also derived symbolically. All symbolically derived equations

are saved as Matlab functions, to use them in the simulation methods.

3. Numerical Studies
Here, we first numerically investigate the convergence of the forced multirate integration scheme and afterwards the

convergence of the numerical multirate optimal control method. Then, we compare the computational effort of the

multirate method to the computational effort of the single rate version DMOC. The studies are done investigating the

spring pendulum, which we present next.

3.1. Example System
The spring pendulum is illustrated in Figure 2. It consist of two point masses m1 and m2. Here, m1 is connected to

the origin by a rigid link of length �1. The mass m2 is attached to m1 with a passive spring with spring constant c and

slack length �2. The angle φ of m1 with the x-axis, is the slow variable. The length of the spring is denoted ψ which is

chosen to be the fast variable. There is no angular degree of freedom between m1 and m2. The system is actuated by

the torque τ acting only on the angle φ . With this, ku < kq holds, meaning that this system is underactuated. To ensure

that the system has dynamics on different time scales, we set m1 >> m2 and choose a stiff spring. For the system the

kinetic and potential energies and the external forcing read

T(qs,q f , q̇s, q̇ f ) =
1

2

(
(m1�

2
1 +m2(�1 +ψ)s)φ̇ 2 +m2ψ̇2

)
(21a)

V(qs,q f ) = (m1�1 +m2(�1 +ψ))gsinφ (21b)

W(q f ) =
1

2
c(ψ − �2)

2 (21c)

fs(qs,q f ,us,u f ) = τ (21d)

with the gravitational constant g.

The parameters of the spring pendulum for the numerical studies are set to m1 = 1kg, m2 = 0.1kg, �1 = 1m, �2 =
0.1m, c = 200 N

m , and g = 9.81 m
s2 .

3.2. Numerical Convergence Study
We first look at the convergence of the forced variational multirate integration and the multirate optimal control simu-

lation method. To numerically show convergence, we calculate the error of a simulated trajectory with respect to the
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Figure 2: Spring pendulum with variables, torque, and masses

trajectory of a reference solution. The reference solution is the solution of a single rate simulation with a tiny time step.

Since, we have chosen two time grids, we can calculate the error on the macro grid for the complete q or on the micro

time grid for q f only. Here, we restrict us to calculating the error only on the macro time nodes, which is defined for q
by

emac
q = sup

n=0,...,N
{‖qn −qre f (tn)‖} (22)

where here qn =

[
qs

n

q f ,0
n

]
and qre f (tn) =

[
qs

re f (tn)
q f

re f (tn)

]
. The error in p is defined in the same way. The error in u is only

calculated for the optimal control simulations.

emac
u = sup

n=0,...,N−1

{‖un −ure f (tn+1/2)‖} (23)

For the convergence study, we need to refine the time grids. In both studies, we choose p = const, which then yields

Δt,ΔT → 0. The error is then calculated for simulations with decreasing time steps. Here, the time nodes of the coarser

grids coincide with the time nodes of the fine grid for the reference solution. Because the reference is the solution of a

simulation, ure f is a discrete trajectory where the reference controls are at the midpoints of the reference time grid. The

midpoints of the coarser grids however also match with time nodes of the reference grid, where there is no reference

control. In order to calculate of the error in u, ure f (tn+1/2) at a time node is calculated as the mean value of the two

controls at the left and right of the time node.

3.2.1. Forced Variational Multirate Integration

In the simulations of the forward dynamics, we need to prescribe a path ud , as an input of the system. An easy choice

is to set ud = const for the simulation time, but other paths are possible. For the simulations, ud should be chosen not

too high, here it is set to ud = 5. The systems starts at rest at φ t0 = 0,ψ t0 = 0.12 and is simulated to the simulation

end time t1 = 1s The reference solution is calculated as a forced single rate variational integration with a time step size

of Δt = 10−6s. Figure 3 shows the error in qd and pd versus ΔT for the variational multirate integration scheme with

p = 5 and Δt ∈ {1∗10−2,5∗10−3,1∗10−3,5∗10−4,1∗10−4}. The error is calculated with (22). Both plots show that

the error in qd and pd converges with an order of two to the single rate reference solution.

3.2.2. Multirate Optimal Control

For an optimal control problem, in addition to the error in qd , pd , we also compute the error in ud and Jd . The error in

the objective function is given by emac
J = ‖Jd −Jre f ‖. The numerical optimal control problem is solved using an SQP

algorithm, see Section 2.4, which only finds local minima, meaning that a different initial guess can lead to a different

locally optimal solution. For the convergence study, we need to always find the same minimum as we found in the

reference solution. To make sure that the same minimum is found, we use the reference solution as an initial guess

for simulations, as done in [9]. We calculate a rest to rest manoeuvre with fixed end time of t1 = 1s from the lower

equilibrium to the upper equilibrium point for the pendulum and from stretched to gravitational equilibrium length for

the spring which gives us as initial state qt0 = [−π
2 ,0.19]T ,pt0 = [0,0]T and and end state qt1 = [π

2 ,0.1−g∗m2/c]T ,pt1 =

[0,0]T . In the simulations we use a cost function Cs
d = 1

2 u2
n to minimise the control effort. The reference solution is
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Figure 3: Error for qd (left) and pd (right) versus ΔT for the multirate variational integrator with p = 5
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Figure 4: Error of q and p (left), u (middle) and J (right) versus ΔT for single rate (DMOC)

calculated with a time step Δt = 5 ∗ 10−4s and the trajectories are calculated for Δt ∈ {2 ∗ 10−2,1 ∗ 10−2,5 ∗ 10−3,1 ∗
10−3}s and p ∈ {1,5}. To numerically show that the our simulation method for the multirate optimal control problem

with p = 1 is equivalent to DMOC, we present the errors for p = 1. After this we investigate the multirate case with

p = 5.

Figure 4 illustrates the errors of qd , pd , ud and Jd versus ΔT for the optimal control simulation method with p = 1.

The numerical convergence study in [9] shows that DMOC converges with order two for qd and ud for a midpoint rule

in the Lagrangian and ud approximated at the midpoints of the time interval. The left and middle plot shows that our

method converges with the same order of two for qd and ud . Also it is seen that our method converges in pd with an

order of two. With the right plot we show, that the method does converge to the same local minimum as the reference

solution as the value of the discrete objective sum converges to the value of the reference solution with an order of two.

Figure 5 shows the same errors as Figure 4 for the multirate optimal control simulation method with p = 5. In the

left and the middle plot, we see that the multirate method converges also with an order of two for qd , pd , and ud , as

does DMOC. The right plot shows that the value of the discrete objective sum converges to the value of the reference

solution with an order of two, illustrating that the same local minimum as in the reference solution is found.

In this section, we have seen that the forced variational multirate integration and the multirate optimal control method
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Figure 5: Error of q and p (left), u (middle) and J (right) versus ΔT for p = 5
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Figure 7: Number of iterations (left) and average computing time for one SQP iteration (right) versus p ∈
{1,5,8,10,20} for Δt = 5∗10−3s

converge with an order of two, if the midpoint rule is used and the control parameters are approximated at the midpoints

of the time grid. This is consistent with the proof for single rate integration scheme in [7] and consistent with the

analytical proof and numerical verification for DMOC in [9].

3.3. Computing Time Study
Here, we look at the question how much computing time can be saved using the multirate optimal control simulation

method compared to the single rate case (DMOC). To answer the question, we compare computing times of multirate

optimal control simulation method for different p with the computing time of the single rate case p = 1 for the same

accuracy in the fast quantities, i.e. Δt = const for all p. Then, an increase in p leads to an increase in ΔT = pΔt. For

the simulation time, this leads to less slow unknowns in the optimal control simulation method which is illustrated by
t1
Δt

(
1

p

(
ks

q + ks
u
)
+
(
k f

q + k f
u
))

, where t1 is the simulation end time. As for the convergence study, it is important to

compare computing times for finding the same optimal solution. Therefore, again the single rate reference solution is

used as the initial guess in the optimisation. For the computing time study, we use the same rest to rest manoeuvre as

for the convergence study. For every combination of Δt and p we do ten time measurements with the Matlab build in

functions tic and toc. The presented computing time is the average value of the ten measurements calculated with the

Matlab function mean. We also present the standard deviation, which we calculate with the Matlab function std

Figure 6 shows the total computing time and the number of unknowns versus p ∈ {1,5,8,10,20} for Δt = 5 ∗ 10−3s.

We see in the left plot that we save computing time for p ∈ {5,8,10,20} compared to the single rate case p = 1.

The decrease in computing time corresponds to a decrease in the number of unknowns in the right plot. We can further

explain the savings with Figure 7 which shows the number of iterations and the average computing time for one iteration

versus p. We see that the average computing time per iteration and the number of iterations decreases with an increase

in p which both contribute to the computing time savings. Also, we see a local peak at p = 10. This peak is seen in

all plots showing that the total computing time increase is due to an increase in the needed iterations and an increase in

the average computing time for one iteration at p = 10.
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Figure 8: Computing time (left) and number of iterations (right) versus p ∈ {1,5,8,10,20} for Δt = 1∗10−2s

Figure 8 presents the total computing time and number of iterations versus p∈ {1,5,8,10,20} with a larger Δt = 10−2s.

We see a local peak in the number of iterations needed at p = 5 which corresponds also to a higher computational

effort. This corresponds to the local peaks at p = 10 in Figures 6 and 7, as they appear at the same macro time step

ΔT = 5 ∗ 10−2s. A short check reveals that ΔT = 5 ∗ 10−2 is near the eigenfrequency of the spring-mass harmonic

oscillator, which causes the increased effort of the solver to find a solution.

4. Conclusion
In this work, we develop a multirate version of DMOC and investigate its performance regarding convergence and

computing time. To develop the multirate version of DMOC, we have first introduced a forced variational multirate

integration scheme. We have used this to formulate the multirate version of DMOC. The behaviour regarding conver-

gence and computing time has been studied with the help of an example system, the spring pendulum. Using linear

interpolation in qd and constant interpolation in ud and as numeric quadrature the midpoint rule, we have numerically

shown that the forced variational multirate integrator converges with order two to a single rate reference solution. Also,

the multirate version of DMOC converges with an order of two to the single rate reference solution in qd , pd , ud , and

Jd . Finally, we have investigated the computing time of the multirate version of DMOC. Compared to DMOC with the

same accuracy in the fast variables, the multirate method saves up to 20 times computational effort at p = 20.
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Abstract
Optimizing the dynamic response of mechanical systems is often a necessary step during the early stages of product

development cycles. For gradient-based optimization methods, this is a complex problem that requires to carry out

the sensitivity analysis of the system dynamics equations. These are often expressed as a highly nonlinear system of

Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) or Differential Algebraic Equations (DAEs), if a dependent set of generalized

coordinates with its corresponding kinematic constraints is used to describe the motion. Two main techniques are

currently available to perform the sensitivity analysis of a multibody system, namely the direct differentation and the

adjoint variable methods.

In this paper, we derive the equations that correspond to the direct sensitivity analysis of the index-3 augmented La-

grangian formulation with velocity and acceleration projections (ALI3-P formulation). The analysis is limited to sys-

tems with holonomic constraints. The evaluation of the system sensitivities requires the solution of three Tangent

Linear Models (TLMs): the first one, which is an index-3 augmented Lagrangian DAE problem, corresponds to the

dynamics equations of motion, and the two additional ones are for the velocity and acceleration projections, which are

nonlinear systems of equations. The method was validated in the sensitivity analysis of a five-bar linkage with spring

elements, which had been used as benchmark problem for similar multibody dynamics formulations.

Keywords: multibody system dynamics, sensitivity analysis, index-3 augmented Lagrangian formulation

1. Introduction
Sensitivity analysis of the dynamics of multibody systems is essential for design optimization and optimal control.

Dynamic sensitivities, when needed, are often calculated by means of finite differences but, depending on the number

of parameters involved, this procedure can be very demanding in terms of time, and the accuracy obtained can be very

poor in many cases.

In previous works, the sensitivity equations of index-3 DAE, index-1 DAE, Baumgarte, and penalty formulations

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] were derived, using either direct differentiation (forward sensitivity), adjoint variable (adjoint

sensitivity) or both methods depending on the publication.

The index-3 augmented Lagrangian formulation with velocity and acceleration projections (the ALI3-P formulation)

is an efficient and robust method to carry out the forward-dynamics simulation of multibody systems modeled in

dependent coordinates, which outperforms the behavior of the aforementioned formulations in many cases. It was

extensively used for the real-time simulation of different systems with human and hardware in the loop, some of them

including complex phenomena like flexibility [9], contact with friction [10, 11], non-holonomic constraints [12], and

singular configurations [13].

In [14] the sensitivity analysis equations of several formulations of interest for this work were derived. Based on those

previous derivations, the forward sensitivity equations of the ALI3-P formulation presented in [12] are derived here

and applied to a test case.

2. ALI3-P Formulation
The equations of motion of the ALI3-P formulation were thoroughly described in [12] for holonomic and non-holonomic

systems. A summary of the basics of the formulation is provided here; in this work a simplified version of the formu-

lation, with holonomic constraints only and without the generalized-α integration scheme, will be used.
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Let us consider a multibody system modeled in terms of a set of parameters, ρρρ ∈ Rp, with q(ρρρ, t) ∈ Rnc dependent

coordinates related by m holonomic constraints ΦΦΦ(q,ρρρ, t) ∈ Rm. The formulation equations of motion (EOM) have

the following expressions

Mq̈+ΦΦΦT
q

(
λλλ ∗(i+1) +αααΦΦΦ

)
= Q (1a)

λλλ ∗(i+1) = λλλ ∗(i) +αααΦΦΦ(i+1); i > 0 (1b)

where M(q,ρρρ) ∈Rnc×nc is the mass matrix of the system, ΦΦΦq (q,ρρρ, t) ∈Rm×nc is the Jacobian matrix of the vector of

constraints, ααα ∈Rm×m is a diagonal matrix containing the penalty factors associated with the constraints, Q(q, q̇,ρρρ, t)∈
Rnc is the vector of generalized forces, i = 0,1,2, ... is the iteration index of the approximate Lagrange multipliers

λλλ ∗ (ρρρ, t) ∈Rm. These converge for i → ∞ to λλλ , which are the ones resulting from the solution of the classical index-3

DAE system.

The algorithm in Eqs. (1) is often combined with a numerical integration scheme to solve the dynamics equations

following a Newton-Raphson iterative approach. Several formulas can be used; the Newmark method [15] is a popular

choice

q̇n =
γ

βh
qn − ̂̇qn−1 ; where ̂̇qn−1 =

γ
βh

qn−1 +

(
γ
β
−1

)
q̇n−1 +h

(
γ

2β
−1

)
q̈n−1 (2a)

q̈n =
1

βh2
qn − ̂̈qn−1 ; where ̂̈qn−1 =

1

βh2
qn−1 +

1

βh
q̇n−1 +

(
1

2β
−1

)
q̈n−1 (2b)

where β and γ are scalar parameters of the integrator, and h is the integration step-size. Subscript n denotes the time

step. If β = 0.25 and γ = 0.5, Eqs. (2) are those of the well-known trapezoidal rule. When the expressions in Eqs. (2)

are introduced in the equations of motion (1a), establishing the dynamic equilibrium at time tn, the system dynamics is

formulated as the following system of nonlinear equations

g(q, q̇,ρρρ) =
[
Mq+βh2ΦΦΦT

q

(
λλλ ∗(i+1) +αααΦΦΦ

)
−βh2Q

]
n
−βh2M̂̈qn−1 = 0 (3)

In each iteration of the Newton-Raphson process an increment of the generalized coordinates is evaluated[
dg(q)

dq

]i

Δqi+1 =− [g(q)]i (4)

with the approximate tangent matrix [
dg(q)

dq

]
= M+ γhC+βh2

(
ΦΦΦT

qαααΦΦΦq +K
)

(5)

where K =−Qq =−∂Q/∂q and C =−Qq̇ =−∂Q/∂ q̇. The Lagrange multipliers λλλ ∗
can also be updated during this

iterative process with the expression in Eq. (1b). Upon convergence of the iterative process at time-step tn, the sets

of positions, qn, velocities, q̇∗
n and accelerations q̈∗

n, are obtained. The set of positions q exactly fulfills the constraint

equations ΦΦΦ = 0, within the convergence tolerance of the algorithm; on the contrary, the satisfaction of Φ̇ΦΦ = 0 and

Φ̈ΦΦ= 0 is not as good and the sets of velocities and accelerations, q̇∗
n and q̈∗

n have to be projected onto their corresponding

manifolds to obtain their clean counterparts, q̇n and q̈n. The expression for velocities is,(
P+ ςΦΦΦT

qαααΦΦΦq
)

q̇(i+1) = Pq̇∗ −ΦΦΦT
q

(
σσσ (i+1) + ςαααΦΦΦt

)
(6a)

σσσ (i+1) = σσσ (i) + ςαααΦ̇ΦΦ (6b)

where σσσ are the Lagrange multipliers associated to the projections of velocities, P is the weight matrix (or projection

matrix) and ς is a scalar constant for the weighting of the constraints in the projection.

Similar equations hold for the projections of accelerations.(
P+ ςΦΦΦT

qαααΦΦΦq
)

q̈(i+1) = Pq̈∗ −ΦΦΦT
q

[
κκκ(i+1) + ςααα

(
Φ̇ΦΦqq̇+ Φ̇ΦΦt

)]
(7a)

κκκ(i+1) = κκκ(i) + ςαααΦ̈ΦΦ (7b)

where κκκ are the Lagrange multipliers associated to the projections of accelerations.
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The projection equations (6) and (7) follow an iterative augmented Lagrangian scheme as in the case of the equations

of motion (1). The update equations (6b) and (7b) are intended to make the Lagrange multipliers of the projections, σσσ
and κκκ , converge together with the fixed-point iterations (6a), (7a).

In [12], the following choices were proposed for P and ς :

1. The mass-orthogonal projections of Bayo and Ledesma [16]: P = M, ς = 1.

2. The mass-stiffness-damping-orthogonal projections of Cuadrado et al. [17]: P = M+ γhC+βh2K, ς = βh2,

where γ and β are scalar coefficients of the time-stepping integrator chosen.

3. The mass-stiffness-damping-Jacobian-orthogonal projections: P = M+ γhC+βh2
[
ΦΦΦT

qq
(
αααΦΦΦ+λλλ ∗)+K

]
, ς =

βh2.

3. Forward Sensitivity of the ALI3-P Formulation
The problem is to obtain the sensitivity of the following objective function, defined in terms of the parameters, ρρρ ∈Rp,

the states and their derivatives q, q̇, q̈ ∈ Rnc and, maybe, the Lagrange multipliers of the dynamics λλλ ∗ ∈ Rm and the

Lagrange multipliers of the projections σσσ and κκκ ∈Rm.

ψ = w
(
qF , q̇F , q̈F ,λλλ ∗

F ,σσσF ,κκκF ,ρρρF
)
+
∫ tF

t0
g
(
q, q̇, q̈,λλλ ∗,σσσ ,κκκ,ρρρ

)
dt. (8)

The sensitivity of such a cost function is expressed by the following gradient,

∇ρρρ ψT =
(

wqqρρρ +wq̇q̇ρρρ +wq̈q̈ρρρ +wλλλ ∗λλλ ∗
ρρρ +wσσσ σσσρρρ +wκκκ κκκρρρ +wρρρ

)
F
+∫ tF

t0

(
gqqρρρ +gq̇q̇ρρρ +gq̈q̈ρρρ +gλλλ ∗λλλ ∗

ρρρ +gσσσ σσσρρρ +gκκκ κκκρρρ +gρρρ

)
dt.

(9)

In Eq. (9) the derivatives of functions w and g are known, since the objective function has a known expression. On

the contrary, the magnitudes qρρρ , q̇ρρρ , q̈ρρρ ∈ Rnc×p, λλλ ∗
ρρρ , σσσ ρρρ , and κκκρρρ ∈ Rm×p are the sensitivity matrices solution of a

set of p DAE systems called the Tangent Linear Model (TLM) of the equations of motion plus p velocity sensitivity

projections and p acceleration sensitivity projections.

The Tangent Linear Model (TLM) of the equations of motion can be obtained by differentiating (1) with respect to each

one of the parameters:

dM
dρk

q̈∗+M
dq̈
dρk

+
dΦΦΦT

q

dρk

(
λλλ ∗+αααΦΦΦ

)
+ΦΦΦT

q

(
dλλλ ∗

dρk
+ααα

dΦΦΦ
dρk

)
=

dQ
dρk

, (10)

dλλλ ∗(i+1)

dρk
=

dλλλ ∗(i)

dρk
+ααα

dΦΦΦ
dρk

, i > 0; k = 1, . . . , p. (11)

The sensitivity of the velocity projections is obtained differentiating Eq. (6a) with respect to the system parameters[
dP
dρk

+ ς

(
dΦΦΦT

q

dρk
αααΦΦΦq +ΦΦΦT

qααα
dΦΦΦq

dρk

)]
q̇+
(
P+ ςΦΦΦT

qαααΦΦΦq
) dq̇(i+1)

dρk
=

dP
dρk

q̇∗+P
dq̇∗

dρk
− dΦΦΦT

q

dρk
(σσσ + ςαααΦΦΦt)−ΦΦΦT

q

(
dσσσ (i+1)

dρk
+ ςααα

dΦΦΦt

dρk

) (12a)

dσσσ (i+1)

dρk
=

dσσσ (i)

dρk
+ ςααα

dΦ̇ΦΦ
dρk

(12b)

Similarly, the sensitivity of the acceleration projections,[
dP
dρk

+ ς

(
dΦΦΦT

q

dρk
αααΦΦΦq +ΦΦΦT

qααα
dΦΦΦq

dρk

)]
q̈+
(
P+ ςΦΦΦT

qαααΦΦΦq
) dq̈(i+1)

dρk
=

dP
dρk

q̈∗+P
dq̈∗

dρk

−dΦΦΦT
q

dρk

[
κκκ(i+1) + ςααα

(
Φ̇ΦΦqq̇+ Φ̇ΦΦt

)]−ΦΦΦT
q

[
dκκκ(k+1)

dρk
+ ςααα

(
dΦ̇ΦΦqq̇
dρk

+
dΦ̇ΦΦt

dρk

)] (13a)

dκκκ(i+1)

dρk
=

dκκκ(i)

dρk
+ ςααα

dΦ̈ΦΦ
dρk

(13b)
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Expanding the total derivatives in (10) and (11) and grouping them together in tensor-matrix notation leads to the

following set of p DAEs:

Mq̈∗
ρρρ +Cq̇∗

ρρρ +
(
Mqq̈∗+ΦΦΦT

qq
(
λλλ ∗+αααΦΦΦ

)
+ΦΦΦT

qαααΦΦΦq +K
)

qρρρ +ΦΦΦT
qλλλ ∗

ρρρ =

Qρρρ −Mρρρ q̈∗ −ΦΦΦT
qρρρ
(
λλλ ∗+αααΦΦΦ

)−ΦΦΦT
qαααΦΦΦρρρ

(14a)

λλλ ∗(i+1)
ρρρ = λλλ ∗(i)

ρρρ +ααα
(
ΦΦΦqqρρρ +ΦΦΦρρρ

)
(14b)

where the following terms are tensor-vector products: Mqq̈ ≡ Mq ⊗ q̈, ΦΦΦT
qq
(
λλλ ∗+αααΦΦΦ

)≡ ΦΦΦT
qq ⊗
(
λλλ ∗+αααΦΦΦ

)
, Mρρρ q̈ ≡

Mρρρ ⊗ q̈, ΦΦΦT
qρρρ
(
λλλ ∗+αααΦΦΦ

) ≡ ΦΦΦT
qρρρ ⊗ (λλλ ∗+αααΦΦΦ

)
. Using the same notation one obtains the set of projected velocity

sensitivities from Eqs. (12) (
P+ ςΦΦΦT

qαααΦΦΦq
)

q̇(i+1)
ρρρ = Pq̇∗

ρρρ +
dP
dρρρ

(
q̇∗ − q̇(i)

)
−ΦΦΦT

qq
(
σσσ + ςαααΦ̇ΦΦ

)
qρρρ −ΦΦΦT

qρρρ
(
σσσ + ςαααΦ̇ΦΦ

)−ΦΦΦT
q

(
σσσ (i+1)

ρρρ + ςαααbρρρ
) (15a)

σσσ (i+1)
ρρρ = σσσ (i)

ρρρ + ςααα
dΦ̇ΦΦ
dρρρ

(15b)

and the projected accelerations sensitivities from Eqs. (13)(
P+ ςΦΦΦT

qαααΦΦΦq
)

q̈(i+1)
ρρρ = Pq̈∗

ρρρ +
dP
dρρρ

(
q̈∗ − q̈(i)

)
−ΦΦΦT

qq
(
κκκ + ςαααΦ̈ΦΦ

)
qρρρ −ΦΦΦT

qρρρ
(
κκκ + ςαααΦ̈ΦΦ

)−ΦΦΦT
q

(
κκκ(i+1)

ρρρ + ςαααcρρρ
) (16a)

κκκ(i+1)
ρρρ = κκκ(i)

ρρρ + ςααα
dΦ̈ΦΦ
dρρρ

(16b)

where

dΦ̇ΦΦ
dρρρ

= ΦΦΦqq̇ρρρ +bρρρ (17)

dΦ̈ΦΦ
dρρρ

= ΦΦΦqq̈ρρρ + cρρρ (18)

bρρρ = (ΦΦΦqqq̇+ΦΦΦtq)qρρρ +ΦΦΦqρρρ q̇+ΦΦΦtρρρ (19)

cρρρ =
(
ΦΦΦqqq̇+ Φ̇ΦΦq +ΦΦΦtq

)
q̇ρρρ +

(
ΦΦΦqqq̈+

(
Φ̇ΦΦq
)

q q̇+
(
Φ̇ΦΦt
)

q

)
qρρρ +ΦΦΦqρρρ q̈+

(
Φ̇ΦΦq
)

ρρρ q̇+
(
Φ̇ΦΦt
)

ρρρ (20)

Observe that the term dP/dρρρ depends on the selection of the projection matrix. For the numerical experiments reported

in this paper, Bayo’s mass-orthogonal projections were selected. Accordingly,

dP
dρρρ

= Mqqρρρ +Mρρρ (21)

3.1. Algorithm Implementation
The TLM in Eqs. (14) features four sets of unknowns, namely qρρρ , q̇∗

ρρρ , q̈∗
ρρρ , and λλλ ∗

ρρρ . Eq. (14a) can be reduced to a linear

system of equations with the sensitivities qρρρ as only unknowns introducing in it the numerical integrator expressions.

If the Newmark integration scheme is used, then

q̇∗
ρρρ,n =

γ
βh

qρρρ,n − ̂̇qρρρ,n−1 ; where ̂̇qρρρ,n−1 =
γ

βh
qρρρ,n−1 +

(
γ
β
−1

)
q̇ρρρ,n−1 +h

(
γ

2β
−1

)
q̈ρρρ,n−1 (22a)

q̈∗
ρρρ,n =

1

βh2
qρρρ,n − ̂̈qρρρ,n−1 ; where ̂̈qρρρ,n−1 =

1

βh2
qρρρ,n−1 +

1

βh
q̇ρρρ,n−1 +

(
1

2β
−1

)
q̈ρρρ,n−1 (22b)

and Eq. (14a) becomes, at instant t = tn,(
1

βh2
M+

γ
βh

C+Mqq̈∗+ΦΦΦT
qq
(
λλλ ∗+αααΦΦΦ

)
+ΦΦΦT

qαααΦΦΦq +K
)

qρρρ =

Qρρρ −Mρρρ q̈∗ −ΦΦΦT
qρρρ
(
λλλ ∗+αααΦΦΦ

)−ΦΦΦT
qαααΦΦΦρρρ −ΦΦΦT

qλλλ ∗
ρρρ +M̂̈qρρρ,n−1 +Ĉ̇qρρρ,n−1

(23)
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Still, an iterative solution process is required to ensure the convergence of the sensitivities of the Lagrange multipliers,

λλλ ∗
ρρρ , which enter the right-hand side in Eq. (23). Accordingly, this equation must be solved together with the iterative

update provided in Eq. (14b). Upon convergence, the values of the sensitivities qρρρ,n and λλλ ∗
ρρρ,n are known, and the

approximate values of the sensitivities of the velocities and accelerations, q̇∗
ρρρ,n and q̈∗

ρρρ,n can be obtained from the

integrator equations, (22). Finally, the sensitivities of the projected velocities and accelerations, q̇ρρρ,n and q̈ρρρ,n are

obtained from the solution of the iterative processes in Eqs. (15)–(20). During this stage the sensitivities of the

Lagrange multipliers of the projections, σσσρρρ and κκκρρρ , are evaluated as well.

4. Numerical Example
The test case considered in this work is the five-bar mechanism shown in Figure 1. This system is made up of five

homogeneous rods connected by revolute joints at points A, 1, 2, 3, and B, with masses mA1 = m3B = 1 kg, m12 =
m23 = 1.5 kg. Gravity acts along the negative direction of the vertical axis, g = 9.81 m/s2. Two linear springs with

constant stiffness k1 = k2 = 100 N/m connect fixed point B with articulations 1 and 2. As parameters to obtain the

sensitivities, the natural lengths of the springs were chosen, ρρρT = [L01,L02]. The values of these parameters were set to

L01 =
√

22 +12 m and L02 =
√

22 +0.52 m. The system is initially at rest in the configuration shown in Fig. 1.

2

1 3

A B

1
m

1
m

1,5 m1,5 m

1 m 1 m 1 m

k1=100
k2=100L01
L02

Figure 1: The five-bar mechanism

The sensitivities of this system are well known because they were previously obtained using several different formu-

lations and approaches [18, 14]. The problem posed was the sensitivity analysis of the following objective function

dependent on the solution of the equations of motion:

ψ =

∫ tF

t0
(r2 − r20)

T (r2 − r20)dt (24)

where r2 is the global position of the point 2 and r20 is the initial position, at t = t0, of the same point. Such an objective

function was used in [14] to determine the natural lengths of the springs that make the system stay at rest in its initial

configuration, by solving the unconstrained optimization problem ρρρ = arg min
ρρρ

ψ , nevertheless only sensitivities are of

interest for this work.

The penalty formulation described in [14] was used as reference to validate the results obtained with the ALI3-P method

described in Sections 2 and 3. A 5-s long numerical integration of the dynamics was carried out with the trapezoidal

rule in Eqs. (2) and an integration step-size h = 10−2 s.

Figure 2 shows the x- and y-components of the velocity of point 2 obtained with the penalty and the ALI3-P formula-

tions. The mechanical energy of the system and its components, i.e., kinetic, gravitatory potential, and elastic potential,

are shown in Fig. 3. The system is only subjected to the action of conservative forces and, as expected, the total

mechanical energy remains constant. These results matched those obtained with other formulations, like the matrix R

formulation and the index-1 DAE formulation, reported in [18] and [14].

After the integration of the equations of motion, the system sensitivities were evaluated as well using both the penalty

and the ALI3-P formulations. The system sensitivities were integrated with the trapezoidal rule expressions for sensi-

tivities in Eqs. (22) in the first case, and with the algorithm in Section 3.1 in the latter. Figs. 4–6 show the time-history
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Figure 2: Velocities of point 2 obtained with the penalty and the ALI3-P formulations
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Figure 3: Components of the mechanical energy of the five-bar linkage. Both solution methods yielded similar results

of the sensitivities of the x-coordinate of point 2 at the configuration, velocity, and acceleration levels, with respect to

the system parameters. The gradient obtained upon completion of the integration of the sensitivities at time tF = 5 s

with the ALI3-P method was ∇ρρρ ψ = [ dψ/dL01 dψ/dL02 ] = [ −4.2294 3.2114 ]. The value obtained with the

penalty formulation was ∇ρρρ ψ = [ −4.2293 3.2112 ]. These results are in the range reported in [14].

Given the fact that the system under study is subjected only to holonomic constraints, the contribution of the velocity

and acceleration projections in Eqs. (15) and (16) to the sensitivity analysis is relatively small. In systems with

nonholonomic constraints, however, the sensitivity of the projections could not be neglected, as these constraints are

not enforced by the Newton-Raphson iteration in Eq. (4), but only by the velocity and acceleration projections in Eqs.

(6a) and (7a). The contribution could also be relevant in systems with rheonomic constraints.

5. Conclusions
The present paper reports the sensitivity equations that correspond to the index-3 augmented Lagrangian formulation

with velocity and acceleration projections, for multibody systems with holonomic constraints. The sensitivity equations

were formulated as a Tangent Linear Model (TLM) for the Newton-Raphson iterative solution of the dynamics at

the configuration level, plus two additional systems of equations for the velocity and acceleration projections. The

algorithm equations can be combined with the numerical integration formulas to deliver the sensitivities of the system

generalized coordinates as the solution of a system of nonlinear equations; the sensitivities of the generalized velocities

and accelerations are obtained from the solution of the systems of nonlinear equations that result from the differentiation

of the projections equations with respect to the system parameters.
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Figure 4: Sensitivities of the x-coordinate of point 2 with respect to the system parameters, evaluated with the penalty

and the ALI3-P formulations
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Figure 5: Sensitivities of the x-component of the velocity of point 2 with respect to the system parameters, evaluated

with the penalty and the ALI3-P formulations

The proposed method was validated with the sensitivity analysis of a five-bar linkage with linear springs, which had

been previously used in the literature as test problem for other sensitivity formulations. The results were compared to

existing values in the literature to show that the sensitivity analysis of the example delivered correct results.
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Abstract
Quality of motion control of a mechanical system is closely related to system’s dynamic properties which usually

limit the overall performance of mechatronic system. There are different approaches how to deal with the dynamic

response of a mechanical system in order to achieve acceptable positioning times and accuracy. This paper describes

an experimental implementation of wave based control which is one of the newer approaches in motion control. Theory

of wave based control as well as an experiment will be demonstrated on 1D chain of lumped masses and springs. Such

chain can also stand as a representation of 1D continuum and eventually be expanded to model 3D continuum.

Keywords: wave based control, multibody dynamics, motion control

1. Introduction
The control of flexible mechanical systems has been recently developed. 1D flexible mechanical system can be rep-

resented by a chain of masses with springs and dampers (Fig. 1). Different control methods can be used for vibration

suppression of such system, for example feedforward input shaping methods, model predictive control or wave based

control.

Input shaping methods work well for systems with small number of degrees of freedom and constant dynamic proper-

ties. In such case an input shaper can be developed and tuned to given mechanical system. Positioning with effectively

suppressed vibration is then possible without any feedback ([1], [2]). Model predictive control on the other hand

continually measures current state of the system and generates proper control action based on mathematical model of

the system. However these methods require good knowledge of the system in order to achieve good control perfor-

mance and the development of the control algorithm gets progressively more complex with higher number of degrees

of freedom the system has [3].

The presented wave-based control is based on the idea, that the model of the system is represented by mechanical

system itself. Knowledge of only one eigenfrequency of the system is requierd to develop the wave based control

algorithm. It is close to the idea of input shaping feedforward control with feedback obtained from one measurement

at some point of the system. The wave-based control is developed [4] and its stability is testified [5].

The paper shows experimental results with flexible system. The system of three flywheels interconnected by thin,

torsionaly flexible rods coupled to the motor is subject of control.

2. Wave Based Control
Motion of chain with n lumped masses depicted in Fig. 1 can be traditionally described by a system of n ordinary

differential equations (1).

Figure 1: Chain of concentrated masses

miẍi = bi(ẋi+1 − ẋi)+ ki(xi+1 − xi)−bi−1(ẋi − ẋi−1)− ki−1(xi − xi−1) for i = 1, ... ,n−1

mnẍn =−bn−1(ẋn − ẋn−1)− kn−1(xn − xn−1) (1)
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Another description of the system can be derived by using Laplace transform of these equations and finding transfer

functions Fi,i−1 that link positions of adjacent masses according to (2), where Xi(s) are Laplace transforms of positions

xi(t). These transfer functions can be then chained in series to model system’s response to the actuator input.

Fi,i−1(s) =
Xi(s)

Xi−1(s)
(2)

The wave based control however originates from another description based on an idea of mechanical waves propagating

through the chain [6]. In this description virtual wave propagates through the mechanical system from the actuator to

the open end of the chain where it is reflected back and propagates in opposite direction toward the actuator. Position

of each lumped mass xi(t) in any given time is then determined by a sum of the forward traveling wave ai(t) and the

returning wave bi(t). Or using Laplace transform:

Xi(s) = Ai(s)+Bi(s) (3)

Mathematical model of the physical system based on this idea is depicted in Fig. 2, where Xi(s), Ai(s) and Bi(s) are

Laplace transforms of masses positions xi(t) and wave signals ai(t), bi(t). The transfer functions Gi(s), Hi(s) and R(s)
are derived in such a way that equation 3 is fulfilled and model represents the physical system.

Figure 2: Scheme of wave based model

The idea of wave based control is then in sensing the returning wave and controlling the actuator in such a way that

this returning wave is absorbed instead of being reflected back to the system. This control action terminates the motion

at the desired position while effectively suppressing vibrations in the system. Various researches and experiments had

shown, that control system based on this idea is applicable on many different control related problems with beneficial

impact on stability and control performance [5].

However the key feature of wave based control is the fact, that very little has to be known about the controlled system’s

dynamic properties to successfully implement the control (as opposite to for example input shaping or model predictive

control [2]). Neither the knowledge of complete actual state of the system during the control is needed. The control

action is based on very localized information about the system (for example in the case of 1D lumped masses chain it

is position of the first mass x1 and roughly the stiffness k0 and first mass itself m1).

3. Description of the Mechanical System
The wave based control was implemented on mechanical system depicted in Fig. 3. It consists of three identical

aluminum flywheels connected with two thin steel shafts, third (shorter) shaft connects the first flywheel to an actuator,

which in this case is servomotor Omron R88M-W1K030F-BS2. Each of the flywheels is supported by two deep grove

ball bearings and fitted with rotary encoders Renishaw SR030A to measure its position. Total moment of inertia of each

flywheel assembly is 0,016kgm2. The connecting shafts are made of steel wire with diameter 6mm and are connected

to flywheels by bellows type couplings.
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Figure 3: Mechanical system used for implementation

Servo drive Yaskawa SGDM-10DE was used to control the actuator. It was set to position control mode of operation

with position feedback loop closed from servomotor’s encoder. This combination of servomotor and servo drive can

introduce peak moment 9,5Nm into the mechanical system.

The position control signal was generated by dSpace DS1103 PPC controller board, where the control algorithm was

running and all the measured data were collected as well.

Natural frequencies of this mechanical system (with the position control disengaged) were measured as 4,9Hz, 7,2Hz
and 8,0Hz.

4. Wave Based Control Experimental Implementation
Wave based control was used to produce control signal C fed into the servo drive according to Fig. 4 [4]. The desired

position input signal P is modulated by the wave based control scheme using information about position of the actuator

X0 and the first flywheel X1. This modulated signal is then fed into the servo drive which controls the motor by means

of traditional feedback control algorithms.

Figure 4: Implementation of wave based control scheme

Transfer function G1 of the control scheme was used in form (4), where ω was loosely based on values of the first

flywheel inertia I1 and the first connecting shaft stiffness k0 as ω =
√

k0/I1.

G(s) =
ω2

s2 +ωs+ω2
=

5184

s2 +144s+5184
(4)

Ramp signal with slope 12rads−1 and final value 2π rad was used as the desired position input signal during the

measurement. To show the beneficial effect of wave based control two measurements were carried out. In the first

measurement the ramp signal was fed directly into the servo drive and the control action was therefore based only on

the traditional feedback control. Response of the system in this case is shown in Fig. 5a.
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In the second measurement wave based control scheme was used to modulate the signal entering the servo drive.

Resulting response of the system is then shown in Fig. 5b and positioning error of both control methods can be seen in

Fig. 6.

(a) Traditional feedback loop control (b) Wave based control (WBC)

Figure 5: Mechanical system response

Figure 6: Positioning error

5. Conclusion
The goal of this article was to show the effects of wave based control method applied on flexible chain of lumped

masses. This chain as a mechanical system consisted of three flywheels and servo motor connected by shafts with

relatively low torsional stiffness when compared to flywheels’ inertia.

Strong vibratory character of such system makes its position control a challenging task. Although traditional closed

loop cascade control is able handle this vibratory character to some extent, it often comes with the price of long response

times and unsatisfactory positioning dynamics.

Experimental results introduced in this article have shown that the wave based control method has significant potential

to reduce vibratory character of flexible mechanical system. By use of this new method it is possible to achieve shorter

positioning times and higher dynamic response without the need of any detailed information about the system.
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Abstract
The control problem for robot manipulators with flexible joints is considered. This paper contains two contributions.

First, to solve the problem of the position stabilization we propose the feedback controller which uses only motor

positions. Second, we propose a design procedure for the robust controller with computed feedforward of robot ma-

nipulators which practically stabilizes a given trajectory by use only motor position sensors and link accelerometers.

Stability proof of the closed-loop system is given by the constructing the Lyapunov vector function. The proposed

schemes are applied to the model of a planar two-link robot manipulator with flexible joints to illustrate the implemen-

tation of the controllers using numerical simulation.

Keywords: feedback controller, robot manipulator, flexible joints, Lyapunov vector function, comparison system,

trajectory tracking, stabilization

1. Introduction
The control problem of robot manipulators with flexible joints causes considerable research efforts during the last

three decades. Several approaches to the control problem solution have been proposed under the assumption of the

availability of full state measurement of the robot (see, for example [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7]). Namely, these

results assume the availability of the link positions, velocities, accelerations, jerks as well as the motors velocities. In

the paper [8] the dynamical feedback control strategies are proposed for stabilization and tracking problems based on

measurements of link and joint positions and velocities. Nevertheless, in practice, it is not possible to get the full set

of the state variables for the models of robot manipulators with flexible joints. Some results [9] in regulation control

problem were achieved under the assumption on availability of joint position measurements only by using dynamic

feedback regulator. Some works that deal with the trajectory tracking control problem for flexible-joint robots based

on measurements of link and joint positions only by using filters have been reported in [10], [11].

In this paper we propose new controllers that provide an asymptotic stability of a program motion of a manipulator

with flexible joints by use only motor position sensors and link accelerometers.

Notation: Denote λmax(A) as the maximum eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix A ∈ R
n×n. For any x ∈ R

n denote ‖x‖
as the Euclidean vector norm. For any A ∈ R

n×n denote ‖A‖ as the spectral matrix norm. AT denotes the transpose

of the matrix A. E ∈ R
n×n is the identity matrix. The symbol lgn‖•‖ denotes the logarithmic norm of the matrix

corresponding to the Euclidean vector norm which is expressed as lgn‖M‖ = λmax

(
M+MT

)
/2 ∀M ∈ R

n×n, with

λmax (•) the maximum eigenvalue. Let ai : R+ → R
+ be Khan functions, i = 1,2,3. Denote also C1 as the space of

continuously differentiable functions p : Rn → R
n.

2. Problems Formulation
Consider the dynamic model of robot manipulators with elastic gearboxes, i.e. elastic joints, defined by the following

equations [12]

A(q)q̈+C(q, q̇)q̇+g(q)+D(q̇− Q̇)+K(q−Q)+d(q, q̇) = 0, JQ̈+D(Q̇− q̇)+K(Q−q) = u (1)

where q ∈ R
n and Q ∈ R

n represent the link angles and motor angles respectively, A(q) ∈ R
n×n is the inertia matrix

for the rigid links, J ∈ R
n×n is the diagonal matrix of actuators inertias reflected to the link side of the gears, J =

diag{ j1, j2, . . . , jn}> 0, the Coriolis and centrifugal torques are described by C(q, q̇)q̇, the function g(q) represents the

gravitational terms, D = diag{d1,d2, . . . ,dn}> 0 is the viscosity matrix of the springs at the joints, d(q, q̇) is the vector

of the link viscous damping, K = diag{k1,k2, . . . ,kn}> 0 is the joint stiffness matrix and u ∈ R
n is the input torque.
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Remark 1. [13] The inertia matrix for the rigid links A(q) is positive definite and for all x ∈ R
n satisfies

λ1‖x‖2 ≤ xT A(q)x ≤ λ2‖x‖2 (2)

where λ1, λ2 are some positive reals.

Remark 2. [13] The matrix (Ȧ(q)−2C(q, q̇)) is skew symmetric, that is for all x ∈ R
n the following equality holds

xT
(

1

2
Ȧ(q(t))−C(q(t), q̇(t))

)
x = 0 ∀t ≥ 0 (3)

Let q = q(0) = const be a desired position of the manipulator created by the controller u = u(0) = g(q(0)). This position

corresponds to the equilibrium position of the system (1) , such as

q̇ = Q̇ = 0, q = q(0), Q = Q(0) = q(0) +K−1g(q(0)) (4)

The problem of stabilizing the program position q = q(0) reduces to the problem of finding the control law u1 = u−u(0)

stabilizing the equilibrium position (4) .

We now consider the formulation of the trajectory tracking control problem for the manipulator with uncertainties in

the inertia parameters. For the robot model (1) , define a set X of the trajectories as

X = {q(0)(t) : [t0,+∞)→ R
n : ‖q(0)(t)‖ ≤ g0, ‖q̇(0)(t)‖ ≤ g1, ‖q̈(0)(t)‖ ≤ g2}

where functions q(0)(t) are differentiable at least two times with respect to t, gi (i = 0,1,2) are some positive constants,

t0 = const ≥ 0.

We assume that Q and q̈ are directly measured. Define as measured output z ∈ R
2n the following vector

z = (z1,z2)
T = (Q, q̈)T (5)

The technical ability to mount the multi-axis accelerometers on the robot was considered in [12].

In control practice, the exact knowledge of the inertia parameters is not always available. In this paper we assume that

there exist some uncertainties in the inertia parameters. Let the matrices A(q), C(q, q̇) and the vector g(q) be such as

A(q) = A0(q)+ΔA(q), C(q, q̇) =C0(q, q̇)+ΔC(q, q̇), g(q) = g0(q)+Δg(q) (6)

where A0(q), C0(q, q̇) and g0(q) are the available estimates. The norms of the uncertain parts ΔA(q), ΔC(q, q̇) and

Δg(q) are changed in the intervals

‖ΔA(q)‖ ≤ ΔAmax, ‖ΔC(q, q̇)‖ ≤ ΔCmax‖q̇‖, ‖Δg(q)‖ ≤ Δgmax (7)

with the known constant uncertainty bounds ΔAmax, ΔCmax and Δgmax.

The trajectory tracking control problem can be stated as that of constructing a control law u = u(t,Q, q̈) which provides

a practical asymptotic stability property for a reference trajectory q0(t) ∈ X of the robot (1) .

3. Program Position Stabilization Problem
Denote

x = q−q(0), y = Q−Q(0) (8)

Let Πu ∈ C1(Rn → R) (Πu(0) = 0) be some function, f ∈ C1(Rn → R
n) be some vector function which has a finite

number of prototypes in compact set K ⊂R
n for all c ∈R

n, or in other words the equation f (x) = c has a finite number

of the solutions in the K, P : [−h,0]→ R
n×n be the coefficients matrix satisfying the following conditions
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PT = P, f T P f ≥ α0‖ f‖2, f T ∂P(s)
∂ s

f ≥ α0‖ f‖2 ∀s ∈ [−h,0]

where α0 = const > 0.

We show that the stabilization problem can be solved by a control action with aftereffect

u(1) =−gu(y(t))−
(

∂ f (y(t))
∂y

)T t∫
t−h

P(τ − t)( f (y(t))− f (y(τ)))dτ (9)

where gu(y) = ∂Πu(y)/∂y, gu(0) = 0.

According to (1) , and (9) the equations of the perturbed motion can be written as

A(1)(x(t))ẍ(t)+C(1)(x(t), ẋ(t))ẋ(t)+g(q(0) + x(t))−g(q(0))+D(ẋ(t)− ẏ(t))+K(x(t)− y(t))+d(1)(x(t), ẋ(t)) = 0

Jÿ+D(ẏ(t)− ẋ(t))+K(y(t)− x(t)) =−gu(y(t))−
(

∂ f (y(t))
∂y

)T t∫
t−h

P(τ − t)( f (y(t))− f (y(τ)))dτ

(10)

The equations (10) are the functional differential equations with finite delay [14]. They have zero solution ẋ(t) =
ẏ(t) = 0, x(t) = y(t) = 0 corresponding to the equilibrium program position (8) . This equilibrium position is

unique if for all y = Q(0) the following inequality holds

gu(y)+g(1)(y+K−1gu(y)) = 0 (11)

Under additional assumptions one can construct the estimates of this inequality. Namely, assume that the functions

g(q) and gu(y) satisfy the inequalities

‖g(q2)−q(q1)‖ ≤ L1‖q2 −q1‖, ‖gu(y)‖ ≥ L2‖y‖, L2 >
L1

1−max(1/k1,1/k2, . . . ,1/kn)L1
(12)

Then, the inequality (11) holds [9].

The following result takes place.

Theorem 3.1. Assume that the controller (9) is such as:

1) the function Π(x,y) = Π(q(0) + x)− xT g(q(0))−Π(q(0))+Πu(y)+ (x− y)T K(x− y) is positive definite, Π(x,y) ≥
a1(‖x‖+‖y‖);
2) the inequality (11) holds in some domain {‖x‖ ≤ H = const > 0}.

Then, the controller (9) solves the problem of stabilizing the program position.

Proof. Consider the Lyapunov functional candidate as

V =
1

2
(ẋ(t))T A1(x(t))ẋ(t)+

1

2
(ẏ(t))T Jẏ(t)+Π(x(t),y(t))+

1

2
(x(t)− y(t))T K(x(t)− y(t))+

+
1

2

t∫
t−h

( f (y(t))− f (y(τ)))T P(τ − t)( f (y(t))− f (y(τ)))dτ
(13)

For the functional (13) we can obtain

a2(‖x(t)‖+‖y(t)‖)≤V ≤ a3( sup
−h≤s≤0

(‖x(t + s)‖+‖y(t + s)‖))

The time derivative of the functional (13) along the trajectories of the equation (10) satisfies
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V̇ =−(ẋ(t))T d(1)(x(t), ẋ(t))− (ẋ(t)− ẏ(t))T D(ẋ(t)− ẏ(t))−
−( f (y(t))− f (y(t −h)))T P(−h)( f (y(t))− f (y(t −h)))−

−1

2

t∫
t−h

( f (y(t))− f (y(τ)))T ∂P(τ − t)
∂τ

( f (y(t))− f (y(τ)))dτ ≤−1

2
α0

t∫
t−h

‖ f (y(t))− f (y(τ))‖2dτ ≤ 0

The motions of the system (10) belonging to the set {V̇ = 0} are such that f (y(t)) ≡ f (y(0)) = const. Using the

definition of the function f (y) on can easily obtain y(t) = const ∀t ≥ 0. From the second set of the equations (10)

one can obtain x(t) = const ∀t ≥ 0. From (11) one can get x(t) = y(t) = 0 ∀t ≥ 0. Using the Lyapunov-Krasovskii

theorem [14] we complete the proof.

Remark 3. In the work [9] the linear PI regulator was proposed to solve the problem of the program position stabiliza-

tion. In Theorem 3.1 a nonlinear PI controller has been proposed.

4. Trajectory Tracking Control Problem
For the dynamical model (1) define a new state vector (q, q̇,S)T and a new control input v as follows

S = DQ̇+K(Q−q), v = DJ−1u+(DJ−1D−K)q̇+KD−1Kq−KD−1KQ (14)

Then, we obtain the state equations as

A(q)q̈+C(q, q̇)q̇+g(q)+Dq̇+d(q, q̇) = S, Ṡ = (−DJ−1 +KD−1)S+ v (15)

Let q(0)(t) ∈ X be given trajectory. Define the function S = S(0)(t) as

S(0)(t) = A0(q(0)(t))q̈(0)(t)+C0(q(0)(t), q̇(0)(t))q̇(0)(t)+g0(q(0)(t))+Dq̇(0)(t)+d(q(0)(t), q̇(0)(t)) (16)

Define the state errors as

x = q−q(0)(t), ẋ = q̇− q̇(0)(t), y = S−S(0)(t)

Then, the error dynamic equations are obtained as

A(1)(t,x)ẍ+C(1)(t,x,2q̇(0)(t)+ ẋ)ẋ+R1(t,x)+R2(t,x, ẋ) = y−ΔS(0)(t) (17)

ẏ = (−DJ−1 +KD−1)(y−ΔS(0)(t))+ v(1) +ΔṠ(0)(t) (18)

where A(1)(t,x) = A(q(0)(t) + x), C(1)(t,x, ẋ) = C(q(0)(t) + x, ẋ), R1(t,x) = (A(q(0)(t) + x) − A(q(0)(t)))q̈(0)(t)+
(C(1)(t,x, q̇(0)(t))−C(1)(t,0, q̇(0)(t)))q̇(0)(t) + g(q(0)(t) + x)− g(q(0)(t)) + d(x + q(0)(t), q̇(0)(t))− d(q(0)(t), q̇(0)(t)),
R2(t,x, ẋ)) = Dẋ+d(x+q(0)(t), ẋ+ q̇(0)(t))−d(x+q(0)(t), q̇(0)(t)),

v(1) = v+ Ṡ(0)(t)+(DJ−1 −KD−1)S(0)(t) (19)

ΔS(0)(t) = ΔA(q(0)(t))q̈(0)(t)+ΔC(q(0)(t), q̇(0)(t))q̇(0)(t)+Δg(q(0)(t)), ΔṠ(0)(t) =
dΔS(0)(t)

dt
(20)

We assume that the functions R1(t,x) and R2(t,x, ẋ) are such as

R1(t,x) = F(t,x)p(x), R2(t,x, ẋ) = D(1)(t,x, ẋ)ẋ (21)

where F ∈ R
n×n, F(t,x) = F0(t,x) +ΔF(t,x), the term F0(t,x) consists of the A0(q), C0(q, q̇) and g0(q), the term

ΔF(t,x) consists of the ΔA(q), ΔC(q, q̇) and Δg(q), ‖ΔF(t,x)‖ ≤ ΔFmax = const > 0, the vector function p(x) is such

that p ∈C1, p(0) = 0, D(1) ∈ R
n×n is some positive definite matrix.
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In order to solve the stabilization problem we will use the backstepping design procedure [16].

At first consider the subsystem (17) . The vector y is considered as a fictive control input for the system (17) .

Theorem 4.1. Assume that there exists positive real δ such that the functions involved in (17) and (18) are bounded
in the domain

R
+×Gδ = {(t,x, ẋ) ∈ R×R

2n : t ≥ 0, max

(
‖p(x)‖,

√
(ẋ+ p(x))T A(1)(t,x)(ẋ+ p(x))

)
< δ = const > 0}

and positive reals μi, mi (i = 1,2) and ε < δ exist such that the following inequalities hold

lgn‖∂ p
∂x

‖ ≥ μ1,

∥∥∥∥∂ p
∂x

∥∥∥∥≤ m1 (22)

ΔFmax +(ε +2g1)ΔCmax +m1ΔAmax +

∥∥∥∥−F0 +D(1)−C(1)
0 (t,x, p−2q̇(0)(t))−A(1)

0

∂ p
∂x

∥∥∥∥≤ m2 (23)

(g1 + ε)ΔCmax +m1ΔAmax + lgn‖B−C(1)
0 (t,x, q̇(0)(t)− p)−D(1) +

(
∂ p
∂x

)T

A(1)
0 ‖ ≤ −μ2 (24)

max

((
−μ1 +

m1√
λ1

)
ε,
(

m2√
λ1

− μ2

λ2

)
ε +

‖ΔS(0)(t)‖√
λ1

)
≤−ε0 = const < 0 (25)

Then, the controller

y = B(ẋ+ p(x)) (26)

practically stabilizes the system (17) , where B ∈ R
n×n is the gain matrix. In other words, the closed loop system (17)

and (26) is ultimately bounded.

Proof. By substituting the control law (26) into (17) and using (21) , we obtain the following closed-loop system

A(1)(t,x)ẍ =−C(1)(t,x,2q̇(0)(t)+ ẋ)ẋ−F(t,x)p(x)−D(1)(t,x, ẋ)ẋ+B(ẋ+ p(x))−ΔS(0)(t) (27)

Consider the Lyapunov vector function candidate V = (V1,V2)
T as [15]

V1 = ‖p(x)‖, V2 =

√
(ẋ+ p(x))T A(1)(t,x)(ẋ+ p(x)) (28)

The time derivative of the function V 2
1 is given by

2V1V̇1 = 2pT ṗ =−2pT ∂ p
∂x

p+2pT ∂ p
∂x

(ẋ+ p).

Using the inequalities (22) we obtain the following estimation

V̇1 ≤−μ1V1 +
m1

λ (t,x, ẋ)
V2. (29)

where the function λ (t,x, ẋ) is such that

√
λ1 ≤ λ (t,x, ẋ)≤

√
λ2, λ (t,x, ẋ)‖ẋ+ p‖=

√
(ẋ+ p)T A(1)(ẋ+ p).
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The time derivative of the function V 2
2 is given by

2V2V̇2 = 2(ẍ+ ṗ)T A(1)(ẋ+ p)+(ẋ+ p)T Ȧ(1)(ẋ+ p) =

= (ẋ+ p)T
(
−2C(1)(t,x, ẋ+ q̇(0)(t))+ Ȧ(1)

)
(ẋ+ p)−2(ẋ+ p)T

(
F +C(1)(t,x, p−2q̇(0)(t))−D(1) +A(1) ∂ p

∂x

)
p+

+2(ẋ+ p)T

(
BT −C(1)(t,x, q̇(0)(t)− p)−D(1) +

(
∂ p
∂x

)T

A(1)

)
(ẋ+ p)

(30)

By using Remark 2 and the inequalities (23) , (24) we can easily obtain the following estimation

V̇2 ≤ m2

λ (t,x, ẋ)
V1 − μ2

(λ (t,x, ẋ))2
V2 +

‖ΔS(0)(t)‖
λ (t,x, ẋ)

. (31)

From (29) and (31) we can get the following comparison system

u̇1 =−μ1u1 +
m1

λ (t,x, ẋ)
u2

u̇2 =
m2

λ (t,x, ẋ)
u1 − μ2

(λ (t,x, ẋ))2
u2 +

‖ΔS(0)(t)‖
λ (t,x, ẋ)

(32)

From (25) it can be easily seen that

ũ(t)≤−ε0t, i f ũ(t)≥ ε (33)

where ũ(t) = max(u1(t),u2(t)), (u1(t),u2(t)) is the solution of the comparison system (32) .

Using the comparison lemma [16] it is easy to get from (33) that there exists a constant T > 0 such that the following

inequality holds

max(V1(t),V2(t))≤ ε ∀t ≥ T (34)

Therefore, the closed-loop system (27) is ultimately bounded.

Thus, the control law (26) practically stabilizes the system (17) .

Now, consider the whole system of the the error dynamic equations (17) , (18) .

We will use the following linear dynamical observer [12]

ξ̇1 = ξ3 +L1(z1 −ξ1), ξ̇2 = ξ4 +L2(z1 −ξ1)

ξ̇3 =−J−1Kξ1 + J−1Kξ2 − J−1Dξ3 + J−1Dξ4 + J−1u+L3(z1 −ξ1), ξ̇4 = L4(z1 −ξ1)+ z2
(35)

where the gain matrixes L j = diag{l j1, l j2, . . . , l jn}, j = 1,2,3,4 have the following form [12]

l1i = a3i −di/ ji, l2i = jia1i/ki − jidia0i/k2
i , l3i = a2i −dia3i/ ji +(d2

i − ki ji)/ j2
i , l4i = jia0i/ki (36)

the coefficients a ji ( j = 1, . . . ,4, i = 1, . . . ,n) of the associated characteristic polynomial

p∗i (λ ) = λ 4 +a3iλ 3 +a2iλ 2 +a1iλ +a0i

with the desired set of roots λ ji, j = 1,2,3,4.

The state estimation errors e j = x j −ξ j ∈ R
n, j = 1, . . . ,4, satisfy the equations

ė j = diag{λ j1, . . . ,λ jn}e j, j = 1,2,3,4 (37)
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Theorem 4.2. Assume that the conditions of Theorem 4.1 and positive reals γ1, . . . ,γ4, ε2, ε4 and ε5 exist such that the
following inequalities hold

γ1 < di/ ji−ki/di < γ2 ∀i = 1,2, ...,n,
∥∥∥∥(DJ−1 −KD−1)B

∂ p(x)
∂x

∥∥∥∥≤ γ3,

∥∥∥∥(DJ−1 −KD−1)B
(

E +
∂ p(x)

∂x

)∥∥∥∥≤ γ4

(38)

max{Reλ j1,Reλ j2, . . . ,Reλ jn}=−ε j, j = 2,4 (39)

max
(
−ε0 + ε/

√
λ1,(−γ1 + γ3 + γ4)ε + γ2‖ΔS(0)(t)‖+‖ΔṠ(0)(t)‖,−ε2ε,−ε4ε

)
≤−ε5 (40)

Then, the system (17) , (18) is practically stable when

v(1) = (DJ−1 −KD−1)B(ξ4 − q̇(0)(t)+ p(ξ2 −q(0)(t)))+B

(
ẍ+

∂ p(x)
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=ξ2−q(0)(t)

(ξ4 − q̇(0)(t))

)
(41)

where ξ2 and ξ4 are the solutions of the system of the linear equations for the dynamic observer (35) .

Proof. According to the backstepping design procedure define the coordinate transformation as

r = y−B(ẋ+ p(x)) (42)

Then, we can get the system

A(1)(t,x)ẍ =−C(1)(t,x,2q̇(0)(t)+ ẋ)ẋ−F(t,x)p(x)−D(1)(t,x, ẋ)ẋ+B(ẋ+ p(x))+ r−ΔS(0)(t) (43)

ṙ = (−DJ−1 +KD−1)(r+B(ẋ+ p(x))−ΔS(0)(t))−B(ẍ+ ∂ p(x)
∂x ẋ)+ v(1) +ΔṠ(0)(t) (44)

The closed-loop system is given by

A(1)(t,x)ẍ =−C(1)(t,x,2q̇(0)(t)+ ẋ)ẋ−F(t,x)p(x)−D(1)(t,x, ẋ)ẋ+B(ẋ+ p(x))+ r−ΔS(0)(t) (45)

ṙ = (−DJ−1 +KD−1)r+B
(

DJ−1 −KD−1 + ∂ p(x)
∂x

)
e4 +(DJ−1 −KD−1)B ∂ p(x)

∂x e2+

+(DJ−1 −KD−1)ΔS(0)(t)+ΔṠ(0)(t)
(46)

ė2 = diag{λ21,λ22, . . . ,λ2n}e2, ė4 = diag{λ41,λ42, . . . ,λ4n}e4 (47)

We shall establish the asymptotical stability of the origin of the system (45) , (46) . To that end, we choose the

composite Lyapunov vector function candidate Vc = (V1,V2,V3,V4,V5)
T as

V1 = ‖p(x)‖, V2 =

√
(ẋ+ p(x))T A(1)(t,x)(ẋ+ p(x)), V3 = ‖r‖, V4 = ‖e2‖, V5 = ‖e4‖ (48)

The time derivative of the Lyapunov vector function Vc satisfies

V̇1 ≤−μ1V1 +
m1

λ (t,x, ẋ)
V2, V̇2 ≤ m2

λ (t,x, ẋ)
V1 − μ2

(λ (t,x, ẋ))2
V2 +

1

λ (t,x, ẋ)
V3 +

‖ΔS(0)(t)‖
λ (t,x, ẋ)

V̇3 ≤−γ1V3 + γ2‖ΔS(0)(t)‖+ γ3V4 + γ4V5 +‖ΔṠ(0)(t)‖
V̇4 ≤ max{Reλ21,Reλ22, . . . ,Reλ2n}V4, V̇5 ≤ max{Reλ41,Reλ42, . . . ,Reλ4n}V5

Using the inequalities (38) and (39) one can obtain the following comparison system
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u̇1 =−μ1u1 +
m1

λ (t,x, ẋ)
u2, u̇2 =

m2

λ (t,x, ẋ)
u1 − μ2

(λ (t,x, ẋ))2
u2 +

1

λ (t,x, ẋ)
u3 +

‖ΔS(0)(t)‖
λ (t,x, ẋ)

u̇3 =−γ1u3 + γ2‖ΔS(0)(t)‖+ γ3u4 + γ4u5 +‖ΔṠ(0)(t)‖, u̇4 =−ε2u4, u̇5 =−ε4u5

(49)

Using the proof of Theorem 4.1 one can obtain the practical stability property for the comparison system (49) . Using

the comparison lemma [16], it is easy to get the practical stability property for the closed-loop system (45) . Thus, the

control law (41) practically stabilizes the system (43) , (44) .

Using (14) and (19) one can easily obtain the following result.

Theorem 4.3. Assume that the conditions of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 hold. Then, the control law

u = (E − JKD−2)B(ξ4 − q̇(0)(t)+ p(ξ2 −q(0)(t)))+D−1JB(q̈− q̈(0)(t)+

+
∂ p(x)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=ξ2−q(0)(t)

(ξ4 − q̇(0)(t)))−D−1JṠ(0)(t)+(KJD−2 −E)S(0)(t)+

+(D−1JK −D)ξ4 − JK2D−2ξ2 + JK2D−2Q

(50)

with (16) practically stabilizes the reference trajectory q(0)(t) ∈ X of the robot (1) .

5. Example
Consider the problem on program motion stabilization for double-link flexible joint manipulator with remotely driven

link. The manipulator [13] consists of two absolutely rigid links G1, G2 and two elastic cylinder joints O1, O2. Both the

links can move in the vertical plane only. The mass center C1 of the link G1 is situated on the ray O1O2. The position of

the mass center C2 of the link G2 doesn’t coincide with the position of the joint O2. qi is an angle between the horizon

line and OiCi; lgi is a length of the segment OiCi; l1 is a length of the segment O2C2; mi is a mass of the link Gi; Ii is

an inertia moment of the link Gi regarding the axis of the joint Oi; Qi is a rotational angle of the rotor of the electric

actuator regarding the horizon line; Ji is an inertia moment of the rotor regarding the axis Oi; m4 is a mass of the rotor

situated in the point O2; g is the acceleration of the free fall.

The dynamic equations of the manipulator are given by

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(
I1 +(m2 +m4)l2

1

)
q̈1 +m2l1lg2

cos(q2 −q1) q̈2 −m2l1lg2
sin(q2 −q1) q̇2

2 =
=−(m1lg1

+(m2 +m4)l1)gcosq1 + k1(Q1 −q1)+d1(Q̇1 − q̇1),
I2q̈2 +m2l1lg2

cos(q2 −q1) q̈1 +m2l1lg2
sin(q2 −q1) q̇2

1 =−m2lg2
gcosq2 + k2(Q2 −q2)+d2(Q̇2 − q̇2),

J1Q̈1 +d1(Q̇1 − q̇1)+ k1(Q1 −q1) = τ1, J2Q̈2 +d2(Q̇2 − q̇2)+ k2(Q2 −q2) = τ2

(51)

The controller U for the model (51) has the form

U = diag{ j1/d1, j2/d2}(v(1)− Ṡ(0)(t)+diag{k1/d1 −d1/ j1,k2/d2 −d2/ j2}S(0)(t))−
−diag{d1 − j1k1/d1,d2 − j2k2/d2}ξ4 −diag{ j1k2

1/d2
1 , j2k2

2/d2
2}ξ2 +diag{ j1k2

1/d2
1 , j2k2

2/d2
2}Q

(52)

where v(1) = diag{b1(d1/ j1 − k1/d1),b2(d2/ j2 − k2/d2)}(ξ4 − q̇(0)(t)+ p(ξ2 − q(0)(t)))+ diag{b1,b2}(q̈− q̈(0)(t)+
diag{cos((ξ21 −q(0)1 (t))/2)/2,cos((ξ22 −q(0)2 (t))/2)/2}(ξ4 − q̇(0)(t))), p(x) = (sin(x1/2),sin(x2/2))T .

For the purpose of numerical simulation, let

m1 = 2 kg, m2 = m20 +Δm2, m2 = 1 kg, Δm2 = 0,5 kg, m4 = 0,1 kg, l1 = l2 = 0,5 m, lg1
= 0,25 m, lg2

= 0,3 m

I1 = 0,167 kg ·m2, I2 = 0,083 kg ·m2, J1 = J2 = 10−2 kg ·m2, k1 = k2 = 0,5H ·m, d1 = d2 = 0,5H ·m · c

Let the desired program motion q(0)1 (t) = sin(0.5t) rad and q(0)2 (t) = cos(0.5t)+π/2 rad. Construct the controller (52)

with b1 = b2 = 50. Set the time interval 20 s. The angular positions q1(t), q2(t) and reference trajectory coordinates
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Figure 1: Link angular position q1(t) and reference q(0)1 (t)
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Figure 2: Link angular position q2(t) and reference q(0)2 (t)

Figure 3: Link angular position errors q1(t)−q(0)1 and q2(t)−q(0)2

q(0)1 (t), q(0)2 (t) are depicted in Figures 1 and 2. These graphs show the property of a practical asymptotic stability of

the trajectory q(0)(t). In Figure 3 we show the link position errors in the program position stabilization problem. Let
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k1 = k2 = 30H ·m, q(0)1 = π/4 rad, q(0)2 = π/3 rad. We construct the controller (9) with P(s) = diag(er1s,er2s), r1 = 2,

r2 = 1, gu(u) = (b1y1,b2y2)
T , b1 = 200, b2 = 45, f (y) = y. From the graphs in Figure 3 it can be seen that the link

position errors converge to the zero. Thus, the controller (9) solves the program position stabilization problem.

6. Conclusion
Firstly, we have given in this paper a nonlinear PI control scheme for program position stabilization of robot manip-

ulators with flexible joints. The controller is designed using only motor position sensors on the base of the Lyapunov

functional method. Secondly, we have addressed the trajectory tracking problem for visco-elastic joint robotic manipu-

lators with uncertain inertia parameters. By employing the Lyapunov vector function method and backstepping design

approach, a novel control scheme is obtained such that the motor positions and the link accelerations are measured

only. This control scheme consists of a nonlinear feedback part, a feedforward of the robot dynamics computed along

the reference trajectory and a term containing the observer states.
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Abstract 
This paper deals with the modelling and control of a thin and light (cloth-like) material. The basic structure of 
the model is based on a spring-damper-mass approach but the active components are added into this structure in 
order to control mechanical properties of the cloth, especially the damping. The identification of unknown 
parameters is based on experimental results. The control strategy is a decentralized collocated control with 
velocity-feedback loops. Different distributions of active elements in the structure were compared and optimized 
in order to improve damping characteristics of the structure. 

Keywords: cloth model, decentralized control, dissipative control, active damping, distributed actuators 

1. Introduction 
The active damping or vibration control is a very common task in mechatronics especially if the passive damping 
properties of mechanical components are not sufficient. In case of thin and light materials, the possibilities of 
damping properties tuning by some geometric modifications are very limited. On the other hand, more and more 
cheap and miniature active components are available on the market. The aim of this paper is the investigation of 
active damping of the cloth-like thin material using distributed active elements and sensors.  

2. Cloth Model Design and Parameter Identification 
The physical model of cloth is based on the regular grid of nodes. These nodes represent uniformly distributed 
mass of the cloth. The nodes are connected one to other by springs or by kinematic constrains for defined 
constant length. In that case, nodes represent spherical joints as well. The dissipative properties of the material 
are modelled using shear dampers (red) and flexion dampers (green) – Fig. 1. Moreover there is a viscous 
damping applied on each node representing the interaction with air. The dynamic model was create using the 
Lagrange equations of mixed type and the numerical calculation was stabilized using Baumgarte’s approach in 
case of kinematic constrains.  

 

 
Figure 1: Structure of the model a) model with kinematic constraints b) model with springs 

The unknown parameters of the model were identified experimentally - the movement of the cloth sample was 
captured by camera and rangefinder sensor during precisely specified manipulation and image processed [1]. 
Then the model parameters were optimized until the simulation results met the measured ones (Fig 2).  

The identification of real parameters was performed several times with different materials of cloth. These 
experiments proved that the model is capable to cover wide range of materials.  
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Figure 2: Identification of cloth parameters a) image processing, b) comparison of the simulation model with 

measured data 

The cloth model with rigid kinematic constraints between nodes is very fast but less accurate compared to model 
with springs. Especially when the manipulation with cloth is very fast and the free bottom edges are flapping 
(Fig. 2a). This effect is well covered by the model with springs, however as the springs are relatively stiff the 
integration steps are small and the calculation is more time consuming. 

3. Control Strategy 
The identified cloth model was used as a basis for simulation experiments with active control. The 
sensor/actuator pairs were added into the model structure. These consist of simple proportional velocity-
feedback loops [2], [3]. The whole control systems is decentralized and the control of actuators is based on a 
local information. Several variants with different numbers and placing of active elements in the structure were 
simulated. The aim of the whole control synthesis was to find the best set of proportional gains (Fig. 3). This 
approach was chosen for its simplicity and stable behavior. However the replacement of the gain coefficient with 
linear and quadratic formulas has been tested as well.   

  
Figure 3: Pole position depending on gain value 

3.1. Collocated Control 
The system with the system matrix , input matrix , output matrix , the state vector , output vector , and 
the input vector u is described using well known set of equations (state-space model) 

 

 
(1) 

In our case  is the matrix of direct connection between input and output. 

A dissipative control strategy (e.g. [4], [5]) considers the same number of inputs and outputs and has to satisfy 
the expressions for matrix  

Re 

    
    

    
    

Im
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(2) 

where P is symmetric positive definite matrix. If  is positive definite, the system is clearly dissipative.  
In case of the collocated control  is defined  

 (3) 

therefore   and , resp. . [2] 

For the proportional velocity feedback loop 

 (4) 

where  is the diagonal matrix of proportional coefficients. Combining (1) and (4) 

 (5) 

and using Laplace transform a formula determining poles of the system is derived 

 (6) 

The considered mechanical system is non-linear. The control synthesis was performed for linearized variant 
however the results of synthesis were tested using the original non-linear model as well. The simplest variant – 
same gain for all loops – was far from optimal. In order to cover all modes including the higher ones, many of 
lower modes were unnecessarily overdamped and the power consumption was extremely high. Therefore the 
optimization was performed with two main objective functions – minimization of the maximal gain and 
maximization of angle  in the pole placement region (Fig. 4). The overdamping was suppressed by optimization 
of the ratio between the number of real poles and the total number of poles. The width of the region  was 
optimized as well (Fig. 4). The optimization of pole placement ensures the stability of the system as well [6]. 

 
Figure 4: Optimization - pole placement 

 
Figure 5: Chirp excitation response – velocity of reference point 
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Generally, experiments confirmed expected behavior – the higher number of active elements means better 
control of damping properties but increasing power consumption. More interesting results were obtain when 
active elements weren’t distributed uniformly and some local areas were influenced more than the others. In that 
case the system could be tuned specifically for the one excitation that was used and got better results than 
uniformly distributed active elements. There is still large area for ongoing research focused on optimization of 
the placing of active elements [7]. Moreover in our simulations we expected that active elements are physically 
identical. The only differences between them are caused by different gains in control loops. The more advanced 
optimization can take more types of active elements into account.  

4. Conclusion 
The results show that the proposed strategy is capable to deal with the design of “smart” cloth-like materials with 
controlled mechanical properties. The experimental identification of parameters gives realistic cloth models, 
which could be used for further design and optimization of the distribution of active elements. The next steps in 
research will be focused on the distributed control with the nearest neighbor feedback and the combination of the 
simple controllers with the more complex design methods (LQG, H-infinity, mu-synthesis, fuzzy control etc. 
[8]). The detailed modelling of different variants of actuators and sensors is under intensive development as well. 
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Abstract
The adjoint method is a very powerful tool for parameter identification or optimal control in time domain. In most cases

the results lead to some kind of best-fit solution, which means that high frequency components with low amplitudes

are not considered. However, in this contribution we present an approach for the identification of parameters which

influences the system at special frequencies or frequency ranges. The basic idea is to compute the Fourier coefficients

for the relevant oscillations. Then, the cost function consists of the difference of the amplitudes from the simulation

and a measured value e.g., from a test bench. The derivation and computation of the gradient of the cost function with

the adjoint method is presented and applied to a complex four-cylinder engine model in order to identify the parameters

of a torsional vibration damper (TVD).

Keywords: parameter identification, frequency domain, multibody dynamics, adjoint system, optimization, Fourier-

analysis, window functions, engine orders, order analysis.

1. Introduction
Inverse dynamic problems arise in various fields of engineering, where the goal is to find inputs of a multibody system

such that it behaves in a desired way. Many applications can be found in robotics (e.g. [1]), in automotive and

agricultural industry (e.g. [2]) etc. The basic idea of this contribution is to reformulate the inverse problem as an

optimization task. In Vyasarayani et al. [3] the underlying optimization problem is solved using a combination of

the Gauss-Newton and single shooting method. Therein, homotopy continuation is used to find a global minimum of

the cost function. The gradient is computed by the sensitivities and the Hessian is approximated by first-order terms.

In Serban et al. [4] the parameter identification in multibody systems is also realized by minimizing a cost function

by the Levenberg-Marquardt method. The derivatives which are required for the optimization are computed through

sensitivity analysis. In Oberpeilsteiner et al. [5] an optimal input is designed by maximizing the information content of

the parameters to identify. The required Jacobi matrices are computed with the adjoint method and the optimization is

done with the gradient method.

The adjoint method is already used in a wide range of parameter identification problems in engineering sciences to

compute the gradient of the performance measure. In more recent papers the classical adjoint method [6] and the

discrete adjoint method [7] can be applied to a multibody system described by index 3 differential-algebraic equations

for optimal control and parameter identification applications. The basic idea of the adjoint method is the introduction

of additional adjoint variables determined by a set of adjoint differential equations from which the gradient can be

computed straightforward. This main idea directly corresponds to the gradient technique for trajectory optimization

pioneered by Bryson and Ho [8]. There are two strategies for this purpose: the equations of motion of the multibody

system and adjoint equations may either be separately discretized from their representations as differential-algebraic

equations, see [6, 9], or, alternatively, the equations of motion of the multibody system may be discretized first, while

the discrete adjoint equations are derived directly from the discrete multibody system equations, for more details see [7].

The piecewise adjoint method presented in [10] formulates the coordinate partitioning underlying ordinary differential

equations as a boundary value problem, which is solved by multiple shooting methods. The sensitivity analysis for

differential-algebraic and partial differential equations using adjoint methods has also been in the focus of the group

around Petzold, Cao, Li and Serban [11]. The adjoint method has been used for sensitivity analysis in multibody

systems as well by Eberhard [12], presenting a continuous, hybrid form of automatic differentiation.
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Figure 1: schematics of a four-cylinder engine

In this contribution we consider a four cylinder engine, depicted in Fig. 1, which is described by differential algebraic

equations of the form

M(q)q̈+C
T

q (q)λλλ = f(q, q̇,p, t), with q(0) = q0 and q̇(0) = v0

C(q) = 0
(1)

in which q denotes the generalized coordinates with its time derivatives q̇ and q̈. M is the symmetric mass matrix

and f represents the vector of generalized and gyroscopic forces. The algebraic constraint C(q) influences the system

equations by the constraint force CT

q (q)λλλ , where Cq = ∂C/∂q. Moreover, p is a vector of parameters to identify and

y(t) = g(q, q̇) is the system output.

Here, the goal is to identify the parameters of a torsional vibration damper (TVD) in a four cylinder engine, which

is described by two Maxwell elements. From experiment, we know that the TVD is essential to reduce torsional

oscillations of the crankshaft, which show large amplitudes in the 6th engine order. In previous work of our research

group the cost functional includes the mean deviation of system outputs from measured signals, which results in some

kind of best-fit solution, and therefore the high-frequency components with low amplitudes are weakly considered in

the optimization procedure. However, in this contribution we introduce the Fourier coefficients

âk =
2

t f

∫ t f

0
g(q, q̇)sin(ωk t)dt b̂k =

2

t f

∫ t f

0
g(q, q̇)cos(ωk t)dt (2)

and the scalar cost function to be minimized

J(p) =
1

4

N

∑
k=1

(
â2

k + b̂2
k − Ā2

k
)2 −→ min (3)

in Lagrange form. Here, ωk is the frequency of the k-th harmonics and Āk its measured amplitude. For computational

efficiency, we transform the Lagrange problem into a Mayer problem by introducing time dependent Fourier coefficients

ak and bk as additional state variables, given by the differential equations

ȧk =
2

t f
g(q, q̇) sin(ωk t) ḃk =

2

t f
g(q, q̇) cos(ωk t) with ak(0) = 0 and bk(0) = 0, (4)

which yield the cost function

J(p) = S(t f ,q(t f ), q̇(t f )) =
1

4

N

∑
k=1

(
a2

k(t f )+b2
k(t f )− Ā2

k
)2

(5)

in Mayer form. Following the basic idea of the classical adjoint method e.g. in the work by Nachbagauer et al. [6], the

gradient of the cost functional of Eq. (5) can be computed. Note, that in a more recent work the computation of the

gradient of a cost function which includes Fourier coefficients is described in Oberpeilsteiner et al. [13] in detail.
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2. The Adjoint Equations and the Gradient of the Cost Functional
Following [13], the gradient can be computed as follows. First of all the cost function of Eq. (5) is extended about the

system equations of Eq. (1) and the differential equation of the Fourier coefficients of Eq. (4). Note, that this procedure

does not influence the extremum of the cost function, if the system equations are fulfilled. Hence, the extended cost

function is given by

J(p) =
1

4

N

∑
k=1

(
a2

k(t f )+b2
k(t f )− Ā2

k
)2

+
∫ t f

0

{
ξξξ

T

(q̇−v)+ζζζ
T
(

Mv̇− f(q,v,p, t)+C
T

q λλλ
)
+μμμ

T
C(q)

}
dt

+
N

∑
k=1

∫ t f

0
αk

[
g(q,v)cos(ωkt)− ȧk(t)

]
dt +

N

∑
k=1

∫ t f

0
βk

[
g(q,v)sin(ωkt)− ḃk(t)

]
dt

(6)

in which ξξξ , ζζζ and μμμ are arbitrary Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the system states and αk and βk are Lagrange

multipliers corresponding to the Fourier coefficients. Next, the variation of the cost function is carried out, followed

by an integration by parts. Finally, the Lagrange multipliers are defined as the adjoint variables in order to avoid the

computation of the relations between δq, δv, δλλλ , δak, δbk and the variation in the parameter δp. The adjoint Fourier

coefficients are constant and given by αk =
[
a2

k(t f )+b2
k(t f )− Ā2

k

]
ak(t f ) and βk =

[
a2

k(t f )+b2
k(t f )− Ā2

k

]
bk(t f ) and the

adjoint differential algebraic equations read

ξ̇ξξ = A
T

ζζζ +C
T

q μμμ +
∂g(q,v)

∂q
G(t)

d

dt
(Mζζζ ) =−ξξξ −

(
∂ f
∂v

)T

ζζζ +
∂g(q,v)

∂v
G(t)

Cqζζζ = 0

(7)

with the end condition ζζζ (t f ) = 0 and ξξξ (t f ) = 0. The matrix

A =
∂ (Mv)

∂q
− ∂ f

∂q
+

∂ (CT

q λλλ )
∂q

and the time dependent function

G(t) =
N

∑
i=1

(αk cos(ωkt)+βk sin(ωkt))

are used in Eq. (7). Finally, the gradient can be calculated by

∇J̄ =−
∫ t f

0
f
T

p ζζζ dt. (8)

In order to find a set of parameters p that minimizes the cost function in Eq. (5), one can proceed as follows. First,

the system equations in Eq. (1) and the Fourier differential equations of Eq. (4) have to be solved forward in time

with an initial guess for the parameters p. Furthermore, the adjoint differential equations of Eq. (7) have to be solved

backwards in time starting from the boundary conditions for ξξξ (t f ) and ζζζ (t f ). In combination with the adjoint variables

the gradient of the cost function with respect to the parameters to identify can be computed with Eq (8). Finally, the

parameters are updated by pnew = p−κ(∂J/∂p) using the gradient of the cost function. If the number κ is sufficiently

small, the updated set of parameters will always reduce the value of the cost function.

The resulting linear differential algebraic adjoint system is solved with a backward differentiation formula (BDF),

which can be seen in section 3.4 in [6]. However, it turned out that a BDF of order two leads to inaccurate solutions,

while a BDF of higher order gets unstable. Hence, the discrete adjoint method presented in [7] is used to compute the

gradient of the cost functional of Eq. (5) instead.

3. Mathematical Model of a Four Cylinder Engine
In this section the mathematical model of a four-cylinder engine is described and the model equations are shown in

Appendix A. Due to the complexity, the model is divided into sub-systems, which are connected by algebraic constraint

equations.
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Figure 2: discretization of the crankshaft

Figure 3: slider crank mechanism (for cylinder 1)

Crankshaft: The torsional vibration modes of the crankshaft are crucial for the results of the parameter identification.

Therefore, the crankshaft has to be considered as a flexible body in the equations of motion. It is obvious to use model

order reduction e.g. component mode synthesis (CMS) in combination with a floating reference frame formulation.

However, the computational effort and the number of flexible degrees of freedom would be too large. Hence, we cut

through each crankshaft main bearing (see Fig. 2) and introduce six lumped masses (e.g. [14], p. 332), which result

in six degrees of freedom q1, ...,q6. Each mass is connected with a linear spring and a linear damper with the given

parameter c1, ...,c6 and d1, ...,d5. The given inertia parameter are the moments of inertia J1, ...,J6 about the rotational

axis.

Conrod: The four-cylinder engine consists of four connecting rods (conrod). Each of them is described by an in-

plane motion with three degrees of freedom. The translational degrees of freedom are the two components x and y of

the center of mass and the rotational degree of freedom is the twist angle around the center of mass. The degrees of

freedom of the conrods are denoted as q7, ...,q18. The mass of each conrod is mcr and the moment of inertia is Jcr

Piston: Each piston is described by one additional degree of freedom. A detailed model of the complex contact

behavior between the piston and the cylinder is not necessary because we are interested in the torsional vibrations of

the crankshaft. Hence, this simplification is quite acceptable and keeps the mathematical model as simple as possible.

Four degrees of freedom of the pistons are introduced and given by q19, ...,q22. The known mass of the piston is mp.

Dual mass flywheel: The dual mass flywheel is used to reduce the rotational irregularities resulting from the four

cycles (strokes) in combination with the firing order. The primary side of the dual mass flywheel (DMF) is mounted

on the right end of the crankshaft (see Fig. 2). Hence, the same degree of freedom q1 is used. A nonlinear torsional

characteristics with respect to the difference angle and a linear damper with respect to the difference in the angular

velocity describes the physical behavior of the DMF. The DMF secondary side introduces one additional degree of

freedom q27.
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Figure 4: model of the torsional vibration damper

Figure 5: rotational speed of the engine run-up

Torsional vibration damper: The torsional vibration damper (TVD) is required for the reduction of the torsional

vibrations of the crankshaft. If the TVD is malfunctioning, torsional fractures can destroy the crankshaft and further

the entire engine assembly. Hence, the construction of the TVD and the adjustment of the mathematical model is of

particular interest.

The TVD consists of a hub and a case which is mounted on the left end of the crankshaft and a vibration damper ring

which glides in a viscous fluid. Hence, the same degree of freedom q6 is used for left end of the crankshaft and the

TVD hub. Usually, the mathematical model of the TVD is approximated by Maxwell elements. In this contribution,

we use two Maxwell elements and one parallel spring, which can be seen in Fig. 4. Hence, three additional degrees

of freedom q23,q24 and q25 are introduced. The parameter c∗1, c∗2, d∗
1 , d∗

2 and c∗par are provided by the manufacturer.

However, the accuracy is sometimes not satisfactory, and therefore the values of the four parameter c∗1, c∗2, d∗
1 and d∗

2

are adjusted by using parameter identification in frequency domain. The masses m∗
1 and m∗

2 are set to zero.

Pulley wheel: The pulley wheel, which drives some other aggregates, introduces an additional degree of freedom q26

which is connected with a linear spring/damper with the TVD hub.

Cylinder pressures: The inputs of the system are the cylinder pressures which act on each piston, depending on the

firing order. The cylinder pressure given by a two-dimensional map which depends on the rotational speed and on the

crankshaft position. Finally, the force, which results from a multiplication of the cylinder pressures with the piston

area, acts in negative direction of the particular degree of freedom on the piston. Note, that the firing order has to be

considered on each piston.

Run-up of the engine: Another input is the run-up characteristic of the engine. Therefore, the rotational speed of the

secondary side of the dual mass flywheel is increased up to the final rotational speed such that the internal dynamics is

balanced.

The run-up of the engine is commonly modeled as a motion e.g. in ADAMS. However, an additional constraint equation

is added to the system equations, which does not fit into the structure of our software tool. Hence, the run-up is realized

by replacing the degree of freedom of the secondary side of the dual mass flywheel by a time-dependent user function,

more precisely the velocity q̇27 is substituted by ω = 2πn(t), where n is the ramp shown in Fig. 5. The rotational speed

ramp is a piecewise function consisting of linear increase up to the idle speed followed by a constant rotational speed

which is the transient response phase. Finally, the run-up to the final rotational speed is done within the time interval

[t0, t1] . In Fig. 5 the run-up characteristics of the engine is shown in detail.
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Figure 6: window function and difference angle

4. Results of the Parameter Identification
Order analysis is a very powerful tool for highly rotating components in mechanical systems. Hence, it becomes to a

very important method of analyzing the dynamic behavior of a crankshaft in a combustion engine. The basic concept

of order analysis deals with rotating frequencies and their multiples. In case of the proposed four cylinder engine, the

amplitude of the 6th order is dominated by the parameter of the torsional vibration damper.

In this section the identification of four parameters c∗1, c∗2, d∗
1 and d∗

2 of the torsional vibration damper is shown (see

Fig. 4). The main purpose of the TVD is to reduce high-frequency torsional vibrations of the flexible crankshaft

caused by the periodic and dynamic loads (e.g. cylinder pressures). Hence, the difference angle of the crankshaft

y(t) = q6(t)− q1(t) is chosen to be transformed into frequency domain. The differential equations of the Fourier

coefficients, which have to be added to the system equations, are

ȧk =
2

t f
η(t)y(t)cos(ωkt)

ḃk =
2

t f
η(t)y(t)sin(ωkt)

(9)

where η(t) is a window function and ωk is the k-th frequency of interest. It has been shown that the Hanning window

(or Von-Hann window) given by

η(t) =
gc

2

[
1− cos

(
π

tu − tl
(t − tl)

)]
(10)

is a good choice for filtering the system output. The upper time limit tu and the lower time limit tl determines the

borders of the window function. Note, that an amplitude correction factor gc = 2 is required (for further details see

Appendix B).

In Fig.6 the system output y(t) is shown for the whole time interval in the background. Moreover, a small interval

t ∈ [tl , tu] of y(t) is depicted in detail. The black line shows the original system output y(t) while the dashed line shows

the Hanning window function η(t). The blue line is the multiplication of y(t) with η(t), which is used for the Fourier

transformation and further for the computation of the amplitude of the 6th engine order.

We assume a steady state at approximately constant rotation speed within a time window [tl , tu] due to the slowly

increasing ramp, shown in Fig. 5. The mean time of the window the engine run with rotational speed n is computed

from

tk =
n0 t1 −n1 t0 +n(t0 − t1)

n0 −n1
.

The lower bound tl and the upper bound tu is computed by

tl = tk − 2

n
and tu = tk +

2

n

because two time periods of a signal have to be taken for the Hanning window and one time period of a four stroke

engine is given by 2/n (for further details see Appendix B). Note, that for every 20 revolutions of the crankshaft a

Fourier-coefficient is introduced in the interval n ∈ [n̂0, n̂1], depicted in Fig. 7.
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Figure 7: vibration angle of the 6th engine order

In Fig. 7 the dashed line shows the vibration angle corresponding to the 6th engine order with the standard parameter of

the TVD, known from the manufacturer. The dot-dashed line (green) is the measured vibration angle of the 6th engine

order on a test bench. Note, that it is not possible to measure the difference angle of the two endings of the crankshaft

directly. However, the rotation angle can be measured over the time at the left hand side of the crankshaft (see Fig. 1).

This simplification is admissible if vibration angles corresponding to high frequencies are compared. The black line

(with the triangle symbol) shows the vibration angle of the 6th engine order with the identified TVD parameters. In the

interval n ∈ [n̂0, n̂1], highlighted in Fig. 7, the deviation between the measured amplitude and the simulated amplitude

is included in the cost function of Eq (5). Hence, a significant improvement can be seen in this range in comparison to

the simulation with the standard parameters of the torsional vibration damper.

In Fig. 8 also the engine orders 2, 4 and 8 are depicted. On the one hand, the engine orders of the simulation with the

manufacturer parameter and, on the other hand, the engine orders of a simulation with the identified parameters of the

TVD are shown. It can be seen that the optimization of the TVD parameters influences the amplitude of the 6th engine

order only.

Figure 8: comparison of the engine orders
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5. Conclusions and Outlook
The main purpose of this contribution is the identification of six parameters of a torsional vibration damper in frequency

domain. Therefore, an efficient mathematical model of a four cylinder engine including a flexible crankshaft is required.

On the one hand the computational efficiency of the dynamical simulation and on the other hand the accuracy of the

mathematical model is of particular interest. Hence, it is very important to find a proper mathematical model of the

four cylinder engine which is suitable for an iterative parameter identification procedure.

The parameter identification is done with the inverse dynamic toolbox which is presented by Nachbagauer in [15]. In

the software tool, the theory of [6, 7, 13] is implemented and can be used in a comfortable way. The model file contains

the equations of motion and the required Jacobi matrices. For that purpose an own model file format was created.

Moreover, the computation task can be defined in the control file. The output of the software tool are data files which

can be easily used in Scilab or MATLAB for post-processing.

The automated parameter identification of the torsional vibration damper is of particular interest, because it is a very

crucial component of high-performance engines. The software tool is applied in the development process of combustion

engines in order to guaranty qualitative results. The parameter of the torsional vibration damper can be easily adjusted

by measured values in combination with the described method and the software tool presented in [15].
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A. The Model Equations
The equations of motion of the four-cylinder engine are summarized here. As mentioned in the introduction the model

equations are in the form

M(q)q̈+C
T

q (q)λλλ = f(q, q̇,p, t)

C(q) = 0

where q is the vector of redundant degrees of freedom given by

q = [q1,q2, ...,q6︸ ︷︷ ︸
crankshaft

,q7,q8, ...,q18︸ ︷︷ ︸
conrod

,q19,q20, ...,q22︸ ︷︷ ︸
piston

,q23,q24,q25︸ ︷︷ ︸
TVD

, q26︸︷︷︸
pulley wheel

]T.

Hence the resulting global mass matrix is constant and reads

M = diag(m1,m2,m3,m4,m5,m6,mcr,mcr,Jcr,

mcr,mcr,Jcr,mcr,mcr,Jcr,mcr,mcr,Jcr

mp,mp,mp,mp,JTV D,0,0,JPW ).

Note, that we have canceled the degree of freedom of the secondary side of the dual mass flywheel because its motion

is given by a function qrunup(t). Hence, we exchange the degree of freedom of the dual mass flywheel q23 by the given

function qrunup(t).

The corresponding force vector is

f =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

−FDMF(q,q0(t))+dDMF(q̇0(t)− v1)+ c1(q2 −q1 −2π)+d(v2 − v1)
c1(q1 −q2 +2π)+d(v1 − v2)+ c2(q3 −q2 +π)+d(v3 − v2)
c2(q2 −q3 +π)+d(v2 − v3)+ c3(q4 −q3 −2π)+d(v4 − v3)

c3(q3 −q4 −2π)+d(v3 − v4)+ c4(q5 −q4 +3π)+d(v5 − v4)
c4(q4 −q5 +3π)+d(v4 − v5)+ c5(q6 −q5)+d(v6 − v5)

F6(q, q̇)
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

−p1(q, q̇)AP
−p2(q, q̇)AP
−p3(q, q̇)AP
−p4(q, q̇)AP

c∗par(q6 −q23)+ c∗1(q24 −q23)+ c∗2(q25 −q23)
c∗1(q23 −q24)+d∗

1(v24 − v6)
c∗2(q23 −q25)+d∗

2(v25 − v6)
cPW(q6 −q26)+dPW(v6 − v26)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
where the 6th entry is

F6(q, q̇) = c5(q5 −q6)+d(v5 − v6)+ c∗par(q23 −q6)

+d∗
1(v6 − v24)+d∗

2(v6 − v25)

+ cPW(q26 −q6)+dPW(v26 − v6).

The first term of the force vector FDMF(q,q0(t)) can be obtained from a torsional vibration measurement of the dual

mass flywheel by a cubic spline interpolation.
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The crankshaft, conrods and the pistons are described with redundant coordinates. Hence, we introduce four algebraic

constraint equations for each cylinder, where r is the radius of the crankshaft, l is the length of the conrod and s is the

distance to the center of mass.

Finally, the vector of constraint equations C(q) is given by

C(q) =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

rcs sin(q2)− lcr sin(q9)
q7 + rcs sin(q2)− scr sin(q9)
q8 − rcs cos(q2)− scr cos(q9)
q19 − rcs cos(q2)− lcr cos(q9)

rcs sin(q3)− lcr sin(q12)
q10 + rcs sin(q3)− scr sin(q12)
q11 − rcs cos(q3)− scr cos(q12)
q20 − rcs cos(q3)− lcr cos(q12)

rcs sin(q4)− lcr sin(q15)
q13 + rcs sin(q4)− scr sin(q15)
q14 − rcs cos(q4)− scr cos(q15)
q21 − rcs cos(q4)− lcr cos(q15)

rcs sin(q5)− lcr sin(q18)
q16 + rcs sin(q5)− scr sin(q18)
q17 − rcs cos(q5)− scr cos(q18)
q22 − rcs cos(q5)− lcr cos(q18)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

= 0

From Fig. 3 the constraint equations can be assembled. The first constraint equation describes the x-component of the

big end bearing. The second and third constraint equation links the center of mass of the conrod with the redundant

generalized coordinates while the fourth constraint equation describes the y-component of the center of mass of the

piston.

B. The Hanning Window
Let’s consider a signal of the form

f (t) =
a0

2
+

N

∑
k=1

[ak cos(ωkt)+bk sin(ωkt)]

with ωk = kω = k 2π
T and the period duration T . Using the Hanning window function

h(t) =
1

2

[
1− cos

(
2π
nT

t
)]

,

the Fourier-coefficient of the ith engine order (i ≥ 1) can be computed by

āi =
2

nT

∫ nT

0
f (t)h(t)cos(iω t)dt

where n is the number of periods to be considered. For n = 1 the Fourier coefficient āi is

āi = lim
n→1

2

nT

∫ nT

0
f (t)h(t)cos(iω t)dt =

1

4
(−ai−1 +2ai −ai+1)

and for n > 1 the Fourier coefficient āi is

āi =
2

nT

∫ nT

0
f (t)h(t)cos(iω t)dt =

1

2
ai.

It has been shown that more than one period is required when using a Hanning window. Otherwise, the amplitude

āi includes information from other harmonics, which leads to wrong results. Furthermore, the amplitude āi has to be

corrected by a factor of 2 for being comparable with measured amplitudes.
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Abstract
In this work, the vibrational behavior of planetary gear trains is of concern as this can lead to detrimental effects in-

cluding fatigue, comfort and acoustics. Lumped-parameter models are useful in early development phases of planetary

gear sets to assess the modal response and optimize performance. This design phase is plagued by uncertainty, which

if neglected can lead to drastically suboptimal designs. Methods are demonstrated here to optimally design planetary

gear sets, which ensures proper performance with respect to resonance frequencies under parameter uncertainty. A

parametric model is used to ascertain the resonance behavior of such free vibration. Lumped-parameter models are

accurate in terms of eigenfrequencies and their eigenmodes, yet require extremely low computational effort, allowing

for numerical optimization and uncertainty analysis. Methodologies utilizing optimization are introduced to design

generic planetary gear trains; three formulations are shown. Mass and inertia terms are used as design variables. The

frequency ranges have been avoided by formulating the constraint functions. The stiffness values of planetary gear sets

are afflicted with uncertainty and correspondingly the stiffness parameters used in this lumped-parameter model are

treated as intervals. Bounded intervals are used instead of statistical distributions, which are assumed to be unavail-

able in such early development phases. The uncertainty analysis is carried out using an efficient optimization-based

minimization–maximization method.

Keywords: design optimization, uncertainty analysis, interval analysis, planetary gears, modal analysis, vibration

1. Introduction
Planetary gear trains or epicyclic gearing are mechanical systems for the transfer and translation of rotation and torque.

Planetary gear trains can be found in such high-technological systems as automotive transmissions, aircraft motors

and wind turbines to mundane products as pencil sharpeners. A lumped-parameter model is used here to model the

vibrational behavior of planetary gear sets. The model developed is general and can be applied to further planetary gear

sets (see figure 1).

Ring Sun

Planets

(a) Rendering

xS, xC

yS, yC

kSy,

kSx,

kMRP1

kMSP1

kRy
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kCy
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kP1

θR

θC

θS

ηP1

ζP1

θP1

kRy

kP1

kSy kCy

kin,
kout

kin kout

(b) Schematic

Figure 1: Planetary gear train

First, the equations are introduced and the results are shown on a benchmark example. This is followed by the introduc-

tion of sensitivity analysis methods, critical for reducing computational effort of optimization and uncertainty analysis.
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Results of uncertainty analysis are shown in which the uncertain stiffnesses are modeled with intervals. This allows the

consideration of the nonlinear mesh stiffness. Finally, three optimization formulations are developed and the results —

in both a deterministic and an uncertain approach — are compared.

2. Equations of Motion for a Planetary Gear Set
In this study, a parametric lumped-parameter model is developed for the analysis of a generic planetary gear train. This

lumped-parameter modeling approach was originally introduced by [1] and has been further established and advanced

by [2, 3, 4], amongst others. The dynamic model, having 3·(3+nP

)
degrees of freedom, is formulated via the equations

of motion

mü+
(
d+dgyro)u̇+

(
k+kgyro)u= Fext, (1)

where m, d, and k are the classical mass, damping and stiffness matrices, dgyro and kgyro are the gyroscopic damping

matrix of the Coriolis effects and the gyroscopic stiffness matrix of centripetal (centrifugal) effects, while ü, u̇, u and

Fext are the acceleration, velocity, displacement and the external force vectors. This serves as the basis to find the

system of free vibrations. The parametric model is used to ascertain the resonance behavior of such free vibration.

Lumped-parameter models are accurate in terms of eigenfrequencies and their eigenmodes, yet require extremely low

computational effort, allowing for numerical optimization and uncertainty analysis [5]. Although the model framework

is independent of the specific case, the benchmark planetary gear train in this work is driven by the sun and the output

is the carrier (see figure 1). There are three planetary gears and the ring gear is fixed.

2.1. Sun Gear
The central gear is the the sun gear (denoted by subscript S). The equilibrium equations for the sun gear are as follow

(see figure 2):

mS

xS

yS

r
S

θS

J
S

kSy

kSx

kSθ

kSP1

α

kSP3α

kSP2
α

ϕP1
ϕP2
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Figure 2: Free-body diagram of the sun gear
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Figure 3: Free-body diagram of the planetary carrier

Inertial︷ ︸︸ ︷ Bearing/Shaft︷ ︸︸ ︷ Mesh sun–planet︷ ︸︸ ︷
mSüS,x + kS,xuS,x +

∑
i kSPi

δSPi
sin
(
ϕPi

−α
)

= 0

mSüS,y + kS,yuS,y −
∑

i kSPi
δSPi

cos
(
ϕPi

−α
)

= 0

JSθ̈S + kS,θθS +
∑

i kSPi
δSPi

rS = 0

, (2)

where the equivalent spring compression of the mesh sun–planet δSPi
is

δSPi
= θSrS +θPi

rPi
+uS,x sin

(
ϕPi

−α
)
−uS,y cos

(
ϕPi

−α
)
+uPi,ξ sin(α)−uPi,η cos(α) . (3)
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2.2. Planetary Carrier
The planetary carrier (denoted by subscript C) has the following equilibrium equations (see figure 3):

Inertial︷ ︸︸ ︷ Bearing/Shaft︷ ︸︸ ︷ Planet bearing︷ ︸︸ ︷
mCüC,x + kC,xuC,x +

∑
i

[
kPi

δPi,ξ cos
(
ϕPi

)
−kPi

δPi,η sin
(
ϕPi

)]
= 0

mCüC,y + kC,yuC,y −
∑

i

[
kPi

δPi,ξ sin
(
ϕPi

)
+kPi

δPi,η cos
(
ϕPi

)]
= 0

JCθ̈C +
∑

imPi
r2

C
θ̈C + kC,θθC +

∑
i kPi

δPi,ηrC = 0

, (4)

where δPi,ξ and δPi,η are the compression of the bearings between the planetary carrier and planetary gears. These

displacements are defined by

δPi,ξ =uC,x cos
(
ϕPi

)
−uC,y sin

(
ϕPi

)
−uPi,ξ (5)

δPi,η = θCrC −uC,x sin
(
ϕPi

)
+uC,y cos

(
ϕPi

)
−uPi,η. (6)

2.3. Ring Gear
The ring gear (denoted by subscript R) is an internally toothed gear and has the following equilibrium equations (see

figure 4):

mR

xR

yR

r
R

J
R

θR

kRy

kRx

kRθ
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α

kRP3
α
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α

ϕP1ϕP2
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Figure 4: Free-body diagram of the ring gear
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Figure 5: Free-body diagram of the ith planetary gear

Inertial︷ ︸︸ ︷ Bearing/Shaft︷ ︸︸ ︷ Mesh ring–planet︷ ︸︸ ︷
mRüR,x + kR,xuR,x −

∑
i kRPi

δRP sin
(
ϕPi

+α
)

= 0

mRüR,y + kR,yuR,y +
∑

i kRPi
δRPi

cos
(
ϕPi

+α
)

= 0

JRθ̈R + kRθR −
∑

i kRPi
δRPi

rRi
= 0

. (7)

where the equivalent spring compression of the mesh sun–planet δRPi
is

δRPi
=−θRrR +θPi

rPi
−uR,x sin

(
ϕPi

+α
)
+uR,y cos

(
ϕPi

+α
)
−uPi,ξ sin(α)+uPi,η cos(α) . (8)
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2.4. Planetary Gears
The planetary gears (denoted by subscript P) circle the sun gear and have the following equilibrium equations (see

figure 5):

Inertial︷ ︸︸ ︷ Meshing planet–sun︷ ︸︸ ︷ Bearing planet–carrier︷ ︸︸ ︷ Mesh planet–ring︷ ︸︸ ︷
mPi

üPi,ξ − kSPi
δSPi

sin(α) + kCPi
δPi,ξ + kRPi

δRPi
sin
(
90°−α

)
mPi

üPi,η + kSPi
δSPi

cos(α) + kCPi
δPi,η − kRPi

δRPi
cos
(
90°−α

)
JPi

θ̈Pi
− kSPi

δSPi
rPi

+ 0 + kRPi
δRPi

rPi

(9)

Coriolis︷ ︸︸ ︷ Centripetal︷ ︸︸ ︷ Drag︷ ︸︸ ︷
− 2θ̇Cu̇Pi,ηmPi

− θ̇2
C
uPi,ξmPi

+ θ̈CuPi,ηmPi
+ 2θ̇Cu̇Pi,ξmPi

− θ̇2
C
uPi,ηmPi

+ θ̈CuPi,ξmPi
+ 0 + 0 + 0

= 0

= 0

= 0,

where the compression of the bearings are as given above in eq. (5) and (6).

2.5. Matrix Form
After the development of the equations of motion, it is necessary to transfer these into matrix form. Thereafter, each

component matrix is assembled in the global matrix. This is briefly explained in the following.

The mass matrix for the planetary gear set – global mass matrix – consists of the assembly of the individual matrices,

which are first mapped to the global coordinate system. This is denoted as

m=
∑
i

QT
i
miQi

, ∀i= {
S, C, R, P1, . . .Pn

}
, (10)

where Q
i

are the mapping matrices of the size nlocal ×nglobal. The mapping matrices are defined by

Q
i

(
idof,local,j,idof,global,j

)
= 1. (11)

Although damping per se is not considered in this model, the velocity-dependent terms are represented in the damping

matrix. Specifically the Coriolis effect, albeit only on the planets due to the carrier rotational velocity, is considered

and the velocity dependent matrix is a skew symmetric matrix. As there are three planets in this case, there are a total

of 3 local damping matrices. This assembly results in the following:

dgyro =
∑
i

QT
i
d

gyro
i

Q
i

, , ∀i= {
P1, . . .Pn

}
. (12)

The global planetary gear set stiffness matrix consists of the assembled matrices, which are first mapped to the global

coordinate system. This is denoted as

k=
∑
i

QT
i
kiQi

, ∀i=
{

S, C, R, P1, . . .Pn, SP1, . . .SPn, CP1, . . .CPn, RP1, . . .RPn,
gyro
P1

, . . .
gyro
Pn

,
drag
P1

, . . .
drag
Pn

}
. (13)

2.6. Numerical Results
The parameters for the here contrived benchmark case for gear trains can be found in tables 1 and 2. These results

Table 1: Gear train parameters for the benchmark case

Property Symbol Value Units

Number of planets nP 3 −

Pressure angle α 20 deg

Input – Sun –

Output – Carrier –

for this design can be found in table 3 for both the carrier at standstill and at 5000 rpm (θ̇C = 523.5987rad/s). In this

table, the results can also be found with and without consideration of the damping components for the planetary gears

in operation.
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Table 2: Gear parameters for the benchmark case used here

Property Symbol Sun S Carrier C Ring R Planets P Units

Base radius r(·) 50.0 75.0 100.0 25.0 mm

Mass m(·) 1.0×10−3 5.0×10−3 10.0×10−3 0.5×10−3 t

Moment of inertia J(·) 1.0 5.0 10.0 0.05 t ·mm2

Bearing stiffness k(·),x,y 200.0×103 250.0×103 5000.0×103 1000.0×103 N/mm

Torsional stiffness k(·),θ 5000.0×103 5000.0×103 5000.0×103 – N/mm

Mesh stiffness to planet k(·)P 200.0×103 – 200.0×103 – N/mm

Table 3: Vibrational behavior for the benchmark case

Symbol

Eigenfrequencies [Hz]

θ̇C = 0
θ̇C = 523.5987 rad/s

without d with d

ω1 104.7049 95.9132
95.9063

95.9063

ω2 244.4799 241.8568
241.8448

241.8448

ω3 1346.2755 1345.7763
1340.5126

1340.5131

ω4 1346.2755 1345.7763
1351.1379

1351.1383

ω5 2856.6265 2856.6017
2856.4968

2856.5124

ω6 2856.6265 2856.6017
2856.6941

2856.7098

ω7 3630.8561 3630.8516
3630.4453

3630.6635

ω8 3630.8561 3630.8516
3630.8302

3631.0483

ω9 5873.3101 5873.2385
5873.0941

5873.0941

Symbol

Eigenfrequencies [Hz]

θ̇C = 0
θ̇C = 523.5987 rad/s

without d with d

ω10 7045.5544 7043.0785
7042.1705

7042.1705

ω11 7414.8628 7414.4494
7397.4148

7397.4158

ω12 7414.8628 7414.4494
7430.9974

7430.9984

ω13 8806.9002 8806.5649
8796.0604

8796.0604

ω14 8806.9002 8806.5649
8819.3466

8819.3467

ω15 11623.0042 11622.9898
11622.8576

11622.8750

ω16 11623.0042 11622.9898
11623.1400

11623.1575

ω17 12016.0632 12015.9422
12016.2430

12016.2430

ω18 12590.5114 12590.4957
12590.5468

12590.5468

3. Sensitivity Analysis
A cornerstone to efficient optimization and uncertainty analysis is the sensitivity analysis. In the following, the design

sensitivities of the eigenfrequencies are discussed. Here, direct methods of differentiation are used.

3.1. Numerical Design Sensitivities
Although computational of more effort, numerical design sensitivities require no change in the implementation of the

system code and, therefore, the simplest and most robust from the side of implementation. Perturbation via forward

finite differencing is used here. This can be defined as the following:

�ωj

�xi
= limΔxi → 0

ωj

(
x+eiΔxi

)
−ωj (x)

Δxi
(14)

It is clear that the introduction of a perturbation can lead to errors in the calculated sensitivities. Due to this reason and

increased computational effort, analytical methods are preferred.

3.2. Analytical Sensitivity Analysis without Damping
The analytical sensitivity for an eigenvalue has the well known solution [6],

�ωj

�xi
=

φT
(

�k

�xi
+ωj

�m

�xi

)
φj

φT
j
mφj

. (15)

Many cases of structural dynamics are without velocity dependent terms (damping) and this can be used. In cases of

high speed gears, for instance, damping is necessary and is introduced in the following section.
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3.3. Analytical Sensitivity Analysis with Damping
After [6], the analytical gradient of the j-th resonance frequency with respect to the i-th design variable for a damped

system is

�ωj

�xi
=

ω2
j
φT �m

�xi
φj+ωju

T
j

�d

�xi
φj+φT

j

�k

�xi
φj

2ωjφ
T
j
mφj+φT

j
dφj

, (16)

where uj is the eigenform of the j-th resonance frequency. This formulation is used below to reduce computational

effort in optimization and uncertainty analysis. The implementation of the gradients of the system matrices with respect

to all possible design variables can result in excessive coding effort. Therefore, a method involving the numerical

gradients of the system matrix is used: semi-analytical sensitivities.

3.4. Semi-Analytical Design Sensitivities
To save on the general implementation of the sensitives of the system matrices with respect to the design variables,

a semi-analytical approach is followed. This stipulates the following approximation of the gradient via forward finite

differencing:
�a

�xi
= limΔxi → 0

a
(
x+eiΔxi

)
−a(x)

Δxi
(17)

for a generic system matrix a, a general representation of the mass m, damping d and k matrices. These numerical

gradients of the system matrices with respect to the design variables
Δa

Δxi
are then used in the equations for analytical

design sensitivities
�a

�xi
introduced above. Therefore, in eq. (15) and (16), the analytical gradients of the mass matrix

�m

�xi
, for example, are replace by the numerical gradients

Δm

Δxi

4. Uncertainty Analysis of Planetary Gear Set
Using standard methods a single, deterministic value is required. For the mesh stiffness, which is nonlinear and in

reality has a range of values, this is not satisfactory. In able to keep the simple, computational cost efficient lumped-

parameter model, an approach based on uncertainty analysis are used to ascertain the ranges of eigenfrequencies. This

method uses intervals to model uncertain and varying values. Within this interval range of the system parameter p, the

responses r are maximized and minimized using optimization algorithms [7, 8, 9],

rLi ← min
{
ri

(
p
)}

(18)

rUi ← max
{
ri

(
p
)}

, (19)

resulting in the interval solution r̃i =
[
rL
i

, rU
i

]
.

4.1. Uncertain Parameters
The main source of uncertainty in planetary gears is the stiffness values. In the following these uncertain parameters

are introduced and their value ranges are given.

4.1.1. Mesh Stiffness

With the use in lumped-parameter models, typically single values are used to approximate the meshing stiffness. Due

to the rotating behavior of gears, this stiffness is nonlinear and varies throughout the rotation. These varying stiffnesses

are represented in this study with intervals and the resulting variation of the vibrational behavior is assessed. It is to be

noted that this range of stiffness values is not an uncertain parameter but a variation that is seen in operation. These

values for the stiffness ranges are found in table 4.

Table 4: Uncertain mesh stiffness values

Stiffness Symbol Nominal Range Unit

Sun–planet mesh stiffness kSP 200.0×103 [150.0, 250.0]×103 N
mm

Ring–planet mesh stiffness kRP 200.0×103 [150.0, 250.0]×103 N
mm
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4.1.2. Bearing Stiffness

In addition to the above-mentioned ranges in the mesh stiffnesses, this procedure will consider uncertainty in the

bearing stiffnesses. These stiffnesses ranges are considerably smaller than those for mesh and can be found in table 5.

Table 5: Uncertain bearing stiffness values

Stiffness Symbol Nominal Range Unit

Sun gear translatory bearing stiffness kS,x,y 200.0×103 [190.0, 210.0]×103 N
mm

Sun gear torsional stiffness kS,θ 200.0×103 [4900.0, 5100.0]×103 N
mm

Carrier gear translatory bearing stiffness kC,x,y 250.0×103 [240.0, 260.0]×103 N
mm

Carrier gear torsional stiffness kC,θ 5000.0×103 [4900.0, 5100.0]×103 N
mm

Ring translatory bearing stiffness kR,x,y 5000.0×103 [4900.0, 5100.0]×103 N
mm

Ring gear torsional stiffness kR,θ 5000.0×103 [4900.0, 5100.0]×103 N
mm

Planet translatory bearing stiffness kCP 1000.0×103 [900.0, 1100.0]×103 N
mm

4.1.3. Results of Uncertain Behavior

The following table 3 shows the ranges of the eigenfrequencies for the case including the damping matrix in operation.

This analysis requires a number of evaluations to find the minimum and maximum eigenfrequency values. This is

carried out with the first-order (gradient-based) optimization algorithm MMA [10, 11]. This operation required 2273

evaluations – full solving of the eigenvalue problem – using numerical gradients and 330 with semianalytical sensitivity

analysis. Not included in the computational effort is the consideration of the sensitivity analysis, which is simple matrix

operations and, therefore, of several magnitudes lower than the eigenvalue problem. It is to note that the eigenfrequency

ranges generally grow with with the eigenfrequency.

Table 6: Ranges of vibrational behavior for the benchmark case

Symbol Nominal eigenfrequency Eigenfrequency range Units

ω̃1 95.9063 [94.7490, 97.0479] Hz

ω̃2 241.8448 [239.3130, 244.3306] Hz

ω̃3 1340.5126 [1281.7762, 1390.9217] Hz

ω̃4 1351.1379 [1292.7321, 1401.3119] Hz

ω̃5 2856.4968 [2684.5208, 3006.0432] Hz

ω̃6 2856.6941 [2687.7164, 3006.2957] Hz

ω̃7 3630.4453 [3570.0759, 3696.6658] Hz

ω̃8 3630.8302 [3570.3953, 3697.1346] Hz

ω̃9 5873.0941 [5121.3507, 6526.1625] Hz

ω̃10 7042.1705 [6671.3604, 7392.9834] Hz

ω̃11 7397.4148 [6972.2108, 7790.3374] Hz

ω̃12 7430.9974 [7008.9602, 7788.5181] Hz

ω̃13 8796.0604 [8198.6044, 9353.0557] Hz

ω̃14 8819.3466 [8648.9139, 9380.5474] Hz

ω̃15 11622.8576 [10092.3180, 12592.4470] Hz

ω̃16 11623.1400 [10092.9792, 12978.5453] Hz

ω̃17 12016.2430 [10870.7401, 12447.6993] Hz

ω̃18 12590.5468 [11374.3150, 14052.1689] Hz

5. Optimization of Planetary Gear Set
The general formulation for design optimization is

min
x∈χ

{f(x)} (20)

such that gi =
ri
ci

−1 � 0, ∀i

and xLi � xi � xUi , ∀i
governed by mü+du̇+ku= Fext
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where the f is the objective function, g the constraint function, r a system response, c the state limit, x the vector

of design variables within a design domain χ, which is defined by the vectors of the lower bounds xL and the upper

bounds xU. Three formulations have been identified and implemented for the design optimization of planetary gears.

Design optimization formulation I
The first design optimization formulation is the finding of the optimal values for masses and moments of inertia for the

gears to maximize the lowest eigenfrequency. This can be reformulated as the minimization of the negative value of the

first eigenfrequency. This problem has no constraints though the design variables are bounded in their design domain.

This can be expressed mathematically as

min
x∈χ

{f(x)} (21)

such that xLi � xi � xUi , ∀i
governed by mü+du̇+ku= Fext

where f=−ω1

and x=
[
mS JS mC JC mR JR mP1

JP1
mP2

JP2
mP3

JP3

]T
.

Design optimization formulation II
In this formulation, the mass of the planetary gear set is to be minimized, such that a frequency band on the inter-

val
[
ωL

k
ωU

k

]
is avoided. After [12], the formulation of the constraint function, which restricts the l-th resonance

frequency ωl out of the k-th frequency band, defined by the interval
[
ωL

k
ωU

k

]
, is as follows :

gi = c

⎛⎝ωl

ωL
k

−1

⎞⎠ ·
⎛⎝ωU

k
ωl

−1

⎞⎠ , (22)

where c is a weighting factor, here chosen to be the midpoint of the frequency band. This results, generally, in nω ·
nband constraints, though this can be reduced based on knowledge of the system including how far the resonance

frequencies can be shifted during the optimization process. It should be noted that the following function creates a

design space featuring disjoint regions of feasibility.

Again the masses and moments of inertia are to be designed. Mathematically this is formulated as

min
x∈χ

{f(x)} (23)

such that gi = c

(
ω

ωL
−1

)
·
(
ωU

ω
−1

)
, ∀i

and xLi � xi � xUi , ∀i
governed by mü+du̇+ku= Fext

where f=mS +mC +mR +

nP∑
i

mPi

and x=
[
mS JS mC JC mR JR mP1

JP1
mP2

JP2
mP3

JP3

]T
,

where ωL and ωU are the lower and upper bounds of the constrained frequency band ωgi
, respectively. As gradient-

based optimization is used here, the analytical design sensitivities are needed. The gradient of the eigenfrequency with

respect to the design variables is given above. Now for this formulation of the constraint function, the sensitivity is

�gi
�xj

= c
�ωl
�xj

⎡⎣⎛⎝ωU
l

ωk
−1

⎞⎠⎛⎝ 1

ωL
k

⎞⎠−

⎛⎝ωl

ωL
k

−1

⎞⎠⎛⎝ωU
l

ω2
k

⎞⎠⎤⎦ . (24)

The ranges that are to be avoided are found in table . For the 18 eigenfrequencies and 6 restricted bands results in a

total of 108 constraints.

Design optimization formulation III
The objective function f is here again the maximization of the lowest eigenfrequency, as in formulation I, while re-

specting the frequency bands, as in Formulation II. As in the both former formulations, the masses and moments of
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Table 7: Constrained regions of eigenfrequencies

Symbol Eigenfrequency range Units

ω̃g1
[75.0, 100.0] Hz

ω̃g2
[150.0, 200.0] Hz

ω̃g3
[300.0, 400.0] Hz

ω̃g4
[600.0, 800.0] Hz

ω̃g5
[1200.0, 1600.0] Hz

ω̃g6
[2400.0, 3200.0] Hz

inertia are the design variables. This problem is mathematically formulated as

min
x∈χ

{f(x)} (25)

such that gi = c

(
ω

ωL
−1

)
·
(
ωU

ω
−1

)
, ∀i

and xLi � xi � xUi , ∀i
governed by mü+du̇+ku= Fext

where f=−ω1

and x=
[
mS JS mC JC mR JR mP1

JP1
mP2

JP2
mP3

JP3

]T
.

The constraints and their gradients are the same as in Formulation II.

6. Optimization Results
Several optimization were carried out with the software DESOPTPY [9] and the summary of these results can be found

in table 8. All optimization were started from nominal design. For the unconstrained formulation I, the second-order

algorithm NLPQLP [13, 14] was used, while for the constrained formulations II and III the first-order MMA [10] was

used. Of note is the use of gradient-based optimization for formulations II and III. These type of algorithms should

fail due to the complex disjoint nature of the constraints, this is though not the case and these proved to be effective

and efficient. For example, the standard formulation II (without uncertainty) was also investigated with the genetic

algorithm, specifically nondominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-II) [15], but after a run which included 3000

system evaluation with a objective function ca. 25% worse. It was seen that not all start points converge to the same

design. Though starting from the nominal, lower bound and upper bound resulted always in a good result in much

fewer evaluations as those needed for genetic algorithms. All optimizations resulted in feasible designs with vast

improvement to the objective function.

The minimization of mass under the frequency range constraints is a trivial solution as the lower bound design variable

values leads to a design which has no violated constraints with the lowest possible mass. This formulation is of more

interest when expanding the design variables to types other than mass.

7. Conclusion
Methods have been shown for the effective and efficient design optimization of planetary gear trains. At its core is a

lumped-parameter model, which is quite lightweight in regards to computational effort while allowing assessment of

the eigenfrequencies.

Three formations for the optimization have been introduced and implemented. These lead to drastically different de-

signs with different performances and can be chosen depending on the design requirements. The design variables were

limited in this investigation to conceptual masses. In future investigations, it is planned to expand this to geometrical

and further concept parameters. It is also shown that gradient-based optimization is effective and efficient, also using

the implementation of range constraints. This should lead to a nonconvex design domain. Gradient-based optimizers

have shown here their validity, though more investigation is needed to better understand the characteristics of the de-

sign domain. Future investigations will include an optimization method of local approximations capable of handling

ill-conditioned problems including noncontinuous responses developed by [16].

A method using intervals for the modeling of time dependent mesh stiffnesses allows for the use of efficient eigenfre-

quency analysis. Further, the uncertainty in bearing stiffness values was also modeled with intervals, albeit with smaller

ranges as the mesh stiffnesses. Other uncertain parameters can be included in this methodology in future investigations

to account for further variance in operation.
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Abstract 
The synchronous machine constitutes one of the most important parts in the power grid. The main aim of this 
paper is simulation verification of mechanical model of synchronous machine with electromagnetic 
representation covering mechanics of synchronous machine. The mechanical model of synchronous machine is 
open to broad engineering community to be used for dynamic stability simulations neglecting the internal 
electrical engine details. 

Keywords: synchronous machine, mechanical model of synchronous machine, physical  

1. Introduction 
The synchronous machine is one of the most important part in the power grid. To ensure the grid stability it is 
necessary to control the power sources connected in the grid together with electric appliances, which can cause 
instability as electric consumption demands change the conditions in the grid and power sources must adapt to 
such demands. In the past, the properties of synchronous machines were investigated on  mechanical models, 
because the theory of electrical machines was unknown [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. Currently the general models of 
electric machines are already known, e.g. Park’s model with Park’s transformation [6], [7], or another models 
[8], [9]. All these models are complicated, complex and require deep knowledge of electrical engineering, as 
well as math and physics [10].  

The mechanical model of synchronous machine (MMSM) in the Figure 1 is open to broad engineering 
community to be used for dynamic stability simulations neglecting the internal electrical engine details. The 
analogy between mechanical and electrical systems is discussed already in [11]. Based on the analysis of the 
electric model of the synchronous generator [6], [8], [12], [13] it can be shown that using mechanical model 
analogy [5] is justifiable. 

2. Analogy between Mechanical and Electrical Systems 
Electro-magnetic systems are described by the set of differential equations and analogy overview between 
electrical and magnetical quantities is in Table 1. Set of equations can be found for these equations in the 
mechanical area of vibratory systems. The mechanical quantities have image in the electro-magnetic field and 
their behavior is similar with corresponding dynamic response. The systems analogy is described in [14], [15] 
and presented in Table 2. 

Table 1: Electric circuits and magnetic circuits analogy 

Electrical quantity Magnetical quantity 
Voltage u [V] magnetomotive force Um [A] 

curent i [ ] magnetic flux ϕ [Wb] 

resistance R [Ω] reluctance Rm [ ] 

Ohm’s law  Hopkinson’s law  

 

Based on the quantities analogy the whole electromagnetic behavior of the synchronous machine or any circuit 
could be transformed into the mechanical representation. That is not helpful in the view of model complexity. 
Simplifying the model by neglecting some nonlinearities and some electromagnetic effects simpler models can 
be obtained. Mechanical model in [5] is based more on the heuristic ideas and empirical knowledge. 
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Table 2: Mechanical systems and electric circuits analogy

Mechanical quantity Electrical quantity
 translational system rotational system  

force | torque F [N] M [Nm] curent i [A] 

position x [m]

 

 [rad]

 

  

velocity v [ ]  [ ] voltage u [V] 

acceleration  a [ ]

 

 [ ]

 

  

mass  m [kg] 

 

Newton’s law 

J [kgm2] 

 

capacitance C [F] 

 

stiffness k [ ] 

 

 

k [ ] 

 

 

inductance L [H] 

 

damping b [ ] 

 

b [ ] 

 

resistor R [ ] 

 

power P[W]     

3. Models of Synchronous Machine 
There are presented two models. One is mechanical model of synchronous machine describing the phenomenon 
of the synchronous machine behavior. The second model is synchronous machine embedded into the Matlab-
Simulink software used for the comparison. 

3.1. Mechanical Model 
The mechanical model of synchronous machine (MMSM) of the simple power system is introduced. The main 
idea is presented in [5] and is based on the phenomenological insight into synchronous machine. The provided 
description is summarized in the Table 3 with symbols and dimensions used in the Figure 1. The model is 
already used in [16], where the wave-based control is applied, but there is no direct comparison with electrical 
motor. 

 
Figure 1: Mechanical model of a synchronous machine (MMSM) [5]. 

Alternator function could be clearly explained on the mechanical model analogy (MMSM) in Figure 1. This 
device consists of two shafts having a common axis. The parts of the mechanical model of synchronous machine 
are explained in Table 3. Disk 3 is mounted on shaft 1, shaft 2 has mounted arm 5. Disk length Φr varies. Arm 4 
and disk 3 are interconnected by spring 5. 
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Table 3: Mechanical model variable explanation

stator current, current stator windings IS

excitation current  Ib 
limit excitation current Ib0 
resulting / required magnetic field, (terminal voltage of the alternator, diameter size of disk 3) ΦV 
magnetic field (spring length 5)  ΦS 
rotor magnetic field, (DC excitation current to the rotor, length of arm 4) Φr 
the load / loading angle (the mutual angle between the arm 4 relative to the point B on disk 3) ε 
Power P 
driving mechanical power (input) Pm 
actual active power supplied to the grid PE 

 

Disk diameter corresponds to ΦV magnetic flux and hence to the voltage at the terminals of the alternator. Length 
of arm 4 represents magnetic flux Φr, length of spring 5 represents magnetic flux ΦS. If we try to rotate shaft 2 
faster than the shaft 1 rotates, it begins to stretch spring 5, arm 4 starts to swing relatively to point B increasing 
their mutual angle, which represents load angle ε. It is obvious that the larger Φr is (i.e. direct current excitation 
of the rotor), the smaller load angle ε is for transferring the same torque from one shaft to another. 

Dynamic equations of motion are presented in the equations 

 

 
(1) 

where Jr and JV are moments of inertia of a disk 3 in Figure 1 and arm 4 respectively, r and V corresponding 
angular positions, r and V angular velocities, Mload is loading moment on the electric side and Me and Md are 
derived from the model in the Figure 1: 

 

 
(2) 

where k and b are spring stiffness and damping respectively. Matlab-Simulink mechanical model of synchronous 
machine representation is in the Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Mechanical model of synchronous machine in Matlab-Simulink 

According to [12] and [13] electrical power Pe can be simplified using equation (3). 

 (3) 

Variable Uv in equation (3) represents the terminal stator voltage, variable Ur represents internal (rotor) magnetic 
field, variable X is the machine and wire reactance and angle  is the torque (loading) angle. This simplified 
electrical behavior creates connection between mechanical model (2) and electromechanical model (3) of 
synchronous machine.  

Mechanical model of synchronous machine has six parameters for tuning it to fit with the electrical model. 
Those parameters are rotor moment of inertia Jr (disk 3), moment of inertia JV (arm 4), length of arm 4 r, disk 3 
radii V, stiffness k and damping b. 

3.2. Electrical Model 
Model of synchronous machine used for comparison with mechanical model is shown on Figure 3. Model is 
created using embedded block in Matlab-Simulink representing simplified synchronnous machine from the 
electromagnetic point of view. The model includes 1MVA electric engine working at 50Hz with parameters 
shown in Table 4. 
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Figure 3: Electrical model of synchronous machine connected into grid. 

In the electric circuit in the Figure 3 three phase RLC load and one additional source are used for power grid 
simulation. The important variables used for the comparison between electrical and mechanical model are input 
power to the synchronous machine (mechanical power), output power of the synchronous machine (electrical 
power) and load angle of the synchronous machine. 

Table 4: Parameters of electrical model of synchronous machine 

Nominal 
power 

Line-to-line 
voltage 

Frequency Inertia Damping 
factor 

Pair 
poles 

Internal 
impedance 

Pn [VA] Vn [Vrms] fn [Hz] J [kgm2] Kd p R [ ] L [H] 

1 000 000 000 315000 50 168870 58.7 1 1.9845 0.0632 

4. Simulation Experiment 
Simulation is performed by application of mechanical power to the input of the synchronous machine. The 
electrical power as an output of the synchronous machine as well as motor load angle of the electrical model of 
synchronous machine are recorded and used for the comparison and for the tuning of the mechanical model of 
synchronous machine.  

4.1. Example 1: Tuning the Parameters 
The chosen mechanical power is shown in the Figure 4. The behavior starts at zero power, steps to the maximal 
value, then drops down with the slope and finally drops to 10% of the maximal power. 

 
Figure 4: Mechanical power applied as input for the simulations 
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Mechanical power behavior from the Figure 4 enters the simulation with electrical model of synchronous 
machine and resulting electrical power and loading angle are in the Figure 5 left and right respectively. 

 
Figure 5: Electrical model of synchronous machine simulation 

The mechanical and electrical power curves are now used to drive the simulation model with MMSM. The 
question now is, how to link parameters of MMSM with parameters of electrical model in Table 4. The authors 
didn’t found the general answer, but for some parameters analogy between mechanical and electrical variables 
could be used as seen in Table 2. The relations for the coefficient of damping b and stiffness k are following: 

 

 
(4) 

Moment of inertia of the rotor Jr is the same as in the case of electric machine rotor inertia J. The rest of 
parameters are obtained using optimization algorithm with root mean square criterion trying to minimizethe load 
angle difference. The parameter values are listed in Table 5. 

Table 5: Values of the MMSM parameters 

Rotor moment 
of inertia 

Stator moment 
of inertia 

Length of arm 4 Disk 3 radius Damping Stiffness 

Jr [kgm2] JV [kgm2] Φr [m] ΦV [m] b [Nms/rad] k [Nm/rad] 

168 870 172 141 171 5 749 0.50 15.83 

 

The simulation results are shown in the Figure 6. Load angles are compared in the upper graph, load angle 
difference between electrical and mechanical model are compared in the lower graph. The absolute error in the 
load angle is lower than 10%. 

 
Figure 6: Simulation result of MMSM after three parameters (JV, Φr, ΦV) optimization 
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4.2. Example 2: Realistic Response 
The second example uses the optimized settings from the Example 1. The input mechanical power has now more 
realistic time behavior. Time ramps with different inclination and periodical part is included as shown in Figure 
7. 

 
Figure 7: Mechanical power applied as input for the simulations 

 
Figure 8: Electrical model of synchronous machine simulation 

 
Figure 9: Simulation result of MMSM 

The electrical model of synchronous machine response is in the Figure 8. Mechanical and electrical powers 
(input and output power respectively) on the left graph are then again used as inputs into simulation model of 
MMSM. The load angle behavior is shown in the graph on right side. Input and output powers applied to 
mechanical model result in load angle shown in the Figure 9 (upper graph, comparison with electrical model 
load angle) and difference in load angle between MMSM and electrical model is depicted in the lower graph of 
Figure 9. The model error is comparable to the one in the Example 1. 
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5. Conclusions 
This paper presents mechanical model of synchronous machine based on phenomenology of synchronous 
machine behavior. Connection of mechanical model parameters with electrical model of synchronous machine 
variables is done using the analogy of mechanical and electromagnetic variables. The rest of parameters are 
found using optimization. 

Simulation experiment shows good correspondence between these two models, error does not exceed 10%. 
Simulation verification was done successfully. 

The mechanical model of synchronous machine is open for broad engineering community to be used for 
dynamic stability simulations neglecting the internal electrical engine details. Using mechanical model would 
facilitate the application of modern non-standard methods (Wave-based, adaptive, predictive, etc.) on smart 
control and optimizing of electrical machines - synchronous and asynchronous, AC and DC. 
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Abstract   
The paper deals with the optimization and control synthesis of multi-level mechanism based on cable/fibre driven 
spherical mechanism Quadrosphere. Multi-level means, that the mechanism consists of the main movable platform 
and at least one superimposed mechanism. The primary mechanism is considered as a parallel cable driven one, 
combining principles of parallel kinematics with the usage of cables/fibres/ropes/belts as links, which brings many 
advantages, namely the light-weight, large range of motion, possibility of anti-backlash operation, easy 
reconfiguration and even cheaper construction compared to mechanisms with traditional links. On the other hand 
the cables naturally limit these machines to the area of low frequencies, where the higher frequencies can be 
covered by the superimposed structure that provides smaller but fast components of requested motion. The 
presented idea is concretized for the experimental demonstrator of spherical mechanism Quadrosphere. It has been 
assembled and added by 6 DOF cubic truss created from piezoelectric stack actuators and carrying the secondary 
platform. The controllability of the platform motion has been tested for two variants of active truss positioning. 
The next step have been optimization, design and build of additional 3DOF platform fully tailored to the primary 
Quadrosphere mechanism. Mechanically amplified piezoactuators have been chosen for its actuation. Finally the 
control of multi-level mechanism using H∞ linear controller of fixed-order has been developed. The experiments 
with multi-level mechanism will be realized in the near future. 

Keywords: multi-level mechanism, motion control accuracy, cable driven mechanism, spherical mechanism 
Quadrosphere, mechanism actuated by piezoactuators, redundant actuation, anti-backlash control, H∞  controller 
of fixed-order, HIFOO. 

1. Introduction 
The cable/fibre driven variants of parallel kinematic mechanisms (PKM) combine the concept of parallel machines 
with the usage of cables instead of rigid links. This solution removes many weaknesses of PKM and brings further 
advantages [1]. The number of kinematic joints can be lower, the weight is typically very low, the workspace is 
larger and easily reconfigurable and the construction is cheaper compare to the mechanisms with traditional links 
and joints. Natural and indeed necessary is the anti-backlash control [2], [3] . The application area of cable driven 
PKM is very large ranges from the cargo handling [4] and astronomic applications [5], [6] to humanoid-arm 
manipulators [7] or snake-like manipulators.  

The authors of the article have been devoted to the research of cable robots and tilting mechanisms for a long time. 
The optimum trade-off between the cable-actuation request and the range of tilting (angular) workspace has been 
of particular interest. The synthesis has been realized by the standard methods as well as by the newly developed 
approach of the kinematical synthesis. The optimization of the calibrability [8] and the sensor placement shows, 
that the measurement of the platform position (orientation in the spherical case) is necessary both for the good 
calibrability and for its accurate position control. Besides other structures the spherical tilting mechanism 
QuadroSphere has been proposed, optimized and realized [9]. It includes four drives and measured orientation of 
the platform by means of incremental sensors in central joint. Concerning the control algorithms research 
especially the combination of the antibacklash control with the removal of mutual fighting and with unique 
treatment of all fibre drives has been investigated. Because of the natural properties of the fibres, the positive anti-
backlash condition must be fulfilled within the whole workspace. The motion control of the demonstrator has been 
tested and prove the successful implementation of its control.    

One drawback of the cable driven PKM including QuadroSphere is relatively low resultant stiffness and 
consequently the relatively narrow frequency bandwidth of end-effector motion control. To avoid these problems 
the concept of a multi-level mechanisms has been introduced. The term multi-level means a hierarchical structure, 
in other words combination of micro and macro mechanism [10]. Namely in our case the cable driven primary 
platform serves for large and slower component of the motion and the secondary platform connected to the primary 
one for the small and higher frequency motion components. The initial research of the concept is discussed in [9], 
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[11]. The current paper is devoted to the ongoing research of this concept. The paragraph 2 contains a basic 
presentation of the cable driven mechanism QuadroSphere, subsequently in paragraph 3 preliminary testing and 
new design of additional piezo-actuated platform is analysed. The paragraph 4 is about control synthesis of multi-
level mechanism using H∞ linear controller of fixed-order. The experiments with multi-level mechanism 
demonstrator are under intensive development and will be performed over the coming months.    

2. Cable Driven Spherical Mechanism Quadrosphere 
The cable driven mechanism QuadroSphere was optimized in order to achieve maximum workspace with anti-
backlash properties, without collisions and with maximum dexterity with respect to the real components. The 
central spherical joint is designed with three rotational sensors in order to be able to measure the platform position. 
Computational tools [12] for anti-backlash control, calculation of dexterity [13], stiffness, collisions and 
installation space of structure were created. The most important part, which is based on anti-backlash control 
principle [14], ensures that all fibres are loaded by tension force. These computational tools were used for 
optimization process (Figure 1 a)), for seeking the optimum variant of the geometrical layout of the spherical 
structure. The final demonstrator of the cable driven mechanism QuadroSphere (Figure 1 b)) has a moving platform 
with 3 DOF driven by four cables/fibres that performs a spherical motion around a central point [9]. The triple of 
revolute joints is equipped with three Renishaw rotational encoders (Figure 2 a)) for position feedback. The tension 
in cables/fibres is measured by force sensors. The stand is controlled by the dSpace DS1103 controller board 
through four AC servo drives. The motion control combines the position and force control in order to ensure that 
fibres are under tension [15]. The control approach was tested using many desired trajectories and motions of the 
demostrator platform, e.g. the step response in Figure 2 b). The implemented control scheme prevents mutual 
fighting of particular drives and ensures the tension in fibres [9]. 

           
                 a) optimized Quadrosphere mechanism    b) realized Quadrosphere demonstrator driven by four fibres               

Figure 1: Demonstrator of cable driven spherical mechanism Quadrosphere [9] 

             
                          a) Quadrosphere incremental sensors            b) incremental sensors step response  

Figure 2: Example of experiments with Quadrosphere motion control  

3. Preliminary Testing and New Design of Additional Piezo-Actuated Platforms   
The Quadrosphere fibre driven demonstrator has been reassembled and the piezoelectric stack actuators (PSA) 
available from the earlier times have been used for the setup of the first versions of the additional active platform. 
The cubic 6 degrees of freedom (DOF) architecture [9] with 6 piezoactuators (PSt150/7/60 VS12 from 
Piezomechanik GmbH) has been implemented (Figure 3). The parameters of the piezoactuators (stiffness, 
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lengthening range, frequency range, etc.) used for these preliminary experiments were given and their optimality 
in tested mechanism wasn’t guaranteed.   

The system has been experimentally excited by the chirp signals with the frequency 0 to 100 Hz and the time 
length 60 s, that were applied to the particular piezoactuators (P1-P6) of the active cubic truss. The position of the 
tilting platform has been measured by three incremental revolute sensors ( x, y, z). The controllability of the 
platform motion within the tested frequency range for two versions of differently situated cubic piezo-truss have 
been compared. The external variant (Figure 3 a)) has the active cubic truss outside the main kinematic loops 
created by the fibres and the positioned/measured rectangular tilting platform. This variant actually matches the 
spatial 6 DOF active dynamic absorber. The internal variant (Figure 3 b)) has the active cubic truss inside the 
main kinematic loops created by the fibres and the positioned/measured circular tilting platform. The piezo-
actuated platform controllability in the tested frequency band for both variants is comparable. The actuators in the 
external (dynamic absorber) configuration have naturally weak influence on the platform motion for the low 
frequencies. From this point of view the internal variant seems to be better. However the possibilities of advanced 
control of spatial 6 DOF active dynamic absorber are currently further investigated within the project devoted to 
the multidimensional delayed resonators.  

 

a) external placement of active cubic truss          b) internal placement of active cubic truss 

 
c) external placement - measured transfer functions       d) internal placement - measured transfer functions     

Figure 3: Quadrosphere enhanced by additional piezo-actuated platform with cubic architecture [9] 

The important result of the preliminary experiments was the finding, that the maximum stroke (60 
piezoelectric stack actuators (PSA) is rather small for the correction 
of positioning errors of the cable driven platform of Quadrosphere demonstrator. Consequently the further steps 
have been optimization, design and build of additional platform fully tailored to the primary cable driven 
mechanism. The Quadrosphere demonstrator has 3 DOF controlled by four drives through four fibres. 
Consequently the planar additional mechanism with 3 DOF is sufficient for the motion control correction.  The 
important part of this task is the choice of appropriate actuator. The different types of piezoactuators (piezoelectric 
stack actuators (PSA) or mechanically amplified piezoactuators (APA)) and different types of voice-coil actuators 
(VCA) are available. A comprehensive overview of properties of available actuators is collected in [16]. VCA can 
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be used for lager strokes, but the ratio between controlled force and actuator mass is very unfavourable with respect 
to piezoactuators. The implementation of APA seems to be optimum compromise for our target (Figure 4).   

 
a) stiffness versus stroke and blocking force for PSA and APA     b) stroke versus controlled force for VCA  

 
                 c) blocking force versus mass for PSA and APA     d) controlled force versus mass for VCA  

Figure 4: Overview of important properties of available PSA, APA and VCA [16] 

The mechanically amplified piezoactuators with the stroke 300 μm (APA 400MML from Cedrat Technologies) 
have been chosen to control the currently optimized additional platform. The axis of amplified motion of APA is 
perpendicular to the piezo stack, the motion is transformed by a flexible scissor structure (Figure 5).    

 
 Figure 5: Mechanically amplified piezoactuator APA 400MML chosen for platform actuation 

The target of the optimization is maximization of the controllability of end-effector platform using implemented 
actuators as well as overall improvement of mechanical properties. The optimization has been realized in two steps 
[17]. Firstly the multiobjective optimization of planar mechanism take into account the dexterity, workspace 
extension (for available stroke of actuators) and stiffness in the mechanism plane. Examples of different optimized 
planar configurations are shown in Figure 6. The axes of amplified motions of actuators are shown as a red 
abscissas. The second step of optimization is based on the detailed 3D flexible mechanical models including 
detailed models of implemented mechanically amplified piezoactuators (Figure 7). The specific realizations of 
each configuration have a significant effect on the dynamic properties of the added piezo-mechanism. Its 
eigenfrequencies should be significantly higher than the eigenfrequencies of the primary fibre driven mechanism, 
which are approximately between 20 and 50 Hz. Moreover the piezo-mechanism should be relatively stiff in the 
direction perpendicular to its motion plane. The lowest eigenfrequencies of eigenmodes in motion plane and 
eigenmodes perpendicular to it for spatial models from Figure 7 are as follows: a) in plane 261 Hz, perpendicular 
366 Hz, b) in plane 222 Hz , perpendicular 267 Hz, c) in plane 282 Hz, perpendicular 209 Hz. The final choice of 
the detailed design will be determined also by the comparison of deformations of APA bodies (scissor structures) 
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and deformations of flexible tips connecting APAs and the platform. Overall, it appears as achievable to shift the 
lowest eigenfrequency of piezoplatform to almost 300 Hz and thus to attain a sufficient separation from the 
eigenfrequencies of the fiber mechanism.   

 
I. config.                          II. config.                             III. config.                        IV. config. 

Figure 6: Examples of different optimized configurations of planar 3 DOF additional platform 

               
                  a) I. config., APA in plane        b) I. config., APA perpendicular         c) IV. config., APA in plane 

Figure 7: Examples of detailed spatial models for FEM analysis of 3 DOF additional platform   

4. Synthesis of Control of Multi-Level Mechanism 
The control of multi-level mechanism can be realized by several different concepts. The synthesis by the robust 
control can use HIFOO (H-infinity Fixed Order Optimization) approach [18], [19] to find a stabilizing controller. 
“HIFOO is implemented as a public-domain Matlab package that aim on designing a stabilizing linear controller 
of fixed-order for a plant in standard state-space configuration, while minimizing the H∞ norm of the closed-loop 
transfer function” [19], [20]. This controller represents the best local controller for given plant. It is important to 
remember that it is a local optimization. The outcome of optimization is never guarantee to be the best in global. 
Quasi-Newton algorithm (BFGS), which is used in the initial phase optimization, is designed to find the local 
minimum. Other methods (local bundle phase and gradient sampling) control the accuracy of the minimum being 
reached. It is therefore appropriate initial estimate. HIFOO is able to find a stabilizing controller itself, but for such 
a large system, can be assumed that it will probably fall into a not quite optimal local minimum. For this reason, 
in the first phase, the HIFOO controller of the 0 order was found. Then it is used as an initial estimate for HIFOO 
controller of higher orders.The state-space model presented above has to be adapted to the form applicable to 
HIFFO algorithms in order to create a tracking task of the end point of the platform. Following description has to 
be used in order to hold the HIFOO (1) modified state-space structure.  

                                     (1)  

 
Low pass filter has to be used on the performance output to eliminate high frequencies according (2), 

 

 

 
                                                                       (2) 
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where Wb sets the position, M the upper limit, Aw lower limit and n the order of the filter.  Results of optimization 
are very sensitive on the setup of this filter, it is therefore necessary to tune it correctly.  

The 0 order stabilizing controller was found by optimization. This controller work after first sets of iteration 
satisfactorily and stabilized the system correctly, but his response time was unacceptable (about 12 seconds). 
Therefore that controller was used as initial guess for optimization with goal to find the better controller of 1th 
order. Furthermore, the same procedure was used for finding the suitable controller of the higher order. For the 5th 
order controller the results did not showed variation greater than 0.1 %. This approach was performed separately 
to find the best controller for both options of the assignment. Thus, a controller was sought for the most accurate 
motion control of the end-effector with information about the end-effector position. Namely in the first case, the 
control was performed only through the cables, and in the second the control was performed through the cables 
and a piezoactuators together.  

 
a) overal ramp response                                             b) detail of transient ramp response 

Figure 8: Ramp response of fiber driven mechanism with and without additional piezo driven platform 

Simulation experiments performed on the simulation model proved that the control concept fulfill expectations – 
cable driven platform is suitable for low frequency components and high frequency part is performed by piezo-
actuated platform (Figure 8). The simulation experiments give the promising results, the experiments will follow. 

5. Conclusion 
The main challenge of the presented research is optimization and hierarchical motion control of the lightweight 
multi-level mechanisms consisting of the large motion level realized by the cable-driven parallel mechanisms and 
the small motion levels realized using the active structures. The main target of the optimization and control of 
multi-level structures is the widening of frequency bandwidth of their feedback motion control. The superimposed 
active structures can improve the positioning accuracy and operational speed of the end-effectors of recently 
developed cable-driven parallel mechanisms. The presented idea has been concretized for the experimental 
demonstrator of spherical mechanism Quadrosphere. It has been reassembled and the piezoelectric stack actuators 
available from the earlier times have been used for the setup of two variants (internal and external) of the additional 
active cubic architecture carrying the secondary platform. Controllability of both variants has been tested and 
compared. The important result of the preliminary experiments was the finding, that the maximum stroke 
piezoelectric stack actuators is rather small for the correction of positioning errors of Quadrosphere demonstrator. 
The next steps were the optimization, design and build of additional 3DOF platform fully tailored to the primary 
Quadrosphere mechanism. Mechanically amplified piezoactuators with higher stroke have been chosen for its 
actuation. The optimization shows, that is possible to shift the lowest eigenfrequency of piezomechanism to almost 
300 Hz and thus to attain a sufficient separation from the eigenfrequencies of the fibre mechanism (30-50 Hz). 
Finally the control of multi-level mechanism using H∞ linear controller of fixed-order was developed using the 
HIFOO system. The influence of more complex dynamic couplings between the cable manipulated end-effector 
and superimposed controlled piezomechanism is currently under research. The experiments with multi-level 
mechanism will be realized in the near future. 
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Abstract
The high-speed operation of machines with prominent oscillating phenomena, such as overhead cranes, requires to

deal with the problem of damping or eliminating the load oscillations that naturally occur during and after the motion.

This work is intended to provide a solution to a problem with significant practical relevance, i.e. the improvement of

the robustness properties of the method used to plan the trajectory over which a crane can be operated. In particular,

a variational solution, augmented with the sensitivity functions of the dynamic model is proposed. An experimental

validation of the proposed approach is here provided, showing that it can constiute a feasible and robust solution to the

aforementioned problem.

Keywords: trajectory planning, crane, nonlinear system, robustness

1. Introduction
The operation of overhead cranes requires to deal with the problem of damping or eliminating the load oscillations

that naturally occur during and after the motion. Such a problem is usually tackled both in literature and in industrial

practice through closed-loop control or through open-loop control. The latter approach consists in designing optimal

command profiles that move the load to the desired position without residual load oscillations. Focusing on trajectory

planning can, in this sense, reduce the need for an elaborate control, which can be an useful feature in industrial

application when the use of accurate sensors can be impractical or non cost-effective.

The problem of motion-induced vibration is quite evident in machines for which the common rigid link assumption is

not valid [1], as well as in machines built with flexible elements, such as ropes or springs. Such systems might incur in

high vibration not only during the motion, but also after motion completion, thus limiting their operativeness [2]. This

problem is particularly relevant for underactuated multibody systems, i.e. those having less control inputs than degrees

of freedom. This is typical in the aforementioned cases of systems with joint or link flexibility. In such cases the control

problem is also exacerbated because of their underdamped behavior that imposes either open-loop or closed-loop if the

motion specifications are defined for unactuated degrees of freedom.

The trajectory planning problem for underdamped and underactuated systems has been analyzed and solved using a

large number of techniques. An example is [4], which describes the analytical expression of a trajectory, parametrized

as a s-curve speed profile, or [5], which employs smoothed jerk profiles. Inverse dynamics approaches are also often

adopted to compute the optimal profile of the forces of actuated degrees of freedom.

One of the most critical issues in the development of effective command references is the robustness with respect to the

unavoidable model uncertainty. Despite its relevance, this problem has been explored less frequently. One example is

[6], in which robustness is achieved by introducing in the cost function a term of Gaussian cumulative noise. The work

by Shin [7] focuses on the definition of robot trajectories by taking into account the uncertainties caused by payload

weight changes trough the alterations of boundaries on joint torques.

Concepts similar to the ones used in [4] and [5] are exploited also for the class of methods referred to as input shaping,

which have gained a wide diffusion due to their simple implementation [13] [14]. Input shaping filters can be used

to produce rest-to-rest motion with zero residual vibration for single mode [15] and multi-mode systems as well [16].

Such techniques have also been extended to react to the change of the system frequency over time, leading to the

definition of robust shapers and to extra-insensitive robust shapers [17]. Such techniques represent a de-facto standard

in the industrial application control through open-loop approaches.

The technique used in this work is, in contrast, based on the calculus of variation. The trajectory planning problem

is set up as an optimization problem based on the dynamics of the system. Using variational calculus, the necessary

conditions for optimality are imposed using the Pontryagin’s Minimum Principle (PMP). That transforms the optimiza-

tion problem into a Two-Point Boundary Value Problem (TP-BVP), whose solution is accomplished numerically. The
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application of this method might, however, have some robustness issues if model uncertainty is not properly accounted

for [18, 12]. Indeed, it usually generates solutions with limited robustness to parametric mismatches between the plant

used for the planning and the actual one. This problem has been tackled extensively in the field of closed-loop control,

as testified by a wide literature, but to the best of authors’ knowledge, there are very few works that specifically focus

on robust trajectory planning algorithms. This work is meant to be an experimental validation of the method that has

been briefly introduced in [19], by applying the method to an overhead crane. The proposed method enhances the para-

metric robustness of the trajectory optimization problem, and of the resulting trajectory as well, by using the concept

of sensitivity functions. In particular, an increased robustness is achieved by including additional constraints within the

TP-BVP problem. The robustness properties of the trajectories planned using the extended approach will be shown to

produce a sensible reduction of the residual oscillation of the load in the presence of a significant alteration of the plant

oscillation mode.

2. Trajectory Planning: Nominal and Robust Solutions
In its nominal form, a rest-to-rest motion planning problem can be translated into a variational problem as follows. The

dynamics of the flexible system should be described by a system of first-order ordinary differential equations (ODEs)

as:

ẋ(t) = ΩΩΩ(x,u, t,η) (1)

in which x(t), u(t), t and η are the state, the input, the time and a generic scalar model parameter, respectively. The

properties of the trajectory can be shaped by choosing the suitable cost function that is to be minimized, defined as:

J =

t f∫
t0

f (x,u, t,η)dt (2)

with desired initial and final states x(t0) and x(t f ) as the left and right, respectively, boundary conditions. The boundary

conditions can be used, in a trajectory planning framework, to impose the desired initial and final kinematic conditions,

such as initial and final positions and velocities. Under this premises, a trajectory planning problem can be translated

into a minimization problem, aimed at the minimization of the cost functional J, constrained to the left and right

boundary conditions, and constrained to the dynamic model of eq. (1). The solution to this class of problem can be

achieved using the well-known Pontryagin Minimum Principle, following a procedure that will be briefly recalled here.

First of all, the Hamiltonian of the system can be defined as:

H (x,λλλ ,u, t,η) = f +λλλ T (t)ΩΩΩ(x,u, t,η) (3)

The Hamiltionian is a scalar function, that requires the definition of a set of auxiliary functions λi(t), often called co-

states or Lagrangian functions. The Lagrangians are as many as the number of independent equations in ΩΩΩ(x,u, t,η).
The necessary conditions for finding a minimum of the minimization problem stated above are, according to the PMP:

∂H

∂u
= 0 (4)

ẋ =
∂H

∂λ
(5)

λ̇λλ =−∂H

∂x
(6)

The solution of eq. (4), that is often referred as the ’optimal control’ u∗(t), can be used to define the minimizing

Hamiltonian H ∗(x,λλλ ,u∗, t,η). By using H ∗, an augmented system of ODEs can be defined as:

ẏ =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
∂H ∗

∂λλλ

−∂H ∗

∂x

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (7)

The equation (7) essentially states that the dynamics of the augmented state vector:

y(t) =

[
x(t)
λλλ (t)

]
(8)
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must comply simultaneously with the three PMP conditions, and that each solution of this ODE system that complies

with the prescribed boundary condition, automatically minimizes the cost functional J as defined in eq. (2). This

method therefore can be applied to any dynamic model, provided that the system dynamics is sufficiently differentiable

to define the conditions shown so far.

This method, when involves the nominal model of the plant, can be referred as the nominal trajectory planning proce-

dure. Robust trajectory planning procedure can be set by using a ’robustified’ description of the plant. In particular, the

dynamic model of eq.(1) can be augmented as:

ẋr(t) =

⎡⎢⎣ ΩΩΩ(x,u, t,η)

∂ΩΩΩ
∂η

(x,u, t,η)

⎤⎥⎦ (9)

The set of ODE ΩΩΩ is therefore augmented with an additional set of differential equations, which are evaluated as the

partial derivatives of ΩΩΩ made with respect to the uncertain parameter η . Such derivatives, which are usually referred as

the sensitivity equations of the plant dynamics [8], describe how the dynamics of the plant ΩΩΩ is affected by the change

of the parameter η from its nominal value. The robust trajectory planning problem can be therefore set by choosing

a cost function that will be minimized by choosing a functional f as in eq.(2), and by imposing the PMP principles

conditions ( as in eq. (3-8), using a different Hamiltonian, now based on the robust dynamics ẋr(t) ). As far as the

boundary conditions are concerned, in addition to the initial and final states x(t0) and x(t f ), the initial and final values

of the the sensitivity functions are set to be equal to zero. Such conditions are used to force the dynamics of the plant

to evolve between two conditions of minimal sensitivity to the parametric uncertainty, i.e. with maximum robustness

to the uncertain parameter, which happen at both the left and right boundary. Additionally, the effect of the uncertainty

on the scalar parameter η can be further decreased by including it into the cost functional f in eqs. (2,3).

In literature and in engineering practice, two-point boundary value problems are solved numerically, using general-

purpose computing environments such as MATLAB [9] or specific software tools such as ����� [10], by using either

collocation, a shooting algorithm or a pseudo-spectral method [11]. An analytic closed-form solution is typically

available only for very simple cases, or for moderately large size linear models [12]. For the case under consideration

in this work, the most feasible solution is to use a collocation method, that has proved to be of fast and reliable

application.

3. Experimental Results
The method proposed above is here applied to a prototype built in the laboratory to replicate the structure and dynamic

behavior of an overhead crane. The prototype has been developed by mounting a mass, suspended by a thin wire, on

the end-effector of an Adept Quattro s650h robot. Such a manipulator is capable of providing three translations and one

rotation of the end effector, with high peak acceleration and speed. The robot is controlled by the proprietary Adept

SmartController. A picture of the prototype is shown in figure 1. The robot controller is set-up so that the end-effector

of the robot follows the trajectory profile provided in real-time by a trajectory generator implemented using MATLAB

xPC Target. Such a device also takes care of collecting the measurements, which include the actual position of the end-

effector of the robot and the angular displacement of the cable, therefore providing a measurement of the load swing

angle. The measurement of the cable displacement is performed using an artificial vision system, which analyzes the

data collected by a camera, providing a measurement with a 50 Hz sampling frequency. The system can be effectively

represented, according to the notation of figure 2, as the second oder dynamic model:

θ̈(t) =− g
L

sinθ(t)− ÿc

L
(10)

in which θ(t) is the load swing, and ÿc(t) is the acceleration of the cart, the constant rope length is L and g is the

gravity acceleration. Eq. (10) describes the underactuated dynamics of the system. The acceleration ÿc is provided

by the actuator that moves the cart, whose closed-loop dynamics is assumed to be capable of providing the required

acceleration profile. Under this hypothesis, the mass of the cart does not affect the dynamics of the system, as well as

the mass of the suspended load. Such a model can be re-written as in eq.(1) by choosing the acceleration of the cart as

the exogenous input u(t) and by choosing the state vector:

x(t) =
[
θ̇ , ẏc,θ ,yc

]T
(11)

Such a model has been tested and validated for the prototype show in figure 1. Both the nominal and the robust method

trajectory planning methods have been applied. The robustness conditions are imposed by choosing the cable length

L as the uncertain parameter, i.e. computing the partial derivatives of the first-order dynamic model of the plant with
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Figure 1: Prototype of the cart-pendulum system

Figure 2: Kinematic model of the overhead crane used for the experiments
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Figure 3: Cart position and load positions: nominal plant, nominal trajectory
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Figure 4: Cart position and load positions: nominal plant, robust trajectory

respect to L. By altering the cable length L, the natural frequency of the cart is changed: the robust implementation of

the trajectory will be therefore capable of minimizing the effects of this change.

The effects of the choice of the trajectory are evaluated experimentally by moving the crane along the prescribed

trajectory. A first test has been performed by testing the nominal trajectory to a “perfect” model, i.e. for a model

in which the length of the rope is equal to the actual one. The results of this test is shown in Figure 3. The results

are shown in terms of position of the cart yc and of load position yL. The trajectory is designed in order to produce

a translation of the cart equal to 0.2 m in 2 s, with initial and final null vibrations. Figure 3 shows that such goal is

achieved with high precision, given that the residual vibrations are negligible.

Similar results are obtained when the cart is moved along the robust trajectory: the plot of the cart and load positions

are shown in Figure 4. The slightly lesser accuracy obtained in the case of robust planning is mainly due to the limited

tracking precision of the robot observed during fast motions. It should be noticed that the nominal trajectory, as shown

in Fig.3, has only positive values of the cart speed. In contrast the robust command reference in Figure 4 imposes both

positive and negative speeds. This feature results in higher peak values of cart speed and acceleration and in harmonic

components with higher frequency, thus making the tracking more difficult.

In order to test the actual robustness improvement brought by the proposed method, two further results are shown in

Figures 5 and 6. Such tests consist in performing the same motion with a pendulum length reduced by 0.18 m from the

initial nominal one, which is equal to 0.962 m. This modification induces an increase of the natural frequency of the

load oscillation and therefore a sensible mismatch between the modeled and the actual plants.

As can be seen in Fig.5, the application of the nominal trajectory results in a large residual oscillation of the load,
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Figure 5: Cart position and load positions: perturbed plant, nominal trajectory
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Figure 6: Cart position and load positions: perturbed plant, robust trajectory

while a noticeably lower amplitude is obtained by using the robust trajectory, as in Fig.6. This result confirms that

the proposed method can be effectively used to improve the robustness to parametric mismatches between the model

of the plant used for trajectory planning and the actual plant. Other results, not reported here, has shown that the

proposed techniques can effectively plan faster motion profiles, lasting less than half of the oscillation period, and can

be extended to overhead cranes with double and triple pendulum as well.

4. Conclusion
This paper proposes a method to plan trajectories for a pendulum-cart system. Such method is developed using a

variational solution of a two-point boundary value problem. Robustness specifications are included in the trajectory

optimization problem together with the dynamics model of the plant, to reduce the effects of unmodeled changes to the

plant. The method finally results in the position reference for the actuated degree of freedom, that is optimally shaped

to ensure accurate motion of the unactuated ones. This feature allows for a reliable implementation of the method on

industrial devices and to cope with some unmodeled dynamics such as friction. The experimental results, obtained

using a system that replicates the dynamics of a pendulum-cart system, shows that the proposed method produces a

trajectory that generates less residual load oscillations, even in the presence of sensible alteration of the frequency of

the vibrational mode.
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Abstract
This paper investigates and discusses two different distributed formation control approaches based on model predictive

control (MPC). Specifically, the presented control schemes are used to govern the motion of omnidirectional mobile

robots that shall maintain a given formation shape while following a path through a previously unknown environment.

The setup of the control schemes accounts for the requirements of transporting an elastic plate purely by normal and

friction forces. The intricacy of this task motivates the choice of model predictive control since it allows to explicitly

constrain the movements of the robots. The two schemes analyzed in this contribution are fundamentally different in

their optimization and communication strategies. The performance of the schemes is carefully examined in various

simulations. These include situations in which the robots have to shrink the formation in order to squeeze through

narrow passages. An exemplary experimental result involving real robot hardware is also presented.

Keywords: formation control, model predictive control, distributed control, transportation, motion in unknown envi-

ronments

1. Introduction
Over the last couple of years, technological advances have made it seem increasingly feasible to solve complicated tasks

by employing a group of autonomous devices that need to cooperate to achieve a common goal. Driven by possible

advantages like increased flexibility and robustness, this has led to a growing scientific interest in the development of

distributed control schemes that make this vision realizable from a control-theoretic point of view [1, 2].

One common application for this kind of distributed control is the control of a group of mobile robots, with formation

control being a typical task. In the latter, each individual robot employs a control law, using only the information

available to itself, to stay in a certain formation shape while moving the formation as a whole to a certain point or along

a provided trajectory. The specific task studied in this paper consists of controlling a formation of omnidirectional

mobile robots that transport a plate through an obstacle-ridden environment. This setup is illustrated in Figure 1. The

plate is not fixed to the robots in any way but rather transported only by friction and normal forces. Therefore, when

compared with typical formation control tasks, it is even more paramount that the robots behave in a well-controlled

way, without exerting too large propulsion forces that lead to excessive slippage between the robots and the plate.

Hence, it seems worthwile to employ a control scheme that allows to explicitly constrain the control inputs, which

makes model predictive control (MPC) a natural choice. MPC is an optimization-based control scheme in which,

in every time step, a constrained optimization problem is solved over a time-horizon of finite length to determine a

sequence of control inputs that is optimal with respect to some given cost function. In the optimization problem, to the

end of being able to evaluate the cost function and the constraints, the system dynamics is used to predict the state of the

system over the optimization horizon under the influence of the considered control input. After solving the optimization

s g
z

x

y

Figure 1: Illustration of four robots transporting a plate through an environment with three obstacles. A possible path

leading from the starting point s to the goal point g is dashed in orange.
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problem, the first part of the calculated optimal input sequence is applied to the system, the horizon recedes by one

time step and the optimization problem is solved anew with the measured or observed current system state as the new

initial condition, thereby establishing a feedback in the control loop [3].

However, typically, MPC is applied to systems where one central entity solves an overall optimization problem to

determine the optimal control behavior. In contrast to that, the distributed control of mobile robots necessitates that

each robot solves its own optimization problem and may only exchange information with the other robots before

and after the optimization. Fortunately, in recent years, a multitude of algorithms and methods have been developed

that make it possible to apply model predictive control to a group of distributed systems [1]. The specific schemes

proposed and compared in this paper are rooted in the general theory presented in [4] and [5]. These two approaches

are fundamentally different in their optimization and communication strategies. In [4], the systems optimize and

transmit information sequentially one after another, while in [5], they can optimize concurrently but possibly need

several optimization and communication iterations to achieve a satisfying performance. For this reason, hereafter, the

former scheme will be referred to as sequential distributed MPC (SDMPC), while the latter will be denoted as iterative

distributed MPC (IDMPC). As will be seen, these and further theoretic differences lead to inherently different proposed

formulations of the optimization problems for this paper’s formation control task. The novel contribution of this paper

is to consider and thoroughly examine the usefulness of these kinds of schemes for a demanding formation control and

transportation task.

The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, the mathematical models for the simulation of the robots, the plate and the

interactions between the robots and the plate are briefly presented. Then, the following section deals with an introduc-

tion of the two discussed control schemes and the designs of the controllers employed for the plate transportation. In

Section 4, some simulation results for the two schemes and an experimental result for the IDMPC scheme applied to

hardware robots are presented and thoroughly discussed. The findings are then summarized in the final section.

2. Problem Formulation
For simulation purposes, the robots themselves, which are assumed to be omnidirectional and hence are not subjected

to non-holonomic constraints, are modeled as point masses with friction, yielding

Mq̈i +Dq̇i = ui (1)

for the i-th robot with the diagonal mass and damping matrices M ∈ R
2×2 and D ∈ R

2×2. The vector qi ∈ R
2 signifies

the robot’s position in the inertial frame of reference and ui ∈ R
2 denotes the propulsion forces. Geometrically, for

issues like collision detection, the robots are assumed to have a circular footprint of finite diameter d > 0.

The plate is assumed to rest on rigid, vertical beams that are attached to each robot. It is assumed that, at each time

instant, at least three non-aligned robots are in contact with the plate. The contact areas are assumed to be point shaped.

While, without loss of generality, it is possible to employ arbitrary friction laws, the results in this paper make use of

a Coulomb-type friction model taken from [6]. For an individual contact point at which a normal force of absolute

value FN is acting and the slipping velocity vslip ∈ R
3 is observed, the friction force reads

FF

(
vslip

)
= γ1 tanh(γ2

∣∣vslip

∣∣)FN vslip/
∣∣vslip

∣∣ , FF(0) := 0 (2)

with the material-dependent parameter γ1 and the design parameter γ2. To simulate the kinematics of the plate, it is

assumed here to be a rigid cuboid with a uniformly distributed mass. The generalized rigid body coordinates are chosen

to y =
[
x y z α β γ

]T
. Therein, α , β and γ are the Cardan angles describing the orientation of the plate. With

this, the plate’s equations of motion can be given in the form

Mpÿ+kp (y, ẏ) = qp (y) (3)

with the mass matrix Mp, the vector of generalized forces kp and the vector of applied forces qp. The latter consists

of the force of gravity in the negative z-direction, the normal and friction forces at the contact points and the moment

generated by these contact forces. Thus, for being able to simulate the system consisting of N ≥ 3 robots and the plate,

the normal forces at the contact points need to be calculated appropriately. However, for more than three robots, the

motion of the plate when modeled as a rigid body would be overdetermined. Hence, the plate is discretized using

the finite element method by employing linear Reissner-Mindlin plate elements. The finite element equation system

is then recast into a linear complementarity problem (LCP) [7] so that the complementarity condition ensures that the

unilateral contact is modeled appropriately.

With the above considerations, it is possible to appropriately simulate the behavior of the system consisting of a plate

and a number of robots that are each governed by given control inputs ui(·). Henceforth, the following section deals

with the introduction of the studied control laws.
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3. Control Schemes
In the following, the SDMPC and IDMPC schemes are introduced and the specific setup of the optimization problem

for the plate transportation task is outlined.

Principally, as will be seen, in the studied SDMPC scheme, only dynamically decoupled systems can be considered.

Therefore, in each robot’s MPC optimization problem, directly the individual robots’ dynamics is used. Consequently,

the considered overall system dynamics does not contain any couplings between the robots. All couplings necessary

to achieve the cooperative formation control goal are present in the cost function. In contrast to that, in the proposed

IDMPC scheme, an artificially designed system is used that contains all of the robots’ dynamics, the dynamics of the

formation’s center of mass, and the dynamics of the robots relative to this center of mass. In principle, the formation

control task then comes down to tracking a trajectory with this system in a distributed fashion by using IDMPC. Thus,

while the system dynamics of the artificial system is more elaborate and contains more states, the cost function is much

simpler.

3.1. Sequential Distributed MPC
To obtain a model usable within the MPC scheme, the individual dynamics of the robots from Equation (1) are trans-

ferred to the state-space and discretized using zero-order hold with the sampling time T c
s , yielding

xi(k+1) = Axi(k)+Bui(k), k ∈ N0, xi(0) := xi,0, i ∈ {1, . . . ,N} (4)

with xi :=
[
qT

i q̇T
i
]T

. Notation-wise, hereafter, at time step t ∈ N0, the predicted state sequence for a planned input

sequence ui(· | t) will be denoted as xi(· | t). The robots other than robot i are referred to as neighbors of robot i with

the corresponding set of indices Ni := {1, . . . ,N}\{i}. Their predicted state sequences shall be collected in the vector

xT−i(· | t) :=
[
xT

n1
(· | t) xT

n2
(· | t) . . . xT

nN−1
(· | t)]T with n j ∈Ni and, without loss of generality, n1 < n2 < · · ·< nN−1.

The first step in devising an appropriate optimization problem is to come up with a cost function that accurately reflects

the goals of the formation control task. To this end, we define the abbreviations

ri(· | t) :=
[
I 0
]

xi(· | t), r̂n j(· | t) :=
[
I 0
]

x̂n j(· | t) ∀n j ∈ Ni, (5)

ĉi(· | t) :=
1

N

(
ri(· | t)+ ∑

n j∈Ni

r̂n j(· | t)
)
, (6)

which define the predicted position trajectory of robot i, the assumed position trajectories of the neighbors and the

assumed trajectory of the formation’s center of mass. The matrix I ∈ R
2×2 denotes the identity. Since, in general,

the exact trajectories predicted in the optimization problem of the neighboring robots are not known to robot i, a

suitable approximation denoted by x̂n j(· | t) is needed. For the moment, assume that such an approximation is available.

The calculation of these assumed trajectories is part of the sequential optimization strategy outlined below. Finally,

rrc(· | t) ∈ R
2 shall refer to the provided reference trajectory as planned at time t, and rΔ

i ∈ R
2 shall denote the desired

position of robot i relative to the formation’s center of mass. In general, this quantity might also be time-dependent, for

instance if the formation is reorganized, but this dependency will be omitted in the subsequent notation in the interest

of an improved readability.

With the above, robot i’s cost function for an optimization horizon of length H can be defined in the form

Ji(x(t), r̂−i(· | t),ui(· | t)) =
t+H−1

∑
k=t

[
‖ĉi(k | t)− rrc(k | t)‖2

Qr
+
∥∥∥ri(k | t)− ĉi(k | t)− rΔ

i

∥∥∥2

Qf

+ ∑
n j∈Ni

∥∥∥r̂n j(k | t)− ĉi(k | t)− rΔ
n j

∥∥∥2

Qr

+‖ui(k | t)‖2
R

]
(7)

with ‖v‖2
L := vTLv for some positive semi-definite matrix L and a matching vector v. The three different weighting

matrices in Equation (7) are chosen to be positive definite. The terms in the square brackets of the equation correspond

to the tracking error of the formation’s center of mass, the relative errors within the formation of robot i and its

neighbors, and the robot’s control effort.

Thereby, using an appropriate set of constraints, the MPC optimization problem for an individual robot can now be
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formulated as
minimize

ui(· | t)
Ji(xi(t), r̂−i(· | t),ui(· | t))

subject to xi(k+1 | t) = Axi(k | t)+Bui(k | t), k ∈ {t, . . . , t +H −1},
‖ui(t + k | t)‖∞ ≤ umax, k ∈ {0, . . . ,H −1},
‖Δui(t + k | t)‖∞ ≤ Δumax, k ∈ {0, . . . ,H −1},∥∥[0 I

]
xi(t + k | t)∥∥∞ ≤ vmax, k ∈ {h, . . . ,H −1},[

0 I
]

xi(t +H | t) = 0,
xi(t | t) = xi(t)

(8)

with Δui(k | t) := ui(k | t)−ui(k−1 | t). The optimal input sequence that solves the optimization problem for time step t
shall be denoted by u�

i (· | t), with the resulting optimal state sequence referred to as x�i (· | t). At time t, x�−i(· | t −1) shall

represent the neighbors’ optimal state sequences from the preceding time step. Inspired by [4], the robots now solve

their respective optimization problems sequentially one after the other, with intermediate communication steps. The

precise scheme is depicted in Algorithm 1.

It is worth noting that each robot only needs to send information once every time step, although, for N > 2, information

needs to be waited for and received more than once. Since the robots optimize sequentially, the cumulative optimization

time increases linearly with N. Henceforth it makes sense to examine a scheme that allows the robots to optimize

concurrently. However, note that the sequential scheme in principle would allow for couplings in the constraints of the

optimization problem while still maintaining recursive feasibility, although no such constraints are used in the present

application.

Algorithm 1 Sequential distributed MPC scheme

input: initial feasible sequences xi(· |0), x̂−i(· |0), ûi(· |0) ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}
2: at all time steps t ≥ 1:

all systems i ∈ {1, . . . ,N} set

x̂n j(t + k | t) =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
x�n j

(t + k | t −1) for k ∈ {0, . . . ,H −1},[
I 0
0 0

]
x�n j

(t +H −1 | t −1) for k = H
∀n j ∈ Ni

ûi(t + k | t) =
{

u�
i (t + k | t −1) for k ∈ {0, . . . ,H −2},

0 for k = H −1,

x̂−i(· | t) =
[
x̂T

n1
(· | t) x̂T

n2
(· | t) . . . x̂T

nend
(· | t)]T, n1, . . . ,nend ∈ Ni

at all time steps t ≥ 0:
for i = 1, . . . ,N do

solve (8) using x̂−i(· | t)
⇒ solutions u�

i (· | t), x�i (· | t)
send x�i (· | t) to all neighbors, replacing x̂i(· | t) in the neighbors’ memory

end for
4: all systems i ∈ {1, . . . ,N} apply u�

i (t | t)
t = t +1

6: go to step 2

3.2. Iterative Distributed MPC
As mentioned at the outset, the proposed IDMPC controller is set up in a fundamentally different way than the presented

SDMPC controller. As will be seen, it is possible to consider couplings in the system dynamics which is used in the

scheme’s optimization problem. Therefore, in the subsequent disquisitions, an artificial system is constructed that

models the formation’s dynamics as a whole. To make this system dimension-wise smaller, without loss of generality,

we do not consider the full robot model from Equation (1) in this construction process but rather the simple single-

integrator dynamics ẋi = ui for each robot i∈{1, . . . ,N}. Then, xi ∈ R
2 is the position of robot i. Consequentially, in the

end, the IDMPC scheme will not deliver propulsion forces for the robots but rather desired velocities. Nevertheless, for

comparability, the simulations shall still be performed using the original robot model. Thus, an auxiliary PI-controller
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with an anti-wind up mechanism and the same bounds on the propulsion forces as for the SDMPC simulations will be

used to govern the propulsion forces based on the IDMPC scheme’s desired velocity values.

The first step consists of the construction of a state-space equation that describes the dynamics of the formation. To

this end, note that the dynamics of the formation’s center of mass are now given by ẋc = 1/N ∑N
i=1 ẋi = 1/N ∑N

i=1 ui.

Furthermore,

x̄ :=
[
xT

1 · · · xT
N xT

c (xc −x1)
T · · · (xc −xN)

T
]T ∈ R

2(2N+1), (9)

ū :=
[
uT

1 · · · uT
N
]T ∈ R

2N . (10)

define the state and control input of the overall formation dynamics. To the end of describing these dynamics, consider

B̄ :=
1

N

[
Bt

Bb

]
∈ R

(2N+1)×(N) with Bt :=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
N 0 · · · 0

0 N
. . .

. . .
...

. . .
. . .

. . .

0 · · · 0 N

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ and Bb :=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 · · · · · · 1

1−N 1 · · · 1

1 1−N 1 · · ·
...

. . .
. . .

. . .

1 · · · 1 1−N

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (11)

Finally, with ⊗ denoting the Kronecker product, we identify

˙̄x =
(
B̄⊗ I

)
ū =: B̄2ū. (12)

Naturally, for a given center of mass and N − 1 given relative robot positions, the position of the Nth robot is also

determined. Thus, for tracking, define a possible system output as

yp =
[
02N×2N I2N×2N 02N×2

]
x̄ =: Ĉx̄ (13)

with the matrix dimensions given in the subscripts. Without loss of generality, in Equation (13), the relative position of

the last robot is not part of the output. Furthermore, since rank(ĈB̄2) = 2N, the output yp is controllable.

Next, the formation dynamics is discretized, once again with a sampling time of T c
s , yielding the discrete formation

dynamics

x̄(k+1) = Adx̄(k)+Bdū(k), (14)

yp(k) = Cdx̄(k). (15)

To the end of being able to better control the smoothness of the control signals when designing the cost function, the

system will be reformulated once again, so that u(k) := Δū(k) := ū(k+1)− ū(k) serves as the new control input. To

accomplish this, we define

Af =

[
Ad Bd

0 I

]
, Bf =

[
Bd

I

]
, Cf =

[
Cd 0

]
, (16)

and the new overall system dynamics

x(k+1) = Afx(k)+Bfu(k), (17)

yp(k) = Cfx(k) (18)

with x(t) :=
[
x̄T(t) ūT(t −1)

]T
. This system will now be used to state the MPC optimization problem. For notation

purposes, decompose

yp(t) =:
[
y1(t)T y2(t)T · · · yN(t)T

]T
, (19)

ŷd(t) =:
[
(yd(t))T

1 (yd(t))T
2 · · · (yd(t))T

N
]T

(20)

with yi(t),(yd(t))i ∈ R
2 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}, and ŷd(·) being a reference to be tracked. Then, define N individual stage-

cost functions

Li(x,u) := ‖yi − (yd)i‖2
Q +

1

N
‖u‖2

R (21)

with positive definite weighting matrices Q and R. These stage costs are used to determine the N individual cost

functions of the form

Ji(x(t),u(· | t)) :=
H−1

∑
k=0

Li(x(t + k | t),u(t + k | t)) . (22)
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The overall cooperative cost function is now defined as

J(x(t),u(· | t)) =
N

∑
i=1

Ji(x(t),u(· | t)) . (23)

Furthermore, for convenience, we define by Ci
v the matrix that, by multiplication from the left, extracts the velocities

of robot i from the overall system state x.

With the above, the MPC optimization problem for the iterative scheme can be given in the form

minimize
ui(· | t)

J(x(t),u(· | t))

subject to x(k+1) = Afx(k)+Bfu(k), k ∈ {t, . . . , t +H −1},
yp(k) = Cfx(k), k ∈ {t, . . . , t +H −1},∥∥Ci

vx(t + k)
∥∥

∞ ≤ vmax, k ∈ {1, . . . ,H −1},
Ci

vx(t +H | t) = 0,
u j(k | t) = un

j(k | t) ∀ j = i,

x(t | t) = x(t).

(24)

In this optimization problem, n ∈ N is the number of the current iteration in the iterative distributed MPC algorithm.

Since, in general, the optimization problem for one robot i depends on the unknown current control inputs from all

robots j = i, a distributed scheme must be used that delivers a usable approximation of the centralized solution. The

iterative distributed MPC algorithm used in this study is summarized in Algorithm 2. In its Gauss-Jacobi-type structure,

this distributed optimization strategy is taken from [5, 8, 9]. Note that recursive feasibility is guaranteed from iteration

to iteration through the convex combination of the candidate and the optimal solution in step 2 of the algorithm.

Also, although not in the scope of this paper, in a modified case, with a constant setpoint and a zero terminal constraint,

convergence to the setpoint can be formally established rather conveniently – as long as the problem is initially feasible.

Once again, the convex combination in step 2 is key to the proof. In particular, these observations hold independently

from the number of iterations nmax ≥ 1.

When using, as above, the output yp in the setup of the distributed controllers, the Nth robot would need to be treated

differently than the first N −1 robots, which can complicate the implementational setup of the controllers. Therefore,

one can also use the output

y =
[
02(N+1)×2N I2(N+1)×2(N+1)

]
x̄. (25)

Consequently, the formation control task then consists of tracking a reference yd(·) of higher dimension than before.

Naturally, each prescribed setpoint yd(t) ∈ R
2(N+1) must then be consistent in the way that the desired position of

the Nth robot ought to fit to the prescribed positions of the first N − 1 robots and the formation’s center of mass. The

overall cost function then contains one additional term for the deviation of the Nth robot from its setpoint. Because of

the ease of implementation, the results shown in this paper indeed make use of y instead of yp as the output.

4. Results and Discussion
In the following, the two schemes are put to the test in simulations to see whether one or both of them are practically

suitable to the studied formation control and plate transportation task. Before considering the full plate transportation

case, a more simple test case that deals solely with the acquisition of a goal formation shall help to find out whether

there are any fundamental differences in the schemes’ performances. All simulations are performed in Matlab.

4.1. Formation Acquisition
In this test, four robots, starting at disparate locations with zero velocity, shall form a rectangular aim formation

around the point
[
5 5

]T
. The initial positions and the aim formation are illustrated on the left of Figure 2. The

corresponding setpoints for the center of mass of the formation and the relative positions within the formation are

directly and constantly set to the desired aim value. The IDMPC scheme is employed with only nmax = 1 iteration to

get a baseline for the achievable performance. The other plots in Figure 2 show the x-positions of the robots and the

tracking error of the formation’s center of mass plotted over time for both control schemes. As can be seen from the

results, at least in this test, the differences in behavior between the two schemes is practically negligible. At the same

time, it is worth remembering that in the IDMPC scheme, only single-integrator dynamics have been considered in
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Algorithm 2 Iterative distributed MPC scheme

1: input: initial feasible sequences u0
i (· |0) ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}

2: at all time steps t ≥ 1:
for n = 0, . . . ,nmax −1 do

in parallel, all robots i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}
solve (24) with u j(k | t) = un

j(k | t) ∀ j = i,
⇒ solution u�,n

i (· | t)
set un+1

i (· | t) = 1
N u�,n

i (· | t)+ (1− 1
N

)
un

i (· | t)
send un+1

i (· | t) to all other robots

end for
3: in parallel, all systems i ∈ {1, . . . ,N}

apply unmax
i (t | t)

set u0
j(t + k | t +1) =

{
unmax

j (t + k | t) for k ∈ {1, . . . ,H −1},
0 for k = H

∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,N}
4: t = t +1

5: go to step 2

the optimization problem, with an appropriately designed auxiliary PI-controller establishing the compatibility to the

second-order simulation model. Consequently, the results indicate that this was indeed an acceptable simplification for

the considered robot dynamics.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the setup and plot of the results of the formation acquisition scenario. In the left picture, the

solidly colored circles indicate the aim positions while the stippled circles indicate the initial positions of the robots. In

the middle, the upper picture is the result for the robots’ positions in the x-directions for the SDMPC scheme, the lower

one for the IDMPC scheme, respectively. The right picture shows the tracking error plotted over time, i.e. the distance

of the center of mass from the setpoint.

4.2. Plate Transportation
The two control schemes are now put to the test in a demanding plate transportation scenario. For this, five robots are

put into an unknown environment that includes narrow passages and various obstacles. The robots shall move the center

of mass of the formation, and thereby of the plate, to a certain goal point. The environment is assumed to be unknown to

the robots. In previous research, we have devised a mapping, path planning and trajectory generation scheme tailored to

the task of plate transportation through unknown environments [10]. In this paper’s application, always the robot in the

front left of the formation uses simulated, local distance measurements – as would be available from a light detection

and ranging sensor with finite accuracy – to construct a map and, in a second step, a path through the environment. In

the map, recognized obstacles are approximately memorized in the form of convex polytopes. Non-convex obstacles

can be represented using multiple convex polytopes. Expanded versions of the obstacles are used to generate a graph

that is used to determine a feasible path through the environment by means of a shortest path algorithm. Whenever
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a new path is generated, it is made available to the other robots – for instance together with the data that needs to be

communicated anyway within the respective distributed MPC scheme. Using this path, the robots then plan a trajectory,

i.e. in particular the velocity along the path, based on the predicted formation and tracking errors of the MPC schemes.

Therefore, they will move slower along sections of the path that are expected to be more difficult to traverse. Since

obstacles are memorized, this allows to navigate even through maze-like environments. Whenever one of the robots’

local distance measurements indicates that an obstacle is closer than a certain threshold, the robots begin to shrink

the formation to make narrow passageways traversable in a safe manner. To this end, the traveling height of the plate

is assumed to be larger than the height of the obstacles. Results obtained with the two schemes can be found in

Figures 3–5. In this test, nmax = 2 iterations have been used in the IDMPC scheme. The plate is plotted as a transparent

rectangle with thick black borders, obstacles are represented by dark grey areas and the robots are depicted as colored

circles. Furthermore, Figure 6 shows the robot velocities in the y-direction for the two schemes. The results show that

both schemes are capable of safely delivering the plate to the goal position. Since the environment is unknown, the

formation first attempts to drive to the goal in a straight line, notices that the direct path is blocked, then checks the

lower part for a free path and finally takes the upper route through a narrow passage which it traverses in shrunken form.

In our experience, the only real difference in the performance of the two schemes lies in the fact that the formation

shape seems to stay a little bit more rigid for the SDMPC scheme than for the IDMPC scheme. Also, as can be seen in

Figure 6, the robot velocities develop a little bit more smoothly in the SDMPC case, which is probably more an effect

of the different control structure than of the optimization scheme itself. However, in summary, both schemes control

the plate successfully and rather smoothly even through this demanding environment.
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Figure 3: SDMPC results from the simulation of the plate transportation
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Figure 4: IDMPC results from the simulation of the plate transportation

4.3. Hardware Experiments
Since both schemes have proven to be quite promising in various simulations, of which, in the brevity of this paper,

we unfortunately could only show a very small sample of, we currently are in the process of preparing an environment

to test the control schemes in real-world hardware experiments. In this environment, to provide enough computational

resources, the control schemes run on a rather powerful workstation computer, with the calculations for each robot

running in its own respective Matlab process. The distance sensors are simulated. The Matlab processes, and thereby
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Figure 5: Plot of the constructed map at three time steps from the simulation with the IDMPC scheme – areas that shall

not be entered by the center of mass are marked by red-bordered rectangles. The formation’s current center of mass is

marked by an encircled cross.
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Figure 6: Plot of the robot velocities vy(t) in the y-direction for the two schemes. When compared with Figures 3

and 4, in their initial positions, the robots are numbered in counter-clockwise direction, beginning at the top left, with

the robot in the middle being robot 5.

metaphorically the robots, communicate via the TCP/IP protocol by means of the Robotic Operating System (ROS) [11]

as implemented in the Matlab Robotics System Toolbox. In each sampling instant, again via ROS, each process sends

its control inputs to another computer that then passes the control inputs over a wireless network to a group of FESTO

Robotinos [12, 13]. The same computer tracks the positions of all the robots by camera and sends the currently

measured positions to the controlling processes via ROS. An exemplary result recorded using the IDMPC scheme

with nmax = 1 is provided in Figure 7. The results show that the robots successfully assume the desired formation

shape, then shrink the formation to pass through a narrow passage and finally safely reach the goal in the original

size of the formation. While the described computational environment is set up more to the benefit of a convenient

development environment and not at all tailored to maximum efficiency, we have been able to maintain usable sampling

times. In the results shown in Figure 7, an MPC sampling time of 0.2 s is used. This has proven to be low enough for

the present scenario. At the same time, in our experience, for modest values of nmax, the IDMPC scheme allows for

shorter sampling times than SDMPC due to its concurrent optimization within one iteration. More elaborate hardware

experiments also involving the actual transportation of a plate are currently in preparation.

t = 7 s t = 19 s t = 47 s

Figure 7: Experimental results obtained with the IDMPC scheme. The reference path for the center of mass was defined

a priori. The robots have a diameter of approximately 0.37 m. The open-source ARToolKit is used for localization.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper, two quite different formation control approaches for mobile robots based on distributed model predictive

control have been presented and discussed. The choice of model predictive control, despite its comparatively significant

computational complexity and cost, has been motivated by the task of transporting a plate purely by normal and friction

forces, which makes a very well-controlled behavior a necessity. As shown by conclusive simulation results, despite

their quite different theoretical setups, through their ability to explicitly constrain the control inputs, both schemes are

capable of solving the formation control and plate transportation tasks in a satisfactory manner. This holds true even

when navigating through very intricate environments and when altering the size of the formation to squeeze through

narrow passages. Finally, the results from early hardware experiments suggest that, principally, the schemes are also

implementable in real-time with real robot hardware and network-based information exchange.
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Abstract 
The industrial robots have full range of spatial motion and are suitable for carrying out manufacturing operations 
like CNC machining. However, the industrial robots exhibit low stiffness that leads to unacceptable inaccuracies 
of robot motions under disturbance forces and renders industrial robots unsuitable for milling materials other 
then wood, plastic or similar materials. The main goal of this article is to elaborate on ways how the stiffness of 
industrial robots can be increased in order to enlarge their usability.  

The proposed solution is to use two (or more) physically coupled robots with the inter-robotic interface carrying 
CNC spindle as illustrated in Fig. 1 [1], [6]. This mere mechanical coupling of robots increases the stiffness 
significantly but not in a sufficient manner.  Other methods, such as load dependent robot deformation models 
have to be used as well. 

Keywords: industrial robot, stiffness, machine tool, milling, CNC 

1. Introduction 
From the mechanical point of view there are generally only two ways how to increase the static stiffness of 
mechanical structures. The structures can be made more deformation resilient against the action of external force 
either by the use of advanced composite materials along the with sophisticated engineering design procedures or 
we can treat the structures as deformable and try to compensate the unwanted deformation using compensation 
schemes [1]. This leads to several possible scenarios with different levels of sophistication. In general four basic 
setups are possible: 1) one uncompensated robot 2) two or more connected uncompensated robots 3) one 
compensated robot and 4) two or more connected compensated robots. This article describes scenarios 2)  and 3). 

2. Stiffness Increase of Two Connected Force Uncompensated KUKA Robots  
The robots setup as shown in Fig1a-b is considered. Two industrial robots are mutually connected via inter-
robotic interface carrying e.g. a CNC milling spindle [1], [2].  

The main obstacle in using the proposed robot configuration is the control scheme. Physical setup of  two or 
more connected robots leads to a redundantly actuated mechanical system containing kinematic constraints. 
Standard control schemes have to be adjusted to cover up for this complication as there are 12 (or more) motors 
to control just 6 degrees of freedom of the inter-robotic interface. The actuators are mutually constrained and are 
not independent as it is in the case of a single robot with open kinematic loop. 

 
Figure 1a): The scheme of physically cooperating robots                Figure 1b): The working concept  

2.1. Dynamic model 
To implement the control of a physically connected group of two KUKA robots Fig. 2, a dynamic model of one 
robot was first created using the composite method for  dynamic equations  assembly [1]. 
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a)                                                                            b) 
Figure 2: Physically connected robots and kinematic model 

Composite method [3] is typicaly used to construct the equations of motion for systems of flexible bodies, 
however here, the individual bodies are considered rigid and only shaft motors with reduced inertia of gears in 
individual kinematic pairs are considered to be compliant. The composite method uses relative coordinates. In 
order to express the overall position of the robot, a set of six relative angles is introduced: 

 

To express dynamic properties of individual bodies (weights, moments of inertia, deviation moments), the 
chosen method uses the discretization of bodies by mass points. The total weight of the robot was divided into 
individual bodies and discretized within individual bodies as shown in Figure 3.  

To assemble the equations of motion the software SymEOM based on Composite Method for Compliant Bodies 
[3], [4] was used. This program assembles the equations of motion by symbolic substitution of formed 
expressions. It eliminates superfluous expressions and classifies the formed expressions as either constants or 
variables to eliminate redundant arithmetic operations. The motion equations of the connected robot group were 
assembled in the following form [3], [5]: 

    (1) 

In the equation of motion (1) the vector  includes the vectors of relative arm angles   and  of the first and 
the second robot and the vectors of rotation angles  a  of the first and second robot: 

.The  vector is a vector of Lagrange multipliers. The flexibility in the robot 
gearboxes leads to a system that acquires a double number of degrees of freedom as illustrated by the composite 
state vector  of the entire dynamic system of the connected robots containing the vectors  a .  

Matrix  is a mass matrix corresponding to the established relative coordinates. The matrix  is Jacobi matrix 
expressing constraints due to the kinematic loop. The vector  is a vector of generalized forces that 
depends on  and  and on servodrives torque vector . Torques  and   correspond to the first 
and second robot respectively. In addition, the vector  depends on the force vector acting on the spindle end-
effector: Force  is consider to have three components corresponding to the Cartesian force components. This 
force simulates the technological forces due to the machining process. 

Vector  contains acceleration residues that originates from the rigid connection between the robots. To 
avoid constraints violation Baumgart stabilization [5] is contained in the term .  

2.1.1. The Control Scheme 
The system can be classified as  a  MIMO system with six outputs (6 degrees of freedom of rotation and position 
of the connection platform) and 12 inputs (2 x 6 = 12 motors). This means that the number of motors is twice 
redundant. Due to this internal constraint a simple application of cascade control is not possible. It is necessary 

Figure 3: Simplified mass distribution in individual bodies 
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to introduce an approach that will suppress the push-pull behavior of the drives and the mutual power 
antagonism when using classical PID cascade control scheme. 

2.1.2. Torque Compensation in Cascade Control Scheme 
The mutual motors hunting was resolved by the process of torque compensation at the drives. This procedure is 
as follows: The regulators provide the desired torques  of the individual motors. Such moments result in the 
required force  acting on the end-effector whose trajectory is monitored and controlled. Dependent 
coordinates (due to the connection) of the robots are designated as , the independent endpoint coordinates are 
denoted as . Between these coordinates, respectively velocities exists the following transformation: 

 
(2) 

Based on kinetostatics, the transformation between forces  and moments  can be established as: 

 (3) 

The equation (3) represents an under constrained system and the  solution of this system that minimizes the 
values of required moments   can be obtained by right Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse 

 (4) 

In this way, the control torques are compensated at the torque control level and the mutual hunting of the drives 
is eliminated. The control diagram is therefore expanded by the compensation block, see Fig. 4. The diagram 
contains blocks representing dynamic robot models, nested blocks of cascade control, and a block representing 
moment compensation to suppress the mutual antagonistic motor hunting effect. 

 

Figure 4: Simulation scheme of the connected group of robots with compensation block 

2.1.3. Basic Simulation Results 
Figure 5 shows the simulation results for the motion along the circular path along with the 3D visualization 
environment used to visualize the group of two connected KUKA robots.  

Figure 5: 3D simulation environment with simulation of a circular motion. 
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3. Stiffness Increase of One KUKA Robot – Disturbance Force Compensation 
Scheme 

The force exerted on the end-point of the robot during CNC milling causes robot structure deformation. This 
results in a deviation from the desired trajectory. Therefore, it is necessary to create an algorithm to compensate 
these deformations. The overall deformation of the robot is formed by torsional deformation in the individual 
gearboxes (the dominant part) and then the bending deformation of the individual arms (the minor part). The 
individual robot axes are equipped with an additional angular measurement systems that identify the relative 
rotation of adjacent parts of the robot. In this way, the deformation of the gearboxes can be determined. Bending 
arm deformation cannot be directly measured. Consequently, arm compliances must be identified 
experimentally. Based on the known robot load, the dominant bending deformations can be estimated.  

The load on the robot is not known in general unless end-effector force sensor is used.  However, this force can 
be determined from the additional measurement system mounted directly between respective robot axes. CNC 
milling process generally does not introduce major loading moments at the end-effector, therefore only the 
disturbance force loading is considered.  

In order to compensate the load induced deformations, an experimental identification of the gearboxes torsional 
stiffness and the flexural flexibilities of the arms was done. Afterwards, a force estimation model acting on the 
robot end-effector was developed. And ultimately, the resulting kinematic deformation model based on partial 
Robot end-effector force prediction model was assembled.  

Figure 6: Kinematic diagram of a robot loaded with a force at the end-efector 

The force acting on the end-effector of the robot (Fig. 6) exerts torques on the individual gearboxes and thus 
causes their torsional deformations. Using additional measurement we can determine the  precise rotation  
between respective robot links. Besides, we also know the exact angular position of the motor between these 
links. The difference in these rotations gives a torsional deformation that is proportional to the torque that causes 
this deformation. The constant of proportionality is, of course, the rigidity of the motor drive unit (motor + 
gearbox) that has been determined experimentally. We are able to obtain information about the deformations and 
therefore the loading torques for all six axes of the robot. From this information, the force acting on the end-
effector can already be determined by the following procedure: 

If we load the robot end-effector with the force F (Fig. 6), it will exert at the individual robot locations 
R1,R2,…,R6  corresponding torques: 

 

Figure 7: Coordinate systems on individual bodies 

(5) 
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Here  marks the vector between the points  and the point of force application  (in Fig. 6) is indicated 
by vector . All vectors are expressed in fixed coordinate system . The symbol  represents an 
antisymmetric matrix obtained from the vector . 

To describe the position of individual points   and  in the coordinate system 1 transformation matrixes 
describing the relative positions of coordinate systems must be assembled. (Fig. 7). These transformations have 
the following structure1:  

  

  

 (6) 

  

  

  

The expanded position vectors of individual points are then obtained as: 

  

  

  

 (7) 

  

  

  

 

The individual vectors  are: 

 (8) 

The moments that produce torsional deformations at respective drive units are obtained by the 
corresponding projections of moments  on the directions of the robot axes: 

 (9) 

Here , denotes the unit vector defining the robot axis (1 to 6). The unit vectors of the local axes represent the 
columns of the directional cosine matrices of the individual transformations. Direction cosine matrix  is 
obtained by removal of the last row and column in the homogeneous transformation matrix . 

Torsional deformations of the drive units   can be directly determined from the installed measurement 
systems. This deformation must correspond to the torque applied to the drive unit: 

 (10) 

In (10) coefficients  stand for torsional rigidity of the drive units (gearbox + motor). By substituting (5) and (9) 
into (10) we obtain: 

 (11) 

These equations can be assembled for all six joints of the robot and constitute a redundant over constrained 
system of equations to determine the three components of the force : 

 

(12) 

It is then possible to write the equation (12) as: 

                                                           
1 Here, for the sake of simplicity, the  transformations are given for the nominal robot kinematic model without calibration parameters in 
the enhanced kinematicly calibrated model.  
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 (13) 

Equation (13) can then be solved for the unknown force  by using a Moore–Penrose pseudoinverse: 

 (14) 

In this way, the force acting on the robot end-effector is determined. 

3.1. Determination of Robot Arm Deformation 
The force acting on the robot's end-effector causes torsional deformation in gearboxes, this deformation can be 
measured directly. This force, however, also causes the bending deformation of the robot arms. To determine the 
bending deformation of the individual arms of the robot, it is possible to look at them as beams loaded at the end 
with force and torque (Fig. 8). These force effects are, of course, produced by a force acting on the robot end-
effector.  This force is estimated by the equation (14). The same force acts also at the ends of the individual robot 
links (at points R2 till R6 and E), but in addition, it adds the bending moment due to the force F. This moment is 
expressed in equation (5). In order to express the beam bending effects due to the force F these deformation 
effects have to be expressed in local axes of the individual robot links. The forces and moments expressed in the 
individual local axes of the given robot links are: 

 
(15) 

 
Figure 8 The robot arm modeled as cantilevered beam 

Figure 8 illustrates a beam having a longitudinal axis y, which is deformed in the xy plane. Beam sag    at the 
end of the beam and rotation   can be calculated as: 

 (16) 

Constants  represent influence coefficients that are to be determined experimentally. In the same way 
as in equation the (16) it is possible to determine the deformation  a  in plane . If the beam has 
longitudinal axis , the lateral deformations  are determined similarly. None of the robot 
links has a longitudinal axis . 

3.2. The Resulting Position of the End-Effector 
The position of the robot end-effector is dominantly affected by the deformation in the gearboxes and by bending 
deformations of the individual robot links.  In the previous chapters it was shown how these deformations can be 
evaluated. In order to determine the exact position of the robot’s end-effector, the resulting kinematic 
transformation must be adjusted to accommodate for these additionally evaluated deformations. The position of 
the robot end-effector is then expressed as: 

 

 

 

 

(17) 

The matrix  expresses the homogenous transformation between systems  and , taking into account 
also the torsional deformation of the drive units. The resulting transformation therefore correspond to the 
equations (6), with the difference that the individual deflections at the gearboxes are also concidered: 

 (18) 

In this way, the relation for the determination of the position of the end-effector of the robot model  is enhanced 
and the robots performance in low speed operations can be improved. 
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The robot gearbox stiffness coefficients along with compliance characteristics of individual robot bodies were 
evaluated experimentally.  Robot was loaded in 4 defined configurations (Fig. 9) and the deformation was 
monitored using dial gauges and the laser tracker Leica AT901 MR at specific points    a  on the robot 
axes and the end-point   (Fig. 2 b). From the measurements in these 4 configurations the necessary influence 
coefficients were determined. 

 
               Configuration 1   Configuration 2        Configuration 3 Configuration 4 

Figure 9: Configuration for determination of robot stiffness parameters 

3.3. Experimental Evaluation of the Prediction Model 
The deformation estimation model was tested for the configurations 1 through 4 (Fig. 4). The deformation of the 
robot end-effector was measured horizontally and vertically using dial gauges and computed by the model. The 
results are shown in Fig. 10-17, where dashed lines correspond to the predicted deformations and solid lines to 
the deformations actually measured. 

  

 

Figure 10: End-point deformation, configuration 1 Figure 11: Percentage of undetermined 
deformation, configuration 1 

Figure 12: End-point deformation, configuration 2 Figure 13: Percentage of undetermined 
deformation, configuration 2 
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As can be seen from the test results, it is possible to determine the deformation of the robot end-effector with the 
satisfactory precision [6]. The maximum undetermined deformation is approximately 15% for the configuration 
4 (Fig 9). This is a positive result from the viewpoint of increasing robot stiffness: The robot stiffness at the end-
effector is given by the ratio: 

 (19) 

Where the force   is the force acting on the end-effector, and the deformation  is the total deformation. If the 
proportion  of the total deformation ,  can be determined, then it is also possible to fully 
compensate it. Deformation that remains uncompensated can be expressed as . This 
leads to the new robot's rigidity: 

 (20) 

Lower the percentage of deformation that the model fails to identify, the higher the robot stiffness. Undetermined 
deformation of 15% ( )  leads to approximately sevenfold increase of robot stiffness. 

The total robot stiffness determined at the robot end-effector is about 0,6 .. The seven-fold increase 
gives the stiffness of 4,2 .. When measured on combined robots, their stiffness was estimated to increase 
approximately by factor of 3.5. In this way, it is possible to increase the stiffness to approximately 14 , 
thereby making the suggested coupled robots configuration as viable alternative to conventional CNC machines. 

4. Conclusions 
This paper presented several concepts how the mechanical stiffness of industrial robots could be increased. The 
first approach suggested the use of more of mutually connected robots to take the advantage of closed kinematic 
loops providing stiffness increase due to frame-like structure. The second approach, currently developed for 
single robot, is based on the use of additional sensors measuring the axial deformation between servomotor 
encoder and actual robot revolute axes to estimate and compensate robot deformations using deformation model.  

Figure 15: Percentage of undetermined 
deformation, configuration 3 

Figure 17: Percentage of undetermined 
deformation, configuration 4 

Figure 16: End-point deformation, configuration 4 

Figure 14: End-point deformation, configuration 3 
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The stiffness values of each robot gearbox and the parameters describing the compliance of its robot links were 
experimentally identified. A model that predicts the force acting on the robot end-effector based on information 
from the additional displacement of its individual axes has been developed in a detail. Based on this force, the 
deformation of the individual robot components is then predicted and the total deformation at its end-effector is 
determined from these partial deformations. The results of the experiments carried out in different configurations 
have shown that approximately 85% of the overall deformation can be estimated, (often even more). Such a 
prediction of deformation results in approximately a seven-fold increase in the overall stiffness of one robot. The 
combination of two robots also shows a stiffness increase of about 3.5 times. The resulting stiffness allows the 
robots to be possibly used for CNC machining with the accuracy getting closer to the conventional CNC 
machines. Further work will be devoted to combination of these two approaches.  
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Abstract 
This paper presents the kinematic design of a three degree-of-freedom (DOF) parallel manipulator (PM) with 
multiple motion types. The proposed parallel manipulator is based on the 3-RRS architecture whose motion type 
can be switched by means of re-arranging the directions of the passive revolute joints. When all the passive 
revolute joints intersect at one Point O , the PM becomes a 3-DOF spherical mechanism, referred to as Type 1, 
in which the platform moves the surface of a sphere. Otherwise, if all the revolute joints are parallel to each other 
in a limb, the PM has three other DOFs, namely: (i) translation along the axis perpendicular to the base; and (ii) 
two rotations. The mobility of the PM is performed using the constraint screw theory and the inverse kinematics 
is derived based on the geometric constraint equations for the two motion types. A numerical example is 
presented to validate the analytical solution, and the results are compared with motion simulations of a 
commercially available software package.  

Keywords: parallel manipulator, multiple motion types, 3-RRS, kinematic design 

1. Introduction 
Due to the great advantages of high accuracy, high load-carrying capacity and low inertia compared to serial 
mechanism [1], parallel mechanism has been widely applied in medical domain [2-4], commercial manufacture 
[5], industry assembly [6-8], Aeronautics and Astronautics [9,10]. With the rapid social development, the 
requirements of customers become diversity. The parallel mechanisms that have reconfigurability to meet diverse 
requirements have drawn attention during the past two decades. The mechanisms that change the topological 
structure from one to another and subsequently the mobility at the same time are called metamorphic 
mechanisms, which were proposed by J.S. Dai in [11]. Since then, many researchers have made lots of 
contributions to this topic [12]. 

From the researches [12-19], there are two approaches to change the topological structure. One is to change the 
joint property by applying geometric constraint. The other is changing the number of links by link coincidence 
and self-locking. The 3-DOF parallel manipulator with multiple motion types introduced in this paper is based 
on applying geometric constraint to change the joint property. The idea is inspired by the kinematics analysis in 
the existing literature [20-24]. The PM has the ability to change mobility at initial pose without disassembling 
the mechanism.  

This paper is arranged in the following structure. Notation used in this study, the description of the 3-RRS PM 
and the method of switching motion types are presented in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the mobility analysis 
of the 3-RRS PM via the constraint screw theory for the two motion types. Section 4 presents the inverse 
kinematics problem. Section 5 presents a numerical example and a simulation to validate the mathematical 
models in this paper. Finally, some conclusions and further research on this 3-RRS PM are presented in 
Section 6. 

2. Notation, Geometry Description and the Method of Switching Motion Types 
The 3-RRS PM consists of three identical reconfigurable limbs connecting the base to the platform, Limb A, B 
and C. Each limb consists of two revolute joints, (i , , ; j 1, 2)ijR a b c , a sphere joint iS  and two rods ijA  from 
the bottom up. The two rods 1iA  and 2iA  are connected by a Electromagnetic Switch iT  . The detailed internal 
structure of the iT  is shown in Fig. 1. The Electromagnetic Switch iT  consists of three parts: Electromagnetic 
rotor 1, rotor 2 and passive revolute joint 2iR . 
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Figure 1: 3-RRS PM, motion type 1: all the passive revolute joints intersect at O  

The motion type of the PM is switched by changing the working position of iT . iT  has only two working 
positions. In motion type 1, as shown in Fig. 1, when all the passive revolute joints intersect at one Point O , two 
rotors of iT  are locked at one position. The upper half relative to bottom half of 2iR  is free to revolute about axis 
of 2iR , as shown from Fig. 3a to 3b. If we want to switch to motion type 2, control the platform to move to the 
initial pose at which the two rotors’ axes of iT  are collinear, as shown in Fig. 3b. Then revolute joints 2iR  is free 
to revolute about Axis sZ . Unlock Rotor 1 and 2, as shown from Fig. 3b to 3c, and switch them to the other 
working position at which the direction of revolute joints 2iR  in each limb is parallel to 1iR , as shown from Fig. 
3c to 3d. After locking Rotor 1 and 2, the upper half relative to bottom half of 2iR  is free to revolute about axis 
of 2iR  again, as shown in Fig. 3d. The PM will be able to move in motion type 2, as shown in Fig. 4 [11,25].  

 
Figure 2: Detailed structure of Electromagnetic Switch 

Several frames are defined to investigate the mobility of the PM and describe the position and orientation of the 
platform relative to the base. The global frame O XYZ  is located above the base. The Plane XY  is parallel to 
the surface of the base, Axis Y  and the axis of joint 1aR are collinear and Axis Z  is perpendicular to the surface 
of the base. Three limbs A, B and C are equally distributed by an angle position given by the angle i  which is a 
rotation about Axis Z  1 2 3( 0 , 120 , 240 ) . Coordinate system of the limbs is setup as follows. Taking 
Limb A  for example, as shown in Fig. 1, the origin of frame 1 1 1 1a a a aO X Y Z  is located on Axis Y , Axis 1aY and 
Axis Y are collinear, Axis 1aZ and Axis Z are parallel.  Axis 2aY  of frame 2 2 2 2a a a aO X Y Z and the axis of joint 

2aR  are collinear, the direction of Axis 2aZ is determined by the direction of 1 2 2a a aO O Y . The origin of frame 

3 3 3 3a a a aO X Y Z  is located on the centroid of the sphere joint aS , the axes of 3 3 3 3a a a aO X Y Z  are parallel with 
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the axes of global frame O XYZ , respectively. Rod 1aA  revolute around Axis 1aY  for 1a  and Rod 2aA  
revolute around Axis 2aY  for 2a . When the PM is working in motion type 1, the platform-fixed coordinate  

 

(a)                           (b)                          (c)                            (d) 

Figure 3: Working mechanism of Electromagnetic Switch 

 
Figure 4: 3-RRS PM, motion type 2: all the revolute joints are parallel to each other in a limb 

frame is defined as 1 1 1 1p p p pO X Y Z  which coincides with O XYZ at the initial pose, the angle 1  between 

1aOO  and 2aOO is equal to the angle 2  between 2aOO  and 3aOO , and equal to / 3 , namely, 1 2 / 3 . 
The distance between Point O  and Point 1aO  is equal to the distance between Point O  and Point 2aO , and equal 
to the distance between Point O  and Point 3aO ,and equal to rl . When the PM is working in motion type 2, the 
platform-fixed coordinate frame is defined as ' ' ' 'O X Y Z , with origin 'O at the centroid of the surface of the 
platform. The Plane ' 'X Y  is parallel to the surface of the platform, Axis 'X is parallel with Axis X  at the initial 
pose and Axis 'Z  is perpendicular to the surface of the platform. The length of  1 2a aO O is equal to 1rl , 2 3a aO O  

equal to 2rl , and 2aOO  equal to 3rl . The angle between 1 2a aO O and Plane 1 1a aX Z  is 1 , the angle between 

2 3a aO O and Plane 2 2a aX Z  is 2 .  

The first revolute joints 1iR  are considered as active joints in this 3-RRS PM. For simplicity, C , S and T
represent cosine, sine and tangent, respectively. In the following section, the mobility of the PM for two motion 
types is analyzed. 
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3. Mobility Analysis 
As introduced before, this 3-RRS PM can work in two motion types. The configurations of the revolute joints 

ijR determinate the motion type of the PM directly. So the mobility analysis via constraint screw theory is carried 
out based on the two configurations: (i) all the passive revolute joints intersect at O ; and (ii) all the revolute 
joints are parallel to each other in a limb. 

3.1. All the Passive Revolute Joints Intersect at O 
A schematic drawing of the kinematic limb of the PM in this configuration is shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Figure 5: Limb A of the 3-RRS PM 

Noting that the sphere joint aS  is equivalent to three orthogonally intersecting revolute joints, so there are 
equivalently five revolute joints in a limb. Vector ( 1 ~ 5)am ms  represents the axis of mth joint in Limb A. 
Vector 3 4 5(k 1,2,3; )ak a a ar r r r  represents the position of Point akO  with respect to global frame O XYZ . 
Motion-screw set consists of five joint screws, corresponding to each joint axis ams all expressed in frame 
O XYZ  and relative to O , 

am
am

am am

s
S

r s
, (1) 

where 

1 2 3 4a a1 513 / 2 1[0,1,0] , [ , , ] , [0,1,0] , [0,0,1] , [1,0, ]/ 2 0/ 2 3T T T T T
a a a a aC Ss s s s s  (2) 

1 1 2 2 01 1 2 r a11 r r a1[0, ,0] , [ , , ] ,3l / 2 l / 2 3l / 2T T
a a r a a a a a aOO l OO O O OO C ST

1 21 211 211 21r r R  

r a1 a1 a2 a1 a2

r a2

r a1 a1 a2 a2 a1

3 3 01 12 2 3 2

3l 2 / 4

l 3 1 / 4 ,

3l 2 / 4
a a a a a a a

C S S C C

OO O O OO C

S C S C S
12 2 312 2 312 212 2 32O O OO O O12 2 32 3r R R  

(3) 

where ( 0,1; 1, 2)apq p qR is the direction cosine matrix of frame aq aq aq aqO X Y Z relative to frame 

ap ap ap apO X Y Z , and  

01 12

a1 a1 a1

2 2
a1 a1

a1 a1 a1

1 0 0
0 1 0 , / 2 / 2 1 / 2

/ 2 3 / 2

3 3 0

/ 2 3 /0 0 21
a a

C C S

C S

S S C

R R . (4) 

Motion-screw set { }aS of Limb A is determined by substituting Eq. (2)-(4) into the screws of Eq. (1). The result 
is  
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1

2

3 3 3

4 4 4

5

1

5

a1

5

a

[0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0]

[ ,1 / 2, ; 0, 0, 0]
{ } [0, 1, 0; , 0, ]

[0, 0, 1; , , 0]
[1,

3 / 2 3 /

0,

2

0; 0, , ]

T
a

T
a

T
a a a a

T
a a a

T
a a a

C S
l n

l m
m n

S

S
S S

S
S

 , (5) 

where 3 3 4 4 5, , , ,a a a a al n l m m and 5an   are listed in Appendix A. 

Thus, the reciprocal screw of motion-screw set { }aS can be obtained as 

1 ,, 1; 0, 0, 0r T

axa ayr rS , (6) 

where axr  and ayr  are listed in Appendix A. 

In the same manner, the reciprocal screws of motion-screw sets { }bS of Limb B and { }cS of Limb C are obtained 
as 

1

1

, 1; 0, 0, 0 ,,

,, 1; 0, 0, 0 ,

T

bx

T

c

r
b by

r
c cyxr

rr

r

S

S
 (7) 

where bxr , byr , cxr and cyr are listed in Appendix A. 

These reciprocal screws 1
r
aS  , 1

r
bS and 1

r
cS  form the following platform constraint-screw system 

1

1

1

, 1; 0, 0, 0

, 1; 0, 0, 0

, 1; 0, 0, 0

,

,

,

r
a

T

ax

Tr
bx

T

c

ay

r
b y

r
c cyx

b

r

r r

r

r r

S

S

S

S . (8) 

Consequently, the platform motion-screw system mS  can be derived from rS via reciprocal rule as  

1

2

3

[1, 0, 0; 0, 0, 0]

[0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0]

[0, 0, 1; 0, 0, 0]

m

m m

m

S

S S

S

. (9) 

Eq. (9) indicates that when the PM is in the configuration that all the passive revolute joints intersect at O , the 
platform has three independent DOFs; i.e., three rotations about Axis X, Y and Z of the global frame O XYZ , 
namely, the PM is a 3-DOF spherical mechanism. 

3.2. All the Revolute Joints Are Parallel to Each Other in a Limb 
A schematic drawing of the kinematic limb of the PM in this configuration is shown in Fig. 6. 

Motion-screw set expressed in frame O XYZ  and relative to O as  

am
am

am am

s
S

r s
, (10) 

where 

1 2 3 4 5[0,1,0] , [0,1,0] , [0,1,0] , [0,0,1] , [1,0,0]T T T T T
a a a a as s s s s , 

1 1 2 2 01 1 2 r1 1 1 r r1 1 r1 1 1

r2 2 1 2 r2 1 2 2 r1 1 1

r r1 1

1

3 3 01 12 2 3 2
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l l

, [

l l

]

l

,T T
a a r a a a a a a
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S S C C C
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r r R

r R R r2 2

r1 1 1 r2 1 2 2 r2 2 2 1

l ,
l l lS C S C S

S
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 (11) 
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Figure 6: Limb A of the 3-RRS PM 

where ( 0,1; 1, 2)apq p qR is the direction cosine matrix of frame aq aq aq aqO X Y Z relative to frame 

ap ap ap apO X Y Z , and  

01 12

a1 a1

a1 a1

1 0 0
0 1 0 ,
0 0 1 0

0
0 1 0a a

C S

S C
R R . (12) 

Motion-screw set { }aS of Limb A is determined by substituting Eq. (11)-(12) into the screws of Eq. (10). The 
result is  

1

2 2 2

3 3 3

4 4 4

5 5 5

[0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0]
[0, 1, 0; , 0, ]

{ } [0, 1, 0; , 0, ]
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a a a
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a a a

l n
l n

l m
m n

S
S

S S

S
S

, (13) 

where 2 2 3 3 4 4 5, , , , , ,a a a a a a al n l n l m m and 5an  are listed in Appendix A. 

Then the reciprocal screw of motion-screw set { }aS can be obtained as 

1 0, 0; , 0,1, T
a

r
a x azr rS , (14) 

where axr  and azr  are listed in Appendix A. 

The reciprocal screws of motion-screw sets { }bS of Limb B and { }cS of Limb C are obtained in the same manner 
as 

1

1

3, 01,

1,

; , , ,

3, 0; , , ,

T

bx by bz

T

r
b

r
c cx cy cz

r r r

r r r

S

S
 (15) 

where  bxr , byr , bzr , cxr , cyr  and czr are listed in Appendix A. 

ese reciprocal screws 1
r
aS  , 1

r
bS and 1

r
cS  form the following platform constraint-screw system 
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us the platform motion-screw system mS  is obtained from rS via reciprocal rule, the result is  

1

2 2 2 2

3 3 3 3

[0, 0, 0; 0, 0, 1]

[ , 1, 0; , , 0]

[ , 0, 1; , , 0]

m

m m

m

L P Q

L P Q

S

S S

S

 , (17) 

where 2L , 2P , 2Q , 3L , 3P  and 3Q  are listed in Appendix A. 

Eq. (17) indicates that when the PM is in the configuration that all the revolute joints are parallel to each other in 
a limb, the platform has three independent DOFs; i.e., a translation along Axis Z and two rotations about two 
different axes. Dependent translations along Axis X and Y which are also called parasitic motion will be 
produced from motion screws 2

mS  and 3
mS [1]. 

4. Inverse Kinematics  
The inverse kinematics problem is introduced for the two motion type, respectively. 

4.1. Motion Type 1 
The inverse kinematics problem for motion type 1 has been presented in [23] and [24] in brief. The problem is 
derived in detail in present work.   

As introduced in Section 3.1, the platform is a 3-DOF spherical mechanism when it’s working in motion type 1. 
The three rotations about Axis X, Y and Z of the global frame O XYZ are defined as , , T . In motion type 
1, the platform-fixed coordinate frame is defined as 1 1 1 1p p p pO X Y Z  which coincides with O XYZ at initial 
pose. The coordinates of Point 3 (i a, b,c)iO  measured in O XYZ can be computed by using the rotation 
matrix 

1pOOR , which transforms the vector components  measured in 1 1 1 1p p p pO X Y Z into the ones in O XYZ . 

The 
1pOOR is written as  

1pOO

C C S S C C S S S C S C
C S C C S S S C S S S C

S S C C C
R . (18) 

Taking limb A for example, the coordinates of Point 1aO  can be computed immediately based on the given 
parameters. Combing with the geometry description in Section 2, the equation below holds, 

2 1 2 2 3a a a a a rOO O O O O l , (19) 

where 

[ ], , T
aj aj ajaj x zO yO = . (20) 

Hence 

2 2 2

2

2

2 2 2

2 2 2
2 3 2 3 2 3

2 2 2
2 1 2 1 2 1

2

,

,

.

a a a

a a a a a a

a a a a a a

r

r

r

x y z

x x y y z z

x x y y z lz

l

l  (21) 

In system (21), the coordinates of Point 2aO  are unknown. e system is solved,  

1) if 1 3 3 1 0a a a ax y x y , there are two possible solutions for 2az ,  

2 2 22 1 1 2 2 2 2 2,[ ], [ , , ]T T
a a aa a a ax y z m n z m n z zOO = , (22) 

where 
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 (23) 

2) if 1 3 3 1 0a a a ax y x y , there is only one solution for 2az , 

2 2 2 2
1 3 1 3 1 3 3 1 1 3 32 1) / (2( 2 )a a a a a a a a a a aa ay y y y y z y y zz z z y , (24) 

where 1 3 3 12 2 0a a a ay z y z  holds if 1 3 3 1 0a a a ax y x y .  

Considering the geometry of the mechanism, one solution is selected as the right solution.  

en the rotation angle of the actuators 1aR  can be obtained, 

2 11 arcsin /( )a a vz d , (25) 

where 1vd  is the vertical distance between the point 2aO  and the straight line 1aOO ,  

1 3 / 2.v rd l  (26) 

The rotation angles of the actuators 1bR   and 1cR   for limb B and C can be obtained in the same manner. 

4.2. Motion Type 2 
For motion type 2, all the revolute joints are parallel to each other in a limb and axes of active joints intersect at 
Point O . e inverse kinematics problem for this configuration has not been reported in literature in the range of 
our knowledge.  

According to the analysis in Section 3.2, the platform of the PM has three independent DOFs; i.e., a translation 
along Axis Z and two rotations about two different axes. In motion type 2, the platform-fixed coordinate frame is 
defined as ' ' ' 'O X Y Z . Let OOR ’ be the rotation matrix that defines the orientation of the platform relative to the 
global frame O XYZ . 

OO

C C S S C C S S S C S C
C S C C S S S C S S S C

S S C C C
R ’ , (27) 

where , and  are angular displacements around the fixed axes X, Y and Z, respectively. 

e position of 'O  relative to O XYZ is defined as T[p , p , p ]x y zp . According to the geometric constraints of 
the PM, each center point of the spherical joint iS  always moves on a plane iPs  , so that the relationship of the 
six motion parameters of the platform can be obtained, the analytic expressions are as follows. Here, the three 
independent DOFs are p z ,  and . 

2 2

2 1 2 1

2 1 2 1

2 1 2 1

2 1 2 1

arcsin arctan ,

3 3
( ) ( )( )

6 6
1 1

( ) ( )( ) ( ),
2 2

3 3
( ) ( )( ) 2

2 2
1 1

( ) ( )(
2 2

x p p

p p p

y p p x

p

c b
aa b

p c c C S l s s C C S S S l

c c C C l s s S S C C S l h S S C S C

p c c C C l s s S S C C S l l

c c C S l s s C ) ( ),p pC S S S l h C S S S C

, (28) 
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where xl  is the distance between Point O  and plane iPs , 1 1 2 2sin sinx r r rl l l l , and pl  is the platform’s 
circumradius, ph  is the distance between the center point of the spherical joint iS  and the plane ' ' 'X O Y , 

1 2 4 2 3 4, , 3 /x pa t C t S S t C b t C t C t S S c l l , 1 0 1 2( ) / 2t c c c ,  

2 0 1 2( ) / 2t s s s , 3 2 13( ) / 2t c c , 4 2 13( ) / 2t s s , 0 cos( )c , 0 sin( )s ,  

1 cos( 2 / 3)c , 1 sin( 2 / 3)s , 2 cos( 4 / 3)c , 2 sin( 4 / 3)s , and  is the angle between 
plane 3' aOO O  and plane ' 'OO X  at initial pose where 0 .  

Taking limb A for example, if p z ,  and  are given, the coordinates of Point 1aO  and 3aO  can be computed 
immediately based on the given parameters. Combing with the geometry description in Section 2, the equation 
below holds, 

2 3 2 3 2 1 2 1, ,a r a a r a a rOO l O O l O O l . (29) 

Hence, 

2 2 2

2 2 2

2 2 2
2 3 2 3 2 3

2 2 2
2 1 2 1 2 1

2
3

2
2

2
1

,

,

.

a a a

a a a a a a

a a a a a a

r

r

r

x y z

x x y y z z

l

l

x y y z lx z

 (30) 

In system (30), the coordinates of Point 2aO  are unknown. e system is solved, 

1) if 1 3 3 1 0a a a ax y x y , there are two possible solutions for 2az ,  

2 2 22 1 1 2 2 2 2 2,[ ], [ , , ]T T
a a aa a a ax y z m n z m n z zOO = , (31) 

where 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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1
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(32) 

2) if 1 3 3 1 0a a a ax y x y , there is only one solution for 2az , 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 1 3 1 2 3 3 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 3 3 12 ( ) ( ) / (2 2 )a r r a r r a a a a a a a a a a a aa y l l y l l y x y z y x y z y z y zz . (33) 

Then the rotation angle of the actuators 1aR  can be obtained, 

2 21 arcsin ,( )a a vz d , (34) 

where 2vd  is the vertical distance between the point 2aO  and the straight line 1aOO , 

2 2
2 3( 3 9 12 ) / 4v r r rd l l l . (35) 

e rotation angles of the actuators 1bR  and 1cR  for limb B and C can be obtained in the same manner. 

5. Numerical Example 
In order to validate the equations obtained in previous sections, a CAD model of the multiple motion-type PM 
was produced in a commercial software SOLIDWORKS®. Simulations for both motion types are carried out in 
the generation of a certain trajectory for the platform. e simulation results are compared with the computing 
results which are obtained by evaluating the equations above.  
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5.1. Motion Type 1 
Suppose 127.9583rl mm  and the platform’s circumradius 80pl mm  are fixed parameters. e initial and final 
orientation of the platform are shown in Tab. 1. Note that for this simulation, the initial and final orientation of 
angle  are 0  and 5  with decrements of 0.5  ; for angle , the initial and final orientation are 0  and 5  
with increments of 0.5 ; while  starts at 0  ending at 10 decrementing 1 . e actuators behavior for this 
trajectory is shown in Fig. 7. 

Table 1: Initial and final orientation of the platform 

 Initial Final 

(deg) 0  5  

(deg) 0  5  

(deg) 0  10  

 

 

Figure 7: Rotation angles of actuators 

As shown in Fig. 7, the curves obtained by simulation and equations are completely coincident respectively 
which validates the inverse kinematics analysis in Section 4. 

5.2. Motion Type 2 
At initial pose, [ , , p ] [0 ,0 ,129.8666mm]z 0 129 , 73.2364  . Suppose 127.9583rl mm , 30ph mm , 

80pl mm are fixed parameters. When the revolute joints are parallel to each other in a limb, 

2 3 2 3 2 1 2 1116.5226 , 113.4539 , 100 .a r a a r a a rOO l mm O O l mm O O l mm  e initial and final pose of 

the platform are shown in Tab. 2. Note that for this simulation, the initial and final orientation of angle  are 0  
and 3  with decrements of 0.3  ; for angle , the initial and final orientation are 0  and 3  with increments of 
0.3 . p z  starts at 129.8666mm  ending at 141.8666mm incrementing 1.2mm . e actuators behavior for this 
trajectory is shown in Fig. 8. 

Table 2: Initial and final orientation of the platform 

 Initial Final 

(deg) 0  3  

(deg) 0  3  

p z  (mm) 129.8666 141.8666 
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Figure 8: Rotation angles of actuators 

Further more, Fig. 9 (a) and (b) show the parasitic motions behavior for , p x  and p y , respectively. 

 
                                              (a)                                                                                        (b) 

Figure 9: (a) Parasitic motion behavior for , (b) Parasitic motion behavior for p x  and p y . 

6. Conclusions 
This paper presents the kinematic design of a 3-DOF parallel manipulator with two motion types. The method of 
switching motion types is introduced. The mobility is analyzed based on the constraint screw theory. When the 
PM is in the configuration where all the passive revolute joints intersect at O , the PM is a 3-DOF spherical 
mechanism, called motion type 1. When all the revolute joints are parallel to each other in a limb, the platform 
has three independent DOFs; i.e., a translation along Axis Z and two rotations about two different axes, called 
motion type 2. Inverse kinematics is derived based on the geometric constraint equations for the two motion 
types. Parasitic motion behavior is also analyzed for motion type 2. A numerical example is presented to validate 
the analytical solution. The results are compared with motion simulations of a commercially available software 
package, which proves that the analytical solutions for inverse kinematics are right.  
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Abstract 
Usually the formation task is formulated as the task of the seats distribution in the formation between robots an 
accordance with any criterion, for example in order to minimize the distance, which robots of group have to 
overcome. There are also other possible criteria. The task of ground robots or robots interactive with supporting 
surface is complicated by failure of profile ground practicability and maneuverability of robots with traditional 
types of movers (wheels and tracks). Walking robots have high practicability and perfect maneuverability. So the 
group of walking robots like “Ortonog” as system of solid bodies are considered in this paper. 

The aim is the formation of the laws of walking robots motion while solving formation task and ensuring 
minimum of asked criteria. 

The determination of optimum laws of motion is based on the methods of the classical calculus of variations. 
These methods allow us to solve problems as a single-criterion and multi-criteria optimization. So using of 
Euler-Poisson equations guarantee the determination of optimum laws of motion. In the case of multi-criteria 
problem we obtain the point on the Pareto frontier. 

The methods ensuring the optimal solution of the formation problem have been elaborated. 

Keywords: walking machine, walking robot, control, optimization, laws of motion 

1. Introduction 
The formation task [1-7] is usually formulated as a problem of distribution between robots of places in the 
formation so as to minimize the distances that the robots of the group go through. It is assumed that all the robots 
of the group are the same, there is no difference which robot which place in the system will take, and they move 
with the maximum possible speeds. The main criterion of optimality in this case is the time of formation of the 
system, which is actually determined by the time that is required by the last robot to take its place. There are also 
other possible criteria: the time required for formation of robots the structure [8]; the energy consumption for 
reformation robots structure [9]; forces developed by actuators [10] and others. When creating trajectories of 
motion, the requirement of no collisions between robots is also taken into account. 

In a simpler formulation, the required position of the robots in space is assumed to be given. In a more complex 
formulation, only the relative position of the robots of the group relative to each other is given, and the position 
of the group as a whole is considered to be variable.  

The task of controlling ground robots is complicated by the presence of obstacles, the impossibility of avoiding a 
collision of robots due to the difference in altitudes, limited by the maneuverability of ground-based vehicles. 
The latter factor is typical for machines with traditional movers, but it is successfully eliminated by using omni 
wheels, Mecanum wheels or walking movers. Robots with omni and Mekanum wheels are designed for use on a 
flat, hard surface. However, in off-road conditions, the best way to ensure high maneuverability is using of 
walking machines.  

Walking robots, for example as “Ortonog” (fig. 1.a) or as sprinkle machine with walking supports (fig. 1.b), have 
high practicability and perfect maneuverability. For walking machines an arbitrary movement of any point of the 
body in the plane of motion under arbitrary orientation of the body is geometrically feasible. The direction of the 
machine’s center velocity and the rotation angle of the body are independent of each other [11]. For example, 
figure 2 shows the programmed motion of the walking robot moving along an irregular path with simultaneous 
rotation of the body. Simulation of the programmed and supervisory control of the motion of the “Ortonog” 
walking robot movers is based on the programmed motion generator developed for the use on the upper level of 
its control system.  

The paper considers a group of walking robots like “Ortonog” as a system of solids and determines the optimal 
laws of their motion that ensure the formation of the robot system. It is assumed that the location of each robot in 
the formation is defined, because robots can be different and perform different functions in the group.  
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Figure 1: Walking machines 

Figure 2: Simulation of a program motion of the walking robot “Ortonog” 

2. Optimization Criteria 
The problem of shaping the laws of motion of robots, optimal according to an arbitrary criterion, which can be 
represented as a functional from the generalized coordinates of the system and their derivatives, is solved. In the 
simplest case, these can be kinematic parameters, for example, the criterion of minimum mean-square 
accelerations of the bodies of the system. In general case, the dynamic model of the system is used, and the 
dynamic characteristics of the robots are used as criteria, for example, the criterion of minimum energy costs. In 
paper [10] other possible criteria are considered. 

Most of the criteria can be written as integrals of the form: 

Hi=∫
0

τ
Fi (t ,q , q̇ , q̈)d t→min , i=1, ... ,n

 
(1) 

Here τ  is period of motion; t is time; q , q̇ , q̈  are vectors of generalized coordinates, velocities, accelerations; 
Fi are functions which are defined by the kinematic or dynamic model of mechanical system; n is number of 
criteria. 

There are criteria that are not representable in the form of integrals, but in this paper they are not considered. 

The definition of optimal motion laws is based on the methods of classical calculus of variations. This approach 
allows us to find, with relatively little computational cost, the optimal laws of motion of robots, which makes it 
possible to apply it both for one-criterion and multi-criteria optimization problems, and also to solve the 
formation problem both for the case when the position of the group in space is assumed to be given, and for the 

a b 
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variable position. Moreover, in the latter case, the criterion of optimality that determines the position of the 
group can differ from the criterion determining the laws of motion of robots. 

3. Method for Determining the Laws of Motion 
A general quality criterion is introduced as a weighted sum of particular criteria: 

I=∑
i=1

n

ki H i=∫
0

τ

∑
i=1

n

ki F i(t ,q , q̇ , q̈)d t →min
 

(2) 

Here ki are weighting factors, set manually or automatically, for example using the method of “character” of 
robots group [12]. 

Using of Euler-Poisson equations guarantee the determination of optimum laws of motion. In the case of multi-
criteria problem we obtain the point on the Pareto frontier.  

d2

d t 2
∂Φ
∂ q̈ j

− d
d t

∂Φ
∂ q̇ j

+ ∂Φ
∂ q j

= 0 , j= 1, ... ,m (3) 

Φ=∑
i=1

n

ki Fi
 

(4) 

Here m is number of independent generalized coordinates of the system. Equations (3) are fourth-degree 
differential equations and require, for integration, 4m boundary conditions. So the solutions of equations (3) are 
the laws of motion of the robot system as functions of weighting factors. The laws of motion also contain 
constants of integration C1j, C2j, C3j, C4j. 

q j=q j(t , k1 , k2 , ... , k n ,C1 j ,C 2 j ,C3 j ,C4 j)  (5) 
It should be noted that the use of the general criterion (2) does not mean that the original multicriteria problem is 
reduced to a single criterion task. It is known that for each set of values of weight coefficients, the minimum of 
the general criterion corresponds to a point on the Pareto frontier in the space of particular criteria. Thus, by 
changing the weighting coefficients we obtain various Pareto-optimal solutions. The advantage of this approach 
is a relatively high speed of calculations. Unlike other methods of multicriteria optimization, there is no need to 
find all possible solutions, and then discard those that do not meet the Pareto optimality criterion. Although the 
integration of equations (3) requires considerable computational resources, each resulting solution (5) lies on the 
Pareto frontier and can be used by the robot control system at once. 

4. Influence of Boundary Conditions 
Boundary conditions can be specified in different ways. Absolute or relative positions and speeds of objects can 
be set; some of the conditions can be set strictly, others can be varied; the boundary conditions can include 
generalized accelerations or third-degree derivatives. When solving the boundary problem, we usually suppose: 

- initial positions and speeds of objects are given in absolute reference system, this gives 2m boundary 
conditions; 

- the conditions of formation of the system are given relative to the conditional center of the group or relative to 
the main robot of the group, this gives 2(m – N) conditions, where N is the number of degrees of freedom of the 
group as a whole; 

- there are given the final positions and speeds of the group as a whole, this gives 2N conditions that can be 
specified in the absolute reference system if a group is required to occupy a certain position in space or can be 
considered as variable parameters if no special requirements are imposed on the position of the group. 

For the case when a group of robots moves in the plane of the support surface, the number of degrees of freedom 
of the group is N = 3. 

If we assume that the finite time, final positions and velocities of the group are variable parameters, then 
substitution of the found laws of motion into a general criterion makes it possible to consider it as a function of 
these parameters. At this stage, the general criterion I* may differ from the criterion (2). So the problem of 
determining the optimal laws of motion for a variable assignment of the final position of the group or an 
indefinite time of motion becomes the problem of the analysis of function minimum  

I = I (τ ,qe , q̇ e)  (6) 

Here qe , q̇ e  are the vectors of finite coordinates and velocities of the group as a whole.  
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5. Numerical Simulation 
The software that calculates the optimal control laws for a group of walking robots includes the following 
modules. 

The module of the dynamic model of the system provides the calculation of the values of the function (4) at each 
calculation step. The integration of the Euler-Poisson equations provides a numerical solution of equations (3) 
and obtains the laws of motion (5) as a function of weighting factors and boundary conditions. If necessary, the 
module for determining the final conditions determines the conditions under which the function (6) reaches a 
minimum. 

Figure 3 shows a graphical illustration of the definition of the minimum of two different functions (6) with the 
variation of the two coordinates determining the final position of the group. Figure 4 shows examples of how an 
algorithm works for 3 robots which form different formations. 

  
Figure 3: Dependencies of the criteria (Ia, Ib) on the final coordinates (x, y) of the group as a whole. 

Ia is the criterion of the sum of the rms accelerations, Ib is the criterion of the total path of the robots 

6. Conclusion 
The method and imitation software are developed that implements the solution of the formation problem for a 
group of walking robots. The method allows to determine the optimal control laws according to the criteria 
determined by the dynamic robot model. When solving a multicriteria problem, the method makes it possible to 
find solutions on the Pareto boundary, to evaluate them operatively and to make a decision about calculating 
another solution, or using one of the ones already found. The software is designed for use in the control system 
of the walking robot “Ortonog”. 

  

a b 
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x x 
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Figure 4: Examples of solution of the formation task 

1', 2', 3', 1, 2, 3 are accordingly the vectors characterizing the situating of walking machines in the start and end 
time. The criteria of optimization is minimum of the sum of RMC accelerations. The curves with serifs show the 
trajectories of edges of machines. 
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Abstract 
The work deals with the problem of improving the accuracy of the robot with serial kinematic structure by 
feedback control and an auxiliary measuring its deformations. As a first step the dynamic model of the robot has 
been created [1]. First step in designing the suitable control, which takes into consideration the signals from 
additional sensors, is to optimization of a cascade control system and the second is optimization of H-infinity 
robust control system. In second step the results from first step was used. Any control of the physical system has 
some source of uncertainties. For this case the uncertainty are mainly due to unknown payload on the robot end-
effector, modelling errors on the actuator constant and the dimensions of the robots construction. To achieve 
more precise control this uncertainty has to be taken in to account. This approach was tested on the fully 
compliant mathematical model and results shown that it has potential to enhance the controlling of large serial 
kinematic structure equipped with additional sensors. However the on-line control of the robot based on the 
additional auxiliary measurement can be difficult. The feasibility is going to be tested on ongoing construction of 
experimental stand.  

Keywords: flexible multibody system, cascade control, H-infinity, computed torques, optimization, redundant 
measurement 

1. Introduction 
In Over the last few decades, the large progress in development of new machine tools, manipulators and the 
robotics generally has been made. A lot of new concepts of the robots have occurred and the number of their 
applications is still increasing. One of the most important demand in many of these applications is the position 
accuracy. There the robots with the parallel structure have undisputable advantage over the serial ones in their 
stiffness. On the other hand, there are many disadvantages - the complexity of control, small ratio between the 
operational workspace and the installation space and usually a higher price due to the multiple actuators and 
other structure elements. The robot with the serial kinematics has usually a significantly lower price compare to 
the conventional machining tools or the parallel robot and the larger workspace. Its weak point is the lower 
stiffness due to compliances in the motors, gearboxes and the arm links. This brings many issues that have to be 
addressed. One of them is that sensors in conventional serial manipulators are only placed right next to the 
motors prior to the gearboxes. Therefore the compliance of gearboxes and other parts is usually not included in 
the control system. This can be a problem in case of machining or other precise operation, because the large 
deformations of gearboxes and links are not measured and their large contribute to the resulting error cannot be 
compensated to achieve a precise positioning. The disadvantages of machining by robot arm with the serial 
kinematic structure are mentioned in [17] that suggests several approaches how to improve the accuracy of the 
end-effector as well. Further there can be found the results of optimization cascade and H-infinity control 
systems. Several approaches to compensation of the compliances in robot structure are analyzed in 
[1][2][3][4][5][6].  

The approach presented in this article combines the previously researched methods. The idea is that the control 
of the robot end-effector is based on the compliant dynamical model of the robot equipped with the redundant 
sensors. Based on these signals the control synthesis is proposed. The robot will be used in machining especially. 
Therefore, we can suppose a slow motion, but quite a big load of the end-effector by the cutting forces. It will 
cause a significant deformation of the whole structure. The previous research in this field is presented in [13]. 
The main compliances are those in the motors and gearboxes, therefore the measurement system of these 
compliances has been developed and it is presented in [13]. As the deformations of the robot links cannot by 
neglected, several approaches to redundant measurement of the robot arm are also presented in [13]. 

2. The Dynamic Model 
The robot Mitsubishi RV – 6S presented in [14] has been chosen as an origin for mathematical model, but it was 
reduced to 4-DOF to be more suitable and compatible with the structure of the laboratory test arm. The structure 
of the robot arm is in the figure 1. The robot arm consists of 5 elements including the fixed base. Elements 
numbered 2, 3 and 4 are considered as flexible while the first element is considered as a rigid because of its 
dimensions. 
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Figure 1: structure of the robot arm 

The robot arm is described using the flexible dynamic model [14]. The model (Figure 1) was created using the 
composite method for flexible mechanisms [15]. Applying the recursive formalism for the flexible bodies the 
final system of motion equations is obtained in the form: 

 
 (1) 

Where  are the joint coordinates,  are the modal coordinates with ,  and 
 representing the deformation of the links 2, 3 and 4 and  are motor positions. The 

symbol  represents the part of mass matrix related to the „rigid“ motion,  is the part of the mass matrix 
representing the „flexible“ motion and  represents the interconnection of them.  is the mass matrix of the 
rotors. The symbols , ,  on the right-hand side represent vectors of the corresponding generalized 
forces.  

With the notation  the equation (1) can be rewritten in more compact form: 

  (2) 

and denoting  and  the system of differential equations of the first order is obtained: 

  . (3) 

The flexible gearboxes connecting motors with links are modeled as ideal torsion springs, figure 2.  are 
moments of inertia of the motor and the gearbox.   is the driving motor torque and  is the gearbox torsion 
torque. Symbols  and  denotes the stiffness and the damping ratio in the gearbox. 

 
Figure 2: flexible gearbox 

The dynamics of the motor is computed as 

 , (4) 

where  

 . (5) 

The torque  that actuates the link is the output torque from the gearbox  

  (6) 

   

1 

3 

2 

4 
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3. Control Synthesis 
The control system of the robot arm was tuned using the flexible dynamic model described in the previous 
chapter. The goal of the tuning is to achieve fluent and accurate motion of the robot arm. Simulations of the 
motion control using the cascade control and H-infinity control were presented in [17]. The next step is the 
control system based on a computed torque control technique and the final step will be an integration of the 
computed torque and H-infinity methods to the one control system. 

3.1. Computed Torque 
Many control theories are designed for linear dynamic systems and if we want to use them our system has to be 
linearized. Linearization is performed in the selected point of workspace and describes the system with 
acceptable accuracy only in a small area around this point. Control system designed using this linear system 
would probably not work satisfactorily in a large distance from the set point. 

The computed torque method linearizes the system using its inverse dynamics. This approach works in the whole 
workspace of the mechanism but on the other hand there are high hardware requirements if we want to execute 
computation in a real time [12]. The main principle is in the Figure 3. The input are kinematic characteristics of 
the end-effector – vector of Cartesian coordinates  and its derivatives. Using the inverse 
kinematics the joint coordinates , velocities  and accelerations  are computed and used by 
the inverse dynamics calculation in order to get driving forces (most often torques)  . 

 
Figure 3: Computed Torques 

There are always some uncertainties in robot dimensions and mass characteristics even if the machining of parts 
is highly precise. Moreover, there are also external influences and disturbances and so the positioning of the real 
robot is slightly different from the model. The precision of model parameters can be improved by calibration – 
e.g. the neuro-fuzzy one, which is planned as a next step in this project, but the disturbances will be always 
unpredictable. Therefore, the feedback regulator is used with the data from sensors mounted on the machine, see 
the complete schema in Figure 4, where , ,  denote the desired joint position, velocity and acceleration,  
is the controller output. 

 
Figure 4: Computed Torque control 

Let’s assume that the robot dynamics is written generally as  

  (7) 

where  is the inertia matrix and  represents nonlinear terms. All parts are considered as rigid bodies 
and only the joint coordinates for description of arm position  are used. Coordinate systems 
and joints coordinates are defined in the figures 5 (joint coordinates are angles marked as ).  
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Figure 5: coordinate systems and joint coordinates 

The input for calculation of driven torques  in (() is the vector . This signal is the output of controller, 
therefore it is  

 . (8) 

In case the controller in Figure 4 is the PID regulator the vector  is defined as 

 . (9) 

 are linear feedback gain matrices. Desired position, velocity and acceleration of joint coordinates 
 are obtained from the inverse kinematics. Joint positions and velocities  are measured by sensors 

or in the case of simulation obtained from the dynamic model. Defining the tracking errors as 

 , 

, 
(10) 

the equation (9) becomes 

 . (11) 

Matrices  contains parameters of PID regulators and can be chosen according to the desired system 
specification. Each motor has its own regulator. 

 , 

, 

. 

(12) 

Control torques are then calculated using (13) 

  (13) 

Simplified schema of control system is in the Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: simulation schema 

The state vector  contains both rigid and flexible coordinates and it is described more detailed in the chapter 
3.2.3.  

  

selector 
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3.2. Optimization of PID Controllers 
The proper tuning of PID regulators is essential for good control performance. In our case these parameters were 
optimized using iterative simplex algorithm implemented in Matlab/Simulink software environment. The 
algorithm searches for a local minimum of a defined cost function by changing optimization variables – 
parameters of regulators. The cost function was defined as the integral of squared end-effector deviations on 
predefined trajectory. The whole optimization process consisted of three steps.  

3.2.1. First Step 
In the first step the single one PID controller was optimized on its own without any connection to the machine. 
The model of PID controller described by (14) was created in the Simulink environment. 

 
 (14)1 

The controller with properly set up constants  should eliminate step changes of position and velocity 
in the shortest time. Steps were implemented as initial conditions in integration blocks ( ). 
The cost function for optimization was defined as 

 
 (15)2 

The initial guess of controller constants was  and the optimization was iteratively 
changing them until the local minimum of 15 was reached.  

3.2.2. Second Step 
In the second step the dynamic model of the manipulator was created based on the Newton-Euler equations. All 
parts are considered as rigid bodies and their mass characteristics were slightly changed from the values used by 
the inverse dynamics. The purpose for this variation was to simulate that we never know these characteristics 
exactly and therefore our model won’t be that precise. The structure of dynamic calculation is in the Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7: dynamic model 

 is the state vector of joint coordinates  and velocities  defined as 

  (16) 

The complete schema of the second simulation step is in the Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8: second step 

The block PID controller contains actually four controllers with coefficients written in matrices  
defined by ((). The desired position, velocity and acceleration  are calculated for the specified 
experimental trajectory of the end-effector by the inverse kinematics. Manipulator workspace is located between 
two spheres and its one half is in the Figure 9. We have defined experimental spiral trajectory that lies in this 
area.  
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Figure 9: workspace with experimental trajectory 

Initial guesses for optimization  resulted from previous step and are identic for all controllers. At 
the end of this optimization step twelve constants for controllers are obtained 

 , 

, 

. 

(17) 

3.2.3. Third Step 
The main goal of the whole process is to achieve high accuracy of control even if deformations of manipulator 
bodies are considered in the simulation. For this purpose, the flexible dynamic model of the manipulator was 
created. It contains flexible links and mainly flexible gearboxes. The structure of the simulation in the third step 
is the same as in the second one - Figure 8, but the state vector includes other states describing deformations 

 . (18) 

The joint coordinates  and motor positions  has been already described in previous chapters. The vector  
contains modal coordinates. Link deformations are expressed as a linear combination of several eigenvectors that 
are obtained from the FEM analysis of a particular link. Modal coordinates represent coefficients of this linear 
combination. The first link is considered as a rigid one so it has got one modal coordinate which is equal to zero. 
Each of three remaining links has got four modal coordinates and their deformations are described by four 
eigenvectors. The whole scheme of the control synthesis including the motion planning part and calculation of 
inverse kinematics is shown in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10: Control synthesis 

4. Uncertainty of Computed Torque 
Any type of control of the physical system has some sources of uncertainties. In our case the uncertainties come 
mainly from the unknown payload on the robot end-effector, modelling errors in the actuator constants and the 
dimension deviations in the robot construction. To achieve more precise control this uncertainty has to be taken 
into account. In other words the are dependent on the actual real robot dimensions and can have some 
degrees of uncertainty.  With  representing the real version of the  the equation 7 becomes   

  (19) 

The example of the source of such uncertainty is in Figure 11. 
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a) model                                       b) reality 

Figure 11: Source of uncertainty 

 Substituting eqn. ( to eqn. ( yields 

  (20) 

Where  represents the uncertainties that computed torque cannot handle and therefore they must be 
compensated in a different way. 

5. H∞ Compensation Method 
Since the H∞ control method is based on a linear system [18] and the robot dynamics is a highly nonlinear, the 
direct application of the H∞ method would be very complicated. On the other hand, it is possible to use this 
method as the compensation tool for the remaining uncertainty. Therefore, it is better to first use of the nonlinear 
feedback linearization such as computed torque to render the nominal system linear and then apply the H∞ 
control. Previously conducted tests shown that the robot natural frequencies in different positions are similar. 
Therefore, it can be assumed that the linearized model in one chosen position will be suitable for application in 
the whole workspace, but it is the topic of further research. For now the model has to be prepared for the H∞ 
synthesis [19]. The problem is in the construction of an ‘augmented plant’ that is built from a linear plant. Thus 
the linearization of the entire system must be performed. The desired accelerations  were set up as an input 
argument . The output vector  consist of measured quantities and the position of the end-effector 

 

 
, (21)

where  represent the measured deviations of the robot arm in the corresponding coordinate 
systems. The state vector X of the linear system is expressed in equation (74). The linear model can be expressed 
by the well-known state space representation 

  (22) 

The proper composing of the ‘augmented plant’ is needed to achieve the proper functionality of H∞ synthesis 
[20]. In the considered problem of the tracking task the tracking input signal W and performance output signal Z 
were added in the state space representation - Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12: Augmented system for H∞ synthesis 

Based on the previous control tasks the tracking signal was defined as 

  (23) 

and the performance output signal was chosen to minimize the tracking error as 

  (24) 
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Where  represents the deviation errors of the end-effector. The schema of the whole control system is in 
Figure 13. 

 
Figure 13: Control configuration of computed torque plus H∞ compensation method 

The last step of the control synthesis is the application of weighting coefficients to particular components of 
control. These weightings can be applied for various reasons. For example the filter can be applied to achieve a 
minimized positioning error or to restrain the maximum torque that will be demanded from motors. In HIFOO 
synthesis the low-pass filter is applied on output to achieve greater accuracy and to suppress higher modes of 
deviations and thus prevent oscillation of the resulting control. 

6. Results 
Both control methods were tested and compared. An example of the test trajectory is shown in Figure 14.  

 
Figure 14: Test trajectory example 

The comparison of results is in Figure 15.  The model is intentionally design with a great degree of flexibility – 
exactly for being able to monitor the improvement after involvement the compensation of flexibilities into the 
control systems. The experiment proved that the deviation of end-effector is four times smaller when the 
compensation is applied. 

 
a) computed torque control                     b) computed torque + H∞ control 

Figure 15: Deviation of the end-effector position on the test trajectory 
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These tests were performed using the mathematical model of the experimental stand. The real experimental stand 
is in process of building and tuning parameters. The CAD visualization and the actual appearance of the 
experimental stand is in Figure 16. The last step in improving of the robot accuracy is going to be the neuro-
fuzzy identification based on the signals from laser-tracker and all internal sensors. 

 

 

 
Figure 16: Model of experimental stand and realization 

7. Conclusions 
In this paper the concept of a feedback based control of the flexible robot with additional measurement was 
introduced. The presented approach is based on the computed torques method combining with the H∞ 
compensation technique. The complex dynamical model of the flexible robot arm was derived and used for 
implementation of the control system based on computed torques and PID controllers. The tuning of the PID 
controllers was done in simulation software Matlab/Simulink. The optimized PID controllers were used to 
evaluate the total accuracy of the robot end-effector positioning while tracking the reference trajectory. Due to 
high nonlinearity of the compliance model of the robot, some inaccuracy appeared, but this result was expected. 
The compensation method was implemented into the control scheme and the combination of H∞ controller with 
the computed torque method achieves even more accurate control. The principle is that the computed torque 
method handles the primary control of the robot and the H∞ controller computes only the small uncertainties 
based on the high nonlinearity of the robot model and the robot itself. This approach was successfully tested on 
the fully compliant mathematical model and the results prove its potential to enhance the control of large serial 
kinematic structures equipped with additional sensors. However, the on-line control of the robot based on the 
additional auxiliary measurement can bring some difficulties. The feasibility is going to be tested on the 
experimental stand.  
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Abstract 
This paper presents the beginning of research in connection with the development of a pipeline inspection robot. 
The authors aimed to describe and present a structure and behavior model of a robot designed for inspecting the 
interior of pipelines to be used for gas distribution. The robot structure comprises a driving section and a driven 
section, where each has three legs with two ankles. The driven section contains a group of wheel sets adaptable 
by pressing against the interior wall of the pipeline, thus maintaining balance and stability of the robot, 
especially when passing through brackets and T-branches in the pipeline. The driven section of the robot is 
powered by an electric motor and a planetary gearbox where torque is transmitted to the legs with wheels, thus 
moving the robot based on the screw principle through the interior of the pipeline. In addition, a robot behavior 
model (mathematical model) was made for the structure presented, including its kinematic and dynamic models. 

Keywords: structure, behavior model, in-pipe inspection robot, screw drive robot, adaptive mechanism 

1. Introduction 
Transport and distribution of energy in the fluidic form (gas, oil, water) through a diverse network of pipelines 
plays a key role in world economy.  Due to their importance, because pipelines made of various materials are 
used as a tool for transporting media such as oil, gas, water and other media and blends used in various 
industries, they should be managed in a particularly careful manner [1]. This in particular pertains to the 
inspection of pipelines as part of their regular maintenance and cleaning. Substantial funds are allocated to such 
purposes to prevent different types of damage, cracks, wear and different types of corrosion on and within them, 
which could result with devastating environmental pollution and significant energy and financial losses. In 
practice, depending on the intended use of the pipeline, different approaches are used to their inspection for the 
purpose of assessing their condition and, in case repair is possible, different approaches are used to their 
economical repair and reconstruction. To avoid any permanent damage to pipelines, regular cyclical inspections 
should be performed that may provide us with information about the physical conditions of pipelines and 
damage to their material [2]. 

Recently, robots have been increasingly used for that purpose and their design and control represent one of the 
most challenging areas of service robotics [1]. Efforts have been used to develop a robot structure that will, 
controlled by its algorithm, very easily overcome all possible requirements on its way through the observed 
pipeline’s configuration such as: brackets under different angles, T-pieces, narrowing and widening points, as 
well as pipeline ascents and descents under various angles (when the pipeline follows the terrain). 

The robot structure presented in this paper is based on several of the above mentioned basic classifications. First, 
the aforementioned engine rotation in the driving section allows it to move using a screw, where it revolves not 
only around its own axis, but also around the axis of the pipeline it passes through, which reduces the complexity 
of the robot’s mechanism. In addition, the robot may be classified according to a wheel-based motion 
mechanism, which is very common in commercial versions of this type of a robot, driven by wheels on a 
propulsive and several pairs of wheels on a driven section. The pressure applied by a pair of wheels against the 
pipeline wall (which is also one of the basic motion mechanism classifications for this type of robot) allows it to 
adapt to different pipeline dimensions and smoothly pass curved pipeline sections such as brackets, T-pieces, 
etc., where its stability is maintained by using a leg with two jackets. The angle between the leg jackets in the 
driving and driven parts of the robot, which also maintains the necessary pressure applied by a pair of wheels 
against the pipeline wall, is controlled using a pneumatic cylinder and actuator. The pressure of a pair of wheels 
is enabled using a force sensor and an actuator, which results in better traction of the leg against the pipeline wall 
and allows it to adjust to its interior diameter on that side as well. In that case, it is necessary to maintain the 
angle between the wheel pair on driven and wheels on driving section using the actuator. It is important to note 
that the driving and driven sections have three legs with two jackets and that the leg in the driven section is 
moved by 60° in relation to that same leg in the driving section. A CCD camera will be mounted on the front 
driven section of the robot for the purpose of inspecting the condition of the pipeline’s interior surface. The robot 
is supplied with power through a power cable and a communication cable is also attached to it. 
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The next section summarizes the research area with a brief review of the known and completed research in the 
area available in literature in connection with the development of robots designed for the inspection of the 
interior diameter of pipelines. Section 3 provides the problem statement which described the authors’ motivation 
to conduct this research including a link to similar completed research and also describes the scientific 
contribution of this paper, and Section 4 briefly describes the structure of a pipeline inspection robot. Section 5 
provides an extract from and a presentation of the robot mathematical model, including the relevant limitations. 
Section 6 provides the conclusion of the research and directions of potential future research. 

2. Related Work 
Service robots are designed to help people, normally performing dirty or tedious activities, activities undertaken 
in remote locations (quite inaccessible), and hazardous or repetitive activities, including housekeeping activities. 
They are normally autonomous/independent and/or controlled by a control system, with an option to use manual 
controls [3]. The term “service robot” has not yet been sufficiently (clearly) defined. There are quite a few 
definitions, one of the most relevant of them being the definition established by the International Federation of 
Robotics (IFR), which offers the following definition [4]: “A service robot is a robot which operates semi- or 
fully autonomously to perform services useful to the well-being of humans and equipment, excluding 
manufacturing operations”. In the late 1990s, the International Service Robot Association (ISRA) offered the 
following definition of service robots: “Machines that interact and think with the objective of increasing the 
abilities of the human being and his productivity.” [5]. Both personal service robots and field robots belong to 
the same group referred to as service robots. Their actions are dependent upon information collected by external 
sensors [6]. Service robots are presently designed for various applications, including: household and cleaning 
tasks, inspection, remediation and medical applications, monitoring, streamlining and office activities, 
agriculture, construction, firefighting, demining, goods handling, and search & rescue operations. The number of 
requirements has increased over the years. The service robot group also includes the robot group addressed in 
this research paper – pipeline inspection robots. 

There are several classifications of pipeline inspection robots. This paper will only mention the most common 
three classifications. The first classification was provided by authors [1] who classify this type of robot in three 
major groups: General pipe robots, pipeline robots and pipeline construction and maintenance robots. The first 
group – general pipe robots – is divided on the basis of how the robot moves through the pipeline into the 
following types: crawler [7 - 9], a type of robot that uses the pipeline diameter to move through the pipeline [10 - 
12]; snake-type robots [13 - 15], traditional robots mounted on four wheel robots [16 - 17], two wheel robots 
[18], ball type robot [19] and robots with legs [20]. What is typical of all these robots [1] is that they are focused 
on moving through different types of pipelines and carry a camera by which they generate an image within the 
pipe they are moving through, use an electric motor as the drive mechanism, and have only been developed as 
prototypes (no commercial products yet), except robot INUKTUM [7]. The second group comprises pipeline 
inspection robots used in the oil and gas industries (they are referred to as PIGs in literature [21]). The first robot 
of this kind was used exclusively as a cleaning device, but such types were later improved by fitting them with 
sensors and have been used for pipeline inspection (they are presently referred to as term ILI – In Line 
Inspection Tools [22]). Several types of this robot can be found in literature: cleaning PIGs [23], controlled 
velocity PIGs [24] and separator PIG [25]. Their main feature is that their locomotion is generated by the flow-
line service and that a vast majority of them have been commercialized. The third and last major group of these 
robots are actually special robotic devices developed for processes like welding [26], grinding [27], polishing 
[28], etc. for pipeline system construction and maintenance purposes. The second division which is based on the 
mechanism of robot’s locomotion through the pipeline was provided by Hirose et al. [29] and refined by Choi et 
al. [30]. According to such division, these robots are classified as: a) PIG type where locomotion is generated by 
the flow-line service, b) Wheels type, c) Crawler type, d) where the robot puts pressure on the wall of the duct 
for locomotion, e) the move is given by the legs or articulated foot, f) Inchworm type, g) Helical type, h) Snake 
type , and i) Variable velocity PIG. Most pipeline inspection robots use one of these locomotion mechanisms, i.e. 
basic types of locomotion or their combinations [1, 30]. 

The third classification in this robot group [31] presented by authors Shao et al. is based on the difference in the 
source of locomotion and drive mechanism control so these robots are classified either as active locomotion 
robots or passive locomotion robots. Active locomotion robots [31] are robots that are able to move through the 
pipeline and control their velocity and the locomotion rate while carrying the drive mechanism on them. In 
addition, they may be fitted with an instrument and a tool to fulfill an inspection or maintenance requirement. 
However, they are limited by constraints resulting from their complex structure, poor adaptability to the pipeline 
and power supply. They are divided into three major groups: wheel type, caterpillar type and without wheel type. 
A further classification divides wheel type robots into: simple structure type, where the wheels are directly 
connected to the motor; wall-pressed wheel type, where the wheels are normally mounted on elastic legs 120° 
apart from each other to provide a sufficient friction force and allow moving through pipelines of various 
diameters. The last subgroup is the drive wheel type robot where the wheels are normally connected to a 
rotational or stationary robot module. The radial spiral motion of the rotational module is converted into axial 
linear motion of the stationary module, thus generating locomotion. 
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The caterpillar robot type is also divided into several subgroups. In the first subgroup referred to as simple 
structure type, belts cooperate with the wheels directly connected to actuators, thus providing the friction 
necessary for locomotion. They are able to switch surface types, from soft to sludgy or even interior surface of 
the pipe without losing stability. The second subgroup is the wall pressed type, designed to overcome vertical 
pipes and inclined pipes with a rough surface. 

The third robot group is divided into the following subgroups: leg type robots which allow for smart movement 
over obstacles in a vertical or horizontal pipe with fittings and L, T and Y joints. Their advantage lies in their 
ability to overcome complex pipeline designs. Inchworm robot’s locomotion is generated by radial expansion 
and front and rear motion contraction at low speeds. The design of the snake type robot was inspired by the 
motion of a snake in nature and consists of several interconnected modules. The modules are able to overcome 
bends on one or several planes. 

Passive locomotion [32] means that the robot carries on itself different types of sensors and is driven by the 
flow-line service in the direction of its flow. Their main disadvantage is the fact that it is very difficult to control 
the robot’s velocity. This group includes the PIG type robots. 

3. Motivation and Problem Statement 
The main requirement is development of a very stable robot platform able to perform precise tasks of pipeline 
scanning. Platform stability implies smooth movements and controlled speed of motion, which is necessary to 
adjust sensor readings. This would allow for precise inspection trials and assessment of the interior pipe 
surface’s condition. It is further assumed and required that the length of inspection is not excessive, which would 
make the robot quite impractical, and that it should be able to perform a very detailed inspection autonomously. 
In addition, the primary objective is to develop a robot whose shape and size will allow it to use active control to 
overcome pipeline configurations including flat pipe pieces set horizontally or with certain inclination. 
Furthermore, one should take into account the pipeline fittings: knees, junctions, reductions and valves which 
may cause third parties unexpected mechanical damage, such as dents, cuts and damage resulting from metal 
fragments. It is also necessary to enable moving through a pipeline with a variable diameter (the pipeline 
diameter is assumed to vary ±15 ÷ 20 %). The robot should also be designed to have enough power to move 
through (or climb) major pipeline inclinations or to run a power & communication cable through them. Legs and 
wheels will provide for friction between the robot and the interior surface of the pipeline, thus generating driving 
forces, i.e. torques. The robot should be able to stop and assume a particular position within the pipeline using its 
internal sensors. 

Provided below is a brief description of three very similar researches of pipeline inspection robots being 
developed. These researches have been used as a basis upon which the author’s robot structure is designed (see 
Section 4). The work of Peng et al. [33] describes a pipeline inspection robot based on the screw principle and a 
modular structure. The robot’s driving legs are attached to its body along with wheels and rotate together with 
them. The robot is designed for moving through pipelines filled with fluid and gas. A CCD camera is attached to 
the front body of the robot for interior pipeline surface inspection. The robot includes an adaptive mechanism 
containing legs with wheels, springs, actuators, joints, stator, rotor, etc. The pressure of the wheels against the 
pipeline walls will generate the contact (friction) force necessary to create torque. The legs in the front, middle 
and rear sections (three pairs in each section) are 60° apart between the axes. 

The work of Nishimura et al. [34] presents a robot that also moves based on the screw principle. It comprises 
three sections – front, middle and rear. The wheels in each section are passive, whereas the drive mechanism is 
in the rear section and features two DC motors. One motor drives and the other one brakes the device. The 
wheels in the middle section are used to brake the robot. The robot is able to rotate the front section around the 
axis as a result of its articular connection, which enables it to overcome knees and T pieces in pipelines 
(rotational mode). Thanks to its structure, the robot is able to move through conical pipes (it is able to overcome 
pipeline degrees) and also offers the possibility of controllable movement through pipelines with long 
curvatures. 

The third group to be mentioned is the MRINSPECT robot series, which stands for term Multifunctional Robotic 
Crawler for In-pipe Inspection [35]. MRINSPECT is the product family of pipeline inspection robot systems. 
Several versions of these robots have been developed, which are briefly described below. These robots operate 
based on pressure force which allows their control. Ideally, the force should be the minimum force of wheel 
pressure against the interior pipeline wall to generate robot’s motion through different pipeline diameters. For 
that purpose, the product uses a so-called spring mechanism. The MRINSPECT II [36] and MRINSPECT III 
[37] versions were capable of being controlled by system braking using a so-called Double Active Universal 
Joint. The MRINSPECT IV version was able to control driving and braking using three such Double Active 
Universal Joint systems [38]. In this case, we were able to autonomously control each drive wheel of the robot. 
The next robot version in this family, MRINSPECT V, has a mechanical structure quite similar to that of 
MRINSPECT IV, but its control system was improved by introducing a so-called clutch-based driving 
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mechanism. It is able to flexibly change the driving force according to the pipeline configuration, depending on 
whether a section is a horizontal or vertical one [39]. 

The next version, MRINSPECT VI, is described in greater detail because it introduced a novelty in the robot 
structure, a so-called Multi Axial Differential Gear Mechanism [40]. The robot is designed for inspecting gas 
pipelines with a Φ150 mm diameter, it features a radial symmetric design and includes three active and three 
passive wheels, joints, and a differential gear mechanism. Each wheel is connected with a joint via the spring, 
thus generating the required minimum force of pressure against the pipeline wall. The passive and active wheels 
are 120° apart and connected to the robot body by joints. The initial wheel position is enabled by using a ball 
screw and, depending on the mechanism version, each wheel can be operated separately. Depending on the force 
of pressure against the pipeline wall, the mechanism will modulate the rotational speed of each active wheel. 

The last version in this robot series, MRINSPECT VII [41], eliminated some important downsides of the 
previous versions. It is also designed for inspecting gas pipelines with a diameter of Φ150 to 200 mm. It 
comprises an active adhesion mechanism, a rescue mechanism, and a 2-2D differential gear mechanism. The so-
called braking mechanism used in the previous versions was removed by switching from rear wheel drive to 4-
wheel drive using a 2-2D differential gear mechanism. This allows it to overcome any obstacles in its way, such 
as knees, T pieces, as well as pipeline narrowing and widening sections. The main contribution of the last two 
robot versions is the so-called multiaxial differential gear mechanism with one inlet and several outlets, which 
allows it to individually modulate the speed of each wheel depending on the friction against the pipeline walls. 

This is also referred to here in a way because one of the authors’ motivational directions was to create a robot 
that will be able to move through a curved and inclined pipeline and overcome any obstacles in its way. In this 
case, each wheel should have a different speed and the pressure force exerted by wheels against the pipeline wall 
will not be even. This is exactly what this paper’s main contribution is, which will be later explained by a 
description of its structure and the adaptive wheel mechanism at the end of the leg in the drive section of the 
robot. 

4. Overview and Description of the Robot Structure  
Let us describe the structure of a robot enabling effective speed control of the wheels and adaptation of the 
exerted pressure force during inspection. State of the art was reviewed to help develop the minimum required 
configuration (reduce the complexity of the robot structure) to allow for the robot to move through the pipeline 
and overcome any obstacles in its way. An overview of similar products is intended to indicate the similarities 
and downsides of our structure compared to these structures. Figure 1 presents a 3D conceptual kinematic 
scheme while Figure 2 presents a detailed cross-sectional 2D kinematic scheme of the robot structure. 

As already discussed, the robot structure combines several of the basic classifications mentioned in Section 2. 
Firstly, the rotation of the electro motor in the driving section allows it to move using a screw, where it revolves 
not only around its own axis, but also around the axis of the pipeline it passes through. Secondary, the robot may 
be classified according to a wheel-based motion mechanism, driven by passive wheels on a driving and several 
pairs of active wheels on a driven section. Thirdly, the pressure applied by a pair of wheels against the pipeline 
wall allows it to adapt to different pipeline dimensions and smoothly pass curved pipeline sections, where its 
stability is maintained by using a leg with two jackets. 

The robot consists of two main sections: the driving section and the driven section. The driving section contains 
an electric motor supplied by a power cable, which drives the transmission (planetary gearbox type 1UV [42]) 
that drives the driven section (transmits torque) against the pipeline wall, which results in rotational motion 
(screw motion), which is also transmitted to the driven section. Driven section is moved in translational motion. 
A power cable is attached to the driving section to send system control information. Three legs are mounted on 
the driven section housing wall, each consisting of two jackets interconnected by rotational joints while the leg 
length is adjusted using a pneumatic cylinder, which allows the robot to move through pipelines of varying 
diameters. The robot configuration is designed for inspecting pipeline interiors with nominal diameters of 400 
and 500 mm. At the end of the leg is a passive rubber wheel which may rotate around its own axis and around 
the vertical axis using the rotational joint. This ensures that the wheel is placed in a position most favorable for 
rotational motion and that the ideal torque is attained while the robot moves through the pipeline. The legs in the 
driving section are under a 120° angle in relation to their axes. At the end of the leg is a sensor that reads the 
pressure force against the interior pipeline wall, thus controlling the required force in the pneumatic cylinder. 
This also acts on the actuator which provides additionally required pressure force against the interior pipeline 
wall. 
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Figure 1: 3D Conceptual kinematic scheme of the robot structure 

 
Figure 2: Cross-sectional 2D kinematic scheme of the robot structure 

The driving and the driven section are connected by a shaft who’s housing also has three legs mounted on it. The 
principle for the driving section’s legs is quite similar, except that they have a pair of 4 rubber wheels (adaptive 
mechanism) at the end of each leg which have, on the levers of each pair (see Figure 1) and mutually, a spiral 
spring installed that always provides minimum pressure and contact with the surface (pipeline wall). The wheels 
are connected with the leg joint by a rotational joint. We selected the double-wheel pair because we thought it 
would be easier for the mechanism to adapt to changes in pipeline curvature and achieve satisfactory traction, 
while avoiding excessive friction force that would be a restrictive factor in running through the pipeline. There is 
an option of tilting the driven section in three directions using the spherical joint and groove in the driving 
section of the robot. This allows the robot to pass any elbows, narrowing and widening sections and T pieces in 
the pipeline. The leg axes in the driven section are under a 60° angle in relation to the leg axis in the driving 
section to provide for better stability of the device. Each force sensor on each leg allows autonomous control of 
the leg coupling tilt angle, thus balancing the system while the robot moves through curved sections of the 
pipeline with an inclination. This also acts on the linear actuator which provides additionally required force 
against the pipeline wall. The mass balancing is thus improved. A CCD camera is mounted at the end of the 
driven section for the purpose of inspecting the condition of the pipeline’s interior surface. 
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Since the main contribution of this robot structure is the adaptive mechanism at the end of each leg in the driven 
section of the device, it is described in detail below (see Figure 3). This mechanism has to meet the following 
requirements: it should be possible to push against the pipeline wall with adequate pressing forces, the pushing 
force should not have significant change during robot motion in order to provide stable force and flexible 
locomotion, and the mechanism should have low degree of complexity and small size to occupy minimal space 
inside the pipeline. Our solution presents the design that consists of two wheel pairs interconnected by two 
couplings and a rotational joint. The joint of each pair contains a spiral spring that always ensures minimum 
pressure force against the wall. Both wheel pairs are also connected by couplings, a rotational joint and a spiral 
spring, which ensures minimum pressure of the wheels against the interior pipeline wall. This results in 
satisfactory traction both in case of varying curvature and varying pipeline diameter. As mentioned above, the 
additional force is generated by an actuator on the leg coupling beneath the wheel pair. The mechanism has the 
function to ensure the best adaptability of the wheels to the pipeline curvature changes. 

 
Figure 3: 3D schematic view of the adaptive mechanism on robot leg 

It should be noted that the structure proposed is of initial nature and that certain changes in the structure will 
probably be made after a computer simulation phase and also later in a trial phase. The authors are unable to 
predict such changes at this initial stage of research. 

5. Mathematical (Behavioral) Model 
The initial assumptions that we applied to the modeling of a mathematical model for the robot system are as 
follows [44]: 

- because of the assumption that we deal with the compact design of a three-phase asynchronous motor 
and power transmission with a clutch, the driving and driven shaft are assumed to be designed as an 
ideal solid body [43], 

- we observe the motion of the system in cylindrical coordinates [43], 

- low vibrations are assumed in the system [44], 

According to Figure 4, we can use a kinematic system and obtain basic expressions for velocities on active 
wheels, given in the cylindrical coordinates, assuming that their movement will be in x direction: 

         (1) 

         (2) 

            (3) 

where: rp [m] – pipeline radius, L [m] – distance between axis and the center of active wheel, rw [m] – wheel 
radius, vR [m/s] – velocity in R direction, vφ [m/s] – velocity in φ direction and vx [m/s] – velocity in x direction. 

Distance between the axis and the center of active wheel L is a function of time and can be calculated due to the 
following expression:  

          (4) 

where: L1 [m] is the length of leg jacket 1, L2 [m] is the length of leg jacket 2 and  is the angle between leg 
jacket 1 and the driven housing. 

Velocity of the driven shaft (driven part) can be calculated due to the following expression: 

           (5) 
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while angular speed ns can be given from the equation of planetary gear type 1UV motion [42]: 

           (6) 

and angular speed n1 can be obtained from equation for the power of planetary gear PPG: 

          (7) 

          (8) 

where:  [W] – planetary gear power,  [W] – electromotor input power,  [-] – efficiency coefficient due 
to the losses in clutch,  [-] – efficiency coefficient due to the losses in bearings,  [s-1] – angular speed of 
electro motor,  [s-1] – angular speed of planetary gear (gear 1),  [s-1] – angular speed of gear 3,  [-] – 
number of teeth of gear 1,  [-] – number of teeth of gear 3. Notice: data for variables  [W] and  [s-1] is 
given from the manufacturer. 

Due to the Lagrange's equations of the second kind [44], a dynamical model is obtained in the form of 
generalized forces: 

           (9) 

         (10) 

           (11) 

where: Mt [Nm] – resulting torque of the robot (including Mt,m [Nm] - torque of the motor, Mt,h [Nm] - torque of 
the robot housing, Mt,w [Nm] – torque of the wheels, and Mf [Nm] – torque due to the friction between the wheels 
and their axles. 

 
Figure 4: Cross-sectional 2D kinematic scheme of the robot structure with parameters of mathematical model 

A very important thing which must be taken into consideration during robot motion is friction. Insufficient 
friction at the point-of-contact between the wheels and the pipe wall leads to wheel slippage, while on the other 
hand too much friction will create energy losses and resistance during robot motion through a pipeline. 

Due to the Coulomb friction law [44] we can express friction force  as follows: 
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           (12) 

where:  [-] – friction coefficient and  [N] - normal force applied on the internal surface of the pipe by the 
robot's wheels. 

Friction coefficient  depends on the material of wheels and the surface condition of pipeline. Geometry of 
individual pipeline configurations and robot motion and dynamic analysis of it during motion is not the subject 
of this work. It is going to be considered as a subject of future research. 

6. Conclusion and Direction of Potential Future Research 
The described solution of a screw driving robot for pipeline inspection is presented as a preliminary 
communication about the initial robot design based on a central locomotion mechanism applying the screw 
principle with an adaptive mechanism being added as original robot structure element aiming to press the robot 
wheels against the pipeline wall. The paper initially defines the problem and provides a brief overview of the 
research published in the area, including a comparison of the proposed solution with similar solutions found in 
the robot-assisted pipeline inspection products across the world. 

The arguments are given why the presented model structure of the robot and its behavioral (mathematical) model 
can be treated as a solid theoretical base for building a fully functional robot to serve for conducting future 
research. However, as this is still the initial robot structure, subsequent kinematic and dynamic analyses will help 
improve it to achieve better robot adaptability to varying pipeline diameters, inclinations, and overcoming of 
fittings, simultaneously achieving better stability, controllability and efficiency of the system. 

The directions of future research include development of a control algorithm for the robot described, as well as 
its prototype, for the purpose of conducting a series of practical experiments. The goal is to compare the results 
of experiments with those obtained numerically by simulating kinematic and dynamic properties of the robot on 
different types of pipeline surfaces (in different pipeline environments). Solutions leading to autonomous and 
compliant pipeline inspection deploying a fully electrically driven robot will be in focus of future research 
conducted in realistic inspection conditions. 
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Abstract
In this paper, a topic of computed-torque and adaptive control for the KUKA LWR 4+ robot is covered. Both control

methods and the LWR 4+ itself are briefly described. The implementation of the controllers is done in C++ language

and relies on the Fast Research Interface provided by KUKA. Both controllers are used in a joint trajectory tracking

task. Preliminary results show the correctness of the implementation and the advantage of the adaptive control.

Keywords: model-based control, adaptive control, redundant manipulator, KUKA LWR, multibody dynamics

1. Introduction
The problem of the robotic manipulator control stretches back to the early days of robotics. During the second half of

the last century, many approaches – from the independent joint PID control to the model-based methods [1, 2, 3, 4] –

were developed. Based on the manipulator dynamic model, computed-torque methods offer good tracking performance

[1, 2, 3, 4], however they obviously require the knowledge of the dynamic parameters (masses, locations of the centers

of mass and moments of inertia) of the manipulator (for the details of KUKA LWR dynamic modeling see, e.g. [5]). The

identification of such parameters is often a demanding task during which a researcher has to solve problems of selecting

the set of identifiable parameters and obtaining a sufficiently rich data [6, 7]. There is also a possibility that some

dynamic parameters might vary in robots of one kind, requiring separate identification of each robot [8]. Moreover,

the mass and inertia of the object carried by the end-effector would also have to be identified. If the parameters are not

known with the sufficient accuracy, the control quality might not be acceptable.

To overcome the aforementioned problems, an adaptive control scheme was proposed in the 1980s [9]. In that approach,

the parameters of the model are estimated online, based on the position and velocity errors. Consequently, there is no

need for the prior parameters identification, and the model is constantly updating itself, ensuring small tracking error.

As mentioned, the adaptive control is not entirely new concept, however it is still actively researched and extended

nowadays as evidenced in [10, 11, 12, 13].

In this paper, both the computed-torque and adaptive control approaches are discussed and implemented in the closed-

loop feedback control system. The controlled object is the KUKA lightweight redundant robotic manipulator (LWR 4+).

The primary objective of this work is the comparison of the two control methods and evaluating their performance.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 deals with the controlled object, sections 3.1 and 3.2 describe the computed-

torque and adaptive controllers, respectively. In section 4 the experimental setup is given, in section 5 results of the

experiment are presented and discussed, and section 6 concludes the paper.

2. KUKA LWR 4+
The studied controlled object is the KUKA LWR 4+ manipulator [14], shown in Figure 1. The LWR 4+ is a 7 degree

of freedom light-weight robot with a redundant anthropomorphic structure and a weight-to-load ratio of approximately

2:1. Moreover, joint torque sensors allow for the interaction with the environment and human-robot collaboration.

Furthermore, the robot system is equipped with the so-called Fast Research Interface (FRI), which allows for a commu-

nication between the KUKA Robot Controller (KRC) and an ordinary PC over the Ethernet with a frequency between

10 Hz and 1000 Hz [15]. On the side of the user PC, the FRI consists of C++ libraries. Data packages exchanged

between the KRC and the user PC include measured and commanded joint positions and torques.

For the purpose of this project, a joint impedance controller available in the FRI was used. It is described with the

following equation [15]:

τ j = k j(qd j −q j)+D(d j)+G(q j)+ τcmd j , j = 1, . . . ,7 (1)

where k j is the stiffnes of the virtual spring, qd j is the desired postion of the j-th joint, q j is the measured postion of the

j-th joint, D(d j) is the damping term dependent on the standardized damping value d j ∈< 0,1 >, G(q j) is the gravity
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Figure 1: LWR 4+ with a unicorn horn-shaped tool attached to the wrist.

compensation term and τcmd j is the joint torque commanded by the user. That last term allows for the implementation

of various control algorithms such as the computed-torque and adaptive controllers described in sections 3.1 and 3.2,

respectively. It should be noted, however, that the realization of the desired torques is done by the KRC. Nevertheless,

the capabilities offered by the FRI were of great use in this project.

3. Controllers

3.1. Computed-Torque Controller
As mentioned in the introduction, the computed-torque control is a very well-known control method using an inverse

dynamics model of the manipulator. An example of such a controller for the LWR 4+ robot is described in [16].

The computed-torque controller is usually given as [4]:

τττcmd = MMM(qqq)(q̈qqd +KKKPeee+KKKV ėee)+CCC(qqq, q̇qq)q̇qq+GGG(qqq) (2)

where qqq ∈ R
7×1 is the measured joint postion vector, qqqd ∈ R

7×1 is the desired joint position vector, eee = qqqd − qqq is the

position error vector, KKKP and KKKV are (7×7) diagonal positive-definite gain matrices, MMM(qqq) ∈ R
7×7 is the manipulator

inertia matrix, CCC(qqq, q̇qq)q̇qq ∈ R
7×1 is the Coriolis and centrifugal force vector, and GGG(qqq) is the gravitational force vector.

The kinematic data necessary for the model derivation was obtained from the official KUKA documentation [17] –

the set of the modified Denavit-Hartenberg parameters is shown in Table 1. The dynamic data, such as inertias of

the links, were obtained through the identification procedures described in [6, 7]. It is worth noting that the dynamic

identification of the LWR 4+ was of great interest for many research teams as evidenced by the following publications:

[16, 18, 19, 20].

Table 1: Modified DH parameters of the LWR 4+

j α j (rad) a j (m) φ j (rad) d j (m)

1 0 0 q1 0

2 π
2 0 q2 0

3 −π
2 0 q3 0.4

4 −π
2 0 q4 0

5 π
2 0 q5 0.39

6 π
2 0 q6 0

7 −π
2 0 q7 0

However, due to the unique features of the LWR 4+, few changes to the Eq. (2) were applied during the implementa-

tion. Firstly, the GGG(qqq) was omitted, as the KRC already compensates the gravity, as shown in Eq. (1) . Secondly, due

to the lightweight nature of the robot (especially the small masses and inertias of the last links) and omitting the friction
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in the model (as the identified friction parameters were deemed not reliable, i.e., their variance over several measure-

ments was too big or their values were non-physical), the structure of the Eq. (2) was changed to the PD control with

feedforward model compensation. With that modifications, a recursive Newton-Euler algorithm was implemented to

compute the control torque as:

τττcmd = MMM(qqqd)q̈qqd +CCC(qqqd , q̇qqd)q̇qqd +KKKPeee+KKKV ėee. (3)

In that form, the part of the Eq. (3) based only on the desired trajectory could be precomputed offline. In this project,

however, the whole equation was computed online, because of the short computation time required.

3.2. Adaptive Controller
The considered adaptive controller [9, 21] minimizes the position error while estimating online unknown dynamic

parameters. The control law is given by the following equation:

τττcmd = YYY (qqq, q̇qq, q̇qqr, q̈qqr)θ̂θθ −KKKsss (4)

where:

sss = q̇qq− q̇qqr (5)

q̇qqr = q̇qqd +ΛΛΛeee (6)

and ΛΛΛ ∈ R
n×n is a symmetric positive definite matrix. The current estimate of the dynamic parameters θθθ ∈ R

p×1

is contained in the vector θ̂θθ ∈ R
p×1, where p is the number of the parameters. The manipulator regressor matrix

YYY (qqq, q̇qq, q̇qqr, q̈qqr) ∈ R
n×p satisfies the equation:

MMM(qqq)q̈qqr +CCC(qqq, q̇qq)q̇qqr +GGG(qqq)+ τττ f (q̇qqr) = YYY (qqq, q̇qq, q̇qqr, q̈qqr)θ̂θθ (7)

which is based on the linearity-in-parameters property of the manipulator dynamic model. The term τττ f (q̇qqr) in the

above equation represents the dissipation torques caused by the viscous and Coulomb friction.

The parameter adaptation law is given by:

˙̂θθθ =−ΓΓΓYYY T (qqq, q̇qq, q̇qqr, q̈qqr)sss (8)

where ΓΓΓ ∈ R
p×p is a positive definite matrix.

The main difficulty of implementing that control scheme is the derivation of the regressor YYY . In general, this is a de-

manding task [2]. However, an efficient algorithm, based on the recursive Newton-Euler formulation, for computing

the regressor YYY rbd corresponding to the rigid-body dynamics of the manipulator is presented in [21]. It requires only

the knowledge of the kinematic parameters such as link lenghts and locations of joints. To account for the viscous and

Coulomb friction, the algorithm was extended to compute the regressor in the following form:

YYY =

⎡⎣YYY rbd 000

000 YYY f

⎤⎦ (9)

where:

YYY f =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
q̇r1

0 . . . 0 sign(q̇r1
) 0 . . . 0

0 q̇r2
. . . 0 0 sign(q̇r2

) . . . 0

...
...

. . . 0
...

...
. . . 0

0 . . . 0 q̇r7
0 . . . 0 sign(q̇r7

)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (10)

Because the KRC already compensates the gravity – as shown in Eq. (1) – the algorithm for the computation of YYY is

used with the gravity acceleration set to zero. As a result, the Eq. (7) is transformed to:

MMM(qqq)q̈qqr +CCC(qqq, q̇qq)q̇qqr + τττ f (q̇qqr) = YYY (qqq, q̇qq, q̇qqr, q̈qqr)θ̂θθ (11)

It should also be mentioned that the elements of θ̂θθ does not necessarily converge to the real values of the dynamic

parameters given in θθθ . Similarly as in the case of the offline identification, a sufficiently exciting trajectory has to be

used as the desired trajectory qqqd to obtain the real θθθ [9]. Moreover, the stability issues of the adaptive control method

are discussed in [9, 21].
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4. Experimental Setup
The controllers outlined in sections 3.1 and 3.2 were implemented in the C++ language. In order to simplify the

calculations and taking into consideration that the KRC compensates the gravity, only some of the dynamic parameters

were used. Typically, each manipulator link can have 10 parameters [4]:

θθθ rbd j =
[
m j m jrx j m jry j m jrz j Jxx j Jyy j Jzz j Jxy j Jxz j Jyz j

]T
10×1

(12)

where m j is the mass of the j-th link, [rx j ry j rz j ]
T is the location of the j-th link center of mass relative to the j-th

joint reference frame and Jxx j , Jyy j , Jzz j , Jxy j , Jxz j , Jyz j are the elements of the j-th link inertia tensor expressed in the

j-th joint reference frame. In this project, after performing the dynamic identification, only the most essential of the

identifable parameters were used. The obtained set of parameters is shown in Table 2. Both controllers, computed-

torque and adaptive, used that set of 7 rigid-body parameters, denoted as:

θ̂θθ rbd =
[
Jxx2

Jzz2
m4ry4

Jxx4
Jzz4

m5ry5
m6ry6

]T
7×1

. (13)

Table 2: Rigid-body dynamic parameters

parameter value unit

Jxx2
1.23 kgm2

Jzz2
0.87 kgm2

m4ry4
-1.38 kgm

Jxx4
0.49 kgm2

Jzz4
0.42 kgm2

m5ry5
0.05 kgm

m6ry6
0.02 kgm

Additionaly, the adaptive controller accounted for the viscous and Coulomb friction:

θ̂θθ f = [Fv1
. . . Fv7

FC1
. . . FC7

]T14×1 . (14)

Therefore, the set of 21 dynamic parameters for the adaptive controller was defined as:

θ̂θθ =
[
θ̂θθ

T
rbd θ̂θθ

T
f

]T
21×1

(15)

while the computed-torque controller used only θ̂θθ rbd (13).

During the experiment, programs to compute the Eqs. (3) and (4) were used in tandem with the software libraries

developed at Stanford [22] which extend the KUKA FRI libraries and facilitate saving the measured data in real-time.

Moreover, as the FRI allows to read the measured joint positions but not the velocities, the Kalman filter [23] had to

be implemented to overcome that limitation. As the computation time of the dynamic models in each time step never

exceeded 0.3 ms (using the Dell Vostro 3900 PC with 8 GB RAM and Intel R© CoreTM i5-4460 CPU @ 3.20GHz×4),

the FRI was exchanging measured and commanded data each 1 ms (i.e., in the fastest possible way).

For the experiment, smooth and periodic joint trajectories lasting 14 seconds were chosen:

qd j = q0 +A j(−1+ cos(ωt)) (rad), (16a)

q̇d j =−A jω j sin(ωt) ( rad
s ), (16b)

q̈d j =−A jω2
j cos(ωt) ( rad

s2 ), (16c)

where:

ω = π
7 (rad), (17a)

AAA =
[π

8
π
8

−π
8

−π
8

π
4

π
4

π
4

]T
(rad), (17b)

qqq0 =
[

2π
9 0 0 −π

2 0 π
2 0
]T

(rad). (17c)
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The parameters from Eq. (1) were set to: k j = 0 Nm
rad and d j = 0.7, the same for each joint. The dynamic parameters

θ̂θθ rbd (13) used by both controllers were set as in Table 2 while the friction parameters θ̂θθ f (14) used only by the

adaptive controller were initialized to zero.

The gain parameters in Eqs. (3) , (4) , (6) and (8) were tuned iteratively by trial and error:

KKKP = diag([49 49 49 49 36 36 36]) , (18a)

KKKV = diag([14 14 14 14 5 5 5]) , (18b)

KKK = diag([14 14 14 14 5 5 5]) , (18c)

ΛΛΛ = diag([3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3 3 3]) , (18d)

ΓΓΓ = diag([10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 18 20 18 22 18 16 10 17 22 20 22 18 18]) . (18e)

It is worth noting that in both controllers the PD part has the same gains.

The last important note of the setup is that during the experiment the manipulator was unloaded, i.e., no tool was

mounted to the wrist.

5. Results and Discussion
The manipulator was programmed to follow the trajectory given by Eq. (16) by using the computed-torque controller

first and then the adaptive one. The quality of control was measured by calculating for each joint the following indicator

representing the squared position error integrated over time:

E j =
∫ T

0
e2

jdt, j = 1, . . . ,7 (19)

where T = 14 s was the duration of the manipulator motion and dt = 1 ms the time-step. As evidenced in Table

3, the control quality indicators (19) for the adaptive controller are about one order of magnitude smaller than the

computed-torque indicators. In other words, the adaptive control resulted in much smaller position errors than the

computed-torque approach.

Table 3: Quality indicators for the computed-torque (Ectrq) and adatpive (Eadapt ) controllers

joint Ectrq Eadapt

1 0.00267 0.00014

2 0.00274 0.00017

3 0.00938 0.00017

4 0.00215 0.00005

5 0.00314 0.00022

6 0.01228 0.00036

7 0.00289 0.00028

Figures 2, 3 and 4, showing the desired and actual joint trajectories (left) and position errors (right) for selected joints

(i.e., 2-nd, 5-th and 6-th joint), further illustrate the differences between the two control methods. Clearly, the dynamic

parameter uncertainities and lack of friction modeling degrade the quality of the computed-torque control. On the

other hand, the adaptive controller is able to update the parameter values in real-time to achieve much better position

tracking.

Even during the beginning of the commanded motion when the manipulator was supposed to quickly accelerate from

rest, the position errors under the adaptive control are much smaller and decrease to near-zero faster than under the

computed-torque control. However, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, even under the adaptive control some joints experi-

enced difficulties around the 7-th second of the motion (the beginning of the return phase). Evidently, the friction and

perhaps some unmodeled effects dominated the dynamics of the upper (and lighter) part of the manipulator. Unfor-

tunately, increasing the KKK, ΛΛΛ or ΓΓΓ gains for the last three joints was not an option as it resulted in oscillations of that

joints. It is possible that with the significant load attached to the wrist the controller would achieve better results.
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Figure 2: Results for joint 2. Left: commanded (cmd, red, solid) and actual joint positions (computed-torqe – c-trq,

green, dashed; adaptive – adapt, blue, dash dotted). Right: computed-torque (c-trq, green, dashed) and adaptive control

(adapt, blue, dash dotted) joint position errors.

Figure 3: Results for joint 5. Left: commanded (cmd, red, solid) and actual joint positions (computed-torqe – c-trq,

green, dashed; adaptive – adapt, blue, dash dotted). Right: computed-torque (c-trq, green, dashed) and adaptive control

(adapt, blue, dash dotted) joint position errors.

Nevertheless, the experiment showed that both controllers are able to track the desired trajectory. Moreover, the clear

advantage of the adaptive control over the computed-torque method for the LWR 4+ manipulator was documented.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, two model-based robot control methods – computed-torque and adaptive – and their application to the

KUKA LWR 4+ robot were described. Both controllers were implemented in the C++ language and tested on the

real robot during the joint position control task. As expected, the adaptive controller performed much better than the

computed-torque one. Although the quality of control is obviously not at the level of KUKA’s own position controller,

the results are promising.
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Figure 4: Results for joint 7. Left: commanded (cmd, red, solid) and actual joint positions (computed-torqe – c-trq,

green, dashed; adaptive – adapt, blue, dash dotted). Right: computed-torque (c-trq, green, dashed) and adaptive control

(adapt, blue, dash dotted) joint position errors.

Future works will include testing the controllers for tasks generated in operational rather than joint space with various

loads attached to the wrist and with disturbances being applied to the manipulator. Implementing more efficient model

formulation (e.g. [24]) or even a model-free approach, such as an artificial neural network controller, will also be

pursued.
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Abstract 
In the paper, numerical analysis of dynamics of a variable mass system is considered. Its reference example is a 
serial-like manipulator composed of revolute joints and rigid bodies. Payload of its gripper is considered as its 
variable mass element (mass and inertia irregularly between subsequent payloads). For the rest of the system, 
inertia parameters are considered as known (precisely identified during the assembling process). As a revolute 
joint manipulator is considered, its dynamics depends on its pose, i.e., when driven over some significant range, 
nonlinear terms are present. In this case, classical linear controllers may not guarantee satisfactory performances 
of the control. In the paper proposed control algorithm, a nonlinear model of the plant is prepared and 
implemented in its feedforward controller. In the initial tests, the control is restricted to the open-loop 
feedforward model-based controller, only. Behaviour of such system is tested numerically. Identical equations 
for the two sub-models are implemented in two separate blocks of the program (for the controlled plant and the 
for the model based controller). Both models are prepared according to the classical rules of the multi-rigid-body 
modelling. To test the influence of the payload variability, different sets of the inertia parameters are proposed 
for these blocks. When the two model differ (incorrect inertia identification), observed trajectory errors are 
significant. To eliminate them, the controller is enlarged. Feedback loops are introduced and proportional-
derivative controllers are instilled in the feedback paths. Finally, possibility of mass identification is examined. 
To arrange it, at beginning of each of the operational motion, a test run is performed, and output signals of the 
feedback controllers are analysed. Identified mass and its centre position are used to correct data in the model-
based controller. With the improved model, the feedback signal decreases and realisation of the required path is 
corrected, as well. 

Keywords: multibody dynamics, model-based feedforward controllers, variable mass systems, identification of 
inertia parameters 

1. Introduction 
Typically, nonlinear behaviours can be observed, when revolute joints based manipulators are driven over some 
larger operating space. With system nonlinear behaviours, linear controllers may not be sufficient to control 
these systems. Correct performance of the manipulator motion may not be ensured, thus nonlinear control 
techniques should be recommended [1]. Application of these control techniques sounds as a simple task, but it is 
not and it does not mean a single technical solution. E.g., feedforward model-based controllers are one of the 
possibilities [2-5]. They are promising and challenging ones, however. For this method, detail knowledge of a 
sophisticated model is a key point for the nonlinear processes that have to be controlled. 

In general, there are some alternative methods that can be used to develop the nonlinear models. It can be done 
by physical or experimental considerations, for example. In most of the cases, the theoretically obtained physical 
models are not accurate [1], e.g., its parameters should be known, but their values are difficult to obtain 
accurately, especially when based on theoretical considerations, only. As an alternative, identification 
(experimental modelling) should to be employed independently or in parallel to the theoretical modelling [6, 7]. 
Five different classes of approaches are reported in case of preparation of the controller required models: basis 
function models [6, 7]; fuzzy model [8]; neural network models [9]; local models approach; storage-based 
models. The last one, based on look-up tables is the most frequently used nonlinear class of models [1]. 

When focusing on technical realisations, there exist a number of control architectures (and design techniques) 
that are used to control the nonlinear processes. The most frequent are: classical PID control, augmented PD 
control [11, 12, 13], PID model-based control with some estimation of the model used parameters [10], 
feedforward control with use of an inverse model [2, 3], internal model control [1], and predictive control. In 
case of the robotics, the augmented PD controller coupled with the computer torque estimation [2, 3, 11, 12, 13] 
was reported as one of the most commonly used [13]. As an alternative, a sequential use of different control 
strategies (e.g., PID and model-based control) was proposed in [14]. According to the idea proposed in [14], sets 
of different control strategies were mixed in a single controller, to create a hybrid system. Depending on the 
assumed strategy, only one particular control block was activated to operate at a given instant. The system was 
equipped with a logic-based switcher. Depending on either an internal or an external event, it was enforced to 
switch between different modes to maximize benefits of each of them. 
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In the present paper, we operate with the feedforward model-based controller. As it was pointed above, it is a 
promising option, but its application is not a straightforward problem, especially when used in case of control of 
complex systems. Moreover, when focusing on practical applications, the low cost controllers are preferred in 
most of the cases. According to it, the model-based controllers can be excluded from these projects, as they are 
the higher cost ones, in general (according to longer and more complex researches and the cost of the controllers, 
too). As a result [1, 15], when dynamic equations are too complicated to use them in the controllers, the 
controllers operate with some linearized formulations instead of the original. Moreover, the exponential stability 
of the propose control law may not be valid, as it is guaranteed for the nominal system, only. Any unexpected 
incurrence in the model may impair the required stability and accuracy. Finally, none of the accessible estimation 
procedures can realize the perfect correspondence between the model and the plant [13]. 

In the present paper, to obtain the model, its dynamic equations are developed according to roles of the 
multibody modelling [3, 16, 17]. However, the developed models have to be competed with the proper values of 
their parameters. Some of the parameters can be identified easily, as geometrical distances, for example. The 
others can be determined once, e.g., during the assembling process, or they can be identified precisely in the 
manufacturer laboratory. All these parameters are considered as known during the tests presented in this paper. 
Presently, the main hesitation is related to the operated payload, only (i.e., the object located in the gripper), to its 
mass, its inertia and its vector of the mass centre position. Their variability has to be taken account not during a 
single operation, but between the subsequent ones, together with the lack of any pre-information about their 
dedicated values at the actually considered process. According to it, the payload mass, inertia and the vector of 
its mass centre are considered as these parameters that have to be identified for each of the operations. 

To perform the necessary simulations, two alternative models are implemented in two separate blocks of the 
prepared program. The first block is understood as the one implemented in the controller. A set of “arbitrary 
selected” inertia parameters is associated with this block. The second block is understood as a model of the 
controlled plant. Its equations are considered as identical to these implemented in the controller model. However, 
some alternative set of the inertia parameters is associated with the second block. When the two considered 
models and the two sets of the considered parameters coincide, required path can be realised correctly for the 
proposed model-based open-loop feedforward control. However, when longer paths are considered, path errors 
can accumulate significantly (luck of any of the feedback signals). To eliminate this effect, the path has to be 
partitioned and some motions to the base points have to be introduced at selected instants. Except of this 
problem, proposed control strategy should drive the system correctly. Unfortunately, practical implementation of 
the proposed control strategy is not leading to the expected results. Additional problems appear when the two 
implemented models differ, or parameters are not identical. Good performance of the motion is not satisfied in 
this case. To correct behaviour of the controlled plant (the controlled manipulator), a closed loop feedback 
control element is incorporated in the controller and PD control blocks (each for each of the controlled joints) are 
introduced in the feedback loops. The signal generated in the PD feedback is added to the one calculated from 
the feedforward controller. It adjusts the realised motion of the effecter to the required path.  

In the present paper, the intensive work of the feedback blocks is non-required. To reduce it, detection of the 
models differences is required, as well as improvement of the model-based controller. The well known problem 
of identification of inertia parameters can be recalled. The problem is investigated from decades. As it was 
pointed [18, 19, 20, 21], when multibody dynamics is considered, it is linear in friction coefficients [21], as well 
as in inertia parameters [18, 19, 20, 21], but the last is valid uniquely when barycentric parameters are used. 
Assuming that kinematics is known, inertia parameters can be estimated through the linear regression techniques 
[19, 20, 21]. Unfortunately, it is not true that all the inertia parameters can be identified separately [19, 20]. Some 
recursive combination rules are present in the dynamic description, leading to a kind of minimal 
parameterization (some of the original parameters combine together, the others disappear from equations). 
Moreover, except of the kinematics, dynamics data are necessary. Internal (joint) and external (reference body) 
interactions can be registered [18, 19, 20, 21]. In the case of joint interactions, the joint driving torques are 
fundamental [18, 19, 21]. In other [2, 3], feedback signal can be used instead of the total torques at the joints. 

In the present paper, possibility of simultaneous identification is tested for the mass and for the position of the 
mass centre. Required information about models differences are acquired from the signals in the PD feedback 
loops. To find the pattern used for identification (basing it on the observed signals), a series of short runs of a 
normalized circular path is proposed for different values of the payload parameters. Next, identical circular path 
is repeated before each of the operational motions (understood as a kind of a trial path). It allows us to correlate 
the actual feedback signal with the stored patterns and detect the actual identification errors. Instead of the 
complete signal evolution, signals at selected instants of time are stored and compared with the nominal ones. 
Differences between them allow us to identify the payload parameters. Thus, when the trial path is finished, the 
identified values are transferred to the controller implemented model to replace their initial values. Performed 
identification should minimise the path error and it should reduce intensity of work of the feedback controller. 

The paper is composed of six sections. Basic principles and fundaments of the used formalism of the multibody 
modelling are presented in the subsequent section (section two). Next, physical model of the considered 
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manipulator is described, as well as backgrounds of its control system. Section four presents selected results 
collected from the performed numerical tests. Particular symptoms that inform us about the identification errors 
are presented in section five. Finally, conclusions and perspectives are discussed in section six.

2. Principles of Kinematics and Dynamics of the Considered Multibody Structure  
In the paper, the classical modelling is considered for kinematics and dynamics of the multi-rigid-body systems 
(MBS). Details of the critical assumptions, as well as the necessary equations, can be found in [16, 17]. 
According to the definitions proposed in these books, non-deformable, inertial rigid bodies are used (Fig. 1a) to 
compose the systems. The assumed bodies can change their relative position and orientations (one in respect to 
another), and these changes can be significant. Not all of the relative motions are free, however. To express the 
relative restrictions, a concept of physical constraints is introduced. Proposed constraints can affect the relative 
mobility of bodies, thus concept of a neighbour body is introduced for any pair of the ones that are the directly 
interconnected with use of the proposed constraints. The introduced constraints are considered as massless. 
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Figure  1:  Exemplary multibody systems: elements of the considered multibody system (a); a tree like structure 
and a numbering proposition for elements of the system (for bodies and joints) (b)

In generally, the list of the potential constraints applicable in the multibody system is long. As it was pointed in 
[16, 17] however, one-degree-of-freedom connections of prismatic or revolute type are sufficient to describe the 
relative mobility between the neighbour bodies of any of the modelled structure (each one of the potential multi-
degrees-of-freedom constraint can be modelled as some ordered sequence of the one-degree-of-freedom 
elements, extended with massless bodies and constraint equations when necessary). The introduced one-degree-
of-freedom elements (of prismatic or revolute type) are called joints (Fig. 1a). Joints are used to describe 
deformability, propulsion, damping and elasticity features of the system. Next, basing it on the introduced 
elements (i.e., bodies and joints), term of kinematical chain (kCh) (Fig. 1a) can be proposed. It is understood as a 
sequence of bodies interconnected by joints. The paper considered problems are limited to dynamics of a tree 
like MBS, aspects of kinematics of closed kinematical chains in not followed in the present paper. Next, recalling 
[16, 17], to describe position of the tree-like MBS, joint relative displacements (joint coordinates) are used. They 
are collected in matrix, q, and called as the system coordinates (SC). For the tree-like structure, such joint 
coordinates are independent and they are sufficient to describe position of the system, uniquely. 
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Figure  2: Elements of the considered multibody system: geometrical dimensions of body j and interactions 
acting on the body (a); multivariational description of dimensions used in the multibody system (b)

To correlate vector coordinates evaluated in the motionless frame (the one fixed to the reference body) with 
coordinates of the same vector evaluated in the moving frame (fixed to the moving body), absolute orientation 
matrices, iT , are necessary for each of the bodies of the system. Each of the, iT , matrices is calculated as an 
ordered product of the relative orientation matrices, R j, that expresses orientation changes in joints. 

Moreover, recalling symbols presented in Fig. 2, the, ix , vector is introduced as the vector of the absolute 
position of the mass centre of body i (in respect to the origin of the fixed frame). The absolute orientation 
matrices as well as mass centre positions the can be expressed as [16, 17]:

∏ ≤
=

ij:j

ji RT                 ;               
≤≤

=+⋅=
ij:j

ji

ij:j

jikki ldapx )(  (1ab)

When time derivatives are considered, velocities and accelerations (angular and linear) will take forms [16, 17]: 
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where: ja – joint j unit vector collinear to its translation line (it is a nonzero vector for the translational joint and 
zero vector for rotational ones); je – joint j unit vector collinear to the axis of its revolution (a nonzero vector in 
case of the revolute joint and zero vector when translational joints are considered).

According to the idea introduced in [16], when tables of vectors are proposed, Eqs. (2) can be written in a shorter 
form, i.e., in a matrix-like form [16]:

qA 2,i ⋅=iω   ;     qA1,i ⋅=ix  ;      R,ii ωω +⋅= qA 2,i  ;      R,ii xx +⋅= qA1,i  ,  (3ad) 

where: q – column matrix of SC; i,i, , 21 AA – single-row tables with vectors introduced as their elements, these 
tables collect partial velocity and partial accelerations vectors respectively; R,iR,i ,x ω – acceleration 
“remainders”, independent to the second derivatives of joint coordinates. 

To obtain the dynamics equations (DE), all joints of the multibody structure are cut and replaced by the joint 
interactions (forces and torques) (see Fig. 2a). Free body diagrams are proposed for each of the bodies and 
Newton/Euler dynamics equations are written for them in the following form [16, 17]:
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where: im  – mass of the body i; iI  – tensor of its moments of inertia calculated about the centre of mass of the 
body;  ii t,f – force and torque at the cut point of the joint i; e

if  – net external force acting at the mass centre of 
the body i; e

iCt  – net external torque acting at the body i.

Proposed DEs (4) are combined with the “matrix like” formulas of velocities and accelerations (3). Moreover, to 
eliminate the successor’ forces and the successors’ torques from the dynamic equations, the kinetostatic principle 
is used (inertial terms are introduced for all the acceleration terms present in all the bodies located above of the 
cut joint). After some rearrangement, the searched interactions can be written at the cut joint as [16]:

2,i2,i2,i1,1,1, qCqC edtedf iiiii ++⋅=++⋅= ;   (5ab) 

where: i,i, , 21 CC – a single-row tables with vectors introduced as their elements, these tables collect partial 
forces vectors and partial torques vectors respectively; i,i, d,d 21 – force and torques “inertial remainders”, 
(independent to joint accelerations, i.e., second derivatives of the joint coordinates), these “remainders” collect 
such terms as gyroscopic torques, Coriolis inertial terms, ad-axial inertial terms, i,i, e,e 21 – net effects sourced in 
the external forces and external torques acting at all the bodies located above of the cut joint.

To obtain the necessary algebraic relations, vectors (5) are projected on the joint mobility vector (the cut joint 
force is projected on ia  vector and the cut joint torque is projected on ie , respectively). Finally, components in 
front of the joint accelerations are stored as elements of the mass matrix. It is written as [16, 17]

QtfqqFqqM ee =+⋅ ),,,( t,)(   (6) 

where: M – mass matrix; F – column (n×1 matrix) composed of velocity depend inertial terms;  Q – column 
composed of joint actuations; fe – column composed of the external forces (acting at the system bodies); te – 
column composed of the external torques (acting at the system bodies); t – time.

3. Physical Model of the Considered Manipulator and Its Control System  
A sketch of the physical model of the considered system is visualised in Fig. 3. Payload is the only variable 
inertia element of the system (pointed as element #4 in Fig. 3.a). In addition, position of its mass centre is 
considered as unknown for the payload, too. All bodies are considered as rigid. They compose an open 
kinematical chain of bodies (Fig. 3.b). The initial body (pointed as #1 in Fig. 3.a) refers to the base column of the 
robot. It may rotate about the vertical axis. The forearm is denoted as #2, and the subsequent arm is denoted as 
#3 (see Fig. 3.a). A long thin bar is considered as the payload. Its mass is approximated initially to 1.80411 kg. 
The payload is fixed to the end point of the body #3 (is kept in the griper). Its mass centre is located 1 m right to 
its fixing point. The rest of the parameters (geometrical and inertial) is summarised in Tab. 1. They are identical 
to these presented in [3]. The second column of the table collects lengths of the considered bodies (cf. Fig. 3.b). 
The third column contains masses. Columns from 4 to 6 contain moments of inertia. Each of the moments is 
calculated about the axes of the coordinates system fixed to the body and in respect to the mass centres of the 
body. For simplicity of the data introduction, when the manipulator is located in its non-rotated reference pose, 
all bodies are oriented in parallel, i.e., their axes are collinear with the corresponding axes of the motionless 
reference coordinate system. The seventh column of the table collects products of inertia (calculated in respect to 
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the centres of mass of the considered bodies). Finally, the last three columns collect coordinates of the mass 
centre, measured in respect to the cutting point of the preceding joint for each of the bodies.  

Proposed physical model is converted into a multibody sketch (Fig. 3.b), and related kinematics and dynamics 
equations are developed. They are used to prepare a numeric program in MATLAB [22]. In the presently 
considered form, they are implemented in a procedure (a block) expressing the plant (i.e., the controlled object). 
Except of the plant procedure, an additional block is necessary. It expresses the controller calculations performed 
in the model-based feedforward controller. However, some additional elements are necessary in the control 
block, (the one used to predict the driving torques). In the block, values of the end-effecter kinematics are the 
input data. By contra, the torques equations in play are explicit functions of joint kinematics, only. Thus the joint 
kinematics has to be calculated (instead of the effecter motion), and transferred to the torque calculation block. 
To deal with it, user kinematics constrains are formulated for the end-effecter A (Fig. 3.a), and added in the 
feedforward model. In this controller, the resulting model is a fully constrained one, (its final mobility is zero). 
All joint accelerations are calculated in the controller (as a solution of the invert problem of kinematics). Next, 
invert problem of dynamics is recalled and solved in the control block, i.e., the driving torques are estimated 
(structurally, the present case is similar to the case presented in [3]). All the necessary calculations (constrained 
kinematics and invert dynamics) are performed separately in two subsequent sub-blocks of the controller (blocks 
#2 and #3 in Fig. 4a). These two sub-blocks together are used to represent the model-based controller. Resulting 
torques are considered as the input data to the sub-block of dynamics of the controlled plant (controlled object).

Table  1: Considered parameters of the bodies of the proposed manipulator

No l 
[m] 

m 
[kg] 

Icx 

[kg⋅m2] 
Icy 

[kg⋅m2] 
Icz 

[kg⋅m2] 
Icxy 

[kg⋅m2] 
xc 

[m] 
yc 

[m] 
zc 

[m] 

1 0.6 28.78 1.4861 1.5277 0.196 -0.045 0.3183 0.0 0.0105 

2 0.55 21.64 0.6326 0.1017 0.6107 -0.0258 0.0935 0.1826 0.0 

3 0.55 27.49 0.4027 0.0258 0.4027  0.0 0.05 0.25 0.0 
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Figure  3: The physical and the multibody models of the proposed system: a sketch of its physical model (a); a 
sketch of its multibody model (b); Ri – rotational joint, its axis is collinear to xi axis of the coordinate system
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Figure  4: Structure of the considered numerical program: open loop version (a); extended version (b) 
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In the initial tests, accuracy and robustness of the feedforward controller is tested. Initially, to evaluate 
correctness of the driving torques estimation, a feedforward open-loop model-based controller is tested, only 
(Fig. 4a). Next, a PD controller is added in the feedback loop of each of the joints (Fig. 4b). The feedback loops 
compare the requested and the obtained positions of joints (and their velocities), and depending on the error, an 
additional correcting torque is calculated for each of the driven joints. Finally, additional extension is proposed 
in the control block. Identification sub-block (#10 in Fig. 4b) is implemented within the controller. Its task is to 
estimate errors in identification of the initial values of the payload mass and localisation of its mass centre. Some 
initial trail motion is performed before of the main motion. Performing some additional analysis of the PD output 
signal form the feedback loops (observing some selected values of the correcting torques), obtained during the 
initial trail motion, and considering them as the input data for the identification process, correcting values for the 
mass and the position are identified for the payload. Next, at a given instant of time, corrected parameters are 
introduced in the in model-based block #3 (Fig. 4b) implemented in the controller.

4. Numerical Calculations  
Presented tests are limited to the trial motion only. In the controller block, user constraints of a circular path are 
set to the end-effecter A (Fig. 3.a). Its radius equals 0.03 m (Fig. 3a and Fig. 5a). Orientation of the end-effecter 
frame is fixed (is considered as constant). Constant angular acceleration of the circular motion (ε = 4⋅π rad/s2) is 
supposed at initial period of 0.5 s, and constant angular velocity is supposed for the rest of the motion.
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Figure  5: Perfect identification of the controlled system: realized path of the end-effecter A (a); driving torque at 
the first joint (the column) (b); driving torque at the second joint (the forearm) (c); error accumulation in the x 

component of the realised path (d)
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Fig.  7: Inexact knowledge about the mass of the payload – front view: the reference path - Lc =1 m (a);  
Lc =1.025 m (b);   Lc =1.05 m (c)

Initially, a test with a perfectly identified multibody system is performed. It is supposed that geometrical and 
inertia parameters are known for the robot structure, and for its payload, too. The open-loop feedforward model-
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based controller is used to control behaviour of the plant. Obtained path, as well as the driving torques, is 
presented in the Fig. 5. Proposed controller behaves correctly in the presently considered case, it preserves 
correct realisation of the requested path. However, size of the integrations step has to be limited, as some 
continuous accumulation of the integration error can be observed in the trajectory error (Fig. 5d).

Proposed control algorithm becomes ineffective, when imprecise knowledge of the payload mass is considered 
(Fig. 6). Even a subtle difference of 1 % effects in a significant path error (Fig. 6b). Also, a slight difference in 
localisation of the mass centre of 5% can effect in some noticeable errors in the path realisation (see Fig. 7c). 
Modification of the control algorithm looks necessary in both cases of the identification errors.

In the subsequent tests, some additional feedback loops are introduced in the joint controllers and limited to 
proportional blocks, only (Fig. 8a-c). The path realization is better. Accuracies of these realizations are 
significantly better, even when the incorrect inertia identification is proposed (Fig. 8a). In the performed tests, 
the payload mass equals m4 = 1.752564 kg, (its moments of inertia are Ix(4) = 1.16841·10-4 kg·m2; Iy(4) = 
4.4268·10-2 kg·m2 ; Iz(4) = 4.4268·10-2 kg·m2) and the mass centre is located at a distance Lc =1.02 m for the 
controlled plant. By contra, the payload mass equals m4 = 1.7182 kg, (its moments of inertia are Ix(4) = 
1.1455·10-4 kg·m2; Iy(4) = 4.34·10-2 kg·m2 ; Iz(4) = 4.34·10-2 kg·m2) and the mass centre is located at a distance Lc 

=1.0 m for the controller introduced model. It can be observed that work of the feedback controllers is not calm 
in the case of these feedback blocks. Important fluctuations can be observed in the controller proposed correction 
torques (Fig. 8b-c). To obtain a comparison, two different values of the amplification coefficient are proposed for 
these blocks. The initial one equals cp=2000 N/rad when the second is twice bigger. In the obtained results, range 
of the fluctuations is not altering radically for different amplifications coefficients. By contra, its frequency 
depends in the amplification coefficient, significantly. Idea of the proportional-only block is excluded, and some 
extension to proportional/derivative blocks is proposed for the feedback controllers. It results in some better 
(smoother) characteristics of the correction torque (Fig 8d), where controller based torque fluctuations are 
eliminated. The only present fluctuations are the path sourced fluctuations of constant range and frequency 
correlated with the circle repetitions.
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Figure  8: Correction torque from the controller: realized path of the end-effecter A (a);  
proportional controller cp=2000 N/rad (b); proportional controller cp=4000 N/rad (c);  

proportional/derivative controller cp=2000 N/rad, dc=2000 N/rad (d)

5. Selected Symptoms that Warn Against the Identification Errors  
According to some of the user imposed requirements, the correcting torque indicated by the feedback-loop 
controllers may not obtain significant values over a longer period of time. It can be achieved. However, 
parameters should be corrected in the model-based-feedforward controller. A method proposed in [2, 3] is 
employed for it. According to it, an additional identification block is introduced in the control diagram (block 
#10 in Fig. 4b). Its goal is to evaluate the plant parameters, i.e. parameters of its payload. To obtain it, the 
feedback correcting torques are observed (it should be underlined - the observed values are the feedback torques 
and not the total actuation torques present in the joints). Exemplary evolution of the feedback torques is 
presented in Fig. 9 for selected cases of loads. To shorter its description, symbol 4

xl  is used to denote the 
longitudinal coordinate of the mass centre position, as well as ci for inertia multiplication coefficient defined as:

c
z

p
z

c
y

p
y

c
x

p
x

cp
i IIIIIImmc 44444444 ====  ,  (7) 

where: m4p–mass of the payload at the plant model; m4c–mass of the payload at the controller model; p
z

p
y

p
x I,I,I 444  

- moment of inertia of the payload at the plant model for axes x, y, z respectively; c
z

c
y

c
x I,I,I 444  - moment of inertia 

of the payload at the controller model for axes x, y, z respectively.

As it can be observed in Fig. 9a, the correcting torque at the arm joint (joint #3 in Fig 3b) is significantly sensible 
on the mass identification error. This torque is marked as Q3c=Q3c(t) for future considerations. By contra, 
Q1c=Q1c(t) is the correcting torque at the column joint (joint #1 in Fig 3b). It is the significantly sensible one for 
the mass centre identification error (Fig. 9b).  

To simplify the sensor system, a single sensor system is considered and based on the Q3c (Fig. 9c), only. 
Identification formulas become easier, when a presence of some “nodes” is pointed in the Fig. 9c. Its presence is 
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visualised better in the zoomed Fig. 10a-b. At a given instant of time (at t2 = 1.1615 s) the Q3c obtains its value 
independent on the error of the mass centre position (this value is identical, whatever is the plant value of this 
position). Moreover, performed test validated, that localisation of the node (the instant of time at which it 
appears) is independent on the mass error, too (Fig. 10a and Fig. 10b). As free of the influence of the position 
error, Q3c(t2) can be used for the identification of the mass error. Its collected values are visualised in Fig. 10c for 
different values of the mass coefficient ci. As we can see in the figure, there is a linear correlation between the 
correcting torque Q3c(t2) and the mass coefficient ci. Corresponding characteristic is identified as

Q3c(t2) = -7.14333586241622 ·ci  + 7.14332894151681 .  (8) 

The absolute error is less then 10-6 for the differences between the linearized values from (8) and the original 
values collected from simulations. According to (8), the unknown mass correcting coefficient can be identified as

ci = - ( Q3c(t2) + 7.14332894151681)  / 7.14333586241622 .  (9) 
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Fig.  10: Identification of the mass error: zoom at the torque at joint #3 (arm) for time period near td1=1.16 s, 
different values of 4

xl  and ci = 1.05 (a); zoom at the torque at joint #3 (arm) for time period near td1=1.16 s, 
different values of 4

xl  and ci = 1.00 (identical masses and moments of inertia for the plant and the controller) (b); 
evolution of the selected torque value at t2=1.1615 s for different values of the ci coefficient (c)

By contra, maximal fluctuation of the Q3c signal (its difference between the instants t1 = 0.8515 s and t3 = 1.1360 
s) can be used for the mass centre identification. However, range of the proposed fluctuation depends 
significantly in the mass identification error, thus its value has to be taken account during the identification of the 
mass centre. Collected values are visualised in Fig. 11a for different values of the mass coefficient ci and 
different values of the longitudinal coordinate 4

xl . As we can see in this figure, again there is a linear correlation 
between the range of the fluctuation [Q3c(t1)- Q3c(t1)] and the values of the longitudinal coordinate 4

xl . 
Corresponding coefficients of the linear functions 0

4
11313 alatQtQ xcc +⋅=− )]()([  are collected in Tab. 2 and 

visualised in Fig 11b and Fig. 11c for different values of the coefficient ci. As we can see in these figures, again 
there is a linear correlation between these coefficients and the values of the mass coefficient ci. They are 
approximated by functions:

a1  = -0.8812750672381·ci  + 0.010369525696;      a0  = -0.2579491591342 ·ci  +  1.1288522415373 .  (10) 

The absolute error is less then 10-6 for the differences between the linearized values from (8) and the original 
values collected from simulations. According to (8), the unknown mass correcting coefficient can be identified as

[Q3c(t1)- Q3c(t1)] = -0.88127506724·ci· 4
xl  + 0.01036952570· 4

xl  - 0.2579491591 ·ci + 1.12885224154 .  (11) 

Thus the unknown longitudinal coordinate 4
xl  correcting coefficient can be identified as 

4
xl = [(Q3c(t1)- Q3c(t1) )+ 0.25794915913 ·ci - 1.12885224154 ] / (-0.8812750672·ci + 0.0103695257 )   (12) 

To test correctness of the identification process, an additional run is performed for the model. Again, two 
incoherent sets of the payload parameters are introduced in the blocks of the model – the first in the block used 
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to model the plant (the observed object) and the second in the feedforward controller block. In the controller 
model, the inertia parameters are: mp=1.7182 kg;   Ix=0.00011455 kg⋅m2;   Iy=0.0434 kg⋅m2;   Iz=0.0434 kg⋅m2, 

4
xl =1.0 m. Then, in the plant model (the controlled object), inertia multiplication coefficient ci=0.984 is 

introduced and the longitudinal coordinate of the mass centre is 4
xl =1.062 m. According to it, the plant inertia 

parameters are: mp= 1.6907088 kg;   Ix=0.0001127172 kg⋅m2;   Iy=0.0427056 kg⋅m2;   Iz=0. 0427056 kg⋅m2. After 
the performed initial path calculations, the values identified from (9) and (12) are ci=0.984006297 and 4

xl = 
1.062001689 m. Finally, with use of the identified values, the inertia parameters are modified in the controller at 
tp=2s. Time evolution of the obtained correcting torque is presented in Fig. 9.d. At the final period of simulation 
(from tf1= 4 s to tf2 = 5 s), value of the correcting torque Q3c is reduced to 5·10-5 N·m.

Table  2: Coefficients of the linear functions used for estimation of the mass centre error

ci a1 a0 

1.00 -0.87090711692487 0.87090271351673 

1.01 -0.87971948651955 0.86832493482418 

1.02 -0.88852891410949 0.86574343274075 

1.03 -0.89734021881885 0.86316320361977 

1.04 -0.90615742591282 0.86058639187758 

1.05 -0.91497134705370 0.85800544396949 
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Fig.  11: Identification of the error of the longitudinal coordinate 4
xl : correlation between the range of the 

fluctuation of the Q3c signal and the mass coefficient ci (a); correlation between the free coefficient of the 
linearized function and the mass coefficient ci (b); correlation between the first order coefficient  

of the linearized function and the mass coefficient ci (c)

6. Summary and Perspectives 
In the paper, behaviour of a controlled multibody system is presented. The system is composed of a manipulator 
and a model-based feedforward controller. It is confirmed in the paper, when inaccurate knowledge about the 
payload inertia is implemented in the controller than the system performs incorrectly. The path errors are 
significant, even for slight identification errors. To improve behaviour of the system, the initially proposed 
feedforward open-loop model-based controller is extended with a proportional/derivative feedback loops devoted 
to control each of the joints independently. It is verified that the feedback loops drive the system correctly and 
prevent them from the announced path errors. Such extension effects in a significantly better accuracy of the 
realised path. As in the final destination, the feedback signal is devoted to inform the control system about 
collisions and obstacles, its long term intensive action is unwanted. According to it, in the subsequent steps, the 
introduced controller is extended with a block devoted to identification. Two inertia parameters are considered as 
unknown: longitudinal position of the mass centre (i.e., gripping precision) and size coefficient (i.e. mass and 
moment of inertia multiplication coefficient describing manufacturing imperfection). A circular trail path is 
executed before the main action and the correcting control torques are observed in the feedback 
proportional/derivative loop of one of the controllers at a given instant of time. Collected data allow us to 
identify the correct values of the payload inertia parameters. In the numerical tests, high accuracy of the 
identifications is obtained.

In the subsequent works, the research has to be extended, and simultaneous presence of some other additional 
sources of the path errors should be considered (imprecise knowledge of friction, elasticity, the drive and the 
transmission dynamics). Possibilities of simultaneous identifications have to be tested for higher number of 
unknown parameters, too. Influence of measurements noise, sensors and transmissions errors have to be 
investigated as well as influences of the control delay period. Obstacle effects should be taken account. Other 
mechanical structures should be tested, too. Finally, practical tests performed on a real object (instead of its 
numerical model), should be considered in the future, too.
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Abstract

In this paper the topic of time optimal point-to-point trajectory planning for two manipulators sharing their workspace
is presented. The solution of the optimization problem is obtained by a two-stage algorithm. In the higher level
optimization geometric paths are planned using B-Splines such that collisions between the manipulators and the envi-
ronment (static obstacles) as well as collisions between the two manipulators (dynamic obstacles) are avoided. This is
done by calculating the minimal distances between convex hulls of the different manipulator bodies and environmental
objects. In the lower level optimization the time optimal solutions along these predefined geometric paths are derived
by projection in the phase plane and solution of the remaining problem using dynamic programming. Joint velocity
constraints, joint acceleration constraints, motor torque constraints (using the full manipulator dynamics including fric-
tion) and mechanical power constraints are considered. The motor torque characteristics may have a significant impact
for fast trajectories and is also taken into account. An algorithm for obtaining a feasible (collision free) initial solution
is described. The obtained trajectories are validated by experimental data.

Keywords: time optimal point-to-point motion, optimization, industrial robotic manipulator, dual arm setup, kinemat-
ics, dynamics

1. Introduction

Nowadays it is a common scenario for industrial robotic manipulators utilized in a production environment to be placed
in close spatial proximity of other manipulators and share parts of their workspace. The tasks of the different manip-
ulators may often be independent so that collisions between the robots are likely. Moreover the robot motions have to
be performed optimally in the sense of e.g. minimum time or minimum consumed energy. In contrast to human robot
collaboration scenarios, where human workers are present in close proximity of the manipulators, tasks for industrial
manipulators mostly have to be performed as fast as possible in order to maximize productivity. In this paper simul-
taneous time optimal point-to-point (PtP) motion for two manipulators sharing their workspace is addressed with the
additional requirement of collision avoidance.
The problem of obtaining optimal motions while simultaneously avoiding collisions is a challenging task allowing for
different solution approaches [1]. The easiest one may be to command the robot motions consecutively and neglect
collision avoidance, but this is not satisfying at all because it does not permit global time optimal motions of both
manipulators. Existing approaches like [2] allow for real-time collision avoidance, but do not take time optimality into
account. A well established approach for simplification of the optimization of PtP motions is to split the problem into
the optimization of the geometric paths (higher level) and the subsequent search for an optimal solution along these
geometric paths (lower level) as pursued in [3]. A time optimal solution for an industrial manipulator is obtained by
varying intermediate points in task space. This approach can also be used to keep the end-effector of a single manipu-
lator in a certain area in task space, but is not sufficient when there are several manipulators moving simultaneously. In
[4], the collision avoidance is considered as an additional constraint for the optimization along fixed geometric paths,
and one manipulator is prioritized over the other. This may prevent the optimization from converging when the geo-
metrically fixed paths do not permit collision avoidance along these paths. Additionally, a faster feasible solution may
exist for geometric paths in the neighborhood of the initial path.
An approach is presented in this paper where the optimization is divided into two stages. The higher level optimiza-
tion adapts the geometric paths of the two manipulators with respect to joint position constraints and minimal distance
constraints with the goal of a minimal trajectory duration. Both manipulators are considered to have the same priority,
meaning that the geometric paths of both manipulators are adapted by the solver to avoid collisions. The definition of
the geometric paths is done either in task space (TS approach) or in joint space (JS approach). It is noted that changing
the geometric path involves a change of the optimal solution along this path. This causes the manipulator’s spatial
position not only to depend on the geometric path, but also on the optimal solution along this path. For evaluation
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of the minimal distances and the trajectory duration the time optimal solution along the geometric paths is computed
using dynamic programming (lower level optimization). Joint velocity constraints, joint acceleration constraints, joint
torque constraints and mechanical power constraints as well as the motor torque characteristics are taken into account
when solving the lower level optimization problem.
For solution of this lower level optimization problem predefined geometric paths in joint space are required. Hence
the geometric paths can be planned directly in joint space (JS approach) or planned in task space (TS approach) and
transformed to joint space using an inverse kinematics algorithm. Both methods are implemented and compared.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the required kinematic relations for path planning are de-
scribed, in section 3 the minimal distance calculation used for collision avoidance is introduced. The optimization
problem is formulated and an algorithm for obtaining a feasible initial solution is described in section 4. In section 5
experimental results are presented for real manipulators. The summary in section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Geometric Path Planning

2.1. Description of Geometric Paths

The experimental basis for this work is the manipulator working cell depicted in Fig. 1. This working cell consists
of a 6-DOF industrial manipulator (manipulator 1) and another structurally identical 6-DOF manipulator placed on a
linear axis (manipulator 2). For the purposes of this paper the linear axis is fixed at a certain position, such that both
manipulators have 6 degrees of freedom. A quantity i() with a prescribed superscript i refers to manipulator i, whereas
a quantity without a prescribed superscript is used for general description and can be referred to any manipulator. A
leading subscript K, K() denotes the coordinate frame in which the quantity is expressed, where the base frame I is
omitted for simplicity. In this work, planning the geometric path of a manipulator is considered to describe the task of
finding a path that connects the initial joint configuration qs with the desired terminal joint configuration qe. There are
many possible ways of describing such a geometric path. A very suitable way for this task is to use B-Splines [5]. A

path x(s) with the path parameter s can be described by x(s) =
md−1

∑
h=0

dh Nn
h (s), where dh stands for the control points

and Nn
h (s) are the B-Spline basis functions recursively defined by

l = 0 . . .m−2 :

N0
l (s) =

{
1 for sl ≤ s < sl+1

0 else

d = 1 . . .n, l = 0 . . .m−d−2 :

Nd
l (s) =

s− sl

sl+d − sl
Nd−1

l (s)+
sl+d+1 − s

sl+d+1 − sl+1
Nd−1

l+1 (s). (1)

manipulator 1
manipulator 2

Figure 1: Manipulator working cell

n gives the maximum degree of the basis function, whereas md stands for the number of control points. To exactly
interpolate the first and the last control point d0 and dmd−1, n parameter values sl = 0 or sl = 1 for each of these points
have to be chosen resulting in m = md + n+ 1. The B-Spline basis functions further used and depicted in Fig. 4 are
discretized equidistantly in s ∈ [0,1], have a maximum degree n = 3 and md = 5 control points. Denoting the derivative

with respect to the path parameter s by ()′ = d()
ds , the first and second derivatives x′(s) and x′′(s) can be calculated

by evaluating the first and second derivatives Nn
h
′(s) and Nn

h
′′(s) of (1). Considering a geometric path q(s) = q(s(t)),

the relations q̇ = q′ ṡ and q̈ = q′′ ṡ2 +q′ s̈ can be obtained by differentiation. If a control point is changed, the overall
trajectory changes only locally, which is a very suitable property for optimization. For execution of the lower level
optimization (as will be explained further on) geometrically defined joint trajectories q, q′,q′′ are required. One way

of obtaining these joint trajectories is to directly plan paths for the manipulator joint angles q(s) =
md−1

∑
h=0

dq,h Nn
h (s) by

simply choosing the control points

dq,h = qs +
h

md − 1
(qe −qs). (2)

Another possibility is to plan paths for the task space position and orientation and utilizing an inverse kinematics
algorithm.
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2.2. Path Planning for Task Space Position and Orientation

The initial and final joint configuration qs, qe can be transformed via the forward kinematics relation zE = [rT
E ,Q

T
E ]

T =
zE(q) to obtain the end-effector position rE,s,rE,e and the unit quaternion describing the end-effector orientation in
the base frame QE,s, QE,e. For the end-effector position it is straightforward to plan the path by choosing the respec-

tive control points for rE(s) =
md−1

∑
h=0

dr,h Nn
h (s) as dr,h = rE,s +

h
md−1 (rE,e − rE,s), which also defines r′E(s) and r′′E(s)

through differentiation. In contrast it is not obvious how a good transition between the start and end orientation of the
end-effector is obtained. It is possible to use a spherical linear interpolation method (SLERP) [6], which essentially
performs a rotation about a fixed rotation axis. A more flexible solution is suggested in [7] and is described here.
The relation QE(s) = QE,s exp(Ψ(s)) with the vector quaternion Ψ(s) = (0, ψ(s)T )T and ψ(s) = Θ(s)

2 n(s) transforms
the initial quaternion into the final quaternion, where ψ(s) is used for path planning. The rotation angles Θs, Θe and
the rotation axis ns,ne are computed from the respective quaternions QE,s, QE,e using the inverse transformation of
the relation QE = (cos(Θ

2 ), sin(Θ
2 )nT )T . This defines the vectors ψs =

Θs
2 ns, ψe =

Θe
2 ne, and the control points for

ψ(s) =
md−1

∑
h=0

dψ ,h Nn
h (s) can be calculated with dψ ,h = ψs +

h
md−1 (ψe −ψs). The derivatives Q′

E(s) and Q′′
E(s) are

derived evaluating ψ ′(s) and ψ ′′(s) and can be related to ωE(s) and ω ′
E(s) by ωE = 2 [−ε ε̃ +η I3] (η ′, ε ′T )T and

ω ′
E = 2 [−ε ε̃ +η I3] (η ′′, ε ′′T )T using QE = (η , εT )T and the 3x3 identity matrix I3. Using this orientation descrip-

tion one has to be aware of the fact that a rotation of the angle ΔΘ1 = ΔΘ about the axis n produces the same orientation
as a rotation of the angle ΔΘ2 = −2π +ΔΘ about the same axis. Keeping in mind that a path for the end-effector ori-
entation of a manipulator is planned, one of these rotations might lead to unfeasible joint angles due to the joint angle
restrictions and has to be avoided.
Being able to calculate the trajectories for the end-effector position and orientation zE(s), velocity VE(s)= (r′TE (s), ωT

E(s))
T

and acceleration V′
E(s) = (r′′TE (s), ω ′T

E (s))T , an inverse kinematics algorithm has to be used to compute the respective
joint trajectories q, q′ and q′′. An iterative inverse kinematics algorithm on position level might not lead to sat-
isfying results here, because in case of a (nearly) singular start- or end configuration the geometric Jacobian J =

[
(

∂r′E
∂q′
)T

,
(

∂ωE
q′
)T

]T has to be inverted robustly which might prevent the convergence of the algorithm. Performing

only one iteration avoids this problem and delivers essentially the same result as the open loop inverse kinematics al-
gorithm on velocity level

q′(s) = J(q(s))# VE(s)

q′′(s) = J(q(s))# (V′
E(s)−J′(q(s),q′(s))q′(s)

)
q(s) =

s∫
0

q′(σ)dσ +qs (3)

Figure 2: Convex hulls of robot bodies including linear axis
and base plate. The spherical extension is not displayed.

with the robust inverse J# of the geometric Jacobian [8] used here. Stabilization of the open loop inverse kinematics
algorithm to prevent integration errors from becoming large would cause the same problem for (nearly) singular initial
or terminal configurations as an iterative inverse kinematics algorithm on position level and therefore may not be
suitable. Nevertheless when keeping in mind that several trajectories may be planned separately and should then
be combined to one single trajectory, it is clear that the desired terminal configuration qe has to be met precisely.
Therefore the error eq,ik = qe − q(1) is determined and corrected by a fifth order polynomial Δqpoly(s) defined in
the interval spoly = [spoly,0 = 0.7,1] fulfilling the conditions Δqpoly(spoly,0) = 0, Δqpoly(1) = eq,ik, Δq′

poly(spoly,0) = 0,
Δq′

poly(1) = 0, Δq′′
poly(spoly,0) = 0 and Δq′′

poly(1) = 0. This approach might not reduce the small deviations from the
desired end-effector position and orientation zE originating from integration errors, but the demand of precisely meeting
the desired end-effector configuration is fulfilled.

3. Minimal Distance Calculation

For avoiding collisions between the manipulators’ bodies the minimal distances between these bodies have to be evalu-
ated. The basis for this distance calculation is an efficient description of the manipulators’ bodies. Therefore each body
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is approximated by sub bodies which are described by the convex hull of a set of points and (if suitable) its spherical
extension respectively. A methodological way of deriving a convex hull approximating a 3D mesh is described in [9].
However, for the task of collision avoidance considered here a rougher approximation consisting of fewer points is
preferred, because the number of points of a convex hull directly corresponds to computation time when evaluating
distances between these convex hulls. The resulting convex hulls are described in the respective body fixed frame and
can therefore be transformed to the base frame I for each robot configuration q. A visualization of the convex hulls
without the spherical extensions can be seen in Fig. 2. The minimal distance d jk and the respective near points X jk,1

and X jk,2 of the manipulator bodies j and k (the points of the respective convex hulls with minimal distance, see Fig. 3)
described in the base frame I can be evaluated by the algorithm described by Gilbert, Johnson and Keerthi [10]. For the
considered setup it is sufficient to check 58 distances and the minimal and maximal joint coordinates q and q to check
if a collision occurs for a certain configuration.

body j

body k

Xjk,1(tl )

Xjk,2(tl)d jk(tl)

case 1
case 2

case 3

Figure 3: Different possibilities of near points being located in the con-
sidered setup
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4. Optimization

4.1. Problem Formulation

The overall goal of the optimization procedure is to obtain time optimal solutions for both manipulators by simultane-
ously avoiding collisions regarding the physical limitations. Using the abbreviation z = ṡ2 and denoting the end time
of manipulator i with ite, the cost function

J = max
i
(

ite∫
0

1dt)
ṡ= ds

dt= max
i
(

1∫
0

1
iṡ

ds) = max
i
(

1∫
0

1√
iz

ds) (4)

is minimized. The constraints to be fulfilled include joint position, velocity and acceleration, motor torque, minimal
distance and mechanical power

q ≤ q ≤ q, q̇ ≤ q̇ ≤ q̇, q̈ ≤ q̈ ≤ q̈, τ ≤ τ ≤ τ, d ≤ d jk,l and Pm ≤ P ≤ Pm. (5)

Upper and lower limits of quantity () are indicated by () and () respectively. The motor torques are denoted by τ .
Constraints for the mechanical power Pm are included because the power supply for the manipulators is limited due to
the usage of an isolating transformer. The higher level optimization uses an active-set solver to optimize the trajectory
control points idq,h for the joint space case or idr,h and idψ ,h for the task space case. Basically, the joint space approach
is also applicable to redundant manipulators. Joint position constraints and minimal distance constraints are considered
in the higher level optimization, while the lower level optimization is solved using dynamic programming considering
joint velocity and acceleration constraints, motor torque constraints and mechanical power constraints.
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4.2. Lower Level Optimization

The reader is referred to [3], [11], [12] and [13] for the details on the optimization using dynamic programming for
this type of problem. In the following just a brief summary is given. The goal of the lower level optimization is to
compute the time evolution of the path parameter s(t) for a given geometric path. The algorithm uses a discretization
in s j , j = {1 . . . Ns} and in zk, k = {1, . . . Nz} to compute the optimal profile z∗(si) with the assumption of a piecewise
linear shape of z(s) = k j s+d j. Using ṡ = ds

dt the function

t(s) = t j +

s∫
s j

1
ṡ(σ)

dσ (6)

can be calculated analytically. Inverting this function yields the desired path parameter profile

s(t) =
1
4

(
k j (t − t j)

2)+(t − t j)
√

k j s j + d j + s j. (7)

For consideration of the constraints it is necessary to formulate the trajectories q, q̇ and q̈ and the equations of motion

M(q) q̈+ c(q, q̇) = τ = f(q, q̇, q̈,g) (8)

with the mass matrix M(q) and the nonlinear terms c(q, q̇) by parameters s, z and z′

q̇ = q′ ṡ = q′ √z, q̈ = q′′ ṡ2 +
1
2

q′ (ṡ2)′ = q′′ z+
1
2

q′ z′ (9)

Az′+Bz+C+D
√

z = τ . (10)

The equations of motion (8) obtained by modeling and identification techniques [14], [15] are the basis for computing
the expressions A, B, C and D according to

A =
1
2

f(q̈ = q′, q̇ = 0,q,g = 0)

B = f(q̈ = q′′, q̇ = q′,q,g = 0)

C = f(q̈ = 0, q̇ = 0,q,g)+ rC tanh(q′/εC)

D = rV q′, (11)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, rC tanh(q′/εC) is used to approximate Coulomb friction and rV is the vector
of viscous friction coefficients. It is of major importance to include friction models, because optimization will lead to
high velocities where a significant part of the drive torques τ is needed to overcome friction. For a preferably realistic
behavior it is also important to include the motor torque characteristics τ(q̇) visualized in Fig. 5, because the maximal
admissible motor torque τ depends on the motor rotation speed q̇. Evaluation of each component of (10) yields a
limitation for the respective motor torque, which can be evaluated in the z′-z plane. Similar to [16] the mechanical
power can be computed by

Pm = ∑
j

τ j q̇ j =

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝∑
j

A j q′j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Am

z′+∑
j

B j q′j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bm

z+∑
j

Cj q′j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Cm

+∑
j

D j q′j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Dm

√
z

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠√
z (12)

which can be evaluated to additional limitations in the z′-z plane (excluding z = 0) as

Pm√
z
≤ Am z′+Bm z+Cm +Dm

√
z ≤ Pm√

z
. (13)

Joint velocity constraints, motor torque constraints and power constraints are visualized in Fig. 7. To avoid very fast
rates of change of the drive torques when tracking the optimized trajectories it would be desirable to also limit the jerk...
q . Although this is possible, it causes the complexity of the problem to grow rapidly leading to a very high computation
time which makes a sufficient fast solution impossible [17].
It could be observed that the areas with the highest derivative of the drive torques mostly occur at the beginning and at
the end of the trajectories. Without special treatment, the manipulators could not track the optimal trajectories due to
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limited rate of torque change of the actuator. In this work this is solved by using increasing joint acceleration limits at
the beginning and decreasing joint acceleration limits at the end of the trajectories (visualized in Fig. 6). This does not
directly limit the jerk, but helps to generate feasible trajectories [18].

τ

q̇/q̇1

Figure 5: Motor torque characteristics: maximal
motor torque τ in dependence of motor rotation
speed q̇

q̈

s0 1

Figure 6: Acceleration constraints depending on
path parameter s used for optimization z

z′

velocity limit

upper torque limit

lower torque limit

upper power limit

lower power limit

feasible region

Figure 7: Joint velocity and torque limits for one joint
and power limits at one position on the path s j

4.3. Obtaining a Feasible Initial Solution

The aim of the higher level optimization is to change the control points dq,h for the JS case or dr,h and dψ ,h for the TS
case to minimize the trajectory durations while complying with the physical constraints including collision avoidance.
It is obvious that an initial collision free solution greatly simplifies the task of the higher level optimization. Hence a
collision free initial trajectory has to be computed. This is a challenging task, because changing the geometric path also
affects the trajectory duration through the time evolution of the path parameter s(t). This means that the positions of
the robot bodies in space also depend on the solution of the lower level optimization problem, the path parameter s(t).
Hence it is clear that s(t) has to be known when evaluating minimal distances between different bodies. In this paper
the task of obtaining a collision free (cF) initial trajectory means to compute joint space control points idq,cF,h for both
manipulators i ∈ {1,2}, such that the initial time optimal solution is collision free and feasible. When optimizing the
geometric paths in task space, these collision free joint space paths are approximated by task space paths for position
and orientation.
The initial values for the control points idq,h are chosen according to (2). Then the solution of the lower level opti-
mization problem is(t) using (iq(s),i q′(s),i q′′(s)) for both manipulators is calculated, which allows for computation

of iq(t) = iq( is(t)). Subsequently a discretization in the time Δt = max( ite)
Nt

with ite being the end time of the trajectory
for manipulator i and Nt time steps allows for calculating the minimal distances d jk(tl) and the near points X jk,1(tl) and
X jk,2(tl) of all collision pairs at the time instants tl . The collision avoidance procedure now distinguishes 3 different
cases, how the near points of the collision pairs can be located (visualized in Fig. 3). This is necessary, because e.g.
static objects can not change position to avoid collisions. Case 1 is displayed in yellow and indicates the minimal
distance between a moving manipulator’s body and an object of the static environment. For collision avoidance only
the manipulator’s body is intended to move. Cases 2 and 3 are displayed in red, indicating that both involved bodies
change position and/or orientation with time.
If all distances are above the desired minimal distance d jk(tl)> d ∀ j,k, l, a collision free initial trajectory is found. If
this relation does not hold the vectors Δr jk,l = X jk,2(tl)−X jk,1(tl) (using the correct sign) are computed. These vectors
indicate the direction where the minimal distance between the bodies j and k at tl occurs. If case 1 is present for the
body pair j and k, only the respective manipulator’s body is intended to move in direction of ±Δr jk,l to increase the
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distance. When case 2 is present, only the manipulator’s body being situated closer to the end-effector of the manipu-
lator’s kinematic chain is intended to move, whereas if case 3 is present, both bodies are intended to move. It turned
out that better results can be obtained if Δr⊥jk,l = ( f jk,l Δr jk,l)

⊥ is used. f jk,l is a weighing factor being 0 for d jk(tl)≥ d

and 1 for d jk(tl) ≤ d with a linear transition in between. ()⊥ indicates that the quantity () is projected onto the plane
normal to the mean movement direction rE,e − rE,s. These displacement vectors Δr⊥jk,l defined in task space have to
be transformed into joint space displacement vectors in a suitable manner to change the joint space trajectories such
that the minimal distances between the bodies are increased. Therefore the translational part of the Jacobian of the

respective contact point iJX jk(tl ) =
∂ ivX jk(tl )

∂ iq′ is computed and combined with the orientation part of the Jacobian of the

respective manipulator’s end-effector iJQ,E = ∂ iωE
∂ iq′ to the Jacobian iJ jk,l =

[
iJT

X jk(tl)
, iJT

Q,E

]T
. Robust inversion of

iJ jk,l allows to transform the task space displacement vectors Δir⊥jk,l into joint space displacement vectors

Δiq jk,l =± iJ#
jk,l

(
Δir⊥jk,l

0

)
. (14)

The use of iJQ,E in combination with the 0-entries for the step of the end-effector orientation in (14) aims at preserving
the end-effector orientation while simultaneously enlarging the minimal distances and has a significant impact on
keeping the end-effector in proximity of the initial path.
Δiq jk,l is the joint displacement vector of manipulator i at time instant tl for the distance of bodies j and k. This joint
displacement vector is now related to a displacement in the control points idq,h. Due to the fact that the control points
idq,h define the geometric path in parameter space q(s), the respective parameter value isl belonging to the time instant
tl has to be computed using the relation isl =

is(tl). Denoting the parameter values where the basis functions Nn
h (s) are

such that the influence is maximal with sNn
h

(as visualized in Fig. 4), the control points idq,h with sNn
h

being located next

to isl are adapted by Δiq jk,l according to linear scaling with the distance |sNn
h
− isl |. The first and last control points

dq,h, h ∈ {0,md −1} have to remain unchanged to exactly meet the desired starting and end configurations iqs and iqe.
This adaption of the control points idq,h based on the spatial displacement vector Δir⊥jk,l is done for all collision pairs

j, k and for all time instants tl leading to an overall change Δidq,h. This step is normalized and then applied, leading to
adapted initial geometric paths iq with increased distance between the different bodies. If computation of the minimal
distances d jk(tl) for the adapted trajectories indicates that d jk(tl)> d ∀ j,k, l, an initial collision free trajectory is found,
otherwise another iteration has to be performed.

5. Results

The optimization of the joint control points as well as the optimization of the end-effector position and orientation
control points is performed for 14 different trajectories. Trajectories 1 and 2 include joint configurations near to sin-
gularity. The start and end configuration of trajectories 3 and 14 depicts the same end-effector position but a different
end-effector orientation, while the start and end-configuration of all other trajectories show the same end-effector orien-
tation but a different end-effector position. A visualization of the trajectories can be seen in Fig. 1. Optimization results
including optimal profile z∗(s), joint velocities q̇(s), joint torques τ(s) and mechanical power Pm(s) of one manipulator
for the JS approach are shown in Fig. 8, whereas Table 1 depicts the trajectory durations for each manipulator for the
JS the TS algorithms.
Comparing the two approaches it could be observed that the optimization of the end-effector control points idr,h and
idψ ,h (TS algorithm) shows some drawbacks. For a sufficient fast convergence of the algorithm the control points
idψ ,h have to be fixed in most cases. The optimal solutions show several areas where the rate of change of the motor
torques is quite high, which would require for further treatment of these areas. Bounds on the optimization variables
idr,h and idψ ,h may have to be adjusted according to the position of the trajectory in space. Further on the influence of
the discretization step size s j+1 − s j, j = {1 . . .Ns} on the trajectory durations ite,T S is bigger than in the JS case. This
may cause problems when evaluating the minimal distances with only a small number of discretization steps due to
computation time. Not all of the trajectories computed with the TS approach are feasible because of areas with too high
jerks. When optimizing the joint space control points idq,h, it is neither necessary to decide for a certain orientation de-
scription nor to use an inverse kinematics algorithm which contributes to simplification. Axes 1, 2 and 3 play the major
role in collision avoidance, therefore only these control points were used for optimization. This reduces optimization
variables and improves convergence and speed of the algorithm significantly. With this algorithm a feasible optimal
solution could be computed for all 14 trajectories. It turned out that for the optimized trajectories the description in
joint space is more flexible and delivers better results. The results for manipulator 1 using the joint space algorithm are
shown in Fig. 8. The velocity limits are never reached, because according to the motor characteristics there is no more
torque available when reaching these maximum velocities.
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Table 1: Trajectory durations for joint space (JS) and task space (TS) approach for 14 different trajectories for manip-
ulator 1 and 2

# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
1te,JS in s 0.453 0.423 0.311 0.514 0.498 0.591 0.593 0.496 0.304 0.365 0.375 0.275 0.429 0.310
2te,JS in s 0.460 0.491 0.312 0.513 0.361 0.475 0.477 0.416 0.345 0.381 0.393 0.338 0.482 0.310
1te,T S in s 0.533 0.455 0.320 0.557 0.537 0.704 0.712 0.512 0.385 0.731 0.606 0.222 0.446 0.407
2te,T S in s 0.520 0.554 0.304 0.562 0.515 0.485 0.603 0.470 0.442 0.635 0.564 0.337 0.507 0.440
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Figure 8: Optimal velocity profile z∗, normalized joint velocities q̇ / q̇, mechanical power Pm and normalized motor
torques τ / τ for manipulator 1 using the joint space approach. Limits are drawn in red.
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These 14 optimal trajectories are finally tested on the real manipulators. The manipulators are controlled using a
standard PD-controller with additional feed forward torque control τFF . It could be observed that the tracking error
is rapidly increasing for axis 5 when tracking the optimized trajectories 3 and 14 with >80% speed. This is the case
because the identification process leading to the dynamic model (8) did not include measurement data with a joint
velocity and joint torque of axis 5 that close to the respective maximal values. Therefore the friction torques of axis
5 might not be predicted accurately for trajectories 3 and 14 leading to infeasible motor torques. To avoid the risk of
collisions due to error stops the speed of the trajectory was scaled down to 80%. The difference in behavior of axis
5 between the real manipulator and the manipulator model necessitates this scaling, improvement of the manipulator
model could tackle this problem. Nevertheless the obtained results depicted in Fig. 9 indicate that the model can
predict the behavior of the real manipulators well in a wide velocity range. The feed forward motor torques τFF =
Az′∗+Bz∗ +C+D

√
z∗ with the desired trajectory q, q̇, q̈ sent to the motors are very similar to the measured motor

torques τmeas, the tracking error eq is rather small. A video of the manipulators’ movement can be seen at 1.
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Figure 9: Tracking error eq, feed forward motor torques τFF and measured motor torques τmeas for manipulator 1 using
the joint space approach, 80% speed.

6. Conclusion

In this paper an optimization approach for obtaining time optimal, collision free trajectories for two manipulators
sharing their workspace is presented. Optimization is performed in joint space and task space, where the joint space
algorithm shows significant advantages. The effectiveness of the approach is demonstrated by tracking the obtained
trajectories with the real manipulators. The joint space approach is also applicable to redundant manipulators. Future
work will focus on an efficient procedure for additional limitation of the jerk.
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Abstract 
In this paper, using the exponential parametrization of Lie group of orthogonal dual tensors , the problem of 
the decomposition of a rigid displacement by a sequence of three displacements with specified screw axis is 
solved. It will be determined either the closed form the dual angles of the screw displacements (translation and 
rotation) or the necessary and sufficient conditions when this decomposition is possible. The results are 
coordinate-free and they are obtained using only algebraic elements of tensor calculus. In the specific case of a 
screw axis is perpendicular to the other two, the decomposition is possible for any rigid displacement. So, a 
result that generalizes the Davenport decomposition in case of rotation is obtained. 

For rigid motion, the kinematic equations that links the instantaneous dual angular velocity to the time variation 
of a dual Davenport angle are deduced. The cases of singularity of the decomposition are identified and a 
physical interpretation of these cases is given. The results interest the inverse kinematic of robotics, control 
problems and astrodynamics (full body relative orbital motion problem). 

Keywords: screw-displacement, orthogonal dual tensor, Davenport dual angles, displacement decomposition 

1. Introduction 
The problem of the decomposition of a rigid displacement seen by a sequence of three rigid displacements, with 
specified screw-axis is a fundamental one in the theoretical kinematics field. 

Noting cu  the Lie group of the rigid displacements, the problem is formalized as following: 

 (1) 

where  

In this paper, the necessary and sufficient conditions are given in order to take place the decomposition (1) and then 
are determined. The above result was obtained using the isomorphism between the Lie group of 

the rigid displacements  and the Lie group of the orthogonal dual  tensors  introduced by author in [1], [2], 
[3]. In contrast to other approaches [4], [5], the transferance principle is not used to solve the problem. 

In the case of a rigid motion, the kinematics equations are determined and this permits the recovery of the rigid 
body motion knowing the instantaneous twist of the body. The solutions are free of coordinate and they are 
expressed in closed form. 

For the particular case of spherical displacements, , the known results are recovered 
[6], [7], [4], [8], [9], [5], [10]. 

After a section that presents mathematical preliminaries, the paper is structured as follows. Section 3 is dedicated to 
the isomorphism between special Euclidean group and the orthogonal dual tensors, section 4 refers to the 
coordinate-free decomposition of the rigid body displacement, section 5 refers to the Davenport dual angles, section 
6 describes the kinematic equations for Davenport dual angles and in the last section the conclusions are given. 

2. Preliminaries on Dual Vectors and Dual Tensors  
In this first section we present properties of: dual numbers, dual vectors and dual tensors. More details can be 
found in [11], [12], [3], [1], [2]. 

 Dual numbers 
Let the set of real dual numbers be denoted by 

 (2) 

where  is the real part and  the dual part. The sum and product between dual numbers 
generate a ring with zero divisors structure for  [1].  

Any differentiable function ,  is completely defined on  such that: 
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 (3) 

Based on the previous property, two of the most important functions have the following expressions: 
.

Remark 1. For any ;  with , the  function gives the dual number: 

 (4) 

Proof. Let  and . Taking into account that for 

 we have , based on (2) results that: 

 (5) 

The structure of the dual angle  yields , and after 
some direct algebraic calculus, the followings can be identified 

 (6) 

which proves the remark. 

A direct result of the previous Remark is related to the multiplication of  and  with a dual number 
 which implies that  

 Dual vectors 

In the Euclidean space, the linear space of free vectors with dimension 3 will be denoted by . The ensemble of 
dual vectors is defined as , where  is the real part and 

 the dual part. For any three dual vectors  the following notations will be used for the basic products: 
 - scalar product,  - cross product, - scalar triple product. Regarding algebraic structure, 

( ) is a free -module [1].  

The magnitude of , denoted by , is the dual number computed from 

 (7) 

where  is the Euclidean norm. If  then  is called unit dual vector.  

For any  a dual number  and a unit dual vector  exist in order to have , with . 

 Dual tensors 
An  - linear application of  into  is called an Euclidean dual tensor:  

 (8) 

Let  be the set of dual tensors, then any  can be decomposed as , with 
. Also, the dual transposed tensor denoted by  is defined by  

 (9) 

While , , the determinant is: 

 (10) 

For any dual vector , the associated skew-symmetric dual tensor will be denoted by  and will be defined  
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 (11) 

The previous definition can be directly transposed into the following result: for any skew-symmetric dual tensor 
, , a uniquely defined dual vector ,  exists in order to have 
. The set of skew-symmetric dual tensors is structured as a free  - module of rank 3 and is 

isomorphic with  [1]. 

Given two dual vectors , ,  denotes a dual tensor called tensor (dyadic) product and is defined by: 

 (12) 

For any tensor  and the dual vector , we will note with  the vector: 

 (13) 

Also, we will note with  the dual number (the double contraction of tensor ): 

 (14) 

3. Isomorphism by Special Euclidean Group  and Orthogonal Dual Tensors 
 

Orthogonal dual tensorial maps are a powerful instrument in the study of the motion. More on dual numbers  and 
dual vectors, can be found in [11], [1], [2], [3].  

Let the orthogonal dual tensor set be denoted by. 

 (15) 

where  is the set of real special orthogonal dual tensors and  is the unit orthogonal dual tensor. 

The internal structure of any orthogonal dual tensor  is illustrated in a series of results which were 
detailed in our previous work , [1], [2], [3]. 

Theorem  1. (Structure Theorem). For any  an unique decomposition is viable  

 (16) 

where  (real special orthogonal tensor set) and  are called structural invariants. 

Taking into account the Lie group structure of  and the result presented in previous theorem, it can be 
concluded that any orthogonal dual tensor  can be used globally parametrize displacements of rigid bodies. 

Theorem  2. (Representation Theorem). For any orthogonal dual tensor  defined as in Eq. (16), a dual number 
 and a dual unit vector  can be computed to have [1]: 

 (17) 

The parameters  and  are called the natural invariants of . The unit dual vector  gives the Plucker 
representation of the Mozzi-Chalses axis, while the dual angle  contains the rotation angle  and the 
translated distance . The recovery of ,  can also be done if we use the linear and structural invariants [1], [3]. 

The Lie algebra of the Lie group  is the skew-symmetric dual tensor set denoted by 
, where the internal mapping is . The link between the Lie algebra , the 

Lie group , and the exponential map is given by the following. 

Theorem  3. The mapping 

 (18) 

is well defined and surjective. 

 The proof of the Theorem  3. is found in [1]. 

Theorem  4. The natural invariants  can be used to directly recover the structural 
invariants  and  from Eq. (16):  

 (19) 
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To prove Eq. (19), we need to use Eq. (16) and (17). If these equations are equal, then the structure of their dual 
parts leads to the result presented in Eq. (19). 

Theorem  5. (Isomorphism theorem): The special Euclidean group and  and  are connected via the 
isomorphism of the Lie groups 

 

 
(20) 

where , ,  

Proof: For any , the map defined in Eq. (20) yields 

 (21) 

Let . Based on Theorem  1. , which ensures a unique decomposition, we can conclude that the only 

choice for , such that  is . This underlines that  is a bijection and keeps all the internal 
operations. 

Remark  2. The inverse of  is 

 (22) 

where . 

4. Coordinate-Free Decomposition of the Rigid Body Displacement 
The isomorphism between the Lie groups  and  allows to solve the problem of determination the 
decomposition of a rigid displacement in a sequence of three rigid displacements with fixed screw axis.  

Let be a rigid displacement represented by dual tensor , we propose to determine three rigid displacements , 
,  with known screw-axis described by the unit dual vectors , ,  so that  

 (23) 

Taking into account of Remark  2. , the problem returns to the determination of dual angles , ,  so that 

 (24) 

Taking into account of Theorem  2. , we have to solve the below equation: 

 (25) 

with the following unknowns: . 

We will use the below identity: 

 (26) 

that results from Eq. (17) for . 

We need some preliminary results given by the below lemmas. 

Lemma  1. Being  with . Than, the equation  

 (27) 

has the solution  if and only if  

 (28) 

If the condition (28) is fulfilled, the solutions are: 

 (29) 

where we have denoted  
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 (30) 

Proof. From (27) results that 

 (31) 

Taking into account the condition (29), from the previous relation, using (30), results: 

 (32) 

If , from (27) and (32)results that:  

 (33) 

and  

 (34) 

From (33) and (34) results (29). 

Remark  3. In the conditions given by (28), the Eq. (27) admits two dinstinct solutions presented in (29). The Eq. 
(27) admits a unique solution if and only if , solution given by  

 (35) 

Lemma  2. For any orthogonal dual tensor ,  and any dual unit vector  and , the 
following identity takes place: 

 (36) 

Proof. The identity (36) results by elementary calculus from (17) using (12) and (14). 

Lemma  3. Let  and  two unit vectors so that . The equation system 

 (37) 

admits unique solution  if and only if the following condition is satisfied: 

 (38) 

Proof. From (37)1 results that solution has the following form: 

 (39) 

From Lemma  2., the conditions (38) and Remark  3. results that: 

 (40) 

or, equivalent,  

 (41) 

Now we can give the main theorem. 

Main Theorem: If  and  three dual unit vectors, so that  ,  
the equation  

 (42) 

having unknown the dual angles  with , admits solutions if and only if  

 (43) 
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and  

 (44) 

In relations (43) and (44), we have noted  and , with . 

Proof. From Eq. (42) taking into account of (26), results 

 (45) 

Using Lemma  2., the relation (45) becomes: 

 (46) 

The previous equation has the same form as in Lemma  1. with: 

 (47) 

 (48) 

 (49) 

After some algebra  

 (50) 

Applying Lemma  1., it results that Eq. (46) admits the solution , if and only if  

 (51) 

in condition (51), using the notation  

 (52) 

the solutions are given by: 

 (53) 

with , ,  and  given by (47), (48), (49) and (52). 

In order to determine  from: 

 (54) 

results: 

 (55) 

Knowing that , from (55),  

 (56) 

where 

 (57) 

 (58) 

The system (56) verifies the compatibility condition (38)  as it results from the equivalence 
chain 

 

Because , applying 
Lemma  3., results that the system (56) admits a unique solution if and only if the condition (44) is satisfied and 
the solution is given by  

 (59) 
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where  

 (60) 

In order to determine , from (54) results:  

 (61) 

and further: 

 (62) 

where 

 (63) 

 (64) 

If , than, using Lemma  3., it results: 

 (65) 

With (53), (60), (65) and Theorem  4.   is determined 

5. Davenport Dual Angles 
If the screw-axes for  and  are perpendicular on the screw axes of , the following conditions are met: 

 (66) 

In this case, the equation (43) of the Main Theorem becomes: 

 (67) 

valid for . Consequently, from Main Theorem, results that the dual angle  can be determined for 
. The coefficients  from Eq. (47), (48), (49) and (52) become 

 (68) 

From Eq. (53), the dual angle  can be determined for  as below: 

 
(69) 

If , we can determine the dual angle  and  from Eq. (60) and (65), with  

 
(70) 

From (69), (70) and (60), (65), we obtain the free of coordinates closed form solution for the Davenport dual 
angles.  

If , than (69) and (70) become: 

 (71) 
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and  

 (72) 

Consequently, from (71), (72) and (60), (65), we obtain the free of coordinates closed form solution for the Euler 
dual angles. 

Remark  4. Parametrization of a rigid displacement through Davenport- Euler angles,  is minimal.  

This minimal parametrization presents singularities if  

 (73) 

The physical meaning of this singularity is that it appears if the tensor  transfers the screw-axis  in a screw-
axis parallel with that one given by . In this singularity case, the dual angle  can be determined. For  and 

, either  or  can be determined. This topic will be deepened in a future work. 

6. Kinematic Equations for Davenport Dual Angles 
Let  and  be the parametric equations of any rigid motion, where t is time 
variable. Thus any rigid motion can be parameterized a curve in , where 

.  

The dual angular velocity of rigid body motion is defined by 

 (74) 

and has the expression 

 (75) 

where  is usually referred of the instantaneous twist of the rigid body. We aim to determine the kinematic 
equation when the tensor  is parameterized by Davenport dual angles. If we use decomposition (23), 
from Eq. (74) results:  

 (76) 

where 

 (77) 

Denoting the dual tensor by : 

 (78) 

and the dual vector by : 

 (79) 

 (80) 

such that  is the Jacobian dual tensor for rigid motion parameterized by the Davenport dual angles.  

The differential equation for Davenport angles, depending of the dual angular velocity can be determined from 
(80) if the tensor  is invertible.A dual tensor  is invertible if and only if  is invertible. 

From eq. (78) we obtain 

 (81) 

After a some algebra, we obtain 

 (82) 

Denoting , we have: 

 (83) 

Therefore, the tensor  given by the eq. (78) is invertible if and only if , condition equivalent to  

 (84) 

Is important to note that Eq.(84) is equivalent with Eq.(44). Using (70), the singularity condition (84) becomes: 
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 (85) 

In order to compute the invers of the tensor (78), we will compute it’s adjugate: 

 (86) 

After some algebra, Eq.(86) becomes: 

 (87) 

Therefore, considering Eq.(82), from Eq.(82) and Eq.(87) results that:  

 (88) 

Consequently, denoting ,  the kinematic equation for Dual Davenport angles can be written in closed 
form as below: 

 (89) 

and furthermore, noting , the initial value problem (89) becomes: 

 (90) 

Remark  5. If the dual angular velocity is known in body frame , the initial value problem (90) 
becomes:  

 (91) 

where . 

Similar with (84) and (85), the problem (91) is free of singularities for  that is equivalent with: 

 (92) 

Remark  6. For , from (90) and (91) , we obtain the kinematic equations for Euler dual angles.  

7. Conclusion 
In this paper, the problem of the decomposition of a rigid displacement  by a succession of three rigid 
displacements with specified screw-axis  is completely solved. Using the isomorphism 
between the Lie group of the rigid displacements  and the Lie group of the orthogonal dual tensors , the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for which the decomposition is possible are given. It is proved that, if the 
compatibility conditions are satisfied, there are always two distinct solutions effective determined. 

If the first and the third screw-axis are perpendicular to the second one, the decomposition is possible for any 
rigid displacement. The singularity cases that appear are highlighted and a physical meaning is found. The results 
are expressed by three dual angles, named Davenport dual angles. In the specific case of a rigid motion, the 
kinematics equations are deduced and the motion is determined (via Davenport dual angles) knowing the 
instantaneous twist in space or in body frame. The results are of interest in inverse kinematics, control theory and 
multibody systems dynamics. 
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Abstract 
Image tracking is used to analyse the forward kinematics of a Stewart platform shown in Figure 1. To get a 
unique solution of the forward kinematics of the Stewart platform, a predefined library of ArUco markers has 
been used for pose estimation. The analytical solution for the forward kinematics problem of a Stewart platform 
is non-linear and mathematically has multiple solutions [1]. By using computer vision, complexity decreases and 
speed increases [2]. The advantage of using ArUco markers is that a single marker has enough information for 
pose estimation [3]. To further increase pose accuracy, multiple such ArUco markers are used and the pose of the 
entire board of multiple markers provides us with reliable pose estimation. The camera used is the Logitech 
C270 with a sensor resolution of 1280x960. 

Keywords: Stewart platform, parallel manipulators, computer vision, ArUco, pose estimation, kinematics 

1. Introduction 
In a Stewart platform connecting a top mobile platform a bottom fixed platform the motion of the top platform is 
controlled by changing the lengths of the legs [4]. In the case of serial manipulators the forward kinematics 
problem is analytically easier than the inverse kinematics problem, which can be relatively tedious and have 
multiple solutions. For parallel manipulators, the situation reverses. The forward kinematics problem may have 
multiple solutions analytically whereas the inverse kinematics problem has a unique solution. 

For kinematic analysis, consider the fixed frame (XYZ) and moving frame (X0Y0Z0) attached to the top platform. 
Vector qi and pi are the position vectors to the connection point of a leg to the top platform in the two frames 
mentioned, as shown in Figure 1. The vector loop equation relating the base and moving platform is given by 

  (1) 

 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of a Stewart Platform 
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Here pRb the rotation matrix of frame P with respect to frame B. Vector t0 is the position vector of the origin of 
the moving platform with respect to origin of the Base frame. The loop equation will result in the position vector 
of the qi with respect to frame Bi. 

The length of leg i can then be derived from the equation 

  (2) 

Vectors bi and pi are already known and are not variable for a particular set of frames B and P respectively. The 
vector t0 and the rotation matrix pRb are to be extracted from the pose estimation results.  

During pose estimation there are 3 coordinate systems at work. 

 World Coordinate system 
 Camera Coordinate system  
 Image Coordinate system 

In computer vision, the relative position and orientation of an object with respect to the camera is termed as pose.  
To estimate the pose of an object we require the coordinates of at least 3 points on the 3D object in the world 
frame [U V W]. The task is to infer the coordinates of the 3D points in the camera frame from the 2D coordinates 
of the image [x y].  

Equation 3 describes the relation between the object points in the world coordinate system and the camera 
coordinate system. The terms [r00, r01……r22] describe the rotation matrix R while the terms [tx, ty, tz] describe 
the translation vector t. The term 's' an unknown scaling factor. 

 
 (3) 

 
 (4) 

 
 (5) 

Equation 5 describes the relation between the 3D object points in the camera frame and the coordinates of the 
corresponding points on the image plane. The term C is the intrinsic camera matrix. The image points are 
projected in 3D using equation 5. 

 

Figure 2.  A typical ArUco marker 

In the ArUco algorithm, a board consisting of multiple markers is imaged. The object points of interest are the 4 
corners of each marker (Figure 2) which are known to be in a plane and known separation. This is compared to 
the image points projected back from the camera. The initial estimate for [R, t] is obtained by solving equation 3 
using Direct Linear Transformation (DLT). Further refinement is done using the Levenberg-Marquardt 
Algorithm (LMA).  The reprojection error, the sum of the squares distances between the observed projections 
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and the projected object points, is minimized using the Levenberg-Marquardt (LMA) method. The outputs are 
the Rotational Matrix and the Translational Vector.  

The reprojection error is. Thus the method is also called least squared method. The function which LMA 
iteratively tries to minimize is of the form 

 
 (6) 

Where  is the predicted value of . All of this coding is available as SolvePnP in OpenCV. 

Using the pose of the moving platform with respect to camera and stationary base with respect to camera, the 
orientation and position of the moving platform can be computed with respect to the base using 

  (7) 

Where  is the homogeneous transformation matrix of the platform with respect to base. Following which, 
are then extracted from the homogeneous transformation matrix.  

ArUco markers are preferred over similar marker dictionaries such as ARTag or ARToolKitPlus because of the 
way markers are added into the marker dictionary. After dictionary creation the minimum Hamming distance 
between a marker in the dictionary with itself and other markers is . The error correction capablities of an 
ArUco dictionary is directly related to . Compared to ARToolKitPlus (cannot correct bits) and ARTag (can 
correct up to 2 bits only), ArUco can correct up to  bits. If the distance between the erroneous marker and 

a dictionary marker is less than or equal to , the nearest marker is considered the correct marker [5].  

2. Experiment 
The output from the marker detection code of ArUco is in the form of the Position vector of the centre of the 
marker and the Rodrigues vector of the marker frame. The Rodrigues vector is converted into a 3X3 rotation 
matrix. The following were the experimental iterations. 

 Single marker pose detection using translation and rotation matrix 
 3 marker pose detection using only translational information from the 3 markers 
 Pose estimation using a board with multiple evenly spaced markers 

Single marker detection resulted in a very stable translation vector but an instable rotation matrix. The values 
showed unacceptable variation for a stationary platform and camera position. Even if the input is an image 
instead of a video stream, the rotation matrix was unreliable. Therefore a single ArUco marker is insufficient to 
accurately estimate pose of a Stewart platform. 

Next three ArUco markers arranged at the corners of an equilateral triangle of side 100 mm was used with the 
aim of extracting plane information solely from the position vectors of the 3 markers. The results were more 
reliable than single marker detection. While repositioning the markers in the same plane, the plane equation 
derived from the pose estimation of the 3 marker system showed variation reaching 5o.  
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Figure 3. Experimental setup for pose estimation 

A solution adopted for improving pose estimation was increasing the number of markers in the form of a board 
and extract position and orientation of the board as a whole instead of individual markers. On repositioning this 
arrangement in the same plane, the orientation vector of the board showed little deviation limited to a maximum 
error of around 1o. 

 

Figure 4. Detected platform marker board and the thresholded image 

Kinematic analysis of the Stewart platform was attempted using marker board detection for pose estimation.  A 
board of 16 markers, evenly spaced in the form of a 4x4 grid was placed on the base and the moving platform. 
The board for the base and moving platform were separate and the markers were of different sizes. The size of 
the markers on the platform was of side 26 mm and the markers on the base were of side length 40 mm. 
Different sizes were chosen so that the edges of the markers could be detected accurately on both the base and 
the platform without having to move the camera. Centre of the boards are placed to coincide with the origins of 
the base and the platform coordinate systems. Compensations for the depth of the ArUco marker board and 
frame (about 24 mm) were considered while calculating the position vector of the origin of the platform with 
respect to the base frame.  

 

Moving Platform 

Base Platform 

ArUco Marker Boards 
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Figure 5. Detected base marker board and the thresholded image 

Keeping the camera fixed the leg lengths of the Stewart Platform were changed manually. The resultant position 
and orientation of the platform with respect to the base was estimated. Using the output rotation matrices and 
translation vectors, the homogeneous transformation matrix of the platform with respect to the base are 
computed using equation 1, which then allows computation of the leg length from equation 2. These lengths 
estimates are checked against the measured lengths of the legs (accurate to 0.1 mm) and the percentage error is 
calculated. This was done for 15 different configurations of the Stewart platform by varying the leg lengths 
between 370 mm to 465 mm.  

3. Observations 

 
Figure 6. Percentage error 

Each experiment resulted in 6 outputs for each leg length, therefore a total of 90 observations were made. Figure 
6 illustrates the percentage error observed during each experiment. Percentage errors of 3.9% and 3% during 
observations 2 and 23 respectively were anomalies occurring probably due to ineffective thresholding caused by 
suboptimal lighting. The percentage errors do not seem to converge during the course of the experiments. 

The percentage error was between 3.9% and 0.02%. The mean and median percentage errors were 0.95% and 
0.79% respectively while the standard deviation was 0.73%.  

4. Conclusion 
The method of pose estimation using ArUco markers for determining the position and orientation of the platform 
with respect to the base reveals a mean percentage error in leg length which is less than 1%. Increasing the size 
of the marker helps in edge detection. Accurate detection of edges is essential and is hampered by differential 
lighting which at times visibly reflects off the toner covered surfaces. Increasing the number of markers on the 
marker board helps in providing a stable pose estimate.  Camera based pose estimation using ArUco markers has 
been shown to be a viable method for tracking the platform of parallel manipulators and may be deployed for 
operation space control strategies. 
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Abstract 
The paper deals with the new procedure of calibration of machine tools or robots by redundant measurements. 
The usage of laser tracker cannot provide sufficient accuracy of calibration within large workspaces. It is based 
on redundant measurements. The laser tracker measures the position of multiple reflectors firmly attached in the 
workspace. This enables to increase the accuracy of measurements several times. 

Keywords: calibration, improved accuracy, redundant measurement, laser tracker, machine tool 

1. Introduction 
The main disadvantage of current techniques for accurate measuring of machines is a time of measuring. There 
is no possibility to guarantee constant conditions during the entire measurement. In this point of view the thermal 
deformation is the main problem. The proposed solution is based on patent [1] .The solution is based on the laser 
tracker located near the tool (end-effector). Laser tracker then in each measuring point monitors the position 
firmly fixed reflectors.  

In the proposed solution was chosen configuration with one laser tracker and any number of reflectors in the 
workspace. The laser tracker was mounted on the slide of the machine. Redundant measurement brings results 
with high accuracy in the relatively short time. 

2. Getting Data – Redundant Measurements 
As was mentioned above, the basic diagram is composed of a laser tracker – the follower located on the slide of 
the machine and a number of reflectors located in the whole workspace. This scheme is shown in figure 1 of 
patent [1]. 

Figure 1: Measurement scheme 

Figure 1 shows us a workspace - 1 spindle - 2, headstock - 9, slide – 3, follower - 4, reflectors - 5, the laser beam 
- 6, the platform holding the reflector - 7. 

Measurement starts by moving the end effector (corresponds to the position of follower) to the first position 
(Figure 1 position (a)). The relative position of the reflectors is measured in this point by tracker. After that, end-
effector moves in to the second position (Figure 1 position (b)). In this point the position of reflectors is 
measured again. This cycle is repeated for a selected number of follower positions. From the measurement of 
reflectors in one position it is obtained the relative position of all reflectors and one position of the tracker. With 
each new end point location and subsequent measurement the redundancy is obtained. To determine the amount 
of redundancy the formula is used 

       
 (1) 
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where v is the number of measurements exceedings the number of DOFs and b is the number of kinematic loops 
[5].  

Figure 2 is a diagram showing the 2D model utilized for basic simulation testing of the proposed method. Blue 
crosses are reflectors and red circles are tracker positions. As shown, in the planar model each point have two 
unknown parameters - x and y coordinates. As a coupling conditions can be used distance between the position 
of the follower and all reflectors (indicated by red arrows) and the distance between any reflectors (indicated by 
green arrows). 

 
Figure 2: Measurement procedure 

For the 3D model the situation is similar, except that each reflector and each position of the follower has 3 
calibration parameters. 

3. Data Processing 
Data processing takes place after the measurement in all positions. As described above, in the planar case each 
point has two coordinates, which are also calibration parameters . 

 (2) 

In the expression (2) calibration parameters are entered in vector. Their number depends on the number of 
reflectors and the number of positions of the follower, as is evident from Figure 2. 

For calibration it is needed to suitably choose the coupling conditions. For this method it is used the distance 
between two selected points as shown in the expression below. 

 (3) 

There is the k-th coupling condition for the i-th a j-th point in the expression (3). Expression  is the dimension 
between these two points. Expression (3) expresses the vector of all conditions. 

 (4) 

For calibration was selected modified Newton method, for which it is needed to draw Jacobian. Jacobian is 
composed of the partial derivatives of binding conditions according to the calibrated parameters. This creates a 
matrix: 

 

(5) 
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The modified Newton method according to [2-4] solves overdetermined system. This is further complemented 
by a variable step length. For s-th iteration is valid: 

 (6) 

 (7) 

 (8) 

 (9) 

The algorithm begins with inaccurate parameters . Iterative calculation is carried out in a loop until 
or , where  is sufficiently small number. Variable step length ensures the convergence. In our case it is 

chosen the bisection method. It means that if there is a divergence in s+1 iteration (ǁ +1ǁ≥ǁ ǁ), step  is 
decreased by half. 

4. Simulations 
The 2D model (Figure 2) and 3D model with dimensions 3 x 3 x 10 m were selected for basic verification of the 
proposed method. The position of the tracker and reflectors were distributed in the space equally. The results of 
the basic testing are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Simulation results 

  Max. coordinate error 

Number of reflectors Number of position of laser 
tracker 

Original [m] Final [m] 

2D: 

7 9 1,2E-04 4,03E-05 

7 25 1,47E-04 2,31E-05 

7 81 1,79E-04 1,79E-05 

3D: 

5 10 2,32E-04 7,52E-05 
8 10 3,82E-04 5,27E-05 

12 10 8,65E-04 2,67E-05 

In the Table 1 it can be seen that the accuracy achieved is increasing for the increasing number of reflectors and 
positions of tracker. According to the expression (2), it is obvious that the redundancy depends on the number of 
positions of the reflectors and the tracker. Obviously, with increasing redundancy, the achieved accuracy of the 
simulation increases. 

5. Testing and Verification 
As a follower was selected laser tracker Leica AT901 (Figure 3 left). To results verification was chosen 
interferometer XM-60 of Renishaw (Figure 3 right). Experimental verification methods was conducted on the 
machine Grata in the company TOS Varnsdorf (Figure 4). The machine was used only for translation , , . 

            
 

Figure 3: Measuring instruments 
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Figure 4: Grata – TOS Varnsdorf 

During the experiment were used 17 reflectors and 32 follower positions. 

Table 2: Experiment results 

Number of reflectors 17 

Number of position of laser tracker 32 

Max. error of machine-tool 0,027 mm 

Max. error of eternal laser trackers 0,069 mm 

Max. error of laser tracker before algorithm 0,072 mm 

Max. error of laser tracker after algorithm 0,011 mm 

Machine tool moved with maximal error 0.027 mm. External laser tracker had maximal error 0.069 mm. 
External follower was used to compare the results of follower mounted on the slider and the static external 
follower. Laser tracker located on the slider have maximal error before algorithm 0.079 mm and 0.011 mm after 
the algorithm. 

6.  Conclusion 
The algorithm for processing data for redundant measuring was managed to compile. Simulations for 2D and 3D 
model were made. After that experimental verifications were realized. Simulation shows us a dependence 
between accuracy and the number of reflectors and the number of the positions of laser tracker. The experimental 
test results (shown in Table 2) indicate more than 6-times improvement. This is considered as a very good result. 

In the following steps, the factors will be examined that are influencing the achievable improvement, as spatial 
arrangement of the followers and reflectors, the impact of changes in the length between the reflectors during 
testing etc. 
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Abstract
This work presents a model for soft soil that can interact with wheeled or tracked vehicles in a multibody simulation

framework. In sake of high performance, the soil is represented by arbitrary triangular meshes, where the level of detail

of the mesh is automatically increased as tire lugs or track shoes come into contact.

Keywords: deformable soil, SCM, multibody, Bekker-Wong, mesh refinement

1. Introduction
In the recent years, many soil contact models have been proposed in the computational mechanics community. Some

of them address high fidelity and, for this reason, are based on complex tools such as granular dynamics or 3D finite

elements; in these cases one trades CPU efficiency for high precision. Among the various approaches presented in

literature, we mention the use of Discrete Element Method for the soil, both with rigid wheels [1–5]. Also similar to

DEM is the non-smooth dynamics approach (NSCD), based on Differential Variational Inequalities (DVI), discussed

for instance in [6, 7]. The aforementioned approaches require high computational resources and, at the moment of

writing, are not yet applicable to real-time scenarios.

At the other side there are approaches based on semi-empirical models, that introduce some heuristics and simplified

assumptions, but that can run faster, up to interactive and real-time rates. Inliterature there are many examples of such

models, with varying degree of complexity and generality; for instance [8–16]. The model that we present in these

pages belongs to this class.

In detail, our approach follows the ideas presented in the SCM Soil Contact Model [17, 18]: in this framework the

soil is represented by a three-dimensional mesh whose vertexes can move only in vertical direction. The original SCM

model allows the case of arbitrary tire shapes and draws on the semi empirical wheel-soil model pioneered by Bekker

and Wong [19–21]. As such, it requires a small amount of empirical parameters to be adjusted, and many of those

values are already available in literature. An important benefit of this approach is that such parameters can be obtained

via simple tests on soil samples. For the tangential forces, we adopt the theory presented in [22], a model that requires

the introduction of the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion plus the Janosi-Hanamoto shear modulus.

Differently from the original SCM implementation, however, our algorithm uses a non-structured grid for the soil. In

detail, instead of using a structured grid with equally-spaced rectangular elements, our model operates on a mesh of

triangles with arbitrary size and topology. This allows scenarios where the soil mesh is shaped like a ring or a road

with curves, without the need of adding nodes in areas that are not crossed by vehicles. Also, areas that are initially flat

can be represented by a small number of triangles, thus saving memory and performance for areas that require small

triangles; for instance when representing details such as bumps or trenches.

An additional improvement in performance comes from an algorithm that implements adaptive level of detail. This

means that the triangle mesh is automatically refined in the surroundings of the tires (or tracks) of the running vehicle.

When contact between a moving object and the soil is detected, a real-time refinement algorithm recursively splits

contact triangles whose size exceeds a user-defined threshold; this process generates additional, smaller triangles that

can compute contact forces with finer detail. As a side effect, also the visualization of the ruts is much more realistic

and precise: the plastic deformation of the soil retains all the details of the wheel lugs without needing millions of

nodes.
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When the vehicle goes away, after a time or distance threshold, the trailing ruts can be optionally simplified thanks to

another algorithm that performs a mesh coarsening. Such algorithm merges fine triangles back into large triangles: this

can keep the total number of triangles and nodes upper limited even after a long trip of the vehicle in the simulated

environment.

Finally, an iterative algorithm performs an erosion of the deformed soil following the heuristic approach in [18]. The

original idea, which runs a smoothing operator on a regular grid, here is extended to the case of unstructured grid of

triangles by running a custom topological operator. This iteration is also in charge of creating the build-up of material

in front and to the sides of the running tire.

We experienced that a purely plastic soil model does poses some difficulties to the numerical integration schemes

used in multibody dynamics, especially when we tested stiff soils with vehicles that stay in place, a circumstance that

often generates noisy or intermittent patterns of contact forces. This problem has been alleviated by introducing an

additional and optional parameter, namely the soil elasticity, whose effect visible regularizes contact forces in those

critical scenarios. Also, we introduced a basic soil damping coefficient whose effect is in favour of a more stable and

robust integration, and that can be adjusted using experiments.

Thanks to the semi-empirical approach, the entire algorithm is local and it does not require the solution of linear sys-

tems. This means fast performance and, in many scenarios, low memory footprint. The biggest bottleneck comes from

the collision detection step that detects the contact points. We adopt a general-purpose collision detection algorithm

that finds the collision points by scattering ray-cast tests over an (virtually unlimited) set of shapes that describe tires,

track shoes, legs or other vehicle/robot parts that come into contact with the soil. Such collision detection stage is

accelerated by a broad-phase preprocessing step.

The entire algorithm has been implemented in the Project Chrono software library, and it has been used to study the

performance of vehicles with variable numbers of wheels, as well as tracked vehicles [23]. The multi-body environment

of Project Chrono allows also flexible tires, which can work together with the presented deformable soil. In this case,

tires are modeled with multi-layered shells (each layer representing a ply of the tire) and solid brick elements that

represent the lugs. These finite elements can interact both with obstacles, via non-smooth contacts [24], and with the

soft soil by exchanging contact forces over arbitrary patches, which are automatically detected by the collision engine.

Results have been compared with other, more detailed models (finite elements with plastic flow and granular soil with

discrete elements) obtaining good agreement at a fraction of the computational cost.

2. The Soil Contact Model
Our work is a derivation of the SCM model developed at the DLR German Aerospace Center in the last decade. Details

on such model can be found in [17, 18, 25–27].

The SCM soil model extends the Bekker-Wong 2D model for wheel sinkage into soft soil, to the more generic case of

3D contact. The Bekker-Wong theory represents the pressure-sinkage relation using the following empirical formula:

σ =

(
kc

b
+ kφ

)
ynb (1)

In the previous expression, y is wheel sinkage, p is the contact pressure, kc is a coefficient representing the cohesion,

kφ is a coefficient representing the stiffness of the soil, nb is the exponent of sinkage, basically expressing hardening in

the soil compaction. Note that b is the length of the shorter side of the rectangular contact area, as the Bekker model

assumes a perfectly cylindrical tire in contact with a flat ground, but the SCM model extends this to the 3D case by

computing a surrogate b from the top-view of the footprint of the tire using an algorithm presented in [18]. By the way

we experienced that in many scenarios, especially for small sinkage, the cohesive term is almost irrelevant: therefore

we found that the computation of b can be skipped often.

At this point we assume the soil to be a three-dimensional continuum with y(x,z) deformation along the vertical Y
direction only, as shown in Fig.1. We remark that the initial shape of the soil y0 needs not to be flat.

Under the effect of a moving shape above it, either rolling or sliding, the soil deforms and undergoes a plastic defor-

mation, see the scheme of Fig.2.

We call yr is the initial reference height of the soil, not yet deformed by contacts with tires or tracks. This yr depends

for example on GIS data or user-provided elevation maps.

We assume that for whatever point p0(x,y) on a global horizontal plane, it is possible to compute the elevation of the

incoming moving shape by performing a ray-hit test from p0(x,y) along Y up to the shape. The distance of the shape
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Figure 1: An example of the deformable soil continuum.
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Figure 2: Deformation of the soil: variables used in formulas.

along Y is denoted yh; if no shape is met, a fall-back large value yh = ε∞ is used.

With these informations, at each point (x,z) one can compute sy, the impressed deformation to the soil (as "sinking",

we assume positive for downward deformation), as

sy = yr − yh (2)

We note that the model proceeds by developing a rheological model where the pressure and sinking of each (x,z)
point is independent from the state of surrounding material points (something that in the original Bekker formula is

accounted by the b coefficient). This is clearly a simplification of the real soil, because for example a point-based

constitutive model cannot express vertical shear resistance. But as we mentioned in the introduction, we can accept this

approximation for the benefit of having a very fast algorithm - namely and algorithm that does not need to solve any

linear system. Note that this locality assumption still gives precise results in many scenarios, especially for moderate

sinking as we already said.

In the context of multibody dynamics, the simulation of a contact model whose constitutive relation is expressed by (1)

can lead to difficult numerical integration. In fact the original Bekker formula represents a purely plastic soil, without

any elastic term. It turns out that the lack of elastic terms can become a major source of troubles from the numerical

point of view, because for a purely plastic soil if the wheel separates an infinitesimal amount from the plasticized

continuum (even because of numerical noise) the contact force drops to zero, and jumps again to the last contact value

when the wheel moves again in contact with the soil. This on-off pattern can create jitter and numerical noise. To

overcome this problem, we introduce elasticity, similarly to what mentioned in [17].

This can be seen looking at Fig.3. A typical loading cycle goes from 0 to 1 along the soil hardening curve; however

during a multibody simulation the sinking along sy is not monotone (the vehicle can be subject to oscillations), hence

if following perfect plasticity the reverse unloading goes from 1 to 2, then to 3, and when the wheel touches again the
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soil, it goes again to 4 and 5, with the last computed pressure, and proceeds to 6 etc. One can see that the discontinuity

from zero pressure in 4 to last yeld pressure in 5 has a negative effect on the stability of the time integrator. By the

way a side effect is that a steady vehicle cannot stay immovable on its tire footprints as the contact pressures might be

continuously switched on and off (i.e. like going from 4 to 5 and back, at each step). 

sy 

  

sp,1
 sp,0 

0 

1 

2 3 4 

5 

6 

Figure 3: Purely plastic soil.

In Fig.4, instead, we show the introduction of elasticity. This allows a much more stable simulation in a context of

multi-body time integration at the cost of requiring an additional term, ke, representing the elastic stiffness of the soil.

For ke ↑ ∞ and for coincident 0 and 1, the model still becomes the original purely-plastic curve. One can see that the

departure from the contact is never an abrupt on-off pattern, but rather descends from 1 to 2 in a continuous way, and

the same when the contact is restored, from 3 to 4 and 5, and so on for further cycles. The unloading, as shown at

the point 7, can also stop at a non-zero pressure level. We experienced that this model, averaged on the many contact

points, has good numerical properties. Details and values of elasticity of soils can be found in literature, for instance

in [28]; in [21]the elastic effect is proposed via a non-constant stiffness, but for our purposes we simply use constant

stiffness.
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Figure 4: Elasto-plastic soil.

The algorithm for computing the contact force proceeds as follows. We assume an elasto-plastic behaviour of the soil,

and we make the Reuss-Prandtl assumption [24]

ṡy = ṡp − ṡe (3)

where se is the elastic deformation and ṡp is the plastic flow for the plastic deformation sp.

By default the soil is initialized with no plastic flow (sp = 0) everywhere, however one could provide a map of pre-

compressed regions of soil where sp > 0.

Then, a trial pressure is computed as

σtry = ke(sy − sp) (4)
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A value of σtry ≤ 0 violates the unilateral contact condition: in this case one returns σ = 0, and it keeps unmodified the

deformation of the soil as ṡp = 0, y = yp.

Otherwise, for σtry > 0, we compute

σ∗ = σtry (5)

ssink = sy (6)

y = yh (7)

Note: the positive σ∗ is projected onto the yield limit given by the plastic rule: if σ∗ < σyeld then it returns σ = σ∗,

but if σ∗ > σyeld one computes for timestep h:

σ = kφ sn
y (8)

σyeld = σ (9)

so
p = sp (10)

sp = ssink −σ/ke (11)

ṡp = (sp − so
p)

1

h
(12)

se = ssink − sp (13)

The steps above represent the effect of the Reuss-Prandtl formula directly, developed in a practical algorithm that

simplifies the time integration of the plastic flow.

Optionally, by adding a damping parameter r, one can also add a viscous damping effect as

σtot = σ + vnr (14)

(15)

where vn is the modulus of the speed of compression of the soil.

For the tangential forces, we use the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion (that introduces cohesion cm and internal friction

ψ) and the Janosi-Hanamoto shear model (that introduces the shear factor K); we refer to [22] for details.

3. Discretization
The model of the previous section is implemented in discrete form, in order to perform the ray-hit test in a countable

number of points. The novelty of our approach is that, whereas the original SCM model uses rectangular structured

grids based on quadrilaterals, as in Fig.5, we use generic triangle meshes as shown in Fig.6. In fact structured grids are

practical and fast, but we experienced that there are cases where it is useful to use unstructured grids: this is especially

true when dealing with large scenarios, such as landscapes with long roads.

 

dA 
 pi 

Figure 5: The original SCM soil, based on uniform structured grids.

For the original model, based on uniform rectangular grids, the total vertical force was computed as Fy =
∫

A σydA =

∑i(σy,iw j) where wi = ΔxΔz is the area of the i-th quadrilateral element of a grid with spacing Δx by Δz, and σy,i is the

pressure computed at that element. Instead, in our case we adopt a modified formula that supports triangles, that is:
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dA 

 pi 

Figure 6: Our modified SCM soil, based on unstructured triangular grids.

Fy =
∫

A
σydA = ∑

i
∑

j
(σy,i

Ai, j

3
) (16)

where Ai, j is the area of the j-th triangle that has point i as one of its vertexes.

Note that, as a special case, in regular triangular grids as shown in Fig.7, weights are all the same and there is not much

difference from the less generic case of rectangular structured grids. With our more generic approach, however, one

might have arbitrary number of triangles and edges ending at the same point. This is useful because, for instance, the

soil geometry might be provided as an unstructured triangle mesh reconstructed from laser scanning or from generic

point clouds.

dAi  pi 

 ti,1 

 ti,2 

 ti,3 

 ti,4 

 ti,... 

 ti,n 

Figure 7: The i-th weight for quadrature of pressure integral, in the case of regular triangle grids.

4. Mesh Refinement
Our algorithm offers the possibility to refine meshes in real time in proximity of the contact region. This achieves a

dynamic adjustment of the level of detail (LOD) of the soil.

In general, very fine meshes are needed to capture the details of tire lugs. But if entire square kilometer of soil had to be

discretized with such fine spacing of mesh elements, the computational requirements would be too high. Our solution

is to add detail to the mesh as the tire rolls over it, with a progressive subdivision of triangles only where it is needed.

To this end we adopt the Longest-Edge Propagation Path (LEPP) algorithm by Rivara et al. [29]; it recursively splits

selected triangles up to the desired level of detail. Figure 8 shows this algorithm in action, for a very simple case where

the LOD of a single triangle t0 must be adjusted.

The algorithm operates on unstructured meshes, Fig. 8 a), with the assumption that the initial mesh does not have

pathological or too stretched triangles (the LEPP algorithm does not change angles because it just splits the edges

incrementally, so if an angle is too small in a given triangle, that angle will survive all the refinements).
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 t0  ei 

 si  ei 

 si,1 

 si,2 

 si,3 

 a)  b)  c) 

Figure 8: The LEPP algorithm for mesh refinement.

At each step, the algorithm splits the longest edge in the refined triangle, as in Fig.8 b).

The key idea in the LEPP algorithm is that the longest edge can be split only if it is the longest edge also for the

neighbouring triangle that shares it. For instance, after two refinements, one ends with t0 being splitted in 4 triangles,

but the two triangles on the lower diagonal cannot be split any more without breaking the above mentioned rule.

Thus, the LEPP algorithms proceeds by exploring the neighbouring triangle(s) and see if the longest-edge rule can be

appiled. Looking at Fig.8 c) one can see that this criterion propagates the edge splitting to outer triangles. When the

LEPP algorithm terminates, the final mesh presents a LOD that gradually increases from the outer areas to the initial t0
triangle.

The LEPP algorithm can run in real time because it increases the LOD only for the triangles that are marked as in

contact with the tire. This condition is verified if at least one of the vertexes of the triangle has σ > 0, as shown in Fig9.

The only requirement from the user side is a LOD threshold value, i.e. the maximum allowed length of edges in the

contact area. As a rule of thumb, the LOD threshold should be at least 3 or 4 times smaller than the spacing between

the lugs, if one aims at capturing the footprint of lugs in the ground.

We remark that a similar strategy could be used to simplify unused soil back to the original LOD when the vehicle

travels far enough.

Figure 9: Automatic mesh refinement under the wheel footprint and in the surrounding region, using the LEPP algo-

rithm.
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5. Tests
In this section we show simulation results for a single rolling wheel running on the deformable soil. The wheel

is driven with a rheonomic constraint that enforces a precise angular velocity ratio; as output we obtain the rolling

torque, the resisting torque and the slip ratio. The geometry for the 3D wheel is represented by a lugged tire (a

TrelleborgTMagricultural tire with 15 pairs of lugs, outer diameter D = 1.42[m] and width W = 0.5[m]). The mass of

the tire plus the additional load acting vertically is M = 355[kg]; the tire rotates at ω = 5[rpm].

In Fig.(10) we tested three soil meshes with different level of detail: a coarse mesh with h = 0.20[m] grid spacing, a

fine mesh with h = 0.02[m] spacing, and a coarse mesh with initial h = 0.2[m] that is automatically refined up to LOD

threshold h = 0.02[m] thanks to the algorithm presented in this paper. One can see that the coarse mesh gives a rough

approximation of the wheel sinkage, as there is some aliasing with the lug shape sampling, whereas the automatic LOD

converges to the same result of the fine mesh, without the need to start with a very fine mesh.

Figure 10: Comparison between coarse mesh, fine mesh, coarse with automatic LOD refinement.

In a second set of benchmarks we tested three soil types. Material A represents a sandy soil with moderate compaction,

soil B and soil C are, respectively, the Hope Valley snow soil and the Clayley soil, whose data is available in literature.

Soil A Soil B Soil C

kφ [N/mn+2] 500000 149000 814000

kc [N/mn+1] 3000 6160 20680

n 1.1 1.53 1.0
cm [Pa] 0 0 3500

ψ 30◦ 23◦ 11◦
K [m] 0.010 0.042 0.025

ke [Pa/m] 4×107 4×107 7.8×107

As can be seen from plot in Fig.11, in our tests the wheel is dropped on the soil from a clearance of 0.3[m], digging a

deeper footprint, then it spins and leaves the initial crater leaving a rut of decreasing depth, until steady state. Different

soils create different sinkage profiles; in these examples, the deepest rut is created by the snowy soil. In Fig.12 one can

see the required torque for keeping the wheel at the prescribed angular velocity, in this case without drawbar pull.

6. Conclusion
We propose an extension of the SCM soil model to the case of triangular meshes with arbitrary topology and uneven

sizing. In order to speed-up the contact detection we add automatic refinement, so that fine geometric details are added

incrementally only where needed, namely under the footprint of the tire(s) or tracks. This enables the adoption of very

large meshes, yet being able to capture fine details such as the small lugs of off-road tires.

The model is implemented in C++ into the open-source ProjectChrono framework where it can be used to simulate

multibody vehicle models with arbitrary number of tires or tracks.
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Figure 11: Effect of materials A,B,C on wheel sinkage. Figure 12: Effect of materials A,B,C on wheel torque.

Disclaimer: Reference herein to any specific commercial company, product, process, or service by trade name, trade-

mark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favor-

ing by the United States Government or the Department of the Army (DoA). The opinions of the authors expressed

herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government or the DoA, and shall not be used for

advertising or product endorsement purposes.
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Abstract
External loads acting on mechanical systems represent important quantities which often need to be determined for

design, control or monitoring purposes. For instance in the automotive sector so-called Wheel Center Forces (WCFs),

i.e. the forces acting on the center of the vehicle wheels, are required in order to perform durability analyses. WCFs

can be directly measured by means of dedicated measurement wheels, but the latter turn out to be expensive, intrusive

and time-consuming to install. An appealing alternative could be to virtually measure those forces by combining

information coming from a system model and more economical, less intrusive and easier-to-install sensors. State

estimation is the mathematical tool that can be used in order to combine simulation and sensors data and to estimate

the quantity of interest. More specifically, in this work, an Augmented Extended Kalman Filter (A-EKF) based on a

multibody model of the system and on a random walk model for the unknown forces is used to process the sensors

information. A penalty formulation is used in order to write the equations of the multibody system into the form

required for the specific state estimator. A virtual experiment on a McPherson suspension system is performed in order

to show the feasibility of the approach. The vertical component of the WCFs is estimated by using the suspension

deflection and the acceleration of the wheel center as processed measurements in the estimator. It is also shown how

modeling errors are partially compensated in the estimation of the states and of the unknown force.

Keywords: force estimation, multibody dynamics, state estimation, virtual sensing, suspension system, automotive

1. Introduction
Determining the external loads acting on mechanical systems is often required for design, control or monitoring pur-

poses. For instance in the automotive sector so-called Wheel Center Forces (WCFs), i.e. the forces acting on the

center of the vehicle wheels, are required in order to perform durability analyses [1]. WCFs can be directly measured

by means of dedicated measurement wheels, but the latter turn out to be expensive, intrusive and time-consuming to

install. An appealing alternative could be to virtually measure those forces by combining information coming from a

system model and more economical, less intrusive and easier-to-install sensors. Virtual prototypes are indeed becom-

ing available sooner and sooner in the development phase of a new vehicle. As soon as a virtual prototype becomes

available, it can be used to enhance information coming from sensor data, and to infer quantities that are not directly

measured or measurable [2]. State estimation is the mathematical tool that can be used in order to combine simulation

and sensors data and to estimate the quantity of interest.

In literature there already exist examples where finite element or multibody models are used in state estimators in order

to perform state or combined state and input estimation. Force estimation is performed on structural systems by means

of state-input estimators in [3], [4] and [5]. The unknown forces are modeled as a random walk process so that they can

be be estimated by means of an Augmented Linear Kalman Filter (A-LKF) along with the states of the system. With

a similar procedure, in [6] simulation data of a finite element model of the steering knuckle are combined with sensor

information coming from strain measurements in order to estimate WCFs on a suspension system. The performances

of the approach are limited by the fact that the correct kinematic motion of the whole suspension is not well captured

as only the finite element model of one component is considered. It therefore appears necessary to include a multibody

model of the entire suspension in the state estimator. In [7] multibody models are used in non-linear Kalman filters

in order to estimate the system states. Estimation inaccuracies occur when measurements with different sample rates

are used in an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) in its continuous-time version. Discrete-time estimators would be more

suitable in such situations. Combined state-input estimation is instead performed in [8], where a reduced multibody

model is used in an Augmented Extended Kalman Filter (A-EKF). In [9] a two-stage approach is presented, in which a

so-called Kinematic Kalman Filter (KKF) based on the kinematic constraint equations estimates the states of the sys-

tem while a nonlinear Kalman filter based on the dynamic equations is used to estimate unknown forces. The approach
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turns out to slightly improve the accuracy with respect to the one achievable with single-stage estimators in which states

and inputs are simultaneously estimated, but the approach is only developed for rigid-link multibody systems.

In this paper an approach similar to the one used in [7] is employed in order to perform state estimation with multibody

models, but a discrete-time EKF is used in place of the corresponding continuous-time version. Furthermore, by intro-

ducing a random walk model for the unknown force, also this latter quantity can be estimated. The approach is general

in the sense that it can be adopted for any choice of generalized coordinates, it is valid for 2-dimensional as well as for

3-dimensional systems, and it can be used also for flexible multibody systems. Its feasibility is illustrated by means of

virtual experiments on a McPherson suspension system.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the proposed approach to derive a state-input estimator for multibody

systems is presented. In Section 3 the system under investigation is described along with the models later on used for

the virtual experiments. The latter are presented in Section 4 and they will give indications about the applicability of

the proposed procedure. The conclusions of the work and the plans for future research are presented in Section 5.

2. Model Based Force Estimation Approach
In this section the proposed procedure to derive the state-input estimator for multibody systems is described. A multi-

body system is generally described by a set of Differential Algebraic Equations (DAEs) as in addition to the equations

of motion also constraint equations are present. In order to deal with a simpler non-constrained estimation problem,

the system is transformed into a set of Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) by means of a penalty formulation [10]

in this work. The process equations for the estimation problem are reported below:

ẋ =

⎡⎣q̇
v̇
u̇

⎤⎦=

⎡⎣ v
(M+ΦΦΦT

q αΦΦΦq)
−1
[
Bu− fe −ΦΦΦT

q α(Φ̇ΦΦqq̇+2ωζ ΦΦΦqq̇+ω2ΦΦΦ)
]

0

⎤⎦+
⎡⎣wq

wv
wu

⎤⎦ (1)

where the augmented state vector x includes the generalized coordinates q, the generalized velocities v and the unknown

inputs u. The first two equations are the equations of motion in first order form while the last one represents the random

walk model for the unknown inputs. M, ΦΦΦq, ΦΦΦ and B are respectively the mass matrix, the constraint Jacobian matrix,

the constraint vector and the input projection matrix which are in general function of the generalized coordinates q
(this dependency is omitted in order to simplify the notation). fe is an additional non-linear function of q and v which

includes gyroscopic effects and the effect of additional force elements (the explicit dependency on q and v is omitted

again here). If flexible bodies are included in the system, an additional term related to internal forces will appear in the

equations of motion, but this will not alter the structure of the equations so that the following procedure will still be

applicable. α , ω and ζ are the penalty factors introduced with the penalty formulation. wq and wv represent the process

noise for the equations of motion and are introduced in order to take into account for model uncertainties. wu instead

is the noise characterizing the random walk model for the inputs. The noise terms determines the stochastic nature of

the process equations which is required in the estimation framework. The model of Eq.(1) is hence completely defined

when also the covariance matrices Qq, Qv and Qu, associated with wq, wv and wu respectively, are assigned. Note that

here it is assumed that all the inputs of the system are unknown. If some of the inputs are known, analogous equations

can be obtained where the state vector is augmented with only the unknown inputs.

Eq.(1) forms the basis for a state space representation of the system, which is completely obtainable once also a set

of measurement variables is chosen and the relative measurements equations are formulated. A compact form of such

state space representation is reported below:

{
ẋ = f (x)+w
y = h(x)+v

(2)

where the first equation is the compact version of the process equations (Eq.(1)) and the second equation collects

the measurement equations. More in details the system nonlinear functions, the process noise and the process noise

covariances are defined as:

f(x) =

⎡⎣ v
(M+ΦΦΦT

q αΦΦΦq)
−1
[
Bu− fe −ΦΦΦT

q α(Φ̇ΦΦqq̇+2ωζ ΦΦΦqq̇+ω2ΦΦΦ)
]

0

⎤⎦ , w =

⎡⎣wq
wv
wu

⎤⎦ , Q =

⎡⎣Qq 0 0
0 Qv 0
0 0 Qu

⎤⎦ (3)

Concerning the measurement equations, h collects the measurement functions associated with the particular set of

chosen measurements and v represents the measurement noise to which the covariance matrix R is associated. In this
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work a discrete-time A-EKF is used in order to estimate the states of the system. The system of Eq.(2) needs hence to be

discretized in time. Several types of time integration schemes can be used for this purpose. Forward Euler is preferred

to other higher order schemes, as modeling errors are typically more important than errors due to time discretization

and the latter thus have negligible impact in an estimation framework. If time integration related instability issues

occur, Backward Euler can be used in place of Forward Euler at a price of a slightly higher computational cost. The

discrete-time counterpart of Eq.(2) is then:

{
xk = fd (xk−1)+wk−1

yk = hd(xk)+vk
(4)

For the system of Eq.(4) the estimator equations can be now formulated [11]:

Time update
x̂−k = Fk−1x̂+k−1 (5)

Fk−1 =
∂ fd(x)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x̂+k−1

(6)

P−
k = Fk−1P+

k−1FT
k−1 +Qk−1 (7)

Measurement update

Hk =
∂hd(x)

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x̂−k

(8)

Kk = P−
k HT

k
(
HkP−

k HT
k +Rk

)−1
(9)

x̂+k = x̂−k +Kk
(
yk −Hkx̂−k

)
(10)

P+
k = (I−KkHk)P−

k (11)

The estimator of Eqs.(5)-(11) is derived by minimizing the trace of the error covariance matrix, defined as

Pk = E
[
(xk − x̂k)(xk − x̂k)

T
]

(12)

During the time update in Eqs.(5)-(7) the so-called a priori state estimate x̂−k is computed, without taking into account

the new measurement at time step k. The associated a priori error covariance matrix P−
k is also computed. The latter

is defined according to Eq.(12), with x̂−k in place of x̂k. The so-called a posteriori x̂+k state estimate is then computed

during the measurement update in Eqs.(8)-(11), where the new measurement yk is taken into account. The associated

a posteriori error covariance matrix P+
k is again defined as in Eq.(12) with x̂+k in place of x̂k. In the derivation of the

above filter equations it is assumed that the noise processes wk and vk are white, zero-mean and uncorrelated. Overall

Eqs.(5)-(12) propagates the state estimate x̂k and the associated error covariance matrix Pk in time. The unknown force

terms are also estimated in the process as they are contained in the augmented state vector.

In order to have a stable estimator, meaning that the covariance matrix Pk converges to a bounded value for k → ∞, it is

required that the augmented system of Eq.(4) is observable. By definition, a discrete-time system like the one of Eq.(4)

is said to be observable if for any initial state and for some final time step k, the initial state can be uniquely determined

by knowledge of the outputs for all the time steps up to k [11]. By performing a linearized observability analysis for

mechanical systems, some theoretical requirements are defined in [12]:

• the number of independent Degrees of Freedom (DOFs) of the system should be equal to or greater than the

number of forces to be estimated, i.e. ndo f s ≥ nF .

• the number of independent position level measurements (e.g. position or strain measurements) should be equal

to or greater than the number of forces to be estimated, i.e. nplmeas ≥ nF .
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(a) System illustration (b) Multibody model

Figure 1: System-under-investigation: McPherson suspension system

3. The McPherson Suspension System
In this section the system as well as the models that will be used in the virtual experiments of Section 4 are described.

An illustration of the system under investigation is shown in Figure 1(a). It represents a McPherson suspension system

which is one of the most common automotive front suspension systems. Figure 1(b) shows the architecture of the

multibody model used in the virtual experiments of Section 4. It is composed entirely of rigid bodies: the control arm

(A,B,C), the steering knuckle (C,D,E,F), the tierod (G,F), the upper strut (L,M) and the lower strut (E,H). All the joints

are ideal and the system is connected to the ground in points A, B, G and L. Linear elements are used to model the main

spring and damping behavior. Point D represents the wheel center, where the external loads are applied. The system

has one independent DOF corresponding to the global vertical movement of the suspension. Based on this architecture

two different models are considered, namely ’model A’ and ’model B’. The two models are identical except for the

stiffness constant value of the main spring. The nominal stiffness constant value is assigned to ’model A’, while a 10

percent reduction is applied with respect to the nominal value to the stiffness constant value of ’model B’. In this way

the impact of a modeling error can be assessed in the virtual experiments.

4. Virtual Experiments
In this section some virtual experiments aimed at assessing the feasibility of the approach described in Section 2 are

presented. In those experiments the multibody models described in Section 3 are used. More in details simulated

measurements are generated by using ’model A’. Then two different estimators are built, one based on ’model A’ and

one based on ’model B’. The two estimators are then used to estimate the states and the input of the system. In this way

it is possible to investigate how the estimator behaves when modeling errors are present, i.e. when using ’model B’.
The input is considered to be a vertical force applied at the wheel center (point D). Two different types of input signal

are used:

• smooth step input;

• realistic wheel center force signal reproduced as in [6], with additional constant offset of 3950 N representing

the weight of the vehicle.

In both cases an additional constant offset of 3950 N representing the weight of the vehicle is considered.

Gaussian noise is added on the simulated measurements in order to simulate measurement noise. The values of the

covariance for the Gaussian noise are chosen in order to be representative of the industrial standard for the particular

type of sensor. Figure 2 shows the results of the force estimation for the case of the smooth step input. The suspension

deflection has been used as measurement signal in this estimation case. As it represents a position level signal, the

observability requirement related to the measurement type (Section 2) is fulfilled. Note that also the other requirement

of Section 2 is fulfilled as the system has one independent DOF and one single input has to be estimated. The initial
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force value (due to the weight of the car) is assumed to be known in this experiment. It can be seen that when using the

estimator based on’model A’, i.e. when modeling errors are not included, the force can be correctly reconstructed aside

from the noise propagated in the computation. A static offset occurs instead in the force estimation performed with the

estimator based on ’model B’, i.e. in presence of modeling errors. This can be explained by considering the results for

the estimation of one of the states, i.e. the wheel center vertical displacement (Figure 3). Here the estimation performed

with ’model B’ is compared with a pure simulation (i.e. without any estimator measurement update, but assuming the

input is known) performed on ’model B’. It can be noticed how the estimator can correct for the modeling error and the

state can be correctly reconstructed. On the other hand, the force needed to reconstruct the same constant state value

for the estimator is lower as a lower stiffness constant value is considered. This explains the static offset for the force

estimation.

Figure 4 instead shows the results of the force estimation for the case of the road input. Here only the estimator built

with ’model B’ is used but two sets of measurements are used: a first one based on the suspension deflection signal and

a second one based on the wheel center vertical acceleration in addition to the suspension deflection. The initial force

value (due to the weight of the car) is assumed to be known also in this experiment. It can be seen that the force is well

reconstructed with both sets of measurements aside from some delay. The wheel acceleration measurement does not

seem to improve too much the estimation in this particular case. Figure 5 shows the wheel center vertical displacement

estimation. Also in this case it can be seen how the estimator is able to correct for modeling errors.

Summarizing the results of both experiments for what concerns the force estimation, the particular modeling error

introduced causes the presence of a constant offset in the estimation of the static part of the signal. Higher frequency

excitations are instead still well reconstructed.

Figure 2: Force estimation - Smooth step input

Figure 3: State estimation - Smooth step input
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Figure 4: Force estimation - Road input

Figure 5: State estimation - Road input

5. Conclusions
In this work a model based approach to estimate wheel center forces for a suspension system has been presented. For

this purpose a state-input estimator based on a multibody model of the system has been built. The approach is general

in the sense that any type of generalized coordinates choice can be adopted for the multibody formulation, it is valid for

2-dimensional as well as 3-dimensional systems, and it can be used also for flexible multibody systems. A random walk

model has been introduced for the unknown forces and the estimation has been performed by means of an Augmented

Extended Kalman Filter (A-EKF). The feasibility of the approach has been assessed by means of virtual experiments

on a McPherson suspension systems where a single input, i.e. the vertical component of the wheel center force, has to

be estimated. Suspension deflection and vertical acceleration of wheel center have been used as measurements signal in

the estimation. It has been shown how in the absence of modeling errors the input can be correctly reconstructed. Then

a particular type of modeling error has been considered, i.e. a reduction of the main spring stiffness constant value for

the estimator model. It is shown how the state estimation is again well accomplished. A constant offset instead appears

in the estimation of the static part of the input signal, whereas higher frequency excitation is still well reconstructed.

Future work will focus on improving the estimation in the presence of modeling errors and will consider the case of

multiple force estimation and how this can be accomplished with the envisioned approach.
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Abstract
Narrow track vehicles, characterized by a large height-to-track ratio, need to be leaned toward the inside of a turn to

prevent them from overturning in case of high-speed cornering. Two modes have been proposed for active tilt control.

The Direct Tilt Control (DTC) consists in forcing the tilting of the chassis with an actuator in reaction to the pilot

steering. Conversely, in Steering Tilt Control (STC), the steering wheel is decoupled from the wheels. An actuator

steers the wheels to lean the vehicle in an appropriate angle which consequently induces a desired turn (i.e. a steering

wheel orientation given by the pilot). In this work, the relevance of using both the steering and the direct tilt control

combined (SDTC) is studied. A model for a narrow track vehicle has been developed based on a multibody formalism

(through the MBS software Robotran). The model features an extra rotational degree of freedom which allows the

chassis to tilt with respect to the lower part of the vehicle. The overall complexity of the vehicle and its non-linearity

are taken into account in the derivation of the equations of motion. In addition, an optimization code is implemented

with the help of the software CasADi. With this tool, Optimal Control Problems are solved in order to determine which

actuator (steering and/or tilting) should be used to track given trajectories for the vehicle lean angle. Regarding the

energy consumption, simulations showed that a combined strategy (SDTC) does not yield significant improvements

in terms of energy consumption compared to the steering tilt control (STC) alone. Similar results are observed when

Model Predictive Control is considered with again the SDTC performing the same way as the STC does. However,

when constraints are applied to limit the vehicle (e.g. limitation of counter-steering), the SDTC yields to the use of the

tilting actuator for the initiation of the vehicle lean. Nevertheless, the developed tool coupling CasADi and Robotran

allows to study Optimal Control law applied to multibody systems.

Keywords: optimal control, model predictive control, tilting control, narrow track vehicle

1. Introduction
Nowadays, traffic congestion is growing all over the world and has recently led to an increasing interest in the develop-

ment of narrow track vehicles (NTV). These narrow vehicles, characterized by a large height-to-track ratio, need to be

leaned toward the inside of a turn to prevent them from overturning in case of high-speed cornering. Given NTVs mass

and inertia, and for safety reasons, the vehicle tilting is controlled actively (i.e. by electric motors) instead of being

controlled by the pilot as it is the case for traditional two-wheelers.

Two modes are possible for active tilt control [1]. The Direct Tilt Control (DTC) consists in forcing the tilt with an

actuator while the pilot steers the vehicle through the steering wheel (see Fig. 1.a). Conversely, for the Steering Tilt

Control (STC), the steering wheel is decoupled from the wheels and an actuator steers the wheels to lean the vehicle in

the appropriate angle for a desired turn (i.e. a steering wheel orientation given by the pilot) (see Fig. 1.a). The DTC is

stable for all speeds but leads to an important longitudinal torque in transient phase causing a high energy consumption

and reducing the stability (wheel unloading). On the other hand, the STC is unstable for low speeds but more efficient

at high speed since it leverages the lateral dynamics to tilt the vehicle. Previous investigations (see Fig. 1.b) showed

that the STC is more efficient at high speeds (already at 8 m/s) but less accurate at low speeds [2]. These results suggest

that there is a potential interest in combining the two modes on the entire speed range.

The present work aims at optimizing the combination of these two modes through Model Predictive Control [3]. It

consists in solving an Optimal Control (OC) Problem at each control iteration in order to determine the control input

(i.e. the steering torques and/or the tilting torques). The optimization is based on a knowledge of both the vehicle

dynamics and the reference lean angle in the near future. By this means, Model Predictive Control allows to control

the vehicle tilt by choosing the direct and/or a steering tilt control. The objective is to minimize the overall energy

consumption related to the tilt control while ensuring a maximum safety and an accurate tracking of the lean angle.
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Figure 1: There exist two modes for active tilt control: the DTC and the STC. In the transient phase of cornering, the

DTC can lead to an extensive torque causing a dangerous unloading and an important energy consumption [2].

Regarding the implementation, the equations describing the vehicle dynamics are derived using the software Robotran

[4] developed at UCL (Belgium). To formulate and solve the OC problem, the software CasADi [5] developed at KUL

(Belgium) provides interfaces to state-of-the-art NLP solvers and differentiation tools through a symbolic approach.

This paper is divided into three parts. The first section presents how the vehicle is modeled as a multibody system. In

the second section, a closer look is taken at how the OC Problem is formulated for tilt control. The third section focuses

on Predictive Control and how it solves OC at each time step to achieve a feedback control. In the same section, results

with Predictive Control are presented for a given trajectory to follow and with disturbances involved.

2. Vehicle Modeling
This section presents the NTV dynamic model and its implementation through a multibody approach. The vehicle

morphology is detailed and then the equations of motion for the vehicle are presented.

2.1. Vehicle Morphology
The vehicle morphology and geometry used in this study correspond to a narrow three-wheelers with a reverse-trike

configuration developed at Université catholique de Louvain [6]. The rear axle unit is similar to the one of a motorbike

and equipped with an electrical motor for propulsion. The front wheels unit is comparable to a traditional double

wishbone suspension except for the shocks’ top connection which is not directly attached to the chassis but to an

intermediate component: an articulated T-shaped pendulum (see Fig. 2). This mounting provides an additional degree

of freedom (d.o.f.) which can either be actuated (DTC) or let free to rotate (STC). The steering assembly is composed

of two steering rods and a rotating fork which can either be steered by the driver through the steering wheel (DTC) or

actuated by a motor (STC) based on the steering wheel orientation. In the model, the steering wheel is omitted and

steering is directly obtained through the rotation of the steering fork.
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Figure 2: Morphology of the three-wheeler. The tricycle is allowed to lean thanks to the additional articulation between

the T-shaped pendulum and the chassis.

2.2. Multibody Model
Equations of motion The vehicle is modeled as a rigid multibody system (MBS) featuring kinematic loops (i.e. the

front suspensions and the steering assembly). Based on a formalism utilizing relative coordinates [7], the equations of

motion of the MBS can be written as a set of Differential Algebraic Equations (DAE). Several approaches, among which

the so-called Recursive Newton-Euler algorithm, can be used to generate the well-known equations for a constrained

MBS [7]:

M(q)q̈+ c(q, q̇,g) = Q(q, q̇)+JT λλλ (1)

h(q) = 0 (2)

ḣ(q, q̇) = J(q)q̇ = 0 (3)

ḧ(q, q̇, q̈) = J(q)q̈+ J̇(q, q̇)q̇ = 0 (4)

with:

• M, the symmetric generalized mass matrix

• q, the generalized coordinates, q̇ the generalized velocities and q̈ the generalized accelerations

• c, the non linear dynamic vector which contains the gyroscopic, centripetal and gravity terms as well as the

contribution of the external forces and torques

• Q, the generalized forces, torques acting in the joints

• J = ∂h
∂qT , the constraint jacobian matrix

• λλλ , the Lagrange multipliers

• h, the algebraic constraints resulting from kinematic loops

There exist several methods to solve and time integrate the DAE system formed by (1-4). Among these, the coordinate

partitioning technique [7] consists in splitting the coordinates q into two subsets: the independent ones, qu and the

dependent ones, qv. This method reduces the initial index-3 DAE system (1-4) to an index-1 DAE system where the

first and the second derivatives of qv have been re-expressed in terms of qu and its time derivatives using equations (3)

and (4). At position level, the dependent coordinates qv are expressed in terms of the independent ones qu by solving

the geometric constraints given by equation (2). Numerically, it could be solved by a Newton-Raphson method but

for the solving of Optimal Control and the computation of the derivatives, it is easier to keep the constraint equations

separate and to formulate a DAE system:

Mr(qu,qv)q̈u +Fr(q̇u,qu,qv,Q) = 0 (5)

h(qu,qv) = 0 (6)
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When a joint is actuated (e.g. the T-pendulum and/or the steering fork), the corresponding actuation force (torque)

denoted Qa is part of the generalized forces vector Q. A state-space representation of the model can be derived for the

DAE with the state vector x = [q̇u,qu], the algebraic variables z = qv and the control input u = Qa. For control purpose,

the dynamics of the system is represented by the function f derived from equation (5) and the algebraic constraint h.

ẋ = f(x,z,u) (7)

0 = h(x,z) (8)

The vehicle dynamics is strongly non-linear with respects to the speed. For instance, the vehicle is self-stable above

a given travel speed (around 4.8 m/s) but unstable at low speeds. In addition, the front assembly adds complexity and

leads to geometrical non-linearity taken into account in the MBS formulation.

Coordinates and degrees of freedom The vehicle model comprises 22 generalized relative coordinates, among

which 14 are independent (qu) and 8 are dependent (qv). The number of independent coordinates corresponds to the

number of degrees of freedom for the vehicle. The chassis is granted 6 d.o.f. relative to the ground (3 translations and 3

rotations) in order to describe its motion in the 3D space. Each of the 3 suspensions has 1 d.o.f. relative to the chassis.

The steering fork has 1 d.o.f. relative to the chassis which allows to steer the wheels through the steering rods. The

T-shape mounting has 1 d.o.f. relative to the chassis which allows the vehicle to lean. Each of the 3 wheel rotates with

respect to the wheel carrier, corresponding to 3 d.o.f.

Tire/ground contact model The vehicle will be equipped with scooter tires as it exhibits a similar dynamics. The

contact between the tire and the ground is modeled as a set of resultant forces and torques external to the multibody

system. Those forces and torques depend on the wheel kinematics (i.e. tire slip, slip angle, ...) and the multibody

system state. They are computed according to the reduced static model of Pacejka [8]. The parameters of the model

for the scooter tires have been identified by Sharp and al [9].

Implementation The equations of motion are generated symbolically via the Robotran multibody software [4, 7].

Based on a morphological description of the vehicle (joints, masses, inertias, lengths, ...), Robotran automatically

generates routines containing the expression for equations (5) and (6).

3. Optimal Control Problem
In this section, the formulation and the solving of the Optimal Control are presented. In addition, some results are

already compared and analyzed for different strategies of actuation. The framework developed for the solving of

Optimal Control problem will be re-used for the formulation of Model Predictive Control (in section 4).

3.1. Formulation
Solving an Optimal Control Problem allows to determine the Optimal Control input (i.e. the tilting torque and/or

the steering torque) necessary to realize a task (e.g. tracking) on a given time horizon from 0 to T [10]. The goal

is to minimize a cost function which is a quantity that depends on the system states and input (e.g. the total energy

consumption associated with an actuator during the given time horizon). This cost function is generally composed

of an integral term
∫

L dt and a terminal term E as presented in equation (9). An optimization problem is defined in

terms of the system states x(t) and input u(t) during this time horizon. The unknown functions x(t), u(t) are subjected

to equality constraints g(t) and inequality constraints c(t) allowing for path and input constraints on the overall time

interval (actuator saturation, initial condition xi, etc.). The system dynamics ẋ− f(x,u, t) = 0 is taken into account

among the equality constraints g(t).

minimize
x(t),u(t)

∫ T

0
L(x(t),u(t))dt +E (x(T )) (9)

subject to

x(0)−xi = 0
c(x(t),u(t))≥ 0 t ∈ [0,T ]

g(x(t),u(t)) = ẋ(t)− f(x(t),u(t)) = 0 t ∈ [0,T ]
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There exist several methods to solve an OC problem [10]. In this work, direct methods are used [3]. they consist

in discretizing the time horizon [0,T ] into N time intervals [tk, tk+1]. The time functions x(t),u(t) are replaced by a

sequence of discrete states and inputs which are now the decision variables of the optimization problem. The cost

function has to be reformulated as a function p of the decision variables vector w = {x1,u1, ...,xk,uk, ...,uN ,xN}. The

equality and inequality constraints are also re-expressed in terms of w. The dynamics f corresponds now to constrained

equations between adjacent states at each discrete interval: xk+1−F(xk,uk) = 0 where F corresponds to the integration

of the dynamics on the interval [tk tk+1].

minimize
w

p(w)

subject to

x1 −xi = 0
c(w)≥ 0
g(w) = 0

In the case of a nonlinear cost function and constraints, the optimization problem is referred as Nonlinear Programming

(NLP). The direct methods differ from each other in the way they handle the system dynamics on a discrete time interval

[tk, tk+1]. There are many ways to translate the MBS dynamics and the geometrical algebraic constraints into numerical

constraints g(w) on the decision variables w. The direct collocation method uses a collocation scheme [10] with

intermediate points at which the system dynamics is respected as an equality constraint in g.

Cost function In this work, the cost function is solely based on the energy consumption for tilt control (steering

and/or tilting actuation). The energy consumption is assessed through the expression of the consumed electrical energy

for each actuator in the cost function p. The tracking is taken into account as constraints (g and c) on the discrete state

variables. This approach allows the comparison of different types of actuation achieving the same tracking task.

Implementation The formulation and the solving of the OC problem is done with the help of the CasADi software

[5]. This provides interfaces to state-of-the-art NLP solvers through a symbolic approach which facilitates the inter-

facing with the symbolic equations of motion generated by Robotran. Once formulated, the optimization problem is

numerically solved with the software package Ipopt [11] through CasADi.

3.2. Results
Steady state cornering In a steady state turn of radius R, the vehicle has to be leaned to counteract the centrifugal

effect (see Fig. 3.a). The trajectory, defined as equality constraints on the states (see ’x’ markers in Fig. 3.b), is a

constant lean angle during the first second only. The vehicle runs at 8 [m/s] in a curve of 40 [m]: the corresponding

lean angle is 0.1941 [rad] (i.e. 11.12 [degrees]). A constant propulsion torque Qrear on the rear wheel ensures a constant

speed v. The minimization of the energy consumption on the overall time (i.e. 2 [s]) results in the exclusive use of the

steering actuator during the first second with a steering torque of 1.738 [Nm] (see Fig. 3.b). So, the vehicle behaves

like a traditional two-wheeler: a steering torque Qsteer on the fork is applied to keep the vehicle in the curve. After one

second, no more torque is applied and the vehicle is free to tilt up again. The tilt articulation is let free during the two

seconds and no torque is applied on it (Qtilt=0).

Path tracking Other than the steady state cornering, transient maneuvers could lead to a combined use of the tilt

actuator and the steer actuator (SDTC). There is then an interest to use Optimal Control to determine the optimal

actuation necessary to follow a given trajectory for the lean angle. The tilt control is considered for two different

advance speeds: 3 [m/s] and 8 [m/s] (see respectively Fig. 4.a and 4.b). For 8 [m/s], the lean angle has to reach a value

of 0.2 [rad] while for 3 [m/s] the lean angle has to be 0.05 [rad]. In both cases, the transition has to be smooth. The

track following is handled as equality constraints on the system state (see ’x’ markers in Fig. 4). The performances of

a combined tilt control (SDTC) is compared with pure Steering Tilt Control (STC). Table 1 presents the different cost

function evaluations which correspond to the energy consumption related to tilt control on the overall time.
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Figure 3: Steady State cornering. The optimization leads to the use of the steering actuator solely while performing a

steady state cornering.

Figure 4: Path tracking of the lean angle for different speeds. the SDTC yields to a control similar to the STC for the

two speeds considered.

Regarding the tracking accuracy, the SDTC and the STC perform the same way. This is not surprising as the path is

imposed. When it comes to the actuation, the optimization leads to a slightly smaller cost function evaluation for the

SDTC than for the STC (see Tab. 1). The difference is however less than one percent and is clearly not significant for

the two speeds considered. In the steady state regime, after t = 4 [s], both the steering and the tilting torques vary. This

could be surprising while compared to the steady state cornering results (see Fig. 3) but it could be explained by the

absence of the propulsion torque Qrear which leads to a decrease in the traveling speed. In conclusion, a dual actuation

for tilt control is not very beneficial compared to pure steering tilt Control (STC), at least for the simple trajectories

considered.

Speed

Tilt control

Steering energy [J]

Tilt energy [J]

Total energy [J]

v=3 m/s

SDTC STC

18.87 18.97

0.05 /

18.92 18.97

v=8 m/s

SDTC STC

55.18 55.56

0.25 /

55.43 55.56

Table 1: Overall Energy consumption as the result of the optimization. The SDTC results in a slightly smaller energy

consumption regardless of the speed.
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Optimization with constrains The STC is however not perfect and presents some flaws. The main drawback is the

necessity to operate a counter-steering while initiating the lean of the vehicle. Such counter-steering implies a lateral

displacement of the front wheels in the opposite direction of the required turn. To some extent, this can be counter-

intuitive and needs to be avoided. Thanks to the general optimization framework, it is possible to proscribe the counter-

steering by adding an inequality constraint δSF ≤ 0 in the OC problem. The low speed v=3 [m/s] is considered again

but this time the steering fork angle is limited to negative values only (see Fig. 5.b). The results of this optimization

with constraints are compared with the unconstrained case.

Figure 5: Constrained Optimization : (a) vehicle lean angle, (b) steering fork angle, (c) motor torques and (d) vehicle

path. Forbidding the counter-steering leads to an extensive use of the tilting actuator and a higher energy consumption

(3 [m/s]).

For the tracking, the reference lean angle is correctly followed even when the counter-steering is constrained (see Fig.

5.a). The actuation is however different with a strong use of the tilting actuator at the beginning of the tilting. This

tilting torque forces the tilting motion of the chassis with regards to the wheels unlike the counter-steering which moves

the wheels laterally leaning the vehicle as a consequence (see Fig. 5.c). This large actuation leads to a larger energy

consumption 196 [J] compared to the unconstrained case 19 [J]. Once the vehicle is leaned, the tilting and the steering

are actuated in a similar way than for the unconstrained case. Regarding the counter-steering, Figure 5.b shows that

the added constraint is verified with no positive value for the steering fork angle δSF . As a consequence, the vehicle

trajectory is slightly different (see Fig. 5.d). With such a constraint on the steering fork, the optimizer is not able to find

a solution for the case of STC alone which makes sense since the STC needs the counter-steering to initiate the tilt.

4. Model Predictive Control
This section focuses on the formulation of Model Predictive Control (MPC). In addition, some preliminary results for

a tilt controller subjected to perturbations (a side wind during the tilting) are presented.

4.1. Formulation
Solving an Optimal Control (OC) Problem allows to determine a sequence of control input (i.e. the tilt torque and/or

steering torque) for a given time from 0 to tF . In the present study, the goal is to minimize the energy consumption

related to tilt control while trying to follow a given trajectory or reach a given terminal state. However, Optimal Control

alone can not ensure a robust tilt control. As a matter of fact during the considered time [0,tF ], perturbations unknown

to the optimizer could lead to wrong results particularly for the tracking accuracy (e.g. tracking offset at the final time

tF ). To handle this problem, Model Predictive Control consists in solving the Optimal Control problem repeatedly. It

means that at each time tk, a new trajectory r(t|tk) needs to be defined. The optimization is solved for a moving time
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horizon [tk, tk +T ] and from the resulting sequence of input u(t|tk) only the first one is applied at time tk (see Fig.6). In

this way, MPC achieves somehow a feedback control that accounts for state deviation from the desired trajectory. Such

feedback control also allows to handle noises and is particularly suited for this application since the tracked lean angle

will depend on the driver inputs in real time.

Figure 6: Model Predictive Control. At each time k, system inputs are determined solving an Optimal Control problem.

Trajectory definition Both OC and MPC imply to know in advance the trajectory s(t) that the system should follow.

For the present application, the lean angle to follow θR will depends on the vehicle speed and yaw rate imposed by the

driver. In this work, a reference trajectory for the lean angle is supposed to be known in advance and the pilot is not

considered in the loop for the sack of simplicity. The lean trajectory will represent a reference signal that the MPC will

attempt to track by solving OC problem consequently. This control will result in torques applied by the tilting and/or

the steering actuator (see Fig.7). Note that the adaptive nature of MPC (i.e. recomputing the command at each time

step) would allow to deal with a varying reference for the lean angle.

Figure 7: Tilt Control through Model Predictive Control. At each time step, the controller determines the torques

applied by the tilting and/or the steering actuator.

MPC parametrization Based on the tilt angle θR(t) known in advance, it is possible at each time t to define a

trajectory r(t|tk) (see Fig. 6) from tk to tk +T that should be tracked while solving the OC problem. The trajectory is

a second degree polynomial fit whose coefficients are fixed by the initial condition at time tk (i.e. the position and the

velocity) and a final condition on the state at time tk +T .

Implementation The MPC is implemented in the Simulink Environment. A first block allows for the time integration

of equations (5) and (6) generated by Robotran. This block is fed with control inputs (tilting and steering torques) which

results from the solving of a OC problem at each control time step. The formulation and resolution of the OC problem

is again handled by CasADi.
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4.2. Preliminary Results
Although the development of the Model Predictive controller is still under investigation, some preliminary results can

already be analyzed. A ramp from 0 to 0.15 radian for the lean angle is considered for the reference signal. During the

ramp, the vehicle is disturbed in the form of a side wind force of 100 [N] during 1 [s]. The performances of the SDTC

are compared to the STC alone (see Fig. 8).

Figure 8: Tilt control through MPC. The SDTC does not seem better than STC alone when it comes to disturbance

attenuation.

The first observation is the capability of the controller to deal with the side wind disturbance. It is interesting to see

that the steering torque is applied in the other direction in order to keep a given steering fork angle and to track the

lean angle. As for the case of Optimal Control, the SDTC does not appear more efficient than the STC with similar

energy consumption and similar tracking accuracy. However, other type of disturbances such as bumps or adherence

loss might lead to the use of the tilting actuator. Further investigations on the subject will be necessary.

5. Conclusion
In this work, the relevance of using a combined tilt strategy (direct and steering tilt control) has been studied. A model

for a narrow track vehicle has been developed based on a multibody formalism. The model features an extra rotational

degree of freedom which allows the chassis to tilt with respect to the lower part of the vehicle. The overall complexity

of the vehicle and its non-linearity are taken into account in the derivation of the equations of motion. In addition, an

optimization environment has been developed with the help of CasADi in order to solve Optimal Control Problem for

multibody systems. With this tool, Optimal Control problems have been solved in order to determine which actuator

(steering and/or tilting) should be used to track a given lean angle trajectory. It has been showed that a combined

strategy does not yield significant improvements in terms of energy consumption compared to the steering tilt control

alone. Similar results are observed while Model Predictive Control is considered with again the SDTC performing the

same way as the STC does. However, when constraints are applied to the vehicle counter-steering, the SDTC yields to

the use of the tilting actuator to initiate the vehicle tilt. Nevertheless, the developed tool coupling CasADi and Robotran

allows to study Optimal Control law applied to multibody systems.
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There are still many tests to perform in order to check whether the tilting actuator could be completely omitted from a

design point of view. For example, a bump taken laterally could lead to effort in the steering assembly that the steering

actuator could not handle alone. The case of sudden adherence loss should also be studied. Another interesting aspect

to study is the transition from slow to high speed, as well as more complicated transient maneuvers. Real time aspect

will also be investigated. The recent development of a reduced scale vehicle should be of great help in these studies.

Concerning the control aspect, it will be necessary to validate the relevance of the optimization results with more tradi-

tional control strategy such as PID control. There is still a need for a better understanding of Model Predictive Control

and its advantages in terms of robustness for the targeted application. From a numerical point of view, different formu-

lations of the multibody dynamics and the Optimal control Problem will also be investigated to reduce the computation

time for the optimization underlying the OC.
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Abstract 
Current vehicle suspension is designed to improve simple, but contradicting main criteria: Comfort level of 
passengers of load defined by their vibration exposition especially at higher frequencies ([1]) and maximized and 
even tyre contact force, which effects braking distance, manoeuvrability, but also pavement damage. In addition, 
it is also desirable to minimise roll, pitch under braking, acceleration and cornering (handling).   

Design of automotive suspension was driven to its limits with passive traditional components like springs, dampers 
and tyres. Semi-active damping with controlled damper characteristics has been successfully used to decrease both 
road tyre dynamic force and braking distance ([2]), but still increases vehicle design complexity. Active damping 
may improve vehicle behaviour using smart control algorithms, but it is so energy costly that it is not broadly used. 
Further improvement of vehicle suspension behaviour according to contradicting criteria can be achieved by 
introduction of additional components. In this paper, potential of novel element, inerter is investigated, including 
design feasibility.  

Keywords: multibody dynamics, vehicle vertical dynamics, vehicle suspension, inerter 

1. Introduction 
The interaction between heavy vehicles and the road infrastructure (roads or bridges) is of great importance. The 
static values of road-tyre forces are being regulated by the present standards. However, the results of OECD project 
DIVINE ([7]) have proved that the dynamic part of road-tyre forces causes significantly increased damage to 
roads, and increased loading of bridges. On the other hand, vibration exposition of the load and passengers is 
focused on as it contributes to overall comfort perception. It is even more important with arising autonomous 
vehicles, where driver will not have to pay full attention to driving, but concentrate on paper work. 

On the suspension systems of vehicles, these requirements are transformed as follows: To keep acceleration of the 
sprung mass within reasonable limits from the point of view of the passenger and the transported load, and to 
maintain ride safety and road-friendliness, i.e. to minimize the amplitudes of tyre-road contact forces. These two 
requirements are in general conflicting and when designing traditional, passively damped suspension one is always 
faced with a compromise which meets, more or less, the requirements mentioned. 

There are many attempts to extend capabilities of the suspension. This paper investigates possibilities of recently 
introduced vehicle component called inerter for further improvement of the vehicle behaviour according to the 
criteria described above. It was already proved on racing cars ([5]), but normal passenger cars or lightweight 
commercial vehicles has slightly different requirements. Especially, comfort of the load and/or passengers is very 
important. Also, the design complexity should be kept low. 

2. Inerter Principle 
It has been shown long time ago in electrical systems ([3]) analyses that arbitrary impedance can be achieved using 
sufficiently complex network of basic elements, i.e. resistors, capacitors and inductors in case of electric circuit. 
This can be used for suspension improvement using analogy between mechanical system and electrical circuit, 
considering equivalency between springs and inductors, dampers and resistors, masses and capacitors. Mass stands 
for grounded capacitor only.  But capacitor is often connected to arbitrary nodes of electric circuit. So pure 
capacitance with both terminals free was missing. The mechanical design bypassing this empty spot was proposed 
by M. Smith ([4], [5]) and called it inerter. The basic idea is transformation of inertia D'Alembert couple of 
rotational motion of the flywheel into force acting between terminals of the inerter by moving screw. The flywheel 
has quite high moment of inertia while overall weight of the inerter device is kept low. So no substantial inertia 
force acts in the treated direction while force acting between inerter terminals is substantial. The inerter force FI 
is proportional to the relative acceleration between inerter terminals and inertance constant bI [kg] 

              (1) 

Where is velocity of sprung mass,  is velocity of unsprung mass. The inertance mi is given by lead of a thread 
helix h[m] and flywheel moment of inertia Jf [kg.m2] 
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       (2) 

3. Possible Suspension Structure 
The potential of the inerter was studied on linear model of the vehicle vertical dynamics, so called quarter car. The 
suspension structure can be modified into many variants using inertor component.  

The mechanical models of six investigated variants are shown in the figure 1 ([8]). The Model 1 is equivalent to 
the standard suspension consisting of the tyre with stiffness k2, unsprung mass – wheel with carrier with mass m2, 
spring with stiffness k1, shock absorber modelled as viscous damping b1 and sprung mass – chassis with weight 
m1. The tyre damping was considered as negligible in all cases. The model 2 was extended by interter mi, connected 
in parallel to the spring and damper. As the influence of inerter in such structure was neglible, the other, more 
complex variants were studied (model 3-6) in the figure 1. Additional small masses, stiffnesses and dampings were 
considered. 

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 

   

Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 

   
 

Figure 1: Suspension modifications 

The Newton equations of motion were established and used for each model variant simulation and optimization. 

                                                                        (3) 

4. Multiobjective Parameter Optimization 
The behaviour of the vehicle was studied based on road profiles, developed within EC project SADTS ([2]). The 
road profile was introduced into model as kinematic excitation through tyre stiffness k2. The road tyre force was 
studied on vehicle passing ramp obstacle (Figure 2a] in the velocity 10 m.s-1,  
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Figure 2 Road excitations: SADTS ramp (a) stochastic road (b) 

The overall single performance criterion was the time integral of the dynamic tyre force 
                                    (4) 

The passenger comfort was evaluated based on stochastic road excitation (Figure 2b) of the vehicle driven in the 
velocity 30 m.s-1. Acceleration of the sprung mass is used for the ride comfort criterion. 

                                                                  (5) 

The weight of sprung and unsprung mass were fixed, but to improve defined criteria, most of the parameters of 
the each model (Figure 1) are subject to optimization. The criteria J1 and J2 are contradictory, so for the systematic 
determination of these parameters, multi-objective parameter optimization (MOPO) must be used. It allows one to 
find a satisfactory compromise among the performance criteria despite the fact that they conflict with each other. 
The MOPO approach is based on a search in the parameter space (Pareto optimality) by model simulation. The 
MOPO is based on genetic algorithms, so it provides global search capabilities to determine Pareto set boundary. 
This boundary defines region where all the criteria are minimized. Each point on the Pareto set defines one possible 
combination of optimized parameters, one virtual vehicle. By moving on the Pareto set, the actual values of both 
criteria J1 and J2 do change, but both of them cannot be further improved.  

5. Inerter Design 
For inerter experimental evaluation with quarter car vertical model, the real sample of the inerter must be designed 
and manufactured. Furthermore, its main parameter, inertance mi is desirable to be subject of change. There are 
several possible design variants of the inerter. The objective was to use mainly of the shelve components and 
minimize occupied space. Design of the developed inerter is based on moving ball and it is shown in the Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3 Inerter design structure 
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The overall diameter is 85 mm, inertance mi can be chosen in the range 9.7-50 kg. It has been checked in terms of 
acting contact forces and strength analysis were carried out for main components of the inerter during working 
conditions usual for passenger vehicle suspension. 

6. Results 
The results of MOPO optimization of all design variants (figure 1) are summarized in the figure 4. The Pareto sets 
differ only slightly. Most of the combinations are worse then traditional suspension design in most criteria ratios.  

 
Figure 4 Parreto sets for all design variants of the suspension 

 
However, figures 5 and 6 demonstrate that design model 6 provides better results for both comfort (J2) and stability 
(J1). 

 
Figure 5 Road tyre force of the car passing ramp obstacle in 10 m.s-1 
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Although the structure of the design model 6 (figure 1), which shows best behavior, seems to be too complex, in 
reality the additional stiffnesses and dampings can be realized as bushings quite easily. 

 

 
Figure 6 Motion of car chassis on stochastic road in 30 m.s-1 

 

7. Conclusion 
The passive inerter was designed, including complete stress, design safety and durability calculation. The device 
does not add any substantial weight into the suspension, but allows to improve vertical dynamics behaviour. The 
designed inerter is feasible and it is being currently manufactured for laboratory tests on quarter car HIL model. 
Furthermore, the concept of passive inerter was investigated, using numerical simulation on quarter car model and 
multi-criteria optimization. The feasible range of available inertance values was selected based on designed inerter. 
Although connection of inerter’s flywheel with electric motor has great potential ([6]), passive inerter without any 
electric components is much simpler and may improve suspension performance with contradicting requirements. 

The simulations and optimizitation has also shown that parameters must be tuned very carefully, otherwise usage 
of the inerter may lead even to worse suspension behaviour.  
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Abstract  
The contemporary approach in the field of vehicle suspensions brings new mechanisms with more than five bars 
ordered both in parallel and serial way in order to achieve better wheel kinematic during bounce and rebound or 
longer wheel travel. The increase in number of bars means higher complexity of the entire mechanism. This 
complexity brings beside many advantages a disadvantage in a form of unclear transfer of loading force in tire-
road contact into the links of suspension and subsequently to the vehicle body. Although the planar scheme of such 
mechanism may seem to be relatively simple, the load transfer in its spatial representation is a complex problem. 
More bars in one planar mechanism ordered in serial and parallel way create a lot of combinations in space. In 
order to gain simple description of force transfer through the mechanism the evaluation criterion is introduced. 
This criterion is based on kinematic description of the mechanism and thus can be evaluated for each point of 
workspace. Details of proposed evaluation criterion alongside other aspects of multi-link suspension design are 
described in the paper. 

Keywords: force transfer, long wheel travel, multi-link vehicle suspension, evaluation criterion  

1. Introduction 
Common vehicle suspensions are based on the principle of a wheel hub connected to a vehicle body by certain 
amount of links which are arranged in parallel way. It means there is always at least one arm connected on one 
side to vehicle body and on the other side to wheel hub. This arrangement determinates the circular motion as a 
dominant feature of these suspensions. It can be eliminated by appropriate geometry of the mechanism but 
unfortunately it always partially remains there. For example there is a double wishbone suspension with zero track 
change during up and down wheel motion, however it is always traded off by a considerable camber change. The 
dependency between track and camber angle change is considered as the most unfavorable and the new approach 
based on more links between wheel hub and vehicle body arranged in serial way is described [1], [2]. The new 
mechanisms are based on Watt six-bar linkage. In this layout the wheel hub is connected to vehicle body by two 
serially ordered links in all branches, thus the circular motion limitation is broken. A basic kinematical scheme of 
the suspension mechanism based on Watt six-bar linkage is shown in following picture, figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Basic scheme of the suspension mechanism based on Watt six-bar linkage 

Consequential research shows more alternatives based on Watt six-bar linkage and describes the optimization 
method to obtain the required dimension of the mechanisms [3]. All these proposals are done in a plane normal to 
the driving directions. Transforming the planar proposal into the spatial mechanism is the next step, which has not 
been described in details so far. Beside other properties of the spatial suspension mechanism such as weight, 
dimensions or wheel kinematic the load transfer through the mechanism is extremely important one.  

2. Load Transfer 
The load transfer from tire contact point to vehicle body can be split into two subsequent problems. The first one 
is a force transfer through the links (arms) and load applied to the links. The second one is a force interaction 
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between the arms and the vehicle body. The origin of the first problem as well as of the second one lies in the 
structure of the mechanism, however each problem has different consequences. Improper load of the bars is mostly 
related to a specific shape of the links and it can be easily transferred into the magnitude of dimensions or weight 
of the arms. For example if there are applied forces causing bending stress, the solution is higher thickness of the 
arm profile and evaluation criterion is overall weight of the mechanism. Other way is to turn each bar/arm of the 
mechanism into the truss structure with desired maximal stress. Resultant shape of the arms can be evaluated by 
overall weight and the interferences of the arms during motion in working area can be evaluated as well. Moreover 
the insufficient load transfer through the links became evident in force interaction to the vehicle body anyway. 
From this point of view the second problem seems to be key feature to evaluate the mechanism properties.  

3. Kinematical Description of the Suspension Mechanism 
The kinematical scheme of such contemporary suspension mechanisms is shown in figure 2. Structure of the 
mechanism is based on Watt six-bar linkage. The configuration and dimensions of the mechanism are related to 
Chebyshev straight line mechanism in order to obtain the resultant motion of the wheel very close to a pure linear 
motion [5]. 

x, y, z,
phix, phiy, phiz

alpha beta_1

gamma

delta

dl

q = [dl, dAa, dAr, dAk, dBr, dBk, dCa, dCr, dCk, dDr, dDk]
z = [x, y, z, phix, phiy, phiz, alpha, beta_1, beta_2, beta_3, gamma, delta]

dBr, dBk

dAa, dAr, dAk
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Figure 2: Suspension mechanism based on Watt six-bar linkage 

The suspension arms are connected to the vehicle body in several discrete points. A set of relevant reaction forces 
Fr (depicted by red arrows in figure 2) can be introduced at each of these connection points. There is a set of action 
forces at tire-road contact point, denoted Fa (depicted by green arrows in figure 2). The force transfer from Fa to 
Fr is than expressed by matrix equation  

  (1) 

where A* is the unknown matrix of a system. Different methods can be used in order to obtain matrix A*. In the 
case of suspension system the principle of virtual work is suitable and can be written in form  

  (2) 

where Fq are forces acting along independent virtual motions dq and analogically forces Fz act along dependent 
virtual motions dz. Time derivative of equations of motion yields  

  
 

(3) 
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where dz are dependent coordinates, dq are independent coordinates and J is Jacobian of the system. Substitution 
form (3) into (2) we obtain  

 
 

 
 

(4) 

Since forces Fz act along dependent coordinates, whereas forces Fa act on wheel at tire-road contact point, the 
addition force transformation matrix Aw between Fa  and Fz has to be introduced.  

  (5) 

Substituting (5) into (4) we obtain  

  (6) 

Providing Fq = Fr the equations (1) and (6) are equivalent and matrix A* is defined by equation 

  (7) 

The mechanism in figure 2 is described by 13 coordinates: position and angle of the wheel center point x, y, z, 
phix, phiy, phiz; six angles of rotation alpha, beta_1, beta_2, beta_3, gamma, delta and a length of dl. The 
coordinate dl is the independent one as it directly describes bounce end rebound motion and the mechanism has 
only 1 DOF. Rest of these coordinates thus became dependent. Introducing virtual movements in direction of 
reaction forces Fr we obtain a set of 10 virtual independent coordinates, which stays equal to zero during whole 
wheel travel. The mechanism is than described by 12 equations of motion, 1+10 independent coordinates and 12 
dependent coordinates. This principle of mechanism description enables to solve the kinematic of the mechanism 
and evaluates the values of the force transfer matrix A* at the same time.  

The mechanism arms have general mutual positions and furthermore, these positions are significantly varying 
during the wheel bounce and rebound. Therefore the force transfer matrix A* has to be calculated in whole range 
of the wheel motion, respectively in discrete points in whole range of the wheel motion. 

4. Evaluation Criterion 
The most important aspect of evaluation of force transfer in suspension is a relation between the action forces and 
the reactions. Magnitudes of reaction forces caused by one specific case of external load can be calculated. 
Unfortunately it can´t provide entire description of the mechanism, since the worst case of load transfer is not 
necessarily affected in this specific case of external load. For machining technology and as well for spatial 
manipulators the evaluation criterion called dexterity is introduced [4]. If the mechanism contains only one real 
up and down motion of the wheel transferred to a damper or a spring, this criterion can be used. Unfortunately this 
relation is not the most important one which should be evaluated, but the virtual motions introduced in previous 
chapter are relevant. In the case of a suspension with virtual motions the force transfer from wheel to the vehicle 
body is to be considered, not the force transfer in opposite direction. In this case the criterion based on columns of 
matrix A* which describes the distribution of corresponding action force into the reactions can be used. Thus the 
criterion KF can be introduced as maximum absolute column sum norm of matrix A* 

  (8) 

Smaller value of this criterion is better. The lowest value is 1 meaning that applied forces cause only reactions of 
the same magnitude in sum. The value can be theoretically below 1, but it means that not all of the reaction forces 
are included in introduced virtual motions.  

5. Dimensions of the Mechanism  
The value of the criterion is strongly dependent on the real dimensions of the mechanism, therefore the criterion 
can be used for comparison of similarly sized mechanisms or has to be normalize to the most considerable 
dimensions. In case of vehicle suspension mechanism the most significant dimensions are the length of the arms 
and the size of the mechanism in longitudinal direction (denoted in figure 3 by letter a and b respectively). For 
previously described mechanism with more serially ordered arms the description “length of the arm” is actually 
not precise enough and it should be better described as a maximal width measured in lateral direction between the 
joints at the vehicle body and the wheel hub. In the case of conventional suspension these points are connected by 
one arm, so the length of the arm is the correct term. The height of the suspension can be considered as well.  
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a

b

 
Figure 3: Most significant dimensions of mechanism 

6. Criterion Application 
Proposed criterion was applied to two different types of multi-link suspensions and common double wishbone 
suspension. The first multilink suspension is based on Chebyshev’s linkage and its structure is depicted in figure 
2. A structure of the second mechanism based on Evan’s straight line mechanism is depicted in figure 3. 
Dimensions of both new mechanisms were optimized to achieve minimal track change during whole wheel travel 
in range ±200 mm. Achieved deviation from a pure linear wheel motion was approximately ±0.4 mm for both of 
proposed suspensions where as in case of double wishbone suspension the lateral wheel motion is about 50 mm. 
The limitation in dimensions used for mechanisms was the width a = 400 mm and length in longitudinal direction 
b = 400 mm. Results of criterion evaluation are shown in figure 4. In both double wishbone suspension and Evan’s 
mechanism based multilink suspension the arms in basic position are more-less horizontal and perpendicular to 
wheel hub. Such a configuration is the best for force transfer and thus the criterion reaches the minimal value at 
this position. The criterion value for Evans mechanism grows more significantly with wheel motion compared to 
the double wishbone suspension, as the distance between the wheel hub and the frame increases. The arms in 
Chebyshev’s mechanism based multilink suspension are in general mutual positions during whole wheel motion 
so the value of the criterion is slightly growing without any local minimum or maximum. 

 
Figure 4: Comparison of two multi-link and double wishbone suspensions using the proposed criterion  
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7. Conclusion 
Newly developed suspension mechanisms contain higher number of links ordered in both serial and parallel way. 
Force transfer through the mechanism is than a very complex problem, which is difficult to quantify. For this 
purpose the evaluation criterion has been introduced and described together with method of application to the 
mechanism. Proposed criterion can be used for mechanism comparison as well as for optimization process. Use of 
the criterion in chapter 6 shows an example of a mechanism properties revealed by this criterion. However the 
whole description was carried out on a suspension mechanism, the same method can be applied to any type of 
mechanism.  
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Abstract 
A hydro-pneumatic suspension system that was recently proposed as a new solution to improve the performance 
of wheeled road vehicles, particularly motorcycles, is analyzed. The innovative device is primarily based on a 
hydro-pneumatic spring and a coil spring arranged in series, which generate a strongly non-linear behavior, and 
in particular a strongly regressive spring rate (i.e. spring rate is reduced with increasing load). This research aims 
at an initial assessment of the actual benefits and/or drawbacks provided by this device. Because of the strong 
non-linearities introduced by this suspension device, multibody simulations are an essential tool to do a realistic 
performance evaluation of such system, as standard linearization techniques would fail to capture the full 
dynamics. Multibody models are implemented to evaluate the dynamic response of the hydro-pneumatic system 
as compared to a standard suspension (i.e. linear spring-rate). As a first stage of the research, this work focuses 
on the in-plane dynamics, and in particular on preliminary simulations of the motorcycle in straight running at 
constant speed. The load fluctuations on the rear wheel (grip) as well as the velocity of the suspended mass 
under two different road inputs (comfort) at various speeds are analyzed. Results show that, although the  
hydro-pneumatic suspension has a higher resonance frequency at static equilibrium, the comfort level with 
respect to the softer suspension is basically unchanged, while the hydro-pneumatic suspension shows a great 
potential in terms of reduction in load fluctuations on the rear wheel, thus enhancing grip. Furthermore, the 
hydro-pneumatic device shows high sensitivity to hydraulic preload. 

Keywords: hydro-pneumatic suspension, non-linear shock absorber, motorcycle dynamics 

1. Introduction 
Suspension systems are essential for controlling the dynamic response of vehicles. As for motorcycles, 
suspensions are of primary importance for both the vehicle performance (i.e. tire-road contact, stability and trim 
of motorcycle under various riding conditions) and the riding comfort (i.e. isolation of the sprung mass from the 
road-induced vibrations). These two characteristics are generally conflicting, since stiffer suspensions are 
normally required for higher chassis stability under dynamic loads (acceleration, breaking and cornering), 
whereas softer spring rates are normally associated with comfort. For racing motorcycles the former aspect is 
typically preponderant. Conversely, for street motorcycles like high-performance naked bikes and roadsters both 
factors are relevant and a proper compromise is required. Indeed, numerous solutions have been developed for 
the design of both rear and front suspensions (e.g. four-bar linkage architectures with progressive  
force-displacement characteristic), to achieve a trade-off between performance and comfort [1]. For road bikes, 
another strong constraint on the design of a conventional suspension with fixed spring rate(s) is the large load 
variation related to tandem-riding with respect to single-rider, as the spring rate is mainly determined by the load 
capacity needed to accommodate two riders and the associated dynamic loads.    

A new hydro-pneumatic shock absorber for wheeled road vehicles, and in particular for motorcycles, has been 
recently developed [2]. Its most innovative feature is the presence of a hydro-pneumatic spring arranged in series 
with a coil spring (Fig. 1a). The device produces a strongly regressive spring rate (i.e. reduced with increasing 
load) shown in Fig. 1b, thus providing a stiff suspension on small displacements, and becoming softer as 
displacement (thus load) increases. Furthermore, hydraulic preload can be easily adjusted, thus efficiently 
increasing the overall load capacity of the suspension. Therefore, the device is expected to provide several 
benefits with respect to conventional shock absorbers. In particular, it is expected to improve vehicle 
performance while preserving or enhancing riding comfort.  

However, because of the strong non-linearities introduced by the new device, standard linearized suspension 
models may fail to capture the full dynamic response of the system. Aim of the present work is to develop a full 
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multibody dynamic model of a high-performance naked bike, equipped with this hydro-pneumatic system, and to 
compare its dynamic response with a conventional suspension system (i.e. linear spring-rate with mechanical 
preload). In particular, this work focuses on numerical simulations of the motorcycle in straight running at 
constant velocity, for different speeds and various road inputs. The goal is to compare the in-plane dynamics of 
the vehicle equipped with this strongly non-linear suspension with that of a standard suspension, mainly in terms 
of both comfort and tire-road contact parameters. 

Two planar multibody models (one for each suspension system) are implemented and simulated. The assumption 
on planar behavior is acceptable for the test conditions of interest, since in-plane and out-of-plane motions can 
be considered as decoupled in straight running [3]. A simplified rider (namely a rigid body attached to the sprung 
mass) is also considered, since its motion is expected to be relevant primarily for acceleration/breaking and 
cornering maneuvers [4]. Furthermore, we do not consider any level of details in the damping characteristic 
curves, as only a linear damper with a realistic damping-ratio is considered in the present simulation, the goal of 
this work being to isolate the effects of the elastic part of the suspension. Here we present the initial results in 
terms of load fluctuations on the rear wheel as well as velocity of the suspended mass under two different road 
inputs at various speeds. These quantities are typically used as quantitative indicators of tire-road contact (grip) 
and comfort, respectively, and can be easily extracted both in simulations and in road tests.  

2. Description of the Hydro-Pneumatic Suspension System 
The patented suspension system [2] is made by a hydro-pneumatic spring and a coil spring arranged in series 
(Fig. 1a). The hydro-pneumatic spring is composed of a gas spring and an oil circuit that transmits the elastic 
force to the coil spring (and vice versa). Because the gas spring preload is much higher than the preload of the 
coil spring, only the coil spring undergoes deflection for small displacements of the shock absorber (Fig. 1b). 
Conversely, for larger values of displacement, the equivalent stiffness of the suspension is determined by the 
contribution of both springs. Due to energy dissipation in the hydro-pneumatic circuit, the load/deflection 
characteristic curve exhibits a clear non-linear behavior, and in particular a hysteresis loop (Fig. 1b). This 
arrangement is such that the effective spring rate depends on the stroke: for small displacements around the static 
load the suspension is stiff (high resonance frequency), which is normally associated with high chassis stability 
but low comfort on bumpy roads. However, in the present setup, as the displacement increases, the overall 
spring-rate decreases as soon as the load exceeds the hydraulic preload. Hence, in this case the resonance 
frequency around the equilibrium point does not represent the dynamics of the suspension.   

Another interesting feature to investigate is the effect of the hydraulic preload on the riding properties, as this 
can be easily varied during riding by introducing or removing oil from the oil chamber with an external supply 
(not shown here). By varying the hydraulic preload the point B on the graph shown in Fig. 1b can be moved up 
following the slope A-B (which depends on the stiffness of the coil-spring). This allows the rider to increase the 
overall load capacity when the static load is varied (for example when riding with a passenger) without affecting 
the spring rate. In this work, the focus is only on single rider condition and on the effect of hydraulic preload on 
riding properties.  

 
Figure 1: Hydro-pneumatic shock absorber: (a) drawing and (b) qualitative load/deflection curve 

3. Numerical Models and Simulations 

3.1. Multibody Models 
Two different models are implemented within a multibody software environment, one for the conventional 
suspension system, the other for the hydro-pneumatic suspension system. The former (referred to as ST 
hereafter) is a 5 Degrees-of-Freedom (DOF) rigid-body planar model. Three DOFs describe the motion on a 
vertical plane (i.e. horizontal and vertical translations and pitch motion) of the sprung mass, which includes the 
mass of the rider (considered as a passive body rigidly connected to the frame). The fourth DOF describes the 
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translation of the front fork. The fifth DOF is associated with the rotation of the swing-arm. The corresponding 
generalized coordinates (qi, i = 1,..,5) are reported in Fig. 2.  

 

 
Figure 2: Schematics of the motorcycle multibody models 

Both the front and the rear shock absorbers are modelled by using lumped stiffness and damping parameters 
characterized by constant values. Contact between each tire and road is modelled by means of a unilateral  
single-point visco-elastic force, hence taking into account possible wheel lift-off. The road profile exciting the 
vehicle dynamics is imposed independently on each wheel as a vertical displacement input function. This allows 
simulating the time delay between the two input displacements, which depends on the motorcycle actual speed. 

In the second model (referred to as AT hereafter), the rear shock absorber is replaced by the hydro-pneumatic 
device (Fig. 2). An additional DOF (q6) is associated with the device in order to study the detailed dynamics of 
its internal components. The coil spring is modeled with a lumped constant stiffness parameter, whereas the 
elastic force generated by the gas spring is described by a non-linear function. It is worth noting, however, that 
the gas spring is designed to exhibit linear behavior for the actual shock absorber stroke. The dissipative effects 
characterizing the oil circuit, as well as a damper arranged in parallel to the two springs (not represented in  
Fig. 1a), are modeled by using lumped constant damping parameters. Friction (including stiction) related to the 
cylinder seals of the annular oil chamber, and between the gas and the oil chambers, is also taken into account. 

Table 1: main parameters of the motorcycle models 

Geometry and mass Front and rear suspensions 

parameter value unit parameter value unit 

wheelbase 1459.5 mm Ksf 16 kN/m 

rake 23.7 deg Csf 0.74 kN·s/m 

front trail (positive) 112 mm front stroke 150 mm 

front wheel radius 316 mm Ksr 80 kN/m 

rear wheel radius 316 mm Csr 2.34 kN·s/m 

rider mass 70 kg rear stroke 57 mm 

sprung mass (with rider) 228.6 kg Ktf 180 kN/m 

front unsprung mass 15 kg Ktr 180 kN/m 

rear unsprung mass 18 kg    

 

The values of the parameters adopted in the models are consistent with the characteristic of naked bikes. In 
particular, the rear suspension model reproduces the features of a cantilever-type mono-shock swing-arm. The 
values of the most relevant parameters are reported in Table 1. 
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3.2. Tested Conditions 
Firstly, the modal parameters of the in-plane vibration modes are evaluated by linearization of the system around 
different operating configurations. In particular, the natural frequencies and the damping ratios are computed in 
static conditions, by imposing values of the rider sag between 50 mm (i.e. the static rider sag) and 110 mm. 

Dynamic simulations of three road conditions are then performed, namely random noise excitation, passage on a 
speed bump and wheels hitting a pothole, for different constant running speed values in the range 10-60 m/s. The 
displacement input functions adopted for the first condition replicate different road roughness classes, according 
to the standard ISO 8608 [5]. In particular, the road input functions are synthesized as in [6]. For the second and 
the third test conditions, idealized bump and pothole profiles described by polynomial functions are defined. A 
fixed length of 0.6 m and different height/depth values (range 0.05-0.10 m) are considered. As for the AT model, 
all the simulations are performed with different values of the gas-spring hydraulic preload (namely 2.5, 3.0 and 
3.5 kN). 

The dynamic response of the motorcycle is primarily analyzed in terms of two aspects, namely the vehicle 
handling performance and the riding comfort. The former aspect is assessed by considering the vertical forces 
acting between road and tires as a performance indicator of the traction (rear wheel) and breaking (front wheel) 
capabilities. The latter property is evaluated by analyzing the velocities exhibited by three locations of the sprung 
mass that are in contact with the rider (namely saddle, handlebar and footrests), in terms of root mean square 
value (RMS), kurtosis and frequency content.  

4. Results and Discussion 
Some relevant results provided by preliminary simulations are shown in this section. In particular, as for the 
dynamic simulations are concerned, the analysis focuses on the random road input. 

4.1. In-Plane Modes 
The four motorcycle in-plane modes and natural frequencies, of both the ST and the AT models, computed for the 
static rider sag (about 50 mm, Sag 1) and for an imposed sag of 90 mm (Sag 2), are reported in Table 2. A small 
increment in the first natural frequency is observed for the ST, since the cantilever swing-arm induces a slightly 
progressive behavior of the rear suspension. As for the AT, the effects of the non-linear suspension are clearly 
observed. The stiffness of the hydro-pneumatic suspension significantly decreases when the gas spring starts 
deflecting, hence causing a remarkable reduction in all the resonances. The high resonance frequency associated 
with the Sag 1 in the hydro-pneumatic system (AT) may appear associated with high-frequency vibrations under 
random road inputs and, in general, with high vertical velocities/accelerations of the suspended mass. However, 
due to the strong reduction in resonance frequency under compression, a different behavior under dynamic 
forcing is expected. 

Table 2: In-plane natural frequencies 

Vibration  
mode 

Frequency [Hz] 

ST AT 

Sag 1 Sag 2 Sag 1 Sag 2 

bounce 1.76 1.79 2.17 1.35 

pitching 2.48 2.46 3.03 2.32 

rear wheel hop 15.38 15.40 16.10 15.08 

front wheel hop 16.03 15.99 16.15 16.01 

4.2. Road Random Input 
The results reported in this section are obtained by simulating the road profiles shown in Fig. 3, namely a ISO  
B-C class profile, referred to as Road 1, and a ISO C-D class one, Road 2. 

Figure 4 shows the vertical contact force between the rear tire and the road as a function of time for the AT with 
a preload of 3.0 kN and two simulated conditions, chosen as examples. This quantity is adopted in order to 
evaluate the actual grip of the rear tire. In particular, a value of 33% of the contact force computed in static 
equilibrium (about 1370 N) is defined as an arbitrary threshold for poor grip conditions. The percentage of 
simulation time for which the contact force drops below the chosen limit (referred to as grip time reduction) is 
shown in Fig. 5. In addition, the percentage of simulation time exhibiting null contact force (thus indicating  
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lift-off of the rear wheel), is reported in Fig. 6. Since no lift-off is observed for Road 1 input, the corresponding 
plot is omitted. 

 

 
Figure 3: Road profiles 

 

 
Figure 4: Time history of the rear tire vertical force for the AT with preload 3.0 kN and (a) Road 1 at 30 m/s, (b) 

Road 2 at 60 m/s 

 

 
Figure 5: Percentage of simulation time exhibiting rear tire force below the defined limit, (a) Road 1, (b) Road 2 

 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 6: Percentage of simulation time exhibiting lift-off of the rear wheel for Road 2 

 

In all cases the standard suspension shows a considerably higher fraction of time with reduced grip than the AT 
system, regardless of the value of the hydraulic preload. Interestingly, grip seems to increase with increasing 
hydraulic preload, which corresponds to a overall stiffer suspension.  

The vertical velocity of the motorcycle saddle, vs, as a function of time for the AT with a preload of 3.0 kN and 
two simulated conditions, chosen as examples, is shown in Fig. 7. This quantity is adopted to assess the riding 
comfort. The RMS value of vs, normalized with respect to the RMS value of the velocity of the input road 
profile, is reported in Fig. 8. The kurtosis of vs is reported in Fig. 9. 

 

 
Figure 7: Time history of the saddle vertical velocity for the AT with preload 3.0 kN and (a) Road 1 at 30 m/s, (b) 

Road 2 at 60 m/s   

 

 
Figure 8: Normalized RMS value of the saddle velocity, vs, for (a) Road 1, (b) Road 2  

 

 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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Figure 9: Kurtosis of the saddle velocity, vs, for (a) Road 1, (b) Road 2  

 

These results show that increasing the hydraulic preload increases the saddle vertical velocity, thus penalizing 
comfort. However, despite the considerably higher resonance frequency at equilibrium, the comfort level 
observed for the AT system seems comparable to that of the standard suspension. Hence, the hydro-pneumatic 
suspension system appears a potentially promising device. 

5. Conclusion 
A realistic multibody simulation of a road motorcycle equipped with a new hydro-pneumatic rear suspension 
with strong non-linear characteristic response was developed. The study focused on the in-plane dynamics, and 
in particular on preliminary simulations of the motorcycle in straight running at constant speed, and compared its 
dynamic response with that of the same motorcycle equipped with a standard suspension with linear spring rate. 

The load fluctuations on the rear wheel (grip) as well as the velocity of the suspended mass under two different 
road inputs (comfort) at various speeds were analyzed. The numerical results showed that although the  
hydro-pneumatic suspension has a higher resonance frequency at static equilibrium, the comfort level with 
respect to the softer suspension is basically unchanged. Furthermore, the hydro-pneumatic suspension exhibited 
a great potential in terms of reduction in load fluctuations on the rear wheel, thus possibly enhancing grip. 
Finally, the hydro-pneumatic suspension showed high sensitivity to the hydraulic preload.  

This work is an initial step for a full characterization of the dynamic response of this strongly non-linear 
suspension under various conditions such as breaking, cornering and concentrated obstacles.   
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Abstract
The Index-3 augmented Lagrangian formulation with velocity and acceleration projections (the ALI3-P formulation)

is an efficient and robust method to carry out the forward dynamics simulation of multibody systems modeled in de-

pendent coordinates. The ALI3-P formulation was recently extended to non-holonomic systems and it was extensively

used for the real-time simulation of different systems with human- and hardware-in-the-loop, some of them including

complex phenomena like flexibility, contact with friction or non-holonomic constraints.

For almost all the applications tackled so far, a constant time step was always employed, but for the case of non-real-

time systems with intermittent contacts of high stiffness this is not the right approach, since the time step selected has

to achieve the accuracy and robustness required in the hardest part of the whole simulation, thus affecting the overall

simulation speed. On the contrary, a variable time step can speed-up the simulation when the integration is easier,

allowing very small time steps when the integration is harder.

Even if there is a vast literature on variable time step algorithms and at least one previous work for the mentioned

formulation, the relation between time step and penalty factors is not covered. This relation is crucial if a broad range

of time steps are required. In this work, a variable time step and variable penalty algorithm is proposed, specially suited

for the formulation.

Finally, the algorithms developed are applied to the simulation of a real machine involved in a real situation: a diesel

forklift rollover. The model includes some problematic phenomena from the integration point of view, like tire forces

and intermittent contacts with friction when the machine rolls over and slams into the pavement.

Keywords: augmented Lagrangian, variable time step, penalty, forklift

1. Introduction
There are a vast amount of formulations of the equations of motion based on different techniques to enforce the con-

straints [1]. Among them, the index-3 augmented Lagrangian formulation with projections of velocities and acceler-

ations (the ALI3-P formulation) uses a constraint violation elimination technique based on geometric projections of

velocities and accelerations onto the constraint manifolds.

The ALI3-P formulation constitutes an efficient and robust scheme for the dynamics of multibody systems. It combines

a reduced number of equations of motion, an implicit integration scheme along with Newton-Raphson iterations, and

projections of velocity and accelerations onto their constraint manifolds to enforce position, velocity and acceleration

constraints [2]. The ALI3-P formulation was recently extended to non-holonomic systems in [3] and it was extensively

used for the real-time simulation of different systems with human- and hardware-in-the-loop, some of them including

complex phenomena like flexibility, contact with friction or non-holonomic constraints.

One of the main disadvantages of the formulation comes from the fact that it is derived from the penalty formulation

[4] and, therefore, it includes penalty factors in the equations of motion and their selection is problematic, especially

for systems with very different masses connected, demanding different penalties for each constraint. The selection

of penalty factors is a topic not properly covered yet in the literature. Moreover, the acceptable values of the penalty

factors for the ALI3-P formulation in order to obtain stable and accurate solutions strongly depend on the integration

time step selected.

For most of the applications tackled so far, a constant time step was employed but, for the case of non-real-time systems

with intermittent contacts of high stiffness, this is not the right approach, since the time step selected has to achieve

the accuracy and robustness required in the hardest part of the whole simulation, thus affecting the overall simulation
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speed. On the contrary, a variable time step can speed-up the simulation when the integration is easier, allowing very

small time steps when the integration becomes harder. In [5], a variable time-step method for the ALI3-P and ALI1-P

(Index-1 Augmented Lagrangian with projections) was proposed, nevertheless aspects like the selection of the penalty

factor and the way to estimate the integration error for the iterative scheme of the implicit integrator, were not properly

considered.

It is very important for the ALI3-P formulation, to relate the time step to the penalty factors selected if a broad range of

time steps are required. In this work, a variable time step and variable penalty algorithm is proposed, taking advantage

of the fact that the integrator is implicit to estimate the integration error and to establish a strategy to modify these

parameters. The strategy to vary the parameters is going to be explored in the next sections.

2. ALI3-P Formulation for Holonomic Systems
The Index-3 Augmented Lagrangian formulation with Projections (ALI3-P) for non holonomic systems was introduced

in [3], based on the index-3 formulations described in [2] and [6]. The formulation is summarized here for holonomic

systems.

Let us consider a multibody system modeled with q ∈ Rnc coordinates related by m holonomic constraints (some of

them rheonomic). The equations of motion have the following expressions

[Mq̈]δm +
[
ΦΦΦT

qλλλ ∗(i+1) +ΦΦΦT
qαααΦΦΦ

]
δ f

= Qδ f (1a)

λλλ ∗(i+1)
n+1 = λλλ ∗(i)

n+1 +αααΦΦΦ(i+1)
n+1 ; i > 0 (1b)

where

[· · · ]δm = (1−δm) [· · · ](i)n+1 +δm[· · · ]n (2a)

[· · · ]δ f =
(
1−δ f

)
[· · · ](i)n+1 +δ f [· · · ]n (2b)

[· · · ](i+1)
δ f =

(
1−δ f

)
[· · · ](i+1)

n+1 +δ f [· · · ]n (2c)

and M(q) ∈ Rnc×nc is the mass matrix, Q(q, q̇, t) ∈ Rnc is the vector of generalized forces, i = 0,1,2, ..., ααα is a

diagonal matrix that contains the penalty factors associated with the constraints, δ f and δm are scalar parameters of the

generalized-α method, n is the time step index, i is the iteration index of the approximate Lagrange multipliers λλλ ∗
n+1.

The time-stepping equations for the method are the Newmark expressions [7] and substituting them into the equations

of motion (1a), a nonlinear system of equations for qn+1 is obtained, which can be solved by means of a Newton-

Raphson iteration. The detailed expressions are provided in Figure 1.

Equations (1) enforce constraint equations at position level only. In order to enforce velocity and acceleration level

constraints, the formulation makes use of velocity and acceleration projections. The general form of the velocity and

acceleration projections was provided in [3] but, for holonomic systems, the simplified non-iterative expressions have

the following form: (
P+ ςΦΦΦT

qαααΦΦΦq
)

q̇ = Pq̇∗ − ςΦΦΦT
qαααΦΦΦt (3a)(

P+ ςΦΦΦT
qαααΦΦΦq

)
q̈ = Pq̈∗ − ςΦΦΦT

qααα
(
Φ̇ΦΦqq̇+ Φ̇ΦΦt

)
(3b)

In equations (3), q̇ and q̈ are the projected magnitudes while q̇∗ and q̈∗ are the magnitudes coming from the solution of

the equations of motion (1) before the projection.

For the selection of the projection matrix P and the constraints weighting parameters ς , the following choice is assumed

here:

P = Mn+1 +
1−δ f

1−δm

(
γhCn+1 +βh2Kn+1

)
(4)

ς =
1−δ f

1−δm
βh2, (5)

where K =−∂Q/∂q and C =−∂Q/∂ q̇ are the stiffness and damping matrices.

Figure 1 summarizes the steps required to implement the formulation for a constant time step.
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Initialization: n := 0, t := 0

q0, q̇0 compatible with the constraints

Initial acceleration:

q̈0 = (M+ΦΦΦT
qαααΦΦΦq)

−1[Q(q0, q̇0)−ΦΦΦT
qααα(Φ̇ΦΦqq̇0 + Φ̇ΦΦt +2ξ ωΦ̇ΦΦ+ω2ΦΦΦ)]

Time loop: n := n+1; t := t +h; i := 0

Predictor:
ˆ̇qn =−

[
γ

βh qn +
(

γ
β −1

)
q̇n +

(
γ

2β −1
)

hq̈n

]
ˆ̈qn =−

[
1

βh2 qn +
1

βh q̇n +
(

1
2β −1

)
q̈n

]
qn+1 = qn +hq̇n +

h2

2 q̈n

q̇n+1 =
γ

βh qn+1 + ˆ̇qn

q̈n+1 =
1

βh2 qn+1 + ˆ̈qn

Iteration loop: i := i+1

Corrector (Newton-Raphson):

λλλ ∗(i+1)
n+1 = λλλ ∗(i)

n+1 +αααΦΦΦ(i+1)
n+1 ; i > 0[

∂ f(qn+1)
∂qn+1

](i) ∼= M(i)
n+1 +

1−δ f
1−δm

[
γhC+βh2

(
ΦΦΦT

qαααΦΦΦq +K
)](i)

n+1

[f(qn+1)]
(i) = βh2

1−δm

{
[Mq̈]δm +

[
ΦΦΦT

q

(
αααΦΦΦ+λλλ ∗(i+1)

)
−Q
]

δ f

}
Solve the linear system:[

∂ f(qn+1)
∂qn+1

](i)(
q(i+1)

n+1 −q(i)
n+1

)
=−[f(qn+1)]

(i)

Computation of velocities and accelerations:

q̇n+1 =
γ

βh qn+1 + ˆ̇qn

q̈n+1 =
1

βh2 qn+1 + ˆ̈qn

Computation of error criterion:

e = ‖q(i+1)
n+1 −q(i)

n+1‖
or

e = ‖f(qn+1)
(i)‖

e < ε or

i ≥ imax

Projection of velocities and accelerations

t = tend?

stop

no

no

yes

yes

Figure 1: Flowchart for the ALI3-P formulation with fixed time step.
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3. Variable Penalty Algorithm
It is a well known fact that one of the main disadvantages of penalty and augmented Lagrangian formulations is the

selection of the penalty factors needed to enforce the constraints, and this problem can dissuade inexpert users from

using this kind of approaches.

In the case of pure penalty formulations, the selection of the penalty factors required has an impact on both the accuracy

and the stability of the integration of the equations of motion. In the case of the ALI3-P formulation used here, the

effect is more on the side of the stability than on the accuracy and improper selections can easily lead to slow down

the convergence of the Newton-Raphson algorithm or even to the integration process failure. The selection of penalty

factors is particularly difficult for systems with very different frequencies due to small and big masses connected to

each other. This aspect is not properly covered in the bibliography.

Another uncovered aspect is the relation between penalty factors and time step for implicit integrators based on residual-

tangent matrix schemes like the one proposed in this work. In this case the selection of the penalty factor has more to

do with numerical aspects of the equations. The key is the scaling of tangent matrix terms in the corrector of Figure 1,

recalled here [
∂ f(q)

∂q

]
∼= M+

1−δ f

1−δm

[
γhC+βh2

(
ΦΦΦT

qαααΦΦΦq +K
)]

(6)

Observe, in (6), that the best possible situation is to achieve the same order of magnitude in every term of the tangent

matrix. Assuming that the stiffness and damping matrices, K and C, are fixed, the order of magnitude of the term
1−δ f
1−δm

βh2ΦΦΦT
qαααΦΦΦq should be close to the order of magnitude of M.

Let us suppose a hypothetical system with ‖M‖ ≈ 1, and terms in the Jacobian transposed times Jacobian such that

‖ΦΦΦT
qΦΦΦq‖ ≈ 1. Selecting a typical time step hn = 10−3 s, a scalar penalty factor αn = 106 and integrator coefficients

δ f = 0, δm = 0, β = 1/4
1−δ f

1−δm
βh2

n‖ΦΦΦT
qαααnΦΦΦq‖= 1

4
(7)

Observe that the order of magnitude of the term is comparable to the order of magnitude of the masses. Now, a variation

of the time step from hn to hn+1 will affect as follows

1−δ f

1−δm
βh2

n+1‖ΦΦΦT
qαααnΦΦΦq‖= 1

4

(
hn+1

hn

)2

(8)

The following update formula for the penalty factor aims at keeping the same order of magnitude in the term

αααn+1 = αααn

(
hn

hn+1

)2

(9)

Therefore,
1−δ f

1−δm
βh2

n+1‖ΦΦΦT
qαααn+1ΦΦΦq‖= 1

4
(10)

Equation (9) keeps the same order of magnitude for the penalty term, in the tangent matrix and, therefore, without

further knowledge of the tangent matrix, it can be a good option to update the penalty factors in terms of the variation

of the time step. The mathematical interpretation of the expression is that smaller time steps require much bigger

penalty factors.

4. Variable Time Step and Variable Penalty Algorithm
It was mentioned before that for almost all the applications tackled so far, a constant time step was employed. This ap-

proach is the right one for systems with human [8] or hardware-in-the-loop applications, but it is not always reasonable

for offline simulations, especially for those with intermittent contacts of high stiffness or abrupt maneuvers in which

the tire forces can vary quickly, like the simulation solved in this work. In this case, a variable time step can speed-up

the simulation when the integration is easier, allowing very small time steps if one or more contacts appear, or when

the maneuver is more demanding in terms of tire forces and the integration of the equations of motion becomes harder.

Classical approaches base the time step variation strategy on the estimation of the local truncation error of the inte-

gration process, either by integrating the current time step using two different order methods or by integrating two
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successive time intervals with different step sizes [9, 10]. These classical strategies require of an error estimator for the

integrator considered and some extra function evaluations. In case of predictor corrector schemes, it is possible to take

advantage of the predictor and corrector expressions to estimate this error [10].

Instead of this, in [5] a more physical criterion was proposed: for non-conservative systems, the energy invariant integral

was established as error estimator for the time step variation strategy, thus avoiding the need for pure mathematical

estimators and extra function evaluations. Nevertheless, they do not consider important aspects like how to combine

the proposed estimator with the predictor-corrector implicit integration scheme based on a Newton-Raphson iteration.

In this paper an approach specially suited to the implicit scheme described in Figure 1 is proposed. The approach

requires minimum changes with respect to the constant time step scheme in order to keep the computational overhead

associated to the variable time step algorithm almost negligible.

Playing the role of integrator error estimators, the same errors proposed for the fixed time step algorithm are used.

e = ‖q(i+1)
n+1 −q(i)

n+1‖ (11a)

or

e = ‖f(qn+1)
(i)‖ (11b)

In order to calculate the new time step based on the previous time step, the following expression is used

hn+1 = r hn (12a)

r =
(νε

e

) 1
p+1

(12b)

where hn+1, hn are the new and old time steps, ε is the constraint tolerance, p = 2 is the order of the integration method

and ν ≈ 0.9 is a safety factor aimed at a conservative selection of the new time steps.

For the penalty matrix update, ααα , expression (9) is used.

A flowchart of the variable time step algorithm is provided in Figure 2. Only the relevant details for the variable time

step strategy are included, because the equations at every stage of the algorithm are the same already included in the

flowchart of Figure 1. For details about the different steps in the flowchart, the reader is referred to Figure 1.

5. Diesel Forklift Simulation
In this section, the algorithms developed have been applied to the simulation of a diesel forklift involved in a real

situation: a reversing maneuver resulting in the machine rollover. The model includes some problematic phenomena

from the integration point of view, like abrupt tire forces and intermittent contacts with friction when the machine rolls

over and slams into the pavement.

5.1. Multibody Model
The multibody model is composed of 10 bodies (see Figure 3 and table 1). The model was built in the MBSLIM

software package with mixed coordinates: 90 natural coordinates (12 points and 18 unit vectors) plus 9 angles and 2

distances, making a total of n = 101 coordinates. A total number of d = 11 mechanical degrees of freedom (DOF)

have been considered: 6 DOF for the chassis rigid body motion, 4 DOF for the wheels rotations and 1 DOF for the

rear rigid axle tilt. Besides, 5 additional kinematically guided motions, corresponding to degrees of freedom in the real

machine have been considered: the mast swinging angle, the fork and upper mast lift and the rear wheels steering angles

(related by the Ackerman steering condition). For these guided motions, rheonomic constraints have been employed

and therefore they cannot be considered as degrees of freedom from the mechanical point of view, nevertheless they

are true additional DOF in the real machine that have been considered, making a total of 16 real degrees of freedom.

The total number of constraints is m = 103, that means m− (n− g) = 13 redundant constraints present in the model,

which is a typical situation modeling in MBSLIM.

The same model described in [11] was used for the tire forces with an improved collision detection algorithm that makes

possible to come into contact on the tire shoulder, essential for rollover situations. The collisions between chassis or

cabin and pavement have been modeled too, with the same approach proposed in [8].
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Initialization: n := 0, t := 0, hn := h0

Initial acceleration

Time loop: n := n+1

Save state variables in n:

tn := t ; hn+1 := hn
qs

n = qn ; q̇s
n = q̇n ; q̈s

n = q̈n ; λλλ s
n = λλλ n

Time step adjustment loop:

t := tn +hn+1

qn = qs
n ; q̇n = q̇s

n ; q̈n = q̈s
n ; λλλ n = λλλ s

n

Penalty update: αααn+1 = αααn

(
hn

hn+1

)2

Predictor

h > hminih := ihmax ih := imax

Iteration loop: i := i+1

Corrector (Newton-Raphson)

Computation of error criterion:

e = ‖q(i+1)
n+1 −q(i)

n+1‖
or

e = ‖f(qn+1)
(i)‖

e < ε or i ≥ ih

e > ε and

i ≥ ih and

h > hmin

Reduce time step

th := t
hn+1 := max(r hn,hmin)

e < ε and

i ≤ 1 and

h < hmax and

t > th

Increase time step

th := t
hn+1 := min(r hn,hmax)

Projection of velocities and accelerations

t = tend?

stop

noyes

no

yes

yes

no

yes

no

no

yes

Figure 2: Flowchart for the variable time step algorithm.
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Figure 3: Diesel forklift model

5.2. Numerical Results
The maneuver consists in the machine moving straight backward at full speed (10 km/h initially). One second after the

simulation starts, the driver turns right completely.

Some snapshots of the interactive simulation are included in Figure 4, proving that the careless maneuver results in the

machine rollover. Some important magnitudes are represented in 3D: the green vectors are normal tire forces, the red

ones are tangential tire forces, the yellow ones are center of mass accelerations for each body, a black vector represents

the acceleration suffered by the driver and the purple one represents the velocity of the central point in the front axle.

Figure 4: Rollover situation.

The maneuver can be understood by examining Figure 5. It starts following a straight backward direction and after 1 s,

the driver turns right during 1 second (red line), keeping the steering completely turned for the rest of the maneuver.

The load is initially lifted at 3.2 m high (black line). Around t = 1.5s, the machine starts loosing stability (see blue

and green lines corresponding to the z coordinate of the right wheels centers) and the load hits the pavement at 4.25 s.
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Table 1: List of bodies composing the model

Body ref. Name No. of bodies

1 Chassis and cabin 1

2 Rear rigid axle 1

3 Rear wheels 2

4 Front wheels 2

5 Lower mast 1

6 Upper mast 1

7 Fork 1

8 Load 1

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5
Velocity (m/s)
z right rear wheel (m)
z left rear wheel (m)
z right front wheel (m)
z left front wheel (m)
z load (m)
Steering angle (rad)

Figure 5: Maneuver results.

Figure 6 shows the trajectory followed by the machine.

The evolution of the time step during the simulation is shown in Figure 7 for the proposed error criteria and two different

error tolerances. The maximum and minimum time steps allowed were hmax = 0.02s and hmin = 10−4 s.

Observe that the algorithm reduces the time step size when the integration is harder, this happens especially when the

load slams into the pavement. Moreover, with some combinations of positions criterion and tolerance, the algorithm

increases the time step when the integration is easier, reaching very large values.

It is important to remark that the boundary value hmin is rarely reached in this simulation. Strangely, when the machine

is overturned and completely stopped, the bound could be reached because some tires are contacting the ground and the

tire model is not regularized for null velocities, and this lack of regularization explains the erratic behavior of the time

step size at the end of the simulation for looser tolerances. Nevertheless, for tighter tolerances, the algorithm performs

much better for very low velocities. This behavior, apparently contradictory, is perfectly understandable on the basis of

the tire model implemented.

Compared to the fixed time step algorithm, the variable time step strategy performs much better in terms of efficiency

and stability of the solution. For constant time step h = 0.01s, the simulation crashes very soon and for h = 0.001s the

solution is very similar to that shown in Figure 5, but the overall efficiency is seriously affected.

Finally, the variation of the penalty factor proved to be crucial. Otherwise the simulation fails as well with the variable

time step algorithm.

6. Conclusions
A variable time step and variable penalty algorithm, suited to the ALI3-P formulation, has been developed.
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Figure 6: Wheels trajectories.
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Figure 7: Time step evolution with residual error e = ‖f(qn+1)
(i)‖ and positions error e = ‖q(i+1)

n+1 −q(i)
n+1‖

The variation of the time step in this kind of formulations is problematic, but the ability of altering the penalty factor

proved to be crucial in order to get the algorithm working. Without the penalty factors adjustment the simulations

fail unless a very narrow range of time step sizes are allowed. The algorithm achieves much faster and more robust

simulations than the fixed time step algorithms already existent for this formulation.

The algorithm developed was applied to the simulation of a real machine involved in a real situation: a diesel forklift

rollover. The model includes some problematic phenomena from the integration point of view, like tire forces and

intermittent contacts with friction when the machine rolls over and slams into the pavement.
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Abstract 

This paper suggests the vehicle’s optimal permissible velocity planning method for a 6X6 unmanned ground 

vehicle to traverse through off-road terrains as quickly as possible while keeping its stability criteria. Driving 

simulations comprise real-time traversability (RTT) simulation and UGV driving simulation. The former 

determines the vehicle’s velocity profile and the latter verifies the given velocity profile. The RTT analysis is 

carried out through parallel driving simulations about 16 meters ahead along the given trajectory using vehicle 

multibody dynamics model. In the RTT simulation, the path-tracking controller uses the preview distance concept 

for the vehicle to drive along the given trajectory and velocity. The seven channels of parallel driving simulations 

are carried out with multiple velocity candidates on each CPU core to find the maximum permissible driving 

velocity that satisfies four stability indices. The four stability indices consist of roll stability, pitch stability, lateral 

stability and vertical stability. The UGV driving simulation is carried out to verify that the derived velocity profile 

guarantees the vehicle’s stability. In the UGV driving simulation, the LQ tracking controller determines the 

maximum permissible velocity command and corresponding desired longitudinal force. 

Keywords: LQ tracking control, multibody dynamics, real-time traversability, skid steering, unmanned ground 

vehicle, vehicle stability analysis, vehicle velocity planning. 

1. Introduction 

Since the interest in the unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) is growing, many studies regarding the control of the 

UGV have been carried out. In this study, the vehicle’s maximum permissible velocity planning method for a 6X6 

unmanned ground vehicle is suggested. Since most military vehicles are required to traverse through off-road 

terrains as quickly and safely as possible, the needs to the velocity planning have been emerged. 

P. N. Currier [1] introduced a method of instantaneous maneuvering manifold to predict UGV’s safe operation 

ranges for high-speed driving on off-road. In his study, vehicle’s parameters (e.g., CG point, tire friction) were 

estimated from Kalman filter, and stability indices including rollover, longitudinal and lateral stability were 

prepared to find safe operating ranges. A study of UGV for military purpose have also been carried out by US 

army since 2012. M. Rohde [2] introduced a vehicle stability system (VSS+) that analyzes rollover stability 

through the vehicle’s mathematical model and ahead terrain information. S. Joo, et al. [3] [4] proposed a maximum 

permissible velocity at which an autonomous vehicle can traverse a rough terrain with guaranteed stability. 

However, this method is strictly dependent on a traversability database from a lot of vehicle off-line simulations. 

Therefore, any changes on the vehicle model parameters (e.g., mass, length) require another numerous off-line 

simulations to get the new database. 

To enhance the vehicle model flexibility, this paper proposes a real-time velocity planning method, which does not 

depend on the off-line traversability database, by using real-time predictive vehicle dynamics simulations. The 

real-time vehicle dynamics model requires an efficient and robust analysis algorithm. The vehicle dynamics model 

utilizes subsystem synthesis method [5] based on multibody dynamics, as shown in Figure 1, that comprises one 

Arm Arm

Arm Arm

Arm

Arm

Chassis

Figure 1: Vehicle multibody subsystem synthesis model 
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main body and six trailing arms that are supported by air suspension and MR hydraulic damper. At the end of each 

trailing arm, an in-wheel motor is mounted. The vehicle controls its heading angle using skid steering rather than 

Ackerman’s linkages. In other words, six wheels are powered independently to give the vehicle desired heading 

angle as well as velocity. The skid steering system brings great improvement in escaping on a narrow region by 

rotating its body from differential torque distribution on six wheels. 

 

 

The road information, which comprises desired trajectory, road’s elevation, and roughness, is acquired based on 

LiDAR sensor data. This study assumes that the road information is given beforehand and the detail of real-time 

road-information generation method will not be covered in this paper. The optimal permissible velocity profile 

proposed on this paper is verified from the UGV driving simulation at the last stage of this paper. 

2. Real-Time Traversability Analysis  

The main idea to get the optimal permissible velocity command is doing parallel ahead driving simulation in real-

time. Figure 2 shows the overall concept of vehicle traversability analysis. To get the optimal permissible velocity 

profile, seven different velocity candidates are defined, and then the vehicle drives along the same trajectory with 

various constant speeds at the same time in the parallel driving simulation. For parallel simulation, a CPU with 8-

cores is used. On every steps of simulations, the vehicle’s stability analysis is accompanied. After finishing the 

parallel driving simulation, the maximum permissible velocity profile is given based on the result of vehicle’s 

stability analysis from the parallel simulations. The optimal permissible velocity command is also determined with 

the consideration of vehicle’s maximum acceleration and deceleration limits. 

The real-time traversability analysis iterates at every 100 msec. On each simulation, the vehicle drives about 16 

meters ahead and find the maximum permissible velocity profile for the designated trajectory. In other words, only 

the first 100 ms range of velocity value will be used as velocity command, and the rest of profiles will be 

disregarded. 

3. Vehicle Stability Analysis 

Since the maximum permissible driving velocity command is determined by the result of vehicle’s stability 

analysis, this paper introduces four vehicle stability indices that comprise roll, pitch, lateral and vertical stability. 

References of [6-9] studied about vehicle roll stability to prevent rollover. B. Johansson [9] suggested roll stability 

metric based on roll energy concept. In his study, a critical state that denotes rollover crisis is defined by the 

situation when the sum of vertical tire forces on one side becomes zero. The critical state is estimated by calculating 

roll motion energy. 

For yaw stability, Y. Ghoneim [10] used off-line database that comprises yaw angular velocity error and yaw 

angular acceleration error with weighting factors. Since the use of off-line database, which highly depends on the 

vehicle’s model, is not desirable in this study, only the magnitude of lateral position error is used as the name of 

lateral stability metric.  

3.1. Roll Stability 

The roll stability is used to detect the vehicle’s rollover. From B. Johansson’s study [9], the roll energy can be 

obtained by the sum of potential energy from suspension with gravity, and kinetic energy from the angular velocity 

at the vehicle body’s mass center. The critical state is defined when the roll energy is enough to lift off one of each 
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side (left or right) of wheels. Then, it can be assumed that the vehicle is in danger of rollover when the roll energy 

exceeds the critical energy. 

Since the vertical tire force can be directly obtained from vehicle dynamics simulation, it is possible to get tire 

forces to determine the critical state. To adopt the effect of kinetic energy, the roll angular rate at the center of mass 

of vehicle’s chassis dynamics model can be used to determine which side of tire forces should be measured. Figure 

3 represents the vehicle’s roll motion from the front view. For example, if the roll angular rate is greater than zero, 

tire forces on the left side should be considered to calculate critical state since the tire forces on that side would 

decrease as the roll angle increases.  

The existence of roll angular rate implies that there is kinetic energy corresponding to the roll direction, and the 

decrease of tire forces on one side can be predicted that the roll energy is increasing. From this idea, the roll 

stability metric (RSM) is defined as in (1) with normalization so that it has values between 0 and 1. When the RSM 

value becomes zero, it implies that the vehicle is at the critical state of rollover. 
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                                                     (1) 

where    denotes roll angular rate,  *

_LeftZ
F ,  *

_Z Right
F  the sum of vertical tire forces on the left and right side when 

the vehicle is placed on a level plane stably,  
_Z Left

F , 
_Z Right

F   the sum of vertical tire forces on the left and right side. 

3.2. Pitch Stability 

For an unmanned ground vehicle to drive on a rough terrain, pitch stability should also be considered to pre-vent 

the vehicle from flipping over along the pitch direction. In this study, the pitch stability also uses the critical state 

concept in a similar way to roll stability as shown in Figure 4. For example, if the pitch angular rate is greater than 

zero, the vertical forces on the front and middle side can be obtained from dynamic simulation to check if those 

tires are lift off from the ground. 

The pitch stability metric (PSM) is defined as (2) with normalization. When the PSM value becomes zero, it 

implies that the vehicle is at the critical state of flip over. 
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where   denotes pitch angular rate, *

_Z FM
F , *

_Z RM
F  the sum of vertical tire forces on the Front-Middle (FM) and 

Rear-Middle (RM) side when the vehicle is placed on a plane stably, 
_Z FM

F , 
_Z RM

F  the sum of vertical tire forces 

on the Front-Middle (FM) and Rear-Middle (RM) side. 
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Figure 3: Roll motion of a vehicle 

(Simple front view) 

Figure 4: Pitch motion of a vehicle 

(Simple side view) 
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3.3. Lateral Stability 

The lateral stability is used to keep the vehicle’s position inside an allowable boundary of the desired trajectory. 

In this study, the maximum allowable lateral position error is set to 0.3 meters. The lateral stability metric can be 

defined as (3) to have normalized value, which is similar to roll and pitch cases. 

_ max

_ max

| |
L L

L

e e
LSM

e


                                                                     (3) 

where L
e  denotes lateral position error, _ maxL

e  the maximum allowable lateral position error. 

3.4. Vertical Stability 

The vertical stability metric measures vehicle’s vertical acceleration to prevent the vehicle’s hardware or internal 

equipment from being damaged. In this study, the maximum allowable vertical acceleration is set to 1.5 G. The 

vertical stability metric can be represented as (4). 

max

max

| |
z

a a
VSM

a


                                                                      (4) 

4. Optimal Permissible Velocity Profile Generation 

During the real-time traversability simulation, the vehicle’s four stability metric results are saved on every 

waypoint as satisfactory or unsatisfactory. In other words, each waypoint contains four stability metric results, 

which include roll, pitch, lateral, and vertical stability, from seven independent driving velocities. Any four stability 

metric results less than or equal to zero is regarded as being unsatisfactory. The fastest velocity value with 

satisfactory four stability metric will be chosen as the velocity command on that waypoint. 

Figure 5 shows an example of stability indices saved on each waypoints. In this example, only two channels of 

velocity profile of 7 m/s, 5 m/s are used as velocity candidates. In case of WP2, for example, one of stability metric 

(PSM) at 7 m/s channel is unsatisfied, while every stability metric at 5 m/s channel are satisfied. Then, the velocity 

profile from WP1 to WP2 have to be set to 5 m/s. 

Due to the limitation of acceleration or deceleration, the vehicle must decrease its speed in advance to satisfy the 

maximum permissible velocity due to limitation of deceleration. Figure 6 shows a result of maximum permissible 

velocity and optimal permissible velocity profile. The maximum permissible velocity profile is obtained from 

parallel driving simulation with seven velocity candidates. The optimal permissible velocity profile is generated 

by considering the maximum acceleration and deceleration limits from the given maximum permissible velocity 

profile. In this result, the optimal permissible velocity profile is designed so that it is not to exceed the maximum 

permissible velocity. Since the maximum permissible velocity profile is known on every waypoint, the optimal 

profile can be calculated by using constant acceleration formula. 

5. UGV Driving Controller for Parallel Driving Simulation 

The optimal velocity planning method in this paper consists of two simulation steps: parallel driving simulation 

and UGV driving simulation. In the parallel driving simulation, also known as real-time traversability process, 

each vehicle should drive along the given trajectory with the designated seven-constant velocity using path-

tracking control algorithm. Other researches regarding path-tracking control of skid steering vehicles use 2-DOF 

bicycle model [11-15]. J. Kang et al. [11] mathematically formulated lateral tire forces using cornering stiffness 

and utilized them to find desired yaw moment. S. Hong et al. [12] used wheel slip control on muddy terrain with 

Figure 5: An example of stability indices saved on each 

waypoint (Two velocity candidates) 

Figure 6: A result of optimal velocity profile with 

seven kinds of velocity candidates 
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low speed. In case of skid steering vehicle’s control that requires much more wheel slip at the cornering, the slip 

control is not considered to have a significant meaning. 

The path-tracking controller, which was developed by H. S. Hong et al. [16], will be utilized for 6X6 skid steering 

UGV’s driving simulation. In his study, the path-tracking controller comprises preview distance method [12], PID-

type wheel torque controller and a yaw-disturbance-moment observer. The preview distance concept, shown in 

Figure 7, was used to determine the vehicle’s target driving position. Yaw disturbance observer was also used to 

compensate the yaw-moment disturbance of the vehicle.  

To control a skid steering vehicle, longitudinal tire force distribution to reduce large tire slip should be followed 

by vertical tire force estimation. For commercial vehicles, longitudinal and lateral acceleration are used to find the 

vehicle’s weight shift in estimating vertical tire forces [17] [18]. Since this study is based on multibody dynamics 

simulation, vertical tire forces can be directly obtained from vehicle’s tire model. Then, the longitudinal tire force 

is distributed using optimization [15]. 

To verify that the suggested velocity profile is the maximum velocity that satisfies vehicle’s stability, a validation 

process is performed from the UGV driving simulation. Since the velocity profile of ahead 16 m given by the 

parallel simulation is known, linear-quadratic (LQ) controller can be used for the vehicle to track the given velocity. 

The LQ tracking control algorithm gives the optimal longitudinal force command that is required for the vehicle 

to track the desired velocity.  

5.1. Velocity Profile Conversion into Time-Series 

Since the optimal permissible velocity profile in Figure 6 is represented in distance to velocity format, the velocity 

profile should be converted into time to velocity format so that it can be used in a LQ tracking control algorithm. 

At first, the given velocity profile is divided by sections of each waypoint, and approximated as polynomial using 

cubic splines. Then, all sections can be represented into velocity as functions of distance,  v x . The time derivative 

of  v x  using chain rule can be represented as (5) to get the relation between  v x  and  v t . 

   ( ) ( )
d d dx

v x t v x t
dt dx dt

                                                                  (5) 

By solving above equation using numerical integrator, the velocity as a function of time can be obtained as shown 

in Figure 8. 
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Figure 7: Preview distance concept 

Figure 8: Velocity profile conversion result: From 

v(x) into v(t) 

Figure 9: Desired and actual velocity trajectory by 

LQ controller 
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5.2. LQ Tracking Control Algorithm 

Since the LQ tracking control is a model based algorithm, it requires a plant model. The vehicle longitudinal 

dynamics is simply approximated as (6). 

Mv u                                                                                 (6) 

where M denotes the mass of vehicle, v  the velocity, u  the longitudinal force input. 

Following equation (7) is the difference equation version of (6). 

1k k k

T
v v u

M

                                                                         (7) 

where T is control loop time and it is defined in this study as 0.01 second. The performance index of the LQ 

tracking control algorithm [19] is defined in (8). 

            
1

0

N
T T T

i

J e N S e N e i Q e i u i R u i




                                            (8) 

where      d
e k v k v k   is velocity error, , ,S Q R  are design matrices that decide relative importance between 

velocity error and longitudinal force input. The velocity command  d
v k  is obtained from the velocity profile 

given in Figure 9. The details about LQ tracking control are described in [19]. 

Figure 9 shows optimal permissible velocity that is described as desired velocity, and the actual velocity tracking 

result by the LQ controller. Since the real-time traversability simulation is repeated at every 100 ms, only the first 

100 ms of the velocity profile will be used as the UGV’s velocity command, and the rest will be disregarded.  

6. UGV Driving Simulation Validation 

To verify the suggested velocity profile, a UGV driving simulation is performed on the off-road terrain model. The 

road data are captured from the LiDAR sensor on a real off-road terrain. Figure 10 shows the off-road terrain 

model to be simulated. The total driving distance is about 480 meters, and the road has altitude difference by about 

25 meters. 

The UGV driving simulation is used to validate the maximum permissible velocity, which is obtained from the 

parallel real-time traversability (RTT) simulation, by driving along the given velocity command. Figure 11 shows 

the validation result of the UGV driving simulation. Since the velocity profile is determined based on vehicle’s 

stability results, four stability indices are key factors in validation process. 

It is important to limit the vehicle’s maximum speed because the range of ahead terrain information from the 

LiDAR sensor and the vehicle’s deceleration performance is limited. In this study, the LiDAR sensor can detect 

about 16 meters ahead, and the deceleration limit is -2 /m s . From the constant acceleration formula, the maximum 

velocity limit can be set to 8 /m s . The seven velocity candidates are set as 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 /m s . If the stability 

result of every velocity candidates are failed on a waypoint, the default velocity command is set to 1.5 /m s . In 

Figure 11, the velocity command varies based on the vehicle’s stability, and all stability metrics of verification 

simulation results are shown to be satisfied in whole trajectory. 

7. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this study, the real-time velocity planning method for 6X6 skid steering UGV’s off-road driving is introduced. 

The vehicle’s LiDAR sensor can detect about 16 meters ahead, and then the real-time traversability simulation is 

performed to predict the optimal permissible velocity command along the given trajectory. The velocity profile is 

determined based on four stability indices, which comprise roll, pitch, lateral, and vertical stability. The UGV 

driving simulation is also carried out to verify the proposed velocity planning method. On the simulation result, 

Figure 10: Off-road terrain model for UGV driving simulation 
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the UGV drives the given off-road terrain as fast as possible while maintaining its stability. From the result shown 

on Figure 11, it can be assumed that the proposed method for obtaining the optimal permissible velocity profile is 

working to the UGV’s off-road driving. 

 

 

To get more sophisticated velocity profiles, it is possible to increase the number of velocity candidates to have 

smaller velocity differences (currently 1 m/s) in the parallel traversability simulation. For future works, using octa-

core CPU or GPU that provides a lot of parallel threads can be considered for real-time traversability analysis. 

Up to now, this study has been performed and validated by the simulation, experiment validation will be carried 

out in near future.  
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Abstract 
This paper describes an assistant system used for backing up a car with a trailer. The state of the art is reviewed 
and summarized in this document. The car backing up system assisting a driver is considered to be very useful. 
The backing up system starts to be offered as an option by major car manufactures in last years. The car backing 
up assistant helps the driver to back up the trailer in a very easy way.  

Recent parking and reversing assistants are currently actively researched and the commercial versions are offered 
as top gear options [1]. 

Keywords: car backing up, trailer, backing up assistant, model of vehicle, MATLAB-SIMULINK, LEGO 
Mindstorms 

1. Introduction 
Every car driver might sometimes need to back up with a trailer. For a normal inexperienced driver might be 
backing up with a trailer hard task, they try to avoid. Situation is even worse with a car without rear window or by 
the lorry. The backing up assistant can be used to prevent injuries and accidents.  

This article describes our backing up assistant. The theoretical knowledge described below is used in a real reduced 
model of a common car. The model is assembled of well-known robotic kit LEGO Mindstorms and controlled by 
program created in Matlab-Simulink. It is possible to easily find out how the backing up assistant behaves from 
the model in the real world and what are its possible limits. Based on the result of our experiment, private company 
showed interest in developing backing up assistant for real vehicles. 

It is necessary to say that during the work on this project two automotive companies introduced their own backing 
up assistant to the market. At the beginning of the year 2015 first backing up assistant appeared on the market in 
the Volkswagen cars. Specifically it is Volkswagen Passat with Trailer Assist and Ford F-150 with Pro Trailer 
Backup Assist™. These are commercial versions of backing up assistants. 

There are several ways how the backing up assistant works. The majority of the backing up assistants are passive 
ones. They are based on a signal from the rear camera integrated into the vehicle’s tailgate. The video gives a 
better view of place behind the vehicle and enables the driver to identify obstacles, children etc. The picture is 
further usually modified by additional lines showing the planned future car passage. The projection is calculated 
using the position of the front wheels. The image is shown on the car navigation or infotainment display.  

An active assistant for reversing with a trailer is based on the car model and the trailer [2], [3]. The control method 
differs from the car control. The driver can track the position of the trailer through the tailgate integrated camera. 
The driver gives commands to turn the trailer using a special controller, usually in the form of knob. The car control 
unit controls than the wheels. 

1.1. Backing up Assistants Advantages and Disadvantages 
As described above there are unquestionable advantages of this system. It improves reversing safety by giving 
driver better view from of the trailer and objects behind the vehicle. Even inexperienced driver can drive the trailer 
with the higher accuracy. 

On the other hand the vehicle must be adapted to the system of backing up assistant. Manufacturer has to 
implement software into control unit and get proper approvals of the authorities, solve controlling of the vehicle 
with trailer. However more important is that the system must be able to read angle between vehicle and the trailer. 
These modifications are the reason why manufactures offer it as optional accessory to the customers. The angle 
sensing can be done by many ways. There can be implemented an angular sensor or it can be optically sensed over 
the added special markers. 
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2. Knowledge of the Problem  
It is necessary to formulate equations (1)-(6) describing the behavior of a vehicle with a trailer. As the speed of the 
car is small we will not consider the dynamics. The theory is based on the kinematic description only (Figure 1). 
The car model is simplified, too. We consider that car’s back and front wheels have the same velocity and the front 
wheels have the same angles. A single-track model like a motorcycle is used for the computation. The model of 
the trailer unit considers one axle only. 

 

 

Figure 1: The simplified kinematical model of the car and trailer 
 

The car and trailer are described by the following parameters:  – tangential car velocity,   and  – car velocity 
components,  - absolute angle of the car rotation,  – angle of the front car axle,   – wheelbase,  – tangential 
trailer velocity,  and  – trailer velocity components,  – absolute angle of the trailer,  – distance between 
the car and the trailer and  – absolute angle of the car. 

The backing up assistant controls vehicle’s speed and front wheels rotation for this purpose it needs to know 
vehicle’s tangential velocity  and angular velocity  that depend on trailer’s velocities  and . These 
velocities are obtained from the user whose controls movement of the trailer, in our case via special controller. 
Other parameters are given by following kinematic equations. 

 (1) 

 (2) 

 (3) 

 (4) 

 (5) 

 (6) 

The angle  is the relative angle between the vehicle and the trailer. This approach and more complex models 
were simulated in the Matlab-Simulink [4] with positive results. After that the physical reduced model based on 
the LEGO platform was assembled and also tested (Figure 2).  

3. Simulation 
The behavior of the car with the trailer was simulated in the Matlab-Simulink environment [5]. The simulated 
trajectory is in the Fig. 2. There was simulated the backing up with the trailer along the proposed and relatively 
complicated trajectory. The trailer trajectory is prescribed and the trajectory of the car is computed.  
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Figure 2: The simulated trajectory for the model of the car and trailer 

 
In the Fig. 2 is seen the very good agreement with the desired trajectory. The trajectory is computed from kinematic 
equations only. The dynamics is neglected. No control is needed.  

4. Experiment 
Real reduced model of vehicle and trailer assembled from LEGO Mindstorms are designed to be as similar as 
possible with the real vehicle (Figure 3). Similarity is most important in propulsion and turning the front wheels. 
Model has rear wheel drive. 

Control program of Backing up assistant was programed and debugged in Matlab-Simulink. After that it was 
downloaded into LEGO Mindstorms control unit via Wi-Fi. 

The device with the program was tested on two tracks. The first was a simple slalom ended with a marked parking 
space for the trailer, where it was tested that the reversing assistant works and can handle a simple task. Trailer 
control was done by two knobs. The first one gives the desired velocity of the trailer and the second one determines 
its turning. The movement is based on kinematic relations only. It gives the wheel turning and trajectory directly. 
The only part is the part of sensing where the regulator is used. There is a very simple proportional regulator used 
for motor controlling the wheels turning.  

After the reversing assistant successfully passed the first test run and the control sensitivity was adjusted. It went 
through second experiment that examined how accurate the reversing assistant can be. Testing trajectory was 
marked on the floor with blue color. Driver’s task was to drive the track with center of the trailer on the blue line 
as precisely as possible. Attempts were recorded by camera and analyzed on PC. Best attempt is drawn in the 
Figure 2 with a white color. 

Figure 3: The physical model used for testing (on the left) and comparing the planned and real trajectory 

In real world is testing of Backing up assistant limited. When the relative angle between the vehicle and the trailer 
 is too big assistant cannot control trailer anymore. In this case vehicle has to move forward in order to reduce 

the angle . In this experiment maximal value of the angle  was 56° and it most depends on the range of the 
front wheels rotation. 

It is possible to say that the results of both experiments are promising and demonstrate the functionality of the 
proposed reversing assistant. The control accuracy can be increased by the fine tuning of the knob sensitivity. 
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5. Conclusion 
Two existing versions of backing up assistant proves that this idea is meaningful and practical applicable. 
Correctness of equations in chapter 2 was verified by simulation in Matlab-Simulink and with real like reduced 
model of vehicle with a trailer. Next step in development of this backing up assistant is the implementation in a 
real vehicle and creation of more precise controller. There can be used an improvement by including the dynamic 
behavior in the kinematics terms.  
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Abstract 
The paper deals with the problem of estimation of vehicles dynamics by means of real-time application that 
allows analyzing the behavior of a vehicle in a real-time mode. This approach is necessary for development of 
HIL-testbench where the mechanical parts of a vehicle (wheels, suspensions, body, etc) simulated in a real-time 
application, but electronics systems presented by real devices (such as electronic control unit – ECU) and work 
together with virtual vehicle in accordance with imitating maneuver. The authors of the paper use VI-
CarRealTime software that allows designing a vehicle model on the basis of MSC.Adams/Car models. The 
object of research was a light commercial vehicle (LCV). VI-CarRealTime LCV model used for imitation of two 
others high speed maneuvers: “sine with dwell” and “fish hook” that usually used for estimation of Electronic 
Control Systems (ECS) efficiency. This paper presented results of dynamics of LCV without any ECS influence. 
Such kinds of results are necessary for finding out of critical speeds when LCV lost its stability (beginning of 
essential skidding or rollover process). The developed VI-CarRealTime LCV model will be used in of HIL-
testbench with ECS system where the improvement of vehicle dynamics must be confirmed. The results 
presented in this paper and expected results from HIL-testbench should show that LCV model with ESC can 
perform “sine with dwell” and “fish hook” tests satisfactory on a speed over 80 km/h that is impossible for LCV 
model without ESC. 

Keywords: light commercial vehicle, high speed curvilinear maneuvers, lateral dynamics, real time mode, 
multibody simulation. 

1. Introduction 
Estimation of vehicle dynamics is an important part of design process. Modern vehicle usually equipped by 
different electronic systems that improve active safety and help a driver to avoid some road accidents. Electronic 
Control Systems (ECS) are one of such systems that were firstly adapted for passenger cars and now available 
for commercial vehicles. Estimation of dynamics of such vehicles by means of simulation is a complicate task, 
because it is necessary to simulate not only vehicle design (musses, springs and dampers) but also algorithms of 
ECS that acting on braking systems components during high-speed maneuvers. 

It is a well-known practice to use Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation with real time mode for estimation of 
dynamics of a vehicle equipped by ESC or any kind of advanced electronic system [1, 2]. Different methods of 
real time simulation are used for estimation of vehicles behavior and finding of the most reasonable engineering 
solutions (design parameters values, algorithms etc.), [3 – 5]. 

It is obvious that real time simulation results must have a good correlation with experiment data and should 
imitate all peculiarities and conditions of real tests. Vehicles with ESC must be tested in condition of two high 
speed maneuvers: “sine with dwell” and “fish hook” where speed of 80 km/h must be realized. It means that 
simulation in a real time mode could be used if it allows receiving adequate results for high speed tests. It is 
reasonable to check the validity of real time simulation by means of comparison with experiment data where 
vehicle performed high speed tests without any advanced electronic systems (influence of electronic systems will 
change the behavior of a vehicle and will obstruct to make a detailed verification of simulation results). 

It is also possible to check the validity of real time simulation by means of comparison with any other simulation 
results that have been approval by good correlation with test data. This paper presents such kind of comparison 
and shows possible method of estimation of commercial vehicle dynamics by means of real-time application in 
condition of high speed curvilinear maneuvers. 

2. Simulation Models 
The object of research is a light commercial vehicle (LCV) with cargo bed (the vehicles capacity is up to 3500 
kg). The basis of research was LCV MSC.Adams/Car model with some assumptions: 

1) LCV cab, frame and platform as well as suspensions arms and axles are rigid bodies. The height of 
center of gravity of LCV body determined by location of «Hardpoint» with assignment of the mass 
and moments of inertia. 
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2) Tire model: PAC 2002. 

3) Powertrain properties (engine, clutch and transmission) include information about steadying effect as 
well as information about engine torque and its braking moment in dependence of crankshaft RPM. 

4) Steering consist of 6 elements: steering wheel, upper steering shaft, intermediate shaft, lower steering 
shaft, steering rack and its housing that is mounted on a frame with help of bushing elements. 
Gearing simulated by «Reduction Gear» that transforms rack gear’s rotation into the linear motion of 
steering rack. 

5) All rubber-metal parts (such as silent blocks) presented by deformable bushing elements. 

6) Front LCV suspension (Figure 1): independent with two suspension arms. It is also include springs, 
dampers and antiroll bar. The suspension travel blocks (for rebound and compression strokes) are 
also imitated in the model. Totally front suspension model contains 17 elements including silent 
blocks. The antiroll bar simulated by «Nonlinear Beam» elements series (cascade) connected with 
each other. All suspension parts connected with the help of «Bushing» and «Spherical joint» 
elements. Bushing characteristics (stiffness and damping in 6 directions: 3 liner and 3 rotational) 
allow imitate the behavior of silent blocks under different lading cases. Spring and dampers 
characteristics determined by tables: force-displacement and velocity-force. 

7) Rear LCV suspension (Figure 2): dependent with rear axle and two semi-elliptic springs. Totally rear 
suspension model contains 12 elements including silent blocks, dampers, antiroll bar and suspension 
travel blocks. Semi-elliptic springs presented in the model as a row of «Nonlinear Beam» elements 
that are series (cascade) connected with each other. The characteristics of beam elements (cross 
section, weight, force-displacement behavior) are equivalent to the real LCV springs parameters that 
could be available from drawings and test data. 

  
Figure 1: Front suspension model Figure 2: Rear suspension model 

LCV MSC.Adams/Car model was validated by results of different laboratory and road tests (static rollover, high 
speed curvilinear maneuvers: line changing and running into the corner), [6, 7]. Figures 3-5 shows some results 
of comparison analysis between MSC.Adams/Car simulation results and real test data. It is obvious that 
developed simulation model has good correlation with the static and dynamical characteristics of real LCV. That 
is why it is legitimate to assert that MSC.Adams/Car could be a “reference model” for checking of validity of 
real time simulation results in a condition of high speed curvilinear maneuvers. 

 
Figure 3: Static rollover test (rollover until the moment of kick off of both outer wheels): 

Simulation: 40,8°; Test: 40,0°; Discrepancy: 2,0% 
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Figure 4: “Going into the corner” test (going with a higher speed until cornering breakaway will appear or 

vehicle will out of limits of a marking corridor): Simulation: 64,4 km/h; Test: 61,9 km/h; Discrepancy: 4,0% 

 

 
Figure 5: “Line changing” test (going with a higher speed until cornering breakaway will appear or vehicle will 

out of limits of a marking corridor): Simulation: 75,6 km/h; Test: 73,0 km/h; Discrepancy: 3,5% 

MSC.Adams/Car model was converted into VI-CarRealTime (VI-CRT) model that allows simulating LCV 
behavior in a real-time mode. VI-CRT [8] allows converting MSC model in automatic mode with minimum 
modifications. It means that basically VI-CRT has the same parameters as MSC.Adams/Car model has, but the 
model became available for simulation in a real time mode. 

3. Comparison of Simulation Results 
The comparison of simulation results made for two types of tests: “fish hook” and “sine with dwell” – all these 
tests are necessary for certification of vehicles, equipped by ESC. Nevertheless this study doesn’t aim on 
estimation of dynamics of LCV equipped with ESC. This paper shows the ability of using of real time simulation 
(based on detailed multibody model) for prediction of vehicles dynamics without any ESC systems. It is very 
important to understand that real time mode can maintain the modeling accuracy that MSC.Adams/Car model 
has. 

Figure 6 shows visualization of “fish hook” test made in MSC.ADAMS/Car and VI-CRT. Figure 7 shows the 
diagram of steering wheel angle. Figure 8 shows diagram of lateral acceleration of vehicles center of gravity 
received in different software. Figures 9a and 9b present changing of wheels normal reactions of two simulation 
models. Figures 10 – 13 shows similar information for “sine with dwell” virtual test. 

It could be seen that real time results and results of “ordinary” simulation are little bit different from each other, 
but at the same time the discrepancy is not higher than 10…15%. From the one hand it shows that it is worth to 
make additional research and modification of real time model (probably it is necessary to clarify the 
characteristics of tires for high loads and speeds). From the other hand it shows that export of MSC.Adams/Car 
model into VI-CRT model could lead to real good results that could be sufficient for complex vehicle dynamics 
simulation with using of HIL-testbench (combination of virtual vehicle model and real ECU of ESC into one 
system). 
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a) MSC.Adams/Car visualization b) VI-CRT visualization 

Figure 6: Imitation of “fish hook” test 

 

  

Figure 7: Steering wheel angle diagram Figure 8: Center of gravity lateral acceleration 
diagram (1 - MSC.ADAMS/Car; 2 - VI-CRT) 

 

  
a) Front axle b) Rear axle 

Figure 9: Wheels normal forces diagrams (“fish hook” test) 
1 - MSC.ADAMS/Car results (a – left wheel; b – right wheel) 

2 - VI-CRT results (a – left wheel; b – right wheel) 

Figure 14 shows the principal scheme of HIL-testbench that is going to be developed by NNSTU team. 
MSC.ADAMS/Car model will be exported into VI-CRT model that should be downloaded on ETAS LabCar 
Operator. ETAS real-time PC will be connected with ESP ECU and will organize “communication” between 
virtual model and ESP algorithms. The results of simulation in a real time mode will be available for user by 
means of VI-CRT visualization software. 

The results of HIL-testbench simulation as well as comparison of simulation results with test data will be the 
subject of further research and future papers. 
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a) MSC.Adams/Car visualization b) VI-CRT visualization 

Figure 10: Imitation of “sine with dwell” test 

 

  

Figure 11: Steering wheel angle diagram Figure 12: Center of gravity lateral acceleration 
diagram (1 - MSC.ADAMS/Car; 2 - VI-CRT) 

 

  
a) Front axle b) Rear axle 

Figure 13: Wheels normal forces diagrams (“sine with dwell” test) 
1 - MSC.ADAMS/Car results (a – left wheel; b – right wheel) 

2 - VI-CRT results (a – left wheel; b – right wheel) 

 
Figure 14: The principal scheme of HIL-testbench 
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4. Conclusion 
– Estimation of dynamics of vehicles equipped by ESC by means of simulation is a complicate task. It 

is necessary to use Hardware-in-the-loop simulation with real-time applications that must be able to 
receive simulation results correlated with experiment data and should imitate all peculiarities and 
conditions of real tests. 

– Comparison of simulation results received in MSC.ADAMS/Car and Vi-CarRealTime (imitation of 
“fish hook” and “sine with dwell” high speed tests) shows good correlation (the discrepancy of center 
of gravity lateral acceleration as well as wheels normal forces is not higher than 10…15%). 

– Export of MSC.Adams/Car model into VI-CRT model could lead to real good results that could be 
sufficient for complex vehicle dynamics simulation with using of HIL-testbench (combination of 
virtual vehicle model and real ECU of ESC into one system). 
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Abstract
In this study, modal analysis of vehicle power trains is based on the linearization of the underlying equations of mo-

tions at specified time instants. The equations of motion represent a flexible multi-body system where force elements

(joints) connect different bodies. As soon as the linearization leads to an ordinary differential equation with constant

coefficients, a standard eigenvalue procedure is used, to compute eigenvalues and mode shapes. The concept is applied

to a vehicle power train. Comparison of the results with a commercial software product provide good agreement.

Keywords: modal analysis, linearized equations of motion, eigenvalue problem, vehicle power train

1. Introduction
Modal analysis - the determination of natural frequencies and mode shapes - provides essential insight into the dy-

namical behavior of mechanical systems. The mechanical systems under consideration in this paper emerge from the

area of automotive engineering and consist, in general, of rigid and flexible bodies. The bodies are interconnected by

nonlinear force elements. These force elements typically model nonlinear spring-damper systems, radial slider bear-

ings, oil-film lubricated contacts or cylindrical gears. The general form of the equations of motion of a constrained

multi-body system is represented as:

MMM(yyy)ÿyy = fff (yyy, ẏyy, t) (1)

with state variables yyy and a generalized, not necessarily regular mass matrix MMM.

In general - using the concept of nonlinear normal modes [1] - eigenmodes of (1) are viewed as periodic motions of

the nonlinear system (1) . Then, the eigenvalue problem consists of finding solutions to the boundary value problem

[
yyy(T )
ẏyy(T )

]
=

[
yyy0

ẏyy0

]
(2)

The initial values yyy0 and ẏyy0 and the period T are unknown. Such a boundary value problem may be solved by the

shooting method where the states yyy(T ) and ẏyy(T ) at the end of the period T are determined iteratively by numerical time

integration of (1) from the initial states yyy0, ẏyy0. As opposed to the shooting method which is based on time integration,

the harmonic balance method approximates a periodic solution using a truncated Fourier series expansion [2] leading

to an algebraic system of equations.

Standard concepts of modal analysis of multi-body systems rely on the linearization of the highly nonlinear equations

of motion at an operating point. Interesting configurations are the initial state, or the dynamic equilibrium at a cer-

tain time. The eigenanalysis methods for linearized, constrained multi-body systems can be mainly divided into two

categories [3]. Namely the eigenanalysis method by transforming the equations of motion from DAEs to ODEs and

the direct eigenanalysis method. When transforming the equations of motion from DAEs to ODEs often a minimal

set of coordinates is chosen, e.g. by partioning the coordinates into independent and dependent variables based on the

Jacobian of the constraint equations, see e.g. [4]. In the direct methods the differential and algebraic equations are

simultaneously linearized about a given state of the system [3],[5].

In general, the resulting system of linear ordinary differential equations of second order has time dependent coefficients.

Floquet analysis would be the proper method to extract eigenvalue information as in [6]. As soon as a common reference
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frame can be chosen that renders the relative motion of the bodies independent of time [7], [8], a standard quadratic

eigenvalue problem has to be solved to find natural frequencies and mode shapes. This is for example the case, if

rotating bodies are axisymmetric with regard to the inertial reference frame.

The linearization depends on the set of coordinates selected to describe the motion of the system, especially the coor-

dinates used to describe global rotational motion of the bodies. Different sets of large orientation parameters lead to

different natural frequencies and eigenmodes, similar to [9]. For the reason of better interpretability, a three parameter

representation of rotational motion, such as Euler angles is chosen in this work.

Linearization of inertia and joint forces yield a contribution to the mass, damping, and stiffness matrix of the linearized

multi-body system, similar to the force equilibrium approach in [10]. The overall modal matrices resulting from

linearization of the multi-body system have block structure. Each block along the diagonal corresponds to a body in

the model. The size of the block depends on the number of degrees of freedom per body. The coupling between the

bodies is realized by off-diagonal block elements which result from the linearization of joints. Derivatives of most

joints can be calculated analytically; if not possible, finite differences are used.

The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 the equation of motions of the multi-body system under consideration

are presented. Section 3 deals with the linearization of the equations of motion. Section 4 presents an application

example. Finally, section 5 draws some conclusions.

2. Equations of Motion
The time-dependent description of the system is based on the floating frame of reference (FFoR) approach (see Fig. 1).

Σ
Σ

x

ci

I
B

ui

B

Figure 1: The floating frame of reference

The floating frame of the body follows a mean rigid body motion and the elastic deformation is computed with respect

to that global reference frame. The origin of the reference frame is uniquely defined by imposing algebraic constraints

- so called reference conditions. They ensure that the elastic deformations stay small in order to use a constant stiffness

matrix.

The rotational motion of the global frame is parametrized by the four parameter family of quaternions, see [11]. In

contrast to Cardan or Euler angles, the concept of quaternions does not contain the problem of singularities. The

normalization condition of the quaternions gives another algebraic constraint on the single body level, in addition to

the reference conditions. The system of equations of motion consists of the equations of motion for an elastic body,

formulated in the moving reference frame, the normalization equation of the quaternions and the reference conditions.

For details see [12]:
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MMMq̈qq+DDDq̇qq+KKKqqq = fff inertia(yyy, ẏyy, ÿyy)+ fff external(yyy)+ fff joint(ỹyy, ˙̃yyy) (3)

1−θθθ T θθθ = 0 (4)
N

∑
l=1

mluuul = 000 and
N

∑
l=1

mlcccl ×uuul +
N

∑
l=1

IIIlφφφ l = 000 (5)

The vector of variables of a single body consists of the global translation variables xxx, the global rotational variables θθθ ,

and the local variables qqq. They constitute the displacement vector yyy = (xxxT ,θθθ T ,qqqT )T for a single body.

The local variables qqq contain both local translational displacements uuul and rotational displacements φφφ l of each body

node l. Within this vector, the local quantities are arranged according to the order of the N body nodes. MMM, DDD and KKK
denote the mass, damping and stiffness matrix, where the spatial finite element discretization can be done by beam-

mass-models or by optionally condensed 3D-volume models, see [13]. ml and IIIl denote the mass as well as the mass

moment of inertia and cccl the geometric position of node l within the body frame.

Nonlinear inertia forces - like Coriolis and gyroscopic forces and torques - are collected in fff inertia. External forces and

torques applied at a single body are covered by fff external , e.g. gravity or gas pressures.

Interaction between different bodies is modeled by force elements (joints) and contained in fff joint . Hence fff joint does

not only depend on coordinates of the body itself, but also on possibly all states of other bodies, which are summarized

in the vector ỹyy. A typical joint constrains the motion of the connected bodies by exerting forces or moments on the

connected nodes. Force elements are preferred over algebraic constraints, as they are often used to model radial or axial

slider bearings, where clearance gaps, wear and lubrication are of importance. The joint forces/moments are a function

of the relative positions and velocities of the connected nodes. For example, the following force law representing a

nonlinear spring-damper combination is used for the coupling forces of the two connected nodes at bodies i and k (for

notations see [12]):

fff joint
i,k (yyyi,yyyk, ẏyyi, ẏyyk) =

⎛⎝c0

(
cre f

c0

) Δsik
Δsre f

Δsik +d0

(
dre f

d0

) Δsik
Δsre f

Δvik

⎞⎠eeeΔΔΔik (6)

where Δsik is the relative displacement (computed from yyyi and yyyk) and Δvik the relative velocity (computed from ẏyyi
and ẏyyk) of the two connected nodes at bodies i and k, sre f is a reference displacement, c0 and cre f are coefficients of

spring stiffness, and d0 and dre f are damping coefficients, respectively. eeeΔik denotes the unit vector in direction of the

connected nodes.

System (3) - (5) forms an implicit second order differential-algebraic equations system (DAE) with differentiation

index two [12]. In contrast to classical index-3 DAE systems in multi-body dynamics, see [14], where the algebraic

constraints result from constraints and Lagrange multipliers describing the interaction between the bodies, the con-

straints (4) and (5) result from the quaternion normalization equation and from the reference conditions due to the

FFoR formulation. The system of equations of the overall multi-body system is composed of the subsystems of the

individual bodies.

3. Linearized Modal Analysis
In order to apply modal analysis, the highly nonlinear equations of motion are linearized at a time instant specified by

the user. First, the set of coordinates the model is linearized with regard to has to be chosen. This choice is important as

demonstrated in [9], where different sets of global rotational parameters lead to different natural frequencies. For better

interpretability a three parameter family of rotational quantities, such as Cardan angles, is used in this work. Still, the

time integration of the multi-body system is carried out by utilizing quaternions. Cardan angles are employed for the

linearization of the computed system at a given time point. As only small perturbations around the given state are taken

into account, the problem of singularities of Cardan angles is not relevant. Additionally, the algebraic constraint (4)

forcing unit length of the quaternion is irrelevant in the linearization process. Also the reference conditions (5) in case

of an elastic body can be neglected. This leads to the linearization of a system without algebraic constraints and finally

to an eigenvalue problem which can be solved by using standard methods.

The linearized equation of motion for small perturbations ΔΔΔyyy may be stated as follows:

MMMlinΔ̈ΔΔyyy+DDDlinΔ̇ΔΔyyy+KKKlinΔΔΔyyy = 0. (7)
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Linearization of the body equations of motion include the FEM based body mass, damping and stiffness matrices in

case of an elastic body. Additional terms may result from linearization of the inertia forces fff inertia. For rotating bodies,

e.g. the skew-symmetric gyroscopic matrix GGG is part of the matrix DDDlin such that DDDlin = DDD+GGG.

The linearization of the joint forces fff joint yields contributions to the linearized stiffness and damping matrices like

in the force equilibrium approach in [10]. For an example, consider the case of a joint connecting two rigid bodies

i and k. The attachment point of the joint on body i is denoted by ccci, the attachment point of the joint on body k is

denoted by ccck. For simplicity of notation, the dependence of the joint forces fff joint
i (xxxi,ααα i,xxxk,αααk) exerted onto body i

and fff joint
k (xxxi,ααα i,xxxk,αααk) exerted onto body k on velocity components is neglected. Let the partial derivatives of the joint

forces with regard to translational variables be denoted by KKKTrs := ∂ fff joint
r

∂xxxs
with r,s ∈ {i,k}, and the partial derivatives

with regard to the angular quantities be denoted by KKKRrs := ∂ fff joint
r

∂αααs
with r,s ∈ {i,k}. In cases that the joint connects

one node on the first body with one node on the second body, the matrices are of size 3x3. In the simplest case of

elastic translational and rotational springs, the partial derivatives represent the stiffness matrix of the elastic element

with nonzero stiffness parameters only along the diagonal.

In case that the joint connects a flexible body with another flexible body, the partial derivatives are directly added to

the modal stiffness matrix at the positions of the connected nodes. In case that a rigid body is one of the connecting

partners, the distance of the attachment point to the body origin has to be taken into account.

Assuming that the connected rigid body undergoes small translational displacements ΔΔΔxxx and small rotational displace-

ments ΔΔΔααα , the new position of the attachment point is xxx+ΔΔΔxxx+RRR(ααα +ΔΔΔααα)ccc. Rearranged, the displacement of the

attachment point is ΔΔΔxxx+RRR(ααα)(RRR(ΔΔΔααα)ccc− ccc). As we are dealing with small rotational displacement ΔΔΔααα

RRR(ΔΔΔααα)ccc ≈
⎡⎣ 1 −Δα3 Δα2

Δα3 1 −Δα1

−Δα2 Δα1 1

⎤⎦ccc = ˜ΔΔΔαααccc =−c̃ccΔΔΔααα (8)

The ˜ operator represents a skew-symmetric matrix such that aaa×bbb = ãaabbb.

The linearized force fff lin
Ti between the attachment points can be calculated by premultiplying the stiffness matrices on

the relative displacements:

fff lin
Ti =−KKKTii(ΔΔΔxxxi −ΔΔΔxxxk + c̃cciΔΔΔααα i − c̃cckΔΔΔαααk) (9)

The linearized moment fff lin
Ri about the attachment point ccci is calculated as the sum of moments due to the force fff lin

Ti and

the applied moment due to rotational stiffness

fff lin
Ri = c̃cciii fff lin

Ti −KKKRii(ΔΔΔααα i −ΔΔΔαααk) (10)

Assuming that the joint connects one node with one node such that fff lin
T k =− fff lin

Ti the 12x12 stiffness matrix of the joints

is:

⎡⎢⎢⎣
−KKKTii KKKTiic̃cci KKKTik −KKKTikc̃cck
−c̃cciKKKTii c̃cciKKKTiic̃cci −KKKRii c̃cciKKKTik −c̃cciKKKTikc̃cck +KKKRik

KKKT ki −KKKT kic̃cci −KKKT kk KKKT kkc̃cck
c̃cckKKKT ki −c̃cckKKKT kic̃cci +KKKRki −c̃cckKKKT kk c̃cckKKKT kkc̃cck −KKKRkk

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (11)

The 6x6 blocks on the diagonal are added to the overall stiffness matrix at the diagonal positions corresponding to body

i and body k. The off-diagonal 6x6 blocks are added at block positions (i,k) and (k, i) to the overall stiffness matrix.

Analogous formulas hold for the damping matrices of the joint.

Finally, the standard quadratic eigenvalue problem has to be solved to find scalars λ and nonzero vectors uuu satisfying

(λ 2MMMlin +λDDDlin +λKKKlin)uuu = 000. (12)

In our context of automotive applications, the resulting eigenvalue problem is of medium size up to about 5000 degrees

of freedom. Computationally the eigenvalue problem (12) is solved by standard LAPACK eigensolver routines.
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a) b)

Figure 2: The driveline a) and vehicle shuffle mode at 20.33 Hz b).

4. Application Example
An example application of a vehicle powertrain, see Fig. 2 a) and 3, is presented in this section. The model consists of

an Internal Combustion Engine (ICE), a Manual Transmission (MT) as well as a simple representation of the remaining

driveline and the vehicle itself. The ICE contains the cranktrain system including the crankshaft with its main bearings.

The model of the MT comprises the primary-shaft (=input), secondary shaft and the differential shaft, which serves as

output. Engaged gear connection (more specifically the 3rd gear) and the final drive gear stage are taken into account,

while loose, non-engaged idler-gears are not considered so far. Between the ICE and the transmission input a simple

torsional-joint is used to represent the friction clutch (considered to be engaged) and the Torsional Vibration Damper

(TVD). Both, ICE and MT are supported in the chassis via elastic power unit mounts. Moreover, the bracket, which

serves to counteract the powertrain’s torque-output is considered as a separate body with its mount. Finally, joints

representing the sideshafts and tires connect the whole system with a simple vehicle representation. All of the bodies

are rigid, except the crankshaft, which is regarded as flexible. The later is motivated by the comparatively low bending

elasticity of the crankshaft.

Figure 3: The driveline and its schematic representation

The results of modal analysis are compared to those of ANSYS, see Fig. 4. Differences in the natural frequencies

are typically below one percent. Only a few frequencies are above this bound, but still stay within a 10 percent

deviation bandwidth. The first nonzero frequency at 20.33 Hz corresponds to the so called vehicle shuffle mode, see

Fig. 2b). Vehicle shuffle denotes the 1st fundamental eigenfrequency of the powertrain-vehicle-system. The associated

modeshape is a vibration of the ICE’s inertia against the vehicle-mass while transmission and sideshafts are acting as

an connecting elasticity only.
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Figure 4: Comparison of EXCITE results against ANSYS

5. Conclusion
In this work, the computation of frequencies and mode shapes based on linearized equations of motion of a multi-body

system is considered. The resulting standard eigenvalue problem is of medium size. The method is applied to the

modal analysis of a vehicle powertrain. Results show good agreement with a commercial software tool. The method is

restricted to multi-body systems which have linearizations that lead to differential equations with constant coefficients.

This limits the applicability of the approach to models where rotating bodies have to be axisymmetric when considered

in the inertial frame.
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Abstract
Numerical simulation has become an important aspect of modern industrial production processes. Very early in the

process chain - even before first prototypes are built - simulation is used for digital mock-up in order to discover

potential problems and to improve certain components and their assembling.

In our work, we focus on the simulation of highly flexible components like cables and hoses, which is a challenging

task in vehicle industry. Nowadays, complex harnesses with kilometers of cables can be found in every vehicle and the

amount even increases for electric drivelines and hybrid cars. Especially for cables of safety-relevant equipment, high

loads and contacts with high friction should be avoided, already during the assembling but also later in regular usage.

We present the essential steps of a dynamic cable simulation and a subsequent comparative load data analysis. The

latter allows to efficiently compare many different cable configurations in order to identify the best one in the sense of

damage.

Keywords: Cosserat rod, dynamic simulation, load data analysis

1. Introduction
In modern vehicle industry, virtual product development is continuously growing. Numerical simulation is used for

digital mock-up of certain components or the complete system, in order do detect potential problems at very early

stages of the product development. Thus, the number of iterations and prototypes can be reduced significantly, saving

time and money. However, physically correct and thus reliable simulation results are needed.

In this work, we will focus on the simulation of highly flexible structures like cables and hoses. Nowadays, complex

harnesses are assembled in every car with kilometers of different cables, many of them belonging to safety-relevant

equipment. Moreover, the amount of cables even increases for electric drivelines and hybrid cars. Thus, their simula-

tion is an important aspect in the early digital mock-up, such that harmful loads or contact with high friction can be

avoided.

Thinking about the numerical simulation of such highly flexible structures, on the first view a computationally very

expensive transient finite element analysis seems to be indispensable. A common approach to reduce the computational

costs is a modal reduction followed by superposition of modes. However, this approach is only valid for linear, i.e. very

small deformations, which in general is not fulfilled for cables and hoses.

Therefore, an alternative methodology was developed at Fraunhofer ITWM and Fraunhofer Chalmers Centre, based

on formulations from geometrically nonlinear beam theory and a discretization motivated from discrete differential ge-

ometry. This approach competes with finite element models concerning accuracy, but nevertheless is real-time capable

(see e.g. [1]).

For quasi-static simulations, i.e. very slow motions where inertia can be neglected, our software IPS Cable Simulation
already offers the possibility to simulate flexible components interactively. It is available as commercial software tool

and has found a wide range of industrial applications in the last years, especially in the context of design and assembly

(some examples can be found here [2]). Nevertheless, when it comes to fast excitations with high frequencies, inertia

effects can not be neglected and dynamic simulation of cables is absolutely essential.

Figure 1 shows an application scenario of an engine compartment with a flexible hose (left) and the motion volume

from both quasistatic and dynamic simulation (right) resulting from the same engine motion input. The motion vol-

umes are hardly distinguishable, however, the corresponding forces show differences. Due to the inertial effects, the

amplitudes of forces and moments in the dynamic simulation are greater than in the quasistatic case (see Figure 2).

Strongest relative differences appear for the torsion moment, while absolute changes are comparable to the ones of the
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Figure 1: Left: Engine compartment with hose, color-coded with its bending moment. Right: Motion volume of

quasistatic (blue) and dynamic (red) simulation.
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Figure 2: Comparison of simulation results: The maximum values along the cable of shear force, tension force, bending

moment and torsion moment are plotted over time for quasistatic (dashed) and dynamic (solid) cable simulation.

bending moment.

In total, this underlines the need for dynamic simulations when fast excitations are applied and forces and moments are

relevant, as it is the case for a subsequent fatigue analysis.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we briefly discuss the theory of the cable model. Moreover, we

demonstrate the essential steps of a dynamic cable simulation, based on our quasistatic simulation software IPS Cable
Simulation. How the results, i.e. forces and moments, of both the quasistatic and the dynamic simulation can be used

in a fatigue analysis is shown in Section 3. Here, we present an efficient comparative load data analysis, which is espe-

cially tailored for the damage assessment of cables and hoses. Section 4 contains an application example and, finally,

we summarize the main aspects and give a short outlook in Section 5.

2. Dynamic Cable Simulation
To achieve fast and accurate dynamic simulation, the cable is formulated as geometrically exact Cosserat rod, which

allows rather rough discretization on a staggered grid (cf. Figure 3) and still leads to robust and realistic results.

More precisely, the translatory degrees of freedom xn ∈ R
3 are defined in the nodes with corresponding arc length sn,

n = 0, . . . ,N, while the rotatory degrees of freedom, given as unit quaternions pn− 1
2
∈R

4 with ‖pn− 1
2
‖= 1, are defined

on the edge midpoints. The edge length is defined as Δsn− 1
2
= sn − sn−1 and the distance from adjacent edge midpoints
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Figure 3: Staggered grid discretization of a geometrically exact Cosserat rod.

is given as δ sn =
Δs

n+ 1
2
+Δs

n− 1
2

2 . With this discrete setting, we can formulate the strains

Γn− 1
2
(xn−1, pn− 1

2
,xn) = R(pn− 1

2
)T xn − xn−1

Δsn− 1
2

− e3 ∈ R
3 (1)

and the curvatures

Kn(pn− 1
2
, pn+ 1

2
) =

2

δ sn

Im(p̄n− 1
2

pn+ 1
2
)

Re( p̄n− 1
2

pn+ 1
2
)

∈ R
3 (2)

along the cable and finally state the elastic energy as

V =
1

2

N

∑
n=1

Δsn− 1
2
ΓT

n− 1
2
CΓΓn− 1

2
+

1

2

N

∑
n=0

δ snKT
n CKKn ∈ R≥0. (3)

The matrices CΓ ∈ R
3×3 and CK ∈ R

3×3 are diagonal and contain the effective stiffnesses of the cable. The dissipa-

tion energy D ∈ R≥0 is formulated accordingly, with strain rates Γ̇n− 1
2
∈ R

3, curvature rates K̇n ∈ R
3 and damping

coefficient matrices CΓ̇ ∈ R
3×3 and CK̇ ∈ R

3×3. Moreover, for the kinetic energy it holds

T =
ρA
2

N

∑
n=0

δ sn‖ẋn‖2 +
ρ
2

N

∑
n=1

Δsn− 1
2

ṗT
n− 1

2

(
4Q(pn− 1

2
)IQ(pn− 1

2
)T
)

ṗn− 1
2

∈ R≥0, (4)

where Q(pn− 1
2
) is a matrix which acts like a quaternion product with pn− 1

2
from the left.

From the Lagrangian L = T −V −D we can derive the Newton-Euler equations. The Newton equations for the

nodes xn are given as

mnẍn = f x
n (xn−1, pn− 1

2
,xn, pn+ 1

2
,xn+1) (5)

with mass mn = δ snρA ∈R≥0. The Euler equations for quaternions pn− 1
2

on the edge midpoints are the index-3-DAEs

μn− 1
2

p̈n− 1
2
= f p

n− 1
2

(pn− 3
2
,xn−1, pn− 1

2
,xn, pn+ 1

2
)− pn− 1

2
λn− 1

2
(6a)

0 =
1

2

(
‖pn− 1

2
‖2 −1

)
(6b)

with quaternion mass μn− 1
2
= Δsn− 1

2
ρ4Q(pn− 1

2
)IQ(pn− 1

2
)T ∈ R

4×4.

The right hand sides f x
n ∈ R

3 and f p
n− 1

2

∈ R
4 include viscoelastic contributions from bending, torsion, tension and

shearing. Its dependencies as given in (5) and (6a) guaranty a band structured Jacobian and, consequently, the resulting

system can be solved efficiently. More details on the cable model can be found in [3].

To run a dynamic cable simulation, the initial steps are similar to a quasistatic simulation. As usually, the scene with

rigid bodies and flexible cables and hoses, as well as their geometric and material properties, is created directly in

IPS. Also, the single modules for pre-processing (generating the signals), the actual dynamic simulation and the post-

processing (load data analysis) are called from IPS (see Figure 4 on the left).
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Figure 4: Left: Module overview with IPS Cable Simulation as central software tool and the modules Signal Generator,

Dynamic Cable Simulation and the comparative Load Data Analysis. Right: Initial mask of the Signal Generator with

user choice of the coordinate system, the channel and the signal type.

First, the excitation needs to be defined. This is done via the Signal Generator, which provides several masks for the

signal input (cf. Figure 4 on the right). Besides two rather academical signal types (basic sine-signals and a sweep

signal), it is possible to define a PSD (power spectral density), such that the generated signal inherits this characteristic,

or one can load arbitrary signals, e.g. from real measurements.

When this is done, the actual dynamic simulation can be started. All geometric and material properties are transfered

to the cable dynamics module, together with an additional material characteristic: the damping coefficients. Since, a

quasistatic simulation does not require damping coefficients, they must be defined at this point. By default, a critical

damping is estimated and used for the dynamic simulation, but can be adjusted by the user if necessary.

Whether the simulation results can be obtained in real-time, depends on the complexity of the scene (number of cables)

and, in particular, on the frequency of the excitations. The time step sizes of the numerical integration is dominated

by the time discretization of the input signal, which is very fine for high frequency input (e.g. 10−5s). However, for

one single cable and a moderate input signal (with time step size ∼ 10−3s), also for the dynamic case the simulation is

real-time capable.

Once the simulation is finished, the motion of the cable can be regarded and a motion volume can be created. For

instance, these volumes can be used to analyze the allocated construction space.

3. Fatigue Analysis
The simulation results of both the quasistatic or the dynamic case serve as input for a fatigue analysis of the cable.

Below, we describe a very efficient and especially tailored method for the damage assessment of cables and hoses,

where we distinguish two approaches.

On the one hand, we already provide a comparative load data analysis (LDA) [4]. This method computes pseudo-

damage values on the cable surface which do not predict the absolute lifetime of a component, but allow to compare

several configurations to find the best one in the sense of damage. It consists of typical steps of a LDA (detailed

discussions can be found, e.g., in [5]). On the other hand, there is also a request for absolute predictions. However,

this would require individual Wöhler measurements of the specific cable and, thus, is much more cumbersome. In the

following, we will consider the comparative LDA (see Figure 5) and only give an outlook on absolute predictions.

Figure 5: Overview of the steps in the comparative load data analysis: stress recovery, generating one-dimensional

comparison stress and pseudo-damage calculation.
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The first step of the comparative LDA is the stress recovery from generated simulation results (cf. Figure 5, left), i.e.

from the time series of forces and moments along the cable F(t,s) ∈ R
3 and M(t,s) ∈ R

3. The stress tensor σ ∈ R
3×3

can be computed depending on these forces and cross section coordinates ξx ∈ R and ξy ∈ R as

σi j(t,s,ξx,ξy) =
3

∑
k=1

[
Fk(t,s)Φk

i j(ξx,ξy)+Mk(t,s)Ψk
i j(ξx,ξy)

]
, (7)

where Φ and Ψ are cross section specific warping functions.

Next, a one-dimensional comparison stress must be derived for the subsequent damage assessment (cf. Figure 5, mid-

dle). To this end, the stress tensor is considered in discrete cross sections along the cable. In these cross sections, the

stress tensor is evaluated in discrete sample points on the cable surface. For instance, for a sample point on a circular

cross section at arc length sn with cross section radius r and sample point position specified by the angle γ , we get

σi j(t,sn,r cos(γ),r sin(γ)) =
3

∑
k=1

[
Fk(t,sn)Φk

i j(r cos(γ),r sin(γ))+Mk(t,sn)Ψk
i j(r cos(γ),r sin(γ))

]
(8)

and receive a time series for the stress tensor in this point.

Finally, in the critical plane approach a set of potential crack directions on the cable surface is used to deduce a scalar

quantity from the stress tensor. Like this, many one-dimensional comparison stress time series are generated. In fact,

for a usual discretization of the cable the number of time series is approximately

(#cross sections)× (#sample points)× (#critical planes)≈ 2000

and we exploit the special structure of the stress recovery formula to gain efficiency in their evaluation.

Now, these scalar load quantities serve as input for the rainflow counting and the pseudo damage calculation (cf. Fig-

ure 5, right). Their computation can easily be parallelized, since the time series are mutually independent.

The rainflow counting provides a histogram of amplitudes, which indicates the number of cycles ni for certain ampli-

tudes ΔSi. From this, the accumulated damage can be calculated using the Palmgren-Miner rule

D = ∑
i

Di = ∑
i

ni

Ni
, (9)

where Ni is the number of cycles to failure. In principal, Ni can be deduced from Wöhler parameters α and k by

Ni = α · (ΔSi)
−k. (10)

In most cases these Wöhler parameters are unknown for individual cables. Thus, fixed default values are used here

and only allow the calculation of pseudo-damage, which does not necessarily predict the absolute lifetime correctly.

Nevertheless, many configuration variants – e.g. cable length, position of mounting clips, etc. – can be compared in a

fast and easy manner to find the best one concerning damage.

4. Application example
To illustrate the above described methods and its benefits, an application example is presented in this section. In this

example, two mounting variants of a cable are compared concerning damage. Figure 6 shows the two variants, where

the rectangle highlights the variation: a shifted mounting point.

Figure 6: Two mounting variants of cable with four mounting clips. The upper right mounting clip (highlighted by the

rectangle) is shifted between the two variants.
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Figure 7: Excitation of the mounting clips, generated by defining its PSD.

Both variants of the dynamic simulation are excited with the same input signal, generated by defining its PSD (see

Figure 7). The physical time of the excitation is 5 seconds and also the simulation needs approximately 5 seconds to

complete. After that, the simulation results can be used in the comparative LDA.

Even without parallelization, the comparative LDA takes less than three minutes for one variant. The results are shown

in Figure 8, where the pseudo-damage is color-coded. In the left variant, the upper left mounting shows the highest

pseudo-damage with a value slightly above 250. In the right variant, two spots stand out: the upper left mounting and

the lower right mounting. A closer look shows pseudo-damage values slightly above 100 for both spots. Consequently,

the right mounting variant should be preferred in order to minimize the cable damage.

Due to the high efficiency, this comparison can be performed within minutes, allows to analyze many configuration

variants in short time and enables a comfortable virtual product development without building prototypes.

Figure 8: Results of a comparative LDA of two mounting variants. The right variant shows less damage and should be

preferred.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a powerful tool for the virtual product development in vehicle industry, especially tailored

for the digital mock-up of cables and hoses. A highly efficient – but at the same time physically correct – dynamic

cable simulation provides forces and moments, which serve as input for a subsequent fatigue analysis. The comparative

LDA allows a comfortable comparison of configuration variants in order to find the best one in the sense of damage,

although absolute lifetime predictions are not yet qualified.

For absolute lifetime predictions, Wöhler measurements are required, which provide the actual number of cycles to

failure. Thus, for individual applications absolute predictions are attainable, if the default Wöhler parameters used

above are substituted by a measured Wöhler curve.
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Abstract 
The paper presents modelling of articulated vehicles by means of joint coordinates, which enable us to describe 
the motion of the system with a minimal number of generalised coordinates. The use of homogenous 
transformations and joint coordinates leads us to a model in which any articulated vehicle is treated as a kinematic 
chain consisting of an arbitrary number of single units with even number of wheels. This means that a single unit 
vehicle has a structure of an open kinematic chain in a tree form. The contact of wheels with the road is modelled 
by means of the Dugoff-Uffelman model. Comparison of the results of simulations with those obtained from 
experimental measurements is used for validation of the model. Friction in a connection between the units is 
modelled and its two phases: static and kinetic friction are considered. Model of an articulated vehicle: a truck 
with a trailer is formulated and results of numerical simulations of dynamics are presented and discussed. 

Keywords: dynamics, articulated vehicle, joint coordinates, homogenous transformations, friction 

1. Introduction 
Articulated vehicles are widely used not only for transporting goods but also for performing heavy tasks in off-
road terrains. Lateral and roll stability of such vehicles are widely studied due to the safety requirements. Most 
research papers are concerned with control of roll or steering angles or methods of preventing the jack-knifing [1-
5]. When articulated vehicles are modelled usually they are treated as a system of single vehicle units connected 
in a different manner. The division of a vehicle into several elements (rigid or/and flexible) is a natural way of 
dealing with such complex multibody system. The absolute coordinates are used most often in order to describe 
dynamics of vehicles. In such a case the motion of rigid elements is described by six generalized coordinates and 
then these elements are connected by means of either constraint equations or spring-damping elements. When the 
equations of motion are integrated not only the generalized coordinates and velocities but also reactions and 
moments of reactions in joints are calculated. Mass matrix of the system is in the block-diagonal form which 
shortens numerical calculation time. However, the number of generalized coordinates is large, which in the case 
of the necessity of stabilization of constraint equations slightly reduces the advantages of the method. Such an 
approach is used in commercial software packages for simulation of vehicle dynamics (DADS, DYTRAN). On 
the other side there are methods which use joint coordinates in which the dynamics of a system is described by a 
minimal number of generalized coordinates. The disadvantage of such an approach is full mass matrix and lack of 
direct calculations of reactions in joints [6,7]. 

Friction occurring in couplings of any multibody system influences its motion and consideration of this phenomena 
is not a trivial task. There is a vast number of papers in which different models of friction are discussed however, 
the examples are usually limited to mechanisms with one or very few degrees of freedom [8-10]. Dynamic models 
of articulated vehicles, even when some simplifications are assumed, usually have several numbers of degrees of 
freedom. Thus consideration of friction is especially difficult. Moreover, the friction in models of vehicles is 
usually limited to that occurring at tire-road contact [11].  

This contribution demonstrates how homogenous transformations can be used to model articulated vehicles. 
General equations of motion for a single unit vehicle are derived which take into account a complex range of 
phenomena in vehicle motion, and then an algorithm for generating equations for any articulated vehicle is 
presented.  In order to derive the equations of motion the homogenous transformations and the Lagrange equations 
are used. Reactions in couplings and thus two phases of friction are calculated by application of the Newton-Euler 
algorithm for inverse dynamic problem [12]. This enable us to analyze the influence of friction in the coupling 
considered on the motion of the vehicle. The models worked out have been validated by the comparison of the 
simulation results with those obtained from experimental measurements.  

2. Equations of Motion  
The model of any articulated vehicle can be formulated using homogenous transformations and joint coordinates 
by combining models of single vehicle units. Dynamic analysis requires a physical model which takes into 
consideration components of a vehicle such as a vehicle body, suspensions, wheels and a steering system.  
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2.1. Model of a Single Unit 
The model of a single vehicle unit takes into account a vehicle body, suspensions, wheels and a steering system. It 
consists of an uneven number of rigid bodies, one of which represents a vehicle body. Motion of vehicle unit  is 
described with respect to preceding unit   in the kinematic chain by means of from one up to six degrees of 
freedom depending on the kind of the coupling between those units. The coordinate systems are placed in the 
coupling between the units. The procedure of generating the equations of motion is general and it can be used also 
when there is only one vehicle in the chain. When unit  is the first one in the chain the respective coordinate 
system is placed in the mass center (Fig.1) and the motion of the vehicle body is described by six coordinates 

 and Euler angles ZYX denoted as . 

  
Figure 1: Model of a single unit 

Modeling suspensions is a complex task on its own. There are multibody models consisting of many elements [13] 
however, due to the large number of degrees of freedom their applications are limited. When necessary, the 
multibody model of a suspension can either be reduced [14] or replaced by a functional model [15]. For the purpose 
of this paper an arbitrary even number of wheels with suspensions is introduced when using a simplified model 
the flexibility of suspensions and wheels reduced to a contact point between the tire and the road.  

The vector of generalized coordinates of the single unit consisting of the vehicle body and  suspensions, in 
relative motion with respect to the previous unit in the kinematic chain, takes the following form: 

 (1) 

where   is the vector of   coordinates describing the relative motion of unit  with respect to the proceeding 

one,  is the vector with elements describing the motion of suspensions 

and wheels with respect to the unit body,  describes the motion of wheels 

with respect to unit body, ,  are wheel rotation angles. 

The motion of this unit with respect to the inertial reference system is described by the following vector of 
generalized coordinates: 

 (2) 

where  is the vector of generalized coordinates of the unit body consisting of  generalized coordinates 
of the proceeding unit. Vector  has   elements, which is the 
number of generalized coordinates describing the motion of unit vehicle  with respect to the inertial frame of 
reference.   

The flexibility of suspension, which sometimes can be considerably larger than the flexibility of tires, has a 
significant influence on the motion of the vehicle body. The simplified model of suspension assumes that flexibility 
of suspensions and wheels is reduced to a contact point of the tire and the road (Fig.2).   
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Figure 2: Model of the connection of the wheel and the road and coordinate systems 

In this case the generalized coordinate vector consists only of the rotation angles of the wheels: 

 (3) 

with  coordinates, which is the number of wheels.  The transformation from the system of the wheel 
to the system of the vehicle body {p} is performed using the product of matrices (Fig.2): 

 (4) 

where , , 

are coordinates of wheel center in local coordinate system , is the wheel steering angle.  

Finally, the transformation matrix from the reference system of the wheel to the inertial system is described by the 
matrix: 

 (5) 

is the transformation matrix from unit body  to the inertial reference system. 

The motion of a vehicle is performed on a planar, horizontal and undeformable road surface. The steering is 
reflected by functions occurring in (4), which describe the change in time of the steering angle of the wheels. 
All external forces and moments acting on the vehicle unit are included by means of the generalized forces.  The 
following forces are taken into account: air resistance, drive, braking and aligning torques as well as forces 
describing the contact between the wheel and the road surface, which is described by the Dugoff-Uffelmann model.  

Having assumed the vector of generalized coordinates of the unit  in form (1), the position of any point belonging 
to this unit can be described with respect to the inertial reference system as: 

 (6) 

where . 

The equations of motion are derived using the Lagrange equations and to this end the kinetic energy has to be 
derived in the following form: 

 (7) 

where  is the pseudo-inertia matrix of body . 

Thus the Lagrange operator takes the form: 

 (8) 

where is  component of vector of generalized coordinates , , . 

Having calculated respective derivatives the equation (8) can be written as follows: 

 (9) 
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where , ,   ,  

, . 

If the potential energy of gravity forces is considered, its derivatives with respect to generalized coordinates can 
be written as: 

 (10) 

where  is the mass of body , ,  is the vector of coordinates of the mass center in 
reference system . 

External forces and moments are introduced to the equations of motion by generalized forces .  

Finally , the equations of motion of body  are written in the form: 

 (11) 

where ,  

Use of homogenous transformations and joint coordinates is especially effective when new bodies are added to the 
kinematic chain. In order to show the generalization of the procedure of formulation of the equations of motion 
equation (9) is presented in the partitioned form: 

 (12) 

The equations (12) are derived for unit , when all the units are considered the kinetic and potential energies have 
to be summed and thus the equations of motion of the whole system are as follows: 

 (13) 

 

2.2. Model of a Truck with a Trailer  
In this case the model  consists of four rigid bodies (Fig.4). 

 
Figure 3: A truck with a trailer as a system of four units 

The generalised coordinates describing the motion of each link are the components of the following vectors: 

1) tractor with four wheels (two suspensions) 

 (24.1) 
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2) drawbar 

 (34.2) 

3) dolly with one suspension  

 (44.3) 

where ,    

4) trailer with one suspension 

 (54.4) 

where ,    

The equations of motion of the whole vehicle can be formulated in the partitioned form as follows: 

 (15) 

where ,  

, . 

The number of degrees of freedom of the tractor with a trailer is: 

  (16) 

The general procedure makes it possible to extend the model easily with more bodies which can be for example 
another trailer. 

3. Numerical Simulations 
The model of the truck with a trailer has been verified with the experimental results. Data for the numerical 
simulations has been assumed as those given in [16]. The maneuver used in the test consists in turning the steering 
wheel about a given angle which is then reduced to the steered wheels. It is assumed that the angle is the same for 
the front wheels of the tractor and its measured course is presented in Fig.4  
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Figure 4: Steer angle of the front wheels of the tractor 

The velocity of the tractor during the maneuver is constant and equals 60 km/h. Yawing velocity of both the tractor 
and the trailer were measured as basic parameters describing the behavior of the vehicle. 

 
Figure 5: Comparison of yaw velocity a) tractor b) trailer 

Courses obtained from the experimental measurements and calculations are compatible. It can be seen that the 
difference is not large and the relative percentage error is less than 5.03% in the case of the tractor and 4.46% in 
the case of the trailer, while the mean absolute error is 0.32 deg/s for the tractor and 0.26 deg/s for the trailer. 

In order to analyze the influence of friction in the connection between the trailer and the dolly the motion of the 
model described has been used in simulation of the lane change maneuver, which is realized by the change of steer 
angle of the front wheels of the tractor presented in Fig. 6. 

 
Figure 6: a) steer angle of front wheels b) trajectory of the tractor without friction 

The maneuver has been performed with constant velocity 80 km/h. The model of Coulomb friction implemented 
allow consideration of two phases of friction and the forces and moments are calculated using the inverse dynamics 
problem. Such an approach does not require formulation of constraint equations. Next graphs show the influence 
of different coefficients of friction on the motion of the tractor and the trailer. 
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Figure 6: Yaw velocity for different coefficients of friction a) tractor, b) trailer 

 
Figure 7: Trajectory of the tractor for different coefficients of friction 

It can be seen that the value of the friction coefficient influences the yaw velocity of the trailer more than the 
tractor, however with large values of the friction coefficient not only the yaw velocity but also the trajectory of the 
tractor can be disturbed. Similar analysis is presented in [17] for a semitrailer.  

4. Final Remarks 
Homogenous transformations and joint coordinates are used in modelling of multibody systems however, in 
modelling vehicles usually absolute coordinates are applied. The paper presents the procedure of formulation of 
the equations of motion which requires the lowest possible number of generalized coordinates for description of 
motion of the articulated vehicles. Model of a truck with a trailer presented consists of four vehicle units, there of 
which include suspensions with wheels. The model is verified by comparison of the numerical results with those 
obtained by experimental measurements. The model formulated allow consideration of friction in the connection 
between the vehicle units. The numerical efficiency of the model makes it possible to be used in solving 
optimization problems such as model calibration, choice of steer wheel angles which ensure stability of the vehicle 
and/or path following.  
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Abstract 
This research work studies the potential to reduce lateral acceleration acting on children when vehicle cornering. 
Tilting the car body in a turn is widely used in high-speed rail vehicles. Vehicle body inclination when vehicle 
cornering is used also in small narrow vehicles. Based on the theory of tilting vehicles, a multibody dynamic 
model of a passenger car-child safety seats system is created. This model includes the sprung and the unsprung 
masses of the car, the car seat, and two child safety seats. One of them is conventionally installed on vehicle seat. 
The other one is mounted on special tilting frame. In this way the seat can rotate around cylindrical joint located 
above the mass center of the child-seat subsystem. When vehicle cornering the centrifugal force tilts the seat and 
the lateral acceleration acting on travelling child is reduced. It will improve the ride comfort of children when 
travelling by car. Finally, the multibody model is verified by comparing the calculated results with the road test 
results. 

Keywords: tilting seat, lateral acceleration, multibody model, road test 

1. Introduction 
When vehicles cornering, on the passengers act lateral accelerations. They cause unpleasant sensations, 
discomfort as well as symptoms of a motion sickness such as nausea, headache, vomiting, etc. In railroad 
vehicles have long been used tilting the car body in a turn to improve ride comfort [6]. The principle of 
inclination is also used in small narrow vehicles [4]. The engineers are trying to deploy such systems in road 
vehicles, but they have not been widely used due to their complexity, high cost, and stability problems at high 
speeds due to the varying load distribution on the wheels. To avoid these disadvantages instead of the car body, 
can be used tilting only of the car seats [2]. Given the fact that children are the most vulnerable group of 
kinetosis effects, the aim of this work is to improve the ride comfort of the children when they traveling by car, 
by studying the possibility of reducing lateral acceleration acting on them when the car cornering, by tilting the 
child seat. 

2. Multibody Model 
Based on the theory of tilting vehicles, a multibody dynamic model of a passenger car-child safety seats system 
is created (Fig. 1).  

 
Figure 1: Multibody model of the system 
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This model includes the sprung and the unsprung masses of the car, the car seat, and two child safety seats. One 
of them is conventionally installed on vehicle seat. The other one is mounted on special tilting frame. In this way 
the seat can rotate around cylindrical joint located above the mass center of the child-seat subsystem. The tilting 
seat can be examined as a physical pendulum [3]. 

The theoretical basis of the method is Lagrange equation of motion of second kind: 

 

 (1) 

 
where  is the kinetic energy of the system,  is the potential energy of the system,  is Rayleigh dissipation 
function,   are generalized coordinates and  is function of disturbance. 

Vector of the generalized coordinates is: 

 (2) 

The kinetic energy of the system is: 

 
(3) 

The potential energy of the system is: 

 

(4) 

The Rayleigh dissipative function is: 

 

(5) 

The differential equations of the system are: 

 (6) 

 (7) 

 

(8) 

 (9) 

 (10) 
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 (12) 

 (13) 

 (14) 

 (15) 

3. Road and Proving Ground Tests 
When vehicle cornering the centrifugal force tilts the seat and the lateral acceleration acting on travelling child is 
reduced [2]. It will improve the ride comfort of children when travelling by car. The acceleration evaluation was 
performed by conducting various tests, such as double lane change maneuver [1, 5], slalom, moving in a circle, 
road test on mountain roads etc. Some results obtained when system was tested on a proving ground are shown 
in Fig. 2. 

 

 

Figure 2: Lateral acceleration on conventional child seat (ays) and tilting child seat (ayts) during a slalom test (a) 
and goes around a circle of radius 5,5 m (b). Vehicle speed is 20 km/h. 

Fig. 3, a shows lateral acceleration on conventional and tilting seat when vehicle travels on mountain road, and 
Fig. 3, b shows their spectral densities. 

 

 
Figure 3: Lateral acceleration on conventional child seat (ays) and tilting child seat (ayts) during a road experiment 

(a) and their spectral densities (b). 

4. Numerical Experiment 
The numerical experiments were conducted with the parameters given in Table 1. 
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Table 1: System parameters 

Parameter Symbol Value Unit 

Sprung mass on rear axle m0 400 kg 

Moment of inertia of the sprung mass around longitudinal 
axis (x-axis) J0 500 kg.m2 

Unsprung mass mt 30 kg 

Mass of the conventional child seat ms 10 kg 

Mass of the tilting child seat mts 10 kg 

Main spring stiffness coefficient ks 20000 N/m 

Tire stiffness coefficient ktz 200000 N/m 

Rear seat stiffness coefficient krs 3000 N/m 

Suspension lateral stiffness coefficient ksy 300000 N/m 

Tire lateral stiffness coefficient kty 200000 N/m 

Shock absorber damping coefficient cs 2000 N.s/m 

Tire damping coefficient ctz 100 N.s/m 

Rear seat damping coefficient crs 500 N.s/m 

Tilting seat damping coefficient (angular motion) cts 100 N.s/rad 

Suspension lateral damping coefficient csy 500 N.s/m 

Tire lateral damping coefficient cty 100 N.s/m 

Joint mass distance of the tilting seat l 0,28 m 

Distance between vehicle mass center and child seats 
mount points Ss, Sts 0,5 m 

Vehicle track T 1,6 m 

Comparison of the calculated results with the proving ground test results for lateral acceleration on tilting seat is 
shown in Fig. 4. 
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Figure 4: Comparison between measured and calculated lateral acceleration on tilting seat (slalom).  

5. Conclusion 
The tilting principle is applicable in child safety seat and drive to improving children’s ride comfort. 

The results from conducted experiments show that seat inclination has a significant effect on the reduction of 
lateral accelerations. 

Results from multibody model numerical simulations have well coincidence with the proving ground test results. 
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Abstract 
A reduced finite element (FE) models were created which allows numerical simulation of the effects of changing 
the parallel cavities on the acoustic resonance and antiresonance characteristics of the vocal tract. These models, 
created from an accurate three-dimensional (3D) FE models of the human vocal tract, are computationally-
effective and allows parametric changes of the parallel cavities continuously within the physiologic range. These 
changes are expected to play a role in voice therapy and operatic singing. The sophisticated accurate 3D FE 
models of the vocal tract for vowel [a:] were created from the CT snaps. Their using for investigating the effect 
of vocal tract shape modifications on the changes in acoustic resonance properties is time consuming. Therefore 
the reduced FE models were created including all the dominant parallel cavities and their resonance and 
antiresonance frequencies were tuned to correspond to those of the full FE model. These reduced models were 
then used for analyzing the antiresonances, resonances and the pressure transfer function of the vocal tract. The 
accuracy of the results obtained using the reduced models were examined by comparing these to the results 
obtained with the full 3D FE model. 

Keywords: human vocal tract, nasal cavities, human voice quality, self-exciting vibration, bio-acoustic, FE 
parametric model, velopharyngeal insu ciency 

1. Introduction 
Human voice is produced through self-oscillations of the vocal folds excited by air flowing from the lungs. The 
vibration of the vocal folds modulates the stream of air producing the primary sound of voice in a narrow 
oscillating constriction between the two vocal folds called glottis. This primary sound signal propagates through 
the supralaryngeal cavities between the vocal folds, lips and the nostrils (i.e., the vocal tract) which modify its 
quality through acoustic resonances. The acoustic resonances of the vocal tract create the so-called formants, 
which occur as peaks in the envelope of the voice spectrum. The formants are determined by the size and shape 
of the vocal tract cavities and define vowels and the voice timbre. The final sound quality of human voice is thus 
given both by the characteristics of the vocal fold vibration and by the vocal tract properties [1], [2] and [3].  

While the influence of the geometric configuration of the main channel of the vocal tract on the vocal output has 
been studied rather extensively, the influence of side cavities of human vocal tract, has received less attention. As 
such, their role for the resulting vocal intensity may be considered undesirable, since it contradicts the general 
goal of enhancing vocal output with the smallest vocal effort. A more detailed analysis shows that besides the 
antiresonances there are also new resonances which occur due to these side cavities. Several studies show that 
the side branches of the human vocal tract exhibit antiresonance and resonance properties in the human voice 
frequency spectrum which influence the voice quality. The influence of side cavities such as the piriform sinuses 
and valleculae in the epylaryngeal part of the human vocal tract, has been studied by several authors [4], [5], [6] 
reporting antiresonances in the resulting vocal spectrum, i.e., largely decreasing radiation of some of the spectral 
frequencies out of the mouth. However, the newest studies revealed that besides the antiresonances there are also 
new resonances which occur due to these side cavities and that the voice quality can be better when the side 
branches are present [7] and [8]. These specific resonances can contribute to a speaker's formant cluster created 
in the frequency range 3-5 kHz. Furthermore, the spectral analysis of singers indicates that due to the existence 
of the side branches the formant structure around 3-5 kHz is more complex than expected. 

The effects of other parallel cavities of the vocal are studied in the present paper, where the nasality or so-called 
velopharyngeal insufficiency is modeled by interconnecting the acoustic cavities of the nasal tract with the vocal 
tract at the velum (soft palate). If the velum is raised properly the nasal tract is closed and the interconnection is 
shut, if the velum muscles are flabbier the interconnecting space between the vocal tract and nasal tract is getting 
bigger. Especially, this effect is studied here in relation to the changes of the lowest formant frequencies. Similar 
study was performed by the authors in the previous paper [9], where the velopharyngeal insufficiency and 
clefting of soft or hard palate were studied in relation to the voice quality for the vowels [/a:/,/i:/,/u:/]. The 
influence of clefting on phonation for vowel /a:/ was found smaller than the influence of the clefts on the 
pronunciation and perception of vowels /i:/ and /u:/. However, the models of the human vocal and nasal tracts 
used in the previous study were very much simplified, and it can be concluded, that for proper prediction of the 
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voice quality it is necessary much more correct models, particularly of the nasal cavities. Here we are 
concentrated on modelling the phonation for vowel /a:/ with and without nasality. 

2. Models of the Vocal Tract with and without the Nasal Tract 
Sophisticated and accurate three-dimensional (3D) finite element FE models of the vocal tract for the vowel /a:/ 
was created from the Computer Tomography (CT) measurement of the subject during phonation, see [10]. The 
accurate and complete 3D FE model of the acoustic nasal cavities was developed from a detail CT investigation 
of a patient head of another subject of the same gender, the similar age and size. After segmentation of the CT 
images we obtained the volume model of the nasal tract interconnected with the volume model of the vocal tract 
for the vowel /a:/, see Fig.1(left). Then the accurate complete 3D FE model for a nasalized vowel /a:/ was 
created from the volume model, see Fig. 1 (right).  

 
Figure 1: Volume model of the human vocal tract for vowel /a:/ interconnected with the model of the nasal 

cavities (left) and computational 3D FE model for a nasalized vowel /a:/ (right) 

2.1. Results of the Numerical Simulations of the Pressure Transfer Function 
The acoustic resonant properties of the FE model were investigated by a broadband frequency pulse. The airflow 
rate excited the model at the glottis level and the acoustic pressure responses were computed at the position of 
the lips and nose. The power spectral density of the excitation pulse is presented in Fig.2. 

 
Figure 2: Exciting pulse in the frequency domain 

The pulse has a flat spectrum in the frequency range up to about 10 kHz. Acoustic energy losses in the vocal 
tract, modeled by the sound radiation from the mouth and nose to open atmosphere, belong to main acoustic 
energy dissipation losses in the vocal tract. The radiation losses were modeled by a circular plate vibrating like a 
piston in an infinite wall, for which the following frequency dependent acoustic impedance can be derived [11] 
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frequency and i is imaginary unit. The Bessel J1 and Struve H1 functions can be calculated using the infinitive 
series. The acoustic energy losses inside the vocal tract due to, e.g., air viscosity and flexibility of the soft tissues 
on the boundaries of the acoustic spaces, were incorporated in the model via the boundary admittance coefficient 
μ = r/ρ0c0 , where r is the real component of the specific acoustic impedance (resistance term). Boundary 
admittance coefficient μ  (0; 1) is related to the dimensionless absorption coefficient α by the formula  

)(25.05.0
1

1 . 
(2) 

The effect of the interconnecting the oral and nasal cavities is demonstrated in Fig.3. The new resonances and the 
antiresonances appear in the output signal. There is one important additional antiresonance-resonance pair at the 
frequency F1,naso ≈ 420 Hz below the first formant frequency F1 ≈ 620 Hz and another antiresonance-resonance 
pair at F2,naso ≈ 2250 Hz between the second (F2 ≈ 1150 Hz) and third formant frequency F3 ≈ 2780 Hz. The third 
antiresonance-resonance pair at about 3540Hz practically coincides with the formant F4 ≈ 3530 Hz. The new 
antiresonance-resonance pairs can play an important role in the voice quality, because their position can 
influence the energy in the first fourth formants. 

  
Figure 3: Power spectral density of the pressure field computed in front of the lips by using the full 3D FE 

model of the vocal tract without and with the nose cavity 

Character of the acoustic modes of vibration which corresponds to these additional resonance peaks is 
demonstrated in Fig.4.  

  
Figure 4: Character of acoustic oro- velo-nasal vibrations at the frequency peaks F1,naso ≈ 420 Hz and F2,naso 

≈ 2250 Hz 

Because of the usage of the complete 3D FE model of the nasalized vowel /a:/ for investigating the effect of the 
nasal tract shape modifications on the changes of acoustic resonance properties is computationally very time 
consuming, the 3D FE model was reduced to a lumped model, see Fig. 5. The lumped model of the nasalized 
vowel /a:/ was created including all the dominant parallel cavities (two piriform sinuses, two valleculae and the 
nasal cavities joint to the main vocal tract at the velum) and their resonance and antiresonance frequencies were 
tuned to correspond to those of the full 3D FE model. The lumped model was developed similarly as the reduced 
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model in the paper [8], where only piriform sinuses and valleculae were considered as the side branches of the 
vocal tract. 

Governing equations for acoustic pressure in the acoustic cavities of the full 3D FE model of the vocal tract can 
be written in the FE formulation as 

,0KppBpM  (3) 

where M, B and K represent global (NxN) mass, damping and stiffness matrices, p is vector of nodal pressures 
in N nodes inside the vocal tract, and the dot and double dots above the pressure denote the first and second time 
derivatives, respectively. The total number of the nodes for a full 3D FE model of the vocal tract is of about 
N ≈ 500000 however, for some analyses it is possible to reduce substantially the order of the matrices M, B and 
K using the Guyan’s reduction methods and to construct so-called superelements, see [9].  

 
Figure 5: Computational 3D FE model for a nasalized vowel /a:/ (left) and the simplified lumped model of 

the human vocal tract for the vowel/a:/ (right) 

The method of direct physical discretization was used to derive the mass matrix. The full 3D FE model of human 
vocal tract was divided into sub-volumes (see Fig. 6). From the masses of the separate sub-volumes the diagonal 
mass matrix of the reduced model was assembled. The mass m1 corresponds to the laryngeal cavity, the masses 
m2 to m6 represent the superelements of the main part of the vocal tract from the lower pharynx up to the front 
part of the oral cavity created by the mass m7. The masses m8 and m9 correspond to the left and right piriform 
sinuses, respectively, and the masses m10 and m11 belong to the valleculae. The masses m13 and m14 correspond to 
the volumes of the velum region and m15 to the main part of the nasal tract. The masses m12(ω) and m16(ω) 
represent fictive masses resulting from the model of the sound radiation from the mouth and nostrils, 
respectively.  

The sound absorption on the walls inside the vocal tract is modeled by the damping parameters bi and the energy 
dissipation that results from emitting the acoustic energy from the mouth to the open space, was modeled by the 
standardized radiation acoustic impedance Eq. (1).  

The reduced sti ness matrix was derived from the full sti ness matrix by the Guyan’s reduction method. 
Because the original full 3D FE model of the vocal tract was divided to a relatively small number of super-
elements, it was necessary to tune the basic acoustic resonance characteristics of the reduced model so that they 
correspond to the fundamental resonances and antiresonances of the full 3D FE model. This was done by tuning 
the sti ness parameters to fit the demanded resonance frequencies and anti-resonance frequencies. A global 
multicriteria optimization method was used for tuning the reduced model. The total objective function was 
determined by a weighted sum of the considered fractional objective functions 
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where the NR=4 resonance (Ri = fi;Rdemand-fi;R) and NA=2 antiresonance (Ai = fi;Ademand-fi;A) frequencies were tuned. 
Because the global optimization method generates many solutions additional constraint functions were applied in 
order not to change largely the determined stiffness parameters of the reduced model of the vocal tract. The 
following constraint functions were used 

16,...,1.,,)( 2
,, iconstmminimumkk ioriginewi . (5) 

2.2. Comparison of the Reduced Model with the 3D FE Model 
Comparison of the acoustic pressure response of the full 3D FE model with the reduced model is shown in 
Fig. 6. The first five resonance frequencies and the two antiresonance frequencies up to 4 kHz of the reduced 
model are in a very good agreement with those obtained from the full 3D model. At the frequencies above 4 kHz 
the two models show different resonances; there are many more resonances in the full 3D model. This can be 
attributed to the limitation of the reduced model which does not capture the more complicated transversal modes 
in the higher frequency region. 

 
Figure 6: Acoustic pressure response computed at the lips using the full 3D FE model of the vocal tract and 

the reduced model 
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Figure 7: Acoustic pressure response computed at the lips using the reduced model for original and 

decreased velum region size. 

The influence of the size of velum region on the output acoustic pressure p7 is demonstrated by an example 
shown in Fig. 7. When decreasing of the velum region cavity, the first two formats are moving together. The 
antiresonance-resonance pair between the second and third formant (≈ 2250 Hz) moves to the third formant and 
increased the energy in the acoustic signal in the frequency region 2.5 – 3 kHz. The developed reduced FE model 
enables to study such changes in the output acoustic spectra very fast and systematically and to find an optimum 
effect of the side branches of the vocal tract on the voice quality. 

3. Conclusion 
The results show that the human vocal tract is a very complex resonator. Side branches are generally known to 
cause antiresonances, i.e., sharp local minima in the resulting transfer function. In speech research the 
antiresonance phenomenon is well known from the studies of nasalized vowels where the nose acts as the side 
branch of the vocal tract. The side cavities act as antiresonators which severely decrease the sound level 
radiating out of the mouth around the antiresonance frequency. Simultaneously, however, they act also as 
resonators which amplify the acoustic output at different frequencies. These findings suggest that the side 
cavities may play a beneficial role in producing the "resonant voice". Formant clustering around 3-4 kHz has 
been considered to play an important role for the professional speaker’s or singer’s voice quality. 
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Abstract 
This study presents and applies a quantitative metric, based on entire time series of measured surface 
electromyography (sEMG) from selected lower limb muscles to validate multibody dynamics (MBD) estimated 
action of the same subject muscles during modified gait, stiff knee gait (SKG) and slow running (SR) in relation 
to normal gait (NG). MBD is being increasingly applied for estimation of internal actions according to difficulty 
of its direct measurements under natural conditions of movement and the importance of this estimation for 
prevention, diagnosis and treatment planning of specific subject skeletal and neuromuscular diseases. 

Inverse kinematics and inverse dynamics from position and force data have been used to estimate internal joint 
force moments, with muscle grouping and optimization techniques applied along with musculoskeletal model for 
estimation of muscle action. Nevertheless kinematic and kinetic input data of human movement must be accurate 
and employed model for simulation must be personalized to subject, task and moment of application. Also the 
results provided by the simulation with the musculoskeletal model must be compared with measured results for 
validation. Comparative analysis of kinematic and kinetic input data of human lower limbs is performed during 
modified gait modes and a personalized musculoskeletal model employed for MBD estimation of muscle actions 
and compare estimated muscle actions with measured sEMG of selected muscles on different gait modes, SKG 
and SR in relation to those registered at NG.  

The results from quantitative metrics followed qualitative agreement from visual inspection with better 
agreement between processed sEMG and MBD muscle estimated activity on phase metric than at magnitude, 
and combined metric presenting overall better agreement at NG and SKG than at SR, pointing to higher ability 
of the model to predict muscle force patterns in agreement with measured sEMG activity at NG and SKG than at 
SR and the need to improve model predictions for SR.  

Applied technique presents as a reproducible quantitative metric based on entire time series, both magnitude and 
phase, overcoming qualitative and subjective comparing by the observer, reducing time consuming and allowing 
increase at the number of automatic validation of MBD muscle action estimation. 

Keywords: musculoskeletal model, multibody dynamics, validating, subject specific, sEMG 

1. Introduction 
Multibody dynamics (MBD) presents as a powerful tool for musculoskeletal model and neuromuscular control 
study towards decision support for prevention, diagnosis and treatment planning of specific subject skeletal and 
neuromuscular diseases, with large cost saving, subject comfort and intervention optimization [1].  

Nevertheless kinematic and kinetic input data of human movement must be accurate and employed model for 
simulation must be personalized to subject, task and moment of application. Also the results provided by the 
simulation with the musculoskeletal model must be compared with measured results for validation. Given the 
difficulty of direct measurement of internal actions, forces and force moments under natural conditions of 
movement, comparing estimated muscle actions by MBD with measured surface electromyography (sEMG) on 
different gait modes can provide assessment of model estimation.  

The objective of this study is to compare estimated muscle actions by MBD with measured sEMG of selected 
muscles on different adopted gait modes, stiff knee gait (SKG) and slow running (SR) in relation to those 
registered at normal gait (NG). The scientific contribution of this work is to assess at the neural sEMG level 
registered differences at dynamic and kinematic operational level during NG, SKG and SR. 
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2. Methods  
Kinematic, kinetic and selected sEMG were collected at motion capture laboratory for one male subject (70 kg 
mass and 1.86 m height) during normal gait at comfortable auto-selected velocity, stiff knee gait with lower knee 
flexion and slow running at minimum velocity to ensure time period with both feet off the ground. Simultaneous 
recordings of ground reaction forces, skin markers attached to the lower extremity and sEMG were obtained with 
two AMTI force plates sampling at 2000 Hz, eight camera Qualisys system at 100 Hz and Noraxon wireless 
system at 2000 Hz. Marker protocol used for analysis at musculoskeletal model includes right and left anterior 
superior iliac spines, thigh superior, knee medial, knee lateral, shank superior, ankle medial, ankle lateral and 
toes. sEMG was recorded for soleus medialis (SM) and tibialis anterior (TA) of the subject’s right leg and 
normalized to dynamic maximum voluntary contraction with counter movement jump for SM and right leg 
swing for TA. Musculoskeletal analysis was performed using AnyGait v. 0.92 set up for the experimental setup, 
starting with generation of stick-figure model based on a static trial, over-determinate kinematic analysis over 
the dynamic trial and joint angles, morphing Twente Lower Extremity Model (TLEM) to match the size and joint 
morphology of the stick-figure model for inverse dynamic analysis based on joint angles and kinetic boundary 
conditions. The outputs from the musculoskeletal model during one complete stride of NG, SKG and SR were 
assessed, namely ground reaction forces, computed joint angles, angular velocities and accelerations, joint 
moments, joint reaction forces, estimated muscle activities and processed sEMG for comparing different 
dynamic trials. AnyGait was set up to produce output using polynomial muscle recruitment criterion of power 3 
and recorded sEMG was band-pass filtered at 10 Hz and 400 Hz, rectified and low-pass filtered at 6 Hz [2]. 

A complete stride corresponding to the time interval that mediates the beginning of two successive contacts of 
the same foot with the ground was selected for the analysis. The phases of the locomotion cycle were time 
limited based on GRF records, for NG and SKG from the instant of beginning of the contact with the ground in 
the initial double limb stance (IDLS), the start of the single limb support (SS), the start of terminal double limb 
support (TDLS) and the start and end of the swing phase (SW), and in SR with beginning and end of alternating 
contact (AC) of each feet with the ground and flight phase (FL) for each feet, right and left. 

MBD estimated muscle activities and processed sEMG were obtained under the same conditions of joint angle, 
angular velocity and acceleration for all-time instants at each gait mode. Thus, despite different nature of 
estimated muscle activities and processed sEMG, these signals can be compared for the same time instant of the 
same movement performed by the same subject under the same conditions of joint angles, angular velocities and 
accelerations, to assess model validity. To overcome subjectivity of qualitative comparisons it was implemented 
alternative metrics to reproduce in a quantitative and objective way the interpretation of model results when 
compared to EMG activity patterns. For this purpose the shape of the wave form (magnitude) and time-of-arrival 
(phase) of both MBD predicted muscle activities and processed sEMG are quantified separately for magnitude 
(M) and phase (P) differences detection and combined (C) into a single metric for global agreement detection 
[3]. Considering m(t) the measured signal and c(t) the corresponding computed signal, the time integrals are 
calculated using equation (1) where t1 < t < t2 is the time span of interest, in this case one complete stride for NG, 
SKG and SR. 

 

 

 

(1) 

With these measures the error magnitude is calculated using equation (2) that is phase invariant since it is based 
on the ratio of the area under the squared signals, with -1 ensuring zero metric when the two areas are equal. 

 (2) 

The phase error is calculated using equation (3) that is invariant to magnitude differences, zero if c(t) =  m(t), 
and varies with  if  c(t) =  m(t – ) since it is based on the ratio of the area under the squared signals, with -1 
ensuring zero metric when the two areas are equal. 

 (3) 

Finally magnitude M and phase P error are combined using equation (4) into a single comprehensive error factor 
C as defined by [3] 

 (4) 
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3. Results 
According to assessed results, ground reaction forces present typical characteristics of the ground contact type, 
with two maximum vertical values of lower magnitudes approximately 880 N and 770 N for gait trial, 680 N and 
750 N for stiff knee gait and a single peak value with higher magnitude around 1600 N for slow running. Hip 
joint reaction forces follow the characteristic of the ground contact force, with two maximum vertical values of 
lower magnitudes 2700 N and 4400 N for gait trial and a 2400 N ripple and 3600 N for stiff knee gait with a 
single peak value of higher magnitude 6400 N for slow running. Knee joint reaction forces follow the 
characteristic of the ground contact force, with two maximum vertical values of lower magnitudes 3500 N and 
4250 N for gait trial, a 1400 N ripple and a peak at 4500 N for stiff knee gait, with a single peak value of higher 
magnitude 12000 N for slow running. The 1400 N ripple at the stiff knee gait fading the first peak, approaching 
its profile to the slow running with the value of 12000 N peak force, far greater than all other maximum joint 
reaction forces. Ankle joint forces presents two local maximum around 3000 N and 6100 N for gait trial, with 
first local maximum fading around 2000 N and absolute maximum value 6000 N at stiff knee gait, with only one 
maximum value 14500 N for slow running. 

Slow running presents higher joint knee angles, angular velocities and angular accelerations with maximum 
values 1.5 rad, 7.5 rad/s and 150 rad/s2 than gait trial with maximum values 1.06 rad, 6 rad/s and 122 rad/s2 as 
well as stiff knee gait with 0.7 rad, 4.8 rad/s, 55 rad/s2. Slow running presents higher ankle joint plantar flexion 
force moment with maximum value 240 Nm than gait trial with maximum value 124 Nm and stiff knee gait with 
120 Nm. Gait trial presents higher maximum hip joint flexion force moment 77 Nm than at stiff knee gait trial 
with 70 Nm and slow running with 44 Nm. 

Validation of the lower limb musculoskeletal model can be performed by comparing the muscle activities 
predicted by the MBD with the measured sEMG activity. Previous evaluations were mainly qualitative and based 
on the comparison between the instants of muscular activation and deactivation predicted by the model and the 
experimental results. Thus, the muscle activity estimated by MBD was compared to the sEMG recorded activity 
at tibialis anterior (TA) and soleus medialis muscles (SM), for the considered modes of locomotion, namely 
normal gait (NG) at self-selected speed, stiff knee gait (SKG) and slow running (SR), Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: NG, SKG and SR % MVC of MBD and sEMG at TA and SM. 
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The results from quantitative metric, Table 1, present better agreement between processed sEMG and MBD 
muscle estimated activity on P than on M, with better agreement on M for SM than TA at NG and SKG and the 
opposite at SR. Better combined agreement between SM processed sEMG and MBD muscle estimated activity 
for NG and SKG than at SR points to higher ability of the model to predict SM force patterns in agreement with 
EMG activity patterns at NG and SKG than at SR, with similar ability for prediction of TA on NG, SKG and SR. 

Table 1: Metric values of magnitude, phase and combined differences between process sEMG and MBD muscle 
estimated activity for normal gait and stiff knee gait than at slow running 

Gait / Muscle Magnitude (M) Phase (P) Combined (C) 

NG TA -0.63 0.28 0.69 

NG SM -0.43 0.29 0.52 

SKG TA -0.65 0.30 0.72 

SK SM -0.45 0.26 0.53 

SR TA -0.47 0.36 0.59 

SR SM 2.08 0.37 2.12 

 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 
MBD estimated muscle activities compares well with processed sEMG for each considered gait mode, namely 
on antagonist character of tibialis anterior and soleus muscle, featured by their activities and time instants of 
activation and inactivation at MBD predicted muscle activities and processed sEMG. Despite estimated muscle 
actions with MBD and measured sEMG express different physical quantities, these were obtained under the 
same conditions, thus minimizing the error on acquisition and comparing under dynamic conditions. MBD 
estimated muscle activities presents as a powerful alternative when sEMG is not viable and sEMG as a tool for 
MBD validation, with quantitative metrics of phase and magnitude contributing to overcome qualitative 
comparisons. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents a multibody analysis of a standardized taekwondo athlete during execution of roundhouse kick 
performed with the rear foot. The objectives of this research are twofold: 1) to model a taekwondo athlete with a 
multibody analysis in order to understand the biomechanical behavior of the athlete and to optimize the technics 
and the acceleration of the kick; 2) to analyze the multibody biomechanical behavior of taekwondo athletes in 
order to optimize ICT technology in fight tournaments. 

Keywords: multibody dynamics, inertial parameters, taekwondo athletes, roundhouse kick, biped robot 

1. Introduction 
The World Taekwondo Federation (WTF) [1] was founded in 1973. Taekwondo is one of the two Asian martial 
arts included in the Olympics. It made its debut as a demonstration Olympic sport at the 1988 Seoul Games, and 
became an official medal sport at the 2000 Sydney Games. The objective of Taekwondo is to land kicks and 
punches on the opponent’s scoring zones [1, 2]. A kick or punch to the opponent’s torso scores one point, an 
additional point is awarded if the attacker has his back to his opponent at the point of contact - so spinning kicks 
score two points. Punches to the head are illegal, but kicks score three points and a turning kick to the head scores 
four points. To be valid, shots must be of sufficient force. Competitors need powerful and explosive legs - to launch 
jumping attacks from the opponent and to support themselves during standing, single-leg kicks. 

Technology is already widely used in the context of this sport [2]. A sensorized corsage protects the trunk of the 
athlete. The threshold of the impact force able to assign a point is calibrated for each weight level of competitors 
(male: -58kg, -68kg, -80kg, +80kg; female: -49kg, -57kg, -67kg, +67kg) . The company developer of the corsage 
is also investigating the possibility to use sensorized helmets [3].  

To perform the Taekwondo roundhouse kicks, the kicking leg is basically lifted in an arc towards the front of the 
body and then the knee is rapidly extended until the instep of the foot hits the target (see Fig. 1b). In competition, 
the roundhouse kick is frequently used to get scores as it is a fast movement and provides a powerful attack. 
Previous studies showed that impact forces of roundhouse kicks were approximately 1000 N–3000 N in 
Taekwondo players [4]. Higher impact forces (1994.03 ± 537.37 N) were shown in the competitors as compared 
with the non-competitors (1477.90 ± 679.23 N). Even in the similar skill level athletes, the medalists performed 
stronger kicks than the non-medalists. Therefore, several researchers have investigated influential factors for 
powerful kicks regarding to kinematics and kinetics of the kicking leg. Concerning kinematics analysis, the kicking 
leg undergoes a wide range of motion of up to 100 degrees knee flexion, and 45 degrees ankle plantarflexion. 
During impact phase, knee flexion angle was significantly greater in highly skilled players (about 31 degrees) than 
in unskilled ones (about 20 degrees) whereas similar ankle plantarflexion was about 44 degrees in both groups.  

Impact force in taekwondo was measured by many researchers: Pieter and Pieter [5] measured impact forces up to 
620 N for four different kicks against a water-filled bag with a built-in force sensor unit. Conkel et al. [6] used 
piezoelectric film and measured impact forces up to 470 N for the same kick. Tang et al. (2007) [7] found 
roundhouse kick movement times of about 0.6s. Other researchers found times from 0.3s to 0.7s. Barlett [8] 
presents causes of movement in sport biomechanics underlining how forces and torques should be considered in a 
biomechanical analysis. Estevan et al. [9] analyzed the roundhouse kick to the head by comparing the maximum 
impact force, execution time, and impact time in 3 distances according to the athletes’ competition level. A 
maximum value of about 1800 N was recorded for the impact force. Thibordee and Prasartwuth [10] investigated 
knee and ankle joint kinematics and electromyographic (EMG) activity of leg muscle and compared them between 
high-impact and low-impact kicks. Sixteen male black-belt Taekwondo athletes performed five roundhouse kicks 
at their maximal effort. The study demonstrated the impact forces ranged from 1260 N to 1986 N for the high-
impact group and 714 N–1206 N for the low-impact group. These impact forces were in line with previous 
investigations [4, 9]. All athletes clearly demonstrated the greatest activities of rectus femoris compared to other 
muscles during the pre-impact phase. These indicated that rectus femoris could be primarily responsible for the 
execution of the powerful roundhouse kicks. In the roundhouse family of kicks, the body can essentially be divided 
into four parts [11]: kicking leg, support leg, pelvis, and upper body. The kicking leg executes the kick while the 
support leg bears the weight of the whole body and provides a fulcrum (pivot hip). The pelvis serves as the 
convergence point of the other parts and the upper body serves an important role in terms of counter-movement 
and balance. Among these, the pelvis and the kicking leg are the main elements of kicking mobility. The paper 
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proposed in [12] compared the impact characteristics of Taekwondo and Yongmudo (another martial art) player’s 
360 roundhouse kick (or turning kick) according to the target height. There was a significant difference for impact 
force according to the target height approximately 6400 ± 898 N, for the mid section and 5419 ± 659 N, for the 
high section of taekwondo groups. In conclusion, as the 360 roundhouse kick was performed quicker by the 
Taekwondo players (respect to Youngmudo martial artists) with a similar impact force and more forward motion, 
it is evaluated to be a better technique of 360 roundhouse kicking.  

This paper presents a biomechanical analysis and a multibody simulation of taekwondo athletes. The dynamic 
balance in a multibody system is a crucial point and the contact between the system and the environment is very 
complex to model. The complexity of the movement of a multibody system like the human body in contact with 
the ground is by-passed using a revolute joint between the ground and the foot. The approaches used by the authors 
to model the dynamic balance of humanoid robots in last works [13, 14] helped to consider the human like a 
humanoid machine and to reduce its degrees in relation to the application. Experimental tests have been performed 
with taekwondo athletes with the final aim to validate our assumptions. Last works were oriented to design 
artificial artefacts for the taekwondo sport [15, 16]; this work is performed considering taekwondo athlete modeled 
as a humanoid robot. 

The paper is structured as follows: section II shows the used simplification; section III describes the virtual model 
developed using MSC ADAMS multibody software, the performed simulations and comments results. The paper 
end with conclusion. Future works are oriented to test taekwondo kicks in different athletes comparing the head’s 
acceleration with the foot’s acceleration. 

 
 

Figure 1: Roundhouse kick performed by the athlete with red corsage and red helmet during Olympic 
tournament London 2012 (a), and sequences to execute roundhouse kick (b). 

 

2. Virtual Model, Simulations, Tests, and Discussion 
In following, the virtual model implemented in MSC ADAMS software is presented. The standard man (age 30; 
height: 1720mm; mass: 70kg) has been used to design joints and center of mass position of each link. Figure 2 
shows the sketch of the human’s body segments, the architecture of a taekwondo athlete, and the simplification of 
the architecture of a taekwondo athlete for a roundhouse kick execution. Table 1 shows the body segment lengths, 
masses, and mass densities of body segments used in our model. Figure 3 shows the three steps performed during 
dynamical analysis. The initial position (Figure 3a) shows the standard man model and the pungiball which 
represents the point of impact. Figure 3b shows the start position and Figure 3c the end position of the kick. The 
model has been designed analyzing the movement of the real athletes and the technical movement that should be 
performed in a roundhouse kick in taekwondo sport. The left kick is moved to impact to the pungiball. In order to 
simplify the redundancy of the degrees of freedom of the human model and avoiding falls, the contact of the right 
foot to the ground was simulated with a revolute joint with axis parallel to Y direction (see Figure 3a). The used 
joint’s architecture of the presented model is shown in Figure 2c. Figure 4 shows the acceleration of the left foot 
from the initial to the end position shown in Figure 3. The impact point is about 30 m/s2. The three picks of the 
Figure 4 are about from 35 m/s2 to 40 m/s2. We performed the same experiments with 8 athletes of taekwondo (1 
white-yellow belt, 1 yellow belt, 2 yellow-green belts, 1 green belt, 1 green-blue, 2 black belt) using accelerometer 
on pungiball. We repeated five times the tests for each athlete and noted that the module of the accelerations for 
each of these athletes is about 33 m/s2.  

Rear foot Frontal foot (a) foot (b) 
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Figure 2. Sketch of the human’s body segments (a), architecture of a taekwondo athlete (b), and simplification of 

the architecture of a taekwondo athlete for a roundhouse kick execution. 

 

 

Figure 3. Three steps performed in the dynamical analysis: a) initial position; b) start position; c) end position. 
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Table 1. Body segment lengths and masses and mass densities of body segments. 
Segment Segment 

length/body 
height 

Segment 
mass/total 
body mass 

Mass 
density 
[g/cm3] 

Distance of the Center of Mass 
from segment end 

(proximal)/segment lenght 

Distance of the Center of 
Mass from segment end 
(distal)/segment lenght 

Head 0.130 0.081 1.11 1 / 

Neck 0.052 

Shoulder 
width 

0.259 / / / / 

Upper arm 0.186 0.028 1.07 0.436 0.564 

Forearm 0.146 0.016 1.13 0.430 0.570 

Hand 0.108 0.006 1.16 0.506 0.494 

Chest width 0.174 / / / / 

Hip width/leg 
separation 

0.191 / / / / 

Upper leg 
(thigh) 

0.245 0.1 1.05 0.433 0.567 

Lower leg 
(calf) 

0.246 0.0465 1.09 0.433 0.567 

Ankle to 
bottom of 

foot 

0.039 / / / / 

Foot breadth 0.055 0.0145 1.10 0.5 0.5 

Foot length 0.152 

Trunk / 0.497 1.03 0.5 0.5 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Acceleration of the left foot from the initial point to the end point of the roundhouse kick of the 

Figure 3. 

 

Impact 
point 
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Table 2. Characteristics of Taekwondo Athletes for the Experiments. 
Number of the Athlete Taekwondo’s Belt Weight (kg) Height (mm) Age 

1 Black III Dan 62 1650 34 

2 Yellow-Green +87 1700 15 

3 Yellow 56 1700 17 

4 White-Yellow 59 1700 22 

5 Green 70 1670 49 

6 Black III Dan -87 1860 24 

7 Green-Blue 64 1800 25 

8 Yellow-Green 98 1900 48 

3. Conclusion 
This paper presented a multibody analysis on taekwondo athlete movements during execution of roundhouse kick. 
The standard man (age: 30; height: 1720 mm; weight: 70 kg) is used as a virtual reference model for the simulation. 
The author used an approximation in order to be able to reproduce the movement of the taekwondo athlete in 
virtual ambient (using MSC ADAMS software). The problem to model the behavior of the contact of the foot with 
the ground is by-passed using a simple revolute joint. The assumption of the authors is validated by the comparison 
among simulated and real experiments. Future works are oriented to test taekwondo kicks in different athletes 
comparing the head’s acceleration with the foot’s acceleration. 
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Abstract
Purpose of this work is reconstruction of a real vehicle to pedestrian collision. The involved car model was Skoda

Roomster and the participating pedestrian was 77 years old female. The geometry, mechanical parameters of the car,

initial properties (position and velocity) as well as anthropometric data of the female are known from the accident

protocol, provided by CzIDAS project (Czech In-depth Accident Study). Impact velocity of the car was 30 km/h and

hit the pedestrian from her left side by its right-frontal part.

The accident protocol contains also description of car damage and injury sustained by the pedestrian. The effort of the

accident reconstruction was not only to meet damage of the vehicle (shape and maximal bonnet intrusion), but also the

pedestrian injury.

Virtual hybrid model of full human body VIRTHUMAN was used here for the pedestrian modelling and the involved

car Skoda Roomster was modelled via various approaches (fully rigid model, multi-body bonnet, segmented bonnet

and finite elements bonnet models). The monitored values were car deformation and pedestrian injury. Both the car

and the pedestrian model were processed in Virtual Performance Solution software.

Keywords: human body model, pedestrian-car accident, car model, injury prediction, collision reconstruction

1. Introduction
Currently, the virtual approach in the biomechanical and automotive field is under great interest of many researchers.

Especially in the modelling and analysing of full human body under various loading scenarios. The virtual prototyping

in the automotive research field takes benefits from numerical models of the human body. The models are usually based

on deformable finite elements, multi-body methods or combined, so called, hybrid approach, that takes advantages of

both methods. The review of current state of the human body model is given in [10].

This paper investigates on the virtual performance in the modelling of the real pedestrian-to-car crash accident. The

analysed collision was a real road event, fully described in the accident protocol provided by the partner Transport

Research Centre (CDV). The protocol describes involved pedestrian (female, 77 years old, weight about 70 kg, height

approximately 167 cm) as well as the car (mass, geometry, inertia properties, initial configuration and velocity). This

protocol also contains after-collision information, such as deformation of the car (bonnet or bumper intrusion, wind-

screen damage etc.) and also pedestrian injury description (identified in the hospital).

The goal of this work was the reconstruction of such real accident scenario with respect to all the input data and to

meet the output data (car kinematics, deformation and pedestrian injury) as a validation process. Moreover different

approaches of the car (bonnet) modelling were tested and the suitability, pros and cons of each model will be discussed.

2. Method

2.1. Pedestrian Model
The VIRTHUMAN model is a hybrid model that combines the advantages of two main modelling approaches, the de-

formable finite elements and rigid body segmentation within the MBS structure. The deformable elements representing

external shape of the human body are connected via non-linear springs and dampers to the rigid segments. Such seg-

ments form an open tree structure based on the multi-body principle. The particular rigid segments are connected via
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kinematic joints that represent the real human joints (shoulder, elbow, knee, etc.) or breakable joints for the description

of the bone fracture. This model was especially validated also for the pedestrian modelling [9] and [11].

The VIRTHUMAN model is a fully scalable human model that takes into account the gender, age, height and weight

of the particular subject [6]. The wide set of human anthropometric database [1] is a basement of automatic scaling

algorithm, implemented in the model. The database was afterwards expanded with the dataset of persons over 55 years

old. With the advantage of scaling process, small children, tiny or tall male (female) or elderly individual can be created

here. The example of size-variability of VIRTHUMAN model is demonstrated in Fig. 1a, where small child, big male

and elderly female are plotted. The model was fully validated against large set of the validation tests. The full-body

(a) Scaled VIRTHUMAN models. 6-year-old child,

110 cm, 17 kg (left); 40-year- old male, 190 cm,

104 kg (middle);70-year-old female, 150 cm, 90 kg

(right)

(b) VIRTHUMAN model, auto-

matic injury risk evaluation, based

on EuroNCAP rating [3]

(c) VIRTHUMAN model,

position of accident in-

volved female, 77-years-

old female, 167 cm, 70 kg

Figure 1: VIRTHUMAN model

tests as well as detailed tests for the particular human body segments were performed to ensure the biofidelity of the

VIRTHUMAN model [11]. To assess the injury risk probability, an automatic algorithm for evaluation of the specified

criterion based on various time-dependent quantities (e.g. contact forces, acceleration, displacement, torques and many

others), was developed and implemented in the VIRTHUMAN model [2]. The list of the evaluated criterion is available

in [9]. The investigated criterion limits are also driven by an age of the pedestrian. An evaluation of the considered

criterion is results in the colouring of the particular human body segments based on the EuroNCAP rating [3]. Here

red color represents poor conditions of the pedestrian injury sustainability, orange is marginal, yellow is acceptable and

green colour represents good condition for the pedestrian, see Fig. 1b.

2.1.1. Participant Pedestrian

The pedestrian involve in this accident was 77 years old female, the determined weight was 70 kg and height approx-

imately 167 cm. The accident protocol also defines initial and terminal position of the pedestrian and car. The female

walked across the road, with the velocity equalling 5 km/h and was hit by the car, from her left side, with her left leg

in-front, see 1c.

2.2. Car Models
The spatial model of the car make and model Skoda Roomster was obtained from the 3D-scanning of the real car. The

car was simplified on the external shape only, modelled via 2D shell elements, absent the internal structures, engine,

seats and reinforcements. The mass and inertia were additionally defined to represent the real car type. The car hits the

pedestrian frontally and only frontal part sustained any damage. Thus only frontal part is modelled deformable and the

rest of the car can be modelled via rigid bodies. The aim of this work was to test, compare and discuss advantages and

disadvantages of various approaches for modelling of the car bonnet. Together, six different models were developed

for the accident reconstruction.
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(a) Rigid model (b) MBS model (c) Segmented MBS model (d) FEM model

Figure 2: Skoda Roomster models

2.2.1. Rigid Model

Car model consists only of rigid shell elements. Such model is suitable mainly for evaluation of the car kinematics. The

collision with the pedestrian would predicted over-estimated injury risk. The rigid car model is shown in Figure 2a.

2.2.2. Multibody Model

This model consists of partially deformable (MBS) frontal part and rigid "rest" of the car. In this model, three rigid

segments (frontal bumper, bonnet and windscreen) are connected via translational joints to a basic tree structure, see

Figure 2b. The rest of the car remains rigid for the purpose of saving computational time. Since the pedestrian does not

come to contact with such rest of car, this simplification is acceptable. The connecting kinematic joints have defined

internal stiffness and damping set up and validated [11].

2.2.3. Segmented Multibody Model

The bonnet, the bumper and the windscreen were divided into large number of segments, see Figure 2c. These segments

were connected to a basic rigid structure with the kinematic joints. Each joint is characterized with unique stiffness

and damping characteristics. Here, we considered only three different characteristics based on EuroNCAP pedestrian

protection protocol. Based on the results of such experiment, the bonnet was segmented into the areas with the different

local rigidity across the front-end of the car, see Figure 3b. The stiffness of the springs and damping parameters were

set based on the EuroNCAP head-like-impactor testing for pedestrian protection [3]. The particular joint stiffness is

set to correspond with the HIC [7, 9] values under defined headform impactor test. Thanks to this definition, the model

respects the rigidity variation with no internal structure modelling. The EuroNCAP protocol is freely available for most

of the car on European market. Detailed description of this novel approach is available at [13]. The segmented Skoda

Roomster model is shown in Figure 3a.

(a) Segmented model of bonnet, windscreen and

bumper of the Skoda Roomster. Segments are con-

nected to a basic rigid body by joints considering

three different characteristics

(b) Results of EuroNCAP pedestrian testing [4].

Colours correspond to the ranges of HIC criterion

Figure 3: Segmented model

2.2.4. Deformable Elastic Finite Element Model

This model consists of deformable shell elements of the bumper, bonnet and windscreen. These parts have defined

thickness of 1 mm and material properties of the standard sheet metal used in automotive industry. The material of the

bumper, bonnet and windscreen was simplified to be a purely elastic here. The rest of the car was again assumed as a

rigid body for this purpose, see red coloured part in Figure 2d.
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2.2.5. Deformable Elastic Finite Element Model with Reinforcement

The previously developed FE model here was improved with the bonnet reinforcement definition. The reinforcement

geometry was prepared within the 3D scanning and is shown in Figure 4a. The reinforcement was modelled with the

same purely elastic material as the bonnet with the thickness of 1 mm.

2.2.6. Deformable Elastic-Plastic Finite Element Model with Reinforcement

The FE model with the reinforcement was enhanced with the elastic-plastic definition of the bonnet and bumper mate-

rial. The material properties of the model were discover from the tensile test of the real Skoda Roomster bonnet and

reinforcement specimens, performed at TÜV NORD Czech, s.r.o testing laboratory, see Figure 4b. The thickness of

the bonnet and reinforcement was set up with to be a 0.7 mm and 0.6 mm respectively, based on the real specimens

measurement. With the advantage of performed experimental testing curve, the elastic-plastic material behaviour of the

metal sheet can be considered. The windscreen was modelled via glass material model and with the validated material

parameters.

(a) Bonnet reinforcement geometry
(b) Bonnet and reinforcement Tensile test report,

TÜV Nord Czech

Figure 4: Bonnet and Reinforcement

2.3. Collision Description
The involved pedestrian was described above in section 2.1.1. Let us specify the particular Skoda Roomster 1.4 from

the accident protocol.

• Total mass: 1205 kg

• Length: 4.2 m, width: 1.7 m, height: 1.6 m

• Initial velocity: 30 km/h at t = 0 ms,

• Final velocity: 0 km/h at t = 1700 ms, linear deceleration of car COG

• Position of the car at t = 0 ms and at t = 1700 ms (approximate position)

The car moved with the 30 km/h velocity and hit the pedestrian from her left side, while she was crossing the road.

The walking speed of the pedestrian was assume as an average value equalling 5 km/h [5]. The overall collision

configuration is presented in Figure 5c. The contact occurred in the right-frontal part of the car. The pedestrian was

thrown and landed on the road. The deformation of the frontal part of the car, i.e. the bonnet and the bumper is

highlighted in Figure 5a. The pedestrian suffered with the injury described below and highlighted in Figure 5b. For the

description of injury score, the Abbreviated Injury Score (AIS) [7] is used here.

Pedestrian injury:

• Head contusion: market-contused wound at right parieto-occipital and left frontal-occipital area; AIS = 1 .

• Scapula fracture
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• Fracture of 3rd −8th left ribs, AIS = 3

• Abruption of the transverse process of the L1 vertebra

• Fracture of left ankle

• Fracture of left subtalar joint

• Contusion and abrasion of left knee

• Total injury severity score ISS = 14 [7]

(a) Deformed Skoda Roomster bonnet

(b) Injury rating via AIS

(c) Accident configuration

Figure 5: Collision description

3. Results and Discussion
The investigated car-to-pedestrian collision of Skoda Roomster with 77 years old female crossing the road was re-

constructed in Visual Performance Solution software. This software enables calculation of a fast dynamics process,

such as car crashes. The main purpose of this work was the reconstruction of the real collision with respect to given

initial conditions. The reconstruction of the real accident requires not only pedestrian dynamics and injury, but also car

damage to be as close to the reality as possible. The given initial values were fixed, while the rest varied to reach the

desired results. The initial position of the pedestrian with respect to the car significantly affects the results. The only

known information was impact from left side of the body, during walk, by the frontal-right part of the car. The exact

position was obviously not known. The authors assume to obtain the more accurate results with the deformable FEM

model, and thus the variation of the initial conditions and verification of the results was done with this particular model.

However, the proper finite element model necessitates very precise material and geometry description and it is usually

time consuming. Moreover the exact geometry and material might not be always available. Thus for some purposes,

the simplified model can be also sufficient tool. This work examine the fidelity of different models (rigid, multi-body

and finite element models) toward the reconstruction of vehicle-pedestrian accident.

3.1. Collision Kinematics
The following sequence of the Figures 6 presents the collision kinematics for the four main models (note that only

purely elastic FE model is displayed here. The detailed comparison of FE models is presented later).

Kinematics of the pedestrian is very similar for all four cases. Initial contact occurs between left leg in the knee area

and bumper. Firstly, the pedestrian lies down on the bonnet, left arm is squeezed between torso and bonnet. Such

position of the arm results in the injury of the left side of thorax, which occurs also in the real accident (fracture of the

ribs). Then, the legs loose contact with the ground and move up. The body looses contact with the vehicle and makes

backward over-head rotation and falls down on the ground. The contact location and throwing distance vary for the

models due to small change of torso position immediately before road impact. Segmented (black) model falls directly

on the head, with the spine perpendicularly to the ground and body is bended in the waist. Following Table 1 presents

the throwing distance for all models. The distance is measured from the initial (t = 0 ms) location of the H-point and is

evaluated at the final time t = 2000 ms.
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(a) t = 100 ms (b) t = 300 ms

(c) t = 600 ms (d) t = 900 ms

Figure 6: Kinematics of the pedestrian impact and after impact motion, comparison of models: Red = Rigid model,

Blue = MBS, Black = Segmented MBS, Green = FEM

Table 1: Throwing distance of the pedestrian

Model ΔΔΔxxx [[[mmm]]] ΔΔΔyyy [[[mmm]]]

Rigid body 7.213 1.370

MBS 6.472 0.807

Segmented MBS 6.272 0.764

FEM 7.882 0.546

FEM + reinforcement (elastic) 6.223 1.434

FEM + reinforcement (elastic-plastic) 7.434 0.637

3.2. Car Damage
The maxiamal damage of the main deformable parts of the vehicle is presented in the Table 2. Note that there is no

damage for rigid model and deformation in the MBS model is measured as relative displacement inside the translational

joints. The highest deformation occurs in the FE models. On the other hand, there is smaller damage on the windscreen

and bumper, since large amount of energy is dissipated in the bonnet deformation. However, the damage on the real car

was not measured and therefore we cannot compare the simulated results. Only photo of deformed bonnet is available.

Thus, only location and shape of the intrusion can be compared. Figure 7 shows the intrusion of elastic-plastic finite

element model of the bonnet with the reinforcement. When the deformation contour is compared with the photo of

real car Figure 5a, the results seem to be similar in the frontal part of bonnet (shape and location of intrusion), but

another large intrusion occurs in the rear part, close to the windscreen, which is not visible on the photo. However, the

overall damage results of the simulated car and pedestrian accident are comparable with the real scenario. If we focus

on the FE model without reinforcement, the bonnet deformation reaches the biggest values. By adding the internal

structure, the bonnet becomes more rigid and thus the Z-displacement decreases. On the other hand, introducing of the

real elastic-plastic material and decreasing of the thickness to the real values increase the deformation back, but with
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the plastic deformations.

Table 2: Deformation of the vehicle parts

Model Bumper [mm] Bonnet [mm] Windscreen [mm]
Rigid body – – –

MBS 24 18 6

Segmented MBS 26 12 4

FEM 35 48 17

FEM + reinforcement (elastic) 13 15 5

FEM + reinforcement (elastic-plastic) 14 46 20

Figure 7: Intrusion of the elastic-plastic FE model with the reinforcement

3.3. Pedestrian Injury
VIRTHUMAN model has implemented automatic injury prediction algorithm, which enables user to evaluate injury

risk probability for the different body parts. Description of injury algorithm is briefly described above in section 2.1

or in the VIRTHUMAN manual [2]. Each of the collision reconstruction was evaluated with the injury prediction

rating. Following Table 3 contains the probability of the injury for the body’s segments. Each cell of the table keeps

the color of the maximum of the monitored quantities. Besides the colouring of the table’s cell, also the HIC criterion

was evaluated. The final values of the HIC for the vehicle (primary) and ground (secondary) contact, respectively, are

shown in the head cell. The color of this head cell keeps the value of HIC for the pedestrian-car contact.

Table 3: Injury risk of the body segments for different car models

Model
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Rigid HIC > 3000 / HIC > 3000

MBS 1402 / 2243

Segmented MBS 1694 / HIC > 3000

FEM 235 / HIC > 3000

FEM + reinforcement (elastic) 1059 / 2243

FEM + reinforcement (plastic) 1868 / HIC > 3000

Note 1.: The Head cell contains two values of the HIC. First is evaluated at the impact of the head
on the windscreen and second value is HIC at the head-road impact.

The lowest probability of the sustained injury is predicted with the elastic FE model. The HIC criterion results with the

value 235 for vehicle contact. This value corresponds to the AIS 1-2, that is in correlation with the accident protocol.

However, FE model also predicts fatal head injury for the secondary contact (pedestrian-ground). In the real case, it

is not possible to separate the injury caused with primary and secondary contact. The road here is modelled as a rigid

body and thus the contact of the head usually results with high acceleration (deceleration) level. In the real collision,

the contact of the head is usually affected and damped with the rest of the body, such as arm. The pedestrian kinematics
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and injury is very sensitive on the position of the arms. Only a small change of the arm position can results in very

different results. Thus real head injury might not correspond with the level of acceleration prior to contact. The main

effort of the reconstruction was on the trend of injuries and injured parts of the body, rather than the absolute values of

the injury rating.

When we look at the car damage, we can see the elastic FE model predicted large bonnet damage, and thus the

pedestrian impact to the windscreen is less energy consuming than in other cases. The highest injury risk rating

occurred obviously with the fully rigid model.

There is a big difference in the HIC value for the FE models with and without reinforcement. As was previously

discussed, the arm initial condition, kinematics and contact with the vehicle significantly affect the results. Besides

the fact, that the initial posture is the same for all models, only a small amount of bonnet deformation changes the

extremities motion and these affect the contact location of the head with the car. Since the head contacts the car in

the area between windscreen and bonnet, where rigid car frame is located, the value of HIC can vary significantly.

Following Figures 8 shows the detail of contact area of the head for FE models. As can be seen, the plastic deformation

of bonnet significantly change the location of head contact.

(a) Elastic FE model without reinforce-

ment

(b) Elastic FE model with elastic rein-

forcement

(c) Elastic-plastic FE model with elastic-

plastic reinforcement

Figure 8: Head-to-car contact location

It is a not a very straightforward process to reconstruct real collision and to meet the proper results, corresponding to

the real event. The initial and terminal conditions are not usually well described. Also the motion of the car is based

only on the accident protocol. Second uncertainty is biomechanical aspect of modelling. Each human body reach

on the loading in a different. Also the injury rating algorithm implemented in the VIRTHUMAN model is based on

EuroNCAP data, which is not directly connected with AIS. Note, that the limits criteria are also scaled based on the age

of particular human. However, all the simulations predict injury risk in the head-neck area and left leg, which occurred

also in the real collision. The pedestrian sustained fracture of the rib (AIS = 3), which might be seen in the simulations

by the squeezed left arm. It was observed that the arm position, motion and contact placement have significant effect

on the overall kinematics and amount of injury.

RIGID CAR MODEL

The authors start with fully rigid model of the car, that hardly represents the real pedestrian to car collision, but for the

car kinematics, or general motion of the car-pedestrian complex might bring the reasonable results. There is no need

of material definition and the numerical calculation is done it a short computational time. Since the car is fully rigid,

there is no damage on the bonnet and the human injury prediction algorithm overestimated injury risk, since the body

parts (some of them are rigid) hit the rigid car. However, for the evaluation of the car kinematics, or first approach of

event modelling, this model can be reasonable choice.

MULTI-BODY MODEL

Multi-body model of the car consists of large rigid parts (bonnet, bumper, wind-shied), that are connected to the basic

structure via deformable elements of virtual springs and dampers with non-linear characteristics. Thus this model

deals with global deformation of the structure. The rigid segments of bonnet, bumper or windscreen can be pressed

independently as a one rigid body. However, local deformation of such segment is not possible to meet within this

model. Multi-body model does not required much computational time and the results are closer to real scenario than in

case of rigid model. The pedestrian kinematics and injury prediction calculation provide us overview of general motion

with respect to global deformations and can be sufficient for some application. For example, when we are focused on

the impact location on the car or throwing distance after the collision, the multi-body model of the car useful tool.

SEGMENTED MULTI-BODY MODEL

The main advantage of this new approach lays in consideration of the local stiffness and rigidity distribution over the

structure without the modelling of reinforcement. Main aim is to build a simplified model of a vehicle front-end for
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pedestrian accident scenarios based on the geometry of the surface only. The building of this model requires more time

than standard MBS model. We suffices with the geometry of car surface only, but can consider real reinforcement via

segments and joints characteristics. The proper definition of material parameters is not required here, which might not

be always available. Here, only results of EuroNCAP testing is needed and these are freely accessible for most of the

car on the European market [4]. Pedestrian after impact motion and injury prediction rating provide results, that are

very applicable for the real collision reconstruction.

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

Modelling of the car for case of collision reconstruction within the deformable finite elements methods is the most

common process. However, it requires detailed description of geometry, included internal structure as well as proper

material models. Moreover building of such detailed model can be demanding task. However, if all these information

are available, the FE model is the most suitable approach. We can get very good correlation of simulation and real event

in the car damage, after impact kinematics and with the advantage of injury prediction algorithm of VIRTHUMAN

model also in the injury rating. The fidelity of model with and without internal structure, with the considering of

material plasticity as well as real experimental data set of bonnet and reinforcement material was tested here. This

enhanced model, containing internal structure and real material definition can achieve very good correlation between

the real collision and the performed simulation.

4. Conclusion
This work is focused on the reconstruction of the real small vehicle-to-pedestrian accident. The accident was described

in the accident protocol, that contains information about car type involved in the event, including initial and terminal

posture of the car, velocity prior to impact and damage description (deformed bonnet photo is available). The accident

protocol also contains description of the pedestrian (gender: female, age: 77 years, height: 167 cm, weight: 70 kg) as

well as pedestrian sustained injury description. Based on the available data, the car Skoda Roomster moved with the

velocity equalling 30 km/h and hit the pedestrian from her left side, while she was crossing the road with the velocity

about 5 km/h.

The goal of this paper was to reconstruct the defined accident with respect to all available data (car make and model,

initial posture, size of pedestrian, car damage and also pedestrian injury). Moreover authors build several car models

based on various modelling approaches and discuss their pros and cons and possibility of their application. The ge-

ometry of the car was obtained by the 3D scanning and only surface (chassis) of the car was used. The surface was

modelled via 2D shell elements. In order to respect real car, the mass and the inertia were additionally defined into

the model. The fidelity of the approaches for the car-pedestrian collision modelling was tested here and brings the

summary as follows:

Firstly, the fully rigid model of the car was investigated. Such rigid model can be sufficient tool for evaluation of the

general kinematics of the car. There is no damage on the bonnet, bumper etc. The pedestrian injury is overestimated,

since it hits rigid structure. However, by the analysis of the accident results, one can see that the rigid model kinematics

does not vary a lot from the deformable models. Thus, the application of the rigid model has benefit of fast calculation

time, unnecessary of material definition, but still can bring reasonable results.

Secondly, the multi-body model of the car was created. This model is not fully rigid, it respects the global deformation

of the car. Since the damaged part of the car was only frontal end, only bonnet, bumper and windscreen is modelled

deformable. The rest of the car remains rigid. These three segments also contain rigid shell elements, but the full

segments (bonnet, bumper and windscreen, respectively) are connected via kinematics joints to the basic MBS tree

structure. The joints have defined non-linear characteristics of a virtual spring and damper. Such characteristics were

defined and previously validated within the Kerrigan pedestrian test. The multi-body model can reflect the global de-

formation of the car and predict more reasonable injury risk. The possible application of the model can be identification

of throwing distance of pedestrian, impact location on the car or general kinematics of the car-pedestrian.

This paper also presents the novel approach of car front-end modelling using hundreds of MBS segments. This method

does not require neither geometry of the reinforcement nor material definition, but takes it into the account. This

approach takes benefit of the EuroNCAP head-like impactor for pedestrian testing. This test divides the car bonnet

into the areas with different rigidity, based on the head impactor response (HIC value). The results of such test are

freely available for most of the car existing on the European market. Purpose of this method is in segmentation of

the car-front part into the hundreds of small rigid segments, connected to the basic structure via non-linear kinematic

joints. The characteristics of the joints were set up based on the results of headform simulation. They were tuned

up to provided the results of HIC value following the experimental testing. Main advantage of this method lays in

respecting variation of structure stiffness, absent the definition of reinforcement geometry and materials. However, it
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can be slightly demanding task to tune up the joint characteristics. However, when we do not have access to the detailed

geometry, but we want to consider the rigidity variation of the car (bonnet, bumper) this approach is very useful tool.

It takes into account the local stiffness, respect the local deformation through the segments and kinematic joints, but

requires only EuroNCAP testing protocol, which is free accessible. The collision modelling within this method can

achieve results very close to real scenario.

Finally, the deformable finite element model was used for the collision reconstruction. Together, there were three

advanced FE models created here. The first model consists of surface only, with no internal structure. The bonnet,

bumper and also windscreen were assume as 1 cm thick purely elastic metal sheet, with the standard material properties.

Second model was enhanced with the reinforcement model under the bonnet. The material was assume to be the same

as the bonnet, with the 1 mm thickness too. Finally, the FE model was expand with the proper definition of the used

material. The results of tensile test of the bonnet and reinforcement material were used and the proper thickness of

0.7 mm and 0.6 mm, respectively were defined. The materials here were assumed as elastic-plastic. The simulation

of the collision provides the good fidelity to the real case. Unfortunately we do not have the exact damage data. Only

shape and location of the intrusion can be monitored. The purely elastic model predicts maximal deformation about

5 cm, but only elastic. The additional reinforcement decreases the vertical displacement to be only about 1.5 cm, but

this does not look to be a appropriate value. Moreover, the proper definition of the material and thickness increases the

bonnet deformation again more than 4 cm, but including plastic deformations. The visual comparison of the collision

photo and simulation result indicates a good correlation of the model and real scenario. Injury prediction algorithm

gives the lowest HIC criterion for the elastic FE model and this value is closest to the accident protocol. However, as

was discussed, each individuality is different and can react in a different way. Moreover, the initial posture of the upper

arm significantly affect the result (kinematics and injury risk), and thus, it was not the main goal, to meet exact value of

injury prediction. However, the trend of the injury location on the left leg, head-neck and left side of the torso is visible

in each model.

To conclude this work, the reconstruction of the real road accident was investigated with the advanced human body

model VIRTHUMAN taking into account the size, age and gender of the pedestrian. Together six different car model

were built and used for the accident modelling. The advantages and disadvantages of each model were discussed and

possible field of application were pointed out.
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Abstract
In this contribution a framework for digital human modelling using optimal control of a biomechanical multibody

model is presented. The skeleton of the human body is represented as a multibody system, actuated by simplified

Hill muscles. Motions of the digital human model are generated by optimal control with different objective functions.

The optimal control problem is discretized by the DMOCC approach, using a variational integrator for the constrained

equations of motion. With this approach, the task of "lifting of a box from a lower to a higher position" is simulated

as a test example. Both arms are modeled with seven degrees of freedom each, actuated by 29 muscles. In the optimal

control problem an arbitrary grasp position is included, as well as frictional contact between the box and the hand.

Keywords: optimal control, biomechanical MBS, hill muscle, assembly simulation

1. Introduction
In industry there is an increasing demand on simulating the dynamic motion of a worker and its interaction with the

environment for an ergonomic assessment of tasks, for example the assembly of parts, or moving heavy objects. For

given work instructions like ". . . move the part from A to B . . . ", a simulation should produce human like motion

with realistic joint torques and muscle forces. Optimal control of a biomechanical multibody system [1, 3] is a good

approach to create a simulation procedure for a digital human model that fulfills these requirements.

The human skeleton (or parts of it) are modeled as a multibody system (MBS), where, in contrast to [1, 3], a representa-

tion with minimal coordinates based on [4] is used due to performance issues [5, 6]. For a MBS with tree-like structure

the equations of motion are a system of ordinary differential equation (ODE), turning into a system of differential

algebraic equation (DAE) in the case of closed loop kinematics. Realistic inner forces can be obtained by including

muscle models into the biomechanical MBS of the digital human. There are a variety of different muscle models [7]

with different complexities. As in [3], we restrict ourselves to a string type Hill-model, where the active contractile

element (CC) creates a pulling force depending on the actuation, the length and the contraction velocity of the muscle.

This CC is connected in parallel to a (non-)linear spring (PEC) that represents the passive stiffness of the tissue. A

muscle is attached to the skeletal MBS in at least two body points, connected via a straight line. Hence, if the position

and velocity of the bones are known, also the length and the contractile velocity of the muscle can be evaluated. With

the help of these quantities and the activation the force Fm can be computed, which is acting on each point of the bones

in the direction of the muscle.

Human like motions of such a biomechanical MBS are generated by optimal control, where the control signals are the

activations of the muscles. This results in a time continuous optimization problem, including a mathematical model

of the working task in the constraints, besides the equations of motion. Motion trajectories with given characteristics

like e.g. minimal control effort, minimal kinetic energy or minimal execution time can be generated by choosing a

specifically constructed objective. The continuous optimal control problem is solved by applying the so called DMOCC

(discrete mechanics and optimal control for constrained systems) approach, including a variational integrator to solve

the constrained equation of motions in time. The corresponding finite dimensional optimization is solved with the

interior point method using the solver IPOPT [10].

This approach provides the possibility to simulate human-like motions of typical working procedures. As an application

example the simulation results of the task "lifting a box from a lower to a higher position" are investigated, with

prescribed start and end position, and the motion itself generated via optimal control.
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This work is structured as follows: In section 2 the biomechanical multibody model and its dynamical equations are

described. The optimal control problem and the associated solution procedure are the main topic of section 3. The

simulation results of the test case of lifting a box are presented in section 4.

2. Biomechanical Multibody System
In this section the underlying rigid body dynamics including the muscles as actuators are briefly presented, more details

can be found in [4]. In section 2.1 the dynamics of a single rigid body is presented. The computation of the dynamics

of a MBS in the special structure of a kinematic tree is outlined in section 2.2. In section 2.3 the equations of motion

of such a system with additional constraints is derived. The rheological model of the muscles and their connection to

the MBS are the topic of section 2.4.
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Figure 1: Example of a tree structured MBS with N = 9.

2.1. Rigid Body
The inertial properties of a rigid body B is completely defined by a vector x ∈ R

3 pointing to the center of mass, its

mass m ∈ R and its rotational inertia tensor I ∈ R
3. As in [4] spatial vector algebra is used to simplify the calculation.

The velocity of the body is given by a six dimensional vector

V =

(
ωωω
v

)
∈ R

6 , (1)

where ωωω ∈ R
3 is the angular velocity and v ∈ R

3 is the translational velocity. The spatial inertia tensor is given by

J=

(
I+mx̂ x̂T mx̂

mx̂T m�

)
, (2)

where ˆ(·) : R3 → so(3) maps a vector to a skew symmetric matrix such that x̂y = x×y holds for all y ∈R
3. Hence, the

spatial momentum of the rigid body is given by P = JV. The components of P are the linear and angular momentum.

Combining the force f∈R
3 and the torque τττ ∈R

3 to a spatial force R := [τττT , fT ]T acting on the body, the Newton–Euler

equations describing the motion of the rigid body are given by

d

dt
P = J

d

dt
V− ṼT JV = R . (3)

Here ˜(·) : R6 → R
6×6 maps a spatial vector to a spatial matrix according to:

Ṽ =
˜(w
v

)
=

(
ŵ 0

v̂ ŵ

)
. (4)
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2.2. Kinematic Tree
A kinematic tree is a MBS system without closed loops. Such a system consists of N rigid bodies Bi, which are

connected by N joints Ji. Additionally a base body B0 is introduced which represents the resting world frame. It is

assumed that joint Ji connects the body Bi with its parent Bp(i), where the mapping p : I → I maps the index i ∈ I :=
{0,1, ...,N} of the body Bi to the index p(i) of its parent Bp(i). The indices of the bodies are chosen such that p(i)< i
holds. The vector qi ∈ R

ni represent the coordinates of the joint Ji, where ni is the number of degrees of freedom.

Therefore, the configuration of the MBS is given by the vector q = [qT
1 ,q

T
2 , ...,q

T
N ]

T ∈R
n, which implies that the whole

system has n = ∑N
i=1 ni degrees of freedom. The mapping κ : I→ P(I) delivers the ordered set of body indices, which

are passed propagating backwards from Bi to base. In each joint Ji a transformation from Bp(i) to Bi is given by

iXp(i) =

(
Ri 0

−Rir̂i Ri

)
, (5)

where Ri ∈ SO(3) is a rotation and ri is the relative displacement, which both in general depend on the joint configu-

ration qi. Because of the tree structure of the system, the spatial velocity of the body Bi can be evaluated recursively

according to

Vi = ∑
j∈κ(i)

S j(q j)q̇ j , (6)

where S j(q j) ∈ R
6×n j is the motion subspace of joint Jj. This together with the spatial inertia tensors Ji yields the

following formula for the kinetic energy of the MBS

T (q, q̇) =
1

2

N

∑
i=1

vT
i Jivi =

1

2

N

∑
i=1

∑
k∈κ(i)

∑
l∈κ(i)

q̇T
k S

T
k (qk)JiSl(ql)q̇l = q̇TM(q)q̇ . (7)

Hence, the kinetic energy of the system and the corresponding derivatives can be calculated by a recursion starting with

the base body B0, whereby the computational cost scales linearly with the number of rigid bodies N. There is also a

fast way to compute the reduced forces acting on the rigid body with the same cost. For more details we refer to [4, 6].

2.3. Constrained Mechanics
When closed loops occur in the system, as it is the case in the box lift example below, the MBS has to fulfill additional

holonomic constraints g :Rn →R
m. Let q : [t0, tF ]→R

n be the evolution of the MBS configuration, then the Lagrangian

L : [t0, t f ] → R of the system is given by L = T −V , where T is the kinetic energy (7) and V is the potential energy.

Additionally, a non-conservative external force F(q, q̇,u) ∈ R
n is acting on the system, where u : [t0, tF ] → Rk is a

external actuation. With the Lagrangian multipliers λλλ : [t0, tF ]→ R
m the Lagrange-d’Alembert principle states

δ
∫

L(q, q̇)+g(q) ·λλλdt +
∫

F(q, q̇,u) ·δqdt = 0 . (8)

By taking the variation of the first term with respect to q and λλλ , the constrained equations of motion are given by

∂L
∂q

(q, q̇)− d

dt
∂L
∂ q̇

(q, q̇)+F(q, q̇,u)+GT (q)λλλ = 0 , (9)

g(q) = 0 , (10)

where G : Rn → R
m×n denotes the derivative G= ∂g

∂q of the constraint function with respect to the configuration.

2.4. Muscles
To actuate the multibody model representing the human skeleton, a simplified mathematical muscle model of Hill type

is used, as in [1, 3]. The rheological model of the muscle consists of a contractile element (CC) and an elastic spring

(PE), as sketched in the left image of Figure 2. The force generated by the CC depends on the current length l, the

contraction velocity l̇, the actuation level u ∈ [0,1] and the maximal isometric force Fmax of the muscle and is given by

FCC = fl(l) fv(l̇)uFmax. The length and the velocity dependencies are approximated by the following two functions

fl(l) = 1− (l − lopt)
2

(lopt − l0)2
fv(v) =

⎧⎨⎩
vmax−v
vmax+

v
γ

v ≥ 0

A
v

vmax
−B +C v < 0

. (11)
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Here l0 represents the minimal and lopt the optimal muscle length. The negative scalar vmax < 0 is the maximal contrac-

tive velocity of the muscle, and γ is a shape factor, while A,B,C ∈ R are chosen such that the function is differentiable

in 0. Both functions are visualized in Figure 3.

The PE element is approximated by a linear elastic spring FPE = k(l− l0) with stiffness k ∈R+. Since the elements are

connected in parallel, the muscle force is a linear superposition of both

Fm = FCC +FPE = k(l − l0)+ fl(l) fv(v)uFmax . (12)

To use the rheological Hill elements in MBS a piecewise linear string is used as approximation of the muscle path. This

string is defined by at least two points xI ,where each is rigidly connected to a rigid body Bi(I). The length of the muscle

is calculated by summarizing the distance between the points expressed in the base coordinate system l =∑‖xI −xI−1‖,

while the velocity is calculated equivalently. With these quantities and an actuation u, the scalar muscle force Fm ∈R is

calculated by (12). Then in every point xi a force pointing into the direction straight direction to the neighboring points

with magnitude Fm is applied, which induces a force and a torque in the corresponding body. In the right image of

Figure 2 two string muscles are visualized. It has to be noted that in this scenario the muscle is only allowed to create

pulling forces like in reality.

BJ
B1

B1

Figure 2: Left: Simplified Hill muscle model. Right: MBS with Hill-muscle strings and corresponding forces.

l0 lopt 2(lopt − l0)+ l0

0

0.5

1

Muscle length

f l

vmax 0 −vmax

0

0.5

1

Eccentric muscle velocity

f v

Figure 3: Left: Length dependency of CC-element. Right: Velocity dependency of CC-elements, where v>0 corre-

sponds to a eccentric and v<0 to a concentric motion.

3. Optimal Control
Optimal control is a special class of infinite optimization problems on functions spaces, see [11]. Optimal control

problems for the biomechanical MBS treated in this work may be formulated as follows:

Minimize J =
∫ tF

t0
φ (q, q̇,u)dt +χ(q|t0 ,q|tF , t0, tF) (13)

∂L
∂q

(q, q̇)− d

dt
∂L
∂ q̇

(q, q̇)+F(q, q̇,u)+GT (q)λλλ = 0 , (14)

g(q) = 0 , (15)

c− ≤ c(q,u,λλλ )≤ c+ . (16)

As already introduced in section 2, the functions q : [t0, tF ]→ R
n, u : [t0, tF ]→ R

k and λλλ : [t0, tF ]→ R
m represent the

evolution of the configuration of the MBS, the control and the Lagrangian multiplier in the time interval [t0, tF ]. The
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main goal of minimizing the objective function J is introduced in (13). As a side constraint the constrained equations

of motion (14)-(15) have to be fulfilled by the mappings q,u and λλλ . Additional equality and inequality constraints are

included to the optimal control problem by (16). It has to be noted that it is also possible to include the start t0 and end

time tF as unknown variables, see [11].

In this section the solution strategy for (13)-(16) is outlined. In section 3.1 five different objective functions are intro-

duced, which will be used later on in this work, section 3.2 explains the DMOCC approach as a solution procedure for

the optimal control problem, and a strategy to include contact between rigid bodies into the optimal control framework

is presented in section 3.3.

3.1. Objective Functions
The main scope of the approach presented in this work is to create human like motion for specific tasks modeled with

help of optimal control. Therefore the following five objective functions

Ju =
∫ tF

t0
u ·u dt , Ju̇ =

∫ tF

t0
u̇ · u̇ dt , JT =

∫ tF

t0
T dt , Jt = t f , Jmix = cuJu + cu̇Ju̇ + cT JT + ctJt , (17)

are investigated, where Ju is minimal control, Ju̇ is minimal control change, JT minimal kinetic energy and Jt minimal

duration. The last objective function Jmix is a linear combination of the other ones, with parameters cu, cu̇, cT and

ct adjusted such that the solution of the optimal control problem corresponds to a human-like motion with realistic

muscle actuation. Therefore the four other objective functions have been investigated, and the characteristics of the

corresponding motions have been used to choose a proper linear combination.

3.2. DMOCC
To solve (13)-(16) the so called DMOCC method from [9] is applied, which belongs to the class of direct transcription

methods, where the optimal control problem is discretized in time, and the resulting finite dimensional optimization

problem is then solved. In the DMOCC approach, additionally a variational integration is used for the constrained

equations of motion (14)-(15). Therefore, the discretization is already applied in (8), and the variation is applied to the

discrete equations.

The evolution of the configuration q, the control signal u and the Lagrangian multipliers λλλ are discrtized by N+1 sam-

ples qI ∈ R
n, uI ∈ R

k and λλλ I ∈ R
m with a fixed time step size h := tF−t0

N , i.e. qI is an approximation of the continuous

function q at tI := t0 +hI. On this basis a discrete Lagrangian Ld is constructed with the following approximation

Ld
(
qI ,qI+1

)≈ ∫ tI+1

tI
L(q, q̇)dt . (18)

Additionally the action integral over the non conservative force is approximated by

F−
g (qI ,qI+1,uI ,uI+1) ·δqI +F+

g (qI ,qI+1,uI ,uI+1) ·δqI+1 ≈
∫ tI+1

tI
F(q, q̇,u) ·δqdt , (19)

where δqI is the discrete variation in tI . The integral over the scalar product of the constraint equation and the La-

grangian multiplier is discretized by

h
2

(
g(qI) ·λλλ I +g(qI+1) ·λλλ I+1

)
≈
∫ tI+1

tI
g(q) ·λλλdt . (20)

Altogether, the variation of the discrete version of (8) with respect to qI and λλλ I
reads

N−1

∑
I=0

[(
∂1Ld(qI ,qI+1)+

h
2

G(qI)λλλ I +Fh
−(q

I ,qI+1,uI ,uI+1)

)
·δqI

+

(
∂2Ld(qI ,qI+1)+

h
2

G(qI+1)λλλ I+1 +Fh
+(q

I ,qI+1,uI ,uI+1)

)
·δqI+1 +

h
2

g(qI) ·δλλλ I +
h
2

g(qI) ·δλλλ I

]
= 0 ,

(21)

where ∂α Ld is the partial derivative of the discrete Lagrangian with respect to the first respectively the second input

α ∈ 1,2. Additionally to (21) initial conditions for q0, q̇0, qN and q̇N can be included (see [8] for further details).
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Finally, the integral of the objective function (13) is approximated by φd(qI ,qI+1,uI ,uI+1)≈ ∫ tI+1
tI φ(q, q̇,u)dt. Hence,

the discrete version of the optimal control problem (13)-(16) is given by

Minimize Jh =
N−1

∑
I=0

φd(qI ,qI+1,uI ,uI+1)+χ(q0,qN , t0, tN) (22)

∂2Ld(qI−1,qI)+∂1Ld(qI ,qI+1)+Fh
−(qI ,qI+1,uI)+Fh

+(qI−1,qI ,uI−1)+GT (qI)λλλ I = 0 I = 1, ...,N −1 (23)

g(qI) = 0 I = 0, ...,N (24)

ch
− ≤ ch(qI ,uJ ,λλλ K)≤ ch

+ , (25)

where (25) is a proper discretization of (16). The equations (22)-(25) define a finite dimensional nonlinear optimization

problem, which is solved with an interior point method implemented in the solver IPOPT [10].

3.2.1. Trapezoidal Rule

In the results of this work a trapezoidal rule is used to approximate the integrals, which yields

Ld(qI ,qJ) =
h
2

L
(

qI ,
qJ −qI

h

)
+

h
2

L
(

qJ ,
qJ −qI

h

)
, (26)

F−
d (q

I ,qJ ,uI ,uJ) =
h
2

F
(

qI ,
qJ −qI

h
,uI
)

, F+
d (q

I ,qJ ,uI ,uJ) =
h
2

F
(

qJ ,
qJ −qI

h
,uJ
)

, (27)

φd(qI ,qJ ,uI ,uJ) =
h
2

φ
(

qI ,
qJ −qI

h
,uI
)
+

h
2

φ
(

qJ ,
qJ −qI

h
,uJ
)

. (28)

(29)

The corresponding derivatives ∂Ld can be computed by exploiting the chain rule.

3.3. Contact
In this work, contact between two rigid bodies is restricted to a constraint, which rigidly connects both bodies. Hence,

there is no relative translation and rotation between the bodies if the constraint is satisfied. The presented concept could

be easily enhanced to other contact scenarios. A similar methodologyy to include arbitrary contact points in optimal

control can be found in [13, 14].

In this section, several enhancements are introduced to include contact into the optimal control problem. First, a method

to switch the contact constraint on and off and to compute the corresponding force using multiple phases is presented.

Additionally, a concept is outlined how an arbitrary contact point could be included into the optimal control problem.

Finally, an approach is shown how the contact constraint forces could be restricted to frictional sticking contact.

3.3.1. Concept of Phases

To include contact between rigid bodies into the optimal control approach multiple phases are used, where different

additional constraints are applied. Therefore the interval I = [t0, tF ] is divided into a finite number M ∈ N of distinct

sub-intervals Ii := [t0I , tFI ], which fulfill

tFI = t0I+1
for I = 1, ..,M−1 . (30)

The constrained equations of motion on each interval are given by (14)-(15), containing an extra constraint gI : RN →
R

MI with corresponding Lagrangian multiplier λλλ I : II → R
MI . Hence, in every phase II the DAE system

∂L
∂q

(q, q̇)− d

dt
∂L
∂ q̇

(q, q̇)+F(q, q̇,u)+GT (q)λλλ +GT
I (q)λλλ I = 0 , (31)

g(q) = 0 , (32)

gI(q) = 0 (33)

has to be fulfilled, where again (G)I denotes the derivative of gI with respect to q. This model provides the possibility

to switch on and off the contact condition between two phases. Because the start and end time of each phase are also
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unknowns, restricted by (30) only, the time point when the contact closes or opens is part of the solution of the optimal

control problem. This method may be incorporated into the DMOCC approach in a straightforward manner by applying

the respective variational integrator to each phase. Note that at the transition between phases it could be necessary to

add the velocity constraint

GT
I
(
q
)
q̇ = 0 , (34)

at the beginning t0I or the end tFI of a phase to prevent the constraint forces from adding work to the system.

3.3.2. Arbitrary Contact Point

To enable the contact point itself to be arbitrary, a master-slave concept used. Therefore, in the slave body the contact

point is assumed to be given by xs ∈ R
3. The contact point on the master body px ∈ R

3 is added as a parameter to the

optimal control problem (13)-(16). In a rigid connection also the relative rotation between two bodies is prescribed,

therefore an additional parameter pR parametrizing the transformation matrix R(pR) from the master to the slave body

is introduced. Let Rs ∈ SO(3) be the rotation and rs ∈ R
3 the translation from base to the slave body. Then the same

transformations given by Rm and rm apply to the master body, resulting in the rigid contact constraint

gc =

(
RmR

T
s xs −px

log
(
RT (pR)RmR

T
s
)) , (35)

where log : SO(3) → so(3) � R
3 denotes the inverse of the Rodriguez-formula, including the usual identification of

skew-symmetric matrices and vectors.

3.3.3. Sticking Contact

By including additional unknown parameters into the optimal control problem one may also include frictional sticking

contact between two bodies. The two bodies Bs and Bm with corresponding transformations (rs,Rs) and (rm,Rm) are

rigidly connected, by a constraint equation gc(q). It is assumed that the corresponding constraint force GT
c (q)λλλ can be

decomposed into a global force fc ∈R
3 and a torque τττc ∈R

3. In the slave body a finite number K ∈N of fixed positions

xsi representing virtual contact points are defined. For each of these a parameter pi ∈ R
3 is added to every time point

in the optimal control problem1. As these parameters should represent the local contact force, the constraints

fc =
K

∑
i=1

pi and τττc =
K

∑
i=1

(rs +RT
s xsi)×pi (36)

have to be fulfilled, such that the parameters pi yield a possible distribution of the constraint forces. In sticking contact

the tangential force fT is restricted by the normal pressure pN > 0, and the frictional constant μ ∈ R by the inequality

‖fT‖ ≤ μ pN. To transfer this to the local forces pi, a normal vector Nm in the master body is defined. Therefore the

sticking contact constraint in a contact point xsi reads

‖ pi − (pi ·RT
mNm)RT

mNm‖ ≤ μpi ·RT
mNm . (37)

By adding the equations (36) and (37) as constraints to the optimal control problem, the constraint force GT
c (q)λλλ is

implicitly restricted to frictional sticking contact with respect to contact points xsi and the normal Nm.

4. Box Lift Simulation
As application case we consider lifting of a box by two arms from a lower to a higher position. Each arm consists

of four bodies, upper arm, ulna, radius and hand, which are serially connected by four links, where the shoulder is

modeled as a spherical joint, the elbow is split into two revolute joints and the wrist is represented by a universal joint.

The box is allowed to freely translate and rotate with respect to the base frame, which corresponds to a six-dimensional

joint. To actuate the MBS each arm is equipped with 29 Hill-muscle strings, as described in section 2.4. Altogether

there are 20 degrees of freedom q ∈ R
20 controlled by 58 control signals u ∈ R

58. To include the process of grabbing

the box, the equations of motion are split into two phases, as discussed in section 3.3.1. In the first phase the box

is rigidly connected to a fixed frame by a corresponding constraint force, where at the end of the phase the hidden

1In the continuous case this would lead to an additional function pi : I→ R
3, while in the discrete scenario in every node time tI I = 0, ..,N an

additional parameter is added.
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constraint (34) has to be added to the optimal control problem. The start position for both arms is prescribed by given

joint angles, see left pictures in Figure 4. In the second phase both hands are rigidly connected to each side of the

box, while the corresponding contact point on each side of the box is unknown, see section 3.3.2. Again the associated

hidden constraint (34) has to be added at the start of this phase. To ensure frictional sticking with μ = 1 between the

hands and the box, at each hand four contact nodes are defined in the corners of the cuboid and in each contact side of

the box a contact normal is defined, see section 3.3.3. Therefore, both arms have to press the box against each others to

be able to lift it. At the end of the second phase the box should be positioned such that it matches a prescribed frame.

The start point of the first phase is fixed to zero, such that the unknown end time tF of phase two gives the duration of

the whole motion, which is bound from above by the maximum execution time of two seconds.

In Figure 4 the motions generated by the different objective function from (17) are shown as image sequence. The

Ju

Ju̇

JT

Jt

Jmix

Figure 4: Image sequence of the use case box lift, where each row represents a different objective functions and each

column a discrete time node.

color of the string muscles induce the actuation level, where blue represents zero and red full activation. In the case

of minimal actuation Ju it could be noticed that the system tries to use as much inertia as possible. Therefore, the box

and the arms perform a swing motion to reach the final position. The robot like motions generated by minimizing the

control change Ju̇ can hardly be depicted in the image sequence. By minimizing the kinetic energy the system tries to

move minimally and as slow as possible, which can be seen by the narrow grabbing position, which inevitably induces a
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lot of work for the muscles (as indicated by the color of the muscles). In the case of minimal execution time, the motion

looks naturally, but most of the muscles are fully actuated, which certainly would yield to an unfavorable ergonomic

assessment of the work task. The parameter values used for the simulation for this test case are cu = 0.1, cu̇ = 0.01,

cT = 0.1 and ct = 1. Finally the mixed objective function Jmix yields a realistic human like motion as desired, with

muscle actuations not exploited to their maximum possible values.

In Figure 5 the actuation signal of the anterior deltoid is plotted against time for all objective functions. This muscle
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Figure 5: Control signal of the anterior deltoid muscle for the five different control signals.

is chosen as a representative, because it is one of the main actors when performing frontal lifting. At first one notices

that the signals differ in length because of the different execution times. The signal generated by Ju has the lowest

amplitude as expected due to the generated swingin motion that exploits inertia, and the characteristics of the actuation

likewise differs from those of the other signals. By minimizing the control change, a nearly constant signal is achieved

for the first phase, while in the second phase, where the box is connected to the hands, the actuation is almost linearly

increasing. The minimization of the kinetic energy JT yields a jump in the control signal at the transition between the

two phases, which compensates the sudden loss of the constraint force holding the box. The shortest signal is of course

generated by minimizing the duration, which is achieved by either maximum or zero actuation. This is holds likewise

for all other muscle actuation signals (not displayed here, as they have the same characteristics). The signal generated

by the mixed objective function results in a smooth motion of realistic duration. When the arms are moved to the box

in the first phase, the signal is constant due to the constant moderate flexion of the shoulder, as can be seen in the last

row of Figure 4. In the second phase, where the box is lifted due to the flexion of the shoulder, the signal is increasing.

5. Conclusion and Further Work
In this work a method to create human like motion for the simulation of working tasks has been presented. As appli-

cation case two arms equipped with muscles as actuators lifting a box with frictional contact has been investigated. In

further work the results from simulation will be validated against EMG-measurements and motion capture data.
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Abstract 
In the domain of orthopaedic implant design and manufacturing, stress analyses on implant are part of the 
standards. Today, these analyses are still carried out with simplified loading cases that do not represent the 
conditions closest to reality. But recommendations have been made for these analyzes to become more realistic: 
e.g. for femoral implants, it was shown that loading during gait is a factor that can lead to failure of the implant 
and assembly screws, reinforcing the recommendation that dynamic conditions, such as gait, be taken into 
account amongst implant design parameters. 

In this context, a sensitivity analysis tool would allow manufacturers to improve their concepts of design and 
assembly of implants, and would guide surgeons in their personalized choice for each patient. However, such a 
tool does not exist yet: to date, one can find either effort analysis tools between implants based on dynamic rigid 
multibody models, or stress analysis tools in bones based on flexible multibody dynamic models. Therefore, 
there is still no sensitivity analysis tool integrating flexible implants. Such a tool would require a flexible 
multibody inverse dynamic model of the human body, taking into account both the dynamics of the human 
multibody system during the motion and the flexibility of the bone-implant system in the human body. 

The objective is to develop a tool to analyze design parameters sensitivity of femoral implants under dynamic 
loading conditions such as gait. 

This objective was achieved through the development of a dynamic model of the human body incorporating a 
flexible femoral implant. This model revealed an increase in the highly stressed implant volume with an increase 
in implant length: 7.5 times larger for the longest implant. The prospects of this study are to extend the 
sensitivity analysis to other design and assembly parameters.  

Keywords: biomechanics, flexible, Craig-Bampton, sensitivity, stress analysis, failure 

1. Introduction 
In the domain of orthopaedic implant design and manufacturing, stress analysis of implant is common. These 
analyses are nevertheless carried out using simplified loading cases that do not necessarily well represent reality.  
Recommendations have been formulated to improve stress analysis. For example, in the case of femoral 
implants, it was shown that loading during gait is a factor that can lead to failure of the implant and assembly 
screws (Gervais et al. [1]), reinforcing the recommendation that dynamic loads shall accounted for in future 
analyzes of implant design parameters.  

Such a too dedicated to the sensitivity analysis would first allow manufacturers to improve their concepts of 
design and assembly of implants, and would secondly guide surgeons to personalize the implant assembly for 
each patient. However, such a tool does not exist yet: to date, one can find either effort analysis tools between 
implants based on dynamic rigid multibody models (e.g.: Yazji et al. [2]), or stress analysis tools in the bones 
based on flexible multibody dynamic models (e.g. Kłodowski et al. [3]). 

Consequently, to our knowledge, no sensitivity analysis tool integrating flexible implants has been proposed in 
literature. Such a tool would require a flexible multibody inverse dynamic model of the human body, taking into 
account both the dynamics of the human multibody system during the motion and the flexibility of the bone-
implant system in the human body. Therefore, the objective of this study is to develop a tool to analyze the 
sensitivity of the design parameters of femoral implants in the human body under dynamic conditions such as 
gait.  

2. Method 
To achieve this objective, a dynamic model of the human body integrating a flexible femoral implant was 
developed (Figure 1) using Motionview software from Altair Engineering (Troy, USA), which included a flexible 
multibody dynamic modeling solution. The following sub-sections detail 2.1 the experimental set-up, 2.2 the 
joint loads computation, and 2.3 the flexible body modeling of the femur-implant assembly, respectively.  
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2.1. Experimental Set-up 
The experimental set-up during the patient’s gait was composed of two synchronized systems: 

1. A motion capture system, composed of 12 T40S cameras (Vicon, Oxford, UK), enabled to record the 
kinematic data, i.e. the tridimensional Cartesian coordinates, X, of 16 reflective markers placed on the 
anatomical landmarks of the lower limbs, a prescribed by Davis et al. [4]: pelvis (4), femur (2 each), tibia (2 
each), and foot (2 each).   

2. A force platform system, composed of an Optima platform (AMTI, Watertown, Massachusetts, USA), was 
used to record the kinetic data, i.e. the tridimensional ground reaction forces and moments, Fp, between the foot 
and ground, necessary to compute the tridimensional joint torques, as reminded by Ballaz et al. [5] 

2.2. Joint Efforts Computation 
The topology of the lower limb model, presented in Figure 1, was defined according to Davis et al.’s modeling 
method [4]. This model was composed of the pelvis, the left femur, the left tibia and the left foot. The pelvis, 
tibia and foot were considered as rigid bodies, while the femur was part of the flexible body to include the 
femur-implant assembly. The pelvis was the model base body with 6 degrees of freedom (DoFs) (q1-6). The hip, 
knee and ankle joints (q7-9, q10-12 and q13-15, respectively) were considered as spherical joints (3 DoFs). Following 
the recommendations from the International Society of Biomechanics [6], all these spherical joints were defined 
using a Cardan angle sequence, which successively represented the flexion-extension, the abduction-adduction, 
and the external-internal rotation. The inertia parameters of each rigid body were also calculated from predictive 
regression equations according to Winter [7]. 

To compute the joint efforts from the joint Cartesian coordinates, a process composed of inverse kinematics and 
inverse dynamics was performed, following Raison et al. [8]. First, the inverse kinematics enabled to compute 
the joint relative coordinates qi, for i = 1, …, 15, from the joint Cartesian coordinates X thanks to an 
identification process performed by Nexus software (Vicon, Oxford, UK) provided with the camera system, and 
based on the Davis et al.’s model. Secondly, the inverse dynamics using Motionview software enabled to 
compute the tridimensional joint efforts from these joint relative coordinates qi, personalized segment inertia 
parameters based on tables, and the external efforts Fp measured by the force platforms.  

 
 Figure 1. Dynamic model of the human body integrating a flexible femoral implant. 

2.3. Flexible Body of the Femur-Implant Assembly 
A finite-element model of the femur-implant assembly was integrated in the lower limb model using Motionview 
software to define the loading conditions of the implant during gait. The flexible body of the femur-implant 
model was generated using a component mode synthesis process based on Craig and Bampton’s method [9]. 
Briefly, this process reduces the large number of nodal DoFs associated with the finite-element model and 
describes the deformations of the system in modal coordinates instead of nodal coordinates. 

From this component mode synthesis, seven deformation modes were selected according to their contributions to 
the total strain energy of the model during gait. A contribution threshold of 2% was used according to previous 
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works using flexible multibody modelling for lower limb analyses (e.g. in K odowski et al. [10] and Nazer et al. 
[11]). The stresses were computed from the seven deformation modes according to the hip and knee joint loads 
during gait. 

For further details on the characteristics of the implant, which was a “locking compression plate”, the reader is 
invited to consult Gervais et al. [1]. To illustrate the interest of the sensitivity analysis tool, the abstract focuses 
on the implant length impact of the on the implant stress distribution and fractured bone deformation. This 
choice is justified by the fact that the length is one of the main implant design parameters, that the stress 
distribution in the implant allows to analyze the risk of failure [1], and that bone healing is closely related to its 
deformation. We compared four implants of different lengths (L1, L2, L3 et L4) on a linear scale from 
approximately the minimum to the maximum available length for our specific case.  

3. Results 
Figure 2 compares the results of the flexible multibody model four implant of variable lengths. Figure 2A 
compares the Von Mises stress distributions in the implant at peak load. In this case study, peak load occurs at 
48% of the gait cycle, i.e. just before the foot land on the ground on the side of the limb without implant. Figure 
2B compares maximal implant stresses and maximal fracture deformations, at peak load. 
 

  
Figure 2. Comparison between the four implant lengths (L1 to L4): A. Von Mises stress distributions at peak 

load; B. maximal implant stresses and maximal fracture deformations.  

Table 1 is a comparison of the four implant lengths in terms of: 1. maximal Von Mises stress; 2. highly stress 
volume (where stress exceeds 200 MPa); 3. maximal constraint/stress and deformation of the fracture, as defined 
by Perren et al. [12]. 

Table 1. Quantitative comparison of constraints and deformations between the four implant lengths (L1 to L4). 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

4. Discussion and Perspectives 
The objective was to analyze the impact of the femoral implant assembly parameters on the stress distribution, 
during gait, characterizing a bone-implant assembly. This objective was achieved through the development of a 
dynamic model of the human body incorporating a flexible femoral implant. 

The most significant result seems to be the increase in the highly stress volume with an increase of the implant 
length: 7.5 times larger (360 mm3) for the longer length, L4, relatively to the value (48 mm3) of the shorter 
length, L1. This could lead to a significant influence of the implant resistance to fatigue since crack initiation is a 
probabilistic mechanisms affecting material regions under high stresses (Brochu et al. [13]). Figure 2B shows 
that the maximum stress in the implant also increases with an increase of its length, with a 20% increase between 
the shortest length, L1 (242 MPa), and the longest, L4 (290 MPa), according to Table 1. Information in Fig. 2B 
and Table 1 also shows that the deformation in the fractured bone decreases with an increase in implant length, 
such as the shortest implant, L1, records 24% greater (1.04%) maximal deformation than the longest implant, L4 

Implant length L1  L2 L3 L4 

1. Maximal Von Mises stress [MPa] 242 262 273 290 

2. Highly stressed volume [mm3] 48 131 240 360 

3. Maximal deformation of fracture [%] 1.04 0.96 0.90 0.84 
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(0.84%). On the other hand, the implant length had no influence on the location of maximum stress (Figure 2A). 
It was systematically located at the edge of the implant at the first screw adjacent to the fracture.  

As part of the limitations, one can certainly note that it is anticipated that the results could be sensitive to 
experimental errors in the ground reaction forces (Pàmies-Vilà et al. [14]), especially the point of application of 
the external forces (Silva et al. [15]). The results could also be sensitive to experimental errors in kinematic data 
processing [14], especially due to the dimension and non-segmentation of the foot model (Gholami et al. [16]). 
Further, one must admit that this model remains based on a rather simple tree-type structure with elementary 
joints and contacts, paving the way for future studies integrating more refined musculo-skeletal sub-systems, as 
reminded by Kecskemethy [17].  

The prospects of this study are to extend the sensitivity analysis to a wider range of design and assembly 
parameters. The incentive is to develop a tool for sensitivity analysis of orthopaedic implants on the stress 
distribution through the bone-implant system during dynamic loading that would be transferable to the implant 
industry and orthopedic clinics. This could be achieved in the future thanks to techniques of sequential global 
optimization using sensitivity studies, meta-models (surrogate model), and error reduction, applied to mechanical 
components or processes, as proposed by Luk-Cyr et al. [18] and Biron et al. [19].  
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Abstract 
Some patients with spinal cord injury (SCI) can walk with the help of orthoses and crutches. However, this 
assisted gait often causes the patient to suffer from pain in the active part of his body, as for example in the upper 
extremities. Although many musculoskeletal models have been proposed to estimate muscle forces during the 
gait of healthy subjects, the same cannot be said for SCI subjects. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to 
propose a full body musculoskeletal model of a SCI subject for assisted gait and to validate it. Both the 
kinematics and the ground reactions were experimentally obtained from a female subject with SCI at T11 and 
applied to a three-dimensional human model featuring 53 muscles in the right leg, trunk and right arm. An 
inverse dynamic analysis provided the histories of the joint drive torques. Then, four static and one physiological 
criteria were used to estimate the muscle forces at hip, trunk, shoulder and elbow levels (since the subject did not 
possess muscular activity under hip level). Finally, the electromyographic signals from 15 out of the 53 modeled 
muscles were recorded and compared with the corresponding estimated histories. 

Keywords: biomechanics, assisted gait, SCI subject, muscle forces, muscle recruitment criteria 

1. Introduction 
Advances in the care of individuals with spinal cord injury (SCI) have resulted in an increased life expectancy in 
this population. As an individual with SCI ages, an increase in the prevalence of problems like pain in the upper 
extremity might be expected. The structures of the upper extremity are designed primarily for prehensile 
activities. Because SCI patients also need them for daily functions such as mobility, they are used more 
frequently and strenuously and subject to increased stresses compared to those of an able-bodied individual [1]. 
Moreover, recent advances in passive and active orthoses allow people with neuromuscular disorders to move 
with crutches instead of wheelchairs. In the same way as wheelchair activities, walking with crutches produces 
important joints loads at the upper extremities: Westerhoff [2] reported maximum loads of up 170% of the 
bodyweight at shoulders.  

Crutch-assisted gait was studied at skeletal level by various authors to determine joint loads [2-4], but not at 
musculoskeletal level, like Morrow did for wheelchair activities [5]. Additionally, people with SCI or other 
neuromuscular diseases, have a different gait pattern which requires a specific analysis [6-7]. 

Determination of muscle forces during gait (or any other exercise) is of great interest to extract the principles of 
the central nervous system (CNS) control [8] (assessment of pathological gait from muscular activation 
abnormalities, diagnosis of neuromuscular disorders), or to estimate the loads on bones and joints [9] (prevention 
of injuries in sports, surgical planning to reconstruct diseased joints). The invasive character of in vivo 
experimental measurements, and the uncertain relation between muscle force and electromyography (EMG), 
makes computer modeling and simulation a useful substitutive approach [10].  

The fundamental problem is that there are more muscles serving each degree of freedom of the system than those 
strictly necessary from the mechanical point of view, which implies that, in principle, an infinite number of 
recruitment patterns are acceptable. This problem is often referred to as the redundancy problem of the muscle 
recruitment [11] or the force-sharing problem [12]. Experimental studies [13] and EMG collections [14] suggest 
that a specific strategy of muscle coordination is chosen by the CNS to perform a given motor task. 

A popular mathematical approach for solving the muscle recruitment problem is the optimization method, which 
can be associated to inverse or forward dynamics [15]. These methods minimize or maximize some criterion 
(objective function or cost function) which reflects the mechanism used by the CNS to recruit muscles for the 
movement considered. The proper cost function is not known a priori, so the adequacy of the chosen function 
must be validated according to the obtained results [16]. Many criteria have been proposed in the literature to 
predict muscle forces.  

In previous papers, the authors presented a comparison among four muscle recruitment criteria working on a 
static optimization scheme, and an additional criterion applied within a physiological optimization approach 
based either on an inverse dynamic analysis of the acquired motion [17] or on a forward dynamic one [18]. 
However, all methods were applied to healthy subjects and normal gait, while, in this work, they are applied to 
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the assisted gait of an adult SCI female. The objective is to propose a musculoskeletal model of the SCI subject 
walking with the help of orthoses and crutches that provides an estimation of muscular forces and to validate it. 

2. Experiment and Model 

2.1. Subject 
The subject was an adult female of age 45, mass 65 kg and height 1.52 m, with SCI at T11. Her injury allowed 
her a normal motion of the upper extremities and trunk, while partially limiting the actuation at the hips due to 
partial or no muscular innervation. Therefore, in order to walk she required the assistance of a pair of passive 
knee-ankle-foot orthoses (KAFO) and two crutches. In daily life she mainly used a wheelchair to move and 
resorted to the mentioned assisted gait only occasionally and during short periods of time. In order to assess 
muscle activity at hip level, surface EMG was used (equipment to measure deep muscles was not available). 
Based on the results, it was considered that pelvic and biceps femoris muscles were active, while other muscles 
going down the leg were inactive. 

2.2. Instrumentation and Data Collection 
The subject walked over two embedded force plates (AMTI, AccuGait sampling at 100 Hz) with the help of two 
crutches instrumented for ground contact force measurement [19], as shown in Figure 1a, and completed the 4-
point crutch-assisted gait cycle shown in Figure 2. Her motion was captured by 12 optical infrared cameras 
(Natural Point, OptiTrack FLEX:V100 also sampling at 100 Hz) that computed the position of 43 optical 
markers. Position data were filtered using an algorithm based on Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA). 
Additionally, 15 surface EMG muscle signals were recorded at 1 KHz: 4 at the right hip, 4 at trunk, 4 at the right 
shoulder and 3 at the right arm; they were normalized and then filtered by SSA with a window length of 250. 

    
Figure 1: Gait of spinal cord injured subject assisted by passive orthoses and crutches:  

a) acquired motion; b) computational model. 

 
Figure 2: 4-point crutch-assisted gait cycle.  

2.3. Model Description 
The 3D human model (Figure 3a) consisted of 18 anatomical segments: pelvis, torso, neck, head, and two hind 
feet, forefeet, shanks, thighs, arms, forearms and hands, with the crutches rigidly connected to the hands and the 
orthoses embedded in the corresponding body links (thighs, claves and feet). The segments were linked by ideal 
spherical joints, thus defining a model with 57 degrees of freedom (6 of the base body plus 17x3 of the joints). 
The geometric and inertial parameters of the model were obtained, for the lower limbs, by applying correlation 
equations from a reduced set of measurements taken on the subject, following the procedures described in [20]. 
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For the upper part of the body, data from standard tables [15] was scaled according to the mass and height of the 
subject. In order to adjust the total mass of the subject, a second scaling was applied to the inertial parameters of 
the upper part of the body. Assistive devices were taken into account by altering the inertia properties of hands 
(crutches) and thighs, calves and feet (orthoses). 

     
Figure 3: a) Human multibody model; b) musculoskeletal model details. 

Inverse dynamic analysis [21] was applied to obtain the ground reactions and joint drive torques along the 
motion. Measurements from the force plates and instrumented crutches were just used to overcome the 
indeterminacy in the distribution of ground reactions during the multiple-support phases [19]. Therefore, the 
obtained joint drive torques and external reactions were consistent with the corresponding motion and no 
residuals were generated. 

The musculoskeletal model (Figure 3b) was composed of 53 muscles: 21 muscles at the right hip, 6 at trunk, 15 
at the right shoulder and 11 at the right elbow, their properties taken from OpenSim [22]. 

3.  Optimization Methods  

3.1. Static Optimization 
The first approach considered was static optimization. Joint drive torques at the right hip, shoulder and elbow, 
and at the lumbar joint, should be reproduced by muscle forces. The following optimization problem was stated, 

 T
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F F i m

F
F

J F Q  (1) 

where C is the cost function, Q is the vector of joint drive torques at the mentioned joints (where the force-
sharing problem is addressed), F is the vector of muscle forces, J is the Jacobian whose transpose projects the 
muscle forces into the joint drive torques space, and ,0iF  is the maximum isometric force of muscle i, with m the 
number of muscles (in this case, m=53). 

Regarding the cost function C, four cases were considered, shown in Table 1: 
I) Sum of the squares of muscle forces. 
II) Sum of the squares of normalized muscle forces. 
III) Sum of muscle stresses, with iA  the cross sectional area of muscle i. 
IV) Largest normalized muscle force. 

Table 1: The four muscle recruitment criteria compared. 
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Before showing the results, there is an issue which deserves to be mentioned. It has been said when describing 
the human model that spherical kinematic pairs have been considered for all the joints. This means that three 
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joint drive torques are obtained at each joint from the inverse dynamic analysis. However, not all of them are due 
to the actuation of muscles. For example, the abduction/adduction torque at the elbow is not provided by 
muscles, but rather by other joint structures as trochlea and ligaments, being more a reaction moment than a 
drive torque. Therefore, the following joint drive torques were selected to form vector Q: the three torque 
components at the hip, lumbar joint and shoulder, and the flexion/extension torque at the elbow. A discussion on 
how the modeling of the joints and the considered torques affect to the results can be found in [23]. 

3.2. Physiological Optimization 
In constrast to the static optimization, the so-called physiological static optimization takes muscle dynamics into 
account by introducing dynamic muscle force constraints [24]. This method applies static optimization 
techniques at each time point but prescribes minimal and maximal constraints for the muscle forces by 
extrapolating the force values from the previous time point using feasible muscle activation values. In this way, 
the optimization process remains efficient, but muscle dynamics are considered. The following optimization 
problem was stated, 

 

2

1 ,max

T

,min ,max

min  

subject to     
                       1, 2,...,

m
i

i i

i i i

F
F

F F F i m

F
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where all the symbols have the same meaning as in (1), and ,miniF , ,maxiF  are, respectively, the minimum and 
maximum admissible forces for muscle i at the corresponding time point. In what follows, the way to determine 
such force limits is explained. 

If the Hill's muscle model is used [25], the states of muscle i are denoted by (index i is dropped for simplicity), 

 
a
F

x  (3) 

where a is the muscle activation and F is the musculotendon force. The Hill's muscle first-order differential 
equations are, 
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being u the muscle excitation, l the musculotendon length and v the musculotendon velocity. 

If the states are given at a certain time t, the minimum and maximum state variables at time t t  can be 
computed by setting the neural input u to its minimum ( 0u ) and maximum ( 1u ) possible values during the 
time interval t, and integrating the muscle equations, 

 
min
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( ) ( ) ( , 0, , )

( ) ( ) ( , 1, , )

t t

t

t t

t

t t t u l v dt

t t t u l v dt

x x f x

x x f x

 (5) 

The two integrations in (5) were performed by using numerical integrator ode23 from Matlab. Values of l and v 
inside the time interval t were obtained by linear interpolation of their values at times t and t t . The solution 
of (5) provided the limits ,miniF , ,maxiF  for muscle i. This process was repeated for all the muscles. 

It must be noted that the lowest activation at t t  is not always obtained for 0u . In the long term, the 
activation converges to the excitation value if the latter remains constant. However, for small t values, an 
excitation higher than 0 can lead to a lower activation at t t . Therefore, the ,miniF  used for the optimization is 
not always guaranteed to be the smallest possible, but the error remains under 2.5% of the maximum activation. 

Once the force limits for all the muscles were determined, the optimization problem (2) could be solved, thus 
yielding the muscle forces ,   1, 2,...,iF i m  for time t t . At this point, an iteration process for each muscle 
was run in order to find out the (assumed constant) excitation value u during the time interval t that led to the 
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obtained muscle force iF  at time t t . To that end, different values of u (index i is dropped again) were tried 
until the bottom part (that affecting the force; see (3)) of the following equation was satisfied, 

 ( ) ( ) ( , , , ) 0
t t

t

t t t u l v dtx x f x  (6) 

Function fsolve from Matlab was used for the iteration process, starting with initial guess u=1. The bottom part 
of (6) was integrated for each value of u provided by fsolve, until the resulting muscle force fell within a certain 
tolerance of the force obtained in the optimization (2). The companion muscle activation was then obtained from 
the upper part of (6), being the activation at time t t . 

So far, it had been assumed that the muscle states were known at time t in order to move to time t t . 
Therefore, a particular procedure had to be followed for the initial conditions, i.e. at time 0t . For that time, it 
was supposed that muscle velocity was zero, M 0v , for all the muscles, which implied that the force-velocity 
relationship of the Hill's muscle model was equal to one, M( 0) 1vf v . To determine the initial muscle forces, 
the optimization problem (2) had to be solved, being the force limits ,miniF  and ,maxiF  the ones obtained by 
considering the minimum and maximum muscle activations, respectively, 0a , 1a . Since the velocity term 
is equal to 1, the muscle force can be obtained for a given activation by solving a nonlinear equation, instead of 
requiring the integration of an ODE. A more detailed explanation of this method can be found in [26]. 

3.3. Results 
Comparison of the estimated muscle forces obtained through the different described criteria (four static and one 
physiological) for some representative muscles of each joint is shown in Figure 4. As it can be seen, no 
significant differences were observed among the excitation patterns obtained with the five compared methods. 

 
Figure 4: Comparison of estimated muscle forces obtained with different criteria. 
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Figure 5: Muscle activations obtained from physiological optimization (black) and EMG measurements (grey). 

Furthermore, the activation obtained with the physiological approach is compared with EMG measurements in 
Figure 5. Knowing the uncertain relation between muscle force and EMG, especially the difficulties in scaling 
the EMG magnitude of the filtered and normalized signals, it was decided not to scale the EMG processed data 
in order to focus more on the activity and coordination of muscles. Results show a reasonable correlation 
between calculated and experimental data. 

Unlike the normal gait of healthy people, which is smooth, crutch gait is noisy due to the numerous phases of the 
cycle (Figure 2) and their corresponding load distributions. On the other hand, muscular activity is higher in the 
upper extremities, as almost no phase of rest is observed. This results explain why the subject cannot walk for a 
long time. During the experiments, the patient complained of arm pain after few gait cycles and needed to rest 
many times. The partial actuation at hip level could be the reason for this permanent effort of the upper 
extremities, required to keep stability. 

4.  Conclusions 
The acquired gait of an adult female with spinal cord injury assisted by a pair of passive knee-ankle-foot 
orthoses and two crutches was analyzed through a three-dimensional personalized human model featuring 53 
muscles in the lumbar joint and the right hip, shoulder and elbow. Both static optimization with four muscle 
force-sharing criteria and static-physiological optimization were applied to estimate the histories of muscle 
forces. All the methods compared showed similar results. Furthermore, comparison of the activations provided 
by the physiological approach with EMG measurements was established for several muscles, and a reasonable 
correlation was obtained. The validated model could be helpful in the design of assistive gait devices in the 
context a predictive framework.   

It should be remarked that this model has to be adapted to each subject, especially the lower extremity muscular 
modeling. Indeed, another spinal cord injured subject will not necessary have the same muscle limitations. 
Furthermore, muscle activity will strongly depend on the subject’s general physical condition. 
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Abstract
Knee joint kinematics depends on complicated interactions of complexly-shaped articulating joint surfaces, passive soft

tissues and active muscles. It has been shown that individual ligament properties impact kinematics as well as dynamics

of the knee joint greatly and, therefore, have to be addressed in musculoskeletal multibody simulation. Although wid-

ley accepted, material characterisation of resected individual ligaments based on tensile tests does not take into account

in-situ conditions like attachment points, zero-load lengths or wrapping around bones. To overcome these limitations,

a procedure to characterise in-situ ligament forces has been developed. Within an experimental trial, a six-axes robot

under hybrid position/force control was used to identify the native kinematics of a human cadaver knee during flexion.

An accompanying specimen-specific multibody model of the very same knee joint including distributed contacts and

most relevant ligaments allowed for the simulation of the tibiofemoral kinematics. The ligament parameters are iden-

tified by multibody optimisation minimising the differences between measured and simulated tibiofemoral kinematics

during knee flexion. First results show the successful application of the method.

Keywords: musculoskeletal multibody simulation, ligament property identification, robot-based cadaver testing, knee

biomechanics

1. Introduction
The kinematics of the knee joint is force-dependent as it is not only governed by the geometric constraints of the artic-

ulating surfaces but also by the forces of the ligaments and other soft tissue structures as well as from applied loads [1].

In order to assess the contribution of individual ligaments to the tibiofemoral motion by means of musculoskeletal

multibody simulation, it is important to identify the force generating characteristics appropriately. Material characteri-

sation of resected individual ligaments based on tensile tests reveals fundamental ligament properties, but does not take

into account in-situ conditions like attachment positions, zero-load lengths, or wrapping around bones.

Recently, researchers identified ligament properties using in-vitro and in-vivo measurements in combination with multi-

body simulation. In [2] the zero-load lengths of cruciate and collateral ligaments were determined by using a muscu-

loskeletal multibody model. A parameter set of 15 zero-load lengths was defined. The best values among them were

found by calculating the minimal squared differences between measurements from cadaver experiments and multibody

simulations. In [3] a single stiffness matrix of a cadaver knee was experimentally determined by means of a robotic

testing system and incorporated into a multibody model. Skin marker measurements of in-vivo motion cycles and

multibody optimisation were used to analyse the sensitivity of the tibiofemoral motion with respect to the stiffness ma-

trix. In [4] a discrete representation of tibial articular cartilage was developed using a multibody framework, in which

a deformable contact law was defined between each cartilage element of femur and tibia. The contact parameters were

evaluated during a simulated walk in a dynamic knee simulator. Then, the resulting kinematics were compared to

measured in-vitro kinematics.

Contrarily, the study presented here describes a method to characterise in-situ ligament forces based on offline parametri-

sation of a multibody model to match the in-vitro measured tibiofemoral knee kinematics of a human cadaver knee.

Compared to [2] a numerical optimisation procedure was applied leading to a more universal method for the identifi-

cation of ligament model parameters. In the following, the experimental set-up and testing, the implementation of the

multibody model, the optimisation procedure, and first results that proof the feasibility of our approach are presented.
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2. Materials and Method

2.1. Robot-assisted Knee Cadaver Tests
An alcohol-fixed cadaver specimen of a lower right extremity (male, 74 years, 176 cm, 80 kg) was dissected to the

extent that the ligament and capsular structures of the knee were preserved only. Bone and cartilage geometries as well

as ligament attachment sites were reconstructed from CT and MRI scans. By means of anatomic landmarks identified

from the scans, tibial and femoral coordinate systems were defined as described in [5]. The physical set-up for the

cadaver knee measurements shown in Figure 1 consisted of a six-axes industrial robot (TX200, Stäubli Tec-Systems

GmbH, Bayreuth, Germany) equipped with a six degree-of-freedom force-torque sensor (Omega 160, ATI Industrial

Automation, Apex, North Carolina, USA). For mechanical testing on the robot, tibia, fibula and femur were prepared

and casted into tailored cups using bone cement and epoxy resin, Figure 1a. The tibial component was mounted in the

robot’s end effector while the femoral component was kept fixed. To address the influence of the patella loading, the

quadriceps tendon was statically loaded by a constant weight of 2kg.

Figure 1: Setup for the measurement of the knee kinematics [6]. a Robot with alcohol-fixed human cadaver knee,

shown at 30 deg flexion. b Schematic representation of the setup with anatomical directions.

The kinematics of the knee specimen was analysed during a passive flexion up to 120 deg by moving the tibial com-

ponent with respect to the femur, i.e., prescribing the knee flexion angle under position control. The remaining five

degrees of freedom were force/torque-controlled in such a way that the values of the corresponding forces and torques

converged to zero [6]. Using this control scheme, the robot detects the passive tibiofemoral kinematics around the actual

instantaneous screw axis, i.e., the end effector with the mounted tibial component finds its equilibrium position while

minimizing the measured forces and torques in the tibiofemoral joint alongside the ’stiff’ directions. During flexion, the

position of the tibial bone system CT relative to the femoral bone system CF, described by vector rrrFT = [Δx Δy Δz ]T

and Cardan joint angles βββ FT = [α β γ ]T, were measured, see Figure 1b and Figure 2c. Thus, for N prescribed discrete

flexion angles αi measurement vectors

gggtest
i (αi) =

[
Δxi Δyi Δzi βi γi

]T
test

, i = 1, . . . ,N , (1)

were recorded. Here, Δx is the medial-lateral displacement, Δy the distal-proximal displacement, and Δz the anterior-

posterior displacement of CT relative to CF, and β , γ are Cardan angles.

2.2. Multibody Model of the Human Knee Joint
For numerical simulation, an accompanying multibody simulation model closely resembling the experimental set-up

according to Figure 2 was implemented in the multibody simulation software Simpack (V9.6, Simpack AG, Gilching,

Germany). Pelvis, femur, tibia, fibula and patella were modelled as rigid bodies. The tibiofemoral joint is modelled

by using a polygonal contact model according to [7] enabling the roll-glide kinematics [8]. The patellofemoral joint

was modelled according to [9] by a one-degree-of-freedom custom joint that describes the path of the patella along a

femur-fixed path with the arc length s, identified from a previous simulation of the patellofemoral joint with distributed

contacts in the articulation, see Figure 2b. Likewise, wrapping of the quadriceps tendon was then implemented by a

skleronomic constraint depending on the patella arc length s.
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Figure 2: Musculoskeletal multibody model of the human right knee. a Posterior view: multibody model with anterior

and posterior cruciate ligament (ACL, PCL), medial and lateral collateral ligament (MCL, LCL), posterior capsule

(pCAP), oblique and arcuate popliteal ligament (OPL, APL). b Lateral view: tibiofemoral joint and patella path, patellar

ligament (PL). c Femur bone reference system CF and tibia bone reference system CT.

Relevant ligament bundles, in particular the medial and lateral collateral ligaments (MCL, LCL), the anterior and

posterior cruciate ligaments (ACL, PCL) and the posterior capsule (pCAP) according to [10], were modelled by one-

dimensional force elements with nonlinear dependence of the ligament force f from the corresponding ligament strain ε
according to [2, 11],

f (ε) =

{ 0 ε < 0

0.25k ε2

ε0
0 ≤ ε ≤ 2ε0

k (ε − ε0) ε > 2ε0.

(2)

In (2) k is the ligament stiffness parameter, the strain ε0 = 0.015 describes the threshold from quadratic to linear force-

strain characteristic, and ε is the actual ligament strain defined by the actual length � and the zero-load length �0,

ε =
�− �0

�0
. (3)

2.3. Ligament Parameter Identification by Multibody Optimisation
The experimental procedure described in subsection 2.1 is simulated offline using the implemented multibody model.

For the prescribed flexion angles αi from (1) the equilibrium positions of the tibia without external load are calculated

in dependence of the ligament parameters ppp that are subject to optimisation. The ligament parameters ppp are k and �0

from (2) and (3). The relative position coordinates gggsim
i summarises the N equilibrium positions summarised in the

vectors

gggsim
i (αi, ppp) =

[
Δxi Δyi Δzi βi γi

]T
sim

, i = 1, . . . ,N . (4)

The parameters ppp are calculated in such a way that the weighted squared differences between measured position param-

eters gggtest
i from (1) and simulated position parameters gggsim

i from (4) are minimised. Since the five position coordinates

are of different dimension, the weighting matrix WWW = diag(w1, . . . ,w5) is introduced. Then the objective function reads

Z(ppp)≡
N

∑
i=1

ΔgggT
i WWW Δgggi = min

ppp
with Δgggi = gggsim

i (αi, ppp)−gggtest
i . (5)

The optimisation problem (5) is constrained by lower and upper bounds of the M ligament parameters

pmin
j ≤ p j ≤ pmax

j , j = 1, . . . ,M . (6)

The optimisation problem was solved using the pattern search algorithm in MATLAB R2015b. For each evaluation

of the objective function (5) within the optimisation loop, MATLAB requested SIMPACK to calculate the functions

gggsim
i (αi, ppp).
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3. Results
The multibody optimisation procedure described in subsection 2.3 was performed for different parameter sets from

altogether 18 ligament structures including ACL (2 fibers), PCL (2 fibers), LCL (3 fibers), MCL (6 fibers), and

pCAP (5 fibers). Exemplarily the following parameter optimisations were performed each using different sets of

ligament parameters ppp that are optimised:

(I) Stiffness parameters k of all ligaments (18 optimisation parameters ppp),

(II) Zero-load lengths �0 of all ligaments (18 optimisation parameters ppp),

(III) Both stiffness parameters k and zero-load lengths �0 of all ligaments (36 optimisation parameters ppp)

In all optimisations the weighting factors for the displacements were set to 1 and for the rotations to 5m2.

Reference values for the stiffness parameters k and initial strains εr of these ligaments were taken from literature and

are shown in Table 1. The initial strains εr are related to the zero-load lengths �0 by

�0 =
�r

εr +1
(7)

whereby �r are called reference lengths, which are the lengths of the ligaments for the initial flexion angle α = 0deg.

Table 1: Reference values of the stiffness parameters k taken from [11, 12, 13] and of the initial strains εr taken from

[14]

aACL pACL aPCL pPCL pOPL dOPL APL lpCAP mpCAP

k [N] 3329 3093 4043 1473 662 662 1271 3000 3000

εr 0.07 0.1 -0.01 0.02 0.055 0.05 0.07 0.07 0.05

aMCL cMCL pMCL opMCL adMCL pdMCL aLCL cLCL pLCL

k [N] 2500 2750 2750 1800 2000 2000 1000 2000 2500

εr 0.07 0.07 0.065 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.065 0.065 0.065

The five degrees of freedom affected by the optimised ligament properties are shown in Figure 3 as a function of the

prescribed knee flexion angle α . The three diagrams in the upper row of Figure 3 show the medial-lateral displace-

ment Δx, the distal-proximal displacement Δy and the anterior-posterior displacement Δz of the tibial bone system CT

relative to the femoral bone system CF. In the same way the two diagrams in the lower row of Figure 3 show the Cardan

angles β and γ .

The position coordinates measured in the cadaver experiment are shown in Figure 3 as black solid lines. The multibody

simulation with the reference values of the ligament parameters from Table 1 yielded the position coordinates over the

flexion angle α shown in Figure 3 as blue dotted lines.

For optimisation (I) the reference values from Table 1 were taken as initial values. Upper and lower bounds for k were

set to Δk = ±500N with respect to the corresponding reference values. The optimisation required 95 pattern search

steps with altogether 997 Simpack calls. The optimised stiffness parameters show an increase between +10% and

+20% with respect to the reference values. However, there is only a low sensitivity of the target function Z(ppp) in (5)

from the stiffness parameters.

For optimisation (II) the reference values of the zero-load lengths �0 from Table 1 were used as initial values, while

the stiffness parameters k obtained from optimisation (I) were taken. Upper and lower bounds for �0 were set to

Δ�0 =±0.01m with respect to the corresponding reference values. The optimisation required 92 pattern search steps

with altogether 987 Simpack calls. The multibody simulation with the optimised values of the ligament parameters

yielded the position coordinates over the flexion angle α shown in Figure 3 as red dashed lines. Compared to the

simulation with the reference values of the ligament parameters, the measured position variables could be considerably

better approximated.

Simultaneous optimisation (III) of both stiffness parameters k and zero-load lengths �0 of all ligaments did not lead to

a significantly further reduction of the target function Z(ppp).
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Figure 3: Position coordinates of the tibial bone system CT relative to the femoral bone system CF as a function of the

flexion angle α: black solid line from cadaver measurement (test), blue dotted line from multibody simulation with

reference ligament parameters according to Table 1 (literature) and red dashed line from multibody simulation with

optimised ligament parameters (optimisation)

4. Conclusion
A method for identification of in-situ knee ligament parameters based on experimental testing of cadaver specimens

and multibody optimisation has been described. First results showed that the method is in principal applicable. It

showed a higher influence of the zero-load lengths of the ligaments compared to the stiffnesses on the knee flexion

without external load. There were several limitations in this study that will be addressed in the future. For example,

the ligament insertion points should be included in the optimisation as the ligament lenghts strongly influence the knee

kinematics. Also wrapping effect of ligaments were not considered. A sensitivity analysis for the various parameters

is necessary. An inherent problem to subject-specific modelling and simulation is to closely resemble experimental

loading conditions and physiological specimen characteristics. In particular, the optimisation procedure was greatly

sensitive to alignment deviations, which arose due to difficulties in the localisation of the reference systems CF and CT

defined in the experimental trial and CF and CT defined in the model.
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Abstract 
In this paper, an approach for digital human modelling and an appropriate simulation environment is presented. 
The human body or parts of it are modeled as a multibody system with Hill-type muscle models as actuators, and 
human like motions are created with an optimal control (OC) framework. The focus is on inner (muscle) loads 
for ergonomic assessment and human like motion generation. A basic reaching test is set up in a motion lab 
where muscle activation signals via EMG and upper body trajectories are measured with a motion capture 
system when performing a multitude of different reaching tasks. The measured data is used for validation of the 
simulation results and additionally muscle synergies are extracted from the EMG signals. These synergies can be 
used as control parameters in the musculoskeletal model, whereby the number of actuators is reduced. This leads 
to computational speedup, reduction of anatomical redundancy and captures human muscle activation profiles. 

Keywords: digital human model (DHM), musculoskeletal model, human motion, optimal control, DMOCC, 
muscle synergy, hill muscle model 

1. Introduction 
Due to the ongoing demographic change, there is a growing need for individualization in high quality work 
places to prevent work related musculoskeletal disorders, especially in domains which still have a huge amount 
of manual work (e.g. assembly processes in automotive industry). Therefore, there is an increasing demand from 
industry for tools that can help develop safe and ergonomic workplaces. To be able to do ergonomic evaluations 
in early stages of a process (e.g. when developing tools or workstations), human motions and their interaction 
with the environment have to be included in the simulation process, which is a challenging task. It is a well-
known problem when controlling complex multibody systems (MBS) that there is an infinite number of possible 
ways to move from a start configuration to an end configuration (kinematical redundancy). In biomechanical 
systems like musculoskeletal models the problem of anatomical redundancy has to be handled additionally. Here 
the number of actuators (muscles) in the model is higher than the number of kinematical degrees of freedom, 
which means that a specific motion can be generated by a multitude of different muscle actuations. Controlling a 
digital human model (DHM) in the scope of ergonomic assessment adds some constraints to the generated 
motions. On the one hand, the simulated task should be solved in a human like way, meaning that used forces, 
trajectories, velocities, accelerations etc. should be chosen in a way a real human might or at least could do it. 
Further on, it is important that the muscle activations for generating these motions are similar to those which the 
human central nervous system (CNS) would choose, as these data can be used to derive an assessment about how 
exhausting / ergonomic a motion (or repetitions of this motion, static postures...) will be for a human. Even 
though there are many possible options, humans use quite stereotypical muscle activations across individuals to 
create motions. A long standing question in neuroscience and other disciplines is how the CNS chooses these 
patterns and solves the redundancy problems. The CNS additionally has to handle the problem of neurological 
redundancy, meaning that a single muscle is innervated by several motor neurons [1]. 

One theory is that the CNS makes use of pre-defined building blocks (or modules) in the spinal cord which 
impose a specific pattern of muscle activation, known as motion primitives or muscle synergies. By linearly 
combining these modules, instead of explicitly activating every single muscle in particular, the dimensionality is 
reduced, which could simplify control while a wide range of motor outputs can still be produced [2]. Another 
(but not contradistinctive) approach to explain interindividual muscle activation patterns is the optimality 
principle which assumes that the CNS minimizes some kind of cost function, whereas the “costs” to be 
minimized are not clear and there have been investigations on e.g. muscle activations, jerk, torque change, 
energy or time variance [3]. 
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In our work we are not aiming on proving a control scheme of the CNS. Instead we concentrate on human like 
motion generation for ergonomic evaluation having a specific focus on inner loads and muscle activation signals. 
We use a DHM based on a full dynamic MBS model with discrete mechanics and optimal control for 
constrained systems (DMOCC) [4,5,6] which allows us to use, compare and combine the above described 
approaches in the application of human motion generation. The DHM can be actuated via joint torques, single 
muscles or muscle synergies. In Chapter 2, we give a short overview of our overall methods, the used MBS to 
model our DHM and the used OC code. 

To get human motion data for validation and to study the spatial characteristics of human reaching movements 
we define and setup a basic reaching test in the motion lab. At this, the test subject stands in front of a plane and 
moves his hand (tip of middle finger) from a relaxed hanging start position to marked points on the plane. The 
test setup is adjusted to the test person’s anthropometry. We measure 124 different motions including different 
distances and orientations to the plane, weighted motions and distinct final hand orientations. The surface 
electromyography (EMG) signals of 16 arm and shoulder muscles, as well as the arm/hand/shoulder trajectories 
are recorded with a motion capture system. In Chapter 3, the experimental setup and the data acquisition is 
described.  

With a non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) algorithm [7], we extract time invariant muscle synergies (aka. 
synchronous synergies, spatially fixed muscle synergies or muscle modes) from the measured EMG data. The 
robustness of the extracted Synergies is evaluated by reconstructing the muscle activation signals of certain data 
sets using muscle synergies extracted from other data sets (different points and weights) and calculating the 
Variance Account For (VAF). The procedure for synergy extracting is described in Chapter 4. We then built up 
the basic reaching test in our DHM simulation environment and investigate the influence of different cost 
functions as well as the use of muscles and muscle synergies as actuators for the resulting motions (trajectories, 
velocities) and muscle activation signals. Our first simulation results are quite promising and give evidence that 
we follow an expedient approach that will lead to human like motions and provides natural muscle activation 
signals.  

2. Concept / Approach 
The majority of the state of the art DHM’s for ergonomic assessment work with static postures and / or quasi-
static motions. However, in many cases humans exploit kinetic quantities when fulfilling a task and consider 
(unconsciously) nonlinear properties of human force generation (e.g. force-length / force velocity dependency of 
muscles). This makes realistic human motions hard to predict with (quasi-) static models. Further on, those 
models do not deliver time and velocity information which are important quantities for ergonomic assessment 
methods. Additionally, even if the simulated trajectory (sequence of postures) is similar to a real dynamic 
trajectory, there can be a high diversity of inner loads, which might lead to wrong ergonomic estimations. In our 
approach, we work with a DHM based on a full dynamic MBS code with optimal control, which allows us to 
simulate dynamic tasks and to estimate the resulting forces and inner loads. Motions can be generated via three 
different actuation modes (AM1-AM3) which can be combined with each other (see Figure 1).  

In AM1, the DHM is actuated via joint torques ( ), meaning the OC code calculates a time series of  that 
minimize a certain cost function while fulfilling some motion constraints (e.g. start and end configuration of the 
DHM). The advantage of a joint torque driven model is that there is no anatomical redundancy problem, it 
calculates faster due to the reduced number of actuators compared to a muscle driven model, and it can be 
sufficient for motion evaluations like reachability, postures or time informations (e.g. to support and improve 
methods-time measurement (MTM) or similar methods). The main drawback of this actuation mode is that it 
does not deliver any information about inner forces. 

In AM2, Hill-type muscles as in [5] are included in the MBS model and are used as actuators, such that the 
optimization produces a time series of muscle activation signals ( ). This modelling delivers information about 
inner loads like e.g. muscle forces and the resulting loads to the human body, which can help to improve the 
ergonomic assessment of the simulated tasks. Additionally, using muscles as actuators can lead to more realistic 
and human like motions as it is oriented closer to the real human musculoskeletal system (hence, e.g. the OC 
system can exploit the nonlinear properties of human force generation). 

In AM3, several muscles are grouped to muscles synergies ( ), whereas the muscle activation signals result 
from the weighted and summed combination of all synergies. In this case, the optimization calculates the time 
series of the weights ( ) for each synergy. The muscle synergies are extracted from measured EMG data as 
described in Chapter 4. Using muscle synergies as actuators reduces the problem of anatomical redundancy and 
can speed up calculation time. Additionally, muscle synergies capture the measured intermuscular coordination, 
such that using them as actuators could lead to more realistic muscle activation signals. For example, muscle co-
contraction is something that is hard to predict with classical optimization methods [8] but is indirectly included 
in the muscle synergies. 
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The actuation modes (AM1-AM3) can be combined with one another. So, e.g. muscles that could not be 
measured via EMG, and are therefore not included in any muscle synergy, can be activated solo. Or, if for some 
studies e.g. the inner loads of the upper extremity or the arm / hand are important, these parts could be modeled 
and actuated using AM2 or AM3, whereas the rest of the model can be actuated by AM1.  

 
Figure 1: Overview of our DHM simulation environment and overall concept for human like motion generation; 
From tasks that are performed in the motion lab, EMG signals and trajectories are measured. From the EMG 
signals we extract muscle synergies that can be used as control parameters for the DHM. Depending on the 
actuation mode, the OC framework calculates a time series of muscle synergy weights, joint torques or muscle 
activations that fulfill the appropriate task. We can then compare the simulated trajectories and muscle activation 
signals with those measured in the motion lab when performing the same task and adjust the (mixed) OC cost 
function.  

2.1. The DHM 
In our work we use a (prototypical) MBS code based on [9] that uses minimal coordinates and facilitates fast 
computational algorithms to determine forces and velocities [10,11]. We are able to define rigid bodies (bones), 
joints and actuators freely adjusted to what we want to investigate. Depending on the created model, the resulting 
equation of motion for the MBS is an ordinary differential equation (for models with a tree-like structure) or a 
differential algebraic equation (for models containing closed loops). As actuators, we can specify motors 
(torques between rigid bodies) and hill-type muscles (force elements between rigid bodies). To estimate correct 
inner forces, the muscles are included in the simulation scenario. We use a string type Hill model as in [5] with a 
contractile component (CC) and a parallel elastic component (PEC) (see Figure 2). The CC creates a pulling 
force ( ) depending on the actuation level, the length ( ) and the contraction velocity of the muscle. The 
PEC, a (non-)linear spring which is connected in parallel to the CC, represents the passive stiffness of the tissue. 
The muscles are connected to the MBS through at least two body points (between which they build a straight 
line) and can be led over via points to adjust the muscle paths.    

 
Figure 2: Rheological model of the simplified Hill-muscle 

To simulate the basic reaching test, which is presented in this paper, we build up a 5 DOF model of the arm and 
shoulder as depicted in Figure 3Figure 1. The shoulder is modeled as a spherical joint with three rotational 
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DOFs. The shoulder anteversion, retroversion, adduction and abduction are nonlinearly constrained (the “bone” 
of the upper arm is restricted to lie in a defined cone) and the internal and the external rotation are limited with a 
box constraint (minimal and maximal angles). The elbow joint is modeled as two serial revolute joints where the 
flexion / extension as well as the supination / pronation of the forearm is limited with box constraints as well 
(minimal and maximal angles). As the test persons, which are performing the basic reaching test, are advised to 
keep the forearm, wrist and fingers stiff (see chapter 3), the bones of forearm and hand are modelled as one rigid 
body. As actuators, we define 5 motors (same axis as the rotational DOFs) and 29 muscles (blue and red lines in 
Figure 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2.  The OC Code 
The optimal control theory is a control strategy that is quite attractive in the application of DHM actuation. In 
principle, the OC code calculates the above described actuation signals ( , , ) in a way, that a certain goal is 
fulfilled while minimizing some cost function(s) and considering the side constraints that the equations of 
motion of the MBS are fulfilled. In contrast to most other control strategies, the goal can be described in a quite 
generic manner and no further control signals have to be defined.  

In our simulation environment, the time continuous OC problem is discretized by the DMOCC approach [6] 
where a variational integrator is used for the constraint equation of motion. The resulting finite dimensional 
optimization problem is solved with the interior point method implemented in the solver IPOPT [12]. As cost 
functions we implemented minimal time, minimal kinetic energy, minimal control and minimal control change. 
The cost functions can be linearly combined with one another to form a mixed cost function. 

For the simulation of the basic reaching test (see chapter 3), the start posture (start configuration of the MBS) is 
set by determining the degrees of freedom of the MBS (corresponding to the start configuration of the test 
persons). As goal (end configuration of the MBS) we define the tip of the middle finger to be at a certain point in 
the room (target points of the basic reaching test, defined in the world coordinate system (WCS). Additionally 
the corresponding axis of the hand coordinate system (HCS) have to be in a certain angular range to the WCS to 
specify the final hand positions neutral, rotated inwards and rotated outwards. These angles are intentionally 
chosen to be in a wider range in order to let the OC code “choose” a “comfortable” solution as the test persons 
did while test execution.  

All other motion parameters (trajectories, joint torques, muscle actuations etc.) result from the OC code. The 
described constraints were not changed when altering between the actuation modes (AM1-AM3). 

3. The Basic Reaching Test 
The basic reaching test is set up for two purposes. On the one hand, we want to identify the spatial characteristics 
of the muscle activation patterns generated by the CNS to control human reaching movements in a wide range of 
different motions. Therefore, we measure and analyze the EMG signals of 124 different reaching motions and 
extract time invariant muscle synergies as described in chapter 4. On the other hand, we use the measured motion 
data to validate our simulation results and to adjust the cost functions. We want to compare the resulting muscle 
activation profiles of our musculoskeletal model with those measured at the basic reaching test to get realistic 
muscle activation profiles. Additionally, we want to compare the trajectories and velocity profiles which result 

Figure 3: Test setup in our DHM simulation environment with a muscle driven model of the right arm. Upper 
arm, forearm and hand modeled as rigid bodies (grey) connected via joints (5 DOF, red balls with grey ellipsoids 
delimiting the range of motion) and actuated by hill-type muscle models (blue and red lines, 29 muscles). 
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from all simulation models (AM1 – AM3). Therefore, we measure the trajectories of thorax, shoulder, arm and 
hand with a motion capture system synchronized to the EMG signals.  

Experiment design: The test person stands in front of a plane with 17 marked target points on it (Figure 4 left). 
The arrangement of these points is adjusted to the test persons anthropometry as depicted in Figure 4 middle left. 
The inner radius ( ) corresponds to the upper arm length, the outer radius ( ) equals 90% of the maximal 
reachability ( ) of the test person. The maximal reachability is estimated, in frontal position and in 
distance  (see below) to the test plane, as follows: The subjected is instructed to move the tip of the middle 
finger to the highest reachable point on the plane while keeping his trunk and the center of the shoulder joint in 
positon. This is repeated for the lowest reachable point as well as those being most far to the right and the left on 
the horizontal line in the height of the shoulder. From the four resulting distances the smallest one is defined as 

 (whereas all of them are in the same range). The target points are placed on the intersections of  
and  with the horizontal and the vertical lines and their bisectrixes. The center of  and  is positioned 
concentric with the center of the shoulder joint (projected to the plane) in a relaxed and upright standing position. 
We specify two distanced between the plane and the test person (  and ) which are also determined based on 
the users anthropometry as shown in Figure 4 middle right. Distance  corresponds to the length of the forearm 
whereas  is defined as the distance between the subject and the plane when standing in a frontal position to the 
plane with the forearm parallel to the ground and the angle α = 45° between the upper arm and the subjects 
coronal plane.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Test execution: We perform twelve different test scenarios, which are shown in Table 1. In all scenarios the test 
persons are instructed to stand in a straight and upright posture at the marked positions on the ground with the 
arms hanging relaxed in a natural position. We make tests from two distances (  and ) and two distinct 
orientations to the test plane (frontal and lateral). In the frontal positions the subjects coronal plane is parallel to 
the test plane, in lateral positions the subjects sagittal plane is parallel to the test plane (right arm oriented 
towards the test plane). The test persons are instructed to move the tip of the middle finger (after the start signal) 
quickly to the target point on the plane and keep it in the final position for about one second. We define three 
final hand orientations: Neutral (N), rotated inwards (IRO) and rotated outwards (ORO) as seen in Figure 4. 
Additionally we make measurements with a weight cuff adjusted to the test persons wrist (1kg). Each task is 
repeated five times. The start signal just indicates that data recording started, the timing (start, end, holding time) 
for each repetition is not restricted by signals and freely chosen by the test persons. The subjects are advised to 
keep shoulder and trunk in position while moving the arm. A palmar flexion and a dorsal extension of hand and 
fingers as well as an ulnar abduction and a radial abduction should be avoided (which means that the forearm, 
hand and fingers should be kept stiff as one rigid body). The motions are not restricted by any kind of apparatus 
to keep them natural.  

 

 

Rotated outwards 

Figure 4: The Basic reaching test: (left) Test execution in the motion lab; (middle left) the three final hand 
orientations; (middle right) adaption of the target point placement to the test persons anthropometry; (right) 
distances  and  to the measuring plane, adapted to the test persons anthropometry 

Neutral 

Rotated inwards 
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Table 1: The different scenarios of the basic reaching test 

 Distance weight Orientation Target Points Hand positions 
Test scenario 1  No Frontal 17 (P1-P17) N 
Test scenario 2  No Frontal 17 (P1-P17) IRO 
Test scenario 3  No Frontal 17 (P1-P17) ORO 
Test scenario 4  No Frontal 9 (P9-P17) N 
Test scenario 5  No Frontal 9 (P9-P17) IRO 
Test scenario 6  No Frontal 9 (P9-P17) ORO 
Test scenario 7  No Lateral 5 (P1,P5,P9,P13,P17) N 
Test scenario 8  No Lateral 5 (P1,P5,P9,P13,P17) IRO 
Test scenario 9  No Lateral 5 (P1,P5,P9,P13,P17) ORO 
Test scenario 10  Yes Frontal 17 (P1-P17) N 
Test scenario 11  Yes Frontal 9 (P9-P17) N 
Test scenario 12  Yes Lateral 5 (P1,P5,P9,P13,P17) N 
 

In the test scenarios 1 to 3 the subjects are standing in frontal position to the test plane in distance . Target 
motions to all 17 target points are measured, each point with the three final hand orientations and without 
weight. The labeling of the target points is depicted in Figure 5. In the scenarios 4 to 6 the subjects are standing 
in frontal position to the test plane in distance . As the maximal reachability is determined in distance , only 
the target points on the inner circle (P9-P17) are measured. Again each point with the three above described 
different final hand orientations and without extra weight.  In scenario 7 to 9 the subjects are standing in lateral 
position to the test plane in distance . Target motions to the target points on the vertical line are measured (P1, 
P5, P9, P13, P17), each point with the three different final hand positions and without weight. In scenarios 10 -
12 we made measurements with the weight cuff adjusted to the subjects hands. In scenario 10 the subjects are 
standing in frontal position to the test plane in distance  and target motions to all 17 target points are measured 
with a neutral final hand position. In test scenario 11 the subjects were standing in frontal position to the test 
plane in distance and target points on the inner circle (P9-P17) are measured with a neutral final hand 
position. In the last scenario the subjects are standing in lateral position to the test plane in distance  and target 
motions to the points on the vertical line are measured (P1, P5, P9, P13, P17) with a neutral final hand position. 
In sum, we measure 124 distinct motions (tasks) whereas every motion is repeated and recorded five times 
(repetitions). 

 
Figure 5: labeling of the target points 

We additionally estimate the values for the maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) of the measured muscles. 
Therefore we measure the EMG values when performing the MVC tests as described in [13]. 

Data acquisition: In all test scenarios the position of the right hand, forearm, upper arm, shoulder and the thorax 
as well as the placement of the target points and the activity of 16 involved arm and shoulder muscles are 
recorded. The positions are tracked with an optical motion capture system (Qualisys, 9 cameras, Oqus 400 and 
Oqus 310+) with an accuracy of < 1mm and a sample frequency of 240Hz. The Markers on the test persons are 
placed according to the recommendations of the international society of Biomechanics (ISB) as described in 
[14]. Palpation of anatomical landmarks is accomplished manually, following the guidelines of [15]. We 
additionally place a marker on each of the 17 target points on the test plane to be able to assess the characteristics 
of close-to-goal verlocities / trajectories and the influence of motion precision. The surface EMG signals are 
acquired with a wireless 16-channel Delsys system with a sample frequency of 2000Hz. The measured muscles 
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are listed in Table 2. The EMG sensor locations were chosen following the recommendations of SENIAM and 
Konrad [13, 16, 17]. Before applying the sensors, the skin is shaved, cleaned with alcohol and rubbed with 
abrasive gel as recommended in [17]. Data recording (motion data as well as EMG signals) for each task started 
with a signal about one second before the first motion and was recorded continuously during all repetitions of 
each task. 

Table 2: List of measured muscled 

EMG 
Sensor 

Muscle Short name 

01 M. trapezius desc. TraDesc 
02 M. trapezius transv. TraTrans 
03 M. trapezius ascend. TraAsc 
04 M. deltoideus clavicularis (ant.) DeltAnt 
05 M. deltoideus acromialis (med.) DeltMed 
06 M. deltoideus spinalis (post.) DeltPost 
07 M. biceps brachii Bic 
08 M. triceps brachii longus TriLong 
09 M. triceps brachii lateralis TriLat 
10 M. brachioradialis BrRad 
11 M. pectorialis major clavic. PectClav 
12 M. pectorialis major sternal PectSter 
13 M. infraspinatus InfraSp 
14 M. teres major TeresM 
15 M. latissimus dorsi LatDors 
16 M. pronator teres PronTer 

 

The basic reaching test is executed with two right handed males in the age of 25 and 35 after giving their 
informed consent. No (pre-existing) injuries or impairments of the skeletal and locomotor system of the arm and 
upper body were known at the time of test execution. 

4. Muscle Synergies Extraction 
The muscle synergy hypothesis is one approach to explain how the CNS might simplify motor control. There 
have been several investigations on humans and animals, which give evidence to suggest that the CNS makes 
use of a modular organization of the underlying motor circuits, which would reduce the number of degrees of 
freedom which have to be specified [2,7]. One representation for such a modular organization are time invariant 
muscle synergies, whereas one synergy stands for a group of muscles which can be activated synchronously in a 
fixed balance that does not change over time. By linearly combining the weighted outputs of each involved 
synergy, a specific motor output is generated. The muscle activations for a specific motor task would then be 
described by 

 

where  is a vector that contains the activity values for each involved muscle, n is the number of synergies 
involved in this task, the weight  is a non-negative scalar value that indicates how active the synergy  is, and 

 is a vector containing the fixed balance of activity values for each muscles in this synergy. As the underlying 
synergies for human motion generation cannot be determined or identified in a direct way, a mediate method to 
estimate muscle synergies from the measured EMG signals evolved. Commonly some kind of factorization 
algorithm is used to identify a set of basis vectors, which can reproduce the measured EMG signals in an 
appropriate way. 

In our work, we are not aiming on proving or falsifying the muscle synergy hypothesis for human motion 
generation. Instead, we want to use muscle synergies extracted from human motion data to actuate our DHM, 
which might bring several advantages. Of course, on the one hand, it is a promising way to build up a 
musculoskeletal model with an actuation method being as close to nature as possible if the focus is on muscle 
actuation profiles and inner loads. However, even if the human CNS does not make use of a (fixed) modular 
organization of the underlying motor circuits, the use of muscle synergies extracted from real motion data can 
still be quite attractive as actuation principle for a DHM. From a mathematical point of view, it is obvious that 
time invariant muscle synergies have two valuable properties. For one, they capture the spatial regularities of the 
measured EMG data, which is important information, and could help to produce more realistic muscle actuation 
profiles (e.g. is a muscle co-contraction in parts already contained in the synergies, which is hard to predict using 
optimization methods and single muscles as actuators). Further on, the use of muscle synergies reduces the 
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number of actuators which simplifies control and reduces the calculation time. Having in mind that the number 
of actuators is rising drastically when using muscles instead of joint torques as actuators, this can be exploited 
for speeding up calculation time as well as for reducing the problem of anatomical redundancy.  

Data processing: The raw EMG signals are processed in a customized software written in Matlab (Mathworks). 
As described in the previous chapter, the EMG data is acquired continuously during execution of all five 
repetitions of each tasks. The signals are then separated repetition-wise into single sequences by visually 
identifying the start and the end of each motion. As start, we define the first visible movement of the arm / 
shoulder from the hanging rest position, and the end of the motion is defined as the moment when the tip of the 
middle finger reaches the target point and movement comes to rest. In order to capture all EMG signals 
potentially involved in the motion generation process, 200 frames (  0,1s) before the first visible movement and 
after reaching the final hand position are included in each sequence. The EMG signals of each sequence are zero 
calibrated (by subtracting out the mean values), full wave rectified and low pass filtered (butterworth filter, cut 
off frequency 5 Hz, filter order 2). The EMG signals of each repetition are then arranged in a Matrix  (size  
by , where  is the number of measured muscles and  is the number of time samples of this repetition), 
that are concatenated vertically to the Matrix  which contains all measured tasks. We then apply a NMF 
algorithm to the Matrix  providing two matrices  and  such that 

 

where  is a Matrix (size  by , where  is the number of time samples for all tasks and  is the number of 
synergies) containing the weights to approximate the measured EMG signals ( ) by multiplying them with the 
synergy Matrix  (size  by ). The number of synergies ( ) is a free parameter of the NMF algorithm and 
has to be chosen beforehand. This is generally done by calculating the variance account for (VAF) for a 
multitude of numbers of synergies and selecting a value for  where a certain threshold is reached (commonly 
90% VAF) or the graph of the cumulative VAF presents a significant change of slope. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We calculate the VAF (see Figure 6) as described in [18] for values of  between one and sixteen (each by 
running nnmf 25 times to prevent it to converge to a local minima). The 90% VAF threshold is reached already 
with five synergies, which would reduce the number of actuators by two thirds. In our simulations, we work with 
different values for  and investigate the influence on the resulting (simulated) muscle activation signals. 
Additionally we validate the chosen values for  on the input-space side (measured muscle activation signals). 
Therefore, we extract muscle synergies from the Matrix , which contains only muscle signals from reaching 
motions to those points which are placed on the horizontal and the vertical line (P1, P3, P13, P05, P07, P09, P11, 
P13, P15, P17) and used these synergies to reproduce the muscle signals measured from target points placed on 
the diagonal lines (P2, P4, P6, P8, P10, P13, P14, P16). To calculate appropriate weights (Matrix ) to 
approximate these muscle signals ( ), we use a least-square fit algorithm with non-negative values. The same 
procedure we apply to the Matrix , which contains only measurements of motions without weight-cuff. We 
then use the here extracted synergies to reproduce the muscle signals measured when doing motions with weight 
cuff adjusted to the test persons wrist. In Figure 7 the results for  are show. The measured EMG signals, 
normalized to the MVC values of the respective muscle (vertical axis), are plotted with respect to time 
(horizontal axis: frames with framerate = 100Hz). 

As one can see, the measured signals have a clear characteristic that is preserved over several repetitions, which 
indicates that the muscle activation signals are not just artefacts of measurement methods or noise. Further on, 
the muscle activation signals can be very well reproduced by using the extracted muscle synergies, even in those 
cases where the reproduced signals are not included in the NMF algorithm. Shown are the measured and 
reproduced EMG signals of the musculus biceps brachi (first column), musculus triceps brachii lateralis (second 
column) and musculus deltoideus clavicularis (anterior) (third column). 
 
 

Figure 6: Variance Account For 
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The original (measured) EMG signals of the first repetition of each task are plotted with green squares. The 
repetitions 2 - 5 are plotted as purple, orange, yellow and blue lines. The via muscle synergies reproduced EMG 
signals of the first repetitions are plotted with blue stars. In the first row the signals of the reaching motion to 
point P1 in test scenario 1 are depicted. For synergy extraction, the Matrix  was used, so the signals to be 
reproduced are involved in the NMF algorithm. In the second row, the signals of the reaching motion to point P2 
in test scenario 1 are plotted. For synergy extraction the Matrix  is used, hence the reproduced signals are not 
involved in the NMF algorithm. In the third row the signals of the reaching motion to point P1 in test scenario 
10, where motions with weight cuff adjusted to the wrist are measured, are shown. For synergy extraction the 
Matrix  is used, meaning the reproduced signals are not included in the NMF algorithm here as well.  

5. Conclusion and Future Work 
An optimal control framework for dynamic and human like motion generation is developed, which allows to 
exploit the advantages of different DHM actuation modes like joint torque, single muscle and muscle synergy 
actuation. Further on, measurements in the motion lab were made that allow the validation of the simulation 
results (trajectories, speed profiles, muscle activation signals). From the measured EMG signals muscle 
synergies were extracted and validated, that can be used to actuate the DHM. This actuation mode reduces 
anatomical redundancy, and we expect it to lead to a computational speed up in the musculoskeletal simulation 
environment. Further on, the spatial characteristics of human muscle activations, captured through muscle 
synergies, are brought into the simulation process, which can lead to more natural muscle activation patterns. 
First simulation results are quite promising, and the characteristics of the resulting motions and activation signals 
for distinct cost functions and the outcomes for mixed cost functions (e.g. to simulate fast vs. precise motion 
behavior) will be further investigated. Additionally it is planned to measure and simulate further tasks, which 
include e.g. the interaction with the environment (external forces).  
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Figure 7: Measured and reproduced EMG signals of the musculus biceps brachi (first column), musculus triceps
brachii lateralis (second column) and musculus deltoideus clavicularis (anterior) (third column) for different 
scenarios (rows).  
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Abstract
The human thumb is a three-link and three-joint multibody system. Two joints resemble a saddle with two degrees of

freedom (DoFs) each, while the third joint is a single DoF joint like a revolute. The two DoFs joints have been modeled

as universal joints in many biomechanical works, however anatomically they have axes that are non-intersecting and

non-orthogonal. These axes enable the thumb to perform complex motions and to produce the necessary thumb tip

forces. Our aim is to develop a biomechanical model of the thumb with the anatomically feasible joint setup. To

validate the kinematics of the system, we perform two tests. Firstly, we move the thumb by changing the values of

all the DoFs through two different ranges of motions, namely the maximum range of motion (RoM) and the grasp

RoM. The grasp RoM is smaller than the maximum RoM. Hence, the grasp RoM volume is lesser than the maximum

RoM and this volume reduction is a kinematic measure of the thumb, which we compare for five models (with same

joint designs but different axes locations and orientations) with data from literature. Further, the rotation around its

longitudinal axis of the thumb can be measured for the thumb in different postures. The thumb joints in themselves do

not have a rotation DoF around the longitudinal axis. For different postures, we compute this rotation of the thumb,

which we compare with data from literature. In both tests, the results obtained from simulation are in close agreement

with literature data and consequently the thumb model’s kinematics is validated.

Keywords: thumb kinematics, thumb internal rotation, range of motion, point clouds, anatomically variable thumb

models.

1. Introduction
The human hand is the end effector for the upper extremity performing the all important function of grasping. Grasping

is a unique function exhibited primarily by primates, through the versatility of motion provided by the thumb and

its motions such as opposition and circumduction. The thumb is responsible for over 50% of the hand function, see

[1]. The opposition and circumduction motions are a combination of the basic movements of the thumb, such as

flexion-extension (flex-ext) and adduction-abduction (add-abd). For the three joints in the thumb, the flex-ext motion is

displayed by all the joints, while two joints exhibit the second motion of add-abd. These two joints show a third motion

of pronation-supination (pro-sup) or internal rotation along their longitudinal axes during the combined motions, which

is not an inherent DoF of the thumb joints, rather an outcome, see [2].

To develop a multibody model of the hand which is very well equipped for grasping simulations, there is a need to be as

anatomically correct as possible, as the underlying motions are complex. Many biomechanical models presented until

now, e.g. in [3, 4, 5] and others, have described the two DoFs joints as universal joints. This mathematical joint, by

design, however does not allow for internal rotation, which some researchers, see [15, 26], have incorporated through

an additional DoF. Chang in [15] has discussed that a 3 DoFs joint shows an improved prediction for the internal

rotation over the 2 DoF kinematic model, while defining the internal rotation axis as the common perpendicular to the

carpometacarpal (CMC) joint flex-ext and add-abd axes. It has been subsequently shown by measurements in cadaver

experiments described in [6, 7], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) described in [17, 18] and through a number of

experiments, see [10, 16, 22], that the complex thumb motions are achieved through joints which have non-intersecting

and non-orthogonal axes. Although there is a consensus among researchers today about the anatomy of the axes, there

is no consensus on their location and orientation. For example, for the CMC joint, axes descriptions have been provided

by [6, 9, 14, 15]. Though this has been attributed to the natural variation in the human population, it makes having

generic numerical values for a thumb model very challenging.

In this work, we investigate the kinematic behavior of such a generic (base) thumb model and four variations. We

create a thumb multibody model using data from cadaver measurements and describe two validation methods to assure
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Figure 1: The thumb anatomy with bone and joint nomenclature as introduced in Section 2.1 is shown on the left. The

thumb anatomy and associated model with universal joints for the MCP and the CMC, and IP axis perpendicular to the

DP is shown in the middle. The thumb anatomy and associated model with anatomically correct joints is shown on the

right.

proper thumb kinematics. The first method involves the comparison of work-space point cloud volumes generated by

the thumb tip, which are computed using α-shapes. These values are computed for the base thumb model and four

other anatomically variable models, obtained from [12]. We compare the volume reduction of the grasp RoM with

respect to the maximum RoM for the different thumb models. The second method quantifies the internal rotation in

the thumb for different postures and compares them with physical measurement data given in [2], as well as with the

anatomically variable models.

The paper begins with the description of the thumb anatomy (Section 2.1), followed by the thumb multibody model

(Section 2.2). A detailed description is provided for one of the CMC rotation axes to understand anatomical variance.

This variance, when accounted for all rotation axes, leads to the four anatomically different thumb models. After

describing the two sets of limits or RoMs (Section 2.3), we describe the two validation techniques (Section 3). The

results are presented and discussed (Section 4.1 and Section 4.2). We conclude in Section 5.

2. Thumb Anatomy and Multibody Model
This section describes the anatomy of the thumb and the anatomically corresponding multibody model. We introduce a

joint configuration to approximate the CMC and the MCP joints. Following this, we discuss the need for two different

limits on the RoM.

2.1. Thumb Anatomy
Anatomically, the thumb is composed of three bones, as shown in Figure 1 (left). From the base to the tip of the thumb,

they are the first metacarpal (I MC), the proximal phalanx (PP) and the distal phalanx (DP). They are connected in series

by three joints with the trapezium bone in the wrist. The CMC, or trapeziometacarpal joint connects the trapezium and

the I MC, the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint connects the I MC and the PP, while the interphalangeal (IP) joint

connects the PP and the DP. The MCP and the CMC are saddle joints and have two rotational DoFs, while the IP has a

single rotational DoF. All three joints have the motion of flex-ext, while the CMC and the MCP have the second motion

of add-abd. The motion of flex-ext is motion of the thumb out of the plane of the palm and downwards (flexion) or

upwards (extension). The motion of add-abd is motion of the thumb in the plane of the palm and towards the palm

(adduction) or away from the palm (abduction).

Although the motion between the bones occurs due to the tendons and the ligaments connecting the bones, the CMC

and the MCP have often been mathematically approximated, see [2, 3], and implemented, see [4, 5], in multibody

models as universal joints, which means that the two axes of rotations are orthogonal and intersecting, as shown in

Figure 1 (middle). Also, the flex-ext axis of the IP is assumed to be perpendicular to the sagittal plane of the thumb.

However, a universal joint does not allow for the rotation of a single body along its longitudinal axis, which is observed

in the thumb. Also in a study done by Valero-Cuevas, see [10], when compared with physical measurements, a thumb

model with universal joints does not produce accurate forces at its tip in different postures. However, from the cadaveric

measurements done by Hollister in [6] and [7], it was determined that the axes of the joints are neither orthogonal to

each other or the bones nor intersecting with each other, as shown in Figure 1 (right). This was later confirmed by
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a number of studies through different methods, for example using optical measurements with surface markers, see

[16, 17], or MRI, see [9, 18]. The CMC, MCP, IP flex-ext axes move with respect to the trapezium, the I MC, and the

PP, respectively, while the CMC and MCP add-abd axes move with the I MC and the PP, respectively, see [6, 7, 8].

2.2. Thumb Multibody Model

IP flex-ext

MCP flex-ext

MCP add-abd

CMC flex-ext

CMC add-abd

xG

Figure 2: The thumb multibody model as described in Section 2.2. The I MC (cyan) is connected to ground xG through

the CMC (nino) joint. The PP (green) is connected to the I MC through the MCP (nino) joint. The DP (magenta)

is connected to the PP through the IP (revolute) joint. The CMC flex-ext axis is proximal with respect to the CMC

add-abd axis, while the MCP add-abd axis is proximal with respect to the MCP flex-ext axis.

Following the anatomy, the thumb multibody model, as shown in Figure 2 consists of three bodies, which are de-

scribed in the director formulation, see [23]. To give a short overview, a rigid body in director formulation is de-

scribed with its center of mass ϕϕϕ ∈ R
3 relative to an orthonormal basis {eI} fixed in space and an orthonormal

body frame called directors ddd1,ddd2,ddd3 ∈ R
3 fixed at ϕϕϕ . The time dependent configuration vector is given by qqq(t) =

[ϕϕϕ (t)ddd1 (t)ddd2 (t)ddd3 (t)]
T ∈ R

12. A material point ρρρ ∈ R
3 in the body’s configuration is described as ρρρ (t) = ρIdddI (t).

The orthonormality condition on the directors provides six internal constraints to the rigid body. The incremental

kinematic update uuu ∈ R
6,uuun+1 =

(
uuuϕϕϕn+1

, θθθ n+1

)
for a rigid body to go from time-step n to n+1, is then given as

qqqn+1 = FFFd (uuun+1, qqqn) =
[

ϕϕϕn +uuuϕϕϕn+1
, exp

(
θ̂θθ n+1

)
·ddd1n, exp

(
θ̂θθ n+1

)
·ddd2n, exp

(
θ̂θθ n+1

)
·ddd3n

]T
(1)

where uuuϕϕϕn+1
is the increment in translation and θθθ n+1 is the increment in rotation. The Rodrigues formula is used to

obtain the exponential map, see [23].

eee1

eee2

eee3

ρρρ1 ρρρ2

P1
P2

ϕϕϕ1

ϕϕϕ2

ddd1
1ddd1

2

ddd1
3

ddd2
1

ddd2
2

ddd2
3

nnn1 nnn2

ddd

Figure 3: The kinematic pair with non-intersecting and non-orthogonal axes nnn1 and nnn2 between bodies with configura-

tion vectors qqq1 and qqq2. The local vectors ρρρ1 and ρρρ2 define the locations of the points P1 and P2 for the axes nnn1 and nnn2,

while the vector ddd connects these points. {eI} is the spatially fixed orthonormal basis.

The IP joint is modeled as a revolute joint which has been described in [23]. The CMC and the MCP joints are modeled

as joints with two axes which are non-intersecting and non-orthogonal (nino) to each other, as shown in Figure 3. It is a

two degree of freedom joint with rotation axes nnn1 and nnn2, where nnn1 is fixed to the first body and nnn2 is fixed to the second

body, nnn1 = n1
Iddd1

I , nnn2 = n2
Iddd2

I . A vector ddd = ϕϕϕ2 −ϕϕϕ1 +ρρρ2 −ρρρ1 joins the points P1 and P2 which define the locations
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for axes nnn1 and nnn2, respectively. This kinematic pair gives rise to a constraint vector with four external constraints, as

described for a universal joint in [11], between the rigid bodies with configuration vectors qqq1 and qqq2 as

ggg(qqq) =

⎡⎢⎢⎣
‖ϕϕϕ2 −ϕϕϕ1 +ρρρ2 −ρρρ1‖2 −‖ddd‖2

initial
nnn1 ·ddd − (nnn1 ·ddd)initial
nnn2 ·ddd − (nnn2 ·ddd)initial

nnn1 ·nnn2 − (nnn1 ·nnn2
)

initial

⎤⎥⎥⎦= 000 ∈ R
4 (2)

wherein the first constraint keeps the distance between the points P1 and P2 constant. The second and third constraints

keep the relative orientation of the non-intersecting and non-orthogonal axes nnn1 and nnn2, with the vector ddd constant.

The last constraint keeps the angle between the two axes constant. The kinematic update for the nino joint, through an

increment uuun+1 =
(
uuuϕϕϕn+1

, θθθ n+1, θ 1
n+1, θ 2

n+1

) ∈ R
8, where θ 1

n+1 and θ 2
n+1 are the incremental rotation around axes nnn1

and nnn2, respectively, is given as

qqqn+1 = FFFd (uuun+1, qqqn) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ϕϕϕn +uuuϕϕϕn+1

exp
(

θ̂θθ n+1

)
·ddd1

1n

exp
(

θ̂θθ n+1

)
·ddd1

2n

exp
(

θ̂θθ n+1

)
·ddd1

3n

ϕϕϕn +uuuϕϕϕn+1
+ exp

(
θ̂θθ n+1

)
·
(

ρρρ1
n + exp

(
̂θ 1
n+1nnn1

n

)
·dddn − exp

(
̂θ 1
n+1nnn1

n

)
· exp
(
̂θ 2
n+1nnn2

n

)
·ρρρ2

n

)
exp
(

θ̂θθ n+1

)
· exp
(
̂θ 1
n+1nnn1

n

)
· exp
(
̂θ 2
n+1nnn2

n

)
·ddd2

1n

exp
(

θ̂θθ n+1

)
· exp
(
̂θ 1
n+1nnn1

n

)
· exp
(
̂θ 2
n+1nnn2

n

)
·ddd2

2n

exp
(

θ̂θθ n+1

)
· exp
(
̂θ 1
n+1nnn1

n

)
· exp
(
̂θ 2
n+1nnn2

n

)
·ddd2

3n

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(3)

The dimensions of the bones, i.e. the lengths and the radii of the bone in the radial and palmar directions and the

locations and orientations of the axes of rotation of the joints have been obtained from a cadaver studies from Santos,

see [12], and from Hollister, see [6, 7], respectively. The three joints have limitations on their motions, which have

been documented by a number of researchers, using different methods, see [2, 20, 21]. The angle limit values in this

paper have been taken from [13].

To describe in detail the complexity of the measurement adopting to multibody models, an example is provided. Hol-

lister in 1992 provided measurements for locations and orientations of the CMC axes from seven cadaver thumbs. The

add-abd axis of the CMC, as shown in Figure 4 (left), is located in the head of the I MC. In the study, its location in two

directions is specified with ratios (or percentages) which helps in scaling the model, while the orientation is reported

with angles with respect to the anatomical planes. These measurements are described with a mean ± standard deviation

with a high anatomical variance, as shown in the table in Figure 4 (right), which gives little insight into the distribution

of the values.

L
l

T
t

α β
adduction-abduction axis

t/T 59.5 ± 14.3%

l/L 12.5 ± 6.2%

α 83.6 ± 14.2◦

β 78.3 ± 12.9◦

Figure 4: The CMC adduction-abduction axis, reproduced here from [6], is located in the head of the I MC (left). The

orientation of the axis is defined with angles α and β . The location of the axis is defined with two length ratios t/T and

l/L. The values are shown in the table (right), taken from [6].

To understand this variance, which depicts the natural variation in the human population, a Monte-Carlo study was

performed by Santos, see [12]. The study concluded that the anatomical variation converges to four multi-modal
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distributions of distinct thumb models, shown in Figure 5 along with the base thumb model, named as types I, II, III

and IV and described in Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) notation, see [19]. These models have biomechanically distinct

different kinematic features, namely in types I and IV, which comprise 65.2% of the population, the flex-ext axis of

the MCP is distal to its add-abd axis, while it is opposite in the other 34.8%. The next level of differences involves

the common normals, as described in the D-H notation, to the distal axis of the MCP and the flex-ext axis of the

IP. Specifically, the common normal to the MCP distal axis points dorsally in type I and palmarly in type IV, while

the common normal to the IP axis points proximally in type II and distally in type III. The base model, as named in

Section 1, is created using the mean values of all the above mentioned cadaver measurements.

base type I type II type III type IV

Figure 5: The different thumb models used to compare validation results. The base model is created with the mean

values from cadaver measurements. The models named as types I, II, III and IV are taken from [12]. The models

have differences in the axes locations and orientations. For example, the base, type II and type III models have the

MCP add-abd axis proximal with respect to its flex-ext, when compared with type I and type IV models. The other

differences are explained in Section 2.2.

2.3. Range of Motion
The RoM of the thumb has been investigated in a number of studies, e.g. [2, 20]. However, they do not provide

information such as location of the axes around which the angles are measured, or provide specification of the values of

total flex-ext motion instead of only flexion or extension values (similar for add-abd angles), like in [14]. Furthermore,

some use the assumption that the CMC and/or the MCP joints are modeled as universal joints and provide the Euler

(cardan) angles ranges, as done in [2, 20]. Moreover, the studies which describe the axes do not provide the range of

motion values. A comparative study of the RoM angles given by different researchers was done by [13] and [16], for

the maximum RoM, which is the maximum extent to which the bones can be moved.

However, we also have limits on the range of motion with respect to grasping activity. Grasping cannot be performed

with the fingers in their extreme positions, for example, holding a kettle or a basketball with a flat hand is not possible.

To quantify the grasp RoM, a study was done [20] to measure the RoM for six grasps, namely tip pinch, palm pinch,

lateral pinch, cylindrical grip, spherical grip and power grip. It is necessary to mention the caveat that postprocessing

to describe the angles from these measurements was done using Euler angles and not around the actual axes of rotation.

This RoM data was further post-processed, see [13], to determine the grasp RoM limits. The values for the maximum

RoM and grasp RoM are tabulated in Table 1.

Table 1: Ranges of motion, taken from [13].

joint
maximum RoM grasp RoM

flex-ext add-abd flex-ext add-abd

CMC -20◦– 25◦ -20◦– 20◦ -16◦– 8◦ -10◦– 15◦

MCP -60◦– 10◦ -15◦– 15◦ -24◦– 23◦ -23◦– 6◦

IP -60◦– 20◦ – -49◦– 0◦ –

3. Validation Techniques
For validation, there have been attempts to compare kinematics with a thumb modelled with universal joints, e.g.

see [17], or to compare the Hausdorff distances in moving the first metacarpal from an initial posture to a particular

posture, see [9]. Also, with the addition of muscles and tendons to the kinematic model, validation checks have been

demonstrated with thumb kinetics, by comparing muscle moment arms, see [16], or the forces in the thumb tips for

different postures, see [22]. Here, we use two techniques to compare the kinematic performance of the thumb, without

resorting to marker-based physical measurements or introducing muscles in the model. These techniques on the one
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Figure 6: The motion of the I MC under combined rotations with the CMC joint modeled as a universal joint (left) and

a nino joint (right). The thin red and green lines with the black circle as the cross section of the I MC show the initial

configuration. The thick lines with corresponding colors show the cross-section of the I MC under combined flexion

and adduction motions, which are parallel to the thin lines for the universal joint (left) and rotated around the blue joint

for the nino joint (right) visualizing the resulting internal rotation.

hand quantify the reach of the end effector for grasping and, on the other hand, verify the rotation of the thumb

metacarpal which is essential for thumb opposition.

3.1. RoM Volume Reduction for Grasping
In the first technique, we quantify the point cloud workspace of the thumb tip. The point clouds are generated for all the

five models for the maximum and the grasp RoMs. A quantitative indicator for the different point clouds of the thumb

tip can simply be its encompassing volume. These volumes can be computed using α-shape, which is "a generalization

of the convex hull of a finite set of points in the plane" (quoted from [24]). For a set S in R
3, e.g. thumb tip end effector

points, with a real constant 0 ≤ α ≤ ∞, an α-shape is the space generated by point pairs that can be touched by a sphere

of radius α . Also, we have lim
α→0

Sα = S and lim
α→∞ Sα = conv S, which is the convex hull for S. For detailed definition and

explanation, see [24].

3.2. Thumb Internal Rotation
In the second technique, we compute the internal rotation of the I MC of the thumb models for different postures.

A visual idea of the thumb rotation can be obtained while performing opposition from an extended position. Facing

the palm, in the extended position the thumb DP pulp is seen, but with the thumb in opposed position, the pulp now

touches the palm. Another example can be seen in the I MC behavior under combined rotation of flex-ext and add-abd.

When compared to CMC joint modeled as a universal joint as shown in Figure 6 (left), the internal rotation of the

cross-section of the I MC is clearly visible with the CMC joint modeled as a nino joint, as shown in Figure 6 (right).

The complete internal rotation of the thumb is majorly contributed by the CMC joint, as compared to the MCP and the

IP, see [17, 20]. Hence, a verification of the behavior of the thumb CMC under combined flex-ext and add-abd should

give a reasonable idea about the thumb internal rotation performance.

4. Results
After describing the two validation schemes, the results for the two tests are reported.

4.1. RoM Volume Reduction for Grasping
To generate a point cloud, the thumb model is kinematically moved through all its DoFs and a set is created with the

thumb tip points in all positions. The ranges of angles, as given in Table 1, for every DoF are partitioned with 13

divisions to obtain a set of kinematic inputs to achieve a unique position. A point cloud with the thumb tip points is

created for the base model and maximum RoM, as shown in Figure 7. It is observed that the α-shape volume does not

change significantly with more divisions.

Using an α-shape radius of 0.5, the point cloud is enveloped with a smooth α-shape with no holes and the volume of

the α-shape is computed. The point clouds are created for the base model and the four anatomically variable models

from [12], which are converted from the D-H notation to the director formulation. This conversion is done to employ

these models for calculating internal rotation of the I MC, which is readily possible as the directors of the I MC form

the necessary rotation matrix. The volumes are computed for both the maximum and grasp ranges of motion. The

α-shapes from point clouds for all the thumb models with the maximum and grasp RoM are shown in Figure 8. The
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Figure 7: The point cloud for base model with maximum RoM.

volumes for all the point clouds are tabulated in Table 2. The volumes for the D-H models was computed and presented

in [13], and is also given here in Table 2 for comparison.

base model

type I

type II

type IV

type III

Figure 8: α-shapes for all models with maximum and grasp RoM.

From Figure 8, the overall shapes of the α-shapes look similar, which suggests different individuals with different

thumbs can cover a similar work-space shape and can perform similar functions. However, on closer observations,

differences between the edges and corners are apparent. Also the grasp volume α-shapes lie completely within the

maximum volume α-shapes for the respective model, while having different shape than the grasp RoM α-shapes for

the other models. The differences are much more evident in the volume reduction for the two RoMs, which we evaluate

as the percentage reduction in volume for grasp RoM with respect to maximum RoM to compare the different models.

It suggests individuals with model type III can cover more volume for grasping, however they are less effective in

terms of the percentage of its grasping capacity, when compared to the model type I. A key observation from the values

in Table 2 is that the volume and volume reduction for the base model lies within the range of anatomically variable

models suggesting that a base model created with the mean values from cadaver measurements can be one realistic

representation for a thumb model.

4.2. Thumb Internal Rotation
The internal rotation in the I MC is measured for different postures by Cooney, see [2], using T-shaped surface markers.

The angles are measured with respect to a set initial position with the help of Euler angles, with the order of flex-ext,
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Table 2: Volume results from our simulation and from [13].

type I type II type III type IV base

our [13] our [13] our [13] our [13]

volume maximum RoM (cm3) 319.9 320 390.8 391 508.0 517 493.1 493 386.3

volume grasp RoM (cm3) 100.1 103 104.2 106 129.6 123 123.2 122 99.3

% reduction 68.7 68 73.3 73 74.45 76 75.0 75 74.3

resting flexion extension

abduction tip pinch grasp

Figure 9: The movement of the I MC is shown for the different postures. Each posture results from a combination of

pure flexion (downwards), pure extension (upwards), pure adduction (right) and pure abduction (left). The black circle

shows the cross section of the I MC in the initial position.

add-abd followed by pro-sup and were expressed with a mean ± standard-deviation. As the inputs to the multibody

models are given with respect to the rotation axes, the input angles are adjusted to arrive at the measured Euler angle

input mean values for a particular posture. This adjustment was possible for all postures for all models, except for

type I model for the extension posture. The different postures simulated are shown in Figure 9 and the values for all

the different postures are presented in Table 3. Note that the terms flexion, extension, and abduction in Figure 9 and

Table 3 are taken from Cooney, see [2], and do not imply pure motions around their axes, rather a combination.

For the measured values, all postures except extension indicate that the pronation of the I MC as the complete range

of measured values is negative. As per Cooney, see [2], during extension it was observed that the thumb supinates

from the resting position, which is supported by the measurements, as for extension posture there are a set of measured

values in the range which are positive. The internal rotation values for the base model lies outside the range of the

measured values, though it follows the pro-sup trend for all postures. This is also reflected in the simulation results for

the anatomically variable values as well, with the additional observation that the pro-sup trend is not always followed

by the types I, II and III. For example, for types I and II for resting posture, the I MC supinates instead of undergoing

pronation, and for type III for abduction posture the I MC pronates instead of undergoing supination. However, type

IV model follows the same trend as the measured and base model results. The difference of simulation results can

be explained through the errors introduced by the use of surface markers made during the measurement process. It is

observed that there can be angular differences of upto 4.9 degrees between the motion of the bone and the skin surfaces

for the CMC joint, see [25]. This was also observed during total RoM measurement, see [17], with a difference of

7 degrees and 11 degrees for the flex-ext and add-abd RoMs respectively between the bone surface and skin surface

markers. Also, for the grasp posture, Cooney [2] made the subjects wrap their thumb fingers around a cylinder of 3.5

centimeters in diameter. It has been suggested, see [20], that while grasping, the thumb bones may undergo passive

rotations, to obtain a better grip of the object, while the simulation here can account for active motions only.
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Table 3: Simulation results (all models) for internal rotation of I MC compared with measurements from [2].

input angles internal rotation (sup(+)–pro(-))

simulation

posture ext(+)–flx(-) add(+)–abd(-) measured base type I type II type III type IV

resting -20.5±10◦ 23.2±5◦ -13.6±9◦ -0.04◦ 3.99◦ 3.83◦ -3.41◦ -2.26◦

flexion -35.5±12◦ 21.3±6◦ -19.5±7◦ -5.13◦ -8.73◦ -0.66◦ -4.15◦ -6.86◦

extension 12.6±7◦ 26±8◦ -2.8±9◦ 10.2◦ – 13.34◦ -1.14◦ 7.95◦

abduction -6.2±10◦ -15.6±12◦ -19.5±12◦ -3.52◦ -9.13◦ -4.55◦ 1.11◦ -1.29◦

tip pinch -28±13◦ 18.2±10◦ -18.7±10◦ -3.87◦ -5.39◦ -0.41◦ -3.41◦ -5.4◦

grasp -24.6±16◦ -9.8±8◦ -19.8±8◦ -7.14◦ -15.6◦ -7.08◦ -0.69◦ -5.63◦

5. Conclusion
The thumb anatomy is very complex with a set of non-intersecting and non-orthogonal axes defining the joint systems

which connect the three bones. This five DoF model, coupled with the high natural variance in the human population

and the variability in the description and data reported by different researchers makes modeling a single ‘one-thumb-

for-all’ very challenging. Hence, to develop a multibody model of the hand for grasping simulations, with a view to

capture correct thumb motions, validation of the thumb kinematics is essential. The validation results from the point

cloud volumes suggest that the thumb model created using the mean values from cadaver measurements can be useful

with regards to defining the reach of the thumb. The volume and volume reduction results for this base model lies

within the ranges of anatomically variable models. This is important as it indicates that a thumb model with such

measurements and dimensions has as much grasping capacity as any thumb from the human population. With respect

to the internal rotation of the I MC by imparting motion to the flex-ext and add-abd axes, the results follow the pro-sup

trend with respect to the measured values, with a gross underestimation. This underestimation is also exhibited by the

anatomically variable models. The internal rotation can be further verified by comparing with measurements from other

studies, preferably measured with bone surface as opposed to skin surface markers. After a thorough verification of the

CMC joint behavior, the thumb can be implemented to create a multibody model of the hand with the muscle-tendon

network for the application of solving multi-point contact problems when formulating the grasp as an optimal control

problem.
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Abstract
The interaction between the helicopter vibrations and the pilot involuntary control input can lead to the emergence of

adverse, possibly even unstable, feedback loops. These phenomena are called Pilot-Assisted Oscillations (PAO). One

of the most important is the “Collective Bounce”, caused by vertical vibrations of the cockpit inducing an unwanted

collective control input. On the rotorcraft side, the main rotor coning mode excitation has been shown to produce a

phase margin reduction in the collective pitch-heave loop transfer function. On the pilot’s side, biometrics such as

stature, weight, age and sex are known to play a major role, but relatively limited effort has been placed in exploring

the effects of their variability. This work represents a first attempt at filling the gap. A pseudo-random population

of pilots, exhibiting different biometrics, is generated and the corresponding multibody biomechanical models are

derived. The population is then simulated in a feedback loop with the rotorcraft dynamics and allowed to evolve,

through a genetic (de-)optimization algorithm, towards the individuals most likely to be prone to instability. The result

of the (de-)optimization process is the identification of the worst possible pilot biometrics with regard to collective

bounce proneness on the modeled rotorcraft.

Keywords: RPC, PAO, biomechanics, collective bounce

1. Introduction
The interaction of the pilot with the helicopter dynamics is characterized not only by voluntary activity, which is in-

tended to produce the control inputs required to perform a specific task, but also by involuntary actions. The latter

is the result of the unintentional application of controls caused by vibrations of the cockpit. Such vibratory motion

is filter by the pilot’s biomechanical characteristics and may produce involuntary control inputs through the so called

biodynamic feedthrough (BDFT [1]). Pilot’s involuntary commands may further excite the dynamics of the vehicle,

causing a degradation of the flight dynamics qualities, difficulties in achieving the desired performance and may ulti-

mately produce an unstable closure of the control feedback loop [2, 3, 4]. This problem, widely known as Pilot-Assisted

Oscillation (PAO), may affect all kind of aircraft whose pilot is accommodated within the vehicle and is thus subjected

to its motion. Usually, PAO-related control inputs are characterized by frequencies between 2 – 8 Hz [5]; thus, in

PAO events the interaction is with the aeroelastic modes of the vehicle. One of the most important PAO phenomena

in helicopters is the so-called “Collective Bounce”, caused by vertical vibrations of the cockpit. As a consequence of

the most common cockpit and control inceptors layout, the vibrations induce a collective control input as a result of

the biodynamics of the pilot’s left arm. This, in turn, excites the vertical vibrations by directly inducing a change in

rotor thrust along the vertical axis. In [6], Gennaretti et al. discussed occurrences of this phenomenon and investigated

it numerically, identifying the influencing factors and the modeling requirements for its simulation. A closed-loop

aeroelastic experiment involving the collective bounce was presented and discussed by Masarati et al. in [7]. In [8]

Muscarello et al. pinpointed the phase margin reduction introduced by the main rotor coning mode in the collective

pitch–heave loop transfer function as the key factor in the manifestation of collective bounce.

The investigation of PAO instabilities requires the capability to model aeroservoelastic phenomena as well as the dy-

namic behavior of the pilot. A simplified helicopter model, able to capture the collective bounce dynamics in hover, has

been proposed in [8]. It consists of the vertical motion of the entire helicopter and the rotor coning motion. The pilot’s

BDFT can be modeled as a set of mechanical impedances between the motion of the seat and the resulting actuation of

the control inceptors, since no voluntary action can be envisaged. Experimental results obtained so far have shown how

pilot’s arms response to vibrations is characterized by an high level of variability [9, 10]. As a consequence it should be

considered as an highly uncertain element in the dynamic modeling of this kind of problems. The variability of the pilot

involuntary action, filtered through the dynamical characteristics of the human body, is at the root of the uncertainty.

Thus, to answer the question: "which is the most collective-bounce prone pilot?" it is necessary to move towards the

answer moving from first-principle basis: the multibody approach has proven to be very beneficial to this end, allowing

to generate a virtual model of the pilot biomechanical response starting from its anthropometric data [11, 12].
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A genetic (de-)optimization algorithm has been developed to identify the set of biometric parameters that are associated

with the most instability-prone pilots: each pilot is treated as an individual of a population, encoding his anthropometric

characteristics into a genome. Based on this set of parameters, a complete upper body biomechanical multibody model

of the pilot is generated and its interaction with the simplified helicopter model evaluated to yield a figure of (de-)merit

inversely proportional to the stability margins of the pilot-vehicle system (PVS). Individuals among the population are

then assigned a fitness inversely proportional to said margins, such as to allow the worst pilots the best probability to

breed. The algorithm ultimately yields the worst possible combinations of anthropometric parameters for a particular

rotorcraft.

2. BDFT Identification
The human upper body dynamics has long been recognized as a critical component involved in PAO phenomena [2].

To account for varying pilot body types, the multibody approach has been adopted from the authors’ research group at

Politecnico di Milano since 2012 [13] and developed ever since.

Several steps are needed to estimate the pilot’s BDFT with respect to the heave axis of a helicopter. The general

procedure will be outlined briefly, since it is described in detail in several previous publications [14, 15]. The novel

parts will be evidenced and explained in a more exhaustive way.

Generally, to identify the linearized biodynamic behavior of the pilot it is necessary to

• define the reference mission task elements that delineate the control context;

• generate a set of geometrical and inertial parameters from the pilot biometrics and the corresponding multibody

model of the upper limbs (and torso);

• identify, through an inverse kinematics analysis, the reference configuration of the upper body;

• calculate the reference muscle lengths and activation patterns solving an inverse dynamics problem: since the

system is overactuated, an optimization problem needs to be solved;

• perform a direct dynamics analysis, yielding the pilot control input as a function of the vehicle’s vertical accel-

eration input;

• analyze the output of the direct analysis to identify the transfer function between the vertical acceleration and the

collective inceptor rotation.

The reference mission chosen for the analysis is a Position Task (PT) [16], requiring the pilot to apply and maintain

50% of the collective input. It is a kind of task that needs precise control, resulting in a more stiff neuromuscular

behavior.

2.1. The Multibody Model
Over the last several years, a detailed biomechanical multibody model of the pilot’s body has been developed at the

Department of Aerospace Science and Technology (DAST) of Politecnico di Milano: it is implemented in the general-

purpose, free software MBDyn1, also internally developed at DAST. It features the full representation of the pilot upper

limbs, each one possessing 7 degrees of freedom and actuated by a set of 25 Hill-type, one dimensional muscle actu-

ators [13, 14, 17]. The upper limbs model has been coupled with a Component Mode Synthesis (CMS) model of the

human torso to complete the description of the pilot’s upper body dynamics.

In the current form, the biomechanical multibody model of the pilot is cast into a modular architecture: it can be used to

predict the dynamics of the complete upper body, i.e. both limbs comprising the shoulder girdles and the torso [12, 11]

or be reduced to exclude portions that are not considered relevant in the analysis of interest. For the present work, a

simplified model comprising the left an right upper limb, excluding the shoulder girdles, has been used. The model

was originally developed following the work of Pennestrì et al. [18].

The single limb (Cfr. Fig. 1) comprehends rigid bodies representing the humerus, the radius, the ulna and the hand.

The latter is considered as a single rigid body, since it is involved only in grasping tasks. The total number of degrees

of freedom of a single limb is thus 4 ·6 = 24. Ideal algebraic constraints connect the rigid bodies representing the bones

and the corresponding muscle masses. The humerus is connected to the torso through a spherical joint, situated in the

1http://www.mbdyn.org
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1: The biomechanical multibody model of the upper limbs and torso.

functional center of the humerus proximal epicondyle. The radius is connected to the humerus through a spherical

joint as well, situated in the functional center of the humerus distal epicondyle. The ulna is connected to the humerus

by means of a revolute hinge, whose axis of rotation lies close to perpendicular to the mechanical longitudinal axis of

the ulna and passes through the center of the throclea. The deviation from perfect perpendicularity of the two axes is

the so-called carrying angle, i.e. the angle formed between the arm and the forearm mechanical axes. In this work,

a 8◦ carrying angle for male subjects and a 10◦ carrying angle for female subjects have been selected. The ulna and

the radius are connected by an in line joint, that constraints a point offset medially from the radius to move along the

mechanical axis of the ulna. The offset is such as the two bones lie parallel when the arm is extended anteriorly with

the palm facing upward. The hand is connected to the radius by a Cardano joint, allowing only the flexion-extension

and the medial-lateral rotations. The total number of degrees of freedom is thus 24− 3− 3− 5− 2− 4 = 7, meaning

that the single limb is a kinematically underconstrained system even when the 6 degrees of freedom of the hand are

prescribed.

2.2. Solution Phases
To assess the variability of the bioservoelastic interaction between the pilot and the vehicle with respect to the pilot’s

body characteristics, it is of crucial importance to be able to represent, as realistically as possible, a wide variety of pilots

with possibly very different anthropometric parameters. To this end, the upper limbs model has been extended with a

specific set of procedures to generate its geometrical, inertial and muscular properties [12] based on a set of standard

anthropometric data: stature, weight, age and sex. The model is fully parametrized and can be adapted starting from

reference scaling parameters for the ribcage, obtained from data published by Shi et al. [19]. Inertial parameters are

scaled based on regression models found in [20, 21, 22, 23, 24].

The model is assembled in the standard anatomical position. To bring it to the reference configuration for subsequent

dynamical analysis, an inverse kinematics analysis has to be performed first. The single upper limb, as noted above,

is a kinematically underdetermined system when all six degrees of freedom of the hand are imposed, having a total

of 7 degrees of freedom. To work around the problem, a procedure involving the direct solution of the kinematics at

the position level has been developed, based on a previous work by Masarati et al. [25, 13, 14]: an equivalent static

system, constrained by nonlinear elastic elements representing ergonomic penalty functions is solved at each timestep.

The resulting configuration is transferred as the initial configuration of the inverse and direct dynamic analyses.

To be able to estimate the muscular activation patterns in a given reference configuration, is it necessary to estimate

the joint torques through the solution of an inverse dynamics problem and subsequently estimate the force that each

muscle bundle should introduce. 25 total muscle fascicula are modeled in each limb, represented by mono-dimensional

viscoelastic elements that can be actuated. The force in the single muscle is a function of the current length and

elongation velocity of the muscle, as well as the current voluntary activation state a through a relationship simplifying

a Hill-type muscle, originally proposed by Pennestrì et al. in [18]:

fi(x,v,a) = F0 ( f1(xi) f2(vi) ·ai + f3(xi)) , (1)

where F0 is the reference peak isometric contraction force, x the nondimensional length of the muscle with respect

to the isometric length, x = l/l0, v the reference contraction velocity v = l̇/l0 and a the activation parameter, with
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0 ≤ ai ≤ 1. The reference activation is computed minimizing the activation of the muscles, minai ∑i a2
i , constrained by

the aforementioned bounds on ai. It is a function not only of the geometrical configuration of the cockpit but also of

the collective lever inertial properties.

The reference model configuration in terms of both kinematics and muscular activation is thus reached and a direct

dynamics analysis can now be performed, perturbing the system around such state. In this phase, to model the voluntary

(albeit passive) contribution of the muscular activation to the reference value found in the inverse dynamics phase, a

reflexive contribution is added, through a quasi-steady approximation, as discussed in [14, 17, 15], based on previous

work made by Stroeve [26], namely:

ai = ai,0 −Kp (xi − xi,0)−Kdvi. (2)

The process here outlined yields a model of a virtual pilot, ready to undergo a virtual test in order to identify the

transfer function between the collective control input and the vertical acceleration of the vehicle. In previous works,

the identification process has been carried out through (virtual) testing of the model response to single-harmonic or

band-pass filtered random excitation in the range 1-10 Hz [11, 15]. This kind of analyses are however, very time

consuming and thus do not allow for a wide range statistical exploration of the dependence of the collective bounce

(and in general PAO) proneness of the pilot-vehicle system (PVS). Therefore, an alternative approach based on the

eigenanalysis of the multibody model about the reference configuration has been developed.

2.3. Direct Eigenanalysis
MBDyn directly solves a DAE problem in the form

Mẋ = p, (3)

ṗ+ΓΓΓT
/xλλλ = f(ẋ,x, t), (4)

ΓΓΓ(x) = 0, (5)

in which x is the vector of the nodes’ generalized coordinates, p the vector of their momenta, ΓΓΓ(x) collects the joints’

algebraic relationships, λλλ the Lagrange multipliers and f the external loads. By collecting yT =
[
xT ,pT ,λλλ T

]T
the

problem can be cast into the implicit form, with appropriate initial conditions

g(ẏ,y, t) = 0, (6a)

y(t0) = y0. (6b)

The perturbation of the implicit DAEs system is

g/yδy+g/ẏδ ẏ =−g. (7)

In fact, MBDyn actually computes the Jacobian Matrix of this Newton step as

J(c) = g/ẏ + cg/y, (8)

so that matrices gẏ and g/y are never explicitly available. As discussed in [27], the eigenanalysis of the model can be

then posed on matrices J(c) and J(−c), rewriting the problem as

(ΛkJ(c)+J(−c))YRk = 0, (9)

where equilibrium is assumed, i.e. the right hand term in eq. (7) is considered null. The real eigenvalues of the system

are then computed as

λk =
1

c
Λk −1

Λk +1
. (10)

Matrices gẏ and g/y can ultimately be recovered through a simple manipulation

g/ẏ =
J(c)+J(−c)

2
, g/y =

J(c)−J(−c)
2c

. (11)
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2.4. State Space Model
Projecting matrices g/ẏ and g/y onto a subspace of the left and right eigenvector spaces, respectively spanned by ỸL

and ỸR, yields a state-space representation of the linearized dynamics of the original system

ỸLg/ẏỸRδ q̇+ ỸLg/yỸRδq = 0, (12)

where the space of generalized coordinates perturbations is linearly mapped to the space of modal coordinates pertur-

bations, namely

δy = ỸRδq. (13)

Considering now the output w as a linear function of the state variables perturbations

w = C̃δy, (14)

so that the complete state-space representation of the system’s dynamics is written in descriptor form

Eδ q̇ = Aδq, (15)

w = Cδq, (16)

having defined

E = ỸLg/ẏỸR, B = 0, (17)

A =−ỸLg/yỸR, C = C̃ỸR. (18)

In projecting the problem onto the subspace spanned by the reduced modal coordinates q, care has to be taken in select-

ing a subset of the generalized eigenvectors as to avoid those related to the static behavior of the system, constrained

kinematic variables, and Lagrange multipliers [28]. In practical terms, only eigenvectors whose associated eigenvalues

are not infinite or zero are retained. This choice leads to an invertible E matrix.

2.5. Input Due to Imposed Motion
In the present case, the system input is due to the seat vertical motion. This means that vector δy of equation can be

split into two a free part δyF and an imposed part δyI :

δy =

{
δyF

δyI

}
, (19)

the imposed part of δy is represented by generalized coordinates expressing the vertical translation of the seat and the

corresponding velocity. Matrices g/ẏ and g/y can be partitioned accordingly. E.g. for g/y:

g/y =

⎡⎣gFF
/y gFI

/y

gIF
/y gII

/y

⎤⎦ . (20)

The rightmost block column of the resulting system can be brought to the right hand side of eq. (7), as it pertains to the

forcing terms due to the imposed motion

gFF
/ẏ δ ẏF +gFF

/y δyF =−gFI
/ẏ δ ẏI −gFI

/yδyI . (21)

The descriptor form state space representation of the system in now defined by the matrices

E = ỸFF
L gFF

/ẏ ỸFF
R , B =−ỸFF

L gFI
/ẏ − ỸFF

L gFI
/y = B1 +B2, (22)

A =−ỸFF
L gFF

/y ỸFF
R , C = C̃ỸFF

R , (23)

where C̃ is particularly simple in its structure, since the system’s only output, the collective control rotation φ , is a

single component of δy. The transfer function between the vertical acceleration of the seat and the collective control

rotation can now be computed directly by considering the system’s behavior in the Laplace domain(
sE−A

)
δYFF(s) =

(
sB1 +B2

)
δYI(s),

w(s) = CδYFF(s),
(24)
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that yields

HBDFT (s) =
1

s2
·C(sE−A

)−1 (
sB1 +B2

)
, (25)

where the double integrator 1/s2 has been added to consider the relationship between the vertical acceleration of the

pilot’s seat z̈ and the collective inceptor rotation φ . However, it gives an integrator-like low-frequency asymptotic

behavior, 1/s, that is not physical (a pilot would always be able to compensate the error corresponding to a slow

enough input) and overlaps with the pilot’s voluntary behavior [8]. The low-frequency asymptotic behavior can be

corrected by adding a second-order high-pass filter with cutoff frequency ωh slightly above the crossover frequency ωc
of the voluntary pilot’s model.

This procedure leads to a considerable reduction of the time needed to estimate the pilot’s BDFT: while the numerical

experiment technique time requirement is in the order of minutes, both for the single harmonic excitation and the

band-limited noise input, the time required by the eigenanalysis-based procedure is in the order of seconds, typically

significantly less than 10". Thus, a broad exploration of the space of the pilots biometrics is now a viable option, that

has been exploited by evaluating the stability of a combined PVS model into a genetic algorithm searching for the most

undesirable pilot biometrics.

3. Helicopter Model
In hover, rotors respond to changes in the blade collective pitch with collective flap motion. This motion is called the

rotor blade coning motion, and it is described by the collective flap angle β0. The basics of rotor blade flapping coupled

with helicopter vertical motion in hover are briefly reviewed in this section. The objective is to use the equations of

motion that characterize only the helicopter dynamics that may be relevant for the involuntary interaction with the pilot

during the collective bounce phenomenon.

3.1. Simplified Analytical Model
The simplified helicopter model used for preliminary vertical bounce investigations consists of the vertical motion of

the entire helicopter and the rotor coning mode [8], as shown in Fig. 2(a).

β0

m

z

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Simplified helicopter model (a) and sketch of collective control inceptor (b).

The helicopter model is drastically simplified, since it neglects the details of the rotor hub geometry and kinematics, the

drive train dynamics and many details of basic rotor aerodynamics like inflow, twist, tip loss, etc., that may be significant

in performance analysis but are considered inessential for the desired perturbative model, or require not easily accessible

information. Since the work focuses on perturbation in hover along the vertical axis, only the collective (i.e. uniform

with respect to azimuth) term of the kinematic parameters is considered, yielding a set of linear time invariant (LTI)

equations:

mz̈+nb
γ
4

Ω
Iβ

R2
ż+nbSβ β̈ +nb

γ
6

Ω
Iβ

R
β̇ = nb

γ
6

Ω2
Iβ

R
ϑ , (26a)

nbIβ β̈ +nb
γ
8

ΩIβ β̇ +nbIβ ν2
β Ω2β +nbSβ z̈+nb

γ
6

Ω
Iβ

R
ż = nb

γ
8

Ω2Iβ ϑ , (26b)

where the symbols are defined in Table 1 with the data of the IAR 330 Puma helicopter (see Ref. [8]) here used as

benchmark model. Eq. 26a describes the vertical displacement of the helicopter and Eq. 26b describes the rotor coning.
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Table 1: IAR 330 Puma: Simplified model data

IAR 330 Puma Symbol Value Units

Total mass m 7345.00 kg

Number of blades nb 4 n.d.

Rotor radius R 7.49 m

Rotation speed Ω 4.50 Hz

Lock number γ 8.70 n.d.

Flap static moment Sβ 276.48 kg m

Flap inertia moment Iβ 1339.19 kg m2

Flap frequency ratio νβ 1.03 n.d.

Coupling occurs thanks to inertia forces, by way of the static moment Sβ of the blades, and to aerodynamics by way

of the change in angle of attack related to the vertical velocity of the aircraft, ż, and to the blade flapping rate β̇ . In

the following, the simplified helicopter model is essentially seen as a Single Input/Single Output (SISO) system in the

Laplace domain in the form:

z̈(s) = Hz̈ϑ (s)ϑ (s) . (27)

3.2. Collective Control Inceptor
In the present analysis, friction acting on the collective lever rotation is not directly considered, since it is hard to deal

with in linear frequency domain models; the stick–slip effect associated with transition from pure adhesion to sliding

and vice versa is omitted. All these simplifications are considered conservatives. The motion of the collective control

inceptor prescribes the collective pitch angle of the rotor blades. In usual arrangements, the full range Δφ of the control

lever rotation ranges from 35 to 45 degrees for a lever length lφ of about 270 to 350 mm from the hinge to the hand

grip. The collective pitch range, Δϑ , is of the order of 20 degrees. The parameters lφ and Δφ depend on the cockpit

layout while the parameter Δϑ may depend on the rotor design; in augmented control designs it may even vary in flight

according to some scheduling.

3.3. Loop Closure on the Vertical Axis
The loop is closed by feeding the pilot-control device BDFT to the simplified helicopter model through the appropriate

gear ratio between the collective pitch rotation and the collective lever rotation, equal to G0 = Δϑ/Δφ = 1.1 rad/m on

the proposed IAR 330 Puma model. The collective lever might also consider an additional input φ ′ (e.g. due to the

voluntary pilot action) added to the pilot’s BDFT contribution, which yields

φ = HBDFT (s) z̈+φ ′, (28)

fed into the helicopter TF of Eq. 27 through the collective pitch gear ratio,

(1−G0HBDFT (s)Hz̈ϑ (s)) z̈ = G0Hz̈ϑ (s)φ ′. (29)

The Loop Transfer Function (LTF) is thus the coefficient of z̈ in Eq. (29) minus 1, namely:

HLT F (s) =−G0HBDFT (s)Hz̈ϑ (s) . (30)

With the proposed SISO analytical model it is possible to investigate the stability of the PVS. Instead of using the

classical eigenvalues investigation, it is possible to exploit the robust stability analysis approach, obtaining information

about the grade of stability with respect to parameter variations [29, 30, 31]. The Nyquist criterion is very explicative

because it intuitively expresses the stability degree of robustness as the distance of each point of the LTF frequency

response from the point (−1+ j0) in the Argand diagram (see chapter 7 of Ref. [32]). Robust stability indices are phase

(PM) and gain (GM) margins. The phase margin is the phase difference between the crossing of the LTF with the unit

circle and -180 deg., namely 180−∠HLT F
(
jω|HLT F |=1

)
. The gain margin is 1/HLT F

(
jω(−180)

)
, i.e. the inverse of the

LTF magnitude at ω corresponding to -180 deg of phase. Positive margins indicate a stable system, while to obtain

robust systems is usually necessary to reach gain margins above 6 dB and phase margins of 60 deg.

4. Genetic (De-)Optimization Algorithm
As mentioned in the previous sections, the significant reduction in simulation time needed to estimate the pilot’s BDFT,

combined with the possibility offered by the multibody approach to easily generate a consistent model representing a
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broad variety of pilot’s body types, make it possible to explore in a statistical meaningful sense the space of the pilot

biometrics. In order to do so, a genetic algorithm has been set up to search for the pilot’s biometrics that produce the

minimum values of PM and GM . The (de-)optimization problem is actually an unconstrained, bounded minimization

problem on PM and GM that can be stated as follows:

min J = GM(xb)+PM(xb) s.t. xb,l ≤ xb ≤ xb,u (31)

i.e. find the anthropometric parameters xb that minimize the stability margins of the PVS, subjected to upper and lower

bounds on the parameters. Vector xb has three components that depend on the type of analysis: most commonly, age a,

weight w and stature h of the pilot. An alternative choice, that will be exploited in the following sections, is the use of

the Body Mass Index BMI = w/h2, to limit the population of pilots to more realistic body types. An initial population

of N pilots is generated as a pseudo-random Sobol set. Each individual of the population is characterized by the vector

xb,i, that can be considered its genome. The objective function Ji is evaluated for each individual and the population

is sorted to assign to each individual a fitness inversely proportional to its ranking as a non-dominated element of the

set of all the possible combinations of parameters values, as suggested by Goldberg [33]. The individuals with the

greatest fitness are selected for crossover (the generation of the new offspring) via a roulette wheel strategy [34], i.e. by

assigning to each individual a range of values between 0 and 1, the amplitude of which is proportional to their fitness,

and then generating a random number, also among 0 and 1. The single individual is selected if the generated number

falls in its interval.

The result of the crossover stage is an offspring of N individuals. Among the total of 2N individuals, the most fit N are

selected and retained in the next iteration of the algorithm. The cycle stops when at least 90% of the total individuals

have ranking 1, i.e. are on the Pareto Optimal front, or the maximum number of allowed iterations has been reached.

5. Results
As described in section 2.1, the upper body biomechanical multibody model can tailored on a specific set of anthropo-

metric parameters and analyzed to yield the corresponding pilot BDFT transfer function with respect to the collective

bounce. The genetic (de-)optimization algorithm has been applied using the input parameters reported, along with their

bounds, in Table 2. The population size is 100 individuals, and the probability of mutation 10%. The algorithm stopped

after 30 iterations, performed in approximately 8.5 hours. In Fig. 3, the results of the application of the algorithm of

Table 2: Parameters for pilot biometrics exploration: in this case, the weight and the stature of the pilot was let vary

independently.

Parameter Symbol Lower bound Upper bound Units

Age a 25 65 years

Weight w 60 110 kg

Stature h 1550 2000 mm

section 4 with the parameters shown in Table 2 are shown. The population seems to evolve towards individuals with

the largest Body Mass Index (BMI). In fact, the average individual in the final population has a stature around 1.6 m

and a body mass close to 110 kg, resulting in a BMI of about 42. This value corresponds to severely obese individuals

and it is thus very unlikely to be found in real pilots. Thus, a second run has been performed, this time using the BMI

as an input parameter instead of directly considering the weight.

Table 3: Parameters for pilot biometrics exploration: in this case, the weight and the stature of the pilot was let vary

independently.

Parameter Symbol Lower bound Upper bound Units

Age a 25 65 years

Body Mass Index BMI 18 30 kg m−2

Stature h 1550 2000 mm

In Fig. 4 the results of the aforementioned second run, considering pilots with BMI limited to more plausible values

(Cfr. Table 3), are shown. The lower and upper bounds for BMI, respectively 18 and 30, have been chosen as to limit

the population to individuals in the normal and overweight range, excluding underweight and obese body types. In

this case the algorithm stopped after 30 iterations, converging towards individuals with greater BMI, height and age,

as shown in Figure 4(b). Generally, body types with higher BMI are associated with a lower biomechanical natural

frequency [35]. The natural frequency mainly impacts on the static gain of the pilot’s BDFT. The lower is the natural
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Figure 3: Results of the pilot biometric exploration conducted with the genetic algorithm outlined at section 4. In (a),

the initial population is shown. The final population after 30 iterations, is shown in (b). In (c) the identified Pareto front

is shown.

frequency, the higher will be the static gain of the pilot’s BDFT, thus acting on the LTF robust stability decreasing the

gain margin.

A possible explanation for the different results regarding the height of the most problematic body types, with respect to

the previous run, is that the BMI has greater influence with respect to the other parameters, and the global minimum of

the objective function is located in a region of the parameter space that the algorithm could not explore in the second

run, as it was outside of the problem’s bounds.

In order to try to identify the solution, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) techniques are being implemented at the time of

writing of this manuscript: variations of the stability figures of merit will be tested against variations of the parameters

of both the helicopter model and the pilot biomechanical model in order to identify the most relevant actors and the

possible correlations amongst them. The results of this latter analysis are postponed to future publications.
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Figure 4: Results of the pilot biometric exploration conducted with the genetic algorithm outlined at section 4. In (b),

the population at the last iteration is shown. In (a), all the individual generated in each iteration are shown. Darker

color of the markers corresponds to a more collective bounce prone body type.

6. Conclusions
This work presents a novel approach to identify the pilot anthropometric characteristics that make the closed-loop

pilot-rotorcraft system specifically prone to the collective bounce phenomenon. The parameters for pilots biometrics

exploration are the age, weight, stature or alternatively the Body Mass Index (BMI). A pseudo-random population

of pilots, exhibiting different biometrics, is generated and the corresponding multibody biomechanical models are

derived. The population is then simulated in a feedback loop with the rotorcraft dynamics and allowed to evolve,

through a genetic (de-)optimization algorithm, towards the individuals most likely to be prone to instability. Results

shown that the population seems to evolve towards individuals with heavy weight, around 110 kg, and short stature,

i.e. 1.6 m, resulting in huge, unrealistic, BMI values of about 42. Consequently a second run has been performed

using the BMI as an input parameter instead of directly considering the weight. The lower and upper BMI bounds

were set to 18–30. In this case the algorithm converges towards individuals with greater BMI, height and age, showing

that the BMI has a greater influence with respect to the other parameters. Future developments will consider Analysis

of Variance (ANOVA) techniques in order to identify the most relevant actors between the pilot biometrics and the

rotorcraft parameters and the possible correlations amongst them.
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Abstract
Wave-Based Control (WBC) is particularly effective for achieving rest to rest motion of under-actuated, cascaded,

lumped flexible systems. In this control scheme the actuator simultaneously launches and absorbs wave components

travelling into and out of the system at one end. By doing this the control scheme combines position control and

active vibration damping. Much work has been done on wave-based modelling and control of mass-spring strings.

This paper asks the question: to what extent can this work be extended to a wider class of systems? This question is

motivated by the control of spacecraft with features such as structural flexibility, flexible appendages and fuel slosh.

Most mathematical models of these systems presented to the control engineer, do not obviously have the structure of a

mass-spring string. However, often it is possible to calculate an equivalent mass-spring system. This paper identifies a

class of systems, with real, positive and distinct eigenvalues, for which this transformation is possible and presents an

algorithm for calculating the equivalent mass and spring values. A segmented planar multibody rocket model is used as

an example. This model consists of three rigid bodies connected by two torsional springs. The rocket has several lateral

thrusters and a gimballed rocket engine which may be used for attitude control. Several test cases with different sensor

and actuator configurations are examined. Equivalent mass-spring systems are calculated in each case. Wave-based

controllers are designed and tested for each model.

Keywords: spacecraft dynamics, attitude control, flexible systems, sloshing, mechanical waves

1. Introduction
Many spacecraft and rockets may be modelled as multi-body systems [1, 2, 3]. Flexible structures, such as solar panel

arrays and robot arms, may be approximated by lumped equivalents: a number of rigid bodies, with inter-connecting

springs. Sloshing fuel may be represented by a simple pendulum or mass-spring analog. These simple representations

are particularly useful in the design of attitude controllers. Such systems are usually under-actuated, i.e. have more

degrees of freedom than actuators. In attempting to re-orient such a system, one will usually excite certain modes of

vibration. In bringing the system back to rest, the control algorithm must effectively dampen these vibrations while

imposing the desired motion.

To end up at rest with the correct target attitude at the end of a manoeuvre the excitation and subsequent damping of

vibrations must be done in precisely the right way. One approach which facilitates this is to model the motion of each

part of the system as a superposition of two component motions or ‘waves’. Using this wave-based interpretation of

the system, linear controllers have been designed with a number of desirable properties. These include robustness to

modelling errors, to system changes, to sensor delays and to non-ideal actuation, while requiring minimal sensing and

being easy to implement. This so-called “wave-based control” (WBC) has been applied successfully to uniform and

non-uniform in-line mass-spring systems [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. The aim of this paper is to extend the WBC theory to a wider

class of systems, and in particular the multi-body spacecraft described above.

Wave-based

Controller

Actuator

Dynamics
m1 m2 mn

f0r fr

x1

f0

k1 k2 k3

Figure 1: Wave-based control scheme for a mass-spring string
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Figure 1 shows a simple WBC control system. The generic in-line (cascaded) mass-spring system shown is a classical

example of an under-actuated control problem. The motion of this lumped system may be modelled as a superposition

of two “waves” or wave-like components travelling rightwards and leftwards, with more or less dispersion as they go.

One wave is travelling from the actuator into and through the system, rightwards, and the other is travelling leftwards

through the system, back towards the actuator. In this way the actuator is simultaneously launching a wave into the

system and absorbing a returning wave from the system. The returning wave is a delayed and dispersed version of

the initial launched wave. A complete manoeuvre consists of launching a specified wave into the system, allowing it

to travel towards the boundary of the system (right-hand end) where it is reflected, and the motion (returning wave)

travels leftwards back to the actuator, which moves to absorb it and bring the system back to rest, leaving behind a net

displacement of the system equal to the target displacement. This returning wave is resolved using two measurements

from the system. These measurements can be positions, velocities or forces and are usually taken close to the actuator.

In Fig. 1 these measurements are the position of the first mass x1 and the force being applied to the first mass f0. In

addition to the cascaded mass-spring system shown in Fig. 1 this type of controller has also been applied to a much

wider variety of systems, including 2-D arrays of masses and springs and 3-D multibody systems. However in these

more complex cases the approach to controller design and tuning, while wave-inspired, has been experimental in nature.

The underlying notional waves were not clearly defined. It is proposed here that many of these more complex systems

can be considered in fact to be similar in dynamical structure to the mass-spring system in Fig. 1. Furthermore it is

proposed that through a suitable change of coordinates, an equivalent in-line mass-spring system may be calculated for

many of these systems.

Such a transformation provides a better theoretical foundation for applying wave-based modelling and control design

to systems which, at first sight, are quite different from the cascaded masses and springs for which wave behavior

is better understood and measured. In addition, the parameters and configuration of the transformed system provide

strong insights into the control challenge in the original system, and throws light on how the location of actuators and

sensors affects the control.

Problem Statement
The problem can be stated as follows. Given a SISO (single-input single-output) undamped system described by:

q̈(t)+Λq(t) = bu(t) (1)

y(t) = cT q(t) (2)

where

Λ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
λ1 0 · · · 0

0 λ2
. . . 0

...
. . .

. . .
...

0 0 · · · λn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , b =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
b1

b2

...

bn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , c =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
c1

c2

...

cn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (3)

where u(t) is the input and y(t) is the output,

1. under what conditions can this system be transformed into an equivalent mass-spring string such as in Fig.1 (for

which WBC is known to work well) and

2. how can the parameters of this equivalent system be calculated?

Alternatively we ask if there exists a coordinate transformation from q to a new coordinate system x,

x = Pq (4)

such that:

Mẍ(t)+Kx(t) = b̂u(t) (5)

y(t) = ĉT x(t) (6)

where M, K, b̂ and ĉ have the following structure:

M =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
m1 0 · · · 0

0 m2
. . . 0

...
. . .

. . .
...

0 0 · · · mn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , K =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

k0 + k1 −k1 0 · · · 0

−k1 k1 + k2 −k2
. . . 0

0 −k2
. . .

. . .
...

...
. . .

. . . kn−1 + kn−2 −kn−1

0 0 · · · −kn−1 kn−1 + kn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, b̂=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
1

0
...

0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , ĉ=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
1

0
...

0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ (7)
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Section 2 answers in the affirmative and presents a procedure for calculating the transformation P of Eq. 4. The

problem may first be reduced to an inverse eigenvalue problem for a Jacobi matrix. This is then solved using the

Lanczos algorithm. Finally mass and stiffness matrices are reconstructed. It is found that there are some necessary

conditions for the transformation to be possible. Section 3 presents a mathematical model of a multibody flexible

rocket which will be used as an example to test the algorithms presented in Section 2. Linearised equations of motion

are presented for the system. Section 4 presents some numerical examples of transformations for the rocket model.

Numerical parameters are chosen for the model to represent the European rocket Vega. It is found that there are many

equivalent mass-spring systems depending on the locations of actuators and sensors on the rocket and some different

examples are considered. Sections 5 and 6 present discussion and conclusions respectively.

2. Equivalent Mass-Spring Models
This section outlines a procedure for converting a generic SISO vibrating system described by Eqs. 1-3 to an in-line

mass-spring system described by Eqs. 5-7. This conversion amounts to finding the transformation matrix P of Eq. 4.

The coordinate transformation is carried out in three steps.

2.1. Scaling the States of the System
First consider the transformation v = Aq where A = diag(a1,a2, ...,an) is a diagonal matrix with strictly positive diag-

onal. This transformation merely scales the states of the system and leads to the new system:

v̈(t)+Λv(t) = Abu(t) (8)

y(t) = cT A−1v(t) (9)

Here the input and output vectors b and c are changed. Note however the matrix Λ of eigenvalues is unaffected by the

transformation. The choice of values ai are used to achieve the correct form of the input and output b̂ and ĉ vectors of

the mass-spring system after the final step. The values of the ai are calculated in Section 2.3 below.

2.2. Inverse Eigenvalue Problem for Jacobi Matrix and Lanczos Algorithm
In [9] Gladwell investigates inverse eigenvalue problems for Jacobi matrices which are defined as follows: a Jacobi

matrix is a positive semi-definite symmetric tri-diagonal matrix with strictly negative co-diagonal. We make use of the

following theorem for Jacobi matrices:

There is a unique Jacobi matrix J having specified eigenvalues (λi)
n
1, where

0 ≤ λ1 < λ2 < · · ·< λn (10)

and with normalised eigenvectors (ui)
n
1 having non-zero specified values (u1i)

n
1 of their first components. Recall that

ui =
[
u1i u2i · · · uni

]T
.

To simplify notation let U be the orthogonal matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors ui of the Jacobi matrix J and

let X be the transpose of U with columns xi. Then the theorem says that for a given Λ and x1 (the first column of

X) there is a unique Jacobi matrix J and orthogonal matrix U . The Lanczos algorithm may be used to calculate the

matrices J and U (XT ) for a given Λ and x1 such that

JU =UΛ (11)

This may be rewritten in terms of X as

XJ = ΛX (12)

The Lanczos algorithm works as follows. Eq. 12 may be expanded as

[
x1 x2 · · · xn

]
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

d1 −e1 0 · · · 0

−e1 d2 −e2
. . . 0

0 −e2
. . .

. . .
...

...
. . .

. . . dn−1 −en−1

0 0 · · · −en−1 dn

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= Λ
[
x1 x2 · · · xn

]
(13)

Taking this column by column, first we have

d1x1 − e1x2 = Λx1 (14)
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If we pre-multiply by xT
1 , using xT

1 x1 = 1 and xT
1 x2 = 0 we get

d1 = xT
1 Λx1 (15)

Then rewriting Eq. 14 as

e1x2 = d1x1 −Λx1 = x̂2 (16)

The vector x̂2 is may be calculated from d1, x1 and Λ and since x2 is a unit vector e1 may be calculated from

e1 = ‖x̂2‖ (17)

and then

x2 =
x̂2
e1

(18)

This procedure of Eqs. 14 to 18 may be repeated for each column of the equation calculating all the di, ei and xi.

Using this algorithm we can find the second transformation z =Uv which leads to the new system:

z̈(t)+ Jz(t) =UA−1bu(t) (19)

y(t) = cT AUT z(t) (20)

Note that this transformation is only possible if Eq. 10 holds.

2.3. Reconstruction of Mass and Stiffness Matrices
The final step is to reconstruct the mass and stiffness matrices M and K. It can be shown that J = M− 1

2 KM− 1
2 and the

transformation x = M
1
2 z where M has the form given in Eq. 7 leads to the final system:

Mẍ(t)+Kx(t) = M
1
2 UA−1bu(t) (21)

y(t) = cT AUT M
1
2 x(t) (22)

The matrix M is calculated as follows: We can write K = M
1
2 JM

1
2 where K and M are mass and stiffness matrices

of Eq. 7 which we want to calculate. We will only consider here the case where k0 = kn = 0 and where K (and J)

are singular, corresponding to a free-free mass-spring system. In this case one eigenvalue of the system λ1 = 0. The

example we show later in the paper is indeed such a system. The rows of K must sum to zero. This can be written as

K
[
1 1 · · · 1

]T
= M

1
2 JM

1
2
[
1 1 · · · 1

]T
= 0 (23)

which may be rewritten as

J
[√

m1
√

m2 · · · √
mn
]T

= 0 (24)

Once a value is chosen for m1 this equation may be solved row by row to calculate each mi. The values of the ki easily

follow. The correct choice for m1 is shown in Eq. 28 below.

By comparing this system to that of Eqs. 5-7 we get the following equation for b and c.

M
1
2 UA−1b = M

1
2 UAc =

[
1 0 · · · 0

]T
(25)

which can be simplified to

A−1b = Ac =
1

m1
UT [1 0 · · · 0

]T
(26)

and then

A−1b = Ac =
1

m1
x1 (27)

This can be solved to give

ai =

√
bi

ci
, m1 =

√
1

∑bici
, xi1 =

√
bici

∑bici
(28)

By combining the three steps the overall transformation can be written as

P = M− 1
2 UA−1 (29)
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Examining Eq. 28 we find that a second necessary and sufficient condition for P to exist is

bi

ci
> 0 ∀i (30)

that is, the sign of each bi term is the same as the corresponding ci term. Also note however that if

bi

ci
< 0 ∀i (31)

then we can write down a new system by changing the signs of both u(t) and b. We then have a new system identical

to the old system but where the input is −u(t) and Eq. 30 is satisfied. This condition may be summarized as: the

corresponding entries in the b and c vectors must either all have the same sign or all have opposite signs.

3. Mathematical Model of Segmented Rocket
In this section the equations of motion for a planar segmented model of a rocket are presented. At first sight it might

appear that this lumped model, comprising three bodies and two springs, is just like a cascaded mass-spring system

of three masses and two springs. Dynamically however it is quite different. The subtle but important differences,

which will become clearer in subsequent sections, are what motivate the current study. From a control perspective

the system inputs and the measured outputs are key. In the mass-spring system of Fig. 1 the input and measured

output are the force on the first mass and the position of the first mass respectively. This is the preferred arrangement

to apply wave-based control. When the input is a gimballed engine acting on the lowest segment and the measured

output is the angle of this lowest segment, then it will be shown that the system is indeed similar to a cascaded 3-mass,

2-spring system. However, even if the segments in the rocket model have equal masses and moments of inertia, the

corresponding equivalent mass-spring system is not uniform. Furthermore the correct choices for the equivalent masses

and springs are far from obvious. We might distinguish between outputs which are measured and used for control, and

possible other system outputs, such as the orientation of the tip. In the present examples, however, where the reference

and measured variables are angles (or attitude), the distinction does not matter, because if the control system succeeds

in damping the vibrations, then the final angles of all segments will be equal.

Z

X
θ

x

z

φ1

f1I, m

φ2

f2

h

f3

T
δ

Figure 2: Segmented planar rocket model

The model, shown in Fig. 2, consists of three rigid bodies connected by two torsional springs as shown in Fig. 2. The

attitude of the bottom or base segment is θ relative to an inertial reference frame. The middle and top segments have

angles φ1 and φ2 respectively between themselves and the segment below as shown. Each segment has has height h,

mass m and moment of inertia I about its mass centre and each torsional spring has stiffness k. The rocket is considered

to have four possible sources of actuation: three lateral thruster forces fi at the top of each segment and an engine that

may be gimballed by angle δ on the bottom segment as shown. This combination of inputs allow many different cases

to be considered. Similarly the rocket has three outputs or attitude sensors, one on each segment which we will call

α1, α2 and α3 respectively The rotational equations of motion of the system were derived using Kane’s method [2]
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and linearised about the equilibrium point θ = θ̇ = φi = φ̇i = 0. Aerodynamic effects are here ignored, to simplify the

illustration of the general idea, implicitly restricting the applicability to manoeuvres beyond the atmosphere.⎡⎢⎣3I +2h2m 2I + 3m
2 h2 I + h2m

2

2I + 3m
2 h2 2I + 7m

6 h2 I + 5m
12 h2
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12 h2 I + h2m
6
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⎤⎦

+
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3 h −T h

6
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3 h+ k −T h

6

0 −T h
6 −T h

6 + k

⎤⎦⎡⎣θ
φ1

φ2

⎤⎦=

⎡⎣ 3T
2 h h

2 − h
2 − 3h

2
2T
3 h 2h

3 − h
3 − 4h

3
T h
6

h
6

h
6 − 5h

6

⎤⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣

δ
f1

f2

f3

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (32)

⎡⎣α1

α2

α3

⎤⎦=

⎡⎣1 0 0

1 1 0

1 1 1

⎤⎦⎡⎣θ
φ1

φ2

⎤⎦ (33)

4. Examples

Table 1: Summary of model parameters representative of Vega rocket

Parameter Value Unit

m 5 ·104 kg
k 6 ·107 Nm
I 5 ·105 kg m2

h 10 m
T 2.3 ·106 N

Table 1 presents numerical parameters for the model presented in Section 3 which are representative of the Euro-

pean launcher Vega [10]. These values were substituted into the rocket equations of motion and then the system was

diagonalised to have the same structure as Eqs. 1 to 3.⎡⎣q̈1

q̈2

q̈3

⎤⎦+
⎡⎣0 0 0

0 61.3 0

0 0 309.0

⎤⎦⎡⎣q1

q2

q3

⎤⎦

=

⎡⎣ 2.73 5.08 ·10−7 −4.08 ·10−7 −1.39 ·10−6

−14.7 3.19 ·10−6 3.19 ·10−6 −6.38 ·10−6

19.9 −1.05 ·10−5 1.06 ·10−5 −8.93 ·10−6

⎤⎦
⎡⎢⎢⎣

δ
f1

f2

f3

⎤⎥⎥⎦ (34)

⎡⎣α1

α2

α3

⎤⎦=

⎡⎣1.0 −0.592 0.322

1.0 −0.00814 −0.347

1.0 0.547 0.322

⎤⎦⎡⎣q1

q2

q3

⎤⎦ (35)

These equations actually represent twelve possible SISO systems using the four possible actuators (represented by the

columns of b) and three possible sensors (represented by the rows of c). By examining the sign patterns of the input

and output matrices, we find that there are only three combinations which satisfy the sign condition of Eq. 30. These

are (δ , α1), (− f2, α2) and (− f3, α3). Note that the input in the latter two cases are negative. The algorithms described

in Section 2 were used to calculate the equivalent mass-spring system for each of these cases. Let x = P̂
[
θ φ1 φ2

]T
be the coordinate transformation from the original rocket system to the mass-spring system. Then the matrix P̂ for each

case is:

P̂δ ,α1
=

⎡⎣1 0 0

1 0.740 −0.315

1 0.933 0.502

⎤⎦ , P̂f2,α2
=

⎡⎣1 1 0

1 0.720 0.298

1 0.901 0.406

⎤⎦ , P̂f3,α3
=

⎡⎣1 1 1

1 1.302 0.257

1 0.489 0.065

⎤⎦ (36)

Fig. 3 shows these equivalent systems. Table 2 summarizes the equivalent mass and spring values.
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α3

Figure 3: Equivalent mass-spring systems for three different actuator-sensor combinations

Table 2: Equivalent mass and spring values for three different actuator-sensor combinations

Input Output m1 m2 m3 k1 k2

δ α1 0.056 0.069 0.242 7.89 6.07

− f2 α2 0.243 ·106 2.11 ·106 0.0965 ·106 6.71 ·107 0.568 ·107

− f3 α3 1.29 ·105 1.55 ·105 4.38 ·105 1.83 ·107 1.25 ·107

4.1. WBC Step Responses
WBC controllers were designed for each of the three systems in Fig. 3. A comprehensive introduction to WBC is

beyond the scope of this paper but the reader may refer to [4] for more information. The controller is a fourth order

linear system and may be written in standard state space notation as:

ẋw(t) = Awxw(t)+Bwuw(t) (37)

fr(t) =Cwxw(t)+Dwuw(t) (38)

Aw =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 1 0 0

−ω2 −ω −ω2 0

0 0 0 1

−ω2 0 −ω2 −ω

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , Bw =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0

0 ω2 0

0 0 0

ω2

k0
ω2 0

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , Cw =
[
k0 0 0 0

]
, Dw =

[
0 −k0

k0
2

]
(39)

The controller has three inputs as shown in Fig. 1, the position of the first mass x1, the force applied to the first mass f0

and the reference r.

uw(t) =
[
x1(t) f0(t) r(t)

]T
(40)
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The output is the requested force to the actuator fr. In the simulations to follow the actuator is considered to be ideal

so that fr = f0. The controller has two tuning parameters, ω and k0. In each case these parameters are set to ω =
√

k1
m1

and k0 = k1. These are the standard tuning choices for these parameters in the case of a mass-spring system. The step

response for each closed loop system is shown in Fig. 4.

5. Discussion
WBC was developed with reference to cascaded mass-spring systems such as that in Fig. 1. When designing a

WBC controller for these systems the underlying wave model, which is well understood, naturally suggests the best

tuning parameters for the controller. While the technique has also been applied successfully to systems with more

complex structure such as bending and slewing systems, cranes and 2-D mass-spring arrays, in these cases tuning has

been carried out somewhat experimentally without reference to the underlying wave model. This paper asserts that

many of these more complicated systems have the same underlying structure as simple mass-spring cascades with

actuator and sensor at one end. An algorithm is presented for calculating these equivalent mass-spring systems. Using

these equivalent mass-spring representations allows us to quickly design and tune controllers for a much wider class

of systems including multibody spacecraft models. In addition, previously established analytical results concerning

stability and robustness of WBC for mass-spring systems are now readily applicable to this wider class of systems.

Given the choices of actuators and sensors for the rocket model presented in Sec. 3 we have found that there are three

configurations which allow us to calculate an equivalent mass-spring system with both actuator and sensor at one end.

The first system with actuator δ and sensor α1 both on the bottom segment is somewhat expected and has obvious

similarities to a 3-mass, 2-spring system. Interestingly, even though the rocket segments are identical, the ratio of the

masses in the equivalent mass-spring system is [1:1.2:4.3] which is quite non-uniform with masses increasing as they

get farther from the actuator and nearly equal springs. The system with actuator − f3 and sensor α3 is very similar

with mass ratio [1:1.2:3.4] also increasing farther from the actuator and also with similar springs. There is an obvious

symmetry between these two systems. One launches and absorbs waves at the bottom of the rocket and the other

launches and absorbs at the top. When WBC is applied to these systems the step response of the closed-loop systems

are seen to behave excellently with minimal overshoot and small settling times (Figs. 4(a), 4(c)). The final system with

actuator − f2 and sensor α2 has a mass ratio of [1:8.7:0.4] and spring ratio of [1:0.08] which is highly non-uniform.

In the step response for this system we can see that the measured variable α2 approaches the target and settles quickly

with small oscillations around the target attitude. However the other rocket segments continue to oscillate about the

target for a long period of time.

The above phenomena can be explained from a wave perspective. A change in mass in a non-uniform system can be

considered as a change in wave impedance causing partial transmission and reflection of waves. In the case where mass

increases farther away from the actuator, some of the launched wave is reflected back at these changes in impedance.

This is not a problem however as the actuator can launch a further wave to compensate and ensure the system reaches

the target. Conversely, in the case where there is a large mass in the centre of the system (Fig. 4(b)), returning waves

are reflected back into the farthest part of the system and become trapped by the larger mass in the centre. This is the

reason for the prolonged oscillations in the system of Fig. 4(b). It should be noted that this poor response is not a failing

of the WBC technique but rather an indication of the difficulty of the control problem. Any controller measuring at the

first mass will have to somehow measure the motion of the smaller end mass through the large mass in the centre of the

system. Then to control that end mass the actuator must work through the intervening dynamics of the large mass in

between. It is clear form this analysis that the non-uniformity of the system plays a key role in assessing the difficulty

of the control problem. It is the position of the non-uniformity, rather than the ratio of the masses or springs that is the

key determining factor in the difficulty of the problem.

6. Conclusions
A procedure has been presented for calculating equivalent cascaded mass-spring representations of a wide class of

SISO systems. In these equivalent mass-spring representations, the input is a force on the first mass and the output is

the position of the first mass. These are the type of systems for which WBC has been shown to work well. The trans-

formation is possible for a system described by Eqs. 1-3, with non-negative and distinct eigenvalues and corresponding

entries in the b and c vectors either all having the same sign or all having opposite signs. The transformation may

be formulated as an inverse eigenvalue problem for a Jacobi matrix and solved using the Lanczos algorithm. As an

example, the equations of motion were derived for a segmented multibody rocket with twelve possible actuator-sensor

configurations. Equivalent mass-spring systems were possible and were calculated for three of these configurations.

WBC controllers were designed and tuned using the equivalent mass-spring systems. In each case and the closed-loop

step responses were plotted.
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Figure 4: Step responses of a simple wave-based control system for each choice of actuator and sensor
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Equivalent mass-spring representations allow quick design and tuning of WBC controllers for a much wider class of

systems. Previously established analytical results concerning stability and robustness of WBC for mass-spring systems

are now readily applicable to this wider class of systems. It is clear that the non-uniformity of the resulting mass-spring

system and the position of this non-uniformity are key in assessing the difficulty of the control problem. From a wave

based perspective large masses in the centre of the cascade lead to the trapping of waves in the outer part of the system

increasing settling times.

This paper considered only mass spring systems where the input is a force on the first mass and the output is the position

of the first mass. A possible area for future research is to investigate equivalent systems where the input and output

may be on different masses internal to the system. There is also scope for using similar techniques to optimise actuator

and sensor locations within a system. The objective could be to make the resulting equivalent mass-spring system as

close to uniform as possible.
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Abstract 
Recently, as space developments have progressed, the opportunities for human beings to become active in outer 
space have increased. It is now expected that upsizing of manned space facilities, such as the International Space 
Station, will further this trend. Therefore, a means of individual transportation is necessary to ensure that human 
beings can move about effectively in microgravity environments. In this study, we propose a tether-based mobility 
system named the Tether Space Mobility Device (TSMD), which moves the user by extending and winding a tether 
attached to destination point within the structure. Additionally, a TSMD attitude control method is examined via 
numerical analysis. This model consists of one flexible and three rigid bodies. In microgravity environments, it is 
expected that tether motions will involve large deformations. Therefore, tether placements are formulated using 
the absolute nodal coordinate formulation suggested by Shabana, and coupled motions between tethers and rigid 
bodies are based on an augmented formulation. Furthermore, the contact force between the tether and arm is 
formulated by spring and damper elements. In this paper, the TSMD posture is confirmed during extension and 
winding operations. In our experiments, we examined the TSMD attitude control method during tether winding 
while focusing on changes in the system’s rotational kinetic energy. The numerical results of our analysis confirm 
that the attitude of the system is stabilized by our proposed controller. 

Keywords: microgravity, space robot, motion control, human-robot-interaction, tether 

1. Introduction 
Recently, as space developments have advanced, the opportunities for human beings to become active in outer 
space have increased. It is now expected that upsizing of manned space facilities, such as the International Space 
Station, will further increase this trend. Since the interior of these manned facilities can be presumed to have the 
same microgravity conditions as the external environment, in order for human beings to more around and perform 
efficiently, it will be necessary for each person to have a personal means of transportation that takes these 
conditions into consideration. Additionally, while it is conceivable that chemical thrusters, or something similar, 
could be used for moving objects in the vacuum conditions outside the station, they cannot be used within the 
enclosed living environment of the space station itself because they would pollute the air.  

In recent years, a number of attempts have been made to develop a highly compact and lightweight tether system 
for use as an actuator under microgravity conditions. For example, Nohmi et al. developed a mobile system for 
use under microgravity that was based on extension and contraction of a tether, and confirmed the utility of their 
system via a space demonstration experiment [1] or [2]. In addition, a propulsion method based on the Lorentz 
effect, which uses a conductive tether to interfere with geomagnetism, has also been proposed, and research on its 
control method has been conducted [3] or [4].  

In this paper, the authors propose a Tether Space Mobility Device (TSMD) as a means of facilitating human 
mobility within a manned facility under microgravity conditions [5]. The basic concept of the TSMD is shown in 
Figure 1. When the operator fires the TSMD at a location he or she wishes to travel to, the tether line shoots from 
the device and the end secures itself to the target point. Then, the tether is winded into the TSMD by a motor, 
thereby pulling the human operator toward his or her desired target point.  

However, since the tension acting on the tether under microgravity conditions will be very small, it is assumed that 
large deformations and displacements will occur when the tether is extended and winded, which means that the 
attitude of the TSMD operator has the potential to become unstable. Therefore, in this paper, we report on the 
construction of an analytical model for simulating the movement of the TSMD during tether extension and winding 
operations. Then, after confirming the validity of the analytical model by comparisons with experimental results 
simulating a microgravity environment, we propose a tether winding speed control method that stabilizes the 
attitude of the TSMD operator. 
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Figure 1: TSMD concept 

2. TSMD Modeling and Formulation 

2.1. Analytical Model 
Figure 2 shows the analytical model of the TSMD. This model can simulate a series of movement extending and 
winding tether. In this model, the tether is made of a flexible body, the rigid bodies are composed of three parts, 
arm, the TSMD, and human-imitate part simulating the user of TSMD. The flexible body is formulated by absolute 
nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) which is suggested by Shabana et al to express motion with large 
deformation and large desplacement [6]. The rigid bodies are formulated by Augmented Formulation that is the 
method of multibody dynamics. Extension and wind of tether is represented by driving constraint between the 
element node at the rear end of the tether and the rigid body 2. The interaction between the rigid bodies and the 
flexible body can be investigated in this model. The interaction occurs according to the reaction force and the 
tether tension. The reaction force is calculated when the flexible body contacts the edge and the inner surface of 
rigid body 1. 

 
Figure 2: Analytical model outline 

2.2. Flexible Body Formulation 
In this model, the motion of the flexible body is formulated using the absolute nodal coordinate formulation (ANCF) 
proposed by Shabana et al. The absolute nodal coordinates of a flexible body element are  

 (1) 

where (e1,e2) and (e5,e6) represent the XY coordinates of the node at the element end. Similarly, (e3,e4) and (e7,e8) 
represent the spatial derivative in the XY coordinate system of the node at each element end. The equation of 
motion for the flexible body is  

 (2) 

2.3. Rigid Body Formulation 
The rigid body formulation is based on an augmented formulation. In this model, the rigid body system is 
composed of three rigid bodies. The equation of motion for the rigid bodies is 

 (3) 

Human

TSMD

Tether
Tension

Arm Tether

Contact ForceTether (flexible body)

Arm (rigid body 1)

TSMD (rigid body 2)
Human-imitate part (rigid body 3)

Pin joint
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(4) 

where   is the mass of the rigid bodies, and   is their inertia moment  .   represents the 
center of the rigid bodies   is their rotation angle , and  are the external force and 
moment of the rigid bodies, respectively. Thus, the equation of motion for the system is 

 (5) 

 

 

 

(6) 

Next, we formulate the system constraints. Pin joints connect Rigid Bodies 1 and 2, and Rigid Bodies 2 and 3. 
Then, the system constraints are given by 

 (7) 

where  is the position vector of the center of rigid body  in absolute coordinates,  is transformation matrix  
from the local coordinate system to the absolute coordinate system, and   is a position vector up to the joint point 
of rigid body  in local coordinates. Then, the relative angle between the rigid bodies is determined by the driving 
constraints and described as  

 (8) 

where  is the relative angle between Rigid Bodies 1 and 2, and   is the relative angle between Rigid 
Bodies 2 and 3.  

In this paper, we do not consider the relative motion between the rigid bodies, and set it as . 
Extension and winding of the tether is expressed by displacing the node at the end of the tether at a velocity V in 
the X direction in the object coordinate system of Rigid Body 2 with the initial position where the starting end of 
the tether overlaps the starting end of Rigid Body 1. Therefore, if the total length of the tether is  and the length 
of rigid body  is , the node constraint at the end of the tether and the Rigid Body 2 can be described as 

 (9) 

 (10)  

where  is the nodal coordinate of the th element, Ke is the proportional gain,  is the target deflection in the 
extending tether,  is the length of the tether not collected in the rigid body,  is the time when the tether tip 
becomes attached,  is winding speed. Therefore, the constraint equations for the system  can be written as 

 (11)  

The differential algebraic equations are obtained as 

 (12)  
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where  is the Jacobean matrix,  are Lagrange multipliers, and  is the acceleration equation. Differentiating 
the constraint twice with respect to time, 

 (13)  

2.4. Contact Force between Flexible and Rigid Bodies 
Next, we show the formulation for contact force from the rigid body system on the tether. The contact force 
between the flexible and rigid bodies is calculated by a spring and a damper element. In addition, we consider the 
contact force to be divided into  and  in order to express the suction phenomenon near the suction port.  is 
the reaction force caused by the inner wall of Rigid Body 1 in a situation where the node of the beam element is 
retracted completely.  is the reaction force at the edge of Rigid Body 1 when the node of the beam element is 
being retracted. First, the force from the elastic wall inside the rigid body  is considered.  

Figure 3 shows the beam element retracted into Rigid Body 1. The number of the node located outside of and 
closest to the tip of Rigid Body 1 is set to , whereas the number of the node located inside of and closest to the tip 
of Rigid Body 1 is set to . Assuming that the position vector in the global coordinate system for the th 
node is , and the position vector in the object coordinate system for Rigid Body 1 is , the 
following equation is obtained. 

 (14)  

Therefore, taking into consideration the frictional force acting between the beam element and the rigid body, the 
force  from the inner wall AB of Rigid Body 1 on the th node can be expressed in the overall coordinate 
system as follows 

 (15)  

when  and   are the spring constant and the damping coefficient for the elastic wall in Rigid Body 1 taking 
contact rigidity into account. The force  and moment  acting on Rigid Body 1, which are resultant forces of 
the reaction force of elements in Rigid Body 1, are described as 

 (16)  

where are the X and Y direction components when  is expressed in the object coordinate system of Rigid 
Body 1. 

 
Figure 3: Flexible body element drawn into Rigid Body 1 

Rigid body 1

Flexible body

Rigid body 2
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Next, we consider the reaction force  at the edge of Rigid Body 1. Figure 4 shows the flexible body element that 
is drawn into Rigid Body 1. For simplicity, it is assumed that the retracted beam element is not geometrically 
deformed. Assuming that the deformation of the object coordinate system of Rigid Body 1 is 

, the contact force  of the edge of Rigid Body 1 in the object coordinate system can be expressed 
as 

 (17)  

when  and  are the spring constant and the damping coefficient for the elastic wall in the vicinity of the tip of 
Rigid Body 1 considering the contact rigidity. Assuming that the angle of the beam element in the object coordinate 
system of Rigid Body 1 is  and the angle of the line segment formed by the th node and the suction port tip 

 is , the condition that the tip of the beam element and the tip of Rigid Body 1 contact each other 
is described as  

 (18)  

Then,  , , and  are given by 

 (19)  

When the beam element satisfies the boundary conditions in equation (18), the magnitude of  is 

 (20)  

When  is decomposed in the  and  directions in the object coordinate system, 

 (21)  

 
Figure 4: Flexible body element drawn into Rigid Body 1 (enlarged view) 
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Next, we consider the frictional force from the edge of Rigid Body 1 on the beam element. The frictional force in 
the object coordinate system from the tip of Rigid Body 1 on the beam element  is described as 

 (22)  

when  is the friction coefficient between beam element and the tip of Rigid Body 1. Therefore, the force from 
the tip of Rigid Body 1 on the beam element in the global coordinate system is 

 (23)  

Since the force determined by equation (23) is the force from the beam element, this force is decomposed into 
components  and , which are received by the nodes at each end of the beam element. Assuming that  
acts uniformly on the beam elements,  and  are expressed by the following equation based on the principle 
of virtual work 

 (24)  

The force  and the rotational moment  from the beam element on Rigid Body 1 by contact are described as 

 (25)  

when   are the   direction components and   is expressed in the object coordinate system for Rigid 
Body 1. For  and  used in this paper, it is assumed that the deformation of the elastic wall is small, and it is 
given a large value so that the retracted beam element does not extend outside of Rigid Body 1. When considering 
the stability of the analysis,  and  are values that provide critical attenuation for the system formed by the beam 
elements and  and . The contact force from Rigid Body 2 on the beam element can be obtained by replacing 
the object coordinate system of Rigid Body 1 with Rigid Body 2, and then setting , where it is assumed that 
the beam element retracted into Rigid Body 2 is treated as recovered, and no reaction force is applied to Rigid 
Body 2. 

2.5. Extending and Attaching Tether 
Attach a point mass m1 [kg] to the tip of tether, and extend the tether by imparting an initial velocity to the point 
mass by a spring force. When the x coordinate of the tether tip  reaches the suction position xa, the y coordinate 
of the tether tip   is ya. Attaching the tether tip is simulated by the spring and damper elements, whereas 
attaching force  on the tip of the tether described as 

 

 
(26)  

where  is the spring constant and  is the damping coefficient. 

3. Validity of Analytical Model 

3.1. Experimental Setup 
The experimental equipment (shown in Figure 5) is described in this section. This experimental equipment consists 
of two parts, the TSMD and a unit for simulating the influence of the weight of a human body. To simulate a two-
dimensional (2D) microgravity environment, a method using air bearings, which is widely used in space robot 
control experiments [7] or [8], was adopted. The TSMD is equipped with a reel for winding the tether and it is 
driven by a brushless direct current (DC) motor. The human imitate part is equipped with a battery. Since the mass 
of the battery shifts the system’s center of gravity (COG), tension-based rotation occurs easily. In addition, the 
human imitate part is equipped with a nine-axis motion sensor that allows its movements to be measured precisely. 
Our experiment was carried out on a flat table made of smooth glass plate. 
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Figure 5: Experimental equipment of TSMD 

3.2. Experimental Conditions 
To confirm the validity of our proposed analytical model, we focused on tether behavior during winding, and 
compared the results of numerical simulations and experiments. Figure 6 shows the initial conditions used. The 
arm of the TSMD part and the human imitate part are not driven but are fixed so as to be perpendicular to the 
TSMD, as shown in Figure 6. The tether was stretched from the TSMD part via the arm, and the tether tip was 
fixed in place at the origin point. The experimental equipment was arranged so that the tether and the TSMD part 
are aligned along the X axis. Then, tether winding began and rotation of the experimental equipment during the 
winding movement was verified. This experiment was repeated three times at the same speed.  Table 1 shows the 
parameters used in the experiment. 

 
Figure 6: Initial experiment and analysis conditions 

 

Table 1: Experimental equipment conditions 

Length of tether [m] 2.6 

Diameter of tether [mm] 0.52 

Material of tether Nylon 

Mass of TSMD part [kg] 1.6 

Size of TSMD part [mm] Width110 Depth200 Height165 

Mass of Human-imitate part [kg] 7.7 

Size of Human-imitate part [mm] Width220 Depth160 Height257 

Length of arm [mm] 300 

Mass of experimental equipment [kg] 9.3 

Moment of inertia [kgm2] 0.12 

Arm

Human imitate part

TSMD part

Joint

Gas cylinder 
Air bearing

2.30m

Tether Arm TSMD
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3.3. Comparison of Analytical and Experimental Results 
In this section, we compare the analytical and experimental results. Figures 7 and 8 show time histories for the 
angular velocity and angle, respectively. As can be seen, the angular velocity and angle for the experimental 
equipment began changing rapidly due to tension immediately after the start of the experiment. At 1.5 s, a second 
tension was generated in the direction in which rotational motion was suppressed, and the angular velocity 
decreased. After 1.5 s, the experimental equipment continued rotating at a constant angular velocity due to the 
occurrence of large deflection.  

From these figures, it can be seen that the results of the analysis qualitatively agree with the experimental results 
for both angular velocity and angle. In Figure 7, the maximum angular velocity is larger, and the time at which the 
angular velocity becomes a maximum is shorter, in the analysis than is seen in the experimental results. This is 
thought to be due to differences in initial conditions due to the experimental equipment being pressed by the human 
hand as well as gear backlash. The results of the comparison between the analytical and experimental results 
indicate that the proposed model could be useful for verifying the TSMD attitude control method. 

 
Figure 7: Time history of angular velocity                        Figure 8: Time history of angle 

4. Attitude Control when Extending and Winding Tether 

4.1. Attitude Control Method 
Since winding the tether at a constant speed will cause a large deflection, the experimental equipment will continue 
to rotate as shown in Figure 8. In order to control the attitude of the experimental equipment, we propose a winding 
speed control method that uses the tether deflection and kinetic energy gradient for the experimental equipment. 
Figure 9 shows a model of the experimental equipment. The deflection  of the tether is 

 (27)  

when  is the current length of the tether,  is the position of the tip of the arm as seen from the absolute coordinate 
system. Assuming that the initial length of tether is , the length of the winding tether is , and the arm length is 

, the current length of the tether  can be described as 

 (28)  

Also, assuming that the position of the experimental TSMD is  and the angle is , the position of the tip of the 
arm  is 

 (29)  

 (30)  

 (31)  

Substituting equations (28) to (31) into equation (27), the deflection of the tether  can be obtained. The tether 
winding speed  is given by 
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 (32)  

where  is the proportional gain, and  is the target tether deflection. Figure 10 shows a block diagram of this 
winding control. 

 
    Figure 9: Model of experimental equipment                          Figure 10: Block diagram of winding control 

4.2. Effectiveness of Attitude Control 
Next, we simulated a series of tether extension and winding movements using the analytical model. The 
effectiveness of winding control was verified by comparing the constant speed tether winding condition with and 
without application of the winding control described in section 4.1. Table 2 shows the analytical model conditions, 
while Figures. 11 and 12 show the angular velocity and angle time histories, respectively, for the Rigid Body 3 
COG.  

 At 0 s, a spring force is used to shoot the tether tip, and the experimental equipment rotates clockwise with an 
angular velocity of -8 deg/s due to the reaction force. At 1.3 s, the tip is attached and tether winding is started. In 
the absence of winding control, all deflection caused by attaching the tip of the tether was winded at the 1.7 s. 
Simultaneously, tension was generated in the tether significant changes began occurring in the angular velocity 
and angle of the experimental equipment. As a result, tether deflection occurred due to tension, and the 
experimental equipment began rotating counterclockwise at a constant angular velocity. At 2.4 s, the tether 
stretched due to the rotational motion of the experimental equipment and the direction of rotation of the 
experimental equipment changed again. Similarly, the direction of rotation of the experimental equipment began 
changing due to tension at 4.7 s. This third tension created a significant deflection and the experimental equipment 
continued rotating at a constant angular velocity until the end of the analysis period.  

In contrast, when winding control was applied, the angular velocity of the experimental equipment was suppressed 
compared with the condition without control because the winding speed increases when the kinetic energy gradient 
becomes negative. Thus, the angular velocity was still an extremely small value of 0.03 deg/s at 5 s when the third 
tension generated, and the experimental equipment angle stabilized at around 6.6 deg. From this result, we 
confirmed that effective attitude control could be obtained by applying winding control. 

 

Table 2: Analytical model conditions 

Winding speed (Without control)[m/s] 0.115 

Winding control gain Kw 6 

Distance to attaching position [m] 2 

Mass of the tip of tether [kg] 0.1 

Launch spring constant k 100 

Distance from natural length [m] 0.05 

Attaching spring constant ka 1000 

Target deflection (Extending the tether) [m] 0.01 

Target deflection (Attitude control) [m] 0.05 
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Figure 11: Time history of angular velocity                    Figure 12: Time history of angle 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper, as a basic study of a TSMD system intended for use under microgravity conditions, we constructed 
an analytical model based on multibody dynamics, and analyzed the TSMD motions during tether extension and 
winding operations. The validity of the analytical model was confirmed by an experiment reproducing 2D 
microgravity. We also proposed a winding control method that utilizes the amount of tether deflection and the 
kinetic energy gradient of the experimental equipment. In a numerical analysis comparing the behavior changes 
the experimental equipment with and without control, we confirmed that applying the proposed control produced 
a successful attitude control effect. 
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Abstract
With the increasing demand on renewable energy, the requirements on wind turbines with respect to higher perfor-

mance while decreasing costs become more demanding on the design process. To meet these requirements a deep

understanding of the overall wind turbine, comprising the mechanical structure, the aerodynamics and the plant con-

troller, is needed at an early stage of the design process. This contribution describes the development of a detailed

multibody model of the W2E 120/3.0fc wind turbine designed by W2E Wind to Energy. A validation of the multibody

model is carried out by comparing simulation results with measurements on the turbine prototype. Hereby statistical

and dynamical evaluation methods are applied and a good agreement between measurement and simulation is reached.

The suitability of the validated 3 MW turbine model as a basis for further optimisation studies is then demonstrated on

the example of a passive tuned mass damper implemented in the tower top of the turbine.

Keywords: flexible multibody system, wind turbine, experimental validation, passive tuned mass damper

1. Introduction
With the increasing demand on renewable energy, the requirements on wind turbines with respect to higher perfor-

mance while decreasing costs become more demanding on the design process. To meet these requirements a deep

understanding of the overall wind turbine, comprising the mechanical structure, the aerodynamics and the plant con-

troller, is needed at an early stage of the design process. Typically simplified multibody models of the overall turbine

are used for early load calculations as basis for further component design. However, to ensure a thorough understand-

ing of the dynamical behaviour during operation the development of detailed multibody models by means of general

purpose multibody software is preferable, see [1].

The subject covered by this contribution is the development and experimental validation of a detailed multibody model

of the W2E 120/3.0fc wind turbine designed by W2E Wind to Energy, Rostock, Germany, see Figure 1. The suitability

of the validated 3 MW turbine model as a basis for further optimisation studies is then demonstrated on the example

of a passive tuned mass damper mounted in the tower top of the turbine. A prototype of the wind turbine is erected

in Kankel, Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania, Germany. The prototype belongs to the class of wind turbines with

horizontal axis, variable speed and variable pitch and has a rotor diameter of 120 m, a hub height of 100 m and a

nominal rated power of 3 MW. Multibody modelling of this wind turbine is based on the concepts developed for a

2 MW wind turbine in [1].

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 the buildup of the multibody model is described in detail, comprising

the multibody model topology, the implementation of aerodynamic loading as well as the implementation of the plant

controller. Hereby particular attention is paid to the interaction between multibody model, aerodynamic simulation

code and plant controller. Section 3 describes the experimental validation of the multibody model, and a comparison

between measurement data and multibody simulation is given. The 3 MW turbine model and its validation will be

used as the basis for further optimisation of the dynamic behaviour of the overall system. As an example, a passive

tuned mass damper is tuned to the first tower eigenfrequency and implemented in the multibody model in section 4.

The effectiveness of the vibration absorber to lower fatique loading and increase the lifetime of the turbine is judged

by means of simulation of the validated multibody model.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: W2E-120/3.0fc wind turbine: (a) Overall view of the turbine prototype erected in Mecklenburg-Western

Pomerania (b) Detailed view of the turbine nacelle.

2. Multibody Model of the Wind Turbine
The multibody model of the 3 MW prototype is built up in the general purpose multibody program SIMPACK [2]. An

overall view of the model and its major structural components is given in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Multibody model of the 3 MW wind turbine in SIMPACK

The model comprises 110 degrees of freedom including flexible blades and a flexible tower as well as a detailed drive

train model. The flexible tower is first modelled by means of finite beam elements in MSC.Nastran and then imported

into SIMPACK via modal Craig-Bampton reduction [3]. For the flexible blades the SIMPACK blade generation tool is

used. Analogous to the tower model buildup, the blades are first modelled as finite beam elements followed by modal

reduction, whereby additional markers are defined for the application of aerodynamic loads. The drive train model

includes a two-stage planetary gear comprising rigid body parts connected via user-defined force elements to account

for contact stiffness of pairing gears and torsional stiffness of the shaft.

The objective of a detailed multibody model of a wind turbine is to ensure a realistic representation of the overall turbine

dynamics and structural loads during nominal power production and exceptional cases like controller faults or overload

events. For this purpose it is necessary to model the aerodynamic forces and torques acting on the turbine blades as

well as the interaction between turbine and controller. An interaction scheme between multibody model, controller and

aerodynamic code was developed in [1] that is appropriately adapted to the problem at hand. A schematic overview of
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the multibody model topology and its interaction with the aerodynamic code and plant controller is given in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Multibody model of the 3 MW wind turbine in SIMPACK

The aerodynamic loads applied to the flexible turbine blades are provided by the aerodynamic simulation code Aero-

dyn [4] developed by the National Renewable Energy Laboratories (NREL). For the calculation of the aerodynamic

forces and torques the simulation code exploits the blade element momentum theory. Together with the NREL software

tool TurbSim [5] stochastic turbulent wind fields are generated to simulate operational loading conditions of the turbine.

The combination of the two aerodynamic codes allows for the definition of realistic operational load conditions of the

turbine for different wind speeds and turbulence intensities.

Another strong influence on the dynamical behaviour of a wind turbine during operation is the plant controller. To

ensure a realistic behaviour of the multibody model the actual plant controller of the prototype turbine is implemented

in multibody code. The controller operates the turbine in two different modes: partial load and full load. During partial

load controller adjusts the generator torque to the momentary rotor speed of the turbine to fit the desired power curve.

At higher wind speeds the potential wind power exceeds the nominal power of the turbine and the controller switches

to full load. Here the generator is set to nominal torque and the controller adjusts the blade pitch to limit the rotor speed

at nominal speed.

3. Experimental Validation
The turbine prototype is part of type certification process which is defined in International Electrotechnical Commission

(IEC) standard 61400− 13 [7]. The certification process includes extensive measurements of the turbine operating

values, such as power production, rotor speed, pitch angle, and of the turbine interface loads, such as blade root

bending moments and tower top/root bending moments, see Figure 4.

(a) (b)

Figure 4: Measurement on W2E-120/3.0fc wind turbine: (a) Measurement mast in front of the prototype (b) Measure-

ment set up within the turbine prototype

The monitoring sites comprise a measurement mast erected in front of the prototype to record the wind condition, see
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Figure 4(a), as well as various measuring points within the turbine including (see Figure 4(b), from top-left clockwise)

incremental encoder to measure blade pitch angle, strain gauges before blade bulkhead, strain gauges behind blade

bulkhead, strain gauges on fast shaft, band clamp encoder to record rotor speed, incremental encoder to measure

turbine azimuth angle, strain gauge at tower top and a data logging system.

The type certification process allows for validation of the multibody model defined in section 2 by comparing multibody

simulations with measurements done on the prototype. A method to compare measured with experimental data is given

by [1] for a 2 MW wind turbine. In a first step the measured time series data is cut up into 10 min time series.

The time series are then classified by mean wind speed and turbulence intensity defining measured load cases (MLC)

in accordance to [7]. Equal to the definition of MLC, design load cases (DLC) are defined for the simulation of

the multibody model according to [6]. In the present work DLC for turbulence intensities of 10% and 12% and

for mean wind speeds ranging from 4 m/s to 25 m/s in steps of 1 m/s, each with 4 different windseeds have been

defined, summing up a total of 168 DLC. Each DLC is simulated with the multibody model for a 10 min time series

to match the MLC data. However, a direct comparison of DLC data simulated by the multibody model with measured

MLC data is not expedient. MLC and DLC may be equal in terms of mean wind speed, turbulence intensity and

observation period, but the actual time series differ from each other since real wind conditions (MLC) are compared to

wind conditions generated by TurbSim/AeroDyn (DLC). Simulation results and measurements are therefore compared

based on statistical valuation comprising minimum, maximum, mean value and standard deviation of each DLC/MLC.

In addition to comparing measured and simulated turbine operating values and interface loads as stated above, the

interface loads are also compared based on rainflow count procedures [8]. Here the load cycles of each MLC/DLC time

series are counted based on a pre defined bin width. The load ranges and mean values of each load cycle are calculated

and stored in a rainflow matrix accordingly. To estimate the fatique loading of a full turbine life cycle, the load cycles

calculated from MLC/DLC are extrapolated according the GL guidline [6].

3.1. Comparing Measurement and Calculation
In the following some calculation and measurement results for operating parameters of the turbine and interface loads

are compared. Calculated and measured electrical power and pitch angle are compared to demonstrate the turbine

operating behaviour. The dynamic loading condition of the turbine is exemplarily shown by comparing the bending

moments at the blade root in flapwise direction.

Electrical Power
The power curve captures the turbine power production in relation to wind speed at hub height. It displays cut-in wind

speed, rated power 3 MW and rated wind speed 10 m/s and is therefore crucial for monitoring and control of turbine

perfomance. Figure 5 shows the minimum, maximum and mean values of measured and calculated electrical power.

Figure 5: Min, Max, Mean electrical power for measurement and simulation

The above figure shows sound correlation between measurement and simulation.
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Blade Pitch Angle
Once the wind speed exceeds the turbine rated wind speed 10 m/s the controller switches from partial load to full load

mode and starts to limit the rotor speed to nominal speed by pitching the rotor blades. The corresponding measured

and calculated blade pitch angles in relation to wind speed are displayed in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Min, Max, Mean pitch angle for measurement and simulation

Overall a good correlation between measurement and calculation is achieved. Mean and maximum values of calculation

lie slightly above the corresponding measured values. This is due to the fact, that the blade pitch units are idealised as

rheonomic joints in the multibody model without accounting for a secondary control loop to actuate the pitch drives.

Blade Root Flapwise Bending Moment
The major part of the overall dynamic loads is induced into the turbine via the rotor blades. Most relevant for the

turbine design are hereby the blade root bending moments in flapwise direction. The minimum, maximum and mean

values of the calculated and measured bending moments shown in Figure 7 are scaled with respect to their absolute

maximum because of confidentiality. As can be seen the flapwise bending moment increases as wind speed increases

until rated speed 10 m/s where the controller switches to full load mode. With increasing pitch angle of the blades, the

aerodynamic drag is reduced which results in a decreasing bending moment.

Figure 7: Min, Max, Mean flapwise blade root bending moment for measurement and simulation

Since the flap wise blade root bending moments are negative valued, the calculated minimum, maximum and mean

values are slightly conservative with respect to the measured load. The reason for the higher bending moments lies in

the modal reduction of the rotor blades resulting in a stiffening of the blades.

As stated above a dynamic evaluation of the bending moments is carried out in addition to the statistic evaluation. The
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rainflow matrices (Markov matrices) for the blade root bending moment from measurement and simulation is shown in

Figure 8. Here the counted load cycles are extrapolated to a turbine life time of 20 years and categorized by means of

mean value and load range.

Figure 8: Markov matrices of blade root bending moment from simulation and measurement

The Markov matrices shown in Figure 8 are equal in terms of load range and mean value, however they differ in the

distribution of counted load cycles. A reason for this is the stochastic behaviour of the wind during measurement as well

as the measurement of the wind at discrete measurement sites instead of measuring over the whole rotor area, making

it difficult to compare the rainflow evaluation of measurement and simulation based on the matrix representation in

Figure 8. Zierath et al. in [1] suggest to accumulate the load cycles over the load range only, thus omitting the count of

the number of cycles over the mean value. This representation is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Rainflow count of blade root bending moment for measurement and simulation

Good agreement between measurement and simulation can be observed with an overall conservative behaviour of the

calculation with respect to measurement.

4. Wind Turbine with Tuned Mass Damper
The described multibody model is a basis for ongoing optimisation studies with the aim to improve the overall turbine

dynamic behaviour, to reduce fatique damage and, thus, to extend the turbine lifetime. Potential measures to reduce

operational loads of the turbine can be judged sufficiently at an early stage of design phase based on the multibody
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model and its experimental validation. As an example, a tuned mass damper (TMD) is tuned to the first eigenfrequency

of the turbine tower and implemented into the multibody model. The performance of the TMD to reduce turbine loads

is then judged based on simulation results. In doing so, no claim is made for a comprehensive study of all the dynamic

effects related to the interaction of TMD and turbine within the scope of this study. More extensive investigation on the

usage of passive/active TMD in wind turbines is given in [9, 10, 11].

Figure 10 shows the vibration absorber implemented into the multibody model. The aim of implementing the TMD

is to reduce the wind-induced loads on the tower base by mitigating tower top displacement during operation. The

passive TMD is mounted to be translationally displaceable relative to tower top. In the translational direction, the mass

is coupled by a spring damper system. The deflection corresponds to the direction of tower deflection of the first turbine

eigenmode (fore-aft direction), see Figure 10.

Figure 10: First tower eigenmode (left) and vibration absorber at tower top in fore-aft direction (right)

The absorber mass is set to 10% of the first turbine eigenmode modal mass. The spring damper system is tuned

according to the optimal frequency and damping ratio,

fTMD =
1

1+λ
fturb, (1)

dTMD =

√
3λ

8(1+λ )3
, (2)

given by Den Hartog in [12]. In 1 λ is the ratio between modal mass of the first turbine eigenmode and absorber mass,

and fturb is the eigenfrequency corresponding to the turbine fore-aft eigenmode. In 2 fTMD is the optimal TMD natural

frequency and dTMD the optimal damping ratio of the TMD.

To simulate the influence of the TMD on the dynamic behaviour of the wind turbine during operation, the 168 design

load cases defined in section 3 are utilized. As an exemplary result, Figure 11 shows time series and corresponding

frequency spectra of the tilt bending moment (perpendicular to wind direction) at the tower base with and without TMD

for different wind speeds and a turbulence intensity of 12 %. Due to confidentiality the results are scaled with respect

to their mean value (in time domain) and with respect to the first turbine eigenfrequency (in frequency domain).
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Figure 11: Time series and frequency spectrum of tower base tilt bending moment for different mean wind speeds with

and without TMD (absorber)

For the wind speed 4 m/s the turbine tower is excited around the first turbine eigenfrequency. It can be observed that the

the tower vibration becomes more transient with higher wind speeds due to the stochastic behaviour of the wind. Thus

reducing the effectiveness of the TMD is highest at lower wind speeds where the vibration characteristic of the turbine

is more resonant. A similar effect is shown by Altay et al. in [9]. However a statement on the effectiveness of a TMD

with regard to the reduction of operational loads and fatique damage is difficult to achieve with these results alone.
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Therefore rainflow count procedures in accordance to section 3 are applied. The load ranges over the accumulated load

cycles for the tilt bending moment with and without TMD are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Rainflow count of base tilt bending moment with and without TMD (absorber)

It can be seen that the TMD is most effective for load ranges between 3.7× 104 kNm and 4.1× 104 kNm, whereas

there is little effect over the major part of the accumulated load cycle range. To better compare the two load spectrums

in Figure 12, an equivalent load range is introduced in accordance to [7]. This method condenses the calculated load

spectrum into a single load amplitude applied over a total number of cycles with a resulting fatigue damage equal

to the fatigue damage dealt by the original load spectrum. The single load amplitude for the tilt bending moment is

23.9301×106 Nm with TMD and 24.3490×106 Nm without TMD. Consequently the usage of the TMD reduces the

fatigue damage related to the tilt bending moment at the tower base by 1.72%.

5. Conclusion
The present contribution describes the development of a detailed multibody model of the W2E 120/3.0fc 3 MW wind

turbine developed by W2E Wind to Energy and its validation based on measurements taken on the turbine prototype.

An overall good agreement between simulated results and measured data has been reached. For the blade root bending

moment in flap wise direction calculation results for stochastic and rainflow evaluation are slightly conservative with

respect to measured data.

Crucial for the performance of the multibody model is the interaction of multibody model, aerodynamic code and plant

controller. For the simulation the same controller as installed on the turbine prototype is implemented in the interaction

scheme to ensure a realistic turbine behaviour during operational condition and improve the quality of the calculation.

The developed multibody model and its validation build a profound basis for future research studies. An example is

given by implementing a tuned mass damper (TMD) into the simulation model and judging its impact on the turbine

dynamic behaviour by applying simulation methods used in the validation process. A decreasing effectiveness of the

TMD with increasing windspeeds is observed. Overall, the fatigue damage related to the tilt bending moment at the

tower base is reduced by 1.72%.

A lesson learned is the limited performance of the passive tuned mass damper. Future research will therefore focus on

more advanced concepts including active TMD to enhance TMD performance over a wider load cycle range. Hereby

different TMD concepts can be assessed quickly and reliably by the methods described in this contribution.
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